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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

February 20, 1865.

Resolved by the Senate of the United States, (the House of Representatives concurring,) That in order to
enable the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War to complete their investigations of certain important
matters now before the"m, and which they have not been able to complete, by reason of inability to obtain
important witnesses, they be authorized to continue their sessions for thirty days after the close of the present
Congress, and to place their testimony and reports in the hands of the Secretary of the Senate.
Resolved further, That the Secretary of the Senate is hereby directed to cause to be printed of the reports
and accompanying testimony of the Committee on the C01:iduct of the War five thousand copies for the use of
the Senate and ten thousand copies for the use of the House of Representatives.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Set:retary.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES,

Marek 1, 1865.

Resol'Ded, That this House do concur in the foregoing resolntiQD with the following amendment:
Strike out the words "tllirty days" and insert the words ninety days in lieu thereof.
Attest:
EDWARD lHcPHERSON, Clerk.
By CLlNTON LLOYD, Chief Clerk.

SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

March 2, 1865.

Resol'IJed, That the Senate agree to the foregoing amendment of the Honse of Representatives.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Set:retar'!f.

I

I certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the original rewlution and the amendment of the House thereto
and the concurrence of tll1;1 Senate ther!li:u,
J. W. FORNEY,
Becretarv of the Senate of the United States.

RED RIVER EXPEDITION.
'rHIRTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, December

6, 1864.

On motion of Mr. Spalding,
Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be requested to inquire into the
causes of the disastrous issue to the Red River campaign, under Major General Banks, and
to report thereon at their earliest convenience.
Attest:
EDWARD McPHERSON, Clerk.

The Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War submit the following report :
At the time General Banks was appointed to the command of the
department of the Gulf, the following instructions were given him:
' HEADQUARTERS ()F THE ARMY,
" Washington, D. 0., November 9, 1862.
"GENERAL: The President of the United States having assigned you to the
command of the department of the Gulf, you will immediately proceed, with the
troops assembling in transports at Fort Monroe, to New Orleans, and relieve
General Butler. An additional force of some ten thousand men will be sent to
you from Boston and New York as soon as possible.
" The first military operations whic)J. will engage your attention on your arrival at New Orleans will be the opening of the Mississippi and the reduction of
Fort Morgan or Mobile city, in order to control that bay and harbor. In these
expeditions you will have the co-operation of the rear-admiral commanding the
naval forces in the Gulf and the Mississippi river. A military and naval expedition is organizing at Memphis and Cairo to move down the Mississippi and
co-operate with you against Vicksburg and any other point which the enemy
may occupy on that river. As the ranking general in the southwest, you are
authorized to assume control of any military forces from the Upper Mississippi
which may come within your command. The line of division between your
department and that of Major General Grant is therefore left undecided for the
present, and you will exercise superior authority as far north as you may ascend
the river.
''The President regards the opening of the Mississippi river as the first and
most important of all our military and naval operations, and it is hoped that you
will not lose a moment in accomplishing it.
"This river being opened, the question arises how the troops and naval forces
there can be employed to the best advantage. Two objects are suggested as
worthy of your attention:
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"First, on the capture of Vicksburg, to send a military forc e directly east to
destroy the railroads at Jackson and Marion, and thus cut off all connexion by
rail between northern Mississippi and Mobile and Atlanta. The latter place is
now the chief military depot of the rebel armies in the west.
" Second, to ascend with a naval and military f9rce the Red river as far as it
is navigable, and thus. open an outlet for the sugar and cotton of northern Louisiana. Possibly both of these objects may be accomplished if the circumstances
should be favorable.
"It is also sug~ested that having Red river in our possession, it would form
the best base for operations in Tex:as
"It is believed that the operations of General Rosecrans in East Tennessee,
of General Grant in northern Mississippi, and of General Ste~le in Arkansas,
will give full employment to the enemy's troops in the west, and thus prevent
them from concentrating in force against you; should they do so, you will be
re-enforced by detachments from orte or more of these commands.
" These instructions are not intended to tie your hands or to hamper your
operations in the slightest degree. So far away from headquarters, you must
necessarily exercis~ your own judgment and discretion in regard to your movements against the enemy,., keeping in view that the opening of the Mississippi
river is now the great and primary object of your expedition; ·and I need not
assure you, general, that the government bas unlimited confidence not only in
your judgment and discretion, but also in your energy and military promptness.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"H. W. HALLECK,
·
"General-1·n- Ghiif.
"Major General N. P. BANKS, Commander."

After the capture of Vicksburg and Port Hudson the attention of
the government was again turned to operations west of the Mississippi.
On the 6th of August, 1863, General Halleck telegraphed to General
Banl\:s:
" There are important reasons why our flag should be hoisted in some point
of Texas witli the least possible delay. Do this by land, at Galveston, at Indianola, or at any other point you may deem preferable. If by sea, Commodore
Farragut will co-operate. There are reasons why the movement should be as
prompt as possible."

At that time General Banks favored a movement by sea into Texas.
General Halleck favored a movemerit by way of the Red river, but
left General Bank~ free to adopt such route as he deemed best, as
will appear from the following:
"HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
"Washington, D. C., August 10, 1863.
"GENERAL: In my despatch to you of the 6th instant, sent by the direction
of the Secretary of War, it was left entirely to your own discretion to select
any point for occupation in Texas, either on the seaboard or in the interior, the
only condition imposed being that the Hag of the United States should be again
raised and sustained somewhere within the limits of that State.
"'.rhat order, as I understood it at the time, was of a diplomatic rather than
of a military character, and resulted from some European complications, or, more
properly speaking, was intended to prevent such complications.
" The effect and force of that order are left precisely as they were on its
issue. The authority conferred on you by it is not in the slightest degree
changed.
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"You will, therefore, consider the following remarks as suggestions only, and
not ns instructions:
" In my opinion neither Indianola nor Galveston is the proper point of attack.
If it is necessary, as urged by Mr. Seward, that the flag be restored to some one
point in '.rexas, that can be best and most safely effected by a combined military and naval movement up the Red river to Alexandria, N a1.chitoches, or
Shreveport, and the military occupation of northern Texas. 'rhis would be
merely carrying out the plan proposed by you at the beginning of the campaign,
and, in my opinion, far superior in its military character to the occupation of
Galveston or Indianola. Nevertheless, your choice is left unrestricted.
"In the first place, by adopting the line of the Red river you retain your
connexion with your own base, and separate still more the two points of the
rebel confederacy. Moreover, you cut northern Louisiana and southern Arkansas entirely off from supplies and re-enforcements from Texas. rrhey are already
cut off from the rebel States east of the Mississippi.
"If you occupy Galveston or Indianola you divide your own troops and enable the enemy to concentrate all of his forces upon either of these points, or on
New Orleans.
" I write this simply as_ a suggestion, and not as a military instruction.
" Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"H. W. HALLECK,
"General-in-Ch iif.
"Major General N. P. BAN KR,
"Commanding Department

if tlw

Gu!f."

Much correspondence ensued between General Halleck and General Banks, which is given at length in the testimony herewith submitted. General Bar-ks proceeded to carry out his idea of a movement
upon Texas by sea, which, hovvever, failed of accomplishing any substantial results.
Attention was again directed towards the Red river line of operations. The correspondence between General Halleck, General Banks,
General Grant, General Sherman, and General Steele, in relation
thereto, is submitted herewith.
Arrangements were finally made by which General Banks was to
furnish for the expedition such troops as could be obtained within
his department ; General Sherman was to furnish 10,000 men from
his command, under General A. J. Smith ; General Steele, with a
column of 10,000, was to join the expedition at some point on the
Red river; and Admiral Porter was to accompany the expedition with
a sufficient naval force. Tbe 17th of March, 1864, waB fixed upon
lts the time when the naval force and the infantry unde1~ General
Banks and General A. J. Smith should m~et at Alexandria, on the
Red river.
'
Admiral Porter and General A. J. Smith arrived at Alexandria at
the time appointed ; General Smith capturing Fort De Russy on his
way up, and Admiral Porter clearing out the obstructions in the
river. The forces under Ci-eneral Banks did not all reach Alexandria
until about the 26th of March. General Banks says he was detained
in New Orleans, by order of the President, to arrange for a civil
organization of the State, and that General Franklin, to whom he
intrusted the movement of the troops by land to Alexandria, did not
start at the proper time, in consequence of rains and other reasons.
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General Franklin says that he was not informed until the lOth of
March of the time appointed for the rendezvous at Alexandria, and
that on the 1Oth only 3, 000 of the troops to form the column were at
Franklin, from which place the column was to move. The troops
commenced their march on the 13th or 14th of March, but being 17 5
miles from .Alexandria the advance did not reach there until the 25th
of March.
This delay in arriving at Alexandria, however, does not seem to
have retarded the progress of the expedition, for the water in the
Red river was exceedingly low for the season of the year. The vessels of the naval portion of the expedition were unable to get above
the falls until near the 1st of April.
The force assembled at .Alexandria was composed as follows : under General Banks, the 19th corps, commanded by General Franklin,
a portion of the 13th corps, commanded by General Ransom, and
about 5, 000 cavalry under General A. L. Lee, making in all from
17,000 to 18,000 men ; General A. J. Smith, with 10,000 men, was
there from General Sherman's cbmmand ; and .Admiral Porter was
there with a large fleet of iron-clads.
The expedition reached Grand Ecore and Natchitoches, about 120
miles above Alexandria, on the 2d and 3d of .April, where it remained
until the 6th of .April. On that day and the succeeding day the
troops under (}eneral Banks, with a portion of the troops under General A. J. Smith, started for Shreveport, by way of Pleasant Hill and
Mansfield. On the 7th of .April General 1\ Kilby Smith, of General
A. J. Smith's command, started up the river with transports and
supplies, with instrl)ctions to proceed to the mouth of Loggy bayou,
opposite Springfield.
The column moving by land marched in the following order: first,
the cavalry under General .A. L. Lee, with a large supply train; then
the detachment of the 13th corps, under General Ransom ; the 19th
corps, under General Franklin ; and the force under General .A. J.
Smith. The whole was placed under command of General Franklin.
On the 8th the cavalry, with a brigade of infantry, constituting
the advance of the column, reached a point about five miles from
Mansfield. The column had been moving upon a single, narrow road,
through a wooded country, and by that time was extended from 20
to 30 miles, the different portions being separated so as not to be
within supporting distance of each other.
The enemy were found in force, estimated at from 12,000 to 18,000.
General Lee, in command of the advance, sent word back to General
:Franklin of the condition of affairs. But before receiving any orders
from him, General Banks came to the front and assumed the control.
General Lee represented to him the necessity of immediately falling
back, or of being heavily re-enforced. General Banks determined to
make a stand there, and sent back orders for the infantry to hurry
forward ; but before re-enforcements arrived the enemy attacked,
between four and five o'clock in the afternoon, and in a short time
our forces were routed and driven from the field in great disorder,
with the loss of the cavalry train and many pieces of artillery. The
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enemy continued the pursuit for some miles, and until checked by
the 19th corps, under General Emory. The enemy were then repulsed with heavy loss, and forced to retire. That night General
Banks directed the army to fall back to Pleasant Hill.
On the morning of the 9th of April General Banks directed General Lee to take the most of the cavalry, what was left of the 13th
corps, the trains, and several batteries of artillery, and proceed at
once back to Grand Ecore. The residue of the army remained in
position at Pleasant Hill during the day. About five o'clock in the
afternoon the enemy attacked with great vigor, but were completely
repulsed, and retired some distance from the field of battle. During
the night General Banks gave the order to retire immediately to Grand
Ecore, the supplies for the army having been already sent back there
under General Lee. The movement was made in such haste that
many of our wounded were left on the field, and were captured by
the enemy upon their return.
The expedition seems to have been abandoned at this point, if not
at the time General Banks sent General Ijee with the cavalry and
trains to Grand Ecore from Pleasant Hill, on the morning of the 9th.
It is true that in a despatch to General Halleck, of the 17th of April,
General Banks urges at length the importance of the Red river expedition, and asks that General Steele's forces be ordered to join him;
but no movement seems to have been made towards renewing an
advance beyond Grand Ecore.
The witnesses are divided in opinion as to the immediate cause of
the disaster of the 8th at Sabine Crossroads. General Banks, with
nearly all the members of his staff who were examined by your committee, holds that it was owing to the order of march, for which they
claim that General Franklin was responsible, he having been placed
in charge of the column when it left Natchitoches on the 6th of April.
Much stress is laid by many witnesses upon the fact that the cavalry
train, which was a very large one, was between the cavalry advauce
and the infantry, presenting a serious obstacle to the retirement of
our troops after their defeat. But your committee cannot perceive
any reason for exonerating the commanding general of the expedition
from the responsibility of those details which it was his duty to be
cognizant of. Even had the order of march been unknown to him at
the time he left Grand Ecore on the 7th, he certainly was' informed
of it on the 8th before the affair at Sal;>ine Crossroads. He had
ridden from Grand Ecore to Pleasant Hill on the 7th, and from Pleasant
Hill to the extreme front on the morning of the 8th. General Lee
testifies that as soon as General Banks arrived, he informed him of
the condition of affairs, and ~·ecommended that the troops in advance
should immediately retire or be at once heavily re-enforced. General
Banks determined to remain where he was, and sent for troops to
re-enforce him. He thus assumed the responsibility of the position,
for no witness has testified that the cavalry was unable to fall back
at that time.
General Franklin, and the witnesses who take the other view, hold
that the order of march was a very proper one, and that there would
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have been no disaster (at least at that time and place) had no infantry
been sent forward to General Lee, thus tempting him, or whoever
was in command there, to persist in pressing forward until it was too
late to retire in safety. General Franklin had refused the application of General Lee for infantry to be sent to him ; but General
Banks, upon his arrival at ~leasant Hill on the night of the 7th, had
ordered first one brigade and then another of the 13th corps to move
forward and report to General Lee. General Franklin had ordered
a short day's march for the advance of his infantry on the 8th of
April, for the purposP., he testifies, of closing up his column and
getting it in a better cDndition to meet the enemy.
The further prosecution of the expedition having been abandoned,
nothing remained to be done but to take measures for relieving the
navy from the critical position in which it was placed by reason of
the low water in the Red river. There was reasonable ground fm~
apprehending that all the vessels ta:ken up there by Admiral Porter,
comprising the most effective vessels in the Mississippi squadron,
would have to be destroyed to prevent their falling into the hands of
the enemy. It is evident, from the testimony, that the naval officers
apprehended that General Banks would abandon the fleet in his desire to returfl with his army to New Orleans, after it. was determined
to abandon the expedition. But it does not appear that General
Banks and the officers under him failed in any respect to do all in
their power for the safety of the naval squadron; and it was due to
the efforts of the army that the navy was finally enabled to get away.
After the gunboats had been got down over the bar just below
Grand Ecore, the army moved from there for Alexandria, having
many skirmishes with the enemy on the way down, but no affair of
much importance. The navy were attacked by the enemy while
passing down the river. The army had moved with such rapidity
that the rebels ventured to approach the banks of the river with
artillery, and endeavored to inflict some injury on the fleet. The
navy suffered some loss in killed and wounded, but no vessel;:; were
destroyed or captured by the enemy. The Eastport, the most formidable iron-clad in the fleet, having got aground, was destroyed by
order of Admiral Porter to prevent its falling into the hands of the
enemy.
To enable the fleet to pass down over the falls at Alexandria, General (then Lieutenant Colonel) Bailey devised and superintended the
construction of a series of dams to raise the water upon the falls, the
details of which are fully stated in the testimony. After the first
dam had been constructed, but before many vessels had passed over
the falls, a portion of it gave way. But-work was promptly resumed,
and in a few days the efforts of the army were rewarded by the successful operation of the plans adopted for the relief of the navy, and
the vessels were all enabled to pass down in safety.
While the army was at Alexandria, the rebels succeeded in getting
upon the banks of the river below, and destroyed one or two gunboats and some transports. Although they succeeded in almost entirely blockading the river, it does not appear that any serious injury
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to the army or the navy was accomplished by them beyond the destruction of a few vessels.
After the fleet passed over the falls at Alexandria, General A. J.
Smith, with his command, returned to Mississippi, and General
Banks and his command returned to New Orleans and the lower portion of the State of Louisiana.
It is difficult to determine what beneficial result could reasonably
be expected from such an expedition as this. None of the officers
engaged in it, so far as the cmnmittee can learn, ever believed it was
advisable. They state that had the town of Shreveport been reached
there would have been nothing to be done but to retqrn by the very
route they had travelled in going there. Even General H alleck,
while urging the Red river route from the time General Banks was
appointed to the command of the de_partment of the Gulf, carefully
refrains from ordering such an expedition to be undertaken, but
leaves General Banks free to pursue such course as to him may
seem best. ~s late as the 11th of February, after General Banks
had begun his preparations for the expedition, General Halleck write~
to him as follows :
"GENERAL: Your despatches of January 29 and 1!-,ebruary 2 are received.
In the former you speak of awaiting ' orders' and ' instructions' in regard to
operationa on Red river. If by this is meant that you are waiting for orders
from Washington, there must be some misapprehension. The substance of my
despatches to you on this subject was communicated to the President and
Secretary of War, and it was understood that, while stating my own views in
regard to operations, I should leave you free to adopt such lines and plans of
campaign as you might, after a full consideration of the subject, deem best.
Such, I am confident, is the purport of my despatches, and it certainly was not
intended that any of your movements should be delayed to await instructions
from here. It was to avoid any delay of this kind that you were requested to
communicate directly with Generals Sherman and Steele, and concert with
them such plans of co-operation as you might 'deem best under all the circumstances of the case."

General Banks states most positively that he never considered a
movement upon that line practicable. Why, then, he should have
commenced it, with the discretion allowed him, or have continued it
beyond Alexandria after he had ascertained that the river was so
very low at so late a season, your committee cannot understand. It
certainly could not have been from any very great deference to the
opinion of the then general-in-chief, for he undertook movements
against which General Halleck expressed opinions so strong that they
almost partook of the nature of commands.
·
During the summer of 1863 General Halleck writes General Banks
concerning the importance of occupying some point of Texas in reference to foreign complications, most probably the movement to establish a monarchy in Mexico. But even then Qeneral Banks was
explicitly told that he was too far from Washington for positive orders
or instructions to be given him. It may be that in the movement to
establish a State government in Louisiana may be found the key to
the Red river expedition, for elections were held at Alexandria and
Grand Ecore for delegates to the State constitutional convention
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which undertook to set in operation such a government. · But the
testimony is meagre upon that point, and General Banks makes no
reference to it, except when he speaks of being detained in New
Orleans in ''reference to assisting in the organization of civil government in that State.''
General Grant seems to have been opposed to the expedition at
that time, at least under the command of General Banks. Ancl one
of his first instructions to General Banks, after becoming general-inchief, was to abandon the expedition at once if he found he could not
accomplish it by a certain time, stating that if General Banks failed
to return to New Orleans by a given day, he, General Grant, should
be sorry that the movement was ever begun.
There is one feature of this expedition to which your committee
would call attention, as it seems to have exerted an important influence
upon it after it was begun, if it does not furnish one of the motives
which prompted the undertaking. It seems to have been confidently
expected that a large amount of valuable agricultural products, principally cotton, would be brought within our possession by a successful movement upon this route. There were many persons accompanying the expedition, generally known as cotton speculators, and most
of the witnesses testify that their presence exerted a very unfavorable influence upon the expedition. General Banks states most
positively that he gave _no permission to any one to accompany the
expedition for the purpose of trading in cotton or other products of
· the State. Admiral Porter, and other officers of the navy, deny with
great positiveness that they gave permission to any persons to accompany the navy for any such purpose, or that, except in one instance,
to which reference is hereafter made in this report, they rendered
any assistance to those engaged in that business.
As to the means by which these ''cotton speculators'' obtained
permission to accompany the expedition there is no satisfactory testimony, except in the case of some persons who had a permit from th8
President authorizing them to visit that portion of the country, and
directing military and naval officers to afford them facilities. Your
committee have not b~en able to obtain a copy of that permit, but
Captain Breese, of the United States navy,' testifies as follows:
"The only persons who were up there with authority were ;:t. Mr. Butler and
another one. They had an order from the President directing all persons in
authority, military or naval, to grant ihem all facilities in going where they
pleased, mentioning particularly Red river, and about there. They were the
only ones that had any kind of permit that I knew of. ·
" I know that General Banks requested the admiral to give orders to the
guard vessels stationed at the mouth of the river not to permit any vessel at all
to come up the river except those engaged with the army and navy; and to
examine all persons on board of them, and to see if there were any persons who
had not proper passes. from proper military authorities to come up.

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Question. Did you see the permit of the President 1
" Answer. Yes, sir; I copied it myself.
"Question. What was the name of the party to whom the permit was given 1
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"Answer. Casey & Co. was the name in the permit, and Butler was the head
of the establishment, I think; either Butler or Halliday.
" Question. Was it all the same firm ?
"Answer. Those men belonged to a party engaged in this business. They
came along with this order from the President requiring all military and naval
men to give them their assistance to pass beyond our lines, &c., and let them
get cotton and take it out, and upon that order this steamboat was allowed to
come up the Red river.
"Question. What was the name of the steamboat 1
"Answer. I do not recollect now.
"Question. Did it pass up before or after General Banks went up 1
"Answer. I think she came up after General Banks did, ~r about the time he
did.
*
*
*
*
*
*
'rhese people talked
so much about it on shore in Alexandria, and said that Admiral Porter was engaged in this cotton business, and was interested with Butler, Uasey, and that
kind of people, that Mr. Halliday, who was in this company of Casey and Butler,
showed the order to some of these speculators on shore. That stopped their
mouths, and they said nothing more about Admiral Porter being engaged in it.
"They said it was very hard, indeed, that Admiral Porter would grant permits
to some to go up and not to others. 'l'hey talked so much about it, and read
remarks in the newspapers, and things of that kind, that Mr. Halliday, who was
a friend of the admiral, showed them this order. That was the way it got out
that there was such an order in existence."

Admiral Porter testifies, in relation to the same subject, as:follows:
"One person came up there with permission from the President to purchase
cotton, and requesting or calling upon the officers of the army and navy to afford
such ttssistance as might be desirable. He brought his papers to me; they were
all made out in form, and of course I indorsed them, directing all the officers of
the navy to respect the authority. And General Banks did the same. But
General Banks finally took all the cotton away from this man, threw it out on
the river bank, and took his vessel for a transport.
"Question. What was the name of that man 1
"Answer. I think there were two names, Butler and Casey; Butler was really
the man; Casey was the agent of Butler. I think Mr. Butler went .there to see
if the lines could not be opened, so that the government could get hold of the
cotton. But I never talked with those people much; I know that cotton destroyed the whole expedition. If there had been no cotton there we could and
probably would have gone to Shreveport."

General Banks testifies as follows :
"Question.
* * * I will ask you if any person accompanied
your expedition up the Red river having authority from the President to purchase
cotton or other commodities 1
"Answer. No, sir; no per8on accompanied the expedition for that purpose,
either with the authority of the President or of any other officer. But, at Alexandria, a gentleman from the west called on me-l cannot tell whether it was
Mr. Butler or Mr. Casey-and showed me a paper from the President, which
authorized him to go beyond the lines. It was substantially in the nature of a
pass; but, inasmuch as he was to go by water, it of course carried, with the
privilege to pass the lines, the privilege to take the steamer he was on, or something of that kind.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The naval and military authorities were called upon to J.;ecognize the pass, but
not to put anything at his service, or to give him any support or protection, or
to pass supplies or property of any kind, as I understood it, but merely to recog-
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nize the personal pass. When I saw the paper Admiral Porter had indorsed jt,
instructing the naval officers to recognize it, aud to comply.with its instructions,
and I did the same thing to all military officers. I never gave him any assistance or protection, but instructed the officers in my command to recognize that
paper as coming from the highest military authority.
"Question. You say you do not remember the name?
"Answer. It was either Butler or Casey-I am quite confident it was Casey.
"Question. Do you know what his object was in going beyond the lines 1
"Answer. No, sir; I was never informed. I do not know that I ought to
give my idea about it. I ~mpposed it was in reference to cotton, although I did
not know that. His authority was not so far recognized as to interfere with
our military operations. I think he did not go beyond the lines. At Grand
Ecore, where be had a barge :filled with cotton, which was necessary for the
completion of a pontoon bridge over the Red river for our military operations,
we took the barge and the cotton, and gave him a receipt for the same.
"Question. Of course you do not know whether he di,d go beyond the lines or
not?
"Answer. I could not say that he did not; he, perhaps, had been beyond the
lines earlier. I am quite confident that he was not beyond the lines of the army
during this expedition. However, this ought to be said : the pass or privilege
which Mr. Casey had, and which I indorsed, was dated the December previous.
We were at Grand Ecore early in April, and the question arose between myself and my officers whether I ought to recognize the pass; and one of the reasons assigned for not recognizing it was that it was dated in December, 1863.
Still, inasmuch as I did not know for what purpose it had been given, and the
authority was sufficient to justify it, I had no hesitation in giving it my recognition, so far as to instruct the officers in my command to comply with its directions.
"Question. Did it emanate from the President or from the Secretary of the
Treasury 1
"Answer. It was in the handwriting of the President, and with his signature."

The testimony of Captain Breese would indicate that there had
been previous dealings in cotton between some parties and the inhabitants and rebel authorities in that region of country. But the
testimony does not show by whom those transactions were authorized,
if authorized at a!L Captain Breeze's testimony is as follows :
"We had information from these cotton speculators, who had charts of the
country, with every parish and township in the State of Louisiana and in the
State of Mississippi all marked off, with the amount of cotton in each one, where
it was stored, the marks on it, and everything about it. Many of the speculators
would come and give us information concerning these things, in hopes that we
would take out some that they claimed was their own, so that they could present
their claims to the court. They knew very well that the cotton that was taken
away by the navy was sent before the court, and if they could present a fair
claim for it they would get it; and they tried. to get the admiral and his officers
to take their cotton wherever it -could be found.
"Question. Do you know how those cotton speculators got up to Alexandria 1
''Answer. I know that a large number of them came up on the Black Uawk
with General Banks, with a large quantity of bagging and roping. The way
that I happened to know that was, that she landed at the bank just under our
stern. I saw that vessel discharge her cargo there. On our arrival at Alexandria we captured at least thirty wagon loads of roping and bagging, which
the man who had charge of it told us was not three weeks from New Orleans.
It was marked' C. S. A.,' the whole of it, and was in the confederate storehouses.
"Question. Were there two steamers called 'Black Hawk 1
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"Answer. Yes, sir; the Black Hawk of the navy was Admiral Porter's flagship, and the tram port Black Hawk was General Banks's headquarters boat.
"Question. r.rhis bagging of which you spoke came up on the Black Hawk of
General Banks 1
".Answer. Yes, sir.
"Question. Do you know in what vessel the bagging and ropin g came up
that you found in Alexandria on your arrival there 1
"Answer. It came by land transportation. It was landed somewhere on the
Mississippi• river and hauled to Alexandria. While we were in Alexandria,
there was captured a captain of the home guard, whose duty it had been, previolls to the arrival of the troops there, to convoy the wagons laden with con·
federate cotton to the banks of the Mississippi river, and to get the supplies
that were landed there in payment of this cotton, and bring them up to Alexandria. He said that several times while the gunboat was protecting th e transport
landing these supplies he could have killed the captain of her, mentioning his
name, without any trouble; but that he was in honor bound not to fire, for he
was ·there simply as a guard to the cotton to keep the guerillas, or improper
bands of confederate troops, from destroying it.
"Question. Did this bagging and roping come there under the protection of
the army 1
"Answer. That that came up on General Banks's boat came up under the
protection of the army.
"Question. I mean the other, that you found there on your arrival;
"Answer. I do not know about that. I know only that they said it had been
only three weeks from New Orleans. It must have been started just previous
to General Banks's departure from New Orleans; but I do not think he had
any connexion at all with it."

0'>lonel Wilson, one of General Banks's staff, testifies as follows :
"There came to Grand Ecore a Mr. William Butler, of Illinois, and a Mr.
Thomas E. Casey, from Kentucky, who had authority from the President-!
saw the letter myself-to go with the expedition. They were to have, I think,
any transportation they should request from the naval commander or the commander of the army; at all events they were to have such assistance as the army
and navy could render.
"Question. Were they purchasing cvtton ~
"Answer. They did purchase cotton, because we used some of it in our dam.
"Question. What uid they do with it after they purchased it 1
"Answer. They l1ad proposed sending it down the river; but the river was
blockaded, as it were, by the enemy, who captured several of our transports and
destroyed two of our gunboats ; so they did not send it down, but kept it at
Alexandria, where the army and navy were; and before they had got away
with it we had used a gre<1t deal ofit in the construction of our dam.
"Question. How was it marked 1
"Answer. I do not remember; I only know that Mr. Butler came to me one
clay and said, "I wish you would take somebody else's cotton than mine; that
is very fine cotton!" * * * * * * * This Mr. Casey is the person
who is said to have been out into the rebel lines, and had an understanding with
the rebel general, Kirby Smith, in regard to getting all the cotton in that region
of the country. He made some arrangement with him that Butler and Casey
ahould get this cotton and pay him a percentage upon all they received ; and
the arrangement was that he was to fall back with his army until the cotton
was secured. rrhat was simply a rumor in the army. I know Casey had been
out into the rebel lines, because he told me so himself. He saiJ he had been
out there and had seen General Smith, and that he had a brother-in-law who
was a colonel under him.
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"Question. You say you saw the letter of the President giving these gentlemen authority; will you be particular about the extent of that authority 1
" Answer. Well, I could not be very particular about that, because I did not
actually read the letter. The letter was given to General Banks and he read
it. I got my information as to the contents of the letter from him. I remember his expressing surprise to me that the President should send such people
there with any such authority. I saw the letter in his hands, and recognized
the writing of the President from other letters I had seen, but did not actually
read the letter myself.
"Question. Did General Banks permit other cotton dealers, or other dealers,
to accompany the expedition, except those who were authorized from Washington 1
"Answer. No, sir ; there were no other persons that I know of, except those
on our headquarters boat, who I understand had presented letters to General
Banks from the authorities in Washington, requesting that they should be permitted to go; which was equivalent to an order that they should go. In that
way they had secured their permits from him to go on the boat."

Subsequently Colonel Wilson came before the committee, and a.sked
permission to make the following statement :
"In my testimony given to the committee the other day I stated that a Mr.
Butler and a Mr. Casey came to Alexandria with a letter from the President,
which I thought directed the commanders of the army and the navy to render
them such assistance and give them such facilities as they might ask. Upon
further reflection, I am convinced that I was in error when I made that statement ; that the letter of the President was simply in the nature of a pass, authorizing them to accompany the army and navy in their movements."

The navy seized a great deal of cotton as naval prize, both on the
Red river and on the Washita, nearly if not quite all that seized on
the Red river being found below .Alexandria. That cotton was sent
to Cairo, Illinois, for adjudication by tbe United States court. What
ultimately became of it is not fully shown by the testimony. But it
seems that after the rebel authorities learned that the riavy was seizing cotton below and at Alexandria, they burned large quantities of
it to prevent its falling into the hands of our forces.
Your committee would state that while the object had in view by
General Halleck, in urging this expedition, was a military one, with
the expectation perhaps of accomplishing some important political
result by the occupation of some point in Texas, the general commanding the expedition appears to have had in view .the two objects
of carrying out measures for the ·e stablishment of a State government
in Louisiana, and of affording an egress for cotton and other products
of that region of country. And many of the witnesses express the
opinion, in which the committee concur, that the attention directed
to the accomplishment of those objects exerted a most unfavorable
influence upon the expedition.
This expedition presents many remarkable features. It was undertaken without the direction of any one, so far as the evidence shows.
The authoritjes at Washington did not furnish the troops which the
general commanding the expedition considered necessary for the purpose, but suggested that they might be obtained as a matter of favor
from Generals Grant, Sherman, and Steele; and it appears from the
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evidence that General Sherman "loaned" for the expedition 10,000
men for thirty days, under the command of General A.. J. Smith.
The only orders emanating from Washington in relation to this expedition, as developed by the evidence, were those of the President
contained in a permit he gave to Casey and Butler ''to go up Red
river and purchase cotton,'' in ·which he directed the ''officers of the
army and navy to furnish such assistance as might be desirable.''
In the absence of all orders requiring this expedition to be undertaken, and after the refusal of the authorities at Washington to
furnish the troops asked for, it was entered upon by the commanding
general, as shown by the evidence, against his judgment and in the
belief that it must necessarily fail; and it was prosecuted at immense
sacrifice of property, of life, and of valuable time, after the development of facts that utterly precluded all hopes of success. It did not
seek to accomplish any distinctly avowed military object, and as a
military movement it seems to have been conducted without capacity
or discipline. Its only results, in addition to the disgraceful military
disasters that attended it, were of a commercial and political character. The commercial transactions were conducted by those who
ascended Red river by authority of the President's permit, as before
stated; and in part by ''speculators,'' who, without any permit· or
other authority, so far as is shown by the evidence of the commanding general, came up on the headquarters boat of the army, bringing
with them bagging and rope for the cotton they might secure.
The political transactions were shown by the holding of elections
in the camps of the army while engaged in the expedition, with the
view of reorganizing a civil government in Louisiana. The attempt
to do this was clearly a usurpation on the part of the military authorities, the execution of which was as weak and inefficient as the attempt was improper and illegal.
B. F. WADE, Chairman.
Z. CHANDLER.
GEO. W. JULIAN.
B. F. LOAN.

MINORITY REPORT.
'rhe undersigned, being unable to concur in the report of the ma·
jority of the committee on the Red river expedition, respectfully
· submits the following : .
The first question presented is, upon whom does the responsibility
of that expedition rest, and what were the objects expected to be
accomplished thereby?
In order to answer both branches of this question satisfactorily, it
becomes necessary to examine the correspondence between General
Halleck, then general-in-chief, and Generals Banks, Grant, Sherman,
and Steele, in relation to this subject, and that this may be done the
material portions of that correspondence are made a part of this report.
General Banks assumed command of the department of the Gulf on
the 16th of December, 1862, with the following instructions:

.

"HEADQUAR'l'ERS OF THE ARMY,
" Washington, D. C., November 9, 1862.
"GENERAL: The President of the United States having assigned you to the
command of the department of the Gulf, you will immediately proceed, with the
troops assembling in transports at Fort Monroe, to New Orleans, and relieve
General Butler. An additional force of some ten thousand men will be sent to
you from Boston and New York as soon as possible.
"'l,he first military operations which will engage your attention on your arrival
at New Orleans will be the opening of the Mississippi and the reduction of
}-,ort Morgan or Mobile city, in order to control that bay and harbor. In these
expeditions you will have the co-operation of the rear-admiral commanding
the naval forces in the Gulf and the Mississippi river. A military and naval expedition is organizing at Memphis and Cairo to move down the Mississippi and
co-operate with you against Vicksburg and any other point which the enemy
may occupy on that river. As the ranking general in the southwest, you are
authorized to assume control of any military forces from the Upper Mississippi
which may come within your command. The line of division between your
department and that of Major General Grant is therefore left undecided for
the preRent,- and you will exercise superior authority as far north as you may
ascend the river.
"The President regards the opening of the :Mississippi river as the first and
mo~t important of all our military and naval operations, and it is hoped that you
will not lose a moment in accomplishing it.
"This river being opened, the question arises how the troops and naval forces
there can be employed to the best advantage. Two objects are suggested as
worthy of your attention:
"First, on the capture of Vicksburg, to send a military force directly east to
destroy the railroads at Jackson and Marion, and thus cut off all connexion by
rail between northern Mississippi and Mobile and Atlanta. The latter place is
now the chief military depot of the rebel armies in the west.
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" Seconcl, to ascend with a naval and military force the Red river as far as it
is navigable, and thu.;; open an outlet for the sugar and cotton of northern
Loui:;iana. Pos::;ibly both of these objects may be accomplisheil if the circumstances should be favorable.
"It is also suggested that having Red river in our possession, it would form
the be::;t base for operations in Texas.
"It is believed that the operations of General Rosecrans in East Tennessee,
of General Grant in northern l\lississipri, and of General Steele in Arkansas,
will give full employment to the enemy:s troops in the west, and thus prevent
them from concentrating in force against yon; should they do so, you will be
re-enforced by detachments from one or more of these commands.
"These iustructiouR are not intended to tie your hands o1· to hamper your
operations in the slightest deg1ee. So far away from headquarters, you must
neccsRarily exercise your ovvn judgment and ,]iscretion in regard to your movements agaim;t the enemy, keeping in view that the opening of the Mississippi
river is now the great and primary object of your expedition; and 1 need uot
asl:lur6 yon, general, that the government has unlimited confidence not; only in
your jud~ment and discretion, but al:~o in yom energy and military promptness.
"Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"H. W. HALLECK,
" General-in- 01-tiif.
"1\Iajor General N. P. BANKf', Commander."

Vickt;bnrg was captured on the 4th and Port Hudson on the 9th of
July, 1863. On the 18th of the same month General Banks \'Hotc
Geueral Grant :
"It is my belief that Johnston, when defeated by you, as I am confident he
will be, will fall back upon Mobile. Such is also the expectation of the rebels.
~r11e capture of Mobile is of importance, second only in the hi::;tory of the war
to the opening of the .Mississippi. I hope you will be able to follow him. I
can aid you somewhat by land and by sea if that shall be your destination .
.Mobile is the last stronghold in the west and southwest. No pains should be
spared to effect its n·duction."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

July 26 General B:1nks wrote to General Halleck from New Orleans:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"There is still strength at Mobile and in Texas which will constantly threaten
Louisiana. aud which ought to be destroyed without delay. 'rhe possession of
Mobile and the occupation of 'l'exaE;; would quiet the whole of the southwest.
and every effort ought to be made to accompli::;h this.
"Its importance can hardly be overestimated."

Again, on the 30th of July and on the 1st of August, General Banks
wrote General Halleck, urging operations against Mobile, concluding·
his eommuni~atiou of August h;t as follovvs :
"The possession of Mobil~ gives the government the control of the Alabama
river and the line of railways, e tst and west from Charleston and Savannah, to
Vicksburg, via Montgomery, and places the whole of the State of ~Iissiosippi
and southern Ala barnet in position to return to· the Union. If the rebel government loses this position, ir, has no outlet to the Gulf except Galveston. 'l'he
operation need not last more than thirty days, and can scarcely interfere with
any other moYements east or west. I understand it to meet with General
Part ii--ii.
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Grant's approval, if it be consistent witl1 the general plans of the government,
upon which condition only I urge it. I seud this from Vicksburg, having
arrived here at 9 o'clock this morning, and retnm to New Orleans this evening.'

On the 6th of August, before ti1e reception of the above communication of General B<-mks, General Halleck sent the followi11g telegrams
through General Grant:
"Major General GRANT, Vicksburg:
"Please send a special messenger to 1\fajor General Banks with the following
telegram, and also give him all necessary assis tance fnr its execution.

"H. ,V. HALLECK,
" GeneTal-in- Chi if."
"Major General BANKS, New Orleans:
"There are important reasons why onr fhg should be restored in some point
of Texas with the least possible delay. Do this by land, at Galveston, at Indianola, or at any other point you may deem preferable. If by sea, Admiral
Farragut will co-operate.
"'I'here are reasons why the movement should be as prompt aR possible.

"H. W. HALLECK.
" General-in- Cltiif."

And on the lOth the following :
"GENERAL: In my despatch to you of the 6th instant, sent by the direction
of the Secretary of War, it was left entirely to ) our own dit.'lcretion to select
any point for occupation in 'I'exas, either on the sraboard or in the interior, the
only condition imposed being that the flag of the United States should be again
raised and sustained somewhere within the limits of that St::tte.
"That order, as I understood it at the time, was of a diplomfltic rather than
of a military character, and resulted from some Enropean complications, or, more
properly speaking·, was intended to prevent such complications.
" 'I'he effect and force .of that order are left precisely as they were on its
issue.
"The authority conferred on you by it is not in the slightest degree cluwgecl.
"You will, therefore, consider the following remarks as suggestions only, and
not as instructions :
"In my opinion, neither Indianola nor Galveston is the proper point of attack. If it is necessary, as urged by Mr. Seward, tbat the :flag be restored to
some one point in Texas, that can be best and most saft'ly effected b ,. a com Lined
military and naval movement up the Red river to Alexandria, Natchitoches, or
Shreveport, and the military occupation of northern Texas. This would be
merely carrying out the pla.n proposed by yon at the brginning of the campaign, and, in my opinion, far super.or in its military charrtcter to the occupation of Galveston or Indianola. Nevertheless, your choice is left unrestricted.
"In the first place, by adopting the line of the Red river you retain your
connexion with your own base, aud. separate still more the two poiuts of the
rebel confederacy. Moreover, you cut northern Louisiana ancl soutbern Arkan sas
entirely off from supplies and re-enforcem ·nts from '1\~xas. TLey are already
cut off from the rebel States east of the .Mi8sissippi.
"If you occupy Galve8ton or ludianol:t yon divide your own troops, and
enable tbe enemy to concentratA all of his forcefl upoll either of these points, or
on New Orleans.
"I write this simply as a suggestion, and not as a military instruction."
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Ancl on tho 12th the following :
"Your despatches of July 30 and August 1 are just received. I fully appreciate the importance of the operation proposed by yon in these despatches;
but there are reasons other than military why those het·etofure directed should
be undertaken first. On this matter we have no choice, but must carry out the
views of the government."

On the 15thof August General Banks replied to General Halleck's
despatch of the Gth:
"GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch,
(in cipher,) a copy of which is enclosed as received. It was received this
morniug, at 915 o'clock, by telegraph from General Grant, and a duplicate of the
same this evening by Colonel Smith, one of his aides-de-camp.
" Measures have been already taken to carry into effect your orders. We shall
plant the flag in Texas within a week, I hope. l\fy plan has been to move
against Galveston upon the land side, via the Sabine Pass, and from Berwick's
bay, via Vermillionville and Niblett's bluff, to Houston and Galveston, for the
tn:.nRportation and artillery. We shall be ready, I think, as soon as General
Graut's COl'_tJS can reach us. rrhe route indicated is that followed by the 'l'exans
in their invasion of western Louisiana. We can move eight thousand (8,000)
men at once to the Sabine Pass, and thence concentrate rapidly on Galve:;ton,
fortifying and holding a position on the main land, or the io:>land only, as may
be deemed expedient. ]'rom thence operations are practicable in any direction
to the interior or to the Rio Grande. From Galveston, when strongly fortified,
I would move a force of five thousand (5,000) or more to the Rio Grande,
where one or more positions can be so fortified as to be held by a much less
force, while we hold Galveston or the interior of the State. 'l'his has been my
view of operations in Texas fi·om the beginning.
'' Indianola is too far distant; does not command the important communications of the State, and, if occupied, would leave the forces of the enemy betwePn us and New Orleans, which is to be avoided if possible.
"No movement can be made from the Gulf against Galveston \Yith a certainty
of success. Our naval forces are not strong enough, and the enemy's works are
too extensive and thorough. The enemy fear only an attack from the land, 'v ia
Niblett'o:> bluff, the route l propose, or Alexandria. From that point our success
is certain. vVe learned this from intercepted letters while at Alexandria in May.
I send a sketch of the fortifications at Galveston, made at that time by one who
was engaged upon them, with a description of the guns mounted.
·'If General Grant sends me ten thousand men, I can throw twenty thousand immediately into Texas. rl'he furce should be larger, if possible.

On tho 22tl of .August, General Halleck wrote to General Grant:

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
'~
"Your plan of moving against Kirby Smith from Natchez, by Harri::;burg and 1\fonroe, will agree very well with the line of operations suggested
to G-eneral Banks, viz: to a3cend the Red river to Shreveport and move
on 1\'Iarslmll, Texas; or to move from Natchitoches to Nacogdoches, 'I'exas.
This will make your two lines near enough together to assist each other. In
case Banks auopts this plan Kirby Smith and Magruder must abandon either
Texas or Arkansas, or they will be obliged to wage a mere guerilla war.
"General Banks has been left at liberty to select his own objective point in
Texas, and may determine to move by sea. If 80, your movement will not
havf-l hi::~ support, and should be conducted with caution. You will confer on
thi::l matter fredy with General Banks. The government is exceediugly anxious that our troops should occupy some poiuts in rrexas with the least posl::liule
delay.

"GhlNERAL:
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"In your contemplated operations in Arkansas and Loui~iana you will probably require additional eavalry. You are authorized to mount any of your infantry regiments, making requisitions on the proper departments for horses and
eqnipments. Your furces t'llould move as much a:'l pos~ible by watf'r tran~ports,
in order to save land transportation through a country where the roads ar~ few
and bad."
On the 26th of August, General Bank8 sent General Halleck the
following:
"GENERAL: The steamer Hudson arriving yesterday, bronght duplicate copy
of the order of August 6, received earlier by telegraph from General Grant, and
a lAo your letter of the 1Oth instant, upon the ~mbject of the expedition into
Texas.
"I have made all possible exertions to get a sufficient force into the field to
execute the order, but encounter serious difficulties in the preparation. General Ord's corps d'armee has Hot yet arrived; the last division will be here at
the close of this week. The sickness and absence of officers delay seriously
our preparations for movement. rrhere i::; very great deficiency of transp0rtation for movement Ly water, either by sea or the river. The river
boats sent up with the nine-months troops are detained above, and return
slowly. By the Gulf we are able to move, after all pos::;ible exertions, but onethird of our forces at one time. rrhiR is a serious misfortune, as it co::lts us most
valuable time, and gives the enemy opportunity to auticipate our plans and concentrate his forces against us. I hope, however, to be able to execute your
orders without further material delay.
" The considerations embraced in your letter of the lOth, duplicate copies of
which I have received, have been carefully weighed.
"To enter rrexas from Alexandria or Shreveport would bring us at the
neareE>t poh1t to Hernville, in Sabine county, or Marshall, in Harri~on, due west
of Alexandria and Shreveport, respectively. 'l'lwse points are accessible only
by heavy marches, for which the troops are hardly pnJpared at this season of
the year; and the points occupied would attract but little attention ; nnd if our
purpose was to penetrate further into the in ' erior, they would become exposed
to sudden attacks of the enemy, and defensible only by a strong and permanent
force of troops.
" The seliqus objection to moving on this line in the prc~ent condition of the
forces of thiJ department is the di8tance it carrie::; us ft·om New Orleans-our
base of operations neces::larily-and the great difficulty and the lrngth of time
required to return, if the exigencies of the Sl"rvice should demand, which is
·quite possible. In the event of long ab::;euce, Johnst0n threatt>m; u8 from the
enst. The enemy will concentrate between Alexandria and Frallklin, on the
Teche, until our purpose is devt·loped. As soon as we move any distance, they
will operate against the river and New Orlt am. It is true that we could fvllow np such a movement by falling on their rear, lmt tbat woulrl compel u,;; to
abandon the position in 'l'exas, or leave it exposed with but slender defences
and garrison. This view is based, as you will see, upon tbe impo::l>'ibility of
moving even to Alexa11dria, at the present low stnge of the rivers, by water,
and thf~ inability of the troops to accompli:-:h extended marches.
"A movement upon the Sabine accompli8hetl the;;e objPcts: 1st. It executes
your order by planting the flag at a prominent and commanding po:-<ition in
Texas; .2d. It, is accomplished by water; 3cl. It is saf'Ply made with a comparatively small force, and without attracting attention of the enemy until it is
done; 4th. It enables us to move against Galveston from th(" illterior, destroying at the same time all the naval and transport vessels of tlJe State bPtwet>n
Sabine and the Colorado; 5th. To oceupy Galveston i>'land with a small force
of two or three thousand only, and to push on to Indianola, on the Rio Grande,
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or to return to the 1\fis,:i:-tsippi, as the exigencies of the service may require. :!:f
the enemy mnves in force upon New Orleans, we can retnr)1 from Sabine or
Galveston in such time, anfl in such strength, as to cut off hi:-J retreat by the
bay on the Atchafillaya. rrhe afl vantages to be g tined by the destructwn of
the rebel boat,: on tl1e Sabine, iii Galvest.on bay, and on the Trinity and Brazos
rivers, would be very great. rrhis can be effected only by a movement upon
Galveston from the Sabine by Beaumout, Libr~rty, and Houston. If the enemy
is in such strength as to oefeat this, by occupying a position between the Sabine and Neches, we sh~ll make avaiht ble the fortifications of the enemy at
OrangP, and be supported by the navy, whose light boats can run up to Orange
or to Beaumont. If the season were different, the northern line would be
doubtless preferable on many grounds."

General Banks finding it. impossible to establish the flag in Texas

by an iuland movemeut, in the then condition of the rivers, attempted to accomplitlh that object by operations on the coast, represeuting to tl1e government that the overland route was, at that
time, impracticable. On tbe 16th of October he sent a communication to General Halleck: from which the following are extracts:

•

*

*

*

*

•

''The importance of Shreveport, as reported, is very great, and it confirms
representations made to us. I had the strongest posf!ible desire to reach Shreveport when in Alexandria, in May, but the necessity of operations on the Miii!sissippi prevented it."

•

*

"The movement upon Shreveport nnd Marshall is impracticable at present.
It would require a march from Brashear City of between 400 and f'iOO miles.
'l'he enemy de11troying all supplies in the country as he retreats, and the low
stage of the water making it imposHible fur us to avail ourselves of any water
communications, except upon the Teche as far as Vermillionville, it would require a communication for thid distance by wagon trains. Later in the season
this can be done, making Alexaudria the base of operations; but it could not
be done now. rl'he rivers and bayous have not been so low in this State for
fifty years, and Admiral Porter iufurms me that the mouth of the Red river,
and also the month of the Atchafalaya, are both hermetically sealed to his
vessels by almost dry sand-bars, f'O that he cannot get any vessels into any of
the streams. It is supposed that the first rise of the season will occur early in
the next month."

*

*

On the 22d of October General Banks wrote General Halleck :
:j('

*

*

*

*

*

"By the way of Alexandria and Shreveport to Marshall, which is the nearest
point on the route, we have a march of from 350 to 400 miles in that direction
without otl1er communication thnn by wagon train, and through a couutry
utterly depleted of all its material resources. Either of these routes presents
almost insuperable clifficultie:-1. It is not good policy to fight an absent enemy
in a desert country if it can be avoided."

On tho 18th of November, while engaged in operations by way of
the coast of Texas, and after several pui uts ha.d been seized, General
Banks wrote Ge11eral Halleck from flag-ship McClellan, off AranRas
Pas~, as follows :
"The success of our expedition will very likely transfer our operations to the
coast. rrhe best line of defence for Loui~iana, as well as for operations agaiust
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Texas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya. To operate promptly and
effectively on this line, we need light-draught sea boats, drawing six or seven
feet of water. A supply of these will be a measure of great economy to the
government. Large ships are in great peril constantly, from their inability to
escape the northers by entering the bays. vVe lost one excellent steamer, the
Nassau, on the bar at Brazos from this cause. The steamers St. Mary's, Olinton, Crescent, and others of that class, have been of the greatest service, and to
them we owe the t>uccess of our expedition. It is of the utmost importance
that this number should be increased. We need very much light-draught gunboats on the Atchafalaya, as, if this line is well protected from Berwick's bay to
the Red river, the enemy necessarily is thrown back from the Mississippi. Admiral Porter informs me that he had received your order to send boats down,
but that he was unable to enter t.he Atchafalaya from Red river owing to the
low stage of the water; his boats could not pass by sea into Berwick's bay with
safety. I am quite confident that, watching for fair weather, all hi_s boats can
be buoyed around, with the assistance of steamers. The distance is only forty
miles, and the sea is often quite smooth. We have frequently sent river boats
around in that way. I respectfully request your attention to this subject."

On the 7th of December General Halleck sent the following communication to General Banks:
"GBNERAL: I have just received yonr letter of November 18, 'off Aransas
Pass.' In this you say the 'best line of defence for Louisiana, as well as for
operations against Texas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya.' I fully
concur with you in this opinion. It is the line which I advised you from the
beginning to adopt. In regard to your ' Sabine' and ' Rio Grande' expeditions, no notices ot' your intention to make them were received here till they
were actually undertaken. 'l'he danger, however, of dividing your army, with
the enemy between the two posts, ready to fall upon either with his entire force,
was pointed out from the first, and I have continually urged that you must not
expect any considerable re-enforcements from other departments. Yoar communications in regard to light-draught sea-going vessels have been referred to
the Quartermaster General, wbo has uniformly answered that he had given you
all such vessels that were available, there being only a small number that could
be procured. His attention will be again called to the matter to-day.
"In regard to the gunboats for your department, we must rely upon the navy.
Admiral Porter has been requested to give you all possible assistance in this
matter. You may not be aware that by a law of last Congress the building,
purchasing, and commanding of gunboats are placed exclusively under the Navy
Department. I will again ask that the admirals commanding in the Gulf and
in the Mississippi be directed to co-operate with you and render you all the aid
in their power. You will also communicate with them, asking their assistance
in any way you desire."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

To which General Banks replied, December 23, as follows:
"GENERAL: Your despatch of December 9 I received yesterday. My orders
from the department were to establish the flag of the government in 'I'exas at
the earliest possible moment. I understood that the point and the means were
left at my discretion. It was implied, if not stated, that time was an element
of great importance in this matter, and that the object should be accomplished
as speedily as possible. In addition to the instructions received from your department upon this subject, the President addressed me a letter, borne by Brigadier General Hamilton, military governor of 'I'exas, dated September 19, 1863,
in which he expressed the hope that I had already accomplished the object so
much desired. In the execution of this order, my first desire was to obtain pos-
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session of Houston, and the expedition which failed to effect a landing at the
Sabine was designed to secure tl1at ohject. 'l'he failure of that expedition made
it imposs .ble to secure a landing at that point. I immediately concentrated all
my disposable force upon the Teche, with a view to enter 'l'exas by the way of
Niblett'l'i Bluff, on the Sabine, or by Alexandria, at some more northern point.
The low stage of the water in all the rivers, and the exhaustion of supplies in
that country, made it apparent that this route was impracticable at this season
of the year-l might say imposBible within any reasonable time, and it would
be accomplished by imminent peri], owing to t.he condition of the country, the
length of marches, and the strength of the enemy, making this certain by
thor.mgh reconnaissance of the country; but without withdrawing my troops, I
concluded to make another effort to effect a landing at some point upon the coast
of 'l'exas, in the execution of what I understood to be imperative orders. For
this purpose I withdrew a small force stationed at Morganzia, on the Mississippi, which had been under command of General Herron, and was then under
Major General Dana, and pnt them in a stat1:1 of preparation for this movement.
"Assisted by the commanr1er of the naval forces, Commodore Bell, I directed
a reconuois1:1ance of the coast of Texas as far as Brazos Santiago, making my
movements entirely dependent upon that report. A return from this reconnaissance was made October 16, and my troops being in readiness for movement
somewhere, without the delay of a single day, except that which the state of
the weather made necessary, I moved for the Brazos. You will see from these
facts that it was impossible for me to give you sufficient notice of this intention,
to receive imtructions from you upon this subject; but as soon as I had received
the informat:on necessary, and arrived at the determination to land at the
BrazoH, I gave you full information of all the facts in the case. It is my purpose always to keep you informed of all movements that are contempla ·ed in
this department, but it did not seem to me to be possible to do more in this instance; and upon a review of the circumstances, I cannot now see where or
wlJCn I could have given you more complet0 and satisfactory information than
my despatches conveyed.
"I repeat my suggestion that the best line of defence for Louisiana, as well
as for operations against Texas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya, and I
also recall the suggestion made by you upon the same subject. But that line
was impracticable at the time when I received your orders upon the subject of
Texns. I on.!.!.·ht to add that the line of the Atchafalaya is available for offensive or defensive purposes only wl{en the !'tate of the water admits the operations of a strong naval force. At the time when I made this suggestion to you
it was impossible to get a boat into the Atchafalaya, either from the Red river
or from the Gulf, owing to the low stage of the water, and there were very few,
if any, boats on the Mississippi, or in this dopartment, that could have navigated these waters at that time. It was, therefore, impossible to avail myself of
this natural line-first, for the reason that we had not sufficient naval force for
this purpose, and that the navigation was impossible. As soon as the Mississippi and Ucd river shall rise, the government can make a\ailable the advantages
presented by this line of water communication."

*

*

*

*

*

*

On the 30th of December General Banks wrote General Halleck :

*

*

*

*

*

"It is my desire, if possible, to get possession of Galveston. This, if effected,
will give us control of the entire coast of Texas, and require but two small
garrhwns, one on the Rio Grande and the other on Galveston iRland, unless it
be the wish of the Department of War that extensive operations should be
made in the State of Texas. A sufficient number of men can probably be recruited in that State for the permanent occupation of these two posts. It will
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relieve a very larg-e number of naval vef'l~els, whose service ig now indispensable to us, on the l\ii~si::;sippi and iu the Gulf. Th ;Rcan i>ccupy but a short time,
and if executed will leave my whole forcP. in hand to move to any other point
on the Red river, or wherever the g-overnment may direct. Once possessed of'"
Gal vest on, and my command ready for ope1 at ion in any other direction, I shall
await the orders of the government; but I trust that this may be accMnplished
before undertaking any other enterprisr. It is impossible, at 1his tinw, to move·
as far north as Alt'xandria by water. The Red rivrr is not open to the navigation of our gunboats, and it is commnnded by Fort De Rnssy, which has been
remounted since our occupation of Alexandra. 'rhis position must be turned
by mt·ans of a large force on land before the gunboats can pasEl. To co-operate·
with General Steele in Arkansas, or north of the Red river, will bring nearly
the whole rebel force of Trxas and Louisiana between New Orleans and my
command, withont the poE~sibiJity of dispersing or df'feating them, as tl1eir movement would be directed south, and mine to the north. It is necessary that this
force should be first dispersed or destroyed before I can safely operate in conjunction with General Steele. Once pos_sessed of the coast of 'rexas, and the
naval and land forces relieved, I can then operate against the forces in Louisiana
or Texas, and I can diE~perse or destroy the land forces in Louisiana, and Bafely
co-operate >vith General Steele, or with any other portion of the army of the
United t:tates."

January 4, 1864, General Halleck urges upon General Banks the
movemeut by way of Red river, as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Generals Sherman and Steele agree with me in opinion that the Red river isthe shortest and lJest line of defence for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as a baseof operations against Texas. Jf this line can be adopted, most of the troops in
Arkansas can be concentrated on it. But, as before remarked, Steele canno~
alone attempt its occupation. His movements mu:-:t therefore be dependent, in
a great measure, upon yours. If, as soo •1 as you have sufficient water in the
Atchafalaya and Red rivers, you operate in that direction, Steele's army and
such forces at' Sherman can detach should be directed to the sarne object. The
gunboats should also co-operate. If, on the other hand, your operations are
mainly confined to the coast of Texas, Steele must make the Arkansas river his
line of defence, and most of Sherman's force may be required to keep open the
Mississippi.
" So long as your plans are not positively dPcided upon, no definite in structions can be given to Sherman and Steele. 'rhe best thing, it would seem, to
be done, under the circumstances, is for you to communicate with them, and
also with Admiral Porter, in regard to some general co-operation. All agree
upon what is the best pLm of operations if the stage of water in the rivers and
other circumstances should be favorable; if not, it must be modified or changed."'

On the 7th General Halleck wrote to General St ee le:
H

GENERAL:

*

*

""

*

" I have just seen your letter of December 12 to General Schofield in regard
to an advance towards Rerl river. It was at one time hoped that you might cooperate with General Bankfl in holding that linr, and thus secure Arkansas and
Missouri from further rebel raids. But when General Ba.uks changed his plan
of operations to the Gulf coast, an advance on your part would have been extrrmdy perilous, and you acted wisPly in occupying the defensive position of
the Arkansas. It is hoped that means may hereafter be concerted between
yourself and General Sherman and General Banks to drive the enemy entirely
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out of Arkansas, and then occupy the line of Red river, which is shorter, and
probably easirr of defence. In the mean time I presume all your present, forces
will be required to hold your present line of defence, and to prevent rebel raids
north of the Arkansas.
,. You will please to ·communicate frequently with these headquarters, giving
as full information as possible of the condition of affairs in your departmeut."

On the 8th General Halleck wrote to General Grant:
"In regard to General BankE>'s campaign against 'rexas , it is proper to remark
that it was undertaken less for military reasons than as a matter of state policy.
As a military measure simply, it perhaps presented less advantages than a
movement on Mobile and the Alabama river, so as to threaten t.he enemy'~ interior
lines, and effect a diversion in favor of our armies at Chattanooga and in East
Tennessee. But, however this may have been, it was deemed necessary, a5 a matter of political or sta.te policy, connected with our foreign relations, and especially
with France and Mexico, that our troops should occupy and hold at least a portion of 'rexas. The President so considered, for reasons satisfactory to himself
and to his cabinet, and it was, therefore, unnecessary for us to inquire whether
or not the troops could have been employed elsewhere with greater military advantage. I allude to this matter here, as it may have an important influence
on your projected operations during the present winter.
" Keeping in mind that General Banks's operations in Texas, either on the
Gulf coast or by the Louisiana frontier, must be continued during the winter,
it is to be considered whether it will not be better to direct our effoTts, for the
present, to the entire breaking up of the rebel forces west of the Missis8i ppi river,
rather than to divide them by operating against Mobile and the Alabama. If
the forces of Smith, Price, and Magruder could be so scattered or broken as to
enable Steele and Banks to occupy Red river as a line of defence, a part of their
armies would probably become available for operations elsewhere.
"General Bauks reports his preRent force as inadequate for the defence of his
position, and for operations in the interior; and General Steele is of opinion
that he cannot advance beyond the Arkansas or Sabine, unless he can be certain
of co-operation and supplies on Red river. Under these circumstances it is
worth considering whether such forces as Sherman can move down the Mississippi river should not co-operate with· the armies of Steele and Banks on the
west side.
"Of course, operations of any of your troops in that direction must be snhordinate and subsequent to those which you have proposed for EaRt and West
Tennessee. I therefore present these views at this time, merely that they may
receive your attention and consideration in determining upon your ulterior move*
*
*
*
*
*
ments."

On the 11th General Halleck again strongly urges upon General
Banks the movement by the Red river:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

:t

*

*

*

*

"I am assured by the Navy Department that Admiral Porter will be prepared
to co-operate with you as soon as the stage of the watEr in the southwest will
admit of the use of his flotilla there. General Steele's command is now under
the general orders of General Grant, and it is hoped that he and Gener~tl Sherman may also be able to co-operate with you at an early day. General Shermm
is now on the Mississippi river, and General Grant expects to soon be able to
re-enforce him."
"It has never been expected that your troops would operate north of the Red
river, unless the rebel forces in Texas should be withdrawn into Arkansas;
but it was proposed that General Steele should advance to Red river, if he
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-could rely upon your co-operation, and he could be certain of receiving supplies
upon that line. Being uncertain on these points, he determined not to attempt
an advance, but to occupy the Arkansas river as his line of defence.
"The best military opinions of the generals in the west seem to favor operations on the Red river, provided the stage of water will enable gunboats to cooperate. I presume General Sherman will communicate with you on this subject. If the rebels could be driven south of that river it would serve as a shorter
and better line of defence for Arkansas and Missouri than that now of' cupied
by General Steele; moreover it would open to us the cotton and slavrs of northeastern Louisiana and southern Arkansas. I am inclined to think that this opens
a better field of operations than any other for such troops as General Grant can
spare during the winter. I have written to him, and also to General Steele, on
this subjrct.
"Please advise me if you want more field artillery sent to your department,
and also in regard to the shipment of animals from the northeast.''

Ou January 16 General Sherman, in a letter to General Banks,
after referring to a movement that he then contemplated, wrote as
follows :
"I think this movement, and one similar on Shreveport, as soon as the Red
river rises, would pretty well settle the main question in the southwest, and I
would like nothing better than to unite with you in such a movement, but I expect soon to be required by General Grant to hasten back to Huntsville, where
I left the army of the Tennessee."

On January 23 General Banks sent th e followin g to General
Halleck :
"GENERAL: Your despatches of the 4th and the llth January are received-the
first on the 1:3th instant and the second by the mail to-day. I am much gratified
to know that General Sherman is instructed to co-operate with the commands on
the Mississippi.
"With the forces you propose, I concur in your opinion, aud with Generals
Sherman and Steele, 'that the Red river is the shortest and best line of defence
for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as a base of operations against 'fexas.' But
it would be too much for General Steele or myself to undertake separately.
With our united forces and the assistance of General Sherman the success of
movements on that line will be certain and important. I shall most cordially
co-operate with them in executing your orders. With my own command I can
operate with safety only on the coast of Texas; but from the coast I could not
penetrate far into the interior, nor ~cure control of more than the country west
of San Antonio. On the other line, with commensurate forces, the whole State,
.as well as Arkansas and Louisiana, will be ours, and their people will gladly
renew allegiance to the government. 'l'he occupation of Shreveport will be to
the country west of the Mississippi what that of Chattanooga is to the east;
and as soon as this can be accomplished the country west of Shreveport will be
in condition for movement into Texas. I have written to General Sherman and
General Steele in accordance with these views, and shall be ready to act with
them as soon as the Atchafalaya and Red river will admit the navigation of our
gunboats. Our supplies can be transported by the Red river until April, at
least. In the mean time the railway from Vicksburg to Shreveport ought to be
completed, which would furnish communication very comfortably for the whole
of eastern 'rexas. I do not mean that operations should be deferred for this
purpose, but, as an ultimate advantage in the occupation of these States and the
establishment of governments, it would be of great importance.
"I enclose to you with this communication a very complete map of the Red
t·iver country and Texas, which embraces all the information we have been able
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to obtain up to this time. It has been prrpared by Major D. C. Houston, of
the engineer corps, and will show that we have not ovedooked the importance
of this line. Accompanying the map is a memorial which exhib its the difficulties that are to be overeome. 'l'o this I respectfully invite your attention. I
have sent to General Sherman and General Steele copies of this map.
"I shall be ready to move to Alexandria as soon as the rivers are up, most
probably marching by Opelousas. 'l'his will be necessary to turn the forts on
Ued river and open the way for the gunboats. .1!-,rom that point I can operate
with General Steele, north or south oi' Red river, in the direction of Shreveport,
and from thence await your instructions. I do not think operations will be delayed on my account. I have received a despatch from General Sherman, in
which he expresses a wish to enter upon the campaign, but had not at that time
received orders upon the subject."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

:t

*

*

*

*

"I can concentrate on Red river all my force available for active service, except the garrisons at Matagorda and Brownsville, which will be small."

January 29 General Banks wrote to General Halleck :
"I shall be ready to co-operate with General Sherman and General Steele as
soon as I receive definite information of the time when they will be ready to
move. I can take possession of Alexandria at any time, but could not maintain the po):)ition without the support of forces on the river."

*

:1,:

*

*

*

*

,.

*

*

*

*

*

"Anxiously awaiting information and instructions in regard to operations on
Red river, I have done nothing in 'l'exas except to provide for the security of
the positions held."

On January 31 General Sherman wrote to General Banks :
I received yesterday, at the hands of Captain Dunham, aide-decamp, your letter of the 2Dth instant, and hasten to reply. Captain Dunham
has gone to the mouth of "\V"hite river, en route to Little Rock, and the other officers who accompanied him have gone up t\) Cairo, as I underrstand, to charter
twenty-five steamboats for thB Red river trip. 'l'he Mississippi, \hough low for
the season, is free of ice and in good boating order, but I understand Red river
is still low. I had a man in from Alexandria yesterday, who reported the falls
or rapids at that place impassable, save to the smallest boats.
"My inland expedition is now working, and 1 will be off for Jackson, &c., tomorrow. The only fear I have is in the weather; all the other combinations
arc good. I want to keep up the delusion of an attack on Mobile and the
Alabama river, and therefore would bt-l obliged if you would keep up an irritating
foraging or other Pxpedition in that direction.
"My orders from General Grant will not, as yet,justify me in embarking for
Red river, though I am very anxious to operate in that direction. The moment
I learned that you were preparing for it, 1 sent communication to Admiral Porter, and despatched to General Grant at Chattanooga, asking if he wanted me
and Steele to co-operate with you against ShrevPport, and I will have his
answer in time, for you cannot do anything till Red river has twelve feet of
water on the rapids of Alexandria. 'l'hat will be from l\iarch to June. I have
lived on Red river, and know somewhat of the phases of that stream. 'l'he
expedition on Shreveport should be made rapidly, by simultaneous movements
from Little Rock on Shreveport, from Opelousas on Alexandria, and a combined
force of gunboats and transports directly up Red river. Admiral Porter will be
able to have a splendid fleet by March 1. I think Steele could move with
"GENERAL:
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10,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry. I could take about 10,000, and you could,
I suppose, the same. Y rmr m0vement from Opelouflas simultaneous with mine
up the river would compel Dick Taylor to leave Fort De Russy, near Marksville, and the whole could appear at Shreveport about a day appointed. I
doubt if the enemy would risk a siege, although they are, I am informed, fortifying and placing many heavy ~nns. It would be better for us that they should
stand at Shreveport, as we might make large and important captures.
"But I do not believe the enemy would fight a force of 30,000 men, with gunboats. I will be most happy to take part in the proposed expedition, and hope,
before you have made up your dispositions, I will have the necessary permiRsion. Half the army of the Tennessee is near the T ennessee river, beyond
Huntsville, awaiting the completion of the railroad, and by present orders I
will be compelled to hasten there, to command in person, unless General Grant
modifies the plan. I have now in this department only the force left to hold
the river and posts, and I am serioutdy embarrassed by the promises made the
Vf'teran volunteers for furloughs. I think by March 1 I could put afloat for
Shreveport 10,000 men, provided I succeed in my present plan of clearing the
Miilsissippi and breaking up the railroad about Meridian."

On February 1 General Halleck sent the following communication
to General Banks:
"GENERAL: Your despatcheS" of January 23, transmitting report and map of
Major Houston, are received. Thia report and map contain very important and
valnable information.
" The geographical character of the theatre of war west of the :Mississippi
indicates Shreveport as the most important objective point of the operations of
a campaign for troops moving from the Teche, the Mississippi, and the Arkansas
rivers.
"Of cQurse, the strategic advantages of this point may be more than counterbal:mced by disadvantages of communication and supplies. General Steele reports that he cannot advance to t;hreveport this month unless certain of finding
supplies on the Red river, and of having there the co-operation of your forces
or those of General Sherman.
" lf the Red river is not navigable, and it will require montl1s to open any other
communication to Shreveport, there seems very little prol"pect of the requisite
co-operation or transportation of supplies. It has, therefore, been left entirely
to your discretion, after fully investigating the question, to adopt this line or
substitute any other. It was proper, however, that you should have an understanding with Generals Bteele and Sherman, as it would probably be hazardous
for either of those officers to attempt the movement without the co-operation of
other troops.
" If the country between the Arkansas and the Red river is impassable during
the winter, as has been represented. it was thought that a portion of General
Steele's command might be temporarily spared to operate with Sherman from
the Mississippi. The department of Arkansas was, t herefore, made sri.bjcct to
the orders of General Grant.
"It is quite probable that the condition of affairs in East Tennessee, so different
from what General Grant anticipated when he detached General Sherman, may
have caused him to modify his plans, or at least to postpone their execution.
This may also prevent your receiving the expected aid from Sherman. Communications by the Mississippi river are so often interrupted, and despatches
delayed, that I am not advised where General Sherman now is, or what are his
present plans.
"So many delays have already occurred, and the winter is now so far advanced,
that I greatly fear no important operations west of the Mississippi will be conclude_d in time for General Grant's proposed campaign in the spring. This is
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greatly to be regretted, but perhaps is unavoidable, as all our armies are greatly
reuuced by furloughs, and the raising of new troops progresses very slowly.
Re-enforcements, however, are being sent to you as rapidly as we can pos:5ibly
get them ready for the field.
"Have you not overe:5timated the strength of the enemy west of the Missi ssippi
rived All the information we can get makes the whole rebel fl)rce uuder
Magruder, Smith, and Price mnch less than ours under you and General Steele.
Of course yon have better somces ot information than we have here."

The following i::4 an extract from a communi cation sent b y General
Banks to General Hulleck, February 2:

•

•

•

*

*

*

*

"I enc.lose copy of communication from Admiral Porter, which

*

showt~

the condition of !ted river ann the Atchafalaya. From this it would appear that some
delay would occur before any extensive operations can be carried out in that
direction. As I stated in my last despat ·h, I have sent officers to communicate
with General Sherman. or General McPherson, in case of General Sherm!ln's
absence, and also with General Steele, and shall hold myself in readiness to cooperate with th~m."

•

*

••

*

:jlr.

:jlr.

*

February ll General Il<tlleck wrote to General Banks :
"G~:<:NF.RAL: Your despatches of January 29 and February 2 are received.
In the former you E:peak of awai.t:ng 'orders' and 'instructions' in regard to
operations on Red river. If by this is meant that you are waiting for orders
from W at-~hington, th('re must be some misapprehension. The Stl bstance of my
despatc!Jrs to JOU on this subject was communicated to the President and Secre-tary of War, and it was understood that, while stating my own views in regard
to operations, I should leave you free to adopt such lines and plau s of campaign
as you might, after a full consideration of the subject, deem best. Such, I am
confide11t, is the purport of my despatches, and it certair.ly was not intended that
any of your movements should be delayed to await instructions from here. It
was to avoid any delay of this kind that you were requested to communicate
directly with Generals She . . man and Steele, and concert with them such plans
of co-orwmtion as you might deem best und8r all th8 circumstances of the C<tse.
"l\Iy Jn:. t comrnuuication from General Sherman is dated January 29, 1864,
and received here to-day. He ~:'lays the stage of water in Red river is such that
he cannot operate in that direction earlier than March or April, and that in the
mean time be would operate on the east side of the Mississippi river. I think
he had not then comrnunicat~d with you. Nothing of a recent date has been
received from General Steele in regard to the condition of affctirs in Arkansas or
his intended movements."

General Ihnks wrote to General Halleck on the 12th:
"GI<:NI:<:RAL: Captain Robert T. Dunharn, of my staff, returned this evening
from a visit to General Steele, at Little Rock, Arkansas. to whom he had been
sent to communicate upon the subject of the movement up Reel river. General
Sterl1· states in his despatch sent by Captain Dunham that he will be ahle to
co-operate with the forces of tbis department, by the way of Pine Bluff and
Monroe, at the time we are read v to move.
"'l'hi::~ route is said to be practicable earlier than by way of Camden or Arkadelphia, though he states that there are serious objections to j t 1-le will be able
to advance with ten thou:.'and 'veil-appointed troops, leaving a force sufficieut to
hold the lme of the Arkant<as. I hope to keep in constant communication with
General St.t·el,~, so a::~ to be able t1 effect a junction with him as early as the navigation of the river will permit, and also with General Sherman."
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On the 16th General Halleck wrote to General Grant :
"HEADQrTARTERS OF THE ARMY,
'' TVashington, D. C., February 16, 1864.
'Major General GRA:'.IT, Naskcille:
"According to G-eneral Banks's last despatch, (February 7,) Admiral Farragut
was to threaten Mobile in order to draw the enemy from Sherman and Thomas.
As soon as Sherman's present expedition i,; tP.rminated, (about the 1st of March,)
it was undert:tood that he and General Banks would move up Hed river to meet
Steele's advance against Shreveport. '"rhis was General Banks's plan, if Sherman and Steele could co-operate with him. Sherman had agreed, but Steele not
yet heard from. rrhe time of movement would depend upon stage of water in
Red river. It was understood that as soon as Steele and Banks had effected a
junction on that river, Sherman's army could all be withdrawn to operate east
of the Mississippi.
"vVill not the probable delay in expe1ling Longstreet from East rrennessee
justify the adoption of this plan of Banks and Sherman 1 Banks reports his
force too weak to advance without Sherman's aid.
"H. W. HALLECK,
" General-in- Cltiif."

On tbe 17th General Halleck wrote to General Grant:
"Major General GRANT, 1Vashville:
"I have given no orders to General Sherman in regard to his movements. but
requested him to communicate freely with Generals Banks and Steele in regard
to concert of action. I presume, from General Banks's despatches, that General
Sherman proposes to go in person to a1:1sist in effecting a junction between Banks
and Steele on Red river. By last despatch he 1-vas waiting an answer from
Steele.
"In regard to river transportation you will exercise your own discretion, giving
them all you can spare."

On the 23d General Halleck wrote to General Banks:
"GENEl~AL: Your despatch of February 12 is received. It contains our
latest information from Generals Sherman and Sterle. It is hoped that your
arrangements for the co-operation of these generals may prove successful. 'l'he
communication with them from the::;e headquarters is so difficult that it is not
possible to give them other than very general instructions.
"Several additional regiments are ready for transportation to your command,
but are delayed for want of suitable vessels. I hope, however, to get them off
in the course of a few days."
·

February 25, General Banks wrote to General Halleck:
" GE:\1 ERAL : Your despatch of February 11 is received. 1\fy allusion to
the expectations entertained of instruction::~ from Washington, to which it refers,
relates to the paragraph of your desp::ttch of January 4 which says that, · so
long as your plans are not po -itively Jecided upon, no definite inl"tructions can
be given to Generals Sherman and Swele.' 1 replied, immediately upon receiving this despatch, that I would be ready to move in conjunction with Generals l:Sherman and Steele on the Lst of ~Lrch, or as soon as they could move,
or 11avigation would permit tbe movement. I immediately put myself in communication with General 8herrnau and General 8teele, receiving from them despatches the substance of wh ch ba:> been transmitted to you, and stating that
they wouhl be ready to co-operate with me iu the movement up the Red river
by the 1st of l\IarcL.
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"I had informed them that I would be ready to move at that time, and have
sent an officer to communicate with General Sherman, if he can be found. or
Grneral Steele and Admiral Porter, upon the same subject, and to the same
effect. I am ready to move the moment I can hear from either of these officers.
If General Steele alone can co-operate with me, I shall move my column by
the 5th of March. I am daily expecting despatches from him upon this subject.
"General Sherman appears to have gone to the east, and, as far as public rumor
indicates the direction of his movement, it is towards Mobile. In compliance
with his request, Admiral Farragut made a demonstration upon the coast in the
vicinity of Mobile, as indicating ·a purpose of attack, in order to draw off any
troops that might be sent from Mobile to intereept the movement of his column.
He expected, as I have heretofore informed you, to return to the Mississippi by
the 1st of March, and to be ready to co-operate with me. Since that, I have
not heard from him.
"I am very greatly embarrassed and depressed by the demand which Admiral
Farragut makes upon me for troops to assist him in a mJvement against Mobile,
and also by the idea impressed upon the public mind that I am to co-operate
with General Sherman against the same point. This would be my desire, if it
were consistent with my ordera from the goverument ; but I understand that I
am to move against Shreveport, and am unable to divide my command by any
demonstration against Mobile, which must take some weeks before I could get
them to this point again, and which would effectually defeat the operations
which I have contemplated under your orders.
t
" If General Steele replies, in conformity with his last despatch, that he can
move by the first week iu March, in the direction of Shreveport, I shall start
my column, with as near fifteen thousand (15,000) men as I can make it, at the
same time. It will be impossible for me to go into that country alone, as I have
not a sufficient force to make myself secure against the concentrated force of
thP. enemy, which is much stronger thnn mine.
"I do not expect instructions from Washington beyond what I have received,
except it relate to tl1ettuovements of General Sherman or General Steele. If
either one of these will co operate with me, I shall move at once. I have been
in constant preparation for this enterprise since the reception of your despatch
upon this subject. '.rhere is but thirty-two inches of water above Alexandria;
navigation to Alexandria is practicable. TLere is not water enough in the
Atchafalaya to enable us to communicate at any point south of the Heel river,
and ~ therefore, all our water communication must be by the Mississippi and Red
rivers. I can be at Alexandria or Natchitoches on the 15th of March, if either
of the other commands shall co-operate with me in time."

*

*

*
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Mn.reh 5, Geneml Halleck wrote General Banks:

"When General Sherman left Vicksbnrg he expected to return there by the
1st of .March to co-operate with you west of the Mississippi, but he was of
opinion that the condition of the river would. not be favorable till a later period.
I think it moat prouable that before this reaches you he will have returned to
Vicksburg, or some other point on the river. vVhether he has received any
recent orders in regard to h1s movementa from General Grant I am not advised,
nor have 1 any inform ttion of General Steele's plans, further than that all his
movements will be directed to facilitate your operations towards Shreveport.''

*

March 12, General Steele sent the following despatch to General
Halleck:
''General Rmks, with seventeen thousand ( 17 ,000) and ten thousand (10, 000)
of Sherman'.:;, w.ill be at Alexandria on the 17th instant. r.rhis is more thc:m
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equal for nnything Kirby Smith can bring against him. Smith will run. By
holding the line of Arkansas secure I can soon free this ~tate from armed
rtbels. Sherman inl3ists upon my moving upon Shreveport to co-operate
with the above-mentioned forces with all my effective force. I have prepared
to do so, against my own judgment and that of the best-informed people here.
r_rhe roads are most if not quite impracticable; the conn try is destitute of provisions on the route we should be obliged to take. I made a proposition to General Bauks to threaten the enemy's fiank and rear with all my cavalry, and to
make a feint with infantry on the Washi ugton road. I yielded to Sherman and
Blunt, so far as this plan iR concerned. Blunt wished me to move by Monroe
to Hed rive1~; Sherman wants me to go by Camden and Overton to Shreveport.
'I'he latter is impracticable, and the former plan would expose the line of the
Arkansas and Missouri to cavalry raids. Holmes has a large mounted force.
I agreed to move by Arkadel pbia or Hot Springs and W asbington to S breveport. I can move with about seven thousand (7,000,) including the frontier.
Our ;;;couting parties frequently have skirmishes with detached parties all over
the State, and if they should form in my rear in considerable force I s~ould be
obliged to fall back to save my depots, &c.
"Please give me your opinion immediately, as I snail march to-morrow or next
day."

March 13, General Halleck replied to General Steele as

follow~:

"Major General STEELE, Little RocJ.,, A1·lcansas:
"I advise that you proceed to co-operate in the movement of'Banks and Sherman on Shreveport, unless General Grant orders differently. I ::end to him the
substance of your telegram of the 12th."

Aud on the same day sent the following to General Grant:
"Lieutenant General GRANT, Louisville, Rentuc/Cy:
'' Gener:ll Steele telegraphs that Banks with seventeen ousand, and Sherman
with t(·n tllOuf'and, move hom Alexandria on Shreveport, and wish him to cooperate. He says he can go with seven thousand effective, but objec~s to the
moYement on account of bad roads and guerillas, and prefers to remain on the
defensive line of the Arkansas. I have replied that he slwuld co-operate with
Banks and ~herman uuless yon direct otherwise. His objections on account of
guerillas threatening his rear will apply equally to an advance at any time into
the e,,emy'cl country."
On the 15th of March General Halleck, as chief of staff, sent the
following to Lieutenant General Grant:
"L~eutenant

General GRANT, Naslwille:
"A despatch just received from General Banks, dated March 6. He expects
to effect a junction with Sberman's forces on Red river by the 17th. He desires that po:::itive orders be sent to General Steele to move in conjunction with
them for Rc:d river with all his available force. Sherman and Banks are of
opinion that Steele can do much more than make a mere demonstration, as he
la::t proposed. A telegram from you might decide Lim."

*

*

*

*

*

*

The facts e.et fortll in the foregoing correspondence show, conclusively. that the objects of tile expedition were, as stated by Gt~neral
Halleck, "to take and bold pos.:<es::.:;i-o n of the ReQ_ river, and Shreveport, as thR most important objective point of the opera,tions of a
campaign of the troop:; moving from the Tecbe, the .Missi::;si ppi, aud
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the Arkansas rivers," and "to establish a better line of defence for
Arkansas and Missouri than that'' then ''occupied by General Steele,
shorten the line of defence on the western side of the Mississippi
river," and "to establish a position within the State ·of Texas, which
should be permanently held,'' ''it being considered an important
object by the· executive branch of the government, at that time, that
a post should be held, at all consequences, within the State of Texas,"
and '' at the same time open an outlet for the sugar, cotton, and slav~s
of northern Louisiana and southern Arkansas ;" and that the generalin-chief, who first proposed the expedition and repeatedly urged its
undertaking, with full knowledge of all the facts and circumstances
relating to it, who directed the co-operation of three separate armies
and secured the assistance of the navy for its accomplishment, was
the responsible author.
Although the general-in-chief, on the 11th of February, 1864, says
to General Banks, ''It was understood that, while stating my own
views in regard to operations, I should leave you free to adopt such
lines and plans of campaign as .vou might, after free consideration,
deem best," it is evident that General Banks, under all the circumstances of the case, felt that he was but complying with the wishes
and expectations of the general-in-chief and the government in undertaking the Red river campaign; for, as ]ate as Febrnary 25, he
said to the general-in-chief: ''I am greatly embarrassed and oppressed
by the demand which Admiral Farragut makes upon me for troops to
assist him in a movement against Mobile, and also by the idea impressed upon the public. mind that I am to co-operate with General
Sherman against the same point. This would be my desire, if it were
consistent wit.h my orders from the government; but I understand
that I am to move against Shreveport, and am unable to divide my
commapd by any demonstration against Mobile, which must take some
weeks before I can get them to this point again, and which would
effectually defeat the operations which I have contemplated under
your orders.''
General Banks probably remembered that, on a former occasion,
he had been instructed that there were ''important reasons why our
flag should be restored in some point of Texas with the least possible
delay,'' and had been told to ''do this, by land, at Galveston, at Indianola, or at any other point you may deem preferable; if by sea,
Admiral Farragut will co-operate; there are reasons why the movement should be as prompt as possible ;'' and subsequently, in reference to the same subject, he had been told ''it was left entirely to
your own discretion to select any point for occupation in Texas, either
on the seaboard or in the interior, the only condition imposed being
that the flag of the United States should be again raised and sustained
somewhere within the limits of that State." · And when he had found
it impossible to comply with views expressed '' as suggestions only,
and not as instructions,'' he was told, by way of censure, ''In regard
to your Sabine and Rio Grande expeditions, no notiqes of your intention to make them were received here until they were actually undertaken," and did not deem it advisable to disregard the wishes of
Part ii--iii
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his superior, so often repented and so urgently pressed, in regard to
the movement by way of Red river, when that season of the year
had come when that river might be expected to be navigable by our
gunboats and the accomplishment of the expedition a possibility. He
had probably cume to the conclusion that the difference between a
military instruction and a military suggestion, made by a superior to
his inferior, often repeated, urgently pressed, and pertinaciously persisted in, was more in form than substance, rather imaginary than real.
General Banks says:
" In the instructions I received from the government it was left to my discretion whether or not I would join in this expedition, but I was directed
to communicate with General t5herman, General Steele, and Admiral Porter
upon the subject. I expressed the satisfaction I should find in co-operating
with them in a movement deemed of so much importance by the government. to
which my own command was unequal, and my belief that with tlw forces
de8ignated it would be entirely successful. Having received from them similar
assurances, both my discretion and my authority, so far as the organization of
the .expedition was concerned, were at an end.''

He had informed the general-in·chief of the conditions which he
deemed essential to the success of the Red river expedition, by submitting to him a memorial which he had caused to be prepared by
Major Houston, of the engineer corps, and which is a part of the
testimony submitted by the committee. Had the conditions stipu·
lated in that memorial been complied with, it is possible that the objects desired by the general-in-chief might have been accomplished,
and the committee, and the officers engaged in the campaign, relieved
from their doubts as to "what beneficial results could reasonably be
expected from such an expedition."
It was estimated that the enemy had about 25,000 effective men
in that part of the country. For the proposed expedition General
Sherman was to furnish 10,000 men, General Steele 10,000 men, and
General Banks from 15, OQO to 17,000 men.
The forces of General Sherman and General Banks were to concentrate at Alexandria on the 17th of March, when they were to unite
with a naval force under Admiral Porter. General Steele was exp'ected to move forward in the direction of Munro, and unite with
them before reaching Shreveport.
The troops from General Sherman's army, under General A. J.
Smith, arrived at the mouth of Red river, and from thence marched to
Alexandria, capturing Fort De Russey on their way up, and arrived
at Alexandria on the 16th of March. Admiral Porter and the gunboats reached there about the same time.
Ge11eral Banks says:
"My force was placed under command of General Franklin, who was an officer of high rank, and, as I supposed, of great capacity. I supposed him to be
perfect1y competent for the organization of his force of 15,000 men, and the
march up the Red river to Alexandria. When we were engaged in these operations at Pass Cavallo, and preparing for movements against Galveston, the
President had written me a letter in regard to civil affairs in Louisiana which
required my personal attention in New Orleans. It had reference to assisting
in the oiganization of civil government in that State. We had suspm;uled
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operations at Pass Cavallo and moved all our forces, except those necessary
to hold Matago·rda bay, upon the Teche, for the land movement under General
Franklin. He had the 19th army corps, two divisions of the 13th army corps,
and 5,000 cavalry-making abont 16,000 troops. He was to move on the 5th
of March, and be at Alexandria on the 15th or 17th, where we were to meet
General Sherman.
·
"He failed altogether to get his troops ready for the movement at the time.
He was not ready to move until the 13th of March. A severe storm and other
difficulties were assigned as the reason for that delay. Moving on the 13th,
he reached Alexandria on the 26th of March.
" I kept myself informed of the movements of the troops, and left New Orleans
and Port Hudson in season to be at Alexandria before my command was there.
I reached Alexandria on the 24th of lVIarch. 'l'he navy took possession of the
place on the 16th or 17th of March. General Sherman's troops, under command
of General A. J. Smith, arrived there on the 16th of March. The cavalry advance of my force reached Alexandria on the 19th, and the main force on the
25th and 2Gth of March. 'l'his was eight days later than we had expected.
But as it happened, it was not material, because it was impossible for the gunboats to pass above Alexandria. The river, instead of being high, as it was
supposed it would be at this season of the year, was unusually low. It waa impossible for the larger gunboats to move up at all, or for any of the boats or
transports to move up for some days.
" We were detained at Alexandria for eight days, before the boats and transports could be got over the falls, waiting for a rise in the river. 'l'he river was
rising slowly, the admiral said. The fleet consisted of nine or ten of the most
important gunboats on the 1\iississippi, and from thirty-five to forty transports.
As soon as it was possible to get the boats and transports over the falls, we
moved on to Natchitoches. (Grand Ecore,) but we could not ascend the river from
that point for some days."

General Franklin says :
" General Banks first informed me that he had promised to meet General
Sherman's forces at Alexandria on the 17th of March. This information I received on the 1Oth of March. As Alexandria was 17 5 miles from JTranklin, of
course it was impossible to fulfil his promise, so far as my troops were concerned.
And besides, at that time only 3,000 of the troops which were to form my column were at Franklin. The remainder had just arrived from 'l'exas, and were
at Berwick bay, without transportation, and the cavalry had not come up from
New Orleans. We started, however, on the 13th and 14th of March, and without any accident my advance arrived at Alexandria on the 25th of iriarch; my
rear guard arrived there on the 26th of March, and the pontoon train on March
27. 'l'he cavalry was placed under my command about the time we left Alexandria."

General Lee says :
"About the 7th of M:arch the forces were ordered to p1ove from Franklin, but
were detained for two or three days by a storm which rendered the roads almost
impassable. At the end of that time I was ordered forward, in command of the
cavalry division, to reach Alexandria as soon as might be to co-operate with any
forces I might find there or approaching there."

It will be seen that this delay, whoever may have been responsible
for it, did not affect the forward movement from Alexandria, as the
gunboats could not be taken over the falls until_several days after the
arrval of the last of General Banks's army.
A portion of General Bmith' s force consisted of a marine brigade
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nf 3, 000 men under General Ellet. It was impossible to get the
boats of this brigade over the falls at Alexandria, and these troops
had no wagon trains. General McPherson, commanding at Vicksburg, sent information that the enemy were attacking his forts, and
that it was necessary that this brigade should return immediately,
which they did, thus reducing the force of the Red river expedition
to 23,000 men.
It was found imposRible to get some of the gunboats and transports
over the falls, and it became necessary to establish a depot of supplies at .Alexandria, and to transport supplies from below to above
the falls at that point by wagons, a distance of from one and a half to
two miles ; and General Grover's division of 3, 000 men were left to
defend that point, thus reducing the land force to about 20,000 men.
On the 28th of March the army moved forward from .Alexandria,
and arrived at Natchitoches and Grand Ecore, which is the post of
Natchitoches, from the 2d to the 4th of .April, about eighty miles
from .Alexandria ; the troops under command of General .A. J. Smith
moving in transports by the river.

'' The army was put in motion for Shreveport by the road through Pleasant
Hill and Mansfield, April 6. General Lee, with the cavalry division, led the
advance, followed by a detachment of two divisions of the 13th corps under
General Ransom; 1st division, 19th corps, under General Emory, and a brigade
of colored troops, undljr command of Colonel Dickie-the whole under the immediate command of Major General Franklin. The detachment of the 16th
army corps, under command of Brigadier General A. J. Smith, followed on the
7th, and a division of the 17th army corps, under Brigadier General T. Kilby
Smith, accompanying Admiral Porter on the river as a guard for the transports.
"The fleet was directed to advance to Loggy bayou, opposite Springfield, where
it was expected communications would be established with the land forces at
Sabine Crossroads, a distance of fifty-four miles by land from Grand Ecore, and
one hundred miles by water."

General Lee had with him, between himself and the infantry, a
wagon train with ten days' rations for his men, and three days' forage
for animals, a large supply of ammunition, and camp and garrison
equipage, numbering from 320 to 350 wagons.
rrhe distance from Natchitoches to Shreveport is about one hundred miles, through a barren country, with but little water and forage,· being mostly an unbroken forest. The first day uo enemy was
encountered.
On the second day the cavalry under General Lee
·moved to and through Pleasant Hill, meeting a regiment or two of the
•enemy, and about noon came upon a pretty strong force about three
miles beyond PleasaDt Hill. General Lee says:
" By the time I reached Pleasant Hill I found the country densely wooded.
We were then going along a single road, in whieh it was difficult for wagons to
meet and pass each other. Our way led through a dense forest, through a
sparsely settled country, where we found no people.
"We met the enemy on a little hill. They were mostly cavalry and mounted
infantry, but had dismounted there. We went into action, putting in a brigade
il.t first. The enemy drove that brigade back about a hundred yards. I then
put in the other two brigades dismounted, and drove the enemy. We lost about
seventy-five killed and wounded there ; captured about twenty-five prisoners,
.oand the enemy left on the ground about the same number as we lost.
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"During this action, which occupied about an hour and a half, I sent word to
General Franklin informing him that the enemy were in force in my front.
General Franklin, with the infantry, had camped about ten miles back of my
camping; place on the preceding night. I sent word to him that thP, enemy were
in force in my front, and suggested to him to move forward a brigade of infantry
to my support. This message found General Franklin at Pleasant Hill. He
sent forward a brigade of infantry, but before they reached me the artillery
firing had ceased, and he withdrew it before it reached me.
"At 2 o'clock in the afternoon I sent the following to General ],ranklin:
"'APRIL 7-2 p. rn.
",.GENERAL FRANKLIN: The enemy drove us, with considerable loss in
killed and wounded. We have driven them in turn and regained our ground.
They have just disappeared from our front; the fire bas ceased. I shall advance a little cautiously.'

"I then moved forward. The enemy had simply retired, and resisted our advance very stubbornly, so that we gained ground very slowly. About 5 o'clock
I received the following despatch :
" ' HEADQ.UARTERR UNITED STATES FoRcEs,

" ' Pleasant Hill, April 7.
'"GENERAL: The general commanding has received your despatch of 2 p.
m. A brigade of infantry went to the front, but the firing having ceased, it was
withdrawn. The infantry is all here. The general directs that you proceed tonight as far as possible with your whole train in order to give the infantry room
to advance to-morrow.'"

General Banks remained at Grand Ecore to superintend the departure of the forces, until the morning of the 7th, and then rode to
Pleasant Hil1 that day, reaching there in the evening, and, learning that General Lee had requested of General Franklin that a brigade
of infantry be ordered to the front, at an early hour in the morning,
to assist in the ad vance, and that General Franklin had declined to
comply with his request, directed that a brigade should be sent to
him. The brigade reached General Lee at sunrise on the morning
of the 8th. General Lee continued to drive the enemy slowly until
noon or a little after.
On the morning of the same day General Banks left Pleasant Hill,
and as he passed General Franklin's headquarters General Franklin
said to him, "There will be no fighting;" and he replied, "I will go
forward and see.'' He went directly to the front, found General Lee
at Sabine Crossroads with his wagon train but a short distance in his
rear, and a strong force of the enemy in his front, and immediately
sent an order to General Franklin, whom he had left about five miles
in the rear, to hurry forward the troops as fast as possible. This
was between one and two o'clock. In order that there might be no
delay or miscarriag·e in the matter, he also sent a member of his staff
to inform General Franklin of the condition of affairs at the front,
and to push forward the infantry as fast as possible. These messengers found General Franklin at his headquarters, where General
Banks had left him when be went to the front. General Franklin
says these orders reached him about three o'clock. Between four
and five o'clock General Franklin, with General Cameron's division
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of the 13th army corps, reached the front. Skirmishing' had been
constantly going on during the afternoon, and about four and a half
p.m. the enemy made a general attack along the whole line, with
great vigor on the right flank, and at the time when General Franklin arrived our forces had been driven back from their position to
the woods in the rear of the open field, where a new line was formed
and held with the assistance of the troops who had just arrived, and
were formed in line of battle by General Franklin until our forces
were outnumbered in front by the enemy, and both flanks turned.
The infantry -vvas forced back upon the wagon train of the cavalry,
and it was impossible to remove the guns in consequence of the po~i
tion of that train, and an immediate retreat commenced.
General Emory, commanding the first division of the 19th army
corps, who, when ordered to advance, was about two miles in the
rear of General Franklin, had advanced and formed a line of battle at
Pleasant Grove, so called, in accordance with instructions, some two
or three miles from Sabine Crossroads. The enemy attacked this
line a little before sunset; the action lasted more than an hour, and
the enemy were decidedly repulsed with serious loss.
After this engagement: it was decided that the army should fall
back to Pleasant Hill, which it did, reaching there about nine o'clock
in the morning of the 9th, there meeting the troops under command
of General A. J. Smith. A line of battle was formed, and there was
much picket firing during the day. About five o'clock in the afternoon
the enemy attacked with great vigor, but were repulsed at all points,
and pursued as long as daylight would permit.
It was urged by General A. J. 8mith, and at first determined by
General Banks, to commence a forward movement the next morning ;
but subsequently, on representations made by General Franklin and
other general officer~ as to the condition of their respective commands, it was decided to return to Grand Ecore.
On that evening a reconnaissance which had been sent to the river
returned and reported that they had not been able to discover the
fleet, or learn from the people of its passage up the river. There
was no ·w ater at Pleasant Hill, and the want of rations for some of the
troops made it imperative that the army should advance, or retire to
some point where it could communicate with the flee,t. The difficulties already experienced in ascending the river, with the fact that
no information could be obtained ag to how far the fleet had gone
above Grand Ecore, made the return to that point a necessity. ~The
dead were buried, and the wounded who could not be moved were
placed in hospital and surgeons left in charge of them. Doctor
Sanger, who returned to Pleasant Hill two days after, says that they
had suffered but little, except in a few cases where they could not be
operated upon for want of instruments. He had left instruments
with his assistants, but the rebels, when they returned the next day,
had taken them. When he returned he got a protection for his instruments, and after that he had no trouble.
· The army returned to Grand Ecore on the lOth. The fleet having
left Grand Ecore on the 7th, reached Loggy bayou, the point where
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it expected to communicate with the arm) at two o'clock p. m. on
the 1Otb, the same day that the army fell back to Grand Eeore.
Shortly after its arrival there General T. Kilby Smith, in command
of the transports, received orders informing him that the army was
falling back, and directing an immediate return to Grand Ecore,
where they arrived in safety on the 15th. The passage down the
river was delayed by the larger vessels frequently getting aground
in consequence of the low stage of the water, and they had several
sharp engagements with the enemy on the banks, in which it is
claimed we infl.icted serious loss on the enemy, and sustained but
slight loss ourselves.
On the 17th Admiral Porter reported to the Secretary of the Navy,
from off Alexandria: ''We have only eight feet of w~ter between this
and Grand Ecore, and many lumps exist. This expedition and the failure of the army to advance has given me a great deal of trouble, but
I don't despair of getting out of it ; it is only a matter of want of
water, and I cannot think that this river would fail to rise when all
the others are booming.''
Information bad been received by General Banks that General
Steele would not probably be able t~ co-operate, and also a requet:.t
for the return of the forces under General Smith to General Sherman,
which request General Banks, owing to the condition of the army
and navy, refused.
On the 22d of April, the ,..,,hole fl.eet having passed below Grand
Ecore, with much difficulty, the army moved towards Alexandria.
General Franklin says:
7

,

"General Banks had directed me to take charge of the movement, and I did
direct the retreat from Grand Ecore to the vicinity of Alexandria. The advance
and rear guard had constant skirmishing, and in crossing Cane river quite a
serious fight occurred, in which two brigades of the 19th corps, and two divisions of the 13th corps, all under Brigadier General Birge, were engaged,
Brigadier General Emory commanding the whole movement. The enemy retreated, or was driven away from the crossing, about nightfall. This was the only
serious fight that the advance guard had during the retreat. General Smith
was the rear guard and had one or two serious affairs with the enemy, although
the loss was not great. He arrived at Alexandria on Tuesday, the 2Gth of
April."
•

The Eastport, the largeRt gunboat of the navy, after having
been frequently on shore in consequence of the low stage of water in
the river, and after great exertion:; had been made to get her down,
was blown up to prevent her falling into the hands of the enemy.
All the other vessels of the fl.eet, though attacked by the enemy,
and a few men killed on board on their passage down, arrived at
Alexandria the 28th of April.
The water in the river had been falling, and, as had been anticipated, it was found impossible for the gunboats to pass the falls.
General (then lieutenant colonel) Joseph Bailey proposed the construction of dams for the purpose of raising the water in the channel
so that the boats could be floated over the rapids.
A dam at the foot of the rapids was first constructed under his
direction, and finished about the 8th, when two gunboats passed over
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the rapids. The pressure of the water was so great that a portion of
this dam was carried away. The portion which had been carried
away was partially repaired, and two wing dams on each side of the
river, above the rapids, were constructed ; and on the morning of
the 12th of May the entire fleet went over the rapids in safety;
some of the vessels having been lightened by taking off their ironcladding, and the removal of their heavy guns.
The river at this point is about seven hundred and fifty feet wide,
and from four to six feet in depth, with a current running at the rate
of ten miles per hour. The main dam increased the depth of water
five feet. four and a half inches, and the wing dams one foot two
inches, making ihe whole increase six feet six and a half inches.
These dams were constructed almost wholly by the army, two or
three thouiiland men being detailed at a time, and the work prosecuted
with great vigor day and night.
It does noL appear that the fleet met with any further disaster, except the loss of two Rmall light-draught gunboats, which had been
sent down the river as convoy to a quartermaster's boat.
On the 13th the army marched from Alexandria, and reached
Simmsport on the 16th, having had a sharp skirmish with the enemy
at Mansura.
From this point General Smith's corps returned to Mississippi, and
General Canby arrived at Simmsport on the 19th, and assumed command, having been appointed to the command of all forces west of the
Mississippi.
This expedition having failed to accomplish the object proposed, it
becomes necessary to inquire what causes occasioned the failure.
The repulse or disaster at Sabine Crossroads, whoever may have
been responsible for it, was not of sufficient importance to cause the
failure of this expedition. But as there is diversity of opinion as to
the responsibility for that repulse, it may be well to inquire what
0auses produced it, and upon whom the responsibility rests.
General Franklin, who directed the order of march from Grand
Ecore, placed the cavalry train, of more than three hundred wagons,
between the cavalry and the infantry. General Lee, commanding the
c~valry, had repeatedly asked that his train, or the larger portion of
it, might be placed in rear of the infantry. General Lee says :
" Question. You say you had to ad vance through what is called a' piney woods'
country, where there was only one road, and that so nalTOW that it was difficult
for two wagons to pass each other; now, in a country like that, would it not be
a highly improper manner of disposing of troops to have a wagon train close in
the rear of the cavalry which were in the advance 1 In other words, should you
not have been pretty much unencumbered with trains, and gone ahead merely ~
as scouts perhaps, so as to be able to fall back if you met a superior force 1
"Answer. On the evening before the battle of Sabine Crossroads I wrote to
General Franklin a communication, in which I said that while I respectfully
deferre.O. to his juO.gment-and I useO. that language because I had insisted on
my view so often that I did not dare do so any longer-I thought if I met with
an obstinate resistance my trains should go back.
"Question. Suppose your. wagon trains had been in rea1· of the inf~ntry, a~d
there had been a fair chan~~ for you to have retired ;yhen you met th1s supenor
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force of the enemy, what would have been the result 1 Could you have been
whippeJ there by the enemy?
"Answer. Not where we were whipped.
"Question. You would have had the support of the infantry so as to have had
a more equal battle 1
"Answer. I think so. We certainly should have had a better chance, for we
sh-ould have had an increased force. ·
"Question. Yon say that wlien you met the enemy at Sabine Crossroads they
were four or five to your one 1
"Answer. They had about 20,000 men, and I had from 4,000 to 5,000.
"Question. Was it not possible to have conducted the advance of our army so
as to avoid such a contingency as your meeting so overwhelming a force while
you were so far distant from your support?
"Answer. I think there is no question of that; that is a very plain proposition.
"Question. Then was it not unmilitary not to have arranged your march
differently in an enemy's country 1
" Answer. To give a rather vague answer to that question, I believe that the
theory was pretty well seated in the minds of the commanding officers that we
were not to have any fighting until we got to Shreveport. That is a conj ecture
of mine fi·om what I heard and saw. I was laughed at for insisting that we
would have a fight before we got to Shreveport; but, as I have already stated,
I did not dare to insist upon it after a while, because people began to think I
was frightened. General Franklin used to send me word that the cavalry was
in the way. I think the impression was that I was slow. It is a simple thing
to march a column behind a heavy advance guard that is doing all the fighting.
"Question. If I understand it, General Franklin's objection to sending forward
infantry to your support was that you would go ahead too fast?
"Answer. Well, sir, his orders to me were,' Must crowd the enemy vigorously;
keep your train well up.' "

' in speaking of the cavalry/train at the battle of
General Franklin,
Sabine Crossroads, says:
"Question. Were your trains an impediment 1
"Answer. Not at that time. The trains had nothing to do with the defeating of the infantry or cavalry. But when the rout began, then the trains were in
the way; nothing could be got a"\\-ay, because the train was jammed up to
where the infantry was driven back, and when the time came to turn the artillery back there was no place for them to get through. .
"Question. Was that a good military disposition of your forces 1
"Answer. Not at all.
"Question. Who is responsible for that 1
"Answer. I suppose that to a certain extent I am responsible, thus far: the
cavalry general had always been asking me to put his train behind the infantry
troops, and let it march in front of the infantry train. I had always refused to
do that ; I told him that it was his business to take care of his own train. The
reasons which actuated me in this were these : I had about 700 wagons with
mP, which the infantry had to take care of. If it had taken the 250 which the
cavalry had and put them in front of my infantry train, my infantry wagons
would never have got into camp the day of my march. 'Jlhe consequence
would have been that the cavalry would have had their wagons up, but at the
expense of the infantry. I therefore told General Lee that he must take care
of his own wagons. 'ro that extent I am responsible for his wagons being
where they were. But be writes me, at 7.30 a.m. on the 8th, 'I am keeping
my train back, in order that I may see the thing settled before I bring them up
to the front.' "
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It will be seen that whether this train was close up to the cavalry
or only a little in advance of the infantry, it would still be on a narrow
road, where it was difficult for two wagonR to pass each other, and
consequently would obstruct anything which must pass it. That it
did so obstruct the infantry on the day of the battle of Sabine Crossroads will be seen by the following from the report of General
Ransom:
"The infantry finding much difficulty in passing the cavalry train which obstructed the road, I went on in advance of them, and arrived at the front, 5~
miles from St. Patrick's bayou, about 1~ o'clock p.m. I found that our forcei
had just driven the enemy across an open field, and were shelling him from a
fine position on a ridge which Colonel Landrum occupied with his infantry and
Nim's battery about 2 o'clock p. m. It was determined to halt here, in order to
allow the 2d brigade to come up and relieve the 1st."

General Emory says:
"I may mention here, to illustrate the difficulties in our way, that the road was
very narrow, with precipitous ravines occasionally on each side of it, and it
was for the most of the way from Natchitoches to Pleasant Hill through a
wooded country. And I also consider that the order of march was not the order
that should be followed in the vicinity of an enemy."

It appears that General Banks had no knowledge of the position of
this wagon train until the time he passed it on his way to the front,
when he found the advance in the immediate presence of the enemy.
lt is claimed by General Franklin, and several other offi.cers, that
the disaster at Sabine Crossroads vvas caused by the order of General
Banks directing a brigade of infantry to be sent to assist General Lee
in the advance.
It will be remembered that on the 7th General Lee sent word to
General Franklin that the enemy were in force in his front, and reque sting him to send a brigade of infantry to his assistance; that
General Franklin sent forward the brigade of infantry, but before it
had reached General Lee the artillery firing ceased and it was withdrawn.
On the same day he sent a message to General Lee by Colonel
Clark, ''Will send infantry at any time, if certain enemy is in force."
When General Bankf:l arrived at Pleasant Hill that evening and
learned that General Lee felt that the enemy in his front were too
strong for the cavalry, and that he had made an application to General
Franklin for a brigade of infantry, which General Franklin had refused
to send, General Banks directed General Franklin to order a brigade
to rsport to General Lee early next morning.
On the 8th General Franklin, having been informed that this brigade
was somewhat exhausted, ordered a brigade forward to its relief.
General Lee says:
" A._\)()ut 12 ()' c,\()c,K. Genera\ ltan~()m eame t() my tear w\tb. a \:rr\~ad.e Q£ in~antry wn1eb. \iad been sent forward. to relieve tb.e brigaue of infantry with ~e.

Just after b.e bad. ret>m·ted. tQ me we came on a large O\)en nelCl_ of \)erl1al>s ~ m1le
in extent in eacb. d.irection. The road ran over a hill, which was an admua~e
osition and I was surprised, as we came out of the woods, to find. that t e
~nemy had abandoned it. I deployed a regiment, skirmished up the b1ll, found
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no enemy there, and took possession of the hill. We advanced the skirmishers
about half a mile further and found the enemy in force. They were there,
infantry and cavalry, in line of battle. I then put those two brigades of infantry
in position on this hill."

Just at this time General Banks and his staff arrived on the field.
It will be seen that both General Lee and General Ransom regarded
the position held by our forces as a good one; that, in addition to the
cavalry and artillery which had composed General Lee's advance,
there were on the field, also, at that time, two brigades of infantry,
and that the balance of the 13th and 19th army corps were, respectively, about five and seven miles in the rear, and probaby at that
time advancing.
Under these circumstances, General BankR, when be arrived upon
the field, was obliged to decide to abandon this favorable position,
over which he would be compelled to pass in order to establish his proposed communication with the transports at Loggy bayou, and to
reach Shreveport; withdraw his artillery, and the large baggage train
of the cavalry, in the presence of a superior force of the enemy, on
the narrow aud difficult road which has been desdi·ibed, or remain
upon the field and order up to his assistance the troops of the 13th
and 19th army corps from the points heretofore mentioned. He
decided to remain upon the field and take the chances of a battle.
Had the enemy deferred the attack one hour longer, or had it been
possible for our troops to reach the field one hour earlier, the result
of that battle would, undoubtedly, have been reversed, for, even after
having driven from the field the artillery, cavalry, and two brig<.ldes of
infantry, which received the first attack, and broken the line formed
with the assistance of General Franklin and his troops in the edge
of the woods, the enemy were repulsed by the line formed by General
Emory, with serious loss, after repeated attacks; so much so, that
General Emory says, ''At this moment I asked General Franklin, who,
with General Banks, was near me, if we could not make a demonstration with cavalry, for I thought the enemy were beaten and in
full retreat. But the cavalry could not be found-we could not get
at it-it was gone.n
.A careful examination of the testimony in relation to this expedition will show that prominent among the causes which contributed to
its failure are the folloviriog: From the outset it was understood that
it could only be accomplished as a combined military and naval movement, and that the naval movement could only be made when the Red
river should be full ; having, in the opinion of General Sherman, in
the neighborhood of twelve feet of water on the rapids at .Alexandria, which he supposed it would have from March to June.
This river, which bad failed to have its annual rise, continuing from
five to seven months, but once in twenty years, did not have its usual
rise in 18 64.
The want of water jn the river delayed and made uncertain the
movements of both the army and the navy, and diminished the strength
of both arms of the service. Some of the boats could not be taken
over the rapids, and a depot was obliged to be established at Alexan·
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dria, requiring troops for its defence. The condition of the river
when our troops returned to Grand Ecore made it a necessity that the
gunboats should be taken below the falh; at Alexandria with the least
possible delay.
It was originally proposed that from 35,000 to 37,000 men should
be engaged in the expedition. The facts that 3, 000 of the troops
sent by General Sherman were withdrawn ; that General Steele, with
his 10,000 men, found himself wholly unable to advance to Monroe,
or to any point on the river below Shreveport, as was desired and
expected by General Banks ; and that General Grover, with 3, 000
men, was obliged to remain at Alexandria, thus reducing the force of
the expedition nearly one-half, also contributed to its failure. 'l'he
fact that the forces sent by General Sherman understood that they
were to be loaned to General Banks only for the limited period of
thirty days, and were to return at the end of that time, without regard to the progress or success of the expedition, seems to have prevented the forces actually present from feeling that they were an army
engaged in a common object, in the success of which all were alike
interested, which feeling, if it is not absolutely essential, always contributes greatly to the success of all military operations. Over these
things, want of water in the river, the inability of General Steele to
co-operate, and the period of time allowed to the forces of Gene·
ral Sherman, the general commanding had no control. .
On the 27th of March, as the expedition was on the point of moving forward from Alexandria, General Banks received the following
from Lieutenant General Grant :

*
•
''I regard the success of your present move as of great importance in reducing the number of troops necessary for protecting the navigation
of the .Mississippi. It is also important that Shreveport should be taken as
soon as possible. Send Brigadier General A. J. Smith's command back to
Memphis as soon as possible. This is necessary for movements east of the
Mississippi. Should you find that the taking of Shrevep'ilrt will occupy ten or
fifteen days more time than General Sherman gave his troops to be absent from
their command, you will send them back at the time specified in his note of
March-, even if it leads to the abandonment of the main object of your expedition. *
*
*
*
*
*
*
If successful, hold Shreveport and return with balance of troops to the neighborhood of New Orleans. I would not at present advise the abandonment of
any territory held west of the Mississippi."
*
*
*
Had General Banks known at this time that the river would not
rise. and that the forces of General Steele would not be able to coope~ate, prudAnce, perhaps, might have required him to abandon the
expedition. But this river, which had failed to rise only once in
twenty years, was rising at the time our forcet:i reached Alexandria,
and continued to do so until our fleet was taken above the rapids, and,
although it was late in the season, it was believed to be the beginning of the annual rise ; it proved to be but a short rise from the
bayous, and began to fall about the time the last boats were taken up.
At this time it was expected, both by General Banks and the
authorities at W asbington, that General Steele would be able to co-
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operate, and it was hoped that within the time allowed to the troops
from. General Sherman's army a junction between the forces composing the expedition and General Steele might be formed , and
Shreveport reached.
This done, and the river being open and navigable, as it would
have been had the usual and anticipated rise taken place, with the
gunboats to maintain the line of the river, it was supposed that General Sherman's troops could be spared, and General Banks's and
General Steele's forces, united, could commence operations in Texas,
or a portion of them be withdrawn to operate east of the Mississippi, if required by the lieutenant general.
In relation to the failure of the expedition, General Franklin says:
''Question. To what do you attribute the failure of that expedition 1
"Answer. I think that the great reason for its failure was that the point of
junction of the two armies, General Banks's and General Steele's, which had
been designated, to wit, Shreveport, was two hundred miles within the enemy's
country. Of course it was the policy of the enemy, if he had an army as
large as either one of the two armies which were to meet at Shreveport, to
attack one of them and check it, or beat it, and then turn around and attack
the other; and that is precisely the course which was adopted by the enemy.
The point of j uncti<m of the two forces ought to have been nearer to our lines,
where the two armies could have joined without any danger of being attacked
separately."

General Banks says :
'' The difficulties of navigation, the imperfect concentration of forces, the incautious march of the 8th of April, and the limited time allotted to the expedition, were the causes of its failure."

It appears from the testimony that the extent of the disaster to the
army at Sabine Crossroads (the only engagement during the whole
campaign in '\vhich our forces did not inflict upon the enemy far greater
loss than they sustained) was very greatly exaggerated at the time.
It seems that the only loss our army sustained during the expedition, except in killed and wounded, was at Sabine Crossroads, when
a portion of the train and batteries of the cavalry were abandoned;
several of the guns captured were retaken the next day at Pleasant
Hill.
General Banks say~ :
" In every one of these engagements, except that of Sabine Crossroads, we
had been successful. 'rhe failure to accomplish the main object of the expedition was due to other considerations than the actual superiority of the enemy
in the field. In these operations, in which my own command had marched by
land nearly four hundred miles, the total loss sustained was 3,980 men, of whom
~89 were killed, 1,541 wounded, and 2,150 missing. .A. large portion of the
latter were captured, and have been since exchanged, bnt a considerable portion
returned to the army during its operation on Red river. No loss of artillery,
or of trains, or any army material whatever was sustained, except that which
occurred at Sabine Crossroads. We lost there Nims's battery and a section
of the Missouri howitzer battery, 150 wagons and 800 mules, captured by the
enemy on account of the position of the train near the field of battle. All the
ammunition wagons were saved. The army had captured up to this time from
the enemy 23 guns and 1,500 prisoners. The losses in killed, wounded, and
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prisoners-officers and men-were much greater tl1an ours. Among the former
were some of the most efficient rebel commanders, whose loss can never be
made good. Up to this time, April 26, no other loss of men or material had
been sustained by our army, and none was sustained during the subsequent
part of the campaign."

I!!

When General Can by arrived at Simms port and met the army on
its return, he sent the following :

r;:

j;

I
I

"MouTH OF RED RIVER, May 18, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chiif if Stoff:
"'l'he troops from Red river arrived at Simmsport, on the Atchafalaya, in the
course of yesterday, and will reach Morganzia, on the Mississippi, to-day.
"This army is in better condition than I supposed from the accounts that had
reached me, and will soon be ready for offensive operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

"ED. R. S. CANBY,

*

" Major General."

,1;1 .
I

:

i

I

I

,I

It will be seen, by referring to the original letter of instructions of
General Halleck to General Banks, that one of the advantages expected to be gained by an expedition up Red river was the opening of
''an outlet for the sugar and cotton of northern Louisiana;'' and also
that he again refers to this subject in his letter of January 11, 1864,
when, urging this expedition upon General Banks, he mentions, among
other reasons in its favor, the following: ''Moreover, it would open
to us the cotton and slaves of northeastern Louisiana and southern
Arkansas.''
'l'he navy, it will be remembered, went up Red river as far as
Alexandria, and reached that place before General Banks or any
part of the army of the Gulf. The navy, under the direction of Admiral Porter, immediately commenced seizing cotton at that place,
and other points on the river below, sending four and five miles into
the country and hauling it in. Admiral Porter says that he sent
3, 000 bales from Alexandria, and 3, 000 bales from W achita, and that
that was about all the cotton got out of the country. A number of
prominent citizens at Alexandria, claiming to be Union men, called
on Admiral Porter and told him that if he continued to seize cotton as
he waa then doing, the rebels would burn all private as well as confederate cotton; but the Admiral seemed to think otherwise, and
went on with the seizures, and in a short time the rebels began to
burn all cotton within their reach.
The property thus seized by Admiral Porter was taken as naval
prize and sent to Cairo, but it is not shown by the testimony what
final disposition was made of it. This seizure of cotton by the navy,
with the expectation on the part of its officers that they were to
receive large sums of prize money from it, seems to have occasioned
ill feeling between the officers of the army and the navyA The officers
of the army felt that the navy was engaged iQ. a business that did not
belong to it at all, and desired General Banks to put a stop to it;
but, as he had no knowledge of the instructions from _the Navy De-
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partment under which Admiral Porter was acting, and desired to
avoid all conflict with the naval arm of the expedition, he declined
to do so.
There were a number of civilians who accompanied the expeditionexactly how many does not appear, the names of seven or eight persons only being given-who were helieved by many of the 'vitnesses
to be cotton speculators, and were supposed to be there for the purpose of operating in cotton ; but it does not appear by the testimony
of any credible witness that more thau two of these had any authority
or permit to do so. These two men, Casey and Butler, presented to
Admiral Porter and General Banks a pass- or permit, dated several
months before, and signed by the President of the United States,
directing military and naval authorities to grant them facilities in
going where they pleased in that section of country, and mentioning
particularly Red river.
This permit General Banks and Admiral Porter felt bound to respect,
and each directed the officers under them to grant the facilities required by its terms.
The following is the statement which General Banks makes in relation to the seizure of cotton :
"Under the general prize law, the naval authorities, upon their arrival at
Alexaudria, commenced the capture of cotton on both sides of the river, extending their operations from six to ten miles into the interior.
" Wagon trains were organized, cotton gins put in operation, and the business
followed up with great vigor while ~e fleet lay at Alexandria. Some difficulty
occurred with the marines, who insisted upon their right to pass the lines of the
army; who threatened, at one time, to turn their guns against the troops, which
was terminated by the advance of the army and navy to Grand Ecore. I was
informed by parties claiming property which had been taken by the naval
authorities, to whom I referred them, that upon application for relief their property had been released to them by the commander of the fleet. The army did
not enter into competition with the navy in the capture of this property.
"In order to remove all the products of the country which might under any
circumstances be used to aid the rebellion against the government, General
Grover, in command of the post at Alexandria, and the quartermaster of that
post, upon the departure of the army from Alexandria, were directed to collect
such property as should remain there after its departure and transmit it to the
quartermaster at New Orleans, who was instructed to turn it over to the officers
of the treasury, to be disposed of according to the orders of the government and
the laws of Congress. Notice was also given to the supervising agent of the
treasury at New Orleans that no trade would be allowed iu that portion of the
State until it should be completely and permanently occupied by the army. No
person was allowed to accompany the army upon this expedition as reporter, or
for any other purpose, without a distinct and written declaration that no trade
by private parties or for personal purposes woold be permitted under any
.circumstances, and that no property, on private account, would be transported
by public or private vessels to New Orleans; but that all property sent to New
Orleans would be consigned to the chief quartermaster, and by him turned over
to the treasury agent, and held subject to such -claims and orders as should be
approved by the government at Washington. Previous to my departure from
New Orleans, the chief quartermaster, ColonelS. B. Holabird, had been instructed
that no privileges would be given to any party whatever, under any ci1 cumstance:!, to trade in, to dispose of, or to transport private property; that all the
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property that came down from that country, so far as the army was concerned,
would be turned over to him, and by him to the proper treasury officers. The
same information was given to the treasury agent. No permission was given
to any person to accompany the army except upon these express conditions,
and then only to such persons whose public position seemed to be a full guarantee against abuse of the privilege, and whose requests could not be properly
refused. They were given to reporters of the public press, to officers of the
treasury, and to prominent civil officers of States whose troops were in the field.
"Upon representations made by officers of the Treasury Department, at Alexandria, that there would be difficulty in receiving such property except under
the treasury regulations of the 26th of January, 1864, those regulations were
officially promulgated for that purpose at Alexandria and at New Orleans. 'l'hesa
orders were strictly enforced by all officers connected with or representing the
army. There was no permission whatever given to any person to trade, to
dispose of or transport private property; no privilege of this kind was recognized under any circumstances. Every dollar's worth of property that came
into the bands of the army during this campaign was either appropriated to its
use in kind by the proper officers of the commissary and quartermaster's departments, receipts being given therefor, or transmitted to the chief quartermaster
at New Orleans, and by him turned over to the treasury agents, to be disposed
of according to the laws of Congress and the orders of the government. When
cotton or other property interfered with the transportation of any material of
the army, or of refugees, negroes, or troops, upon the evacuation of the country,
it was thrown from the boats and abandoned upon the river levee to the enemy.
I intend this statement to be as comprehensiv~ upon the subject as language
can make it, and to cover all possible methods, direct or indirect, by which officers or citizens, public or private parties, or any persons whatever, could evade
or violate these orders, on the river or at New Orleans, or appropriate by any
means public or private property to private uses or personal advantage, or to
deprive the government or individuals of any property which, by any interpretation of military orders or public laws, could be considered as belonging
justly and properly to them. Copies of the instructions to General Grover,
commanding the post, Colonel S. B. Holabird, chief quartermaster at New Orleans, and Hon. B. }..... Flanders, supervising special agent Treasury Department, accompany this report, all of whom will be able to account to the
government for public or private property coming into their hands duriug this
campaign.''

Most of the witnesses seemed to take it for granted that every
civilian who accompanied the army did so for the purpose of speculating in cotton. The following from the testimony of Captain Breese,
of the navy, shows that the cotton speculators did not expect to receive any aid or assistance from the army or any of its officers in
getting cotton out of that section of the country. Captain Breese,
of the navy, says:
·
"Question. Do you know anything in relation to operations in cotton by the
army on that expedition 1
"Answer. I only know what the cotton speculators told me; I know nothing
of my own knowledge, except seeing co1,ton brought in in army wagons. There
was quite a number of speculators there. How they got there I do not know.
A number of them came to me and asked me if I would not seize their cotton
in the name of the navy; I told them I could not do it. They said they had 200
or 300 bales there, scattered about in different directions, and asked me to seize
it in the name of the navy, and let it be carried to Cairo as prize cotton and go
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before the courts. If they could prove their claim to it, well and good; if not,
then the navy would have it.
"Question. What were the names of those men?
"Answer. One was named Sells.
"Question. Do you know where he was from?
"Answer. I think from St. Louis.
''Question. Do you know what authority he had 1
"Answer. I do not know that he had any. I think he went up there as the
owner of a steamboat. 'J.1he only persons who were up there with authority
were a Mr. Butler and another one. They had an order from the President,
directing all persons in authority, military or naval, to grant them all facilities
in going where they pleaseil, mentioning particularly Red river, and about there.
They were the only ones that had any kind of permit that I know of.
"I know that General Banks requested the admiral to give orders to the guard
vessels stationed at the mouth of the river not to permit any vessel at all to
come up the river, except those engaged with the army and navy; and to
examine all persons on board of them, and to see if there were any persons
who had not proper passes from military authorities to come up."

Whatever there may have been of feeling between the army and the
navy in relation to the seizure of cotton, an examination of all the
testimony will show that i he military operations were not delayed or
interfered ·w ith by any operations in cotton. 'rhe delays at the points
where these operations were carried out were occasioned wholly by
other causes.
During the progress of the expedition, meetinga were hold at two
places (Alexandria and Grand Ecore) for the election of delegates to
a convention then about to meet, for the organization of a State government in Louisiana.
It does not appear that any officer or private, or anybody connected
with the expedition, in any Y\•ay interfered with, or participated in,
these elections, or that. they caused the slightest delay to the movements of the army or navy, or influenced or controlled the expedition
in the slightest degree.
D. W. GOOCH.
Part ii--iv
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Testimony qf Major General Nathaniel P. Banks.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Decembe1· 14, 1864.
Major General NATHANIEL P. BANKS sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank in the army of the United States 1
Answer. I am a major general in the volunteer army.
Question. Have you been stationed at New Orleans, in command of that department1
Answer. Yes, sir ; the department of the Gulf, including Louisiana, Texas,
and portions of Alabama and Florida.
Question. How long have you been in command of that department 1
Answer. I assumed command on the 16th of December, 1862.
Question. You succeeded General Butler in the command of that department 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Are you still in command of that department 1
Answer. Yes, sir; on leave of absence.
Question. Will you now proceed to give the committee, in your own language
and in your own way, a narrative of what is known as the Red river expedition
or campaign 1 I will first ask, from whom did you receive your orders in relation to that campaign 1
Answer. From General Halleck, then general-in-chief, and subsequently from
Lieutenant General Grant, when he became general-in-chief.
Question. Can you furnish the committee with copies of the orders which you
received from those generals ?
Answer. I have not all the orders with me, but I will forward them to the
committee.
Question. Will you state now the substance of those orders, according to
your best recollection, about what time you received them, and also what you
did in reference to them 1
Answer. It will be necessary for me to refer to operations in which I was
engaged previously to that, in order to a full understanding of the case.
Question. Do so ; make your statement in your own way.
Answer. Port Hudson surrendered on the 9th of July, 1863. Immediately
after the capitulation of that place I joined in a recommendation to the War Department that I should be allowed to make a movement against Mobile, stating
my general reasons for it : First, that it would enreble us to move up the Alabama river and connect with the forces at Chattanooga, whenever they should
move in that direction; or secondly, in case our forces should move up from
Charleston or Savannah, I could co-operate with them. I had, with troops provided me by Ge~eral Grant, about 30,000 men at that time. This recommendation was forwarded the last of July or the first of August. I received instructions from the War Department that my military reasons for this campaign
were approved, but that there were political rea~ons, not given to me in detail,
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but, as I supposed, growing out of European complications, requiring that the
flag of the United States should be immediately 1·e-established in Texas.
Everything was left to my discretion, but my inst-ructions were imperative to
raise our flag in TexaS in the least possible time. I directed a movement, in
execution of these orders, against Sabine pass, the forces being placed under the
command of Major General Franklin, who had just then been ordered to my
department. There was a naval force and a land force of 5,000 men. His instructions were to land below the Sabine and move up against the enemy's
works in their rear and capture them; or, if it was found, upon reconnaissance
by the navy, that .the works were not occupied, and that the gunboats could go
up immediately, be was to go into the pass instead of landing below. The gunboats were captured by the enemy. I cannot explain what transpired. Instead
of landing ten or twelve miles below Sabine pass, which was the only idea connected with the campaign, they entered the pass and attacked the works directly
in front. They found them much stronger than they expected. The boats
were mere shells, wooden vessels, and they could not stand before the guns of
the fort. The boats first ran aground and then surrendered, and the army returned.
Question. At what time was that?
Answer. That was in September, 1863. The Sabine pass was the point for
opening operations against Texas. He should have moved directly from the Sabine to Houston, and thence, according to our orders, into the interior of 'rexas,
or holding the island or town of Galveston simply. But the failure of that expedition put an end to all military operations in that direction. This took place
on the 8th or 9th of September. On the ] 3th of September, still pursuing my
instructions, I moved up into the 'l,e~he country, attempting an overland movement towards Opelousas, Alexandria, and Shreveport, to go into Texas by
land. My troops were en mute for that point on the 13th of September. It
was found wholly impossible to cross the country from Opelousas or Alexandri
to the Texas line. It was in the month of September; there was no water;
it involved a march of 300 miles, an<! it was scarcely in human power to mak
that march in that season with wagon transportation. I therefore halted th
troops between Franklin and Opelousas, a:nd made a small expedition to the Ri
Grande to try the effect of landing at that point. Of that expedition I assume
command, the troops being under the command of Major General N.J. 'I'. Dana
We effected a landing at the Rio Brasos and occupied Brownsville, on the Rio Grande.
As soon as we could we established communications between Brownsville and th
mouth of the river, which we had to do with boats obtained of the Mexican govern
ment, then friendly to us. We commenced operations upon the coast of Texas
to go back to the point I originally had in contemplation, which was the captur
of Galveston. With Galveston island in our possession, we could enter upo
the main land whenever we pleased. We co-q.ld hold a large force of the enemy
constantly upon the Texan coast, and we could hold the island with a force o
from 500 to 1,000 men. That island had been in our possession, but had bee
taken from us during the first month. Leaving the Rio Grande, we first move
up against Corpus Christi, and then to Aransas, where the enemy had strong
works. The troops under the command of Major General Ransom landed upo
the island, and after a most gallant and brilliant action the works, garrison, an
artillery of the enemy were captured. From Aransas pass we moved up to Pas
Cavallo, commanding the entrance to Matagorda bay, which, next to Rio Grand
and Galveston, was the most important point on the coast. The troops were1mde
the immediate command of Major General C. C. Washburn. Pass Cavallo was ca
tured inNovember. We then made preparations for a movement against the work
at the mouth of Brazos river, which would have brought us within 30 or 40 miles o
Galveston, intending to move inland upon Houston, and to take Galveston, an
either hold Houston, the town of Galveston on the main land, or the island, as shoul
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be thought proper. To do this it was necessary to c~mcentrate all our force. In mov ·
ing inland we were certain to encounter all the troops under Magruder, from 12,000
to 15,000 men. General Washburn had 6,000 men under his command; sufficient
for operations along. the coast, but insufficient for a movement 500 miles inland.
My attention, therefore, was directed to the concentration of all my troops at
this point, which I regarded as important in connexion with operations in 'l'exas
and Louisiana. I notified the government of my plan, and asked for any
assistance that could be given me, stating, as before, in regard to the Sabine
pass movement, the importance of our occupation of Galveston. While engaged
in these operations, in December, I received a despatch from General Halleck
stating that all the western generals were in favor of a movement directly upon
Shreveport, and operations against Texas from that direction ; and that, as I
knew, he himself had always been of that opinion. That movement had always
been pressed upon me by General Halleck before I left Washington to assume
command of that department. He pointed out to me that line as the proper
line of operations against Texas. While I was on the Rio Grande I received
a despatch from General Halleck, .stating that my operations upon the coast
had been without notice to the government. To which I replied that I had no
time to give them notice; that I was under orders to establish the flag immediately; that those were the only operations for me, except a movement overland, which I had tried-that is, by the way of Alexandria and Shreveportand which I had found not only impracticable but impossible. I will transmit
to the committee the material parts of this correspondence if it is desired. I
had said as much of the difficulties of the land route into Texas as was becoming
for an officer of the government when he knew that the government had taken
a different view of the subject.
Question. Those statements you speak of are contained in the correspodnence1
Answer. Ycs, sir, and I will transmit them to you. In addition to what I
had said in my general despatches on the subject, I directed Major D. C.
Houston, of the engineer corps, to prepare a memorial presenting all the difficulties of the movement against Shreveport, as well as the advantages. He
had studied it, and understood it thoroughly. I shall transmit to you a copy
of his memorial, which was approved by the government, as containing most
important suggestions and information in 1·egard to operations in that part of
the country. In that memorial the preparations necessary for that campaign
were specially and strongly stated :
First. 'l'hat all the troops west of the Mississippi should be concentrated for
that purpose.
.
.
Second. That they should all be put under the command of one general,
inasmuch as the enemy were under the command of one general, and in such
condition that they could be concentrated.
'l1 hird. That considering the uncertainty of the navigation of Red river, a
line of supplies should be established, or preparations made for it independent
of water communications; first, by a train of wagons, and ultimately by a
railway from opposite Vicksburg to Monroe, and then to Shreveport. A line of
railway there had already been half completed, and could be completed in
a little while. And
Fourth. That preparations should be made for a long campaign, so that, if
e reached Shreveport without encountering the enemy, and he receded from
lhreveport, we would be able to follow him; the military being of the opinion
that it was necessary to disperse or destroy that army, and not merely to take
the place and hold it. Not one of these conditions was established, and I had
no power to enforce any one of them. All I could do was to transmit this
memorial to the government, and call attention to it, because it embraced views
that had been talked over for a year and a half by all our officers. I stated in my
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espatches, that with the preparations contemplated by that memorial, and the
forces proposed by the government, the movement against Shreveport could be
effected and our success made certain, assuming that those suggestions which
would occur to anybody in regard to expeditions of that kind would be carried out.
The forces proposed by the government were General Steele's command a
detachment from General Sherman's command, and my own command; that is,
the disposable force of each. It was understood at the beginning that I could
concentrate from 15,000 to 17,000 men for that movement. General Sherman
was to detach 10,000 men from his army, and General Steele, then at Little
Rock, was to send us 15,000 men. With this force, making from 37,000 to
42,000 men, in one column, and under one command-we would be more than
equal to any force the enemy could get together. They had about 35,000
troops in that part of the country. They had 55,000 men on their pay-rolls,
but in reality only about 35,000 men, conscripts and all, and but about 25,000
effective men; and with the force that we would have, 35,000 to 40,000 men,
under one command, with the assistance of the navy, I regarded success as
certain ; but all depending upon that concentration.
Having stated this view, I said to the government, "I await instructions."
They immediately replied, " It is impossible for us to give you instructions at
this distance, from Washington. You must communicate with General Steele
and General Sherman. Everything is left to your discretion in that way."
That is about the fullest statement that can be made of the view of the government, for I desire to present the fullest statement that can be made of the views
of the government. I could not communicate with General Steele in less than
from twenty to thirty days. It required at least from ten to twenty days to
communicate with General Sherma11; and all the communication I could effect
with them was to inquire what they proposed to do. I had no power to send
orders to them in any respect whatever. They would return information of
what they proposed to do, and that would require another twenty days. So
that, in regard to authority to command, there was none; and in regard to communication with them, it' was, perhaps, as difficult, or more difficult, than to
communicate with the government at Washington.
Question. Did not this broad discretion which they gave you imply a right
to command these generals to send forces to you?
Answer. No, sir; they were not in my command. I asked that the command
should be given to some one general. But it was understood that General
She:~.·man was to command his own troops, and General Steele was to command
his. I should have acted under either one of them with perfect satisfaction.
The movement of General Steele, who states in his despatch that he could furnish 10,000 good troops of all arms, was to be in the direction of Monroe, on
Red river; General Sherman was to move from Vicksburg to the mouth of Red
1·iver with 10,000 men, and proceed up to Alexandria, on the Red river, where
he was to join me. I was to move up on land, making the campaign I had tried
the year before, on the same line, to be at Alexandria on the 15th or 17th of
March. l\fy forces were to leave Berwick bay on the 5th or 7th of March, and
it would take ten days' march to get to Alexandria, on Red river, where I was
to meet General Sherman; we were then to move up to Grand Ecore, where
we expected to join General Steele. General Sherman was to come down
Black river and strike a blow at Harrisonburg, which was a fortified place on
Black river. This was an understanding-that was all; it was not an order.
General Steele found it impossible to come down to Monroe and join us at
Grand Ecore, (Natchitoches,) on the Red river. I think all he did was to send
us word that he could not get to Monroe, and therefore he would try to move
on Shreveport in the direction of Camden, which was in another direction from
that originally contemplated. After he moved it was almost impossible to get
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any communication at all with him. General Sherman, instead of coming down
Black river and striking a blow at Harrisonburg, came immediately to the mouth
of Red river. He was there on the 12th of March, three or four days earlier
than I expected him to be there. My force was placed under command of
General .Franklin, who was an officer of high rank, and, as I supposed, of great
capacity. I supposed him to be perfectly competent for the organization of his
force of 15,000 men, and the march up the Red river to Alexandria. · When we
were engaged in these operations at Pass Cavallo and preparing for movements
against Galveston, the President bad written me a letter in regard to civil affairs
in Louisiana which required my personal attention in New Orleans. It had
reference to assisting in the organization of civil government in that State. We
had suspended operations at Pass Cavallo and moved all our forces, except those
necessary to hold Matagorda bay, upon the Teche, for the land movement under
General Franklin. He had the 19th army corps, two divisions of the 13th
army corps, and 5,000 cavalry-making about 16,000 troops. He was to move
on the 5th of March, and be at Alexandria on the 15th or 17th, where we were
to meet General Sherman.
··
He failed altogether to get his troops ready for the movement at the time.
He was not ready to move until the 13th of March. A severe storm and other
difficulties were assigned as the reason for that delay. Moving on the 13th,
be reached Alexandria on the 26th of March.
I kept myself informed of the movements of the troops, and left New Orleans
and Port Hudson in season to be at Alexandria before my command was there.
I reached Alexandria on the 24th of March. The navy took possession of the
place on the 16th or 17th of March. General Sherman's troops, under command of General A. J. Smith, arrived there on the 16th of March. The cavalry
advance of my force 1·eached Alexandria on the 19th, and the main force from the
25th and 26th of March. This was eight days later than we had expecte:l.
But as it happened, it was not material, because it was impossible for the gunboats to pass above Alexandria. The river, instead of being high, as it was
supposed it would be at this season of the year, was unusually low. It was
impossible for the larger gunboats to move up at all, or for any of the boats or
transports to move up for some days.
We were detained at Alexandria for eight days, before the boats and transports could be got over the falls, waiting for a rise in the river. The river was
rising. slowly, the admiral said. The fleet consisted of nine or ten of the most
important gunboats on the Mississippi, and from thirty-five to forty transports.
As soon as it was possible to get the boats and transports over the falls, we
moved on to Natchitoches, (Grand Ecore,) but we could not ascend the river
from that point for some days.
A portion of General Smith's force consisted of the marine brigade, under
General Ellet. It was a quasi naval force. General Ellet had three thousand
men, and a large number of boats fitted for service on the Mississippi. His
force was specially designed for that duty. It was impossible for him to get his
boats over the falls. He bad no land transportation, by which he coul<i move
his tro ps on land, for he never operated on land, and we had none to give him,
because no such need bad been anticipated.
General McPherson, commanding at Vicksburg, sent me most urgent information that the enemy were attacking his forts, and he had no force, except the
marine brigade, by which he could defend them, and that I must send General
Ellet's force back immediately. Inasmuch as we could not move him upon land,
and he could not get his boats over the falls, I reluctantly gave my consent to the
request of General McPherson, thus reducing our force three thousand men.
Many men of the brigade were infected with small-pox, and there were other
difficulties under which they labored which affected their capacity for service.
The idea of the campaign was, that, entering Red river, we should move
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immediately upon Shreveport, having no land communication, or line of supplies,
that the enemy could assail. We were to bring our fleet and the land forces
together to move upon Shreveport. It ought not to have taken us twenty
days to have reached there, but the condition of the river made it impossible
that the gunboats or transports should go over the falls, or to obtain our supplies by the line ofthe river with such boats as could get up the falls; we had,
therefore, to change our calculations in that respect, and establish a depot of supplies at Alexandria, where there were several transports that we were obliged
t.o leave there, transp01·ting our provisions from below to a point above the falls
by wagons, a distance of a mile and a half or two miles. That required that
there should be a force left there to protect the fleet and the depot of provisions and to prevent the breaking up of the transportation above. I was therefore compelled to leave at Alexandria General Grover's division of 3,000 men,
as the smallest force that could defend that point if the enemy should come in
our rear and attack us as we moved on.
·
I started with the idea-and that was the idea expressed in all my despatchesthat with the force the government proposed for me we could execute this movement. That force, it was distinctly understood, was to consist of from 37,000
to 40,000 of the best troops on the Mississippi. Without this force it was impossible to accomplish the movement. I might do it with General Steele's
forces and my own ; possibly with the forces of General Sherman and my own,
but that was doubtful. But without this increased force it was impossible to
execute it, and it was unwise to undertake it.
Now my force, instead of being 37,000 men, had been first reduced by the
withdrawal of General Steele's force, 10,000 men. He was of no earthly assistance at all to us. When we were in the crisis of .the campaign, we got
information that the most he could d<'> was to make a feint against Shreveport.
I advised against that; General Sherman and General Grant advised against it.
General Halleck instructed me that he had given orders to General Steele,
instead of making a feint to make an actual movement against Shreveport.
But that would have been of no assistance to us; General Steele alone could
not have crossed the waters around Shreveport, and therefore the enemy gave
his principal attention not to him, but to us.
General Steele's forces were withdrawn from me, which reduced the force on
this line to 25,000 men. The withdrawal of the ~ marine brigade took away
3·, 000 more, because it was impossible for them to continue with us on the line
of march, and their services were required elsewhere. That reduced my force
to 22,000 men; and the force of General Grover, which was necessarily required
at Alexandria to protect our line of communication, further reduced it 3,000
men, leaving me with but 19,000 men. I would say, without any hesitation at
all, that that was not a sufficient force with which to meet the enemy upon
equal ground, for they had, at the lowest estimate, 25,000 effective troops,
which they could concentrate in our front at any time.
An officer intrusted with important commands ought to be able t6 say what
can be done in his own profession, and should be willing to take that responsibility. It was hazardous to undertake naval operations upon Red river in that
condition of things, two or three hundred miles into the interior, unless there
was water enough to float the boats. But it was not for me to decide. 'I'hat
belonged to the naval officers to say.
Question. Was there obtained information of their ability to navigate that
river at that time 1
Answer. It was talked over every thirty minutes in the day. It was conceded by everybody that it was impossible to navigate the river in the condition
it then was in. But Admiral Porter thought the river would rise; and he used
. this expression until our officers were indisposed to talk about it : He said,
"that wherever the sand was damp he could run his boats." Upon this subject
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the opinion of General William H. Emory would be valuable, because he had
been through that country, and was filled with apprehensions of the consequences
of the movement in that condition of the river; and being better acquainted with
that country than any other man, he advised with the admiral, as I was informed,
but found him confident of a rise in the river. And he had a perfect 1·ight to
run that risk, and accept the responsibility. But he did not do that; he left it
apparently for somebody else to say that the expedition ought not to be continued. I was told that Admiral Farragut, to whom I communicated officially
for relief, after I got into trouble, said on the instant he heard of this movement,
that if the boats were put into that river they would never be taken out again.
We reached Grand Ecore the 2d of April, my own force and that of General
Smith's, amounting to about 17,000 or 18,000 men; one division of 2,500 men,
General Smith's forces, went up in boats ; the balance marched by land. We encountered the enemy at two or three points on that line, but they were quickly
routed by our advance, under General Lee, and we each made that point without loss of time or difficulty.
The gunboats were not able to pass Grand. Ecore until the 7th of April.
General Smith's force had to be provided with transportation for use on land,
and we had to replenish our trains with supplies from that point, so that the utmost that the army and navy could do was to move from Grand Ecore on the
6th and 7th of April.
I will say, as a general remark, that apprehensions growing out of the difficulties of navigation preverlted such haste as might have otherwise been advisable,
because we were waiting for a rise of the river; and if at any moment it had
been assured to us that there would be no rise, the conclusion would have been
irresistible that it was inexpedient to continue an expedition predicated upon
high water.
Question. In your conversation with General Halleck in relation to this expedition, was the condition of the river referred to 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; it was made the basis of everything; it was to be undertaken at this time only, because it was supposed the river would be high.
Question. Do I understand you to say that you were opposed to this expedi·
tion up the river, in that way 1
Answer. Yes, sir; my preference was for other operations. I had tried it before twice, and then believed it to be impracticable ; but with all the forces that
could be drawn together, with, then, 35,000 or 40,000 men, a full river, and
proper preparations for a long campaign, which should make us independent of
water communications, it might be perfectly feasible. I was engaged upon operations on the coast, intended to produce the same results, when we were diverted
from safe and certain operations upon the coast, and our attention was turned
to this land movement of 400 or 500 miles into the interior.
While we were operating upon the coast with plenty of transportation, and
the enemy had none at all, it seemed unwise to march our troops inland through
a country without supplies or water, where we had no friends, for a distance of
400 or 500 miles.
Question. I understand you to state that General Halleck had explained this
to you several times, ~nd you had replied nothing at all to him, because you
knew nothing about it 1
Answer. My remark was this : that when I was preparing to go to New
Orleans, General Halleck pointed out the river and Shreveport as the proper
points to operate against Texas, to which I replied nothing, for I knew nothing
about it. But when I came to go over that country twice, and see the difficulties to be encountered, I at once concluded that for ordinary operations that
route was impracticable.
·
Question. Did you ever communicate that opinion to General Halleck 1
Answer. That is in my 'despatches. General Halleck writes to me in this
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wise: " Why did you go to the Rio Grande and the Sabine Pass 1 Coast de
scents are always dangerous. Why did you not take the Shreveport route
which is the true line of operations 1" I replied, that we had tried that an
found it impracticable, if not impossible. It did not seem proper for an office
in my position to press his own view too far, because these movements might b
connected with other military operations which he could not be supposed t
understand. What I wanted to say was, that on account of the difficulties o
navigation and the low water we did not hurry from Alexandria to Grand Ecore
as we would otherwise have done, because we hoped daily and hourly t4at ther
would be rain. You cannot imagine anything more intense than the feeling o
the whole army and navy for a rise in the river. The army did not leave Gran
Ecore until the 6th_ of April. The navy and transports could not sail till th
7th of April. The condition of the river led us to fear that we might get u
and not be able to get back again. It was at Grand Ecore where this conver
sation took place between General Emory and Admiral Porter in regard to th
probabilities of a rise. The expedition was planned upon the idea that, b
having everything well prepared, moving rapidly up the river, leaving no com
munications for the enemy to attack, we should encounter him, if at all, befor
he could concentrate his forces against us. On the 6th of April we marche
from Grand Ecore for Shreveport, a distance of ninety-eight miles. Ther
were two things for me to do: one was to move with the advance, and trust t
the rear coming up ; the other was for me to remain at the river until I saw tba
evcryt,hing was in motion, and then follow up. I chose the latter course.
superintended the arrangements for supplies for the land troops and the em
barkation of the troops that were going up on the river, which was a portion o
General Smith's command. Then, on the morning of the 7th of April, after seein
the land troops and the fleet in motion, I rode immediately to the front. I will
say here that the necessity of protecting the fleet required one division of General Smith's force, under General T. Kilby Smith, to go with the boats, whic
reduced our force again 2,500 men; so that, when we moved up on this line, w
had not more than 16,000 or 17,00{) men on land. I left Grand Ecore about
10 o'clock on the morning of the 7th, and rode immediately to the front, and
arrived at Pleasant Hill, a distance of fifty-six miles, that evening. Our troops
were on the road from Grand Ecore to Pleat>ant Hill. The advance was under
General Franklin, and consisted of cavalry, the 19th corps and a part of the
13th corps, and camped at Pleasant Hill on the night of the 7th. On the
morning of the 8th they moved forward. General Franklin went forward to
creek, the name of which I do not recollect at this moment, w_here he camped,
in order that the troops might come up; and he sent the advance on from seven
to ten miles further, jn order to make as rapid a movement as possible. The
whole difficulty of this expedition turned upon the manner in which this march
was conducted from Grand Ecore to Mansfield, where the action took -place. It
was a distance of fifty-six miles, and the column was stretched over from thirtyfive to forty miles of that road, so that, in the event of an attack, or a sudden
encounter with the enemy, it was not in human power to concentrate our troops.
We camped at Pleasant Hill on the night of the 7th. Qn the morning of the
8th General Franklin moved forward with the head of his column to this creek
of which I have ,spoken, where he made a halt, in order that the · troops might
come up; and the advance, consisting of about 3,000 cavalry and two brigades
of infantry, were at Sabine Crossroads, where they encountered a considerable
force of the enemy. I left Pleasant Hill on the morning of the 9th, was at
General Franklin's headquarters at 11 o'clock, and immediately rode forward to
the front. General Franklin said to me in passing, "There will be no fighting." I said, "I will go forward and see." I reached Sabine Crossroads ~t
1 o'clock. The advance had reached there, perhaps, an hour before, ·and had
just deployed in line. The skirmishing with the enemy had commenced pretty
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briskly. ·As soon a:s I arrived there I felt that the enemy was in greater force
-than we had expected. The idea generally entertained by the men, from representations of the people, was that the enemy would not :fight ; that he would
withdraw in order to get us into Texas, and that if he withdrew beyond Shreveport to Marshall, and we pursued him to Shreveport, and no further, we would
have to march back again without a contest. I was of opinion that he would
:fight; I thought he must fight. But that was a matter of speculation. General
l!'~ranklin said, when I passed his headquarters, "There will be no :fight." I
said, "l will go , forward and see." .As soon as I reached Sabine Crossroads
I sent for .Q-eneral Lee, who was in command. He said the enemy was stronger
than we believed. I felt instinctively, for no reason that I can give, that we
were in the presence of the whole force of the enemy, and I immediately sent
back to General Franklin to hurry forward all his troops. If the troops had
been in solid c9lumn at that time, as they should have been, we could have
brought them in season to check any disaster, except for one thing. The cavalry in the advance had its entire wagon train, consisting of 156 wagons, within
a mile of the position held by the enemy. General Le'e says, and that will appear ·in the reports which you will have, that his instructions from General
Franklin were to keep his train clost;l up to his command, and to make all the
haste possible; that he wanted to lose no time. General Lee bad two batteries
of artillery. Within twenty minutes of the time of my arrival there, I sent to
General Franklin to hurry forward his troops with all possible expedition. The
orderly who took my command back is here, and can give you his story himself. He had no sooner gone than, feeling still more strongly that the enemy
was there, and we had to meet him, I sent other messengers, and, until the first
encounter was over, messengers were continually·going to the rear to hurry forw~rd troops; but, on account of the dispersed manner of their march, it was im.possible to get them up for a long time.
Question. Will you describe the order of march.
• .Answer. General Lee, witb the cavalry, was in front on the 6th and 7th of
.April. General Lee had met the enemy in considerable force and had asked
for assistance. It was a question whether he should have infantry assistance
• or not. I said to General Franklin, " Certainly ; send forward a brigade of
' infantry to assist him in his march." I did it upon the idea that the advance
·guard should be composed of cavalry for celerity, artillery for force, and infantry
.. for solidity; that General Lee could not safely march faster than the column,
. ·and therefore he might have this infantry to su.pport him, but not for a general
hattie; only that they might not be stopped by a slight force of the enemy. If
, the enemy was in full strength they were to halt, if only in small force it would
be otherwise. First, then, was General Lee with his cavalry, and General
· Ransom with two brigades of the 13th army corps, to support him. r:rhe infantry
had just got up to him at this time. Then came the 13th corps, under General
.Cameron. General Ransom was commander of that corps in fact, but General
Cameron was commander of the main body on the march. Then came General
Emory and the 19th corps, a brigade of colored troops following the 19th corps.
rnum came General Smi~h with the balance of his forces, amounting to about
· 5,000 men, 3,000 paving gone back at the request of General McPherson, and
2,500 being on the river to protect the fleet. From Grand Ecore to Sabine
Crossroads, where this encounter with the enemy took place, was :fifty-six miles,
but the troops were separated on the road by a distance of twenty or twenty-five
miles from the front to the rear. General Smith's command reached Pleasant
Hill on 'the evening of the 8th, at the same time we beat back the enemy in the
· second encounter at the Sabine Crossroads.
Question. What made it necessary that they should advance in one column ?
Answer. Because we were in a country occupied by the enemy. We were
mo"*ing upon a single road through the woods ; we were, therefore, likely to
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encounter the enemy at any step. · Whenever we encountered the enemy, i
our troops were in compact form, we could immediately engage him and take ou
chances for the battle; if, on the contrary, our advance guard was ten or fiftee
miles in advance of the other troops, and should encounter the enemy and b
compelled to fall back, whatever di~ster we might incur in that encounter migh
.. be avoided by being in compact order.
Question. Why could you not have advanced on two or three different line
within supporting distance?
Answer. There was no other road except that upon which we were marching
There was no other route within ten or fifteen miles, probably no other paralle
road.
·
Question. Who was responsible for that order of march?
Answer. General Franklin was in command of the troops on the march fro
Grand Ecore, as he had been from the beginning of the movement.
Question. Were there parallel roads there within convenient distance 1
Answer. No, sir. We were upon one line with our trains and troops, an
that was a narrow, crooked, circuitous road; merely a country road through
dense forest.
Question. You spoke of your advance column being attacked and compelle
'to fall back to where they could receive support ; would not they be impede
in doing so by these great wagon trains on this one narrow road 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and that is the point to which I was just coming. A
Sabin& Crossroads we met the enemy about 1 o'clock. At 4 o'clock, seein
our condition, they made an attack upon us. They were upon both our flank
and strong in our front, having fro~ 15,000 to 18,000 men. As a matter o
course, our forces, being overpowered, were compelled to fall back. The cavalr
train was within a mile of the position that the enemy held. It was utterl
impossible to turn it upon that narrow road. The troops had to scatter throng
the woods. It was impossible to withdraw the artillery. 'rhere were abou
twenty pieces of artillery, of which some fourteen or fifteen were left in th
hands of the enemy, with the entire train of the cavalry, 156 wagons in number
The cavalry train and this artillei·y was all the loss we sustained in the whol
campaign. We fell back for four or five miles, doing all we could to keep th
troops in good order as far as possible, until General Cameron came up, whic
was about 5 o'clock. We fell back to him, he moving rapidly up under th
orders I had sent to General Franklin. But his force was insufficient to sta
the enemy. They still pressed on with great power, and we fell back to
place called Pleasant Grove, where we met General Emory with the first divisio
of the 19th corps, and forming a line of battle, waited the presence of the enemy
This attack was as desperate an assault, perhaps, as was ever made, but it wa
resisted with great steadiness at every point of our line, and the enemy was
repulsed with terrible slaughter. General Morton and a large number of their
most valuable officers were among the killed. '.rhey suffered great loss. But
it was impossible for us to hold our position after repulsing the enemy. We
could not reorganize our forces and be certain of holding the ground until General
Smith came up. We therefore fell back towards morning to Pleasant Hill,
distance of twenty miles from Sabine Crossroads, where the first action took
place. General Smith reached that point on the evening of the 8th, and the
army arrived there during the morning of the 9th, and awaited the attack o
the enemy who was close upon our columns.
The enemy had been re-enforced on the 9th by Price's troops, which ha
been up in front of General Steele, and on the morning of the 9th they ha
concentrated from 22,000 to 25,000 men in our front. We had not more than
15,000 all told with which to encounter him, but we took a position at Pleasan
Hill and waited the attack. In the mean time our entire army train, ammuni
tion and supplies, had been turned upon this single road through the woods t
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the rear, so that in the event of disaster there might be a chance of its safety,
and a portion of the cavalry of the 19th army corps was sent to protect it. , It
was impossible for us to know whether the enemy would attack us in front or
on our flank for the purpose of capturing our trains. Skirmishing commenced
about 12 o'clock, and it was evident that there was to be a battle. At 4 o'clock
the enemy assaulted our lines with almost den:ioniac energy. The co~test was
desperate. If the enemy defeated that army he had the best part of the Mississippi fleet in his possession, and would deprive New Orleans of its only
effective land defence. Both armies comprehending the stake at issue, there
was a most terrible contest. It lasted three hours. The enemy succeeded in
breaking our line on the right, but our forces being strengthened by the reserve,
the enemy was driven from the field. It was as clear a rout as it was possible
for any army to suffer. We had not then heard from the fleet or the troops
that formed its guard under General Smith. The arrangement was that they
were to connect with us at a point on •the 1·iver called Springfield landing,
parallel to Mansfield, but distant from twelve to fourteen miles. On the 8th I
had sent a squadron of cavalry to the river to ascertain if anything had been
heard of the fleet; Mr. Young, an engineer officer, to whom I want to do justice,
and who exhibited great energy and the highest devotion to the interests of the
country, accompanied the squadron as guide. He had been earlier engaged in
the survey of that country, and was familiar with the locality we occupied. He
returned on the afternoon of the battle and reported that he could not see or
hear of the fleet. We were, therefore, uncertain what had been the success of
the fleet. The probabilities were that, on account of the difficulties of navigation, it had been unable to get up. We therefore had no certainty of getting
supplies from it or communicating with it. It was a question whether we
should remain at Pleasant Hill, in the condition we were in there, the enemy,
although beaten, being much stronger than we were, and still within reach of
re-enfo~·cements, or fall back to Grand Ecore, where we could re-establish our
communications with the fleet, unite and reorganize our forces, already much shattered in these three battles. Apart from military considerations, it was still a
question whether, if we got to Shreveport, .we should ever get back again. My
own belief is now-I might say it was my belief then. but although it was a
question debated, I had formed no opinion about it-my opinion now is that it
was not in our power to return if we go,t up as far as Shreveport.
Therefore, after consulting with my officers, I concluded, against my own
judgment, to fall back to Grand Eco1:e and reorganize. I had given orders after
this battle, at 10 or 11 o'clock in the evening, to make preparations for an advance at daybreak, and to turn the trains then on the road to Grand Ecore to
the front.
General Smith, who came to see me, said, " What ar~ you going to do 1 ~' I
said, "We move forward in the morning." General Franklin, General Emory,
General Dwight, and the officers of my immediate command, were very strongly
of the opinion that nothing could be effected by an advance; that it was impracticable in the condition of the river to reach Shreveport, and that it was
dangerous to remain where we were. They urged very strongly that we should
retire to Grand Ecore and reorganize, perhaps find another route on the opposite side of the river, where we might possibly join General Steele.
Between 11 and 12 o'clock at night I consented to that arrangement, and, all
things considered, it was probably the best course that could have been taken.
But that is an open question, as all such questions are. We held the field of
battle. Our dead were buried. The wounded men were brought in and placed
in the best hospitals we could organize, and surgeons were left with them with
provisions, medicines and supplies, and at daybreak we fell back to Grand
Ecore.
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In addition to the general reasons I have stated of the condition of the army,
and the uncertainty whether if we went forward we eould get back again, was
this, we were still upon this single road. When we left Pleasant Hill we found
no water for fifteen miles. General Emory said his troops had been without rations
for two days. The evening before I had sent Lieutenant Colonel Chandler an
order to turn his trains, and he said it would take him two days to do it.
We were in that condition-without water, without rations, without our sup·
plies, and not where we could immediately supply them. We were where we
couid not increase our forces by a junction with General Steele, while the enemy
was certain of re-enforcements. In that condition of affairs I fell back to Grand
Ecore.
On the 16th the fleet had come down. .After the battle on the night of the 9th
I sent Mr. Young, a second time, with a squadron of cavalry to the river, with
instructions to any officer of the army or navy that we were retiring to Grand
Ecore, and that the fleet should join us there. He found them and gave the
order, and they reached there on the 16th of .April.
.At Grand Ecore .Admiral Porter told me that it was unsafe to renew the at·
tempt to move upon Shreveport without a rise in the river; that he could not
get his boats up or down. Both the gunboats and transports were constantly
getting aground. That was the reason why he was from the lOth to the 16th
getting a hundred miles on the river. The Eastport was aground up the river;
it was got down, but again grounded, and was finally destroyed.
Having made up my mind, upon the statement of .Admiral Porter, that we
could not go forward without a rise in the river, I sent information to General
Steele, and to the government, of the general condition of affairs, and agreed
that if he could join me, I could still go forward and complete the expedition.
The fleet returned on the 16th. General Smith then wrote me a letter stating,
in substance, that the time given to him for this expedition expired that day.
His orders were imperative to return to the Mississippi. I replied to him that
it was impossible; if he left us, then we could not defend ourselves against the
enemy; that neither the army nor navy could get below, and that I would take
the responsibility of refusing to recognize his orders. He said, "You must
give it to me in writing;" and I did so.
The reason of that arrangement with General Smith, of which I knew nothing
until that day, was this: General Sherman, whom I met in New Orleans, said,
"How long will it take you to reach Shreveport1" I replied, "We can get
there in thirty days after our forces meet at .Alexandria." My idea was to move
rapidly upon that point, leaving no line of communication to be interrupted by
the enemy anywhere, and not expecting detention in consequence of low water.
He asked if I thought I could then spare his troops, to which I replied in the
affirmative. He said that would do very well. lJpon that declaration, carelessly
made, all the arrangements were made for the return of his troops at the end of
thirty days, whether or not, to take part in other operations elsewhere.
General Grant had sent me a communication, which I had received on the
27th of March, before leaving Grand Ecore, in which he used these words: "If.
you do not accomplish the object of your expedition, by the occupation of
Shreveport, within ten days from the time fixed by General Sherman in his letter/'
the date being left blank in General Grant's despatch, and I never having seen
General Sherman's letter, '·'you will return to New Orleans, even if you have
to abandon entirely the expedition upon which you have entered; and if it takes
you beyond the 1st of May to return to New Orleans, I shall regret that you
ever started upon the expedition at all."
Unquestionably General Grant felt that it was not the best place for troops.
It was then the 16th of .April. There was no certainty that we could get up to
Shreveport with the :fleet; and it became absolutely certain that, if we did get
there, we could not get down again; and it was certain that if the army and the
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Beet were destroyed, we endangered, if we did not lose, the navigation of the
Mississippi and the possession of New Orleans. I therefore determined that, as
soon as we could get the fleet clear, I would return to New Orleans under the
order of General Grant.
General Grant had given me earlier an idea of what his operations were to
be; that is, it was the basis of my original purpose of a movement against Mobile. That was the idea with which I had started, and which I had cherished
constantly after the fall of Port Hudson.
When I had determined what to do, we had only to wait for the release of
the fleet. The fleet could not get UFJ beyond Grand Ecore without great difficulty and danger, and could not get below at all. The heavier boats were
aground, and the Eastport, one of the most valuable of the gunboats, was
destroyed. We went back to Alexandria, and between Grand Ecore and Alexandria we encountered the enemy at Monet's bluff, on Cane river.
It was some ten or twelve days before we could get released from Grand
Ecore; the naval officers, by the way, protesting in the most earnest terms
against being left at that point, and receiving from me the most earnest assurances that while there was a man left we would not leave a boat there. While
we were there the enemy itook possession of Monet's bluff, which was, perhaps,
the strongest position on Red river, or elsewhere in Louisiana, with a force of
10,000 or 15,000 men.
From Monet's bluff to the river was about eight miles. We sent down to ascertain the possibility of crossing below the bluff; Colonel Bailey reported that it was
not possible. We then had to capture that position or lose our army and navy.
General Emory commanded the troops in front of the bluff to make the front
attack, when we were ready for the operation; and a portion of his command,
under General Birge, a portion of the 13th corps under General Cameron, and
a brigade under General Fessenden, crossed Cane river, two or three miles above,
with a view to the recapture of the heights that commanded the hill held by the
enemy. 'rhe difficulties of the march were so great that, although the troops
started in the morning, it was 3 or 4 o'clock in the afternoon before they
reached the point from which they could make their attack. They assaulted
the heights occupied by the enemy, and finally carried them. It was a fight
that would do honor to any army. The moment we occupied those heights the
enemy were obliged to retreat. The enemy had from 16 to 20 pieces of artillery,
and an infantry force to support them.
We then marched to .Alexandria. It was not possible for the fleet to pass
the rapids. What was to be done was a serious question.
The idea of damming the Red river was not first suggested at Alexandria.
It had been proposed at Grand Ecore, and even above there. It had been proposed to .Admiral Porter by Lieutenant Colonel Bailey to construct wing-dams
on the river so as to bring the body of water directly under the Eastport, where
it was aground, and float it off. Such an experiment was familiar to western
men. It is as easy to find men in western regiments who understand that matter,
as it is to find men in eastern regiments who can repair a locomotive or set a
steam-engine in order. There are hundreds of men in the western army who
are familiar with the difficulties of swell-water navigation, and perfectly familiar
with the idea of construction and wing-dams to float off steamers when they are
liJ'OUnd.
But Admiral Porter did not seem to think much of the plan. As he expressed it in his way, " If damming would get the fleet off, he would have been
afloat long before."
At Alexandria it was determined, after consultation with the officers and
men of the army, that we would undertake to construct a dam across the Red
river, and get the fleet off in that way. The rapids at Alexandria extend for a
mile and a quarter. rrhe officers and men were familiar with the work, and
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were wHling to undertake it. It was constructed under the direction of Lie
tenant Colonel Bailey, of the 4th Wisconsin volunteers, to whom too much cr
dit cannot be given for courage, energy and skill. Still it would have be
attempted if Colonel Bailey had not been there, for many other men ther
familiar with navigation on the western rivers, had the same idea, and perha
did as much as Colonel Bailey for the preparation and plan of executing t
work. But he was in command of the detachment that did the work, and
entitled to great credit.
There were between 2,000 and 3,000 men assigned to this work. It w
commenced on the 2d of May, and finished on the 8th of May. There we
six days given to the work-a stupendous work; there is nothing in army e
gineering equal to it. The men worked in that operation as you have probabl
never seen men work anywhere. They were in the water night and day.
have seen them working in the water by squads naked or with light clothes.
about six days it was completed, 1·aising the water several feet for the distan
of a mile and a quarter, over which the rapids extended.
I was there most of the time. I saw everything that was done. On t
night of the 7th or 8th of May I went over the dam at 11 o'clock. It was co
pleted, ~nd two gunboats had passed the rapids to the dam the evening befor
We were all in great exultation, expecting to get the fleet off the next mornin
The men were still at work making repairs. I went over the dam, and fe
conscious that it could not long stand the pressure of the water. Every mome
increasing in depth and weight above, I knew it could not stand.
I immediately rode up to the fleet to see if they were prepared to move b
daylight in the morning. It was a couple of miles above the dam. When
got there, there was not a light to be seen; not a man was stirring; not a ·shi
had been lightened. I could not arouse anybody there. I went down tom
headquarters, a distance of three miles, and wrote a letter to Admiral Porte
stating my belief that it was not possible for the dam to stand, and that if
was carried away it did not seem as if we could replace it; that I had been u
to see his fleet, and found everybody asleep, and that I feared they would n
be ready to move in the morning. This letter was delivered to him by Colon
V\7 ilson at l o'clock that night. Admir&l Porter said he would attend to i
What orders he gave I do not know.
I went to the dam the next morning at 7 o'clock, just in time to see a pa
of it swept away. The gunboats were then just moving, and it would hav
taken them all day to move down. We thought the game was up ; but office
and men were ready to recommence the work, and suggested other plans whic
had been talked of before.
The question originally was, whether they should make one dam at the foo
of the falls, with wing-dams above, thus dividing the pressure, or trust all t
one principal structure. The dam had been carried away because the whol
body of the water had been stopped at one point, leaving no passage forth
escape of any portion of it. Of course the pressure was too great for it t
stand ; still, if the boats had been ready on the mornjng of the 8th, they coul
have got over the dam, even after the break.
Question. Why did not Admiral Porter get ready at that time 1
Answer. I do not know. We immediately went to work, but not to recon
struct the dam that had been carried away; that was left substantially as i
was, repairing it a little. We commenced building wing-dams above, on eac
side of the river-three or four on each side-thus turning all the water of th
river into one current. The channel through the rapids was a very circuitou
and narrow one; but after four days' more of labor, night and day, we ha
raised the w~~ter so that the boats could go over the rapids. In the mean tim
they had taken the iron-cladding off the boats, removed the heavy guns, an
lightened the boats two feet. Had that been done before, the boats would hav
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gone over with the first dam without any trouble. The heavy guns were transported below the clam by Lieutenant Beebee, of the ordnance department.
During the morning of t.h e 12th of May the boats went over the rapids ;
every one of them was safe. Photographs were made of the ~tructure in the
different stages of its progress, and of the passage of the fleet. It was one of
the most interesting achievements in army engineering.
I had sent to the government, from time to time, a full statement of our condition, and of the doubt as to the release of the navy, and my determination
not to leave that point unless the navy was safe. I had notified the government
that the enemy would concentrate all his forces upon us at Alexandria, and that
therefore they must concentrate their forces west of the Mississippi, and bring
them to our· relief; that we should not leave the fleet, and that it might be possible that we could not escape. The government took my advice, so far as to
send a major general there, but without troops; he arrived on the 18th ; we
had relieved the fleet on the 12th of May.
We crossed the Atchafalaya upon a bridge of transport steamers, perhaps
the first structure of the kind ever made. 'rhis was a suggestion of which
Lieutenant Colonel Baily is entitled to exclusive credit. We had a battle at
Sabine Crossroads, one at Pleasant Grove, and another at Pleasant Hill; and at
Monett's bluff we had had one of the most difficult operations to perform that
was ever imposed upon an army. We lost there two hundred men, killed and
wounded. Among the wounded was General Fessenden. We were engaged
.. in frequent combats and skirmishes at Grand Ecore and at Alexandria.
Leaving Alexandria, we met the enemy again at Mansura, in full force. vYe
had an engagemeut there which lasted for three hours, and which resulted in
our driving him from the position they had taken to intercept our march. 'rhey
took the road towards Cheneyville. The army moved to the Atchafalaya,
which we crossed upon the bridge constructed of transport vessels of which I
have spoken.
The intention of the enemy, whose forces under Polignac hung upon our
rear, was to attack us in the act of crossing. General Smith's troops, under
General Mower, met the enemy at Yellow bayou, and had a very severe battle
there, in which the enemy was completely repulsed, with very heavy loss.
In the. whole of this campaign we lost in killed, wounded, and prisoners,
3,500 ~men. Many of the prisoners have returned, so that our losses in all
those battles would not much exceed 3,000 men. The only material we lost,
whether of artillery, supplies, or wagons, was at Sabine Crossroads, which
arose entirely from the negHgent manner in which the trains were allowed to be
moved. General Lee, who commanded the advance, is in the north, and can
explain the facts to you.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Was General Lee responsible for the position of the wagon train
on the line of March 1
Answer. He was under command of General Franklin. Whether he was
immediately responsible or not I cannot say. He will explain that to you himself.
I desire to say this : that General Lee was relieved from the command of the
cavalry subsequent to this affair at Sabine Crossroads, but it was not on account of this action. It was because the general officers expressed to me so
positively their want of confidence in the organization and condition of the
cavalry, and advised so earnestly a change. '.rhat was an act which I afterwards regretted. It was done because of the demoralized condition in which
the cavalry found itself after this affair, and the very important part it must
have in our subsequent movements. I have no complaint to make of General
Lee's general conduct. He was active, willing, and brave, and suffered, more
or less unjustly, as all of us did, for being connected with that affair.
Part n--2
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Allow me a word or two about the forces in that command. I had said
the government that they ought all to be put under the command of one ge
eral. That is very simple advice to give, but it was not followed. Gene
Smith showed me his instructions; they were in these words: "You will co
fer with Admiral Porter, the approved friend of the army of r.rennessee
General Smith's instructions from General Sherman were, that he should lea
after he had served thirty days, on the 16th of April, wherever he might th
be. And General Sherman wrote me a letter upon the same subject, in whi
these words commenced the despatch : " I loan you General Smith's comma
for thirty days. As soon as his time is up you will send him back, as we a
engaged in operations in which we must have him." Admiral Porter was n
under my command at all.
Admiral Porter, with his fleet, was at Alexanuria on the 16th or 17th
Ma:J;ch. The army arrived there from the 23d to the 26th, when Admir
Porter had been there ten days or more. Immediately on his arrival at Ale
andria he began to capture cotton on both sides of the river. His marin
were furnished with a wagon train, and during the whole of that time they we
passing out of our lines and returning with loads of cotton. Mechanics we
sent from the vessels to put cotton-gins in operation, and to gin cotton. Tb
was done under the prize-law. The officers of the navy, during the time we we
there, were representing from Jay to day to the officers of the army the amou
of prize money they were to receive, which excited a great deal of bad feeli
on the part of the army. All the general officers urged me very earnestly
arrest these men, make war upon them, upon the ground that they were engag
in a business which did not belong to the navy at all. I replied to them : "
do not like this condition of things, or the feeling it excites here. But Admir
Porter is, doubtless, acting under instructions from tbe Navy Department, a
it is not my business to interfere with him." And I did not.
I have no reason to complain of the admiral in any respect whatever, b
cause our conferences were pleasant, and we disagreed about nothing. But
was not .under my command.
On the other ha,nd, my instructions to the officers of the army, and to a
persons not connected with the army, such as reporters and others who claime
the right to go with us and report the proceedings of the army, were, that
property could be carried from that country except by and for the governmen
and that no man would be allowed to accompany the army in any capacity, e
cept with the distinct understanding that he was not to engage in any operatio
in relation to taking property or trading in the products of the country. Th
was expressed in the passes, so far as I gave them. And I gave ouly abo
ten or twelve, to men connected with the press, officers representing the Tre
sury Department, and officers of the western States, whose troops were in se
Yice in this campaign. Every dollar's worth of property that was capture
by the army was taken down to New Orleans in government vessels, in char
of the quartermaster's department, and turned over to the treasury agen
There was not a dollar's worth of property taken by any individual, or on an
private account whatever.
Question. What became of the cotton which Admiral Porter gathered 1
Answer. It was submitted, we were told, to the decision of a prize court.
never knew what that decision was.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Can you state the extent of the cotton operations of the fleet 1
Answer. r.rhey were very large; I could not tell how much. I speak of
only because there was some feeling excited between the army and navy up
the subject which lasted all through the campaign.
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By the chairman:
Question. You spoke of treaBury agents going with you. Were there any
who had permission to trade with the enemy 1
Answer. No, sir; they had no such permission; they were allowed no privileges at all. They were simply allowed to accompany the army, I suppose for
the purpose of seeing what was done. I had a correspondence on this subject
with .Mr. ],landers, the supervising agent of the treasury at New Orleans. He
asked whether trading places could be established on the river. I said, not
until we had full lJOSsession of the country. And no man, so far as the army
was concerned, was allowed to take away a dollar's worth of property from
that country on private account. Everything that was taken was receipted for
and turned over to the quartermaster, and then by him turned over to the agent
of the Treasury Department.
Question. Was any cotton seized for the government, by any of your troops
or officers, that belonged to private individuals 1
Answer. Yes, sir. Before leaving Alexandria I myself gave directions to the
quartermaster to take any property which was found in the district where we
then were. We did nothing ot the kind while we were on the march. But on
our return I thought it was good policy to leave nothing which could be appropriated to the support of the rebellion by public or private. enemies, but to take
and hold it for the government, giving receipts therefor to the persons from
whom it was taken, with a full record of the facts, and turning it over to the
treasury agent, to be disposed of according to law. While I was at Alexandria,
on the return of the army, I publicly promulgated the treasury regulations of
the 26th January. This had not been done before in the department of the
Gulf. I thought they gave to the enemy a chance to transport their property
to Europe through our hands to pay for rebel cruisers. I did not approve the
principle upon which they were founded, and as it was left to my discretion
whether or not to approve them, I did not approve them. In this case I gave
them my approval, upon the recommendation of the treasury officers, so that this
transfer to the treasury agent might be made according to law. They said they
could not otherwise receive the property.
Question. What amount of cotton did you seize there 1
Answer. Not a large amount. Nothing in the nature of a military operation
or movement was made subordinate to this matter of trade. Whenever we
wanted a vessel for any purpose, for the transportation of colored people, or the
families of refugees, for instance, any cotton that might have been loaded on it
by orders, or put on by stealth, was taken out and left on the levee.
Question. I understand you to say that this expedition was planned and
commenced before General Grant became general-in-chief.
Answer. Yes, sir; almost the first order I received from General Grant, after
he assumed command of all the armies, was to the effect that if we had not secured the objects of the expedition within thirty days, it should be abandoned
altogether; and that if we were not in New Orleans before the 1st of 1\Iay he
should be sorry that the expedition was ever undertaken.
Question. When did you receive that?
Answer. '.rhe first on the 27th of March; the second upon my arrival at
Alexandria. It was my expectation, upon receiving the first order, that we
might accomplish our purpose before that time.
Question. And you received orders from General Halleck previously 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but they were not positive orders, but rather suggestions.
The difficulty in regard to this expedition was that nobody assumed to give
orders; each commander acted for himself.
Question. What was the immediate object-what great military advantageto be accomplished by the taking of Shreveport 1
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Answer. There are two views which might be taken of military operations
upon the line of Shreveport, but the immediate view of the government was
that that was the quickest way to get into Texas. Instead of going in from the
coast, to move up and take possession of Shreveport. But I believe if any o
our forces had taken Shreveport they could not have held it for one month.
Question. I was going to ask if you could keep up your communications wi
Shreveport 1
Answer. No, sir. We might have gone \here, destroyed the place, and the
come back again; but I think if the enemy had allowed us · to go up there, w
should never have got back with the army to the fleet.
Question. How could that be supposed to conform to the idea of going into
Texas with an army 1
Answer. That is not for me to say. It was the purpose of the expedition to
occupy Shreveport, and hold it. General Steele's forces were to hold it if we
occupied it. But without some . communication on that. line, independent o
river navigation, as sketched in my memorial to the department, furnishing
land communication between Vicksburg and Shreveport, General Steele coul
not have got hit:~ supplies. It would have taken at least 10,000 men to hoi
Shreveport against the concentrated forces of the enemy. There was nothin
in the country upon which he could subsist. They would have cut off his com
munications, and h~ would have been compelled to surrender. But there·
another view of operations west of the Mississippi, which, if I had had com
maud of all the forces, I should have been disposed to adopt. There were abo
100,000 men west of the Mississippi, in Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri.
a campaign without limit of time had been set on foot, with the purpose of con
centrating all disposable forces in these States, with means of supply ind
pendent of the river, and orders to follow up the enemy wherever he could
found and destroy him, then we would have cleared the country west of th
Mississippi of any organized force of the enemy; then, by constructing a rai
road from the Mississippi river to Shreveport, fortifying that place, getti
supplies there sufficient for a year, and leaving troops enough there to hold i
we could cover Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri. The occupation of Shrev
port, as the conclusion of such a campaign, resulting in the destruction oft
enemy west of the Mississippi, would have been an important achievemen
That is in opposition to an idea. which I have heard much debated. If y
destroy the rebel army at Richmond, it has been said, there is no use in doi
anything west of the Mississippi. 'I'he army of the west must fall with t
army of the east. I think exactly the opposite view might be wisely adopt
If you cripple or scatter the enemy's army of the James: he will take refu
first in the Apalachian range of mountains, and ultimately the country w
of the Mississippi, and there reorganize. Therefore it was wise and expedie
for us first to have cleared that country, and held it, so that they could n
cross the Mississippi. The enemy should be held on this side of the Mississip
between the mountains and the Atlantic and the Gulf coasts. On that vie
Shreveport would be a more difficult position; but it might be as impor
west of the MisRissippi as Chattanooga on the east.
Question. Was it not contemplated that this expedition should be a tempor
one1
Answer. Yes, sir.
· Question. You did not expect, if you took Shreveport, to stay there with yo
whole force 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Was it in contemplation, after taking that place, to leave a garri
there, and return with the rest of the troops 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How was it expected to subsist that garrison there 1
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Answer. I do not know. I saw that if I reached Shreveport without encountering the enemy, and marched back again without accomplishing anything,
the army "\\'ould be discredited. I felt that, perhaps, more than anything else that
occurred. I wanted an opportunity to meet the enemy, with our forces concenti·ated.
Question. I do not see any object to be accomplished by that expedition,
without you could have destroyed the army ofthe enemy.
Answer. I proposed to the government, if we attained the object of our expedition, that instead of coming back on the line of the Red river, we should
sweep down through Texas and go to Galveston, that being the key of the
operations on the Gulf coaflt west of the Mississippi. If we had the island of
Galveston, with a garrison of one thousand men on it, we had all we wanted.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Was Shreveport a place that could have been fortified and held 1
Answer. Its distance from the Mississippi in an air line is nearly two hundred miles.
Question. What I wanted to ascertain was whether it was a place of any such
strategic importance that it was an object to fortify and hold it 1
Answer. No, sir; admitting that the enemy had an army west of the Mississippi, it could not be held. Before it was permanently occupied, you should
have destroyed the enemy in that country, pursued him wherever he went until
he was destroyed. That is what I wanted to do. 'Then we could have fortified
and held Shreveport, establishing a line of supplies, so that it would have
covered Louisiana, Arkansas and Missouri-the whole country west of the Mississippi-against any small forces.
By the chairman :
Question. What was the cause of the failure of the campaign 1 Was it on
account of low watrr and the want of navigation in the Red river?
,
Answer. We should have succeeded if we had had uninterrupted navigation ;
and without navigation we should have succeeded if we had had a united command.
·
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Succeeded in reaching Shreveport?
Answer. Yes, sir; that was the object' of the expedition. But the want of
either of those two things was too much to contend against successfully. .There
was another difficulty consequent upon those two-it was the loss of most valuable time. We started with the idea that we were to have a concentrated command of at least 35,000 to 40,000 men, when in fact we had less than 20,000, ,
and but little more than 15,000 for actual battle with the enemy. It was unsafe for me to advance from Pleasant Hill with that force, with no communica"tion with the fleet, and with no certainty that the fleet could come up to us, and
having only from the 9th to the 16th of April to do it in.
By the chairman :
Question. What I desire to inquire more particularly about is the manner of
the advance of your army on its way toward Shreveport. You haTe partly explained that; I refer to the order of marching, the division of the different arms of
the service, and their separation from each other, not being within supporting
distance.
Answer. That was the grand fault of the campaign.
Question. We desire to ascertain, as near as we can get at it, who is responsible for that 1
Answer. General Franklin had been in command of the advance of the col~mn.
He was in command of all the troops except those of General Smith's command,
which brought up the rear of the column, and for the movements of which he
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could not strictly be held to be responsible. But he was responsible for t
movements of the column, with the exception of General Smith's command.
Question. How, in you~ judgment, ought that advance to have been made
Answer. The order of marcb was perfectly proper, but it was not comp
enough. The different parts of the column were not within supporting di
tance of each other ; they were extended for from 20 to 30 miles.
Question. Could the column have been more compact with those wago
trains between the parts 1
Answer. It was certair1ly a great fault that the advance guard, with a poss
ble chance of meeting the enemy, should have had its train close upon its rea
'.rhat was inexcusable.
Question. Did not such an advance invite an attack of the enemy 1
Answer. We should not have met the enemy where we did, except for th
manner in which we advanced. As I said before, and repeat it, knowing th
critical condition of things, and the uncertainty of our movementR, I felt it
be my duty to see with my own eyes that the fleet and our troops were on th
move with the land column ; therefore I remained behind, at Grand Ecore, unt
they had all started. I then rode rapidly to the front.
Question. Were you aware, at the time this movement commenced, of th
order of its advance 1
Answer. Not of the separated order. I knew the general order in which th
brigades and divisions followed each other, but I had no idea, until I passe
the column on the road, that they were moving in the loose manner in wbic
they did move. I rode the 7th of April from Grand Ecore to Pleasant Hil
where the troops bivouacked that night. In the morning I went immediate}
to the front. It was not my place; the commander of the expedition was n
required to go with the advance guard; but I was on the spot when the attac
commenced; saw the whole of it, and gave such orders as I thoug~t :necessar
Question. And was it not a fault that the commander of the land force di
not command the fleet also 1
Answer. It would f!eem to be a fault; but I believe that has never been th
case with our forces. Whenever there has been joint action of the army an
navy there has been some difficulty of that kind. I do not complain of th
want of co-operation on the part of Admiral Porter. He did what was nece
sary, perhaps; but he did it voluntaxily. His language to me was, I sha
go, whether I get orders from the department or not, as soon as the river is u
because I am willing to assist the army at any time.
Question. But the public will criticise that he was not prepared to mov
down when the first dam was built.
Answer. The navy, with the exception of one or two officers, did nothing i
the way of aiding in the construction of the dam. 'rhe captain of the Moun
City aided us in setting the cribs for the dam. He was the only one who as
sisted us. When I went up there to see them the others did not know bo
much water their vessels drew, or how much water they wanted.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Was not the order of march given by you 1
Answer. The order in which the divisions should move was the establishe
order which bad continued from our movement from Alexandria. The onl
addition was that General Smith's forces brought up the rear. Everythin
in that respect was perfectly right. It was approved by me, and it may b
said to have been changed by me somewhat, because when the enemy in ou
front was found to be increasing in strength I gave directions to General Frank
lin to send a brigade to the assistance of the cavalry. But the fact that thi
force was stretched ont more than twenty milf~s was necessarily without m
knowledge, and I am not responsible for it in any way. That responsibilit
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rests with General ]\·anklin. General Lee, who is responsible for the advance,
received written iastructions from General Franklin, which are stated in General Lee's report. My own staff officers took written instructions to General
Lee from General Franklin to keep his trains close up, the theory probably
being that they would not meet the enemy. When I passed General Franklin,
on the morning of the 8th of April, he said, " There will be no battle." Besides in his instructions to General Lee he evidently supposes that the enemy
were not there, (or he says, " General Banks and General Ransom have gone
to the front, but it is not expected that they will remain t~ere."
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Was there anything in your instructions, or any action on the
part of any person connected with or accompanying your expedition, which
looked to the acquisition of cotton for private purposes 1
Answer. No, sir, it was strictly forbidden in every possible way, and to the
great dissatisfaction of the very patriotic men who were there; and every article of property that was not applied to the use of the army wa_s turned over to
the treasury agent, according to law.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Of what did that property consist 1
Answer. Of cotton and sugar, forage, horses, mules, &c.
Question. What was about the amount of that property 1
Answer. That I cannot tell. Colonel S. B. Hollabird, the quartermaster of
the department of the Gulf, can supply that information.
Question. Did it embrace any furniture, such as pianos, looking-glasses, &c. 1
Answer. No, sir, not a solitary thing in the way of private furniture was authorized to be taken. If it was taken it was stolen. If a soldier was seen with a
rocking-chair or a looking-glass it was taken from him and sent back. There
was a great deal of property destroyed, and a portion of the town of Alexandria was burned. When the navy began to seize the cotton the enemy began
to burn it. Below Alexandria nothing was burned, but above Alexandria
pretty much all the cotton was burned. When we returned to Alexandria it
was understood that the town would be fired. I did not see any necessity for
firing the town. I knew there were a great many Union people there, and I
gave instructions to General C. C. Grover to provide a guard for its protection
at the time of our leaving it, which he did. But on the morning of our departure, or on the day that we left, a fire broke out in the attic of one of the buildings on the levee. I was there at the moment the fire broke out. Some
soldiers or refugees had been quartered there, and it was not in human power
to prevent their setting their place on fire when they left. The colored engineers and other troops were sent for, to the number of a thousand or more, and
they did everything that it was possible to do to extinguish the flames; but
everything was so dry, there having been but little rain for many months, that
a great part of the town was destroyed. The fire endangered greatly the
ammunition transports and the depot of ammunition on the levee, which were
within a few yards of the fire.
Question. Was there much cotton destroyed there 1
Answer. Considerable was burned on the levee. \Ve did not allow any to
be taken from there, the transports being required for refugees or negroes, of
whom we had a great many to take away.
Question. "\Vas the cotton that was destroyed by that fire the property of
persons connected in any way with that expedition 1
Answer. No, sir; no person connected with the army or that had any right
to any property whatever there.
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By the chairman :
Question. What number of colored troops had you in that expedition _1
Answer. About 2,500.
Question. How did they behave 1
Answer. Perfectly well. From the nature of the operations they did riot
have a chance to get into a fight with the enemy, as I should have been glad
to have had them. But they behaved well, and are efficient soldiers. On the
day of the battle of Pleasant Hill their position was to cover the left where our
trains were placed.
Question. Is there any great difficulty in raising more colored troops in that
.
region 1
Answer. If we could get into Texas we could get them. That was one of
the reasons that I assigned for operations on the Gulf coast, to get where the
negroes were. In order to get negroes for your army you must go into the
country where they are. If we had possession of Galveston, or of Mobile, as
I wanted, and then moved into the interior of Texaf:l, or up to the west side of
the Alabama river to Montgomery, in Alabama, where we should have been
only some sixty or seventy miles from General Sherman after he got to Atlanta, we should have had all the negroes in that country. But while we are
outside of the enemy's lines we cannot get their negroes, or but very few of
them.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. On your advance upon the Red river expedition had the enemy
been encountered ?
Answer. Constantly, all the way.
Question. Where were you; what relation did you occupy with the army;
were you on the land or on the water 1
Answer. From Alexandria to Grand Ecore I went by water; from Grand
Ecore 1 went with the army by land.
Question. How far is Grand Ecore from Sabine Crossroads, where the battle of the 8th of April was fought 1
Answer. I think it is fifty-six miles.
Question. If I understand you, the army was marching in single line along
one single road 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was the character of the country on each side of that road 1
Answer. Dense forests, so that on the retreat it was difficult for us to ride
through. Still, the soldiers could get through, but no wagon or vehicle of any
kind could.
Question. During the time the army was moving from Grand Ecore to Sabine
Crossroads, were you aware that the wagon trains of General Lee were in
advance of the artillery and infantry 1
Answer. I knew nothing of it until I was on the spot.
Question. Did General Lee send you word that he was in danger of being
attacked by the enemy, and ask for infantry to come up in advance of his
wagon train 1
Answer. No, sir. From Grand Ecore, and indeed from Alexandria, General
Lee expressed a very strong desire for infantry assistance, in ~bich I concurred.
But it was not sent forward to cover his wagon train, for I did not know, until
I was on the spot, that the wagon train was there.
Question. Was any suggestion or information sent from General Lee to you
to the effect that this wagon train, just in his rear, was leaving him in a very
exposed condition if attacked by the enemy and forced to retreat?
Answer. No, sir, it was never mentioned to me by General Lee; and when I
state the facts you will see exactly how this must have occurred.
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Question. I ask this question of you only because I think it probable that
questions of this kind will be asked of others.
Answer. You will see from my position that it was impossible for General
•
IJee to have referred to that fact. I left Grand Ecore on the morning of the
7th, after all the troops and the fleet had moved, either by water or on land. I
rode immediately to the front. I reached Pleasant Hill, a distance of about
forty miles, that evening, and camped there with the army. In the morning I
rode immediately to the extreme front of our column. General Lee had reached
Sabine Crossroads at perhaps about 12 o'clock, just in time to deploy his troops
before I arrived, at 1 o'clock. I sent for him immediately to learn the condition
of affairs. He said to me, "I think the enemy is here in greater strength than
we have supposed, and that we shall meet resistance." He was excited, but
full of spirits, energy and courage. He thought the enemy were stronger than
we had supposed. I myself felt satisfied that the enemy were there in force,
and immediately sent back for infantry support.
Question. I speak of prior to that time. How long was it from the time that
General Lee, who was in the advance, had passed Grand Ecore before you left
Grand Ecore 1
Answer. He was in the advance all the time.
Question. I know; but he must have passed Grand Ecore at some period
prior to your leaving it.
Answer. He probably passed through Grand Ecore on the 3d of April ; I
left it on the 7th.
Question. During the time that intervened from the time General Lee left
Grand Ecore until the battle of Sabine Crossroads, had he been skirmishing
with the enemy as he advanced 1
Answer. Yrs, sir.
Question. And notwithstanding that continual skirmishing with the enemy,
his wagon train was permitted to be interposed between him and any support
whatever 1
Answer. Yesl sir.
Question. Can you state what was the distance between the cavalry in the
advance and the infantry supports 1
Answer. Except the brigades that had been ordered forward, it was seven
miles between the cavalry and the nearest infantry supports.
Question. Where was the artillery at that time 1
Answer. The artillery that was lost was with the cavalry.
Question. In advance of the wagon train 1
Answer. Yes, sir; it was up to the line of action with the enemy; the wagon
train was about a mile in the rear.
Question. What was the length of that train 1
Answer. General Lee had about one hundred and fifty-six wagons, which
extend perhaps a mile.
Y.Ulesi:wn. And the woods were so thick on each side of the road that there
no chance to pass along them 1
wer. Yes, sir.
~ "l•1es1aon. About what was the width of that road 1
It was difficult for two wagons to pass each other except at places.
merely a sort of beaten path through the woods. General Lee will give
reasons for having his trains there ; he refers to that subject in his
Did he not ask express permission to have his trains go to the rear 1
He did not communicate at all with me upon that subject; but I
had communication, correspondence in writing, with his immediate
which correspondence you can get of the parties themselves, w;>
never thought of those matters, because we were naturally occupied
other things.
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Q,uestion. At what point in your adv~nce were you expecting to meet the
enemy 1
Answer. My expectation was that we should meet the enemy between Mansfield and Shreveport; but it was never certain whether we should or not.
Question. What reasons had you for expecting to meet the enemy at that
point, or at any point between Grand Ecore and Shreveport 1
Answer. I had information upon which I relied implicitly, from a man who
had been through that country, that we would have to fight at some point between Mansfield and Shreveport, at some point near Mansfield. My belief is
that the plans of the enemy were changed as we approached Mansfield. And
it has been stated that ~he rebel General Taylor was suspended from his command for having attacked us at Sabine Crossroads; General Kirby Smith being confident that if his orders had been complied with, and we had been allowed to approach Shreveport, we would have been unable to return. And of
that I am assured myself. If General Taylor had not attacked us I do not
know what we would have done. But he was tempted by our position, knowing that we were in a condition where we could not get our forces together, and
he knew he could gain an advantage over us. He was thereby induced to attack us against orders, it has been said, and was suspended from his command
for that reason.
Question. I believe you have stated that you had "no knowledge of the d'istance between the dHferent portions of your column during its march 1
Answer. Except as I rode past them.
Question. I understood you to say, in your examination-in-chief, that this
disaster occurred because the army was not more compact-because the different portions of the columns were not sufficiently near each other for support 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. I infer from that that you had no knowledge of the manner in
which they were scattered along the road until you rode forward yourself?
Answer. Not until I had passed them. When I reached General JPranklin's
headquarters on the morning of the 8th he had halted for the purpose of getting
his troops up in compact form; and I approved of his halting there for ·that
purpose. I then went on immediately to see the condition of affairs at the
front. And soon after I arrived at Sabine Crossroads the attack of the enemy
commenced, so that the troops had no opportunity to close up. The truth is
that the troops should have moved in compact form, in readiness for a battle at
any moment; and there was no good reason why that could not have been
done.
Question. Why was it not done 1
Answer. General Franklin was in command of all the troops, and was responsible for the manner of the advance. He was an experienced and a competent officer, and I never thought of giving orders to him on that point.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Was the wagon train accompanying your expedition out of propOI·tion to the num her of troops 1
Answer. It was not unreasonably large, but it was larger than I would have
made it had I taken the direction of that myself; and I tried very hard to reduce it while we were at Grand Ecore, but the general officers with whom I
consulted said that all the subordinate officers, the company and regimental
officers, had made all their arrangements, and the reduction could only be made
in the wagons for their accommodation, and it would. create a great deal of dissatisfaction. I therefore gave it up. I tried very hard to reduce my head. quarters' train; but I had the engineer corps, the signal corps, and the telegraph
corps with my own train, so that my headquarters' train numbered thirty-five
wagons. I could have reduced it to fifteen wagons if I had the organiza-
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tion of the train at first; but that was left to 'General Franklin. The President had given me instructions at New Orleans which required my attention
there at that time.
Que8tion. What has been your action at New Orleans, as commander of the
department, in relation to the purchase and sale of cotton, sugar, &c. 1
Answer. My belief is that the government should have purchased or taken
this property in the enemy's country for itself. I think they might safely have
paid the people whatever it was worth in the place where the property was
found, which would have been, perhaps, eight, ten, or twelve cents a pound for
cotton, and four or five cents a pound for sugar. I arrived there in 1862. I
commenced a campaign in March, 1863. In April I found myself at Alexandria.
For about ten days I published a printed notice to the people there, that if they
would bring in the products of the country I would pay them what it was worth
there. In the ten days I was there, they either brought in or assisted us to
bring in, or gave us information where it was, 10,000 bales of cotton, a large
quantity of sugar, and mules, horses, and forage to a considerable extent. rrhis
was all turned over to the quartermaster's department, and sold for the benefit
of the government; and Colonel Rollabird, the quartermaster of the department,
paid into the treasury of the United States two millions of dollars from the
cotton, and nearly one million of dollars from the sugar, mules, horses, &c. I
wrote to the department what I had done, and recommended to them that process of dealing with the products of the country as our armies advance. The
matter was referred to the Secretary of the rrreasury, who replied in a letter of
considerable length, in regard the general management of property in the insurrectionary States, which letter was indorsed by the Secretary of War that he
did not think it advisable that army officers should take any part in that kind of
business, and from that day I did nothing further in regard to it. My judgment
baR been against allowing individuals to trade beyond our lines. I have never,
under any circumetances, given permission to any one to do so, except where a
man was sent into the country to get information, I have sometimes given him
rmission to take a little stuff along with him-a sort of pedler's pack. And
did only in one or two instances allow small quantities of cotton to be
brought within our lines by persons who claimed to own it; but I did not follew that up. Whatever products of the enemy's country have been brought
illto our lines at New Orleans have not been brought in with my permission,
and nobody has had my permission to go out for the purpose of bringing it in.
I still think it should be done by the government. I believe that if that
licy had been pursued, I could have paid from $60,000,000 to $100,000,000
tG the treasury in the year 1863, which would have paid all the expenses of
department for five years. I do not think it advisable to allow individuals
go into that trade, and I have never given any general or special permits for
These are the facts that will appear down there. If I had allowed
to take the $3,000,000 which we paid into the treasury, and
a sniff at the $60,000,000 or $100,000,000 that might have been
there, there would have been much less complaint about the affairs in
df!partment. The quartermaster thinks the $3,000,000 we paid over to the
t has been the cause of all our trouble; and I want to make this state. is in the same connexion : that since I have been in the departthe Gulf, I have never spent a dollar for myself which was not drawn
as a major general, or which does not stand against my personal account.
received a dollar there from any source in the world, except from the
of the army upon my receipts, and every dollar I have received from
has been expended for the benefit of the government rather than
own individual expenses are, probably, as low as those of any
at this table. My view of the proper management there has been
that of some other people. But the resu~ts of my admin-
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istration satisfy me ent:rely. I think if you, gentlemen, could go dQwn there
and talk with the people, and see what they are, you would be amazed at the
change that has occurred there; it is almost incredible; hardly any one would
belleve it. I am sometimes deterred from the expression of my honest opinion
of the character of the people of Louisiana, because of the incredulity which
meets me almost everywhere. I have stated in Massachusetts that I think them
as sound for this government as the people of that State, and I say it here. But
their opinions, traditions, and feelings, of course are not the same in all things.
They are weak and exhausted by their calamities, and require the assistance andrecognition of the government of the United States, and I think them entitled to it.
And, as I said before, 'if any honest, intelligent man could go down there, he
would be able to ascertain the condition of things for himself, and I think the
gentlemen of the committee would do well to make such personal inv-estigation.
It is better than reliance on the opinions of men. The chief statement~ in regard ·
to the department of the Gulf, and the Red river expedition, have been made
by men who were refused privileges, both before they went there and when
they were there, to take property out for their own advantage.

Testimony

of JJ;Iajor

General Wm. B. Franklin.

WASHINGTON, January 6, 1865.
Major General WM. B. FRA~KLIN sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a major general of volunteers, and a brevet brigadier general
in the regular army. I am now the president of the board for retiring disabloo
officers, in session at Wilmington, Delaware.
Question. Were you in what is known as the Red river expedition, under
General Banks, in the spring of 18641
Answer. I was in that expedition.
Question. Please state, in your own way, what connexion you had with that'
expedition, and whatever came under your observation during the expedition
that you may deem mate~ial.
Answer. During the winter of 1863 and 1864 I had som~ conversation with
General Banks on the subject of an expedition by way of Shreveport t~ Texas.
I understood that he favored such an expedition. I gave to him what I thought
were good objections against it. The main objection I urged was the fact that
the Red river was not certain to rise in the spring. Another objection was,
that the road from Shreveport to Houston, where we would be likely- to first
meet the enemy in force after leaving Shreveport, was nearly 300 miles long,
and was destitute of provisions and forage, and I did not think it possible to
march an army of the size and kind that he wanted to take through that
country. He told me that he was sure the river would rise, and that the
country he was sure would support an army between Shreveport and Houston.
I then went back to :F ranklin, where my troops were stationed; I then received
orders to move about the 12th of March.
Question. How far is Franklin from New Orleans 1
,Answer. It is about 105 miles-SO miles by railroad and 25 miles by steamboat. General Banks first informed me that he had promised to meet General
Sherman's forces at Alexandria on the 17th of March. 'rhis information I
received on the lOth of March. As Alexandria was 175 miles from Frankliu,
of course it was impossible to fulfil his promise, so far as my troops were con·
cerned. And besides, at that time only 3,000 of the troops which were toform
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my column were at Franklin. The remainder had just arrived from Texas,
and were at Berwick bay, without transportation, and the cavalry had not come
up from New Orleans. We started, however, on the 13th and 14th of March,
and without any accident my advance arrived at Alexandria on the 25th of
March ; my rear guard arrived there on the 26th of March, and the pontoon
train on March 27. The cavalry was placed under my command about the
time we left Alexandria. On Monday, March 28, my command started for
Natchitoches, the cavalry in the advance, and the infantry in the rear. The
cavalry had constant skirmishing from that time until they arrived at N atchitoches, on the 2d of April. The cavalry went out about 22 miles beyond
Natchitoches, on the road to Mansfield, and there halted.
General A. J. Smith's command, of General Sherman's forces, arrived at
Grand Ecore on April 3. Grand Ecore is on Red river, four milel':! from Natchitoches. General Banks arrived at Grand Ecore by boat on April 4.
On the 6th of April I started with my command from Natchitoches, and went
seventeen miles on the Mansfield road and encamped. 'fhe next day I arrived at
Pliasant Hill, which is about eighteen miles further on. It had rained heavily
during that day, so that my train, which was very large, was much impednd,
. and it did not all get up until the morning of the next day; and the troops
that were guarding it, of course, had to remain, back with it.
About 9 o'clock on the night of the 7th General Banks arrived at my headquarters from Grand Ecore. During the afternoon of the 7th the cavalry had
had a severe skirmish about l.Z or 2 miles in front of Pleasant Hill. 'rhe skirmish was so heavy that the cavalry general, General Lee, sent word to me that
he must have a brigade of infantry. to go with him. I declined sending him a
brigade. He finally sent me word that he was being driven in. Then I sent
him a brigade of infantry, but they had hardly got out of camp when General Lee
sent me word· t1tat it was all Tight, and he was holding his position. I therefore
ordered the brigade back into camp. General Lee at that time had with him
four regiments of mounted infantry, who fought dismounted. One of General
Banks's staff, Colonel Clarke, was with me in the afternoon. At my suggestion
he rode out to General Lee to see how things were going on. He came back
between 9 and 10 o'clock, and told me that General Lee felt a great deal depressed at having met with so much opposition, and was very anxious to have
some infantry to march with him. I told Colonel Clarke that he could not
have the infantry; that if he (General Lee) could not hold his position he must
fall back upon the main body of infantry. Colonel Clarke, however, went to
General Banks, and General Banks sent me a verbal order, through his adjutant general, to this effect :
"You will send a brigade of infantry fo report to General Lee by daylight
to-morrow morning.''
I sent this order to General Ransom, telling him to send a brigade, or a division if he saw fit.* 'fhe brigades were so small that I presumed a division
would better carry out General Banks's view. General Ransom, however, sent
a brigade, which reported to General Lee at daylight in the morning. The
evening before I had sent an order to General Lee to this effect:
"HEADQUARTERS

U. S.

FoRcEs,

" TVest Louisiana, Pleasant Hill, April 7, 1864.
. "GENERAL: '.rhe commanding general has received your despatch of 2 p.m.
A brigade of infantry went to the front, but the fire having ceased it was with··
drawn. 'fhe infantry is all here. The general commanding directs that you
proceed to-night as far as possible with your whole train, in order to give the
infantry room to advance to-morrow."
~

This order is quoted in General Ransom's report, hereto attached.
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General Lee, thr:>refore, moved forward to a point eight miles in front of Pleasant Hill. General Smith started from Grand Ecore the day after I did. He
would arrive at Pleasant Hill the next day, where my troops then were. As
the wagon train was not all up that night, and as the men and animals were
very much fatigued, and as it was my intention to place General Emory's command, which had hitherto been in rear, in front, I concluded that we ought only
to march to this eight-mile point with the infantry the next day. This short
march would not only be a rest to the infantry, but General Smith with 8,000
men would in the evening be only eight miles from us.
Before starting, on the morning of the 8th of April, I went to General Banks
and told him what my design was about marching the infantry, and he approved
it in every particular. The cavalry with the accompanying brigade of infantry
started out in the morning, skirmishing sharply all the morning; and about 11
o'clock he had arrived at a point some seven miles beyond the eight-mile point.
About 11 o'clock I arrived with the advance of the infantry about two miles
in front of the eight-mile point. I was engaged there in building a bridge for
the train, when General Banks joined me. He remained there about half an
hour, and finally said that he should go to the front. Just at this time a despatch came from General Lee informing me that the brigade of infantry which
he had with him was much exhausted, and asking me to send another brigade
of infantry to relieve it. I ordered one to be sent, and directed General Ransom to go with it to the front, and see that it was not put in alongside of the
first brigade, but really relieved it.
The remainder of General Ransom's command went into camp where I was,
and General Emory's division of the 19th corps encamped at the eight-mile
point. About three o'clock in the afternoon I received a despatch from General Banks to this effect, without date or hour :
"r_rhe commanding general desires me to say that the enemy are apparently
prepared to make a strong stand at this point, and that you had better make
arrangements to bring up your infantry, and to pass everything on the road.
r_rhe general will send again when to move. He thinks you had better send
back and push up the trains, as manifestly we shall be able to rest here.
"I have the honor to be, general, your obedient servant,
"GEORGE B. DRAKE,
" Assistant Adjutant General.
"Major General W. B. FRANKLIN,
"Commanding forces."
I presumeil, from the fact that General Banks thought "manifestly we should
be able to rest here," that no general battle was expected. I gave the orders
which this order required. In about ten minutes Lieutenant Sargent, an aidede-camp of General Banks, arrived, and told me that the general desired me to
pnsh up the infantry as fast as possible. In an hour afterwards the infantry
which was encamped where I was had arrived at the field where the battle was
going on, nearly five miles distant from where they started. About eight
o'clock in the morning I had received a despatch from General Lee to this effect:
"ONE MILE IN ADVANCE OF LAST NIGHT'S CAMP,

"7.30 a. m., April 8, 1864.
"The enemy were in stronger force apparently than yesterday as I advanced
this morning. I have had in two regiments of mounted infantry dismounted,
three regiments of cavalry, and a brigade of infantry. We are driving them,
but they injure us some. I do not hasten forward my trains, as I wish to see
the result certain first.
"Yours, respectfully,
"A. L. LEE, Brigadier General.
"General FRANKLIN.
"The prisoners report fourteen cavalry regiments and a six-gun battery."
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I arrived at the field of battle about 4.15 p. m., with General Cameron's division of the 13th corps. I found that our line had fallen back to the edge of a
thick wood, which they were attempting to hold, and which this division which
I put in assisted in holding, until the enemy outnumbered us in front and turned
both our flanks. At this time our infantry was nearly jammed against the
wagons of the cavalry, so that, if otherwise, the guns could have been got away,
the wagons would have prevetJted their escape.
When the rout began I sent an order back to General Emory, commanding
the division of the 19th corps, by a staff officer, Lieutenant Williamson, to
.form line of battle at a place which I indicated, about two miles in rear. He
did form his division there, and it was attacked by the enemy about twenty
minutes before sundown. The enemy was decidedly repulsed in this attack,
and the officers and men of the 19th corps behaved exceedingly well. The
command then fell back to Pleasant Hill, starting about ten o'clock, Brigadier
General Dwight commanding the rear guard, and my part yet formed a line of
battle there, where it had been the preceding day. General Smith was there,
and formed in rear and on the left of my command.
There was a great deal of picket firing during the day, and at five o'clock in
the ·afternoon another attack was made by the enemy, which at first bid fair~to
be successful; but they were eventually handsomely repulsed at all points, and
darkness put an end to the fight, and to the pursuit on our side. That night
we started for Grand Ecore, and arrived there on the second day after. We
remained at Grand Ecore until Friday, the 22d of April, when we began to
move back to Alexandria. General Banks had directed me to take charge of
the movement, and I did direct the retreat from Grand Ecore to the vicinity of
Alexandria. The advance and rear guard had constant skirmishing, and in
crossing Cane river quite a serious fight occurred, in which two brigades of the
19th corps, and two divisions of the 13th corps, all under Brigadier General
Birge, were engaged, Brigadier General Emory commanding the whole movement. The enemy retreated, or was driven away from the crossing, about nightfall. This was the only serious fight that the advance guard had during the
retreat. General Smith was the rear guard and had one or two serious affairs
with the enemy, although the loss was not great. He arrived at Alexandria
on Tuesday, the 26th of April. _
I had been wounded in the battle of the 8th of April, and my wound had
become so serious after I arrived at Alexandria that I was obliged to leave the
field, and I went to New Orleans, and my connexion with the Red river campaign ceased on the 30th of April. During parts of two days on the retreat I
was unable to ride on horseback.
Question. What were the objects intended to be accomplished by that expedition 1
Answer. I know nothing more than the impression I received from General
Banks that he intended to march into Texas by that route.
Question. And do I understand you to say that General Banks thought the
expedition was a practicable one, and would result favorably 1
Answer. That was the impression I gained from him in the conversation
I had with him. It would be hard for me to say what his impressions were. I
went to him as a subordinate to argue against it. But he may have had orders
which he felt obliged to follow. Still I received the impression from him that
he was decidedly of the opinion that the campaign must be a success.
Question. What was the distance from Natchitoches to Shreveport 1
·
Answer. I think about 150 miles.
Question. How far had you progressed when you commenced your retreat 1
Answer. About fifty miles from Grand Ecore.
Question. To what do you attribute the failure of the expedition 1
Answer. I think that the great reason for its failure was that the point of
junction of the two armies, General Banks's and General Steele's, which had
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been designated, to wit, Shreveport, was two hundred miles within the enemy's
country. Of course it was the policy of the enemy, if he had an army as large
as either one of the two armies which were to meet at Shreveport, to attack one
of them and check it, or beat it, and then turn around and attack the other;
and that is precisely the course which was adopted by the enemy. The point
of junction of the two forces ought to have been nearer to our lines, where the
two armies could have joined without any danger of being attacked separately
by the enemy.
.
Question. r.rhe order of march pursued on this expedition has been criticised-that
is, the cavalry being sent a good way ahead, with their wagon train close up to
them, and blocking up the way.
Answer. I have already spoken of my antipathy to sending a small fo1·ce of
infantry with a large body of cavalry, as both General Banks and General Lee
~eemed to think proper. I do not think that any military man will disagree
with me in the opinion that any order of march which involves sending a force
of infantry of one brigade with, say four brigades of cavalry, is entirely wrong.
If any fighting occur, it is most likely that the infantry will do it while the cavalry looks on; and if there be merely a march, the cavalry exhausts the infantry,
or it must regulate its march by the infantry rate. It will be seen from General
Lee's letter to me of April 8, already quoted, that the whole brigade of infantry
was engaged at the time of writing, while only three regiments of cavalry,
out of a whole division of four brigades, were in action at the same time. 'rhe
result of the brigade of infantry being ordered to join the cavalry the morning
on which they were sent forward together, was that the infantry got very much
tired, as the cavalry general expressed it, by 11 o'clock, and he sent for another
brigade. I did what I could to prevent this brigade being put in alongside of the first
one ; but General Banks was on the field, and ordered that brigade in with the first.
Then came back an order for me to hurry up the infantry, and I came in with
a division.
The whole thing ran on in this way: first, a brigade was defeated; then
another brigade was sent up and was defeated; and then a division went up and
was defeated.
Question. Were your trains an impediment 1
Answer. Not at that time. The trains had nothing to do with the defeating
of the infantry or cavalry. But when the rout began, then the trains were in
the way; nothing could be got away, because the train was jammed up to
where the infantry was driven back, and when the time came to turn the artillery back there was no place for them to get through.
Question. Was that a good military disposition of your forces 1
Answer. Not at all.
Question. Who is responsible for that 1
Answer. I suppose that t<,> a certain extent I am responsible, thus far: the
cavalry general had always been asking me to put his train behind the infantry
troops, and let it march in front of the infantry train. I had always refused to
do that ; I told him that it was his business to take care of his own train. The
reasons which actuated me in this were these: I had about 700 wagons with
me, which the infantry had to take care of. If it had taken the 250 which the
cavalry had and put them in front of my infantry train, my infantry wagons
would never have got into camp the day of my march. 'rhe consequence
would have been that the cavalry would have had their wagons up, but at the
expense of the infantry. I therefore told General Lee that he must take care
of his own wagons. To that extent 1 am responsible for his wagons being
where they were. But he writes me, at 7.30 a. m. on the 8th, " I am keeping
my train back, in order that I may see the thing settled before I bring them up
to the front."
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That relieved my mind entirely about the train, and I had no idea that I
would find it up ·where I did find it. I was so anxious about the trains that I
ordered them to close up during the day, finding that the wagons straggled
badly as they passed my camp. I understand that General Lee has interpreted
that to mean that I ordered his train forward, which I did not. I gave no orders
to General Lee's train thaLday except to close up. There were several open
places between t1ie point where the infantry was to encamp (the eight-mile
point) and the battle-ground, where a train much larger than the cavalry train
could have been parked. The general in command at the front should, I think,
have ordered the train in park at one of these places when he saw that a
general battle was imminent. I could not, because I was with my immediate
command.
Question. Do you remember at what point General Banks joined the expedition 1
Answer. I found him at Alexandria when I arrived there. Then he went by:
steamboat from Alexandria to Grand Ecore, and joined us at Natchitoches,
about four miles from Grand Ecore; and then he joined us again at Pleasallt
Hill. In my opinion, the eause of the disaster of the 8th of April was the order
which sent a brigade of infantry to join the cavalry. My reason for that opinion
is this: if the cavalry had gone to the front that morning by itself, the infantry would have marched its eight miles that day; General Smith would have
been at Pleasant Hill that night, eight miles in rear, and the cavalry would have
been only as far as it could have fought its way that day. rl'he whole army
would have been in as compact condition as it could have bee1i. r.rhe consequence of sending this brigade of infantry was, that the cavalry got on much
faster than it would otherwise, and its fast progress was a temptation to General
Banks and to the cavalry to bring on a general battle.
Question. Was there any speculation in the army in regard to the probability
of a fight before you 1·eached Shreveport 1
Answer. Yes, sir; there was a great deal of such speculation. I believed
that we would have a fight between Mansfield and Shreveport; that was from
information I received from the people of the country, and I rather think it was
the order of the rebel commanding general that the fight should be between
l\1ansfield and Shreveport. But this fight was aeciclentally brou~ht on. I have
always thought it was wrong for us to have fought that day; that the next day,
if the enemy chose to make a stand, was the time for us to fight, because the
infantry would then have been compact and easy handled.
.
Question. What was the nature of the ground over which you had to pass?
Was the road a narrow one 1
Answer. It was a very narrow road, through a piney wood country, where
there was a great deal m'ore underbrush than you usually find in pine woods
upon a sandy soiL r.rhat was the nature of the road from Natchitoches up to
the point where the fight took place on the 8th of April.
Question. So that you were compelled to march in very narrow columi1s 1
Answer. Very narrow. There was but this one road feasible.
Question. Do you know anything about the gunboats being left there by the
fall of the rived
·
Answer. I know something about that.
Question. Will you tell about that 1
Answer. I had become convinced before we left Grand Ecore for Shreveport
that it would be impossible for the gunboats to be got over the falls unless we
had a rise in the river; and the day of the fight at Pleasant Hill I had a conversation with Colonel Bailey, who was a staff officer of mine, in regard to a
feasible plan of getting them over the falls ; and on that day he suggested the
idea of a dam. When we returned to Grand Ecore I sent Colonel Bailey to
Part n--3
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Admiral Porter, so that he might present his plan to the admiral; ~mt it was
looked upon with derision, as a foolish thing. I was, ho:vever, com~·mced that
Colonel Bailey knew his business very well, and I sent. him to Admiral P?rter
a,O"ain · and after he got down to .Alexandria I sent him two or three tim~s.
Finaliy, I sent him to General Banks to try and impr~ss u~on General Banks the
necessity for giving the orders for details of men to build this dam. General Hunter was there at the time, and he told General Banks that he thought as I had
1·ecomrnended the thing he ought to try it. AD;d it 'Yas tried. I have the report
of Colonel Bailey to my adjutant general, whiCh gives all these facts as I have
stated them.
.
.
.
. .
Question. You say that Admiral Porter d1d not beheve m 1t 1
Answer. Not at all in the beginning.
.
Question. Did he make any exertion to take advantage of It 1 Was he
ready when the darn was ready 1
•
Answer. I was not there then. The day the orders for coustruciing the dam
were given I left Alexandria. I had not been able to ride from the, day b~fore
we got to Alexandria. I have also here a copy of General Ransom s report of
that battle. General Ransom is now dead; he died at Chattanooga.
.
Question. Was General Banks aware of the order.of march on that e~pe~I
tion 1 Did. he know of the position of the cavalry, mfantry, and. the tra1ns 1n
your line of march 1
Answer. Perfectly. I left General Banks at Pleasant Hill on the morning
of the fight, after giving him this information. He passed along the whole line
and went to the fi.·ont, where the cavalry was fighting; and had he not known
the order of march before, must certainly have known it when he arrived at the
front. There is one point in regard to that which I det~ire to state. When I
sent word to Geneml Lee that I would send him the second brigade of infantry,
I informed him, in writing, that General Banks and General Ransom had gone
to the front, but I did not understand that they had gone there to assume command. General Lee informed me that he showed this note to G{ilneral Banks,
who handed it back to him, merely saying, "I shall remain upon the field,
general." I rather think that General Lee considered General Banks in command there after that conversation with him ; and I think that the presence
of General Banks, during a partial fight of that kind, did embarrass General
Lee materially in making his arrangements.
Question. Do you know anything about any cotton speculations by anybody
with that expedition 1
Answer. No, sir, I do not. A cotton speculator, or, rather, a merchant,
from New Orleans, named McKee, came up with my command as far as Alexandria, as I understood, with the permission of General Banks, to buy cotton.
He is the only one I know of at all in connexion with cotton buying.
Question. Was any cotton brought in by the wagons of the expedition ?
Answer. No, sir; there was no cotton taken by the trains. I have understood that while we were at Alexandria the wagons of the trains were used for
hauling cotton into Alexandria from the country around there. I do not know
whether that interfered with their other use. I do not think it did.
Question. Was any cotton taken on board any vessels of the navy 1
Answer. I saw some flatboats with cotton in them, which I understeod belonged to the navy.
Question. Flatboats connected with the naval part of the expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How many of them did you notice 1
Answer. That I cannot tell, because the thing did not attract my attention
at all. There is one other point to which I desire to refer. On the day after
we started for Alexandria fi.·om Grand Ecore, one of General Smith's staff
officers infol'med me that he was hard pressed by the enemy with infantry, caY·
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airy, and artillery, and that he could not hold his ground. Thinking that
there was about to be an attack in force, I reported the fact to General Banks,
who was close by, and Lhen went to looking up a line of battle for the division
under command of General Emory, accompanied by that general. While I was
engaged in this, a staff officer of General Banks, General Dwight, handed me
a note, in which I was informed that I was in charge of all the field operations
at that time. I destroyed the paper, because, as I told the staff officer, it was
my duty to do all I could without any such order.
Question . .At what place was it that the enemy were so completely repulsed 1
.Answer. .At Pleasant Hill.
Question. What do you, as a military man, say about retreating from that
position 1 Or do you think it should have been held 1
Answer. 'rhere were several reasons, I think, why the place should not have
been held. In the first place, the cavalry had all been sent to the rear that
,. morning, with the exception of about five hundred men. The 13th corps detachment had also been sent to the rear. The horses had that morning been
without food for thirty six hours. 'rhere was nothing for them to eat, and there '
was nothing for the cavalry men to eat, fox their trains had all been captured
the day before. There was no water at Pleasant Hill for either men or animals. The enemy's picket liqe could have kept us from getting water at any
time. I wanted the army to fall back to the river, but at a point only fifteen
miles from Pleasant Hill. I knew that there w~ could reach our transports
and protect them. But General Banks preferred going to Grand Ecore. By
falling back to the river we would have been joined byi the cavalry, the
13th corps, and a brigade of General .A. J. Smith's command, under Brigadier
General Kilby Smith, and we would have had our transports with provisions
and forage with us.
The position at Pleasant Hill was weak, and had the enemy attacked us in
rear as well as in front we would have probably had a disaster. Had he attacked us on the next day, the attack would have been made in greater force,
and had it been properly managed, it would have resulted in a defeat to us.
Besides, from what I had seen of General Banks's ability to command in the
field, I was certain that an operation dependAnt upon plenty of troops, rather
than upon skill in handling them, was the only one which would have probability of success in his hands, and that, therefore, when we next met the enemy
we ought to have all the strength available to us.
Q,uestion. Was it contemplated, after you got back to Grand Ecore, to again
resume and prosecute the expedition, or was it abandoned at that time 1
Answer. I think General Banks bad some idea of still prosecuting the expedition. Before we left Grand Ecore for Shreveport I tried to have a reconnoissance made directly up the Red River, with a view to taking that route, instead
of going off to Mansfield, because I thought we would have a better chance
on the Red river to obtain corn. The plantations were all on the Red river,
and we would be all the time close to our transports, which contained all our suppli(!(l, and the transports would not be in any danger. If a feasible route up
the Red river could be found I thought it would be the better way. The answoc that I received was that it would take time to re~onnoitre that river, and
therefore it could not be done.
General Ransom was wounded in the fight of the 11th of .April, and came on
to New York, where he wrote this .report :
"NEw YoRK CITY, June 11, 1864.
'' SIR : I have the honor to make the following report of the movement of
the troops under my command, consisting of the 3d division 13th army corps,
Brigadier General R . .A. Cameron commanding, and the 4th division 13th army
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corps, Colonel W. J. Landrum commanding, on the 6th, 7th, and 8th of April,
1864.
"On the 6th of April my detachment, having the advance of the infantry
column, moved from Natchitoches at 6 o'clock a. m., in rear of the cavalry division, and being constantly delayed by the baggage train of the latter, went
into camp late, on Bayou Mayou, having marched nineteen miles on the Pleasant Hill road.
"Moved at 52' o'clock a.m. on the 7th, the head of the column arriving at
Pleasant Hill, nineteen miles, at 2 o'clock p.m., overtaking the cavalry train on
the road, and Dudley's brigade of cavalry at Pleasant Hill. When these hall
moved from our camping ground, I went into camp, about 4 o'clock p. m.,
though my train and rear-guard did not arrive till late at night. At 10 o'~tlock
p. m. of the 7th I received an order of which the following is a copy:
"'HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FoRcEs,
"' Western Louisiana, April 7, 1864.
" ' GENERAL : The commanding general directs that a brigade of infantry
be sent to General Lee, to be with him by day light to-morrow morning. Yon
may use your discretion as to sending a brigade or division. The spirit of the
order will, doubtless, be carried out by sending a division. Send, therefore, a
brigade or division to report to General Lee at or before 5 a. m. to-morrow,
Friday, 8th instant.
"''Respectfully,
' " W. B. FRANKLIN,
" ' Major General.
" 'BRIGADIER GENERAL
" ' Comm'g Detachment 13th Anny Corps.'
" I immediately sent Colonel W. J. Landrum, commanding 4th division 13th
army corps, the following order:
"' HEADQUARTER5 DETACH.M'T 13TH ARMY CoRPS,
"'Pleasant Hill, Louisiana, April 7 1864-10.20 p. m.
"'CoLONEL: In obedience to the enclosed order, you will move at 3 a. m.
to-morrow with the 1st brigade of your division, and report to General Lee,
eight miles in front, at daylight, or as soon thereafter as practicable.
"'By order of Brigadier General T. E. G. Ransom.
'"C. E. DICKEY,
" 'Captain and Assistant Adjutant General.
"'Colon~! W. J. LAXDRUM,
'" Commanding 4th Div£sion, 13tl~ Army Corps.'
" Colonel Landrum moved with the 1st brigade of his division, and reported
to General Lee at daylight on the 8th. Under orders from Major General
}.,ranklin I moved the remainder of the corps forward at 5~ o'clock a.m., and
arrived with the advance at St. Patrick's bayou at 10~ o'clock a. m., our
march having, as before, been retarded by the cavalry train. General Franklin had previously designated this creek as my camping ground, and I accordingly ordered the 3d division, and the 2d brigade of the 4th division, into
camp at 10.45 a. m. Before the order had been complied with a request
was received from General Lee for more infantry to relieve that already with
him, and General Franklin directed me to send forward the 2d brigade, 4th
division, Colonel J. W. Vance commanding, to relieve the 1st brigade, who
were reported as worn out with hard skirmishing and marching. The 2d
brigade moved forward at 11 o'clock a. m., and at my request General Frank-
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lin authorized me to go to the front and see that the 1st brigade was relieved
by the 2d. I immediately went forward, and on the road received a despatch,
of which the following is a copy :
"' 12 NooN.
"'General RANSOM : My men have skirmished and marched through the
bushes and thickets for eight or nine miles, making, in all, a march of fifteen or
sixteen miles. 'They have no water and are literally worn out. Can you have
them relieved soon? General Lee insists on pushing ahead.
"•W. J. LANDRUM,
" 'Uolonel Commanding 4tk Di,vision.'
"The infantry finding much difficulty in passing the cavalry train which obtltructed the road, I went on in advance of them, and arrived at the front, 5~
miles from St. Patrick's bayou, about 1~ o'clock p.m. I found that our forces
had just driven the enemy across an open field, and were shelling him from a
fine position on a 1·idge which Colonel Landrum occupied with his infantry and
Nims's battery about 2 o'clock p. m. It was determined to halt here, jn order to
allow the 2d brigade to come up and relieve the 1st.
"In company with Brigadier General Stone, and Lieutenant Higby, signal
officer, I went to the front of the line of skirmishers, and carefully reconnoitred
the position of the enemy. We were able to perceive two batteries and a large
force of infantry in line of battle in the edge of the woods, from one-half to threefourths of a mile to our front, and also considerable bodi~s of infantry moving
down the road leading to our right and rear.
"Hearing of the arrival of Major General Banks and staff upon the field
about 3 o'clock p. m., I reported to him and advised him of the position and ap~arent strength of the enemy, and from him received instructions as to the disposition of my troops then on the field and of those momentarily expected.
"Upon the arrival of the 3d brigade, the positions of two of its regiments, the
83d and 96th Ohio infantry, were assigned, by Major Lieber, of General Banks's
staff~ on the opposite flank from that determined on by General Banks and
myself, and in a position where I should uot have placed them.
"The infantry on the right of the road occupied a narrow belt of timber dividing two large plantations, and having open though broken ground in front, and
in the rear cultivated fields which descended to a small creek, and thence rose
to the edge of the timber one-half mile to the rear of our line.
"Nims's battery was posted on a hill near the road, about 200 yards to the
left of the belt of timber, and was supported by the 23d Wisconsin infantry, which
was on the left and behind the crest of the hill, with open fieldl:l in front. The
67th Indiana supported the battery on the right, joined by the 77th Illinois,
130th Illinois, 48th Ohio, 19th Kentucky, 96th Ohio, a section of mounted
artillery, and the 83d Ohio, making in all 2,413 infantry. The cavalry and
mounted infantry under General Lee were posted on the flanks and rear, having Ool'mel Dudley's brigade on the left and Colonel Lucas's on the right, and
also skirmishers deployed in front of the infantry.
''The skirmishing continued throughout the afternoon, becoming sharp on
the right about 2~ o'clock p.m. At this time Colonel Lucas reported that his
skirmishers on the extreme right were driven in, and that a few of his men on
that flank were captured.
"About 4 o'clock p.m. the enemy commenced advancing his lines across the
open fields in our front and east of the road. I directed Colonel Landrum to
advance our right, consisting of the 83d, 96th, and 48th Ohio, l 30th Illinois,
and 19th Kentucky, and he immediately opened fire on the enemy, now in good
range and advancing in two lines. We drove back his first line in confnsion
upon his second, but recovering, he again advanced, till, unable to endure our
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heavy fire, he halted about 200 yards from our front, where many of his men
lay down and returned our fire.
"I felt confident that this portion of our line could not be broken, but while
moving towards the left flank I was informed that the enemy were pressing
our left, and that the mounted infantry there were falling back.
"At this time Captain White, chief of artillery, reported that the Chicago
Mercantile battery, Lieutenant Cone commanding, and the 1st Indiana battery,
Captain Klauss commanding, had arrived, and I directed him to place them in an
advantageous . position on a ridge to the east of the road, and near a house
occupied as General Banks's headquarters, where they opened on the enemy,
who had shown himself in strong force on the left.
"I sent Lieutenant G. I. Davis, A. D. C., to order Lieutenant Colonel Baldwin, commanding the 83d Ohio, to move his regiment to the support of the 33d
Wisconsin. He moved promptly, but the 33d Wisconsin and the mounted infantry were already driven back, and I directed him to support the batterieB.
"Our left flank was now completely turned, and the enemy, having taken
Nims's battery, were in strong force on the hill, and pouring a destructive fire
into the batteries of the 4th division. I ordered the latter to the rear to a
point on the right of the road, and sent Captain Dickey, my assistant adjutant
general, to order Colonel Landrum to withdraw his division to the edge of the
timber in our rear. Captain Dickey was to send aids to the different regiments
to give them the orders direct in case he should not find Colonel Landrum;
but while in the performance of this duty this gallant officer fell senseless
from his horse, mortally wounded.
,_
"Owing to the loss of Captain Dickey, before he had communicated my
orders, some of the regiments did not receive them till they were surrounded and
their retreat cut off, while they were gallantly fighting a superior force in front.
"In company with Colonel Landrum, I was, as the troops arrived, re-forming
the line in the edge of the woods, when I was severely wounded in the knee
and carried to the rear. I found the woods and roads filled with mounted men
flying in confusion from the field.
" I desire here to bear witness to the gallantry of Brigadier General Stone,
who was on the left of the line with General Lee. He used the small force of
infantry to the best advantage in bravely but unsuccessfully endeavoring to
repulse the overwhelming force of the enemy.
"Colonel Landrum, commanding 4th division, was conspicuous, and everywhere present encouraging all by his own gallant conduct and judicious dispositions of his men. His efforts were ably seconded by Colonel Vance, 96th
Ohio infantry, commanding 2d brigade, who was killed, and by Colonel Emerson, of the 67th Indiana infantry, commanding 1st brigade, who was wounded
and taken prisoner.
" I was an eye-witness of the bravery and soldierly bearing of Lieutenant
Colonel Cowan and M~or Mann, of the 19th Kentucky; Lieutenant Colonel
Baldwin, 83d Ohio; Major Bering, 48th Ohio; Major Reed, 130th Illinois, and
know the gallantry with which their men repulsed the enemy in hi~ first attack.
"rrhe 23d Wisconsin, Major Green commanding; 67th Indiana, Major Sears
commanding, and the 77th Illinois, Major Burdett commanding, are reported to
me by Generals Stone and Lee to have acted nobly, meeting steadily the assaults
of a very superior force of the enemy.
"I desire here to thank the officers of my staff, Dr. J. S. McGrew, surgeonin-chief; Captain Buel, A. D. 0.; Captain White, chief of artillery; Lieutenant
Tredway, A. D. C.; Lieutenant Davis, A. D. C.; Lieutenant Richardson and
Lieutenant Colonel Hatch, A. Q. M., all of whom performed their whole duty,
and rendered me valuable assistance. Lieutenants Higby and Harris, signal
officers; Captain Vilas and Lieutenants Ayres and Landrum, of Colonel Landrum's staff, were also distinguish,ed for praiseworthy conduct.
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"The Chicago :Mercantile battery, Lieutenant Cone commanding, and the 1st
India.na battery, Captain Klauss commanding, went promptly into action, and
behaved with gallantry. When the second line was broken, notwithstanding
their great loss in men and horses, they would have brought off their guns in
safety had it not been that our line of retreat was blocked up by the trains of
the cavalry.
"Captain White, chief of artUlery, was in this battle, as in all others, distinguished for coolness and excellent judgment. He was captured with Lieutenant Cone while endeavoring to save the battery.
"I regret to find it my duty to record the disgraceful conduct of Lieutenant
Colonel Lindsay, of the 48th Ohio infantry, whom I saw, at some distance in
the rear of his regiment, lying behind a fallen tree, while his veteran regiment
was in the thickest of the fight, under the lamented Major Bering.
" The conduct of the troops under my command was all that I could ask.
They repulsed a superior force in their front, and but for the movement of a
large body of the enemy upon our left, which could not be prevented by the
force at our command, would have held the first line, and, with the assistance
of General Cameron's 3d division, could have checked the enemy till the arrival
of the 19th corps.
"Soon after I was wounded General Cameron arrived with the 3d division,
and took command .of the detachment of the 13th army corps. For further
details of the battle, and for the particulars of the casualties, you are respectfully referred to his report and that of Colonel Landrum.
"My thanks are due to both of those distinguished officers for the valuable
assistance and hearty co-operation in my plans which they uniformly rendered
me while under my command, and for the able manner in which they conducted
the affairs of their respective divisions in camp, on the march, and in battle.
"I have the honor to be, major, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"T. E. G. RANSOM,
"Brigadier General Vols.
"Major WICKHAM HoFFMAN,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
By the chairman :
Question. In the affair spoken of by General Ransom in his report, what
were the respective numbers of the enemy and our force 1
Answer. I arrived on the field rather late to form a good judgment of the
number of the enemy; but, from what I saw, I judged they had about 8,@00
infantry in and about the position. Our force amounted to about 4,000 infantry
and about 3,000 cavalry.
Question. How far was it to the infantry support in the rear 1
Answer. Seven miles back we had between 5,000 and 6,000 men; and fifteen
miles back we had from 7,000 to 8,000 more.
Question. Was it good generalship to allow three different portions of the
army to be so far apart in an enemy's country 1
Answer. No, sir; it was not.
Question. Who was responsible for marching the army in that manner 1
Answer. I can best give my idea of that by referring to my communication
to General Banks in the morning, before we started. I told him that it was my
intention to take my part of the infantry eight miles from Pleasant Hill, as the
end of that day's march, making 10,000 infantry at that point. General Smith's
would at the same time reach Pleasant Hill, making 8,000 infantry there. The
cavalry without any infantry would have been as far as they could have gone
that day-certainly not more than a mile or two in front. If the cavalry met
with any check or disaster, no infantry would be involved in it. And there could
not have been any great disaster to the cavalry, because it would have been in
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its power to fall back on me at any time. But sending forward the brigade of
infantry to the cavalry enabled the cavalry to get much further ahead, and got
it into difficulty, and that led General Banks to order all the infantry up.
Question. You think the disaster of that day was consequent upon the order
to advance the infantry to support the cavalry 1
.Answer. To advance a small portion of the infantry with the cavalry.
Question. And that tended to separate the cavalry still further from the main
body of the army?
Answer. Yes, sir; and then the temptation is so great to relieve one small
force of infantry by sending up another small force.
Question. What would have been the result of that day had our infantry
been up within supporting-distance at the time of that battle 1
.Answer. My opinion is that we ought not to have fought a general battle at
all on that day-that we merely ought to have had the cavalry out to the front;
then, after General Smith got up to Pleasant Hill, we could have gone aheaa.
There was no reason for having General Smith with us if we were not going
to use his forces.
Question. Suppose you had penetrated the country as far as Shreveport before you had met the enemy or been defeated, what would have become of your
communications, and what, then, would have been the condition of your army 1
Answer. I think that, as soon as we had arrived at Shrevep0rt, we should
have had to make the best of our way back to the :Mississippi again.
Question. Should not that have prevented a military man from undertaking
sueh an expedition overla,nd 1
Answer. By all means I think it ought.
I desire to state that two batteries, of six guns each, belonging to General
Ransom's command, were ordered by General Banks to go to the front, and encamp with the two brigades of infantry then with the cavalry. I had previously
ordered them to remain with the infantry main body. The cavalry already had
with it three batteries, numbering fourteen guns, so that, after the two other
batteries arrived, there were twenty-six guns engaged, with 7,000 men. This
proportion of artillery is so great, that, even had there been no wagons in the
way to inte1fere with the retreat, at least half of the artillery would have been
lost, as the time required to get the guns from the field, after the retreat began,
would have enabled the enemy to capture guns, gunners, and supports.
The following is the report of Colonel Bailey, who had charge of the construction of the dams for the release of the fleet:
HEADQUARTERS 19TH

AnMY CoRPS,

8emmesport, Louisiana, May 17, 1864.
MAJOR : I have the honor to make the following report in reference to the
construction of the dam across Red river, at the foot of the Alexandria falls, for
the purpose of releasing that portion of Admiral Porter's Mississippi squadron
which was unable to pass the falls, owing to the low stage of the water.
Immediately after our army rec«j.ved a check at Sabine Crossroads and the
retreat commenced, I learned, through reliable sources, that the Red river was
rapidly falling. I became assured that by the time the fleet could reach Alexandria there would not be sufficient water to float the gunboats over the falls.
It was evident, therefore, that they were in imminent danger. Believing, as I
did, that their capture or destruction would involve the destruction of our army,
the blockade of the Mississippi, and even greater disasters to our cause, I proposed to Major General Franklin, on the 9th of April, previous to the battle of
Pleasant Hill, to increase the depth of the water by means of a dam, and
submitted to him my plan of the same. In the course of the conversation he
expressed a favorable opinion of it.
During the halt of the army at Grand Ecore, on the 17th of April, General
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Franklin having heard that the iron-clad gunboat Eastport had sti·uck a snag
on the preceding day and sunk, at a point nine miles below, gave me a letter of
introduction to Admiral Porter, and directed me to do all in my power to assist
in raising the Eastport, and to communicate to the admiral my plan of constructing a
dam to relieve the fleet, with his belief in its practicability. Also, that he
thought it advisable that the admiral should at once confer with General Banks
and urge him to make the necessary preparations, send for tools, &c.
Nothing further was done until after our arrival at Alexandria. On the 26th
the admiral reached the head of the falls. I examined the river and submitted
additional details of the proposed dam. General Franklin approved of them,
and directed me to see the admiral and again urge upon him the necessity of
prevailing upon General Banks to order the work to be commenced immediately.
'fhere was no doubt that the entire fleet then above the rapids would be lost
unless the plan of raising the water by a dam was adopted, and put into execution with all possible vigor. I represented that General Franklin had full
confidence in the success of the undertaking, and that the admiral might rely
upon him for all the assistance in his power; the only preliminary required
was an order from General Banks.
On the 29th, by order of General Franklin, I consulted with Generals Banks
and Hunter, and explained to them the proposed plan in detail. The latter
remarked, that although he had little confidence in its feasibility, he nevertheless thought it better to try the experiment, especially as General Franklin,
who is an engineer, advised it. Upon this General Banks issued the necessary
orders for details, teams, &c., and I commenced the work on the morning of the
30th. I presume it is sufficient, in this report, to say that the dam was constructed entirely on the plan first given to General Franklin, and approved
by him.
During the first few days I had some difficulty in procuring details, &c., but
the officers and men soon gained confidence, and labored faithfully. The work
progressed rapidly, without accident or interruption, except the breaking away
of two coal barges, which formed part of the dam. This afterwards proved
beneficial. In addition to the dam at the foot of the falls, I constructed two ·
wing dams on each side of the river, at the head of the falls.
The width of the river at the point where the dam was built is seven hundred
and fifty-eight feet ( 758;) and the depth of the water from four to six feet.
The current is very swift, running about ten miles per hour. 'rhe increase of
depth by the main dam was :five feet four and a half inches; by the wing dams,
one foot two inches ; total, six feet six and a half inches.
On the completion of the dam, we had the gratification of seeing the entire
fleet pass over the rapids to .a place of safety below, and we found ample
reward for our labors in witnessing their result. The army and navy were
relievea from a painful suspense, and eight valuable gunboats saved from
destruction. The cheers of the masses assembled on the shore, when the boats
passed down, attested their joy and renewed confidence.
'ro Major General Franklin·, who, previous to the commencement of the work,
was the only supporter of my proposition to save the fleet by means of a dam,
and whose persevering efforts caused its adoption, I desire to return my grateful
thanks. I trust the country will join with the army of the Gulf and the Mississippi squadron in awarding to him due praise for his earnest and intelligent
efforts in their behalf. Major General Banks promptly issued all necessary
orders, and assisted me by his constant presence and co-operation. General
Dwight, his chief of staff, Colonel Wilson and Lieutenant Sergeant,· aids-decamp, also rendered valuable aid by their personal attention to our wants.
Admiral Porter furnished a detail from his ships' crews, under command of an
excellent officer, Captain Langthorne of the Mound City. .All his officers and
men were constantly present, and to their extraordinary exertions, and to the
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well-known energy and ability of the admiral, much of the success of the
undertaking is due. I am also under many obligations to Major Seutell, provost marshal, and Lieutenant Williamson, ordnance officer of General Franklin's
staff, to Lieutenant Colonel W. B. Kinsey, 161st New York volunteers, to
Lieutenant Colonel N. B. Pearsall, 97th United States colored infantry, who
was my assistant, to Captains Harden, Morrison, and Harper, of the same
regiment, and to Captain G. W. Stein, 16th Ohio vohmteers, all of whom exhibited much practical knowledge and untiring zeal.
The following is a list of the troops who constructed the dam : Pioneer corps
of 13th army corps, under Captain Hutchens, 24th Indiana volunteers, Lieutenant Smout, 23d Wisconsin volunteers, and Lieutenant Kimball, 24th Indiana
volunteers ; 29th Maine volunteers, Lieutenant Colonel Emerson; 97th United
States colored infantry, Lieutenant Colonel Pearsall; 99th United States colored infantry, Colonel G. D. Robinson; and detachments from 23d and 29th
Wisconsin volunteers, 27th Indiana volunteers, 19th Kentucky volunteers, 16th
and 23d Ohio volunteers, 24th Iowa volunteers, 77th and 130th Illinois volunteers, and from other regiments.
These details worked patiently and enthusiastically by day and night, standing waist-deep in the water, under a broiling sun. Their reward is the
consciousness of having performed their duty as true soldiers, and they
deserve the gratitude of their countrymen.
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
I. BAILEY,
Lieut. Col. and Military Engineer, 19tk Army Corps.
Major WICKHAM HoFFMAN,
Assistant Adjutant General, 19tk Army Corps.
A true copy:
W. B. FRANKLIN,
Major General Volunteers.

Testimony qf Colonel l'laac Dyer.
Colonel IsAAC

DYER

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 7, 1865.
sworn and examined ..

By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am colonel of the 15th l\{aine regiment of volunteers.
Question. Were you with General Banks in what is called the Red river
expedition 1
Answer. I was.
Question. Were you commanding your regiment at that time 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. State what you observed upon that expedition-what part you took
in it.
Answer. My regiment was attached to the 2d brigade, under command of
General McMillan, of the 1st division of the 19th corps. On the 15th of M~uch
we broke camp at Franklin, where we had arrived a week or ten days before
from rrexas, and commenced the line of march, said to be to Shreveport. We
marched along by the flank movement, from day to day, nothing occurring of
any particular interest, or worthy of note to us, until the 8th of April. We had
commenced the line·of march late in the morning of the 8th-at eight or nine
o'clock, I should judge-and marched soine eight or ten miles. Orders were
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given to go into camp for the night. We were encamped somewhat in line of
battle, as well as the ground would permit. I was field officer of the day that
day, and had gone around to give orders to the different regiments for the men
to be stationed as picket-guards, and was about stationing them, when orders
~me from General Emory for me to leave the guards as they were and go immediately to the front, where it was said our troops were engaged with the enemy.
The men who had been detailed for pic.ket-guards were immediately ordered to
rejoin their different regiments. About the same time orders came from General
1\fcMillan, commanding our brigade, for me to leave all the men of my command
who could not march at a rapid rate back with our train, to come up the next day.
I acoordingly ordered my surgeons to ascertain, if poss;ible, who the men were and
report, that they might be ordered to be left, which was done. The division was
immediately formed into line, and we commenced our march, marching some six
or seven miles, at a very rapid rate, in about an hour and a quarter. The men
ran most of the way. Coming up to where our troops were engaged, we found
those of the 13th corps falling back in a very disorganized condition, indeed, so
much so that we were obliged to halt, for we could not get through the press
that was coming against us. I ordered my men to halt, load their guns, and
fix bayonets, for our own safety. About the same time the order was given by
General McMillan for us to step out of the road for a moment and let the men
who were coming so fast pass by us. We immediately stepped out one side for
a moment-perhaps a minute or two-and when the main body got by we commenced marching again, and went up a little rising ground on to a clearing.
When we came on to this clearing we saw the enemy, on the other side of a
ravine, advancing towards us. I think my regiment was the third in line that
day. We took turns in marching, first one regiment and brigade ahead, and
then the others, on alternate days. The 13th Maine, I think, were ahead on
that day. They filed out to the right-the 47th Pennsylvania to the right of the
rood, my regiment came on their left, and the)60th New York on my left. The
enemy advanced and commenced a very sharp fire. Our men were ordered to
lie down and fire. In a few moments the enemy's fire was very heavy, but it
was so high that the bullets passed over our heads. As soon as our line was
formed we commenced firing. 'They at first made demonstrations on our right,
and failed there; then they came down to the centre and the left, and made
three demonstrations there, trying to break our lines, but were unsuccessful.
After manreuvring that way for an hour or two, and night coming on, the enemy
retired. We were then ordered to place a certain number of men in front of
our respective regiments as picket-guard, under charge of an officer, which we
immediately did-at least I did so, and I suppose the other regiments did the
same. 'rhe men, during this time, were lying down, occupying the line of battle
that was first formed. '.rhe line was not broken or moved at all from the position
first occupied. About nine o'clock-it may have been a little later-orders came
for us to retire, leaving our pickets, with instructions to the officers in charge of
them to report to the brigade officer, who had charge of the whole, at a certain
point, at twelve o'clock, when they were to fall back. I immediately gave that
order to the officer having charge of my picket-guard, when we commenced to
retreat, retreating in regular order. We marched that night, and arrived the
next morning, about nine o'clock, I should judge, at Pleasant Hill. There is
quite a clearing at Pleasant Hill, a road running through it diagonally. Our
division marched through this opening and a short distance into the woods on
the other side, when the order was given to halt. A rumor ran along through
the line that we were being attacked in the rear. After standing in that position
a few minutes, orders were given to about-face and march back a short distance;
and then a line of battle was formed across the clearing, on the side opposite the
ooe we first entered, just at the edge of the woods, our brigade being placed at
the left of this clearing. We remained there until about eleven o'clock, woon
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General Smith's forces came up, and my regiment was relieved by some regiment from that corps. The other regiments of our brigade were. relieved, and
we passed fi·om our left, as we were then facing, to the right, where we went
into camp, the men having marched some thirty-four or thirty-five miles without resting.
Question. ·wm you state the general line of march on that expedition, and
what, in your opinion, was the cause of the disaster.
Answer. To put the whole thing in a nutshell, I should say the whole failure
was caused by the wagon train of the cavalry being in front of the 19th corps,
and that corps being so far in the rear that they wm:e unable to support the
cavalry and the 13th corps.
Question. Do you know what led to that unmilitary arrangement of so
marching in an enemy's country?
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know who is responsible for it 1
Answer. I do not; I was merely commanding a regiment.
Question. Do you know where General Banks was about this time 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Your regiment was in the division of which General Emory was
commander?
Answer. Yes, sir; Generallfcl\Iillan was our brigade commander.
Question. How far did you go on that expedition 1
Answer. We went to Mansfield, or rather Sabine Crossroads, as our folks
call it.
Question. And, as you suppose, the disastrous battle of the 8th was caused by
the fact that the wagon train was between the cavalry and the 19th corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Did you hear from any of the commanding officers-General Banks,
General Franklin, or any others-whether they expected any fight before they
got to Shreveport 1
Answer. I did not; I only know what the general impression among the officers
was-which general impression I understood to come through the staff officersthat there would be no fight until we got to Shreveport.
Question. That was the impression of the army 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that was the impression given to the officers of the brigade
and the regiment, coming from headquarters, as we understood.
Question. Were you with the expedition when the dam was made, to float
down the boats of the fleet 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Under whose superintendence was that dam built 1
Answer. Colonel Bailey's.
Question. Do you know with whom that idea originated 1
Answer. I do not. There was nothing very alarming about it. I had one
hundred and fifty men in my regiment who could build just such a dam as that
without any trouble at all.
Question. Was it a new thing 1
Answer. No, sir; it was a very common thing among the lumbermen in our
State.
Question. To raise the water in that way 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know whether Admiral Porter favored that plan 1
Answer. I know only what rumor said; I know nothing about it officially.
Rumor said he had no faith in it.
Question. Do you know what means he took to avail himself of the benefits
of the dam after it was made 1 Did he lighten the vessels and get them in a
condition to pass over, when the first dam was built 1
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Answer. A portion of the vessels went over when the first dam was built.
Some of my men, who were watching the progress of the thing with interest,
reported to me that one night all the vessels were afloat and might all have gone
over; but, from some cause or other, they did not know what, during the night
a portion of the dam went away, so that the water fell and the vessels could not
be moved.
Qnesti6n. Do you know anything ab~ut persons dealing in cotton on that
expedition 1
Answer. I do not know anything about it, only that there were large amounts
of cotton brought .in and put on board of the transports ; and a day or two
before the army left there, my regiment was detailed to unload the cotton on
some half a dozen different boats and throw it on shore. I went on board one
boat, and the captain positively forbade my men coming on board for any such
purpose, stating that it was private property. I reported to ·m y general, General
McMillau, and he immediately gave me positive orders to go on board the boat.
I immediately reported to the captain what my orders were, and stated that if
resistance was offered I would go on board the boat by forcible means. He
immediately gave way, and my men went on board and took the cotton off.
Question. In whose charge was that cotton 1
Answer. I do not recollect the name of the officer.
Question. Was he an officer belonging to the fleet 1
.Answer. It was a common transport, said to be a private boat; but I cannot
vouch for that.
Question. You took the cotton off 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was done with it 1
Answer. It was left on shore.
Question. Was there any mark on the cotton showing whether it belonged
to private individuals or not 1
Answer. I do not recollect whether there was any mark on it or not.
Question. Do you know where it was obtained 1
Answer. I do not. I know that teams brought in cotton from different directions; where it came from, or whose it was, I do not know.
Question. Were army teams engaged in bringing in cotton 1
Answer. Not that I am aware of. They appeared to be teams belonging to
different plantations ; so I jhdged from the looks of them.
Question. Were any permits to trade in cotton given to anybody, or did anybody have permits purporting to be given by authority 1
Answer. I clo not know that.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. About what time did you arrive at Grand Ecore, on'the Red river 1
Answer. We were not at Grand Ecore going up ; we stopped at Natchitoches;
that is about four miles from Grand Ecore, south. Natchitoches is a town on
the old channel of thP. Red river ; Grand Ecore is the town on the new channel.
Question. About what time were you at Natchitoches 1
Answer. I do not recollect the precise date when we arrived there. We left
Natchitoches on the 6th of April.
Question. About what time did the cavalry leave Natchitoches 1
Answer. I do not know ; they were in the advance.
.
Question. About bow far was it from Natchitoches to Sabine Crossroads 1
Answer. I do not know the distance; I should judge it to be between fifty
and sixty miles.
·
Question. Do you know the relative order of march from N atcbitoches to
Sabine Crossroads-that is, what arm of the service was in advance, and how
was the line of march arranged 1
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Answer. First was the cavalry force under General Lee, then a division oC
the 13th corps under General Ransom, then came a division of the 19th corps,
the wagon train of the 13th corps and of the cavalry, with the advance of the
1!/th corps.
Question. Were they in advance of the .13th corps also 1
Answer. I do not know as to that.
Question. Do you know whether the wagon train of the cavalry was between
the cavalry and the 13th corps 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. What is the character of the country between Natchitoches and
Sabine Crossroads 1
Answer. Pine woods; sandy soil, a little undulating; in some places very
thickly wooded, especially in the ravines arvJ. low places, where it was almost
impossible for troops to pass through with any facility. Then you would ooi:ne
to an open country with thin groves again.
Question. What kind of a road was it on which the troops were marching 1
Answer. A narrow road almost all the way-simply a road where the trees
were cut down, without any work having been done upon the road. Only one
wagon could pass along in some places, and generally it was very difficult for
the wagons to pass each other.
Question. How thick was the timber on either side of the road 1 Was it
easy for men to pass through it on horseback 1
Answer. In some places it was very difficult to pass through it ; in other
· places a man could pass along very easily. Wherever you came to a little rising
ground the trees would be large and there would be openings. Then you
would pass on perhaps a mile or more in that way and then come to a ravine
or swampy place, and in those places it would be almost impossible to pass
along without keeping upon the main road.
Q.uestion. Was the order of march in more than one column 1
.Answer. Only in one column, so far as I saw.
Question. Were any advance guards thrown out in advance of the cavalry 1
Answer. Not being there myself, I only know what rumor said.
Question. If I understand the matter correctly, the cavalry met the enem
Sabine Crossroads, and being resisted there, your command was ordered up
Answer. Yes, sir, in supp0rt of them.
Question. The 13th corps was ordered up first, and then you followed the
13th corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And you cannot tell what took place prior to your coming up 1
Answer. I cannot ; I only know that when we came up, the 13th corps was
reheating in a very demoralized condition.
Question. You do not know where General Banks was during the march from
Natchitoches to Sabine Crossroads 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know where General ],ranklin was ·1
Answer. A portion of the time General Franklin was immediately ahead of
our division, but not all the time.
Question. You ,have no means of knowing who was responsible for this order
ofmarch 1
'
Answer. No, sir.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Did you find any difficulty in advancing to support the cavalry at
01.· near Sabine Crossroads, in passing the baggage trains to the cavalry 1
Answer. We did; we found the road very badly blocked up by the trains
who were trying to retreat, so much so that the road was filled up with them.
They were all mixed up together in a motley mess, in all conceivable positionli.
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Colonel George B. Drake.

WASHINGTON, Saturday, January 7, 1865.
Lieutenant Colonel GEORGE B. DRAKE sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. My rank is that of lieutenant colonel, and I am assistant adjutant
general of the department of the Gulf.
Question. Did you accompany General Banks in what is called the Red river
expedition ?.
Answer. I did, as his adjutant general. My rank at that time was major.
Question. Will you, in your own way, state all that you deem material in
connexion with that campaign Y If there is any further information which we
may deem necessary, we will question you afterwards.
Answer. On the 13th of March, 1864, two divisions of the 16th corps, under
Brigadier General Mower, landed at Simmsport, on the Atchafalaya river, and
proceeded at once to Fort De Russy, carrying it by assault at 4.30 on the
afternoon of the 14-th. Two hundred and sixty prisoners and ten heavy guns
fell into our hands.
Generall\fower here rejoined Brigadier General A. J. Smith, and after destroying all the captured property, as well as blowing up the fort, the expedition, consisting of the fleet under Admiral Porter, the troops and transports
under command of General A. J. Smith, and the marine brigade, under Brigadier
General Ellet, proceeded towards Alexandria, which was occupied without opposition on the 16th of the same month.
'l'he cavalry division of General ]\·anklin's command, under Brigadier General A. L. Lee, arrived at Alexandria on the 19th. On the 21st a force under
Brigadier General Mower, consisting of two brigades of the 16th corps, and a
brigade of cavalry, moved out from Alexandria to dislodge a body of the enemy
osted at Henderson's hill. We surprised his camp, capturing 250 prisoners, a
r-gun battery, and ~00 horses. This expedition marched 61 miles in 48
11 urs, through a; cold rain and hail-storm. Information from scouts placed
Walker and Taylor beyond Henderson's hill from 6 to 12 miles. Corn stations
were reported every 15 miles on the road from Cotile Bayou to Burns's ferry,
on the Sabine river. Major General Franklin arrived at Alexandria on the 25th,
with the 19th and a detachment of the 13th corps. Major General Banks arrived on the 24th. On the 27th the detachments of the 16th and 17th corps,
under Brigadier General A. J. Smith, were moved to the mouth of Bayou
Rapides. rl'his force, to the best of my remembrance, consisted of an aggregate
present of between five and six thousand men. Previous to this date, the
marine brigade, said to number three thousand, but of which I had no knowledge, was withdrawn from the expedition, and returned to the Mississippi river.
The effective strength of General A. J. Smith's command was necessarily conB'ta!!.tly impaired by heavy guard details for the numerous transportR, by the
means of which his force had been transported. On the 28th, the column under
:Major General Franklin moved from Alexandria, on th~ Natchitoches road, and
the fleet, with transports in convoy, proceeded up the river towards Grand
Eeore. Brigadier General A. J. Smith re-embarked at the mouth of Bayou
Rapides, and continued with the fleet.
Owing to the unprecedented low stage of the river, which rendered the navigation of the falls difficult and dangerous for boats of ordinary draught, and
impossible for those of larger tonnage, as was sufficiently shown by the wreck
of the fine steamer " Woodford, " the astablishment of a depot at Alexandria
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became a necessity. The supply transports that went up could not get back
without serious danger; consequently a garrison was left there to protect stores
and shipping; to keep navigation open above and below ; to wagon supplies
around the falls, and to reship them for above, in the event of the water on the
f.a.lls becoming lower, and to fortify themselves according to plans already made.
This force, though necessary to be left, could ill be spared from the advancing column, more particularly as General Smith's force, originally below in number what had been calculated upon, had been reduced by the withdrawal of
General Ellet's command ; also, as the enemy were between us and the point
of co-operation with the forces under General Steele, which were, it was understood, also below the number that had been counted upon.
A scout was sent from here across the country to communicate with General
Steele, and Captain R. T. Dunham, A. D. C., was sent by way of White river
and Little Rock. Both succeeded in delivering their despatches.
General Lee, with his cavalry division, reached Natchitoches on the 1st of
April; General Franklin, with the main column, on the 2d. General Lee at
once pushed on towards Pleasant Hill. ..At Cane river crossing the enemy
showed a front, but were speedily driven.
The fl~et, transports, and General Smith's command reached Grand Ecore also
on the 2d. The wagons were here loaded afresh, haversacks refilled, and everything done to put the army in good order.
General Franklin's command had been augmented before its arrival, by a
brigade of colored troops from Port Hudson.
· The river was here very low, and falling, the navigation being very difficult.
General Lee moved out from Natchitoches on the morning of the 2d, with
the 1st, 3d, and 4th brigades of his division; General Lee continuing to report
to Major General Franklin as heretofore. After advancing about twelve miles, at a
bridge just beyond White Store, he encountered the pickets of the enemy.
They were driven rapidly, but received cDntinual re-enforcements until reaching
Crump's plantation, twenty miles from Natchitoches, when they retired behind a
strongly posted body of their force.
The pursuit of an enemy through so heavy a wooded country was attended
with much difficulty and many disadvantages. The enemy when forced back
regained their horses, and retreated to a favorable position. They then left
their horses, came forward, meeting our advance from behind trees, dead logs,
and fallen timbP-r. Our forces were then obliged to send their horses to the rear,
and drive the enemy from his new position; which done, he fell back to his horses
as before, and was off, while we had to wait for our horses to be brought up btlfore pursuit could be effectively made; and when the advance was again resumed, the utmost caution had to be exercised, as frequently every tree and log
concealed a rebel skirmisher.
Crump's plantation is a clearing about half a mile square at the forks of the
road. As the advance neared the forks, artillery opened on us with vigor. The
·14th New York temporarily drove the enemy by a brilliant charge. He recovered himself, however, and charged our line impetuously. A discharge of
canister from battery "G," 5th artillery, together with a counter charge from
the 6th Missouri cavalry, broke him, however, and he retired to the woods beyond, to obstruct and annoy the march as heretofore.
Prisoners reported Walker's and Mouton's divisions at Pleasant Hill. General Lee therefore awaited at White Store the advance of the main body.
The enemy showed in the action at Crump's plantation the 2d and 4th
Louisiana cavalry, the 2d, 5th, and 7th Texas, and De Bray's independent
cavalry.
On the 4th instant, the fifth cavalry brigade, Colonel 0. P. Gooding, drove a
force of the enemy from their camp near Campte, capturing their equipage. This
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force of the enemy was reported as a portion of Marmaduke's command, under
General Siddell.
'fhe army commenced its movement from Natchitoches on the 6th, in the
folowing order : 1st. '.rhe troops under Major General Franklin, consisting of the
cavalry division, the 19th corps, the detachment of the 13th corps, the engineer
brigade, and the brigade of U niten States colored troops, together with the
main wagon train; the wagon train of the cavalry having been placed immediately in rear of the division, between it and the main column. 2d. The troops
under Brigadier General A. J. Smith, consisting of detachments of the 16th and
17th corps.
The charge of the advance was intrusted to Major General Franklin. He
gave orders to General Lee "to attack the enemy wherever he could find
him, but not to bring on a general engagement.'' '.rhe train of the cavalry
division amounted at this time to 200 wagons, carrying ten days' rations, three
days' forage, ammunition, and camp equipage. This amount of supply seemed
to be indispensable, as we could have no access to the transports from N atchitoches to Loggy bayou.
General Banks remained at Grand Ecore until the army and fleet had entirely left. On the 7th he rode through to Pleasant Hill, a distance of about
thirty-five miles.
The advance cavalry steadily drove the enemy beyond Pleasant Hill to
Wilson's farm, where they appeared in larger force, and in strong position.
After a very stubborn resistance, he was again forced back. During the action
General Lee requested General Franklin to send him a brigade of infantry. .A
brigade was started forward, but before reaching the front the heavy firing
ceased, and it was withdrawn.
At about five o'clock of this day, (the 7th,) General Franklin ordered General Lee to proceed that night as far as possible with his whole train, in order to
give the infantry room to advance on the morrow. General Lee proceeded to
Carroll's mill, where he arrived at night. General Franklin, with his troops,
encamped at Pleasant Hill.
General Lee, during _the evening, requested of Major General Franklin a
brigade of infantry to assist him in the advance on the morrow, as it was sodifficult to penetrate such a country with cavalry. He further requested that
his trains might be sent back with the infantry in case the resistance should
be obstinate .
.Major General Banks learning through Colonel Clark, his aide-de-camp, of
the condition of things in front, immediately ordered General Franklin to send
a brigade of infantry to co-operate with General Lee. This order I took in
person. The brigade reached General Lee at sunrise on the morning of the 8th,
when the advance was again commenced, encountering the same resistance as
before. It was frequently necessary to use artillery to drive him from his
stronger positions. He was; however, driven to the woods beyond the clearing of Sabine Crossroads, four miles from :Mansfield. The position here appeared so strong that it was decided to await the arrival of the main column.
The line of battle was formed under the personal supervision of Generals Lee
and Ransom, and orders we1·e at once sent by General Banks to General
Franklin to push on rapidly with all his infantry. I should judge this order to
have been sent at 12- o'clock.
From the time of General Banks's arrival on the ground, the enemy bad
continued moving by the left flank, in order to obtain a position enfilading ours.
This had induced the change of position of the troops on our right, until their
line was parallel to the road.
At about 3~ o'clock the enemy's line advanced, said by prisoners to number
8,000 infantry, and 12,000 mounted infantry and cavalry. Our force in line to
oppose this was three brigades of cavalry and two of infantry, with artillery
Part n--4
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A general engagement ensued, lasting an hour and a half; thE.) line remained
firm against vastly superior numbers, until, entirely overlapped and attacked
in 1·ear, it retired, suffering terrible loss.
Brigadier General Ransom was wounded while trying to rally his men, and
had to be removed from the field. Three pieces of Nims's battery were abandoned in this retreat.
The 3d division of the 13th corps arrived on the field in season to temporarily check the advance of the enemy beyond the inner edge of the woods.
General Franklin, in person, post(~d this division, receiving a severe contusion
of the leg from a fragment of shell. This small body of men, with such as
could be rallied of those previously driven in, could not, however, withstand
the attacks of the entire force of the enemy. They were soon overwhelmed,
and compelled to fall back. The jam of the wagons of the cavalry train
blocked up the road so that the artillery could not be moved. The remaiuing
three guns ofNims's Battery, the artillery of the 13th corps, together with ambulances containing wounded, were lost. Defeat degenerated into a panic, and
156 wagons here fell into their hands, all containing forage and rations; no ammunition was taken. No other wagons or material was lost during the entire
campaign.
The 19th corps came into action just before dark, under fire, and under the
demoralizing effect of stemming a tide of fugitives. rrhe enemy made several
attempts to break this line, but without effect, and shortly after dark he withdrew from action.
During the night the army, under the orders of General Banks, fell back to
Pleasant Hill, where it was joined by General A. J. Smith's command, which had
just reached there. The enemy followed and attacked our position at about 3.30
p. m. of the 9th. The line of battle was formed in the following order: 1st
brigade 19th corps on the right, and resting on a ravine; the 2d brigade in the
centre, with the 3d brigade on the left; the centre was strengthened by a
brigade of General Srnith'R force, whose main force acted in reserve.
The enemy moved towards our right flank. The second brigade withdrew
from the centre to the support of the 1st brigade. The brigade in :mpport of
the centre moved up into position, and another of General Smith's brigades
was posted to the extreme left of the position on a hill in echelon to the rear
of the left of the main line.
Shortly after 5 p. m. the enemy drove in our skirmishers an,d attacked in
force, his first manreuvre being against the left. He advanced in two oblique
lines extending well over towards the right of the 3d brigade, 19th corps.
After a determined resistauce this part of the line gave way, and went slowly
back on to the reserves. 'l'he enemy then came upon the centre, which in its
turn was forced back to the reserves. The 1st and 2d brigades were soon enveloped in front, right, and rear. By skilful manreuvring of General Emory,
the flanks of the two brigades now meeting the brunt of the battle were covered.
The enemy pursued the brigades composing the left and centre, until he approached the reserves under General Smith, when he was met by a charge led
by General Mower, and checked. The whole reserves were now ordered up,
and in turn we drove the enemy, continuing the pursuit until night compelled
us to halt.
During the lOth and 11th the army retired to Grand Ecore, and established
itself in camp. On the 15th the entire fleet had returned safely from Loggy
bayou, notwithstanding the numerous attempts to obstruct its passage.
The river continued to fall at an unprecedented rate, and had reached so low
a stage that it was with the utmost difficulty that stores could be brought up.
It was known that the gunboats of heavy draught could not pass the falls.
On the 18th Brigadier General Lee was relieved of the command of the
cavalry division by Brigadier General Arnolds, hitherto chief of artillery.
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On the 16th Brigadier General Stone was relieved from duty as chief-of-staff
by Brigadier General William Dwight.
On the days succeeding the battles I heard the matter of the dam spoken of
by General Banks, togetlJer with his intention of intrusting it to Colonel Bailey,
as he had successfully built one at Port Hudson under his orders.
Orders for the withdrawal of the army to Alexandria were given on the 21st,
and on the same night the army moved out on the road towards Cane river, in
the following order: Cavalry, 19th corps, 13th corps, trains, and 16th and 17th
corps. The fleet left during the 21st. At Cane river the enemy were found
strongly posted upon Monet's bluff, completely commanding all approaches to
the river. He was dislodged by a flanking column under General Birge.
During the entire march, and while General Birge was executing his movement, the rear was being very hotly pressed by a strong body of the enemy.
No further resistance of consequence was offered by him during the march,
and on the 27th the 'army entered Alexandria. The transports and light gunboats had already reached there; the heavy boats were still above the falls,
being unable to cross.
The dam was built under the personal orders and supervision of Major General Banks, nobly seconded by Colonel Bailey, and every officer and soldier of
his command.
On the 3d day of May the enemy established batteries at Wilson's farm,
below Alexandria, capturing and burning the steamer City Belle. On the following day the Warner, with her two convoys, met the same fate.
May 13, the army commenced its movement towards the Mississippi river.
The enemy continued to hover about our flanks and annoy our progress. At
Avoyelle's prairie and Yellow bayou he made stands, but was speedily driven
away. 'l'he army arrived at Morganzia the 20th of May. General Smith's
command left on their transports on the 19th at SimmRport.
Question. Can you tell what was the entire force of General Banks in that
expedition 1
Answer. I should judge it to have been between twenty-three and twentyfour thousand men altogether. I cannot tell positively, as we did not have a
report of all the troops.
Question. What was the object of that expedition 1 Do you know what was
expected to be attained by it, supposing it to have been successful1
Answer. I do not know; the objective point, however, was Shreveport.
Question. How far was Shreveport from Grand ~core 1
Answer. I could not tell the distance-! do not know. I have never seen
any correct map of the country beyond which we went, and the statements as
to the distance are altogether at variance.
Question. Suppose your army had been successful in reaching Shreveport,
how did yon expect to keep your communications open 1
Answer. 1'hat was a matter of great doubt. vV e could not have kept our
communications open by any possibility whatever. At that time the river was
too low; and, besides, the channel had been obstructed by the enemy by sinking boats.
Question. Then, had you been successful in reaching Shreveport, you would
probably have been obliged to have retired from that position '1
Answer. Yes, sir, if we had been permitted to do so by the enemy. It is a
question in my mind whether we could ever have got out.
Question. Was anything said about going that way into Texas 1
Answer. There was some talk of commanding Texas by the occupation of
Shreveport, as that was supposed by some to be the key to all the adjoining
portion of Texas.
Question. As your object was to take Shreveport, to what do you attribute
the failure of the expedition 1
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Answer. I attribute the failure of the expedition to the presence of a wagon
train in the front, on the day of the first fight. To the best of my judgment,
that was the cause of our 1·etreat.
Qt1estion. How came the wagon train to be in such a position as to cause
such a disaster 1
Answer. It was ordered there by Major General Franklin. Positive orders
were given to General Lee to that effect, as I have already stated.
Question. State more particularly how that was. Was the wagon train in
the r8ar of the cavalry 1
Answer. The cavalry wagon train was immediately in the rear of the cavalry
in the advance.
Question. How far was it from the infantry supports 1
Answer. On the day of the first battle, at least six miles-probably eight.
Question. What was the character of the ground the troops were passing
over 1
Answer. It was a thickly-wooded country, impenetrable except by way of
the road, and the road was a very narrow one. I do not remember that in any
instance it was wide enough for two wagons to pass abreast.
Question. Was it not unmilitary to put your advance in such a position as
that?
Answer. It would seem so to me. It was certainly out of reach of support.
Question. Had General Banks any knowledge of the order in which you advanced 1
Answer. He had intrusted that to General Franklin. General Banks knew
the cavalry was in front, and the 19th corps in the rear of them; but he was
led to suppose, as I am led to believe from his conversation at the time, that the
infantry support was well up to the cavalry.
Q,uestion. What was the length of the wagon train between the infantry and
the cavalry?
Ans wer. I should think it may, perhaps, l1ave been two miles in that country, because it necessarily l1ad to stretch out a great deal on account of tl1e different runs which crossed the rdad, and such tl1ings.
Question. Could it not easily ~ave been foreseen that if the enemy in large

force should attack that cavalry It would be lost for want of support 1
Answer. It was not belie~ed at that time by the officers in immediate charge
that there woul~ be any resistance on the part of the enemy. In fact, I heard
General Franklm say, as General Banks passed me to go up to where General
Lee was, that there would be no light, or words to that effect. I l'etnembm· that
distinctly.
Question. Give us the order of that march-the order of the different divisions
of the army.
An,swer .. General. Lee's division of cavalry was in front, supported by Landr~m s bn~ade of mfantry, of the 13th army corps; then the cavalry wagon
tram w~s Immedi~tely in the rear; and then, about six miles behind that, I
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"Emcn:y, an.G. Cameron'~ uivi'i:ion o£ tbe 13th co-rl)S; then, back at "Pleasant Rill
was General Smith's command. Colonel Dickey's brigade of colored troops
were in cl1arge of the wagon train of the 19th, immediately in the rear of the
19th army corps.
Question. I think you stated that the enemy's force was supposed to be about
eight thousand.
Answer. No, sir; the forces of the enemy were eight thousand infantry and
twelve thousand cavalry and mounted infantry.
Question. That were present at the time of the first day's battle 1
Answer. Yes, sir;. I think that was about their number.
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Question. Making nearly twenty thousand men 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
,
Question. How much force had we 1
.Answer. We had three brigades of cavalry, two brigades of infantry, and the
artillery.
Question. Suppose your infantry had all been up, as they ought to have
been, in position to have supported your cavalry there, what would have been
the effect of their presence in that battle 1
.Answer. We should have gone on to Shreveport without any interruption at
all. We should never have been compelled to have fallen back behind our
wagon train if the infantry would have immediately gone into line of battle 1
Question. Have you ever known before of a large army advancing into an
enemy's country in that order 1
.Answer. No, sir.
Question. Where was General Banks during this time 1 What knowletlge
had he of the order in this matter 1
.Answer. General Banks remained at Grand Ecore until all the transports and
fleet had left there. The army in the mean time had gone forward under the
charge of General Franklin. The order of march was left to him. On the
morning of the 7th of April General Banks left Grand Ecore and passed along
the whole line of the army, arriving at Pleasant Hill on the evening of the 7th.
Question. Then he knew about what order the army was proceeding in at
the time he passed up to the front 1
.Answer. He only reached the head of the 19th corps at that time; he did
not go forward to the cavalry then; it was already in the advance. He conferred with General Franklin, however, and I have no doubt they both understood the matter at that time, or that General Franklin informed him of the condition of things. I know that one of General Banks's aids, Colonel Clark, was
at the front with General Lee and came back and informed General Banks of
the condition of things, a{ld General Banks sent a brigade of infantry to assist
General Lee.
Quegtion. Do you know whether General Lee sent to General Franklin for a
brigade of infantry to support him 1
Answer. I know he did.
Question. Was General Franklin at first disposed to send them 1
Answer. That was during the battle at Wilson's farm, and General Franklin
started a brigade to help General Lee in that battle; but the brigade got only
a short distance before the firing ceased, and then General Franklin withdrew
it. General Lee again applied for a brigade, but no answer was given to that
request. At the same time he requested that his wagons sllould remain back
with the main wagon train, and not encumber him in the front. r:I'hat request
received no response; on the contrary, General Franklin gave orders, on the
evening of the 7th, for the wagons to contiuue in front, and for General Lee to
push ahead.
Question. Do you know whether General Franklin was indisposed to have
this infantry support go to the assistance of General Lee, and that he did it only
upon the order of General Banks 1
Answer. Yes, sir; at the same time I think he protested against it.
Question. Do you know any military reason which he gave for not wishing
his infantry to go to the support of Lee 1
Answer. The military reason which General Franklin gave to me when I
took him the order was, that it would bring on a general engagement, which he
wished to avoid.
Question. And General Franklin was disposed to keep the cavalry nearer the
infantry 1
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Answer. I think not, by his orders which he gave to General Lee to push
ahead, to get as far ahead as he could, so as to get out of the way of his infantry on the morrow, in order that he might make a good day's march.
Question. And General Lee, you say, requested to have his wagon train protected by the infantry, so as not to encumber him 1
Answer. He requested to have the wagon train left back with the main wagon
train, behind the 19th corps. Had that been done the cavalry could have
fallen back when attacked, and there would have been no guns or wagons lost.
Question. Then you attribute the failure to the manner in which the army
advanced 1
Answer. I attribute it to the presence of the wagon train; that is the best of
my judgment.
Question. Were you with the expedition at the time the dams were built 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. vVho planned the dams originally 1 Who ought to have the credit
of them 1
Answer. That is impossible for me to say. I know it was talked over the
very day after these two battles.
Question. What agency had Admiral Porter in the building of those dams 1
Answer. None whatever, that ever I saw; he might have been consulted
about them; but that I do not know. He certainly took no action in regard. to
them.
Question. If I understand the testimony aright which we have already taken,
after these dams were made a portion of the fleet passed down, and then the dam
itself went off1
Answer. I was not there at that time; I was at headquarters.
Question. \Vere you with General Banks when he went up to see Admiral
Porter about it 1
Answer. I was not.
Q.uestion. Then you do not know whether Admiral Porter took any means to
get down when a portion of the fleet went down 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not know.
Question. Do you know whether any of the teams of the army were used for
the transportation of cotton 1
Answer. I never heard of its being done at all, except, perhaps, in one or
two instances. When we were near Alexandria, and there was cotton immediately outside of or near the lines, when they could have been spared as well
as not, wagons might have been sent out to bring it in to the government transports, by which it was taken to New Orleans and turned over to the agent of
the government.
Question. Do you know who that agent was ?
Answer. I think 1\fr. Flanders was the special supervising agent of the treasury at New Orleaus. It was sent to Colonel Hollabird, and by him turned
over to the agent. There was no private speculation in cotton permitted at all,
to my know ledge.
Question. Were there any permits given to individuals to purchase cotton
there 1
Answer. I never heard of one; there was never any record of them on my
books, and I never had any knowledge of any. On the contrary, I know that
General Banks ordered nrivate cotton to be tLrown off the boats.
Question. Do you know whether Admiral Porter or any of the officers of his
fleet had anything to do with the cotton business 1
Answer. I saw a great deal of the cotton on the levee at Alexandria, marked
"U. S. N. prize," and I saw it loaded on the boats. It was spoken of as prize
cotton for the navy. I saw the navy with teams which had been taken from
the plantations in the vicinity, and I saw the sailors bringing in cotton.
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Question. Do you know wl1ether that cotton obtained by the navy was
turned over to the quartermaster 1
Answer. No, sir, I do not know; I do not think the navy cotton would be
delivered to the quartermaster.
Question. Where would be its destination 1
Answer. It would go to the nearest naval station-to Cairo, as headquarters
of the .Mississippi squadron.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Was it not in the power of a very much smaller force than yours
to have impeded your progress through a country such as you have described 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the country was such that we could not, in hardly any
case that I remember, me a flanking column, or show a line of battle. There
were one or two clearings where we could form a contracted line of battle; but
the road generally was such that you equid not show much if any front at all.
It was .such that you had to use skirmishers entirely.
Question. 'l'hen if a very small force of the enemy had determined to resist
your passage it would have been impossible for you to have reached Shreveport 1
Answer. I do not think it would have been impossible, but it would have
been difficult, extremely so. It was a country in which cavalry was almost
useless.
Question. What do you say should have been the position of the wagon
train of the cavalry 1
Answer. In the rear of the main body of the army, a11d in front of the rear
guard, where the main wagon train was at the time.
Question. Was it or not a necessity that the cavalry train should be in advance of the 19th corps, in order that the cavalry might draw their supplies
from their own train ?
Answer. No, sir; the cavalry could carry three or four days' supplies about
their persons and in their haversacks.
Question. Row about forage 1
Answer. They could have carried their nose-bags full, which would have
lasted one day, and then they could have sent back different squads of men for
supplies; or they could have sent up a certain number of wagons every nightsay, for instance, six wagons, enough to supply a certain amount, and when
they had drawn that and put it in their haversacks and nose-bags, those six
wagons could have been sent back. That is the way that rations are always
supplied to the main body of the army ; a certain number of wagons are sent
up and the rations and forage taken out.
Question. Did not the fact that you had but one narrow road upon which to
advance render that mode of supplying the cavalry difficult or impossible 1
Answer. No, sir, I think not; because at night, when the army halted, they
got off of the road as well as possible, so that wagons might have gone back
and forth. They generally halted at these clearings, such as Pleasant Hill
and other places of the kind, so that wagons might have passed.
Question. So, then, it is your opinion that that train could have been kept
in the rear of the 19th corps, and at the same time the cavalry ha·ve been supplied with the necessary rations andJorage, and in that event the· disaster which
befel the army would have been averted?
Answer. Yes, sir.
By the chairman :
Question. Was there any necessity for the cavalry being so· far · in the advance 1
Answer. No, sir; they were, in my judgment, altogether too far in advance 1
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Question. Did General Banks expect any fight before you got to Shreveport 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Que·stion. Where did he expect it 1
Answer. I do not know. He could not tell. He did not know the country.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. If General :Franklin did not expect an engagement, why did he
fear that the advance of the infantry near enough to support the cavalry would
bring on a general engagement 1
Answer. I cannot tell that. I simply know the fact that he said he did not
expect any fight.
Question. Are you positive that you heard General Franklin make the remark that the sending forward of the infantry would bring on a general engagement 1
Answer. To the best of my remembrance that is the substance of the remark
that General Franklin made.
By the chairman :
a
Question. What knowledge had you, about that time, of the strength and
position of the enemy 1
Answer. We had rather imperfect knowledge, if I may say so; and what
knowledge there was, was in the hands of General Banks personally and his
chief of staff. I, as his adjutant general, was not so intimately connected with
it as thoug·h he had had no chief of staff; and all these very minute facts of
generalization I have no know lege of at all.
Question. What means were taken, so far as you know, to ascertain the
strength and position of the enemy ?
Answer. We had a corps of scouts organized at Alexandria, whose business
it was to obtain all the information that was possible. I think there were two
companies of scouts-men belonging in that region of the country, or always
having lived there.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Was not your cavalry skirmishing with the enemy on almost
every day of the march 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I think there was no day, from the time we left Pleasant
Hill, that they were not in the presence of the enemy.
Question. And occasionally taking prisoners from the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir, a very few ; and the information we derived from them
was added to the general stock.
Question. Do you know why it was that General l!,ranklin was so confident
that there would be no fight when you were in the immediate presence of the
enemy, and obliged to pass over a road where so small a force could offer such
strong resistance to your advance 1
Answer. I do not know what his reason was f9r thinking so; I never heard
him state it; but I am very confident that that was his opinion at the time from
the fact that he so stated.
By the chairman:
Question. But he would not have entertained that opinion so posi~ively as to
have acted upon it. He might have a loose opinion of that kind, but then a
military man would not have acted upon that as a. fact, would he 1
Answer. I should suppose not.
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r.t'estimony qf Brigadier Gene'ral A. L. Lee.
WASHINGTON, January 11, 1865.
Brigadier General A. L. LEE sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers.
Question. Did you serve under General Banks in what is known as the Red
rivl'r expedition?
Answer. I did.
Question. Will you, in yo'ur own way, go on and state whatever you may
deem material in connexion with that expedition 1 If we desire any more par- ·
ticular information we will question yon, either while you are making your
statement, or after you have completed it.
Answer. I might commence by saying that in the winter of 1863 and 1864
an expedition was organized whose destination was supposed to be the Red
river country. The troops in General Banks's department which were to form
the expedition rendezvoused at Franklin, on Bayou Teche. This force, I should
judge, consisted of something like 15,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry. It was
understood at the same time that there was to be a co-operative movement on
the part of .Admiral Porter, and also a division under General Smith, from General Sherman's forces. They were to meet at Alexandria. 'l1 hese facts were
generally communicated to me by General Banks.
About the 7th of March the forces were ordered to move from Franklin, but
were detained for two or three days by a storm which rendered the roads almost
impassable. At the end of that time I was ordered forward, in command of the
cavalry division, to reach Alexandria as soon as might be to co-operate with any
forces I might find there or approaching there.
I moved forward, seeing very little of the enemy, perhaps driving a couple of
regiments before me, and reached Alexandria just as the fleet and a portion of
General Smith's forces reached there. This was some four days in advance of
our infantry column. We remained at Alexandria about a week. Towards the
expiration of that time General Banks arrived at Alexandria, coming up the
river. rrhe infantry column which came up from Franklin by land was commanded by Major General Franklin.. During the week we remained at Alexandria there was a:n expedition from that place about a hundred miles, which surprised a camp of the enemy and captured some prisoners.
We then moved from Alexandria, marching to Natchitoches, about three days'
march, I should think. The fleet in the mean while, after being detained a little
at Alexandria, had got above the rapids, and reached Natchitoches, or Gra:nd
Ecore, which is the port of Natchitoches, and some four miles distant from it,
about four days after I reached Natchitoches, and I reached there some two or
three days before th.e infantry column arrived. We were fighting all the way
from Alexandria up, capturing a great many prisoners.
We remained at Natchitoches, I should think, about a week or eight days.
During that time I was sent out to ascertain the position of the enemy. I went
twenty-three mile:! to a place called Crump's Corners, and found the enemy
there from 3,000 to 5,000 strong. We had quite a fight there. I drove them
from their position, captured a few prisoners, and left some fifty or sixty of their
dead on the field. I found that the enemy was in considerable strong force
between there and Pleasant Hill, which was about ten miles beyond. I reported
the facts and was ordered back to Natchitoches.
In the mean while the fleet had arrived at Grand Ecore, and general orders
were given for a general movement about the 6th of April. On the 5th or 6th
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of April I received orders from General Banks to report to General Franklin
until further orders. General Franklin was placed jn command of the 10th
army corps, the detachment of the 13th army corps under General Ransom, and
my division of cavalry.
I was ordered by General Franklin to move on the 6th of April on to Shreveport, on the Shreveport road. My cavalry division then consisted of four brigades. One brigade was detached to guard the infantry flanks and trains. I
was ordered, with three brigades and three small batteries, to move in the
advance. My force consisted of about 3,300 men. I had with me a train of
wagons, in which we carried for my division ten days' rations for my men, three
days' forage for my animals, a large supply of ammunition, and some camp and
garrison equipage. This train numbered, I should judge, from 320 to 350
wagons. My orders were to move out on the Shreveport road, attack the enemy
wherever I could find him, but not to bring on a general engagement.
On the first day out we saw no enemy, but their pickets, which we drove
before us. That night we camped at Crump's Corners, twenty-three miles from
Natchitoches.
On the next day the division moved to and through Pleasant Hill, meeting a
regiment or two of the enemy. Pleasant Hill was distant ten miles from our
camping place of the night before. About noon we came upon a pretty strong
force of the enemy some three miles beyond Pleasant Hill. We had a fight
there; put a brigade into the action at first.
By the time I reached Pleasant Hill I found the country densely wooded.
We were then going along a single road, in which it w~s difficult for wagons to
meet and pass each other. Our way led through a dense forest, through a sparsely
settled country, where we found no people.
We met the enemy on a little hill. 'rhey were mostly cavalry and mounted
infantry, but they had dismounted there. We went into action, putting in a
brigade at first. The enemy drove that brigade back about a hundred yards.
I then put in the other two brigades dismounted and drove the enemy. "\Ve
lost about seventy-five killed and wounded there ; captured about twenty-five
prisoners, and the enemy left on the ground about the same number as we lost.
During· this action, which occupied about an hour and a half, I sent word to
General Franklin informing him that the enemy were in force in my front.
General Franklin, with the infantry, had camped about ten miles back of my
camping place on the preceding night. I sent word to him that the enemy were
in force in my front, and suggested to him to move forward a brigade of infantry
to my support. This message found General Franklin at Pleasant Hill. He
sent forward a brigade of infantry, but before they reached me the artillery
firing had ceased, and he withdrew it before it reached me.
At 2 o'clock in the afternoon I sent the following to General Franklin:
"APRIL 7-2 p.m.
"GENERAL FRANKLIN: The enemy drove us with considerable loss in killed
and wounded. We have driven them in turn and regained our ground. '.rhey
have just disappeared from our front; the fire has ceased. I shall advance a
little cautiously."
I then moved forward. ".rhe enemy had simply retired, and resisted our advance very stubbornly, so that we gaifi:ed ground very slowly. About 5 o'clock
I received the following despatch :
"HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FoRcEs,
"Pleasant Hill, April 7.
"GENERAL: The general commanding has received yom· despatch of 2 p.m.
A. brigade of infantry went to the front, but the firing having ceased, it was
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withdrawn. The infantry is all here. The general directs that you proceed
to-night as far as possible with your whole train in order to give the infantry
room to advance to-morrow.
"Respectfully, &c."
I was at that time about six miles beyond Pleasant Hill, and continued my
advance until near nightfall, driving the enemy to Carroll's mill, about ten miles
beyond Pleasant Hill. At Carroll's mill we found the enemy posted in considerable force, I should judge 5,000 men. They had four pieces of artillery
iu position. There was a creek and a ravine dividing us from them. It was
near dark, and they heH us there. We bivouacked on the field, and lay in
line of battle all night. The most of my train, which was in my rear, was in
the road. The country there was of such a character that we could not fincl
room on the side of the road to park the train. I parked perhaps a third of it,
and the rest I faced to the rear, as I was a little apprehensive tha:t I might be
overpowered in the morning and con1pelled to fall back. I might say that
during the action at Wil:son's farm in the afternoon, Colonel Clarke, a staff
officer of General Banks, arrived and offered his services, and I used him dnring
the engagement. I told him to inform General Franklin, when he went back,
to whom he was ordered to report, of what he had seen; and tell him that the
enemy were in considerable force, and I thought we were on them, and that he
should give me what I had asked for before, an infantry brigade to act with the
cavalry in the advance. I wanted the infantry for the reason that it was
necessary to dismount every cavalryman I put in the fight, and of course their
horses made a long, loose, irregular train to lead and take about; and cavalrymen are not fit to fight on foot for a great length of time. I also told him that
my greatest annoyance was my train which was there, and which stretched out
for a distance of two or three miles, and must be guarded, which took from onethird to one-half of my force. rrhis, however, was but a repetition of what J,
had said before very often to General Franklin. But the general seemed to
think that it was more convenient to me to have my train near me at night,
and that some men would have to be charged with the care of it if I left it or
any part of it behind; and that at present there would be very little danger,
and I better keep my train with me. Colonel Clarke came back about dark,
when I was at Carroll's mills, and reported to me that he had delivered my
message to General Franklin. He took out some tablets and read from them
these words, being the gist of what General Franklin had said to him for me:
"Must crowd the enemy vigorously. Will send the 16th Indiana; will be up
in half an hour." That was a regiment of my division which the general had
had back on some other duty. "Will send Goodwin's brigade," which was the
cavalry brigade I had left when I started from Natchitoches. "Artillery and
all are up in good order; if wanted, will reach Mansfield to-morrow." This
Mansfield was about twenty miles from Pleasant Hill. "Will send infantry at
any time, if certain enemy is in force. Smith is coming on Grand Ecore 1·oad.
Must help ration him. Keep your train well up." These were the orders
verbally delivered to me by Colonel Clarke, and enlarged upon, in response to
the message I had sent back. At 9 o'clock that night, when I had got my
men in camp, I, sent this despatch to General Franklin, who was then at
Pleasant Hill:
"ABOUT

8

MILES FROM PLEASANT HILL,

"April 7-9 p. m.
I am encamped with most of my force along the road near this
point. The fourth brigade is camped on battle-ground of to-day. At sundown the enemy was just in our advance, in strong position, with four pieces of
artillery, which they used freely. We suffered Lere somewhat; I am simply
"GENERAL :
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holding ground. I deem it much more expensive of life to fight the enemy in
this immediate country, with dismounted and necessarily somewhat confused
cavalry, than with infantry. I intended visiting you to-night, but think I better not leave. I will, however, suggest that a brigade of infantry be ordered
to the front at an early hour to-morrow, to act with me in the conduct of the
advance. If the resistance should be obstinate, I should like to have my train
with advance of infantry. I shall be ready to move at daylight. I find here ·
almost no water."
During the latter part of the night, at 1 or 2 o'clock, I received this despatch :
''HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES FoncEs,

"Arril7-12 a.m.
"General Franklin is in receipt of your despatch. He directs me to say that
General Banks is here, and by his orders a brigade ~f infantry will move to
your support at 3 a. m."
We had no trouble that night. At sunrise, on the morning of the 8th, a
brigade, Colonel Landrum commanding, of the 4th division, 13th army corps,
reported to me, having arrived just at daylight. I put out a cavalry skirmish
line, and this brigade of infantry in line of battle, and moved on the enemy. In
half an hour we drove them from their position. We then k ept advancing on
this road. I used the infantry, a regiment in line of battle on each side of the
road, with cavalry skirmishers in fi-ont, my train following behind. We moved
forward very slowly, about half a mile an hour. The enemy occupied every
hill, and had as strong a force as we had. We had to drive them by shelling
them with artillery, and flanking them. At 11.45 a. m. we had advanced about
five or six miles, and reached a point within five miles of Mansfield. I then
wrote to General Franklin as follows :
"The enemy have thus far disputed our progress at every favorable position.
We suffered in killed and wounded, but advanced steadily. Lieutenant Colonel
Webb just killed. Two or three other officers killed and several wounded."
About 12 o'clock, just after this despatch was written, General Ransom came
to my rear with a brigade of infantry which had been sent forward to relieve
the brigade of infantry with me. Just after he had reported to me we came on
a large open field of perhaps a mile in extent in each direction. The road ran
over a hill, which was an admirable position, and I was surprised, as we came
out of the woods, to find that the enemy had abandoned it. I deployed a regiment, skirmished up the hill, found no enemy there, and took possession of the
hill. We advanced the skirmishers about half a mile further and found the
enemy in force. '.rhey were there, infantry and cavalry, in line of battle. I
then put those two brigades of infantry in position on this hill.
Beyond this hill the ground still rose very gently. About half a mile from
the top of the hill a road crossed the one we were moving on and swept down
towards our right flank. 'l'he enemy were formed on that road, reaching around
on our right flank. I got my artillery in position, put my cavalry on my flanks
_
as far as possible, and stopped my train about half a mile in my rear.
Just at this time General Banks, with his staff, rode on the field and sent for
me. The enemy were quiet. 'l'here was a little skirmishing, but the enemy
did not seem disposed to attack immediately. General Banks asked the position
of affairs, and I explained it to him. He asked me what we could do. I told
him that in my opinion we must fall back immediately, or we must be very
heavily re-enforced. I said that the enemy must have some 15 000 or 20,000
men there; four or five times as many as I had. I told him how my troops
were disposed. He approved of the disposition, said I must retain the position
I had occupied, and he would send back immediately to hurry up the infantry,
which must then be very near. He said that he expected me to inform him
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from time to time of the condition of things, and I then went back to the :ront.
We lay quiet there on that ground, in position, until about 4 o'clock. I had
seen General Banks two or three times in the mean while. r_rhe enemy were
shifting their troops around on our right flank on the crossroad I have spoken
of, strengthening their left flank, or rather enveloping our right flank. I changed
the position of two or three regiments of infantry to strengthen our flank, as the
enemy changed theirs. General Banks repeatedly told me that he had sent
back for troops, but they had not come up.
About 4 o'clock a staff officer of General Banks came up to me and said that
General Banks ordered me to diRpose my force to move immediately on Mansfield. I was a little surprised, and, more than that, I thought there must be
some misapprehension; but the staff officer said that was the order. I rode back
to General Banks, and asked him about it. He said that was the order. I told
him we could not advance ten minutes without a general engagement, in which
we should be most gloriously flogged, and I did not want to do it. We had
some little conversation in regard to the general intention of going to Mansfield
that night. I told the general I could move just about ten minutes; just about
a quarter of a mile, for the enemy were distant about a half a mile. He fin·any
told me we would wait if I thought it was impossible to advance, and he hurried
off another staff officer for the infantry.
I went back, got in front of my line, got off my horse, and lay down on the
ground. I lay there about fifteen minutes, I guess, when there was very brisk
picket firing, and the whole line of the enemy advanced on our flanks and on our
front, and marched right straight up to our line. We opened upon them with
artillery, with canister, and with musketry, and fought in line perhaps twm'lty
minutes, when they charged right straight up to our line. They were repulsed
two or three times, but the end of the thing was that in twenty minutes our line
was just crumbling everywhere and falling back. I ordered my batteries off
when the infantry support gave way; but three guns of one of my batteries
had to be left on the crest of the hill, as every horse and almost every man had
been killed. We fell back from that open field perhaps three-quarters of a
mile, the enemy pressing· us. We got back to the line of woods, and found
there, just arrived, General Cameron's division of the 13th corps. We formed
a line in the edge of the woods, and our broken line reformed there. We had
another little fight there, a bloody fight, for about half an hour. The enemy
advanced a column on each of our flanks, and attacked us also in front.
Just in these woods, half a mile back, was my train. When the fight first
commenced I sent back orders to get that train back as fast as they could.
Some of the wagons turned around. But there were conflicting orders, and a
great deal of confusion about it. Some officers of General Banks's staff and
some of Generl!l Franklin's were unwilling that the train should go back.
They did not believe, in the first place, that we were whipped; and another
reason they gave was, that it would interfere with the coming up of the infantry, which was marching up that road.
When we broke on the edge of the woods, after about half an hour's fighting, the retreat became very soon a perfect rout; we got back about half a
mile, and found a hundred or more of these wagons stopped there; some of
them were not turned round ; the most of them were turned around; but a
great'many of them were in ruts, against trees, the mules shot, &c., and we lost
some artillery there by reason of it.
I ought to have mentioned that about 3 o'clock in the afternoon I received
a despatch from General Franklin, which was written about six miles in my
rear, in response to the one I had sent him at 11.45 a. m. :
"1~ p.m.
"GENERAL: I have just received your despatch of 11.45 a.m. You hav~
doubtless been joined by General Ransom with another brigade by this time.
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General Banks left here about 11 o'clock to go to the front. I hope to be able
to get up part of General Emory's force to-morrow to relieve General Ransom.
In the mean time keep me informed of what is going on. I do not understand
that it is General Banks's or General Ransom's iptention to stay with you, but
merely to see what is going on."
I sent this despatch immediately to General Banks, and l1e sent word back
that, under the circumstances, he and General Ransom would remain.
When we met this train as we were falling back, I lost seven pieces more of
artillery, and there were some guns lost belonging to other commands. We
fell back in a perfect rout for about three miles I should judge; our cavalry,
what was left of it, fighting the enemy on the flank, and the infantry trying
from time to time to make a stand in the rear. But it did not amount to very
much until we reached General Emory's 19th corps. That corps ha.d advanced to a point about three or four miles from the battle-field, and formed
behind an open field; it was then nearly dark. We went through and behi11d
the 19th corps; and as the enemy came up in considerable force they were
checked and fell back. We punished the enemy very severely then no doubt.
Of our train we lost 156 wagon~:; and about 800 mules. Those wagons were
mostly loaded with forage. There was in the train about 20,000 rations, and
most of the camp equipage of two brigades, which was saved.
General Banks called a council of war that night, and it was decided that as
General Smith was then at Pleasant Hill, about twelve miles distant, and our
troops were pretty well broken, we would fall back to Pleasant Hill that night.
Accordingly, orders were given, and we fell back to Pleasant Hill that night.
The next morning I was ordered by General Banks to detach one thousand
cavalry to act as scouts and skirmishers, and to take the remainder of my division, and take whatever was left of the detachment of the 13th corps, and some
negro troops that were there, and take the trains and the majority of the artillery
of the army to Grand Ecore. It was thought that the enemy would get between us and Grand Ecore; I started about 11 o'clock, I should think, with
this train, and with six or eight batteries of artillery, and reached Grand Ecore
the next day.
The battle of the 9th of April commenced just as I was leaving; I cannot
give any personal information about that, except so far as the reports of my
troops were sent to me. The next day at night the main army had reached
Grand Ecore, and joined me there.
Question. The fighting was over then, I suppose 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know why General Banks ordered a retreat from Pleasant
Hill after the battle of the 9th 1
Answer. I do not know. He impressed on me very strongly that, in sending
me back from Pleasant Hill, just as the fight was commencing, it was of the
greatest importance to save what material we had left; that he would give me
the remainder of the 13th army corps, the most of my cavalry, and the negro
troops ; that I probably knew the roads better than any other person there,
having scouted there so often; and he wished me to take charge of the matter,
and get the trains and artillery back with great rapidity, not to rest.
Early the next morning, when I was distant from Pleasant Hill eighteen
miles, I received a despatch from General Banks. I have not the despatch with
me, but it was to this effect : That they had whipped the enemy terribly; that
Price was killed, a1so two or three other rebel generals, whom he named, but
who have since recovered, and that I was to send back the subsistence trains
for such and such troops. I was very much puzzled by that order, and immediately sent a staff officer back for more specific instructions. But he had not
been gone more than half an hour, when a staff officer of General Banks arrived with an order to me, with which he had left in the night, for me to eon-
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tinue pressing on with the whole train to Grand Ecore, and with instructions
that if any wagons broke down to burn them, not stop to fix anytla.ing, but get
everything into Grand Ecore as quickly as I could, and look out very carefully
on the flanks. I do not know that I can give a more terse history of the fighting than that.
Question. Will you state, as far as you know, who first originated this expedition, and what were its objects 1
Answer. I cannot speak with any knowledge at all that would avail anything
in reference to who originated the expedition. As to its objects, the general
idea was that we were going to Shreveport, and perhaps to Texas. It was
known that General Smith was ordered to report to us for a definite number of
days, and the theory was that he and the fleet were going to help us as far as
Shreveport, at any rate. Hut I do not believe that anybody hacl any very
well-defined impression as to what we were going for. I am very sure the
subordinates had not.
Question. Considering the kind of road, the nature of the country, and the
long distance you would be from your base, how could you expect to hold
Shreveport, even if you should get possession of it 1
Answer. I never supposed we could get to Shreveport.
Question. Do you know whether General Banks was originally in favor of
this expedition 1
Answer. I cannot tell.
Question. To what do you attribute the failure of the expedition 1 What
was the immediate cause of its failure 1
Answer. I think there was a combination of causes; that several things transpired, either one of which would have caused a failure.
Question. Give them all.
Answer. I think that while it was possible, it was not very probable that even
1\ well-managed expedition of that kind could have reached Shreveport, or if it
had reached there, could have remained there. What I mean by that is this :
I think the country from Alexandria, up to which point there was no difficulty,
is of such a character that you have to subsist your men and animals entirely
yourself; and that with an opposing force very nearly, if not quite, equal to our
own, it would have been very difficult to penetrate that country.
Question. What do you say of the order of march pursued on your expedition, with the cavalry ahead, and two or three miles of wagon train immediately
in its rear 1 In your opinion, as a military man, was that a proper way of advancing into an enemy's country 1
Answer. I remonstrated against it in private conversations and in written
despatches, until I am very certain that the parties to whom my remonstrances
were made, and those around them, began to think I was getting panicky, as
they say, and I had to stop it. I could not allow myself, for reasons which
you will understand, to represent further or more urgently my sense of its impropriety.
Question. Did the views you entertained upon that subject come to the knowledge of General Banks 1
.Answer. General Banks at Alexandria talked with me about the advance, and
I gave him my ideas about it. I told him that it ought to be light, and not
cumbered. He told me that it should be differently arranged. 'l'hat I should
have infantry. That he would mingle the arms of the service in the advance.
That is the only opportunity on which I had occasion to converse with General
Banks on the subject. 'l'hat was some time prior to the commencement of the
real solid fighting marching.
Question. What was the idea entertained by General Banks and. others about
meeting the enemy before you got to Shreveport 1
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Answer. I cannot say so far as General Banks was concerned. My theory
was that we should have a fight at or near Pleasant Hill, and I insisted on that
very strongly. And I think it very probable that as we did not have a fight
immediately at or near Pleasant Hill, my judgment was discounted a little. I
put the fight ten or fifteen miles too near.
Question. You say you had to advance through what is called a" piney woods"
country, where there was only one road, and that so narrow that it was difficult
for two wagons to pass each other; now, in a country like that, would it not be
a highly improper manner of disposing of troops to have a wagon train close in
the rear of the cavalry which were in the advance? In other words, should you
not have been pretty much unencumbered with trains, and gone ahead merely
as scouts perhaps, so as to be al1le to fall back if you met a superior force'{
Answer, On the evening before the battle of Sabine Crossroads I wrote to
General Franklin a communication, in which I said that while I respectfully
deferred to his jadgment-and I used that language because I bad insisted on my
view so often that I did not dare do so any longer-! thought if I met with an
obstinate resistance my trains should go back.
Question. Suppose your wagon trains had been in rear of the infantry, and
there had been a fair chance for you to have retired when you met this superior
force of the enemy, what would have been the result 1 Could you have been
whipped there by the enemy 1
Answer. Not where we were whipped.
Question. You would have had the support of the infantry so as to have had
a more equal battle 1
Answer. I think so. We certainly should have had a better chance, for we
should have bad an increased force.
Question. You say that when you met the enemy at SabinTe Urossroads they
were four or five to your one 1
Answer. They had about 20,000 men, and I bail from 4,000 to 5,000.
Question. Was it not possible to have conducted the advance of our army so
as to avoid such a contingency as your meeting so overwhelming a force while
you were so far distant from your support 1
Answer. I think there is no question of that; that is a very plain proposition.
Question. Then was it not unmilitary not to have arranged your march ditierently in an enemy's country 1
Answer. To give a rather vague answer to that question, I believe tl1at the
theory was pretty well seated in the minds of the commaLJ.diug officers that we
were not to have any fighting until we got to Shreveport. That is a conjecture
of mine from what I heard and saw. I was laughed at for insisting tLat we
would have a fight before we got to Shreveport; but, as I have already stated,
I did not dare to insist upon it after a while, because people began to think I was
fdghtened. General Franklin used to send me word that the cavalry was in the
way. I think the impression was that I was slow. It is a simple thing to march
a column behind a heavy advance guard that is doing all the fighting.
Question. If I understand it, General Franklin's objection to sending forward
infantry to your support was that you would go ahead too fast 1
Answer. Well, sir, his orders to me were, "Must crowd the enemy vigorously;
keep your train well up."
Question. Now, I want to inquire about another matter. What do you know
about individuals accompanying the expedition for the purpose of cotton trading 1
Answer. I do not know anything about that. I know there were a number
of citizens who came up to Alexandria about the time that General Banks
arrived there; but as my duty was outpost duty, and we were skirmishing and
fighting almost all the w bile, I would be about the poorest informant in regard
to such matters.
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Question. Were the army wagons at any time employed to collect cotton, so

far aa you know 1
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Answer. While we were in .Alexandria, and before the advance, one of my
brigade commanders informed me that he had been ordered, I think by General
Stone, General Banks's chief of staff, to bring in several hundred bales of cotton.
Whether that cotton was private property or not I do not know. I know the
wagoners brought it in.
Question. Did you notice any cotton on the fleet 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I saw a great deal of cotton being rolled on flatboats at
Alexandria.
Question. Do you know of any one professing to have authority to purchase
cotton at Alexandria or anywhere else 1
Answer. I do not know that I understand your meaning.
Question. Do you know of any persons pretending to have authority from any
source to purchase cotton 1
Answer. I do not know that I do. No, sir, I think not. There was a general
impression that there were people accompanying· the expedition for that purpose,
but I was not in a position to know anything abont it.
Question. You know of no persons who received authority from the military
or other authorities 1
Answer. No, sir; I had several applications from men to ride with my cG-mmand with a view to gathering cotton, but I allowed no citizen to accompany
my command.
Question. You have stated that it was a pretty general impression there that
there would be no fighting before you got to Shreveport 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Must not that impression have been dispelled by your communications that you were continually skirmishing with the en~my 1
Answer. rrhat is the mystery.
Question. Did they still persist in that belief against your information that
)'OU were contending with the enemy all along there 1
Answer. They still conveyed that impression to me. The impression I feared,
and still fear, did exist was, that I was allowing myself to be played with, perby smaller forces ; that I made too much in my reports of the difficulties
were in the way. I think I was unfortunate in not being understood; but I
so fortunate as to retain these despatches, which show what was my status
the matter.
Question. As a military man, what, in your judgment, would have been the
manner for an army to advance through that country with that reasoncaution that it is necessary to exercise under such circumstances 1
. I presume you could get a great deal better opinion from other
~.t:IILJLuu.

No matter about that. You are a military man, and have opinions.
matters, although you acted in a subordinate capacity. What is your
1
If I had been taking an army up there I should have had an advance
cavalry large enough to repel any little sudden attack of the enemy,
so large as to be unwieldy. .A thousand men of cavalry would be
That cavalry ought to be cumbered by no single wagon or train or
I would have put very near them an infantry support. The cavalry
advanced three, four, or five miles beyond the infantry support, for,
I could have kept the main command informed of what was
in front. I should have kept, step by step with this advance guard,
300 or 400 men on our flanks, to have kept me informed of wha"t was
there. I should have had the head of my column, so far as I could, the
Part n--5
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advance part of it, unencumbered by trains, and only such artillery with it as
was necessary for immediate use. Then have the flanks and rear of the main
part of the army looked after by cavalry. I should have expected to use my
cavalry, not to fight battles with entirely, but only to be fought at critical moments when that arm of the service could have been made good use of. That
would have been my general plan.
Question. Suppose that plan had been followed, do you believe we should
have met with such a disaster as befell us there 1
.Answer. The more serious of the events could not have occurred.
Question. Your general opinion is that the expedition was impracticable any
way?
.Answer. Not wholly so; but so much so, in my opinion, as to be an unwh;e
one.
Question. Had the river been navigable all the time, could you have probably
reached Shreveport 1
Answer. I cannot say that. Had the river been navigable it would have been
of great assistance to us; but the river being open on the days of our fights
would not have affected the issue there.
Question. I was speaking of the wisdom of the expedition itself.
Answer. The river being open, would have been of great assistance to us.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Who was responsible for placing all this cavalry in the advance,
with a large train immediately in its rear 1
Answer. General Banks was commander-in-chief of the expedition. But I
was ordered by him to report to General Franklin, and received my orders from
General Franklin. Whether General Banks directed General Franklin to give
such orders I cannot state. I received orders from General Franklin to keep
my train well up. I was ordered a great many times in just about that language.
The burden of my order was, " Get along, get along; keep closed up ; make
time." The whole column was marching to the sound of my guns every day;
still they would not believe there was fighting. That is the mystery to me.

Testimony

rif Captain

John Scltuyle'r C1·osby.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Janua'r y 11, 1865.
Captain JOHN ScHUYLER CROSBY sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a first lieutenant of the 1st United States artillery, and a captain and aide-de-camp to Major General Banks.
Question. Were you in the Red river campaign 1
Answer. I was with Major General Banks until the army returned as far as
Grand Ecore, after the battle of Sabine Crossroads and Pleasant bill, when I
was sent to New Orleans to take charge of the adjutant general's department,
there being no officer in the city to assume those duties.
Question. Will you state what you observed in that campaign that you deem
material1 If there is anything further that we wish to know, we will question
you about it.
Answer. Detachments of the 16th and 17th corps, under command of General
A. J. Smith, had landed at the mouth of the Atchafalaya, and proceeded by
land to the rear of Fort De Russy, which they captured, when they proceeded
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to Alexandria. I tl1ink they arrived at Alexandria on the 16th of March.
In the mean time our land forces, under command of Major General ].,ranklin
and General Lee, who commanded the cavalry, were marching by land through
Opelousas, towards Alexandria, at which point they arrived on the 19th. Major
General Banks and staff arrived at Alexandria, I think, on the 24th of March;
and General Franklin, with the rear of his whole command, arrived the day
after, 011 the 25th. Admiral Porter, with his fleet, was then at Alexandria.
'J.1he water in the river was exceedingly low, and the whole command was detained there for nearly a week before they moved. I think it was either on the
1st or 2d of April that the army, marching by land, reached Grand Ecore, in
the neighborhood of Natchitoches. The fleet under Admiral Porter arrived
there about the same time, although great difficulty was experiencP.d even in
going comparatively the short distance between Alexandria and Grand Ecore,
for his iron-clads were constantly getting aground. General Banks and staff
went by way of the river from Alexandria, and reached Grand Ecore on the 1st
or 2d of April. The 16th corps, under General Smith, led the advance all the
way from Alexandria to Natchitoches. I am not positively certain in regard to
the dates; it may have been, possibly, before the 1st or 2d of April that the
command reached there. On the morning of the 7th of April, Major General
Banks and staff left Grand Ecore, and reached Pleasant Hill that night, a
distance of thirty-seven miles, arriving about half past seven or eight o'clock
The roads were in a terrible condition, it having rained all day. On reaching
there, which was General Franklin's headquarters, some time between that hour
and nine o'clock that night, I should judge, Colonel Clark, of General Banks's
staff, who had been in the advance with General Lee, came back and reported
that they had had a very heavy cavalry fight that afternoon, at a place called
Wilson's farm, but that they had succeeded in driving the enemy. He stated
that General Lee would like to have a brigade of infantry sent forward to assist
him while moving forward the next morning. General Banks directed me to see
Colonel Drake, or if I could not find him, to write the order myself to Major
General Franklin. A brigade of infantry was sent forward so as to reach General Lee about daylight on the morning of the 8th. I would state that the
whole country between Grand Ecore and Sabine Crossroads-as we term it, or
Mansfield, as the southern army term it-where the battle of the 8th was fought,
was a very heavily wooded country-what they call in the south, piney woods.
There was very little water indeed in the country; even with the heavy rains
of that day, there was very little water that could be used ; the grouRd seemed
to absorb it all. In the little creeks there were stagnant pools ; but they would
not furnish water enough for half of the army or the animals, and we were told
that the fir~:~t good water we would reach was at or near Mansfield. I did not
hear General Franklin give General Lee the order, but it was understood that
day, and afterwards, that General Lee was ordered to take care of his own wagon
trains, which consisted of about 185 or 190 wagons, including the ammunition
trai11. I think that on the morning of the 7th General Lee asked General
Franklin if he would take care of his wagon train, stating that the enemy was
in pretty strong force in our front; and General Franklin's orders to General
Lee were that he should keep his wagon trains we11 up with his command, so
that on the morning of the 8th there ,yould be plenty of room for the infantry
of the 13th and 19th corps to move forward.
Question. How long a train did that necessarily make 1
Answer. I should judge about two miles and a half, possibly three, from the
fact that very often the lines of the wagons were extended very greatly, in consequence of the nature of the road. There were deep gullies in the road ; and
the wagons would be obliged to halt on the top of one hill until the wagons
ahead had crossed the gully or the valley and reached the opposite hilL General Smith, in the mean time, was bringing up the rear from Grand Ecore, and
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was supposed to be within supporting distance of General Franklin's column.
General Banks had directed General Franklin to attend entirely to the order of
marching, both of General Lee's command and his own. I presume General
Banks did not wish to interfere with him. On the morning of the 8th General
Franklin's command started; and General Banks and staff overtook them at
St. Patrick's bayou, or Carroll's ford. At this point the bridge across the little
bayou had been destroyed by the enemy ; and the command was halted there,
and trees were felled to make a substantial bridge, so that the whole command
could cross. About this time some officer-! do not remember who he was, or
from what command, but he was from the advance-reported that there was
pretty heavy skirmishing in front. Occasionally we could hear a1·tillery firing.
General Banks remarked to General Franklin, " General, I believe I will ride to
the front. If there is no heaTy fighting," or something to that effect, "I will
come back again." That was to let General Franklin know that unless he
received some message from him, he was to understand that everything was
going on right at the front. I should judge that this may have been about tea
or half past ten o'clock in the morning. I do not think it could have been
much later. At any rate, the command had not marched over thirteen or fourteen miles. None of us supposed that that was the end of that day's march by
General Franklin's command. We rode to the front, and found General Lee
skirmishing very heavily with the enemy. General Lee then had one brigade
of infantry, with his cavalry forces. He occupied the further end of a large,
open field, the enemy holding the edge of the woods on the opposite side towards
Mansfield, and their lines seeming to extend pretty well from our left, us it
were, nearly overlapping our 1·ight flank. General Stone (General Banks's
chief of staff) had ridden forward early in the morning to be with General Lee.
As soon as General Banks found out the position of affairs, he sent an officer,
I think-at any rate, he sent a despatch back to General },ranklin, directing
him to send either a division or a brigade, or at all events to seud more infantry
to the front. I consider that the nature of the whole country was such that it
was almost an impossible thing for cavalry to operate with any very great
effect, on account of its being so densely wooded. After leaving a crossroads
a few miles in the rear of Sabine Crossroads, there was but one road, leading
through very heavy woods ; and I certainly think that a brigade of infantry
well deployed could whip any division of cavalry there with ease. I consider
that in that whole advance, after leaving Grand Ecore, we should have had as
much infantry as cavalry at the front the whole time. If it had been an open
country it would have been very different, for then we could have felt the force
of the enemy, and could have retired, if necessary, at our own pleasure; but in
this case it was difficult for the cavalry to fall back regularly.
From about half past one to half past three or four o'clock on the 8th of
April, the enemy were skirmishing very heavily with our advance. At the
same time they were pushing around to our right, and occasionally there was
very heavy skirmishing on our right flank with our skirmishers. In the mean
time one brigade or a division of infantry had come up under General Ransom,
with some other officer, a colonel, commanding the brigade. They were deployed on our right centre and our right. About four o'clock the enemy seemed
to move f0rward from their whole line, but with heavier force on our ight. Our
men stood the fire very well indeed for a time, but were finally overwhelmed
and fell back. In the mean time General Banks had despatched at least two or
three officers to General Franklin, stating that the enemy were there in force,
and that he should push forward as rapidly as possible with his whole command,
infantry and artillery. The enemy drove us across this open field ; but by the
time we gained the edge of the woods, General Cameron, whom General },ranklin had sent forward with a division of the 13th corps, reached there with the
head of his column. As fast, as possible, his men were deployed to the right
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and left to assist in checking the enemy until General Franklin with General
Emory could move forward; but the enemy came across the field with such
impetuosity that they captured all our artillery that was there on the field-!
should think some eleven pieces-and drove the cavalry, in great disorder,
through the woods; and finally General Cameron's whole command had to fall
back.
Question. Were you attacked by infantry or cavalry 1
Answer. By infantry, mostly; I saw very little cavalry of the enemy during
that day. We could see them deploying a little or our right occasionally, but
very little cavalry was used ; it was principally infantry. From the original
position we had taken in the morning, to the position which Emory's division
of the 19th corps had taken on the crest of a hill, it must have been a distance
of about two miles in the rear. The enemy were checked at that point, but not
until they had captured the whole of Lee's train, which occupied that whole line
of road between the edge of the woods and the rear-a distance, perhaps, of two
miles and a half. The wagons of that train were loaded with forage and rations
for the men. I know that one or two wagons were hurried to the front with
infantry ammunition and they were captured, but I should not suppose that
over half"a dozen ammunition wagons were captured. After General Cameron's
line was driven back, the men seemed to give up all hope, and it was almost
impossible to rally them. A great many of the officers were dismounted, with
their hats off, trying to urge their men to halt. It was a perfect panic, and
every one was trying to get to the rear as fast as possible, so as to be beyond
the enemy's fire.
Question. At what number did you estimate the force of the enemy in that
attack 1
Answer. I should think there were about seventeen thousand men-that
is, in front; I am not speaking of their forces on our right flank, of which I did
not have an opportunity of judging; but they seemed to drive us back so rapidly,
and with such determination and force and power, that I suppose there must
have been at least seventeen thousand men. On our side, we had not over
fifteen thousand men engaged on that day. At one time, of course, we had not
half of that number; but I speak of those who were engaged during that whole
day, including Emory's division, which assisted in repulsing the enemy at the
point to which we were driven.
Question. You spoke of an order being sent back to General Franklin to bring
up the infantry 1
Answer. Yes, sir . .
Question. Did he have any objections to have the infantry assist there 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I will not be positive as to the expression I heard General
Franklin use, but it was to the effect that no infantry should have been sent to
the cavalry at · all; that it was Lee's business to find out the position of the
enemy, and if they were too strong, to fall back.
Question. If the nature of the ground was such as you describe, how was it
expected, that if he met a superior force of the enemy he could fa.ll back,
when the roads were obstructed for three miles with wagons 1
Answer. That is more than I could ever understand. I think General
Franklin's idea, from the time he left Grand Ecore until he met the enemy in
force, was that we were not going to meet any enemy of any account much
before we got to Shreveport.
Question. But he must have been undeceived about that when General Lee
sent him word that he was skirmishing with a large force of the enemy in
front. That must have removed any such idea, must it not 1
Answer. I do not think it did.
Question. CaB you tell the object of that expedition-what it was intended
to accomplish, bad it been su~cessful1
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Answer. I have talked with a great many officers on the campaign, and be·
fore we started, in regard to it, and we all had certain ideas.
Question. What was the prevailing idea 1
Answer. The prevailing idea, among officers whose opinions were worth :fnything, was that, if possible, it was to capture Taylor's army, reach Shreveport, and destroy all the transportation on the Red river, so that in future the
enemy would have no transportation at all to bring troops and supplies down
that river to operate in Lower Loui~iana. That was my idea, and that seemed
to be the idea of a great many. I have heard it expressed by many officers of
the line-men who were not so apt to know as other officers near headquartersthat one reason for the expedition was that they wanted to bring Louisiana
back into the Union after conquering her territory. Another idea was that we
were going through to get all the cotton there was in the State of Louisiana
for the benefit of the government.
Question. Do you know who first conceived this expedition-who planned it
originally 1
Answer. It was always my impression that it was planned in Washington.
I know that at the time the expedition was first talked of, General Banks expressed to me the idea-l do not know whether it was in the presence of other
officers or not-that we should move towards Mobile. 'I'hat was the opinion,
from the fact that at that time (I think it was about the time of the battle of
Chattanooga, when Johnson was in command of the rebel army) a movement
towards Mobile would have taken so many men from Johnson to protect that
place. I think that of the officers with whom I talked upon the subject before
the expedition started, very few were in favor of the expedition; and I do not
think General Banks was in favor of it at all.
Question. To what do you attribute the failure of the expedition 1
Answer. To the want of sufficient infantry force in the forward movement
from Grand Ecore; that is, in advance with the cavalry; or rather, the want of
a proper support to the advance.
Question. What order of advance would you, as a military man, have recommended 1
Answer. I think there should have been as much infantry as cavalry in the
advance, with a proportion of artillery-not as much artillery as we would use
in our northern country, where the roads are wider, and the country more open.
'l'hat country was no country at all for cavalry to operate in, except at a very
great disadvantage; and owing to the low water in the Red river, we were
compelled to stay back at least ten days. I think if we could have moved
forward ten days earlier-that is merely my opinion-we would not have met the
enemy in such force in that position, for we heard afterwards from prisoners
that there were many troops pushed forward within a day or two before we
arrived there; and could we have gained Mansfield we would have had plenty
of water for our men, and we should have got into a corn-growing country, for
the pine woods seemed to end at Mansfield.
Question. What have you to say of the order of this march, with the cavalry
ahead, backed up by three miles of wagons, in a country where they could not
turn out, and where there was only one road for them to pass-was that according to military rule 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Had that anything to do with the disaster at Sabine Crossroads 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I considt>r that if that wagon train had not been there,
the infantry could have come forward an hour and a half sooner on that day
and in time, in all probability, to have checked the enemy until the whole command could have moved forward.
Question. Had it not been for the obstruction, would it not have been better
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for the cavalry, when they found a superior force of the enemy in their front,
to have fallen back to the infantry support 1
Answer. I think the cavalry would have been enabled to fall back to the
edge of the woods and there hold their ground; I do not think it would have
been necessary for them to fall back further, for if the road had not been obstructed, the infantry could have been got forward in time.
Question. Then you think the presence of that wagon train was the immediate cause of the disaster on that day 1
Answer. That, and the fact that the main force of the 19th corps was too
far in the rear-not within supporting distance. The advance of that corps
should have been at least up to the end of the wagon train.
Question. Who is responsible for this unmilitary order of march 1
Answer. Major General Franklin, I should think.
Question. Did General Banks know of the order of march along that narrow road 1
Answer. I am not able to state; I should think that he ought to have known
it, although, with regard to the order of march, I think General Banks allowed
General Franklin to make all the arrangements; I believe it is the general
custom with an officer commanding an army not to go into the details of the
l
daily order of march.
Question. Was any part of this wagon train engaged at any time in collecting cotton 1
Answer. Previous to this battle 1
Question. Yes.
Answer. I did not see one.
Question. Were they so engaged afterwards 1
Answer. I think a very little cotton was brought in by these army wagons,
but I think it was for the benefit of the navy, and that they were driven by
sailors. It is possible that there might have been a few bales brought in while
we were waiting at Alexandria for a rise in the river. Yes, sir, there was, at
Alexandria, but not up to where there was any forward movement.
Question. What amount of cotton do -, ou suppose was collected at Alexandria 1
Answer. I have no means of judging; I could merely give a rough guess.
Question. Give a rough guess, then.
Answer. By the army and navy 1
Question. Yes.
Answer. About twenty thousands bales, I should think ; between fifteen and
twenty thousand bales, that were collected upon the line of that river.
Question. Do you know what was done with it 1
Answer. I saw the most of that cotton put on board of scows, under the
superintendence of the navy, to be sent, I think, to Cairo. I know that was
about the principal thing the navy did, to get cotton.
Question. That was the principal thing the navy was doing 1
Answer. While they were at Alexandria 1 Yes, sir.
Question. Had anybody with that expedition permits in advance to buy
cotton 1
Answer. I think there were some, but I did not see any permits myself.
Question. Who was understood to be purchasing cotton under permits 1
Answer. I cannot say. I know there was a Mr. D. A. Dwight, of Boston;
a Mr. George B. Waldron, of New York, who lived inN ew Orleans at that time;
and there was a Mr. Henry Thompson. I do not know whether he had any
permit or not. I do not know, indeed, whether any of these gentlemen had
permits to buy it, but it is my impression that they had. They had passes, at
any rate.
·
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Question. And were buying cotton 1
Answer. They had agents, I think, who were buying cotton.
Question. From whom did they claim that their permits were 1
Answer. My idea was that they had permits to buy cotton through General
Banks ; but I think they came with letters, or with the original permits, from
Washington, for I know that I had heard the general refuse, time and time
again, to allow anybody without that authority to go and buy cotton, or to accompany the expedition.
Question. Were the army wagons employed at any time to haul the cotton
that these persons bought 1
Answer. I never knew them to be used for that purpose. 'rhere was a man
by the name of Mr. McKee, who was formerly a partner or interested with Mr.
H. A. Butler, (General Butler's brother.) I heard several remarks made about
him, but I never took any interest in anything of that kind. Once or twice in
going along the levee at Alexandria I saw a load of cotton there, and I saw
McKee standing on a pile of it, and I heard several people say, "Well, McKee
has got a good thing of it; he has got an understanding with the quartermaster's department." He was a great friend of the quartermaster.
Question. Who was the quartermaster 1
Answer. The quartermaster of the 19th corps is Lieutenant Colonel Chandler.
Question. Where is he now 1
Answer. He is in the department of the Gulf, with the old command of
General Granger.
Question. You say the navy was principally engaged in the cotton business 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they seemed to turn their whole attention there to getting
cotton. Every available vessel that could carry a bale of cotton was taken for
that purpose. I think the idea was that it was to go for prize money; and there
was an immense amount of cotton burned along the banks of the river, from the
very moment the people heard that the navy was seizing it.
.
Question. Were there any private individuals who were taking cotton for the
navy 1
Answer. I do not know. I heard different rumors in regard to it. I heard
that some of the gentlemen who were engaged were interested in the cotton in
that region of the country. I know they were from what they said.
Question. Do you know the names of those who were so interested 1
Answer. I think Mr. Dwight was. I mean those men whom I supposed to
be engaged in the buying of cotton. I think Mr. George B. Waldron was the
agent of a man by the name of Mansfield, who is one of the largest, if not the
largest cotton producer in Louisiana.
Question. Did he have any connexion with the government 1
Answer. No, sir; none at all.
Question. Wh.ere did this Mansfield reside 1
Answer. He was a northern man, from Boston, and is now living in New
Orleans.
Question. Do you know anything in regard to the building of dams for :floating down the :fleet 1
Answer. No, sir; I was sent to New Orleans before that was done.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Do you know whether Admiral Porter had any knowledge tha.t the
.
naval vessels there were engaged in collecting cotton 1
Answer. Yes, sir; he was there, and he and his staff were riding around on
horses. On his headquarters boat he had a stud of horses, upon which they
used to ride around the country. He saw it all; saw the cotton brought in;
and the officers were all talking about it, and talking about the prize money they
were going to make. Admiral Porter and General Banks had several interviews
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in regard to this cotton business. The general wanted to secure the cotton for
the benefit of the government, and I learned that he said to the admiral that if
he went on to seize the cotton indiscriminately through the country, the people
would burn it up, and he would not be able, after we had driven the enemy out
of the country, to secure any cotton for the benefit of the government.
By the chairman :
Question. Did General Banks himself have anything to do with the purchase
of cotton for himself or others 1
.Answer. No, sir; not to my knowledge.
Question. Not while he was in New Orleans 1
.Answer. I never knew of General Banks being engaged or associated, in any
way, with any mercantile or commercial transaction during the whole time I have
been with him, which is now nearly two years.
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Captain Je1·ome Bradley.
WASHINGTO~,

D. C., January 12, 1865.

Captain JEROME BRADLEY sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What has been your position in the army, and what is it now 1
.Answer. My position in tbe army has been captain and assistant quartermaster ; at the present time I am out of the service. My resignation was accepted this month.
Question. Where did you serve in that capacity 1 under General Banks in
New Orleans 1
·
.Answer. Yes, sir; I was in the department of the Gulf. I was quartermaster
of the cavalry under General Lee.
Question. Did you accompany the Red river expedition 1
Answer. I did not; and I think there is where a mistake has been made in
regard to me. Knowing that I was the quartermaster of General Lee's cavalry,
it was supposed that I accompanied that expedition, which I did not do.
Question. Were you in the quartermaster's department in New Orleans 1
.Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know anything about cotton speculations there 1
.Answer. I do not know anything about them. I was not in a position to
know anything about them except from what I could hear. I had charge of
the cavalry, and had nothing to do with anything else.
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WASHINGTON, D. C., January 12, 1865.
Major D. C. HousTON sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is ycmr rank and position in the army 1
.Answer. I am a captain of engineers, and major and additional aide-de-camp.
I was chief engineer of the department of the Gulf, under General Banks, and
reported to him in New York when he started on the expedition.
Question. Did you accompany him on the Red river expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I accompanied him as far as Grand Ecore. My health
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was very poor, and I went up with the gunboats and transports above that
point, and did not go with the army, except that portion of it that was on board
he transports. I was not present at the battle of Sabine Crossroads or the
battle of Pleasant Hill. At that time I was on the river with Admiral
Porter, or at least on one of the transports.
Question. Then you do not know much about what was going on on the
land 1
Answer. No, sir, not at that time. I then returned to Grand Ecore with the
gunboats and transports, and in a few days came away to New Orleans on sick
leave.
Question. Were you there when the dams were constructed 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question.. You say you were with the navy a portion of the time, what do
you know about the dealings in cotton by them 1
Answer. I was at Alexandria at the time General Banks arrived there.
The navy was already there, and had been there for some two or three days,
ever since the capture of Fort de Russy. At that time they were seizing cotton
in the vicinity of Alexandria, and bringing it in there and putting it on board
barges and other vessels as prize, as I understood at the time. What became
of the cotton I don't know.
Question. Was this done by direction of Admiral Porter 1
Answer. I cannot say that it was; I do not know whether he directed it or not.
Question. Did he know it was going on 1
Answer. It was all in plain sight; I should think he could .not help seeing
it.
\
Question. How extem::ive were their dealings in cotton, so far as you observed 1
Answer. I could not give any idea of the amount that was seized by them;
it did not come within my province at all to notice it. I merely noticed that
there was a large quantity of cotton seized by the navy. The army was rather
disgusted with it.
~uestion. Was it detrimental to the army to have such speculations going on
there 1
Answer. It was rather demoralizing to the soldiers to see the navy seizing
the cotton for prize on land, while they did not get any.
Question. Do you know anything about any private speculators accompanying
that expedition 1
Answer. I know there were men up there, but as to what were their rights or
authority, or what they were doing, I could not say.
Question. Do you know who they were who were supposed to be in that
business 1
Answer. There was a Mr. Thompson there. I do not remember any others
now. I paid very little attention to the subject of cotton. l\{y business was
that of chief engineer of the army, and that left me free from all that matter.
Question. Will you state whatever you think of that you deem important in
connexion with this expedition; why it failed, &c.
Answer. As to the starting out of the expedition, I will say that General
Banks consulted me with regard to the propriety of making an expedition to
Shreveport. 'This was in the December before the expedition started. The
idea of an expedition of that character had often been discussed. We had, at
that time, captured the mouth of the Rio Grande, and our forces also occupied
Matagorda bay; and, so far as I understood, it was the intention of General
Banks to operate from that point against Galveston, and every arrangement
was made for that purpose in my department. rrhen it seemed that the government-at least that was my understanding-and some general officers were of
the opinion that an expedition could be effectually made against Shreveport.
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I was opposed to that movement in general, because I was opposed to any movement of troops west of the Mississippi river.
Question. What military objections to that expedition occurred to your mind 1
Answer. In the first place, in regard to operating west of the Mississippi, I
1·egarded that the enemy's forces having been divided by the Mississippi river,
all of our forces should have been ordered east of the Mississippi river, leaving
only so many troops west of the Mississippi as was necessary to hold the enemy
in check. After the enemy's forces east of the Mississippi had been whipped
by us, the small party west of the MissiRsippi would have soon yielded without
any difficulty. But we were operating from the department of the Gulf. We
had this army there, and were obliged to operate somewhere with these troops;
and the legitimate locality or theatre of operations for that force I regarded to
be the coast. .F irst to occupy the coast of Texas, then to occupy Mobile. I
desired first to go to Mobile; but the operations all having been started, it was
proposed to go to Mobile afterwards. That was my idea about it.
Question. Did you state this to General Banks 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was his opinion of it 1
Answer. That was his idea; that is, he was favorable to it. The operation
up the Red river required for its success this: r.rhe true object of such an operation was the wiping out of the rebel army west of the Red river; the merely
taking and destroying Shreveport, and then coming back, was not a sufficient
object for such an expedition. In order to carry out the true object of that
expedition, I considered that all the troops west of the Mississippi river
should be placed under the command of one officer, who was on the ground.
Now the forces that were destined to operate there were actually under
two different commanders, General Steele and General Banks. In the next
place, as a reason against this movement, or one showing its difficulty, the
Red river is not a reliable stream, as a line of supplies, for an army moving so
distant from its base as Shreveport and Texas were; and, to insure success, it
was necessary that we should have a more reliable line of supplies than that
river. I deemed-it was necessary to have first a wagon road, and eventually a
railroad, from Vicksburg to Shreveport. At first use the railroad as far as
Monroe, then use wagons to Shreveport, which was nearly directly west from
Vicksburg, a distance of 165 miles.
Question. Did General Banks share your views 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Who was it that planned and directed this expedition, and ordered
General Banks to go there 1
·
Answer. I cannot tell that. I presume it was ordered from Washington. I
did not see the orders at the time?
Question. You say General Banks was opposed to that expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir. He was opposed to that movement originally, and all the
time, except under the conditions which I mentioned, uniting the command and
a proper line of supplies; and the third condition was that we should have
ample time to make this campaign, inasmuch as it might take us some months
to accomplish the object of the expedition, owing to the difficult character of
the country, and the great distance over which the army would have to travel,
and the uncertainty of the direction in which the enemy would go. It was desirous to destroy their army west of that river effectually; and we could not
make arrangements to do that in any definite time.
Question. Would it not have taken a very large force to have guarded so
long a communication as that from the Mississippi to Shreveport?
Answer. It was considered that we had force enough. We should probably
have had forty thousand men in our movable column, if all the forces had been
concentrated properly; then we had a large number of colored troops who could
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have guarded the railroad and garrisoned points on the road for its protection.
Question. What number of colored troops accompanied that expedition 1
Answer. I think up as far as Grand Ecore, about twenty-five hundred men.
They were not required in any engagement; they were guarding the trainsone brigade of infantry and two regiments of troops acting as sappers and
miners.
Question. What do you know about the order of march from Grand Ecore 1
Answer. I know nothing about it except from hearsay. I was not along
with the army?
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WASHINGTON, D. 0., January 12, 1865.
Colonel J. G. WILSON sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a colonel and aide-de-camp on General Banks's staff.
Question. Were you in the Red river expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I went with the general.
Question. Will you tell us, in your own way, all the leading facts and circumstances connected with that expedition, so far as the same came to your
knowledger
Answer. I would begin by saying that I arrived in Alexandria, in company
with General Banks, on the 24th of March. General Franklin arrived with the
19th corps on the day following, and the day after that the army moved forward,
the 1~th corps and cavalry under General Franklin, and General Smith's corps
moving up the river on their transports. About a week after that we left Alexandria, where we had been detained in holding elections for delega1£s to the
constitutional convention, &c. We reached Grand Ecore, where we found all
the army assembled there, and in the vicinity-a portion of it at Natchitoches.
As soon as our transportation and the army was ready to move forward, it was
ordered forward, and after the last regiment had left Grand Ecore we followed.
'l'hat night we reached Pleasant Hill, where we found General Franklin with
the advance of the army encamped. The next morning they moved forward,
the moving column being under the disposition and orders of General Franklin.
We reached a bayou about twelve miles distant from Pleasant Hill at noon the
next day, where we found General Franklin building a bridge. Our headquar- .
ters train not having come up with our tents and mess arrangements, the general
said he thought he would ride forward to the front and see what was going on.
General Franklin had told us that nothing was going on in fi·ont except some
slight skirmishing, and gave it as his opinion that there would be no fighting. We rode forward to the front, where we got, I think, between 1 and 2
o'clock Soon after that there was considerable skirmishing, and General
Banks expressed anxiety about the situation, and sent back an aid to request
General Franklin to be ready to move up his main column, and immediately to
make preparations for so doing. About an hour after that an orderly was
despatched, and in a moment or two afterwards an aide-de-camp, with an order
to General Franklin to hasten to the front as rapidly as possible. The skirmishing was increasing, and extending down to our right flank, with danger of
getting to our rear. The general sent me down the road to see if I could find
any regiments, and to take them in on the right flank, to prevent our being
overlapped. I found several regiments, and took them in and placed them on
our extreme right. About half past four this battle began.
Question. At what place was this battle 1
Answer. At Sabine Crossroads, on the 8th of April. Our troops maintained
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their front for some time very gallantly ; I happened to be in front myself with
General Ransom, who was there wounded. Our troops maintained their position
very well until they were overlapped on both the right and left flanks, and until the enemy began to fire on their rear; no troops in the world could stand that.
It produced a sort of panic, and they began to fall back in disorder. U nfortunately, General Franklin had ordered the cavalry train to the extreme front,
against the expostulations of General Lee, who did not wish it >there in case of
any event of the kind which did occur. The train blocked up the road so
effectually, that neither the troops nor the artillery could get away by the road.
It was a piney forest there, and there was but one road. The artillery saw there
was no chance of getting their guns away, and after standing by their guns until the enemy was almost on them, they left them. The army then began to
fall back in a great deal of confusion, when a division of troops came up under
General Cameron, of the 13th corps. Those troops were very judiciously posted
by Generall!-,ranklin himself, who came to the front about that time-about 5
o'clock. We tried all we could to induce the disorganized troops to rally behind
this division, and some of them did so; but the charge of the rebels was too
strong and too impetuous, and they just swept away the new division as well
as the others, and then the army began to fall back utterly routed and panicstricken, every man for himself, until they reached a hill, where the 19th corps,
or rather the first division of it, under General Emory, was formed. That division opened their lines and allowed us to pass through, and awaited the assault
of the rebels, who seeing that we had got strong re-enforcements and hearing the
cheering, stopped and reformed their lines preparatory to a charge, which they
finally made, but which we repulsed. It was then dark, too late to continue in
pursuit of the enemy; and thus terminated the first day.
General Smith was supposed to be then at Pleasant Hill. .A. staff officer was
sent back with orders for General Smith to push forward with his troops as
rapidly as possible, in anticipation of an attack by the enemy early the next
morning. He was expected to be there before daylight with his troops. About
9 o'clock that night a council of war was held, and it was then decided that
i' would be necessary for us to fall back. 'rhere was no water there; there were
six thousand animals that must have water; and we decided to f::~Il back to
Pleasant Hill. The order was given, and the troops reached Pleasant Hill about
daylight, or very soon thereafter.
I should have stated that when that decision was arrived at, another aid was
sent back to tell General Smith not to come forward, but to await our arrival at
Pleasant Hill, which he did.
Another council of war was held at Pleasant Hill, when opinions were divided.
Some were for pressing forward, and some were for falling back. It was finally
decided, however, as the most prudent step, to fall back. We could not count
on the co-operation of the navy, and we were constantly receiving reports of an
intention on the part of General Magruder to come up from Texas and cut off
our communications. He was supposed to have ten or twelve thousand men.
Orders were given for the trains to proceed to Grand Ecore, and they began to
move in that direction about 10 o'clock on the morning of the 9th. The army
was put in a position to receive the enemy in case they made an attack.
Skirmishing went on more or less during the day, and a :l ittle before 5 o'clock
the enemy made an impetuous charge upon us, which was most gallantly repulsed,
and the enemy were driven back two miles. If we ceuld have had another hour
of daylight, I think we should have taken all their guns and trains; but it came
on dark and we could not pursue them.
It was then decided at another council of war that the army, in spite of their
victory, had better fall back to Grand Ecore. The army therefore moved off the
next morning about 3 o'clock. Some of our severely wounded, and also the
severely wounded of the enemy that we had taken care of previously, were left
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at Pleasant Hill, in charge of surgeons. A little skirmishing occured on our way
back, but we arrived at Grand Ecore, where we remained for a time, and then
fell back to Alexandria, fighting three successful battles on the way back. I
believe we lost neither a wagon nor a gun, except on the unfortunate 8th day of
April. },rom Alexandria we fell back to the Atchafalaya. These, I think, are
the leading points of the expedition.
Question. What amount of force had General Banks in all 1
Answer. Including General Smith's forces, he had about twenty-two thousand
men when he began the campaign.
·
Question. Of all arms 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was your estimate of the force opposed to you 1
Answer. As near as I could learn from conversations with prisoners, the enemy had just about twenty-two thousand; I do not think they had any more.
We never had the use of all of our troops at any onetime. We were obliged to leave
a division of troops at Alexandria, to keep open our communications; and when
we reached Grand Ecore a brigade of General Smith's troops was left with his
transports, a portion which proceeded up the river with the navy. I do not
think we had engaged at Pleasant Hill more than sixteen thousand troops.
The enemy unquestionably that day had twenty thousand. That was the testimony of some of their officers with whom I conversed.
Question. Have you the means of knowing who planned this expedition, and
where it was originated 1
Answer. I have always understood it was originated by General Halleck.
The campaign was made in opposition to the judgment of General Banks.
That it originated in Washington there can be no possible doubt, from the fact
that troops from other departments co-operated in that campaign.
Question. You say that General Banks was opposed to it 1
Answer. Yes, sir; he was always opposed to this campaign.
Question. Have you the means of knowing what were the objects expected
to be attained by it-what advantages were expected to the government from
this enterprise 1
Answer. I never knew; I never could conceive, because simply destroying
Shreveport did not seem to be a sufficient motive or reason for this campaign,
and that seemed to be the only end that was had in view, so far as we knew. It
was supposed that we were going to destroy Shreveport, and come back again.
Question. How far was it from Alexandria to Shreveport 1
Answer. I do not know the distance; but my impression is that from Grand
Ecore to Shreveport was about one hundred miles.
Question. Through what kind of country, and on what kind of road 1
Answer. It was a country densely wooded, chiefly with pine woods. The
roads were very few, very bad, and very narrow. It was esteemed a very bad
country in which to make a campaign-entirely unsuited to cavalry operations,
as they could not operate there, except when dismounted. Whenever General
Lee skirmished with the enemy, he was always obliged to dismount his men
and send his horses to the rear.
Question. How could you expect to destroy the army of the enemy in a
country like that 1
Answer. We could have done it if there had been a proper disposition of
our troops. The general opinion in the army among officers and men was, that
General Franklin, acting under his belief and theory that the enemy did not
mean to fight, made a wrong disposition of the troops, and separated his advance
too far from the main column; and when we fought that battle on the 8th, the
truth of our supposition was abundantly proved to us on that day, for if our
main column had been at the fi·ont the enemy could not have driven us back;
we could have held our own.
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Question. Then it was General Franklin's opinion that there would be no
fight1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Where did he expect there would be a fight 1
Answer. He did not think there would be any fight. He thought they were
going to retreat, as they had done in our campaign in the 'Teche country the
autumn previous. In that campaign there was now and then a little skirmishing, but no battle. We followed them several hundred miles, but we could not
get a fight out of them.
Question. To what do you attribute the failure of the campaign 1
Answer. Firstly, I should say, the navy did not co-operate with us on
account of the low water in the Red river; and secondly, I should say, the disaster E>f the 8th.
Question. And to what do you attribute that disaster 1
Answer. To the improper disposition of our forces. I think you .will find
that that is the general opinion of all the officers and men engaged in that campaign.
Question. State as near as you can what was the disposition that General
Franklin made of the forces under him.
Answer. When he left Pleasant Hill he ordered General Lee to move forward with his cavalry, and take his train with him, and keep his train close up
to the front, in order not to impede the marcQ. of the infantry. General Lee
went forward, and at a place called Wilson's farm he had a very severe engagement with the enemy, and lost a great many men. He then sent back word to
General Ji~ranklin that he desired the support of infantry ; that that was a country not fitted for cavalry to operate in. A brigade of infantry was sent to him,
and the enemy were finally driven back. General Lee moved forward, and expressed the opinion that there would be fighting, and requested General Franklin
to permit him to send back his train to the main column. He did not want his
train so near to the front, for in the event of any disaster it would make trouble.
General Franklin s'till repeated his order to move forward and take his train
with him. General Lee went forward, skirmishing with the enemy continually,
and finally when he got to Sabine Crossroads he found the enemy so strongly
posted that he declined to move forward any further until he could get the
support of more infantry. Another brigade of infantry was then sent forward,
and, I think, after that still another brigade was sent forward-making about
three brigades of infantry that were at the front under General Ransom when
we reached there.
Question. How was it about General Franklin's willingness to furnish infantry
at any time 1
Answer. I was told-! was not there on the spot-that he exhibited ~n indisposition to send infantry to the front, as being unnecessary. All his movements were based on the idea that the enemy were retreating, and would not
fight. That explains the whole thing. If that had been correct, his indisposition to send infantry to the front, or have the cavalry train in the main column,
would have been perfectly proper.
Question. How far in advance of infantry support was this cavalry train 1
Answer. About eight miles.
Question. How many infantry were there back that eight miles 1
Answer. Generall!..,ranklin must have had between seven and eight thousand.
Question. And where was the rest of the army 1
Answer. At Pleasant Hill, twelve miles back of General Franklin. The
et~timated distance from Pleasant Hill to Sabine Crossroads was twenty miles ;
and it was eight miles from Sabine Crossroads to where General Franklin was
with his main column, where we found him engaged in making a bridge when
we arrived, about noon, on our way to the front. He said to General Banks,
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when we left, that he was going to halt his army there and camp for the night.
Geneml Ransom expressed to me a great deal of anxiety when I saw him in
the front about 3 o'clock on the 8th. He said he thought we were in a very
dangerous position.
Question. Did General Banks know of the order in which the march was
being. made 1
Answer. Not until he witnessed it, because he left the general disposition of
the moving column to General Franklin, who, being an educated soldier, and a
West Point man, was supposed to be a perfectly competent judge of the proper
disposition of troops in making a forward movement. He left the details to
him, simply giving him a general order to move forward. General Banks
remained at Grand Ecore until all the troops left ; he wished to see them all off
before he left. After he saw them all off, he made a very hard ride of upwards
of thirty miles through a severe rain to Pleasant Hill that day.
Question. As a military man, what order of march should you say would
have been proper in such a country as that 1
Answer. Simply this: that where we knew we were near a large body of
the enemy, we should have moved in a compact body, so that they could not
have attacked a portion of our army without meeting the whole. In other
words, if this cavalry had been but two or three miles in advance of the main
column, and their cavalry train had been in the rear with the army train, there
could have been no disaster, for we could have held our own against that force,
or even a larger, as was abundantly proved at Pleasant Hill, where we were all
together, and drove the enemy.
Question. You attribute this disaster to the order of march 1
Answer. Yes, sir, in my judgment, that was the whole cause of it-the wrong
disposition of the troops.
Question. And you say Ge:qeral Franklin was responsible for that 1
Answer. Entirely; they were all under his orders, and when General Lee
desired any different arrangement from that which existed, he did not send to
General Banks, but to General Franklin, as being the commander of the
column.
Question. Was there an unusua1ly large train accompanying that army 1
Answer. The train was considerably larger than was absolutely necessary.
The cavalry train, for instance, consisted of about 180 wagons. It is usually
estimated that if a brigade has 25 wagons it is sufficient, which would have
made 100 wagons for the cavalry division, instead of 180.
Question. Why was this excess 1
Answer. I never knew; I only knew the fact that a great many officers were
carrying more baggage than the regulations would permit. A great many were
carrying luxuries not usually taken on an expedition; for instance, a dozen of
wine, and things of that sort. General Lee had the general direction of the
cavalry division, both as regards the extent of the train and other particular3.
Question. Was the infantry train unusually large 1
Answer. No, sir, I should say not for a campaig:a such as we were making.
We had a long march through an enemy's country, and were obHged to rely
upon our own train for supplies for the troops, ammunition, &c.
Question. What do you know about any dealings in cotton there by the
army, or any persons attached to or going with it 1
Answer. I only know that, to my very great surprise, when I went on board
our headquarters boat at New Orleans, the Black Hawk, I found Colonel Frank
Howe, with four or five friends of his, who I knew were cotton operators. I
thought it strange that they should be there. It naturally occasioned some
conversation among the staff, and they all expressed surprise at it. I could
only learn-! never spoke to General Banks about it-that there had been
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some sort of authority produced by these gentlemen, from the authorities in
Washington, to accompany us.
Question. Will you give the names of those gentlemen 1
Answer. One was Henry Thompson, who has been residing for the past year
in New York; another was a Mr. 'Valdron, who lived atthe New York Hotel; a
third was a gentleman who was formerly on Governor Shepley's staff, a Capt:'lin
Bolles; and Colonel Frank E. Howe, of New York. I believe those were the four.
When we reached Alexandria we found the navy taking possession of all the cotton; we found them going back into the country a distance of six or seven miles.
Question. Were those gentlemen whom you have mentioned engaged in it,
so fi:tr as you know 1
Answer. No, sir, I never knew of their being actually engaged in any operations, although it was understood that they were cotton operators, and that they
went up for that purpose. '.rhe operations of the fleet were carried on by order
of the admiral. They would go into the country a distance of five or six miles,
find a lot of cotton and brand it" C. S. A.," and underneath that "U.S.N."
I recollect that I asked the admiral one day, when he did me the honor of
asking me to dine with him, if he knew what those letters stood for. He
eaid, "No." I saicl: they stood for "Cotton Stealing Association of the
United States Navy." There came to Grand Ecore a Mr. William Butler, o~
Illinois, and a Mr. '.rhomas E. Casey, from Kentucky, who had authority from
the President-I saw the letter myself-to go with the expedition. They were
to have, I think, any transportation they should request from the naval commander or the commander of the army ; at all events, they were to have such
assistance as the army and navy could render.
Question. Were they purchasing cotton 1
Answer. They did purchase cotton, because we used some of it in our dam.
Question. What did they do with it after they purchased it 1
Answer. They had proposed sending it down the river ; but the river was
blockaded, as it were, by the enemy, who captured several of our transports and
destroyed two of our gunboats; so they did not send it down, but kept it at
Alexandria, where the army and navy were; and before they had got away
with it we had used a great deal of it in the construction of our dam.
Question. How was it marked 1
Answer. I do not remember; I only know that Mr. Butler came to me one
day and said, " I wish you would take somebody else's cotton than mine; that
is very fine cotton!"
Question. About what amount of cotton did you see there with the navy 1
Answer. Being a novice in the matter of cotton, I do not know that I could
make an estim~te. I should say that I must have seen in the neighborhood
of one thousand bales that the navy had; and in addition to that, was the cotton that belonged to Mr. Butler, and also a great deal of cotton that belonged to
the people of Alexarndria. There must have been several thousand bales of cotton
in Alexandria. rl'he navy, I should say, must have had more than a thousand
bales, because they had several barges loaded with it; perhaps they had two
or three thousand bales of cotton. Some of that cotton went down the river,
and, as I was informed, then went to Cairo. · This Mr. Casey is the person
who was said to have been out into the rebel lines, and had an understanding
with the rebel general, Kirby Smith, in regard to getting all the cotton in
that region of the country. He made some arrangement with him that Butler
and Casey should get this cotton and pay him a percentage upon all they
receiv~d; and the arrangement was that he was to fall back with his army
until the cotton was secured. That was simply a rumor in the army. I know
Casey had been out into the rebel lines, because he told me so himself. He
said he had been out there and had seen General Smith, and that he had a
brother-in-law who was a colonel under him.
Part n-6
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Question. You say you saw the letter of the President giVmg these gentlemen authority; will you be particular about the extent of that authority 1
Answer. Well, I could not be very particular about that, because I did not
actually read the letter. r.rhe letter was given to General Banks and he read
it. I got my information as to the contents of the letter from him. I remember his expressing surprise to me that the President should send such people
there with any such authority. I saw the letter in his hands, and recognized
the writing of the President from other letters I had seen, but did not actually
read the letter myself.
Question. Did General Banks permit other ootton dealers, or other dealers,
to accompany the expedition, except those who were authorized from Washington 1
Answer. No, sir; there were no other persons that I know of, except those
on our headquarters boat, who I understand had presented letters to General
Banks from the authorities in Washington, requesting that the.y should be permitted to go; which was equivalent to an order that they should go. In that
way they had secured their permits from him to go on the boat. The impression seemed to prevail that this authority had been secured tluough Colonel
Howe, and that he had secured it through his friend, 1\ir. Chase. That was
the impression.
Question. Was not such a thing detrimental to military operations 1
.Answer. We thought so. I remember that General Stone was very much
aggravated indeed at seeing any of these people there.
Question. Do you know whether any teams belonging to the army or navy
were engaged in bringing in this cotton from the country?
Answer. The navy had ~eized wagons and animals wherever they could find
them, and they were using those wagons and horses and mules to draw in this
cotton. Some of the mules, I remember, were branded with letters two feet
long, "U .. S. N.," and it created a great deal of amusement in the army to see
such huge letters instead of the small letters generally used, two or three inches
long.
Question. Admiral Porter was aware of all this 1
Answer. It was done by his order.
Question. Do you know' whether he claimed any authority from the President
to go into that business 1
Answer. No, sir; I never heard that he assigned any reason or authority for
doing it; he simply did it. It seemed to be the general opinion that his course
in regard to cotton had produced some feeling between himself and General
Banks, who did not approve of his operations. At the same time General
Banks did not wish to quarrel with the navy by attempting to stop it. Some
of our officers claimed that he ought to stop it-that the navy had no right to
go ashore.
Question. Did these cotton expeditions pass beyond our pickets 1
Answer. Yes, sir, constantly. Our pickets were not above three miles from
Alexandria, and some of these expeditions went out six or seven miles into the
country, and of course were obliged to pass our pickets. They were always accompanied by a commissioned officer of the navy, who stated that he was sent
out by order of the captain of his vessel or of the admiral, so we never liked to
assume the responsibility of saying that they should not pass.
Question. Could the government have known during this expedition that
Admiral Porter was taking this cotton 1
Answer. They must have known it very soon after our arrival there.
Question. How long was this dealing in cotton continued?
Answer. As long as the navy remained in Alexandria-until they moved up
the river; and when we came down the river, and the navy reached the rapids,
which they could not croSt! on account of the low stage of the water, we found
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that every one of the gunboats had cotton in their holds. I went to the general one day and said that I did not think we should be working there like
beavers, night and day, to construct a dam to float these vessels when they were
loaded. down with cotton ; and as a result of his expostulations with ·the admiral they were compelled to disgorge.
Question. Was this cotton business a profitable business 1
Answer. Exceedingly so.
.
Question. What wis paid for the cotton by those men who were getting it
there 1
Answer. Nothing; the navy just seized it.
Question. Have you any means of knowing what finally became of this large
amount of cotton 1
Answer. I was told that it all went to Cairo, and was there sold, and that
after the sale a large portion of the proceeds had been returned by the admiral
to the government, or to the parties who were able to prove that they owned
the cotton; so that my impression is that the navy derived very little benefit
from their action there in the matter of cotton.
Question. Did the proceeds go into the hands of the quartermaster 1
Answer. Not of the cotton-that went to Cairo. My impression is that it
was srid by somebody's order-whether the admiral's order fi·om the Secretary of the Navy, or whose order it was, I could not say. My impression is
that the cotton was sold by some proper authority, and the proceeds returned to
the parties who owned the cotton. The cotton that went from Alexandria to
New Orleans was all transferred to the quartermaster's departm~nt.
Question. What object ceuld the government have in entering into such a
speculation as that, if they returned the proceeds to the parties who owned the
cotton 1
Answer. We did not suppose that the government had any knowledge at all
of this thing at the time, bmt that the admiral did it on his own authority. vVe
certainly supposed that if any such order had been given. to the admiral, General Banks would have been informed of the fact. He had no such information,
but, on the contrary, was very much surprised when he found that the navy was
seizing cotton.
.
.
Question. Was the navy employed in transporting the cotton of these gentlemen who had authority from the President 1
Answer. No, sir, they had their own boats.
Question. Now, in regard to the dam, who odginated the idea of constructing
the dam, to enable the boats to get over those rapids 1
Answer. General Bailey, then Colonel Bailey.
Question. Will you give us a little account of that 1
Answer. The first knowledge which I had of it was from General Franklin
coming to our headquarters with Colonel Bailey and mentioning the subject to
General Banks. 'l'he general immediately became impressed with the idea. of
the practicability of the scheme, and went down to see the admiral, who did
not seem to think it was of much use, or that it would succeed; but after General Franklin had seen him, and after General Banks had called upon him a
eecond time, he expressed a desire that the experiment should be tried, and orders were immediately given by General Banks, and the dam was begun.
Nearly three thousand men were employed there, night and day, for ten days,
when two or three vessels were able to cross. At that time a portion of the
dam gave way, consisting of two or three large coal barges, which we had filled
with iron, stones, bricks, &c., and which we had supposed were secure ; but
the immense strength of the current carried them away. As it proved afterwards, it was a very fortunate occurrence, .because those barges floated against
some rocks, and there they rested, and acted as a sort of guide, as the vessels
palised through-the vessels striking against. these barges, sheering off and
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passing down safely. We then went to work again, and at the expiration of
four days and nights the dam was completed, and all the vessels passed over.
'l'he general expostulated with the admiral about his vessels being loaded with
cotton, and the cotton was taken out of all the vessels. They also took off ·
their guns, and a great deal of their ammunition, which was moved by the army
wagons down below the falls.
Question. If Admiral Porter had ordered the vessels to be lighted, so as to
enable him to take advantage of the first dam before it gave way, could he have
gone over safely 1
Answer. Yes, sir; every vessel.
Question. What reason did he give to General Banks for not lightening his
vessels so as to take advantage of that first dam 1
Answer. He never gave any. The navy men are always very jealous of anything like what they deem interference on the part of the army.
Question. I think the interference that liberated their vessels should have
been pardoned.
Answer. It seems to me that they manifested a very great want of interest in
trying to save their vessels. With the exception of one officer of the fleet,
we had no assistance from the navy at all. That officer placed these barges in
the darn, which required a great deal of skill, by first making hawsers ·fast to
the shore, and then by making them fast to the barges and• letting them down
to their places. Sometimes I would ride up to where the navy were anchored
and ask them how much the water had risen. They did not seem to knowdid not seem to show any interest in it. rl'here was not an ounce of anything
taken out of these vessels untH after the accident happened to the dam. 'l'hen
General Banks went to the admiral and said, " You ought to lighten your vessels, take off your iron plating, and take off your guns and ammunition, because
time is precious. Our forage and provisions are getting low, and we do not want
to Etay here any longer than is necessary." The admiral then gave orders to
have his vessels lightened, and the draught of s0me of the vessels was decreased
eighteen inches.

Testimony

of Major

General N. P. Banks.

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan-uary 13, 1865.
N.
P.
BANKS
recalled
and examined.
Major General
The reporter was directed to read to General Banks the following testimor.y
given by Colonel J. G. Wilson:
"There came to Grand Ecore a Mr. William Butler, of Illinois, and a ::M:r.
Thomas E. Casey, from Kentucky, who had authority from the President-!
saw the letter myself-to go with the expedition; and they w~re to have, I
think, any transportation they should request from the naval commander or the
commander of the army ; at all events, they were to have such assistance as the
army ·and navy could render.
" Question. Were they purchasing cotton 1
· "Answer. They did purchase cotton, because we used some of it in our dam.

*

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

" Question. You say you saw the letter of the President giving them this
authority ; will you be particular abqut the extent of that authority 1
" Answer. I could not be very particular about that, because I did not actually read the letter. The letter was given to General Banks, and he read it,
and I got my information, as to the contents of the letter, from him. I rememl>er his expressing surprise to me that the Presjdent should send such people
there with a~y . such authority. I saw the letter in his hands, and recognized
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the writing of the President from other letters which I had seen, but did not
actually read the letter myself."
By the chairman:
Question. The committee having obtained this testimony, they have deemed
it best to send for you, as your name is mentioned in connex:ion with it, and
read it to you. I will ask you if any person accompaniell your expedition up
the Red river having authority from the President to purchase cotton or other
oommodities 1
Answer. No, sir; no person accompanied the expedition for that purpose,
either with the authority of the President or of any other officer. But, at Alexandria, a gentleman from the west called on me-l cannot tell whether it was
Mr. Butler or Mr. Casey-and showed me a paper from the President, which
authorized him to go beyond the lines. It was substantially in the nature of a
pass; but, inasmuch as he was . to go by water, it of course carried, with the
privilege to pass the lines, the privilege to take the steamer he was on, or something of that kind. The inference drawn by Colonel Wilson is not sustained
by the fact. The naval and military authorities were called upon to recognize
the pass, but not to put anything at his service, or to give him any support or
protection, or to pass supplies or property of any kind, as I understood it, but
merely to recogllize the personal pass. When I saw the paper Admiral Porter
had indorsed it, instructing the naval officers to recognize it, and to comply with
its instructions, and I did the same thing to all military officers. I never gave
him any assistance or protection, but instructed the officers in my command to
reeognize that paper as coming from the highest military authority.
Question. You say you do not remember the name 1
Answer. It was either Butler or Casey-I am quite confident it was Casey.
Question. Do you know what his object was in going beyond the lines.
Answer. No, sir; I was never informed. I do not know that I ought to
give my idea about it. I supposed it was in reference to cotton, although I did
not know that. His authority was not so far recognized as to interfere with
our military operations. I think he did not go beyond the lines. At Grand
Ecore, where he had a barge filled with cotton, which was necessary for the
completion of a pontoon bridge over the Red river for our military operations,
we took the barge and the cotton, and gave him a receipt for the same.
Question. Of course you do not know whether he did go beyond the lines or
not 1
Answer. I could not say that he did not ; he, perhaps, had been beyond the
lines earlier. I am quit~ confident that he was not beyond the lines of the
army during this· expedition. However, this ought to be said: the pass or
privilege which Mr. Casey had, and which I indorsed, was dated the December
previous. We were at Grand Ecore early in April, and the question arose between myself and my officers whether I ought to recognize the pass ; and one
of the reasons assigned for not recognizing it was, that it was dated in December, 1863. Still, inasmuch as I did not know for what purpose it had been
given, and the authority was sufficient to justify it, I had no hesitation in giving
it my recognition, so far as to instruct the officers in my command to comply
with its directions.
Question. Did it emanate from the President or---from the Secretary of the
Treasury?
Answer. It was in the handwriting of the President, and with his signature.
Question. I do not now remember whether I asked you in your former ftXamination who was the originator of this Red river expedition.
Answer. I stated that in the first interview that I had here in Washington
with General Halleck, concerning the administration of the department of the
Gulf, he pointed out to me upon the map Shreveport as the line of operations
for Texas; and that in all my correspondence with him in regard to military
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affairs he often, always repeated the suggestion, and conveyed to me a kind of
censure because I did not adopt it when ordered to re-establish the flag in Texas.
When this expedition was first proposed to me, he said, "It is the opinion of all
the western generals that this is the proper line of operations for an advance
into Louisiana arid Arkansas, and operations against 'l1exas.'' Unquestionably
it would have been a very good line of operations for Louisiana and Arkansas,
and perhaps against Texas; but, as I said before, it required that all the forces
west of the Mississippi should be concentrated for that purpose, and united under
one command, and that we should have time enough to make a campaign against
the enemy in any part of the country to which he might retreat. In that view,
I believe it would have been the wisest thing that the government could have
done; but that was a very different campaign in its objects and results, from
an expedition for thirty or sixty days. My belief is, that after the campaign of
the Mississippi, which was th.e fi.rst grand success of the war, the next best step
would have been the concentration of the forces on the Mississippi, for the purpose of clearing the entire western part of the country of the enemy. That would
have enabled us to have filled up that part of the country with a loyal population. Texas would have been filled up immediately with loyal people, and thus
have placed a barrier between us and Mexico.
Question. Do you know when this western project was got up by the administration here, whether they contemplated concentrating the forces for that expedition 1
Answer. I supposed the intention was to concentrate all the forces. If it had
not been, I would not have consented to have taken a part in it. My consent
was predicated upon the concentration of all the forces specified for that purpose-which forces were ten to fifteen thousand men of General Steele's, ten
thousand of General Sherman'~, and ~uch as I could bring, some seventeen
thousand, making thirty-seven to forty thousand men in all, which was enough,
and with which the expedition would have been successful in spite of all the
difficulties encountered. I do not know what would have resulted from it, because lines of communication, such as I suggested, had not been established. The
fact was that I ha.d less than half of that number to operate with. If I had
known that, I should have declined entering upon the movement; but I had
said as much against the Red river line of operations in my despatches for two
years as was proper for a subordinate officer, where the idea was continually
pressed upon him as it wa~ upon me.
Question. What led them to change the plan, and detach from that expedition those who you supposed were to co-operate with you 1
Answer. I do not think that the plan was changed. My idea is, that it was
a failure to comply with the plan, that each of the three commanders was left
to take his own coun~e and follow his own judgment, and neither of them was
acting under any positive orders in regard to this matter of concentration. 'That
naturally accounts for the difficulty. General Steele was operating upon his
own line. He was to join me at Natchitoches, by way of Monroe, from Little
Rock, or I was to join him at Monroe, on the same line; so that in either event
he would have operated with me south, or I would have operated tvith him north
of the river, according to the exigencies of the case. But he did not go on that
line at all.
Question. Was it not a capital error to so divide the command 1
Answer. It was a fatal error. As I stated before, in my own recommendation, and also in that of Major Houston, an engineer, it was made an indispensable condition that the command should be put under one head. The truth
was, that while four forc~s-General Steele's, General Sherman's (under General
Smith,) Admiral Porter's, and my own-were operating together, neither one of
them had a right to give any order to the other. General Smith never made
any report to me, but considered his as substantially an independent force.
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Question. General Halleck was general-in-chief of the army during that period 1
Answer. Yes, sir. When Genetal Grant assumed the command of all the
armies, he manifestly entertained somewhat different views of the expedition;
he wanted it to close up in fifteen days, and !!aid that if it did not he should be
sorry that it ever had been commenced. Inasmuch as the Arkansas force
was a part of this expedition, and operating at the same period, I think
tlte committee, as a matter of hist0ry, ought to make some inquiries in regard to
that. It took us twenty days to communicate with General St€e1e, and then
we could only state our own position, ask what he was doing, and give advice;
but we could not tell whether he followed the advice or not, or what he was
doing. I sent to him, by my officers, three or four times while the campaign
was in progress. That is an important feature in the history of this case, in regard to which I cannot give any testimony. In regard to the cotton matters, of
which you have inquired, I want to add a word to what I said before in regard
to the navy. .A.s I have said, the navy took cotton whetever they could find it;
and at Alexandria they also released it whenever they chose, which was an
additional feature which I did not mention before. They released it to such
persons as they thought proper. The way that came to my knowledge was
that parties frequently came to me to get cotton releaged. Xsaid I could do
nothing about it; but they came to me afterwards and said that they had had
it released by the admiral.
•
Question. Did the admiral claim authority from the administration to deal
in cotton 1
Answer. No, sir; no special authority. It wa.s taken, according to the repreaentations of naval officers, under the prize law.
Question. Under the general prize law that operates at sea 1
Answer. Ye~, sir; and they had a prize court up the :river somewhere, which
settled such cases as they did not choose to determine themselves, aud release
upon the representations of claimants.
Question. Who appointed the prize court 1
Answer. I do not know. I understood in the general history of the affair
that there was a prize court up the river, which was called the admiral's prize
eourt.

Testimony qf Brevet Brigadier General J. S. Brisbin.
WASHINGTON, Jartuary 18, 1865.
Brevet Brigadier General J. S. BRISBIN sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your present rank and position in the a:rmy 1
Answer. I am brevet brigadier general in the army.
Question. Did you serve under General Banks in what is called the Red
river expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what capacity 1
Answer. I was colonel at that time on the staff of General Lee, commanding
the division of cavalry.
Question. Were you in that army from the time it started upon that expedi-

tion1

Answer. I joined General Lee fl,t New Orleans, and was with him during
whole expedition from New Orleans to Pleasant Hill.
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Question. State the incidents of that expedition which seem to you to be of
public interest.
Answer. The cavalry marche.d from New Orleans to Franklin, and from
there to Alexandria. Nothing of particular interest occurred until the army arrived at Alexandria, where we joined the cavalry column under General Banks.
The whole army then advanced up Red river, and arrived at Natchitoches
about the 4th of April, 1864. We broke camp at Natchitoches on the
6th of April, and advanced in the direction of Wilson's farm. The cavalry
was in ad vance one day-a part of the infantry did not follow us until after
one day-and during the sixth and seventh we skirmished with the enemy.
.We marched twenty-one miles on the sixth to Crump's Hill, and the advance
of infantry was reported to be at Bayou Dupal, seventeen miles from N atchitoches. 1.,he cavalry advanced again, on the morning of the seventh, in the
direction of Pleasant, Hill, still skirmishing with the enemy, and finding some
resistance until we arrived at Wilson's farm, where we came upon all the rebel
c.avalry reported to be under G~neral Green, of Texas, tw~;?nty-five hundred
strong; we having, I . think, three thousand cavalry. We kad a battle there,
and sent back to find out how near the infantry were, and it was reported not
a great way behind. We had all our cavalry train between us and the head
of the infantry column. General Lee wrote a despatch, after the action at Wilson's farm, asking that the wagon train might be taken care of by the infantry,
and that we might send it back; at least so far as the first division of the infantry, so that it could be protected by it. A reply was returned by General
Franklin that we should have to take care .o f our own train ·and keep it up
with the cavalry. I did not see the despatch myself.
The next morning, the 8th, we advanced and found the enemy in considerable force about two miles from Wilson's farm, and during the whole of that
day there was fighting. We pressed the enemy back until we arrived at a
place called Sabine Crossroads, where the enemy were reported to be in heavy
force in our front. We skirmished with them incessantly until 3 o'clock in
the afternoon, when it was definitely ascertained that a very large force of the
rebels were there.
General Banks hims~lf came up in the mean time. .A. brigade of infantry,
under Colonel Landrum, joined us, and went into position, and also a division
of the thirteenth corps, under General Ransom. General Lee sent to General
Banks to know how far back the main body of the infantry was, stating at the
same time that there was a large force of the enemy in our front-too large to
be moved with the force we had there. General Banks answered that he
thought General Franklin was not very far back-probably three or four miles ;
that he would soon be up, and that WQ must hold our position.
At about 4 o'clock the whole rebel line advanced. I think we had there
on the ground about 8,000 men, cavalry and infantry, and I believe the rebel
force to have been fully 18,000. Our troops did all they could, but were overpowered by numbers, and forced to fall back. Several couriers were sent to
General Banks, from cavalry headquarters, to know where General Franklin
and his division of infantry were; and it was then said he was back six miles,
and had gone into camp about 1 o'clock. Whether that was true or not, I
do not know, but such was the report in the army. We commenced falling
back, but were so pressed upon both flanks that the retreat soon 'degenPrated
into a rout. We were compelled to abandon all our cavalry wagon train and
our cannon, some eighteen pieces, which fell into the hands of the enemy.
About four miles back we came upon the force of General Franklin, drawn
up across the road. Our force retreated by his, and General Emory, who was
commanding a division under General Franklin, met the enemy and checked
the retreat.
A portion of the army had been defeated at Sabine Crossroads, and coo·
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tinned to fall back to Pleasant Hill. General Emory followed with his division, General Smith in the mean time having arrived at Pleasant Hill with
his force. The forces rallied at Pleasant Hill and gathered together, and about
nine o'clock in the morning, the enemy following began to attack our outposts
beyond Pleasant Hill. Another battle was fought at Pleasant Hill, only a
portion of which I saw, a brigade of cavalry having been ordered to go back
to the rear to guru.·d the wagon train-to go as far as Grand Ecore, and I was
sent with it. The whole of the army arrived at Grand Ecore the next day and
night after the battle at Pleasant Hill.
It was claimed that we defeated the enemy at Pleasant Hill, and that they
retreated in the direction of Sabine Crossroads. From all I beard, I think the
rebel army were defeated there; but our army was in no condition to follow,
for, being neady out of rations, it was necessary to fall back to Grand Ecore in
order to obtain supplies.
Question. To what do you attribute the failure of that expedition ?
Answer. To the scattering of our forces, and not marching them in one body.
Question. State the order of that march as it was, and as you think it should
have been.
Answer. I think no cavalry wagon train should have Been put between the
cavalry and the advance of the infantry. The whole train should have been
in the rear of the army, or at least a sufficient body of infantry should have been
put in advance of the train in order to support the cavalry.
Question. Who was responsible for that order of marching 1
Answer. I supposed the order of march was publi.shed by General Banks, as
he was understood to be in command of the army at that time.
Question. Was he apprised of the manner in which the army was advancing,
and that it was obstructed by the wagon train in the way spoken of 1 Had
he the means of knowing that was the way in which the advance was being
made1
Answer. I do not know. I saw nothing of General Banks but once at Natch·
itoches, and then but a few minutes, but I presume he knew of and published
the order of march.
Question. Do I understand you that General Lee was opposed to that disposition of the wagon train 1
Answer. Yes, sir; General Franklin commanded the advance of the infantry,
and when we sent communications from the oovalry to the rear we sent them
to General Franklin, and received replies from him. Whether he sent them to
General Banks I am not aware.
Question. What do_you know about General Lee sending back for an infantry support 1
Answer. He did send for infantry forces, but they were refused him; but
afterwards a small body of infantry from Colonel Landrum's command was
sent up the next morning, but the force sent was deemed by cavalry officers
insufficient.
Question. Was not that mode of advancing by cavalry, impeded by wagon
trains, on such a road, calculated to invite the enemy to attack in force, and
~w into confusion the cavalry, so that they could not get back upon th£S
iDfantry supports 1
·
Answer. Yes, sir. If the general commanding expected to meet a force of the
enemy in front, that manner of advancing was indiscreet; for, the cavalry once
defeated, there was no hop~ of saving the train.
Question. Were not you skirmishing with the enemy before that attack 1
Answer. Yes, sir, all the time for two days before.
Question. WaS\ it expected that you would meet the enemy before you got
to Shreveport 1
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Answer. I think most of the army officers expected to meet no serious resistance until we should arrive near Shreveport. However, there were some of
the officers of the army that thought differently.
Question. How was it with General Lee, who was in the advance 1
Answer. I do not know that I ever heard him express his opinion upon the
subject.
Question. Do you know what the object expected to be accomplished by the
planners of that expedition was 1
Answer. I understood it to be the capture of Shreveport, and the large amount
of stores and numerous steamers there, all of which were of use to the enemy.
Question. You were with General Banks at New Orleans, were you 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know who planned this expedition 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know whether General Banks believed in the practicability
of the expedition when he started 1
Answer. I never heard General Banks express an opinion upon the subject.
Question. Do you know anything about the fleet getting blockaded in the
Red river 1
Answer. After the army arrived at Grand Ecore, I was sent by General
Banks to New Orleans, and I knew very little about the fleet or what happened
after that time.
Question. Do you know whether any cotton speculators accompanied the
,expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir; there was a large number of persons, who I was told we1e
cotton speculators, along with the army.
Question. Do you know the names of any of them 1
Answer. No, sir. I saw citizens accompanying the army, and inquired who
they were, and was told that they were men speculating in cotton.
Question. Do you know from whom they derived their authority to trade in
cotton 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not know of any authority given to any of them. I
believe that some who accompanied the army were newspaper correspondents.
Question. Was the army or any portion of it engaged in cotton operations 1
Auswer. Not to my knowledge. I know of no officer of the army so engaged.
Question. Were there any private persons along with the army so engaged 1
Answer. Not to my certain knowledge. I know of no such persons connected with the officers of the army.
Question. Do you know of any of the army transports being engaged in it 1
Answer. No, sir; I never saw a bale of cotton hauled by a government wagon
during that expedition upon the part of the army. I saw the navy hauling
cotton to the river at Alexandria upon wagons which I supposed to be government wagons.
Question. Do you know whether any officers of the marine or navy were so
engaged?
Answer. I do not. I understood it was all done by authority; that the navy
seized the cotton as prize of war, and put it on board their vessels as such.
When I inquired about it, I was told it was done by authority of Admiral Porter, and that be acted under instructions from the trade agency of the treasury
jn that matter.
Question. Is there anything further, in reference to that expedition, which
you think important to be stated?
Answer. I think I have stated about all I know about the matter.
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WASHINGTON, January 19, 1865.
Colonel J. G. WILSON appeared before the committee, and made the following statement:
In my testimony given to the committee the other day I stated that a Mr.
Butler and a Mr. Casey came to Alexandria with a letter from the President,
which I thought directed the commanders of the army and the navy to render them
such assistance and give them such facilities as they might ask. Upon further
reflection, I am convinced that I was in error when I made that statement; that
the letter of the President was simply in the nature of a pass, authorizing them
to accompany the army and navy in their movements.

Testimony qf Brigadier Ge'!leral Francis Fessenden.
WASHINGTON, JanuaTy 19, 1865.
Brigadier General FRANCIS FESSENDEN sworn and examined.
By :M:r. Loan:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers.
Question. Were you in the Red river expedition of Gooeral Banks 1
Answer. I was.
Question. What was your rank and position at that time 1
Answer. I was colonel of the 30th Maine veteran volunteers, and I was in
command of my regiment on the 8th of April, 1864, during the action of Sabine
Crossroads.
Question. To what brigade, division and corps, did your regiment belong 1
Answer. rrhird brigade, first division, and 19th corps.
Question. Will you give us a narrative of what occwrred from the time our
troops left Grand Ecore or Natchitoches 1
Answer. We left Grand Ecore, I think, on the 6th of April, marching about
15 miles, when we encamped for the night. 'I'he next day, the 7th, we marched
to Pleasant Hill; and on the Slh we marched to a bayou, the name of which
I forget, some nine miles beyond Pleasant Ilill, where we went into camp. I
was general officer of the day on that day. My regiment was behind with the
baggage that day; but I kept on with the main column under General Emory,
a.s I was general officer of the day. About an hour after we had reached this
bayou and gone into camp, my regiment came into camp, and I returned to it,
having been relieved by another officer of the duties of officer of the day.
About half past four o'clock, I should think, we were ordered to get into line
and form a column on the road, and got ready, with two days' rations of hard
bread, to move forward immediately. It was understood that · there was an
action going on at the front, about six miles distant, between General Ransom's
detachment of the 13th corps and the enemy. We got into line and moved
forward very rapidly, going those six miles in about an hour and ten minutes.
We arrived on the ground a few moment~ after 6 o'clock, and were immediately
put into action. There was one attack made upon our brigade, but it was a
slight attack and sc•on repulsed, I understood that there were two attacks made
on the other brigades of the 1st division of the 19th corps, which had come up
and deployed-the one attack in the centre, and the other more to the right ;
but those attacks were all repulsed.
On that night, at 10 o'clock, we commenced to fall back. 1\fy brigade led
the column of the 1st division of the 19th corps. We marched all night, and
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arrived at Pleasant Hill the next morning about 9 o'clock. Hearing the enemy
behind us, we were deployed to the right and left of the road ; but it proving
to be but a slight affair with the cavalry, our position was changed, and we
were placed in line of battle and the men allowed to rest.
Question. What was the condition of affairs when you moved up on the
evening of the 8th ·?
Answer. We found that the cavalry, and the troops under General Ransom,
had been very badly beaten, and driven off the field in a great deal of confusion; that the baggage train of the cavalry, or a portion of it, had been captured,
as well as some twenty pieces of artillery, I think, belonging to the cavalry,
and I do not know but some of it belonged to General Ransom's trooops ; but
I will not be positive about that.
Question. What troops did General Ransom command ?
Answer. r.rwo divisions of the 13th corps; one of them was a very small one,
being equivalent to a brigade, for it did not amount to more than an ordinary
brigade. And the other division was a small division. In all, his command
numbered only about seven thousand troops. They were very badly demoralized
and beaten. They had been entirely overwhelmed by superior numbers.
General Ransom had been wounded very early in the action, and compelled to
leave the field ; they had all fallen back ; and I think our division was deployed
in rear of the point at which their train, the baggage-train of the cavalry, had
halted. We checked the enemy there, as I have already stated, and fell back
to Pleasant Hill.
Question. The train must have been within the enemy's lines when you
arrived on the field 1
Answer. 'l'he enemy had advanced and taken the train ; but it was not
within the enemy's lines when the action commenced.
Question. But at the time the enemy attacked your division the enemy must
have passed this train, and it would then be within the enemy's lines 1
Answer. I so understood.
Question. Do you know anything about the causes of that disaster, the order
of march, &c. 1
Answer. The order of mt~.rch when we started from Grand Ecore, as I under·
stood it, was this: The cavalry kept in the advance from three to five miles,
with their ammunition train, and I think some supplies ; then came the infantry,
commanded by General Ransom and General Emory, all under command of
General Franklin; then came their baggage train; and, lastly, General Smith's
troops, which had left Grand Ecore one or two days after we did. I understood at Grand Ecore, I think, from conversation with General }"'ranklin, that
it had been designed at first to send General Smith's troops up the river on the
fleet. That is what I understood at the time, and I think from conversation
with General Franklin ; but that he was opposed to it, and they decided rather
late to have General Smith's forces follow us on the same road. I understood
that they wanted to send them up on the transports, because it was thou~ht
that there were not a sufficient number of wagons to carry enough supplies and
equipage with them on the road. It was deemed rather important not to separate the troops by having them advance in two directions. 'I'hat is what I
understood, though of course I was not high enough in rank to be consulted at
all about it.
We advanced in that way to Pleasant Hill, where we arrived on the 7th.
Our division of the 19th corps came to the camping ground, and advanced
several yards in advance qf General Ransom's detachment of the 13th corps,
which had thrown out pickets in front of us. I understood that General Banks
arrived at Pleasant Hill that night. General Lee had wished some infantry t<>
be sent him to support his advance, which General Franklin bad declined to
allow him. And General Lee made the request of General Banks when he
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an·ived at Pleasant Hill, and General Banks sent an order to Gen~al Franklin
to send a brigade of infantry to General Lee that morning early, so that it
could report by 5 o'clock on the morning of the 8th at the headquarters of
General Lee. That was some five miles in advance of Pleasant Hill. I think
tl1e troops sent forward were ordered to start at half past 3 o'clock on the
IOOrning of the 8th. I saw the order which General Ba11ks sent to General
Franklin. General Franklin sent the order to General Ransom, with the
indorsement that General Ransom would obey the spirit of the order by sending a division. I think he sent his small division, which was about equal to a
brigade. I think it consisted of only about 1,400 or 1,500 men, though I am
not positive about that.
Those troops started at half past 3 in the morning, and reported to General
Lee. General Lee commenced his advance in the morning, and went forward a
little distance. General Ransom was applied to by the officer commanding this
division or brigade of infantry, to send forward another brigade to relieve it, as
the troops were very tired, having been on the march since half past 3 in the
morning, having of course eaten but little, and being very thirsty. There was
vet.·y little water in that region of country. General Ransom went forward to
t·elieve this brigade or division, but was drawn into the fight by the enemy
suddenly developing a very large force and overwhelming him. It was very
sudden, and the first thing we heard of it was this firing to the front ; and our
division got under way and moved forward immediately. We went forward
and fonnd the troops there had been beaten badly; but we checked the enemy
and enabled the army to fall back to Pleasant Hill.
Question. Was there any information furnished of the enemy being in strength
in front of your advancing column, in front of the cavalry 1 Was there any
skirmishing going on there, or any evidence of the enemy being in force 1
Answer. 'l'here was skirmishing going on all day, but there. had been skirmishing going on every day since we left Grand Ecore. The enemy haEl. fallen
back, and we had made a good march every day.
Question. There had been skirmishing pretty constantly with the advance 1
Answer. I think all the time; at least I so understood, though I was with
the infantry.
Question. From what you saw of the condition of the country there, and
the condition of the baggage trains, wagons, &c., do you think the order of
march was a judicious one, or did it have any tendency to cause that disaster 1
Answer. I think a great mistake was committed in sending forward the infantry that way to support the cavalry. I think the cavalry was strong enough
to do all the skirmishing necessary to develop the enemy. I think it was a
mistake to send forward the infantry to support the cavalry, because it exposed
dlem to be drawn into a fight without all the infantry being present to take
part in it. Of course it is contrary to military principle to fight a battle with
Gilly part of your troops, when it is better to use the whole of them.
Question. What do you say about the baggage train being between the cavalry and infantry 1 Considering the character of the country, was that a judiflioos arrangement 1
Answer. I do not see how it could have been avoided, with the cavalry kept
10 far in advance as it was. It was proper tokeep some supplies, ammunition,
and rations with them. I do not think they would have been drawn into that
disastrous fight if the infantry had not been sent forward. Still I do not think
ilwas right to have any trains in advance in that way.
Question. Was not the country a very difficult one to move over 1
Answer. There was a single dirt road for us to move on; that was all.
Question. Were there any obstructions on either side of the road which
would impede the movement of troops outside of the road 1
Answer. The country was a rolling country, covered with forests.
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Question. Were the forests dense all:d impas~able to troops to any great extent 1
Answer. They were impassable for trains, and, I presume, for cavalry to
rnanceuvre; but they were not impassable for troops to go through and fight
through.
Question. How was it for cavalry 1
Answer. I do not think cavalry could fight there as cavalry; they would
have to dismount.
Question. State what oocurred after you got to Pleasant Hill ; how the retreat was managed from there.
Answer. After we arrived at Pleasant Hill we were put in line of battle,
and the men were allowed to rest, which they did nearly all day. There was
skirmishing kept up nearly all day, and we could hear it gradually growing
nearer. I held with my regiment the extreme left of the front line of battle
that· day, in the woods in front of Pleasant Hill. I sent out some companies
as skirmishers, to watch the approach of the enemy.
In the afternoon we were changed, from a position in the woods in front of
Pleasant Hill, to a position in rear of a deep ditch near the town. We were
placed behind this ditch, in open ground, and practically held the left of the
fi·ont line; and my regiment was on the left. I think it was not expected that
an attack would be made by the enemy in that direction. The attack was expected by the road which led in by the right centre of the army.
Instead of that, however, the enemy came around through the woods, and
about half past five o'clock drove in our skirmishers, and made a very fierce
attack on the brigade I was in, Colonel Benedict's brigade. 'I'he brigade fell
back under the attack, a great deal broken up, and my regiment wal!! separated
from the other three regiments, which went off in another direction. I had
fallen back still further to the left, as I knew there was a brigade of troops in
there to the rear and left of the army, placed there to protect our left flank and
rear of the army from attack in that direction. My regiment being the last of
the brigade to fall back, the ooemy had already advanced so far after the other
three regiments that I could not fall back where they did. I therefore fell
back in another direction, rallying my regiment and forming on the right of
the brigade I have referred to ; and that brigade, my regiment, and another
brigade which I think had been brought up under General Emory, made an
attack upon the enemy's column, which had advanced some distance, and drove
them back with great loss. We continued to advance, and drove them a mile
or more, so completely off the field that there was no other attack made by the
enemy in that direction.
There was an attack afterwards made to the right; I heard the firing, but it
was easily repulsed. They made several advances there, but they were each
time repulsed, and we reoccupied the ground that we had been on all day.
That night we fell back again, marching all night, and all the next morning,
until we reached the camping ground at the end of our first day's march from
Grand Ecore.
I ought to state here, that in that attack of the enemy on our left the brigade
commander, Colonel Benedict, was killed; and I then assumed the command
o£ the brigade.
Question. Did the remainder of the army fall back to the point you have indicated, and did the enemy pursue 1
Answer. The whole army fell back. But I understood that the enemy was
so badly beaten that he fell back to the bayou nine miles beyond Pleasant Hill,
and did not advance again until he had found out that we had fallen back from
Pleasant Hill.
Question. Did the enemy attack again subsequently to that 1
Answer. They did not attack us again on our way back to Grand Ecore.
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We remained at Grand Ecore some eight or nine days, where we built intrenchments to a certain extent; rifle pits. I think the whoi.B army threw up a kind
of temporary work in front.
Question. What is the distance from Grand Ecore to Pleasant Hill1
Answer. From 35 to 40 miles.
Question. What became of our wounded at Pleasant Hill1
Answer. I think many of them were left at Pleasant Hill. All that we CO'Uld
find transportation for we brought off.
Question. Will you explain the necessity of your withdrawing from Pleasant
Hill at the time you did 1
Answer. There was no water at Pleasant Hill. I understood we had used
up all our supplies; I was told we had but enough to last us on@ day, but I
know nothing personally about that. But we had no water at Pleasant Hill,
and the mules were suffering very much. · If we had remained there much longer
the mules would have all died, and then we should have lost all our transportation.
Question. How would it htave been with the men 1
Answer. We got a little water from the pools, and some of the men got some
water from the wells. But I think most of the cistern water had been used
when we went up. But there were little pools in the woods, and I think the
men could have got water enough to have enabled them to remain there another
day.
Question. I understood you to say that you took off some of the wounded
from Pleasant Hill. What was the necessity for leaving any on the battle-field 1
Answer. We took off all that we had ambulances for.
Question. What provision was made for taking care of those who were left 1
Answer. I understood that ~orne surgeons and some supplies were left.
Question. Have you any knowledge of that fact 1
Answer. I have no personal knowledge of it. I inquired in order to ascertain
what was to become of my own wounded. Having no medical staff of my own,
and no officer of the commissary department, I could not ascertain with cerWlity; I know only what I was told. ~ thought myself that we ought to stay
there another twenty-four hours, in order to bring off the trophies of the field
80 as to have the moral effect of a victory, and to see if we could not bring off
some more of our wounded.
Question. From where did you draw your suppiies 1
Answer. We started from Grand Ecore, I understood, with supplies enough
ill our wagons to last us unQl we struck the Red river again, where we should
meet our transports with supplies.
Question. If I understand you aright, you withdrew from Pleasant Hill be18,Use your supplies had given out. From where did you then expect to draw
~pplies 1
Answer. I think we could have remained there a little longer; I should have
the troops a little.
Question. You had supplies at Grand Ecore 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
,,.,. .. 1LIIlP~n·rm, And if you had remained at Pleasant Hill you could have ' drawn
from there 1
. Yes, sir. Still I thought we should have to fall back any way.
t we could have sent back and started supplies from Grand Ecore
And supposing we had one day's rations with us, we could have
at Pleasant Hill at least another twelve hours, in order to bl'ing off the
and the trophies of the field ; and if necessary for that purpose we
put the men on half rations for one day.
\Vhat diilposition was made of the wounded belonging to your brig-
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Answer. Some were brought off, and some were left there; one officer was
left there wounded. 'rhey were left in houses, and provided for, so far as shelter
was concerned; so the medical officer informed me. They were put in houses,
as I was told, their wounds dressed, and left as comfortable as they could be
under the circumstances. The difficulty was to find transportation to bring
them off.
Question. Do you know whether any of the wounqed were left at Pleasant
Hill for forty-eight hours without supplies or attendance 1
Answer. I do not know that.
Question. Give an account of the movements from Grand Ecore down the
river.
Ans\ver. We started from Grand Ecore somewhere about the 19th of April,
I think, though I will not be positive as to the exact date, to retreat to Alexandria, as it was understood. I received an order that the movement would be
under the direction of General Franklin. It was generally understood that
General l!-,ranklin had command of the retreat. On the day that we left I received an order to report with my brigade to General Birge, who was to conduct the advance of the army. He had his own brigade and my brigade to
lead the army. 'rhe principal body of the army was kept in the rear in order
to cover the trains, which were quite long, and to repel the enemy in case they
should make an attack.
We marched in that way for two days, I think, until we got some distance
down below Cheneyville, where we went into camp. The next morning General
Emory came up with the rest of his division of the 19th corps; the other
two brigades and General Cameron came up with the troop's of the 13th corps,
formerly under General Ransom. I think there were left of that detachment
of the 13th corps about 3,500 m~n, who had been re-equipped and furnished
with arms and whatever they had lost in the disaster of the 8th at Sabine Crossroads.
It was understood before we left Grand Ecore that the enemy had sent down
quite a heavy force to take possession of a crossing of the Cane river in order
to prevent us from getting across Can~ river and marching to Alexandria. . At
Grand Ecore the Red river is divided into two streams. The one is called the
Cane river, which is the old Red river, and is rather a small stream, fordable in
most places, but with very steep banks. The other is the new or principal Reel
river, and flows more to the left. The two unite below, forming a long island,
some forty miles long I should think, perhaps more; I have never computed
the distance exactly. That island between Cane river and Red river is a perfectly flat country, like the lower part of Louisi~na; though it is higher above
the streams-it is perfectly level. On the southern side of Cane river the
country is rolling and covered with pine woods; and at the crossing, where it
was understood the enemy had posted a force to oppose us, the banks of the
stream were quite high bluffs, covered with pine woods.
When we left Grand Ecore we came down a road that led down this island,
on which is Cheneyville, until we came to a crossing where the road had been
cut down through the steep banks on each side of the ,1:iver. That was the
only place where we could get our wagons down to the river, and lay our pontoon bridge. The enemy had sent down a force and occupied the SQnth bank
of the river, · thus commanding the crossing on our side.
We got down there on the morning of the 23d of April, General Emory
coming up with the rest of his division, and General Cameron with the troops
of the 13th corps, in order to drive the enemy away from the crossing so as to
allow us to 1ay our pontoon bridge, a.nd get across our trains and continue our
march to Alexandria. The enemy's position was found to be a very strong
one.
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General Birge was ordered to take his temporary division, composed of his
own brigade and my brigade and General Cameron's troops, and ford the river
a mile and a half or so ii·om the principal crossing, and to go around on the
flank of the enemy, who were posted on these bluffs. He crossed his troops over
and put out two regiments of his own brigade as skirmishers. He then advanced
with the rest of his force in column until we got around to where the enemy had
taken his position. We found them posted on quite a steep hill, some forty or
fifty feet high, and covered with pine trees, but not with a great deal of underbrush. Their position was flanked on one side by a thick impenetrable swamp,
which opened into a lake, and on the other side by the river.
General Birge ordered me to make an assault on the position with my brigade. I found upon examination that there seemed to be no other way but to
attack the position in front; to do that we should have to take down a high
fence, cross an open field, take down another fence, and advance up the hill
where the enemy were posted. I formed my brigade, and we made the aRsault.
We drove the enemy from their position and gained the hill where they had
been posted. The brigade lost quite heavily, and I was wounded there. It
was a short attack, not lasting over five minutes, it seemed to me. The enemy
retired and took up a position on another hill. But the troops reformed, advanced immediately, and the enemy retired without any further opposition.
Upon going to this other hill we found we had possession of the crossing.
The pontoon bridges were brought up and laid, and the trains and the army
crossed that night. I was very badly wounded there, and took no further part
in the active operations of that campaign.
Question. .And that was the last serious attempt the enemy made to obstruct
your movement to .Alexandria 1
Answer. rl'hey made no further attempt to obstruct our movement to Alexandria, although I understood they several times attacked General Smith's forces,
which brought up our rear.
Question. In connexion with this expedition, I will ask you if you know anything about the operations of the fleet in gathering cotton along the line of the
river 1
Answer. I do not know anything about that.
Question. It has been stated that the fleet, or some portions of it, were pretty
extensively engaged in collecting cotton there.
Answer. I understood that there was a great deal of that done. But as I was
wounded, I left Alexandria at once after our army reached there. They lay at
11exandria for several weeks. I heard that there was a great deal done in the
way of collecting cotton, but I know nothing personally about it.
Question. Do you know whether any persons accompanied the expedition
authority from any one to purchase cotton, or with permits or anything of
~~
.
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know anything about arrangements being made during the
the expedition was going or returning to hold elections and to organize
government 1
No, sir; I know nothing at all about that.
You do not know, then, whether elections were held along the line
river1
. I do not know that any were held. In fact, I heard p.othing said
that.
Part n--7
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WAR DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON CITY,
January 28, 1865.
Sm : In answer to your call of the 13th instant, I have the honor to transmit
herewith copies of all correspondence between the War Department, General
Halleck, and General Banks, in relation to the Red river expedition, under Major General Banks, in the spring of 1864.
Your obedient servant,
EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of Wa-r.
Hon. B. 1!..,. WADE,
Chairman of the Committee on the Conduct of the War.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
WasMngton, D. 0., January 20, 1865.
Sm: In compliance with your instructions of January 19, 1865, I submit
herewith copies of all papers and correspondence filed at these headquarters in
reference to the Red river expedition, under General Banks, in the spring of 1864.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
Hon. E. M. STANTON,
Secretary of Wa1·.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. G., November 9, 1862.
GENERAL: The President of the United States having assigned you to the
command of the department of the Gulf, you will immediately proceed, with the
troops assembling in transports at Fort Monroe. to New Orleans and relieve
General Butler. An additional force of some ten thousand men will be sent to
you from Boston and New York as soon as possible.
The first military operations which will engage your attention on your arrival
at New Orleans will be the opening of the Mississippi and the reduction of
Fort Morgan or Mobile city, in order to control that bay and harbor. In these
expeditions you will have the co-operation of the rear-admiral commanding
the naval forces in the Gulf and the Mississippi river. A military and naval expedition is organizing at Memphis and Uairo to move down the Mississippi and
co-operate with you against Vicksburg and any other point which the enemy
may occupy on that river. As the rank1ng general in the southwest, you are
authorized to assume control of auy military forces from the Upper Mississippi
which may come within your command. '.rhe line of division between your
department and that of Major General Grant is therefore left undecided for
the present, and you will exercise superior authority as far north as you may
ascend the river.
The President regards the opening of the Mississippi river as the first and
most important of all our military and naval operations, and it is hoped that you
will not lose a moment in accomplishing it.
This river being opened, the question arises how the troops and naval forces
there can be. employ~d to the best advantage. Two objects are suggested as
worthy of your attentiOn :
First, on the capture of Vicksburg, to send a military force directly east to
destroy the railroads at Jackson and Marion, and thus cut of all connexion by
rail between northern Mississippi and Mobile and Atlanta. r.l'he latter place is
now the chief military depot of the rebel armies in the west.
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Seoond, to ascend with a naval and military force the Red river as far as it
is navigable, and thus open an outlet for the sugar and cotton of northern
Louisiana. Possibly both of these objects may be accomplished if the circumstances should be favorable.
It is also suggested that having Red river in our possession, it would form
the best base for operations in Texas.
It is believed that the operations of General Rosecrans in East Tennessee,
of General Grant in northern Mississippi, and of General Steele in Arkansas,
will give full employment to the enemy'~ troops in the west, and thus prevent
them from concentrating in force against you; should they do so, you will be
re-enforced by detachments from one or more of these commands.
These instructions are not intended to tie your hands or to hamper your operations in the slightest degree. So far away from headquarters, you must necessarily
exercise your own judgment and discretion in regard to your movements
against the enemy, keeping in view that the opening of the Mississippi river is
now the great and primary object of your expedition; and I need not assure
you, general, that the government has unlimited confidence not only in your
judgment and discretion, but also in your energy and military promptness.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
Major General N. P. BANKS, Commander.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Official copy :

J.

Janua'r y 20, 1865.

C. KELTON,A.A.G

VICKSBURG, MISSISSIPPI,

July 15, 1863.

Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chiif:

*

*

*

*

*
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General Banks has made requisition on me for steamboats> coal, and f01·age,
which I have sent.
U.S. GRANT,
Major General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

January 23, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER,

A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., July 24, 1863.
GENERAL : I have nothing from you since the 8th. I suppose the first thing
ione by your army, after the fall of Port Hudson, was to clean out the Teche
andAtchafalaya countries. That being accomplished, your next operations must
aepend very much upon the then condition of affairs. Texas and Mobile will
present themselves to your attention. The navy are very anxious for an attack
upon the latter place, but I think Texas much the most important. It is possibl.e
that Johnston may fall back towards Mobile, but I think he will unite with
Bragg.
While your army is engaged in cleaning out southwestern Louisiana, every
preparation should be made for an expedition into rrexas. Should Johnston be
ari'Ven from :Mississippi, General Grant can send you considerable re-enforcements. The organization of colored troops should be pushed foward as rapidly
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as possible. Th~y will serve as part of the garrisons of the forts on the river
and interior posts, and some of the older regiments will do well in the field.
Your water transportation should be increased. Many of your supplies can now
be obtained from St. Louis and the west. I enclose herewith a copy of my
despatch, of July 22, to General Grant.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
Major General BANKS, New Orleans.

,

JANUARY 20, 1865.
Official copy :

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., July 31, 1863.
Major General GRANT, Vicksburg:
You will send to Major General Banks ~ corps of ten or twelve thousand men,
to report at such point as he may designate, probably at New Orleans.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G. _
HEADQUARTERS

OF
JVasl~ington,

THE ARMY,
D. C., July 31, 1863.

Major General BANKS,
New Orleans, via Cairo and V£ckshurg:
General Grant has been ordered to send you a corps of ten or twelve thousand
men for operations west. Get everything ready. We are only waiting for
your answer to my despatch of the 24th.
·
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, July 31, 1863.
GENERAL : Your despatch of July 23 is just received. It is impossible, at
present, to send you a single man from the north. We must wait the enforcement of the draft. General Grant has been directed to send you a corps of ten
or twelve thousand men. As soon as the expedition, now in Arkansas, occupies
Arkansas river, more troops can be sent to you, or to Red river.
It is important that we immediately occupy some point, or points, in Texas.
Whether the movement should be made by land or water is not yet deeided.
We shall wait your answer 1o my despatch of the 24th. In the mean time every
preparation should be made. If by water, Admiral Farragut will co-operate.
The Navy Department recommends Indianola as the point of landing. It
seems to me that this point is too distant, as it will leave the expedition isolated
from New Orleans. If the landing can be made at Galveston, the country be-
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tween that place and New Orleans can soon be cleaned out, and the enemv be
prevented from operating successively upon those places. In other words,"you
can venture to send a larger force to Galveston than to Indianola.
I merely throw out these suggestions, without deciding upon any definite
plan till I receive your answer to the former despatch.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
Major General BANKS, New Orleans.
JANUARY 20, 1865.
Official copy :
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., August 6, 1863.
Major General GRANT, Vicksburg:
Please send a special messenger to Major General Banks with the followi ng
telegram, and also give him all necessary assistance for its execution.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Ch'tef.
Major General BANKS, New Orleans:
There are important reasons why our flag should be restored in some point
of Texas with the least possible delay. Do this by land, at Galveston, at Indianola, or at any other point you may deem preferable. If by sea, Admiral
Farragut will co-operate.
.
There are reasons why the movement sJ;wuld be as prompt as possible.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cltief.
Copy sent Major General Banks by mail.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF, 19TH ARMY CoRPs,
New Orleans, August 15, 1863.
G.K~ERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your despatch, (in
cypher,) a copy of which is enclosed as received. It was received this morning,
at 9.15 a. m., by telegraph from General Grant, and a duplicate of the same this
evening by Colonel Smith, one of his aides-de-camp.
Measures have been already taken to carry into effect your orders. We shall
plant the flag in Texas within a week, I hope. My plan has been to move
against Galveston upon the land side, via the Sabine Pass, and from Berwick's
bay, via Verrnillionville and Niblett's bluff, to Houston and Galveston, for the
transportation and artillery. We shall be ready, I think, as soon as General
Grant's corps can reach us. The route indicated is that followed by the rrexans
in their invasion of western Louisiana. We can move eight thousand (8,000)
men at once to the Sabine Pass, and thence concentrate radidly on Galveston,
fortifying and ·holding a position on the main land, or the island only, as may
be deemed expedient. From thence operations are practicable in any direction,
to the interior or to the Rio Grande. From Galveston, when strongly fortified,
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I would move a force of five thousand (5,000), or more, to the Rio Grande,
where one or more positions can be so fortified as to be held by a much less
force, while we hold Galveston or the interior of the State. This has been my
view of operations in '.rexas from the beginning.
Indianola is too far distant, does not command the important communications
of the State, and, if occupied, would leave the forces of the enemy between us
and ~ew Orleans, which is to be avoided if possible.
No movement can be made from the Gulf against Galveston with a certainty
of success. Our naval forces are not strong enough, and the enemy's works are
too extensive and thorough. The enemy fear only an attack from the land, via
Niblett's bluff, the route I propose, or Alexandria. From that point our success
is certain. We learned this from intercepted letters while at Alexandria in
May. I send a sketch of the fortifications at Galveston, made at that time by
one who was engaged upon them, with a description of tlie guns mounted.
If General Grant sends me ten thousand men, I can throw twenty thousand
immediately into '.rexas. The force should be larger, if possible.
I urge strongly upon the government, if possible, to fill up some of our old
regiments with conscripts or volunteers. This would greatly relieve us. Officers
have been sent north for this purpose. I am very deficient in cavalry. I ought
to have a few regiments from the west. General Grierson desires to join us in
the expedition to '.rexas, and would render 1ls infinite service. If possible, I
nope he may be ordered to join us. Once in Texas with a moderate cavalry
force, we can mount our men rapidly.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

[Refers to organization of the Corps d' Afrique.]
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
Major General HALLECK,
Commander-in- Cl~ief, U. S. A.

*

[Copy of enclosed despatch.]

WASHINGTON, August 6-12.30 p. m.
Major General N. P. BANKS, New Orleans:
There are important reasons why our flag should be hoisted in some point of
Texas with the least possible delay. Do this by land, at Galveston, at Indianola,
or at any other point you may deem preferable. If by sea, Commodore Farragut
will co-operate. There are reasons why the movement should be as prompt as
possible.
H. W. HALLECK.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., January 21, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCO'rT,
Major and A. A. G. Vols.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., August 9, 1863.
Major General GRANT, Viclcsburg:
There is · no objection to your visiting New Orleans, leaving an officer at
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Vicksburg to receive and carry out any orders that are sent from W a.shington
The orders sent through you to General Banks will indicate what operation is
next to be undertaken.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cltief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasltington, D. C., August 10, 1863.
GENERAL: In my despatch to you of the 6th instant, sent by the direction
of the Secretary of War, it was left entirely to your own discretion to select
any point for occupation in Texas, either on the seaboard or in the interior, the
only condition imposed being that the flag of the United States should be again
raised and sustained somewhere within the limits of that State.
'rhat order, as I understood it at the time, was of a diplomatic rather than
of a military character, and resulted from some European complications, or more
properly speaking, was intended to prevent such complications.
The effect and force of that order are left precisely as they were on its issue.
'rhe authority conferred on you by it is not in the slightest degree changed.
You will, therefore, consider the following remarks as suggestions only, and
not as instructions :
In my opinion neither Indianola nor Galveston is the proper point of attack.
If it is necessary, as urged by Mr. Seward, that the flag be restored to some
one point in Texas, that can be best and most safely effected by a combined
military and naval movement up the Red river to Alexandria, Natchitoches, or
Shreveport, and the military occupation of northern Texas. This would be
merely carrying out the plan proposed by you at the beginning of the campaign, and, in my opinion, far superior in its military character to the occupation of Galveston or Indianola. Nevertheless, your choice is left unrestricted.
In the first place, by adopting the line of the Red river you retain your
connexion with your own base, and separate still more the two points of the
rebel confederacy. Moreover, you cut northern Louisiana and southern Arkansas
entirely off from supplies and re-enforcements from Texas. They are already
cut off from the rebel States east of the Mississippi.
If you occupy Galveston or Indianola you divide your own troops and enable
the enemy to concentrate all of his forces upon either of these points, or on
New Orleans.
I write this simply as a suggestion, and not as a military instruction.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in· Cltiif.
:Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department if the Gulf.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 20, 1865.
Official copy:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0., August 12, 1863.
GENERAL: Your despatches of July 30 and August 1 are just received. I
fully appreciate the importance of the operation proposed by you in these de-
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spatches, but there are reasons other than military why those heretofore airected
should be undertaken first. On this matter we have no choice, but must carry
out the views of the government.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
Genera l-in-Ch iif.
Major General N. P. BANKS, New Orleans.
JANUARY 20, 1865.
Official copy :
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
19th Army Corp.~, New Orleans, August 16, 1863.
G;ENERAL : In the ~vent of the movements contemplated in my despatch of
this date, it will be necessary that the Atchafalaya river and Berwick's bay
should be .p atrolled by light-draught gunboats to prevent the invasion of the Lafourche district by the enemy. If .Admiral Porter can send three or more of
his light-draught tin-clads down the .A.tchafalaya into Berwick's bay from the
Red river it will effectually accomplish this object, and at the same time prevent the incursion of guerillas upon the west bank of the Mississippi below the
mouth of Red river. This will be the most effectual service that these boats
could possibly render in this quarter. I respectfully, but earnestly, recommend
that such an order be given. It is impossible to protect Brashear city and the
Lafourche district except by the aid of gunboats. It was their absence that
enabled the enemy to capture Brashear and to escape across the bay upon our
return from Port Hudson.
I have addressed this request to .Admiral Porter, or the officer commanding
the fleet at Vicksburg.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief li. S. A.
I enclose copy of the letter sent to .Admiral Porter at Vicksburg.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N.

SCOT~A.A.~

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT Ol" THE GuLF,
19th Army Corps, New Orleans, August 16, 1863.
Sm: It is probable that a movement will be undertaken from New Orleans
which will draw most of the forces from that city. To prevent an invasion of
the Texan troops, it will be necessary that the .A.tchafalaya river and Berwick's
bay should be patrolled by IigLt-draught gunboats. If you have half a dozen
light-draught tin-clads that you can send into these waters it will be of great
service to us. None of our gunboats will pass Lake Ohicot, as they draw over
six feet of water. If your boats could enter the Atchafalaya from the Red
river and patrol that river to Berwick's bay it would effectually cut off any
invasion of the enemy from that point.
In view of the movements contemplated, it is probable that two or three boats
would be sufficient for the purpose indicated, and they would at the same time
prevent the incursions of guerillas on the west bank of the Mississippi as far
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up as the mouth of Red river. This would be perhaps the most effective service to which this small force could be put.
I have the honor to be, &c., &c.,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding .
.Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
01· the Officer Commanding the Fleet at Vicksburg.
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N.

SCOT~A.A.G.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
19tl~ Army Corps, New Orleans, August 17, 1863.
GENERAL: I think it my duty to represent that among the l!.,rench residents
of this city there is evidently an expectation of some assistance from the government of France. This comes informally from the conversation of the French
residents here, but too frequently to leave room for doubt that they have some
reason upon which to ground the remarks that are commonly made. This is
undoubtedly the conversation of the officers of the l!~rench frigate Catinet,
which has recently arrived at this port. I do not think that it is more than
mere surmise on their part, but have thought it worth while to direct the provost marshal general of the department to investigate the subject, and to repori
the facts as they are, of which I will give you du.e notice.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif U. S. A.
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N.

SCOTT,A.A.~

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
19th Army Corps, New Orleans, August 17, 1863.
GENERAL : The departure of many. regiments of nine-months troops, and the
organization of many regiments of the corps d' .Afrique, with a large number of
detachments occupying outposts, and the sick in the hospitals, confuse somewhat the statements embraced in the monthly report of the 31st of July. I
shall in a day or two, as soon as an exact statement can be prepared, give you
a better idea of our forces here than can be obtained from the examination of
that report. Our effective force of white troops does not exceed ten or twelve
thousand. I am reluctant to call upon you for re-enforcements from the north,
but if these regiments could be filled by men obtained by the draft, or conscription, it would aid us very much indeed. I am confident that the authoriti~ of most of the States would be glad to send them to this department.
If we succeed in the movements referred to in my despatches of this date, it
will be indispensable that our military force should be increased beyond what
can be obtained by the enrolment of negroes.
The letter addressed to the President, a copy of which I send to you, as well
as the reference to this subject in my despatch addressed to you, will show
what we have done in this respect. I can assure the government that nothing
will be omitted that is calculated to strengthen this arm of the service; but be-
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fore we can successfully organize the negroes of this country we must obtain
control of the States where they are, by means of white troops. The want of
cavalry is the greatest deficiency we suffer. It is indispensable in any movement in Texas that we should be strong ·in this arm. All the Texan troops
are mounted men; their movements are rapid, and their concentration effec~ive
and powerful. We must meet them in the same way, and I earnestly urge
upon the government the necessity of strengthening us in that arm. \Ve also
want horse equipments, carbines, and sabres for the negroes who will be enlisted in this service. Once in Texas, mules and horses will be abundant; but
the equipments are indispensable.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chi if U. S. A.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOT'!\ A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY'
Washington, D. C., August 20, 1863.
GENERAL: Your despatch of the 12th instant is just received. The rep<>rt
on the defences of New Orleans, said to have been transmitted with it, is not
received.
My despatches to you will show that no movement on Mobile is at present
contemplated. Nor can any iron-clads be now detached from Charleston or
other points for the defence of New Orleans.
·Mexican and French complications render it exceedingly important that the
movement ordered against Texas should be undertaken without delay.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
Major General N. P. BANKS, New Orleans.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 20, 1865.
Official copy:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
[Extract.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., August 22, 1863.
GENERAL:

*

*

:JI:

:JI:

:JI:

*

:JI:

:JI:

*

Your plan of moving against Kirby Smith, from Natchez by Harrisburg and
Monroe, will agree very well with the line of operations suggested to General
Banks, viz: to ascend the Red river to Shreveport and move on Marshall,
Texas ; or to move from N achitoches to Nacogdoches, Texas. This will make
your two lines near enough together to assist each other. In case Banks adopts
this '2lan Kirby Smith and. M.a~;rud.er must aband.on either Texas or Arka.n.~as,
or they will be obliged to wage a mere guerilla war.
General Banks has been left at liberty to select his own objective point in
Texas, and may determine to move by sea. If so, your movement will not
have his support, and should be conducted with caution. You will confer on
this matter freely with General Banks. The government is exceedingly anx-
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ious that our troops should occupy some points in Texas with the least possible
delay.
In your contemplated operations in Arkansas and Louisiana you will probably require additional cavalry. You are authorized to mount any of your infantry regiments, making requisitions on the proper departments for horses and
equipments. Your forces should move as much as possible by water transports,
in order to save land transportation through a country where the roads are few
and bad.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cltiif.
Major General GRANT, Vicksburg, Miss.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 22, 1865.
Official copy :
~ C.KELTO~~A.~

NEW ORLEANS, LA., August 15, 1863,
via Cairo, lll., August 24, 1863.
[Received 9.30 p. m. August 24, 1863, in cipher.]

l\fajor General HALLECK, General-in-Ckiif, Washington, D. C.:
GENERAl.: Your despatch of the 6th was received this morning at 9 o'clock.
There will be no delay in the execution of your orders. I shall be ready to
move as soon as General Grant's troops can reach this point, and hope to obtain
the object in view within a week or ten days, at outside.
I have forwarded a full statement of my purpose and plans by mail. I shall
be greatly deficient in cavalry. If you can aid me in this it will greatly facilitate my work. The duty assigned me is very satisfactory, and I hope to realize
all your expectations.
N. P. BANKS, Major General.
H~ADQUARTERS

ARMY, January 23, 1865.

Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
NEw ORLEANS, LA., August 16, 1863,
via Cairo, Ill., August 24, 1863.
[Received 7.40 p. m., August 24, 1863, in cipher.]

Major General HALLECK, General-in- Ckiif U. S. Army :
It is necessary that three or four steamers should be sent us from New York
without delay. If they are needed for public sen-ice, the steamers on the way
to New York from New Orleans can be substituted for them. I beg you to give
an order to the quartermaster at New York to this effect. We shall not await
their arrival, but we shall need their assistance.
N. P. BANKS, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULP,
19tk Army Corps, New Orleans, August 26, 1863.
GENERAL: The steamer Hudson arriving yesterday, brought duplicate copy
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of the order of August 6, received earlier by telegraph from General Grant,
and also your letter of the lOth instant, upon the subject of the expedition into
'rexas.
I have made all possible exertions to get a sufficient force into the field to
execute the order, but encounter serious difficulties in the preparation. General Ord's corps d'armee has not yet arrived; the last division will be here at
the close of this week. The sickness and absence of officers delay seriously
our preparations for movement. There is very great deficiency of transportation for movement by water, either by sea or the river. The river boats sent
up with the nine-months troops are detained above, and return slowly. By the
Gulf we are able to move, after all possible exertions, but one-third of our
forces at one time. 'l'his is a serious misfortune, as it costs us most valuable
time, and gives the enemy opportunity to anticipate our plans and concentrate
his forces against us. I hope, however, to be able to execute your orders without further material delay.
The considerations embraced in your letter of the lOth, duplicate copies of
which I have received, have been carefuUy weighed.
To enter Texas from Alexandria or Shreveport, would bring us at the nearest
point to Hernville, in Sabine county, or Marflhall, in Harrison, due west of Alexandria and Shreveport, respectively. These points are accessible only by
heavy marches, for which the troops are hardly prepared at this season of the
year ; and the points occupied would attract but little attention; and if our
purpose was to penetrate further into the interior, they would become exposed
to sudden attacks of the enemy, and defensible only by a strong and permanent force of troops.
The serious objection to moving on this line in the present condition of the
forces of this department is the distance it carries us from New Orleans-our
base of operations necessarily-and the great difficulty and the length of tiiOO
required to return, if the exigencies of the service should demand, which is
quite possible. In the event of long absence, Johnston threatens us from the
east. The enemy will concentrate between Alexandria and Franklin, on the
Teche, until our purpose is developed. As soon as we move any distance, they
will operate against the river and New Orleans. It is true that we could follow up such a movement by falling on their rear, but that would compel us to
abandon the position in Texas, or leave it exposed with but slender defences
and garrison. This view is based, as you will see, upon the impossibility of
moving even to Alexandria, at the present low stage of the rivera, by water, and
the inability of the troops to accomplish extended marches.
A movement upon the Sabine accomplishes these objects; 1st. It executes
your order by planting the flag at a prominent and commanding position in
'l1 exas; 2d. It is accomplished by water ; 3d. It is safely made with a comparatively small force, and without attracting attention of the enemy until it is
done; 4th. It enables us to move against Galveston from the interior, destroying at the same time all the naval and transport vessels of the State between
Sabine and the Colorado; 5th. To occupy Galveston island with a small force
of two or three thousand only, and to push on to Indianola, on the Rio Grande,
or to return to the Mississippi, as the exigencies of the service may require. If
the enemy moves in force upon New Orleans, we can return from Sabine or
Galveston in such time, and in such strength, as to cut off his retreat by the
bay on the Atchafalaya. The advantages to be gained by the destruction of
the rebel boats on the Sabine, in Galveston bay, and on the Trinity and
Brazos rivers, would be very great. This can be effected only by a movement
npon Galveston from the Sabine by Beaumont, Liberty and Houston. If the
enemy is in such strength as to defeat this, by occupying a position between
the Sabine and Neches, we shall make available the fortifications of the enemy
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at Orange, and be supported by the navy, whose light boats can run up to
Orange or to Beaumont. If the season were different, the northern line would
be doubtless preferable on many grounds.
With much respect, I am, general, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
Major General HALLECK,
Commander-in-Ckiif TJ. S. Army.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
lVaskington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and Assistant Adjutant General Vols.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
19tlz. Army Corps! New Odeans, August 26, 1863.
GENERAL : Your despatch of the 12th instant, referring to the necessity of
operations in Texas rather than against Mobile, was received by the Morning
Star, arriving yesterday Independent of any political or diplomatic considerations, Texas presents an arena as important as any portion of the country. 'The
occupation of Galveston, if it could be accomplished by a dispersion or capture
of any comiderable portion of Texan troops, and the destruction of the rebel
steamers in the central rivers emptying into the Gulf, would cripple beyond :recovery the rebel forces of the southwest. 'The rebellion in Louisiana is kept
alive only by Texas.
A considerable land force is requisite to accomplish this result, even with tM
co-operation of the navy, and protect at the same time New Orleans. The
enemy has been very active in gathering up conscripts. There are about
fifteen thousand (15,000) between Natchitoches and Franklin. Kirby Smith
has moved the forces at Shreveport westward to the terminus of the railway
from Shreveport to Marshall, where a convocation of the trans-Mississippi governor and commandery was held on the 15th instant. The governor of Texas
has ordered the conscription of all men between sixteen and;_sixty years of age.
General Magruder is at Galveston, with from five to seven thousand men. This
will constitute a pretty formdable army if concentrated against us in Texas, or
if thrown against New Orleans.
My disposable force is not over twenty thousand; but the deficiencies of
transportation make it impossible to move at once more than one-third of this
force by water. I have twenty negro regiments, numbering, 500 each, or about
lO,OOO in all, but they are just organized, armed, and uniformed, and are available only for labor at the present moment. If New Orleans is attacked or
threatened, the defence is in a very great degree dependent upon the navy in
the absence of the army. They must make it impossible for them to cross the
Mississippi and obstruct the passage of Berwick's bay, on the Atchafalaya, by
any considerable military force. It is necessary the naval force should be
strengthened for this purpose and to protect the river. The light-draught gunboats of the upper fleet would be of the greatest service, and I hope they may
be ordered down for temporary service at least.
I renew most earnestly my request for the despatch of sea steamers from
New York for temporary service in the department. If our enterprise is successful, as I am confident it will be, it ought to be followed up closely and with
power. It will give us great military as well as diplomatic advantages.
The severity of conscription, as well as the success of our arms, has led to
demoralization, and in some instances to open revolt, in the rebel districst.
Deserters bring in a report to-day that a collision occurred between the disaf-
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fected Texans and the troops under command of General Mouton, near New
Iberia, which resulted in the de-ath of General Mouton. This is probably
incorrect, but is repeated in so many forms, and from so many sources, that the
fact of disaffection or revolt can hardly be questioned.
I hope to move by Monday at furthest. The first object will be quickly
obtained.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
Major General HALLECK,
Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Army.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and Assistant Adjutant General Vols.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., August 28, 1863.
GENBRAL: Your despatches of the 15th and 16th are just received.
The Navy Department has been requested to direct Admiral Porter to send
to the Atchafalaya the gunboats asked for.
General Grant was directed to give all the re-enforcements in his power; this
of course includes cavalry. Cavalry equipments have been ordered both to
New Orleans and Vicksburg for mounting infantry. No re-enforcements of any
kind can possibly be sent to you from the northeastern States at present. You
will not base your calculations upon receiving any for some time to come.
Be cautious in moving on the Rio Grande. It should be your effort to get
between the armies of Kirby Smith and Magruder. Should they unite and get
between you and Grant, or between you and New Orleans, they may give you
much trouble.
Your note in regard to reports in New Orleans respecting French intervention only confirms what we already received from other sources. While observing every caution to give no cause of offence to that government, it will oo
necessary to carefully observe the movements of its fleets, and to be continually
on your guard.
You will readily perceive the object of our immediately occupying some part
of Texas.
Very res-pectfully, your obedient servant,

H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Clziif.
Major General N. P. BANKS, New Orleans.
HEADQ"UAR'FERS ARMY, Janua'r y 20, 1865.
Official copy :

~ C.KELTO~

A.

A.~

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
· Washington, D. C. September 5, 1863
Major General HuRLBUT, Memphis:
If General Steele requires re-enforcements, you must do all in your power
to assist him. Generals Rosecrans and Burnside must so occupy the enemy
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as to remove any danger of attack on you. General Pope has been directed to
send a part of his command to Helena. If necessary, you can stop them in
Tennessee. I have no other available forces to send you.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasl~ington, D. C., September 5, 1863.
Major General PoPE, Milwaukie :
Any troops you can possibly spare should be sent to Helena to re-enforce
General Steele.

*

*

*

H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cl~ief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., September 6, 1863.
Major General HuRLBUT, Mempl~is:
Communicate with General Grant or commanding officer at Vick sburg for
re-enforcements to Steele, if they are necessary. If all~Kirby Smith's forces
have moved to Lil ~le Rock, so many troops are not required on the Mississippi
river. Rosecrans and Burnside will occupy all of Bragg's forces. Steele's expedition must not be permitted to fail ; its success is of the greasest possible
importance. Communicate this to General Grant, and, in the meantime, assist
Steele all you possibly can.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
19th Army Corps, New Orleans, September 5, 1863.
GENERAL: I have the honor to report that Major General Franklin has sailed
on the expedition to Sabine Pass, Texas.
Owing to the limited means of transportation at my disposal in this department, especially of steamers capable of navigating the Gulf of Mexico, the start
baa been delayed much beyond the time I had hoped and expected ; but I believe rumor has been entirely at fault, and that the blow will fall on the enemy
in a quarter unexpected by them.
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Using all our transportation, it has been impossible to send in the first line
more than about 5,000 infantry, with their field batteries and two heavy Parrott
batteries.
Such of the navy gunboats as can enter the pass were assembled in Berwick's
bay, and telegraphic communication having been established between the South
West pass of the Mississippi river and Berwick's bay, the sailing of the transports
from the one point and the gunboats from the other was made with such interval as to bring the two at the same time, or nearly the same, off Sabine pass .
.As an exposition of the intended operations, I enclose a copy of my instructions to Major General },ranklin.
As soon as the first line shall have disembarked, the transports of light
draught will come to Berwick's bay, whither I have ordered the 1st division of
the 13th army corps, to be ready for embarkation. Three-fourths of that division are already at a point a few miles distant from Brashear city. 'l'he transports of heavier draught will return to this place, where troops of the 13th army
corps will be ready to embark.
The day before yesterday information was sent me by the naval officer in
command near Morgan's bend, on the Mississippi river, that the rebPls were
establishing three or four field batteries to annoy our transports. I have
despatched the 2d division 13th army corps to that quarter, directing the commander (General Herron) to co-operate with the gunboats and to capture or destroy the rebel force in that vicinity, which by various accounts numbers from
900 to 1,500 men of the three arms.
General Herron will be able to accomplish this object and return in time to
take part in the Texas expedition, and will doubtless have returned before transportation will be ready for him.
I have reliable information to-day from Galveston, .August 14, which gives
the force of Magruder at that point as 2,300 men, in a very demoralized condition.
The refugee is highly intelligent. and states that our attack on 'Texas is expected
in the direction of V ermillionville, Louisiana, and Niblett's bluff.
Very respectfully, I am, general, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
Commanding U.S. Army, Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY,

Washington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Majo'r and Assistant Adjutant Geueral l'"ols.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF 'l'HE GuLF,

19tl~ Anny Corps, New Odeans, Au/gust 31, 1863.
GENERAL : You are hereby assigned to the following duty :
1. You will please embark the 1st brigade, 1st division, and the 3d division,
19th army corps, with the artillery which has been assigned to the 1st and 3d
divisions, and that portion of the 1st Indiana heavy artillery temporarily assigned
to your command at Baton Rouge.
You will embark the reserve brigade, 19th army corps, which has been
ordered to report to you at .Algiers, and the Texas cavalry and a battalion of
the 1st engineer regiment, at this place.
On account of the limited means of transportation available at this time, y
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will not be able to embark the whole of the artillery of the divisions named,
but the remainder, with wagons, camp equipage &c., will be sent to you as soon
as possible.
2. As soon as the embarcation shall have been effected, you will assemble all
the transports at some convenient point on the river below this city, and will
then have a personal conference with the commodore commanding the \V estern
Gulf squadron, and with Acting Volunteer Lieutenant Crocker, United States
navy, who, it is understood, will command the co-operating naval force.
You will arrange with them the detail of your contemplated movement, it
being well understood that the gunboats will immediately precede the transports,
and cover the landing of the troops ; but at the same time you will please bear
constantly in mind the fact, that tltere are important 'reasons, in addition to
those qf a purdy military character, for the immediate occupation of some important point in the State of Texas where the government of the United States
can permanently maintain its flag.
A landing, if found impracticable at the point now contemplated, should be
attempted at any place in the vicinity where it may be found practicable to
attain the desired result.
3. After coming to a complete understanding with the naval commanders, you
will proceed to Sabine pass, 'rexas, and if you find that the navy has succeeded
in making the landing feasible, you will disembark your whole force as speedily
as possible, occupy the strongest position to be found, and immediately commence strengthening it by means of your engineer force.
4. After making your landing, you will make a careful examination of the
country in your front, and if you can safely proceed as far as the railroad from
Houston to Beaumont, you will seize and hold some point on that line; Beaumont is probably the preferable point, but the exact position will be left to your
own judgment and professional skill after your arrival on the line.
5. After seizing such point on the railroad, you will make reconnaissances
in the direction of Houston, so as to learn the position and force of the enemy ;
but you are not expected, with the force you take with you, to occupy any point
further west than the one selected by you on the railroad, unless you find that
no enemy appears in force.
6. You will communicate with me as fully and as frequently as possible, giving all the information necessary to guide me in determining the amount and
character of the force to be added to your command for further opP.rations, which
will be immediately forwarded.
Very respectfully, I am, general, your most obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General WM. B. FRANKLIN,
Commanding 19th Army Corps.
A true copy:
CHARLES P. STONE,
B 'r igadier Geneml, Chiif qf Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

January 21, 1865.

Official Gopy :
ROBERT N. SOOrrT, A. A. G.
Part 11--8
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., September 8, 1863.
Major General PoPE, Milwaukie:
It has been found necessary to re-enforce General Steele immediately with
troops from Missouri. You will, therefore, send to St. Louis, without delay,
all the regiments you can spare, to report to General Schofield, to temporarily
replace those which he sends south.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER,

A. .A.. G.

[Extract.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Waskmgton, D. 0., September 9, 1863.
GE~ERAL:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I wish you to watch General Steele's movements and give him all necessary
assistance. His expedition is a most important one, and must not fail. With
the occupation of Little Rock, and the line of the Arkansas river, all the country
north is secure to us. If Steele and Banks succeed, all trans-Mississippi must
return to the Union.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
Gene?·al-in- Chief.
Major General GRANT, Vicksburg.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 22, 1865.
Official copy :
~C.

KELTON,

A.A.~

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
New Orleans, September 21, 1863.
GENERAL: I have the honor to report that the 19th army corps crossed Berwick's bay on Saturday, and will have advanced as far as Franklin to-morrow.
The 13th army corps, under General Ord, is at Brashear awaiting transportation.
Owing to the low stage of the water, we have been able to get but two
steamers around to Brashear, and crossing has been very slow in consequence of
this deficiency. It adds another proof of the absolute necessity of Hgbt-draught
boats for the service of the government in the waters of this department. },our
or five boats sent around to assist the troops in crossing are aground on the
way out. Major General Herron, with one division of the 13th army corps, is
between the Atchafalaya and Morganzia, holding in check General Green, with
about three thousand (3,000) of the rebel force now on the west bank of the
Atchafalaya.
Reports reach us this evening that Price has evacuated Little Rock, and is
moving towards Alexandria. If this prove true, it will show that they intend
to concentrate their force west of the Mississippi, in rrexas. It is greatly to be
regretted that we failed to make a landing at Sabine City, which would have
placed our forces in the very centre of the circle upon which they operate, in
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such time and strength as to make their concentration impossible. We shall
endeavor, without loss of time, to compensate for this failure by a land movement.
The troops are in good condition, improving in health and spirit. I hope that
orders may be given to Admiral Porter to furnish us some of the light-draught
boats now in the upper river. By the occupation of the Teche country, and the
dispersion of the enemy in that quarter, we cover completely the west bank of
the Mississippi, both from the rebel forces and the assaults of guerillas. The
only danger to New Orleans must come from Johnston's army on the east. r.rwo
or three light-draught gunboats should be placed in Lake Ponchartrain, subject
to the orders of the military commandant of this department.
This is indispensable to protect the city from invasion from that quarter, and
also to check contraband trading operations with the enemy.
I join my command as soon as the crossing of the forces can be effected.

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
ll-'Iajor General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Cl~iif U.S. A., Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. of Voluntee'rs.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF 'fHE GULF,
}{ew Orleans, September 26, 1863.
GENERAL : Major General Franklin .reports from Berwick's bay, that W eitzel's and MeWilliams's divisions of the 19th army corps will be at Bisland today (26th.) The obstructions to the navigation of the Teche bayou are being
rapidly removed. The 13th corps is crossing the bay, and the troops will all
be over to-night. As soon as the obstructions in the Teche bayou can be removed, which will be speedily, we shall advance.
General Taylor is represented to be between Opelousas and Bisland, with ten
to fifteen thousand men. I bear in mind, constantly, the instructions of the
government as to Texas, and shall lose no time in doing all that is required of
me so far as the means in my hands render possible.
I have the honor to. be, with much respect, your odedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. liALLEC'K,
General-in-Chief U.S. A., Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THI!: ARMY,
Washington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCO'I'T,
Major and A. A. G. of Volunteers.
ST. Loms, September 29, 1863.
Major General HALLECK :
We have requisition from General Banks's command for six hundred wagons
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and trains. We have also unfinished requisitions for wagons and animals from
General Rosecrans. Which shall have the preference, as we cannot at once
supply both 1
ROBERT ALLEN,
Captain Qua·rtermaster.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., September 29, 1863.
General RoBERT ALLEN, St. Louis:
Six hundred wagons will be immediately sent to General Banks from Philadelphia. Send him all the animals you can spare after supplying General
Rosecrans. Cannot General Grant spare some from his command till you can
give him more 1
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Cl~ief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0., September 29, 1863.
Major General GRANT, Vicksburg:
General Banks has made requisition on quartermaster's department for six
hundred wagons and teams. r.l'he wagons and harness will be sent from Philaaelphia. Send all the teams you can spare, and General Allen will replace
them as soon as possible.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
WasMngton, D. C., September 30, 1863.
GENERAL: Your despatch of September 13 was received some days ago,
and submitted, through the Secretary of War, to the President. It has not
been returned, nor have I received any instructions in relation to it. The failure of the attempt to land at Sabine is only another of the numerous examples
of the uncertain and unreliable character of maritime descents. 'J.1he chances
are againet their suc~ess.
In 1·egard to steamers, we sent you all the sea transports of light draught that
could be procured. We also requested the Navy Department to send you down
the Mississippi 1iver the tin-clads which you asked for. This was done the
moment your requisitions were received. Admiral Porter replied to the Navy
Department that he would send you some gunboats, although he did not believe they could be used on account of the draught of water. Light river transports must be obtained on the Mississippi or western 1ivers; they cannot be
sent from here. Were we to attempt this, probably three quarters of them
would founder at sea.
I do not regard Sabine City in the same light as you do. Instead of being
" the very centre of the circle " of the enemy's operations, it seems to me to
be upon the very circumference of his theatre of war west of the Mississippi.
r.l'he centre of this theatre is some point near Marshal or N atcbitoches. 1.'he
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enemy's line extends from near Little Rock to the mouth of the Rio Grande.
The occupation of Sabine City neither cuts this line nor prevents the concentration of all his forces on any point of it which he may select. Nevertheless,
as the objects of your expedition are rather political than military, and do not
admit of delay, you may be able to accomplish the wishes of the government
by the route you have chosen sooner than by any other.
There is no possible 'd anger of New Orleans, at the present time, from Johnston's forces east of the Mississippi river. All these forces have been sent to
Bragg at Chattanooga. General Steele is in possession of Little Rock, and it
is reported that Price's army is retreating on Arkadelphia. Possibly they may
fall back into Texas to re-enforce Magruder. Probably, however, they will
not fall back further than Shreveport, perhaps not so far, being without water
transportation to obtain supplies in that exhausted country.
I am very happy to receive such favorable accounts of affairs in New Orleans.
I must again call your attention to the fact that your communications sent
by mail usually reach here two or three days before your bearers of despatches.
'J.lhese bearers of despatches seem to stop a day or two in New York to refresh
themselves before coming to Washington. Are they not, except in extraordinary cases, a useless expense to the government 1
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H ..W HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
Major General BANKS,
New Odeans.
JANUARY 20, 1865.
Official copy :
~C. KELTON,A.A.~

[Received 1 p. m., October 17, 1863, in cipher.]

NEw IBERIA, LomstAl'lA,
October 9, 1863.
(By steamer from New Orleans.)
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chief, Wasllington, D. C.:
My advance under Major Generall!.,ranklin is near Vermillion bayou to-day.
It is believed that there are but two or three thousand of the enemy on the
other side . . If this be so it is probable they are moving in the direction of the
Sabine, for the purpose of concentrating their forces there.
I mourn our failure to get possession of Sabine pass, which enables them
to do this. If it prove true, I shall disperse them by a counter movement
which has been in preparation for ten days. As soon as we cross the V ermillion bayou I will inform you of my plans. 'rhe new position of affairs
seems to be among the most important developments of the war in this quarter.
I will explain to you more fully by letter. No time will be lost in raising the
flag as directed.
N. P. BANKS,
Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

January 23, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, October 16, 1863.
GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication
of September 28, with accompanying memoranda of the movements of the enemy
in Arkansas and the northern part of Loui3iana. The position of my force, at
the present time, between Vermillionville and Opelousas, will preclude the
operations contemplated by them on the Mississippi, as from the mouth of the Red
river we shall cover it completely, and, as we move north, our protection will be
extended above. The importance of Shreveport, as reported, is very great, and
it confirms representations made to us. I had the strongest possible desire to
reach Shreveport when in Alexandria in May, but the necessity of operations
on the Mississippi preYented it.
There has been no such reaction in the public mind of this section as is rep1·esented to have existed upon the fall of Vicksburg and Port Hudson. They
have been depressed rather than stimulated by such effects. I have also to
acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30th September, by the river mail
of yesterday. It was never our intention to make Sabine City the base of operations, but only to effect a landing at that point or on the coast below. Had we
been successful, I should have had, in ten days, an army of twenty thousand
(20,000) at Houston, which commands all the prominent communications of the
State of rrexas, and will be the centre of the operations of the rebels when they
are completely concentrated.
This was the point of operation. It would have separated the rebel'forces
of Louisiana and western r_rexas, and also those of Galveston, from the Arkansas
army; and, although not geographically the centre, it would have placed us in
such position as to have made impossible the concentration that is now contemplated. All our information here leads us to believe that there will be a concentration of the rebel forces in the State of Texas. They have upon their payrolls fifty-five thousand six hundred men ( 55,600) west of the~ Mississippi; so it
is reported, but, I am sure, with exaggeration.
The movement upon Shreveport and Marshall is impracticable at present. It
would require a march from Brashear City of between 400 and 500 miles. ~'he
enemy destroying all supplies in the country as he retreats, and the low stage
of the water making it impossible for us to avail ourselves of any water communications, except upon the Teche as far as V ermillionville, it would require a
communication for this distance by wagon trains. Later in the season this can
be done, making Alexandria the base of operations ; but it could not be done
now. The rivers and bayous have not been so low in this State for fifty years,
and Admiral Porter informs me that the mouth of the Red river, and also the
mouth of the Atchafalaya, are both hermetically sealed to his vessels by almost
dry sand-bars, so that he cannot get any vessels into any of the streams. It is
supposed that the first rise of the season will occur early in the next month.
I am satisfied that if we could have placed our force at Houston, as contemplated, it would have prevented the concentration. Had the army relied upon
itself exclusively, the failure at Sabine City would not have occurred. It was
perfectly feasible to land below at any point on the coast between Sabine and
Galveston bay. The instructions of General Franklin contemplated this, but
the naval officers were so perfectly confident in regard to their information of
the fortifications at Sabine pass that their boats were disabled and in the possession of the enemy before any other course was contemplated. It was equally
practicable to march from the coast between the Sabine and Galveston directly
to Houston, as from Beaumont to Houston, and a landing could have been effected
without difficulty. It would have been repeated immediately, but the failure
had given to the enemy so much notice that he was able to concentrate.hiR forces
to prevent a landing at that point. It left me no alternative, therefore, but to
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move across Berwick's bay, in the direction of Opelousas, for the purpose of
taking a route westwar<} to Niblett's bluff on the Sabine, or to advance north to
Alexandria, Shreveport, and Marshall, in accordance with the suggestion which
vou have made both now and heretofore.
.. I make this explanation in regard to Sabine and Houston, as your letter implies that Sabine City was the contemplated position which we intended to
assume. Sabine City did not enter into our original calculations at all, and was
only contemplated by the navy as a point of landing.
The boats asked for have been received, and relieve us very much in the
matter of transportation. I will pay attention to your suggestion in regard to
official communications by mail, and avoid the expense incurred by special messengers, except in cases of great importance.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chief U.S. A., Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

1Vasl~ington,

JanuaTy 22, 1865.

Official:

ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. Vols.
[Duplicate.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,

New Orleans, October 22, 1863.
SIR: Despatches fi·om the general-in-chief impress me with the belief that
my plan of action in the movement to the Sabine pass is not perfectly understood by the government. It was not intended for the occupation of Sabine
City, nor was it indeed the purpose to land at that point, except it could he
done without serious resistance. The landing contemplated and referred to in
the orders given to General Franklin as an alternative for that of Sabine pass
was upon the coast, ten or twelve miles below. Had the landing been accomplished either at the pass or below, a movement would have been immediately
made for Beaumont from the paas, or for Liberty if the landing had been ma.de
below, and thence directly to Houston, where fortifications would have been
thrown up, and our line of communication and supplies immediately established
at the mouth of the Brazos river, west of Houston, until we could have gained
possession of Galveston island and city. I should have had in ten days
from the landing twenty thousand (20,000) men at Houston, where, strongly
fortified, they could have resisted the attack of any force that it was possible
to concentrate at that time. Houston would have been nearly in the centre of
the forces in and about Louisiana and Texas, commanding all the principal
communications, and would have given us ultimately the possession of the State.
The enclosed sketch illustrate:-; the intended routes. The movement to the
Sabine was made upon the reports furnished by the naval officers, who were
perfectly confident of their success in being able to destroy the enemy's guns ..
The grounding of two boats, and the withdrawal of the other two boats, caused
the failure to effect a landing, and the return of the army. In my judgment
the army should not have returned, but should have continued to the point inclicated for landing upon the coast, as contemplated in the instructions. This
would have been done but for the withdrawal of the two boats that were free
after the loss of the Sachem and the Clifton. The expedition sailed from the
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Mississippi on the 4th of September, and returned to the Mississippi on the
11th of September. It was impossible to repeat the attempt, the failure having
given notice to the enemy of our purposes, and enabled him to concentrate his
forces against us. I therefore directed the movement of the troops across Berwick's bay, with a view to an overland movement into Texas. '£he deficiency
of transportation, the removal of the numerous obstructions to the navigation
of the 'reche, and the difficulty of obtaining supplies, made it impracticable for
us to reach Opelousas until this date. We are now in position for a movement
westward into Texas, and northward to northeastern 'l'exas, by the way of
Shreveport.
'l'he resources of the whole of this country are completely and thoroughly
destroyed by the enemy. To the Sabine we have a march from Opelousas and
Vermillion of between one and two hundred miles without water, without sup·
plies, and without other transportation than by wagons. At Niblett's bluff, on
the Sabine, we shall encounter all the possible force of the enemy in the State
of Texas, and a powerful enemy hanging upon our rear throughout the whole
march, which is now waiting for us between Alexandria and Opelousas. From
the Sabine to Houston is a hundred miles; making altogether a march of from
250 to 300 miles. By the way of Alexandria and Shreveport to Marshall,
which is the nearest point on the other route, we have a march of from 350 to
400 miles in that direction without other communication than by wagon train,
and through a country utterly depleted of all its material resources. Either of
these routes presents almost insuperable difficulties. It is not good policy to
fight an absent enemy in a desert country if it can be avoided.
While the army is preparing itself for one or the other of these movements,
I propose to attempt a lodgment upon some point upon the coast from the
mouth of the Mississippi to the Rio Grande.
The gunboat Tennessee was despatched by Commodore Bell for this purpose
on the 29th. A careful and intelligent engineer, Captain Baker, accompanied
the expedition. The Tennessee returned to New Orleans on the 16th instant.
The report was most favorable for operations upon the Gulf coast, and the difficulties, although great, much less than those presented upon either of the land
routes, by way of Niblett's Bluff to Houston, or to Alexandria, Shreveport,
and Marshall; and if it is successful, the results must be far more important
than could be obtained by getting possession of the town of Marshall, iu northeastern Texas. I have therefore determined to make an expedition for the purpose of landing between Sabine and the Rio Grande-most probably at the
latter point. The expedition will sail to-morrow morning (23d) at nine o'clock.
'The troops, about 3,500 in number, are under the command of Major General
Dana. I accompany the expedition myself, and am confident of its success.
The earliest possible communication will be made to you of its results. This
expedition will produce exactly the same results as that by the Sabine pass ; it
is only reversing the order of procedure, beginning at the Rio Grande, and
moving eastward, instead of at the Sabine, moving westward. •
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
The PRESIDENT

of the

United States, Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
WasMngton, D. C., January 22, 1865.

Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. qf Volunteers.
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Flag-aMp McClellan, off Brazos, Santiago, November 4, 1863.
GENERAL: I have the honor to report that on November 2, at meridian,
the flag of the Union was raised on Brazos island, which is now in our possession.
It was occupied by a small force of rebel cavalry, which fled at our disembarcation without serious resistance.
We left New Orleans on Monday, the 26th, at 12 o'clock, having been
three days in the river beyond the time fixed for our departure in my last despatch by a violent storm. On Friday, the 30th, off Aransas Pass, we encountered
a severe gale, which lasted through the day, and separated several of the transports from the fleet. 'l_lhe flag-ship reacheq the rendezvous, latitude 27, Sunday
morning, reconnoitred the Brazos and Boca Chica, and returning to the fleet,
resumed the voyage, and arrived off Brazos Santiago at 5 o'clock Sunday evening. The sea was high, and the wind very strong; a landing seemed impossible, but energetic preparations were made, and on Monday, the 2d instant, at
meridian precisely, the first transport, General Banks, crossed the bar in safety,
and was immediately followed by other transports. We have since been eng::~.ged
in discharging those too heavy to cross the bar.
Three naval vessels-the Monongahela, Owasco, and Virginia-left New
Orleans as convoy for the fleet. The Virginia was disabled on the 29th off
Aransas, and did not reach the Brazos until Sunday evening. The Monongahela and Owasco were separated from the fleet during the gale, keeping company with the dispersed transports, and reached the mouth of the Brazos Tuesday morning.
The force consists of the 2d division 13th army corps, to which are added the
13th and 15th regiments Maine volunteers, 1st 'l'exas cavalry, and the 1st and
16th regiments corps d' Afrique, numbering in all about four thousand men, under
the immediate command of Major General Dana, who has superintended the
disembarcation. 'l'he recent movements in the Teche country, and the late
attack upon the Sabine, have drawn all the forces from western to eastern Texas.
But for this the landing we have effected would have been impossible. Our
success is complete, and if followed up will produce important results in this
part of the country.
It is my purpose, after getting possession of the Rio Grande, to secure the
important passes upon the coast as far as Pass Cavallo. To effect this object,
I shall move a portion of the troops under General Franklin at Vermillionville
to this point. I earnestly entreat that we may be strengthened in our force by
the return of so many conscripts at least as will fill up our regiments. I am
certain that in New England and the west men will readily volunteer for service
in Texas if it is permitted. Unless we are strengthened we may have to abandon the great advantage we have gained. We shall commence our movement
to the Rio Grande to-day.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N.P.BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
l!ajor General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chiif United States Army, Wasl~ington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCO'l,T,
Major and A. A. G. of Volunteers.
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NEW ORLEANS,
No·vember 13, 1863, via New York.
Major General H. W. HALLECK:
Major General Banks was at Brownsville, Texas, on the 9th instant, with a
good· force of infantry, and cavalry, and artillery. There had been three revolutions in Matamoras. His position highly satisfactory.
C. P. STONE,
Brigadier General, Chiif cif Staff,
Per Colonel GOODING,
Bea'rer qf Despatches.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HHADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
Flag-ship McClellan, qff Aransas Pass, Texas, November 18, 1861.
GENERAL: I left Brownsville on the 13th for the purpose of moving against
the passes above Brazos Santiago. We completed the embarcation of troops
at Brazos island on the 15th, and sailed on the morning of the 16th for Corpus
Christi. The troops on board were the 13th and 15th Maine, 34th and 26th
Iowa, and the 8th Indiana regiments, and one battery of artillery, numbering
in all about 1,500 men~ We reached Corpus Christi the day before yesterday
(16th) at 1 o'clock. We expected to be able to cross the bar at Corpus
Christi with the Matamoras, one of the boats brought from the Rio Grande,
and drawing three and a half feet of water, but we found the passage was
impracticable, the bar being covered by only two and a half feet. We were
therefore compelled to land our troops upon the coast. The disembarcation
was superintended by Brigadier General Ransom, who commanded the troops
during the day, and was commenced immediately upon cinr arrival, and occupied
the night. The troops, after landing, commenced a movement towards the upper
end of the island, a distance of twenty-two miles. This march, performed
immediately after effecting a most difficult landing by means of boats through
the surf, reflects great credit upon the officers and troops engaged. The enemy
was completely surprised by our arrival, having no intimation of our presence
until the morning when we presented ourselves. After skirmishing a couple of
hours on the island, and some most effective and well-directed artillery fire from
the gunboat Monongahela, the enemy surrendered. Lieutenant Colonel--was in command, and we captured altogether nine officers, ninety-nine men,
three heavy siege guns, a quantity of most excellent small-arms, eighty or
ninety good horses, a schooner nearly new, and considerable minor land and
water transportation.
We shall move. to-morrow against Pass Cavallo, the most important pass on
the coast except Galveston. We shall have a sharper contest there than at
Aransas, but are confident of success.
The success of our expedition will very likely transfer our operations to the
coast. The best line of defence for Louisiana, as well as for operations against
Texas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya. 'ro operate promptly and
effectively on this line, we need light-draught sea boats, drawing six or seven
feet of water. A supply of these will be a measure of great economy to the
government. Large ships are in great peril constantly, from their inability to
escape the northers by entering the bays. We lost one excellent steamer, the
Nassau, on the bar at Brazo~ from this cause. The steamers St. Mary's, Clinton, Crescent, and others of that class, have been of the greatest service, and to
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them we owe the Ruccess of our expedition. It is of the utmost importance
that this number should be increased. We need very much light-draught gunboats on the Atchafalaya, as if this line is well protected from Be~·wick's bay to
the Red river, the enemy necessarily is thrown back from the Missiasippi. Admiral ·Porter informs me that he had received yQur order to send boats down,
but that he was unable to enter the Atchafalaya from Red river owing to the
low stage of the water; his boats could not pass by sea into Berwick's bay with
safety. I am quite confident that watching for fair weather, all his boats can
be buoyed around, with the assistance of steamers. 'rhe distance is only forty
miles, and the sea is often quite smooth. We have frequently sent river boats
a;round in that way. I respectfully request your attention to this subject.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedi8nt servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major GeneTal, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chiif United States A1·my, lVasMnglon, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasl~ington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. if Volunteers.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, November 19, 1863.
GENERAL : Your despatch of the 4th instant, announcing the occupation of
Brazos island, Texas, is received.
In regard to re-enforcing you, I can only repeat what I have previously
written. All drafted men are assigned to regiments from their own States.
Orders were issued some time ago to fill up your regiments, as far as possible,
from the States to which they belong. Some progress has been made in this,
but it is slow work. We cannot send you other regiments at present without
taking them from other generals in the field, who are as urgent as yourself for
re-enforcements. Moreover, it is thought that your army is sufficiently strong
for that against which you are operating. 'rhe enemy can defeat you only by
concentrating all his forces against your separate and isolated columns. The
concentration of rebel forces in northern Georgia has compelled us to send there
everything available.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-CMif.
Major General N. P. BA~Ks,
Commandin!{ the Dep't of the Gulf.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, January 22, 1865.
Official copy :

J. C. KEL'l,ON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERs DEPARTMENT oF THI<1 GuLF,
New Orleans, November 20, 1863.
CoLONEL : In the absence of the major general commanding, I have the honor
to report the following for the information of the general-in-chief:
On the lOth instant the major general commanding department was at Brownsville, Texas, with about 3,000 men and 16 pieces of artillery. No known force ·
of the enemy nearer than Corpus Christi, where there was but a handful, and
San Antonio, whither Bee had retired with from 150 to 200 men.
Refugees and recruits were coming into our lines in great numbers, and the
commanding general called on me for additional horse equipments and cavalry
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arms. The recruits bring their own horses. I have forwarded about 2,000
sets, with arms for cavalry.
Brownsville was being put in defensible condition, and works were being
constructed on Point Trobel and Brazos St. J ago island. It was supposed that
Corpus Christi would be occupied and fortified by our troops.
During the past week I have, on the requisition of the commanding general,
forwarded to the mouth of the Rio Grande 2,000 infantry, a battery of artillery,
and 100 extra artillery horses. More troops, to the extent of 3,000 infantry of
the 13th army corps, two regiments of the corps d' Afrique, and two batteries of
field artillery are awaiting means of transportation to go forward.
Major General Franklin is holding the 'i,eche country, with his headquarters
at New Iberia. The enemy have made considerable show of force in his front,
and it has been reported that Magruder has joined General Dick 'raylor from
Niblett's bluff, and a portion of Price's force from Shreveport ; but neither
General Franklin nor myself credit the report. This morning General Franklin
effected a surprise of the enemy's advanced force of cavalry (6th Texas regi·
ment) and captured all but 25 of it. 'rhe regiment was small; the captured
amounted to 12 commissioned offieers and 100 rank and file.
Up the river the enemy have shown some activity. Day before yesterday
they came to the Mississippi river, at Hog's landing, near the mouth of Red
river, and fired upon a transport coming down, with four pieces of field artillery.
No lives were lost on the boat, and a gunboat at the point immediately commenced shelling the position. No further result reported as yet.
The rebel General Green has crossed the Atchafalaya river, back ofMorganzia, with cavalry ·and artillery, and was yesterday reported as intending a raid
down the Grosse Tete to intercept our line to Berwick's bay. To prevent mischief in that direction, I have sent re-enforcements to Donaldsonville and
Plaquemine.
On the east bank of the river, Logan is reported as near Clintou, Louisiana,
with from 3,000 to 4,000 men, (much scattered,) on Tuesday of last week, and
re-enforced last Monday at Clinton by three small regiments from Alabama,
with promise of more, to threaten Port Hudson and Baton Rouge. Both these
positions are well garrisoned and in good state of defence.
While writing, I receive information that a steamer is just coming up the
river from the Texas expedition, and she reports by telegraph from the quarantine station that Corpus Christi was in possession of our forces when she sailed.
I would respectfully suggest that the heavy guns and ammunition called for
by the chief of ordnance of the dP.partment, by last steamer, be sent forward as
rapidly as possible, as they will be much needed in the positions which have
been seized on the 'rexas coast.
I have the honor to be, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
OHAS. P. STONE,
.
Brigadier General, Ckief qf Staff.
Colonel JoH~ C. KELTON,
Assist. Adj. General, Headquarters qfthe Army.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE ARMY,
Waskingtm~, January 22, 1865.

Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. qf Volunteers.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
WasMngton, D. C., November 25, 1863.
GENERAL: The Secretary of War directs me to call your attention to the
importance of having a proper commander .in New Orleans. He wishes you to
immediately report the name of the officer left in command of that post.
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Your communications of the 6th, 7th, and 9th, from Brownsville, have been
received and submitted to the Secretary of War.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cl~iif.
Major General BANKS,
Commanding Department qf tl~e Gulf, ]{ew Orleans.
HE4.DQ.UARTEHS ARMY, January 22, 1865.
Official copy :
~C.

KELTON,A.A.G.

[Received 3.45 p. m., November 28, 1863 ]

NEW ORLEANS, November 20, 1863,
via New York, ~Kovember 28, 1863.
:Major General HALLECK, General-in- Chiif:
GENERAL: Aransas, Texas, was taken by our forces the 17th instant, 100
prisoners, and 3 guns captured.
C. P. STONE,
Brigadier General, Chiif qf Staff.
HEAHQ.UARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D . C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Received 3.45 p. m., November 28, 1863.]

NEW ORLEANS, November 20, 1863.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Commanding U. S. A.:
I have just received intelligence that Corpus Christi, Texas, is in possession
of our forces.
C. P. STONE,
Brigadier General and Cl~iif o/ Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Received 10.15 a.m., December 12, 1863.]

N RW ORLEANS, Decembe'r 5, 1863.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Washington, D. C.:
GENERAL: 'l'he following despatch is just received from Major General
Washburn, at Fort Esperanza, Pass Cavallo, Matagorda bay. The command of
the bay gives us substantially the control of central and western Texas, and
all the important points of the coast except Galveston.
FonT EsPERANZA, TEXAs, December 2, 1863.

At 1 o'clock a. m., November 30, the rebels blew up the magazines of this
fort, having evacuated two hours before. It is a very large and complete work,
bomb-proof and partially cased with railroad iron. It had a garrison of one
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thousand men, who escaped all but six. By reason of the continuance of the
gale the gunboats could not furnish me with launches to enable me to cut off
their communications, nor could they take part in the attack. On tl1e 29th we
drove them from all their outworks and advanced our sharpshooters well up to
the fort. We captured 10 guns ranging from 24 to 128-pounders.
Very respectfully yours,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THB ARMY,
Wasltington, D. C., December 7, 1863.
GENERAL: I have just received your letter of November 18, "off Aranzas
Pass." In this you say the "best line of defence for Louisiana, as well as for
operations against '.rexas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya." I fully
concur with you in this opinion. It is the line which I advised you from the
beginning to adopt. In regard to your "Sabine'' and "Rio Grande" expeditions, no notices of your intention to make tliem were received here till they
were actually undertaken. The danger, however, of dividing your army, with
the enemy between the two posts, ready to fall upon either with his entire force,
was pointed out from the first, and I have continually urged that you must not
expect any considerable re-enforcements from other departments. Your communications in regard to light-draught sea-going vessels have been referred to the
Quartermaster General, who has uniformly answered that he had given you all
such vessels that were available, there being only a small number that could be
procured. His attention will be again called to the matter to-day.
In regard to gunboats for your department, we must rely upon the navy.
Admiral Porter hae been requested to give you all possible assistance in this
matter. You may not be aware that by a law of last Congress the building,
purchasing, and commanding of gunboats are placed exclusively under the Navy
Department. I will again ask that the admirals commanding in the Gulf and
in the Mississippi be directed to co-operate with you and rend6r you all the aid in
their power. You will also communicate with them, asking their assistance in
any way you desire.
'.rhe Secretay of War has directed Major General J. J. Reynolds to repair
immediately to New Orleans and assume command at that place in your absence,
reporting to you.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief
Major General BANKS,
Commanding Department of the Gulf, New Orleans, Louisiana.
HEADQUARTERS

Ol<'

THE ARMY, January 22, 1865.

Official:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
ST. Louis, Mo., December 10, 1863.
Major General HALLECK, General-in- Chief:
General Steele informs me that Price is again advancing towards Little Rock.
Some of the Texas troops lately at Shreveport a1·e with him.
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Is it true that General Banks's force has retired down Red river 1 If so,
General Steele will be much exposed.
J. M. SCHOFIELD,
Major General Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE .ARMY,
Washington, D. C, December 11, 1863.
Major General ScHOFIELD, St. Louis:
General Banks, when last heard from, proposed to operate from New Orleans
towards Red river. Should he do so, it will assist General Steele. But as hjs
plans have been so often changed, it is not safe to rely upon them. You will
therefore give General Steele all the a.ssistance in your power. I will also telegraph to General Grant to do the same.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERs, ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. W .AGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasllington, D. C., December 11, 1863.
Major General GRANT, Chattanooga:
General Steele reports that the rebel forces under Price and from r.rexas are
advancing upon Little Rock. It is also reported that they are seriously threatening West Tenness.ee and the Mississippi river. Admiral Porter reports that
Port Hudson is also threatened. Would it not be well, under these circumstances,
to send back some troops to Hurlbut, so that the troops detached from Steele
and Schofield to West Tennesse may be returned 1 .And also to instruct
General McPherson to assist, if necessary, General Banks's forces on the Lower
Mississippi? Rebel papers received .here indicate that an effort will be made
to reclose the Mississippi river during the absence of your army and that of
General Banks. The movement of the latter on the Rio Grande was unexpected and contrary to the advice of the government.
H. W. HALLECK,
·
General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. W .AGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUAR'I'ERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., December 11, 1863.
GENERAL: I enclose herewith a copy of memorandum from the Navy department to the Secretary of War in regard to guns left at Port Hudson. In my
despatch to you of .August 24 it was directed that the fortifications at New
Orleans should be supplied by removing to that place the heavy ordnance at
Port Hudson and Vicksburg. It appears from .Admiral Porter's despatch that
this has not been done, and that there is danger of the water batteries at Port
Hudson falling into the hands of the enemy. Major General Reynolds has been
directed, in your absence, to remove these water batteries to New Orleans, as
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we control the waters of the Mississippi river. We require only land batteries
on its banks, between New Orleans and Memphis, especially in places which
are liable to fall into rebel hands.
General Steele reports that Price, with a portion of the Texas troops, is moving towards Little Rock. If your forces are operating up the Atchafalaya, as
stated in your last despatch, they will be likely to check Price's advance. If
your forces operate together on the line proposed, you will be strong enough to
resist anything the enemy can bring against yon; but the division of your
army and the occupation of so many points in western 'I'exas cause serious
apprehension that the enemy may concentrate and overwhelm some one of
your isolated detachments.
A regiment of cavalry is being sent from Baltimore to your command. In
the present condition of affairs in the west and on the Mississippi river, it will
not be possible to immediately re-enforce you from that quarter. I hope, however, that General Grant may be able to spare some troops from his line. But,
as I have stated, you must make your dispositions with regard only to the troops
of your own army, and not so divide it as to render re-enforcements necessary for
your own security; contingencies may arise elsewhere which will render it impossible to give you more troops at the time you ask for them.
Very 1·espectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General- in- Chief
Major General BANKS,
Comd'g Dep't qf tl~e Gulf, New Orleans, Louisiana.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, January 25, 1865.

Official:
~C. KELTON,A;~~

HEADQUARTERS OF TH~ ARMY,
JVaskington, D. C. December 17, 1863.
Major General GRANT, Chattanooga:
:t

:t

•

•

:t

:t

:t

•

I agree with you that all troops not required for these purposes, and for
cleaning out West rrennessee and the Mississippi, can operate with greater advantage during the winter in the south. From present appearances General Banks
will need all the assistance you can give him just now on the Lower Mississippi
and in Louisiana, as I telegraphed you a few days ago.
:t

:t

:t

:t

:t

:t

:t

,.

H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Ckief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 25, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, December 23, 1863.
GENERAL : Your despatch of December 9 I received yesterday. My orders
from the department were to establish the flag of the government in 'I.'exas at
the earliest possible moment. I understood that the point and the means were
left at my discretion. It was implied, if not stated, that time was an element
of great importance in this matter, and that the object should be accomplished
as speedily as possible. In addition to the instructions received from your department upon this subject, the President addressed me a letter, borne by Brigadier General Hamilton, military governor of Texas, dated September 19, 1863,
in which he expressed the hope that I had already accomplished the object so
much desired. In the execution of this order, my first desire was to obtain pos-
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session of Houston, and the expedition which failed to effect a landing at the
Sabine was designed to secure that object. The failure of that expedition made
it impossible to secure a landing at that point. I immediately concentrated all
my disposable force upon the 1 1eche, with a view to enter Texas by the way of
Niblett's Bluff, on the Sabine, or by Alexandria, at some more northern point.
The low stage of the water in all the rivers, and the exhaustion of supplies in
that country, made it apparent that this route was impracticable at this season
of the year-I might say impossible within any reasonable time, and it would
be accomplished by imminent peril, owing to the condition of the country, the
length of marches, and the strength of the enemy, making this certain by
thorough reconnaissance of the country; but without withdrawing my troops, I
concluded to make another efl'ort to effect a landing at some point upon tb,e coast
of Texas, in the execution of what I understood to be imperative orders. For
this purpose I withdrew a small force stationed at Morganzia, on the Mississippi, which had been under command of General Herron, and was then under
Major General Dana, and put them in a state of preparation for this movement.
Assisted by the commander of the naval forces, Commodore Bell, I directed
a r<tconnoissance of the coast of Texas as far as Brazos Santiago, making my
movements entirely dependent upon that report. A return from this reconnoissance was made October 16, and my troops being in readiness for movement
somewhere, without the delay of a single day, except that which the state of
the weather made necessary, I moved for the Brazos. You will see from these
facts that it was impossible for me to give you sufficient notice of this intention,
to receive instructions from you upon this subject; but a~ soon as I had received
the information necessary, and arrived at the determination to land at the
Brazos, I gave you full information of all the facts in the case. It is my purpose always to keep you informed of all movements that are contemplated in
this department, but it did not seem to me to be possible to do more in this instance; and upon a review of the circumstances, I cannot now see where or
when I could have given you more complete and satisfactory information than
my despatches conveyed.
I repeat my suggestion that the best line of defence for Louisiana, as well as
for operations against Texas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya, and I
also recall the suggestions made by you upon the same subject. But that line
was impracticable at the time when I received your orders upon the subject of
Texas. I ought to add that the line of the Atchafalaya is available for offensive or defensive purposes only when the state of the water admits the operations of a strong naval force. At the time when I made this suggestion to you
it was impossible to get a boat into the Atchafalaya, either from the Red river
or from the Gulf, owing to the low stage of the water, and there were very few,
if any, boats on the Mississippi, or in this department, that could have navigated these waters at that time. It was therefore impossible to avail myself of
this natural line-first, for the reason that we had not sufficient naval force for
this purpose, and that the navigation was impossible. As soon as the Mississippi and Red river shall rise, the government can make available the advantages
presented by this line of water communication.
I recognize the embarrassments under which the government labors in regard
to re-enforcements in this department; yet, as my lines are continually extending, I thought it to be my duty to renew the suggestion which I had formerly
made in regard to the strength of my command and the many imperative demands made upon it. 1 1 his is in the way of information, and not of complaint.
I do not think my despatches will show unreasonable urgency in this regard.
I do not intend unnecessarily to divide my forees. I shall keep them concentrated as far as it is possible to do so. You may be E~ure that your suggestions
upon this subject will receive due consideration. I know there is great difficulty
Part n--9
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in obtaining light-draught sea-boats; yet, from the necessities of the service, I
feel called upon to urge, as far as may be proper, the want of vessels of this
character. We have had many serious difficulties in obtaining the use of such
vesse~s when in this department and in possession of the government. I am
very glad that you have called the attention of Admiral Porter again to the
subject of light-draught boats for the Atchafalaya and Berwick's bay. He has
promised that as soon as the state of the water will admit the passage of his
boats, he will send some of them into that river.
I was not aware of the existence of the law to which you refer, but I appreciate the embarrassments which it throws upon the administration of the War
Department. I will, as you suggest, communicate with the naval authorities
and request their assistance in all enterprises which I may undertake.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chiif U. S. A., Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 2.2, 1865
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and Assutant Adjutant Geneml.
LANCASTER, OHio, December 26, 1863.
General HALLECK : 1\fr. Ewing's health and distress of my family almost
forced me to come here for a few days, but I will be at Cairo and down the
Mississippi by January second, and strike Grenada and Shreveport, if the admiral agrees.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

W. T. SHERMAN,
Major General.

*

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
WasAington, D. 0., December 28, 1863.
Major General W. T. SHERMAN, Cairo:
A package will be sent to you by mail,· directed to Cairo, containing complaints that stores sent from the Upper Mississippi to New Orleans have been
seized at Vicksburg and Natchez, and diverted from their proper destination.
The Secretary of War directs that the necessary orders be issued to remedy
this evil.
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cl~iif.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,

New Orleans, December 30, 1863.
Your deBpatch of December 11, enclosing despatch from Admil'al Porter, was received on the 27th instant. Orders were given to Brigadier
General Andrewt:~ long since for the destruction of the river batteries at Port
Hudson, and the removal of the guns. There is no excuse for his neglect, as
his attention has been repeatedly called to the subject. Since your despatch
has been receivecl the guns have been removed, and the works demolished.
In reference to the report made by General Steele, that General Price, with a
portion of the rebel troops, was moving towards Little Rock, I beg to suggest
that but a small force of Texas troops can be moving in that direction. 'The
greater portion are in Texas, or in central Louisiana.
A portion of my command is now on the Teche, but will probably be withdrawn. 'l'he rivers are not yet deep enough to enable us to advance towards
the Red river, except by wagon communication, which is impracticable. The
country is without supplies of any kind.
It is my desire, if possible, to get possession of Galveston. This, if effected,
will give us control of the entire coast of Texas, and require but two small
garrisons, one on the Rio Grande and the other on Galveston islaud, unless it
be the wish of the Department of War that extensive operations should be
made in the State of Texas. A sufficient number of men can probably be recruited in that State for the permanent occupation of these two posts. It will
relieve a very large number of naval vessels, whose service is now indispensable to us, on the Mississippi and in the Gulf. This can occupy but a short time,
and if executed, will leave my whole force in hand to move to any other point
ou the Red river, or wherever the government may direct. Once possessed of
Galveston, and my command ready for operation in any other direction, I shall
await the orders of the government ; but I trust that this may be accomplished
before undertaking any other enterprise. It is impossible, at this time, to move
as far north as Alexanuria by water. The Red river is not open to the navigation of our gunboats, and it is commanded by Fort De Russy, which has been
remounted since our occupation of Alexandria. This position must be turned
by means of a large force on land before the gunboats can pass. 'l'o co-operate
with General Steele in Arkansas, or north of the Red river, will bring nearly
the whole rebel force of Texas and Louisiana between New Orleans and my
command, without the possibility of dispersing or defeating them, as their movement would be directed south, and mine to the north. It is necessary that this
force should be first dispersed or destroyed before I can safely operate in conjunction with General Steele. Once possessed of the coast of 'l1exas, and the
naval and land forces relieved, I can then operate against the forces in Louisiana or Texas, and I can disperse or dAstroy the land forces in Louisiana, and
safely co-operate with General Steele, or with any other portion of the urrny
of the United States. It was in this manner that we captured Port Hudson.
It would have been impracticable to proceed against Port Hudson from the
Mississippi, without having first dispersed the army of 'l1exas and Louisiana,
on the west of that river.
I bear in mind the danger consequent upon the division of forces, but must
suggest to you that my department is extended, and many posts must be occupied; and while I would be very glad to keep my forces concentrated, it is impossible to do so. 'l'he orders of the government seemed to be peremptory that
I was to occupy a position in Texas, and those which I have in view, Brownsville and Galveston, required as little force as any other positions in that State.
To this fact may be added, that there are supplies and recruits which canllot
be found in any other portion of this department. In all my operations you
may rely upon the bulk of my forces being kept together, and prepared for
GENERAL:
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any movements of the enemy. It is possible, but not probable, that they may
make a successful assault upon some of the isolated positions. We Bhall endeavor to prevent this by all possible means. I repeat, that in any movements
in which I engage I shall concentrate the available forces of my command, and
peril nothing by an unnecessary division.
I am very much gratified that the 3d Maryland cavalry is ordered to this
department. It promises to be a fine regiment. From the nature of the country in which we operate, a strong cavalry force is indispensable, and I am endeavoring to convert infantry 1·egiments into cavalry as rapidly as possible,
consistent with the service.
The true line of occupation, in my judgment, offensive and defensive, for
this department, is the Atchafalaya and the :Mississippi. The Teche country,
and that between the Atchafalaya and the Mississippi, can be defended only by
the assistance of the navy. It is impossible for land forces to operate on that
line successfully without the assistance of gunboats. The best position that
we could occupy will be to defend this line by the aid of a strong naval force
ofHght and heavy draught gunboats for the different waters in which they may
operate, and the disposable land forces so held as to be able to move from one
point to another in a body. We should then have one complete line of water
11avigation from the Rio Grande to Alexandria or Shreveport during the winter
and spring, and from the mouth of the Mississippi to Key West, in the Gulf,
and could throw our entire force against any point of the territory occupied
by the enemy, without the possibility of their anticipating our movement or
purposes. I am endeavoring constantly to secure means for offensive and de·
fcnsive war upon this plan, and am confident that it can be very speedily accomplished.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,

Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,

General-in- Chiif U. S. Army, Washington, D. C.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,

Major and A . .fl. G. Volunteers.
CAIRO, ILLlNOIS, January 4, 1864.
Major General HALLECK :
By orders from Major General Sherman we send you the following message,
which is a copy of message from him to General Grant, at Nashville.
CAIRO MIL. TEL. OFFICE.
CAIRO, January 4, 1864.
:Major General GRANT:
Arrived last night. Mississippi above frozen over, but Ohio full and river
below in good order. Railroad cars running very irregularly, from the late intense
cold wratber. Have seen Admiral Porter. Boats navigating the Mississippi
Lave not been disturbed of late, and no apprehension felt on that score. Red
river and Yazoo too low to admit of the movement on Shreveport and Grenada,
but the seaoon is otherwise favorable. I am satisfied we have men enough to
take Shreveport if we get up Red river, which the admiral thinks impossible.
I will inspect Paducah to-morrow, and Columbus next, then to Memphis. I
will make all preparations for striking inland whenever the blow will be most
effectual. There is no doubt the whole matter would be simplified if you had

.
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command of the :Mississippi valley below Cairo. • I think if you were to name
the subject to General Halleck, that he would order it, for its propriety is better
known to him than to any other. Admiral Porter's command extends to and
below New Orleans, and ours should also. * • *
W. T. SHERMAN,
Major General, Commandi?tg.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

January 23, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
H:ru.DQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, January 4, 1864.
GENERAL: Your despatch of December 23 is just received.
I had hoped to be able to send you re-enforcements from the department of
the south, but, for reasons not necessary to explain here, it was determined to
retain the forces in front of Charleston to co-operate with the navy. The troops
in North Carolina are reported as barely sufficient to maintain the defensive.
Every man not deemed necessary by General Meade to oppose Lee was ~ent to
Chattanooga and East Tennessee. The only other resource was the west.
General Steele's forces in Arkansas were directed to ad vance towards Shreveport, so as to co-operate with you on Red river. He went as far as Arkadelphia,
when, hearing of your movement into western Texas, he deemed it unsafe to
attempt alone the occupation of the line of Red river. General Grant was urged
to send back to the Mississippi river a part of his command as soon as he could
spare the troops. General Sherman has been detached for that purpose, and
he will move down the river as rapidly as practicable. He is instructed to
give you all the aid in his power. I have also ordered to New Orleans several
detached regiments and batteries, both in the west and in the east. I enter into
these details in order that you may know that no efforts have been spared to
give you all possible assistance.
Generals Sherman and Steele agree with me in opinion that the Red river is
the shortest and best line of defence for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as a base
of operations against Texas. If this line can be adopted, most of the troops in
Arkansas can be concentrated on it. But, as before remarked, Steele cannot
alone attempt its occupation. His movements must therefore be dependent, in
a great measure, upon yours. If, as soon as you have sufficient water in the
Atehafalaya and Red rivers, you operate in that direction, Steele's army and
Reb forces as Sherman can detach should be directed to the same object. The
should also co-operate. If, on the other hand, your operations are
confined to the coast of 'rexas, Steele must make the Arkansas river his
def~nce, and most of Sherman's force may be required to keep open the
lt&sis:sippi.
So long as your plans are not positively decided upon, no definite instructions
be given to Sherman aRd Steele. The best thing, it would seem, to be
under the circumstances, is for you to communicate with them, and also
Admiral Porter, in regard to some general co-operation. All agree upon
is the best plan of operations if the stage of water in the rivers and other
[lll'CIIlms,tances should be favorable; if not, it must be modified or changed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
llajor General BANKS,
Commanding Department qf the Gulf.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 25, 1865.
copy:
J. C. KELTON, A . .A.. G.
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CoLUMBUS, Kv., January 6, 1S64.
Major General HALLECK :
Package relating to complaints of the interruption of stores en route for
General Banks is received, · and shall receive my immediate attention. Yon
know General McPherson well enough to agree with me that he would not do
such a thing without some good reason, or in consequence of some mistake. I
will assure General Banks that instead of taking his provisions, we stand prepared at all times to share with him our own.
W. T. SHERMAN.

Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY,

WasMngton, D . C., January 7, 1864.
GENERAL:

*

*

•

*

*

*

*

I have just seen your letter of December 12 to General Schofield in regard
to an adYance towards Red river. It was at one time hoped that you might
co-operate with General Banks in holding that line, and thus secure Arkansas
and Missouri from further rebel raids. But when General Banks changed his
plan of operations to the Gulf coast, an advance on your part would have been
extremely perilous, and you acted wisely in occupying the defensive position
of the Arkansas. It is hoped that means may hereafter be concerted between
yourself and General Sherman and General Banks to drive the r nerny entirely
out of Arkansas, and then occupy the line of R ed river, which is shorter, and
probably easier of defence. In the mean time I presume all your present forces
will be r equired to hold your present line of defence, and to prevent rebel raids
north of the Arkansas.
You will please to communicate frequently with these headquarters, giving
as full information as possible of the condition of affairs in your department.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,

General-in- Chief.
Major General F. STEELE,

Little Rock, Arkansas.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 22, 1865.
Official copy :

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., Janua1·y 8, 1864.
GENERAL:

*

*

•

*

*

*

From the enclosed copy of a letter of instructions from Major General Steele,
and from the published orders issued by the Adjutant General of the army, you
will learn that General Steele's command, in the department of the Arkansas,
has been placed under your orders .

*

*

...

*

*

*

...
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In regard to General Banks's campaign against Texas, it is proper to remark
that it was undertaken less for military reasons than as a matter of state policy.
As a military measure simply, it perhaps presented less advantages than a
movement on Mobile and the Alabama river, so as to threaten the enemy's interior
lines, and effect a diversion in favor of our armies at Chattanooga and in East
Tennessee. But, however this may have been, it was deemed necessary, as a matter of political or state policy, connected with our foreign relations, and especially
with France and Mexico, that our troops should occupy and hold at least a
portion of 'J.lexas. The President so considered, for reasons satisfactory to himself and to his cabinet, and it was, therefore, unnecessary for us to inquire
whether or not the troops could have been employed elsewhere with greater
military advantage. I allude to this matter here, as it may have an important
influence on your projected operations during the present winter.
Keeping in mind that General Banks's operations in Texas, either on the
Gulf coast or by the Louisiana frontier, must be continued during the winter,
it is to be considered whether it will not be better to direct our efforts, for the
present, to the entire breakiug up of the rebel forces west of the Mississippi river,
rather than to divide them by operating against Mobile and the Alabama. If
the forces of Smith, Price, and Magruder could be so scattered or broken as to
enable Steele and Banks to occupy Red river as a line of defence, a part of their
armies would probably become available for operations elsewhere.
General Banks 1·eports his present force as inadequate for the defence of his
position, and for operations in the interior; and General Steele is of opinion
that he cannot advance beyond the Arkansas or Sabine, unless he can be certain
of co-operation and supplies on Red river. Under these circumstances it is
worth considering whether such forces as Sherman can move down the .MissisEippi river should not co-operate with the armies of Steele and Banks on the
west side.
Of course, operations of any of your troops in that direction must be subordinate, and subsequent to those which you have proposed for East and vV est
Tennessee. I therefore present these views at this time, merely that they may
r;:ceive your attention and consideration in determining upon your ulterior movements.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in CMef.
:Major General U. S. GRANT,
Commanding, ~c., g.c., Chattanooga, Tennessee.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 22, 1865.
Official copy :

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS, OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., January 11, 1864.
GENERAL: Your despatch of December 30 is received. General Andrews's
neglect of orders in regard to the river batteries at Port Hudson deserves a reprimand, if not a more serious punishment.
I am assured by the Navy Department that Admiral Porter will be prepared
to co-operate with you as soon as the stage of the water in the southwest will
admit of the use of ,his floti.lla there. General Steele's command is now under
the general orders of General Grant, and it is hoped that he and General Sherman may also be able to co-operate with you at an early day. General Sherman is now on the Mississippi river, and General Grant expects to soon be able
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to re-enforce him. A regiment of cavalry and one of infantry have to-day bxen
ordered to your command, from Maine. Two or three batteries will be sent
from here as soon as transportation can be procured. It is enormously expensive to e.hip horses from here, on account of the heavy losses at sea. The failure
to send you animals and forage from the west is probably due to the neglect of
subordinate agents of the quartermaster's department. An examination has
been ordered, and it is hoped that measures will be adopted to prevent a recurrence of the evils complained of.
Re-enlistments in old regiments progressed favorably till Congress prohibited
bounties. Unless this resolution should be repealed, we shall get very few more
old soldiers. Recruiting at the north and east is very slow, but the regiments
will be forwarded to you as speedily as they can be filled up.
It has never been expected that your troops would operate north of the Red
river, unless the rebel forces in Texas should be withdrawn into Arkansas;
but it was proposed that General Steele should advance to Red river if he
could rely upon your co-operation, and he could be certain of receiving supplies
upon that line. Being uncertain on these points, he determined not to attempt
an advance, but to occupy the Arkansas river as his line of defence.
The best military opinions of the generals in the west seem to favor operations on the Red river, provided the stage of water will enable gunboats to cooperate. I presume General Sherman will communicate with you on this subject. If the rebels could be driven south of that river it would serve as a shorter
and better line of defence for Arkansas and Missouri than that now occupied
by General Steele; moreover it would open to us the cotton and slaves of northeastern Louisiana and southern Arkansas. I am inclined to think that this opens
a better field of operations than any other for such troops as General Grant can
spare during the winter. I have written to him, and also to General Steele, on
this subject.
Please advise me if you want more field artillery sent to your department,
and also in regard to the shipment of animals from the northeast.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
}lew Orleans, Louisiana.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY,

January 20, 1865.

Official copy :
~ C.KELTO~ ~A.~

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. G., January 17,1864.
GF.NERAL:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

General Banks represents the condition of affairs in his department to be such
as to require all the re-enforcements that we can possibly send him. As soon
as I found that he had divided his forces, by operating upon the Gulf coast, I
urged that troops sh0uld be sent him from South Carolina, and that the attack
on Charleston be abandoned. It was decided otherwise. My opinion has been,
and still is, that all troops not required to hold our present position in Virginia and
on the Atlantic coast should be sent to you and to General Banks for operations
this winter, and as -preparatory to a spring campaign. I hoped that by this
means Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, and Louisiana would be secured, and
the rebel force in r.rexas be so reduced and hemmed in as to give us but little
trouble hereafter. Our armies in the west and south could then have been so
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concentrated, or at least could have so co-operated, as to inflict some terrible
blows upon the rebels. But I fear that the unexpected condition of affairs in
East Tennessee will prevent the accomplishment of these objects, or at least a
part of them, this winter, and that we must soon prepare for a spring campaign.
The furloughing of so many troops has greatly reduced our forces in the north,
but I hope to send some more to General Banks. There is, however, much difficulty and delay in obtaining transportation by sea. This makes it still more
important that the navigation of the Mississippi should be well protected, and
that Sherman and Steele sh~uld so operate as to assist General Banks as much
as possible. I leave it entirely to your judgment to determine how and to wha.t
extent such assistance can be rendered.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
Major General GRANT,
Nashville, Tennessee.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

Official copy :

THE ARMY, January 22, 1865.

J. C.

KELTON,A.A.G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., January 22, 1864.
GE:\fERAL: Your despatch of January 11, enclosing copy of your proclamation, is received.
Major General John A. McClernand has been ordered to report to you for
duty. I am directed by the Secretary of War to say that you can assign him
to such duty as you may deem best. If you think it advisable to restore him
to the command of his former corps, your order will be confirmed by the President.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
Major General BANKS,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, January 20, 1865.

Official copy:
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasltington, D. C., January 28, 1864.
GENERAL: Three batteries of artillery and a regiment of cavalry have been
embarked from Baltimore for your command. A regiment of New York veteran
cavalry is now being embarked at this place. It is sent with equipments, but
without horses, as transportation for horses by sea cannot now be procured.
The Quartermaster General expects to send you horses by the .Mississippi river.
A regiment of infantry will be ready here as soon as vessels can be obtained.
The two regiments in Maine, reported ready for the field, and ordered to you,
are now reported not quite ready. Several regiments of Indiana troops are expected to be ready in a short time. They will be sent by the Mississippi river.
Some of the New York regiments are also reported as nearly ready. There
may, however, be some delay in getting them off for want of ocean vessels.
This difficulty results in part from the detention of sea-going vessels in the de-
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partment of the Gulf. To obviate it, such vessels should be returned north as
early as possible. . Unless this is done, there must be delay in sending you
troops from the north and east.
. Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
New Orleans.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, January 22, 1865.

Official copy :
J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
New Orleans, January 23, 1864.
GENERAL: Your despatches of the 4th and the 11th January are received-the
first on the 13th instant and the second by the mail to-day. I am much gratified
to know that General Sherman is instructed to co-operate with the commands on
the Mississippi.
With the forces you propose, I concur in your opinion, and with Generals
Sherman and Steele, "that the Red river is the shortest and best line of defence
for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as a base of operations against Texas." But
it would be too much for General Steele or myself to undertake Beparately.
With our united forces and the assistance of General Sherman the success of
movements on that line will be certain and important. I shall most cordially
co-operate with them in executing your orders. With my own command I can
operate with safety only on the coast of r:rexas; but from the coast I could not
penetrate far into the interior, nor secure control of more than the country west
of San Antonio. On the other line, with commensurate forces, the whole State,
as well as Arkansas and Louisiana, will be ours, and their people will gladly
renew allegiance to the government. 1.'he occupation of Shreveport will be to
the country west of the Mississippi what that of Chattanooga is to the east;
and as soon as this can be accomplished the country west of Shreveport will be
in condition for movement into Texas. I have written to General Sherman and
General Steele in accordance with these Yiews, and shall be ready to act with
them as soon as the Atchafalaya and Red river will admit the navigation of our
gunboats. Our supplies can be transported by the Red river until April, at
least. In the mean time the railway from Vicksburg to Shreveport ought to be
completed, which would furnish communication very comfortably for the whole
of eastern Texas. I do not mean that operations should be deferred for this
purpose, but, as an ultimate advantage in the occup~ttion of these States and the
establishment of governments, it would be of great importance.
I enclose to you with this communication a very complete map of the Red
river country and Texas, which embraces all the information we have been able
to obtain up to this time. It has been prepared by Major D. C. Houston, of
the engineer corps, and will show that we have not overlooked the importance
of this line. Accompanying the map is a memorial which exhibits the difficulties that are to be overcome. To this I respectfully invite your attention. I
have sent to General Sherman and General Steele copies of this map.
I shall be ready to move to Alexandria as soon as the rivers are up, most
probably marching by Opelousas. This will be necessary to turn the forts on
Red river and open the way for the gunboats. From that point I can operate
with General Steele, north or south of Red river, in the direction of Shreveport,
and from thence await your instructions. I do not think operations will be delayed on my account. I have received a despatch from General Sherman, in
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which he expresses a wish to enter upon the campaign, but had not at that time
received orders upon the subject.

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

[In reference to garrison at Matagorda bay and east of Lake Pontchartrain.]

.*

I can concentrate on Red river all my force available for active service, except the garrisons at Matagorda and Brownsville, which will be small.
I am very much gratified by the report of re-enforcements, to which your despatches refer
With great respect, &c.,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General W. H. HALLECK,
Commander-tn- Ckiif, ~c.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Waslzington, January 21, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
J.liajor and A. A. G. of Voluntee1·s.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT

GENERAL:

*

*

*

oF

THE

GuLF,

,J.Vew Orleans, January 29, 1864.

*

*

*

*

I shall be ready to co-operate with General Sherman and General Steele as
soon as I receive definite information of the time when they will be ready to
move. I can take posse~sion of Alexandria at any timr, but cunld not maintain the position without the support of the forces on the upper river.
It is important that river steamers should be sent down from St. Louis, F:uitable
for the navigation of Reel river. I want ten or fifteen of first-class and liglttdraught boats. Some months since you ordered steamers to be sent here, but
very few reached New Orleans. They will be indi::;pensable now.
Pending information and orders in regard to the movement on Red river,
bnt little change has occurred in the position of troops. I have sent officers to
communicate with General Sherman, or General McPherson, in his absence, and
General Steele, but have yet no information from them. 1 have sent an officer
to St. Louis also to obtain steamers, and shall be very glad if you will communicate with the quartermaster at that post, and direct him to aid me. The troops
are generally re-enlisting. 'rhe furloughs granted upon re-enlistment will materially reduce my force, and I hope those sent from the north may replace those
who obtain leave of absence.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Anxiously waiting informntion and instructions in [regard] to operations on
Red river, I have done nothing in Texas except to provide for the security of
the positions held.
I have the honor to be, with respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Mr~jm· General Com_manding.
Major General HALLECK,
Commander-in- Clziif, ~c.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Waslzington, Janum·y 21, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT' N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G.

of Vols.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0., February 1, 1864.
GENERAL: Your despatches of January 23, transmitting report and map of
Major Houston, are received. This report and map contain very important and
valuable information.
'The geographical character of the theatre of war west of the Mississippi
indicates Shreveport as the most important objective point of the operations of
a campaign for troops moving from the Teche, the Mississippi, and the Arkansas
rivers.
Of course, the strategic advantages of this point may be more than counterbalanced by disadvantages of communicat~on and supplies. General Steele reports that he cannot advance to Shreveport this month unles8 certain of finding
supplies on the Red river, and of having there the co-operation of your forces
or those of General Sherman.
If the Red 1·ive-r is not navigable, and it will require months to open any other
communication to Shreveport, there seemi3 very little prospect of the requisite
co-operation or transportation of supplies. It has, therefore, been left entirely
to your discretion, after fully investigating the question, to adopt this line or
substitute any other. It was proper, however, that you should have an understanding with Generals Steele and Sherman, as it would probably be hazardous
for either of those officers to attempt the movement without the co-operation of
other troops.
If the country between the Arkansas and the Red river is impassable during
the winter, as has been represented, it was thought that a portion of General
Steele's command might be temporarily spared to operate with Sherman from
the Mississippi. The department of Arkansas was, therefore, made subject to
the orders of General Grant.
It is quite probable that the condition of affairs in East 'l,ennessee, so different
from what General Grant anticipated when he detached General Sherman, may
have caused him to modify his plans, or at least to postpone their execution.
This may also prevent your receiving the expected aid from Sherman. Communications by the Mississippi river are so often interrupted, and despatches
delayed, that I am not advised where General Sherman now is, or what are his
present plans.
So many delays have already occurred, and the winter is now so far advanced,
that I greatly fear no important operations west of the Mississippi will be concluded in time for General Grant's proposed campaign in the spring. This is
greatly to be regretted, but perhaps is unavoidable, as all our armies are greatly
reduced by furloughs, and the raising of new troops progres~es very slowly.
Re-enforcements, however, are being sent to you as rapidly as we can possibly
get them ready for the field.
Have you not overestimated the strength of the enemy west of the Mississippi
rived All the information we can get makes the whole rebel force under
Magruder, Smith, and Price much less than ours under you and General Steele.
Of course you have better sources of information than we have here.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
New Orleans.
HEADQU.ARTERS ARMY, January 20, 1865.
Official copy :
J. C. KELTON, A . .A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, Februa1·y 2, 1864.
GENERAL: I have the honor to transmit despatches from Major General
F. J. Herron, commanding United States forces on the Rio Grande, from the
commander of the forces at Mesilla, New Mexico, Brigadier General J. R. West,
commanding forces in the district of Arizona. The suggestion made in tny despatch to General Carleton wns, that he should communicate with me the
strength and position of his command, with a view to ascertain if any co-operation of our forces was practicable in western Texas. It does not appear that
he can assist us; and my own operations are so changed since the date of my
despatch that we cannot, with advantage, co-operate with him. Other measures
more feasible and important are open to us.

•

*

*

•

•

•

*

[Affairs at Matamoras, Brownsville, and Pass Cavallo.]

*

•

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

•

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I enclose copy of communication from Admiral Porter, which shows the condition of Red river and the Atchafalaya. From this it would appear that some
delay would occur before any extensive operations can be carried out in that
direction. .As I stated in my last despatch, I have sent officers to communicate
with General Sherman, or General McPherson, in case of General Sherman's
absence, and also with General Steele, and shall hold myself in readiness to cooperate with them.
Their forces [rebels J are divided between Shreveport, Alexandria, and Simmes ·
port, and are stated to number, in all, some twenty-five thousand (25,000) men,
including all their conscripts. This is doubtless an exaggeration of numbers,
but their strength is considerable. They are fortifying at various points, and
strengthening Fort de Russey, on the Red river, and the passage of the river at
that point is filled by heavy rafts and other obstructions.

I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chief U.S. Army, Washington, D. C.

MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON, FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK,
Cairo, Janua'r y 19, 1864.
GF.NERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of December 29. I have already sent down four good "tin-clads,"
light-draughts, to Commodore Bell, to co-operate with you in the waters of the
Atchafalaya, &c. I will send six more in a few days ; they are new vessels and
have fine batteries, mounting in all 60 guns. You have no idea how I am pressed
on all sides for gunboats; if it could have been done, you should have had them
sooner.
Our winter has been severe; the thermometer 260 below zero, the river full
of ice, and the Mississippi frozen hard from St. Louis to Cairo. My whole force
is taken up in co-operating with Generals Grant and Sherman, who are now on
the move, or I should be below in person.
The water in the .Atchafalaya is only back water from the Mississippi, and
when the river rises I will shove a strong force in there.
The rebels are blockading Red river again with rafts and fortifying Shreveport strongly.
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The shoals at Alexandria are yet dry, but three inches will cover them. It
will require a rise of twelve (12) feet for any vessel to ascend the river!
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear- Admiral.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding DepaTtment qf tl~e Gulf.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 21, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. qf Vols.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARKANSAS,
Little Rock, Arkansas, February 4, 1864.
GENERAL: Your letter of the 25th ultimo was received this evening by the
hands of Captain Dunham. I have endeavored to communicate with your for~es
in Louisiana and Texas by means of spies sent across the country. One of them
returned this evening, having been below Shreveport, on Red river, and thence
to the M:issis~ippi. Captain Dunham will converse with him. I learn that the
rebels have forage depots every ten miles from Monroe to within forty miles of
Pine Bluff. It is reported that they were established for General 'l'aylor's troop8,
who were to march against Pine Bluff in concert with Holmes's command.
The roads are in such a condition now that an army could not move from here
to Ouachita with artillery or trains, and I am told that they will be impracticable
for several months to come. I could not supply the advanced post at Benton
on account of bad roads. It is therefore evident that if an advance movement
is to be made soon, it must be made up Ouachita and R ed rivers. lf the troops
should be moved down from Fort Smith to hold the mountain passes, sufficient
forces moving up the two rivers could drive the rebels into '.rexas. '.rbis would
cause many of the Arkansas and Missouri troops to de~ert and perhaps of the
Texans also. I may be able to move 'my command through Pine Bluff to Monroe by the time you will be able to go up Red river, as this route is said to be
practicable earlier than the one by Camden, or that by Arkadelphia. However,
there are serious objections to this route. Holmes has a large mounted force and
excellent stock. It is impo;:;sible for me to state with any certainty how large a
force I can concentrate. A large proportion of my command have enlisted as
veterans, and are gone and going on furloughs. As matters in the army now
are influenced so much by political intrigue, it is not certain that these troops
will return to my command. The limits of my department are not perfectly
defined. ~.,ort Smith is excluded from it. The fort of that name is in the Indian
territory, or partly so, and the town in Arkansas. I was informed by an officer
from there this evening that some of the troops in that vicinity were being moved
out of Arkansas. I hope, however, to be able to advance with ten thousand wellappointed troops, leaving enough to hold the line of the Arkansas. This will
be more than a match for Holmes's twelve or fifteen thousand. My troops are
scattered now, but it is the best arrangement under present circumstances. 'l'be
principal posts are
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I shall endeavor to keep up communication with you through emissaries, and
shall be glad to receive any suggestions from you, and to co-operate in any of
your movements if possible.
I will point out on the map ~o Captain Dunham the position of the rebel forces
in Arkansas. '!'hey can concentrate rapidly on the Ouachita at Camden, or on
Red river, near Washington.
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Since writing the above, the spy alluded to informs me that General Taylor
moved to Shreveport with part of his command, a part went to Camden, and
two brigades to l\Ionroe. It would seem from this that Pine Bluff may be their
objective point.
Very respectfully, general, your obedient servant,
FRED. STEELE, Major Gene1·al.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department of the Gulf.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. G., January 21, 1865.
Official:
ROBER'l, N. SCOTT,
Jltlojor and A. A. G. of Vols.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
New Odeans, F ebruary 7, 1864.
GENERAL : I have the honor to enclose a copy of a letter received on the
5th instant from .Major General Sherman, giving a statement of hiR operations
towards Meridian, and the prospect of navigation on Red river. We shall be
ready to co-operate with him at the time he designates. Admiral Farragut is,
in accordance with the suggestions of General Sherman, making some demonstrations against Mobile. He left this port yesterday for the purpose of a reconnaissance in that direction. The force east of Lake Pontchartrain will also
make some demonstration for the same purpose.
There is no material change in the position of our troops since my last despatch, nor in the strength and position of the enemy.
The steamer George Washington, with mails to the 30th, will arrive this
morning. I regret that the steamer which leaves this port could not take with
it acknowledgment of instructions which I hope the mail will bring me in regard to the operations you contemplate in the Red river country.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Majm· General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cltiif U. S. A., Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOT~ A. A. G.
MEl\10RANDUM.-The letter referred to herein as received from General Sherman is that of January 31, 1864, accompanying General Banks's letter of
February 27, 1864.
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. of Vols.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasllington, D. C., February 8, 1864.
Major General GRANT, Nashville:
General Banks is urgent to have more cavalry. There are several regiments
nearly organized in Minnesota and other western States, which can be sent to
him by the 1\fississippi river, unless you absolutely need them. The Quartermaster General reports that it will be difficult to supply horses and forage to
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any additional cavalry in Tennessee, and that ocean transports cannot be obtained to send much cavalry from the north to New Orleans. Please answer.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ck£ef.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
NASHVILLE, TE~N., February 8, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-~n-Chiif:
Let General Banks have the cavalry now ready for the field. That belonging to this military division, if filled up, will be quite as much as can be {ed.
U. S. GRANT, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Janua1·y 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., February 11, 1864.
GENERAL: Your despatches of January 29 and .February 2 are received.
In the former you speak of awaiting "orders" and "instructions" in regard to
operations on Red river. If by this is meant that you are waiting for orders
from Washington, there must be some misapprehension. The substance of my
despatches to you on this subject was communicated to the President and
Secretary of War, and it was understood that, while stating my own views in
regard to operations, I should leave you free to adopt such lines and plans of
campaign as you might, after a full consideration of the subject, deem best.
Such, I am confident, is the purport of my despatches, and it certainly was not
intended that any of your movements should be delayed to await instructions
from here. It was to avoid any delay of this kind that you were requested to
communicate directly with Generals Sherman and Steele, and concert with
them such plans of co-operation as you might deem best under all the circumstances of the case.
My last communication from General Sherman is dated January 29, 1864,
and received here to-day. He says the stage of water in Red 1·iver is such
that he cannot operate in that direction earlier than March or April, and that
in the mean time be would operate on the east side of the Mississippi river. I
think he had not then communicated with you. Nothing of a recent date has
been received from General Steele in regard to the condition of affairs in Arkansas or his intended movements. In regard to re-enforcements for your army,
I am sending regiments forward as fast as they can be organized and transportation procured. Recruiting is slow and will be till Congress passes the conscription bill, which they have been discussing more than two months.
It is very difficult to procure horses, and transportation for animals and
forage. rro obviate this in some degree you may be obliged to put some of
yuur cavalry in the field on foot to be remounted as you procure animals in the
enemy's country. General Grant did this in Mississippi with complete success. Some of his men were mounted on mules and instructed to change them
for horses wherever they could find them. Would it not be possible to purchase Mexican horses at Matamoras 1 They are small, but hardy, and would
answer well for a campaign in Texas.
General Carleton was ordered, some time since, to occupy the line of the
Rio Grande as far down as possible. Although he may be too weak to open
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communication with you, he may, by occupying some points in northern Texa<;,
afford a shelter to refugees, and perhaps draw some of the rebel troops in that
direction.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK.
l\Iajor General BANKS, New Orleans.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY January 22, 1865.
Official copy :

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEAllQ.UARTERS, DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
New Orleans, February 12, 1864.
GENERAL: Captain Robert 'l\ Dunham, of my staff, returned this evening
from a visit to General Steele at Little Rock, Arkansas, to whom he had been
sent to communicate upon the subject of the movement up Red river. General
Steele states iu his despatch sent by Captain Dunham that he will be al>le to
co·operate with the forces of this department, by the way of Pine Bluff and
Monroe, at the time we are ready to move.
This route is said to be practicable earlier than by way of Camden or A1·kadelphia, though he states that there are serious objections to it. He will be
able to advance with ten thousand well-appointed troops, leaving a force sufficient to hold the line of the Arkansas. I hope to keep in constant communication with General Steele, so as to be able to effect a junction with him as early
as the navigation of the river will permit, and also with General Sherman.
Captain Dunham bears a despatch from Brigadier General Tuttle, commanding at Vicksburg, dated the 8th of :E,ebruary, in which it is stated that General
Sherman had encountered the enemy on the 4th or 5th instant, and driven them
through Jackson, occupying that place on the 6th. It is understood that he
has since occupied Meridian. General Sherman's despatches to me represent
that he will be able to co-operate in our movement by the 1st of March.
No advices have been received from Admiral Porter since my last despatch.
I shall be ready to move by the 1st of March. A staff officer sent up the river
to obtain such river transportation as shall be necessary for our movement reports that he has succeeded in obtaining all that is required.
l\Iy troops are in good health and spirits, and a sufficient re-enforcement has
arrived to compensate for the furloughs given to veteran volunteers. I am
confident of a successful result of the expedition.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major- General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Cl~ief U. S. A., Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasltington, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBER'l, N. SCOTT, A. A. G.
NASHVILLE, TENN., February 15, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ckiif:
Is General Banks preparing an expedition to go up Red river 1 Boats seem
to be assembling at New Orleans for that purpose. I ask because in that event
Part II--10
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it will not be necessary for me to send, as I contemplated doing on Sherman's
return, to the Red rh·er.

*

*"

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. GRANT,

Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY,

·washington, D. C., Feb'r uary 16, 1864.
l\fajor General GRANT, ]\..,.ashville:
According to General Banks's last despatch, (February 7,) Admiral FarrF~gut was to threaten Mobile in order to draw the enemy from Sherman and
rrhomas. As soon as Sherman's present expedition is terminated, (about the
1st of March,) it was understood that he and General Banks would move up
Red river to meet Steele's advance against Shreveport. This was General
Banks's plan, if Sherman and Steele could co-operate with him. Sherman had
ag~eed, but Steele not yet heard from. The time of movement would depend
upon stage of water in Red river. It was understood that as soon as Steele
and Banks had effected a junction on that river, Sherman's army could all be
withdrawn to operate east of the Mississippi.
Will not tbe -probab\~ (ie\a-y 1.n ex:pe\\1.1.1g L()ng-.:.\;ree\ t~()m. 1ta'i:,\ '1\:,nne'i:,~e~
justify the adoption of this plan of Banks and Sherman 1 Banks reports his

1orce too weak to advanc-e without Sherman's aid.
H. W. HALLECK,

General-in- Chief.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Janua'r y 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

NASHVILLE, TENN., FebruaTy 16, 1865.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, General-in- Chi if:
G('neral Allen telegraphed me that General Banks had taken large amount
of river. transportation to New Orleans, preparatory to a move up Red river;
also that a staff officer was collecting transportation for Sherman for the same
move. rrhis was crippling us here for transportation, and I stopped it. I expected Sherman, however, to go to Shreveport and form junction with Steele's
movement, if Banks has not the force to send. I would suggest that Sherman
himself go in person, if a part of his troops go.
U.S. GRANT,

Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Janum·y 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., February 17, 1864.
Major General G..RANT, Nashville:
I have given no orders to General Sherman in regard to his movements, but
requested him to communicate freely with Generals Banks and Steele in regard
to concert of action. I presume, fi·om General Banks's despatchei:l, that General
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Sherman proposes to go in person to assist in effecting a junction between Banks
and Steele on Red river. By last despatch he was waiting an answer from
Steele.
In regard to river transportation you will exercise your own discretion, giving
them all you can spare. .
H. W. HALLECK,
General-'in-Chiif.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, JanuaTy 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
New Orleans, FebruaTy 19, 1864.
GENERAL : It is with great pleasure that I have the honor to report the
arrival in tMs department of the followiug named regiments and batteries, in
good order, viz: 2d regiment New York veteran cavalry; 29th regiment Maine
volunteer infantry; 30th regiment Maine volunteer infantry; 3d regiment
Rhode Island cavalry; 1st Delaware battery; 2d Connecticut battery; 7th
Massachusetts battery; company D, 4th Wisconsin heavy artillery; 13th Wisconsin battery. Also the following colored troops, viz : 1st regiment Missouri
colored infantry; 1st and 2d battalions 14th Rhode Island artillery.
The 2d New York veteran cavalry seems to be an admirable body of men,
but I fear, from present appearances, that their horses will not arrive in time to
have them mounted for the impending campaign. I hope the Quartermaster
General will hasten the forwarding of horses from St. Louis.
Very respectfully, general, your most obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chiif U.S. A., lVashington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, JanuaTy 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N.

SCOT~~A.&

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0., Februm·y 23, 1864. •
GE~ERAL: Your despatch of February 12 is received.
It contains our latest
information from Generals Sherman and Steele. It is hoped that your arrangements for the co-operation of these generals may prove successful. '.rhe communication with them from these headquarters is so difficult that it is not possible
to give them other than very general instructions.
Several additional regiments are ready for transportation to your command,
bnt are delayed for want of suitable vessels. I hope, however, to get them off
in· the course of a few days.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Ghtej.
Major General BANKS, New Orleans.
HEADQUARTER~

ARMY, JanuaTy

~2,

1865.

Official copy :

J. C. KEL'TON, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, February 25, 1864.
GENERAL: Your despatch of February 11 is received. My allusion to the
expectations entertained of instructions from Washington, to which it refers,
relates to the paragraph of your despatch of January 4 which says that, "so
long as your plans are not positively decided upon, no definite instructions can
be given to Generals Sherman and Steele." I replied, immediately upon receiving this despatch, that I would be ready to move in conjunction with Generals Sherman and Steele on the 1st of March, or as soon as they could move,
or navigation would permit the movement. I immediately put myself in communication with General Sherman and General Steele, receiving from them despatches the substance of which has beeu transmitted to you, and stating that
they would be ready to co-operate with me in the movement up the Red river
by the 1st of March.
·
I had informed them that I would be ready to move at that time, and have
sent an officer to communicate with General Sherman, if he can be found, or
General Steele and Admiral Porter, upon the same subject, and to the same
effect. I am ready to move the moment I can hear from either of these officers.
If General Steele alone can co-operate with me, I shall move my column
by the 5th of March. I am daily expecting despatches from him upon this
subject.
General Sherman appears to have gone to the east, and, as far as public rumor
indicates the direction of his movement, it is towards Mobile. In compliance
with his request, Admiral Farragut made a demonstration upon the coast in the
vicinity of Mobile, as indicating a purpose of attack, in order to draw off any
troops that might be sent from Mobile to intercept the movement of his column.
He expected, as I have heretofore informed you, to return to the Mississippi by
the 1st of March, and to be ready to co-operate with me. Since that, I have
not heard from him.
I am very greatly embarrassed and depressed by the demand which Admiral
Farragut makes upon me for troops to assist him in a movement against Mobile,
and also by the idea impressed upon the public mind that I am to co-operate
with General Sherman against the same point. 'I'his would be my desire, if it
were consistent with my orders from the government; but I understand that I
am to move against Shreveport, and am unable to divide my command by any
demonstration against Mobile, which must take some weeks before I could get
them to this point again, and which would effectually defeat the operations
which I have contemplated under your orders.
If General Steele replies, in conformity with his last despatch, that he can
move by the first week in March, in the direction of Shreveport, I shall start
my column, with as near fifteen thousand ( 15,000) men as I can make it, at the
same time. It will be impossible for me to go into that eountry alone, as I have
not a sufficient force to make myself secure against the concentrated force of the
enemy, which is much stronger than mine.
I do not expect instructions from Washington beyond what I have received,
except it relate to the movements of General Sherman or General Steele. If
either one of these will co-operate with me, I shall move at once. I have been
in constant preparation for this enterprise since the rece!Jtion of your despatch
upon this subject. There is but thirty-two inches of water above Alexandria;
navigation to Alexandria is practicable. There is not water enough in the
Atchafalaya to enable us to communicate at any point south of the Red river,
and, therefore, all our water communication must be by the Mississippi and Red
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rivers. I can be at Alexandria or Natchitoches on the 15th of March, if either
of the other commands shall co-operate with me in time.

*

*

*

*

*

*

I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
1\iajor General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in-Chief D. S. A., lVashington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOTT,A.A.G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY.
Washington, D. C., February 27, 1864.
GENERAL : Your despatch of the 19th instant in regard to the arrival of reenforcements is received, and your remarks in regard to cavalry horses have been
copied and transmitted to the Quartermaster General.
Much anxiety is felt here lest your operations may be delayed till the season
for a winter campaign is entirely over. Every effort has been made to send yon
troops. A part of a New York cavalry regiment has embarked with their horses
at this place, and the remainder will follow as soon as transportation arrives.
The 14th New Hampshire regiment will leave New York about the 12th of
March, if transportation should be ready. The passage of the draft bill has
greatly stimulated recruiting.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK
General-in- Chiif.
Major General N. P. BANKS, New Orleans.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 20, 1865.
Official copy:

J. C. KELTON, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPAR'rME.NT oF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, February 27,1864.
GEXERAL: I have the honor to enclose copies of despatches received from
Generals Sherman and Steele in relation to their movement, the substance of
which I have stated before, and to which my despatch of the 25th of February
refers. I am in daily expectation of receiving communications either from one
or both of these officers through Captain Dunham, of my staff, who is now on
his way to their headquarters for this purpose.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
Geneml-in-Cl~iif U. S. A., Washintrton, D. C.
HBADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, January, 1865.

Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOTT.
IVIajor and A. A. G. Vols.
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HEADQUARTERS 7TH ARMY CoRPS AND DEP'T oF ARKANSAS,

L1'ttle Rock, A1·kansas, February 5, 1864.
GENERAL: Your letter of the 25th ultimo was received this morning by the
hands of Captain Dunham.
I have endeavored to communicate with your forces in Louisiana and 'l'exas,
by means of spies sent across the country. One of them returned this evening,
having been below Shreveport and thence to the Mississippi river. Captain
Dunham will converse with him.
I learn the rebels have forage stations every ten miles from Monroe, Louisiana, to within forty miles of Pine Bluff, Arkansas. It is reported that they
were provided for General Taylor's troops that were to march against Pine Bluff,
in concert with Holmes's command.
The roads are now in such condition that an army could not move from here
to the Ouachita with artillery or trains, and I am told that they will be impracticable for several monthtl to come. I could not supply the advanced post
at Benton ()ll account of bad roads. It is therefore evident that, if an advance
movement is to be made soon, it must be made up the Ouachita and Red rivers.
If the troops should be moved down from Fort Smith to hold the mountain
passes, sufficient forces moving up the two rivers could drive the rebels into
'l'exas, which would probably cause many of the Missouri and Arkansas men
to desert, and perhaps of the 'l'exans also.
I may be able to move my command by way of Pine Bluff to Monroe by
the time you will be ready to go up the Red river, as this route is said to be
practicable earlier than the one by Camden, or that by Arkadelphia.
However, there are serious objections to it. Holmes has a large mounted
fqrce. It is impossible for me to state with any certainty how large a force I
can concentrate.
A large proportion of my command have enlisted as veterans, and are going
on furlough. As matters in the army are influenced so much by political intrigue, it is not certain that these troops will return to my command. The limits
of my department are not perfectly defined-Fort Smith is excluded from it.
The fort of that name is in the Indian territory, or partly so, and the town in
Arkansas.
I was informed by an officP-r from there this evening that the troops at some
of the posts this side of there were being moved out of Arkansas. I hope, however, to be able to advance with ten thousand well-appointed troops, leaving
enough to hold the line of the Arkansas. 'l'his will be more than a match for
Holmes's twelve or fifteen thousand. My troops are scattered, but it is the best
arrangement under present circumstances. The principal posts are Batesville,
Duval's Bluff, Little Rock, Pine Bluff, Lewisburg, and Dardanelles. I do not
know whether any person is authorized to take from Arkansas the troops at
Waldron, Van Buren, and Fayetteville, but it appears that some such movement is going on.
I shall endeavor to keep up communication with you, through emissaries,
and shall be glad to receive any suggestions from you, and to co-operate with
you in any of your movements if possible.
I will point out on the map to Captain Dunham the position of the rebels in
Arkansas. 'l'hey can concentrate rapidly on the Ouachita at Camden, or on
Red river near Washington. Since writing the above the spy alluded to informs me that General Taylor moved to Shreveport with part of his command;
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a part went to Camden, and two brigades to Monroe. It would appear from
this that Pine Bluff may be their objective point.
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FREDERICK STEELE,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department qf the Gulf.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 21, 1865.
Official copy:
ROBERrl' N. SCOTT, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE TENNESSEE,
Vicksburg, January 16, 1864.
DEAR GENERAL : I arrived here yesterday from Chattanooga, having come
via Nashville, Louisville, Cincinnati, Cairo, and Memphis. En route a letter
from General Halleck overtook me, directing me to inquire into certain seizures
here and at Natchez of horses, forage, &c., destined for you from St. Louis,
and to make such orders as would prevent a recurrence. I have alreacly directed
a minute report of all the facts by General McPherson, and have received verbal
explanations that satisfy me your chief quartermaster, Colonel Halabird, has much
exaggerated the tacts, and indulged in unwarranted crimination. His assertion
that be can protect his stores in transitu against guerillas, but not against our
own officials, is hardly the province of a quartermaster, however bellicose. But
I assure you that both courtesy and a sense of right will cause me to make such
orders as will prevent any of your stores being disturbed in transitu~· and furthermore, I assure you that I will gladly share with you anything we possess.
Corn and forage are very scarce now above. There was a partial faHure of
the corn crop, and the severe winter has closed up all the water channels. I
left Cairo in floating ice, and it was with infinite difficulty we forced our way
through it. Navigation above Memphis is impossible, and below Memphis most
difficult.
vVe are compelled to hunt for corn and fodder wherever it may be found, and
I doubt if you will receive anything by the river for a month to come.
I must return to the army in the field in early February, but I propose to
avail myself of the short time allowed me here in the department to strike a
blow at Meridian and Demopolis. I think I can do it, and the destruction of
the railroad east and west, north and south of Meridian, will close the doors of
rapid travel and conveyance of stores between Mississippi and the confederacy
east, that will make us all less liable to the incursions of the enemy towards the
Mississippi river. In order to raise the necessary force I must strip some of my
posts and lines, but the objects aimed at are so important as to justify the risk.
I will return tj 1 Memphis to-morrow, start a cavalry force down the MobHe and
Ohio road, bring down to Vicksburg certain troops now preparing at Memphis,
and aim to leave Vicksburg for Jackson, Brandon, and Meridian about the 25th
instant, and hope to be at or near Meridian February 8th, or lOth. Now the
sudden movement of troops on this object will threaten Mobile.
I know not what you are doing in that quarter, but if you could have boats
manceuvring about the mouth of Pascagoula, and near the passage between ..E'ort
Gaines and the mai.n shore, about that time, it would keep up the delusion and
prevent the enemy drawing from Mobile a force to strengthen the points aimed
nt by me. A feint kept up there for a week might be most useful, for, if on
destroying Meridian and its railroad connexions, as I did those of Jackson last
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summer, effectually, so as not to admit of repair in six months, Mobile would
have no communication to the interior, save the Alabama river, and would, to
that extent, be weakened. You know that the Memph~s and Charleston road is
either permanently ruined or in our hands, and that the single track from
Meridian to Selna is the only link which unites Mississippi to Alabama and
Georgia, and will agree with me that its destruction will do more to isolate the
State of :Mississippi than any si11gle act; therefore I shall attempt it, and think
I will surely succeed, if General Polk is not too heavily re-enforced from Mobile
and Atlanta. Of course I want to preserve the utmost secrecy, which I can do
unless the "free press" steal it from our clerks, who derive their knowledge
from letters placed in their hands for record.
I think this movement, and one similar on Shreveport, as soon as the Red river
rises, would pretty well settle the main question in the southwest, and I would
like nothing better than to unite with you in such a movement, but I expect
soon to be required by General Grant to hasten back to Huntsville, where I left
the army of the Tennessee.
In this department I pay but little attention to guerillas. 'l'hey have never
attacked any place of note, and are chiefly employed in harassing their own
people, who merit little favor at our hands. 'l'hese will in time beg us to save
them from their own irregular soldiery, and even then it will be well to let them
continue to su£rerthe protection of Jeff. DaYis-the protection the wolf gives the
lamb.
Inasmuch as I must be absent from the department a go0d deal of my time,
I beg you will correspond directly with General McPherson, who has my entire
confidence, and whom I clothe with all my power in this part of my command.
I left General Grant about Christmas, at Nashville, but he was about starting
for Knoxville. He seems to think that Lee, in Virginia, may push the repairs
of the Virginia Valley railroad down to Longstreet, reinforce him, and make
East Tennessee the scene of the next great battle.
I left my own troops busy patching up the railroad from Nashville to Decatur,
and from Decatur to Stevenson, with the view to complete the circuit, so that
stores can be accumulated along the line of the Tennessee, the base of operation for the next general campaign.
I should like much to hear from you as early as the 24th, by which time I
hope to be here again.
Your friend and servant,
W. T. SHERMAN,
Major General.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department qf the Gulf, New Orleans.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasllington, January 22, 1865.
Official copy:
ROBERT N. SCOTT, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE Tl!:NNESSEE,
Vicksburg, M1"ssissippi, January 31, 1864.
GENERAL: I received yesterday, at the hands of Captain Dunham, aide-decamp, your letter of the 25th instant, and hasten to reply. Captain Dunham
has gone to the mouth of White river, en 1·oute to Little Rock, and the other officers who accompanied him have gone up to Cairo, as I understand, to charter
twenty-five steamboats for the Red river trip. 'l'he Mississippi, though low for
the season, is free of ice and in good boating order, but I understand Red river
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is sti1llow. I had a man in from Alexandria yesterday, who reported the falls
or rapids at that place impassable, save to the smallest boats.
My inland expedition is now working, and I will be off for Jackson, &c., tomorrow. The only fear I have is in the weather ; all the other combinations
are good. I want to keep up the delusion of an attack on Mobile and the
Alabama river, and therefore would be obliged if you would keep up an irritating
foraging or other expedition in that direction.
My orders from General Grant will not, as yet, justify me in embarking for
Red river, though I am very anxious to operate in that direction. The moment
I learned that you were prepm·ing for it, I sent communication to Admiral Porter, and despatched to General Grant at Chattanooga, asking if he wanted me
and Steele to co-operate with you against Shreveport, and I will have his
answer in time, for you cannot do anything ti11 Red river has twelve feet of
water on the rapids of Alexandria. That will be from March to June. I have
lived on Red river, and know somewhat of the phases of that stream. The
expedition on Shreveport should be made rapidly, by simultaneous movements
from Little Rock on Shreveport, from Opelousas on Alexandria, and a combined
force of gunboats and transports directly up Red river. Admiral Porter will be
able to have a splendid fleet by March 1. I think Steele could move with
10,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry. I could take about 10,000, and you could,
I suppose, the same. Your movement from Opelousas simultaneous with mine
up the river would compel Dick r_raylor to leave l!,ort DeRussy, near Marksville, and the whole could appear at Shreveport about a day appointed. I
doubt if the enemy would risk a siege, although they are, I am informed, fortifying and placing many heavy guns. It would be better for us that they should
stand at Shreveport, as we might make large and important captures.
But I do not believe the enemy would fight a force of 30,000 men, with gunboats. I will be most happy to take part in the proposed expedition, and hope,
before you have made up your dispositions, I will have the necessary permission. Half the army of the Tennessee is near the Tennessee river, beyond
Huntsville, awaiting the completion of the railroad, and by present orders I
will be compelled to hasten there, to command in person, unless General Grant
modifies the plan. I have now in this department only the force left to hold
the river and posts, and I am seriously embarrassed by the promises made the
veteran volunteers for furloughs. I think by March 1 I could put afloat for
Shreveport 10,000 men, provided I succeed in my present plan of clearing the
Mississippi and breaking up the railroad about Meridian.
I am, with respect, your obedient servant,
W. T. SHERMAN,
Major General, Command~ng.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department qf the Gulf,
New Orleans, La.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

WasMngton, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOTT, A. A: G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasl~ington, D. C., March

5, 1864.
Your despatch of February 25 is just received. I have no official information of the plans or movements of Generals Sherman and Steele
later than that received through you. Some newspaper accounts state that
GENERAL:
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General Sherman had penetrated to Selma, and others that he was moving on
Mobile. But neither of these statements seems reliable. I understood General
Sherman's plan, after reaching :Meridian, was either to return to Vicksburg,
or to act further against the enemy, as the circumstances of the case seemed to
justify. A movement on :Mobile was a possible contingency, but no part of
any definite plan. It was further understood that Admiral Farragut's movement on :Mobile, like that of General Thomas on Dalton, was simply a demonstration to draw a portion of the enemy from Sherman's front. No detachment
of your forces on :Mobile was contemplated, except by correspondents of newspapers, and it is not always safe to rely on their statements.
When General Sherman left Vicksburg he expected to return there by the
1st of M:arch to co-operate with you west of the Mississippi, but he was of
opinion that the condition of the river would not be favorable till a later period.
I think it most probable that before this reaches you he will have returned to
Vicksburg, or some other point on the river. Whether he has received any
recent orders in regard to his movements from General Grant I am not advised,
nor have I any information of General Steele's plans, further than that all his
movements will be directed to facilitate your operations towards Shreveport.
r.rhe remainder of Scott's 900 cavalry regiment, and also a regiment of colored
troops from Philadelphia, will leave immediately for New Orleans. Whether
any more will soon be sent to your department I am not at present able to say.
Much will depend upon recruiting, which is now progressing most favorably.
Lieutenant General Grant is expected in Washington about the 1Oth instant,
and I presume will then assume the command of the army as general-in-chief.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
New Orleans.
HEADQUARTERS

THE ARMY,
January 20, 1865.

OF

Official copy :

J. C. KELTON, A. A . G.

HEADQUARTBRS DEPARTMENT OI<' THE GuLF,
New Orleans, March 6, 1864.
GENERAL: Majo1· General Sherman, of General Grant's department, arrived
in this city on the evening of the 1st instant, having completed his expedition
to Meridian to his entire satisfaction. He returned to Vicksburg on the evening of the 3d, to arrange for his co-operation in the Red river movement. Unless delayed by want of steam transportation, of which we have put everything
we have at his command, he will be ready to join me on the Red river by the
17th, where I hope to be at that date. He expects to furnish ten thousand
(10,000) men for that purpose.
Captain Dunham, of my staff, returned from the headquarters of General
Steele yesterday, bearing communications from him, copies of which will be
forwarded to you. General Steele appears to have changed the plan entertained
when he last communicated with me. Copies of his despatch at that time have
been forwarded to you. He then proposed to move by the way of Monroe for
the Red river. He is now apprehensive, in consequence of the reduction of his
forces, that he can only enter upon a movement, for the diversion of the enemy,
in the direction of Arkadelphia, without any exper.tation of joining us at Shreveport, or any other position on the river. General Sherman and myself have
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earnestly urged him to abandon this idea, that in any event, the three forces
in the course of thirty days would meet at Shreveport. General Steele represents that he will have about six thousand men at his command. I respectfully
request that orders may be given to him to co-operate with lllS upon the point
named, in accordance with the plan originally proposed by you. I see nothing
to defeat its success. Admiral Porter is ready to move up the river in co-operation with us as soon as his vessels can be admitted.
General McClernand has been assigned to the command of the troops in
Texas, and will leave for an examination of the posts at Matagorda bay and
Brownsville to-morrow. Brigadier General Ransom will have command of that
p_ortion of the 13th army corps which participates in the movement on the Red
nver.

*

*

*

*

*

*

I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
GeneTal-in- Ohiif U. S. A., Washington, D. 0.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasldngton, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBER1' N. SCOTT, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, lVIaTch 10, 1864.
GENERAL: I have the honor to enclose a copy of a despatch received from
:Major General Frederick Steele, by the hands of Captain Dunham, of my staff,
on March 5, the substance of which was transmitted to you in my despatch
of March 6. I also enclose a copy of a letter received from Admiral }-,arragut,
which contains our last information from the fleet off Mobile.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major GPneral, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Ohiif U. S. A., Wasl~ington, D. 0.
HEADQUARTEHS OF THE ARMY, Janua1·y 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G.

of

Vols.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARKANSAS,
Little Rock, Arkansas, Februm·y 28, 1864.
GENERAL: When my letter to you was written I did not anticipate being
called upon to move at so early a day as that named in your despatch, while
the obstacles with which I should have to contend, then alluded to, still exist,
in addition to others which have since arisen. Several of my veteran regiments
are on furlough, and several others demand that the promises under which they
enlisted shall be fullfiled. An election for State officers is ordered for the
14th proximo, and the President is very anxious that it should be a success.
Without the assistance cf the troops to distribute the poll-books with the oath
of allegiance, and to protect the voters at the polls, it cannot succeed. It is
reported already that the rebels contemplate making a dash for the purpose of
breaking up the election. 1'hey have a large mounted force, and their horses
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are represented to be in fine condition. They have just received a re-enforcement to their stock from 'rexas. I could not now concentrate anything like
the force named in my former letter; and if I should move by the way of Monroe with the principal part of my command, it would leave Missouri open to
another cavalry raid, and I think the rebels would certainly take advantage of
it. They supposed that Sherman's expedition was projected against them, and
it caused quite a stampede among them. All their troops, except the cavalry
and mounted infantry, were moved to Red river, and part of Price's division
crossed at Duley's ferry. They have a pontoon bridge at Fulton now. Quite
a large infantry force is reported to be at Spring Hill, about 25 miles from
Washington. The newspaper printed at the latter place informs the people
that General Smith is going to hold the line of Red river. It is my opinion
that if you and Sherman move up Red river with what forces you can muster,
and I make a demonstration to turn their other flank (supposing Red river to
be their line of defence) from here and Fort Smith, they will run to Texas. It
seems that they are prepared for some such movement, for their principal supplies have been sent in that direction. The rebel troops are becoming more
demoralized every day than they were the day previous. Their officers have
no confidence in them, and I believe they will desert to us by the thousand the
first opportunity.
I have ordered out a cavalry scouting party in considerable force, with orders
to distribute 3,000 copies of the amnesty proclamation among them. I would
send all my effective cavalry force from here to get on to the Fort Smith road by
way of Hot Springs. The cavalry from Fort Smith would join, and the whole
move to Red river, which they would reach at some main crossing above Fulton.
Very respectfully, general, your obedient servant,
l!,REDERICK STEELE,
Major General.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department of the Gulf,
Official copy:
JAMES L. ANDERSON,
1st Lieut. and Sec. to Maj. Gen. Banks.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, January 21, 1865.

Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G.
LITTLE RocK, ARKANSAS,
Marek 12, 1864.
lfajor General H. W. HALLECK, General-in- C'l~iif:
General Banks, with seventeen thousand (17,000) and ten thousand (10,000)
of Sherman's, will be at Alexandria on the 17th instant. This is more than
equal for everything Kirby Smith can bring against them. Smith will run.
By holding the line of the Arkansas secure I can soon free this State from
armed rebels. Sherman insists upon my moving upon Shreveport to co-operate
with the above-mentioned forces with all my effective force. I have prepared
to do so, against my own judgment and thar. of the best-informed people here.
'.rhe roads are most if not quite impracticable; the country is destitute of provisions on the route we should be obliged to take. I made a proposition to General
Banks to threaten the enemy's flank and rear with all my cavalry, and to make
a feint with infantry on the Washington road. I yielded .to Sherman and
Blunt, so far as this plan is concerned. Blunt wished me to move by Monroe
to Red river; Sherman wants me to go by Camden and Overton to Shreveport.
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The latter is impracticable, and the former plan would expose the line of the
Arkansas and Missouri to cavalry raids. Holmes has a large mounted force.
I agreed to move by Arkadelphia or Hot Springs and Washington to Shreveport. I can move with about seven thousand (7,000,) including the frontier.
Our scouting parties frequently have skirmishes with detached parties all over
the State, and if they should form in my rear in considerable force I should be
obliged to fall back to save my depots, &c.
Please give me your opinion immediately, as I shall march to-morrow or next
day.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

F. STEELE, Major GeneTal.

HHADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEAD(q,UARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., MaTch 13, 1864.
:\Iajor General STEIH,E, L 'ittle Rock, Arkansas:
I advise that you proceed to co-operate in the movement of Banks and Sherman on Shreveport, unless General Grant orders differently. I send to him
the substance of your telegram of the 12th.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in- Chiif.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., MaTch 13, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, Louisville, Kentucky:
General Steele telegraphs that Banks with seventeen thousand and Sherman
with ten thousand move from Alexandria on Shreveport, and wish him to cooperate. He says he can go with seven thousand effective, but objects to the
movement on account of bad roads and guerillas, and prefers to remain on the
defensive line of the Arkansas. I have replied that he should co-operate with
Banks and Sherman unless you direct otherwise. His objections on account of
guerillas threatening his rear will apply equally to an advance at any time into
the enemy's country.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chiif.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE ARMY,
Wasl~ington, ]). C., JYia,rcl~

15, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, Naslwille:
A despatch just received from General Banks dated March 6. He expects
to effect a junction with Sherman's forces on Red river by the 17th. He desires that positive orders be sent to General Steele to move in conjunction with
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them for Red river with all his available force. Sherman and Banks are of
opinion that Steele can do much more than make a mere demonstration, as he last
proposed. A telegram from you might decide him.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Cl~iif qf Staff
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., Mm·ch 17, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, Nashville:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

General Banks reports that the 12th Illinois cavalry ordered to his department have been dismounted at St. Louis and the horses sent to your orders,
and that other horses collected there for his command have been diverted. I
• fear these diversions may interfere with his movements.
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Chief qf Staff
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, JanuaTy 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, lYiarch 18, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to enclose for your information copies of despatches
which reached me yesterday morning, announcing the capture of Fort DeRussy
on the 14th by General A. J. Smith's division, and of Alexandria on the 15th
by the co-operating naval forces. The army in western Louisiana, consisting
of the 1st division of the 19th, the 3d and 4th divisions of the 13th corps, and
the cavalry division, with several regiments of the corps d' Afrique, was to have
moved from Franklin on Alexandria early last week, but its march was interrupted by a severe rain-storm, rendering the roads wholly impassable. 1..'he
movement was, however, commenced on the - - ; the whole force was in motion beyond New Iberia, and my headquarters were en route to join the expedition when the enclosed despatch arrived.
Leaving Generall!,ranklin to continue his march as expeditiously as possible
to Alexandria, I shall proceed immediately to that point.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chiif, Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, January 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
li!Jajor and A. A. G. qf Vols.
OFFICE UNITim STATES MILITARY TELEGRAPH,
War Department.
The following telegram received at New Orleans 9.40 a.m., March 17, 1864,
from Baton Rouge, dated March 17, 1864:
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Brigadier General C. P. STONE, Cl~ief of Staff:
Just received from General A. J. Smith 24 officers, 300 rank and file, prisoners
taken at Fort Russy, Red river; will send New Orleans as soon as possible.
P. ST. GEORGE COOKE,
Brigadier General, Cummanding.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, Marek 18, 1864.
Official copy :
A. DUER IRVING,
Acting Assistant Adjutant Gene'ral.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, Janum·y 21, 1865.
Official copy :
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. of Vols.
HEADQUARTERS IN THE FIELD,
Culpeper, Va., Marek 25, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief of Staff.
I sent a letter to General Banks before leaving Nashville, directing him to
finish his present expedition and assemble all his available force at New Orleans
as soon as possible, and prepare to receive orders for the taking of Mobile. If
Shreveport is carried, about eight thousand ( 8,000) troops can be spared from
Steele and Rosecrans to join Banks, and if more is necessary to insure success
against Mobile, they can be taken from Sherman.
*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official;
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS oF T.HE ARMY IN ·rHE FIELD,
Culpeper Court House, March 28, 1864.
GENERAL:
In the campaign which it is desirable to commence as soon as our veterans
return, it is important to have some one near Banks who can issue orderR to
him and see that they are obeyed. This will be specially important if a move
is made against---, as I now calculate upon.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.
Major Genera1 ::=:!. W. HALLECK,
Chiif of Staff qf the ATmy, Washington, D. C.
REA DQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, Janua'r y 22, 1865.
Official extract :
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. qf Volunteers.
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DENVER, March 31, 1864.
THE GENERAL-IN-CHIEF: The expedition you ordered down the Rio Grande
cannot be made at present for the want of subsistence, corn and b~ef, and corn
must be purchased in Chihuahua, where only specie or specie draft::~ will be received. Please have the subsistence and quartermaster's departments each credited in either New York, St. Louis or San Francisco with one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars in specie to be paid on the order of Major J. C. McFerran, my
chief of staff. We can make these purchases only in Mexico, where our treasury notes will not be received. It is important to have this deposit at once, as
time is everything. Please answer by telegraph. If governor of Chihuahua
gives permission for us to march on Mexican side of river to Presidio del Norte,
or below, may we accept 1 Uan Mexican minister in Washington grant such
permission on behalf of his government 1 If so, please obtain it and send it to
us. There are but two routes through our territory, namely : wagon road by
Fort Davis, Texas, impracticable for want of water; the other, a very difficult
pack train route, down the Rio Grande. 1'he route through Mexico is the
shortest and best. Please answer by telegraph at once, as I am ordered to await
your answer here.
By order of Brig. Gen. Carleton, commanding department of New Mexico.
J. C. McFERRAN,
Major and Cl~iif of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, J 865.
Official :
D. C. WAGER, .A.. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
Alexandria, La., April 2, 1864.
GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
15th of March. Our information is, that General Steele is moving on Shreve. port from Little Rock, and was at the last ad vices at Camden. We have scouts
on the way to him, and must have more definite information soon. Gen,eral
Smith, with a column of ten thousand (10,000) men, from the army of the Mississippi, is with us. Our troops now occupy Natchitoches, and we hope to be
in Shreveport by the lOth of April. I do not fear concentration of the enemy
at that point; my fear is that they may not be willing to meet us there; if not
and my forces are not weakened to too great an extent, I shall pursue the enemy into the interior of r.rexas for the sole purpose of destroying or dispersi11g
his forces, if in my power, keeping in view the necessity of the co-operation of
some of my troops east of the .Mississippi, and losing no time in the campaign
in which I am engaged. Until we reach Shreveport it will be impossible to
form any definite plan of operations.
The enemy has fortified the Sabine at Burr's ferry and at Sabine Town
during the last two months, for the double purpose of preventing the invasion
of the State in that direction and covering their retreat. Taylor's forces are
said to be on that line. This will not divert us from our movement.
General Smith's command will return to Vicksburg on the 15th or 17th of
this month, under orders from General Grant. 'rhe river has been and is still
very low, which has delayed our operations. '.rhe gunboats were not able to
cross the rapids at Alexandria until day before yesterday. Admiral Porter
went up to-day. I leave Alexandria for Natchitoches to-night.
Your suggestions in regard to the concentration of my command have been
duly considered. I do not think that there is any unnecessary dispersion of
troops. I have garrisons on the Rio Grande, at Pass Cavallo, in Texas, New
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Orleans, Baton Rouge and Port Hudson, and Pensacola and Key West: none of
them large, considering the importance of the positions they occupy. I should
be glad to surrender any of these points if, in the judgment of the government, it can be done with safety. The President has expressed the wish that
our ground may be maintained in Texas. In my belief they are all important.
Matagorda bay commands the entrance to eastern and central Texas from the
coast; it is of great importance that this place should be held if we should be
compelled to operate from the coast. The garrison is not large; it can co-uperate with us the moment we enter Texas in our present movement, and hold on
the coast a force superior to its own. I enclose a satement of the strength of
each garrison. If you glance at our positions, you will see that I am able to
draw from each the last man that can be spared from its defence. This is true
of every garrison from Brownsville by the way of New Orleans to Port Hudson; Pensacola and Key West, on the Gulf, are the only exceptions. I do not
think it possible better to arrange the troops for the operations in which we are
engaged at this time; and if we are not limited as to time, or greatly reduced
in force, I am confident of an immediate and successful issue.
It will be necessary for the government to designate which of the posts now
held can best be abandoned. One brigade of troops now at Port Hudson is
ordered to join this column.
The following statement will present to you the strength of the garrisons of
all the posts now held :
Rio Grande. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000
New Orleans ......••..•... 1, 125
PassCavallo(.M:atagordabay). 3, 277
Baton Rouge ............. . 1,565
Pensacola...... . . . . . . . . . .
900
Plaquemine( colored) .....•..
620
Key West............ . . . .
791
Port Hudson (colored) .....• 9,409
I have the honor to be, with high respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Major General H. W. HALLECK,
Headquarters of the Army, Washington D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARl\IY,
Washington, January 21, 1865.
Official copy:
ROBERT N. SCOT'I\
Major and A. A. G. qf Vots.
NASHVILLE, rTENN., .Ap1·il 7, 1864.
)lajor General H. W. HALLECK, Ckief of Staff:
GENERAL:
* * * * * * Arkansas has no real connexion with this command. All the territory lying west of the :Mississippi
forms one millitary command. The active fighting force should be united
under, say, Steele, on Red river, Shreveport especially, which covers all Arkansas and Missouri, and is the great doorway to and from Texas.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

W. T. SHERMAN, Major General.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
CuLPEPER, VA., April 15, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief o/ Staff:
Please send General Hunter to report to me. From the last despatches from
Part n--11
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Major General Banks, I fear he is going to be late in his spring movement, and
I am desirous of sending an .officer of rank with duplicates of his orders, and
with further instructions.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
Official:
[Extract from telegram.]

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARKANSAS,
In the Field, Camden, April17, 1864.
GENERAL: The troops from Fort Smith were to have joined me at Arkadelphia
on the 1st instant. Thayer changed his route, and all my messengers failed to
communicate with him until the 5th, at Rockport.
I had crossed the Little Missouri at Elkins's ferry and was on high ground,
having found the other roads to Camden impassable. .A. heavy rain fell, raising
the Little Missouri so it could not be forded, and rendering it necessary to corduroy about five miles of bottom and lay the pontoon bridge to get Thayer
across. He delayed us eight days, which he explains.
We were bushwhacked, attacked in front, rear, and flank by Price's cavalry
and twelve pieces of artillery. .A.t Little Missouri they had a line of breastworks covering the hills where the bottom terminates over a mile in extent.
.After a severe skirmish they fell back to Prairie Dore, where another severe
skirmish took place. The rebels were always repulsed, with considerable loss
on our part and with greater on theirs.
The rebels fell back across the prairie to a line of rifle-pits and epaulements
for guns in barbette along a skirt of timber commanding the Washington and
Camden road and the approach on the prairie for over half a mile across. This
part of the prairie and the works were hid from view by a belt of timber along
a creek. We developed their position by skirmishers, and turned their left
flank, and would have had an enfilading fire, but Price, who commanded in person,
withdrew his forces and retreated towards Washington. 1Ye pursued a few
miles, and then turned towards Camden. Our supplies were nearly exhausted,
and so was the country. We were obliged to forage from five to fifteen miles
on either side of the road to keep our stock alive. My spies sent to Banks did
not return. Those he promised to send did not reach me. Everybody said
that Banks had been repulsed below Natchitoches, and had fallen back.
Telegraphic despatches have been received at this place to the same effect.
One of my spies sent to Banks has come in and confirms the report. He says
that he went to within thirty miles of .Alexandria.
'rhe rebels have endeavored to destroy all produce that they could not consume or carry away for a considerable distance around this place. When they
found we had turned this way they tried to beat us here; Marmaduke got in
our front, and Dunking in our rear, by th~ middle and north roads, and endeavored to hold us until Price could get into the fortifications by the south
road with his infantry and artillery, having evacuated Camden under the supposition that we were marching on Shreveport by the way of Washington.
We marched twenty-three miles the last day into Camden, driving Marmaduke
before us from position to position. Cooper and Maxy have come from the Indian territory, and Price is now concentrating at Woodlawn.

*

*

*

*

I huve the honor to be, &c.,

*

*

*

*

F. STEELE, Major General.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief qf Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Washington, January 20, 1865.
Official:
ROBER'r N. SCOTT, Major and A. A. G. of Vols.
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HEADQ.UARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
Grand Ecore, La., April 17, 1864.
[Duplicate for General Halleck.]

GBNERAL: The campaign upon which we have entered has already developed several facts of great importance :
First. The enemy regards the posse~sion of Shreveport as a point vital to the
existence of the trans-Mississippi army, and will fight to maintain its possession
with all their forces, and with great desperation.
Second. It has changed their operations from an o.ffensive to a defensive character. It is unquestionable that they had intended to make an invasion o»
:Missouri, which they hoped would have disturbed the arrangement of troops
east of the Mississippi.
By this movement we have defeated that expectation, and hold their full
strength for the defence of their position, relieving entirely Missouri and Arkansas.
Third. The co-operation of Steele upon the line on which he is moving
renders us no assistance whatever. We should have but one column and one
line, and with his forces there would be no obstacle to our progress.
Fourth. The low stage of water in Red river deprives us substantially of the
assistance of the gunboats, leaving us to depend entirely upon the strength of
our laud forces, with very little aid, even of water transportation, above the
point now occupied.
These considerations, toge~her, show that the campaign is of greater importance than was generally anticipated at its commencement, and al~o that immediate success, with a concentration of our forces, is within our reach. I have
drawn from my department all the men that can be spared, which gives me at
the outside twenty thousand (20,000) bayonets.
The junction of General Steele's forces would give me all the strength I need.
Governor Hall, of Missouri, who is here, and who accepts the idea I have
presented, that this campaign is a defence of Missouri, represents that there is a
large unoccupied force in Missouri and Kansas, from which ten thousand
(10,000) men could be spared without detriment to the public service. I earnestly represent the increased importance of this campaign; the impossibility of
withdrawing from it without the sac1·ijice qf the navy in the present state of
navigation; the fact that it has changed the operations of the enemy from an
offensive to a purely defensive attitude; that it is a protection to Missouri and
.Arkansas as well as Louisiana, and the certainty of its immediate and successful termination, as reasons why the forces west of the Mississippi should be
concentrated as far as possible upon this line, and with this column. If the
rebel army under Smith is destroyed no other can be 1·eorganized, and the
defence of these States can be safely left, in a great measure, to the people
themselves; the whole of the available force of the Union army being turned,
in the course of the season, to the assistance of the troops east of the Mississippi. Unless this army can be destroyed or dispersed, it will require all our
forces, and more,to protect these States. I regard' it of the highest importance,
in the changed aspect of affairs, that this concentration should be made.
I enclose herewith a statement of the garrisons in my department, with the
number of men at each, and suggest that the forces are not too large for the
defence of the posts which they hold. The river is steadily falling, and scarcely
navigable above this point. But our expedition does not depend on the river.
We only want the men necessary to overcome the enemy, who is in full force
between us and Steele, moving alternately against one and the other, neither
column being in sufficient force to effect his position.
.
If we leave the Red river in possession of the unbroken forces of the enemy,
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it will require constant vigilance and large forces to protect the navigation of
the Mississippi or any of the trans-Mississippi States from invasion during the
year.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT,
Commanding Army oJ tke United States, Washington, D. C.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
January 21, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT, A.A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
Grand Ecore, La., April17, 1864.
Effective aggregate for duty of troops at the several posts and stations in the
department of the Gulf:
Rio Grande ......................•...............••.....•...• 3,000
Pass Cavallo .....•.....•........... _.. _...... _.... ___ . _....• 1,227
Pensacola. _. _...........•.................... _.. _.•.. _.. _.. . 1,500
Key West. . . . • . . . . . . . . ..................•.......... _....... .
791
New Orleans .....•....•...•..................... _... _...... .
750
Baton Rouge. . . . . . . . . . • . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•.........
885
Port Hudson ............................................... . 6,809
The above statement is as accurate as the imperfect material at hand will
admit of making.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
January 21, 1865.
Official:

- - , A.. A.G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARKANSAS,
In tiLe Field, Camden, Arkansas, April18, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Cl~iq of Staff, Wasltington D. C.:
Since sending my despatch ot' yesterday one of my messengers has returned
from Red river. He left General Banks on the 13th instant, bnt brought no written communication. He says General Banks directed him to say that he fought
the enemy on the 8th and 9th of April at or near Pleasant Hill, about thirty
miles above Natchitoches, and defeated them, but was obliged to fall back to
Grand Ecore for supplies. 'rhis place is about seventy-five miles above Alexanclria. He further says a staff officer of General Lee informed him that in
the first day's fight the enemy took twenty-two pieces of artillery and all of
General Lee's train, but that. next day the artillery was recaptured, except eight
pieces. He also says Red river is very low, and that some of the gunboats are
aground, unable to move either way.
Very respectfully,
F. STEELE,
lYiajor General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., January 21, 1865.
Qfficial:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G. Volunteers.
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[Received April 25, 1864.]

HEADQUA"RTERS DEPARTME:VT OF ARKANSAS,
In tlte Field, near, Camden, via Little Rock, April 20, 1864.
.Major General HALLEUK, Cllief o/ Staff:
GENERAL: Since sending my despacth of yesterday one of my messengers
has returned from Red river. He left General Banks on the 13th, but brought
no written communication. He says General Banks directed him to say that
he fought the enemy the 8th and 9th of April, at or near Pleasant Hill, about
thirty miles above Natchitoches, and defeated them, but was compelJed to fall
back to Frondusis for supplies. r.rhis place is about seventy-five mile!:! above
.A.lodego. He further says a staff officer of General Lee informs him that the
first day's fight the enemy took twenty-two pieces of artillery and all of General
Lee's train, but that the artillery was recaptured, except eight pieces. He also
says Red river is very low, and that the gunboats are reported aground, unable
to move either way.
•
.
Very respectfully,
F. STEELE,
Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE ARMY, Janum·y 23, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
[Received April 25, 1864.]

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARKANSAS,
In the Field, Camden, via Little Rock, April 20, 1864.
lfajor General H. W. HALLECK,Clliif cif Staff:
The troops from Fort Smith who have joined me are at Arkadelphia. On
the 1st instant Thayer changed his route. All my messengers failed to communicate with him until the 5th, at Rockport. I had crossed the Little Missouri
at Elkin's ferry and was on high ground, having found the other roads to Camden impassable. A heavy rain fell, raising the Little Missouri so it could not
be forded, and rendering it necessary to corduroy about about five miles of bottom and lay the pontoon bridges to get Thayer across. He delayed us eight
days, which he explained. We are bushwhacked and attacked in front, rear,
and flank by Price's cavalry and twelve pieces of artillery. At Little Missouri
they had a line of breastworkB crossing the hills where the bottom terminates
over a mile in extent. After a severe skirmish they fell back to Prairie Dore,
when another severe skirmish took place; the rebels were always repulsed, with
considerable loss on our side and with greater on theirs. The rebels fell back
across the prairie to a line of rifle-pits and epaulements for guns in barbctte along
a skirt of timber commanding the Washington and Camden road and the approaches on the prairie for one-half a mile around this part of the prairie, and
the works were hid from our view by a belt of timber along a creek. We developed their position by skirmishers and turned their left flank, and would have
had an enfilading fire, but Price, who commanded in person, withdrew his forces
and retreated towards Washington. We pursued a few miles, and then turned
towards Camden. Our supplies were nearly exhausted, and so also the conntry. We were obliged to forage from five to fifteen miles on either side of the
roads to keep our stock alive. 1\fy scouts sent to Banks did not return. Those
he promised to send did not reach. Everybody said BankR had been to
Natchitoches and had fallen back. Telegraphic despatches have been received
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at this place to the same effect. One of my spies sent to Banks has come in
and confirms the report. He says he went to within thirty miles of Alexandria.
The rebels have endeavored to destroy all products that they could not consume
or carry away for a considerable distance around this place. When they found
we had turned this way they tried to beat us here. Marmaduke got in our front,
and Dokeney in our rear, by the middle and north road, and endeavored to hold
us until Price could get into the fortifications by the south road with his infantry and artillery, having evacuated Camden, under the supposition that we
were marching on Shreveport by the way of Washington. We marched
twenty-three miles the last day on Camden, driving Marmaduke before us from
position to position. Cooper and Morey have come from the Indian territory,
and Price is now concentrating at Wood Camden. An immense amount of
labor has been expended in fortifying Camden and cutting away forests. There
are nine forts on eminences, and they seem to be welllocat.ed, strategically and
commercially. I regard it as the first town in Arkansas. TheWashita is navigable always for several months in the year to this place, and sometimes to
Arkadelphia. At present there is twenty-four feet in the channel. We captured a large steamer thirty miles below here, which the enemy left on our approach, with a gunboat as convoy. We can get supplies at the river sooner from
Pine Bluff, and will move to Red river as soon as possible, but I consider it allimportant to hold this place. Red river is much less depended upon for purposes of navigation than the Arkansas.

*

*

*

*

I have the honor to be, &c.,

*

*

*

'*

F. STEELE, Major General.
HEADQUARTERS

OI<'

THE ARMY, January 23, 1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
CuLPEPER, VA., April 22, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chiif cif Staff:
You can see from General Brayman's despatch to me something of General
Banks's disaster. I have been satisfied for the last nine months that to keep
General Banks in command was to neutralize a large force and to support it
most expensively. Although I do not insist on it, I think the best interests of
the service demand that General Reynolds should be placed in command at once,
and that he name his own successor to the command of New Orleans.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
[Indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, April 23, 1864.
This telegram shown to the President by order of the Secretary of War.
The President replied that he must delay acting on it for the present.
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Chiif cif Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April 25, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, Culpeper:

*

*

*

*

*

*

I have just seen Admiral Porter's despatch, dated Grand Ecore, April 14, to
the Navy Department. He says, whatever may be said, the army there has
met with a great defeat, and is much demoralized. He speaks in strong terms
of Banks's mismanagement, and of the good conduct of A. J. Smith and his
corps. He fears that if Smith is withdrawn Banks will retreat still fm:ther,
and Steele's command and the gunboats above the rapids (which, from fall of
water, cannot be withdrawn) will be greatly per.iled, if not lost. He says
Banks's army was ten days behind the appointed time. He protests against
the withdrawing of Smith at this time, as it would be fatal to us. The Navy
Department asks to know this, in order to telegraph instructions to Cairo for
Admiral Porter. What shall I reply 1
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Ckief of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS, CuLPEPER, VA., April 25, 1864.
Major General HALLECK, Cl~ief of Staff':
I would send orders to General Steele to return to Little Rock; to General
Banks to return himself immediately to New Orleans, and make preparations to
carry out his previous instructions the moment his troops returned ; to place the
senior officer under himself in command of the troops in the field, with instructions to see the gunboats safely out of Red river as soon as possible, and then
return all the troops rapidly to where they belong. If before receiving these
instructions he has taken Shreveport, then to leave General Steele and the navy
in charge of the river, giving General Steele, if necessary, all of Smith's troops.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
CuLPEPER CouRT HousE, VA.,
April 25, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Ckiif of Staff:
A. J. Smith will have to stay with General Banks until the gunboats are
out of their difficulty. General Banks ought to be ordered to New Orleans, and
leave all further execution on Red river in other hands. l have just received
two private letters, one from New Orleans and one anonymous, from the 13th
corps, giving deplorable accounts of General Banks's mismanagement. His
own report and these letters clearly show all his disasters to be attributable to
his incompetency. *
· ·'
*
*
*
""
*
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
HEADQUARTERS

THE ARMY,
Janua·r y 23, 1865.

OF

Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS
Wasl~ington,

THE ARMY,
D. C., April 26, 1864.

OF

Lieutenant General GRANT, Culpeper:
Your telegram of the 22d, asking for the removal of General Banks, was submitted to the President, who replied that he must await further information
before he could act in the matter.
General Steele was at Camden on the 20th instant, and was informed of General Banks's disaster. An order to him to return to Little Rock would probably
reach him in five or six days ; one to General Banks would not reach him in
less than two or three weeks. This would cause a conflict in your proposed
instructions to these officers, if Banks should have advanced on Shreveport, for
Steele would then have returned to Little Rock.
Would it not be .better to send the instructions of your telegram to Banks, and
a copy of them to General Steele, with orders to communi~ate with General
Banks, or his superior in command, and to carry out the spirit of your instructions as, in his judgment, the condition of affairs at the time would require 1 .
I omitted to state that Admiral Porter says that the failure of Banks's expedition, and the withdrawal of our forces from Red river, will result in the loss
of nearly all Louisiana and a part of Arkansas, where there is already a pretty
strong Union sentiment.
If General Banks is withdrawn from the field, General Franklin will be the
senior officer left.
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General and Chief of Stoff.
HEADQUARTERS

1'HE ARMY,
January 23, 1865.

OF

Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
APRIL 26, 1864.
General HALLECK:
I send this sketch, just received from Admiral Porter, with a very long letter
full and strong, but evidently designed for me alone. I would be willing to
send it to you or General Grant, but I fear some expressions as to General
Banks would not be proper. I fear for Steele, but messengers have been sent
him from every quarter.
W. T. SHERMAN, Majm· General.
HEADQUARTERS

OF THE ARMY,
Wasl~ington, January 21, 1865.

Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTT,
Major and A. A. G.

of Vols.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April27, 1865.
Major General BANKS,
Department

of tlte

Gulf, via Cairo :

Lieutenant General Grant directs that on the receipt of this order you will
return yourself immediately to New Orleans, and make preparations to carry
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out his previous instructions the moment your troops return to that place. The
troops in the field will be left under command of the senior officer, with instructions, if Shreveport has been taken, and junction formed with Steele, to leave
· General Steele with all of General Smith's troops, if necessary, and the navy,
to hold the line of Red river.
If, when this is received, you shall have failed to accomplish the object of
your camp3;ign, by securing Red river to Shreveport, you will direct the officer left in command to see the gunboats safely out of Red river as soon as possible, and then return all the troops rapidly to where they belong; General
Steele returning to and holding the line of the Arkansas.
A copy of this despatch will be sent to General Steele via Little Rock, with
instructions to communicate with you as early as possible.
The commanding officers at Cairo and Little Rock will send this to Generals
Banks and Steele by special messengers.
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Chief if Stajj.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER. A. A. G.
CuLPEPER, VA., April 28, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chiif if Stajj:
General Banks's despatch of the 17th received.
I do not see that better orders can be given than those sent a few days ago.
If General Banks has not advanced on Shreveport and beaten the enemy, then
Steele will be so exposed to a superior force as to make it necessary to re-enforce him. I would order, in this event, General A. J. Smith's whole force
to General Steele. General Banks, by his failure, has . absorbed ten thousand
veteran troops that should now be with General Sherman, and thirty thousand
of his own, that would have been moving towards Mobile, and this without accomplishing any good result.
U. S. GRAN1\ Lieutenant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
CuLPEPER, VA., April 29, 1864-10.30 a. m.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chiefif Staff:
On due reflection I do not see that anything can be done this spring with
troops west of the Mississippi, except on that side. I think, therefore, it will
be better to put the wh<:>le of that territory into one military division, under
some good officer, and let him work out of present difficulties without reference
to previous instructions. All instructions that have been given, have been given
with the view of getting as many of these troops east of the Mississippi as
possible.
U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
. Washington, D. C., Arril 29, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, Culpeper:
Your telegram of 10.30 a. m. has been received and submitted to the Secretary of War. You do not name any officer for the trans-Mississippi command.
Did you propose to leave Banks in the general command, or only of his present
department, or to supersede him entirely 1

*

*

*

*

*

*

H. W. HALLECK,
lVIajor General, Ckiif of Staff.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January

~23,

1865.

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
CuLPEPER, VA., April 29, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief of Staff':

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I would leave General Banks in command of his department, but order him
to his headquarters in New Orleans.

U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C.

WAGE~,

A. A. G.

CuLPEPER, VA., April 30, 1B64.
:l\fajor General H. W. HALLECK, Chiif of Staff:
l\fy despatch to you of 6 p.m. yesterday answers the questions asked in
your letter of the 29th, just received, except as to the extent of the transMississippi division. I would not have it include Roscerans's and Curtis's.
A.n entire failure of the Banks expedition may make operations requiring an
increase of force necessary in either of those departments. You see from my
despatch I do not propose removing General Banks, but would not increase his
command.

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, Jamtary 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
WasMngton, D. C., April 30, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, Culpeper:
As some time may elapse before trans-Mississippi affairs are definitely decided
upon, had I not better telegraph to Cairo and Little Rock, modifying my telegram of the 27th, to the effect that no troops will be withdrawn from operations
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against Shreveport and on Red river, and that these operations will be continued, under direction of the officer senior in command in the field, till further
orders 1

*

H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
CuLPEPER, VIRGINIA,
April 30, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Cl~ief of Staff:
Your suggestion to modify orders for troops on Red river, so as to leave them
to operate there until somethin'g definite is settled upon, I think advisable:
Please send the order.
·

*

*

•

*

*

U.S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, D. C., April 30, 1864.
Major General BANKS, via 0£iro,
Major General STEELE, via Little Rock:
Lieutenant General Grant directs that orders heretofore given be so modified
that no troops be withdrawn from operations against Shreveport and on Red
river, and that operations there be continued under the senior officer in command
until further orders.
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Chief of Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
CuLPEPER, VIRGINIA,
May 3, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief of Stafj:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I will have to leave affairs west entirely with you. General Banks now
proposes to keep Smith's force altogether, so as to give him sufficient strength
to operate against Mobile. It is now too late for Smith's force to return to be
of any use in the spring campaign, but I do think it is a waste of strength to
trust General Banks with a large command or an important expedition.
U.S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
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HEADQUARTERS OF ']'HE ARMY,
Washington, D. 0., May 3, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, Culpeper:
Your last instructions in regard to trans-Mississippi matters were telegraphed
to Cairo, and were sent by General Brayman down the river on May 1. The
President has seen your telegram, but has said nothing to me on the subject
since I last wrote to you. I will write to you immediately.
H. W. HALLECK,
Major General, Okiif qf Staff.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARKANSAS,
Little Rock, May 4, 1864.
GENERAL : It is my opinion that no future operations can be carried on
against Red river with the line of the Arkansas as a base of supplies. If Banks
has failed to take Shreveport, I think the Ouachita should be held by us, before
any combined movement like the last should be attempted again. It would be
utterly impossible to obtain forage, or any other supplies, · in any part of the
country that I have been over during my recent expedition. The Ouachita is
next to White, in this State, for purposes of navigation, and if held by our gunboats it would deprive the rebels of one of their most fruitful sources of supplies,
and break up a very extensive contraband trade on the Mississippi.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

During the absence of the principal part of the' troops from the Arkansas, the
guerillas have organized quite extensively, and will do a good deal of mischief
in different parts of the State, especially in the district of the frontier, if they
are not speedily dispersed. I do not like to scatter my troops again until I hear
from headquarters and know if any special work is laid out for me, or whether
I am still expected to reach Red river soon.
If citizens report truly, Kirby Smith's troops will cross the Sabine as soon as
the water is low enough. They say that Banks has taken Shreveport. If this
be true I shall expect a visit from them; it is reported they have 30,000.
Very respectfully, general,
.
F. STEELE, Major General.
Major General HALLECK, Ohiif qf Staff, ~.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, January 22, 1865.
Official:
ROBERT N. SOOT'.r,
Major and A. A. G. Vols.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARKANSAS,
Little Rock, May 4, 1864.
GE~ERAL:

·*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I shall defer my detailed report of the campaign until reports and returns
of casualties can be obtained from subordinate commanders; giving in this only
a synopsis of the operations since the 18th ultimo.
On the 22d ultimo the supply train was sent back under escort of a brigade
of infantry, about 1,600 men, 400 cavalry, and four pieces of artillery. Captain
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Dunham, bearer of despatches from General Banks, arrived, confirming the report
which I had previously received, that Banks had fallen back behind intrenchments at Grand Ecore. I also received information that Price had been re-enforced by 8, 000 infantry from Shreveport. In the evening of this day he opened
with artillP-ry upon my out-posts. Captain Dunham returned with despatches to
General Banks, informing him of my inability to advance on account of a want
of supplies, and the superior rebel force in front of me. He had sent me a
request to move forward at once and join him on Red river.

* Very respectfully,
*
* general,
* your*obedient* servant,*

*

*

Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief oj Staff.
F. STEELE,
Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, '
Washington, January 22, 1865
Official:
ROBERT N. SCOTr_r,
Major and A. A. G. oj' Vols.
NEAR .MOUTH RED RIVER, May 14, 1864.
via Cairo, May 21, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Cl~ief oj' Staff:
We have rumors through rebel sources that the gunboat;, except two, succeeded
in getting over the falls at .Alexandria on the day m~ntioned in General Banks's
despatch. It is not confirmed yet, but I think it probable.
Very truly yours, &c.,
ED. R. S. C.ANBY,
Major General, Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS .ARMY, Januar.1J 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. W .AGER, .A.. A. G.
MouTH OF RED RIVER, May 15, 1864.
Major General HALLECK, Chief oj' Staff:
.Admiral Porter has just arrived. The remainder of the gunboats will arrive
to-night. General Banks will probably reach Semmesport, on the .Atchafalaya,
to-morrow.
ED. R. S. O.ANBY,
Major General.
JIEADQUARTERS .ARMY, January 23, 1865.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
NEAR. SPoTTSYLVANIA CouRT-HousE, VIRGINIA,
May 17, 1864.
Major General HALLECK :
Ptivate letters and official statements from the department of the Gulf show
such a state of affairs there as to demand, in my opinion, the immediate removal
of General Banks. The army has undoubtedly lost confidence in him. I would
suggest the appointment of Franklin to the command of the 19th corps, and
Reynolds or Hunter to the command of the department. This is sent in the
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supposition that Canby has gone in com.mand of the rr:ilitary division of the transMississippi. If Canby has simply reheved Banks m command of the department, then the change will be satisfactory.
U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.
HEADQUARTERS OF THH ARMY,

. January 23, 1865.
Official:

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., May 17, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRA~T, near Spottsyll,ania:
Your telegram of yesterday, in relation to General Banks, has been received.
Nearly all your wishes in this matter have been anticipated. Canby has general command of the department of the Gulf and Arkansas. Banks was ordered
to New Orleans, and Franklin put in command of the army. *
*
*
Canby has full authority to make any changes in commanders he may desire.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

H.

W.

*

*

HALLECK,

Major General and Chief

if

Staff.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

January 23, 1865.
Official: •

D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

MouTH 01i' REo · RIVER, May 18, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief if Staff:
The troops from Red river arrived at 1:3emmesport, on the Atchafalaya, in the
course of yesterday, and will reach Morganzia, on the Mississippi, to-day.
This army is in better condition than I supposed from the accounts that had
1·eached me, and will soon be ready for offensive operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

ED. R. S. CANBY,
Major General.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

January 23, 1S65.
Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.
MoUTH oF RED RIVER, May 21, 1864.
Major General H. W. HALLECK, Chief of Staff:
The army from Red river was delayed in crossing the Atchafalaya by the
high water and insufficient pontoon equipage. The crossing was completed today, and the army is now moving across to the Mississippi. I returned to this
place last evening, and will leave for points above to-day. Brigadier General
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A. J. Smith had a spirited engagement with Polinac's rebel division on the 18th
instant, defeatiug it, driving it several miles, and capturing three hundred prisoners.
ED. R. S. CANBY,
Major General Commanding.
HEADQUARTERS

THE ARMY,
January 23, 1865.

01:<'

Official:
D. C. WAGER, A. A. G.

Testimony

of Surgeon Eugene F.

Sange'r.

WASHINGTON, D. C., January 23, 186{).
Surgeon EuGENE F. SANGER sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your position in the army 1
Answer. Surgeon of United States volunteers 1
Question. Did you accompany the Red river expedition under General Banks1
Answer. I did.
Question. Were you present at the battles of Sabine Crossroads and Pleasant
Hill1
Answer. I was.
Question. What was the condition of our wounded there 1
Answer. We brought off about half of our woa.nded in the fir~t battle, and
at the second battle we brought off all that could walk off.
Question. It has been said that at Pleasant Hill we won a victory; how happened it that we left vur wounded in the hands of the enemy 1
Answer. That is a great mystery to me. I was at that time medical director
of the 19th army corps. I saw General Franklin immediately after our victory,
as we assume it to be. I told him that in the hurry of sending off the supply
trains in the morning, they had sent off my medical supply train. He said at
that time that it should be ordered to return at once. '.ro make sure of the
matter, I went to see Major Drake, General Banks's adjutant general. He told
me to give myself no uneasiness about the matter, as he would send off a courier
at once and order up the medical supply train. I saw General Franklin and
told him that I should be busy all night, and in case the army moved off in any
direction he must apprise me. I was told that I should be informed. That
was the last I knew of the matter until between six and seven o'clock the next
morning, when observing a little squad of cavalry drawn up in front of my hospital, I went out and inquired, and found that the army had retired during the
night, and that this cavalry was the rear guard about leaving the place. '.rhey
said they had seen the enemy approaching in the distance; whereupon I left
one or two assistant surgeons with instructions, mounted my horse, and rode off.
Question. Did you see any real necessity for leaving our wounded in the
hands of the enemy there 1
Answer. Yes, sir; we had no transportation at that time of any kind. There
was not a wagon of any kind there.
Question. You say your medical train had been sent off1
Answer. Yes, sir; but that was done in the morning. From what little I
learned of the matter, I understood that it was expected, if the enemy attacked
at all, they would attack early in the morning at Pleasant Hill;. and as one of
the causes of the disaster of the day before was the presence of the trains, they
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determined that that should not be the cause of a disaster again, ancl moved
them off. We waited until four or five o'clock, when General Banks remarked
that the enemy would not probably attack us that day, and that we were all
right ; but it was not half an hour after that before the enemy com'menced with
a yell and a charge.
Question. As we drove the enemy at Pleasant Hill, what prevented our forces
from going back and taking care of the wounded 1
Answer. I went back myself two days after within the lines of the enemy,
under a flag of truce. I do not think that we knew at that time the completeness of our victory over the enemy. As near as I could learn, we had driven
them back at dark into the woods, but how completely they were routed we did
not know at that time. We had not quite gained the possession of the water
for which we were fighting, although we had driven the enemy back. The
provision and supply train starting off in the morning to the rear, had got eightteen or nineteen mile's from Pleasant Hill, and the next morning they gave me
as a reason why my medical supply train was not sent back, that they could
not turn around their entire train; and if the enemy had advanced in the morning we would have been without supplies, and with the risk of not getting any
water. General A. J. Smith was strongly in favor of advancing, and insisted
upon it that he would not retire. I met him as I left Pleasant Hill, and he insisted that we should have gone on ; that our victory was complete. vVhen I
returned to Pleasant Hill two clay"' afterwards, under a flag of truce, travelling
about forty miles in the enemy's country, I there learned from the assistant
surgeons whom I left in charge that the enemy did not come in there until about
ten o'clock the next clay, and that the few skirmishing men that we had. seen
in the distance were our own men, who had been left on picket' and not relieved,
and stragglers who were working their way back to what they supposed was
our camp. In regard to the battle of the day previous at Sabine Crossroads, I
learned that so far from the engagement being so very serious a disaster to us,
the enemy, after having taken our cavalry trains and making a second charge,
felt themselves so thoroughly beaten and routed that they fled all the way back
to Mansfield, intending, if we pursued them the next morning, to fa11 back to
Shreveport; but finding that we did not follow them, they followed us. The
enemy acknowledged a complete rout of their army on the second clay, and
also acknowledged that if we had advanced a little further that night, or had
advanced the next morning, we could have captured all their artillery, or, at least,
could have retaken all which they had taken from us. I had a talk with the
medical director of the rebel army when I went into their lines. He wanted to
know the number of our wounded. I admitted only nine hundred. He told
me that they had at least fifteen hundred wounded that they knew of, and a
great many more that they had not ascertained. So that the number of their
wounded was equal to, if not greater than, that of ours.
Question. Do you know whether our wounded had suffered for want of supplies before you went back 1
Answer. No, sir; not very much. At the time I left I knew of a place where
there was some corn-meal, and I directed my assistant surgeons, who had charge
of them, to get that meal and make them some porridge. They also succeeded
in getting some chickens, and the like, so that they did not suffer very much,
except in a few instances where they had not been operated upon, for the rebel
surgeons took the instruments which I had left with our as~dstant surgeons. I
was back on the second day after the battle, and after operating myself all day,
I left a case of instruments, for which I got a protection, and from that time I
never heard any complaint.
Questions. Do you know anything about speculations in cotton, or agents
following the army for the purpose of dealing in cotton 1
Answer. I know there were a great many of them.
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Question. Do you know who any of them were 1
Answer. There was a Mr. McKee who went up with us.
Question. From where 1
Answer. He went up with the army from Franklin to Alexandria.
Question. Went up by land with the 19th army corps 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was his business 1
Answer. I do not know from him; but the clerk of our quarterm.aster's department said that he was going up, expecting to have the control of the sales
of large quantities of cotton, from which he was to make large profits; intimating that he had an understanding about the matter.
Question. With whom did he claim to have an understanding 1
Answer. With General Banks. But after we arrived at Alexandria, this
same clerk told me, and I heard McKee express himself as. very much disgusted
that his prospects of entering into any agreement amounted to nothing-that
there were so many others there that he had to operate upon his own ba,ds.
Question. Did any of these agents go into the enemy's lines and purchase
cotton, that you know of?
Answer. Not that I know of 1
Question. Was any of the transportation used to haul in cotton 1
Answer. Not after we got into Alexandria, that I know of.
Question. Was any used anywhere else 1
Answer. It is authorized by Congress, I think, that army wagons shall be
used for that purpose; however, I know nothing more than the general custom
of sending out wagons when not in other use to bring in cotton.
Question. When was that done ?
Answer. That was not done after we started from Franklin, that I know of.
Question. Was it done before 1
Answer. Yes, sir; wagons were obtained, to be sent out under escort, by the
parties paying for them. That, I understand, is allowed by Congress and by
the Treasury Department.
Question. With whom did they make these arrangements for the wagons 1
Answer. With the quartermaster's department.
Question. How much of that business was done out there 1
Answer. 'rhat I do not know, I am sure.
Question. Was there any considerable amount 1
Answer. I could not state. I know too little about the quartermaster's department to be able to state with any accuracy.
Question. You say that McKee was along; were there any others along, that.
you know of?
Answer. I know of no others by name.
Question. Was there a man by the name of Butler along 1
Answer. I do not remember. There was an immense number of men there, .
we all suspected might be engaged in such traffic; but of course we knew·
nothing about it.
Question. Men who accompanied the army 1
Answer. This McKee was the only one I knew, who accompanied the arm~
from l!,ranklin to Alexandria. After we arrived at Alexandria, we found hordes
of men there who were engaged in speculative business. There was a Colonel
Howe, of New York city, who was pointed out to me as such.
Question. Was the navy engaged in the cotton business, to your knowledge 1
Answer. They were said to be shipping it on board of their vessels. Great.
complaint was made in reference to their seizing cotton.
Part n--12
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Testimony

of Brigadier

General William Dwigltt.

WASHINGTON, January 30, 1865.
Brigauier General WILLIAM DwiGHT sworn and examined.
By :Mr. Gooch :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers, commanding the first division
of the 19th army corps, now near Winchester, Virginia.
Question. Were you with General Banks during the Red river expedition 1
Answer. I was.
Question. In what capacity 1
Answer. I left New Orleans with General Banks to join the Red river expedition at Alexandria, to take command there of the first brigade of the first
division of the 19th army corps. The reason that I did not join the 19th corps
at Franklin was that I bad been in command of Fort Jackson, Louisiana, ancl
bad suffered there from ill health, and was therefore delayed, and went up with
General Banks. I took command of the first brigade of the first division of the
19th corps about the 26th of March, and marched with it from Alexandria to
Natchitoches. We arrived at Natchitoches about the 3d of April. General
Banks joined us there, and assumed command of the whole force. The expedition
moved from Natchitoches towards Shreveport on the 6th of April. On that
day we made about sixteen miles. On the next day, the 7th, we moved to
Pleasant Hill, which was about eighteen miles further. 'l'he cavalry was in
advance; the detachment of the 13th army corps, infantry, came next; a detachment of the 19th army corps followed that; and a day's march behind was
a detachment of the 16th army corps, under General A. J. Smith. There was
also a force of negroes, 1,500, a brigade under command of Colonel Dickey.
The cavalry was in advance, and had bad some skirmishing with the enemy.
Previous to this they had made a reconnaissance towards Pleasant Hill, and
had had a skirmish. Sufficient skirmishing had occurred to show that the
enemy was in force enough to check the cavalry, though the cavalry had never
all been put in to see whether they could drive the force of the enemy which
was in front of them.
It was late in the afternoon of the 7th of April when the infantry of the
13th and 19th corps arrived at Pleasant Hill. The infantry under General A.
J. Smith was still a long day's march in the rear. The detachment of the
17th army corps under General Kilby Smith, being a portion of General A. J.
Smith's command, was still on board the transports, and accompanying the
supplies which had gone up the river. The cavalry, on the night of the 7th,
was a short distance in front of Pleasant Hill, so short a distance that the sound
of their musketry could be heard there. It was said to have had a very severe
skirmish on that day.
The next morning the infantry of the 19th corps was ordered to march at 8
o'clock; the infantry of the 13th corps to march at a much earlier hour, and to
aid the cavalry. 'rhe army on this day was not in a condition to fight on
account ef the long dit:tance between the different detachments of infantry;
and it was understood that the march of the infantry on that day was to be
a short one, in order that it might be concentrated. 'l'he infantry of the 19th
corps did in fact march but a little over eight miles, when it went into bivouac
shortly after noon of the Sth, and it was understood that it was to wait there
until General A. J. Smith's command should arrive at Pleasant Hill.
About 3 o'clock in the afternoon, however, heavy firing was heard in front,
and an order came for the infantry of the 19th corps to move immediately to
the front in light marching order, and with two days' rations, leaving its artillery
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and wagons behind. It commenced its march before 4 o'clock, and as speedily
as possible after receiving the order. It marched forward until it met a crowd
of fugitives coming back on the road on which it was advancing. This crowd
gradually increased, showing more and more signs of alarm and terror, until
the division found itself in the midst of a rout. Going to the rear were a large
number of wagons, a large quantity of artillery, or rather the wreck of artillery,
artillery horses, &c., the guns being left behind, and cavalry men. In the
midst of this an order was received for the division to go into line of battle.
Previous to receiving this order, portions of the division had been marehed on
the right and left of the road to endeavor to check the fugitives, and to keep a
clear space for the infantry to advance.
The line of battle was formed at a place called Peach Orchard Grove, in t.he
midst of this panic, and under the greatest difficulties. ::M:y brigade, being the
first brigade of the first division, was in the centre; the second brigade was on
its right, and the third brigade on its left. The first brigade occupied a line of
fence along a narrow farm road, which ran perpendicularly to the Toad from
Pleasant Hill to Mansfield. A space on the Pleasant Hill and Mansfield road
was left open for the cavalry, portions of artillery, and the fugitives of the infantry to pass through. One of the regiments of my brigade had been sent to
the front, and deployed as skirmishers to check the enemy as much as possible,
and give notice of his approach. The fugitives hardly passed through the
~pace left open for them, when the enemy came upon this position.
They
drove before them, without apparently being retarded in the least, the regiment
which been deployed as skirmishers, capturing a portion of the regiment as
they came on.
The enemy came on in column; we had no artillery in this position. On his
having approached in three columns within from eighty to a hundred yards,
the enemy was met by the fire of the whole of the first brigrade, and was instantly checked. That fire was maintained steadily, and the enemy broke and
went back. After reforming, the enemy next moved around towards the right
flank of this position, where they were again met by heavy volleys, and again
retired; they tried the left flank in the same manner, and with the same result.
By this time darkness had come on to such an extent that they could not pursue
the attack any longer. The enemy were entirely repulsed in this attack. During this attack I had been first on the line of my own brigade when the attac}t
was there, and then I had gone both to the right and the left, when the ene~y
moved in those directions, so as to observe closely his motions, because I regarded his repulse from this position as essential to the safety of the army.
After.this attack was over, I went to the rear of the line, perhaps one hundred
and fifty to two hundred yards, where General Banks, General l!"'ranklin, General
Lee, General Stone, and other generals were collectlild; they were talking over
the incidents of the day, and agitating the question as to what was bes.t to be
done; my opinion was asked both by General Banks and General Franklin.
I ascertained that at the most the infantry command of General A. J. Smith
would reach Pleasant Hill that night, it then being after 6 o'clock. General
Smith having made a long march with his command that day, and we being
at a distance of about seventeen miles from Pleasant Hill, I judged that it would
be impossible for General Smith to arrive on the ground, where we then were,
with his CQmmand in condition to fight the next morning. In addition to that
the cavalry had been entirely routed so as to be almost useless, with the exception of one brigade which was in the rear. The detachment of the 13th
corps had been utterly 1·outed, and there was no hope of stopping any portion
of it short of Pleasant Hill. Under these circum~tances I concurred with the
opinion that it was nest to retire to Pleasant Hill, where what cavalry could
be found might be collected, a portion of the 13th corps rallied, and the infantry
of the army concentrated.
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The order to retire was issued by General Banks, the retirement to commence at 10 o'clock that night; my brigade being left as a rem·guard, and directed to leave at 12 o'clock. As soon as this was agreed on, I threw out a
heavy infantry picket in front of the whole position. It was very dark-as
dark a night as I ever knew. The picket was ordered to advance 300 yards
in front of the line of infantry, keeping so close together that each man should
not miss his next neighbor on either side. They were ordered, if they met the
enemy, not to fire on them, but to take as many prisoners as possible ; take all
they found and send them immediately to the rear. They did not advance
O\rer 100 yards, when they came upon the pickets of the en€my. They captured between 70 and 80 in the way indicated; they did not fire a shot. They
took a staff officer of General Taylor, and ·captured other officers; and from
the prisoners, especjally from the officers thus captured, we obtained a great
deal of information, all of which indicated the necessity of our retiring. It may
be well to remark here that this staff officer was not a staff officer of General
Richard Taylor, but of a General Taylor commanding a brigade of the rebel
army there.
The retirement that night of my brigade as rearguard was eommenced at
the hour designated. It retired all its pickets at the same time~ r_rhe enemy
had been surprised at our sending out so strong an infantry picket, and changed
their pickets, which were about 150 yards in front of the line, for cavalry videttes, and had evidently retired their main body to a greater distance. Beyond our picket line could be distinctly heard the groans of the wounded, showing that a large number had fallen in front of that line. Our men constantly
came on the wounded men in front of that line. rrhe rejoicings of the enemy
over the captures they had made that day could be distinctly heard ; also the
1·umbling of wagons and artillery going to the rear, showing that the enemy
were taking their spoils to the rear. Those spoils consisted of the captures
which had been made previous to the arrival of the infantry of the l 9th corps
at the position at which it had fought. They had been captured from the cavalry and the detachment of the 13th army corps, and consisted of about 20
pieces of artillery, a large number of wagons-something over 200-and a
good many prisoners from the infantry.
My brigade retired in perfect silence, and the enemy knew nothing of its
having left. r.l'he march back to Pleasant Hill was a very tedious one. r.l'he
brigade had a large force of its own on each flank driving up the stmgglers,
which so much delayed it that it did not arrive at Pleasant Hill until a little
after 9 o'clock the next morning. rrhe cavalry of the enemy made their appearance in its rear when it was within about two miles of Pleasant ~ill, but
only in so small force that they attempted no attack.
rrhe affair of the 8th was called by General Banks the battle of Sabine Crossroads, and by the enemy the battle of Mansfield. It was fought over a narrow
extent of country, about a mile and a half or two miles in length, and within
about three miles of Mansfield. It could not properly be considered a battle.
It was an affair of detached portions of the army commanded by General
Banks with the whole force of the enemy, or such portion of the whole of the
enemy's force as was necessary to defeat those detachments of General Banks's
for;ce which presented themselves successively to the whole force of the enemy;
except that the last infantry brought up b_Y General Banks repulsed an at~ack
of the enemy, which was made so near mghtfall that there was not daylight
sufficient for the enemy to bring up their whole force against that last infantry
detachment.
No battle ought to have been fought on that day. Nothing but the cavalry
ought to have gone beyond the position, eight miles from Pleasant Hill, where
the whole of the infantry should have been concentrated, or should have been
brought so near together that the whole could be engaged with the ene;ny
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whenever it was deemed best to fight a general battle. That was the intention
on the morning of the 8th of April; and the army was led into this disastrotis
affair because the principle was violated which requires that you shall never
fight a battle without having all your resources in hand. The fact that a de
tachment of the infantry force of the command was sent forward with the whole
cavalry of the command, where it was liable to meet the whole of the concen
trated force of the enemy, and where i~ ought to have been known that it might
meet the whole force of the enemy, was the immediate cause of the disaster;
for this infantry and the cavalry did in fact find itself, about 1 o'clock on the
8th, confronting a much larger force of the enemy, and it remained in that position until that larger force of the enemy enveloped it, attacked it, and defeated
it. t:;o distinct was this violation of military principle that not even the whole
of the infantry of the 13th corps was togethP.r when the enemy made their first
attack. It is not necessary to go back of this, or to seek any other than purely
military causes for this disaster.
I will state that some of the statements I have already made, and some I
may hereafter make, are not from my own personal knowledge, but derived
from an examination of the records after I became chief of staff to General
Banks. As there has been some time elapsed. since the events occurred, it
would require some care on my part to distinguish between what came under
my own personal observation and what came to my knowledge from the records.
Question. Will you state in what order, in your opinion, the army should
have advanced1
Answer. Everything went right up to Pleasant Hill. l!~rom there the cavalry
should have advanced, followed by the infantry of the 13th and 19th corps,
which infantry should have been halted at such a position tlJat a concentration
of the whole of the infantry of the army might have been effected before a
general battle could possibly have taken place. The cavalry should have gone
on, attacked the enemy vigorously, and found out his force, his position, and
his intention::~. If successful, it should have pushed on; if driven back, it
should have fallen back to the infantry, or to within supporting distance of the
infantry.
Question. Where should have been the train which was between the cavalry
and the infantry 1
Answer. That train should have been under the control of the commander of
the cavalry; he should have been responsible for it, and he should have parked
it, when he found himself engaged with the enemy. in a safe position.
Question. Do I understand you to mean that that large train should have
been between the cavalry and its infantry support, on that narrow road, through
that thickly wooded country 1
•
Answer. 'rhere was no objection to the train being on the road, provided the
eavalry was not so heavily engaged with the enemy as to endanger it. 'l'here
were a great many places on that road where the train could have been parked.
And it is observable that the advance of the infantry of the 19th corps, from the
position eight miles from Pleasant Hill to the position at Peach Orchard, where
it fought, was in no way impeded by any wagons. Perhaps I can make myself
better understood by saying that it was a matter of judgment as to the manner
Of managing that train, and a matter strictly for the judgment of the commander
the cavalry. The cavalry commander had a large force of cavalry, somebetween five thousand and seven thousand; I cannot pretend to give the
number; it was understood to be that number, and was that afterwards.
had what wagons he chose; be oTganizcd the cavalry and commanded it;
he was bound to take care of his train. He should by no means have perhis train to be between the infantry of the army and the cavalry of the
when he was going to fight a battle. But he ought to have known
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w hetber there was danger of a battle; he ought to have known the enemy's
force in front of him, for he had a very large force. But it is to be remarked
here that he did not seem to know well, that he did not manage as if he knew
the whole force of the enemy was in his front. 'rhe mome11t that he found the
enemy was in his front in force, he should ha've parked the train where it would
be safe; and if he found that he had got it too far to the front, he should have
turned it to the rear. 'rhat is a matter of his own responsibility, of which he
ought to be a competent judge. Of course, the commander of the army, when
he went to the front, might have directed him as he chose about it.
Question. Do I understand you to still adhere to the opinion that that ·train
of the cavalry should have beeu between the infantry and the cavalry, in the
order of march 1
Answer. There was no objection to its being assigned to a position between
the cavalry and the infantry, in the order of march, provided it had been
properly managed; and the force of cavalry was so large that it never would
have got to its train unless it had been so placed. It was exceedingly objectionable that the train should have been where it was when that battle was
fought. But it is necessary to remember that no general battle was anticipated.
There had been, before the battle of Sabine Crossroads, no affair of sufficient
magnitude to indicate that there would be a general battle so soon.
Question. Is it not true that General Lee, who commanded the cavalry, was
advancing with the cavalry, and with his train following him immediately in his
rear, when he found himself suddenly attacked by a large force of the enemy 1
Answer. It is.
Question. And what disposition should he have made of his train that he did
not make 7 What disposition of his train had he in his power to make, being
thus suddenly attacked, so as to have had it out of the way before the battle 1
Answer. He should have parked his train at or near the position eight miles
from Pleasant Hill, where it was contemplated to concentrate the infantry that
night, particularly if he found himself skirmishing with the enemy. General
Lee did not keep his cavalry far enough from the infantry; nor did he keep his
train far enough from the cavalry.
Question. 'Then, in your opinion, he should have kept his train but just in
advance of the infantry, while he himself, with his cavalry, should have been
further in advance of his train·~
Answer. Yes, sir. And if be found himself engaged with the enemy, or if
there were indica,tions that there was a possibility of a battle, he should have
parked his train off the road, leaving nothing between him and the infantry.
General Lee did. not behave as if a battle was possible.
Question. Is it not true that General Franklin did not believe that there was
any considerable torce of the enemy in his front, and did not believe that there
would be any battle with the enemy; and that he urged upon General Lee that
he should advance more rapidly, and keep his command and his train out of the
way of the infantry 1
Answer. From my knowledge of the official reports, which I have read very
carefully, as chief of. staff, and from my knowledge of the dispositions which were
intended by General Franklin for the 8th, I consider that General Franklin
gave proper orders for the movements of that day, and had his orders been
complied with, no battle would have occurred on that day. The infantry of
the army would have been concentrated, or all within supporting distance of
· each other, eight miles from Pleasant Hill; the cavalry would have pushed on
as far as it could, which it was proper that it should do-would have taken its
train with it, always keeping it at a proper distance from it; and such information of the enemy would have been obtained which we did not have, but which
was essential before a battle should occur, and should be rendered possible.
I have no means of knowing positively whether General Franklin considered
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that there was any considerable force of the enemy in his front. But General
Franklin's orders would indicate that he did consider that there was a large
force of the enemy in his front, and that he considered it necessary to concentrate the whole of the infantry of the army before pressing on further than eight
miles beyond Pleasant Hill. He undoubtedly did order General Lee to press
on to the front, as it was eminent!y proper that General Lee should, in order
to engage the enemy heavily with the cavalry, and find out positively what
was in front.
Question. What was the length of the baggage train of General Lee on the
road on which it was advancing 1
Answer. I do not know positively what its length was; but I should think
that when it was moving, it may have been six miles in length. But I would
like to state here, however, that this train was Geueral Lee's train, the cavalry
train. He organized it, made it larger or smaller according to his own judgment, and was responsible for it. I consider that the train was altogether too
large a train to have belonged to the cavalry.
Question. Do you know whether or not General Lee ever asked permission,
or suggested, that the larger portion of his baggage train should be in rear of
the infantry, and that he should have between himself and the infantry only
such portion of his train as was necessary for present purposes 1
Answer. I do not know personally that General Lee ever made such a request. But from the official reports, I believe that he did.
Question. How long a time would it have required to park that train, six
miles in length or thereabouts as you suppose it to have been, considering the
character of the road and the topography of the country through which you
were passing 1
Answer. The time would have varied with circumstances from two to four
hours.
Question. Do you think that on the road where it was it would have been
possible to have parked that train in four hours from the time when General
Lee was attacked by the enemy, the road being, if it has been correctly described to us, through a wilderness, where it was difficult for two wagons to pass
abreast, and where it was almost impossible to find a turning-out point 1
Answer. I should not say that that was a correct description of the road. I
believe that there were many places, or several places on that road, where the
whole of that train might have been parked in any three hours' time, when it
was ordered to be parked. You seem to suppose that it was proper for General Lee to have Lad his train in motion on that road at the time he was attacked by the enemy, which is not correct. He should have known whether
he was likely to be attacked by the enemy. The cavalry commander is responsible for such. knowledge, directly responsible for it, and be should never
have had his train in motion on the road when there was a possibility of his
being so attacked; but he should have had it already parked at such a time.
And it is not true of that road that two wagons could not pass abreast on it at
any point, or that the cavalry might not have been marched on each side of it
for the greater part of the way. The enemy bad taken some precautions in
this matter, which it is worth while to notice. They had cleared away the
underbrush on either side of the road, so that their cavalry might manoouvre
through the woods easily; and they met our cavalry in line of battle dismounted, with their horses hitched in rear of any position which they occupied,
and immediately on being driven from that position, or on firing l'ne or two
volleys from it, they ran back, seized their horses, mounted them, and dashed
off through the woods. Woods that were so open that the enemy·s cavalry
could make this sort of manoouvre in them could have been readily penetrated
by our cavalry in line of battle, and could have been readily marched through
by our infantry in any order in which it was deemed advisable to march them.
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Question. Was the condition of the country between the cavalry and the
main body of the infantry, on that day, to any considerable extent as you have
described it? and if so, to what extent?
Answer. It was so for the greater part of the distance, if not for the whole
distance, from the eight-mile point, where the infantry was ordered to concentrate, up to the position of Peach Orchard. If anything is wanting to prove
this, it is only necessary to refer to the fact that the fugitives of the cavalry and
the 13th army corps escaped through these very woods, and did not escape in
any considerable numbers by the road.
Question. Is it not true that infantry and cavalry can escape through
woods where a baggage train could not be parked 1
Answer. It is; but there were large open patches there where the wagon
train might have been parked.
Question. Would the condition of things which you require to justify the
wagon train being in motion, ever obtain in that country through which you
were passing, so that it would have been possible for that train to move 1
Answer. I do not know that I exactly understand your question.
Question. Was there not a possibility of attack at all times during that advance from Pleasant Hill?
Answer. No, sir; it was the easiest country in the world in which to tell when
you were going to be attacked, or when there was a liabil.ity of attack, because
it was comparatively a narrow country. A stl'ong advance guard of cavalry,
much less than the main body, of good cavalry scouts, could have always told
where the main body of the enemy was, so that no battle sl1ould have occurred
until the army was prepared for it. I myself had led an advance through that
country the previous year, with only about 300 cavahy, and I never had any
trouble in telling where the enemy was.
Question. Was not the character of the country such that it was impossible
for the cavalry to fight to auy considerable extent without being dismounted 1
Answer. To any considerable extent it was; but in this respect we were on
perfectly equal terms with the enemy.
Question. You were on perfectly equal terms with the enemy, provided the
enemy made the same disposition of their forces that you did of yours; but if
the enemy had put but a small cavalry force in front, and supported that with
infantry, would you have been on equal terms with the enemy then 1
Answer. If a small force of the enemy's cavalry had been supported by a
small force of the enemy's infantry, and placed in front of the whole cavalry of
our army, and out of supporting distance of the main body of the enemy's infantry, such a force ought to have been captured or dispersed by our cavalry.
Question. My question did not contemplate that condition of things, but that
there might have been a small advance of the enemy's cavalry with a strong
infantry support.
Answer. rl'hen the advance of our cavalry ought to have found out that condition of things, and such a disposition of our force should have been made as
would have overf'.orne that obstacle.
Question. Cavalry dismounted for the purpose of fighting infantry always
fight at a great disadvantage, do they not 1
Answer. Yes, sir, unless they are used exactly like the infantry, and not
against superior numbers of infantry.
QueRtion. Was it or not a good disposition of our forces to place that large
body of cavalry in front? Would not the advance have been made with more
certainty of success, had a small or moderate force of cavalry been placed in
front and been properly supported by the other arms of the service 1
.Answer. This cavalry force, as it was called, of General Lee, consisted of
cavalry proper, of mounted infantry, and a very large proportion of artillery for
such a force. It was really more infantry than it was cavalry. }"'or the work
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of cavalry proper it was utterly unfit. The men were not good riders, and did
not understand how to ta._ke care of their horses properly. They were infantry
soldiers who had been put on horseback; they were not properly cavalry.
General Lee's force, therefore, consisted of some of the very best infantry regiments that were ever in the department of the Gulf; with cavalry proper, and a
large amount of artillery. Considering the character of that force, it was an
eminently proper disposition to place the whole of it, or so much of it as was in
advance, in advance. The whole of it was not in advance; one brigade of it
at least was in the rear. In considering this question, it ought to be borne in
mind that this force of General Lee was more mounted infantry than it was
cavalry. It was not to be compared in any re~pect with the cavalry that we
have had in the Shenandoah valley. But it was exactly the style of force that
the enemy opposed to it until they opposed their whole army to it.
Question. But they had their army in a position where they very soon
brought it into action after their cavalry met our cavalry, did they not 1
Answer. They had their army in a position where we did not expect to find
it, but where we ought to have expected to find it, and ought to have made our
dispositions accordingly. General Franklin's orders of the morning of the 8th
of April provided against finding the enemy in the position where he was found,
and had those orders been complied with we should have met the enemy, if at
all, with our whole force.
Question. Have you copies of the orders to which you refer 1
Answer. I have not; but I have read all those orders care :·uny.
Question. Can you furnish the committee with copies of those orders 1
Answer. They are not within my control now; were within my reach only
while acting as chief of staff for General Banks ; but they can be f,mnd in the
official reports of Geueral Franklin and General Lee, and they can be ascertained by inquiring of General Franklin and General Stone as to the conversation that took place between them and General Banks early in the morniug
ofthe 8th.
Question. Do you know whether or not there was any conversation bEtween
General Banks and General Franklin on that morning, when General Banks
pas:5ed General Franklin on his way to the fi·ont, in which General Franklin
said there was no apprehension of aity battle, that the enemy were not in force
in his front 1
Answer. I do not know of any such conversation. I know that General
Fmnklin went into camp at the point about 8 miles from Pleasant Hill, and at a
po~ition between where he had desired that the infantry of the 13th cor:ps and
oft he 19th corps should be encamped until the infantry of General A. J. Smith
should reach Pleasant Hill. General FrankHn having gone into camp there
indicated that he did not anticipate that the enemy was in force in his immediate front; but that if the enemy was in force there, that h~ intended to provide
against it, and he purposed to meet them in force when he should advance
further.
Quef'tion. Uonsidering the character of the cavalry force, made up in the
manner which you have already described, do you, as a military man, deem that
it was good generalship to place that large body of cavalry in front, and at so
great a distance from any infantry supports, taking into account the character
of the country through which you were passing, and all the circumstances
known at the time 1
Answer. I do consider that it was a perfectly proper dit~position of that force,
for the force of the enemy was similarly t~ituated, only in greater numbers.
Their Texan troops were almost wholly mounted, and armed with Enfield
rifles. It was a mounted infantry force, to which it was eminl'ntly proper we
should oppose a mounted infantry force. But I caunot satisfactorily answer
questious of this kind without going· further, and stating that I consider our force
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of cavalry, mounted infantry, &c., was badly commanded; that the officer commanding it clicl not well understand the manner of leading an advance, of obtaining proper information concerning the enemy, or of pen.etrating any little curtain
of troops which the enemy might throw in front of him to prevent his obtaining
information which be ought to have had. Our force, or that portion of the force
which, on the 8th of April, advanced to the position in which it was attacked
by the enemy, stood dormant in the prPsence of the enemy until the enemy
completely enveloped it. There can be but one solution of such a conduct of
affairs, and that is, that whoever directed that on our par-t was incapable.
Question. From whom do you derive the information which enables you to
state that our forces stood dormant until the enemy enveloped them 1
Answer. }..,rom the offici.a l reports which, as chief of staff, I carefully read and
examined.
Question. Reports made by whom 1
Answer. Made by General Lee, General Ransom, General Uameron, Colonel
Landrum, and other officers connected with the cavalry and the 13th army corps.
But even if I had not those official reports, that fact ·would be plainly evident
from the length of time that elapsed between the hour at which the advance
force of cavalry and infantry met the enemy at the point where the enemy
attacked them, and the time when the enemy made that attack. If that force
was not standing dormant during that time, it certainly was not falling back, as
it ought to have been when it found that large masses of the enemy were before it.
Question. At what time do you understand that attack was made by the
enemy1
Answer. Between 3 and 4 o'clock, in force; previous to that there had been
nothing but heavy skirmishing.
Q,uestion. And at what time do you say our cavalry should have fallen l,ack 1
Answer. Our cavalry should have known what was in front of it before 1
o'clock of that day; it could have known it before noon.
Question. The~, if I understand you, it is your opinion that that disaster
occurred in consequence of the failure of the cavalry and its officen; to do that
which they should have done 1
Answer. I consider that that was the cause of our not having proper information of the enemy. I consider that the cause of the disaster of that day was
that the infantry of the army was in three detachments, one near the scene of
action, and the other two respectively nine and twenty-four miles from it, and
that a battle never ought to have occurred under those circumstances. The
infantry of the army was not concentrated; it was in exactly the proper
position to be beaten in detail, which, in fact, was what occurred.
Question. Would not precisely the same thing have happened that did happen,
if the infantry of that army had been concentrated, the cavalry force being in
the p0sition in which it was 1
Answer. It could not possibly have happened in that event. Had the infantry
of the army been concentrated, and the cavalry sent in advance as it was, the
greatest disaster that could have befallen us would have been that the cavalry
would have been thoroughly beaten; but this need not have occured had the
cavalry been well handled, though it might have occurred had it been badly
handled. Had the cavalry alone gone in advance and come into the presence
of the enemy, found itself in the presence of a superior force, it could have fallf'n
back to the infantry, or to within supporting distance of the infantry, and should
have clone so.
.
Question. Would the concentration of the rest of the army have prevented
the disaster which did happen to General Lee and those under his command,
the distance between the advance of the infantry and the force with General
Lee being as it was 1
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Answer. Had General Lee managed as badly with his cavalry alone as the
infautry and cavalry with him were managed, <t disaster wuuld have befallen
his cavalry; but it would have been confined to the cavalry, for the enemy, in
fullowing his cavalry, could have made no impression upon the infantry of the
army concentrated. That would have been dependent entirely upon General
Lee's management. The iufantry, at the position where it was directed to concentrate, was not at a greater distance from the cavalry when they found the
enemy than it should have been; the cavalry should have been sent ahead that
distance in front of the infantry u11til the enemy was found in force. On the
coutrary, it was a very short ilistance to be between the infantry and cavalry
when the cavalry was seekipg the enemy.
Question. I have questioned you thut~ at length because the opinions expressed by you are very considerably different from the bulk of our testimony
upon this subject.
Answer. I expected my testimony would be different from that of most of
the witnesses who would be likely to come before this committee upon this subject. I am willing to answet· any questions which the committee may ask me.
I wish to state that the history of war may be looked over in vain for any
such disposition of forces as was made on that Red river campaign without disaster following it. And for that reason I gave one of the answers I did, that
there was no ne.ed of going beyond military reasons for an explanation of the
result of &.at campaign. I made the answer I did in relation to the cavalry
train, because that train was lost in consequence of its position and the defeat
of the cavalry and infantry in front of it. 'The cavalry and infantry in front
of it was not defeated because the cavalry train was where it was, but entirely
independently of that. The position of the cavalry train had nothing whatever
to do with the loss of that day's fight; but the loss of the fight caused the
loss of the train ; that is all.
And then an immense amount of artillery was taken to the front which
ought not to have gone there. The artillery of that army was very fine ; the
finest that belonged to any army except, perhaps, the army of the Potomac.
And I do not know that I have seen any horse artillery or light artillery in the
army of the Potomac that was equal to it.
'l'he cavalry force of that army was a very bad one; ill drilled, ill instructed,
and very badly organized. But it was quite well mounted for the objects it
bad in view, and it was thoroughly equipped.
The infantry force was a peculiar one. It was composed of three different
bodies of troops, having great jealousies of each otller, the commanders not being thoroughly in harmony, and having very little respect for the general commanding, and therefore it should have been handled with great care. Instead of
handling it in the reckless manner in which it was handled, pushing it hither and
yon, it ought to have been kept carefully together. By handling it with care a
respect for the commanding general would have grown up, which would have
enabled him to fight it with success. That was the composition of that army.
It was a badly composed army to begin with, and managed without judgment.
Quet->tion Was or was not the topography of that country, the paucity of
roads, &c., such as to render not applicable the rules which, under ordinary circumstances, might control the disposition of a large cavalry force 1
Answer. 'l'he topography of a country could not change the rules, for tl1e
rules of war in those r<'spects, as in all respects, are not changeable. They are
absolute, and have been fi-om before the time of Julius Cresar until now; but
it might modify the application of those rules.
Question. I do not mean to change the rules, but to require a different application of the rules.
Answer. There was no difficulty in applying the rules of war in that country,
none whatever. They were easier of application than usual, because, as I have
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already said, the country was a comparatively narrow one. The most difficult
country to manomvre in is a wide country, filled with roads, where the enemy
can appear in any direction, on your right or left, your front or rear. A country that is narrow and with but few roads is comparatively a simple country to
make war in.
Question. Are not the opportunities of a cavalry force greater in the former
country which you have described than in the latter 1
Answer. A cavalry force in the former country has much greater mobility;
it can appear in any direction. In the Red river country the cavalry force of
the enemy could appear in only one direction; and therefore the preparation to
meet it was single instead of many.
Question. Did not that fact make it much more difficult for our cavalry force
to thoroughly .inform themselves in relation to the force, disposition, and intentions of the enemy 1
Answer. On the contrary, it made it more simple. If the enemy is obliged
to be on one road .only, it is much simpler to find out what his force is, and
where he is, than where he can be on many roads, and move in many directions.
In fact, there were ample means of finding out where the enemy was on this
campaign. I well recollect that, as we marched to Pleasant Hill. before we
reached there, and also after we passed there, and befl'lre we reached the eightmile point, we met refugee negroes and inhabitants of the country, aU of whom
said we should find the enemy at the crossroads; that there was the point where
the rebels said they were going " to begin to bury the Yankees." I recollect
this distinctly, because it was so often said by the fugitive negroes.
Question. Will you now go on with your narrative, from the time you reached
Pleasant Hill on your retreat 1
Answer. My command reached PleaRant Hill on the morning of the 9th of
April, somewhat after 9 o'clock. As I have already stated, the enemy's
cavalry made its appearance in very small force in our rear just before we
reached Pleasant Hill. My brigade went into the position that it left the previous morning. r:rhe army was very tired aftf'r that night'::< march. General A. J.
Smith's force was at Pleasant Hill, and it was understood that it would occupy
the front towards the enemy, a small portion of the cavalry being sent in advance of it; but General Smith's infanty, with the exception of one brigade,
was moved to the rear and left. One brigade was left in front of our position.
During the day it was determined to fall back to Grand Ecore. The trains
were all ordered to the rear; the 13th army corps was sent to the rear; the
negro brigade was sent to the rear; and the cavalry, with the exception of one
brigade, was also sent to the rear. ri'here remained then at Pleasant. Hill the
detachment of the 19th army corps and the detachment of the 16t4 army corps,
under General A. J. Smith. The detachment of the 17t4 army corps was on
board the boats. It was not expected that we should have any battle at Pleasant Hill that day. The enemy, in order to reach us there, would have to march
twenty-five miles, portions of their force even a greater distance. None of the
general officers, so far as I know, anticipated an attack. About 5 o'clock,
however, the enemy, who had d01ie nothing previous to that time but to maintain a heavy skirmi~h fire around our lines, made an attack in force and in
column. At first their attack was almost entirely successful. The brigade of
General A. J. Smith's force which was in front was entirely swept away and
routed. 'rhe 3d brigade of the 1st division of the 19th corps was routed ; portions of the 2d brigade were broken. The 1st brigade alone remained intact.
The enemy burst through our line, though their force fell into contliderable disorder in doing this, as they had attacked in column. 'I'hey were turned back by
the 1st brigade of the 1st division of the 19th corps, and General A. J. Smith's
command, and were thoroughly repulsed from the whole left of our line; and as
their heaviest attack had been on our left and by their right, the greater portion
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of the enemy's force was repulsed. This repulse was so signal as to have been
considered a victory for our forces. But notwitastanding the repulse of the
enemy, it was still deemed best to continue the retirement to Grand Ecore; and
that was done early on the following morning. As there has been some question as to the propriety of this further retirement after the repulse of the enemy
at Pleasant Hill, and as I was consulted ou that subject at the time, it may be
proper for me to make a more full statement in regard to it. 'l,he reasons that
governed us were these : First, we bad at Pleasant Hill, and had fought an engagement with them, nothing but the detachments of the 19th and 16th corps
of infantry, and a very small portion of the cavalry. About 13,000 of the infantry and a small portion of the cavalry bad contended against the whole force
of the enemy, which wa8 somewhere about 22,000 men, minus the stragglers of
the enemy left behind. Cont'lidering that they had made a forced march immediately before they attacked us, those stragglers perhaps numbered !>,000,
leaving them 17,000 to attack about 13,000. We had succeeded in repulsing
them under these circumstances. If we should wait until the next morning,
then the enemy would have time to collect all their forces, which could not have
amounted to much less than 20,000 men. Our losses and stragglers would re·
dnce our force to not more than 12,000, to contend the next morning against
about 20,000 of the enemy. That was the principal reason why it was advisable to go back to Grand Ecore, where we should meet 4,000 of the 13th army
corps who could be rallied there; the bulk of the cavalry which, by massing,
could be got into a condition to fight there, and the brigade of negro troops
swelling our force and making it superior to that of the enemy. The retirement
was made in good order to Grand Ecore. And there General Stone wa~ relieved
as chief of staff, and I became General Banks's chief of staff. It was not concontemplated at that time to retreat beyond Grand Ecore. We were still iu
hopes that the river would rise. And even if it did not rise, it was not impossible to have again advanced on Shreveport. And had that been possible, it might
have been well to have done so, considering the position of General Steele's
force, which was to have co-operated with us, and the fact that the enemy were
greatly elated by their successes, or what they deemed their successes. The
continued falling of the river, and th audacity of the enemy in throwing a force
below us on our communications by the river, caused us soon to entertain a view
of the necessity of falling back to Alexandria. I might state here oue point
with regard to the falling back from Pleasant Hill, and that is. that the rear
guard did not remain on the field there as long as they might have done. In
consequence of that, quite a number of small-arms, &c., which the enemy had
left upon the field were not collected, and some of our wounded were left there,
who might have been brought off. That was the only defect in the falling back
of our forces from Pleasant Hill to Grand Encore. At the time the enemy went
below us on the river, the river had fallen so much that the Eastport, a large
iron-clad which was up there, got aground and was destroyed by us, and
lighterage had to be made around the falls at Alexandria. Our retreat commenced from Grand Ecore to Alexandria. At the time of this retreat the
enemy were both in our front and in our rear. 'l,hey had occupied a very strong
position on Cane river, and they also followed us with their forces. The retreat was accomplished without loss on our part, except that involved in the
battle of Cane river, where we turned the enemy's flank with a force equal to
that which he had in position at Cane river, beat him, and compelled him to
leaTe. vVe lost in that affair 4etween 300 and 400 in killed and wounded; no
prisoners. We took some prisoners from the enemy, some small-arms, and a
caisson. 'rhe force of the enemy that had thus placed itself between us and
Alexandria would have met with ·greater disaster had it been attacked with more
vigor and skill. We marched to Alexandria, where we remained until the fleet
which was above the falls at that place was relieved by the construction of a
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dam. As soon as the fleet was entirely relieved and saved, which was done
entirely by the exertions of the army, we commenced our march to the Mississippi by way of Semmesport, on the Atchafalaya. The enemy was then between
us and Semmesport, and again interrupted our communication, by placing himself in a position from which he ought not to have escaped without severe punishment. But, owing to the fact that we retired on a single road instead of
occupying all the roads, he -did escape without material loss. From Semmesport General Banks went to New Orleans, and I weRt with him. The condition of the army at Grand Ecore was excessively bad. rr~here was a great deal
of insubordination and a great deal of jealousy. General A. J. Smith pretended
to be entirely independent, and General Banks did not exercise that authority
and control over him which a superior officer should exercies over an inferior.
This state of feeling which existed rendered all operations extremely difficult,
owing to the relations existing between the commanders immediately under
Gem~ral Banks and General Ba.nks himself.
Question. Was there any failure on the part of General Stone to discharge
duties, while chief of staff, which rendered the change of chief of staff necessary 1
Answer. General Banks and General Stone were not on good terms. And
in the advance up the Red river General Stone did not exercise the influence
which a chief of staff ought to exercise. He did not insist, as was his duty as
chief of staff, on the different portions of the army being in their proper relative
positions. It would seem that General Stone's judgment was excessively bad.
He was all day on the battle-field at Sabine Crossroads ; he knew the positions
of the different bodies of infantry; yet I have understood from General Banks,
after I became chief of staff, that General Stone did not insist upon the concentration of our forces, nor did he deem that the enemy was in force in our front.
It may be proper for me to state here, for the information of the committee, that
General' Stone, more than any one else, did not believe that we would meet the
enemy. He made the statement freely that we should march unopposed to
Shreveport. It is the duty of the chief of staff to issue the orders of march for
the troops, and to attend to all the details in the movements of the troops. It
does not appear, from anything that I have ever seen, that this was attended to
in the way that it ought to have been, or that the influence in these matters
which ought to have pertained to General Stone did pertain to him.
Question. Was not the order of march from Grand Ecore determined by General Franklin 1
Answer. I do not know; it may have been, but it should not have been. It
should have been attended to by General Stone. It should have been ·ordered
by General Banks, for General A. J. Smith was not under the command of
General Franklin, but was under the command of General Banks. It was
therefore General Banks's duty to issue the order, and General Stone's duty to
see to the execution of it in the order of march.
Question. You say that General A. J. Smith denied being under the command
of General Banks, and claimed to be entirely independent 1
Answer. He did frequently, and in many different wa.ys.
Question. Do you know on what he based his assumption that he was not
under the command of General Banks 1
Answer. I suppose on the ground that General Banks allowed him to make
such an assumption. Nothing can be more contrary to military law, and nothing can be more untrue than that General A. J. Smith was not under the command and control of General Banks the moment he came within the limits of
General Banks's department with his troops. But General Smith was a man
who would take as much license as he could get. He made the assumption, and
General Banks allowed it to a certain extent, and permitted him to net independently of the commander of the army in a greater degree than an inferior ever
should. General Banks said that General Smith's troops were only lent to him
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by General Sherman. Exactly what was meant by that is di-eJcult to tell, inasmuch as the army regulations lay down the rules on such points.
Question. In your opinion, as a military man, should this Red river expedition have been undertaken at the time it was undertaken, or ever at all1
Answer. It never should have been undertaken at all. rrL.ere was nothing to
be gained by operations on the west bank of the Mississippi as soon as the river
was held by us. On the contrary, everything that was west of the Mississippi,
and everything that could be kept there, it was greatly for our advantage
should be suffered to remain, for it pressed heavily upon the people who were
compelled to support the enemy's force there. Before the Red river expedition
was undertaken, the trans-Mississippi department~ as it was called by the rebels,
was very little more than a name, and its troops were considered a great burden upon the country. That country was practically open for trade; its resources in cotton and sugar could have been drawn from it by a wise policy,
which would have been of more benefit to us than anything that could have been
gained by a successful military operation on that side of the river. When we
went up there the enemy called together all their conscripts and assembled a
large force, and as the forces with which we were to operate there had for their
point of junction the town of Shreveport, which was from 150 to 200 miles
within the enemy's country, the enemy had it in their power to concentrate
all the forces they had west of Mississippi, and strike first at one of the advancing armies and then at the other, before either could reach the point of junction
designated. It was, therefore, from the condition of things existing in the rebel
department of the trans-Mississippi, unwise to make that movement then. And
in consideration of the orders received by General Banks before he reached Alexandria, it was extremely unwise to have gone beyond that point. Those orders
emanating from General Grant, were, that on or before the 5th of May General
A. J. Smith's command should be returned to General Sherman, and General
Banks, with the remainder of his forces, should place himself before Mobile.
General Banks's infantry did not start from Alexandria until the 29th of March.
There was not time between the 29th of March and the 5th of May to make
that campaign. It is true that General Grant gave to General Banks a lee-way
of fifteen days. But even with those fifteen days General Banks would have to
meet with perfect and uninterrupted success in order to have gone to Shreveport
and come back in that time. An uni.n terrupted success could not be counted
upon. Therefore Alexandria was the place where the expedition ought to have
been abandoned, under the orders that then existed, even had it been wise
before to have undertaken it.
Question. Did not General Grant know the point at which General Banks
was when he gave those orders 1
Answer. General Grant did not know at that time. The orders were conditional, and supposed General Banks to have been further advanced in his expedition than he was. Yet even upon that supposition General Grant directed
tha1. the whole expedition should be abandoned if there was any doubt as to
the force under General A. J. Smith being able to rejoin General Sherman, or
of General Banks placing himself before Mobile within fifteen days from the 5th
of May.
Question. Was General Banks then operating under the orders of General
Grant1
Answer. He haJ commenced the expedition under orders from Washington,
from the War Department, I suppose.
Question. General Grant's superiors 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but General Grant's order was competent to countermand the
others, received as it was. But the condition of things which made it unwi::;e to have
undertaken the expedition at all, and which further made it wise to have abandoned it at Alexandria, did not hold after the retreat to Grand Ecore. rrhen the
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rebel trans-lVIiRsissippi department had become a different thing; it had become
powerful in artillery and small-arms that it had captured from us; it had taken
many prisoners from us; it had collected a large army, animated by a high
spirit in consequence of the unexpected successes it had obtained. Had there
not been other use for our forces, it would then have been wise to have continued
the expedition. We had shown by our advance that an attack upon Shreveport would prevent, as it had then prevented, an invasion of Missouri by the
rebels; and that the powerful army of the rebels there, strengthened by so
many guns which they had captured, and by so many small-arms which they
had obtained from us in the disaster to us on the Red river, should not be able
to move against Missouri, it was necessary that we should be able to act against
them.

Testimony qf Colonel John S. Clark.
WASHINGTON,

Colonel

JOHN

January 30, 1865.

S. CLARK sworn and examined.

.By Mr. Gooch:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am an additional aide-de-camp, with the rank of colonel. I have
served with General Banks since December, 1861.
Question. Did you accompany General Banks upon the Red river expedition 1
Answer. I did.
Question. In what capacity7
Answer. As aide-de-camp upon his staff.
Question. Will you give a concise statement of the important events connected with that expedition, so far as they came to your knowledge 1
[Extracts from diary, notes and memoranda of campaign.]

Mard 17. Left New Orleans for Alexandria, our forces to-day ; cavalry at
Opelousas ; infantry under General Franklin at Vermillion bayou; little or no
fighting. Reported from confederate sources that r.raylor's forces are falling
back on re-enforcements from Texas.
Memorandum.-Federal forces to engage in campaign
Franklin, including cavalry, about .•.......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,000
General A. J. Smith, from Sherman . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
. General Steele, from Arkansas............ . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000
38,000

Confederate force (estimate.)
Under General Taylor, infantry and cavalry .............. _.... _.. 15,000
Available from Texas, (Magruder) ..... - ............ - .......... . 10,000
Available from Arkansas, (Price) ....•••......................... 5,000
30,000

Marek 19. Arrived at Fort DeRussy during the night; sketched the works
and inquired particularly of its capture; learned that Walker, on falling back
before our forces, ordered its evacuation. The garrison were engaged in its
./'
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destruction when attacked by General Mower with two brigades of infantry and
a battery on the afternoon of the 14th. Two hundred and fifty men and officers surrendered; many escaped up the river; ten guns captured; works substantial, but unfinished. Arrived at Alexandria at 3 p. m. to find our cavalry
advance under General Lee had arrived same morning; General Smith and
Admiral Porter on the 16th; enemy (Walker's divisien) passing south of Alexandria towards Shreveport, via Cheneyville, generally reported to have about
5,000 men, much demoralized; thus escaping Lee by two days. A brigade,
under Mouton, attempted to re~enforce him from here, but, being too late, joined
in the retreat towards Shreveport. Polignac's brigade, by forced marches, had
also retreated from north side of river, passing through here, and joined forces
of Walker; large trains passed over river; a body of cavalry (Harrison's)
remain on north side.
March 21. Reconnaissance ordered to Henderson's Hill, where enemy had
an outpost of a regiment of cavalry and a battery.
March 22 and 23. River rising slowly; about six feet on falls.
March 24. General Banks arrived on steamer Black Hawk.
March 2f>. General Franklin arrived, via Opelousas, with 19th corps and
detachment of 13th corps; were in good spirits, and enduring the fatigues of
the long march well. Great pressure brought to bear on General Banks for
permission to purchase cotton; he refuses positively, or even to allow owners
to take out their own cotton. Before leaving Alexandria it was ordered by General Banks that all cotton be taken for the government by the quartermaster's
department, to be turned over to the treasury agent, according to law of Congress and orders of the Secretary of War.
Admiral Porter, on his arrival, commenced seizing cotton, and enemy commenced burning in all directions. Expedition returned from Henderson's Hill;
captured 300 officers and men of 2d Louisiana cavalry and Edgar's battery of
4 guns.
March 26 and 27. General Smith's forces moved up the river to Bayou
Rapides. The marine brigade returned to the Mississippi; boats too large to
pass the falls; small-pox reported in command; "Woodford," hospital boat of this
command, sunk at upper falls.
March 28. Command moved for Grand Ecore and Natchitoches by land and
water; enemy retreating before our forces, making no resistance.
April l, 2 and 3. Command arrived at Natchitoches and Grand Ec0re; reconnoissances ordered in direction of Pleasant Hill find the advance of Green's
command arrived from Texas; main force of enemy reported at Pleasant Hill,
36 miles distant, under command of General Taylor; river still rising slowly,
too low for gunboats; put down pontoon bridge. A portion of Gooding's cavalry
brigade ordered on reconnaissance up north bank of river.
April 4. Sharp cavalry skirmishing at Campte, 6 miles up, with Harrison's
cavalry; few prisoners captured, among whom were two fi·om Marmaduke's
division of cavalry of Price's army ; portions of Price's army reported at Shreveport.
April 6. Advance moved from beyond Natchitoches for Shreveport, carrying
ten days' rations and forage; started for the front. General Banks will probably leave to-morrow, Franklin in command of column; General Lee, chief of
cavalry, reporting to him; our forces falling far below the original estimate; 3,000
of the marine brigade returned. Grover's brigade left at Alexandria to protect
the depot and wagon stores, from below to above the falls ; our present available
force being from 15,000 to 18,000; no satisfactory news of co-operation of Steele;
scouts report him as having commenced the march ; pri8oners report Marmaduke's cavalry as going into Missouri; a portion of Price's army certainly in
Shreveport; have they fallen back before Steele's advance, or are we to be fought
in detail-first our command, then his 1
Part n--13
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Ap'ril 7. The main body bivouacked last night 15 or 20 miles from Natchitoches; spent the evening and night with General Franklin. General Lee had
met with some opposition before reaching Pleasant Hill, but not much loss; showed
General Franklin my estimate of the force of the rebel army we would be likely
to meet for the defence of Shreveport. It gave the organization by brigades
and regiments; calculated 5,000 from Magruder's army in Texas, the advance
of which had already arrived, and 5,000 from Price's army of Arkansas, now
probably at or near Shreveport. It footed up 20,175 infantry and cavalry and
76 guns. This was in accordance with his own opinions and information of
their strength; heard much complaint of and expressions disparaging to the
cavalry ; another idea prevalent, that the enemy will not fight.
'rhe advance of Green's command, already arrived from Texas by forced
marches, have already joined Taylor; prisoners captured from Price's army of
Arkansas, who report a portion of their command already in Shreveport.
Concentration and fight heard from every quarter, yet, strangely and unaccountably, officers will persist in declarations of opinion that they will not fight;
requested Generall!-,ranklin to advise General Banks that I had reported to him
and was with the advance; passed the column en route and overtook the advance at Pleasant Hill.
Soon after noon cannonading commenced in front. Found the enemy in
position at Wilson's farm, three miles out, occupying an open space, our line
to right and left of road, dismounted, fighting as infantry.
The fighting was
particularly sharp and spirited, our howitzers doing good work, and our men
showing good spirit and pluck. Enemy charged our line-the right forced
back several yards ; but the first brigade coming up met them with a terrific
volley, impetuously charging in return, driving them from the field. We lost
seventy men killed and wounded in thirty minutes. General Lee was cool and
fought his men well. Returned to Pleasant Hill, reporting the result to General
Franklin. An infantry brigade had been ordered forward as a re-enforcement,
but the -order countermanded as the firing ceased. A general tone of censure at
headquarters regarding the cavalry continued, complaining that they were
ael:ty,i ng the march of the column. I explained that General Lee found the
enemy equ<-1,1, if not superior, in numbers-had the advantage of fighting in a
country well known to themselves-were in woods favorable to ambuscadescould take their own position, &c., &c. Was desirous to move with utmost
possible speed consistent with safety, but did not feel able to press them vigorously ·without an infantry force, and especially when encumbered with his train.
General Franklin flatly refused re-enforcements, said" he must fight them alonethat was what he was there for. It might require the sacrifice of men, but in
war men must be sacrificed." Being exceedingly anxious to have a good understanding between our generals, I proposed to General Franklin that, with his
approval, I wcmld again go to the front to observe personally the force and
intentions o.f the enemy, and urge on General Lee the importance of pushing
them vigorously. .He approved, and gave the following message in memorandum : " Must crowd the enemy vigorously ; will send the 16th Indiana; will
be up within. an ·hour; will send Gooding's brigade; keep your train well up;
Emory and all are well up, in good order; if wanted, can reach Mansfield tomorrow; will-send infantry any time if certain enemy is in force; Smith is
coming on Grand Ecore road; must help ration him." Rode to the front;
found that the enemy had made a stand at every favorable position ; found our
forces hotly engaged at St. Patrick's bayou, some eight or ten miles from Pleasant Hill, at a place known as Carroll's Mills ; timber continuing up to the
stream, the enemy occupying a cleared field beyond, and holding the water,
were strongly posted:.; had been re-enforced, and were vigorously using a four-gun
battery, and evidently intending to hold the position for the night. It was now
dusk. On my arrival General Lee sent for Colonel Lucas, commanding iu
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extreme front. The enemy's line nearly a mile in extent, their flanks well
defended; thought it would be exceedingly difficult to dislodge them with the
present force, and impossible that night. The final determination was to hold
the advance position, to make best arrangements possible for water, get the train
up somewhere, and await the morrow and its responsibilities. I delivered the
message of General Franklin, and explained his views particularly, concluding
by asking what shall I say in return 1 "Tell him," says General Lee, " I
shall move on the enemy's works in the morning." Returned to Pleasant
Hill, and very much to my delight found General Banks, and explained fully
the position; gave it as my opinion that General Lee was in a very dangerous
position; at least eight miles from infantry support, in immediate presence of a
superior force; would probably be attacked at daylight. He very wisely, in
my judgment, immediately ordered General Lee to be re-enforced with a brigade
of infantry, to report at daylight, and expressed great surprise that his previous
orders had not been complied with, to compose the advance guard of infantry,
cavalry, and artniery.
April 8. Army moved at daylight; enemy pressed vigorously; our advance
moving in line of battle; enemy disputing the ground at every available position; retiring in line, fighting; by noon had been driven four miles; the
advance reaching a clearing of about a hundred acres, (Sabine Crossroads,)
where our further advance was stopped; the entire advance deployed; the two
infantry brigades to the right of road; heavy skirmishing; found the enemy
strongly posted and taking position ; Cameron's and Emory's divisions ordered
up immediately ; skirmishing continued for three hours, every moment expecting arrival of main body. At 3 p. m. enemy attacked vigorously in force;
fighting desperate; superior numbers in front; flanked on our right; an unaccountable delay of Cameron's and Emory's divisions. Our forces were grad\1.ally forced back three-quarters of a mile, where a new line was formed by
Cameron's division of the 13th corps, and attempt made to rally the broken
and retreating regiments; the re-enforcements came just too late; the enemy
continued their advance, and this line too gave way, the cavalry train and
several guns falling into the hands of the enemy. Our next position was at
Pleasant Grove, three miles from extreme front, and fifteen miles from Pleasant
Hill, where we found Emory's division of the 19th corps in line. 1t was now
about 6 p.m. Here the enemy were repulsed handsomely, and unquestionably this division saved the army. Had this and Cameron's divisions been in
their proper place, within supporting distance of the advance, our army would
have reached Mansfield by middle of afternoon, as was expected in the morning.
During the night information was received of movement of enemy to our
right and rear; determined to fall back to Pleasant Hill and concentrate our
entire force; movement commenced at midnight. I advised General Smith, at
2 o'clock in the morning, of condition of affairs and arrangements for the day.
April 9. Army went into position at Pleasant Hill; held a chain of hills in
and around the town, having an advance line of two brigades to hold the open
space in front. At 5 p. m. enemy attacked in two lines, with five divisionR on
left and centre, two divisions from Price's army forming their right; Benedict's
and Shaw's brigades, holding the advance, were broken after a gallant contest,
the enemy advancing rapidly, but in tolerable order over the open space, in face
of the cross-fire of our artillery; Dwight's brigade on the right rapidly changed
front; McMillan's brigade taking position to left of Dwight, and joining on right
of Smith's forces, forming the reserve. When the enemy's force was fully developed on the plain, a severe infantry and artillery cross-fire was poured in from
every side at short range, followed by a charge of the entire line. By dark the
enemy were driven from every part of the field, and pursued on their right for
thr~e miles, their left only making any organized resistance. Orders were given
by General Banks to resume the march for Shreveport at daylight; but ou
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representations of nearly all the generals in council, he very reluctantly assented
to proposition to retreat to Grand Ecore.
April 11. Army reached Grand Ecore without further molestation.
April 15. Fleet returned with detachment under General T. Kilby Smith
without serious loss. Rebel General Green killed at Blair's landing. In all these
operations we have received no reliable or satisfactory information of General
Steele's movements, with no apparent co-operation from him. We have been
fighting the concentrated force of the enemy. While they are able to bring
25,000 to 30,000 men against us, instead of 40,000, as we expected at beginning, at no time can we bring over 22,000 against them.
Ap1·il 21. It was determined to fall back to Alexandria, and, if possible, to
save the navy, now powerless, and, but for the army, completely at the mercy
of the enemy. ,.
April 22. Left Grand Ecore at midnight, and by night had marched forty
miles; found the enemy in our advance, with 5,000 cavalry and fifteen guns,
holding the fords of Cane river, and threatening Alexandria.
Ap1·il 23. Six thousand infantry, under General Birge, crossed the river some
three miles above the ford to attack in flank and rear, while Emory's division
attacked in front, General A. J. Smith's force resisting the attack of enemy, under
Polignac, in the rear. The combined movement was completely successful. A
succession of positions were carried by assault by the force under General Birge,
while a vigorous attack with infantry and artillery, under General Emory, was
made direct. rrhe position was naturally very strong, but, before dark, was in
our possession, the enemy retiring toward Fort Jesup, leaving our route to
Alexandria unobstructed.
April 25. Reached Alexandria; commenced making arrangements to build a
dam to relieve the gunboats.
April 27. Left for New Orleans.
Question. :E'rom what have you taken the extracts which you have just read
in answer to my last question 1
Answer. From my diary, and from notes which I made at the time, and a
·
short time after the expedition.
Question. To whom do you refer when you speak of the officers at headquarters entertaining the opinion that there would be no fighting on the part of
the enemy 1
Answer. Those about the headquarters of General ]~ranklin.
Question. Do you know the opinions of the general commanding on that
subject 1
Answer. General Banks was very decided in his expressions to me that they
must fight, that they could not do otherwise; and that he had received information that satisfied him at about what point they intended giving battle between
Mansfield and Shreveport.
Question. Was it a brigade or a division of infantry that General Banks ordered up to the support of the cavalry 1
Answer. General Banks ordered a btigade, but General Franklin sent up a
small division of two brigades.
Question. Did thoE~e two brigades remain with General Lee 1
Answer. They did.
Question. Were they with him at the time of the attack at Sabine Crossroads?
Answer. They were; and they were the only infantry who were there in the
first line of battle.
Question. How far in the rear was the next body of infantry 1
Answer. Not less than eight miles.
Question. Why was so long a space permitted to intervene between the advance and the next troops 1
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Answer. I have never heard, and cannot give any good reason for that. I
paised several times by the line from the main body to the advance guard on
the day previous and on the day of the battle of tb.e 8th, and often passed over
a space of two and a half miles without meeting a single soldier or a wagon between the advance guard and the main body when they were on the march.
Question. Do you know who directed the order of march on that occasion 1
Answer. General Franklin, I suppose; I never heard any question about that.
Question. Do you know whether General Banks knew of the order of march
of that army; that is, that the cavalry was so far in advance of the infantry
supports 1
Answer. Up to that time the advance guard had been composed entirely of
cavalry; at Grand Ecore General Banks had given orders that the advance
guard should be composed of cavalry, infantry, and artillery, before the army
was again put in motion. I left Grand Ecore on the 7th of April, and reached
the main body twenty miles from that place, and that order had not then been
put in force. The advance guard was composed, at that time, entirely of cavalry, mounted infantry, and a battery of mountain howitzers. General Lee
had asked that the advanced guard should have infantry and artillery, because
the country was unfavorable to the advantageous fighting of cavalry or mounted
infantry. General Banks knew of the order of march of the army, but he did
not know of the distance between the main column and the advance guard, at
that time, until I had reported that fact to him.
Question. What was done when you reported that fact to him 1
Answer. Upon my reporti11g that the advancf\ guard was engaged with the
enemy ten miles in advance, a.nd that they were at least eight miles from any
infantry support, he immediately ordered a brigade to go to the support of General Lee, to report to him at daylight the next morning. General Franklin
Eent two brigades, and they reached General Lee at daylight. The main body
commenced its march at an early hour of the morning.
Question. Were there any elections for State officers, or any State elections,
held at Alexandria, or at other points, during the progress of this expedition 1
Answer. There was none by the army; there were some arrangements made
at Alexandria to take the vote of the people; but I did not mix up with that
matter at all, and know nothing about it.
Question. Do you know whether the army was detained at Alexandria on account of making preparations for holding elections there 1
Answer. Not at all; it was detained there entirely by the low stage of the
water preventing Admiral Porter from getting his vessels over the falls, and also
to await the arrival of troops.
Question. Do you know anything of any cotton operations in connexion with
this expedition 1
Answer. I know that at Alexandria Admiral Porter was engaged in seizing
cotton and other property and putting it on board his gunboats and transports. He had transportation trains which went into the country several miles.
When we occupied Alexandria, and had our pickets around it, an officer of the
navy called at our headquarters for a pass for one of his trains to go through
our lines, beyond the pickets, to get cotton.
Question. Was the pass granted 1
Answer. Really I forget about that; I presume it was-I am sure it was.
Question. Do you know who granted the pass 'l
Answer. I do not; there were several speculators at Alexandria, and very
strong pressure was brought to bear upon General Banks for permission to trade
with the people and buy cotton. To the best of my knowledge he refused them all.
His language to me was very decided, that he would not be forced into that measure. I know of no operations of the army in cotton, except by General Bank s
orders through the quartermaster's department. Cotton was taken for the gov-
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ernment and sent to New Orleans, and turned over to the treasury agent, and,
as I understood, adjudicated by the courts.
Question. At what point was this cotton taken to which you refer 1
Answer. Principally at Alexandria; from that point up along the river tl1e
enemy burned nearly all the cotton we coulil. have reached, estimated at the
. time by the people at two hundred thou~and bales. I understood at the time
that the reason it was burned was because it was being seized by Admiral Porter without receipts, and as lawful prize for the navy.
·
Question. Do you know what officers were present after the battle of Pleasant
Hill, and remonstrated against the advance proposed by General Banks 1
Answer. I have no very distinct recollection. It was understood at the time
that it was objected to by all the general officers.
Question. Are there any other matters which you deem it important to state 1
If so, state them.
Answer. I understand that General Franklin attributed the disaster of the
first day, the 8th of April, to the sending a brigade of infantry to the front, to
the advance guard, while he ordered the advance guard to be re-enforced by
infantry the evening previous on his own responsibility.
Question. From whom did you understand that General JTranklin attributed
the disaster to that cause 1
Answer. He said himself it was wrong, and was the cause of the disaster.
Que~>.tion. Do you know why he thought that occaRioned the disaster 1
Answer. I suppose his theory is that the battle was brought on too far in
advance; that the advance guard, being composed of cavalry, should fig·ht and
fall back to the main body. But, in this case, the advance guard could not fi111
back without abandoning its train, which was there, and kept there, by General Franklin's order.
Que8tion. Why was that train in advance of the infantry 1
Answer. It was there for the reason that General Franklin positively refused
to have it sent back, unless it was put in rear of the infantry train. General
Lee made repeatea requests that it might "Be sent back. I was with General
Lee and General Franklin, alternating between the two, endeavoring to reconcile the differences between them, and I know that General Lee was exceedingly ·anxious that his train should be sent to the rear; and General Franklin
refused positively, unless it was sent to the rear of the infantry train. General
Lee asked that he might retain a portion of it containing his supplies; that he
did unt feel able to resist the force that he found in his front with the force that
he had with him, and at the same time take care of all his baggage. It was on
a single narrow road, through a wilderness, and the enemy constantly resisting
hiR advance.
·
Question. To what do you attribute the disastrous result of that campaign 1
Answer. The presence of the train at that point was, in part, the cause of the
disaster. because its loss crippled the army afterwards on the question of supplies, and it was the immediate cause of the loss of the artillery on that day.
But, in my opinion, the disaster of the 8th was attributable, in the main, to the
distance between the advance guard and the main body of the army, eight miles
intervening. General Lee was constantly pressing the enemy in front, and increasing this distance; the 'main body was halted for the night, as I understood,
during the fight. I think the attenuated condition of the line was the first cause
of the disaster, and the presence of the train at that point a secondary one. I
was present with the advance under General Lee during the engagements at
Wilson's farm and Carroll's Mills on the 7th; was with General Banks during
the battle of the 8th, from Sabine Crossroads to Pleasant Grove; was with him
the battles of Pleasant Hill on the 9th, and Monet's bluff the 23d, and speak
from personal observation and knowledge.
.
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Testimony qf Alexander Arnold.
WASHINGTON, Janua'ry 30, 1865.
ALEXANDER ARNOLD sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Have you served in the army 1
Answer. I have ; I was formerly a private in the ranks, and chief of orderlies
in the department of the Gulf.
Question. Were you with General Banks at the time of the battle of Sabine
Crossroads 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Will you state what you were called upon to do there, and what
you did do 1
Answer. Upon our arrival at the front General Banks ordered Major Drake
to send an order back to General Franklin to advance his infantry as soon as
possible. I took the order back, and found General l!"'ranklin at a bayou, eight
miles in the rear, where we left him when we rode to the front. I delivered my
order, and General Franklin directed me to ride to the rear and ascertain the
distance between the advance of the 19th army corps and his headquarters. I
rode back three miles, perhaps four miles, but could not find General Emory's
headquarters. I found troops all along the rode on each side, acting as if they
were going into camp; some of them building brush-huts, &c. I rode back
and reported to a staff officer of General Franklin that I could not fiud the advance of the corps, at least General Emory's headquarters; I then rode back to
General Banks.
On my way back to the front I met one of General Banks's staff, I think he
was Major Lieber. He asked me where General Franklin was. I stated at the
bayou where he had left him that morning. He rode to the rear, and I rode to
the front again. I communicated to Major Drake that the order I had taken
had been delivered, but that there were no troops advancing at that time. After
that I took no more orders that day.
Question. Do you know whether General Franklin did or did not advance,
or how long it was. before he did advance 1
Answer. General Franklin, with his staff, arrived near the scene of action
when the sun was about an hour high. But the 19th corps was two or three
miles to the rear at that time; we found them there when we retreated-General
Emory'8 or General Dwight's division of the 19th corps, I forget which.
Qnestion. Do you know anything in relation to the operations at Pleasant

Hill1
Answer. I do not know that I could state anything, only what a mere observer would be apt to remark. I was there during the whole action, and saw
the position of the troops, and the fight as it took place. I was at General
Banks's headquarters, immediately in rear of the column, during the action.
Question. Did you carry any important orders or messages there 1
Answer. I carried none during the day.

Testimony qf Rn:gadier General Tlzomas J(ilby Smith.
WASHINGTON, Februa1·y 4, 186i>.
Brigadier General THOMAS KILBY SMITH sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
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Answer. I am a brigadier general of volunteers. I am now commanding the
third division of the detachments of the army of the Tennessee.
QueRtion. Were you connected with the Red river expedition 1
Answer. I was.
Question. Under whose immediate command 1
Answer. I will premise my answer by stating that immediately upon my
return from the expedition to Meridian, Mississippi, known as Sherman's raid,
on the 7th of March, 1864, by Special Order No. 63, from Major General
McPherson, I was assigned to a command composed of the following troops as
part of the expedition up the Red river. This order was based upon an order
issued by General Sherman to General McPherson to report a brigadier general,
whom General A. J. Smith should rank, to General A. J. Smith, with a sufficient
number of men to make up General Smith's command to 10,000 men, which
command was ordered to report to General Banks at Alexandria, Louisiana, on
the 17th of March.
My command was composed of the 3d Iowa infantry, the 41st Illinois infantry, the 33d Wisconsin infantry, and the 58th Ohio infantry, forming a brigade under command of Colonel Pugh, of the 41st Illinois infantry, the ranking
officer relieved by order, and the command placed under Colonel J. B. Moore,
of the 33d Wisconsin infantry; also, the 14th Wisconsin infantry, the 95th
Illinois infantry, and the 81st Illinois infantry, formillg a brigade under the
command of Colonel Lyman Ward, of the 14th Wisconsin, the senior officer;
also, a company of the 1st Missouri light artillery, with orders to report in person to General A. J. Smith for full and special instructions.
Question. Will you go on and give us a concise history of what came under
your observation in connexion with that campaign 1
Answer. On the lOth of March, 1864, we sailed from Vicksburg, Mississippi,
and arrived at Simmsport, on the Atchafalaya bayou, at 5.30 p. m. on the 12th
of March. 'rhe troops having in the mean time debarked for drill and e:xercise,
we left Simmsport at 7 o'clock on the 14th of March. We passed through the
little town of Moreauville, and built a bridge over Bayou d'Eglise, which delayed
the column some three hours, and then took Fort DeRussy, which was then
styled the Gibraltar of the south, with 24 officers and 310 men prisoners, with
11 cannon, and a large quantity of ammunition. On the 15th of March we destroyed the fort. On the 17th of March we commenced embarking, and on the
morning of the 18th of March, at 5.30 a. m., we arrived at Alexandria. Our
advance guard was in Alexandria on the 17th, and our whole 10,000 were there
on the 18th, early in the morning.
We remained at Alexandria the 19th, 20th, and 21st of March, and on the
22d, General A. J. Smith having sent forward General Mower, of his command,
to reconnoitre and feel the enemy, at that time operating in our front and commanded by Colonel Dick Taylor, and supposed to be a body of about 6,000
strong, I received despatches from General A. J.Smith stating that General Mower
had turned the enemy's flank and taken some cannon and caissons, a number of
prisoners, and a large number of horses. In accordance with his or<lers I sent
forward one regiment on the north bank of the river as a support to the cavalry
should they meet any other force of the enemy.
On the 23d March, we made a reconnaissance into the country, and on the
24th of March General Banks arrived at Alexandria.
Question. Can you state at what time the fleet arrived at Alexandria 1
Antiwer. The fleet arrived at Fort DeRussy, having met with some obstacles
in the river. The enemy had thrown chains and rafts across the river to delay
the progress of the fleet. 'rhe advance guard of the fleet arrived at Fort DeRussy about three hours after it had surrendered to the army. The fleet arrived at Alexandria at the same time that the transports conveying our troops
arrived there.
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On the 26th of March we took up the line of march up Red river, meandering along the banks of the river toward Shreveport. On that day we marched
20 miles, and bivouacked on the widow Jones's plantation, at Bayou Cotile,
near Judge Boyce's plantation, until the 29th of March, when the major part
of the gunboats arrived, and with all the transports except those of the marine
brigade, which were ordered back.
On the 2d of April we left Bayou Cotile, and debarked at a point 30 miles
above, where we were ordered to station a strong picket to cover the fleet. On
the 3d of April the fleet moved out, and arrived at Grand Ecore at 9 o'clock p. m.
We remained at Grand Ecore until the 7th of April, occupying our time in
reconnoitring up and dQwn the river, and feeling the enemy on both sides of
the river. On the 7th ()f April I was ordered by General A. J. Smith to take
charge of the river transportation belonging to the 16th and 17th army corps,
and to conduct it to the mouth of Loggy bayou opposite Springfield, at the foot
of Lake Cannissia; and arriving at that point after a <lareful reconnaissance
toward Springfield, to disembark one regiment and push it forward to Bayou
Pierre and hold a bridge at that point. General Smith remarked to me that on
arriving at Mansfield the commanding general would endeavor to communicate
with me at Springfield, and it may be send for supplies. He also intimated that
from Mansfield I should receive further orders in regard to my movements
toward Shreveport. To the transports belonging to the 16th and 17th army
orps were subsequently added all the transports connected with the expedition,
consisting of twenty-six large boats, very many of them drawing six and a half
feet of water, although at the time there was scant Bix feet of water in the channel of the Red river. Many of these boats were laden with fixed and loose
ammunition and siege guns; and the residue with the quartermaster and commissary supplies of the entire army. And I was sorry to observe that many of
the larger boats were laden to the guards with what I was informed was sugar
and molasses seized at Alexandria.
In this connexion I desire to read the following lettet· from Admiral Porter :
"'MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON, FLAG-SHIP CRICKET,
. " Off Alex andria, Lo?£isiana. JI1 ay 4, 1864.
''GENERAL: I have been so engaged since my return to this place that I have
not had the time to express to you the high appreciation I have of the services of
that excellent and gallant officer, Brigadier General Thomas Kilby Smith, who,
with a detachment of two thousand men, accompanied the transports in the expedition to Springfield landing.
"In that expedition we accomplished, under the most difficult circumstances,
all that was required of us, and, with a persevering enemy opposing us at almost
every bend in the river, returned to Grand Ecore, very much against our will,
without the loss of a particle of the material of war with which we started.
"I cannot speak in too high praise of the manner in which General Smith
conducted his part of the expedition, doing everything in his power to make it
successful, and co-operating in a way to give me the most entire satisfaction.
It reminded me of the olden time, when the gallant soldiers of the department of
Tennessee, guarded by the gunboats, were pushing their way victoriously 11p the
ever-to-be-remembered Arkansas river. We did not return this time with the
same success, yet we went through scenes that tried men's mettle; and the associations of those exciting days will, no doubt, long be remembered by both of
us. Nearly one hundred miles in the rear of our army, where we heard of its
retreat back to Grand Ecore, and with a successful and indomitable foe ready to
harass us at every step, everything was conducted as quietly as if we were still
on our way to meet the enemy. We never realized, until we returned to Grand
Ecore, that our army had returned discomfited to that place.
"\V e reached Springfield landing, the place appointed to communicate with
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our forces under General Banks. The troops were all landed, and in another
hour would have been on the march to Springfield, hoping to greet our friends
as conquerors. Our disappointment was great when informed by a courier that
our army had returned to Grand Ecore, and that all our perseverance and energy
had been thrown away.
"The fire of the enemy was exceedingly annoying on our return, but. the soldiers treated it with indifference, exposing themselves on all occasions, and returning the fire with interest when fired into by the rebels. On the aftemoon of
the 12th of April we were attacked, at a bad bend in the river, by a force of two
thousand men, with two field-pieces, under the rebel General Green, backed by
a large force of five thousand, with three field-pieces. The enemy attacked the
rear of the transports, where there were two gunboats, one or two transports,
and the Hastings, with General Smith on board, bringing up the rear. 'rhe
enemy came in certain of victory; but the gunboats and the Hastings, the Rob
Roy, and one other, opened on them vigorously, and after an hour and a half of
hard fighting, in which the fragile transports were much cut up, the enemy retreated in confusion, with the loss of their best general, (Green,) about twenty
officers, and four hundred or five hundred men. In this action General Smith bore
a conspicuous part, and, by his annoyance of the enemy, helped much to secure
a victory, so important to us from the death of the rebel General Green, their
most popular leader. From that time we were not much molested, the five
thousand men in reserve concluding it best to let us alone.
"At Campte some of the boats got aground, and, anticipating further annoyance, I pushed on, and, as you know, requeBted you to send help to our exposed
soldiers, which you promptly did. I regret that the help did not arrive quite
in time to save a few lives, the enemy opening their batteries on the boats
shortly after I left, which attack, I am informed, was gallantly met, and the
rebels driven away.
" I hope it may be my good fortune to be associated with General Smith on
some occasion where our exertions will meet with a better reward. Though we
cannot lay claim to any great success, we can safely say we accomplished all
that was required of us.
"I hope you will commend this gallant officer to General Sherman, who delights to know those under his command who do their duty faithfully and gallantly.
"With much respect, general, I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
"DAVID D. POR'l'ER,
" Rear-Admiral.
"Brigadier General A. J. SMITH,
" Uom'g Div's 16th and 17th Army Corps, Alexandria, La."
'I'he admiral was not thoroughly posted in regard to the battle that I fought
at Pleasant Hill landing, because the data had not come in at the time. We
left seven hundred of the enemy dead on the ground. Green was killed by a
canister shot from a steel Rodman, (3-inch, mounted on hurricane deck of the
transport Emerald.)
The transports under my command sailed from Grand Ecore on the 7t.h of
April, and arrived at Campte at 5 o'clock p.m. Learning that the enemy's
scouts were near this place, Colonel Moore, commanding the first brigade, was
ordered to send one regiment out to 1·econnoitre. They returned in an hour,
having seen nothing of the enemy.
On the 8th of April the IbervHle detained us, not arriving until late in the
morning. She was so heavily laden that it was necessary to lighten her, and a
portion of her cargo was transferred to the steamers Meteor and Liberty.
'rhose three were among the heaviest-class. boats that plied the Mississippi
river. We were detained by this transshipment of cargo .some three hours, and
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therefore we did not arrive at Couchattee Point until 6 o'clock p. m. The
rebel cavalry left this point only a few moments before our arrival. Learning
that a body of the enemy were encamped at Couchattee chute, some three
miles above, Colonel Ward's brigade were debarked at 10 p. m., and sent out to
reconnoitre the place, and give the enemy battle if found, with instructions to
bivouac at the chute until we arrived in the morning. The enemy retreated
before the arrival of Colonel Ward's brigade. He succeeded, however, in
taking a captain and one private prisoners. This captain, whose name I was
unable to learn, was a rebel officer who had charge of all the cotton on both
sides of the Red river, with full instructions to destroy the same as our army
advanced. 'l'he destruction was apparent by miles of the ashes and charred
remains of cotton bales that lined the river banks on both sides. I suppose
there were millions of dollars' worth of cotton burned there.
On the 9th of April we sailed at half past 9 o'clock in the morning from
Couchattee chute, arriving at the "nine-mile point" at half past 5 o'clock p.
m. The enemy kept continually retreating as fast as we advanced. On that
day and the day previous we heard rumors of the battle at Mansfield, and that
our arms were victorious.
I ought to have stated before that on the same day our fleet sailed from
Grand Ecore, the main army commenced its march from that place towards
Mansfield. The day afterwards the cavalry advance guard, with its wagons,
und~ command of General Lee, met the enemy and were repulsed.
At this nine-mile point we were some fifteen miles from Loggy bayou, where
we were to wait further orders. Some few of the transports in the rear were
fired into, but no special damage was done. From a letter found on the bank
on the evening of the 9th we learned that the enemy was very much deceived
as to our strength. This letter was written by a scout whom General 'l"'aylor
had sent out from Mansfield to learn our probable force, number of transports,
gunboats, &c. He states that "The enemy are ascending the river with four
gunboats, one little orderly, and twenty-four transports, the large transports
having a great many men on board."
From the report of this scout, General Dick Taylor would be led to believe
that we had from 6,000 to 10,000 men for the purpose of flanking him. In
reality, our effective force was less than 1,800 men.
On the 10th of April, Sunday, we sailed at 10 o'clock a. m., and arrived at
Loggy bayou at 2 p. m. As directed, we immediately debarked, making a
careful reconnoi~:~sance of the ground towards Spring·field, with a view of moving
to Bayou Pierre aud holding the bridge at that point.
At 4 o'clock p.m. Captain Andrews, of the 14th New York, brought verbal
orders, together with despatches, that General Banks's advance had met the enemy,
and after two days' fighting was falling back. At this time I was in consultation
with Admiral Porter as to the best manner in which we should dispose of a
very large steamer called the New }..,alls City, which had been thrown by the
enemy directly across Red river, her bow resting on one shore and her stern on
the other, and the boat broken by an immense quantity of mud and bricks with
which she had been loaded, thus affording an effectual barrier to the progress
of our steamboats. We had come to the conclusion to fire her and blow her
up, when the courier arrived with the verbal intimation from General Banks
that his forces had met the enemy and been defeated, and with peremptory orders to me to fall back with my command. I hesitated to believe the order,
inasmuch as it was verbal; but, upon consultation with Admiral Porter, I concluded to obey it so far as to faH back some ten or fifteen miles down the river
until we should gr·t further information. I therefore moved down the river
and arrived at Oouchattee chute at 8 o'clock p. m. on the 11th of April, on
which day I received this written order from General Banks:
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"HEADQUARTERS DEPARTM C<:NT oF THE GuLF,

" On tlw road, April 10, 1864.
"Brigadier General KILBY SMITH,
"Commanding Detachment 17th Army Corps:
"The general commanding directs that you return immediately tq Grand
Ecore with supply steamers and your entire command. Please report to him
upon your arrival.
''By command of Major General Banks.
"GEORGE B. DRAKE, A. A. G."
On the 12th of April I sailed at 7 o'clock a.m. from the chute. Upon arriving at a point ten miles below the chute, the enemy open ed upon my boats,
doing more or less damage to all of ·them. I found myself entirely environed.
General Liddell was on one side of the river with a force of 2,500 men and a
battery; on the other was a force variously estimated at from 30,000 to 40,000,
flushed with their recent victory over General Banks's command. The river
was very narrow, very tortuous, and very difficult of navigation at all times,
and especially difficult at the very low stage of water which then obtained, and ·
with the class of steamers which I had under my control. The bottom of the
river was snaggy, and the sides bristling with cypress logs and sharp hard
points.
At about four o'clock in the afternoon of the 12th of April, the wheel of my
headquarters boat, the Hastings, having gotten out of order, I ran under the
bluff of the bank with the view of making repairs. At that time the Alice
Vivian, a heavy-draught boat, with three hundred and seventy-five cavalry
horses on board, was lying aground midway in the stream. The Black Hawk,
General B anks's headquarters boat, was towing the gunboat Neosho a short
distance below. 'rhe Vivian signalled for assistance, and I ordered the Clara
Bell to report to her. The Clara Beil failing to move her, I ordered up the
Emerald. At that time the steamer Rob Roy, with four heavy siege guns upon
her forecastle, ran astern of the Black Hawk, and at this moment the enemy
with a brigade about 2,000 strong, under the immediate command of General
Jack Green, of 'rexas, with a four-gun battery, formed upon the bank and put
their pieces in battery within point-blank range of the Hastings, the nearest
boat. The Osage and Lexington gunboats at that time were lying at the opposite bank, half a mile off. I ordered the Hastings to cast off, and just as we
got under way the enemy's battery opened upon us, the first shot falling a little
short, and the others over us. Their practice being defective, we escaped without serious damage, and directly getting out of range, and taking a good position
upon the opposite shore, I opened upon them with one section of Lieutenant
'Tiemeire's battery, one gun of which was mounted upon the hurricane deck of
the Emerald, the siege guns upon the forecastle of the Rob Roy, and the
howitzer from the hurricane deck of the Black Hawk; .(my guns had more range
than the enemy's.) Very soon we killed the battery horses of the enemy, and
they changed position rapidly, moving their guns up by hand. Meanwhile
their sharpshooters had deployed and sheltered themselves behind the timber
that lined the banks of the river, pouring in an incessant fire. My soldiers were all
upon the hurricane decks, protected by cotton bales, bales of hay and sacks of oats,
covered with soldiers' blankets, upon which I had turned the hose of the steamboats to keep them constantly wet, and which proved sufficient foil against
rifle bullets, and enabled them to mark the enemy with a deadly aim. After the fight commenced the. Osage rounded the point, and, with the other
gunboats, opened upon the enemy, rendering me essential service. By sundown
we had silenced the enemy's batteries, and, shortly after, they fled from the field,
leaving many of their dead, among them General Green, who had his head
blown off.
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Under direction of the admiral, I ordered the transports down the river, running until one o'clock, wh~n, from the grounding of certain boats, I was compelled to order the whole fleet to tie up. I learned subsequently from captured
prisoners and deserters, among whom was one very intelligent captain, that General Green had a force of 5,000 men in reserve within about three-fourths of a
mile of the river bank, covered by the timber. The heavy projectiles from my
siege guns having exact range of their line of battle, very many of their men
were killed-as generally stated, upwards of seven hundred ; but that the rebel
forces would never permit the federal forces to know the amount of damage that
had been done them in that battle.
On the 13th of April I moved down some two miles, where the rest of the
fleet lay. Here the Iberville, John Warner, and one or two other boats, were
aground. All the boats except the Warner were got off the bar before noon.
At about noon the enemy planted two guns on a hill on the other side of the
river, and opened upon the fleet. We lay under shell for some five hours.
Admiral Porter, with the most effective gunboats, having taken the ad vance, had
:eached Grand Ecore in safety. The Osage and Lexington were the only effectIve gunboats left with me from the navy. The Lexington was a wooden boat
of very heavy draught, and of little or no service. General A. J. Smith, having
learned through Admiral Porter of my condition, promptly sent re-enforcements
from Grand Ecore. So soon as these re-enforcements commenced their march,
but before they arrived, the enemy withdrew their batteries, and I had the satisfaction of reporting to General Banks the entire fleet safe, uninjured materially
and without the loss of any part of the cargo. My only losses were the casualties ·
of battle, the loss of men killed and wounded.
Question. How many men did you lose 1
Answer. I lost but few, comparatively speaking; I suppose fifty would cover
all my loss, (I am without my returns, or memoranda.) My men were well
sheltered. My men were all veterans from Vicksburg and elsewhere, and knew
well how to cover themselves behind bales, &c., and at the same time make
their fire effective on the enemy.
Upon my arrival at Grand Ecore, I found General Banks's army engaged in
intrenching. On the 15th day of April, Friday, having remained a little time
below Oampte getting a steamer off the bar, we moved down to Grand Ecore,
reaching there at 10 o'clock p. m. (Finding General Banks in bed when we
called upon him, we remained over night without seeing him.)
On the 16th of April the 19th army corps commenced fortifying. We remained at Grand Ecore the 17th and 18th, everything remaining statu quo. On
the 19th we were ordered to have the men stand to arms at 4 o'clock on the
following morning, and to have the army ready to march at short notice.
On the 20th of April the river was still falling. We received orders to be in
readiness to march against the enemy at 12 o'clock meridian. We stood to
arms on the road until half past 2 o'clock p.m., when we moved out on the
Natchitoches road. At the latter place our division had the advance. Up to
this time our troops had been encouraged by the belief or direct promise that
they were to march directly upon Shreveport. But now it had become evident that
we were on the eve of making a grand retreat instead of marching against the
enemy, as announced in the order; at least, it was not the way in which the
army of the Tennessee had been accustomed to march against the enemy.
Hearing it reported that our cavalry were being driven in by the enemy, two
regiments of our division were sent out as a support; but, not meeting the enemy,
they returned at 8 o'clock p. m.; and, at 10 o'clock p.m., we changed our front,
moving the first brigade and a battery so as to connect with General Mower's
left, forming a crochet. 'rhe position was a very good one, from which the
enemy would have found it impossible to move us had they had the temerity to
attempt it. All was quiet during the night. At this time we were four miles
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in advance of General Banks's main army. As it subsequently appeared, it was
placed in that position to enable him to commence a retrograde movement
towards Alexandria while moving on the road meandering the Red river, while
we amused the enemy at Natchitoches.
On the 21st of April >ve remained still all day, the enemy being encamped
some six miles distant with quite a large force of cavalry and a few pieces of artillery. ~ We stood to arms until 10 o'clock p.m., when we moved out some two
miles by midnight, and here we were detained until 7 o'dock a.m. the next day.
On the 22d of April we marched at 7 o'clock a. m., and arrived at Cloutierville, on Cane river, at 3 o'clock a. m. on the following day, having marched
thirty-two miles from Natchitoches. We made that forced march of thirty-two
miles without halting.
At 3 o'clock p.m. the skirmishing, which had been going on for some time in
the rear, became quite bdsk. Colonel Lucas, commanding the cavalry brigade,
sent forward for re-enforcements. r.rwo regiments of Colonel Ward's brigadtt
and a section of artHlery were sent back. They soon drove the enemy across
the bayou, making them withdraw beyond the range of our guns. We lost
but one man killed, and none wounded. As soon as the enemy had retreated
we again took up our line of march towards Cane river. At half past 9 o'clock
p. m., the men having had but little rest since the night of the 20th, we halted
an hour to enable them to get some coffee; at the end of which time we again
took up our line of march, arriving, as before stated, at Cloutierville at 3 a. m.
on the 23d.
On the 23d of April we marched from Cloutierville at 7 o'clock a. m. After
marching an hour we were halted by the advance having some difficulty at a
crossing of the Cane river, the crossing being ,contested by the enemy. Slight
skirmishing continued in the rear between our rearguard of cavalry and the
enemy until 10 o'clock a. m., when our cavalry commenced falling back to
Cloutierville.
I ought to state here that on the first three days of this ~arch my command
had the extreme rear, General A. J. Smith's entire command being assigned to
the duty of guarding General Banks's army. My own division was ordered
back to Cloutierville to meet the enemy. I formed a line of battle, facing to the
west, my left resting on Cane river and my right on a belt of timber in which
we had deployed a strong skirmish line. General Mower, of the Hith army
corps, formed on my extreme right, but was not in the fight. The enemy first
came up in double column in our front. They were soon driven back, and immediately made a move to turn our right flank; but here I met them with two
six-gun batteries, masked, and three regiments, and gave them such a warm reception that they soon returned. Here the musketry fire was very brisk for a
time. 'I'he skirmish line was instructed to fall back slowly, if pressed by the
enemy, in the hope of drawing the enemy on to our reserves, which were advantageously posted. At 12 o'clock, noon, the enemy made his appearance in
force on our left, attempting to get on our flank under cover of the bayou; but
this move had been anticipated, and two regiments, the 117th Illinois and the
3d Indiana, supported by the 49th Illinois, were so posted as to sweep all approaches. No sooner had the enemy made his appearance than four pieces of
artillery opened upon him, sending his scattered ranks back. Thus, before 1
o'clock p. m., we had completely defeated the enemy at every point. It is impossible to tell the enemy's loss. We took many prisoners, all of whom
reported a heavy loss on their part in killed and wounded.
The enemy having fallen back, and our forces having moved up in front, we
withdrew and marched four miles, where we formed a line of battle facing to the
west, having the cavalry in double line in our front, the 16th army corps being
encamped in the rear of us, in supporting distance. We lay there during that
night.
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On the 24th of April, Sunday, at 3 o'clock a. m., the enemy saluted us with
some half a dozen shells, evidently for the purpose of feeling us, and hoping to
draw a response from us, in order to learn our exact position. At 5 o'clock a.
m. the cavalry pickets were driven in. In a shnrt time the cavalry was ordered
to fall back. Our division advanced in line some 200 yards. The enemy came
on with a yell, which was cut short by a few well-aimed volleys of musketry
and unceasing cannonading. 'l'he enemy fell back, and we again advanced in
line, driving them beyond the range of our artillery. Our loss was four killed
and fourteen wounded. :E'rom deserters we learned that the enemy were severely
punished in this engagement, in which their general, Parsons, was said to have
been killed.
At 9 o'clock a. m., in obedience to orders, the troops were withdrawn, but in
such manner as to leave the enemy in doubt whether we were in ambush for
them, or had taken up the line of march. We crossed Cane river at 12 o'clock
noon, and arrived at Bayou Ootile at 9 o'clo~ p. m., where we formed a double
line of battle facing to the river, having the cavalry and batteries A and .M:, of
the 1st Miss uri light artillery, massed in the front line. ·
On the 25th of April reveille was ordered at 4 o'clock, and we marched at 10
o'clock. From this day, for the first time since leaving Natchitoches, our division had the advance. At Henderson's Hill there was a slight skirmish between
our cavalry stationed there and a few of the enemy's scouts, but it did not amount
to much. No sooner bad we left Bayou Cotile than a squad of the enemy hove
in sight.
On the 26th of April we marched towards Alexandria. Cannonading was
heard in the rear all day.
On the 27th of April we arrived at Alexandria. The gunboats were above
the falls, and the question was bow to get them down. 'l'he admiral arrived
with his headquarters, the Cricket. She had thirty-six shots fired into her in
passing a rebel battery. I think there were forty-two killed and wounded. His
fireman standing by his side was cut in two, and his chambermaid was literally
quartered. The decks were a perfect slaughter pen.
On the 28th of April, at 12 o'clock noon, there was a report that the enemy
was advancing. 'l'hen came a report that the pickets of the 13th army corps
had been driven in. At half past two o'clock p. m. we were ordered out under
arms, forming a line of battle facing the south; our division being on the extreme
left of the line; our right resting on General Mowers's command; our left resting
on the river, having a battery between. We threw out a strong skirmish line
half a mile in advance. The 13th army corps was ordered to fall back twice,
and refused to do so until ordered the third time, when it fell back, setting fire
to a large quantity of forage, which was taken from the fire by General A. J.
Smith's command, he having thrown out a brigade over a mile in advance of the
13th army corps, where they remained until daylight the next morning.
I state these facts here because at this time there was a great deal of panic, or
that which approached to panic, in that command. General McClernand was
there in command of this 13th army corps. They actually fired a lot of sutlers'
goods and forage, which was very scarce, and most all of which General A. J.
Smith took charge of, or as much as we could save from the fire, and we appropriated it.
On the 29th of April we received orders to withdraw the troops to camp, which
was done at 9 o'clock a. m.
On the 30th of April the river had fallen six feet since leaving Alexandria to
ascend it; but it was said to be rising at the time from back-water from the
Mississippi. At midnight we received orders to march at 1 o'clock a. m.; but
instructions were received from General Banks to be ready to march at sharp
daylight. We did march at 12 o'clock noon, at which time the pontoon being
finished across Red river, we marched over, and went into bivouac at the Louisi-
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ana State Seminary of Learning and Military Academy, the one of which General
Sherman was superintendent at the time the rebellion broke out. At 4 o'clock
p. m. the troops were formed in echelon, the position being a very strong one,
with a strong picket line covering our entire front and flank. We remained
quiet there during the day and night.
I will state now briefly, that from that time, which was the first of l\:fay, until
the 14th of May, we were continually engaged in skirmishing with the enemy,
making divers reconnoissances to the front to ascertain the enemy's strength, and
endeavoring to force him into a fight.
On the 14th of May we commenced marching towards Simmsport. On the
21st of May we re-embarked our command at the mouth of the Red river, in
the mean time having fought a battle every day. We were twenty-nine sue~
cessive days under fire.
Question. Do you know what instructions General A. J. Smith received
when he was ordered to report to General Banks 1
Answer. His instructions were to report to General Banks so soon as we got
through, for we were only lent to General Banks ; we did not bel<fng to his department; we expected to rejoin General Sherman in his campa~gn towards
Atlanta, or make a movement towards Mobile. We had objects ulterior to the
Red river expedition.
Question. Was there any time set within which you should return 1
Answer. The time specified was thirty days; after the lapse of which General
Smith sought to be relieved, but General Banks did not permit him to leave.
But the comity which existed between the navy and the army seemed to render
it necessary that we should remain with the army until they had at least gotten
over the falls at Alexandria. We considered that our time was entirely lost
after we had brought the troops back to Alexandria ; that General Banks could
have taken care of the expedition himself. We never got to our command
afterwards, but have been in detachments ever since.
Question. Do you know whether or not General A. J. Smith, during the
time he was with General Banks, considered himself to be in all respects under
the command of General Banks 1
Answer. Hi'S rank precluded his occupying any other position. I know
General A. J. Smith was adverse in opinion to that entertained by General
Banks, because I heard him on more than one occasion express himself very
freely, without approaching to mutiny or sedition. He, of course, expressed
himself freely to his brother officers. He felt as many of the rest of us felt,
that our command was to a considerable extent being wasted. An anxiety on
the part of General Banks's staff seemed to be felt to avoid a fight; (whenever
a fight was had, General A. J. Smith was brisk for bringing it on;) and yet
there was no time when we did not feel ourselves entirely competent to handle
the enemy.
Question. vVas it, or not, the opinion of General A. J. Smith that our army
should have advanced after the battle of Pleasant Hill1
Answer. It was, most decidedly; to such an extent was that opinion entertained by him that he proposed, and was anxious, to march to Shreveport with
our command, feeling entirely competent to go to Shreveport and do all the
devilment that was necessary and return.
Question. What do you understand to have been the object of that Red river
expedition 1
Answer. It has been a mystery to me, save from what transpired en route.
In my own mind, I came to the conclusion that it was what would be called in
military parlance a mercantile expedition ; that is, an expedition for the purpose of opening the country to trade; or, perhaps, taking advantage of a victorious march to gather up what might naturally fall to the army or the government as spoils.
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Question. What facts led you to that opinion 1
Answer. The presence of bagging and rope in large quantities on government transports; and the fact that upon one o<;casion when I was assigned to
the transports, the quartermaster refused to give me certain room which we
required for some troops, on the ground that the space had been assigned for
cotton.
Question. Were those transports to which you refer army or navy transports 1
Answer. Army transports. There were no navy transports. '_rhe navy
gunboats are occasionally used to transport troops, but they are not well calculated for the convenience of troops. They are very rarely so used except to
meet exigencies of the service.
Question. Do you know anything in relation to cotton operations in connexion
with that expedition 1
Answer. I do not. I have been specially careful in my service in the southwest, since the war began, to avoid intercourse with anybody who would be
apt to give me information in respect to transactions of any sort, kind, or description, relative to cotton. General Smith gave orders that no cotton should
be placed upon his boats for any purpose whatever; and if my memory serves
me right-! have no written memoranda in regard to it-he refused most positively to obey an order in that behalf, with the remark that while he controlled
transports they should not be used for- the transportation of cotton.
Question. r:I.'o what order do you refer?
Answer. I refer to an order made by General Banks to General Smith while
the transports lay at Alexandria, after our return to that place.
Question. Can you give the terms of the order 1
Answer. I cannot, for I do not have it with me. I only have it from recollection.
Question. Was this cotton that you speak of cotton that had been brought
into Alexandria 1
Answer. There had been a great deal of cotton brought into Alexandria.
The navy had seized vast quantities of it which had been laden on barges and
been sent down the river. '_rhere were also two or three large boats laden with
cutton, as I supposed, under government protection to some extent. '_rhere was
a great deal of cotton left at Alexandria when the transports finally sailed. '_rhat
was destroyed, as I understood, by order of General Banks. I do not know
that any cotton was brought out from the Red river by order of General Banks.
Question. Was there any cotton taken on board any vessel by order of any
one connected with the navy 7
Answer. Yes, sir; Admiral Porter ordered the seizure of a vast deal of cotton;
I should think many thousand bales.
Question. Was the cotton you have spoken of as being on board during one
of the fights on the Red river put on board by order of officers commanding the
army, or officers connected with the navy 1
Answer. I did not intend to convey the idea that cotton was on board the
transports, but that a space for it was reserved on the quartermaster's boat, a
space which he refused to assign to me upon the ground that it had already
been reserved to load cotton upon.
.
Question. I do not refer to that, but to one of the fights above Grand Ecore,
where you said your soldiers sheltered themselves behind cotton bales, bales
ofhay, &c.
Answer. 'l'hat cotton was a few scattered bales that lay on the shore, and
which we stopped and took on board solely for protection to the troops. It
was afterwards thrown overboard.
Question. 'l'o what quartermaster do you refer as claiming that the space was
reserved for cotton 1
Part H--14
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Answer. I do not remember his name, but he was acting under the orders
of the quartermaster of the department of the Gulf, Colonel Hollabird.
Question. Do you recollect the name of the boat 1
Answer. I do not recollect the name of the boat, but she was a quartermasters' boat; I mean by that, a transport assigned exclusively for quartermasters' stores.
Question. At what point was it that this occurred 1
Answer. At Grand Ecore, at the time I was ordered to take charge of the
transports and proceed up the river to Loggy bayou.
·~
Question. Do you know why the army was detained at Alexandria on the
way up the river 1
Answer. Because General Banks was not there in person. The navy were
very ar.xious to move up the river, and the army were equally anxious.
Question. How soon did the army move after General Banks arrived 1
Answer. Some four or five days. Our own command was put in motion
within two days after his arrival.
Question. Were the other portions of the army ready to move before or at
the time of the arrival of General Banks 1
Answer. No, sir; I think that General Franklin's command arrived about
the time that General Banks arrived. I do not think that all the army was
ready before his arrival. We were ordered to report on the 17th of March;
and reporting with great promptitude, were somewhat surprised that a movement
was not at once made from Alexandria. Celerity of movement was important
at that time, inasmuch as the river was falling.
Question. Did or not the army move from that point as soon as it could be
got in readiness to move 1
Answer. I think not; because our own command could have been sent forward
as advance guard at any time after the 17th.
Question. What would have been the advantage of sending your command
forward if the remainder of the army had not been ready to follow 1
Answer. vV e had been pressing the enemy vigorously from Semmes port. We
had defeated him in every small engagement into which we could lead him.
His troops were to a certain extent demoralized. General Magruder and
General Kirby Smith had not at that time been able to coNcentrate their forces.
Every day's delay enabled Kirby Smith to concentrate his forces and make a
stand at some point between Alexandria and Shreveport, as was evidenced
afterwards at Sabine Crossroads and at Pleasant Hill.
Question. Is it your opinion that it would have been advisable for a portion
of the army to have moved forward without regard to the readiness of the other
portions of the army to follow 1
Answer. I am of the opinion that at any time prior to the battle of Sabine
Crossroads, our own command of 10,000 men, with the aid of the navy, could
have gone to Shreveport.
Question: Do you know with what force the enemy met our advance at
Sabine Crossroads 1
Answer. I have no means of knowing, except the ordinary rumors in military
circles. I suppose there were about 25,000 men.
Question. Do you know whether or not it was the opinion of the principal
officers connected with that command that one cause of the disaster was that
our infantry was not concentrated at the time of the battle of Sabine Crossroads 1
Answer. That was undoubtedly the opinion; that, in short, the battle was
brought on too soon. The cavalry were taken unawares, without sufficient
support of the infantry.
Question. Is it your opinion that the infantry should have been nearer the
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cavalry at that time, and where they could have rendered them immediate
support 1
Answer. It is.
Question. So far as you know, is that the opinion of the principal officers
connected with that expedition 1
Answer. It is.
Question. Then you would not be of the opinion that the cavalry should
have been still further in advance of the infantry than they were at that time 1
Answer. I would not, unless as scouts. I do not think that that body of
6,000 cavalry, (as reported, though I believe in fact there were only 3,500,)
under the command of General Lee-not reflecting at all upon him as an officer,
for I think he is as good an officer as we have i.n the service-! do not think
they ought to have been forced into a fight without any infantry. That cavalry
was fatigued by a long march ; it was not well mounted, and it was not veteran
cavalry. And under no circumstances would I put cavalry in the vanguard of
an army when I expected to fight, except as mere feelers, especially in a country
like that, which was a champagne country.
Question. Were the topography of that country, and the roads, of such a
character that cavalry were not as efficient as they usually are in movements
through an enemy's country 1
Answer. My opinion is that the same number of infantry would have been
much more efficient than cavalry in that country, so far as I know the topog·
raphy of that country.
Question. Then you think the cavalry should have been relied upon merely
for purposes of observation, and not relied upon to do any considerable portion
of the fighting 1
Answer. That is my opinion exactly. But my opinion should be taken in
connexion with the fact that I was not there on the battle-field. I did not see
the ground; I make up my opinion from what others have said in my presence,
from my general knowledge of the country, my general knowledge of the command, and my experience on other battle-fields. After all, it is a mere matter
of opinion.
Question. Have you any knowledge in relation to getting the navy over the
falls at Alexandria as you came down the river 1
Answer. Yes, sir. The river was falling rapidly; the Eastport, one or two
valuable transports, and in particular the Woodford, one of the most valuable
boats of the marine brigade, which had been fitted up by the government at an
enormous expense as a hospital boat, were all lying aground above the falls.
One or two projects were under discussion : one was to blow out the bed of the
Red river; another was to construct a dam, whic hwas considered feasible, and
was the generally conc.eived and well adopted idea of the whole army. I never
heard any discussion about it. It was finally determined to build cribs and
wing-dams, in such a way as to increase the depth of the channel, by forcing
all the water into a narrow channel.
Question. By whom was that done 1
Answer. It was done under the supervision of Colonel Bailey, of Wisconsin.
Question. Was it done by co-operation of the army and navy?
Answer. By the army almost exclusively, inasmuch as the army had better
facilities for doing the work than the navy. However, I ought not to say that,
either, for the navy furnished coal barges, &c. I may say it was done by cooperation of the army and navy.
Question. Was thE\re any want of co-operation between the army and navy 1
Answer. By no means; they were exactly en rapport. Admiral Porter was
always satisfied with the celerity and energy with which the work was prosecuted. And I know, of my own knowledge, that all the men that could work
were at work all the time.
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I have been asked as to whether, at any time during the expedition, our
forces, or any portion of them, could have made the advance so far as Shr~·ve
port, which seemed to be the objective point, and, in the course of my narrative,
have given an opinion which I desire to explain. I have always thought the
troops under my command, trained in the old "Army of the Tennessee," under
Gt>neral Sherman, who had led them constantly onward, and never to retreat,
were very far superior in marching and fighting qualities to any troops the
enemy could bring into the field in the west; and the same remark could be
made of that portion of the 16th army corps who co-operated with us. Hence
I believe, by rapid and forced marches from Alexandria, on the 18th or 19th of
March, General A. J. Smith could have reached Shreveport with his own command, even had we been opposed by twenty thousand of the enemy-double
our own number. But the enemy's forces, at that time, were in number and
distributed thus: Magruder had about twenty thousand-fifteen thousand serviceable-his main body covering Galveston and Houston; Dick Taylor's division, seven thousand, upon the Atchafalaya and Red rivers, from Opelousas to
Fort De Russy originally, but whom we had driven and had now before us;
Moutou's division, behind the Black and Washita rivers, from Red river to
Monroe, numbering six thousand. Price, with five thousand infantry and ten
thousand cavalry, held the country from Monroe to Camden and Arokadelphia,
confronting Steele-an army, say of from twenty-five thousand to thirty-five
thousand. The defences of the enemy cousisted of a series of works covering
the approaches to Galveston and Houston from the south, the defences of Galveston bay, Sabine pass, and Sabine river; extensive works at Trinity and
Fort De Russy, and an extensive and formidable work located three miles fTom
. Marksville for the defence of the Red river, a work that had occupied the
enemy, with the labor of five thousand negroes, upwards of a year to construct,
and that was called the Gibraltar of the south. 'l'his work we had carried.
Steele was at least entertaining Price; Magruder, then, did not dare to leave
the 'rexas line. 'rhe enemy would not have abandoned their works at Trinity,
and thus the residue of their army would not have greatly outnumbered our
own, and the best part of that residue we had on the run. We could have
livE:>d off the country; we were used to it, and our soldiers could forage and keep
up with a forced march. But the lighter boats of the .ileet, at the then stage
of water in the Red river, could certainly have ascended to Shreveport, as was
proved afterwards by the boats overcoming the most serious obstacles that intervened before reaching Loggy bayou, between which point and Alexandria is
the most difficult part of the river below the mft. Still, my opinion must be
taken with the qualification that, as a subordinate officer, I could not know the
plans of the commanding general, or the orders that governed the campaign, or
whether Shreveport was really the objective point. Nor am I able to say what
co-operation was expected from General Steele, (whose point of departure was
Little Rock, Arka11sas, to operate in our theatre,) or whether he was acting independently or at command of General Banks. These considerations, taken
together with the knowledge the commanding general is supposed to l!ave of
the numbers and movements of the enemy, his own strength, and the objects to
be accomplished, would neutralize the mere opinion of any subordinate general
who was not the confidant of the general-in-chief. The enemy, at any time
after the first week in April, was able to concentrate from twenty-two thousand
to twenty-seven thousand in our front; (did bring into the field at the battle of
Sabine Crossroads at least twenty-two thousand, of all arms; by some reports,
twenty-five thousand.) This would have been the concentration of the commands of Magruder, Dick Taylor, Mouton, and whatever Price, who was still
confronting Steele, might have been able to spare. At this time our own army
was beiJJg depleted from various causes. A depot of supplies had been made
at Alexandria, necessitated by the condition of the river, and the inability of
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some of the steamers to pass the falls. A garrison to defend it was the consequence. Sickness arising from bad water and the heat of the climate, the
small-pox, that had been engendered by the sick on the filthy and horribly
policed marine brigade boats that had been assigned me for transports, and
which being ordered back from Alexandria, deprived us of the slight co-operation they might have afforded. And so far as we should march, until we crossed
to Texas, the Red river must have been our base, while a more treacherous
river, for the purposes of navigation, does not exist. The rapidity of movement to Shreveport and instant return could alone have saved the fleet from
stranding in the heart of the enemy's country. 'l'hese facts it is proper for me
to state, in connexion with any opinion as to what movements might have been
made, or the results that might have ensued, that I may be called upon to express.
I desire to take this occasion, which will probably be the only public one accorded me, to speak of the valor and fortitude displayed by the officers and
soldiers of my command, in its connexion with the Red river expedition, that
demanded constantly the exercise of the highest qualities of the soldier. In
every engagement with the enemy in which my command participated-Pleasant
Hill landing, Oampte, Natchitoches, Clouterville, Cane river, JHonsouri, Yellow
bayou, and several smaller combats near Grand Ecore and Alexandria-we
were successful. My staff officers, Captain William Warner, Captain Scott,
Captain Wetmore, Major Carle; my brigadiers, Colonel J. B. Moore, Colonel
L. M. Ward; and Lieutenant Liemeyer, battery M, 1st Missouri light artillery,
deserve the highest commendation the country can bestow. In the very remarkable passage of the fleet from Loggy bayou to Grand Ecore, vast amounts
of government property and stores, with munitions and ammunition, were saved
from destruction, or falling into the hands of the enemy, by the persistent and
enduring efforts of these heroic men, under circumstances appalling to all but
the truly brave. 'l'he merit of the subordinate is often veiled in the glory of
his chief; none, among all who did their whole duty, in obedience to orders
in this affair, deserve more than tbe gallant officers I have mentioned, and the
officers and soldiers they commanded. Having paid this compliment to my
soldiers, I close my evidence in bearing testimony in favor of the pilots of
boats, who, in the a&,irs alluded to as well as many others that have transpired
in the western waters, have developed high courage, coolness, and faithfulness
to trust. 'l'he pilot at the wheel is the first man singled out by the sharpshooter
of the enemy; his wheel-house is the easiest mark for the battery; if he falters
one moment in hi~:~ exposed and delicate trust, his boat is grounded upon a
shoal, or bears broadside ashore, at the mercy of a relentless foe. He wins no
fame; his name never appears in reports. I have never known an instance of
his exhibiting cowardice or treachery.

I present the following table of distances from Shreveport to New Orleans:
Shreveport to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Waterloo. - - - - - _- ...... - . 45 miles.
Reuben White's. ____ ... - .. 15 "
60
....... 65
E. C. Aiken's .. - -·· ... -- .. 5
Caspiana. _.. _......... - . - 5
• • • • • . • 70
Madame Bessiers. ____ . _... 10 " . --- ... 80
mouth of Loggy bayou .... 30 " . -- .... 110
Grand bayou __ . _........ 15 " ....... 125
Willow Point .....• __ ._ .. 8
....... 133
Coushattee chute .. - . - .. - . 7 " .....•. 140
Grappe's Bluff._. ___ ...... 40
----- .. 180
Compte- ................. 20 " . - .. - .. 200
Grand Ecore .. _.... ___ ... 20
. - .. - .. 220
Tiger island . . . . . . . • . . . • • • 5 " .•...•. 225
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Shreveport to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

H. Tessier's.. • . . . . . . . . . . . 3 miles
George Gurnege's ......... 2 ,,
P. Rachal's .....•...•.... 6 "
St. Maurice. . . . . . . . . .. . • • 5 "
0. K. Landing ........... 13 "
A. Favius's. . . . • • . . . . . . . . 3 "
Montgomery . . . . . . . . . • . . • 7< "
Durand's ...........•..... 5 "
Buckstone's landing. . . . . . . 6 "
mouth Cane river ......... 25 "
Ootile......•............. 20 "
Alexandria ................ 20 "
Pierce's .................... 35
Norman's .................. 32 "
Barbin's landing .......... 3 "
mouth Black river ........ 40 "
Red river wharf-boat ........ 40 "
Bayou Sara .............. 45
Baton Rouge ............. 35 "
Placquemine ........•.... 20
Donaldsonville ........... 30 "
New Orleans .............. SO "

....•.. 228
--- ... . 230

....... 236
....... 241
....... 254
....... 257
....... 264
....... 269
....... 275
....... 200
....... 320
....... 340
....... 375
....... 407
....... 410
....... 450
....... 490
....... 535
...... . 510
...... . 590
....... 620
....... 700

I feel desirous that nothing I have said shall be construed as in any manner
reflecting upon the intentions and integrity of General Banks, for whom I have
the highest respect. 'l,here has been a great deal of criticism in military circles
in regard to the Red river expedition; but there was nothing ordered or done
by General Banks, within my knowledge, that was not exactly within the purview of his instructions. Nor do I desire to reflect upon any officer: I merely
desire to state the facts.

Testimony qf Major General William H. Emory.
WASHINGTON,•Fehntary 7, 1865.
Brevet Major General

WILLIAM

H.

EMORY

sworn and examined.

By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a brevet major general of volunteers.
Question. Were you in what is called the Red river expedition, under General
Banks 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what capacity did you then serve 1
Answer. In the Red river expedition I was a brigadier general of volunteers,
and commanded the 1st diYision of the 19th army corps.
Question. Who commanded the 19th army corps 1
Answer. General Franklin then commanded it; I am now in command of it.
Question. Will you give the committee a cor:cise account of that Red river
expedition, so far as you may deem it material, without any special interrogation 1 After you get through your principal statement, if we desire any more
particular statements we will then question you further.
Answer. Last winter a year ago my division lay at Franklin, Louisiana. We
were confronted by a small force of the enemy, who were all mounted. About
the middle of March, the 14th I think, we moved towards Alexandria, pre-
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ceded by the cavalry anu the 13th army corps. We arrived at Alexandria
about ten days after. There was nothing in our front but some guerillas.
I had never been called into any council, or been told the objects or aims of
the campaign; and they were not developed to my mind until we got to Alexandria. I there found Admiral Porter with a part of his fleet. And I also
learned that General Steele, with his army, was to co-operate with us in the
attack on Shreveport; and I learned also, for the first time, that these two
armies were to move at right angles to each other, and were not to unite until
they got to Shreveport. And that we were to depend upon the Red river for our ·
subsistence.
It occurred to me, and I so stated, that the plan was in violation of th e first
principles of war, which were, that two armies intended to co-operate with each
other should meet before they encounter the enemy. Instead of our uniting, as
we might have done at Harrisonburg or Monroe, which is about 70 or 80 miles
from Shreveport, we were to unite at Shreveport; thus giving the enemy the
advantage of fighting both armies in detail, one after the other, and makiug us
lose the advantage of numbers, and the advantage of position also. And I
learned, also, that it was the design for the fleet to ascend the Red river. I
had been stationed on that 1·iver at different times, and I knew its treacherous
character; that it was entirely unreliable; it would be sometimes up and sometimes down. And the river is also very crooked, as can be seen from the map.
I did what I thought my duty. I stated, I think, to both General Banks
and General Franklin, and to Admiral Porter, what were my views of the
matter.
Question. Where were you when General Banks was informed of your views?
Answer. I will not say positively that he did know them; I may not have
mentioned them to him. I stated them to some of his staff about the 24th or
25th of March, while we were at Alexandria; and I think General :E'ranklin
concurred with me; but he said it was too late to offer any objection. After
that I devoted my whole and sole attention to my own division.
On the 27th of March we marched from Alexandria, and in about the following order: first were three or four brigades of cavalry; then came the cavalry
wagons; then came the 13th army corps; then came the ammunition wagons;
then came the first division only of the 19th army corps. That was all of the
19th army corps that made the march. Following that division was the train
ofthe 13th army corps, and the train of the 19th army corps, with ten days'
supplies in the wagons. 1.'he rear was brought up by a small brigade of cavalry.
I forget exactly on what day we arrived at Natchitoches; it was some time
early in April-on the third of April, I believe. We then replenished our supplies, and resumed the march in the same order. On the morning of the 8th of
April we were at Pleasant Hill. And about 2 o'clock in the morning my
wagons were still ten miles to the rear. I addressed a note to General Franklin,
informing him of the fact, and suggesting to him that my animals had been in
harness for three days and nights, and that I thought we should halt at some
convenient spot, issue fresh supplies to the men, and give the animals time
to feed and recuperate. He sent me word that we were to go into camp at a
place ten miles from Pleasant Hill, called, I think, Ten· mile bayou, or 'I' enmile run.
I may mention here, to illustrate the difficulties in our way, that the road was
very narrow, with precipitous ravines occasionally on each side of it, and it
was for the most of the way from Natchitoches to Pleasant Hill through a
wooded country. And I also consider that the order of march was not the order
that should be followed in the vicinity of an enemy.
Question. Who is responsible for that order of march 1
Answer. I do not know; I have no knowledge.
Question. Where was General Banks at that time 1
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Answer. He was present with the army.
Question. He, of course, had the means of knowing what your order of
march was?
Answer. Of course; we always suppose that the commanding officer is
responsible for such things.
Question. Was it the usual way which military men would have suggested
for that army to advance in an enemy's country 1
Answer .. 'I'hat depends upon the proximity of the enemy. Such an order of
march was well enough if we were going through a country occupied by guerillas alone; for you will observe, by the order of march, that the troops were
scattered ah:mg among the wagons.
Question. Had you any assurance that the enemy was not near by 1
Answer. My own belief was that the enemy was near by. Of course, it was
not for me to decide; it was for the cavalry to decide that matter. The cavalry
was in front, with all its trains.
Question. Was not the cavalry all the time in danger, if they were attacked
with that long train behind them on that narrow road 1
Answer. Decidedly so. I might state here, before I resume my narrative,
that there were crowds of cotton speculators along with us. Where they came
from, or who they were, I do not know. Their impression was, however-and
I think that impression might have been communicated to others, to those who
were controlling the advance of the army, (I do not know the fact)-that there
was to be no fighting; they constantly insisted that there was to be no fighting.
Question. 'I'he cotton speculators held this doctrine 1
Answer. Yes, sir; a great many of them, and the citizens along there. That
impression was, no doubt, founded on what they knew of the intentions of the
rebel General Kirby Smith. His plan was to get as far as possible into the interior ; and it was upon that point that he and the rebel General Taylor had
their trouble afterwards. Smith maintained that if Taylor had not delivered
his battle when he did, but had allowed our army to get further into the country, we should have lost our fleet and the whole of our army; that it was inevitable. I think, myself, that we would have lost the fleet-not by the enemy,
but in consequence of the condition of the river. 'fhese cotton speculators, who
ran through the country everywhere, and proffered to bring in information, I
think got hold of General Kirby Smith's plan of campaign. They were, no
doubt, honest in their opinion, but they did a great deal of mischief. It is my
firm belief, from the way in which the cavalry acted, and the advance acted, they
did not expect any serious encounter.
Question. How came these speculators to follow the army 1 Did they have
permits or authority to trade in cotton there 1
Answer. Of that I have no knowledge at all. There was a Mr. McGee who
went along with the army, who professed to know all about it. His cousin was
on the opposite side, and regulated the cotton business there. He was subsequently arrested, tried and sentenced to death by the rebel authorities. He was
afterwards released by the civil authoritirs on a writ of habeas corpus. But I
am sure it was the impression throughout the advance of the army that there
was nothing in front of us but the enemy's cavalry, and that we should have no
serious battle until we got near Shreveport.
Question. Speaking of cotton: did you see cotton bought or sold, or carried
through our lines 1
Answer. I do not know whether it was bought or sold. But there was an
immense deal of cotton carried to the water's edge; on whose account I do not
know. It was understood that the navy seizl·d all the cotton within reach of
the rh·er. And as soon as that fact became known, the rebels commenced burning their cotton all over the country.
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Question. Please go on with your narrative of the material facts connected
with the expedition.
.Answer. On the 8th of .April we left Pleasant Hill about 8 o'clock in the
morning, I think, with the same order of march as before. I reached 'ren-mile
bayou with the head of my column about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, where [
met Major French, an officer of my own staff, whom I had sent to General
Franklin to learn the exact spot where we were to go into camp. He pointed
out this bayou, and at the same time told me that the 13th army corps, under
General Ransom, was already in camp about a mile and a half beyond us, and
that Generall!,ranklin desired me to permit the wagons of General Ransom to
pass to the fi·ont. My column was well in hand, and my wagons close up behind. We went into camp, or rather bivouacked, for we had no tents. General
Ransom's wagons immediately commenced passing. .At three o'clock and fifty
minutes-I note the time exactly, because it was recorded-! received the following note from General Franklin :
''HEADQUARTERS UNIT ED STATES FoRcEs,
" Western Louisiana, ten m'iles from Pleasant Hill, April 8.
"GENERAL : The commanding general directs that you move your infantry
immediately to the front, leaving one regiment as guard to your batteries and
train. If your train has got up, you will take two days' rations and the cooking utensils.
"Respectfully, your obedient servant,
"WICKHAM HOFFMAN,
"Assistant Adjutant General."
:My wagons were up, and in fifteen minutes I had issued two days' hard
bread, nothing else, to the men; and hearing some firing, I determined I
would not wait for the cooking utensils and other things, but march directly to
the front, leaving about five minutes past 4 o'clock in the afternoon. We
were obliged to march by the flank, owing to the narrowness of the 1·oad,
and to march in single column. .About forty minutes after commencing the
march I met an aide-de-camp from the front with orders to hurry up, that the
battle had commenced. .After going about a mile further I met General Ransom coming back, wounded, in an ambulance, who told me that they had a pretty
tough fight in front, but he did not give any very sad picture of the condition
of affairs; but I thought there were a great many more men about that ambulance than looked well following him to the rear. I ordered the men to doublequick; to take a slow trot. .After going about a mile further, in all, four miles
from the point of starting, I met a parcel of servants, men and women, mounted
on horses, who told us that the day was all gone, and hallooed out to my men
to turn back. There were also a great deal of cavalry scattered among these
people. .At almost the next moment a crowd of perfectly disorganized cavalry,
wagons, ambulances, and loose animals came right down the road upon us, and
all said the day was gone. I directed the leading regiments and the flankers
on each side, without halting, to fix their bayonets, and I ordered the bands to
strike up, and we had to use violence to get along the road. 'rhere was scarcely
a staff officer who did not have his sabre bent beating people out of the road.
It soon became apparent to me that the whole cavalry was driven back and in
disorder. We continued our marc\1 ; the men never broke a step, and not a
man fell out of the ranks. In a short time we began to meet the infantry going
to the rear in disorder. About this time I received a message from either
General Banks or General F'ranklin, I do not remember which, to take as good
a position as I could, and form across the road, for the purpose of checking the
enemy, informing me that the advance was routed. There was no good place
where l was, and I had to continue to advance. The ground there was not
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favorable for forming a line. I continued to advance for about a half a mile
further, still pressed on each side by infantry and some cavalry going to the
rear. Every effort to halt them or reorganize them was impossible. I threw
out regiments on each flank to try to stop them, but they ran around them.
After marching from half a mile to a mile further I found a place that I thought
was favorable for forming a line. We also began to feel pretty smartly the bullets of the enemy, which began to drop around us thickly, and some of our men
fell. For a moment I was afraid I had put off forming my line too late. So I
took my leading regiment, the 161st New York, under Colonel Kinsley, and led
them to the front and deployed them as skirmishers to cover my line while it
was being formed. We then found the enemy in sight and firing upon us very
rapidly. I rmt the first brigade directly across the road at right angles, the
second brigade on the right and a little in reserve, and the third brigade on th~
left. I was still to the front with this regiment holding the enemy. Seeing
the line was formed, or nearly formed, I directed Colonel Kinsley to rally his
skirmishers and come in behind the line. It was with great difficulty that he
did so ; his loss was very severe. They had no sooner got in than the enemy
appeared in three columns of attack, one coming directly up the road, one on
our right, and one on our left.
I directed my men to lie down and hold their fire until the enemy had got
close up. The enemy came on, apparently not expecting to meet anything
there. When the enemy got within about 100 yards my line opened on them.
In about fifteen minutes the enemy were driven from the field with very considerable loss. By this time it was dark, and we could hear nothing in our front,
except the noise of wheels, perhaps artillery or wagons going to the rear of the
enemy, and the cries of the wounded men calling for water.
At this moment I asked General Franklin, who with General Banks was near
me, if we conld not make a demonstration of cavalry, for I thought the enemy
were beaten and in full retreat. But the cavalry could not be found; we could
not get at it; it was gone. There was no water at all at that place. 'l'he only
force there was the division of 5,000 men I had brought there.
About 12 o'clock at night we received an order to fall back. We had collected all our wounded in the mean time so far as we could. We fell back at
our leisure. The first brigade formed the rearguard. but were not fired upon
and not followed. At about 8 o'clock the next morning we arrived at Pleasant
Hill, and I went into line of battle in front of the town. There was still no
firing, and no evidence that the enemy had followed us.
About 9 o'clock I received a message from General Franklin that General
A. J. Smith's troops would relieve my line. Colonel Shaw's brigade, of the 16th
army corps, did relieve my second brigade. My first brigade was posted on the
right, and my third brigade on the left. I sent back word asking that two more
brigades might be sent up, and also that my left flank might be extended and
covered, as it was then in the air and unsupported in case of an attack; it was
in a false position. I received a message that we might cook where we were,
keeping the men in line. The second brigade I drew to the right and rear as a
reserve.
About 10 o'clock that day picket firing recommenced with the cavalry, for
in the mean time some of the cavalry had been thrown to the front. r.rhe picket
firing was kept up more or less all day. I again sent word about the exposed
position of the third brigade, its left resting in the air, without any support whatever. I was informed that it was or would be supported by the whole of General A. J. Smith's command. Things continued in this condition until about
half past 4 o'clock in the evening, when it was concluded that there would
be no fight ; I thought so myself.
But at 5 o'clock the firing became very sharp. I rode to the front and to
the right of my line to see how the brigade was posted, believing that the enemy
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would make their first demonstration there. A few minutes afterwards I saw
emerging from the woods on our extreme left three or four heavy masses of the
infantry of the enemy. They charged right on my left flank without firing a
shot. They drove in my third brigade, killing the brigade commander and a
great many of the leading officers of the brigade. I did not see Colonel Shaw's
brigade, but I was told that it was driven in before the third brigade was driven
in. I ordered my first brigade to hold their ground at all hazards, telling them
they would be supported. And I went to my second brigade and brought it
out and deployed it to the left and rear of the first brigade, which was now the
only part of the line left standing. They formed a line and charged and retook
a battery that I had lost, and at this moment I saw General A. J. Smith's whole
command emerging from the woods on my left in line of battle. The two lines
charged abreast of each other, General Smith's line continually throwing forward its left flank and enveloping the enemy, who were driven from the field.
I considered that the enemy were repulsed in utter disorder.
I sent word to both General Banks and General Franklin, who were on the
field, and I have no doubt saw the same things themselves. I sent word to them
of what was going on on the right, and that the enemy were repulsed, and
suggesting that the cavalry be put in. I think it was General Franklin who
told me that the cavalry was gone, and anticipated that we could get nothing
out of them. The wagons and cavalry had already been sent to the rear; at
what time exactly they went I do not know .
.At 12 o'clock that night we were ordered to move to the rear, and at 2
o'clock in the morning we started. .After getting out of town, off the battle-field
about two miles, we were halted, and remained there until daybreak. We then
resumed our march, and that night halted at Bayou Dupont. The next night
we reached Grand Ecore, where we stayed ten days.
From Grand Ecore we marched to Clontreville, where we understood that the
enemy were in position to oppose our crossing Cane river. General Banks gave
orders to General Franklin to attack the enemy in the morning. We had then
had a long march of some twenty-five miles. The enemy were to be attacked
in the morning, and the position was to be carried. General Franklin was then
suffering very much from his wound. He sent for me to take command of the
forces and to make the attack. I gave that night all the orders to the different
officers. In short, I attacked, with the 1st division, directly in front ; the cavalry was sent to demonstrate on the enemy's right ; and General Birge, with a
picked force, supported by the 13th army corps, was to cross the river lower
down and turn the enemy's left flank. While this was going on, General Smith,
who commanded the rear, had a very sharp engagement, the particulars of which
I do not know. We succeeded in driving the enemy from his position without
much loss, with a loss of only 390 or 400 men. We then resumed our march
and went to .Alexandria .
.At .Alexandria we were delayed some nineteen days getting the navy over
the falls in the river. From my division there was a constant fatigue force of
2,000 men and six of the best colonels I had to superintend the operation.
After the navy was got over th~ falls we resumed our march from Alexandria.
When we arrived at Marksville we found the enemy in position on the prairie
to oppose us. I was now in command of the 19th army corps, having been so
placed at .Alexandria. The 19th army corps formed the left of our line, and
General .A. J. Smith's command the right. We drove the enemy without much
oppo::;ition, and, so far as the advance was concerned, we continued our march to
the .Atchafalaya. The rear, under General A. J. Smith, had some very sharp
encounters, particularly one at Yellow bayou.
After crossing the Atchafalaya the army was divided-General A. J. Smith's
command went on board the boats and went up the river, and I was sent with
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all the cavalry, the 19th army corps, and the 13th army corps, to Morganzia,
and that was the end of the campaign.
It is perhaps proper, in justice to myself, that I should mention one thing.
When we got to the Atchafalaya I found a great many reports there, some of
them reflecting very seriously upon the troops under my command. I issued
an order which was objected to by General Banks. I have-not the letter from
General Banks. It is upon the records of the 19th army corps, which have
never been sent me yet.
Question. Why did General Banks object to your order 1
Answer. He said he thought I had done injustice to the other troops. The
following is the order I issued, and the letter I wrote in reply to the one from
General Banks, objecting to the order.
"General Orders, }
HEADQUARTERS 19TH ARMY CoRPS,
No. 48.
Semmesport, Louisiana, May 18, 1864.
"Soldiers of the 1st and 2d division, 19th army corps! It is my duty to express to you my high appreciation of your uniform good conduct throughout the
late eventful campaign. This duty is rendered more imperative by the false
reports of your operations which have met you at this point.
"On the 8th of April, at the first notice that our troops in the front were
engaged, the 1st division, the only troops of the 19th corps there present,
marched in double-quick time seven miles to the front, formed line of battle
under the fire of the enemy, checked him and drove him back under circumstances the most trying that could befall troops.
"The whole advance, composed of eight or ten thousand troops, were thrown
back upon you in utter disorder and confusion pell-mell with the enemy. You
formed line of battle under his fire, and amidst this frightful disorder, with the
regularity of forming for parade. You drove the enemy from before you, and
held the ground until ordered to fall back.
"The next day, at Pleasant Hill, you of the ] st division bore the brunt of the
enemy's furious attack, and only one brigade, that on the left, gave way, because
its left was unsupported, but this soon rallied and joined in the final charge,
which drove the enemy from the field.
"On the 23d at Cane river, you, supported by the 13th army corps, found
the enemy strongly posted to dispute the crossing of the river. Led by the
3d brigade of the 1st division, you turned his flank and drove him at the point
of the bayonet from the hills he occupied.
"At Alexandria you contributed your labor by day and night for seventeen
days, under the engineering skill of Lieutenant Colonel Bailey, to the great
work which relieved the fleet from its perilqus situation above the falls, and
restored it to the country.
"At Mansura, on the 16th of May, you met the enemy on an open plain, and
supported on your right by the 16th and 17th army corps and Colonel Lucas's
cavalry, drove him from the field.
" This, in brief, is a summary of your services for the last two months, and I
know, when it becomes known to the country, the judgment will be that you
at least have done your duty faithfully.
"W. H. EMORY,
"Brigadier General, Command1:ng."
"HEADQUARTERS 19TH ARMY CoRPS,
" Near Semmaport, La., May 20, 1864.
" I have the honor to have received, this moment, the despatch from headquarters department of the Gulf, of this date, finding fault with my General Orders
No. 48.
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"I have myself been too much the victim of injustice and misrepresentation to
be capable, knowingly, of inflicting upon others any injury; and if the order that
I have issued is capable of misconstruction, I will take the greatest pleasure in
changing it.
"I spoke in person to the general commanding of m:y intention to issue an order
meeting the falsehoods that had been put forth and published in the northern
papers, and I admit that I would have been more prudent to have submitted it
to him before I had issued it.
"I request, however, to state this,jin explanation of my order: every paper ::tt the
north has published an account of the rout of the advance guard of our army ;
I suppose that a manuscript order issued only for the troops of my command
could not add to the publicity given to thataffair.-(See New York Times, herewith enclosed. )
"I must beg to say that tht language referred to in my last paragraph is wholly
misunderstood, and that I only intended to do justice to my own troops by saying that they had done their duty at least.
"The paragraph referring to the battle of Cane river is addressed to the whole
of the 19th army corps there present, and was so understood by those to whom
I read it before issuing the order. Look at the list of killed and wounded in
the 3d brigade of the 1st division, and see if it was not my duty to make special
mention of this brigade particularly, as it had been censured at the battle of
Pleasant Hill.
"I have no other motive under heaven than to do my own troops justice and
to vindicate them from slander, and I have not the least tho..tght of overlooking
the services of the 2d divi::;ion, which is a part of them, or of casting the shadow
of reproach upon the brave men of the cavalry, or the detachments of the 13th,
16th, and 17th army corps, which have been serving with us with harmony and
unity.
"If with this explanation the major general commanding still thinks I have
done injustice and wrong in issuing this order, I request I may be permitted to
publish to the troops his letter of censure and this my letter of reply, as the
only attonemeut I can make for the injury which in his opinion has been inflicted.
''I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"W. H. EMORY,
'' Bngadier General, Commanding."

"Major GEORGE B. DRAKE, A. A. G."
"Official copy:
" - - - - - - , A. A. G.,

19tl~

A. C.''

I wish to add one thing to my testimony, that during that campaign I did
not lose a hoof, or a wheel, or a gun-not one.
Question. After you had routed the enemy at Pleasant Hill, why was it that
you retreated to Grand Ecore 1
Answer. That matter was practically decided early in the morning before the
battle took place, by ordering all the wagons and all the cavalry, with the exception of a brigade, to the rear. In the matter. of sending away these wagons
and cavalry I was not a party.
Question. As a military man, do you think there was a necessity for it, or do
you think another course should have been pursued 1
Answer. l\Iy idea was, that the army should have gone right down the La
Pierre road to the river, where I knew that the navy and a number of our transports were, with but a very small force to guard them.
Question. Do you know any reason why the army did not go there, instead of
going back to Grand Ecore 1
Answer. I heard it stated that the road by Bayou La Pierre was impractica-
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ble, but it turned out not to be so. Pleasant Hill is not a tenable position;
there is no water there. It is not a place for a large force, particularly of animals. But if there had been ever so much water there I should have made the
move down the La PielTe road. I do not think that a subordinate general can
enter into all the views of the general commanding, for he does not know all the
controlling facts, and I do not think it is fair to criticise him without knowing
all the facts, and I do not know them.
Question. What was the object, as near as you could ever learn, expected to
be attained by that Red river campaign 1 What was its objective point 1
Answer. It was alleged to be Shreveport and the factories that were there.
It was alleged that Shreveport was the great manufacturing place of what they
called the west Mississippi department.
Question. Do you know whether it was contemplated to hold that place permanently, or only to destroy whatever public property was found there 1
Answer. I don't know what was the project·
Question. Considering the length and difficulties of the line of communication,
could Shreveport have been held, even supposing you had taken it?
Answer. It could not have been held and communications kept up by the
Red river, except by an immense army-an army twice as large as the one opposed to it.
Question. Do you know who planned that expedition ; whether it was conceived by the authorities here in W ashiugton, or originated with General Banks 1
Answer. I have no knowledge whatever on that subject except from hearsay.
Question. As a military man of experience, to what do you attribute the failure of that campaign 1
Answer. I think any one of three causes might have produced a failure.
First, was the plan of the campaign, which allowed the enemy to fight the different detachments moving on there before they concentrated or united. The next
was the making the Red river a base of supplies, a river which is notoriously
an unsafe and treacherous river. And as an accessory to the disadvantage of
using the Red river as a base of supplies, I might mention the great quantity of cotton there was there, which was calculated to divert attention from
the direct object and end of war. I do not say it did do so, but it was calculated
to do so, and that consideration, connected with the difficulties of the river, would
have prevented me from going there.
QueRtion. It tended to demoralize the army 1
Answer. Yes, sir; through the horde of civilians and cotton speculators and
outsiders who necessarily must go with the army. Then the next thing was
the disposition of the troops in the order of march, when it might reasonably
have been expected that we would have to fight the enemy. rrhe troops, instead
of being massed as we approached the enemy, were thrown in in detail, brigade
after brigade.
Question. In your judgment, could the force under General Banks have
reached Shreveport had a proper disposition of march been mane 1
Answer. In my opinion they could have done it by abandoning the gunboats
and wagons. Ou an expedition like that gunboats and wagons are a great
encumbrance.
Question. If they had reached it, what would have been the condition of the
army about getting back again 1
Answer. If the enemy had been in small force there, we might, after getting
to Shreveport, have marched down on Galveston; but it would have been
such a thing that but few armies could do it. We were not in any condition to
undertake a movement of that sort, for we were encumbered with wagons.
QueRtion. Were any of this immense train of wagons ever used for the purpose of collecting cotton 1
.Answer. They may have been used near the banks of the river for hauling
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cotton to the boats, but I think they were never so used on the march by
authority; if at all, only surreptitiously.
Question. Wen~ you at the place where the fleet was delayed, and where
dams were made to :float them off 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Who conceived this plan of building dams there 1
Answer. Lieutenant Colonel Bailey, of my command.
Question. The credit of originating that idea is with him 1
Answer. I so understood; I gave him the credit of it. It may have been
originated by somebody else. There was a soldier, I have forgotten his name,
of the 114th New York regiment, one of the best regiments I had, who came
to me about it after I had heard of it from Colonel Bailey. He told me that on
one occasion he had assisted in getting a steamboat out of the Susquehanna,
which is a morP. difficult river than the Red river.
Question. We have been told that the navy was engaged in the cotton
business to a considerable extent. Can you state to what extent they were
engaged in it 1
Answer. I have no knowledge whatever of that, except hearing that they
seized all the cotton on the banks of the river. I have no personal knowledge
whatever of it. I saw cotton on barges under convoy of the navy, but whose
barges they were I do not know.
Question. I only wanted to learn from you, as a military man, what object
was to be attained, in a military point of view, by such an expedition 1
Answer. It would be difficult to answer the question as to all the objects of
that campaign. No man has a right to attribute motives other than those
already stated. If I were to mention an object it would be hypothetically,
which I would not like to do. The main object, undoubtedly, was to destroy
the depots of supplies at Shreveport. It is my opinion, if the enemy had been
in one-half the force that they were, they would have done us a great deal more
damage by drawing us up to Shreveport, for they could have cut off our gunboats up there, as they would have grounded, and it would have taken the army
a year to get them out. They would have neutralized 20,000 or 30,000 men
for a year to get the gunboats out, or else we should have been obliged to leave
them.
NoTE.-The want of connexion in portions of some of my answers with the
tions formally proposed and recorded, and a seeming volunteering of testimony
for by them, is due to the incidental remarks and questions made in the course
timony and not taken down by the phonographic reporter.
W. H. EMORY,
Brevet A!ajor
WASHINGTON, February 10, 1865.

Testzmony

interroganot called
of my tes-

General.

of Brigadier General William Dwight.

WASHrNOTON, February 16, 1865.
Brigadier General WILLIAM DwiGHT recalled and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. I understand that you desire to make some additions to your testimony upon certain points to which your attention has already been called.
Answer. You asked me the other day what was the cause of the disaster
above Grand Ecore, and what was done afterwards. I gave the causes of the
disaster, and I wish to add, in corroboration of what I gave as the causes, that
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as soon as the army arrived at Grand Ecore, on its retreat, the commanding
officer of the cavalry, together with the second in command, was relieved from
duty and sent to New Orleans, and in their places were appointed General
Arnold, then chief of artillery, and Colonel Davis, of the 1st Texas cavalry,
who was a vary excellent officer. I desire to make that statement as tending
to show the necessity of a change.
Another defect in the organization of the expedition, which was corrected
then, was this : General Banks's staff was very defective. His chief quartermaster and chief commit3sary were left at New Orleans, whereas they should
have accompanied the expedition. The reasons for that are obvious. General
:Banks not having them with him, was obliged to resort to the chief quartermaster and chief commissary of the 19th army corps. That caused jealousies
in the command of General A. J. Smith, and the matter went so far as to cause
General McClernand, who was afterwards in command of the detachment of
the 13th army corps, to issue an order directing his chief quartermaster and
chief commissary to obey no orders from the chief quartermaster and chief
commitisary of the 19th army corps. Besides, the chief quartermaster and chief
commissary in New Orleans were men of excellent judgment and abilities, and
had they been present on the staff they would have rendered great assistance.
These defects were corrected, as far as possible, by sending for a chief quartermaster, and endeavoring to reorganize the staff of General Banks so as to
avoid the troubles which had arisen. It may be well to state here that these
difficulties increased greatly after General Franklin left the army at Alexandria.
He had exercised sufficient control over General Smith and the commanding
officer of the 13th army corps, up to that time, to keep things more in order.
I think these are the only points I desired to add to my testimony.
Question. Why were the chief quartermastBr and chief commissary left at
New Orleans instead of accompanying the expedition 1
Answer. There was a large quartermaster's and commissary's business to be
done in New Orleans at all timet3, and they were left to take charge of that.
There was undoubtedly plAnty of employment in New Orleans for the quartermaster and commissary, but it would have been much better to have left an
assistant there and taken the chief with the expedition, so as to have bad the
thorough control of the department, or at all events a chief quartermaster and
chief commissary for the expedition should have been appointed.
Question. State to us what you know in relation to the co-operation of the
navy with the army during this expedition.
Answer. The navy was disposed to co-operate with the army as fully as
possible in all the military objects of theexpedition, and did ever ything in its
power in a military way, such as using its force against the ~nemy.
But one of the objects of the expedition being to let out as large a quantity
of cotton as possible from that country, the navy thwartec that object by seizing
the cotton as prize of the navy, which caused the enemy to destroy large
quantities of it. The commanders of the rebels were willing that the cotton
should come out of the country. Such was the state of feeling throughout that
country that they were obliged to consent to let it out; it was all the property
that the people bad left; and the people saw nothing before them but want
and de8titution unless they could derive something from their cotton. 'rhey
therefore did not destroy any cotton at first, and there was not any intention to
destroy any, for the reason that the people of the country for supporting the
rebel army were to be compensated by what they would derive from their
cotton. But the moment the navy began to seize the cotton of the country, which
they did in a very extraordinary manner, fitting out teams, putting them in
charge of marines, and sending them out distances varying from three to seven
or eight miles-and I have reason to believe further than that, but I know
that they went out as far as seven or eight miles into into the country-and seizing
1
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the cotton without compensation, the rebels began to hide what they could, ancl
destroy what could not be hidden. The result was, that instead of getting a
large quantity of cotton out of the country, 200,000 or 300,000 bales, as might
easily have been gotten out, there were but a few thousand bales obtained.
Question. What reason have you for saying that one of the objects of the
expedition was to get a large quantity of cotton out of that country 1
Answer. I have seen the instructions which were given, and it has been
further stated to me by General Banks as one of the objects of the expedition.
Question. By whom were these instructions given, and to whom 1
Answer. I think they were from the War Department to General Banks.
This, however, is merely my impression, because I did not study the subject
particularly. My impression is that this is contained in the letters of General
Halleck to General Banks as one of the objects of the expedition. I might add
that the discussions upon this subject before the expedition started were quite
good evidence that that was one of the objects contemplated by the expedition.
'rhe only difficulty in the matter was that no distinct policy as to cotton was
adopted; that left the navy to seize the cotton when the army was disposed to
let the cotton alone, and let it come within our lines. It also left the policy
very indistinct and undefined as to the manner in which it should be got out
of the country.
Question. Do you understand that it was the object of the army to extend
its 1ii).es around this cotton so as to embrace it within our lines 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and to allow the cotton to come in.
Question. That is, it would come in as captured in this way, or by such
anangements as should subsequently be made 1
Answer. Whatever policy would be deemed wise to adopt for letting it inwhether it should be paid for in whole or in part, or paid for in greenbacks in
full, or whether a certain amount only should be paid on it-it was necessary,
in order to get any cotton out of that country, that the people should derive
some benefit from it, otherwise the rebel military authorities were determined to
do exactly what they did do, destroy it; they would not have destroyed it were
the cotton not being seized as prize of war by the navy.
Question. Do you understand. that there was any agreement, understanding
or expectation that the rebel authorities would permit our lines to be extended
around that cotton, so that we could get possession of it, provided there was
no attempt made to seize it 1
Answer. I believe there was a tacit understanding to that effect. At all events,
it was so publicly known as to be no secret whatever, and it is notorious now
that no cotton was destroyed until the navy had seized a large quantity as a
prize of war, and it was given out that such was the policy of the navy and
its right.
Question. Do you believe that the enemy would not have attacked our forces
if the navy had not commenced the seizure of the cotton 1
Answer. Not at all. The military part of the expedition was entirely independent of the cotton business. The enemy would have acted against us whenever they found us in such a condition that they could do so with a prospect of
success. But the military authorities of the enemy would not have destroyed
the cotton, provided it had not been seized as a prize by the navy, or provided
the people of the country could have denved a benefit from its being taken.
The reason of that is obvious. The rebel army there had been quartered on
the people, who had been obliged to furnish supplies to them. The authorities
had their regular tithes of corn, bacon, and other products, and each person was
obliged to bring into the tithe-house a given portion of his products. ':rhese
tithe-houses were built all along from some distance below Alexandria, and to
the right of it over to the Sabine river, or to Shreveport, and again from bePart 11--15
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tween Shreveport and Houston. They were hidden and concealed as much as
possible. It was from them that the enemy derived its chief source of supply,
and it was from them that his army was entirely supplied during the time it
was idle, and he derived l1is chief supply from them even in his active campaigns. That had been a great burden to the people. 'rhe rebel military
authorities were willing that the people should dispose of their cotton.
Question. Then, do you understand that our lines were to be extended over
that territory merely for the purpose of taking out this cotton, and to be withdrawn when that object was accomplished 1
Answer. I do not consider that that was the only o~ject of the expedition.
".rhe original object of the expedition, as indicated in the correspondence, was
to move into Texas. After the army arrived at Alexandria the objects of the
expedition were changed, and it was then decided that the army was simply to
go to Shreveport, destroy the military power of the enemy there, let out as much
cotton as possible, and then to retire from the country.
Question. Why were those objects changed 1
Answer. They were changed by the order of General Grant, which reached
General Banks just before he arrived at Alexandria, and which required that
the army should place itself before Mobile as soon after the 5th of May as possible. That would indicate that the objects of the expedition were changed,
because General Grant believed that the fighting ought to be east of the Mississippi, and that all our efforts ought to be directed there.
Question. Would the results of the campaign have been changed in any way,
in your opinion, if the navy had refi·ained from seizing the cotton 1
Answer. I do not think it would have changed the military results at all.
"_l1he military failure was entirely due to the bad organization and bad management of the army. It was wholly independent of the subject of cotton, or of
the operations of the navy.
Question. Do you know who directed the operations of the navy in relation
to the seizure of cotton 1
Answer. I do not. I have always understood that it was Admiral Porter.
It was a matter of notoriety there that he directed it.
Question. You do not know under what instructions he acted 1
Answer. I do not. I never saw them.
Question. And do you know what the policy would have been in relation to
taking the cotton out, if we had succeeded in extending our lines so as to embrace it 1
Answer. That policy can be found by the committee in the orders of General
Banks on the subject of cotton.
Question. Orders issued to or by General Banks 1
Answer. By General Banks. It was, in general terms, that the cotton should
be turned over to the quartermaster and shipped to New Orleans, where it should
be subject to the claims of the owners.
Question. Was there any change in those orders, or in the policy, after the
army left Alexandria 1
Answer. That policy was adopted at Alexandria and continued for a time.
Question. Was it subsequently changed; and if so how and what caused
the change?
Answer. I do not know. It was not changed in my time.
Question. Then, so far as you know, the policy of General Banks was to let
that cotton aU be taken possession of by the quartermaster, sent to New Orleans, and there await the decision of the authorities 1
Answer.. In general terms, that was the policy to be adopted.
Question. ".rhe cotton was, of course, to be taken for the benefit of the government?
Answer. It was to be subject to the charges which the government should
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place upon it for transportation, and other taxes and dues. That was the policy
adopted after the retirement of the army to Alexandria. A policy ought to
have been adopted when the expedition started ; and the more liberal that
policy had been, the larger would have been the quantity of cotton derived
from the expedition, and the more fully would the object of the expedition in
that regard have been accomplished.
Question. And the policy of the army and the navy should have been the
same 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; and the policy followed in letting the cotton out of the
country should have been a liberal one, for it was only by compensating those
people to a certain extent that you could obtain the cotton. In fact, it was
afterwards shown that none but a very liberal policy would obtain any great
amount of cotton. The cotton could have been bought for greenbacks at a
very reasonable price, and nothing but a compensation to those people in greenbacks could have obtained any great quantity of it.
Question. Was there any cotton seized by the army there 1
Answer. There was cotton Reized by the quartermaster's department and
taken to New Orleans. But that cotton was made subject to the regulations
adopted at Alexandria. The order issued at Alexandria was made to cover all
the cotton that had been seized.
Question. Was there any cotton taken by the army for private purposes or
on speculation 1
Answer. I believe not; not to my knowledge; every effort was made to
guard against that.

Testimony

of Major

General H. lV. Halleck.

W ASHINGToX, February 16, 1865
Major General HENRY W. HALLECK sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your present rank and poeition in the army 1
Answer. I am a major general, and am doing the duties of chief of staff to the
Secretary of War and the lieutenant general.
Question. Will you state what was expected to be attained by the Red river
expedition under General Banks, and also anything else which you may deem
material for the public to know in relation to that expedition 1
Answer. The correspondence, copies of which I have already furnished to
this committee, gives all the information of an official character which I have in
relation to that expedition. What I know or have heard outside of that is mere
verbal statements of individuals, which are not of an official character, nor of
importance. The object of the expedition, as I understood it at the time, was
to form a junction between the forces under General Steele and those nnder
General Banks, so as to shorten the line of defence ou the western side of the
Mississippi river, and to establish a position within the State of Texas which.
should be permanently held, it being considered an important object by the executive branch of the government at that time that a post should be held at all
consequences within the State of r_rexas. I think that is about all I can state on
that point, beyond what the correspondence sets forth.
With these main objects in view, General Banks was instructed to select his
own time and his own lines of operations for the accomplishment of those objects.
The correspondence will show that this was the substance of ~he instructions
to General Banks.
In regard to the failure of the expedition, I would only remark that we have
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received no official reports except from brief telegrams at the time, copies of
which have been furnished to the committee.
Question. Did you consider the Red river the best line to accomplish that
object 1
Answer. I did, as connected with the position of our troops on the Arkansas
river. We thought the two could be united ·on that route more readily than
on any other.
Question. The character of the Red river for navigation is well known to
the authorities here ?
Answer. Yes, sir ; it is precarious; at times good, at times utterly impracticable.
NAYY DEPARTMENT, Februa1·y 17, 1865.
Sm: In compliance with the request of the Committee on the Conduct of the
War, communicated to me in your letter of the 14th instant, I have the honor
to transmit herewith a copy of the correspondence on the files of this department in relation to the Red river expedition, under General Banks, in the spring
0f 1864.
Very respectfully, &c.,
GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary if tl~e Navy.
Hon. B. 1!,. WADE,
Chairman qf Com. on Conduct qf tl~e War, U. S. Senate.

RED

RIVER EXPEDITION.-CO-OPERATION WITH THE ARMY UNDER
MAJOR GENERAL BANKS.
MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON, FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK,

Off Red Ri·ver, March 2, 1864.
SIR: I came down here anticipating a move on the part of the army up
towards Shreveport; but as the river is lower than it has been known to be for
years, I much fear that the combined movement cannot come off without interfering with plans formed by General Grant.
General Shennan has gone to New Orleans to make arrangements with
General Banks, and I am expecting his return every day. In the mean time
the gunboats are up the Atchafalaya and Black rivers, destroying bridges and
stores, and endeavoring to destroy S,ooo· cattle collected at Sicily island.
The Mississippi river is very quiet, and the rebels retreated into the interior
on hearing of the advance of the gunboats.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiml.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,

Secretary of the Navy,

Wasl~ington,

D. C.

CAPTURE OF SIMMSPORT AND FORT DE RUSSY.

Report

if

Rear-Admiral D. D. Porter.

MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON, FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK,

Fort De Russy, Red Ri1Jer, March 15, ] 864.
SIR : I had the honor to report to you that I was about to ascend Red river
with a fleet of gunboats, in con: _tJany with a portion of General Sherman's command. Ol' that of General Banks, whichever concluded to go.
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On the 7th of March I bud assembled at the mouth of Red river a large fl.ect
of iron-clads, composed of the following vessels:
Essex, Commander Robert 'l'ownsend.
Benton, Lieutenant Commander James A. Greer.
Lafayette, Lieutenant Commander J. P. Foster.
Choctaw, Lieutenant Commander F. )\L Ramsey.
Chillicothe, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant 6. P. Couthouy.
Ozark, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant George W. Browne.
Louisville, Lieutenant Commander E. K. Owen.
Carondelet, Lielltenant Commander J. G. Mitchell.
Eastport, Lieutenant Commander S. L. Phelps.
Pittsburg-, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant W. R. Hoel.
Mound City, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant A. R. Langthorne.
Osage, Lieutenant Commander T. 0. Selfridge.
Neosho, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant Samuel Howard.
Ouachita, Lieutenant Commander Byron Wilson.
Fort Hindman, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant John Pearce.
And the lighter boats :
Lexington, Lieutenant George M. Bache.
Cricket, Acting Master H. H. Gorringe.
Gazelle, Acting Master Charles Thatcher.
Black Hawk, Lieutenant Commander K. R. Breese.
I received communications from General Banks informing me that he would
be in Alexandria on the 17th March, and I made my dispositions to meet hnn
there. On the 11th instant part of General Sherman's command, ten thousand
men, under the command of Brigadier General A. J. Smith, joined me in transports at the mouth of Red river, and next morning early the gunboats started up
the river, followed by the transports. 'l'here was just sufficient water to allow
the larger boats to pass. By previous arrangement, Lieutenant Commander
Phelps, in the }Jastport, was ordered to push on up with his vessel and those
that could keep with him, and clear away the heavy obstructions the rebels had
placed in the river, and to amuse the fort until the army could land at Simmsport and get into the rear of the enemy's works, which could be done by malcing
a march of thirty miles.
The Benton, Pittsburg, Chillicothe, Louisville, Mound City, Carondelet,
Ouachita, Lexington, and Gazelle turned off to the left into the Atchafalaya, followed by the troops, while the others went on up the river. 'l'be gunboats arrived at Simmsport about 12 o'clock, and found the enemy posted in force about
three miles back. 'l,he Benton landed her crew and drove in the pickets. The
army came along in about half an hour more and landed the next morning, taking possession of the enemy's camping ground, the latter retreating towards
l!,ortDe Russy. That night General Smith concluded to follow them by land,
while I proceeded up Red river with all the gunboats and transports. In the
mean time the Eastport had reached the obstructions, and, with the vessels that
kept pace with her, bad commenced the work of demolition on the formidable
barricade, on which the rebels had been employed five months. They supposed
it impassable, but our energetic sailors, with hard work, opened a passage in a
few hours. The obstructions consisted of heavy piles driven into the mud, and
braced in every direction; they were also clamped together with heavy iron
plates and chains.
The Eastport and Neosho got through about 4 o'clock in the afternoon, and
proceeded up to the fort, which at that moment was being surrounded by the
troops under General Smith, who had marched from Simmsport since daylight.
A brisk musketry fire was going on between the rebels and our troops, and tiley
were so close together it was difficult to distinguish the combatants. The Eastport opened her batteries, but, fearing to injure our own men, ceased firing, when
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our troops proceeded to the assault and carried the place. In a few moments,
and with a small loss, two hundred and fifty prisoners, eight heavy guns, and
two field-pieces fell into our hands, and all the munitions of war.
The main body of the enemy. 5,000 strong, under the rebel General Walker,
made their escape. They left the fort, it was said, to give battle to our troops,
and left a garrison of 300 men to defend it. Our army came in by a different
road from what they expected and made short work of them. Among the guns
captured was one of the Indianola's 9-inch and one belonging to the Harriet
Lane. The rest of the guns were 24 and 32-pounders and one 160-pounder rifle.
As soon as the fort was in possefSsion of the troops I sent off up the river the
fleetest gunboats I had, to cut the enemy off if pos~:~ible, or harass them until
our troops could be placed on the transports. By sunset the transports will be
in Alexandria and ahead of the rebels, and I hope the latter '"ill be cut off.
'l'bese works have been made much more formidable than they were last year,
and the loss of the guns must be severely felt by the rebels, as they have only
15 more heavy ones in this section of the country. The whole affair bas been
well managed; the troops made a splendid march and attack, and the officers
in command of the gunboats and transports have shown great zeal and industry
in getting up the river and through the obstructions which the rebels deemed
impassable.
I forgot to mention in my last report that in the recent attack on Trinity by
the gunboats, a number of negroes were recaptured who were captured by the
enemy in a recent attack upon Goodrich's landing.
I enclose herewith a list of the guns captured at Fort DeRussy, with their
numbers, as some of them appear to be heavy guns. 1'be Ordnance bureau may
be able to account for them.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary if the Na·vy, Waslt~·ngton, D. C.

List

if guns captured at

Fo1·t DcRussy u:ater battery.

One 32-pounder, 33 cwt., F. P. 1!"'., No. 227, navy, in barbette, J. S. 0.
Proven 1847.
One 31-pounder, 33 cwt., F. P. F., No. 226, na'>'J, in barbette, J. S. C.
Froven 1847.
Two 9-inch l}ahlgren guns. No marks could be discovered on these guns,
but they bore all the evidence of having been in service in the navy, the remains
of gun-blacking being on them. Both lugs were cut for locks with the usual
composition; piece fitted in to spare lug.
One 32-pounder, 60 cwt., 1827, navy gun.
One 32-pounder United States rifled, marked W. J. W., No. 289.
'.rbis gun is an old army 32-pounder, rifled, with band shrunk on the breech.
Two 24-pounder siege guns, two 6-pounder field-pieces, in bill battery.

MOVEMENT UPON ALEXANDRIA.-AFF AIRS IN THAT PLACE.

Report

if Rear-Admiral D.

D. Porter, Mississippi Squadron.
FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK,

Off Alexandria, La., March 16, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I arrived at this place this afternocm. As soon as the forts were surrendered, I pushed on the fastest vessels,
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Ouachita and Lexington, followed by the Eastport, to Alexandria. The
Ouachita arrived here as the last of a fleet of transports passed over the
falls. The rebels set fire to a large ferry-boat, and one of the boats grounding on the falls, was also burnt, to prevent her falling into our hands. As
no reliable pilot could be procured to take our boats across the falls, the transports will have to escape for the present, but are sure to be captured or destroyed before the month is over. The surrender of the forts at Point De
Russy is of much more importance than I at first supposed. The rebels had
depended on that point to stop any ad11ance of army or navy into this part of
rebeldom. Large quantities of ammunition, best engineers, and best troops were
sent there, and in two or three months more it would have been a most formidable place. As it was, it was not complete (though the guns were in
position,) and would have stood a very poor chance if attacked in force. r.rhe
works have been laid out by a Colonel DeRussy, and are of the most extensive and formiJable kind. Colonel DeRussy, from appearances, is a most
excellent engineer to build forts, but don't seem to know what to do with them
after they are constructed. The same remark may apply to his obstructions,
which look well on paper, but don't stop our advance. The efforts of these
people to keep up this war remind one very much of the antics of Chinamen,
who build canvas forts, paint hideous dragons on their shields, turn somersets,
and yell in the face of their enemies, to frighten them, and then run away at
the first sign of an engagement.
It puts the sailors and soldiers out of all patience with them, after the trouble
they have had in getting here. Now and then the army have a little brush
with their pickets, but that don't often happen. It is not the intention of these
rebels to fight. The men are tired of the war, and many of their officers are
anxious to go into cotton speculation. A large trade has been carried on between this and New Orleans, the rebels receiving supplies for their cotton.
There is a surprising ahundance of every kind of food in this country, and no
suffering among the people, except for luxuries. It would be folly to suppose
they could all be starved out. The only way is to take possession of this rich
region, hold it with a strong military and naval force, and enfor<~e the laws.
There are some good Union men here, who have suffered much. I hope the
day of their delivery has come.
General Smith hai; left a good force at the forts (and I left the Benton and
Essex) to destroy them effectually, which will be some labor. We have seven
or eight thousand troops in this city, and are expecting to hear soon of General
Banks's arrival. He bas been delayed by storms, which have made the roads
heavy.
The force that left the forts with a party under Geneml Polignac from Harrisonburg have gone out to meet General Bantks, who will soon dispose of them,
and the chances are that, when all our cavalry now approaching with General
Banks get after them, the rebels will be captured or scattered, not to unite again
for some time.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary qf the Navy, Waslzington, D. C.
P. S.-I beg leave to mention, as a proof of the rapidity with which this
portion of General Sherman's command, under Brigadier General A. J. Smith,
did their work, they marched twenty-eight miles, starting at daylight; built a
bridge which cost them over two hours' hard work; bad a sharp skirmishing
and artillery attack of two hours, and had possession of the forts, all intact,
before sunset.
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It is one of the best military moves made this war.
I beg leave to enclose copy of Lieutenant Commander S. L. Phelps's report.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.

Instructi::ms from Admiral Porter to Lieutenant Commander S. L. Plwlps.
},LAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK,

U. S. M1"ssissippi Squadron, Red River, Marek 12, 1864.
SIR : You will proceed at once up the Red river with the vessels I will detail
to follow you, and commence removing the obstructions in the river, while in
the mean time I will take a tour into the Atchafalaya, and land the troops at
Simmsport for the purpose of reconnoitring, &c. If you remove the obstructions, move up within a short distance of },ort De Russy, but make no attack
until I g·et up with the main force, though, if there is any force at De Russy,
you can amuse them by feints until the army get into their rear. Take every
precaution against torpedoes, and protect your men against sharpshooters.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. :PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Lieutenant Commander S. L. PHELPS,
Commanding Eastpo1·t.

Report

of Lieutenant Cmnmander S.

L.

Ph~lps.

UNITE}) STATES IRON-CLAD RAM EASTPORT,

Alexandria, Louisiana, Mardt 16, 1864.
SIR : In obedience to your order of the 12th instant, I proceeded up Red
river, the Lafayette, Choctaw, Osage, Neosho, Ozark, l!""ort Hindman, and
Cricket in company, meeting with no obstacle till we reached the obstructions
eight miles below Fort De Russy, on the 14th instant. The great length and
draught of the Lafayette and Choctaw rendered it difficult for them to navigate
this narrow and crooked river, and our progress was slow. Near the head of
the Rappions were works for light artillery, commanding a difficult turn in the
l'iver, which had been recently abandoned.
The obstructions consisted of piles driven across the river, supported by a
second tier of shorter ones, on which .rested braces and ties from the upper
ones. Immediately below these iii a raft of timber well secured across the river,
and made of logs which do not float. Finally, a forest of trees had been cut
and floated down upon the piles from above. The river had broken through
these obstructions, and had partially undermined the rifle-pits on the right bank.
The Fort Hindman removed a portion of the raft, when I ran this vessel up,
and, by both pulling and ramming, broke out the piles and framework still obstructing the passage of vessels. This work consumed nearly the entire day.
The Otmge, Fort Hindman, and Cricket followed me through, and we hastened
up to the fort.
For a short time there had been rapid artillery £ring, which craserl as we
came in sight of the works, then abvut sunset, except three shots fired by the
rebels from a gun in an angle of the water battery. We could see the enemy
using musketry from the parapets of the rear works, but could see nothing of
the attacking force. An officer from General Smith had reached the vessel,
notifying me of the approach of his force, but with no advice as to time or
plan of attack.

CASEMA 'l'E D BA 'I''l'ERY
Doubly plated with railroad iron, at the bend near Fort DeRnssy, Red river, Loui~iana, showing effects of one shell and three solid shot fired from a 100-pounder Parrott
rifle on board the United States steamer Essex, at the distance of about 550 yards, March 16, 1864.
A percussion shell was the fir~t one fired, striking the point marked a, and tearing out the iron over a surface 12 inches long (vertically) by 8 inches wide. l!'our solid shot
succeeded; two of them struck full and fair within six feet of the hole made by the shell, one struck the crest at b, and one struck the talus of the _escarp JUSt below the
berme and beneath the middle port-hole. ']'he solid shot broke, shattered and drove in the iron, made holes in the heavy oak backing from 18 to 30 mches long by 8 to 11
inches wide, aud buried themselves deeply, the but of one being two feet below the exterior surface.
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The line of fire of the gunboats would have passed directly to the rear of the
works, injuring our own people more than the enemy in his works. I fired a
short-fuzed shell at an elevation as a signal gun, and then ventured one 100pounder rifle shell at the water battery, which shell burst over it, and the enemy
ran from it. A few moments after this a white flag was displayed from the
rear works, some six hundreil yards from the water battery, and which alone
had been attacked.
The guns and works were captured uninjured, and 185 prisoners fell into
General Smith's hands, those of the enemy occupying the water battery making
good their escape. General Walker, the rebel commander, had marched out
with 5,000 men, ostensibly to attack our approaching land force, leaving a garrison of but 300 men to defend works, incomplete and of considerable extent, and
which, if complete, had been of great strength.
Your order of the 14th instant was delayed some five hours beyond the time
necessary in reaching me, and, in consequence, I did not reach this place till
the evening of the 15th, a short time after the lighter vessels pushed on ahead,
and which bad arrived half an hour too late to capture six steamers which had
succeeded in getting over the falls, and escaping with one exception, the steamer
Countess, burned by the enemy after grounding on the falls. Had your order
duly reached me, we no d.oubt would have captured the steamers. By morning
nine gunboats bad arrived, and I landed a force of 180 men to occupy the
town, and to seize the rebel property. This force, under Lieutenant Commander
Selfridge, was in occupation of the place when you arrived. Seven prisoners
of war were captured by the pickets.
I am, very reEpectfully, your obedient servant,
S. L. PHELPS, Lieutenant CommandeT.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER, U.S.N.,
Commanding Mis:,-issippi Squadron.

EFFECTS OF RIFLE SHOT FROM TilE ESSEX UPON AN IRON-CASEMATED
BATTERY.

MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,
Off Alexandria, Louisiana, Marclt 20, 1864.
81 R : I enclose a sketch of an iron-casemated battery, showing the effects of
four rifle shot from the guns of the Essex, the experiment having been tried to
test the work. The distance fired from was 550 yards. This is one of the
strongest works ever built of earth and iron, and was supposed capable of effectually resisting our iron-clads.
Ten 100-pounder rifles, ten 11-inch guns, twenty 9-inch guns, six 30-pounder
rifles, and 8 eight-inch guns would have been brought to bear on this work
at one time, to say nothing of fifty guns firing shrapnell. The result can be
easily imagined.
1 send the sketch for the information of the Bureau of Ordnance.
Yours, respectfully,
D. D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary if the Navy.
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No.

MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

Flag-Skip Black Hawk, off Alexandria, Louisiana, March 24, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to report that we have captured two thousand and
twenty-one (2,021) bales of rebel cotton since we came into this river, all of
which has been sent to Cairo, together with twenty-eight (28) barrels of molasses.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral, Commanding JYiississippi Squadron.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,

Sec1·etary ofthe Navy, Washington, D. C.

CONDITION OF AFFAIRS ON THE RED RIVER.

No.

97.]

FLAG-SHIP BLACK RA WK, MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

Alexandria, Louisiana, Marclt 29, 1864.
SIR: Being about to leave for Shreveport, or as high up the river as I can
get, I have the honor to report progress.
After a great deal of labor, and two and a half days' hard work, we succeeded
in getting the Easport over the rocks on the falls, hauling her over by main
force; now and then a rise of an inch or so of water would help her along, and
she finally was enabled to pass the advance of the army, encamped on the bank
of the river twenty-five miles above Alexandria. Other vessels got through,
and a few more remain to be got over, when we will push on to the end. It is
very slow work getting over these rocks, but as yet we have met with no accidents. One hospital ship, belonging to the marine brigade, sank on the falls by
striking on the rocks, but all the rest of the transports went over safely. I shall
only be able to take up a part of the force I brought with me, and leave the
river guarded all the way through. r.rhe rebels are retreating before the army,
and, as usual, are destroying everything that can fall into our hands, treating
public and private property alike. This is the last hold they will have in this
country, and they seem determined to wreak their vengeance on the unoffending
inhabitants who have some little cotton to dispose of. Their destructiveness
has been a death blow to the rebellion in this State, and General Dick Taylor
has left a name behind him to be execrated when the rebellion is long past.
Confederate money is worth here one-quarter of a cent on the dollar, or the
most I have heard offered is three cents. The currency of a country is the
best proof of its prosperity.
The health of the squadron, I am happy to say, continues good.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiml.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,

8ecretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
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OCCUPATION OF GRAKD ECORE.-MOVEMENTS TO\VARDS SHREVEPORT.-Rl<~TURN TO GRAND ECORE.
FLAG-SHIP CRICKET, MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

Off Grand Ecore, Louisiana, Ap1·il 14, 1864.
SIR: I had the honor of reporting to you the movements of the squadron as
far as Alexandria, and the intention of General Banks to move on at once to
Shreveport. He deemed the co-operation of the gunboats so essential to success that I bad to run some risks and make unusual exertions to get them over
the falls.
The army started on the appointed day, and I pushed up the gunboats to
cover them, if they should be needed, as fast as they got over the falls. The
vessels arrived at Grand Ecore without accident, and had good water, the
river apparently about to reach its usual stage at this season. r.rbe Cricket,
Eastport, Mound City, Chillicothe, Carondelet, Pittsburg, Ozark, Neosho, Osage,
Lexington and }..,ort Hindman, Louisville and Pittsburg, were the vessels sent
up, and a fleet of 30 transports followed them.
Grand Ecore was occupied by our forces without opposition. The works deserted. Lieutenant Commander Phelps captured one 32-pounder on the river,
below Grand Ecore, which he destroyed, making 22 guns captured from the
enemy since we entered the river.
·
The army had arrived at Natchitoches, near Grand Ecore, when I got up
here, and was preparing for an immediate march. As the river was rising
very slowly, I would not risk the larger vessels by taking them higher up, but
started on the 7th of April for Shreveport with the Cricket, Fort Hindman,
Lexington, Osage, N eosbo, and Chillicothe, with the hope of getting the rest of
the vessels along when the usual rise came. Twenty transports were sent
along, filled with army stores, and with a portion of General A. J. Smith's
division on board. It was intended that the fleet should reach Springfield
landing on the third day, and then communicate with the army, a portion of
which expected to be at Springfield at that time. I found the difficulties of
navigation very great, but we reached the point specified within an hour of the
time appointed. At this point we were brought to a stop, the enemy had sunk
a very large steamer (the New Falls City) right across the river, her ends resting on each bank, and her hull, broken in the middle, resting on the bottom.
This was a serious obstruction, but I went to work to remove it. Before I commenced operations, however, a courier came in from General Banks, bringing
the unpleasant and most unexpected news "Our army has met with a reverse,"
and was falling back to Pleasant Rill, some 60 miles in our rear. Orders also
came to General A. J. Smith to return to Grand Ecore with the transports and the
troops he had with him. Here was an end to our expedition for the present,
and we reluctantly turned back, after having nearly reached the object we were
aiming at. The information we received was of a very unsatisfactory kind,
and we did not know really what was the exact state of affairs, no letters having been sent by post courier.
It would be very difficult to describe the return passage of the fleet through
this narrow and snaggy river. As long as our army could advance triumphantly it was not so bad; but we bad every reason to suppose that our return
would be interrupted in every way and at every point by the enemy's land
forces, and we were not disappointed. They commenced on us from high
banks, at a place called Cousbattie, and kept up a fire of musketry whenever an
oportunity was offered them. By a proper distribution of the gunboats I had
no trouble in driving them away, though from the high banks they could fire
on our decks almost with impunity. As we proceeded down the river they in-
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creased in numbers, and as we only made thirty miles a day, they could cross
from point to point and be ready to meet us on our arrival below. On the left
bank of the river a man by the name of Harrison, with 1,900 cavalry and four
or five pieces of artillery, was appointed to follow us down and annoy us. It
was very fortunate for us-that this person and his command were lately severely
hal}dled by a gunboat, (a few weeks ago,) which made them careful about
coming within range. On the evening of the 12th instant we were attacked
from the right bank of the river by a detachment of men of quite another character. They were a part of the army which two or three days previous had
gained success over our army, and flushed with victory, or under the excitement of liquor, they appeared suddenly upon the right bank and fearlessly
opened fire on the Osage, Lieutenant Commander 'r. 0. Selfridge, (iron-clad,)
she being hard aground at the time with a transport (the Black Hawk) alongside of her; towing her off. The rebels opened with two thousand muskets, and
soon drove every one out of the Black Hawk to the safe casemates of the monitor. Lieutenant Bache had just come from his vessel, (the Lexington,) and
fortunately was enabled to pull up to her again, keeping close under the bank,
while the Osage opened a destructive fire on these poor deluded wretches, who,
maddened with liquor and led on by their officers, were vainly attempting to
capture an iron vessel. I am told that their hootings and actions bafile description. Force after force seemed to be brought up to the edge of the bank,
where they confronted the guns of the iron vessels, only to be cut down by
grap&shot and canister. In the mean time Lieutenant Bache had reached his
vessel, and, widening the distance between him and the Osage, he opened a
cross-fire on the infuriated rebels, who fought with such desperation and courage
against certain destruction, that it could only be accounted for in one way.
Our opinions were verified on inspection of some of the bodies of the slain-the
men actually smelling of Louisiana rum! This affair lasted nearly two hours
before the rebels fled. They brought up two pieces of artillery, one of which
was quickly knocked over by the Lexington's guns, the other they managed to
carry off. The cross-fire of the Lexington finally decided this curious affair of
a fight between infantry and gunboats. 'J.lhe rebels were mowed down by her
canister, and finally retreated in as quick haste as they had come to the attack,
leaving the space of a mile covered with dead and wounded, muskets, and knapsacks. A dying rebel informed our men that General Green had his head
blown off, which I do not vouch for as true. If true, it is a serious loss to the
rebels. Night coming on, we had no means of ascertaining the damage done
to the rebels. We were troubled no more from the right bank of the river, and
a party of 5,000 men who were marching to cut us off were persuaded to change
their r;nind after hearing of the unfortunate termination to the first expedition.
That same night I ordered the transports to proceed on, having placed the gunboats at a point where the rebels had a battery. All the transports were passed
safely, the rebels not firing a shot in return to the many that were bursting
over the hills. The next morning, the 13th instant, I followed down myself,
and finding at Oampte, six miles from Grand Ecore by land, that they had got
aground, and would be some time getting through, I proceeded down in this
vessel to Grand Ecoce, and got General Banks to send up troops enough to
keep the guerillas away from the river. We were fired on as usual after we
started down, but when I had the troops sent up, the transports came along
without any trouble. This has been an expedition where a great deal of labor
has been expended, a great deal of individual bravery shown, and on such
occasions the commander-in-chief is apt to find out the metal of wh;ch his officers are made, and on future occasions it will enable him to select those wlw
will not likely fail in the time of need. To Lieutenant Commander T. 0. Selfridge, commanding the Osag·e, and Lieutenant George M. Bache, commanding
the Lexington, I am particularly indebted foi' the gallant manner in which they
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defended their vessels, and for their management during the expedition, always
anticipating and intelligently carrying out my wishes and orders.
I found the fleet at Grand Ecore somewhat in an unpleasant situation-two
of them being above the bar, and not likely to get away again this season, unless
there is a rise of a foot. I could not provide against this, when over a hundred
miles up the river. If nature does not change her laws, there will no doubt.,be
a rise of water; but there was one year, 1846, when there was no rise in the
Red river, and it may happen again. 'The rebels are cutting off the supply by
diverting different sources of water into other channels; all of which would have
been stopped had our army arrived as far as Shreveport. I have done my best
(and so have the officers and men under my command) to make this expedition
a success throughout, and do not know that we have failed in anything we have
undertaken. Had we not heard of the retreat of the army, I should still have
gone on to the end. A wise Providence, which rules and directs all things, has
thought proper to stay our progress and throw impediments in the way, for
some good reason.
We have nothing left but to try it again, and hold on to this country with
all the force we can raise. It is just as valuable to us and important to the
cause as any other portion of the Union. Those who have interests here, and
are faithful to the government, have a right to expect our protection, and when
this part of Louisiana is conquered we hold Arkansas and all the right bank of
the Mississippi without firing another gun.
There is a class of men who have during this war shown a good deal of
bravery and patriotism, and who have seldom met with any notice from those
whose duty it is to report such matters. I speak of the pilots on the western
waters. Without any hope of future reward, through fame or in a pecuniary
way, they enter into the business of piloting the transport through dangers
that would make a faint-hearted man quail. Occupying the most exposed position, a fair mark for a sharpshooter, they are continually fired at, and often
hit, without so much as a mention being made of their gallantry. On this
expedition they have been much exposed, and have showed great gallantry in
managing their vessels while under fire in this, to them, unknown river. I beg
leave to pay this small tribute to their bravery and zeal, and must say, as a
class, I never knew a braver set of men. I also beg leave to mention favorably
Acting Master H. H. Gorringe, commanding this vessel. He has shown great
zeal, courage, and ability during this expedition, serving his guns mpidly and
well, at his post night and day, ready for anything, and assisting materially in
getting the transports by dangerous points. Mounting one of his 24-pounder
howitzers on his upper deck, he was enabled to sweep the bank in all directions. and one or two fires had the desired effect. He was of great service to
me throughout the expedition; was slightly wounded, but nothing of consequence, (owing to his exposing himself so much.)
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. POR'l,ER, Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy, Washin5ton D. C.

No. 103.]

FLAG-SHIP CRICKET,

Grand Ecore, Louisiana, April 1·! , 1864.
SIR: Accompanying this is a report of my expedition up Red river. In that
report I touched lightly upon army affairs from prudential motives, not deeming
it prudent to give to the public all the facts connected with the case ; still I deem
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it my duty to state to the department all the difficulties now existing. I have
done all I could to co-operate with the army and make the move a successful one,
and the co-operation has been carried on most harmoniously. I saw the orders
of General Halleck to Generals Sherman, Steele and Banks, to undertake this
campaign, indicating in a precise manner how it was to be done. The plan
has been carried out to the letter, except gaining a victory, and the co-operation
of the gunboats was deemed essential to success. At the beginning, while we
co-operated with General A. J. Smith, of General Sherman's command, we carried
everything before us, and if we have not met with continued suceess, it is owing
to the delay of General Banks's army, which was ten days behindhand-an important period in a campaign.
r.I.'he army here has met with a great defeat, no matter what the generals try
to make of it; with the defeat has come demoralization, and it will take some
time to reorganize and make up the deficiencies in killed and prisoners. The
whole affair has been seriously mismanaged. Finding the enemy retreating before them, with 25,000 men yet unscattered, our troops moved on with a certainty
of meeting with no serious opposition. It was known, however, at headquarters,
that the enemy were posted at Mansfield and talked of giving us battle, notwithstanding which six thousand raw cavalry were placed in advance with a
large baggage train close after them, and only supported by two thousand five
hundred infantry under General Ransom, who protested strongly, but in vain,
against the arrangement.
The enemy, numbering 15,000, took advantage of this state of things, and attacked the head of the cavalry column with their whole force; of course they
were routed in a short time, fell back, running over the infa.ntry, made a stampede among the wagons, and the whole mass was mixed up in inextricable confusion.
rl'he action took place four miles this side of Mansfield, and it was a disorderly
rout as far as Pleasant Hill, fifteen miles, where a stand was made. The enemy
followed, doubtless much surprised with their easy victory, until checked by
the 19th army corps under General Franklin, which opened its ranks and let
the flying multitude pass to their rear. In their turn the 19th corps attacked
the enemy and repulsed them in a very short time, but not in time to save the
cavalry train, all of which fell into the hands of the rebels and 18 pieces of artillery. Had Franklin's corps been in front, a complete victQry would have been
ours. It was the worst managed affair that I ever heard of; I cannot ascertain
where the fault was.
It was determined, I believe, to retreat that night or next morning, but the
enemy attacked the next day (the 9th) and our army had to act on the defensive. 'l'he enemy came on with a boldness and desperation seldom met with
during this war. Their canteens were found to be filled with Louisiana rum,
which accounts for it. They were mowed down by our fire, and though at first
they broke one of our wings, they had to stop when General A. J. Smith, with
8,000 of the 17th corps, charging through the 19th corps, met them with the bayo·
net, and the other troops rallying poured in a destructive fire. The rebels fled in
wild confusion, leaving their killed and wounded on the field, and two of the
guns captured frcm us the day before. General A. J. Smith chased ~hPm for
two miles, when they disappeared and did not stop until they had retreated six
miles. This time we really gained the victory, though we came near losing it.
Notwithstanding our success, it was decided to fall back to Grand Ecore, which
was done. The rebels sent in a flag of truce, asking permission to bury their
dead ; they were doubtless much astonished to find no one there to receive it.
r.rhis is one of those instances where two armies ran away from each other.
When I arrived here I found a bad state of affairs, the army much demoralized and the men talking loudly of the mismanagement which thinned their
numbers. General Sherman had sent a bearer of despatches to recall General
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Smith's division, and I was waited for to decide what course to take. I raised
my voice against its departure on the ground that they had been victorious, were
animated with a desire to go ahead, and had full confidence in their general.
In the next place, I felt assured that if General Smith should leave, it would be
construed into a defeat by the rebels, and would result in the remainder of the
army retreating with great loss of material.
The most important consideration, however, is, that General Steele is now
within striking distance of Shreveport, waiting for our troops to advance. If
this army were to withdraw, the enemy would turn upon Steele with their whole
force and crush him; lie not anticipating any of the unfortunate events which
have occurred here, would probably come up with a very strong force in his
front, while an equal one would be thrown i:n his rear. I wrote to General
Sherman explaining the reasons of retaining his men, which deficiency he can
easily make up by taking from the large force in Arkansas (now not wanted)
an equal number of men. I was also influenced in my decision by a desire to
save my squadron, which I left here in falling water without a land force; the
gunboats aground could do nothing, and this is a case of mutual protection.
When I left here I placed the vessels remaining behind in charge of Lieutenant
Commander Phelps, with orders to look out for them and watch the falling water.
He had dropped some of them below the bar; when our army carne in retreating,
he ordered up four of the boats again to take position to cover our troops; that
was all well and proper, but he should have dropped them down when he saw
there was no danger of an attack, and I could then have easily got them to
Alexandria; as it is, the thing is uncertain, without a rise in the river. Now
is the time of full river, the snows melting and the rains commencing, but we
have nothing of the kind, the water falling steadily three inches a day. The
moment I came down 1 ordered the boats below the bar, but a pontoon bridge
obstructs the way and detains us in getting along. I shall know in an hour
what success to expect. I shall then go to work lightening the vessels. In all
my operations I have <:Ln eye to the water ; as long as I have plenty of that I
fear no other -obstacles. In this instance I was governed by the reports made
by Red river pilots, that we would have plenty of water until June, and a high
rise at that time. General Banks was so impatient to move, that all I could get
him to say was, "r.rhere will be plenty of water," and dwelling much on the
importance of the gunboats. It was well we came up, for I am convinced the
rebels would have attacked this broken army at Grand Ecore had we not been
here to cover them. I do not think our army would be in a condition to meet
them. I can get away from here without trouble now by taking out my guns,
and can be below the town in three fathom~ water for a long time to come,
holding a position that would completely cover the army; but if I was to leave
altogether, it would be a stain upon the navy for all time to come, and would be
followed by a disastrous retreat of the army with much loss of men. Under
these circumstances, I have determined to hold on to as many of the vessels as
I can, hoping that the usual rise will come; we only want a foot more to go up
and down as we please. I have light-draught vessels that will take the place
of the heavy vessels in case I can take these below, but if the rebels bring in
heavy guns the iron-clads will be the only ones to be depended on.
Now, sir, so far we have met with not the loss of a rope yarn. I even stopped
to bring down a steamboat that the army had ordered to be burned, not wishing
the rebels to say that we had to burn her. I do not wish to lose anything, and
want to understand at once whether the army is to leave us here, in case they
go away, or retreat while the water is falling; if so, I will lighten the gunboats
of guns and rverything else, and work them over the bars.
I do not see why a fleet should not have the protection of an army, as well
18 an army have the protection of a fleet. If we are left here aground, our com~ mtmic:ati~:ms will be cut off and we will have to destroy the vesBels. I do not
Part n--16
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intend to destroy a rowboat if it can be helped, and if the proper course is pursued we will lose nothing. The army should hold this place until the last man
can stand; if they leave, we lose Steele's army and a portion (perhaps) of the
gunboats. We will have spent all this time and treasure in an expedition that
promised so much to our cause; we will lose the finest portion of Louisiana,
where people are anxious to have the war ended, and where many of them have
1laken up arms in defence of the Union. Now we can claim to have whipped the
rebels in the last day's fighting, which partly wipes out the first day's disgrace,
which was not the fault of our troops, but owing to a blind security and mismanagement and a contempt of the enemy, three things that should always be avoided
by a good general.
I wish the department would give me its views without delay, and direct
Captain Pennock to send me the answer by a despatch vessel. I must confess
that I feel a little uncertain how to act; I could not leave this army now without
disgracing myself forever, and when running a risk in their cause, I do not
want to be deserted. One of my officers has already been asked, "If we would
not burn our gunboats as soon .as the army left," speaking as if a gunboat was
a very ordinary affair, and could be burnt with indifference. I enclose two notes
l received from Generals Banks and Stone.
There is a faint attempt to make a victory out of this, but two or three such
victories would cost us our existence.
I shall await your answer with anxiety, and remain, very respectfully, your
obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER
Rea'r-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary rif the Navy, Washington, D. C.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
Pleasant Hill, .April 9, 1864_.:._9~ p. m.
ADMIRAL: By direction of the major general commanding I have the honor
to inform you that, about noon yesterday, the advance of his forces reached a
point about four miles this side of Mansfield. There the advance became engaged with a force of the enemy which proved to be largely superior, being the
combined force:5 of Taylor, Green, and Price. After hard fighting until sunset
with these superior forces, the advance party had to fall back with considerable
loss of men, artillery, and transportation, under cover of the 19th army corps,
which managed to hold its ground through the night, and to fall back to form a
junction with General A. J. Smith's forces here this morning.
'l'his afternoon, nearly at sunset, the enemy attacked our forces here with the
command of yesterday, strengthened by two divisions of General Price's army,
which had not arrived in time to take part yesterday.
The enemy was driven at all points in the most brilliant manner by charges,
and were utterly discomfited. We rP.captured two guns taken from us yesterday,.and captured caissons and other materials of great value to the rebels.
The victory is a complete one, and, together with the loss of morale, which is
its natural consequence, will contribute greatly to the object in view in the ex
pedition.
Very respectfully, admiral, your obedient servant,
CHARLES P. STONE,
Brigadier General and Chief of Stajj.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding Mississippi Squadron.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,

Pleasant Hill, April 9, 1864.
The land column that was intended for the movement against Shreveport
encountered a superior force four miles this side of Mansfield, and, being
unable to communicate with the forces from the river, bas been compelled
to retreat. It is now our expectation to fall back to Grand Ecore. You will
make your dispositions accordingly.
The fighting was very sharp, but, from the situation of the country, it has
been impossible to bring but a portion of our forces against the entire strength
of the enemy.
The loss of the enemy has been very severe; ours serious. General Ransom
has been wounded. If possible, send a communication to General Steele.
I am, &c.,
N. P. BANKS,
Maj07· General, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding Mississippi 8quad1·on.

OPERATIONS OF THE GUNBOATS.-SINKING AND DESTRUCTION OF THE
EASTPORT.

Report

of Rear-Admiral D.

D. Porter.

~.,LAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK, MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

Off Alexandria, La., April 17, 1864.
I have the honor to repo,rt my arrival at this point for a few hours. I
shall return to Grand Ecore in two hours. I had succeeded in getting all the
large vessels over the bar at Grand Ecore, and in a fair way of getting down
as far as Alexandria, when I beard the Eastport had sunk eight miles below. I
sent down at once and found it to be so ; she was :five hours sinking, said to be
done by a torpedo; she don't seem to be damaged much. I came down for my
steam-pump boats; have one alongside the Eastport already, and take another
up with me to-day. There will be trouble getting her up if the river ever
rises again; the water comes as high as her gun-deck; her guns and heavy
articles have been taken off. I came here and found trouble at Fort Pillow ;
the policy pursued, in not defending the strong posts where so much blood and
treasure have been expended, will always cause these difficulties. I bad two
boats up there, but the negro and invalid garrison were not strong enough to do
their part. I have sent the Essex, Benton, Choctaw, Lafayette, Ouachita, and
Avenger up to Fort Pillow to prevent any permanent landing there. I sent an
expedition up the Washita as far as Monroe, which captured 3,000 bales of
confederate cotton, brought away 800 negroes, and destroyed much rebel
property. rrhe expedition was under Lieutenant Commander Foster, and was
particularly successful. I am bringing up light-draught vessels to take the place
of the heavy boats during the low water. We have only eight feet of water
between this and Grand Ecore, and many lumps exist. This expedition, and
the failure of the army to advance, has given me a great deal of trouble; but I
don't despair of getting out of it. It is only a matter of want of water, and I
cannot think that this river would fail to rise while all the others are booming.
Being constantly engaged in providing for the many curious cases that are
daily occurring, I hope you will excuse me for not making fuller reports.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary ofthe Navy, Washington., D. C.
SIR:
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PERILOUS SITUATION OF THE FLEET.-FALLING BACK OF THE ARMY.
FLAG-SHIP CRICKET, MrssrssrPPI SQUADRON,

Below Grm;d Ecore, La., April 23, 1864.
SIR: In my last communication I informed you of the sinking of the Eastport by a torpedo about eight miles below Grand Ecore. The moment I heard
of it I went down to Alexandria and sent a despatch vessel for our two steam·pump boats; one was· coming ovex the falls as I passed down, and the other
fortunately came in sight an hour afterwards. They were both sent up and set
to work to raise the sunken vessel. She was so much shattered in the bottom
that I almost defij>aired of effecting anything. The same day that the boats
arrived up General Banks gave orders for the army to prepare to move on to
Alexandria, and as Grand Ecore was only four miles from us by land, the
chances were that the rebels would mount numerous artillery on the bluff close
at hand, and prevent our working. Nevertheless we went to work, and proceeded until the vessel was raised, the pumps working all the time, and we
unable to get at the leak. Lieutenant Commander Phelps worked with great
perseverance, coolness, and patience under these unpleasant circumstances.
The same day the army moved we moved down with the Eastport with her own
steam and one steam-pnmp alongside of her, barely keeping her free, and the
leak not discovered. We started very fair, and made in a few hours twenty
miles down river, having sent convoy to bring down the transports, which were
taken safely to Alexandria. But the Eastport got out of the channel, and it
seems impossible to move her ahead. Everything that man can do has been
done, and I shall persevere until attacked here, or until the falling water
endangers the other ves;-;els. 'rhere will be but one course. for me to"' pursue;
that is, to perform the painful duty of destroying the Eastport to prevent her
falling into the enemy's hands. I have no certainty of getting her down as far
as Alexandria; the water has fallen too much to leave her here, with our army
retreating to Alexandria, and with 2f>,OOO rebels (if victorious) assailing us at
every point. We can fight them to the last. At this time the rebels are following our army, and the artillery and musketry can be heard quite distinctly.
We do not know the result. Had the army held Grand Ecore a fortnight, we
would with certainty have saved the vessel, and will do so now if we can find
water to get her down. She has a great deal of water in her, which increases
her draught and makes her very heavy; her pumps cannot get it all out, nor can
we find the place where she is injured. The unfortunate issue of this expedition has thrown the gunboats into a bad predicament. When I came up here
the water was rising, and all our vessels navigated the river to Grand Ecore
with ease, and with some of them I reached Springfield landing-the place
designated by General Banks for the gunboats to meet the army. My part
was successfully accomplished; the failure of the army to proceed, and the
retreat back to Grand Ecore, left me almost at the mercy of the enemy.
Fortunately we got through without any accident or serious disaster from the
enemy's fire. I soon sa"\ that tL.e army would go to Alexandria again, and we
would be left above the bars in a helpless condition. I went to work immediately to get the heavy boats below, which I succeeded in doing by great
exertions on the part of the commanders. I kept the lighter-draught Yessels to
cover the army if they should need it, and to take the transports down . safely,
all of which was done. The vessels are mostly at Alexandria, above the falls,
excepting this one and two others I kept to protect the Eastport. When the
rebels heard we had . arrived at Grand Ecore, they commenc~d turning the
source of water supply off into the lakes, which would have been remedied had
the army succeeded in getting to Shreveport. I cannot blame myself for
!\Oming up at the only season when the water rises. All the rivers are full and
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rising, but the Red river is falling at the rate of two inches a day-a most
unusual occurrence; this river always being full until the middle of June.
Whether we will yet have a rise it would be impossible for any one to foresee.
It seems like an impossibility that. we could be caught ill such a predicament in
the time of rising water, but such may be the case. If General Banks should
determine to evacuate this country, the gunboats will be cut off from all communication with the Mississippi. It cannot be possible that the country would
be willing to have eight iron-clads, three or four other gunboats, and many
transports, sacrificed without an effort to save them. Tt would be the worst
thing that has happened this war. 1 beg leave, most respectfully, to call your
earnest attention to this matter. I shall remonstrate with all the energy I am
capable of against being left here and have to destroy my vessel, and I hope,
sir, that you will see, in the position wherein I am placed, strong reasons for
holding this country, and re-enforcing the army with troops, to do it with a
certainty. Two months are left yet in which to expect a rise; but many say it
will not come-the wish, perhaps, being father to the thought. It would be
bard indeed, after co-operating with the army, and the navy performing
successfully all that was required of it, to be left in a position where we would
have to surrender or blow up. I will promise you the latter. I have no hope
of getting the Eastport down, though the commander is still very sanguine.
If we could g·et her within forty miles of Alexandria we could save her; or if it
rises there will be no trouble at all. If the enemy bring on their heavy
artillery, the people on the steam-pumps will not be able to work at all. With
the gunboats alone and untrammelled, I should not be afraid of any force the
rebels could bring to bear upon us, being confident that we could beat them off
if they came in strong force. Whatever may happen I shall hope for the best,
but consider it my duty to anticipate events, and run no risk of losing this
squadron.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rea-r -Admiral.
Hon. GIDEo N WELLES,
S ecretary qf tl~e Na'Vy, TVashington, D. C.

Additional repm·t of Rear-Admiral D D. Porter.
}.,LAG· SHIP CRICKET, MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

Off Alexand-ria, La., April 28, 1864.
SIR: I had the honor to inform you, in my communication No. 106, of the
sinking of the Eastport while proceeding down to Alexandria, caused by the
explosion of a torpedo under her bottom, and near her bow. On hearing this
bad news I proceeded at once to the vessel and found her sunk to the gun-deck,
the water over it on one side.
I saw that no time was to be lost, and went at once to Alexandria, in hopes of
finding one of our steam-pump boats, then due. Lieutenant Commander Phelps
had already sent a tug down for the same purpose, and as I passed over the
falls, the pump-boat hoYe in sight and proceeded on up. An hour after, the
other boat came up, and I sent her up also, being confident that the Eastport
would now be raised.
Ihad ordered all her guns taken out and all her ammunition transferred to
other vessels, which was done .by the time I reached her again, forty-eight
hours after the pump-boats went up.
I was rletained a day in Alexandria, making a different disposition of the
vessels in the Mississippi, owing to the report of the capture of Fort Pillow by
tse rebels. I sent s9me of the heavy iron-clads up there with orders to remain,
and also changed the destination of various vessels in the different rivers.
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When I returned to the Eastport, I found her in a fair way of being afloat,
though all the heavy steam-pumps together did not do more than slightly decrease the water. The leak bad to be stopped by bulkheading. Lieutenant
Commander Phelps went to work vigorously to endeavor to save his vessel,
and he was seconded by his officers and crew. I don't think I ever witnessed
harder work than was performed by the officers and crew of the Eastport, and
it seemed to be the deterimination of all on board that she should not fall into
the hands of the enemy if it oould be helped.
I felt confident that the Eastport would be saved, if time permitted, but I
had a faint idea that our army were about to fall back on Alexandria, when it
would become necessary to destroy the Eastport, or perhaps some other vessels.
On my arrival at Grand Ecore I found that preparations were making to
move the army in the direction of Alexandria, and I ordered the large vessels
at once below the bars with orders to proceed slowly to Alexandria, keeping
with me six of the lighter-draught vessels to cover the land forces, and give protection to the transports.
The day after my return to Grand Ecore orders were issued for the army to
move to Alexandria. 'rhe Eastport was . not yet afloat, and ~ thought our
chance of saving her very small, unless we were certain of. having no enemy
to annoy us after the army left. On the 20th of April I went down to the
Eastport .again, and after informing the commander how matters stood, we concluded that it was necessary to run some risks if we wished to save the vessel.
She was now slightly resting on the bottom on one side, and steam had been
raised on her.
On the 21st she started in tow of the pump-boat Champion No. f), and with
the pump of Champion No. 3 transferred to the Eastport, and com'l.ected with
her boilers. This arrangement, with the addition of one or two syphon pumps,
kept the water out of the fire-room, and confined it to the bow.
I waited at a point eight miles below Grand Ecore, and sent up a gnnboat to
convoy down all the transports that were left up, this vessel bringing up the
rear, towing a flat on which were all the Eastport's guns.
On the first day the Eastport made twenty miles down the river, but at 6
o'clock in ~he evening she grounded, from not being in the channel, and the
first of our difficulties commenced in getting her over the bars and other obstructions which abound in this river.
It would be impossible to give an adequate idea of the difficulties of the navigation from the 21st of April up to the 26th, the time when it was no longer
considered possible to get the Eastport over the sand-bars and logs, now increasing, unless time was allowed to remove them, and the enemy were kept
from annoying us while we were at work.
The lieutenant commander commanding the Eastport, S. L. Phelps, had done
all that man could do to save his vessel, and felt it to be a matter of pride
to get her to Alexandria.
She had grounded eight times badly, and each time under circumstances
where it was very doubtful if she would come off; but the commander's confidence never de::~erted him, and I could not help but admire his coolness and
faith in getting his vessel to Alexandria, when I knew there were places to pass
below with much less water on them.
I determined that I would never leave this vessel to her fate as long as the
commander felt a hope of getting her down. He worked with almost superhuman efforts to accomplish the object in view, sleeping apparently neither night
nor day; everybody worked, and went through privations of all kinds, and I
must say that, mentally, I never went through so much anxiety in my life.
On the sixth day of this labor of hauling the Eastport over the bars, and
after congratulating ourselves that we had passed every impediment, orders
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were given to fill up with fence-rails for fuel, and we started down stream, with
the expectation of making at least thirty miles that day. The vessel had already been brought sixty miles on her way, and six. more would bring her
within our lines.
The army, though, were sixty miles ahead of us, and the repo:rt was that the
rebels were following in their rear, also opposing them in front, and we might
naturally expect, when ~he army arrived safely in Alexandria, that the whole
power of the enemy would be directed to cutting off my small force of three
light-draughts, and the Eastport, without any guns; indeed, we had already
received notice that such were' their intentions.
On April .::!5th I made signal to pass down stream, and had scarely started
before the Eastport was hard aground, and this time in a position where even
the commander's hopes of relieving her failed. 'rhe difficulty here was a wa~t
of water, and the bed of the river was filled with logs, over which it would be
impossible to get the vessel unless we had the time.
We tried to lighten her by removing her iron plating, but this we found to
be labor beyond our power ; the plates could not be removed in a short time,
and that plan was abandoned at once.
I had determined to remain by the Eastport until she was safe within our
lines, or blown up, to prevent her falling into the hands of the enemy.
On two occasions I had given the commander preparatory instructions relative to her destruction, thinking her time had come; but, still hopeful and persistent, he stuck to the work, and deserved to have met with greater success.
Every effort was made to get the Eastport off from what proved to be her
final resting-place.
The gunboat Fort Hindman (whose commander has worked to save the Eastport with a zeal I never saw surpassed) succeeded, with her steam capstan, in
moving her bow, but only enough to get into a worse position right across the
channel, with a bed of logs under her, and from that place it seemed that no
human power could move her. The commander having admitted there seemed no
hope of getting her off, unless we had time, and our rear protected, I gave the
order to destroy her.
One ton of powder was placed in her in various positions, she was filled with
such combustibles as we could procure, and at 1.45 p. m., April 26, the Eastport was blown up, Lieutenant Commander Phelps applying the match and
being the last one to leave the vessel. He had barely time to reach the boat
when the Eastport blew up, covering the boat with fragments of wood. Seven
different explosions followed, and then the flames burst forth in every direction.
The vessel was completely destroyed-as perfect a wreck as ever was made
by powder. She remains a troublesome obstruction to block up the channel for
some time to come. All stores, &c., were removed, and such parts of the
machinery as could be made available by the rebels.
There was nothing but the iron plates left behind, which finally fell inside
the hull. Some fell out-board, as the fire burnt away· the wood to which they
were attached, and will soon disappear under the sands.
I would have brought away every piece of iron, had I not been warned that I
had overstaid my time.
Gangs of guerillas began to hover on the left bank of the river, and just previous to blowing up the Eastport we were attacked by a heavy force on the
right bank.
This vessel was lying tied to the bank, and I was backing out from the Eastport in the Hindman, to give the former a chance to blow up without injury to
any one. The rebels selected this moment to make their attack, and rising
suddenly from the bank, Ol_)ened on our little squadron with 1,200 muskets, and
then made a rush to board the Cricket.
'!'he enemy, however, were properly met and repelled, and the Cricket,
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dropping out from the -bank, opened on them with grape and canister ; and
with a heavy cross-fire from the two other ·vessels the rebels wer~ routed in :five
minutes. After this we blew the Eastport up and proceeded down the river.
VitT e were not molested until we had gone about 20 miles, at a point above
Cane river. When rounding the point, the vessels in close order and ready for
action, we descried a party of the enemy with artillery on the right bank, and
we immediately opened fire with our bow guns. 'rhe enemy immediately returned it with a large number of cannon, eighteen in all, every shot of which
struck thie vessel.
The captain (Acting Master H. H. Gorringe) g·ave orders to stop the engines
for the purpose of fighting the battery and covering the boats astern ; I corrected
this mistake and got headway on the vessel again, but not soon enough to
avoid the pelting shower of shot and shell which the enemy poured into us,
every shot going through and through us, clearing all our decks in a moment.
Finding the guns not firing :rapidly, I stepped on the gun-deck to see what
was the matter. As I stepped down, the after gun was struck with a shell and
disabled, and every man at the gun killed and wounded. At the same moment
the crew from the forward gun were swept away by a shell exploding, and the
men were wounded in the :fire-room, leaving only one man to fire up.
I made up a gun's crew from the contrabands, who fought the gun to the last
moment. Finding t.hat the engine did not move, I went into the engine-room
and found the chief engineer killed, whose place was soon supplied by an assistant. I then went to the pilot-house and found that a shot had gone through it
and wounded one of the pilots. I took charge of the vessel, and as the battery
was a very heavy one I determined to pass it, which was done under the heaviest
fire I ever witnessed.
·
I attempted to turn her head up stream to attack with our two bow guns, the
only guns left, but as this was impracticable, I let her drift down around the
point and shelled the enemy's batteries in the rear. 'rhis disturbed them for a
moment, and enabled the light-draught Juliet and pump-boat Champion, lashed
together, to escape from under the bank, where they had drifted.
The Juliet had her steam-pipe cut and became disabled, having drifted clear
from under the guns of the enemy and close into the bank, where the guns could
not be depressed to reach them, and from whence the Champio:r;t towed her in
safety when the Hindman opened her batteries, and this vessel was firing into
the rear of the enemy's batteries.
Seeing that the Hindman did not pass the batteries, the Juliet disabled, and
that one of the pump- boats had her boiler exploded by a shot, I ran down to a
point three or four .miles below, where 1 had ordered two iron-clads to be ready
to meet me in case of emergency.
Unfortunately, I ran on shore a short time after passing the batteries, and
remained there three hours, took fire in the mean time from the explosion of some
cartridges, the box containhtg which had been struck by the enemy's shot. It
was after dark when I reached the appointed place, where I found the Osage
lying opposite a field battery of the enemy, which they had been shelling
throughout the day.
The Lexington had been h~rd at work at them, and had been hulled :fifteen
times, with only one man killed. The firing above had ceased, and as the
channel was very intricate, I could not send her up to the assistance of the
vessels without danger of her getting aground. I knew that they were all above
the batteries, and was in hopes that the Hindman had Bilenced them.
Lieutenant Commander Phelps had two vessels in charge, the Juliet and
Champion, which he wished to get through safely. He kept them out of range
until he could partially repair the Juliet, and then starting under a heavy fire
he made a push by. Unfortunately the pump-boat was disabled and set fire to
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and burnt up. The Hindman had her wheel-ropes cut away aud drifted past,
turning round and round, and getting well cut up in going by.
The Juliet was cut to pieces in hull and machinery ; had fifteen killed and
wounded. Four miles below they met the Neosho going up, too late to
cover them. Had she arrived in time she could have probably cleaned out the
batteriefl, at least diverted the fire of them until the passage of the boats.
I enclose the report of Lieutenant Commanding Phelps, from the time of his
first misfortune until his arrival at this place, where I now am with all the
fleet, having lost none of the gunboats, but very much surprised that I have
any left, considering all the difficulties encountered. When the rebels had
followed our army to the point where they could effect no more, all their attention was turned to the little squadron I had escorting the Eastport.
Every man and gun was brought to the river, and we had to contend against
such odds that it seemed impossible to escape destruction or very severe handling. No vessels were ever better fought, and none of this class (mere threadpaper vessels) were ever under so hot a fire.
In five minutes the Cricket was struck thirty-eight times with solid shot and
shell, with a loss of twenty-five killed and wounded-half her crew; the Juliet
about the same, with fifteen killed and wounded. The Hindman lost three killed
and four or five wounded ..
I may have lacked judgmentin not blowing the Eastport up sooner, when I
found that we were a secondary consideration to the army ; but as I had staid
behind myself to see the last transport through safely, I could not do less with
one of my own vessels.
I was unable to keep up communication with the army. As the means of
communication were with them, and as they marched along faster than I calculated, (forty miles in one day, when I supposed they would only go twenty,)
I was more in their rear than I should have been. This arose from my desire
to save the Eastport, and hoping that some signal success on the part of the
army (which I felt confident was able to whip all the rebels in that part of the
country) would dispose of the enemy altogether.
From the beginning of this expedition up to the present time the officers and
men of this squadron have worked with superhuman zeal, and overcome difficulties which seemed insurmountable. The success of the expedition depended
entirely on the success of the navy in getting the transports safely to an
appointed place-Springfield landing-which would have put us in communication with the army, and then in possession of all their materials of war.
This we accomplished; and when the army returned, unexpectedly, we fought
our way back again without loss of any kind, excepting men, inflicting a
loss of five hundred men on the enemy, killed their best general, Greene, and a
number of his officers.
On our way down to Alexandria obstacles were overcome enough to appal
tlie stoutest heart. Guns had to be taken out of vessels and then jumped over
sand-bars and logs, and the squadron arrived here in time to prevent any attack
on our reserve stores.
The di;IJ.culty about water is a most unusual one, and we must certainly have
a rise of the few feet we want before the end of the season. All the rivers are
booming at this time, and it should be so here. I am no more responsible for
the failure of water here than I would be if the Mississippi went dry at this
season-a thing that never happened yet.
·
I came up here with the river on the rise, and water enough for our largest
Vei3sels ; and even on my way up to Shreveport from Grand Ecore the water
rose, while it commenced falling where I left the largest gunboats. Falling or
not, I could not go back while in charge of the transports and the material on
which an army of thirty thousand men depended. Nothing would justify me
in doing so.
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I have still confidence in a good Providence, which I am sure will not desert
us, and confidence that the nation will not permit this fleet to be sacrificed when
it has so well performed its part in what should have been a complete success.
In conclusion, I beg leave to mention the brave, cool, and zealous manner in
which Lieutenant Commander Phelps worked to get his vessel out of her difficulties, never losing his faith for a single moment ; also the handsome manner
in which he brought the two fragile gunboats past those heavy batteries, cheating the enemy of the prize they had promised themselves.
To Acting Volunteer Lieutenant John Pearce, commanding the ~'ort Hindman, great praise is due for the efforts he made night and day to get the
Eastport off, working his officers and men until they could hardly stand.
Acting Master George W. Rogers, of the Pittsburg, deserves great credit for
the manner in which he worked at the bulkheads of the Eastport, up to his
middle in water, for eight days; to him we intrusted the duty of stopping the
leak, which he fairly accomplished under the most trying circumstances.
Acting Master J. S. Watson defended his vessel in the most gallant manner,
and never was a vessel more cut up.
Where all do their duty it is hard to discriminate; but when the record of this
expedition is overhauled, the names of Commander R. Townsend, commanding
Essex; Lieutenant Commander S. L. Phelps, Eastport; Lieutenant Commander
Watson Smith, Chillicothe, (temporarily;) Lieutenant Commander K. R. Breese,
Black Hawk; Lieutenant Commander J. P. Foster, .Lafayette; Lieutenant
Commander J. A. Greer, Benton; Lieutenant Commander E. K. Owen, Louisville; Lieutenant Commander J. G. Mitchell, Carondelet; Lieutenant Commander F. M. Ramsay, Choctaw; Lieutenant Commander T. 0. Selfridge,
Osage; Lieutenant Commander Byron Wilson, Ouachita; Lieutenant Commander George M. Bache, Lexington; Lieutenant Commander S. W. 'Terry,
Benefit, (naval transport;) Acting Volunteer Lieutenant W. R Hoel, Pittsburg;
Acting V olunteP-r Lieutenant Samuel Howard, Neosho; Acting Volunteer
Lieutenant George W. Browne, Ozark; Acting Volunteer Lieutenant A. R.
Langthorne, Mound City; Acting Volunteer Lieutenant John Pearce, Fort
Hindman; Acting Master H. H. Gorringe, Cricket; Acting Master J. S. Watson, Juliet; Acting Master Charles 'I'hatcher, Gazelle, should stand prominent, having zealously performed everything required of them with an ability
deserving the highest praise.
I deem it necessary to send you a bearer of despatches, who will explain to
you fully the condition of the fleet.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary qf tlw Navy, Washington, D. C.

[Confidential.]

Flag-Skip Crick,et, Alexandria, La., Ap1·il 28, 1864.
MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

SIR: I have written you an account of the operations of the fleet in these
waters, but take the liberty of writing tQ you confidentially the true state of
affairs. Never was an officer placed in a more unpleasant position than I am,
without any fault of mine, but owing to circumstances over which I have no
control. Starting with a good rise of water, in the season of the year when the
Red river overflows its banks and keeps up until June, I find myself blockaded
by a fall of three feet of water-three feet four inches being the amount now
on the falls. Seven feet being required to get over, no amount of lightening
will accomplish the object.
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When I started on this expedition it was with the full expectation of having
a complete victory, and the enemy were all ready to remove into Texas on the
first approach of our army. I have already written to you how the whole state
of things has been changed by a too blind carelessness on the part of our military leader, and our retreat back to Alexandria from place to place has so demoralized General Banks's army that the troops have no confidence in anybody
or anything. I do not include, however, the troops ofthat veteran soldier General
A. J. Smith, whose men have behaved with a bravery seldom surpassed, and have
saved the honor of the country. They have never failed in anything they
have undertaken, and have been prevented from reaping the fruits of victory by
the order of higher authority.
Our army is now all here, with the best general (~,ranklin) wounded and
unfit for duty in the field. General Ba.nks seems to hold no communication with
any one, and it is impossible for me to say what he will do. I have no confidence
in his promises, as he asserted in a letter, herein enclosed, that he had no intention
of leaving Grand Ecore, when he had actually already made all his preparations
to leave. I enclose you a copy of his letter to Lieutenant Commander Selfridge,
also of one General T. Kilby Smith wrote to me, expressing the general feeling
about the manner in which the navy have been treated, and which was nothing
more than true. General Banks has got himself into a bad scrape, and involved
me in it with him; yet it is a scrape that a good general could easily get himself out of by making this his base of operations, and chasing the enemy until
he was whipped at every point.
His retreat to Alexandria, instead of being made in an orderly manner, was
conducted with great rapidity, and the enemy hung upon his flanks, annoying
him, though they gained no advantages, under which circumstances he should
have driven them into the river. 'rhe river is crowded with transports, and
every gunboat I have is required to convoy them. I have to withdraw many
light-draughts from other points on the Mississippi to supply demands here.
In the mean time the enemy are splitting up into parties of two thousand and
bringing in the artillery (with which we have supplied them) to blockade points
below here, and what will be the upshot of it all I cannot foretell. I know that it
will be disastrous in the extreme, for this is a country in which a retreating army
is completely at the mercy of an enemy.
Little consideration was paid to the situation of myself and little squadron
when exposed to all the power of the enemy's forces, who, failing to gain a
second victory over our troops, turned all their attention to me. Thank God,
they have gained no advantage over me that will do them any good. The
record made by the navy in these waters will ·never discredit it.
Steps will have to be taken quickly to relieve us from our perilous position,
and all this country should be invaded at different points, and held as long as
the war continues. ~,rom here to Natchez is sixty-five miles, with a good road
all the way through, and a body of men could march through that country and
subsist there for all time to come. preventing any successful attempts on the
part of the rebels to cut off our transportation.
Notwithstanding that the rebels are reported as coming in from Washita, with
heavy artillery to plant on the hills opposite Alexandria, no movement is being
made to occupy the position, and I am in momentary expectation of having the
rebel guns open on the transports on the town side, or if they go down or come
up the river it will be at the risk of destruction. Our light-clads can do nothing against hill batteries. I am in momentary expectation of seeing this army
retreat, when the result will be disastrous. Fifteen hundred persons hav.e taken
the oath of allegiance, and their bitter denunciation of the rebels will be followed by a scene of butchery when we leave here that will be dreadful in the
extreme.
Unless instructed by the government, I do not think that General Banks
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will make the least effort to save the navy blockaded here. The following
vessels are above the falls and command the right of the town : Mound City,
Louisville, Pittsburg, Carondelet, Chillicothe, Osage, Neosho, Ozark, Lexington, and Fort Hindman.
I have sent Mr. Heap home to explain all that I cannot write. He will tell
you exactly how we are, and I trust that you will leave no effort untried to save
the fleet and the honor of the navy. r_rhose here in command of the army are
entirely inefficient in the whole matter, excepting General A .•J. Smith, who is
sorely depressed at the prospect before us. At this moment the enemy have
attacked our outposts, and have driven in our indifferent cavalry, which came
up numbering 6,000, and have brought nothing but calamity in their train. Our
whole army is cooped up in this town, while a much inferior force is going rampant about the country making preparations to assail our helpless transports,
which, if caught filled with men, would be perfect slaughter-houses.
I see no effort made yet to transport men to the other side of the river, while
the rebels are doing all they can to bring batteries in on the river to cut up
passing vessels. Quick remedies are required, and I deem it my duty to lay
the true state of affairs before you. An intelligent general would get us out of
these difficulties, but I see no prospect of it now. If left here by the army I
will be obliged to destroy this fleet to prevent it falling into the enemy's hands,
and you may judge of my feelings at having to perform so painful a duty. I
cannot conceive that the nation will permit such a sacrifice to be made when men
and money can prevent it. My bearer of despatches will explain to you fully
how I am situated, and the prospect there is of my being taken into consideration if the army has to retreat, which it will do to a certainty on the first opportunity. vVe have the means and the power of re-enforcing this army to such
an extent that it would be impossible for the enemy to compete with us. They
cannot subsist a large army here, while by occupying certain points on the river
we can go and come as we please.
'This is a most important part of the Union to us, and it will be the greatest
defeat we have met with in this war if we have to recede an inch further. We
have fought hard for the opening of the Mississippi, and have reduced the naval
forces of the rebels in this quarter to two vessels. If we have to destroy what
we have here, there will be material enough to build half a dozen iron-clads, and
the Red river, which is ·now of no further dread to us, will require half the Mississippi squadron to watch it. It is true that some time will elapse before anything can be made out of the material we shall endeavor to destroy, but it is
impossible to foresee how long this war may last. I am apprehensive that the
turrets of the monitors will defy any efforts we can make tu destroy them.
Our prestige will receive a shock from which it will be long in recovering, and
if the calamities I dread should overtake us, the annals of this war will not
preRent so dire a one as will have befallen us. In my whole course I have been
governed by a sincere desire to see the rebel power crushed, and no one knows
how I have worked to accomplish thid object. I have sacrificed all private
interests, all desires of a personal nature, in furtherance of the object I have
had nearest at heart, and 1 trust that you, sir, will appreciate my position. I
know that you will give me credit for doing all that man could do under adverse
circumstances, in which I have be~n placed. I shall not hesitate to sacrifice
myself, if necessary, for the public good, and whatever may befall me, my name
shall not go down dishonored to posterity.
This fatal campaign has upset everything; it has delayed ten tho.usand troops
of Gen.eral Sherman, on which he depended to open the State of Mississippi;
it has drawn General Steele from Arkansas, and already given the rebels a foothold in that country; it has forced me to withdraw many light-clad vessels tl·om
points on the :Mississippi to protect this army, that would desert me without
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notice, when a man of ordinary abilities would have marched triumphant. to
Shreveport.
General Sherman is very indignant at the manner in which he has been
treated, and his well-laid plans prostrated. He made an arrangement with
General Banks to meet his troops in Alexandria on the 17th of March; so did
I; we were here on the 16th, while General Banks did not leave New Orleans
until the 22d, never left here for Natchitoches until the 2d of April, and never
left Natchitoches until the 6th, at which time General Sherman expected his
troops to be back in Vicksburg, and on their way to the scene of action. There
is no foreseeing what other calamities may arise from the errors of one man,
who, absorbed in his own interests, and diseased with political aspirations, cares
little or nothing for the lives of those he bas sacrificed, or thinks of anything
but the effect this may have upon his future career.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PUR'I,ER,
Rea1·- Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary qf tl~e Nav.lJ, Washington, D. C.
P. S.-The only man here who possesses the entire confidence of the troops is
General A. J. Smith, and if he were placed in command of this army he would,
I am convinced, retrieve all its disasters.
UNITED STATES STEAMER O~AGE,
Grand Ecore, April 16, 1864.
81 R : I have the honor to inform you that :while on my way down the river,
having stopped at Blair's plantation, some 50 miles above this point, to protect
the transport Alice Vivian, I was attacked by two brigades of dismounted cavalry
and three pieces of artillery, the whole under the command of General Green,
amounting to not less than 2,500 men. I waited until they got within easy shelling range, and opened upon them a heavy fire of shrapncll and canister. The
rebels fought with unusual pertinacity for over an hour, delivering the heaviest
fire of musketry that I ever witnessed. They finally broke in great confusion,
leaving the ground covered with the dead and wounded, muskets, haversacks
&c., for many yards from the bank. Having received orders to njoin you without delay, I regretted that I could not give the battle-field the inspection I desired.
From the statement of the wounded, and the appearance of the field, the los8
of the enemy could not have been less than 200. General Green, who commanded, a colonel, and major are known to have been killed.
The Lexington, Lieutenant Commander Bache, came down shortly after the
action commenced, and from her favorable position below was able to pour in a
most destructive enfilading fire that materially hastened the result. Oom]Jany
A, 95th Illinois, were on board, and did good execution. Our total casualties
amounted to seven wounded. General Green will prove a great loss, he standing as one of the best generals this side the Mississippi river.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOMAS 0. SELFRIDGE,
Lieutenant Commander.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding Mississippi Sqnad'ron.
UNITED STATEs STEAMER OsAGE,
Ap1·il 27, 1864.
SIR: I regret having to report that while lying under the bluffs at Dervache's
rocks yesterday at 10.50 a.m., Sidney Osborne, quarter-gunner, while on the bank
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on picket, w.as shot in the neck by a rebel, and severely wounded. Acting Ensign Hubbell, and Acting Ma~ter's.)iate B. C. Wheeler, with twelve men, at once
volunteered to bring him on board; they deserve much credit for the manner in
which they charged the hill, under heavy musketry fire of the enemy, and succeeded in bringing Osborne on board without receiving any injury.
.
At 11.30 the enemy opened fire with four pieces of artilleryJ and kept up a sharp
fire for forty minutes; we returned fire with nine 11-inch shrapnell, one five" shell,
two stands grape and one canister; 12.20, ceased firing. We sustained no injury
during the engagement.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. S. PEASE,
Acting Master and Execut'i1.'e Officer.
Lieut. Com'r THOMAS 0. SELFniDG~, U. S. N.,
Commanding United States Steamer: Osage.
Forwarded.

r.rHOMAS 0. SELFRIDGE,
Lieutenant Commander.

HEADQUARTERS DIVISION 17TH ARMY CoRPS,
Cot-i1e, hpTil 25, 1864.
ADMIRAL : Arrived at this point last night ; General Banks and army are on
the march to Alexandria; we brought up the rear and skirmished all the way;
General Banks fought at the crossing of Cane river ; not much loss on either side;
our fight in the rear was sharp ; General A. J. Smith's command is ordered
peremptorily to Alexandria; troops are now on the march; you will find the
enemy some 2,000 strong on the opposite side; their artillery does not amount
to much; what they have we have crippled badly; will communicate more fully
from Alexandria by the gunboats Osage and Pittsburg, unless they get off before we arrive; General Smith and I both protest at being hurried away ; I feel
as if we were shamefully deserting you; if I had .the power I would march my
troops back to Calhoun, or wherever you might need us, if at all ; I will try and
get a communication to you from General A. J. Smith.
Most respectfully, tri1ly yours,
THOMAS KILBY SMITH,
Brigadier General Commanding.
Rear-Admiral PoRTER,
Commanding JYiississippi Squadron.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
Grand Ecore, La., ApTil 17, 1864.
SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of
this date. On the 15th I had an interview with Admiral Porter, in which
our position was fully discussed, but I did not know that he was to leave this
post.
In reference to the operations of th0 army, I can only say at present that we
are here under instructions fror;n the government to move upon Shreveport in
co-operation with the forces of General Steele. General Steele fails to co-operate
with us, as far as we can learn, and thus far renders us no assistance. I have
sent to him by the way of Little Rock, to request of him to join us upon the line
of Red river, where we can move forward in column against the enemy. With
the co-operation of his forces, our occupation of Shreveport is certain and immediate. It is impossible to say at this time whether we shall receive this co-operation or not, until it is ascertained definitely that this part of the plan of the
government at Washington will fall through, and that my force is insufficient to
advance further upon the line against the enemy, who appears to be in full force.
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I shall entertain .no thought of a retrograde movement, certainly not if it leaves
the navy in any danger. No such purpose is contemplated now. I have sent
for all the troops that can be gathered from my own department to move to this
point immediately. I have also requested, as I have stated, the co-operation of
General Steele. Gqvernor Hall, of Missouri, who is here, expresses great interest
in the success of this campaign, and will do all he can to send forces from Missouri,
which be says can blspared from that State. If this assistance fails, I can then
determine what course to pursue. Until then, it is my purpose to maintain my
position.
Had I known you to have been in command, or that Admiral Porter was absent, I should have sought an interview with you upon the subject embraced in
your letter. In my interview with the admiral he expressed the utmost confidence in the rise of the river, and did not speak of the withdrawal of either of
his vessels or the troops• His last suggestion to me was, that it would be imprudent for me to advance until the river should rise.
I will take an early occasion to explain to you in person my view of the situation of our affairs.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
Lieut. Com'r 'PHoMAS 0. SELFRIDGE,
On hoard United States Steamer Osage.

UNITED STATES GuNBOAT FoRT HINDMAN,
Alexandria, Louisiana, Apn"l28, 1864.
SIR: In obedience to your order, I left Grand Ecore on the 14th instant,
with the Eastport, and proceeded down Red river.
One mile below grounded on a bar, and did not get over until the 15th instant,
when I continued down stream some eight miles, when the vessel received a
severe shock forward, and began to fill rapidly with water in that part of her.
I ordered the vessel to be run into shoal water, started the steam syphon and
other pumps, and set all hands to pumping and bailing water out of her.
Within the first hour after the accident the gunboat Lexington and towboat
B came alongside, and assisted with syphon and other pumps.
Having filled with water forward, the ship was Rlow in sinking further, and
was not entirely down until five hours after the accident, but the pumps made
no impression whatever on the water forward, where the leak was; the numerous bulkheads in the hold alone preventing the vessel from sinking as quickly
by the stern as it had done by head.
At the time of the accident the vessel was drifting over shoal water one foot
more than her draught, the wheels not turning, and the headway scarcely more
than the current. 'l'he shock forward threw the leadsman from his balance,
and he was nearly falling overboard, while in my cabin aft I scarcely felt it,
and only noticed it as a peculiar trembling sensation. We had already burst
three of the enemy's torpedoes in the vicitity, two of them by small boats,
neither of which were injured by the explosion, and in neither case was there
much, if any, report.
The Eastport was of great strength in her bottom, and it is impossible that
she should have been so torn by drifting upon snags. The severe character of
the blow at the injured extremity, and its slight character elsewhere, together
with the fact of her headway not having been checked, nor the direction of her
course altered, are proofs that it must have been one of the small torpedoes that
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did the damage. After raising her we had additional proof in the shattered
condition of the bottom.
On the 16th I proceeded to lighten ship, as directed by you, taking off her
battery, &c., and on the 17th the steamer Champion No. 5 arrived with two
pumps of 20-inch and 10-inch diameter, which gradually gained upon the water.
On the 19th the steamer New Champion reached us with similar pumps, and
also began pumping out the water. It would be tedious to detail the incessant
toil of the people of my vessel day and night, assisted by parties from other
vessels in the squadron, which resulted in getting the Eastport afloat on the 21st,
when fires were started in the furnaces, and one of the pumps was transferred
from the New Champion and placed upon the forecastle, where it was worked
by steam from our boilers, which enabled us to dispense with the services of
that vessel. The same day we started down the river slowly. The carpenters
of the different ships were at work day and night in efforts to confine and stop
the leak.
The 22d was passed in getting the ship over a bar on which she had grounded
the evening previous, and in which we were assisted by the steamers with
their capstans. Four or five miles further down we again grounded, and spent
the day and night in getting over the bar, and had then a run of but two miles
before we were again fast upon sunken logs on a bar. At Montgomery nearly
two days, during which time we were on both logs and rocks, were spent in
getting a distance of three miles, when we finally grounded upon logs.
Careful sounding!!\ taken by experienced pilots made it .appear that it was a
hopeless labor we were engaged in, and that we could not get the ship below
where she was lying. For the first time hope left me; the river was falling
steadily, and the pilots reported too little water for her draught on the bars
below. My crew w:as worn out by labor beyond its power of endurance; many had
sickened during the interval from the time of the disaster to the morning of the
26th, when, after vain efforts to get the vessel off the logs on which she had
been lying all night, you ga':"e me the order to destroy her, and transfer the
people to the Fort Hindman temporarily. I took off everything movable and
of value, and then placed a prepared can and eight barrels of powder under the
foot of her forward casemate, which an operator attempted to explode by electricity; failing in his attempts, a similar amount of powder was placed in her
stern, and other barrels of powder were put about her machinery, so as effectually to destroy her, and trains were laid fore and aft the vessel, which, on being
ignited, rapidly spread fire throughout her, exploding the different mines in
quick succession, utterly destroying her.
These are facts which it is an official duty to report to you, although you
were a witness of nearly the whole, yourself directing the measures adopted,
first to save the vessel, and then to destroy her.
The command of the Eastport has been to me a source of great pride, and I
could not but deplore the necessity for destroying her. The act has been the
most painful one experienced by me in ,my official career. She was the finest
vessel of your squadron, and one of the best possessed by the government.
Your order to me to proceed to destroy her, in which you commend the zeal
displayed by myself and the crew in our efforts to save her, not only relieved
me from all responsibility, but was also grateful to· my feelings both as a man
and officer.
I desire further to express to you my grateful se~se of your forbearance in
ordering the destruction of the vessel when yourself convinced of the impossibility of saving her-yielding your judgment to my natural anxiety to exhaust
every means that seemed to offer a hope of success. I fear that your forbearance led to greater risks, both for your squadron and yourself, than even the
saving of the Eastport would justify. This consciousness added largely to my
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anxiety for your safety when separated from yon by the accidents of the action
which took place on the evening after her destruction, when I had every reason
to apprehend the worst.
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. L. PHELPS, Lieut. Com'g.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,

Commanding Mississippi Squadron.

UNITED STATES GuNBOAT FoRT HINDMAN,
Alexand'ria, Louisiana, April 28, 1864.
SIR : I have the honor to report that I arriYed here this morning with the
Fort Hindman and Juliet . .After the destruction of the Eastport near Montgomery,
on this river, on the 26th instant, I transferred the officers and crew of that
nssel to the Fort Hindman, in obedience to your orders, and started down the
river in company with the Cricket, bearing your flag, the gunboat Juliet, and
the two steamers Champion.
When the enemy's batteries opened upon you, five miles above the mouth of
Cane river, the Fort Hindman was prevented from rendering effective assistance by her fire, owing to the confusion into which the other vessels were
thrown getting athwart the river between us and the enemy. You passed
around the point out of our sight, followed by a rapid fire, about the time the
New Champion was blown up by a shot in her boiler, and the Juliet disabled
by one in her machinery, while the Champion No. 5 bad a bad shot in the head
of her rudder. The first drifted down enveloped in steam, and lodged against
the shore where the enemy was. The other two were for a time exposed in
broadside to a terrific fire. The Juliet was in tow of the Champion, whose pilot
had abandoned the wheel-bouse, and the crew below had cut all the hawsers
fastening the two vessels together save one, which Captain Watson prevented
their cutting. .A second-class pilot named Maitland, belonging to the Juliet, at
this juncture, with great bravery and presence of mind sprang into the pilothouse of the Champion, headed her up stream, and towed the Juliet out of fire
by the one remaining line. I had early discovered the disabled condition of the
Juliet, and ch·opped down below her to draw off the fire of the batteries and
cover her retreat. When she had passed out of effective range, the fire of the
enemy's guns materially slackened, and I turned about and followed her a short
distance up the river, almost entirely unmolested, and remained at the bauk in
sight of the enemy through the night, which was spent by us in repairing the
disabled boats and making preparations for engaging and passing the batteries
in the morning.
The numerous guns the enemy had in position, and the number of sharpshooters lining the bank, would seem to have made it more prudent to have run
the fire during the night. We were able only partially to repair the Juliet,
whose steering apparatus was crippled and steam-pipe cut.
'l'he latter, it was
found,on examination, could be repaired by 10 o:clock the next day; the former
not at all with the means at our disposal; we bad therefore to tow her. The
Champion's rudder could also be temporarily repaired, enabling her to run the
river. In addition, it was uncertain whether the channel was wide enough to
admit of the passage of two boats abreast, by the New Champion, which the rebels
had secured and which it was not improbable they might sink across the channel,
with a view to obstructing the river. The hope of saving the Champion No.
6, and the determination to bring the Juliet through, with the above considerations, induced me to adopt the plan of passing the batteries by daylight, when I
could see the difficulties of navigation. As for the Champion No.5, she was as
well enabled to endure the fire as are the tin-clads; I therefore made her people
Part n--17
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go on board to bring her through. Occasionally during the night I fired shell
at the New Champion, to distract the enemy should he be attempting to sink
her across the channel. At daylight no signs of thf' enemy could be discovered,
save occasional rifle-shots fired at our men who were engaged working about
the vessels. Before noon all repairs were made, and we headed down for the
batteries, but had not proceeded far before the Juliet was snagged in the bow,
and we were forced to return and stop the leak. Having accomplished this, we
again turned down stream, shelling the place where we felt convinced the enemy
were lying, concealed by the woods. When within five hundred yards he suddenly opened on us with a numerous battery ; a shot passed through the Fort
Hindman's pilot-house, partially disabling her wheel ~- d carrying away her
tiller-rope. This rendered the vessel unmanageable, and we drifted through
the fire, striking the bow and stern alternately upon the shore, but happily
clearing the New Champion. This inability to give direction to the Yessel
rendered our fire less effective than it would otherwise have been, and the
Champion No. 5, in following us, consequently suffered more severely than was
anticipated.
After passing the batteries she was disabled and drifted upon the opposite
shore, where her people escaped, and those who have since come in report that
she was on fire in the hold when they abandoned her. It had been my purpose
to destroy the New Champion, in passing her, as well as the other Champion,
in case she should fail to pass through the fire in safety, but the loss of our
tiller-ropes frustra:ted the plan. The fire of the enemy's sharpshooters was incessant and very annoying for several miles below the batteries. The Juliet
received a shot in her post cylinder, and was otherwise much injured. A shot
passed through the magazine of the Fort Hindman, penetrating a barrel of
powder and killing a man. Except being considerably torn in her upper works,
and several times hulled, the vessel was not materially damaged, and the loss
of life was singularly small.
I regret to report that Acting Ensign S. Pool was killed. He was attached
to the Eastport.
I refer you to the reports of the captains of the two vessels for the other
casualties.
We fell in with the Neosho, which vessel you despatched to our assistance
about twelve miles below the batteries.
I deem it proper to mention that Acting Ensign Lea appeared to be the only
efficient line officer on board the Fort Hindman.
Acting Volunteer Lieutenant Pearce, commanding her, received splinter
wounds in the head while managing his vessel in the pilot-house, sustaining his
reputation for a brave and efficient officer.
Acting Master Watson, commanding Juliet, is particularly to be commended
for his energetic efforts in saving his vessel, and the good use he made of his
guns under difficulties.
1.'he conduct of all the officers and men of the Eastport was such as to make
it impossible for me to distinguish any one particularly by name without doing
injustice to the others.
I am, respectfully, your obedient serYant,
S. L. PHELPS,
Lieutenant Commanding.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
· Commanding Mississippi Squad-ron.
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CAPTURE OF THE UNITED STATES STEAMERS COVINGTON AND SIGNAL.

Report

rif ..Acting

Volunteer Lieutenant George P. Lord.

U~ITED STATES STEAMER CHILLICOTHE,

Above ..Alexandria l!"alls, llfay 8, 1864.
Sm : It is with feelings of regret that I report the loss of the United States
steamer Covington, and most respectfully submit the following report :
I left Alexandria, convoying the steamer Warner, at 8 o'clock on thP, mornning of May 4, 1864. ·while passing Wilson's plantation the Warner was fired
into by about one hundred infantry, lot:ing one man. I fired my stern guns at
them for some time, and passed on. Aft~r proceeding about 1~ mile further
Mr. McOlossy, a pilot belonging to the General Price, struck the stern of the
vessel against a bar, thereby breaking the port rudder badly and shivering the
tiller. I told him hereafter 1\fr. Emerson, my other pilot, would manage her.
I tied up all night about a mile from the Red House, and commenced repairing
my rudder and tiller. At about 5 o'clock I was joined by the United States
steamer Signal. Both of us kept up through the night an irregular fire on the
right-hand shore going down, as they had fired upon us with infantry while we
were repairing.
At 4~ o'clock in the morning we all got under way-the Warner in the
lead, the Covington next, and Signal last. At Dunn's bayou (on the right
going down) we were fired upon by two pieces of artillery and infantry. '.rhe
Covington was hit by this battery only three times, and the Warner's rudders
were disabled; but she still continued down stream until she came to a short
point in the river, when she went into the bank. She had no sooner struck the
bank when a rebel battery (on the right-hand shore going down) and from 4,000
to 5,000 infantry opened on her and my vessel. 'l'he Covington and Signal
immediately commenced firing. Almost every shot either struck the boilers,
steam-pipe, or machinery of the Warner, as she was only about one hundred
yards from the battery. After we had engaged the battery about three hours
~he Warner hoisted a white flag. We still kept up our fire, and I sent a party
from my vessel under a severe fire to burn her, but the colonel in charge sent
me word that there were nearly 125 killed and wounded, and requested that I
would not burn her, which was granted. A short time after this l was informed
that the Signal was disabled. I immediately rounded to and went alongside
of her, took her in tow and started up stream, but my rudders became disabled
and the Signal got adrift. (It was imposb:ble to pass the Warner; so Mr. Emerson, my pilot, informed me.) Knowing tL.at the Signal would drift down on
the Warner, and the rebels could immediately board her, I ordered the commanding officer to anchor her, which was done.
Finding it impossible to handle my vessel, and fearing that I should get on the
side where artillery and infantry were, I went over on the other bank and made
fast, head up stream. I used my stern guns on the lower battery and my
, broadside on the infantry abreast of us, and my bow guns on a battery that
was ahead of us, which had been brought down from Dunn's bayou. My
escape-pipe was cut while alongside of the Signal, causing a great deal of steam
to escape, and making the impression that the boilers had been struck. '~rhe
men, however, soon rallied, and kept up a brisk fire on the enemy. Most of
the soldiers and officers, among whom were Colonel Sharp, of the 156th New
York volunteers, Colonel Rainer, 129th Illinois, (wounded in both legs,) Lieutenant Simpson, aide-de-camp to General Banks, and Acting Assistant Paymaster
Chester, went over on the Signal. The Signal getting adrift from us, they were
uot able to return to my vesseL After I had been tied to the bank an hour or
so my steam-drum was cut, and a shell struck under the boilers, letting out all
\he water. )1y ammunition gave out; my howitzers were diRabled by the
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bracket bolts drawing out; and every shot corning through us, with one officer and
a good many of the men already killed, I determined to burn my vessel. I spiked
the guns, had coals of fire strewn on the decks, and myself and executive officers set fire to the cotton which was on the guard alongside of the engines. I
saw it burning finely before I left, and feel sure she was destroyed. While
leaving the vessel to get up on the bank a terrible fire of infantry was opened
on us, and some were killed in going up. I collected my officers and men all
together, and found I had with me 9 officers and 23 men, (my crew was composed of 14 officers and 62 men,) and started through the woode for Alexandria
at 20 minutes of 11 o'clock. When within ten miles of Alexandria we were
fired upon by rebel cavalry, thereby scattering us. I am glad to say that they
have nearly all arrived here safe, with the exception of Acting 'l'hird Assistant
Engineer Syms, who was woundid in the head while fighting a few guerillas
who had fired into a party of my men while close to Alexandria. He has since
arrived safe. The whole action lasted about five hours, and the Covington was
badly riddled from stem to stern, there being no less than five E'hots in her hull, and
some forty or fifty in her upper works. The officers and men behaved with
great gallantry, and with the exception of a few, this wa5 their first action.
Acting Master's Mate C. W. Gross was killed by a shot that came through the
shell-room. 'l'he officers and men lost all of their personal effects; the only
things that were saved being the signal-book and the despatches intrusted to
my care, which were returned to you. The arms that were brought with us I
turned over to Acting Master H. Gorringe, of the Cricket, taking a receipt for
the same.
In conclusion, I most reE»pectfully beg that a court of inquiry may be called
to determine whether the honor of our flag suffered in my hands.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE P. LORD,
Acting Volunteer Lieutenant, United States Navy.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER~
Commanding JYiississippi Squadron.

Report qf Rear-Admiral D. D. Porter.
FLAG-SHIP BLACK HA w·K, MisSISSIPPI SQUADRON,
Mmtnd City, June 29, 1864.
SIR : I enclose a report of the surgeon of the Signal, who was released unconditionally by the rebels. It only corroborates all the reports I have 1·eceived
of the gallant defence of this vessel, which I am told was a most perfect wreck
when she fell into the hands of the enemy, who were much chagrined that so
frail a vessel had contended so long against seven guns placed in position to
get a cross-fire on her.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D..AVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Seaetary qf the Navy, Washington, D. G.

Report qf Acting Assistant Surgeon N. Brewster.
UNITED STATES STEAMER NEW NATIONAL,
Mound City, June 27, 1864.
SIR: Agreeably to your request, I have the honor of submitting the follow·
ing report of the losli\ of the United States steamer Signal:
Leaving Alexandria on the 4th of May, she proceeded down the river, and
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anchored at night in company with United States steamer Covington and
transport Warner. Starting again at daylight, we had proceeded but a short
distance when the ~nemy opened on us with a battery of two guns, and from
several others as we passed on. Their fire was promptly returned, and continued until 9 o'clock, when it ceased for a few minutes, and the opportunity
was seized for distributing bread, as breakfast had not been served. r.rhe firing
soon commenced again, and continued until near noon, when the order was
passed for all hands to prepare to abandon and burn the ship, having been
totally disabled for more than an hour, the Warner flying a white flag, and the
Covington nearly consumed, exploding her magazine soon after. Preparations
were made and a part of the men had safely passed up the bank, when the
order was countermanded, it being deemed a useless waste of life for more to
attempt it, and wholly impossible to remove the wounded, under tile fire of the
batteries and several hundred sharpshooters, and the white flag was raised.
My station was unfavorable for observation, and my professional duties occupied considerable of my time; but I take pleasure in bearing testimony to the
good conduct of tlwse stationed near me, and with whom I came in contact
during the action. Acting V olunte<tr Lieutenant E. Morgan, commanding, appeared to be coolly attending to his duties. Acting Ensign C. P. Bragg, executive officer, Ensign W. ~.... Loan, and Acting Master's Mate R. P. Croft, had
eharge of the divisions, and, cheering the men by voice and example, held them
to their stations, despite the withering fire of the enemy's sharpshooters through
the open ports, and were ably seconded by the captains of the guns. To the coolness of the engineers in shutting off the steam and emptying the boilers when
the steam-pipe was cut, the safety of many is owing. The pilot, Perry Wilkes,
left his wheel only when it was disabled in his hand by a bursting shell. I
would make special mention of Acting Ensigns Bragg and Loan, who went out
in full view of several hundred sharpshooters and let go the anchor; and again
to ship the cable, this time assisted by John Fighland (seaman,) who was here
disabled by his second wound. Michael McCormic (boatswain's mate) and
'l'imothy O'Donahu (seaman,) captains of guns, were wounded early in the
day, but stood to their guns until ordered away. George Butts, gunner's mate,
and Charles Aster, quarter gunner, were on the sick-list, but did duty during
the whole engagement. Several whose names I have forgotten returned to
their guns when their wounds had been dressed, and, with few exceptions, all
stood to their work, using muskets when their guns could not be brought to
bear.
I am, sir, most respectful1y, your obedient servant,
N. BREWS'.rER, Acting Assistant Surgeon.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER.

Partial list qf casualties on hoard the Signal.
FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAwK, MrssiSSIPPI SQUADRON,

Mound City, June 29, 1864.
S1 R: I beg leave to enclose a partial list of the wounded on board the United
States steamer Signal at the time of her loss.
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretm·y oj the Navy.
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UNITED STATES STEAMER NEW NATIONAL,

June 27, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the condition of the
sick and wounded captured by the enemy on the 5th of lVIay, and left in my care
in the Confederate States hospital at Cheneyville, Louisiana:
Chas. Allen, second-class fireman, Signal, sick.
Michael Lyons, coal-heaver, Signal, wounded.
A. J. Shiver, seaman, Signal, wounded.
John Highland, seaman, Signal, wounded.
Gabriel Frear, landsman, Signal, wounded.
Isaac Highland, seaman, Covington, wounded.
Lewis Jones, quartermaster, Signal, wounded.·
They were paroled on the 16th of June, and delivered to Colonel Dwigl1t,
United States army, on the 17th, who transferred them to the United States
steamer General Bragg. I reported on board the United States steamer Choctaw
on the 18th, and received orders to remove the wounded to hospital Pinkney and
report to you for duty.
In obedience, I took passage on the New National, and took to the hospital
all except Lewis JoneR, quartermaster of the Signal, whose time has expired, and
Isaac Highland, ordinary seaman, Covington, entirely recovered. They are on
board that vessel now awaiting orders.
I have submitted, through the fleet surgeon, a detailed report of the casualties
on board the Signal.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
N. BREWS'rER,
Acting Assistant SUJgeon, U. S. Steamer Signal.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding Mississippi Squadron.

No. 111.]

MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON, FLAG-SHrP CRICKET,

Off Alexandria, La., Jltiay 11, 1864.
SIR: I came across the enclosed article in a western pnper, and although I
am not in the habit of noticing newspaper paragraphs, I deemed this one of
sufficient importance to justify me in making an explanation to the department,
the reflections on me coming from the highest legislative body in the land,
w bose good opinion I am unwilling to forfeit. Fortunately, neither my name
nor that of any officer under my command has been connected with cotton,
which has led so many men astray from their duties; nor do I think it ever
will be. When I came into this river the rebels commenced burning cotton, as
they always have done when our forces have appeared, and I ordered all cotton
found lying along the banks of the river to be taken charge of, to be sent to
Cairo for adjudication, when it was the property of the rebel government or ita
officers, and to be receipted for when the property of private individuals. ·when
private individuals (loyal) made objections to the cotton being taken, saying
that they had no fear of its being molested, it was not troubled, and was
generally burned.
In all cases where persons came to me with claims, I either delivered the
cotton to them or gave them receipts for it, instructing them how to get it in
Cairo, without being put to the expense even of transportation.
Applications were daily made to me to take possession of cotton, the parties
being willing to abandon it to the navy, all of which applications I declined
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acceding to, not intending to have anything to do with matters of a private
nature, and not having the means of transportation. On my arrival here I
found a storehouse filled with "C. S. A." cotton, among which were three lots
(formerly rebel cotton, evidently) claimed by private individuals. When satisfied that they had paid for the cotton I returned it to them, or gave them the
necessary document to enable them to get it. In all cases the fairest dealings
have existed towards all persons, which every one here interested will acknowledge; and if some of those concerned may have to go to Cairo, to secure their
rights, they are well satisfied to have escaped from the indiscriminate seizure
which was made by the army.
I deemed that I bad a right to take all rebel government cotton, or that of
persons in arms against the Union; for this is truly an enemy's country, in
every sense of the word, and to have left the means of carrying on war in their
bands would have been anything but patriotic.
When the army came here I gave an order to touch no more cotton, and to
respect the rights of every individual, considering it nothing but right that
every one should trade with their own property, in accordance with the President's proclamation, (excepting the rebel government, and its aiders and abettors.) Besides, I have more important matters to attend to, and have no desire
to have my name associated with complaints which daily reach my ears.
I have no fear that the department will ever dQubt the propriety of my
course, but make these explanations that members of the Senate, among whom
I have some friends whose good opinion I highly value, may understand my
true position. I would not walk ten steps out of the way of my duty for all
the cotton in the south, and am happy to say that I have never been a:fRicted
with the mania which has led some prominent men astray from more important
duties.
Great injustice bas been done to many parties here, but with that I have
nothing to do, and hope that my name may never be associated with those
transactions.
I am happy to say that not one instance occurred, since we entered this river,
where officer or man failed to respect private rights. They never entered a
house without orders, or took so much as an egg without permission of the
owner, and paying for it, all of which is required by general orders.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D.AVID D. POR'rER,
Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretm·y of tlte Navy, Washington, D. C.

The Red river affair in

tl~e

Senate.

In a report of the" sayings and doings" in the United States Senate on April
29 we find the following :
Mr. Henderson offered a joint resolution to provide for the printing of the report of the commission, of which Major General McDowell was president, to
examine into cotton speculations and frauds on the part of officers in the west.
A modification of Mr. Grimes, requesting the Secretary of War to transmit
the report, was accepted.
On motion of Mr. Lane, of Kansas, the words "if not incompatible with the
public interest" were added.
An amendment of Mr. Grimes requesting all information touching the persons
supposed to be implicated in the report was adopted.
:Messrs. Wilson, 1!-,essenden, and others thought the resolution had best not
be adopted now.
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:M:r. Henderson said information on the subject was desired now, as it would
bear on the bill pending before this body, and this was the only authentic way
to obtain it. He had read letters the last three days from Red river, saying
that our defeat there was on account of speculations. The cavalry in advance
on that occasion, 3,000 men, had 200 wagons, which became entangled and confused and brought on disaster.
l\ir. V\7 ilson wanted to know if the senator charged that the Red river expedition was undertaken for the purpose of gathering cotton.
:M:r. Henderson said no such thing; he merely wished to know what this
brigade of cavalry wanted with 265 wagons and mules. It was to gather up
the products of the country.
:M:r. Conness stated, on what he considered the highest authority, that these
wagons were part of the regular train of the army, and whatever might have
been the defect of generalship which brought them there, the statement that they
were intended to bring in cotton was not correct.
:M:r. Henderson made no charges himself, but it was singular that the disaster
had followed the statement indicated by the newspaper writers. He 1·ead a letter
from Grand Ecore, dated four days before the battle, alleging a conflict of
authority between General Banks and Admiral Porter, and stating that the
latter was seizing cotton on land as naval prizes, and predicting disaster.
Mr. Conness denounced the statement read as a cruel and base slander on
Admiral Porter, which he had the highest authority for denying.
The resolution, as amended, was adopted.

PASSAGE OF THE FALLS BY THE · FLEET.

Report of Rear-AdmiTal Dat·id D. Porter.
FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK, :M:TSSTSSIPPI SQUADRON,

JWoutll if Red River, May 16, 1864.
SIR : I have the honor to inform you that the vessels lately caught by low
water above the falls at Alexandria have been released from their unpleasant
position. The water had fallen so low that I had no hope or expectation of getting the vessels out this season, and as the army had made arrangements to
evacuate the country, I saw nothing before me but the destruction of the best
part of the Mississippi squadron.
There seems to have been an especial providence looking out for us in providing a man equal to the emergency. Lieutenant Colonel Bailey, acting engineer
of the 19th army corps, proposed a plan of building a series of clams across the
rocks at the falls, and raising the water high enough to let the vessels pass over.
This proposition looked like madness, and the best engineers ridiculed it; but
Colonel Bailey was so sanguine of success that I requested General Banks to
have it clone, and he entered heartily into the work. Provisions were short and
forage was almost out, and the clam was promised to be finished in ten days, or
the army would have to leave us. I was doubtful about the time, but had no
doubt about the ultimate success, if time would only permit. General Banks
placed at the disposal of Colonel Bailey all the force he required, consisting of
some three thousand men and two or three hundred wagons. All the neighboring steam-mills were torn down for material, two or three regimm1ts of Maine
men were set to work felling trees, and on the second day after my arrival in
Alexandria from Grand Ecore the work had fairly begun. Trees were falling
with great rapidity; teams were moving in all directions, bringing in brick and
stone; quarries were opened; flatboats were built to bring stone down from
above ; and every man seemed to be working with a vigor I have seldom seen
equalled, while perhaps not one in fifty believed in the success of the undertaking.
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'rhese falls are about a mile in length, filled with rugged rocks, over which,
at the present stage of water, it seemed to be impossible to make a channel.
'rhe work was commenced by running out from the left bank of the river a
tree dam, made of the bodies of very large trees, brush, brick, and stone, crosstied with other heavy timber, and strengthened in every way whieh ingenuity
could devise. This was run out about three hundred feet into the river; four
large coal barges were then filled with brick and sunk at the end of it. From
the right bank of the river cribs filled with stone were built out to meet the
barges. All of which was successfully accomplished, notwithstanding there was
a current running of nine miles an hour, which threatened to sweep everything
before it.
It will take too much time to enter into the details of this truly wonderful
work. Suffice it to say, that the dam had nearly reached completion in eight
days' working time, and the water had risE;n sufficiently on the upper falls to
allow the Fort Hindman, Osage, and Neosho to get down aud be ready to pass
the dam. In another day it would have been high enough to enable all the
other vessels to pass the upper falls. Unfortunately, on the morning of the !!th
instant, the pressure of water became so great that it swept away two of the
stone barges, which swung in below the dam on one side. Seeing this unfortunate accident, I jumped on a horse and rode up to where the upper vessels were
anchored and ordered the Lexington to pass the upper falls, if possible, and immediately attempt to go through the dam. I thought I might be able to save
the four vessels below, not knowing whether the persons employed on the work
would ever have the heart to renew their enterprise.
The Lexington succeeded in getting over the upper falls just in time, the water
rapidly falling as she was passing over. She then steered directly for the opening in the dam, through which the water was rushing so furiously that it seemed
as if nothing but destruction awaited her. Thousands of beating hearts looked
on anxious for the result. 'rhe silence was so great as the Lexington approached
the darn that a pin might almost be heard to fall. She entered the gap with a
full head of steam on, pitched down the roaring torrent, made two or three spasmodic rolls, hung f0r a moment on the rocks below, was then swept into deep
water by the current, and rounded-to safely into the bank. Thirty thousand
voices rose in 0ne deafening cheer, and universal joy seemed to pervade the face
of eYery man present.
'
The Neosho followed next; all her hatches battened down, and every preca~tion taken against accident. She did not fare as well as the Lexington, her
pilot having become frightened as he approached the abyss and stopped her engine, when I particularly ordered a full head of steam to be carried; the resl!dt
was that for a moment her hull disappeared from sight under the water. Every
one thought she was lost. She rose, however, swept along over the rocks with
the current, and fortunately escaped with only one hole in her bottom, whieh
was stopped in the course of an hour.
The Hindman and Osage both came through beautifully without touching a
thing, and I thought if I was only fortunate enough to get my large vessels as
well over the falls, my fleet once more would do good service on the 1\'Iississippi.
The accident to the dam, instead of disheartening Colonel Bailey, only
induced him to renew his exertions, after he had seen the success of gett;ng four
vessels through.
The noble-hearted soldiers, seeing their labor of the last eight days swept
away in a moment, cheerfully went to work to repair damages, being confident
now that all the gunboats would be finally brought over. These men had been
working for eight days and nights up to their neeks in water in the boiling sun,
cutting trees and wheeling bricks, and nothing but good httmor prevailed among
them. On the whole, it was very fortunate the dam was carried away, as
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the two barg~s that were swept away from the centre swung around against
some rocks on the left, and made a fine cushion for the vessels, and prevented
them, as it afterwards appeared, from running on certain destruction.
The force of the water and the current being too great to construct a continuous dam of six hundred feet across the river in so short a time, Colonel Bailey
determined to leave a gap of fifty-five feet in the dam, and build a series of
wing-dams on the upper falls. . This was accomplished in three days' time,
and on the 11th instant the Mound City, Carondelet, and Pittsburg came over
the upper falls, a good deal of labor having been expended in hauling them
through, the channel being very crooked, scarcely wide enough for them. Next
day the Ozark, Louisville, Chillicothe, and two tugs also succeeded in crossing
the upper falls. Immediately afterwards the Mound City, Carondelet, and
Pittsburg started in succession to pass the dam, all their hatches battened
down and every precaution taken to prevent accident. The passage of these
vessels was a most beautiful sight, only to be realized when seen. '.rhey passed
over without an accident except the unshipping of one or two rudders. This
was witnessed by all the troops, and the vessels were heartily cheered when
they passed over. Next morning at 10 o'clock the Louisville, Chillicothe,
Ozark and two tugs passed over without any accident except the loss of a man,
who was swept off the deck of one of the tugs. By 3 o'clock that afternoon
the vessels were all coaled, ammunition replaced, and all steamed down the river,
with the convoy of transports in company. A good deal of difficulty was
anticipated in getting over the bars in lower Red river ; depth of water reported
only five feet; gunboats were drawing six. Providentially we had a rise from
the back-water of the Mississippi. that river being very high at that time; the
back-water extending to Alexandria, one handed and fifty miles distant,
enabling us to pass all the bars and obstructions with safety.
Words are inadequate to express the admiration I feel for the abilities of
Lieutenant Colonel Bailey. 1'his is, without doubt, tht.l best engineering feat
ever performed. Under the best circumstances a private company would not
have completed this work under one year, and to an ordinary mind the whole
thing would have appel}red an utter impossibility. Leaving out his abilities as
an engineer, the credit he has conferred upon the country, he has saved to the
Union a valuable fleet, worth nearly two million dollars. More, he has deprived
the enemy of a triumph which would have emboldened them to carry on this
war a year or two longer; for the intended departure of the army was a fixed
fact, and there was nothing left for me to do, in case that event occurred, but to
destroy every part of the vessels, so that the rebels ·could make nothing of thflm.
The highest honors the government can bestow on Colonel Bailey can never
repay him for the service he has rendered the country.
'l'o General Banks personally I am much indebted for the happy manner in
which he has forwarded this enterprise, giving it his whole attention night and
day, scarcely sleeping· while the work was going on, attending personally to see
that all the requirements of Colonel Bailey were complied with on the instant.
I do not believe there ever was a case where such difficulties were overcome
in such a short space of time, and without any preparation.
I beg leave to mention the names of some of the persons engaged on this
work, as I think that credit should be given to every man employed on it. I
am unable to give the names of all, but sincerely trust that General Banks will
do full justice to every officer engaged in this undertaking when he makes his
report. I only regret that time did not enable me to get the names of all concerned. 1'he following are the names of the most prominent persons:
Lieutenant Colonel Bailey, acting military engineer, 19th army corps, in
charge of the work.
Lieutenant Colonel Pearcall, assistant.
Colonel Dwight, acting assistant inspector general.
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Lieutenant Colonel W. B. Kinsey, 161st New York volunteers.
Lieutenant Colonel Hubbard, 30th Maine voluntf'ers.
Major Sawtelle, provost marshal, and Lieutenant "\Villiamson, ordnance officer.
The following were a portion of the regiments employed : 29th Maine, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Emmerson; 116th New York, commanded by
Colonel George l\f. Love; 161st New York, commanded by Captain Prentiss;
133d New York, commanded by Colonel Currie.
The engineer regiment and officers of the 13th army corps were also employed.
I feel that I have done but feeble justice to the work or the persons engaged
in it. Being severely indisposed, I feel myself unable to go into further details.
I trust some future historian will treat this matter as it deserves to be treated,
because it is a subject in which the whole country should feel an interest, and
the noble men who succeeded so admirably in this arduous task should not lose
one atom of credit so justly due them.
'rhe Mississippi squadron will never forget the obligations it is under to Lieutenant Colonel Bailey, acting military engineer, of the 19th army corps.
Previous to passing the vessels over the falls, I had nearly all the guns, ammunition, provisions, chain-cables, anch{)rs, and everything that could affect
their draught, taken out of them.
The commanders were indefatigable in their exertions to accomplish the object
before them, and a happier eet of men were never seen than when their vessels
were once more in fighting trim.
If this expedit.ion has not been so successful as the country hoped for, it has
exhibited the indomitable spirit of eastern and western men to overcome obstacles
deemed by most people insurmountable. It has presented a new feature·in the
war, nothing like which has eYer been accompli3hed before.
I regret to inform you, among the misfortunes of this expedition, of the loss of
two small light draught gunboats-the Signal and Covington. I sent them down
from Alexandria to convoy a quartermaster's boat, the W arncr, loaded with
cotton and some four hundred troops on board, not knowing that the enemy had
any artillery on the river below us, or anything more than wandering gangs of
guerillas, armed with muskets, which these vessels were competent to drive off.
It appears, however, that the rebels were enabled to pass our advance force at
night with six thousand men and some twenty-five pieces of artillery. With
these they established a series of batteries at a place called Dunn's bayou, thirty
miles b~low Alexandria-a very commanding position. These batteries were so
masked that they could not be seen in passing, even by the closest observation.
'l'he first notice the vessels received of the battery was a furious fire which
opened on the quartermaster's boat, the Warner, piercing her boilers, and completely disabling her. .f\.t the samB time six thousand infantry opened with
musketry, killing and wounding half the soldiers on this vessel. She drifted
in to the opposite bank, where a number managed to make their escape in the
bushes, though many were killed in attempting to do .so.
The Signal and Covington immediately rounded to and opened their guns on
the batteries, and pushed 'up, endeavoring to rescue the Warner from her perilous
position. 'rhey had, however, as much as they could do to take care of themselves, the cross-fire of the three batteries cutting them up in a terrible manner.
'rheir steam-pipes were soon cut, and their boilers perforated with shot, notwithstanding which they fought the batteries for five long hours, the vessels
being cut all to pieces, and many killed and wounded on board.
Acting Volunteer Lieutenant George P. Lord, commanding the Covington,
having expended all his shot, spiked his guns, set fire to his vessel, and escaped
with what was left of his crew to the shore, and his vessel blew up.
The Signal, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant Edward Morgan, still fought her
gnus for half an hour after the destruction of the Covington. He found it im-
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possible to destroy his vessel by burning, her decks being covered with wounded,
and humanity forbade him sacrificing the lives of the noble fellows who had
defended their vessel so gallantly. He gave permission to all those who wished
to escape to do so. Some of them attempted to get off by climbing up the
bank. Many were killed while doing so by the murderous fire of musketry
poured in from the opposite side. The captain remained by the vessel and was
captured, if he remained alive, but I have no information regarding him. The
rebels took the guns off of her, and placed her across the channel as an obstruction-sunk her.
General Banks, on hearing the news, sent out cavalry to hunt for the unfortunate men, many of whom were picked up and brought into Alexandria. A
number escaped down river, and went aboard some light-draught gunboats that
were coming up at the time to the scene of action, but were driven back by the
superior artillery of the enemy.
I feel very much for the poor fellows who fell into the rebels' hands, as the
latter have been very mercilest~ to some of the prisoners they have taken, and
committed outrages at which humanity shudders.
The vessels will all return to their station& in a few days, as there is no prospect, under present circumstances, of renewing operations in this part of Louisiana, the season having passed for operating with any chance of success.
I am sorry to see that the rebel guerillas have become quite troublesome on
.. the Mississippi since I left, all of which will be rectified within the coming week.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. POR'rER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary if the Navy, Washington, D. C.

.Additional repo1·t of Rear-Admiral D. D. Porter.
FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK, MrssrssrPPI SQUADRON,
Off Mouth qf Red River, La., May 19, 1864.
SIR : In my report in relation to the release of the gunboats from their unpleasant position above the falls, I did not think it prud·ent to mention that I
was obliged to destroy eleven 32-pounders, not having time to haul them from
above the falls to Alexandria, the army having moved and drawn in all their
pickets. 'rhe best guns were hauled first. 'rhe 32-pounders were old guml,
and would have been condemned on the first opportunity. For the same reasons I also omitted to mention that I was obliged to take off the iron from the
sides of the Pook gunboats and from the Ozark, to enable them to get over.
Not being able to haul this iron around the falls to Alexandria, from want of
wagons, I ordered the gunboats to run up the river at night to a point where
they could find from five to six fathoms of water, where the iron was thrown
overboard, and where, in.a few moments, it would sink many feet under the
quicksands, thus leaving no possible chance for the rebels to recover it.
The Pook vessels run so much better without this iron than any ever did before, and it never having been of any use to them, I proposed leaving it off
altogether. Their forward casemates are still heavily protected with iron, and
as they always fight bow on, it is all they should carry. Besides, they are
. getting old, and having done a great deal of service without any repairs, they
cannot bear the weight. ".rhey now run from two to two and a half knots faster
than before.
The Ozark is a miserable vessel. Her turret has ceased to work altogether,
and is about twice as high and heavy as it should be. I really do not know
what c;an be done with her, unless it is to take the turret off, and, with some additional strengthening, put casemates about her. This, when done, will enable
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her to lie at some of the points on the river where a formidable Yessel is required.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral, Commanding Mississippi Squadron.
HoN. GIDEON WELLES,

Secretary if the Navy, Washington, D. C.

CAPTURE OF THE STEAMER CHAMPION (PUMP BOAT.)

Report if Rear-Admiral D. D. PoTter.
FLAG-SHIP BLACK HAWK, MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

Mound City, June 26, 1864.
SIR : I enclose a report from Pilot W m. Maitland, who lately escaped from
the rebels. He was the pilot who volunteered to take the Champion, No. 5,
(pump boat,) past the batteries up Red river. His report gives an account oft he
fate of the Champion, and also an account of the lamentable fate of those on
board ; and though the news is painful to the friends of the parties who were on
the boat, it is as well that they should know the worst.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, ReaT-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Sec1·etary ifthe Navy, Washington, D. C.
Report if Pilot Wm. Maitland.
MouND CITY, June 25, 1864.
SIR : On the morning of the 27th of April I volunteered my services to pilot
the steamer Champion, No. 5, by the rebel batteries, in company with the gunboats Fort Hindman and Juliet, all of which had failed to get past them the
night previous.
We started at about 8 o'clock, the Fort Hindman, having the Juliet in tow,
taking the lead. When nearly opposite the batteries, a shell entered the pilothouse of my boat, which wounded me in both legs, causing me to drop on my
knees, depriving me from working the wheel; the boat then ran into the bank
of the river, on the same side with the batteries ; another shell struck her at
this time, which wounded me in six other places ; and still another, which cut
away the bell-rope and speaking-trumpet. Recovering sufficiently from my
wounils, I rung the starboard bell, and had the boat backed across the river to the
opposite side from the enemy. I then left the pilot-bouse and jumped overboard
and swam ashore, the enemy keeping up a heavy fire upon the boat until she
sunk, which was in about a half hour afterwards.
She now lies with her head up stream, her hurricane deck, on the port side,
under water; starboard side of the boiler deck, ditto. From what I could learn, the
rebels are trying to raise her, with poor prospects of success. Captain Roberts
and a deck hand named Michael Calvin were killed. Pat. Gorman, a deck
hand, wounded and prisoner, since paroled (on the 17th;) the balance of the crew
were taken prisoners and sent to Tyler, 'rexas.
I learned that as the Champion, No. 3, approached the batteries the previous
night a twelve-pound shot entered her starboard boiler, which caused it to
explode. Captain St~wart and three engineers, whose names are unknown to
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me, were scalded to death ; also the cook. Michael Shields was wounded and
taken prisoner, but since paroled. All the contrabands on board, some one hundred and fifty to two hundred, were scalded to death, excepting fifteen. The
rebels have repaired the boilers of this boat, and she is now running on the river
below Alexandria. She, in company with the steamer Frolic, came out to the
mouth of the Red river, under a flag of truce, with wounded officers. I think, as
near as I could learn from the rebels, that the battery consisted of eighteen guns,
two of which were of Nims's battery, captured from General Banks's army. A
captain and lieutenant were among the killed on the rebel side.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. MAITLAND, Pilot.
Rear-Admiral PAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding Mississippi Squadron.

Testimony qf Rear-Admiral D. D. Portrr.
WASHI~GTON, Marc!~ 7, 1865.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. What is your rank and position in the navy 1
Answer. I am a rear-admiral, commanding the north Atlantic squadron.
Question. We have been instructed to inquire into the facts relating to the
Red river expedition under Major General Banks. Will you give us a full
statement of the connection the navy had with that expedition 1
Answer. The Red river expedition was originally proposed by General Sherman and myself; we were to have gone up there together. But while we were
making the preparations for it, General Banks notified General Sherman that he
was about to ascend the Red river with 30,000 men. General Banks also requested co-operation from me, showing me certain orders from General Halleck,
in which he was directed to go as far as Shreveport. I represented to General
Banks the impossibility of going up that river at that season of the year. I
told him that General Sherman and I had fully discussed the matter ; that
General Sherman himself had been all through that country, and knew all about
it ; and so- did I.
But notwithstanding that, General Banks insisted upon going up the ri'!ler.
General Sherman agreed to supply him with 10,000 men, with General A. J.
Smith in command. General Smith's forces and my fleet started together about
the 12th of March, 1864, and pushed on up the river at once, losing no time.
vVe passed all obstructions in the river, capturing Fort De Russy and everything in the way, and pushed right on to Alexandria, which place we captured.
General Banks had told us that he and his army would be at Alexandria on the
17th of March. But notwithstanding he had fixed that time, he did not himself leave New Orleans until the 22d of March, and his army did not reach
Alexandria for some days after the time fixed.
That rendered it entirely impossible for us to go up the river. The water
was then falling rapidly, and there was no prospect of a rise that season. I
tolJ General Banks myself that it was impossible to go up. Still he urged it,
and I told him I would do all I could. He said that the success of the army
depended upon the navy. I told him I would send up a portion of my fleet at any
rate, if I should lose every gunboat I had. And I went to work and got a
number of boats over the falis at Alexandria. We had to drag them up over
the rocks, after lightening them all we could.
General Banks had come up in the steamer Black Hawk, loaded with cotton
speculators, bagging, roping, champagne, and ice. The whole affair was a cotton
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speculation. When I first went into the Red river, I found below Alexandria
a great deal of cotton,. a large quantity of it belonging to the confederate government, marked X, which was their mark. I did not trouble the cotton until
the rebel general Dick r:raylor commenced burning cotton above. I then seized
all the cotton on the river, amounting to 3,000 bales of confederate cotton.
There was a great deal more belonging to private persons, a great many of
whom were loyal, to the best of my knowledge. To them I gave ·a receipt for
the cotton, marked it "U. S. N.," gave a description of it, its place of seizure,
&c., so that the people could at any time identify their cotton, and obtain something for it if they were loyal. 'rhat was all I had to do with cotton on that
river.
General Banks was very indignant when he got there to find that 3,000 bales
of cotton had got out of his hands. He tirst gave an order that no treasury
agent should come into that district, and requested me, in case any of them
should ask permission to go up on my gunboats, not to let them go. I told him
that I had no authority to interfere with treasury agents ; that I supposed the
President would give such orders that neither the army nor the navy could
control the matter. There were two who came up in a quartermaster boat. I
wrote to Grneral Banks that two treasury agents had come up in a quartermaster boat, whether by authority or not I did not know; I merely stated the
fact to him. He had them arrested immediately and sent out of the country ;
at the same time he had four or five men with him who had special permits,
contrary to law, to buy cotton or take it.
Question. Who were those men 1
Answer. I do not remember their names.
Question. From whom were the permits 1
Answer. Ji.,rom General Banks.
Question. Did you see the permits 1
Answer. I saw one of them.
Question. What was it 1
Answer. A permit to go into the country for the purpose of purchasing cot·
ton.
~ Question. Signed by General Banks 1
Answer. Ycs, sir. I found 230 bales of cotton newly bagged. There was a
Frenchman who had a permit, signed by General Banks, to take this bagging and
rope into the country. 1 have forgotten the man's name; he has been lmug
since, I think. I seized all the bagging to send it to court. To show me that
he was properly in possession of it, he showed me General Banks's permit. It
was a well-understood thing there that General Banks had been giving permits.
Question. At what point was this 1
Answer. At Alexandria.
Question. Was it or not true that the army at Alexandria gave notice to the ·
people to bring in their cotton, and that a certain amount was brought in, and
was taken, not by individuals, but was taken on government account 1
Answer. I do not think that that was the case. Tilere was a man named
McGee there ; I think he had once had something to do with the rebel government; he seemed to be a man that was superintending everything. The cotton
was pretty much all taken in the name of the government. I did not see much
private cotton there that people were anxious to ship on their own account.
They were not allowed to do anything of the kind. And the cotton was nearly
all lost finally; it was thrown out of the steamers in a kind of a panic afterwards, and the rebels got it again.
Question. rrhe statement has been made to the committee that at Alexandria
for a time the l?eople were offered certain inducements to bring in their cotton;
that it was taken on government account, and that no other cotton excepting
that was taken by the government.
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Answer. Every bale of cotton in Alexandria was seized by General Banks,
and the quartermaster charged five or ten dollars a bale, I forget which, as freight
for taking it to N cw Orlea~ts; and what got down there I have understood
went into the house of Weed & Co. But I think only a small load got down
there. We sent down a large vessel loaded with cotton, but she was destroyed
by the rebels on the way down, and that put an end to it. The only cotton of
any amount that really got out of the country was what I sent down-3,000
bales from Alexandria, and 3,000 bales from W achita.
Question. Is it true that none of the cotton taken on government account at
Alexandria was got down 1
Answer. Only one small load of about 300 bales.
Question. What became of that 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Was that seized the same as the rest 1
Answer. It was all seized, I know, every bale of cotton; none was exempt
from seizure after the army arrived.
Question. Do you know whether that cotton was seized by speculators, or
was it seized on government account, and turned over to the quartermaster's
department 1
Answer. That I could not tell, for I do not know.
Queation. Do you know of any cotton being taken by the army, except what
was turned over to the quartermaster's department 1
Answer. I do not know except what I have heard; I know those men were
there, and were very active, and seemed to have entire control of the whole
matter. It was a well-understood thing that it was a big cotton raid.
Question. When you say it was a well-understood thing that it was a big cotton raid, was it or not the understanding that one object of that expedition was
to extend our lines so as to bring within them a great amount of cotton which
could be taken out in such a manner that the government would get the benefit
of it 1
'
Answer. I never understood it in that way; I do not think anybody else did.
That was not the impression left upon my mind at all. My impression was
that the government never would derive any benefit at all fi·om that cotton.
Question. Did you and General Banks ever have any understanding in relation to cotton 1
Answer. I never exchanged any opinions with him upon the subject. One
person came up there with permission from the President to purchase cotton,
and requesting· or calling upon the officers of the army and navy to afford such
assistance as might be desirable. He brought his papers to me ; they were all
made out in form, and of course I indorsed them, directing all the officers of the
navy to respect the authority. Aud General Banks did the same. But General Banks finally took all the cotton away from this man, threw it out on the
river bank, and took his vessel for a transport.
Question. What was the name of that man 1
Answer. I think there were two names, Butler and Casey; Butler was really
the man; Uasey was the agent of Butler. I think Mr. Butler went there to see
if the lines could not be opened, so that the governmeut could get hold of the
cotton. But I never talked with those people much ; I know that cotton destroyed the whole expedition. If there had been no cotton there we could and
probably would have gone to Shreveport.
Question. vVas the cotton seized by the navy, seized as prize of the navy1
Answer. It was seized as government cotton, and sent to the courts, without
any application on the part of the navy as prize at all. It was merely sent to
the court for adjudication, as all cotton which we have got on the Mississippi
river has been sent. Where the court adjudicated it as prize, that was the end
of it.
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Qnestion. How far from the river was cotton seized by the navy 1
Answer. Not more than from 50 to 200 yards on any occasion.
Question. Were any teams in behalf of the navy sent iu to the country for
cotton?
Answer. A team was sent into the country for about three miles to get some
confederate cotton there. But General Stone was there and said that he had
seized all the cotton by order of General Banks. All the cotton we took was
right on the river bank. We took all we could find, except it belonged to persons who said they were. loyal and preferred keeping their cotton and running
the risk of having it burned; their cotton we did not interfere with.
Question .Did the people on the river begin to burn the cotton before any wa
seized by the navy 1
Answer. Yes, sir; we nev~r touched a bale of cotton before the burning commenced. However, that made no difference with mel for I intended to take it
any way. I had made up my mind to take the cotton on my way back. But
I took it then, to prevent it being burned. We were in the country of the rebels,
and I considered that all that cotton belonged to the government. The most
\lf it was marked as confederate cotton.
Question. What did you understand the expedition to be for 1
Answer. I never understood.
Question. What was the object of the expedition contemplated by you and
General Sherman 1
Answer. To go to Shreveport and destroy the place. General Sherman proposed to push right on up the river with his transports and troops-that would
have shortened the matter very much-go to Shreveport, destroy the rebel rams
up there, get possession of the town, and of all the guns there, which we could
have done without any trouble, for the rebels had but 8,000 men at Shreveport.
In the mean time, however, we delayed so long that they brought troops from
Texas and other points. Still we might have gone there any way.
Question. Did you contemplate holding Shreveport permanently 1
Answer. Not at all ; merely to destroy the rams, &c., there. The rebel
rams kept the Mississippi river in a fever all the time. By destroying them,
we could liberate a very large force which we had to keep to watch them. The
rebels were constantly coming down, under the protection of their rams and
gunboats, crossing the Atchafalaya and going where we could not go with our
boats. We knew that if we could destroy their provisions and supplies at
Shreveport, their rams and gunboats, and their bridges across the Atcbafalaya
and other streams, then a very small force-one or two gunboats and 500 or 600
men-would be sufficient there, thus releasing an army of 10,000 men and
several gunboats for other operations.
I will here give a letter which I wrote to the Secretary of the Navy on the
2d of March, giving to some extent my opinion of the expedition :
MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON' FLAG-SHIP BLACKHAWK,

Off Red River, Marek 2, 1864.
SIR: I came down here anticipating a move on the part of the army up
towards Shreveport; but as the river is lower than it bas been known to be for
years, I much fear that the combined movement cannot come off without interfering with plans formed by General Grant.
General Sherman has gone to Now Orleans to make arrangements with
General Banks, and I am expecting his return every day. In the mean time
the gunboats are up the A.tchafalaya and Black rivers, destroying bridges and
stQres, and endeavoring to destroy 8,000 cattle collected at Sicily island.
Part II--18
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The Mississippi river is very quiet, and the rebels retreated into the interior
on hearing of the advance of the gunboats.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiml.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary qf the Naz:y, Washington, D. C.
And the following are the instructions which I gave to Lieutenant Commander
Phelps, of the Eastport, in reference to moving up the Red river:
FLAG-SHIP BLACKHAWK,

U. S. Mississippi Squad'ron, Red Ri~;er, Marcl~ 12, 1864.
SIR : You will proceed at once up the Red river with the vessels I will detail
to follow you, and commence removing the obstructions in the river, while in
the mean time I will take a tour into the Atchafalaya, and land the troops at
Simmsport for the purpose of reconnoitring, &c. If you remove the obstructions, move up within a short distance of Fort De Russy, but make no attack
until I get up with the main force, though, if there is any force at De Russy,
you can amuse them by feints until the army get into their rear. Take every
precaution against torpedoes, and protect your men against sharpshooters.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. POR1,ER, Rear-Admiral.
Lieutenant Commander S. L. PHE4J>S,
Commanding Eastport.
That was the day we made the move, and at night we had captured Fort De
Russy. We then moved up the river, and on the 16th the navy had possession
of Alexandria. General Banks had not then began to move, though that was
the day he was to be there to meet us, so as to cut off the enemy, who really
escaped.
Question. Do you know when General Banks reached Alexandria 1
Answer. He left New Orleans on the 22d of March, and reached Alexandria
about the 27th. He was in Alexandria about three days when the army
started. On the 29th of March I wrote as follows :
FLAG-SHIP BLACKHAWK, MISSISSIPPI SQUADRON,

Alexandria, Louisiana, Marek 29, 1864.

SIR: Being about to leave for Shreveport, or as high up the river as I can
get, I have the honor to report progress.
After a great deal of labor, and two and a half days' hard work, we succeeded
in getting the Eastport over the rocks on the falls, hauling her over by main
force; now and then a rise of an inch or so of water would help her along, and
she finally was enabled to pass the advance of the army, encamped on the bank
of the river twenty-five miles above Alexandria. Other vessels got through,
and a few more remain to be got over, when we will push on to the end. It
is very slow work getting over these rocks, but as yet we have met with no
accidents. One hospital ship, belonging to the marine brigade, sank on the
falls by striking on the rocks, but all the rest of the transports went over safely.
I shall only be able to take up a part of the force I brought with me, and leave
the river guarded all the way through. The rebels are retreating before the
army, and, as usual, are destroying everything that can fall into our hands,

treat1ng -pu'o\1e anO. -p-rivate -p-ro-perty alike.

Th1~ 1~

the la~t hold. they w1\l nave

in this country, and they seem determined to wreak their vengeance on the un·
offending inhabitants who have some little cotton to dispose of. Their destructiveness has been a death-blow to thP- rebellion in this State, and General Dick
Taylor has left a name behind him to be execrated when the rebellion is long
past.
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Confederate money is worth here one-quarter of a cent on the dollar, or the
most I have heard offered is three cents. The currency of a country is the
best proof of its frosperity.
The health of the squadron, I am happy to say, continues good.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant.
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear Admiral.
B.on. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy, WasMngton, D. C.
Question. Did you hold any council or conference with General Banks at
Alexandria, in relation to the ascent of the river by the boats ?
Answer. I did, and opposed it all I could, until he told me that he should
move, and that the success of the expedition would depend upon the co-op eration of the navy; and then I said I would go if I should lose all my boats.
Question. Why did you oppose it?
Answer. Because I knew we could not get out again, except by some such
miracle as enabled us to get out at last, by hard work and the brains of an
eastern man.
Question. Did you insist, at any conference with General Banks or his staff,
that there was no trouble in making the ascent--that your boats could go anywhere where it was a little damp 1
Answer. I said that a half-dozen times in joke, for we had gone into a great
many queer places. I objected to going up the Red river then, and told them
that if they went up they must expect a reverse, so far as losing the boats was
concerned.
Question. Were you under the command of General Banks?
Answer. Not at all; I was perfectly independent of him.
Question. Did it not devolve upon you, and you alone, to determine whether
the boats should make the ascent 1
Answer. I could not very well decid~ not to go. There was a communication from General Halleck stating that the department had notified him that the
navy would co-operate with General Banks ; and therefore as long as a gunboat
could float I should do what I could to help him. I could not let the army go
off saying that the success of the expedition depended upon my co-operation.
There was but one thing to do under those circumstances-to run the ris~ of
losing the boats. If the army should succeed in getting Shreveport and destroying that place, and breaking up that large army of the rebels, then it would be
quite an important affair at last. If we should lose half a dozen gunboats in
accomplishing that, it would amount to nothing in comparison with the importance of the result. If I had said I would not go, then it would have been said
that I should have tried it, and I did not want to give them that opportunity.
Question. Now will you go on, if you please, and give a concise account of
the progress of the expedition from Alexandria up the river 1
Answer. I do not know any better way of doing that than to repeat my report to the department. I gave a pretty good account of the matter, rather
long-winded perhaps ; but I felt I was in duty bound to tell the department
the whole story. I know very little about the military operations above Alexandria. After we got our boats across the falls, at Alexaudria, we got along very
well and had a foot of water to spare. We got up to Grand Ecore, and I found
the gunboats had got up there a little ahead of the army and captured the place,
which did not amount to much. General Banks arrived a short time afterwards,
and the army came in. The rebels, about 5,000 or 6,000, kept retreating ahead of
w.tr forces. After we got to Grand Ecore, General Banks then asked mew hether
the gunboats could go up to Shreveport. I told h1m that the heavy gunboats
could not possibly get up; that it was out of the question; that we had but one
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gunboat proper, an iron-clad, that could go up. She was a little turreted boat.
I started with her and four or five what we call tin-clads. I said to the general : We can carry up so many transports and meet you at Springfield landing, about 250 or 300 miles up, and about thirty miles below Shreveport. I
made my calculation of how the river was falling, and I saw that with these
light-draught boats I could push up. I would be able to reach that landing in
time to deliver the ammunition which the vessels had on board and all the provisions, and then come down again light. And I put it in writing, that no vessels should ascend that river drawing over four and a half feet, five feet of water.
being the largest amount of water that any gunboat should draw. We started,
I think, with about fourteen of these vessels filled with troops and stores, to meet
General Banks at Springfield landing. We went along very nicely for a while;
but finally I found that the vessels began to stop. I sent back to see what was
the matter. I was told that there were two large boats that had joined the expedition and wei·e delaying it. I wanted to know what the boats had in them.
They had nothing; they were light; they had no stores or ammunition, but
were sent up to bring down cotton. That was the object for which these boats
joined that expedition, and they gave us a great deal of trouble. I could not
leave them behind, and I had to detail gunboats to look after them. I got to
Springfield landing, and the troops were landed to reconnoitre. A courier
carne m and informed us that General Banks had been defeated. I then determined to return at once, for I knew we could get no further. The rebels had
thrown a very large steamer across the river, reaching from bank to bank. I
had commenced blowing her up, but this news about General Banks seemed to
be so certain that I concluded to go back. Then it was that these two large
boats that bad joined us came near being the cause of our destruction. I was
determined not to lose anything, and not to leave them behind. G6neral Kilby
Smith, in command of the troops on the boats, proposed to burn them ; but I
said no, and finally got them all back to Grand Ecore.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. What kind of boats were these two large ones 1
Answer. They were river boats.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. To whom did they belong 1
Answer. To the quartermaster's department.
Question. Had any individual any interest in them 1
Answer. Not that I know of. They were quartermaster boat-s. I know that
there were individuals there with permits from General Banks to go into the
country and purchase cotton. And men went out and purchased cotton as we
went up, calculating that these boats would bring it down.
Question. Did you see any permits there signed by General Banks 1
Answer. No, sir; I did not. It was generally rumored that these men were
cotton speculators; they were talking about it just as open as day.
Question. What were these men 1
Answer. I don't recollect any of them but McGee; I do not remember names
very well. I very seldom trouble myself about these matters. These men
were recognized by General Banks, and were generally known as cotton specu
lators. rl'hey were there purchasing cotton right under his eye. One of his
own staff, Colonel Clarke, purchased 300 bales of cotton, which Captain Phelps
himself took away from him. Captain Phelps found out that Colonel Clarke
had purchased it, and came to me and told me that Colonel Clarke had hauled
it down and put it into one of our barges. I said: "Very well, seize the barge
and send it down with the rest of the cotton, and let it go to court. Colonel
Clarke has no authority to purchase cotton, and if it was known it would lead
to his dismissal.''
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Question. Did you call General Banks's attention to the matted
Answer. Not at all; I hardly ever had any conversation with General Banks.
This was on the river, where I consiuered I had jurisdiction. As to seeing
these permits, I would likely be the last man in the world to see them. In the
first place, I would not go around trying to see men for the purpose of convicting
General Banks of a misdemeanor, or anything of the kind ; and these men
would not come near me, for I should have taken their cotton, or any cotton on
the river.
Question. Why did you take up the large vessels of which you speak if you
supposed they were taken up to bring away cotton 1
Answer. I did not know they were going until we had got one hundred and
fifty miles above Grand Ecore; and then they were a long way out of the protection of the army.
Question. Were they under your command then?
Answer. Of course; the moment they came where I was I took charge of
them; but they would not have been allowed to take on board a' pound of cotton
as long as they were with me. Any cotton that we seized our~elves was always
put on board one of our own vessels and taken down that way. We had three
or four vessels that carried provisions. At Grand Ecore we picked up, floating
in the river and lying on the banks of the river, belonging to rebels, about three
hundred and fifty bales of cotton, which I finally had to pitch overboard. It
floated down to Alexandria and was picked up there and hauled out on shore.
'l'hat was the only cotton that was taken by anybody up there. But I know
there was a great deal of cotton bonght by these persons, thinking that the
country was under the control of the army; for there was every reason that we
should have it. We had men enough there to whip twice the force the rebels
had there. Cotton killed that expedition, in my opinion.
Question. When you say that cotton killed the expedition, will you explain
more fully what you mean by that 1
Answer. There was too much attention paid to getting cotton. The army
should not have gone into that business at all; they should have pushed on at
once. 'l'he importance of getting ahead was impressed upon General Banks.
Instead of that, days and days were spent by teams hauling cotton into town.
Question. Where was that 1
Answer. At Alexandria; they did not haul cotton anywhere else. That was
the only place, except at Grand Ecore, where they had an opportunity to touch it.
Question. Did the army wait at Alexandria on purpose for that 1 Was that
what caused the detention of the army there 1
Answer. I think it was; I think that stopped them there, that and going
into an elect.ion. General Banks ordered an election at Alexandria, and some
days were lost in that election. When you see every team in the army employed in hauling hundreds and hundreds of bales of cotton into town, and the
whole army stopped, you cannot imagine any other object in their remaining
there.
Question. Did the army move forward from Alexandria as soon as it could
be organized for that purpose 1
Answer. The army could have moved the day after it arrived there. I do
not think the army remained very long in Alexandria. I do- not know but what
they did leave there within two days-certainly as soon as they could have done.
Question. Then you do not think the army was detained there 1
Answer. They were detained about two days there; but the most of this
thing happened when we came back; but the army was not detained; it only
prevented their retreating.
Question. Was cotton hauled into Alexandria in army wagons after you returned to that place 1
Answer. Yes, sir; before and after. The army arrived there some days be-
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fore General Banks did. General Stone commenced that operation, and told
me that he did so by General Banks's order.
Question. Are yon positive any cotton was brought in by the army wagons
after the return to Alexandria 1
Answer. I will not be positive on that point, as from my own knowledee. I
was very much engaged myself in getting my fleet down. I know I saw wagons
loaded going all over the town-whether they were hauling cotton into the
town or hauling it to the boats. They first loaded up all the boats with cotton,
all the transports, and then unloaded them. It was after we returned that the
second vessel was destroyed down the river. The rebels were allowed to pass
by us and go down the river and blockade it. The cotton was hauled to the
boats and piled on them; where h came from I do not know. I was not back
in the country, for there were pickets there who would not permit any one to
go outside of the town a mile.
Question. State the particulars of the difficulties which you encountered in
getting your boats down the river.
Answer. The best way I could describe them would be to read my report to
the department.
Question. Can you not give us a condensed statement sufficient for our purposes 1
Answer. General Banks did not inform me that his army was about to move
from Grand Ecore to Alexandria, but impressed me with the idea that he still
intended to move upon Shreveport from Grand Ecore. After he had retreated
to that place, he threw up fortifications to secure himself, against what I do not
know, for there was nothing there to trouble him. He had 30,000 men, and
the most the rebels had left at that time was 16,000 men.
General Franklin carne to me at one time, and asked me if I had been informed that General Banks was going to retreat to Alexandria. I said, "No,
sir; on the contrary, General Banks has just informed me that it was his intention to hold the country." General Franklin said, "I assure you there is no
such intention; orders have already been issued for the army to retire, and I
have received an order to conduct the retreat." I thought that was very singular, and sent Captain Selfridge to see General Banks. He assured Captain
Belfridge that he had not the faintest idea of leaving.
However, having got this hint from General Franklin, I moved my vessels
down below Grand Eeore about a mile. I had a great deal of diffieulty in getting
them over a little sand-bar there; but I got them over just about in time, for
another day might have rendered it impossible for me to do so. As soon as I
'found the army was retreating, I immediately commenced moving the heaviest
boats down the river. On the first day down, the Eastport either struck a tor·
pedo or ran on a very sharp snag, and sunk in a very short time. I sent to
General Banks and told him that I wanted a chance to get the Eastport up,
and asked him if there was any probability of the army moving soon. I told
him that I had pump-boats at Alexandria by which I could raise the Eastport.
General Banks told me that I had plenty of time to do that, and I went down
to Alexandria and brought up the pump-boats, and succeeded in getting the
Eastpo:rt up and moving. I told General Banks that I wanted to keep in com·
munication with him, for the Eastport was an important iron-clad which I did
not wish the rebels to have. General Banks said he would keep communication
open every day by the river; but he started off ahead of the army and went
to Alexandria, and I heard nothing more of him then.
General Franklin conducted the retreat. I got the Eastport down, after
grounding seven or eight times in the river, to a point where I found it impossible to get her any further. The rebels there attacked us with musketry. I
knew that the army rnu8t be a long way ahead by the enemy appearing in such
force there. They opened fire on us as we were getting ready to blow up the
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Eastport. We succeeded in blowing her up and destroying her so effectually
that she could be of no service to the rebels.
·
We then proceeded down the river. The rebels £nding that we had destroyed the Eastport, and knowing that we had nothing but tin-clads along with
us, caught us in a bend of the river, about twenty-£ve miles below, and opened
£re on us with nineteen guns that they had taken from our army. In four
minutes' time, by the watch, I lost on my vessel twenty-£ve officers and men,
killed and wounded, out of fifty officers and men, and had thirty-four shots put
through my vessel, and I had another vessel which was very badly riddled.
We fought our way past the battery, and I got in the rear of the rebels, and
opened upon them with one gun with shrapnell and canister, and drove them
from their guns. In that way I managed to get my vessels down. I knew
our army must be in full retreat, or the rebels would not have brought that
battery where our men could have got at it.
Question. How many of the enemy were there 1
Answer . .About 3,000 men. When I got to .Alexandria, I found the army
in a great state of stampede. I did not see anything to be frightened at myself;
but the army was going to clear out at once and go down the river. I told
General Banks that that was out of the question; that we must do something to
get the fleet down. Colonel Bailey had suggested the building of a dam ; but
they hooted at it, and so did all the engineers . There was the most perfect
stampede I ever saw in an army that was in perfect preparation to go into
battle. rrhe army had not lost anything coming down, for General Franklin
had conducted the retreat in a masterly manner.
I wrote to General Banks pretty stiffiy on the subject, and told him that if
he did go and desert the fleet, the people of the United States would never forgive him as long as he lived; that he could see from the tone of the northern
press what the feeling there was; and that the only hope of redeeming the disasters that had already befallen the army was to get the fleet out of the predicament it was in by some masterly move.
Colonel Bailey took hold of his idea of building a darn, and General Banks
attended to it very faithfully after it was determined upon. But he would
notify me every now and then that he was going to leave. But I knew that
General A. J. Smith would not go and leave us there, and I was sure General
Banks would not leave as long as General .A.. J. Smith remained there.
Question. Were these communications oral or written 1
Answer. They were written. I knew the army had plenty of provisions,
and there was forage enough in the country. But General Banks was not alone
in the desire to get away. rrhere were others there who ought to have known
better, military men, who thought they ought to retreat.
Colonel Bailey went to work, and in twelve days built that remarkable dam,
the most remarkable thing I ever saw in my life. .A.nd I think he deserves the
entire credit of that dam, for he went in for it in opposition to the views of
everybody else there, except General Franklin, Colonel Hoffman, and myself.
General Banks did not pretend to know much about it; btit when the thing
was urged upon him, and he saw the necessity of doing something to relieve
the fleet, he went into the thing with as much vim as anybody thAre, and did a
great deal towards pushing it through.
Question. There was one dam built which went away before all the vessels
got through 1
Answer. Yes, sir. The dam was made continuous across the river, and raised
the water high enough to enable the vessels to crosB the upper falls. While the
vessels were in the act of crossing, and when four or five had got over, the dam
gave way. I was there and hailed the vessels and ordered them to push through,
for I was afraid that if they did not get over then the soldiers would become so
much discouraged at seeing the dam carried away that they would give the
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thing up. But in a short time the water had got so low on the upper falls that
no more vessels could get over, and it was found necessary to do something to
raise the water again. However, the soldiers saw that so many vessels had got
over that they were encouraged and went to work agajn. And it turned out
not to have been a bad thing that the first dam was carried away, for the barges
that were in the dam were carried down and lodged against the rocks..-on the
side of the channel, and acted as cushions against which the vessels could strike
without injury.
Question. About what time did the first dam go away 1
Answer. In the morning, about 9 or 10 o'clock.
Question. Was there any delay, after the erection of the first dam, in getting
the vessels over before it went away 1
Answer. r.rhe vessels were going over the upper falls before the dam was
actually finished. They were still strengthening the dam, putting more weight
in the boats to keep them in position. On the upper falls the channel was just
the width of a vessel. The vessels had to be hauled through, and it took some
hours to get them over. r.rhere was no delay; it is not likely that men would
delay in a case of that kind. We had been working night and day, lightening
the vessels, taking the guns off of them, and taking off the cables and sending .
them down in Hghters. There were some condemned guns on board, which
bad not been replaced with others; these I put on shore and destroyed. We
did not leave a pound of anything on board that was not needed. No men
worked harder in constructing that dam than did the men of the navy, for they
were up to their middle night and day in the water, pulling the boats in place,
and doing all they could. After the first dam was passed, the army did not
wait any longer for us. General Bailey with a few men were at work on the
dam. As soon as it was well in progress, I told General Banks that there was
no danger about the vessels, and his advance moved at once, and the gunboats
came up with them afterwards.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. You say that elections were held on your way up the river 1
Answer. There were elections at Alexandria and at Grand Ecore. There were
some 1,500 people there who were very much frightened at taking the oath of
allegiance and then being left to the rebels. But it was represented to them
that we had come to remain and take possession of the country, and I did my
best to get the army to remain there and hola the country. And at Grand Ecore
they went through the same farce again. We lost, I think, two or three days
at Grand Ecore in that way.
Question. For what were those elections 1
Answer. For local officers, I suppose, though I did not know what they were.
We sailors are not politicians. We hardly know what a sheriff is, unless he
comes after us.
Question. Were those elections to choose delegates to the convention which
formed a State constitution 1
Answer. That is what I presumed.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. When were those elections held 1
Answer. At Alexandria, some time between the 22d and 30th of March, 1864.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Were any of the voters along with the expedition 1
.Answer. I do not know; there was a governor, or an ex-governor, along! forget his name-with a permit to take down his cotton. He came to me with
his papers indorsed by General Banks, and of course I indorsed them to all
naval officers to afi'ord him facilities to take the cotton he claimed as his. He
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was a Union man-no doubt about that; and, under this permit of General
Banks, he had bought up a great deal of cotton, some of which had been taken
possession of by the navy. When he proved to me that he had bought the
cotton in good faith it was all turned over to him, and he took it. There were
some seven or eight lots, amounting to a thousand bales, which this ex-governor
claimed to have bought. I not only indorsed his papers, but sent gunboats to
protect him. He got his cotton all down, I believe, and made a very handsome
thing out of it.
Question. Were any of the candidates at these elections along with the expedition 1
Answer. I do not know ; I was not in the town at the time of the election,
but about ten miles above. I knew the election was going on, for they were
voting and flying flags and firing guns. I thought it all a great humbug. We
were waiting above for the army to move. However, they did move on the day
they said they would-after the election was over. It struck me that the election at Grand Ecore was a perfect farce.
Question. Why was it more a farce there than anywhere else 1
Answer. In the first place, the people were very unwilling to vote; they
were very much frightened and did not want to vote. But they were impres~ed
with the notion that if they would come forward and prove their loyalty by
voting they would be allowed to take their cotton out and do what they pleased
with it.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Do you know whether the army was actually detained at Grand
Ecore on account of the election 1
Answer. I would not pretend to say that the army was detained on purpose
for the election; but the complaint was that they stopped at Grand Ecore instead of pushing on immediately.

Testimony

of Wellington W.

Withenhury.

WASHINGTON, Marclt 9, 1865.
Mr. WELLINGTON W. WITHENBURY sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. What is your residence and occupation 1
Answer. My residence is Cincinnati, Ohio; my occupation, for twenty-five
years, has been that of a steamboat-man, principally upon the Red river, during
the navigable season.
Question. Did you accompany the Red river expedition, under General Banks,
in the spring of 1864; if so, in what capacity 1
Answer. On the 16th March, 1864, 1 reported for duty to Admiral Porter,
and he requested me to report to him from day to day. At that time the river
was so low that none of his gunboats could get over the falls at Alexandria.
That was the first obstruction the expedition met after the capture of a little
fort below. Some of the very lightest boats, denominated tin-clads, could have
gone over the falls, but none others.
I made trips from day to day, and sometimes oftener than once a day, with
the pilots belonging to the fleet, for the purpose of ascertaining the increase of
water; the river was rising slowly. I cannot remember the exact da.y on which
the first gunboat attempted to cross the falls. It was near the end of March
before the first boat was taken over. The river was rising at the time I speak
of, the 16th of March, and had been rising for some two or three weeks, al-
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though the rise was much later than usual. In the course of four or five days
I reported to Admiral Porter that boats of a certain draught of water could ascend the falls. That was as far as I had anything to do with the matter.
Finally, probably about the 26th or 28th of March, Admiral Porter sent for
us to go on board his flag-ship. He invited us to go on board the Eastport, to
assist in taking her over the falls. She was the largest boat in the fleet which
attempted the passage of the falls. I remarked to Admiral Porter then, that if
my judgment was asked for, I should say that it was bad policy to put the
largest boat into the chute first, as she might get aground, and if she did it
would hinder the passage of the other vessels. But he said, " I want you to
go on board and take her over the falls." Consequently Captain Martin and
myself went on board the Eastport. It resulted as I had expected. She got
aground, and was aground some three days, until the river began to fall. It
required a great deal of extra work, with tugs and lighter gunbo;tts, which ran
alongside of her, to get her over. At that time she was lying in the chute,
among the rocks upon the edge of the chute. The river had raised sufficiently
to allow the lighter boats to pass outside of her. The Pittsburg was one, and
others were the Chillicothe, the Neosho, and the Ozark. They were of the new
class of iron-clads and monitors, of sufficiently light draught to have gone over
the falls, through the chute where the Eastport was aground. They could have
gone over four or five days sooner than they did go. And they finally did go
over the falls, outside of the channel where the Eastport was aground. However, we succeeded in getting the Eastport over.
After the gunboats had been taken over the falls, I asked permission of Admiral Porter to go to Grand Ecore on the transport on which General Banks
had his headquarters. He gave me permission to do so. As we went up the
river we overtook the Eastport, and one other of the large boats, aground, and
had to stop and pull them off. The other boats had gone on some days previously and were at Grand Ecore, awaiting the arrival of these large boats.
I did not myself go any higher than Grand Ecore, but came back from that
point. General Banks left his boat there, and went by land from that point.
In regard to the progress of the boats above Grand Ecore, I know nothing of
my own personal knowledge; all I know of that matter I have from the pilots
who went with them. I know the points on the map which thev reach.
The question has been asked me, what was the reason that the boats were
four days in going 100 miles 1 From my knowledge of that business, of steamboating on the Red river, I could give no reason, unless the lighter boats were
waiting for the large boats to keep up with them. r_rhe Eastport was an extraordinarily large boat for the Red river. And underwriters never would have
insured upon boats of her length to go up and down the Red river. To get
her around some few points it was necessary to have tugs at each end of her to
pull her around. The only way I can account for the boats being so long going
up there would be that the small boats waited for the large boat~, as they did,
below.
Question. You say that the larger class of boats could not have been taken
over the falls at Alexandria sooner than they actually were taken over 1
Answer. No, sir; not such boats of the class of the Eastport. Shfl was the
largest and most unwieldy boat on the river. Captain Martin and myself both
remarked to Admiral Porter, at the time she started to go over, that we thought
it was a chance that she would get foul and hinder the others. He said, "Go
on board and take her over." After .she was stuck we went to Captain Phelps
and asked him to take us ashore. He put us ashore, and we reported to Admiral Porter below the falls. He asked, "How long is it going to take to get her
over?" I replied that I did not know; that if they used the appliances ordinarily used by steamboat-men there, she might get over in two or three days.
Captain Phelps did as he thought best.
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Question. Before you attempted to take the Eastport over, were you consulted about taking the fleet up the river 1
Answer. Yes, sir. Captain Martin particularly went up in a tug sounding
the river.
Question. Did you or not start to take the boats over as soon as it was deemed
by you practicable to do so 1
Answer. In talking with Admiral Porter we both stated that boats of a certain depth could go over on such a day. We reported that several days before
the attempt was made.
Question. Was the river rising at that time 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How long did it continue to rise 1
Answer. Up to the day/the Eastport was started up, and then it came to a
stand; and after she got aground it commenced falling.
Question. Were you consulted about the possibility of taking the fleet up and
back 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. By whom 1
Answer. By Admiral Porter.
Question. What opinion did you give 1
.Answer. That if once over the falls there would be no difficulty in getting
the boats along, if proper pilots were employed. The question was often asked,
V\"~'hen will the river rise 1 Of course we could not answer it. I said that in
the twenty years of my experience the river had failed to rise only once, in 1855,
when it did not rise at all.
Question. How long does the water continue high after the annual rise 1
Answer. From five to seven and sometimes eight months in the year, commencing in December or January, :tnd continuing until the last of July.
Question. Did you assist in getting the boats over the falls when they came
down the river 1
Answer. I left on the 4th of May, and I think the fleet came over the falls
on the 12th of May.
Question. You had no knowledge in relation to taking the boats down?
Answer. No, sir; only Admiral Porter asked, if they succeeded in building
the dam and getting the boats over the falls, could they get them out of the
river 1 I told him they could.
Question. Is there anything else you desire to state 1
Answer. I do not know th3t there is especially, except that the Eastport was
sunk on her way down. I remember remarking to Admiral Purter, in a laughing manner, that if he got the Eastport up over the falls I would not bet on her
getting back. I felt she was a bad subject to take on that expedition. Admiral Porter had never been higher up on that river than Alexandria. He had
been there in 1863, and had then consulted with several perf?ons about taking his
boats over the falls. We advised him not to do it, and he did not do it. After
the Eastport had sunk they sent down to Alexandria for some pump-boats to
raise her. General Banks the other day asked me some questions in relation to
the movements of the army and of the navy, and concerning cotton at Alexandria.
Question. Very well; state anything you know in relation to operations in
cotton in connex1on with that expedition .
.Answer. At the time of the arrival at Alexandria of the navy and the portion of the army from General Sherman's command, there was considerable
cotton stored in Alexandria, and quite a quantity of cotton within a few miles of
there-say from three to five miles. The rebels had then destroyed no cotton
at all, and I had heard the rebel General Dick Taylor say, a few days prior to
hi::; leaving Alexandria, that if the federal army respected private property he
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would countermand the order to burn cotton. They retired some five or seven
miles-far enough outside of town, I suppose, to keep watch of proceedings
there. The first movement in cotton I saw was, the crews'and officers of several
gunboats handling cotton out of the warehouses, and with teams hauling it from
some distance on each side of the river.
Question. Where was that 1
Answer. At Alexandria, at the foot of the falls. In company with some
prominent Union citizens, I went on board the vessel and talked with Admiral
Porter on the subject. We told Admiral Porter what the result would be; that
the rebels would set fire to and burn up all government as well as private cotton. He said he thought they would not burn much; that they would soon get
tired of that. But in a few days smoke was seen rising in every direction.
We went to him again, but we had no influAnce with him. When General
Banks came I told him about it. He remarked that it was all wrong. I said
to him that I thought it was wrong, but such was the effect of what had been
done. I saw cotton taken out of warehouses in Alexandria, and the letters
"C. S. A." marked upon it by men who appeared to belong to the navy. That
was cotton which had no mark upon either end of the bale ; which had been
newly baled. The letters "C. S. A." were marked upon one end, and the letters "U. S. N." marked upon the other end. I saw some navy wagons come
in one day with some thirty odd bales of cotton, which I recognized as belonging to a lot in which I had an interest. I told Admiral Porter about it, and he
said, "We will not touch any more of it." That was hauled some three miles.
The engineer of the flag-ship Blackhawk, a man who had worked for me on
the river some years before in the capacity of an engineer, started out one morning with a gang of men and some wagons marked" U. S. N." He himself was
on horseback. He was gone a great part of the day. When he came back he
asked me about a pile of cotton that was on the railroad track in the woods
about four miles off. I told him it belonged to a man who had been forced to
haul it out there, for the rebels suspected him of being a Union man. He said,
"We have captured a lot of it, but it is in such bad condition that I do not think
we will go for any more of it." It was so rotten that it would fall to pieces.
When I told Admiral Porter about my cotton, he said, " You bett~r let us
haul it in here." I said, "I will do so if you will let me have it; it is my •
property." He said, "You will get it after a while; let it go to Cairo."
I declined it. He said, "The rebels will burn it if you let it stay." But they
did not. General Banks's quartermaster took the rest of it, some. sixty odd
bales, and carried it to New Orleans, and delivered the proceeds of it to me.
Question. How far into the country did the navy teams go for cotton 1
Answer. They went three miles for the cotton that belonged to me.
Question. Were their teams frequently sent out 1
Answer. They went out on both sides of the river. They hauled empty coalbarges alongside the bank and loaded cotton into them. Several gunboats went
down the river for twenty or thirty miles and gathered up cotton there.
Question. Was the burning of the cotton commenced by the owners before or
after the navy commenced seizing it 1
Answer. It was not burned by the owners at all; it was burned by the rebel
authorities. There was a certain portion of the military detailed for that purpose, who were divided into squads, each with a list of places to go to. But
they did not commence burning until after they had time to get news of what
was going on within the limits of Alexandria and thereabouts. They then commenced burning it, and from there they burned it pretty generally as they fell
back.
Question. What was done by the army in relation to cotton 1
Answer. General Banks left General Grover in charge at Alexandria, and
left him with instructions, as General Grover told me, to take charge of all cot-
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ton; that which was hauled voluntarily into town, and perhaps the army wagons
may have captured some; but that I do not know. They went to Governor
l\Ioore's plantation and took a hundred hogsheads of sugar on government account. General Grover told me we could bring in whatever cotton we had, and
if he could spare government wagons to facilitate our doing so he would do it.
But we must turn it over to the quartermaster and let it be shipped to New
Orleans, and if we could establish our loyalty we would get the proceeds of it.
I did so about mine, and I found they kept their word in regard to it.
I never realized anything for the thirty bales of my cotton which Admiral
Porter took and sent to Cairo. I think there is a suit now in the Supreme
Court of the United States in regard to the legality of that seizure of cotton by
the navy. But I do not think it covers that case of mine, because I think that
cotton was sold and the money distributed long ago.
I have no notion that a single person in that vicinity burned their own cotton. There was a great effort made to induce General Dick Taylor to rescind
the order to burn cotton. He said, "Don't ask me; General Banks is coming
with his army of occupation; make your peace with him. If he respects your
rights, I certainly shall." General 'I'aylor and his forces retired apparently with
the determination not to burn cotton.
Question. You were in Alexandria before the arrival of our army there 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I was there in 1863. I was caught in that river with my
steamboat when the rebellion first broke out, and I could not get out.
Question. Were you a Union man 1
Answer. Yes, sir. The week before General Butler took New Orleans I was
published in a New Orleans paper as a Union man, and a man dangerous to the
confederacy, and the tree was picked out to hang me on.
Question. How happened it that the rebels allowed you to remain there 1
Answer. I talked them out of it-tried to convince them that they were mistaken in me. They threatened me from time to time. I have never been anything else but a Union man. I am a native of Connecticut, and have no prejudices in favor of the south except as a place of business. During times of peace
I prospered there.
At the time General Banks came up there in 1863 I went to him voluntarily
and made known to him my position, that my effects were scattered through
the country. I told him that if he was not going to hold the country I would
like to remain there to protect my own interests, and that I could be the means
of furnishing him information that would be valuable to him. And upon Dr.
Kennedy, of New Orleans, vouching for my veracity, General Banks gave me
a pass to go outside of his lines, and I went to Shreveport, and General Banks
went down the river. I did not like to leave there, because once leaving I
would lose all claims to anything I had in that country.
I promised General Banks at that time that I would meet him when hereturned. He thought it would be in about forty days; instead of that it was
over ten months. I promised Admiral Porter the same thing, and I met them
both according to promise.
Knowing what I do of the sentiment of the military authorities there, and
the sentiment of the people, I do not think a bale of cotton would have been
burned in that region if it had not been so promptly seized by the navy. I
took other Union men, and went to Admiral Porter, and plead with him to
desist from taking the cotton. We said to him, "You have it in your hands, it
is here; if you let it alone they will not burn it." I supposed they burned
between 50,000 and 70,000 bales there and at Grand Ecore.
There ie one matter General Banks questioned me upon, in regard to the
character of the people at the election there; I do not know that it is important,
but he has questioned me about it since I have come to this city. I was there
and acted as a clerk of election a portion of the day, and took General Banks
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to the place where it was being held, and introduced him to various parties. I
kuow exactly the number of votes polled, and the sentiment of the people who
remained round about Alexandria waiting the arrival of the expedition. I had
been there a great deal, and made it a point to know, because I had promised
General Banks that when he came again I would give him the benefit of all I
had learned. I know that perhaps a majority of the men who voted at that
election were of the piney woods people, who had been hid away from the conscription; who had been hunted by bloodhounds and conscript hunters; they .
came in freely. The number of votes polled was 301; of that number there
were at least one hundred worthy, respectable, thrifty people.
There was a Union meeting there. '!'here was one man there who had a
plantation, and was good ordinarily for 250 or 300 negroes, and about 2,000
bales of cotton.
And I know that when the rebel army retreated from Fort DeRussy up the
river there was not a bale of cotton burned or destroyed. I went down to
meet some despatches that were coming from friends whom I had in New
Orleans. I went very close to the federal lines with my horse and buggy. I
got the sentiment of the people, and I learned from them the promises made to
them not to burn the cotton, and found that the promise had been fulfilled. I
met the rebel army on their way back, and know that they did not burn cotton.
I know positively that there was not a bale of cotton destroyed in the whole
country there, and there was none destroyed until some two or three days after
the seizure commenced at Alexandria.
Question. Was the army detained at Alexandria on account of the election 1
Answer. I do not think they were. The view I took of the case, without
being too inquisitive, was that the army was waiting for the fleet. The army
could all move at once. But the Eastport was aground in the chute, and the
transports, with General A. J. Smith's command, went up the falls outside of
the Eastport. These very transports could have gone up four or five days
previously through the channel where the Eastport was aground. rrhe hospital
boat was sunk in ascending the falls, but it was from a want of knowledge, and
not from a want of water. '.rhere was an old steamboat shaft sunk there, and she
struck it. I suppose the army was waiting for the navy to get up, so that they
could move altogether.
.
As I have stated before, I went with General Banks up to Grand Ecore.
'.rhe army had gone up by land. General Banks, of course, could remain a day
or two behind, and then get up to Grand Ecore as soon as the army did. We
got to Grand Ecore about nine o'clock at night, and General A. J. Smith came
on board and reported to General Banks. I heard enough of the conversation
to lead me to infer that there was a necessity for prompt action. General
Banks said, " Well, I will have my horses taken off, and we will go at once tonight." General Smith said, "I have a horse on shore." General Banks went
on shore; where he went I do not know.
r.rhe next day I asked if there had been any fighting, and I was told tLat
there had been a little skirmishing at Pleasant Hill. General Stone came on
board and asked me where Pleasant Hill was. He spread a map out before us,
but the words "Pleasant Hill" were not on it. I traced out the different roads
leading from point to point, and placed my finger on the spot, and said "Pleasant Hill is about there." He said, "I think not." I said, "It is there," and
showed him from other maps. I gave him my own maps for his guidance.
During that same day, perhaps, General Stone, in company with General Banks,
asked me how it would do to cross the river at that point and go up on t~e
other side. I said that it would take them about two days longer to reach
Shreveport, but they would have better roads perhaps. There was an old
military road that led from Campte to Fort Towson, but they would be obliged
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to go around some lakes if they went that way. They then decided not to go
that way.
I then remarked to them : "When you get above Pleasant Hill, on the road
to Mansfield, you will not see the river any more. You will go further from the
1·iver, and not come in striking distance of it until you get to Shreveport." I
pointed out on the map precisely all the roads. I recollect asking General
Stone one question, and the answer I got indicated that I was asking too many
questions, and I gave it up. It was an unimportant question, however.
But with regard to the boats of the class of the Neosho, Ozark, Osage, Pittsburg, Chillicothe, and I think the Mound City-they were boat.s as impregnable, as far as iron-clad boats were concerned, as was the Eastport. I think
the iron on them was quite as thick, and they had been through some pretty
hard fights. I knew that the Pittsburg, particularly, had been in the fight of
Grand Gulf, and had not been harmed much. And any of those six or seven
boats, according to my judgment of their strength, would be better adapted to
any stage of water, going up and down the Red river, to meet any obstructions
that the rebels could put there.
I gave them a description of the rebel gunboats at Shreveport. The Missouri,
I knew it thoroughly, and described it thoroughly to them. I gave them to
understand that that boat was not an affair that they need stand in fear of. I
recollect saying to them that either of the gunboats I have mentioned could
demolish the rebel iron-clad very quickly.

Testimony

if John

M. Martin.

WASHINGTON, March 9, 1865.
Mr. JoHN M. MARTIN sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Where do you reside, and what is your occupation 1
Answer. I am a, resident of Belmont county, Ohio. My occupation is that of
a river pilot.
.
Question. Where have you been employed as pilot 1
Answer. In the Red river, and from New Orleans upon the Mississippi, for
about eighteen years.
Question. Did you accompany the expedition under General Banks up the
Red river in the spring of 18641
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what capacity 1
Answer. In the capacity of a pilot.
Question. Will you state what connexion you had with that expedition 1
Answer. My evidence would be just like that of Captain Withenbury, with
the exception that I took two or three boats to Grand ~Jcore from Alexandria.
In regard to boats going up over the falls, the lighter ones could have been taken
over some five or six days previous to the attempt to take the Eastport ovrrthat is, the quantity of water was sufficient to allow them to pass over the falls.
Question. Why was it determined to take the Eastport up first 1
Answer. I cannot tell. Some one on the boats mentioned that Captain Phelps
was a relation of Admiral Porter, who wanted him to go in advance. rrhe Eastport was a large, clumsy boat, and very difficult to navigate.
Question. Who determined which boat should go up first 1
Answer. I suppose the admiral did.
Question. Were you consulted in regard to the rise in the river 1
Answer. Repeatedly.
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Question. What opinion did you give 1
Answer. I said there had been but one year, 1855, in which the river had
failed to rise; but it was rather late in the year for a rise, which usually commeneed in January.
Question. Do you understand that the reason the boats did not pass up over
the falls sooner was because you were waiting for a rise in the river 1
Answer. Yes, sir. Every mOilfling I reported to Admiral Porter how much
the river had risen during the night before.
Question. Did you go up the river with the boats 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I went up first on a tram port boat. I remained in Alexandria for a time. I was very sick at the time. After that I took the Champion
up, and sub-marine boat No. 5, to pump out the Eastport, which had sunk.
Question. You did not go up with Admiral Porter 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. You followed him 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How far up did you go 1
Answer. To Grand Ecore, 100 miles from Alexandria.
Question. How long were you going from Alexandria to Grand Ecore 1
Answer. About eighteen hours.
·
Question. Were you present when the boats were taken down over the falls 1
Answer. No, sir; I w~s taken sick, and got permission from Admiral Porter
to go to New Orleans.
·
Question. Do you know anything about any cotton operations in connexion
'
with that expedition 1
Answer. Very little. I know that on their first arrival there the navy seized
cotton, hauling it in some three or four miles from the country, for I saw it coming
in ; and I saw them mark cotton, putting "C. S. A." on one end of the bale, and
"U. S. N." on the other.
Question. Who did that?
Answer. Persons belonging to the navy. The engineer of the flag-ship was
also engaged in getting cotton. I myself saw him going out in the country on
horseback.
Question. At what time did the rebels begin to burn the cotton; before or
after the navy began seizing it 1
Answer. Mterwards; they did not burn any until they got above Alexandria.
Some ten or twelve miles from Alexandria, I believe, was the nearest the rebels
destroyed any cotton on their retreat.
Question. Do you know why they commenced to destroy it 1
Answer. I was told they did so because the navy had begun to seize private
cotton.
Question. You were not with the boats when they were taken over the falls
at Alexandria on the return of the expedition 1
Answer. No, sir; I was not. I was with several that went over the falls in
ascending the river.
Question. Did you express any opinion as to the feasibility of an expedition
by boats up the river 1
•
Answer. No, sir; not directly. I remarked to Admiral Porter that the lighter
boats could go over the falls; it was folly to attempt to take the Eastport up at
the time they attempted to take her over. She remained in the chute about
three days, preventing the other boats from advancing.
Question. How far up the river did you suppose those boats could go 1
Answer. The lighter class of them could have gone to Shreveport very easily
with that stage of water.
Question. Do you deem that it would have been a possible thing to have
taken those boats to Shreveport and returned with them 1
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Answer. Yes, sir; the lighter ones.
Question. Do you mean any of the iron-clads by "the lighter ones"?
Answer. Yes, sir; the Pittsburg, Neosho, Osage, Ozark, and Chillicothe.
At the time I took the Champion up I had a letter from Captain Breese, directed
to Captain Phelps,
let me return the next morning, as I was sick. I gave
Captain Phelps the letter, but he told me I could not go 'back ; that he wanted
me to remain there and bring the Eastport out. I told him the water was too
low for that. We came down the river about twenty miles, grounding several
times on the way down. At last we got her so hard aground that they could
not get her off at all. They then destroyed her by blowing her up.
Question. It is your opinion that they never ought to have attempted to take
the Eastport above the falls?
Answer. Yes, sir; I advised them so.

'l.,estimony of Captain K. R. Breese, U. S. N.
WASHINGTON, Marc!~ 14, 1865.
Captain K. R. BREESE sworn and exa_!Pined.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. What is your rank and command in the navy?
Answer. I am a lieutenant commander.. and fleet captain of the North Atlantic
squadron.
Question. Were you engaged in the Red river expedition in the spring of
1864?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what capacity?
Answer. Commanding Admiral Porter's flag-ship, the Black Hawk.
Question. Will you state all you know in regard to that expedition ?
Answer. As soon as General A. J. Smith's forces arrived at the mouth of the
Red river, the fleet being all ready, we ascended as far as the mouth of the
Atchafalaya. From there a portion of the iron-clads went down the Atchafalaya
as far as Simmsport, where General Smith's troops landed. Another portion of
the fleet proceeded up the Red river as far as the obstructions which had been
placed below Fort DeRussy, and commenced to remove them. General Smith's
army marched up to Fort DeRussy, attacked it, and captured it. That portion
of the fleet that had gone up the Red river arrived there just as he got into the
fort. The next morning the whole fleet proceeded up to Alexandria. On arriving there they seized a quantity of cotton, bagging, and roping, and some sugar
and molasses that was found in confederate storehouses. There was a great
deal of cotton found on the banks of the river as we were going up, and a portion of that was sei~ed by the gunboats. It was first taken for the purpose of
covering the decks. A great many of the vessels on the previous ascents of the
river near Vicksburg had had carried away their hammock-rails, which had
afforded a protection against sharpshooters, and these bales of cotton were taken
to protect the men against sharpshooters. As we proceeded on up the river
large quantities of cotton were found, which I was informed was marked" C. S.
A." That was taken and put in some empty coal-barges that we had with us,
or rather some barges were discharged of their coal and loaded with cotton.
General Smith's troops embarked on the transports at Fort DeRussy, and came
up to Alexandria the following evening.
Part n--19
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Question. On what day did you reach Alexandria 1
Answer. I could not tell the day of the month.
By Mr. Buckalew:
Question. In what month 1
Answer. It was in the month of March. After our arrival in Alexandria the
admiral received information from persons in Alexandria that there were quantities of cotton along the river at different points which was very accessible.
Generally, and always so far as I know, the information was that it belonged
to the confederate government, or to persons who were noted rebels; either
themselves or the male members of their families in the rebel army; and the
admiral sent vessels and secured all that lay along the banks of the river.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Did you send out into the country for any cotton 1
Answer. I do not know of anybody ever going more than four miles; they went
four miles into the country; they took some mules from a Mrs. Wilson who was
there; she loaned them to the admiral, who promised to return them as soon as
he had got through with them, and did so-mules a:q.d horses which he used
for that purpose. I never went on any of these expeditions, but I am quite sure
none ever went over four miles; and I do not know that they went that far.
Question. Do you know the amount of cotton brought in with teams for the
navy?
Answer. I do not know positively; but I do not believe that altogether it
amounted to 200 bales. It was small lots; the most of the cotton that was taken
was right on the banks of the river in gin-houses. The flag-ship never was engaged in any of this, and therefore I know nothing about it of my own personal
knowledge. It is only from reports of officers,. and seeing the cotton brought in.
While we were at Alexandria there was a large quantity of cotton-how much
I do not know-hauled in there in army wagons. That was in the neighborhood
of Alexandria. I do not think they hauled that more than six or seven miles
at the most. There was also some sugar and some molasses brought in; I saw
it in wagons.
Question. Did you go on with the expedition abo~ Alexandria?
Answer. No, sir; the Black Hawk could not go up at that stage of water, and
I was left behind as senior officer, in charge of that p::>rtion of the river, from
there down. After the admiral returned to Alexandria, having been up the river,
he sent me down to the Mississippi river, to take charge there, while he was engaged in Alexandria. He said he should remain there until the gunboats were
got out.
Question. How long did the gunboats remain at Alexandria before they went
up the river ?
Answer. About a week, I think; but they could not possibly have gone over
the falls before they did. We had the best local pilots, and men whom we bad
carried there with us, and we had competent officers sounding the falls, as they
termed it, every day. '.rhe river was rising very slowly and gradually.
As soon as it was found possible to get a vessel over the falls, th~ admiral
sent the Eastport up. She was the first vessel that got over. It was necessary
that he should send a formidable vessel up first, because the information we then
had of the rebel iron-clads was very indefinite. But it was supposed they were
within ~0 or 30 miles of Alexandria. He could not send the light-draught vessels up first, because they were not able to cope with the rebel iron-clads.
Therefore, as soon as the water was deep enough, he sent up the Eastport, and she
was followed rapidly by the others. Some stuck fast on the falls, others got
over without much difficulty. The very moment the water would permit, the
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Eastport was sent up over the falls. In fact she went up rather too soon, for
she was a day at least aground on the falls.
Question. Do you know anything of ~he operations above the falls 1
Answer. No, sir; not of my own knowledge.
Question. How lung did you remain at Alexandria 1
Answer. I was there upwards of a month.
Question. You remained there until the admiral returned 1
Answer. Ye~, sir; I was there all the time until he returned.
Question. Did you leave Alexandria and go down the river before he did 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I left Alexandria the day after his return. He came down,
and then went part way up again; I think not all the way. He told me that
the river was falling rapidly, and that there was danger of the Black Hawk being
caught there. He told me to go down the river a::; fast as possible. He went up
the river again the day I left.
Question. Then you were not at Alexandria when the boats were taken over
the falls on their return 1
Answer. No, sir; I was then lying at the mouth of the Red river, in command of that part of the Mississippi; engaged in forwarding supplies, and doing
whatever could be done.
Question. Do you know anything in relation to operations in cotton by the
army on that expedition 1
Answer. I only know what the cotton speculators told me; I know nothing
of my own knowledge, except seeing cotton brought in in army wagons. There
was quite a number of speculators there.· How they got there I do not know.
A number of them came to me and asked me if I would not seize their cotton
in the name of the navy; I told them I could not do it. They said they had 200
or 3UO bales there, scattered about in different directions, and asked me 'to seize
it in the name of the navy, and let it be carried to Cairo as prize cotton and go
before the courts. If they could pro-ve their claim to it, well and good ; if not,
then the navy would have it.
Question. What were the names of those men 1
Answer. One was named Sells.
Question .. Do you know where he was from 1
Answer. I think from St. Louis.
Question. Do you know what authority he had 1
Answer. I do not know that he had any. I think he went up there as the
owner of a steamboat. 'rhe only persons who were up there with authority
were a Mr. Butler and another one. They had an order from the President,
directing all persous in authority, military or naval, to grant them all facilities
in going where they pleased, mentiouing particularly Red river, and about there.
They were the only ones that had any kind of permit that I knew of.
I know that General Banks requested the admiral to give orders to the guard
vessels stationed at the mouth of the river not to permit any ves~el at all to
come up the river, except those engaged with the army and navy; and to
examine all persons on board of them, and to see if there were any persons
who had not proper passes from proper military authorities to come up.
On one occasion Governor Yates came there with a steamer, and a number of
persons with him, and wanted to come up. They had permits from some military authority which the naval officer at the mouth of the Red river could not
recognize, and he told them that they could not go up. They then went down
to New Orleans, and had some conference with General Banks, I think, and
then came up afterwards. Governor Yates's party had wanted to come up before General Banks had come up.
I heard a great many stories about that, but I know nothing of my own
knowledge. I know only what the cotton speculators told me. They said
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Governor Yates and his party went to New Orleans, and there had an interview with General Banks. The arrangement come to was this: there was to be
an effort made in the coming presidential campaign to elect General Banks.
Mr. Lincoln was to be the ostensible nominee, but nobody had any expectation
that he would be successful. Therefore they were going ostensibly to push him
as hard as they could, but in the end they were going to bring forward General
Banks, who was to be a compromise candidate, and there was no doubt that he
would be elected.
But they wanted money to push the thing through, and they wanted General
Banks's influence to help their friends in the matter. '.rhe plan was that General
Banks should issue an order that all the cotton that came into Alexandria
should be seized and turned over to the quartermaster, and taken to New Orleans. Then, on its arrival at New Orleans, those persons who were "in the
ring," as they style it, if they could buy the claims of the owners, would have
the cotton immediately turned over to them without any trouble. But should
the loyal owners wish to dispose of the cotton themselves, then there would be
so many obstacles thrown in their way, such as putting it before the courts, and
things of that kind, that it would be made almost hopeless for them to realize
on it, and they would be glad to sell their claims for a mere song. Then these
people were to step in and buy them, and as soon as they did so, there would
be no obstacle in the way of their getting the cotton. This was the story of
these speculators.
'l'hese speculators said they could purchase cotton all about Alexandria, and
they asked me if I would seize it after they had purchased, and claim it as prize
to the navy. In that way it would get out of the clutches of General Banks,
they said, and would be transported north to Cairo, go before the courts of
IllinoiEJ, where they could present their claims of ownership, and obtain their
cotton. The object of Governor Yates's party, as I understood it from these
speculators, was to purchase cotton to promote the interest of General Banks as
the compromise candidate for President. I heard this from half a dozen different
persons.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Can you give me the names of any of those parties 1
Answer. This Mr. Sells is the only one I recollect. He is thoroughly mixed
up in that cotton business. But whether he would rell or not, I do not know.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Where is he 1
Answer. He is a merchant of St. Louis, as I understand. The way I happen
to 1·ecollect him so particularly is that his cousin was a volunteer lieutenant in
the navy at that time. I think he is now Sixth Auditor, though I am not sure.
He is in the Treasury Department, in some position.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Did Governor Yates go up the river 1
Answer. No, sir, his agents did. What they did I do not know; I never
heard.
Question. Did they pass up before or after General Banks 1
Answer. After General Banks came up.
Question. Do you know who composed that party t
Answer. I heard the names, but I did not pay much attention to them; these
fellows used to come to me with these stories, in the hope to get me to seize
their cotton. They offered to pay me something handsome if I would do it, and
to pay the sailors and men. They said they were willing to pay one-twentieth
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or the value of the cotton if we would take it. They used to come and beg me
every day to take the mules of Mrs. Wilson, which had not then been returned,
and go out and get this cotton, promising to pay me handsomely for it, and to
pay the officers and men engaged in it.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. This was the story they told you 1
Answer. Yes, sir. Mr. Sells was my particular informant, but they all agreed
in the story.
Question. They were in opposition to the Yates party 1
Answer. Sells was in opposition to everybody. He was there just to get
cotton. He is one of those men who do not care how they get cotton, or over
whose back they ride to get it. I suppose his object was just to get cotton.
'rhere ·:.rasa clergyman who belonged to Alexandria who had been obliged to
leave on account of his being a Union man. He had a great deal of trouble
with General Banks about a little cotton he had. He used to come to me very
often and ask me to take his cotton. He seemed to be thoroughly posted up
in the matter.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. How did these speculators get up there 1
Answer. I do not know. When I was at the mouth of the Red river nobody came up who was not entitled to do so. 'rwo days after I got down the
river the rebels got their batteries below Alexandria, and there was a blockade
of the river.
Question. Did you see the permit of the President 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I copied it myself.
Question. What was the name of the party to whom the permit was given?
Answer. Casey & Co. was the name in the permit, and Butler was the head
of the establishment, I think; either Butler or Halliday.
Question. Was it all the same firm 1
Answer. Those men belonged to a party engaged in this business. They
came along with this order from the President requiring all military and naval
men to give them their assistance to pass beyond our lines, &c., and let them
get cotton and take it out, and upon that order this steamboat was allowed to
come up the Red river.
Question. What was the name of the steamboat ?
Answer. I do not recollect now.
Question. Did it pass up before or after General Banks went up 1
Answer. I think she came up after General Banks did, or about the time he
did. That was one reason why Governor Yates was so very indignant that he
could not come up with his party, when it was known that this party of Casey
had been permitted by Admiral Porter to go up the river. These people talked
so much about it on shore in Alexandria, and said that Admiral Porter was engaged in this cotton business, and was interested with Butler, Casey, and that
kind of people, that Mr. Halliday, who was in this company of Casey and Butler,
showed the order to some of these speculators on shore. That stopped their
mouths, and they said nothing more about Admiral Porter being engaged in it.
They said it was very hard indeed that Admiral Porter would grant permits
to some to go up and not to others. They talked so much about it, and read
remarks in the newspapers, and things of that kind, that Mr. Halliday, who was
a friend of the admiral, showed them this order. That was the way it got out
that there was such an order in existence.
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By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Do you know anything else about the cotton business 1
Answer. I do not know. I heard nothing but cotton hardly for the four
months I was there. If this Mr. Sells would tell all he knew he could tell the
whole history of it.
Question. Did you see any permits signed by General Banks 1
Answer. No, sir. I heard a great many accusations made against his chief
quartermaster, Mr. Hollabird, by these speculators. They said that he was the
go-between in all this matter; that this cotton was all turned over to him, and
he made all the arrangements for its final disposition; whether it should go into
the hands of the treasury agents, or into the hands of "the ring," as they
termed it.
There was no cotton taken by the navy, except near Alexandria, and except
that there was an expedition sent from Alexandria up the Wachita river, where
they captured some cotton; how much I do not know exactly, though I think
it was about 2,500 bales.
Question. By whom was that expedition sent 1
Answer. It was under orders of the admiral, and under the command of
Lieutenant Commander Foster. That cotton was on the banks of the river.
We had information from these cotton speculators, who had charts of the
country, with every parish and township in the State of Louisiana and in the
State of Mississippi, all marked off, with the amount of cotton in each one, where
it was stored, the marks on it, and everything about it. Many of the speculators
would come and give us information concerning these things, in hopes that we
would take out some that they claimed was their own, so that they could present
their claims to the court. r.I'hey knew very well that the cotton that was taken
away by the navy was sent before the court, and if they could present a fair
claim for it they would get it; and they tried to get the admiral and his officers
to take their cotton wherever it could be found.
Question. Do you know how those cotton speculators got up to Alexandria 1
Answer. I know that a large number of them came up on the Black Hawk
with General Banks, with a large quantity of bagging and roping. The way
that I happened to know that was, that she landed at the bank just under our
stern. I saw that vessel discharge her cargo there. On our arrival at Alexandria we captured at least thirty wagon loads of roping and bagging, which
the man who h1d charge of it told us was not three weeks from New Orleans.
It was tnarked "C. S. A," the whole of it, and was in the confederate storehouses.
·
Question. Were there two steamers called "Black Hawk" 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the Black Hawk of the navy was Admiral Porter's flagship, and the transport Black Hawk was General Banks's headquarters boat.
Question. This bagging of which you spoke came up on the Black Hawk of
General Banks 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know in what vessel the bagging and ropjng came up that
you found in Alexandria on your arrival there 1
Answer. It came by land transportation. It was landed somewhere on the
Mississippi river, and hauled to Alexandria. While we were in Alexandria,
there was captured a captain of the home guard, whose duty it hard been, previous to the arrival of the troops there, to convoy the wagons laden with confederate cotton to the banks of the Mississippi river, and to get the supplies
that were landed there in payment of this cotton, and bring them up to Alexandria. He said that several times while the gunboat was protecting the transport
lauding these supplies he could have killed the captain of l1er,,mentioning his
name, without any trouble; but that he was in honor bound not to fire, for he
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was there simply as a guard to the cotton, to keep the guerillas, or improper
bands of confederate troops, from destroying it.
Question. Did this bagging and roping come there under the protection of
the army 1
Answer. That that came up on General Banks's boat came up under tl1e
protection of the army 1
Question. I mean the other, that you found there on your arrival 1
Answer. I do not know about that. I know only that they said it had been
only three weeks from New Orleans. It must have been started just previous
to General Banks's departure from New Orleans; but I do not think he had
any connexion at all with it.
Question. You say you left before the return of the fleet to Alexandria.
Answer. Yes, sir; the admiral came down ahead of the gunboats, and I left
immediately.
Question. Then you know nothing of the circumstances connected with the
army and navy retiring from Alexandria 1
Answer. No, sir; I was at the mouth of the Red river. I sent iron-clads
up the river to prevent the rebels regaining possession of Fort De Russy.
'l'hey had already posted some field-batteries on the banks of the river, and
had destroyed two gunboats coming down and ~orne transports. I sent these
gunboats up there as far as they could go with safety, on account of the shallowness of the water, to hold that place.
Question. Is there anything further you desire to state in connexion with
the Red river expedition, or operations there in relation to cotton 1
Answer. As I have already stated, I used to hear every day all kinds of
propositions from these people to induce me to take their cotton. I heard
hardly anything else than cotton. They were all pitching into General Banks
for the part he and his quartermaster had taken in the business ; but I did not
pay much attention to what they said, for they were very unscrupulous men.
Still they all seemed to agree on the story about General Banks, Governor
Yates, and the party with him, making the political arrangement I have stated.
I gave more credence to that than to any other of their stories. Governor
Yates did not come up to Alexandria, but a portion of that party did ; I do not
now remember their names. They told the captain of the gunboat at the mouth
of the Red river they would gain him another stripe around his wrist if he
would let them go up. He told them he could not let them go up under any
consideration. They then told him they would have him dismissed the service, and he then told thrm he would not let them go up any how.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What was the name of that officer 1
Answer. Volunteer Lieutenant Cyremus Dominy, now serving in the 1\fissiseippi squadron.
Question. Do you know anything about elections being held along the Red
river while that expedition was going up or retuming 1
Answer. I was at Alexandria when an election was held thm·e, but I did not
attend it, and I know nothing about it except the result, which they said was
just what they wanted. They said they had elected delegates to the State
convention, and that everything was going on very prosperously. There was
strong talk of sending a force over into some of the neighboring parishes for
the purpose of letting the Union men vote; but it was never done, so far as I
know.
Question. Do you know what orders were given to enable them to hold an
election there 1
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Answer. No, sir, I do not. I never paid any attention at all to those matters.
Question. Do you know whether any of the candidates at that election were
taken up with that expedition 1
Answer. I do not. I know one who was elected who was not taken up.
We found him there, and he was the only candidate I know of.
Question. Do you know any1hing about the candidate for election at Shreveport when you got there 1
Answer. No, sir. My position was such that I would not be likely to know
anything about those matters.

Testimony qf Captain T. 0. Selfridge, U. S. N.
WASHINGTON, MaTe!~

14, 1865.

Captain T. 0. SELFRIDGE sworn and examined.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What is your present rank and command in the navy 1
Answer. I am a lieutenant commander, and now in command of the gunboat Huron.
Question. Were you with the naval force that accompanied General Banks
in his expedition up the Red river in the spring of 1864 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I was then in command of the iron-clad Osage.
Question. Were you stationed at any time at the mouth ofjhe Red river 1
Answer. Only while the squadron was collecting there ; probably three or
four days.
Question. You proceeded with the squadron up the rived
Answer. Yes, sir; up to Fort DeRussy first, and then up to Alexandria.
Question. Where was the army at the time you reached Alexandria1
Answer. General A. J. Smith's force was at Fort DeRussy ; General Banks's
army was somewhere between Franklin and Alexandria, on their way to Alexandria.
Question. How long after you arrived at Alexandria was it before General
Banks's army arrived there 1
Answer. I could not state exactly; I should say it was from three or four
days to a week. General A. J. Smith's force came up in transports, and arrived about thirty-six hours after our gunboats reached Alexandria.
Question. How long did the army remain at Alexandria 1
Answer. I should judge about three weeks, as near as I can recollect.
Question. For what purpose?
Answer. I do not know why the army remained there. The navy remained
because there was not water enough on the falls some two or three miles above
Alexandria for the vessels to pass over.
Question. Would it have been prudent for the army to have marched, without
the navy moving with them to co-operate with them 1
Answer. That is a military question. So far as my own judgment is concerned, I think it would.
Question. What was the navy engaged in while at Alexandria 1
Answer. They were doing nothing; they were lying off the town, except
some three or four of the lighter draught gunboats, which wete employed protecting the river at different points below Alexandria.
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Question. Was any cotton collected by the navy while at Alexandria 1
·
Answer. The only cotton taken in Alexandria, that I know.of, was about
240 bales that we found in town when the navy took charge of It. The nav:y
first took charge of Alexandria; I was myself commanding at the shore ~ntll
I turned it over to the army. We found about 240 bales there, I should thmk.
That was all the cotton taken at Alexandria that I know of. There was a
great deal of cotton taken below Alexandria, between Alexandria and Fort DeRu!lsy. It may have been anywhere between one thousand and two thousand
bales.
Question. At what points 1
Answer. At different points; on different plantations. I took a great _deal
myself; I took, I think, about 800 bales of cotton from the banks of the nver.
Question. How far into the interior did you go 1
.
Answer. I think we went once about two miles. Generally we took It on
the bank; what you would call on the bank, perhaps a half a mile back.
Question. What means did you have for getting it to the boats when you
capturen it 1
Answer. On those plantations, which were deserted, the bales were rolled
bodily on the boats. On those plantations where we could find teams or the makeshifts for teams, we used such teams as we could find. But the country was
pretty thoroughly cleared out there, and it was very laborious getting the cotton
on board.
Question. What was the army engaged in while they were at Alexandria 1
Answer. They were engaged in doing nothing, so far as I know. There
was no expedition sent out from there.
Question. Did they collect any cotton from the interior 1
Answer. I could not say whether they did or not.
Question. Did you see any persons there, with either the army or the navy,
commonly called cotton speculators 1
Answer. I know of none with the navy; I understand there were several
with the army.
Question. Did you see any persons who were ostensibly engaged in that
business 1
Answer. I saw one man.
Question. What was his name 1
Answer. I do not know his name. He said he had engaged some cotton
which I took. I do not think I ever knew his name. If I have ever heard
it, I have forgotten it. He was the only person I ever knew of personally
who was a speculator.
Question. Did you meet on the expedition any one of the name of Sells 1
Answer. His name is familiar to me, but I do not think I met him there.
Question. Had you any means of knowing whether or not the army was engaged in collecting cotton at Alexandria 1 Suppose they had been so engaged,
had you any means of knowing that fact 1
Answer. No, sir; because if I should see cotton in the streets, I should not
know whether it was hauled in by speculators or by the army.
Question. By what authority did persons go into that country as speculators,
if there were any such persons there 1
Answer. I can only suppose it was by the authority of the general commanding the army.
Question. Did you know that there were speculators there 1
Answer. We saw men about the streets we were given to understand were
cotton speculators. It was generally known that there were a great many speculators with General Banks's army; they were seen about the streets. A
great deal of the time I was away from Alexandria, and being on the water I
would not know those men personally.
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Question. Do you know of any attempts being made to induce officers of the
navy to seize certain lots of cotton, and then allow the claimants to controvert
the right of the navy to it in prize courts 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not know of any case of that kind.
Question. Were you with Captain Breese, of the navy 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I was attached to the same squadron, but not upon the
same boat. Captain Breese was fleet captain of the squadron, and I was captain
of another vessel. I would be brought in contact with him only so far as my
own vessel was concerned.
Question. Do you know anything about an election having been held at
Alexandria while this expedition was there 1
Answer. I merely know there was an election held there; I know nothing
more about it than that.
Question. Do you know who were elected, or where the candidates came
from, or what arrangements had been made in regard tb that election 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Do you know whether the army was delayed at all for the purpose
of holding an election there 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. At what time did you leave Alexandria, and where did you go
from there1
Answer. I left there the latter part of March, or during the first of April; as
soon as the water permitted us to go up over the falls. We then proceeded up
the river, as fast as we could go, to Grand Ecore, running all day and bringing
to at night. .
Question. How far is Grand Ecore above the falls at Alexandria 1
Answer. I think it is called one hundred and twenty miles. We lay two
days above the falls, waiting for the army to move, after we had got up there.
We went up there to protect the right wing of the army, and lay there for two
days. Our progress up the river was slow, as we were obliged to sound the
bars and crossings; we were also obliged to search for torpedoes, and found
some a little below Grand Ecore.
Question. How long did it take you to reach Grand Ecore from Alexandria 1
Answer. I think it took us two or three days-! am not sure which; it is so
long ago, and not having kept any note or expecting ever to be questioned
aboat these things, that I have forgotten many of the details of that expedition.
Question. How long was it after you arrived at Grand Ecore before the army
arrived there 1
Answer. I think the army arrived at Natchitoches the same day that we arrived at Grand Ecore. We anchored about five miles below Grand Ecore at
night, and in the morning, when we came up, we found the scouts of the army
on the banks; and I understood they had arrived that night at Natchitoches.
Question. How long did you remain at Grand Ecore 1
Answer. We remained at Grand Ecore three or four days.
Question. Why did you remain there that length of time 1
Answer. Waiting for General Banks, I think.
Question. His army had arrived there 1
Answer. Yes, sir; under General Franklin, who had been ordered, as I understood, to take the army up as far as Natchitoches, and then wait for General
Banks to arrive. General Banks came up by river. General Franklin came
up by land with the troops. I think we remained at Grand Ecore three or four
days ; then the admiral started a half a dozen of us up the river. The river
was very low, and we had a great deal of difficulty from snags and stumps.
After we had got up about forty miles the admiral sent us a despatch to return;
that the army had no provisions, and would not be able to move until-he did
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not know when ; that if we did not return we might be caught up there in low
water and not be able to get down.
Question. Did you find any enemy on your way up the river 1
Answer. We had quite a little fight on our way up, at Campte, on the left
bank of the river. With that exception, we were not molested at all for our
first forty miles.
Question. How long did you remain at Grand Ecore after your return 1
Answer. I arrived there at night, and found that the army had received some
provisions and were able to move. After remaining there about a day we
started up towards Shreveport on the same day that the army moved out
towards Mansfield.
Question. How far did the fleet go up the second time 1
Answer. Up to Springfield Landing. I myself did not go up nearer than
about five miles of that place. I was protecting the rear.
Question. What distance is that, by water, from Grand Ecore 1
Answer. About one hundred miles, I should judge; between one hundred
and one hundred and thirty miles. We arrived there on Sunday about 2 o'clock.
About 5 o'clock in the afternoon the admiral got a despatch from General Banks
that the army had turned back. We then had about thirty transports under
our protection.
Question. How near had you got to Shreveport at that time 1
Answer. I think they called it one hundred miles from there.
Question. What did you do when that despatch was received 1
Answer. We then turned back, going down very slowly, protecting the transports.
Question. At what point did you next stop 1
Answer. We got down as far as a place called Couchattie chute, about thirty
miles below, where we had a little fight. The next day we left Couchattie chute,
and I was ordered to bring up the rear. An army transport, the Alice Vivian,
got aground in the river about fifteen miles below there, and the army went off and
left her. There were some troops with us under General Kilby Smith. I sent a
boat to General Smith with a message that if they did not send back a boat to
pull the Alice Vivian off we should have to destroy her. They sent back two
boats, but did not get her off; and I also got aground. In the mean time I
wa£ attacked by the rebel General Greene and four pieces of artillery. We
fought them about an hour and a half, inflicted on them a loss of probably four
hundred killed and wounded, and drove them off. After nightfall we got too
Alice Vivian off and took her down the river. Two or three transports grounded
on our way down, and the army deserted them ; but we pulled them off and
went down to Grand Ecore.
Question. How long did you remain at, Grand Ecore that time 1
Answer. The light-draught gunboats had orders to remain there as long as
tooy could and still be able to cross a bar about a mile and a half below Grand
Ecore. There was a shallow bar there, and the admiral left orders for us to
look out for that. I was left senior officer at Grand Ecore. While we had
been coming down the river the water was falling so low that Admiral Porter
sent orders to the heavy transports to go down the river as fast as they could.
Those vessels had left about two days before we returned there.
Question. And how long did you remain there 1
Answer. I think I remained there a week.
Question. What number of vessels remained there with you 1
Answer. rrhe Osage, the Neosho, the Fort Hindman, and, I think, one other.
Question. The remainder of the fleet had gone down the river 1
Answer. Yes, sir, to-wards Alexandria. While we lay at Grand Ecore it
was given out that the army was going to make another forward movement.
At the same time I myself saw no sign of a forward movement, because there
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were no provisions coming up. I addressed a communication to General Banks,
requesting information concerning the movements of the army, and asking
whether they would make a forward movement, or would retreat, as I wanted
to be able to retire down the river in time, if necessary. Should the army retire before the naval fleet went down, we would be so beset by the enemy on
the banks that we might be obliged to sacrifice some of the vessels. General
Banks answered me that he had no idea of retiring from the position he then
occupied at Grand Ecore, and which he had fortified.
But in a day or two afterwards the river had fallen so that I was compelled
to cross down below the bar, in order to be sure of getting down at all. And
after I had crossed the bar, as I could no longer be of any assistance to the
army at Grand Ecore, I concluded to repair with all despatch to Alexandria.
When we arrived at the falls just above Alexandria, we found that the water
had fallen so much that it was impossible to get the vessels down over the falls.
In the mean time the Eastport had become grounded betwe~n Grand Ecore
and Alexandria. Admiral Porter sent up a steam-pump boat in order to get
her afloat again; supposing, I imagine, that the army was still at Grand Ecore.
The admiral went up in a little tin-clad, the Cricket, to help raise the Eastport,
but in the mean time the army had left Grand Ecore. I was also sent up in
the Osage, to a high bluff about forty miles above Alexandria. I drove off a
rebel battery, and remained there a couple of days, until I was joined by the
admiral, who had been obliged to run the gauntlet of about twenty rebel guns
posted on the bank at the junction of the old river and the new river. In running those batteries we lost two of our steamers, transports fitted with steampumps .
.After that nothing of importance occurred until we found the fleet assembled
at the falls above Alexandria. While we were lying there~ the rebels came in
on the river below in quite large force. I never knew their exact numbers,
but they were estimated to be ~bout 8,000 or 10,000 strong. I suppose we
had 30,000 men in and about .Alexandria. r.rhe rebels planted their batteries
on the banks of the river below Alexandria, captured two of our tin-clads, the
Signal and the Covington, ·and drove off the rest, completely stopping communication by way of the river for two weeks or more.
Question. While you were waiting at the falls, what were the relative positions of the army and the navy 1
.Answer. The navy was above the falls, protecting the right flank of the
army, which formed a semicircle, a cordon, around the city of .Alexandria.
1'hey had a line of intrenchments around the city.
Question. How long did you then remain at Alexandria 1
.Answer. I think we were above the falls about a month until the dam was
built. The dam itself, however, was not much over two weeks in building.
Question. In what condition were the vessels when the dam was completed~
Were they prepared to take advantage of the rise of wated
Answer. Yes, sir; the water on the falls was carefully measured several
times each day. The very moment we found sufficient water on the falls for
any vessel to go over, she was sent over immediately. In fact the four heaviest
iron-clads were started down before there was water enough ; they stuck on
the falls, and we were obliged to drag them over. When the first three vessels
had been taken over, the gate of the dam broke, which caused considerable
delay, of two or three days; but by means of wing-dams built on the fall itself, we got water enough to enable us to pull our deepest draught vessels over.
Question. Did the officers in command of the navy vessels resort to the usual
means of lightening the boats so as to be enabled to start over the falls as soon as
the water had risen sufficiently 1
.Answer. Yes, sir, they did. The vessels were lightened to their lowest
capacity.
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Question. Did the officers and men remain on board the vessels, ready to man
them at any moment they could move 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they were ready for action at a moment's notice.
Question. Did you, while above the falls, have any information of the army
intending to leave Alexandria 1
Answer. We had no direct information ; but it was looked upon by the navy
that a movement might be made at any moment; that is, in plain terms, the
navy had lost confidence in General Banks, and we felt that he might desert us
at any moment; that was the feeling. I do not know that there was any ground
for it. There was, on our part, a great feeling of insecurity. To use a common expression, we felt that we might be left in the lurch.
Question. General Banks, in point of fact, did not desert you 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did the navy at any point supply themselves with wagons and
teams for hauling in cotton 1
Answer. None that I am personally aware of. I have heard such things
attributed to the navy.
Question. Do you know at what points the navy got cotton other than those
points you have mentioned 1
Answer. They got cotton up the W achita river. The only cotton we took
ou Red river wasJ at Alexandria, and at points between Fort DeRussy and
Alexandria. About 200 bales were taken above Alexandria, for the purpose of
protection ; but it was thrown overboard before we came over the falls, except
some few bales that Admiral Porter gave to some destitute people up there. I
personally know of no instance where teams were used to haul cotton, except
what I have stated. I understood that some teams had been used for that purpose, where there were no teams on the plantations where the cotton was found.
Question. Have you any personal knowledge of government teams-those
belonging to the quartermaster's department or any other-being used for the
purpose of hauling cotton for the army or for others 1
Answer. I have heard that it was done, but I have no personal knowledge
of it.
Question. You never saw anything of the kind done 1
Answer. No, sir.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. In point of fact, the army did assist the navy to get over the falls 7
Answer. Yes, sir, by building a dam, and also in hauling the vessels over.
Q.uestion. They rendered you all assistance 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they rendered us all the assistance we could ask or desire ;
still I must say that I myself think this feeling of insecurity on the part of the
navy ·was well founded. General Banks was very uneasy all the time we were
at Alexandria; and it was a mooted question-I heard it from military officers
on shore-whether he would not leave us. I was told by milit.ary officers that
General Banks had said that the whole cost of the naval part of the expedition
would not equal the cost of the subsistence of his army for one day. That and
other remarks of the kind led us to believe that the army might leave us at any
time.
Question. Still the army remained with you and rendered you all assistance 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the army remained there until the dam was completed.
I think if the dam had failed we should have been left in the lurch.
Question. You mean by that, that the army might have been obliged to go
down the river 1
Answer. 'rhey would not have been obliged to go, but they would have
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gone. There was no time in the Red river campaign when our army did not
outnumber the rebels, at least after the battle of Mansfield, at least two to one.
Question. Did the navy suppose it was an object for the army to remain
there until the boats could get down 1
Answer. Yes, sir; for they comprised the main part of the Mississippi floot,
which had done great service.
Question. How many boats were above the falls 1
Answer. I think there were ten.
Question. The rise in the river had taken place before you went up 1
Answer. It took place as we went up.
Question. And then the river began to fall1
Answer. Yes, sir ; before we left Grand Ecore.
Question. And there was no reasonable probability that the river would rise
again before another year 1
Answer. Yes, sir; there should have been the spring rise from the mountains
in April, or the latter part of March.
Question. Had not that rise already actually taken place 1
Answer. No, sir ; the only rise that h::td taken place was a small rise, probably out of the bayous in the vicinity of the river. But the real spring rise did
n(}t take place that year.

Testimony qf Hon. Richa'l'd Yates.
WASHINGTON, March 23, 1865.
Hon. RrcHAR!l YATES sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. What is your present official position, and what was your official
position for some time previously 1
Answer. I am at present a senator of the United States from the State of
Illinois. I formerly held the position of governor of the State of Illinois.
Question. Were you in the department of the Gulf at any time during the
spring of 18641
Answer. Yes, sir, I was there. I cannot now state positively in what
month, but I think it was some time during the month of March.
Question. Did you accompany the Red river expedition under General Banks 1
Answer. I did not. I was invited by General Banks to go, but I did not go.
My wife was with me, and was rather averse to my going. Therefore, while
I wanted very much to go, I did not go, but returned home.
Question. The following testimony has been giveu before the committee by
Oaptain Breese, of the United States navy :
"I know that General Banks requested the admiral to give orders to the
guard vessels stationed at the mouth of the river not to permit any vessel at all
to come up the river except those engaged with the army and navy; and to
examine all persons on board of them and to see if there were any persons who
had not proper passes from proper military authorities to come up.
'' On one occasion Governor Yates came there with a steamer, and a number
of persons with him, and wanted to come up. 'rhey had permits from some
military authority, which the naval officer at the mouth of the Red river could
not recognize, and he told them that they could not go up. They then went
down to New Orleans, and had some conference with General Banks, I think,
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and then came up afterwards. Governor Yates's party had wanted to come up
before General Banks had come up.
"I heard a great many stories about that, but I know nothing of my own
knowledge ; I know only what the cotton speculators told me. 'l'hey said
Governor Yates and his party went to New Orleans, and there had an interview
with General Banks. 'I'he arrangement come to was this : There was to be an
effort made in the coming presidential campaign to elect General Banks. Mr.
Lincoln was to be the ostensible nominee, but nobody had any expectation
that he would be successful. 'I'herefore they were going ostensibly to push
him as hard as they could, but in the end they were going to bring forward
General Banks, who was to be a compromise candidate, and there was no doubt
that he would be elected.
"But they wanted money to push the thing through, and they wanted
General Banks's influence to help their friends in the matter. The plan was,
that General Banks should issue an order that all the cotton that came into
Alexandria should be seized and turned over to the quartermaster, and taken
to New Orleans. Then on its arrival at New Orleans those persons who were
'in the ring,' as they style it, if they could buy the claims of the owners,
would have the cotton immediately turned over to them without any trouble.
Bnt should the legal owners wish to dispose of the cotton themselves, then
there would be so many obstacles thrown in their way, such as putting it before
the courts, and things of that kind, that it would be made almost hopeless for
them to realize on it, and they would be glad to sell their claims for a mere
song. 'l'hen these people were to step in and buy them; and as soon as they
did so there would be no obstacle in the way of their getting the cotton. 'l'his
was the story of these speculators."
Answer. I think there is none of that true. I remember introducing two
gentlemen to General Banks, at their request, and asking passes for them up
the Red river; and also a pass for myself, because I bad not, at that time,
made up my mirid that I would not go. I also understood that those gentlemen had some sort of permit from the Treasury Department to deal in sugar
:md cotton, or whatever they might deal in. Something might have been said
to General Banks by the other parties, not by myself, as to his being a candidate
for the Presidency. At that time I had not thought of him in that connexion,
at least for the election of 1864. To the best of my recollection, nothing was
said in my presence about his being a candidate for the Presidency at any time.

Statement submitted by Mr. Witltenbury.
WASHINGTON, Manl~ 18, 1865.
In one instance I knew the marines or sailors from the gunboats to go to
:Mrs.Crosby 1S c~tton~gin, where she had a l~rge amount of seed cotton, (unginned,)
an~ work the gm With navy mules, and gm and bale a number of bales of cotton,
wh1ch bales were brought to Alexandria, (three miles;) this cotton was pointed
out to me by Admiral Porter, who remarked to me that "Jack made very
good cotton-bales."
The gunboats took from Mr. 'l'om Neal, three miles below Alexandria, two
hundred and fifteen bales of cotton, and Admiral Porter refused to give him a
receipt for it, and sent the cotton to Cairo, Illini>is.
I beard Captain John M. Martin ask Admiral Porter for a permit to sell some
cotton, and the admiral gave him a permit to sell one bale only, to get supplies
for his fa .rrily.
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On another occasion I heard Admiral Porter tell Mr. Martin, and he addressed
himself to me also, that there would soon be in town a Mr. William Halliday,
from Cairo, who would buy his (Martin's) cotton and pay the full value for it.
Admiral Porter then in writing gave Martin another permit to sell as "much
cotton as was necessary for the support of his family," and added, "By this you
can sell it all."
Soon after this Mr. Halliday arrived, and I saw him frequently on the admiral's flag-ship. Captain Martin went away and left his permit with rue, and I
sold to Mr. Halliday and his associates some sixty to seventy bales of Martin's
cotton for 125 dollars per bale.
Mr. Tom Neal, failing to get a receipt for his two hundred and fifteen bales
of cotton, sold to Mr. Halliday and his associates the "chance" of it for $6,000
in United States treasury notes, (so I was told.)
In June, 1864, I was at Cairo in search of some cotton of my own, and called
on Mr. Halliday for information and assistance to get my cotton, or the pay for
it. Mr. Halliday answered me, that he would not "do or undertake to do anything for me in the matter that would in the least conflict with the interest of
the navy, as the navy had befriended him," &c.
I asked Mr. Halliday if he succeeded in getting the "Neal cotton," and he told
me that the Neal cotton was sold by the United States marshal as prize before
he got home, and that Admiral Porter had allowed him to substitute two hundred and fifteen bales of other cotton, giving him the choice of any cotton at
Cairo, (navy cotton,) and that he, Halliday, had so substituted two hundred and
fifteen bales, and he then pulled out his memorandum book and showed me the
weights of these two hundred and fifteen bales, which had now been shipped to
New York; I afterwards learned that it was sold in New York for over ($105,000)
one hundred and five thousand dollars.
The seizure of cotton by the navy on Red river from men known to be Union
men was, in my opinion, the cause of much ill feeling towards the Union army
and navy, and I believe was the cause of thousands of bales of cotton being
burned, as no cotton was burned in that vicinity until after these seizures commenced, in 1864.
W. W. WITHENBURY.
I fully concur in all the above testimony of W. W. Withenbury, as I was
present at the interviews mentioned with Admiral Porter, and with Mr. Halliday at Alexandria and at Cairo, and heard his statements in reference to the
two hundred and fifteen bales cotton substituted for the "Neal cotton."
JOHN M. MARTIN.
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STATEMENT AND DOCUMENTS SUBMI'ITED BY GENERAL BANKS.
NEW YoRK, March 28, 1865.
SIR: I have made a statement more in detail than the verbal account given
by me to the committee of the Red river campaign, upon the military opera~
tions in the department of the Gulf in the years 1863 and 1864, which l respectfully request may be appended to my report. r.rhe account of the Red
river expedition is more full than I was able to give at the time I appeared
before the committee, and I very respectfully ask the attention of the committee
to this additional statement. I also have the honor to transmit copies of extracts from my orders aucl despatches relating to the military operations in the
department, and my replies to the same, and a general statement upon the subject of trade, with correspondence upon that subject.
I remain, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Volunteers.

Ron. B. F. WADE,

Chairman of Committee on Conduct of the War, Washington, D. C.

I.-PoRT HuDsoN CAMPAIGN.

The military objects contemplated by the orders which I received upon as~
suming command of the department of the Gulf, dated November 8, 1862,
were the freedom of the Mississippi, an expedition to Jackson and Marion
after the fall of Vicksburg and Port Hudson, and the occupation of the Red
river country as a protection for Louisiana and Arkansas and a basis of future
operations against r:I'exas.
I assumed command of the department December 16, 1862. The 18th of
December Brigadier General Cuvier Grover, with ten thousand (10,000) men,
was ordered to take possession of Baton Rouge, then held by the enemy. This
was the first step towards the reduction of Port Hudson.
The island of Galveston, Texas, had been captured in October, and was then
occupied or held by the navy. Information had been received, previous to my
arrival at New Orleans, of a contemplated attack for the recovery of that poEition by the enemy. Upon consultation with Rear-Admiral D. G. Farragut and
Major General Butler, both of whom recommended the measure, the 42d Massachusetts volunteers, Colonel Burrill commanding, was sent to occupy the island
in support of the navy.
Brigadier General A. J. Hamilton, who had been commissioned as military
governor of Texas, and who accompanied my expedition to New Orleans, with
a large staff, also pressed my occupation of 'l'exas with the greatest earnestness,
and it was in deference, in a great degree, to llis most strongly expressed wishes
that the expedition was undertaken, though it was fully justified by the information which had been received of a proposed attack by the enemy, as well as by
the advice of the naval and military authorities of the department.
Three companies of this regiment, under command of Colonel Burrill, arrived
at Galveston island on the 27th of December, 1862, and, by the advice of the
naval officers, landed on the 28th. On the morning of the 1st of January,
Hl63, they were attacked by about five thousand (5,000) of the enemy, who
gained possession of the island by a bridge from the main land which had been
left unimpaired during the entire occupation of the island by our forces. 'l'he
naval furces were attacked at the same time by the cotton-clad gunboats of the
Part n-:20
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enemy, which resulted in the capture of our land force, numbering 260 men,
including their officers; the steamer Hauiet Lane, two coal transports, and a
schooner; and the steamer Westfield was blown up by its commanding officer.
The losses, in killed and wounded, were but slight. r_rhe balance of the regiment did not arrive at Galveston island until the 2d of January, the day after
the attack. Upon the discovery of the condition of affairs by the capture of
one of the rebel pilots they returned to New Orleans.
This attack upon our forces had been in contemplation for a long time. It
succeeded solely because the bridge connecting the island with the main land
had been left in possession of the enemy. Had the troops sent for its occupation arrived a day or two earlier, or in sufficient time to have destroyed the
bridge, the attack would have been defeated.
The poE.tsession of this island and its military occupation would have been
pf great importance to the government in all operations in that part of the
country. It would have held a large force of rebel troops in the vicinity of
Houston, enabled us to penetrate the territory of r.rexas at any time, or to concentrate our forces on the Mississippi, and rendered unnecessary the expeditivn
of 1864 for the re-establishment of the flag in Texas.
Colonel Burrill and his men remained in captivity more than a year, and
after much suffering were exchanged in the spring of 1864.
It is true, as stated by Major General Halleck in his report of the 15th of
~ovember, 1863, as general-in-chief of the army, that "this expedition was
not contemplated or provided for in General Banks's instructions;" but having
undoubted information of an immediate attack by the enemy, and of the purpose entertained by General Butler to re-enforce the navy by a det~chment of
laud troops, as well as the direct approval of this purpose by Admiral Farragut
as commander of the naval forces in the Gulf, it would have been inexcusable,
if not criminal, had I declined to maintain the occupation of so important a
position, when so slight a force was required, upon the ground that it was not
contemplated or provided for in my instructions.
I regard the loss of Galveston, in its consequences, though not in the incidents
immediately attending its capture, as the most unfortunate affair that occurred
in the dt:partment during my command. Galveston, as a military position, was
next in importance to New Orleans or Mobile.
The defensive positions of the enemy in the department were Port Hudson,
on the Mississippi, which was strongly fortified and held by a force of not less
than eighteen thousand ( L8,000) men. On the Atchafalaya, the water communications towards Red river were defended by strong works at Butte a la Rose,
and on Bayou Teche by strong hnd fortifications near Pattersonville, called
Fort Bisland, extending from Grand lake, on the right, to impassable swamps
on the left of the Teche bayou.
Butte a la Rose was defended by the gunboats of the enemy and a garrison
of 300 to 500 men; and Fort Bisland, on the Teche, by a force of 12,000 to
15,000 men, distributed from Berwick's bay to Alexandria and Grand Ecore,
on Red river. These positions covered every line of communication to the Red
river country and the Upper Mississippi.
The first object was to reduce the works at Port Hudson. This could be
done by an attack directly upon the fortifications, or by getting possesttion of
the Red river for the purpose of cutting off supplies received by the garrison
from that country.
My command, upon my arrival at New Orleans, with the troops that accompanied me, was less than thirty thousand (30,000.) There were fifty-six regiments, of which twenty-two regiments were enlisted for nine months only, the
terms of service of a part expiring in .May, a part in July, and all in August.
None of the regiments or men had seen service, and few had even handled a
musket.
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The military positions held by our forces extended from the Floridas to
western Texas, on the Gulf, and upon the Mississippi, from its mouth to Port
Hudson; Key West, Pensacola, and Ship island, on the Gulf, were strongly
garrisoned, and threatened constantly with attack by the enemy. Forts Jackson
and St. Philip, and English Bend, on the lower river; New Orleans, Bonne
Carre, Donaldsonville, Plaquemine, and Baton Rouge, on the upper river; and
Forts Pike and Macomb, on Lake Pontchartrain, leading to the Gulf, and Berwick's bay, were open to the incursions of the enemy, and necessarily strongly
held by our forces. None of these could be evacuated, except the town of
Pensacola, leaving a garrison in the permanent works at the navy yard.
All these positions were const.antly threatened by an active and powerful
enemy, who could concentrate his strength at any time and at any point be
pleased. 'rhat at Galveston had been captured by a force of not less than twentyfour men to one. It was deemed inexpedient, with but slight knowledge of the
condition of affairs, in the absence of any absolute necessity, to greatly weaken
or expose any position then in our possession.
After garrisoning these numerous posts, the strongest force I could command
for permanent offensive operations against Port Hudson did not exceecl. twelve
or fourteen thousand. It was impossible to attack so strong a position, garrisoned by a force so much larger, with any chance of success. Attention was
therefore turned west of the Mississippi, to the Atchafalaya and r:reche, with a
view of getting command of these waters, by which our gunboats could reach
Red river and communicate with the forces, naval and military, at Vicksburg,
and cut off the supplies of the enemy west of the Missis:::ippi. The first effort
to accomplish this was made in an unsuccessful endeavor to open the Bayou
Plaquemine, which communicated with the Atchafalaya near Butte ala Rose.
r:l'he command of Brigadier General Weitzel, on Berwick's bay, had been
increased the first and second week in Jan nary to 4,500 men, with a view to
operations upon the 'reche, for the purpose of de~troying the works and dispersing the forces of the enemy on that bayou. On the 11th of January he
made a successful invasion of the Teche country, repul~ed the forces of the
enemy,, and destroyed the gunboat Cotton. This relieved Berwick's bay from
the danger of an attack by the enemy's most formidable gunboat, in case our
forces, naval and military, moved up the Atchafalaya towards Butte ala Rose ...
An attempt was then made to get possession of Butte a la Rose by combining
the command of Weitzel moving up the Atchafalaya with that of General
Emory moving from the Mississippi by Bayou Plaquemine, their forces joining;
near Butte ala Rose. This attempt failed on account of the complete stoppageof Bayou Plaquemine by three years' accumulation of drift-logs and snags,.
filling the bayou from the bed of the stream to the surface, rendering it im-·
penetrable to our boats, and requiring the labor of months to open it for navigation. The troops were engaged in this work during the month of February,.
1863.

Dnring these operations on the Bayou Plaquemine and the Atchafalaya news.
was received of the capture by the enemy of the steamers Queen of the West
and De Soto, which had run past the batteries ~f Vicksburg. This event was
deemed of sufficient importance by Admiral Farragut to demand the occupation
of the Mississippi, between Port Hudson and Vicksburg, by running the batteries.
on the river at Port Hudson, in order to destroy the::;e boats and cut off the
enemy's communication by Red river with Vicksburg and Port Hudson, tLus ac-complishing by a swifter course the object of our campaign west of the river. The
army was called upon to make a demonstration against the fortifications at Port
Hudson, while the fleet should run the batteries upon the river. All the disposable force of the department was moved to Baton Rouge, for this purpose,
early in March. On the 13th of March the troops moved out to the rear of
Port Hudson, about 12,000 strong. The pickets of the enemy were encountered
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near Baton Rouge, and a con~iderable force in the vicinity of Port Hudson,
which was quickly driven in. The army reached the rear of the works on the
night of the 14th, and made a demonstration as for an attack the next morning.
'I'he arrangement between the admiral and myself was, that the passage of
the batteries by the navy should be attempted in "the gray of the morning,"
the army making a simultaneous attack on the fortifications in the 1·ear. But
affairs appearing to be more favorable for the fleet than was anticipated, the
object was accomplished in the evening and during the night of the 14th of
March.
Naval history scarcely presents a more brilliant act than the passage of these
formidable batteries. 'rhe army returned to Baton Rouge the next day, the
object of the expedition having been announced in general order, as completely
accomplished. Our loss in this affair was very slight, the enemy not resisting
us with any determination until we were in the vicinity of their outer works.
Colonel John S. Clark, of my staff, received a wound while closely reconnoitring the position of the enemy, which disabled him from further participation in
the campaign.
· Pending these general movements, a force under command of Colonel Thomas
S. Clark, of the 6th :Michigan volunteers, was sent out from New Orleans to destroy the bridge at Ponchatoula, and a small force under Colollel },. S. Nickerson, of the 14th Maine volunteers, to destroy the enemy's communications by the
Jackson railroad and the bridges on the Amite river. Both these objects were
successfully accomplished.
Endeavors were made at this time to collect at Baton Rouge a sufficient force
to justify an attack upon Port Hudson either by assault or siege; but the utmost force that could be collected for this purpose did not exceed 12,000 or
14,000 thousand nen. To withdraw the force of Weit?;el from Berwick's bay
would open the Lafourche country to the enemy, who had 10,000 or 15,000 men
upon the Teche, and the withdrawal of the forces from New Orleans would expose that city to the assault of the enemy fi·om every point.
The strength of the enemy at Port Hudson was then believed to be from 18,000 to
20,000. It is now known with absolute certainty that the garrison, on the night of
March 14, 1~63, was not less than 16,000 effective troops. The statement of the
general-in-chiefofthe army, in his report of November 15,1863, that, had our forces
invested Port Hudson at this time, it could have been easily reduced, as its garrison was weak, was without any just foundation. Information received from Brigadier General W. N. R. Beall, one of the officers in command of Port Hudson at
that time, as well af' from other officers, justifies this opinion. lt was unadvisable,
therefore, to make an attack upon Port Hudson, either by assault or siege, with
any expectation of a successful issue. Operations, therefore, on the waters west
of the Mississippi were immediately resumed.
While at Baton Rouge an attempt was made to force a passage to the upper
river, across a point of land opposite Port Hudson. This was successfully
accomplished after some days, but without establishing communication with the
admiral, who had moved to the mouth of Red river. In one of these expeditions the rebel signal officer and a party of his men were taken prisoners
opposite Port Hudson.
Orders were given on the 25th of March to take up the line of march for
Brashear city. The rebel steamers Queen of theWest and Webb were reported
at Butte a la Rose, on the Atchafalaya, and it was understood that the enemy,
supposing my command to be fixed at Port Hudson, threatened to move at once
upon the Lafourche and New Orleans. Weitzel reached Brashear city on the
8th of April from New Orleans, and Grover and Emory on the 9th anrl lOth
from Port Hudson. They commenced crossing Berwick's bay on the 9th. It was
a very slow process on account of the want of transportation, but Weitzel and
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Emory succeeded in crossing by dark on the lOth, their transportation and
supplies being sent over the same night and the following morning. General
Grover arrived on the lOth, in the evening, and his command was immediately
put on board the transports and sent up the Atchafalaya and Grand lake to
turn the enemy's 'Position by landing his force at Indian Bend, above Fort "Bi~lanu.
It was estimated that his landing and movement would require about twelve
hours, but the difficulties of navigating unknown rivers made his voyage longer
than was anticipated. His boats could not come within a mile and a quarter of
the shore on account of shoal water, and he was obliged to use flatboats to
land his men and artillery. After Grover's departure we advanced directly
upon Franklin, a distance of twenty miles, encountering small bodies of the
enemy during the march. On the 13th we had advanced to within four hundred yards of his works, on both sides of the Bayou Teche, driving him to his
fortifications, and destroying the gunboat Diana, which he had captured from
us a short time before. This battle lasted the whole day. We captured many
prisoners. Our troops were ready for an assault upon the works in the evening,
but, it not being certain that Grover had reached the position assigned him for
the purpose of intercepting the retreat of the enemy, it was deferred until the
morning of the 14th. During the night the enemy learning Grover's successful landing, sent a strong force to attack him at Irish Bend. The fight was
very severe. The enemy was defeated, but Grover was unable to get into such
position as to cut off his retreat. Early the following morning the balance of
the enemy's forces evacuated Fort Bisland, which was immediately occupied
by our troops, and we pursued the enemy with great vigor, capturing many
prisoners. The enemy's forces were commanded by Generals '.raylor, Sibley,
and l\'Iouton. 1,hey retreated towards Opelousas, making a strong resistance at
Vermillion bayou, from which position they were quickly driven. The gunboats, in the mean time, had encountered the steamer Queen of the West on
Grand lake, destroying her, and capturing her officers and crew.
We reached Opelousas on the 20th of April, the enemy retreating towards
Alexandria in disorder, and destroying the bridges in his flight. 1,he same day
the gunboats, under command of Lieutenant Commander A. P. Cooke, assisted
by four companies of infantry, cap1ured the works at Butte ida Rose, which
contained two heavy guns and a large quantity of ammunition, and were garrisoned by a force of sixty men, all of whom were captured. These works
constituted the key of the Atchafalaya, and being in our possession, opened the
way to Red river.
On the 2d of May we established communication with Admiral Farragut at
the mouth of Red river, through the Atchafalaya, by the gunboat Arizona,
Captain Upton commanding, accompanied by Captain R. T. Dunham, of my
staff. r:I.,he 5th of May our headquarters at Opelousas were broken up, and
the troops moved for Alexandria, a distance of from ninety to one hundred miles,
making this march in three days and four hours. Moving rapidly to the rear
of Fort DcRussy, a strong work on Red river, we compelled the immediate
evacuation of that post by the enemy, and enabled the fleet of gunboats under
Admiral Porter to pass up to Alexandria without firing a gun. '.rhe army
reached Alexandria the 9th of May, in the evening, the navy having reached
there the morning of the same day. The enemy continued his retreat in the
direction of Shreveport.
In order to completely disperse the forces of the enemy, a force under Genera.ls Weitzel and Dwight pursued him nearly to Grand Ecore, so thoroughly
dispersing his forces that he was unable to reorganize a respectable army until
July, more than five weeks after we had completed the investment of Port
Hudson.
During these operations on the Teche we captured over twenty-five hundred
prisoners and twenty-two guns ; destroyed three gunboats and eight steamers;
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captured large quantities of small-arms, ammunition, mails, and other public
property, and the steamers Ellen and Cornie, which were of great service to us
in the car11paign. A letter from General Taylor, commanding at Fort Bisland,
was captured from an officer of the Queen of the West, which informed us that
the enemy had contemplated an attack upon our forces at Brashear city on the
12th of April, the day before the assault was made by us upon l!"'ort Bisland;
and a subsequent despatch from Governor Moore to General 'raylor was intercepted by General Dwight, in which Taylor was directed, in case he was pursued beyond Alexandria, to fall back into Texas with such of his forces as he
could keep together.
The purpose of the enemy in retreating up the Teche was to draw off towards
Texas, on our left flank, for the purpose of cutting off our supplies by the
'reche. But the capture of Butte a la Rose enabled us to open a new line of
communication, through the Atchafalaya and Bayou Courtableu, direct toW ashington and Barre's landing, within six miles of Opelousas, and upon reaching
Alexandria we were enabled to establish a third line of communication by the
Atchafalaya and Red rivers. These were interior waters, wholly inaccessible
to the ·enemy, and made perfectly safe lines of communication during our occupation of that country.
While at Brashear city I received a despatch from Admiral Farragut, by
Mr. Gabaudan, his secretary, informing me that General Grant would send
20,000 men by the 1st of May, through the Tensas, Black, and Red rivers, for
the purpose of uniting with us in the reduction of Port Hudson. It was felt
that this re-enforcement was necessary, and would secure the speedy reduction
of that position. On reaching Alexandria I received two despatches from
General Grant, one dated the 23d of April, stating that he could spare us a
re-enforcement of 20,000 men if we could supply them; and the other, dated
the 5th of May, proposing to send one army corps to Bayou Sara by the 25th
of May, and asking that I should send all the troops I could spare to Vicksburg, after the reduction of Port Hudson. To both of these plans I consented, and answered that we could supply them from New Orleans, and
that this force would insure the capture of Port Hudson. But I was afterwards informed by a despatch, dated May 10, which I received May 1:-J,
that he had crossed the Mississippi, landing his forces at Grand Gulf, and was
then in close pursuit of the enemy under such circumstances that he could not
retrace his steps nor send me the forces he had contemplated, and requesting
me to join his command at Vicksburg. This change in his plans was a cause of
~Serious embarrassment. There were three courses open to my command : 1st,
to pursue the enemy to Shreveport, which would be without material advantage, as his army had been captured or completely routed; 2d, to join General
Grant at Vicksburg; 3d, to invest Port Hudson with such forces as I had at
my command. It was impossible for me to move my forces to General Grant,
at Vicksburg, for want of sufficient water transportation. I had barely steamers
enough to put my troops across Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya; and
on the morning after the passage of the bay. when our forces had turned the
enemy's position, and the troops under Emory and Weitzel had advanced directly
upon hi~ works, there was not a single boat of any kind left with which I could
communicate with Brashear city across the bay. It seemed impossible for me
at that time to transport any considerable portion of my troops and artillery to
General Grant, without leaving my trains and six thousand fugitive negroes,
who had come within our lines, to the chances of capture by the enemy. Besides, it was perfectly clear that, in the event of the movement of my forces to
Vicksburg, unless that post should immediately fall, the rebel garriwn at Port
Hudson, then sixteen to eighteen thousand strong, would prevent our communication with New Orleans, and, in the event of any disaster by which we should
be detained at Vicksburg, would hold that city at its mercy. The force west
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of the Mississippi, which I had dispersed, would reorganize with re-enforcements from Texas, and move directly upon the Lafourche and Algiers, opposite
New Orleans, both of which were nearly defenceless. This was so apparent
that I felt that a compliance with the request of General Grant would result in
the loss of my trains, the recapture of the negroes who were following the army,
and the probable loss of New Orleans.
This conclusion was justified by the subsequent invasion and occupation of
the west bank of the river, and a most desperate attack by the Louisiana and
Texas forces, 12,000 strong, on the works at Donaldsonville, the 28th of June.
I therefore concluded to move immediately against Port Hudson, and to
take my chances for the reduction of that post. To avoid mistake, I directed
Brigadier General W m. Dwight to report our condition to General Grant in
person, and solicit his counsel. General Dwight returned with the advice that
I attack Port Hudson without delay, and that General Grant would send me
5,000 men, but that I should not wait for them.
My command moved from Alexandria on the 14th and 15th of May, a portion going down Red river, and the remainder marching by land to Simmsport,
crossing the Atchafalaya at that point with great difficulty by means of our
transports and the steamers we had captured, and from thence down the right
bank of the Mississippi to Bayou Sara, crossing the Mississippi at that point
on the night of the 23d, and moving directly upon the enemy's works at Port
Hudson, a distance of fifteen miles, on the 24th of May.
Major General C. C. Augur, commanding the forces at Baton Rouge, (about
3,500 men,) had been directed to effect a junction with our forces in the rear of
Port Hudson. He encountered the enemy at Plain's store, about four miles
from Port Hudson, repulsing him with a loss of 150 killed, wounded, and prisoners, and effected a junction with the 1·est of our forces on the 25th. Our
right wing, under Generals Weitzel, Grover, and Dwight, (who had succeeded
General Emory,) encountered the enemy outside of his works on the afternoon
of the 24th, and, after a very sharp fight, drove him to his outer line of intrenchments. On the 25th, the junction of all the forces having been completed,
the works of the enemy were invested.
Preparations were immediately made for an assault. Rumors had been circulated for several days previous that the enemy had abandoned the position,
and it was impossible to obtain definite information of his strength. It was
generally supposed, however, that the force had been greatly diminished, and
that an assault would result in its capture. A very thorough preparation was
made on the 25th and 26th, and on the 27th of May a desperate attack upon
the works was made-Generals Weitzel, Grover, and Dwight commanding
our right, General Augur the centre, and General T. W. Sherman the left.
The plan of attack contemplated simultaneous movements on the right and left
of our lines.
The attack upon the right commenced with vigor early in the morning. Had
the movement upon the left been executed at the same time, it is possible the
assault might have been successful. But the garrison was much stronger than
had been represented, and the enemy was found able to defend his works at all
points. The conduct of the troops was admirable, and most important advantages were gained, which contributed to the success of all subsequent movements.
At one time our advance had reached the interior line of the enemy, but were
unable to bold the position. Nothing but the assault would have satisfied the
troops of the presence or strength of the enemy and his works. Our loss in
this engagement was 293 killed and 1,549 wounded. We were unable to estimate with accuracy the loss of the enemy, but it was very severe. In one regiment, the 15th Arkansas, out of 292 officers and men, the loss sustained during
the siege, according to a history of the defence by a rebel officer, was 132, of
whom 76 fell on the 27th of May. The force of the enemy within the fort;i-
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fications numbered from seven to eight thousand, with two thousand five hundred
cavalry in our 1·ear at Clinton, and a small force on the west side of the river,
commanding a point opposite the enemy's batteries, making altogether between
ten and eleven thousand men immediately engaged in the defence of the positions inside and outside the works. The operations in the 'J.leche country, with
the losses sustained in battle, and sickness occasioned by rapid and exhausting
marches, had reduced my effective force to less than thirteen thousand, including Augur's command. Of these, 20 regiments were nine-months men whose
terms began to expire in May, and all expired in August. This was not an
adequate force for the capture of the place. There ought not to have been less
than three to one for this purpose. 'J.1he force that we had anticipated receiving
from General Grant, promised in the several communications to which I have
referred, would have enabled us on the 27th, beyond any question, to have completed the capture of the works and garrison, when we could have immediately
moved to Vicksburg, to aid him in his attack on that place, without exposing
New Orleans or any other post on the Lower Mississippi to capture by the enemy.
On the night of the 27th the army rested within rifle-shot of the enemy's
works, and c')mmenced the construction of works of defence. 'J.lhe enemy's
interior line extended from four to five miles, from river to river. The line
occupied by us necessarily covered from seven to eight miles. Our greater
length of line made the enemy equal, if not superior in numbers, in any attack
that could be made by us upon them.
From the night of the 27th of May until the 14th of June we occupied this
line. Another partially successful assault was then made. An incessant and
harassing fire was kept up against the enemy night and day from the 27th of
May, leaving him without rest or sleep. On the lOth of June a heavy artillery
fire was maintained through the day, and at 3 o'clock on the morning of
the 11th, we endeavored to get within attacking distance of the works, in
order to avoid the terrible losses incurred in moving over the ground in front,
but the enemy discovered the movement before daybreak. A portion of the
troops worked their way through the abatis to the lines, but were repulsed
with the loss of several prisoners.
On the 14th of June a second general assault was made at daybreak. A
division was posted on the left, under General Dwight, with the intention of
forcing an entrance into the works by passing the ravine, while the main attack
on the right wa;:; made by the commands of Grover and Weitzel. Neither
column was successful in fully gaining its object, but our lines were advanced
from a distance of three hundred yards to less than fifty yards at some points
from the enemy's line of fortifications, where the troops intrenched themselves
and commenced the construction of new batteries. On the left an eminence was
gained which commanded a strong position held by th~ enemy, called the "citadel," and which later enabled UR to get possession of a point on the same bluff
llpon which the citadel was constructed, within ten yards of the enemy's lines.
This day's work was of great importance, but it was now felt that our force was
unequal to the task of carrying the works by assault, and the slower but more
certain operations of the siege were vigorously commenced.
The fighting had been incessant for a period of twenty-one days and nights,
giving the enemy neither rest nor sleep. During these operations many of the
nine-months men whose terms had expired, or were about to expire, were
dissatisfied with their situation, and unwilling to enter upon duty involving
dangers. Great embarrassment and trouble were caused by the conduct of
some of these troops. One regiment, the 4th Massachusetts, was nearly in
open mutiny.
1'he siege operations were pursued with the greatest vigor. On the right we
had completed our saps up to the very line of the enemy's fortifications. On the
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left a mine had been completed, for thirty barrels of powder, in such position as
made the destruction of the "citadel" inevitable.
Communication had been regular with General Grant at Vicksburg during
the progress of the siege, and on the 6th of July we received information of the
surrender of that post. Major General Frank Gardiner, in command of the
post, asked for an official statement of the capture of Vicksburg, which had
been circulated throughout his command, and I sent him a copy of that portion
of the official despatch of General Grant relating to the surrender of Vicksburg,
and received on the night of the 6th of July a request that there might be a
cessation of hostilities with a view to an agreement of terms of surrender. This
was declined. He then made known officially his determination to surrender
the post and garrison. A conference was appointed to agree upon the terms,
which resulted in the unconditional suiTender of the works and garrison, formally executed on the 8th of July, and our troops entered and took possession of
the works on the morning of the 91 h. General Gardiner, in commending the
gallantry of his men, for their unwearied labors in the defence, which all our
troops readily acknowledged, stated emphatically, as if he desired it to be understood, that his surrender was not on account of the fall of Vicksburg, or the
want of ammunition or provisions, but from the exhaustion of his men, who had
been without rest for more than six weeks, and who could not successfully resist
another attack. Though they might have held out a day or two longer, the
attempt would have been at the expense of a useless effusion of blood.
During the investment and siege of Port Hudson, the enemy west of the
Mississippi had been concentrating their forces from Texas and Arkansas, and
on the 18th of June one regiment of infantry and two of cavalry, under command of Colonel Major, captured and burned two small steamers at Plaquemine,
taking 68 prisoners, mostly convalescents, of the 28th Maine volunteers. The
same force then passed down the river and Bayou Lafourche, flanking Donaldsonville, and attacked our forces on the 20th at Lafourche crossing, on the Opdousas
railway, cutting off communication between Brashear city and New Orleans.
They were sharply repulsed, but renewed their attack the 21st, which resulted
in their again being repulsed, leaving 53 of their dead upon the field and 16
prisoners in our hands. Our loss was 8 killed and 16 wounded. Re-enforcements were sent from New Orleans, but the en em v did not renew the attack.
Our forces were under command of Lieutenant Colonel Albert Stickney, 47th
Massachusetts volunteers; subsequently they fell back to Algiers. Orders had
been sent to Brashear city to remove all stores, but to bold the position, with
the aid of the gunboats, to the last. r.rhe enemy succeeded in crossing Grand
lake by means of rafts, and surprised and captured the garrison on the 22d of
June, consisting of about 300 men. Two thirty-pounder Parrott guns and six
twenty-four pounders were captured. The enemy, greatly strengthened in
numbers, then attacked the works at Donaldsonville, on the Mississippi, which
were defended by a garrison of 225 men, including convalescents, commanded
by Major J. D. Bullen, 28th Maine volunteers. The attack was made on the
morning of the 28th of June, and lasted until daylight. The garrison made a
splendid defence, killing and wounding more than their own number, and capturing as many officers and nearly as many men as their garrison numbered.
The enemy's troops were under command of General Greene, of Texas, and
consisted of the Louisiana troops under General Taylor and 5,000 Texas
cavalry, making a force of nine to twelve thousand in that vicinity. The
troops engaged in these different operations left but four hundred men for the
defence of New Orleans. The vigor and strength of the enemy in these several
attacks show that if he had been supported by the troops at Port Hudson, about
10,000, New Orleans could not have been defended, had my command been
involved in the operations against Vicksburg.
Upon the surrender of Port Hudson it was found that the enemy had established
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batteries below, on the river, cutting off our communication with New Orleans,
making it necessary to send a large force to dislodge them. The troops, exhausted by the labors of the long campaign, including nine-months men and
tl1e regiments of colored troops whicb had been organized during the campaign,
from the negroes of the country, did not number 10,000 effective men. It was
impossible to drive the enemy from the river below, and leave troops enough at
Port Hudson to maintain the position and guard between 6,000 and 7,000
prisoners. For these reasons the privates were paroled, and the officers sent to
New Orleans.
On the 9th of July seven transports, containing all my available force, were
sent below against the enemy in the vicinity of Donaldsonville. The country
was speedily freed from his presence, and Brashear city was recaptured on the
22d July.
During the siege the colored troops held the extreme right of our line on the
river, and shared in all the honors of the 27th of May and the 14th of June,
sustaining at other times several desperate sorties of the enemy, particularly
directed against them, with bravery and success. The new regiments of General Ullman's brigade, which had been raised during the campaign, also shared
the labors of the siege, and the honors of the final victory.
Colonel B. F. Grierson, commanding the 6th and 7th regiments of Illinois
cavalry, arrived at Baton Rouge in April, from La Grange, Tennessee, and
joined us with his force at Port Hudson, covering our rear during the siege,
and rendering most important services. His officers and men were constantly
on duty, regardless of toil and danger. They covered our foraging parties, dispersed the cavalry forces of the enemy, and contributed in a great degree to the
reduction of the post. Our deficiency in cavalry made his assistance of the
utmost importance. With the exception of this command, much reduced by
long marches, our mounted force consisted chiefly of infantry mounted on the
horses of the country collected during the campaign.
The co-operation of the fleet under Rear-Admiral l!...,arragut on the waters
west of the Mississippi, as well as at Port Hudson, was ·harmonious and effective, and contributed greatly to the success of our arms. · A land battery of
heavy guns was established in the rear of the works by one of the officers of
the navy, the fire of which was most constant and effective.
The signal corps under command of Captain Rowley, and subsequently under Captain Roe, and the telegraphic corps under Captain Bulkley, rendered
every assistance possible to these branches of the service. By means of signals
and telegraphs a perfect communication was maintained at all times, night and
day, between the naval and military forces, and with the different portions of
the army.
·
The rebels admitted, after the close of tlte siege, that they had lost in killed
and wounded during the siege 610 men; but they underrated the prisoners and
guns they surrendered, and their loss in killed and wounded was much larger
than was admitted by them. It could not have been less than 800 or 1,000.
Five hundred wounded men were found in the hospitals. The wounds were
mostly in the head from the fire of sharpshooters, and very severe. A small
portion of the rebels composing the garrison at Port Hudson were ordered to
Vicksburg to strengthen the command of General Pemberton subsequent to the
attack in March.
This gave rise to the report that the place had been evacuated, and it was
only after the unsuccessful assaults of the 27th of May and the 14th of June
that the strength of the fortifications and garrison was appreciat~d, and all
parties were satisfied that our force was insufficient to effect the capture by
assault.
The uncertainty as to the movements of Johnston's, army which was known
to be in the 1·ear of Vicksburg, and the constant expectation that some part of
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his force would attack us in the rear, made it necessary that every consideration
should be disregarded which involved the loss of time in our operations, and
the general systematic attacks upon the works of the enemy were executed at
the earliest possible moment after the necessary preparations had been made.
'rhe siege lasted forty-five days, of which twenty-one days was incessant
fighting. It was conducted constantly with a view to the capture of the garrison, as well as the reduction of the post.
When the pro-position of General Gardiner to suspend hostilities with a view
to consider terms of surrender was received there were 6,408 officers and men
on duty within the lines, 2,500 in the rear of the besieging forces and on the
west bank of the river opposite Port Hudson, and 12,000 men under Generals
Greene and Taylor between Port Hudson and Donaldsonville, who had, by
establishing their batteries on the west bank of the river, effectually cut off our
communication with New Orleans: making 21,000 men actively engaged in
raising the siege at the time of its surrender.
The besieging force was reduced to less than 10,000 men, of whom more than
half were enlisted for nine months' service, and including the regiments of colored troops organized since the campaign opened from the material gathered
from the country. The position assailed, from the natural defences of the country, as well as from the character of the works constructed, was believed by the
enemy to be impregnable. 'rhe besieging army,' to reach the position, had
marched more than 500 miles through a country where no single line of supplies
could be maintained, against a force fully equal in numbers, fighting only in intrenchments, and gathering material for reinforcing its regiments in the country
through which we passed. There are but few sieges in the history of war in
which the disparity of forces has been more marked, the difficulties to be encountered more numerous, the victory more decided, or the results more important.
Every officer and man who discharged his duty in that campaign, whether
living or dead, will leave an honored name to his descendants, and recE-ive hereafter, if not now, the grateful and well-merited applause of his country.
The result of the surrender of Vicksburg and Port Hudson were the permanent separation of the rebel States east and west, and the free navigation of the
Mississippi; thus opening communication between the northern and southern
States occupied by our forces, and an outlet for the products of the Upper Mississippi valley to the markets of the world.
rrhe two armies that had fought each other with such resolute determination
fraternized on the day of the surrender without manifestations of hostility or
hatred. A common valor had given birth to a feeling of mutual respe~t.
Brigadier General rl\ W. Sherman was seriously wounded in the assault of
the 27th May, and Brigadier General Paine on the 14th of June. Among
those killed during the siege were Colonel Bean, of the 14th Wisconsin, Colonel Holcomb, of the 1st Louisiana, Colonel D. S. Cowles, of the 128th New
York, Lieutenant Colonel Rodman, of the 38th Massachusetts, Lieutenant
Colonel Lowell, of the 8th New Hampshire, Colonel Smith, of the 160th New
York zomtves, Colonel Chapin, of the--- Massachusetts, Major Hafkill and
Captain Luce, of the engineers, Lieutenant W rotnowski, and many other gallant officers, whose names, in the absence of official records, it is not in my
power to give, who gave their lives to the cause of liberty and their country.
In this campaign we captured 10,584 prisoners, as follows : Paroled men nt
Port Hudson, exclusive of the sick and wounded, 5,953 ; officers, 455; captured
by Grierson at Jackson, 150 ; 1st and 15th Arkansas regiments, captured May
27th, 101; _gn board steamers in 'rhompson's creek 25; deserters 350; sick
and wounded 1,000 ; captured at Donaldsonville 28th of June, 150 ; captured
west of the Mississippi, 2,500; in al110,584, a number fully equal to the force
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to which the enemy surrendered. We alsocaptured 73 guns ; 4,500 pounds of
powder; 150,000 rounds of ammunition; 6,000 small-arms ; 4 steamers ; 20,000
head of horses, cattle and mules, and 10,000 bales of cotton. We destroyed the
enemy's salt works at New Iberia, 3 gunboats, and 8 steam transports. 'l'he
cattle, horses, mules, cotton, and other products of the country were sent to
New Orleans, turned over to the quartermaster, and, except such as could be
used by the army in kind, were applied to the support of the government.
The 5th of August a despatch was received and published from the general-in-chief of the army, congratulating the troops on the success of the campaign, for whom was reserved the honor of striking the last blow for the freedom of the Mississippi river, and expressing the belief that the country, and
especially the great west, would ever remember with gratitude their services.
IL-CAMPAIGN IN TEXAS.

After the surrender of Port Hudson I joined with General Grant in recommending an immediate movement against the city of Mobile. My views upon
the question were expressed in several despatc~1es in July and August. With
such aid as General Grant had offered, and subsequently gave me, a speedy
capture of that city seemed to be reasonably certain.
On the 15th of August, 1863, I was informed by a despatch dated the 6th
of that month that there were important reasons why our flag .should be reestablished in Texas with the least possible delay, and instructing me that the
movement should be made as speedily as possible, either by ~ea or land. I
was informed by a despatch dated the 12th of August, and which I received
on the 27th of August, that the importance of the operations proposed by me
in previous despatches against the city of Mobile was fully appreciated, but
there were reasons other than military w by those directed in 'J.1exas should be
. undertaken first; that on this matter there was no choice, and that the views
of the government must be carried out. I was advised, in a despatch dated
the lOth of August, that the restoration of the flag to some one point in Texas
could be best effected by the combined naval and military movements upon Red
river to Alexandria, Natchitoches, or Shreveport, and the occupation of northern Texas. 'J.1his line was recommended as superior for military operations to
the occupation of Galveston or Indianola, but the final selection was left to my
judgment.
'J.1he difficulties attending a movement in the direction of Shreveport-a route
which had been thoroughly explored in the spring campaign of 1863-satisfied
me that it was impracticable, if not impossible, for the purposes entertained by
the government. The selection of the line of operations having been submitted
to me, I made immediate preparations for a movement by the coast against
Houston, selecting the position occupied by the enemy on the Sabine as the
point of attack. This point was nearest to my base of supplies.. It was immediately connected by the Gulf with Berwick's bay, of which we had full
possession, and by the river-and also by railway from the bay-with New
Orleans.
If suddenly occupied, I regarded it certain-as the enemy's forces were then
disposed-that we could concentrate and move upon Houston by land with fifteen to seventeen thousand (15,000 to 17,000) me:u before it would be possible
for the enemy to collect his forces for its defence. The occupation of Houston
would place in our hands the control of all the railway communications of
Texas ; give us command of the most populous and productive part of the
State ; enable us to move at any moment into the interior in any direction, or
to fall back upon the ialand of Galveston, which could be maintained with a
very small force, holding the enemy upon the coast of 'l,exas, and leaving the
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army of the Gulf free to move upon Mobile in accordance with my original plan,
or wherever it should be required.
The expedition sailed from New Orleans on the 5th day of September. Its
organization and command had been intrusted to Major General W. B. Franklin. 'l'he gunboats assigned to the expedition by Admiral Earragut were
under command of Captain Crocker, a skilful and brave officer. He was thoroughly acquainted witlf the waters of Sabine pass, having been stationed there
for many months, and was anxious to participate in the expedition. The forces
were organized for operations upon land. The gunboats were intended to assist
and cover their debarcation and movements upon the coast. At various points
between the Sabine and Galveston a landing was practicable and safe. Unless
the weather or the forces of the enemy should intervene, nothing could prevent
a successful debarcation of troops at some point upon that coast.
General Franklin's instructions were verbal and written. He was expected
to land his troops ten or twelve miles below Sabine pass, or at some other point
on the coast below, and proceed by a rapid movement against the fortifications
constructed for the defence of the pass, unless the naval officers should find
upon reconnoissance that the ·works were unoccupied, or that they were able to
take them without delay. Nothing was wanting to secure the success of the
expedition. The troops were in good condition, the weather fine, the sea smooth,
and the enemy without suspicion of the movement. Instead, however, of
moving below the pass and effecting a landing of the troops, General ~..,ranklin
states in his report that it was determined that Captain Crocker should enter
the pass and make an attack directly -upon the works. The gunboats (originally lightly constructed merchant vessels) were unable to make any impression
upon the works. '.rhey soon ran aground in the shallow water and narrow channel of the pass, under the guns of the fort, and were compelled to surrender.
The enemy's position was occupied and defended by less than a hundred men.
The troops under General Franklin made an unsuccessful and, as it appeared
afterwards, a feeble effort to land within the bay, after the loss of two of the
gunboats, and returned to New Orleans without attempting a landing below
upon the coast in rear of the works. Had a landing been effected, even after the
loss of the boats, in accordance with the original plan, the success of the movement would have been complete, both as it regardec\ the occupation of Sabine
pass and operations against Houston and Galveston. 'l'he enemy had at this
time all his forces in that quarter, and less than a hundred men on the Sabine.
The failure of this expedition having notified the enemy of our purposes, it
was impracticable to repeat the attempt at that point. 'rhe instructions of the
government being imperative, I then endeaYored, without delay, to carry out its
purposes by a movement towards Alexandria and Shreveport, or, if possible,
across the southern part of Louisiana, to Niblett's bluff. The attack upon
Sabine pass was made on the 8th of September. 'rhe fleet returned on the
11th. On the 13th, orders were given for the overland movement. The troops
were rapidly transferred to the Teche bayou and organized for this expedition;
but h was soon found impracticable, if not impossible, to enter Texas in that
direction. The country between the Teche and the Sabine was without supplies of any kind, and entirely without water, and the march across that country,
of three hundred miles, with wagon transportation alone, where we were certain
to meet the enemy in full force, was necessarily abandoned. A movement in
the direction of Alexandria and Shreveport was equally impracticable. The
route lay over a country utterly destitute of supplies, which had been repeatedly overrun by the two armies, and which involved a march of five hundred
miles from New Orleans and nearly four hunured miles from Berwick's bay,
with wagon transportation only, through a country with(JUt water, forage, or
supplies, mostly upon a single road, very thickly wooded, and occupied by a
thoroughly hostile population.
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Being satisfied that it was impracticable to execute the ord~trs of the government by this route for these reasons, which were stated in my several despatches,
I decided, as the only alternative left me for the execution of the orders of the
government, to attempt the occupation of the Uio Grande, which I had suggested on the 13th of September as an alternative, if the land route was found
impracticable. Leaving the troops opposite Berwick's bay upon the land route
into r.rexas, I organized a small expedition, the troops being placed under command of Major General N.J. T. Dana, and sailed on the 26th of October,
1863, for the Rio Grande. A landing was effected at Brazos Santiago, which
was occupied by the enemy's cavalry and artillery, the 2d day of November. r.rhe enemy was driven from his position the next day, and the troops
ordered forward to Brownsville, thirty miles from the mouth of the river.
Colonel Dye of the 94th Illinois volunteers, commanding the advance, occupied
Brownsville on the 6th day of November, where, a few hours after his arrival,
I made my headquarters. Major General Dana was left in command of this
post. As soon as it was possible to provide for the garrison and obtain transportation for the navigation of the river, which occupied four or five days, I
moved with all the troops which could be spared from that point for the purpose of seizing the passes on the coast between the Rio Grande and Galveston,
intending to complete my original plan by the occupation of Galveston from the
coast below, instead of above that point.
Point Isabel was occupied on the 8th of November. By the aid of steamers
obtained on the Rio Grande, with the consent of the Mexican government, we
were enabled to transport troops to Mustang island. The troops were under
the command of Brigadier General r_r. E. G. Ransom, who carried the enemy's
works commanding Aransas pass after a gallant assault, capturing one hundred
prisoners and the artillery with which the place was defended. rrhe troops
instantly moved from Aransas pass upon Pass Cavallo, commanding the entrance to Matagorda bay, and which was also defended by strong and extensive
fortifications and a force of two thousand (2,000) men-artillery, cavalry, and
infi1ntry-who could be re-enforced in any emergency from Houston and Galveston. r.rhe troops were under command of Major General C. C. Washburn,
then commanding the 13th corps. Fort Esperanza was invested, aud after a
most gallant action the enemy blew up his magazines, partially dismantled his
defences, and evacuated th~ position, the major part of his men escaping to the
main land by the peninsula near the mouth of the Brazos. _
The occupation of Brownsville, Brazos Santiago, the capture of the works
and garrison at Aransas pass, and the defeat of the enemy and the capture of
his works at Fort Esperanza by our troops, left nothing on the coast in his possession but the works at the mouth of Brazos river, and on the island of Galveston, which were formidable and defended by all the forces of the enemy in
Texas. r.rhe command of General Magruder had been withdrawn from different
parts of the State, and concentrated on the coast between Houston, Galveston,
and Indianola, in consequence of our movements against the works at Sabine
pass, the occupation of the Rio Grande, and the capture of the works constructed for the defence of Aransas pass and Pass Cavallo, on the rl'exas coast.
To carry the works at the mouth of Brazos river it was necessary to move inland and to attack the enemy in the rear, in which we necess~rily encountered
the entire strength of the rebel forces, then greatly superior in numbers to ours.
Preparations were made for more extended operations on the main land from
Indianola at Matagorda bay. or by the peninsula connecting with the main land
at Brazos river, and notice given to the War Department of the plan of operations, with the request for an increase of the forces for extended operations in
Texas if it was found expedient. The troops on the rreche, under command of
Major General Franklin, would have been transferred to the coast in such force
as to make certain the occupation of Houston or Galveston. From this point I
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intended to withdraw my troops to the island of Galveston, which could have
been held with perfect security by less than a thousand men, which would have
left me free to resume operations, suggested in August and September, against
Mobile. 'fhe Rio Grande and the island of Galveston could have been held
with two or three thousand men. This would have cut off the contraband trade
of the enemy at Matamoras and on the Texan coast. The forces occupying the
island of Galveston could have been strengthened by sea at any moment from
Berwick's bay, connecting with New Orleans by railway, or by the river, compelling the enemy to maintain an army near Houston, and preventing his concentrating his forces for the invasion of Louisiana, Arkansas, or Missouri. The
occupation of the Rio Grande, Galveston, and Mobile would have led to the
capture or destruction of all the enemy's river and sea transportation on the
Gulf coast, and left the western Gulf blockading squadron, numbering one hundred and fifty vessels, and mounting 450 guns, free to pursue the pirates that
infested our coast and preyed upon our commerce. The army would have been
at liberty to operate on the Mississippi, or to co-operate with the army of the
Tennessee by the Alabama river and Montgomery, in the campaign against
Atlanta. These general views are substantially expressed in my despatches of
the 12th and 30th of December, 1863. If successfully accomplished, it would
have enabled the government to concentrate the entire forces of the d~partment
of the Gulf, as occasion should require, at any point on the river or coast
against an enemy without water transportation or other means of operation than
by heavy land marches, or to move by land into the rebel States east or west
of the Mississippi. The winter months offered a favorable opportunity for such
enterprise.
'fhe map No. 1, appended to this report, exhibits the positions occupied on the
coast, the intended line of movement in Texas, and the possible or probable
co-operation of my command with the armies east of the Mississippi.
III-RED RIVER 0AMPAIG~.

While engaged in earnest efforts to effect the capture of Galveston, with a
view to these general operations contemplated for the winter campaign, I was
informed by a despatch received January 23, and dated January 11, that "it
was proposed that General Steele should advance to Red river if he could rely
upon your (my) co-operation, and be certain of receiving supplies upon that
line;" and that "the best military opinions of the generals of the west seemed
to favor operations upon Red river, provided the stage of water would enable
the gunboats to co-operate;" that "this would open a better theatre of operations than any other for such troops as General Grant could spare during the
winter." I was also informed that Major General Grant and Major General
Steele had been written to, and I was insf'!'ucted to communicate wit/1- them upon
this subjer:t.

Having made known my plan of operations on the coast, and fully stated at
different times the difficulties to be encountered in movements by land in the
direction of Alexandria and Shreveport I did not feel at liberty to decline
participation in the campaign which had been pressed upon my attention from
the time I was assigned to the command of this department, and which was
now supported by the concurrent opinions of the general officers in the west, on
• account of difficulties which might be obviated by personal conference with
commanders, or by orders from the g-eneral-in-chief. It was not, however, with. out well-founded apprehensions of the result of the campaign, and a clear view
of the measures (which I suggested) indispensable to success, that I entered upon
this new campaign.
The necessity of a perfect unity of command and of purpose, as well as of
constant communication between the forces assigned to this duty, and then
separated by huuureds of miles, was too apparent to admit of question.
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I replied to this despatch on the 23d of January, stating that," 'Wit!~ theforces
proposed," to wit, General Sherman and General Steele, and my own disposable
force, I concurred in the opinion that the Red river was the shortest and best
line of defence for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as a base of operations against
Texas, and that with my own forces and those of General Steele, and the assistance of General Sherman, the success of the movements on that line might
be made certain and important, and that I should cordially co-operate with them
in executing the orders of the government.
In order that the inherent difficulties attending the proposed combined movement-which had been thoroughly tested in the campaign of 1863 and 1864,
and which I had represented with as much earnestness as seemed to be propermight be presented in a manner most likely to gain attention, I directed Major
D. C. Houston, chief engineer of the department-who possessed the highest
claims to favorable consideration from professional qualifications and experience,
and his acquaintance with the route-to prepare a memorial upon operations on
Red river, which had been long under consideration. This was transmitted to
the headquarters of the army, and appeared to have received the attention and
approval of the general-in-chief. It stated with precision the obstacles to be
encountered, and the measures necessary to accomplish the object in view. No
change would be required in this statement if it had been written in review
rather than in anticipation of the campaign. It recommended as a condition
indispensable to success: 1st, such complete preliminary organization as would
avoid the least delay in our movements after the campaign had opened; 2d,
that a line of supply be established from the Mississippi independent of watercourses ; 3d, the concentration of the forces west of the Mississippi, and such
other force as should be assigned to this duty from General Sherman's command,
in such a manner as to expel the enemy from northern Louisiana and Arkansas ;
4th, such preparation and concert of action among the different corps employed
as to prevent the enemy, by keeping him constantly engaged, from operating
against our positions or forces elsewhere; and, 5th, that the entire force should
be placed under the command of a single general. Preparations for a long campaign were advised, and the month of May indicated as the point of time when
the occupation of Shreveport might be anticipated. Not one of these suggestions,
so necessary in conquering the inherent difficulties of the expedition, was
carried into execution, nor was it in my power to establish them. The troops
under command of General Steele were acting independently of my command,
under orders not communicated to me, and at such distance that it was impossibl~
to ascertain his movements, or to inform him of my own, so that we might cooperate with or support each other. The detachment of troops from the command of Major General Sherman, though operating upon the same line with my
own, were under special orders, having ulterior objects in view, and afforded an
earnest but only a partial co-operation in the expedition. The distance which
separated the different commands, the impossibility of establishing necessary
communications between them, the absence of a general authority to command
them, the time that was required for the transmission of orders from Washington, and the necessity of immediate action on account of the condition of the
rivers and operations contemplated for the armies elsewhere, gave rise to embarrassments in the organization of forces and in the execution of orders which could
not be overcome.
In the instructions I received from the _government it was left to my discretion whether or not I would join in this expedition, but I was directed to
communicate with General Sherman, and General Steele, and Admiral Porter
upon the subject. I expressed the satisfaction I should find in co-operating
with them in a movement deemed of so much importance by the government, to
which my own command was unequal, and my belief that wit!~ the forces
designated it would be entirely successful. Having received from them similar
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m~f'urnnces, both my dit:cretion and my authority, so far as the organization of
the expedition wa~ concernet I, were at an end.
The disposition of the enemy's forces at that time, according to the best ininformation that could be obtained, was as follows : Magruder had about 20,000
men of all arms, of which 15,000 were serviceable. The main body covered
Galveston and Houston from an anticipated movement from l\latagorda peninsula, still held by our troops; vValker's divit>ion, numbering 7,000 men, were
upon the Atchafalaya and Red rivers, from Opelousas to Fort DeRussy ;
Mouton's division, betwf:'en the Black and Washita rivers, from Red river to
l\Ionroe, numbering 6,000 men; while Price, with two heavy divisions of infantry, estimated at 5,000, and a large cavalry force, estimated at from 7,000 to
10,000, held the country from Monroe to Camden and Arkadelphia, confronting
Steele. Magruder could spare 10,000 of his force to resist an attack from
the (-'ast, leaving his fortifications well garrisoned on the coast, while Price could
fnrnish at least an additional 5,000 from the north, makiug a formidable army
of from 25,0'00 to 30,000 men, equal to any forces that could be brought against
them, even with the most perfect unity and co-operation of commands. This
estimate of the strength of the enemy was given in my despatch of February
2, but was thought, upon information received by the government, to be
exaggerated. 1'he defences of the enemy consisted of a series of works covering the approaches to Galveston and Houston from the south, the defences of
Galveston bay, Sabine Pass, and Sabine river; Fort DeRussy, a formidable
work, located three miles from Marksville, for the defence of the Reel river, and
extensive and formidable works at 1'rinity, the junction of the Tensas and
Washita at Camden, commanding approaches from the north.
To meet these forces of the euemy it was proposed to concentrate, in some
general plan of operations, 15,000 of the troops under comma11d of General
t)teele, a detachment of 10,000 from the command of General ~berman, and a
force of from 15,000 to 17,000 men from the army of the Gulf, making an army
of 40,000 Lo 42,000 men of all arn.s, with such gunboats as the Navy Department should order. Orders were given to my command at once to suspend
operation::; at Galveston, and vigorous preparations were made for the new campaign.
Having been charged by the President with duties not immediately connected
with military operations, but which were deemed important and required my
personal attention at New Orleans, the organization of the troops of my command as8igned to the expedition was intrusted to Major General W. B. Franklin. The main body of his command, consisting of the 19th corp8-except
Grover's division at Madisonville, which was to join him-and one divi;:;ion of
the 13th corps, under General Ramom, were at this time on Berwick's bay,
between Berwick city and Franklin, on tl1e Bayou Teche, directly on the line
of march for Alexandria and ShreYeport. Small garrisons were left at Brownsville and Matagorda bay, in 'I'exas-positi1ms which, under instructions from
the President and subsequently from Lieutenant General Grant, were not to be
abandoned-at New Orleans and at Port Hudson, which was threatened by a
vigorous and active enemy. Smaller garrisons at Baton Rouge and Dunaldsonville on the river, and at Pensacola and Key West on the coast, constituted the
balance of forces nnder my command.
It had been arrangrd that the troops concentrated at Franklin shonl<l move
for the Red river on the 7th of March to meet the forces of General Sherman at
Alexandria on the 17th. But, for causes stated by General Franklin, their
march was delayed until the 13th, at which time the advance, under General A.
L. Lee, left l!"ranklin, the whole column following soon after and arriving at
Alexandrin, the cnYalry on the 19th and the infantry on the 25th.
On the 13\h of l\Iarcb, 1864, one division of the 16th corp:", under Brigadier
I)art· 11--21
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General Mower, and one division of the 17th corps, under Brigadier General
T. Kilby Smith-the whole under command of Brigarlier General A. J. Smithlanded at SimmRport, on the Atchafalaya, and proceeded at once towards Fort
neH.ussy, carrying it by assault at 4.30 p.m. on the afternoon of the 14th.
Two hundred and sixty prisonerE~ and ten heavy guns were captured. Onr
loss was slight. The troops and transports under General A. J. Smith, an11
the marine brigade under General Ellet, with the gunboats, moved to Alexandria, which was occupied without opposition on the 16th of the same month.
General Lee, of my command, arrived at Alexandria on the morning of the
19th. 'rhe enemy, in the mean time, continued his retreat in the direction of
Shreveport. Officers of my staff were at Alexandria on the 19th, and I made
my headquarters there on the 24th, the forces under General Franklin arriving
on the 25th and 26th of March; but as the stage of the water in Red river was
too low to admit the passage of the gunboats or transports over the falls, the
tn 10ps encamped near Alexandria, General Smith and his command moving
forward 21 miles to Bayou Rapides, above Alexandria. There was but six feet
of water in the channel, while 71 were necessary for the second class, and ten
feet for the first-class gunboats. The river is narrow, the channel tortuous,
changing with every rise, making its navigation more difficult and dangerous,
probably, than any of the western rivers, while pilots for the transports were reluctant to enter government service for this campaign.
The first gunboat was unable to cross the rapids until the 26th; others crossed
on the 28th, with some transports, and others still on the ~d and 3d of April; the
passage having been made with difficulty and danger, occupying several days.
Severa~ gunboats and transports, being then unable to ascend the river, remained
at Alexandria or returued to the Mississippi. While at Alexandria, Major
General McPherson, commanding at Vicksburg, called for the immedi ate return
of the marine brigade-a part of General Smith's command-to protect the
Mississippi, for which service it had been specially organized. The transports
of this brigade were unable to pass above Alexandria. The hospital boat
Woodford had been wrecked on the rapids in attempting the passage. The •
troops were suffering from small-pox, which pervaded all the transports, and
they were reported in condition of partial mutiny. It was not supposed at that
time that a depot or garrison at Alexandria would be required; and this command, being without available land or water tranEtportation, was permitted to
return to the Mississippi, in compliance with the demands of General McPherson; this reduced the strength of the advancing· column about 3,000 men.
Ufhe condition of the river and the inability of the transports to pass the falls
made it necessary to establish a depot of supplies at Alexandria, and a line of
wagon t ransportation from the steamers below to those above the falls. 'This
was a .departure from the plan of the campaign, which did not contemplate a
post or depot at any point on Red river, and involved the necessity of leaving
a division at Alexandria for the purpose of protecting the depot, transports and
supplies. Brigadier General 0. Grover was placed in command of the post, and
his division left for its defence. This reduced the force of the advancing column
about· 3,000 men.
\Vhi.Je. at Alexandria, on the 21st instant, a movement was organized against
the enemy posted at Henderson's Hill, 25 miles in advance. 'The expedition
consisted of three brigades of General A. J. Smith's command, and a brigade of
cavalry of the 19th corps, under command of Colonel LucaP', of the 16th Indiana
volunteers-the whole under the command of Brigadier General :M:ower, of the
16th corps. The enemy was surprised, losing 250 prisoners, 200 horses and four
guns, with their caissons. Colonel H. B. Sargent of my staff was severely
wounded in this action, and disabled from service during this campaign. 'rbis
affair reflected the highest credit upon the officers and men engaged.
Anticipating by a few days the passage of the gunboats, the army marched
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from Alexandria for Natchitoches, 80 miles distant by land, reaching that point
on the 2d and 3d of ApTil. The enemy continued his retreat, skirmisl1ing
sharply with the advanced guard, but offering no serious resistance to our
advance.
The shortest and only practicable road from Natchitoches to Shreveport was
the stage road through Pleasant Hill and Man~field, distance 100 miles,
through a barren sandy country, with little water and less forage, the greater
portion an unbroken pine forest.
A reconnaissance from Natchitoches on the 2d of April, under command of
General Lee, discovered the enemy in force at Pleasant Hill, 36 miles distant,
and established the fact that a portion of Green's command had arrived from
Texas and were then confronting Ut;. Prisoners captured from Price's com·
mand indicated, what had been feared from the loss of time at Alexandria, a
concentration of the entire available force of the enemy, numbering, according
to the statements of prisoners and intercepted letters, about 25,000 men with
76 guns.
r.rhe river wa8 perceptibly falling and the larger gunboats were unable to
pass Grand Ecore. The troops under command of General A. J. Smith had
hitherto moved in transports by the river, now marched by land from N atchitoches, with the exception of one division of the 17Lh corps, 2,.500 men, under
Brigadier General rr. Kilby Smith, which, by order of General A. J. Smith,
continued it~ movements by the river in company with the fleet, for the protection of the trausports. 1.'he arrangement of land transportation for this portion
of the column, tbe replenishing of supply trains from the transports, and the
di8tribution of rations to the troops. were made at this point; but the fleet was
unable to ascend the river until the 7th of April. r:I.'he condition of the river
would have justified the suspension of the movement altogether at either point,
except for the anticipation of such change as to render it navigable. Upon this
subject the counsel of the naval officers was implicitly followed.
On the 4th of April Colonel 0. P. Gooding, commanding a brigade of cavalry,
engaged upon a reconnoissance north of Red river, encountered Harrison's commaud, 1,500 strong, in which the enemy was defeated with considerable loss.
Our loss was about forty in killed, wounded and mi.:;sing. The enemy's repulse
was decisive.
The army was put in motion for Shreveport by the road through Pleasant
Hill and Mansfield April 6. G-eneral LPe, with the eavalry division, led th.e
advance, followed by a detachment of two diYisions of the 13th corps under
General Ransom; 1st division, 19th corps, under General Emory, and a brigade
of colored troops under command of Colonel Dickie-the whole under the i~
mediate command of Major General Franklin. rl'he detachment of the 16th
army corps, under command of Brigadier General A. J. Smith, followed on the
7th, and a division of the 17th army corps, under Brigadier General T. Kilby
Smith accompanying Admiral Porter on the river as a guard for the transports.
The fleet was directed to advance to Loggy bayou, opposite Springfield, whm;e
it was expected communications wonld be established with the land forces at
Sabine Crossroads, a distance of 54 miles by land from Grand Ecore, and 10,0
miles by water.
I remained with a portion of my staff to superintend the departure of the
river and land forces from Grand Ecore until the morning of the 7th, when the
fleet sailed, and then roJe rapidly forward, reaching the head of the column at
Pleasant Hill the same evening, where the main body encamped. General
Smith's command was at the rear of the column on the march, but passed the
colored brigade on the route to Pleasant Hill. A very heavy rain fell all day on
the 7th, whicll greatly impeded the movement of the rear of the column, making
the ruad almost impas~able for troops, trains or artillery. r:r~he storm did not
reach the head of the column. In passing the troops from Natchitoches to
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Pleasant Hill I endeavored, as much as possible, to accelerate the movements
of the rear of the column.
'rhe enemy offered no opposition to their march on t,he 6th. On the 7th the
advance drove a small force to Pleasant Hill, and from thence to ·wilson's
farm, about three miles beyond, where a sharp fight occurred with the enemy
]JOSted in a very strong position, from which they were driven with serious loss
and pursued to ~t. Patrick's bayou, near Carroll's mill, about nine miles from
Pleasant Hill, where our forces bivouacked for the night. We sustained in this
action a loss of fourteen men killed, thirty-nine wounded, and nine missing. We
captured many prisoners, and the enemy su.>tained severe losses m killed and
wounded. During the action, General Lee sent to General Franklin for rP,-enforcements, and a brigade of infantry was sent forward; but the firing having
ceased, it was withdrawn. The officers and men fought with great spirit in this
affair.
At daybreak on the 8th Gener,tl Lee, to whose support a brigade of the 13th
corps, under Colonel Landrum, had been sent by my order, advanced upon the
enemy, drove him from his position on the opposite side of St. Patrick's bayou
and pursued him to Sabine Crossroadtt, about three miles from Mansfield.
'l'he advance was steady but slow, and the resistance of the enemy stubborn.
He wa::: only driven from his defensive positions on the road by artillery. At
noon on the 8th, another brigade of the 13th corps arrived at the Crossroads under Brigadier General Ransom, to relieve the 1st brigade.
The infantry moved from Pleasant Hill at daybreak on the 8th, the head of
of the column halted at St. Patrick's bayou, in order that the rear might come
up.. I passed General Franklin's headquarters at 10 a. m., giving directions to
close up the column as speedily as possible, and rode forward to ascertain the
condition of affairs at the front, where I arrived between one and two o'clock.
General Ransom arrived nearly at the same time with the 2d brigade 13th corps,
which was under his command in the action at the Crossroads.
I found the troops in line of battle, the skirmishers sharply engaged, the main
body of the enemy posted on the crest of a hill in thick woods on both sides of
a road, leading over the hill to Mansfield on our sole line of march.
It was apparent that the enemy was in much stronger force than at any pre·dous point, and being confirmed in this opinion by General Lee, I sent to General Franklin, immediately upon rny arrival, a statement of the facts and orders
to hurry forward the infantry \\·ith all possible despatch, directing General Lee
at the ~::arne time to hold his ground steadily, but not advnnce until re-enforcements should arrive. Our forces were for a long time stationary, with some skirmi:;hing on the flanks. It soon became apparent that the entire force of tl1c
enemy was in our front. Several officers were sent to General Franklin to hurry
forward the column. Skirmishing was incessant during the afternoon. At
p . m. the enemy made a general attack all along the lines, but with great vigor
upon our right flank. It was resisted with resolute determination by our troops,
but overpowering numbers compelled them, after resisting the successive charges
of the enemy in front and on the flank, to fall back from 1heir position to the
woods in rear of the open fi eld, which they occupied, retreating in good order.
The enemy pressed with great vigor upon the flanks as well as in front, for the
purpose of getting to the rear, but were repulserl in this attempt by our cavalry.
At the line of woods a new position was assun1ed, supported by the 3d division of the 13th army corps under General Cameron, which reached this point
about 5 p. m., and formed in line of battle under the direction of Major General
Franklin, who accompanied its advance. The enemy attacked this second line
with great impetuosity and overpowering numbers, turning both flanks and
advancing heavHy upon the centre. The assault was resisted with gallantry,
but the troope, finding the enemy in the rear, were compelled to yield the ground
ancl fall steadily back. The road waf'l badly obstructed by the supply train of
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the cavalry division, which obstructed the retreat of both men and artillery. We
lost ten of the guns of Ransom's division in consequence of the position of the
train, which prevented their withdrawal. Repeated efforts were made to reform
the troops and resist the advance of the enemy; but though their progress was
checked, it was without permanent success.
Brigadier General W. H. Emory, commanding 1st division 19th corps, had
been early notified of the condition of affairs and directed to advance as rapidly
as possible, and form a line of battle in th e strongest position he could select, to
support the troops in retreat and check the advance of the enemy. The order
to adva,nce found him seven miles to the rear of the first battle-ground. He
assumed a position at Pleasant Grove, about three miles from the Crossroads, on
the edge of the woods, commanding an open field sloping to the front. The
161st New York volunteers, Lieutenant Colonel Kinsey commanding, were deployed as skirmishers and ordered to the foot of the hill, upon the crest of which
the line. was form ed to cover the rear of the retreating forces, to check the pursuit of the enemy, and give time for the formation of the troops.
General Dwight, commanding 1st brigade, formed his troops across the road,
upon which the enemy was moving, commanding the open fipld in front; the
3d brigade, Col()nel Benedict commanding on the left, and the 2d brigade, General McMillen, in reserve. The line was scarcely formed, when the 161st New
York volunteers were attacked and driven in. The right being threatened,
a portion of McMillan's brigade formed on the right of Gener<:tl Dwight. The
fire of our troops was reserved until the enemy was at close quarters, when the
whole line opened upon them with most destructive volleys of musketry. The
action lasted an hour and a half. The enemy was repulsed with very great
slaughter. During the fight a determined effort was made to turn our left flank,
which >vas defeated. Prisoners reported the loss of the enemy in officers and
men to be very great. General Mouton was killed in the first onset. Their
attack was made with great desperation, apparently with the idea that the di::;persion of our forces at this point would end the campaign, a.nd, with the aid of
the steadily falling river, leave the fleet of transports and gunboats in their hands
or compel their destruction. Nothing could surpass in impetuosity the assault
of the enemy but the inflexible steadiness and valor of our troops. 'l'he 1st
division of the 19th corps, by its great bravery in this action, saved the nrmy
and navy. But for this successful resistance to the attack at Pleasant Grove,
the renewed attack of the enemy with increased force could not have been successfully resisted at Pleasant Hill on the 9th of April. We vccupied both battle-grounds at night.
From Pleasant Grove, where this action occurred, to Pleasant Hill was fifteen
miles. It was certain that the enemy, who was within the reach of re-enforcements, wonld renew the attack in the moruing, and it was wholly uncertain
whether the command of General Smith could reach the position we held in
season for a second engagement. For this reason the army towards morning
fell back to Pleasant Hill, General Emory covering the rear, burying the dead,
bringing off the wounded and all the material of the army.
It arrived there at 8.30 on the morning of the 9th, effecting a junction with
the forces of General Smith and the colored brigade under Colonel Dickey,
which had reached that point the evening previous.
Early on the 9th the troops were prepared for action, the movements of the
enemy indicating that he was on our rear. A line of battle was formed in the
following order: 1st brigade 19th corps from the right resting on a ravine; 2d
brigade in the centre, and 3d brigade on the left. 'l'he centre was strengthenP-d
by a brigade of General Smith's forces, whose mn.in force was held in reservP.
'l'he enemy moved tow11rds our right fiank. The 2d brigade withdrew from the
centre to the support of the 1st brigade. The brigade in support of the centre
moved up into position, and another of General Smith's brigades was posted to
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the extreme left position on the hill in echelon to the rear of the left main line.
Light. skirmishing occurred during the afternoon. Between 4 and 5 o'clock it
increased in vigor, and about 5 p. m., when it appeared to have nearly ceased,
the enemy drove in our skirmishers and attacked in force-his first onset being
against the left. He advanced in two oblique lines, extending· well over towards
the right of the 3d brigade 19th corps. After a determined resistance, this part
of the line gave way and went slowly back to the reserves. 'rhe 1st and 2d
brigades were soon enveloped in front, right and rear. By skilful movements of·
General Emory, the flanks of the two brigades now bearing the brunt of the battle
were covered. The enemy pursued the brigades, passing the left and centre,
until he approached the reserves under General Smith, when he was met by a
charge led by General Mower, and checked. The whole of the reserves were
now ordered up, and in turn we drove the enemy, continuing the pursuit until
nip:ht compelled us to halt.
The battle of the 9th was desperate and sanguinary. 'rhe defeat of the enemy was complete, and his ]ilSS in officers and men more than double that sustained by our forces. There was nothing in the immediate position or condition
of the two armies to prevent a forward movement the next morning, and orders
were given to prepare for an advance. The train, which had been turned to
the rear on the day of the battle, was ordert>d to re-form and advance at daybreak. I communicated this purpose at the close of the day to General A. J.
Smith, who expressed his concurrence therein. But representations subsequently
received from General Franklin and all the general officers of the 19th corps, as
to the condition of their respective commands for immediate active operations
against the enemy, caused a suspension of this order, and a conference of the
general officers was held in the evening, in which it was determined, upon the
urgent recommendation of the general officers above named, and with the acquiescence of General Smith, to retire upon Grand Ecore the following day. 'n1e
reasons urged for this course by the officers commanding the 19th and 13th
corps were:
First. That the absence of water made it absolutely necessary to advance or
retire without delay. General Emory's command had been without rations for
two days, and the train, which bad been turned to the rear during the battle,
could not be put in condition to move forward upon the single road through
dense woods, in which it stood, without great difficulty and rnncn loss of time.
It was for the purpose of communicating with the fleet at Springfield landing
from the Sabine Crossroads to the river, as well as to prevent the concentration
of the Texan troops with the enemy at lVIantlfield, that we had pushed for the
early occupation of that point. Considering the difficulty with which the gunboats paPsed Alexandria and Grand Ecore, there was every reason to believe
that the navigation of the river would be found impracticable.
A squadron of cavalry, under direction of Mr. Young, who had formerly been
employed in the surveys of this country, and was now connected with the engineer department, which had been sent upon a reconnoissance to the river,
returned to Pleasant Hill on the evening of the battle with the report that they
had not been able to discover the fleet nor learn from the people its passage
up the river.* This led to the belief that the low water had prevented the advance of the fleet. 'l'he condition of the river, which had b~en steadily falling
since onr march from Alexandria, rendered it very doubtful, if the fleet ascended
the river, whether it could return from any intermediate point, and probably, if
not certain, that if it reached Shreveport it would never escape without a rise of
the river, of which all hopes now began to fail.
*The report of General T. Kilby Smith, commanding the river forces, states that the fleet
did not arrive at Loggy bayou until 2 o'clock p. m. on the lOth of April, two days after the
battle at Sabine Crossroads.
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The forces designated for this campaign numbered 42,000 men. L r• ss than
half that number was actually available for service against the enemy during its
progress. The d istance which fleparated General Steele's command from the
line of our operations (nearly two hundred miles) rendered his movements of
little moment to us or to the enemy, and reduced the strength of the fighting
column to the extent of his force, which was expected to be from 10,000 to
15,000 men. The depot at Alexandria, made necessary by the impracticable
navigation, withdrew from our forcPS 3,000 men, under General Grover. rrhe
return of the marine brigade to the defence of the Mississippi, upon the demand
of Major General McPherson, and which could not pass Alexandria with its
steamers, nor move by land for want of land tl"a.nsportation, made a further
reduction of 3,000 men. The protection of the fleet of transports against tte
forces of the enemy on both side::~ of the river made it necessary for General A.
J. Smith to detach General T. Kilby Smith's division of 2,500 men from the
main body for that duty. The army train required a g·uard of 500 men. These
several detachments, which it was impossible to avoid, and the distance of
General Steele's command, which it was not in my power to correct, reduced
the number of troops that we were able at any point to bring into action
from 42,000 men to about 20,000. The losses sustained in the very severe
battles of the 7th, 8th, and 9th of April amounted to about 3,969 men, and
neces~arily reduced our active forces to that extent.
'l,he enemy, superior to
us in numbers in the outset, by falling back was able to recover from his great
losses by means of re-enforcements, which were within his reach as he approached his base of operations, while we were growing weaker as we departed
from ours. We had fought the battle at Pleasant Hill with about 15,000 ag·ainst
22,000 men, and won a victory which for these reasons we were unable to follow up. Other considerations connected with the actual military condition of
affairs afforded additional reasons for the course recJmmended.
Between the commencement of the expedition and the battle of Pleasant Hill
a change had occurred in the general command of the army, which caused a
modification of my instructions in regard to this expedition.
Lieutenant General Grant, in ::t despatch dated the 15th March, which I received on the 27th March at Alexandrin, eight days before we rPached Grand
Ecore, by special messenger, gave me the following instructions: "Should you
find that the taking of Shrevepurt will occupy ten or fifteen dayt; moTe time than
General Sherman gave his troops to be absent from their command, you will send
them back at the time specified in his note of (blank date) March, acn if it slwuld
lead to the abandonment of the main object of tlze expedition. Should it prove
succesefHl, hold Shreveport and Red river with such force as you deem necessary, and return the balance of your troops to the neighborhood of New Orleans."
'l'hese instructions, I was informed, were given for the purpose of having "all
parts of the army, or rather all armies, act as much in coucert as possible," aud
with a view to a movement in the spring campaign against Mobile, which was
certainly to be made "if troops enough could be obtained without embarrassing
other movements, in which event New Orleans would be the point of departure
for such an expedition."
A subsequent despatch-though it did not control, fully justified my actionrepeated these general views, and stated that the commanding general "would
much rather the Red river expedition had never been begun than that you
should be detained one day beyond the 1st of .May in commencing the movement
east of the Mississippi."
The limitation of time referred to in these despatches was based upon an
opinion, which I had verbally expressed to General Sherman at New Orleans,
that General Smith could be spared in thirty days after we reached Alexandria;
but it was predicated upon the expectation that the navigation of the river would
be unobstructed; that we should advance without delay at Alexandria, Grand
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Ecore or elsewhere, on acconnt of low water, ancl that the forces of General
Steele were to co-operate with ns effectively at ~om8 point on Reel river near
Natchitoches or Monroe. It was never unden;;tood that an expedition that involved, on the part of my command, a land march of nearly four hundred miles
into the enemy's country, and which terminated at a point which we might not
be able to hold, either on a-ccount of the strength of the enemy, or the difficulties
of obtaining supplies, was to be limited to thirty d::~ys. The condition of our
forces, and the distance and difficulties attending the further advance into the
enemy's country, after the battles of the 8th and 9th, against an enemy superior
in numbers to our own, rendered it probable that we could not occupy Shreveport within the time specified; and certain that, without a rise in the river, the
troops necessary to hold it against the enemy would be compelled to e''acuate
it for want of supplies, and impossible that the expedition should return in any
event to New Orleans in time to co-operate in the general movements of the
army, contemplated for the spring campaign. It was known at this time that
the fleet could not repass the rapids at Alexandria, and it was doubtful, if the
fleet reached any point above G-rand Ecore, whether it would be able to retnrn.
By falling back to Grand Ecore we should be able to ascertain the condition of
the fleet; the practicability of continuing the movement by the river; reorganize
a part of the forces that had been shattered in the battles of the 7th, 8th, and
9th; possibly ascertain the position of General Steele, and obtain from him the
assistance expected for a new advance north of the river, or upon its southern
bank, and perhaps obtain definite instructions from the government as to the
course to be pursued. Upon these general considerations, :wd without reference
to the actual condition of the respective armies, at 12 o'clock midnight, on the
9th, I countermanded the order for the return of the train, and directed preparations to be made for the return of the army to Grand Ecore. The dead were
buried, and the wounded brought in from the field of battle and plaL:ed in the
most comfortable hospitals that could be provided, and surgeons and supplies
furnished for them. A second squadron of cavalry was sent, under direction of
Mr. Young, of the engineer department, to inform the fleet of our proposed re·
trograde movement, and to direct its return if it had ascended the river; and, on
the morning of the lOth, the army leisurely returned to Grand Ecore. The
wounded were immediately visited by Dr. Sanger, who took with him clothing,
rations, medicines, and other supplies, and who reported them in comfortable
condition.
The fleet sailed from Grand Ecore on the 7th, and reached its destination at
Loggy bayou on the evening of the lOth, one day after the battle at Pleasant
Hill, and two days after the engagement "of Sabine Crossroads. General T.
Kilby Smith received a VPrbal message the evening of the lOth, and, on the
morning of the 11th, written orders to return. The transports were in a crippled
condition, rudders unshipped, and wheels broken. 'l'he enemy attacked the fleet
on its return, near Pleasant Hill landing, on the 12th, with a force of 2,f>OO cavalry, a strong reserve infantry, and a battery of six guns, under General Greene;
but the troops, protected by bales of cotton and hay, with the gunboats, kept
up a deadly fire, and drove the enemy from the river. For two miles the bank
was strewn with the wounded and dead. Among other rebel officers killed was
General Greene, who was left dead upon the field. 'rhe troops of the transports
saw him fall, and claim that his death was the work of their artillery-the runboats and transports all firing at the same time. 'l'he enemy under Liddell, who
had occupied the north bank of the river with 2,500 men, attacked the fleet on
the 13th, but was driven back with loss. The navigation up and down the river
was intricate and difficult, and the steamers were frequently aground. Several
of the boats were laden with ammunition and ordnance stores, but the energy of
the officers and men brought off every boat. The only loss in stores was a hundred sacks of oats thrown overboard for the relief of a steamer aground. They
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reached Compte on the 14th, with a loss of one man killed and eigldeen wo·unded,
where they met a force from the army, sent to their assistance, and reached
Grand Ecore on the 15th without further obstructio:1. General T. Kilby Smith,
to whose courtesy I am indebted for all the official information I have received
of this p:ut of the expedition, mentions with commendation .Major D. 0. Houston,
of the enginem.: corps, who had in charge the ordnance stores, and Lieutenant
Colonel vV. S. Abert, officers of my staff, who accompanied him; and also officers
and men of his own command, and the masters of transport steamers. General
'1'. Kilby Smith, who commanded the land forces and transports, is entitled to
the highest commendation for the energy, skill, and success with which he
managed this most difficult affair.
Lines of defence were established at Grand Ecore the 12th of April, and orders
given to attack the enemy if he approached. A pontoon bridge was thrown
across the river during the night. Our pickets were driven in on the 13th; but
the enemy appeared, upon a reconnoissance made in force, to have gone below for
the purpose either of attacking our troops at Alexandria, or occupying Monet's
bluff on Cane river. On the same day, the 12th April, General Smith crossed
the river with two brigacles, two batteries, and a strong cavalry force to aid the
fleet still above Grand Ecore. Despatches were sent to General Steele, informing him of the condition of affairs, and reque:3ting him to join us at some point
on the rivet~. Orders were sent to New Orleans for re-enforcements; and the
lieutenant general commanding the army was informed of the condition of affairs
by telegraph, and of my intention to advance upon Shreveport if General Steele
could come to our assistance, and my determination not to withdraw without
orders.
The fleet returned on the 15th in safety, without loRs of vessels or material of
war. Admiral Porter, with whom I had a conference on his arrival at Grand
Ecore, advised against any further attempt to advance without a rise of the river;
and his counsel was followed. The river had been steadily falling. Supplies
were brought up to Grand Ecore with very great difficulty. It was found that
two of the gunboats could not get below Grand Ecore, and it was now certain
that the fleet could not pass the falls at Alexandria. Lieutenant Commander
Selfridge, left in command of the fleet by the admiral, who had gone to Alexandria, addressed to me a despatch, dated 17th of April, stating· that he had
been informed the army was to withdraw immediately, and that it would be impossible in that case to get the gunboats down the river. I informed Lim at
once that the army had no intenti,,n of withdrawing from that position; that I
had sent to New Orleans for troops, and by special messenger to General Steele,
urging his direct co-operation; and that until it was definitely ascertained that
his assistance would fail us, and that my force would be insufficieut to advance further upon this line against the enemy, who appeared to be in full force,
I should entertain no thought of a retrograde movement, and never if iL left the
navy in any danger. No such purpose was then entertained, and until I received
information in reply to my despatches it was my purpose to maintain my position.
A copy of this letter is appended to this report.
The next day I received instructions from Lieutenant General Grant (to which
I have referred) that if my return to New Orleans was delayed one day beyond
the 1st of M.ay, when it would be necessary for my command to co-operate with
other armies in the spring campaign, it would have been better that the expedition had never been attempted. These instructions, with the fact that the river
was not likely to rise; the report received by Captain R. T. Dunham, that
General Steele could not co-operate with us, and that the difficulty of passing
the falls at Alexandria was hourly increasing, if the passage was not even then
impossible, led me to change my determination. It was not, however, until the
entire fleet was free-transports and gunboats-and that Artmiral Porter, in
chdrge of the Eastport, which bad been aground oeveral miles below Grauel
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Ecore for several days, sent me word by Colorlel W. S. Abert (whose statement
is hereto appended) that she was clear, and further protection unnecessary,
that orders were given the 21st of April to turn the supply trains in the direction
of Alexandria. The army moved on the morning of the 22d of April, every
vessel having preceded both the marching orders and the movements of the
army. Any statement, from whatever source, that the army contemplated moving
from Grand Ecore towards Alexandria against the advice, or without the approval of, the naval officers in command, or until after the departure of every
vessel on the river, is without the slightest color of truth. ln my interview
with Admiral Porter, on the 15th of April, he expre::;sed the utmost confidence that the river would rise, and gave me no intim:Jtion of his leaviug
Grand Ecore, nor of the proposed withdrawal of his vessels, or of his apprehensions of the retreat of the army. I gave him at that time distinct information of my plans, which were to advance. This fact was communicated
to Lieutenant .Commander Selfridge in my letter of the 17th of April. 'l'he
admiral expressed the same confidence in the rise of the river to officers of the
army, who, from long experience in the Red river country, were equally confident that it would not rise.
The difficulties attending the voyage of the Eastport were incident to the condition of the river, for which the army was in nowise responsible. I had offered every assistance possible, and did not leave this position while any aid was
suggested or required.
Colonel Bailey, after consultation with the general officers of the army, ofl'ered
to float the Eastport over the bars by the construction of wing-dams, similar to
those which had been built by the army at Port Hudson for the release of the
steamers Starlight and Red Chief, and those afterwards built at Alexandria, but
the assistance was declined. No counsel from army officers was required in
nautical affairs.
The army marched from Grand Ecore on the morning of the 22d of April,
having been detained there by the condition of the navy ten days. 'l'o prevent
the occupation of Monet's bluff, on Cane river, a strong position commanding
the only road leading across the river to Alexandria, or to prevent the concentration of the enemy's forces at that point, if it was in his possession, it became
necessary to accomplish the evacuation without his knowledge, and to pr'e vent
his strengthening the natural defences of the position by the rapidity of our
march. The conflagration of a portion of the town at the hour appointed for
movement partially frustrated the first object, but the second was fully accomplished. 'l'he army marched from Grand Ecore to Cane river on the 20th of
April, a distance of forty miles, and moved upon the position held by the ~nemy
the 23d of April before daybreak. About eight thousand men auci sixteen gur1s,
under command of General Bee, were found in possession of the bluff on the opposite side of the river, who were evidently surprised at the unexpected ptesence
of our army, but ready to dispute our only passage toward Alexandria. At daybreak one division of the 19th and 13th corps, each, the cavalry commanded by
General Arnold, and the artillery by Captain Classon, the whole under command of General W. H. Emory, were ordered forward to the river for the purpose of forcing this position. '.rhe pickets of the enemy were encountered on
the west side of the river and quickly driven across, but the main position was
found to be too strong to be carried by direct attack. A reconnoitring party,
under Colonel Bailey, 4th Wisconsin volunteers, sent to ascertain the practicability of crossing below the ferry towards Red river on the morning of the 23d,
reported that the river was not fordable below the ferry, and that, owing to impassable swamps on one side and high bluffs on the other, it would not be possible to cross Cane river at any point below the ferry. If we failed to dislodge
the enemy at the ferry, the only alternative open to us was to attempt a crossing to the north side of Red river, an exceedingly difficult and dangerous move-
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ment. At the same time a force under command of General H. W. Birge, consisting of his own command, the 3d brigade of the 1st divis:on, 19th army corps,
Colonel Fessenden commanding; and General Cameron's division, 13th corps,
were ordered to cross the river three miles above the ferry, and, turning the left
flank of the enemy, to carry the heights in reverse, if possible. Upon the success of this movement depended the passage of the river by the army. The
route traversed by General Birge's command was intersected by bayous, swamps,
and almost impenetrable woods , This force reached its position late in the afternoon. 'l'o accomplish the purpose in view it became necessary to carry two
strong positions, held by pickets and skirmishers, before the enemy was encountered in force on the crest of a hill, commanding an open field, over which
our troops were compelled to cross in making the attack. The 3d brigade, 19th
corps, Colonel Fesaenden commanding, carried this position, which was defended
with vigor, by assault. Its occupation c• 1mpelled the retreat of the enemy from
bluffs commanding the ferry and ford. Our loss in this most brill~ant and successful affair was about two hundred killed and wounded. Colonel Fessenden,
who led his command with great gallantry, was severely wounded. General
Birge-as in all actions in which he has been engaged-deserved and received
the highest commendation. Lieutenant William Beebe, of the ordnance department, and Mr. Yonng, of the engineer department, both volunteers, were conspicuous in the fight. Mr. Young was twice wounded, and died inN ew Orleans,
in July, of the injuries received in this battle. The attack on the rear of the
enemy's position, covering the line of the enemy's retreat, failed in consequence
of the difficulties encountered on the march, and the late hour at which our
troops gained their position. 'l'he enemy was thus enabled to escape, with his
artillery, by the l!.,ort Jesup road to Texas.
The main body of the army had moved from Cloutreville at 4.30 a. m., on
the 23d, to the river. They drove in the enemy's pickets three miles in advance
of the river, and formed a line of battle in front of the enemy's position, while
General Birge was moving upon the enemy's left flank. 'l'he enemy opened
with a heavy cannonade from his batteries, which was returned by our artillery
with spirit and effect. The fire was continued at intervals during the morning,
but the troops were held in reserve for the purpose of forcing the passage of the
river at the moment that General Birge commenced his attack on the right. 'l'he
action lasted till dark, when the enemy retreated and the heights were occupied
by our forces. General A. J. Smith's command had sharp skirmishing with the
advance of the enemy in our rear on the 23d, during the action for the possession of the bluffs.
At two o'clock on the morning of the 24th, six guns were fired from the camp
of the enemy in the rear. It was interpretE:;d as a signal that they were ready
for a combined attack, but the enemy in front had then beeJJ driven from the
river, and the contemplated movement upon our front and rear failed.
During the morning of the 23d an effort had been made by a portion of the
cavalry under Colonel E. J. Davis to turn the right flank of the enemy's position by crossing the river below the ferry in the direction of Red river, which
proved impracticable on account of impattsable swamps. A sharp eng-agement
occurred on the morning of the 24th between the troops of General 'I'. Kilby
Smith and the enemy in the rear, which rettulted in the repulse of the latter.
Our loss was about fifty in this affair. Had the enemy concentrated his forces
and fortified his position at Monet's bluff, we could not have forced him from it,
and should have been compelled to accept the chances of crossing Reil river
above Cane river in the presence of the enemy on both sides of both rivers.
Orders had been sent to General Grover to move with all his force upon Monet's
bluff in the event of its being occnpied by the enemy, or our march seriously
obstructed, and his troops were in readiness for this movement.
'The army marched from Monet's bluff on the alternoon of the 24th of April,
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and established lines of defence at Alexandria on the 2.1th and 26th of April.
In the twenty-four days intervening between the departure of the army from Alexandria and its return, the battles of Wilson's Farm, Sabine Crossroads, Pleasant
Grove, Pleasant Hill, Compte, Monet's bluff, and several combats in the neighborhood of Grand Ecore, while we were in occupation of that point, had been
fought. In every one of these engagem ·nts, except that of Sabine Crossroads,
we had been successful. The failure to accompli.;h the main object of the expedition was due to other considerations than the actual superiority of the enemy
in the field. In these operations, in which my own command had marched by
laud nearly four hundred miles, the total loss sustained was 3,980 men, of whom
289 were killed, 1,541 wounded and 2,150 missing. A large portion of the
latter were captured, and have been since exchanged, but a considera.ble portion
returned to the army during its operations on Red river. No loss of artillery
or of trains or any army material whatever was sustained, except that wilich
occurred at Sabine Crossroads. vVe lost there Nims's battery and a section
of the Missouri howitzer battery, 150 wagons and 800 mules, capturf:d by the
enemy on account of the position of the train near the field of battle. All the
ammunition wagons were saved. 'I'he clrmy had captured up to this time from
the enemy 23 guns and 1 ,flOO prisoners. 'l'he losses in k1lled, wounded and
prisoners-officers and men-were much greater than ours. Among the former
were some of the mO'st efficient rebel c .mmanders, whose loss can never be
made go.od. Up to this time, April 26, no other loss of men or material had
been sustained by our army, and none was sustained during the subsequent
part of the campaign.
As soon as the lines of defence were completed, preparationf: were made for
the release of the fleet, which was then unable to pass below the falls. From
the difficulty which the supply transports had encountered in passing above
the falls, it was known at Grand Ecore, as early as the 15th of April, that the
navy could not go below, and the means for its release were freely discussed
among officers of the army. During the campaign at Port Hudeon the steamers
StarHght and Red Chief were captnred by Grierson's cavalry, under command
of Colonel Prince, in Thompson's creek. The bed of the creek was nearly dry,
and the steamers were sunk several feet in the sand. After the capture of Port
Hudson, Colonel Bailey constructed wing-dams, which, by raising the water,
lifted the steamers from the sand, and floated them out of the creek into the
Mississippi. 'l'his incident naturally suggested the same w01ks at Alexandria
for the relief of the fleet. A survey was ordered for the purpose of d~termin
ing what measures could be best undertaken. The eng·ineers of the army had
complete surveys of the falls, captmed from the enemy during our occupation
of Alexandria in 1863 at the commencement of the Port Hudson campaign.
It was found, upon examining the charts and upon a survey of the r;ver, that
the channel was narrow and crooked, formed in solid roek, and that it would be
wholly impracticable to deepen its bed. It was, therefore, determined to commence the construction of a dam to raise the water of the river to such a height
as to enable the vessels to float over the falls. This project was freely discussed by the engineers and officers of the army, and was generally believed
to be practicable. Captain J. C. Polfrey, who had made the survey, reported
that in his judgment it was entirely feasible, and the only question made related
to the time that might be required for so great a work.
The management of this enterprise was naturally intrusted to Lieutenant
Colonel Joseph Bailey, 4th Wiscom1in volunteers, who was by profession a
civil engineer, familiar with works of that kind, common to slack-water navigation upon all the western rivers, and bad successfully released the steamers
from Thompson's creek, on the Mississippi. Colontl Bailey had suggested the
-practicability o£ the dam wh1le we were at Grand. Eeure, and. had. oftmed. to
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release the Fastport, wJ1en aground above and below Grand Ecore, by the same
means, which offer was dPclined.
Material was collected pending these preparations, and w01·k commenced upon
the dam on Sunday, May 1. Nearly the whole army was engaged at different
times upon this WQrk. The dam was completed on Sunday, May 8, and the
gunboats Osage, Hindman, and two others came over the rapids about 4 o:clock
in the afternoon.
The water had been raised upon the dam for a mile and a quarter, about
seven feet, with a fall below the dam of about six feet, making in ::~11 a fall of
about thirteen feet, above and below the falls. The pressure of the water at
its completion was terrific. I went over the work at eleven o'clock on the evening of the 8th, with one of my E~taff officers, and felt that the pressure of the
water was so great that it could not stand. I rode immediately to the point
above where the fleet was anchored, to asct-'rtain if they were ready to follow
the four boats that had already passed the rapids. I rrached the fleet about
12 o'clock midnight. Scarcely a man or light was to be seen. It was perfectly apparent that the boats were not in condition to take advantage of the
completion of the dam ; and feeling that it could not stand another day ,I
wrote a note to Admiral Porter at one o'clock on the morning of the 9th, which
was delivered in person at two o'clock a. m., by Colonel J. G. Wilson, stating
my belief as to the condition of the dam and fleet, and asking that measures
should be taken to put the boats in condition to move over the rapids at the
earliest possible moment in the morning. My apprehensions were fully verified.
A little after 5 o'clock on the morning of the 9th I saw myself a material part
of the dam swept away. 'l'he four boats that had passed the rapids the afternoon before were able to pass below through the opening which the waters bad
made. Only one of the vessels above the falls, the Lexington, was ready to
move when the dam gave away, and that came down after the break, and passPd
the dam safely, with all the veflsels that were below the rapids. Had the others
been ready to move, all would have passed the rapids and the dam safely on
Monday. Until after the dam had been carried away, no effort had been made
to les8en the draught of the imprisoned vessels by lighteuing them of cargo,
armament, or iron plating. Before the second series of dams was completed, a
portion of the armament and tl1e plating. materially lessening their draught and
the depth of water required to float them, was removed. Lieutenant William
S. Beebe, of the ordnance department United States army, superintended the
removal of the heavy naval guns from the vessels above the rapids to a point
below the dam by land, assisted by officerR and soldiers of the army.
The army immediately commenced the reconstruction of the dam. Finding
it impossible to resist the current of the river entirely, the opening made bythe
flood was only partialJy closed, and eight or ten wing-dams were constructed
on the right and left banks of the river, in accordance with the original plan,
turning the current of water directly upon the channel, and raising it at the
differPnt points sufficiently to allow the vessels to pass. r.I'his new work was
completed on the 12th of .May, and on the afternoon of that day all the boats
passed below the rapids to the dam. At six o'clock in the evening the Mound
City and Carondelet passed the dam. The oth6r boats remained above until
the morning of tl1e 13th. The water upon the dam was steadily falling, but
at 9 o'clock on the 13th all the boats bad safely passed.
Preparations ltad been made for the movement of the army the eveLling after
the passage of the boats below the dam on the 12th, and after all were below,
on the 13th, orders were given for the march.
The constructil)n of the dam was exclusively the work of the army. But
little aid or encouragement was rendered by officers of the navy, except by Lieutenant A. R. Langthorne, commanding the l\1ound City, who assisted in setting
the cribs, and was always ready to answer the call of the officers charged with
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the construction of the work. The soldiers labored sedulously and zealously
night and day, in and out of the water, from the 1st to the 13th of May, inclusive, when the passage of the boats was completed.
Upon my arrival at Alexandria, on the 25th of April, I found Major General
Hunter with despatches from the lieutenant general commanding the armies,
reaffirming instructions which I had received at Grand Ecore, relating to the
operations of the army elsewhere, and the necessity of bringing the Shreveport
campaign to an end without delay. The only possible means of executing these
peremptory orders had already been taken. General Hunter left on the 30th
of April with despatches to the lieutenant general, giving a report of the condition of affairs; that tbe fleet could not pass the rapids; that there was no course
for the army but to remain for its protection; that the enemy would concentrate
all his forces at that point for the destruction of the army and fleet, and that it
was necessary to concentrate our troops west of the Mississippi at the same
point, by which the army aud navy could be relieved, and the forces of the enemy
destroyed.
Major General McClernand, with the larger part of the forces recently at Matagorda bay, which had been evacuated by order of Lieutenant Grant, dated
March 31, arrived at Alexandria on the evening of the 29th of April. Brigadier General Fitz Henry Warren, left in command at Matagorda bay, followed
with the rest of the forces in rrexas, except those on the Rio Grande, when he
Cllcountered the batteries of the e[lemy on Red river, near Marksville, which
oustructed and prevented his passage. Not having sufficient force to dislodge
the enemy, he seized }..,ort DeRussy below the batteries, which he held until
after the passage of the fleet and army.
While engaged in the construction of the dam, a despatch was received•from
Major General Halleck, dated April 30, as follows: "Lieutenaut General
Grant directs that orders heretofore given be so modified that no troops be
withdrawn from operations against Shreveport and on Red river, and that operations there be conjnued under the officer in command until further orders."
rrhis despatch was not received until it was impossible to move either up or
down the river from Alexandria. It was, of course, impracticable to execute
these instructions.
Until the 4th of May communication with the Mississippi by the river was
unobstructed. Lieutenant William Simpson, of my staff, left that day, by the
gunboat Signal, with despatches for Lieutenant General Grant, Admiral Farragut, General Sherman, and General Rosecrans. The gunboat Covington,
having in convoy the transport Warner, accompanied the Signal. We received news on the morning of the 6th of the destruction of the gunboats and
the transport. r:I'he enemy had established a battery near Marksville, supported
by a large infantry force. Communication with the Mississippi was closed from
this date. About 400 men of the 56th Ohio volunteers were on board the
Warner. A part of them joined our troops be ow, and a portion of them
pierced the lines of the enemy and returned to Alexandria. About 150 were
captured. Lieutenant Simpson was captured, but destroyed his despatches.
r:l'he City Belle, on her way to Alexandria, with 425 officers and men of the
120th Ohio volunteers, was captured by the enemy. Two hundred of the troops
escaped.
The fleet passed below Alexandria the 13th of May. The army, on its march
from Alexandria, did not encounter the enemy in force until near the town of
Mansura, when he was rapidly driven through the town on the evening of the
-May. At daybreak of the- we encountered his cavalry on the prairie east
of the town. He fell steadily back, after sharp skirmishing, to thP belt of woods
at the edge of the prairie, which he occupied, his position covering the three
roads diverging from Mansura, and appeared determined obstinately to resist
our march. The engagement at this place lasted several hours. It was confined to the skirmishers and the artillery chiefly, until onr forces obtained pos-
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session of the woods, first upon the enemy's right by General Emory, and then
upon his left by Gene1al A. J. Smith, when, after a short but brief contest, he
was driven from the field with considerable loss. We recaptured here several
of the prisoners taken from the trausports and gunboats on the 6th of May.
The 16th of May we reached Simmsport, on the Atchafalaya. Being entirely
destitute of ordinary bridge material for the passage of this river, about 600 yards
wide, a bridge was constructed of the steamers, nuder direction of Lieutenant
Colonel Bailey. This work was not of the same magnitude, but was as important to the army as the dam at Alexandria was to the navy. It had the merit
of being an entirely novel construction, no bridge of such magnitude having been
constructed of similar materials. The bridge was completed at 1 o'clock on the
19th of May. The wagon train passed in the afternoon, and the troops the next
Inorning, in better spirits and condition, as able and eager to meet the enemy as
at any period of the campaign. 'l'he command of General A. J. Smith, which
covered the rear of the army during the construction of the bridge and the passage of the army, had a severe engagement with the enemy, under Polignac,
on the afternoon of the 19th, at Yellow bayou, which lasted several hours. Our
loss was about 150 in killed and wounded; that of t!Je enemy much greater, besides many prisoners who were taken by our troops.
Major General E. R. S. CaJJby arrived at Simmsport on the 19th May, and
the next day assumed command of the troops, as a portion of the forces of the
military division of the west .Mississippi, to the command of which he had been
assigned.
Bumi,tg rif Alexand1·ia.-Rumors were circulated freely throughout the camp
at Alexandria, that upon the evacuation of the town it would be burned. To
prevent this destruction of property, part of which belonged to loyal citizens,
General Grover, commanding the post, was instructed to organize a thorough
police, and to provide for its occupation by an armed force until the army had
marched for Sirnmsport. The measures taken were sufficient to prevent a conflagration in the manner in which it had been anticipated. But on the morning
of the evacuation, while the army was in fu1l possession of the town, a fire broke
out in a building on the levee, which had been occupied by refugees or soldiers,
in such a manner as to make it impossible to prevent a general conflagration.
I saw the fire when it was first discovered. The ammunition and ordnance
transports, and the depot of ammunition on the levee, were within a few yards
of the fire. The boats were floated into the river, and the ammunition moved
from the levee with all possible despatch. The troops labored with alacrity
and vigor to suppress the conflagration, but, owing to a high wind and the combustible material of the buildings, it was found impossible to limit its progress.,
and a considerable portion of tile- town was del3troyed.
Election at Ale:x:andria.-On the 1st of April, two or three days before the
army moved from Alexandria to Natchitoches, an election of delegates to the
constitutional convention was held at Alexandria, by the request of citizens of
the parish of Rap ides. No officer or soldier interfered with or had any part
whatever in this matter. It was left exclusively to the loyal citizens of the
place. Three hundred votes were given in this election, which was a large majority of all the voting population in that parish. l!.,ifteen hundred votes were
a full.representation. of the people before the war. Nearly 500 men from this
and neighboring parishes enlisted in the army as mounted scouts, and rendered
efficient and valuable services during this campaign.
Seizures rif cotlon.-Under the general prize law, the naval authorities upon
their arrival at Alexandria commenced the capture of cotton on both sides of
the river, extending their operations from six to ten miles into the interior.
\Vagon trains were organized, cotton gins put in operation, and the business followed up with great vigor while the fieet lay at Alexandria. Some difficulty
occurred with the marines, who insisted upon their right to pass the lines of the
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army ; who tln·eatened at one time to turn their guns against the troops, which
was terminated by the advance of the army and navy to Graud Ecore. I was
informed by parties claiming property which had been taken by the naval authorities, to whom I referred them, that upon application for relief their property had been released to them by the commander of the fleet. The army did
not enter into competition with the navy in the capture of this property.
In order to remove all the products of the country which might under any
circumstances be used to aid the rebellion against the government, General
Grover, in command of the post at Alexandria, and the quartermaster of that
post, upon the departure of the army from Alexandria, were directed to collect
Euch property as should remain there after its departure and transmit it to the
quartermaster at New Orleam, who was instructed to turn it over to the officers
of the treasury, to be dit:>posed of according to the orders of the government
and the laws of CongreSJ3. Notice was also given to the supervising agent of
the treasury at New Orleans that no trade would be allowed in that portion of
the State until it should be completely and permanently occupied by the army.
No person was allowed to accompany the army upon this expedition as reporter, or for any other purpose, without a distinct and written declaration that no
trade by private parties or for personal purposes would be permitted under any
circumstances, and that no property, on private account, would be transported
by public or private vessels to New Orleans; but that all property sent to New
Orleans would be consigned to the chief quartermaster, and by him turned over
to the treasury agent, and held subject to such claims and orders as should be
approved by the government at Washington. Previous to my departure from
New Orleans, the chief quartermaster, Colonel S. B. Holabird, had -been instructed that no privileges would be given to any party whatever, under any
circumstances, to trade in, to dispose of, or to transport private property; that
all the property that came down from that country, so far as the army was concerned, would be turned over to him, and by him to the proper treasury officers.
The sarr.e information was g·iven to the treasury agent. No permission was
given to any person to accompany the army except upon these express conditions,
and then only to snch persons whose pPblic position seemed to be a full guarantee against abuse of the privilege, and whose requests coulJ not be properly
refused. They were given to reporters of the public press, to officers of the
treasury, and to prominent civil officers of States whose troops were in the
field.
Upon representations made by officers of the Treasury Department, at Alexandria, that there would be difficulty in receiving such properLy toxcept under
the treasury regulation~ of the 26th of January. 1864, tho::;e reg·ulatious were
officially pr0mtllgu ted for that purpose at Alexandria and at New Orleans. These
orders were strictly enforced by all officers connected with or representing the
army. There was no permission whatever given to any person to trade, to
dispose of, or transport private property; no privilege of this kind was recognized under any circumstances. Every dollar's worth of property that came
into the hands of the army during this campaign was either appropriated to its
uee in kind by the proper officers of the commissary and quartermaster's de·
partments, receipts being given therefor, or transmitted to tae chief quarterma'3ter
at New Orleans, and by him turned over to the treasury agents, to pe disposed of according to the laws of Congress and the orders of the government.
vVhen cotton or other property interfered with the transportation of any material
of the army, or of refugees, negroes, or troops, upon the evacuation of the country,
it was thrown from the boats and abandoned upon the river levee to the enemy.
I intend this statement to be as comprehensive upon the subj('ct as languar2 e
can make it, and to cover all possible methods, direct or indirect, by which
officers or citizens, public or private parties, or any persons whatever, could
evade or violate these orders, on the river or at New Orleans, or appropriate by
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any means public or private property to private uses or personal ad vantage, or
to deprive the government or individuals of any property which, by any interpretation of military orders or public laws, could be considered as belonging
justly and properly to them . . Copies of the instructions to General Grover,
commanding the post, Colonel S. B. Holabird, chief quartermaster at New Orleans, and Ron. B. F. ]!"~landers, supervising special agent Treasury Department, accompany this report, all of whom will be able to account to the
government for public or private property coming into their hands during this
campaign.
Recapitulation.-! was engaged upon the Gulf coast, hoping by the capture
of Galveston and Mobile, to put my command in readiness for an effective cooperation, by Mobile and the Alabama river, with General Sherman, precisely
in accordance with the campaign suggested by the lieutenant general commanding the armies in his despatches of the 15th and 31st of March, when I received
instructions to communicate with the admiral, and the general officers commanding the fleet and the forces of the Upper Mississippi, upon the subject of
the campaign against Shreveport. I immediately complied with these orders.
'I'hey had received similar instructions, and, in answer to my communications,
expressed their readiness and desire to enter upon the campaign. With the
forces proposed, and the co-operation of the fleet, its success was reasonably
certain under such circumstances; I could not decline co-operation with them.
I at once abandoned all other enterprises, and gave my whole attention to this
service.
The first difficulty encountered was in the navigation of the riYer. Sixteen
days' delay caused by the inability of the fleet to pass the rapids at Alexandria, and three days' delay at Grand Ecore in waiting the rise of the river,
enabled the enemy to concentrate his forces, and rendered impossible that
celerity of movement by the army which the success of the expedition demanded. Eight days of the delay at Alexandria would have been attributable
to the tardy organization and movements of Franklin's command; but the fleet
was unable to pass the falls until eight days after his arrival at Alexandria.
This delay was doubtless owing to the impracticable navigation of the river;
but it is not improper to say that the forecast and diligence which is enforced
upon all men in the daily affairs of life would have forbidden an attempt to
force a fleet of so much importance to the free navigation of the Mississippi to
a point from which it could never hope to escape, except upon the theory that
the river ought to or might rise. The movement of the navy, in a despatch of
Rear-Admiral D. D. Porter, to which the Secretary of the Navy has given official publication and sanction, is attributed to the ''request" of General Banks,
who ''deemed the co-operation of the gunboats so essential to success, that he,
(Porter) had to run some risks and make unusual exertions to get them over
the falls." This implies that the responsibility of his action rests upon the army; but it is not consistent with the facts. The co-operation of the navy was
an indispensable condition and basis of the expedition. Major General Halleck
informed me, January 11, that he had been assured by theN avy Department that
Admiral Porter would be prepared to co-operate with the army in its movements;
and the admiral himself informed me, :February 26, that he was" prepared to ascend
Red river with a large fleet of gunboats," and ·to co-operate with the army at any
time when the water was high enough. The fleet was as necessary to the campaign as the army. Had it been left to my discretion, I should have reluctantly
undertaken, in a campaign requiring but eight or ten light-draught gunboats, to
force twenty heavy iron-clads 490 miles upon a river proverbially as treacherous as the rebels who defended it, and which had given notice of its character
by steadily falling when, as the admiral reports, all other rivers were booming.
'.rhere is a better reason for the disregard of the palpable difficulties of navigap
Part n--22
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tion than the over-zealous counsel of army officers in nautical affairs. In a
subsequent despatch Admiral Porter says, that "all my vessels navigated the
river to Grand Ecore with ease, and with some of them I reached Springfield
landing, the place designated for the gunboats to meet the army. My part
was successfully accomplished; the failure of the army to proceed, and the retreat to Grand Ecore, left me almost at the mercy of the enemy." The records
of the campaign do not at all support the reckless and fiery ardor of this .state. ment. The fleet did not reach the ''place appointed" until two full days after
the first decisive battle with the enemy. The admiral occupied fo~r days in
moving one hundred and four miles on what he calls a "rising river," with
"good water" to the place appointed. General T. Kilby Smith states that the
fleet made twenty miles on the 7th, fifty-seven miles on the 8th, eighteen miles
on the 9th, and nine miles on the lOth of April-total one hundred and four
miles. The failure of the fleet to move up the river with ordinary expedition,
together with the fact that the gunboats were unable to pass Grand Ecore
until the 7th, justified the belief that its advance had been prevented by the low
stage of water, and governed the army exclusively in its retrograde movement
to Grand Ecore, as it did in every important operation of the campaign. '1.1he
admiral's despatch does not mention the fact that, in addition to the "mercy"
of the enemy, he had the support of General T. Kilby Smith's division of 2,500
men, whose most gallant and honorable part in the preservation of the fleet of
gunboats and transports is not 1·eferred to, in what the admiral ca.lls "this curious affair between [the enemy's] infantry and gunboats." In view of the
published despatches of Admiral Porter, it is proper for me to say, that every
position of difficulty in which the army was placed in this campaign was the
immediate and direct consequence of delay in the operations of the navy. This
may have been inevitable and entirely justifiable from the condition of the
river. It is not my province to pass judgment upon its operations; but the
fact remains nevertheleRs. During my term of service, it has been an invariable rule of conduct, from which I have never departed, to forbear the expression of opinion or complaint upon the official action of others; but I feel it to
be a solemn duty to say, in this official and formal manner, that Admiral Porter's published official statements relating to the Red river campaign are at
variance with the truth, of which there are many thousand living witnesses, and
do foul injustice to the officers and soldiers of the army, living and dead, to
whom the Navy Department owes exclusively the preservation and honor of
its fleet.
The partial disintegration of t~e several commands assigned to this expedition
was a cause of embarrassment, though not entirely of failure. The command of
Major General Steele, which I was informed by Major {}eneral Sherman would
be about 15,000, was in fact but 7,000, and operating upon a line several hundred miles distant, with purposes and results entirely unknown to me. February 5 I was informed by General Steele that if any ad vance was to be made,
it must be by the Washita and Red rivers, and that he might be able to move
his command, by the way of Pine Bluff, to Monroe for this purpose. '1.1his would
have united our forces on Red river, and insured the success of the campaign.
The 2Sth of February he informed me that he could not move by way of Monroe, and on the 4th of March, the ·day before my command was ordered to move,
I was informed by General Sherman that he had written to General Steele "to
push straight for Shreveport." March 5 I was informed by General Halleck
that he had no information of General Steele's plans further than that he would
be directed to facilitate my operations towards Shreveport. The lOth of March
General Steele informed me that the objections to the route I wished him to
take (by the way of Red river) were stronger than ever, and that he " would
move ~ith all his available force (about 7,000 men) to Washington, and from
thence to Shreveport." I received information the 26th of March, dated the
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15th of March, from Major General Halleck, that he had "directed General
Steele to make a real move as suggested by you, (Banks,) instead of a demonstmtion, as he (Steele) thought advisable." In April General Halleck informed
me that he had telegraphed General Steele ''to co-operate with you (Banks) on
Red river with all his available forces." April 16 I was informed, under date
of the lOth, by General Sherman, that General Steele's entire force would cooperate with me and the navy. In May I received information from General
Steele, under date of the 28th of April, that he could not leave Camden unless
supplies were sent to him, as those of the country were exhausted ; that we
"could not help each other operating on lines so wide apart;" that he could not
say definitely that he could join me "at any point on Rea river at any given
time;" and, from the distance that separated us, that I could render no assistance
to him-an opinion in which I entir6ly concurred. I never received authority
to give orders to General Steele. My instructions limited me to communication
with him upon the subject of the expedition. His orders he received from other
sources. I have no doubt that General Steele did all in his power to insure
success; but as communication with him was necessarily by special messenger,
and occupied from fifteen to twenty days at each communication, it was impossible for either of us fully to ·comprehend the relative positions of the two
armies, or to assist or to support each other.
'J.lhe column of General A. J. Smith was a partially independent command.
General Sherman, in his despatch of the lOth of April, received the 16th, informed me that "the thirty days for which he had loaned me General Smith's
command would expire on the lOth of April," the day after the battle of Pleasant
Hill. General Smith's instructions, which he showed me, required him to con-fer constantly with Admiral Porter, the approved friend of the army of the Tennessee. His orders were dated "Readqua1·ters Red river expedition, steamer
Clara Bell." lie never declined co-operation with me, nor did he receive
orders from me. He made no official reports of his forces or their operations.
He was in no wise responsible for the results of the expedition, and may, perhaps, be said to have gained as much by its failure as he would from its success.
When his thirty days were up he claimed the right, at Grand Ecore, to return
to Vicksburg, irrespective of the condition of the army or the fleet, and did not
consider himself at all responsible for the inevitable consequences of: his withdrawal to the army and navy, nor for the detention which their preservation
demanded. That responsibility I was called upon to assume in written orders.
I entertain no doubt that his official course was entirely consistent with his orders, and I cheerfully acknowledge the generous and earnest efforts of General
Mower of the 16th, and General T. Kilby Smith of the 17th corps, to infuse
into the different corps that unity of spirit which is as essential to victory as
the valor of the soldiers in actual battle. I gladly acco-rd, to the men of their
commands the honor of having fought a desperate enemy, superior in number~,
with as much gallantry and success as that which distinguished the troops of
my immediate command. No higher praise than this can be given to any soldiers. Alexander's troops never fought better.
The results of the position of the cavalry train, and the loose order of march
by the leading column of troops under Major General Franklin on the 8th of
April, before the battle of Sabine Crossroads, have been stated. A commanding
officer is of course responsible for all that occurs to his command, whatever may
have been the cause. I do not shrink from that responsibility. But while it
was both proper and necessary for me to give personal attention to the prompt
advance of all the troops and fleet from Grand Ecore on the morning of the 7th,
it was supposed that the movement of a single column of 13,000 men, moving
in advance on one road for a distance of less than fifty miles, in such manner as
to be able to encounter the enemy if he offered resistance, might safely be intrusted to an officer of the reputation <.tnd experience of Major General Franklin,
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whose rank, except in one instance, was superior to that of any officer of the
expedition, or of the department of the Gulf.
I make no complaint of the navy ; but in view of its prolific despatches, long
since published, on this campaign, I may properly repeat a few facts already
stated. The success of the expedition depended solely upon celerity of movement. The navy was detained by low water at Alexandria sixteen days, and
at Grand Ecore three days. It occupied four days in moving from Grand
Ecore to Springfield landing, a distance of one hundred and four miles, upon
what the despatches describe as "a rising river" with "good water," where it
arrived two days after the first battle, and one day after the decisive battle of
the campaign at Pleasant Hill. It detained the army ten days at Grand Ecore
and eighteen days at Alexandria on its return. These are not opinions ; they
are facts. To the army they were pregnant and bloody events.
The difficulties of navigation, the imperfect concentration of forces, the incautious march of the 8th of April, and the limited time allotted to the expedition, were the causes of its failure. We owe nothing to the enemy-not even
our defeat. Could any one of these difficulties have been avoided, the object of
the campaign would have been accompli8hed. But the occupation of Shreveport could not have been maintained. The presence of the enemy would have
required such a force for its defence as could not have been supplied by the
river, and for which no other arrangement had been made, as suggested in my
despatch of the 30th March. The only possible method of maintaining this
position would have been to concentrate at this point a force superior in numbers
to the enemy, with sufficient time to pursue him wherever he should move, even
if it took us to Galveston, on the Gulf coast. This was suggested as a possible
result of the campaign, but it was not embraced within the original plan, and
was specially precluded by orders received from the lieutenant general c-ommanding the armies.

N. P. BANKS,
Major General

Extract

of a

of

Volunteers.

letter from Colonel lV. S . .Abert, dated Fort Bunker lf£ll, D. C.,
January 24, 1865, to General Banks.

·''In re1ply to your communication of to-day, asking for my recollections as to
the condition of the navy when our forces retired from Grand Ecore, I have the
honor to state that, on the afternoon of April 21, you directed me to report to
Admiral Porter, (then superintending the raising of the Eastport,) inform him
that the army was ready to move, and, if he was prepared, would start the same
night. I left on the steamer Gillum, and, on nearing the point where the Eastport was sunk, r.found she had gone. The Cricket, with Admiral Porter on
board, was tied up to the right bank of the river, and she, together with an
army transport, were the only steamers in sight. I went on board the Cricket
and delivered my message to the Admiral. He told me they had been successful
in raising the Eastport, and that he bad started her down the river. He hoped
to get her through safely, but at the same time expressed some doubts about it.
I told him that the army would move that evening if be was ready. He directed
me to inform the general .,commanding that he had made preparations to protect
the rtransports, and that he was prepared to move. I then returned to Grand
Ecor.e,.and delivered.my.message to the general commanding.
"W. S. ABERT,
"Colonel, Commanding."
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ALEXAN.DRIA, LA., Ma'rch 3J, J864.
GENEI{AL: Assuming command at Alexandria, your attention is directed to
the following instructions :
1. It is probable that this will be a permanent post, and be garrit3oned by
such troops as can be spared for that purpose. Fortifications will be required,
and all the available labor that can be obtained should be applied to their immediate construction.
2. l!,or some time it must remain strictly a military post ; the lines must be
of limited extent, and the general rule estabHshed that no persons are to go in
or out. 'l,his will be necessary to protect it from the movements of the enemy,
who will be certain to attack if he finds it within his power. Negroes should
be admitted, deserters from their army, such people as desire transportation to
New Orleans, and such other people as in your discretion you think it for the
interests of the government to admit. Such cases must be made exceptions to
the general rule.
3. I have notified the supervising agent of the treasury, that for the present,
and until the country is more permanently settled, no trade stores can be established and no trade allowed. If accumulations of supplies are admitted here, it
enables the enemy to make an attack and affords great temptation to incur the
risk. It ought not to be allowed under any circumstances whatever. Strict
orders will be given at New Orleans to allow no supplies to come here until
further orders.
In order to prevent the transportation of cotton belonging to the rebel government-of which there is a large quantity in this country-to Liverpool or
other markets for the use of the government of men in arms, it becomes necessary that the products of the country should be shipped to New Orleans under
the direction of the officers of the government. The quartermaster will be
charged with that duty. He will use such means as are at his disposal for that
purpose, public or private. Vouchers will be given to all persons for the
property thus taken from them, and compensation will be made by the government as soon as possible to all loyal persons for property so taken. The object
is to remove all the products of the country from this section which may under any
circumstances enable the rebels, should they return, or their sympathizers who
may remain, to aid the rebellion against the government. This should be
executed thoroughly, and with as liDtle delay as possible.
'l,he oath of allegiance having been generally taken by the mass of the people
in this country voluntarily, and no doubt with honest intention to the government of the United States, it will become necessary that the leading families
who have been strongly identified with secession should be placed in the same
position with other citizens of this part of the country. As soon as their namoo
can be obtained from Governor Wells, or other reliable friends of the Union,
they should be required to take the oath of allegiance, by which is meant the
amnesty oath, or to remove within the lines of the rebel army.
It cannot be determined at present whether plantations can be extensively
cultivated with safety. The termination of the campaign alone will enable us
to determine this. Until then it is unwise to encourage any attempts at cultivation, or to establish any system of labor, such as prevails in other portions of
the department. At present everything must be directed to one single pointthat of maintaining military possession of this part of the Red river country.
All public and private interests must be made to yield to this purpose.
With much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
~!ajor General, Commanding.
Brigadier General CuviER GROVER,
Alexandria, Louisiana.
A true copy:
JAMES L. ANDEM, Private Secretary.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
April 2, 1864.
CoLONEL : Under the general prize law, Admiral Porter has seized the
cotton of this country from six to ten miles from the river. This has caused
a general burning above of property which had been spared to this place. As
a consequence, no attempt has been made to prevent its destruction, but orderA
have been given to the quartermaster department here to take possession of all
products, give full vouchers therefor, to transport it to New Orleans, and turn
over the proceeds to the Treasury Department, taking receipts therefor, leaving
it to be dispos_ed of for the benefit of claimants or the government, as justice
may require. No party or person has any privileges or promises other than in
this manner.
We greatly need boats for the river. I have directed Captain Welch to allow
the people of the country to bring in their: cotton, turning it over to the quartermaster department.
They are alarmed lest it be destroyed by the rebels.
Very truly yours,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Colonel S. B. HoLABIRD,
Chiif Quartermaster.

A true copy:
S. B. HOLABIRD,
Colonel, Chiif Quartermaster.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,
Grand Ecore, April 6, 1864.
CoLONEL : In disposing of the products shipped to the government from
Red river, it will be well to confer with the treasury agent, and take such
course as he suggests as to the method. As the proceeds will be turned over
to him, it will be well to make all the arrangements, as far as possible, satisfactory.
The army moved from this point yesterday. We hope to meet the enemy
this side Shreveport.
With much respect, I am yours,
.
N. P. BANKS,
ll1ajor General, Commanding.
Colonel HoLABIRD,
Chiif Quartermaster, ~c.

A true copy:
S. B. H0LABIRD,
Colonel, Chiif Quartermaster.
[Indorsement.]

On receipt of the within order, I informed Mr. Flanders that he could have
all the cotton in my possession, and give any directions, conforming to the trade
regulations as far as they affected me.
S. B. HOLABIRD,
Colonel, Chiif QuarteTmaster.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
..Alexand1·ia, Louisiana, April 28, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter delivered to me
yesterday by Mr. Hutchins, dated New Orleans, April 22, and to express my
high gratification at the desire it manifests to place the commerce of the department upon some general basis in which we can all unite. I am reluctant
to undertake to designate any individuals as agents or managers of th~ general
trade. There are various reasons against such a course, but that which weighs
most strongly against me is that I am disinclined to it.
I believe our affairs are now in such condition that the additional trade regulations of the 26th of January can be officially promulgated, and have issued
orders to that effect, intending that they shall take effect from this date. For
that purpose they will be posted here at once. The quartermaster will be instructed to assist in its execution as far as consistent with the public service on
the line of the Red river, and to adapt his business to this code as far as it is
possible.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Ron. B. }.,. FLANDERS,
S. S. Agent Treasury Department, New Orleans.

A true copy:
JAMES L. ANDEM,
Private .Secretary.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,
Alexandria, Louisiana, April 28, 1864.
CoLONEL : I have this day promulgated the additional regulations concerning
commercial intercourse, approved by the President on the 26th January, 1864,
and have posted the same here as taking effect throughout the department on
this day.
You will please to be governed by these regulations in the disposition of all
property which is now in your department, so far as it may be affected by the
same.
With much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.
Colonel S. B. HoLABIRD,
Chiif Quartermaster.

A true copy:

S. B. HOLABIRD,
Colonel, Chiif Quartermaster.

OFFICE CHIRF QuARTERMASTER, DEPARTMENT OF THE GuLF,
New Orleans, La., Ju'lte 20, 1864.
I did confer with the supervising special agent and released the cotton upon·
his approval. He did not express a wish to have the small amounts I have
reported at the time. It was impossible to get in writing anything very definite.
I have considered it as the safest plan to put cotton stolen in small quantities
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into the tr~"asury through my department, and have been led to believe it so to
be, inasmuch as I was a sort of custodian of such funds. I should be very glad
to know that such course is not approved, in order that I may be relieved
therefrom.
S. B. HOLABIRD,
Colonel, Ckief Quartermaster.

STATEMENT OF MAJOR GENERAL BANKS UPON THE SUBJECT OF TRADE
WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF.

I assumed command of the department of the Gulf December 16, 1862. All
the public property was disposed of in such manner by general orders as to
bring it strictly within the army regu1ation8. Houses occupied by officers or
soldiers were turned over to the quartermaster. Horses, carriages, and every
kind of property belonging to the government, or which had been the property
of disloyal persons, was placed in the keeping of the chief quartermaster of the
department, to be issued or disposed of according to the army regulations. No
passes were given to go beyond the lines of the army under any circumstances,
except where the public service was immediately connected therewith. No
products were received, and no supplies of any kind sent beyond the lines for
private or personal advantage. Where agents of the government were sent
out for the purpose of obtaining information, they were sometimes allowed to
take small quantities of goods, to give them advantage in travelling through the
r.ebel country, and in a very few instances small quantities of the products of the
country.have been brought into the department upon the recommendation of the
civil officers of the government. But this occurred only in a few cases, and was
early discontinued. 'l'he uniform rule of the military authorities has been that
of ·non-communication. To many thousand applications for privileges to send
or receive letters, supplies, or any articles of property, the answer has invariably been in the negative, to all classes of persons, and under all circumstances.
In General Order No.8, published January 12, 1863, the first general regulation
as to trade was promulgated, in these words : "All products of the country
sent to the city of New Orleans in good faith may be sold at market prices by
the proprietors or their factors, for the legal currency of the United States,
*
*
*
Plantation supplies,
without restriction or confiscation.
and other articles, not contraband of war, necessary to the working of the estates
or the support of loyal persons, may be purchased in open market by planters
or agents, in quantities not inconsistent with the interests and safety of the government, for consumption within the lines of the army, upon the approval and
order of the commission named in this order."
These provisions had reference to transactions of loyal persons within the lines
of the army, and were intended to remove the impression that any person held
a monopoly of this trade. In December our troops took possession of Baton
Rouge, then occupied by the enemy, and early in March a general movement
was made to Port Hudson. The army engaged the enemy in the rear of the
works, while the navy ran the batteries on the river. During two or three
weeks much of this country above and below Port Hudson was in our possession on both sides of the river. All the property that was not used for the
army was turned over to the civil officers of the government, to be disposed of
according to the laws. No privileges of trade, of purchase or sale, were recognized or conferred by the officers of the army. The military object of the
movement having been completed by the passage of the naval vessels above
Port Hudson to the mouth of Red river, the army moved suddenly to Ber-
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wick's bay, for the purpose of dispersing the rebel army that then htld possession of the Teche country and the territory west of the Mississippi. Elaborate
fortifications had been constructed near Pattersonville, known as Fort Bisland,
wl1ich covered ·the only communication between Berwick's bay and the Red
river. It was defended by gunboats and a rebel force of nearly 15,000 men between these works and Alexandria. The intention of the enemy, subsequently
ru;certaincd by captured despatches, was to attack our forces at Berwick's bay
under General Weitzel, numbering about 5,000, on the 12th of April. Our
forces invested :Fort Bisland on the 12th of April, the day fixed by the enemy
for his attack, and on the 13th captured it, after two days' fighting. General
Grover had been sent with a force of 6,000 men, by Grand lake, for the purpose of turning this position, to Indian Village, where he landed on the 13th.
Several engagements occurred, and the army occupied Opelousas and Alexandria, sending a force up Red river to Olouterville. The object of this expedition was purely military. A rebel force of 15,000 men at Berwick's bay would
have made it impossible for our forces to invest Port Hudson with any chance
of success. The enemy at that time had 18,000 men at Port Hudson, and
15,000 on the west side of the river. Before we could lay siege to the post, it
was necessary to disperse the army west of the river. We held the 'reche
country for twelve or fifteen days, during which the rebels were driven from
their fortifications, their gunboats destroyed, their steamers captured, and 3,000
of their men taken prisoners. The army was so completely dispersed as not to
be able to reorganize again for a period of five weeks.
'rhe army left Alexandria May 13, crossed the Atchafalaya, moved down
the west bank of the Mississippi, and crossed to Bayou Sara on the night of the
23d of May, with a view to join the forces . of General Augur, moving to the
rear of Port Hudson from Baton Rouge. While this country west of the 1·iver
was in our possession, it was judged important to the government, in every point
of view, that every species of property that could be made useful to the rebels
should be removed from the country which we did not intend to hold. To prevent the destruction of this property, either by the rebel army or the people,
the following order was issued before leaving Brashear city:
"Pillage and depredation upon private property are forbidden, and will be
suppressed. Whatever property is necessary to the support of the .a rmy will
be taken by the government, and liberal compensation will be made therefor,
according to its value in tlw country wlwre it is takPn, to all well-disposed persons."
The property of the country was chiefly cotton, sugar, forage, horses, and
mules. The value affixed to this property was that which it bore in the place
where it existed before the government had opened the country to the markets
of the world. For cotton, it was about ten or twelve cents a pound, and for
other articles in the same proportion. 'rhis arrangement was made by the
chief quartermaster and commissary, and was satisfactory to the people. No
property was burned by t'he enemy or by rebel sympathizers or private owners
in 1863. 'rhe pe::>ple djsclosed the locations where it had been hidden, and turned
out their teams to assist in bringing it in. Ten thousand bales of cotton were
brought in during the time the army occupied the territory west of the Mississippi, (some ten or fifteen days,) and 20,000 beef cattle, horses, and mules, all
of which were turned over by general regulation to the quartermaster and commissary officers, who appropriated the whole of it to the use of the government,
making compensation to the loyal people at the values I have stated, according
to the terms of the order. Colonel S. B. Holabird was chief quartermaster of
the department and charged with this duty. I was informed by him that about
two million dollars was received in this campaign by him for cotton, and one
million for sugar, h ·ses, and mules, making a total of three million ($3,000,000)
dollru·s, all of which was appropriated to the use of the government.
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This operation was so satisfactory to the people, and made such an important
addition to the means for the support of the army, that I could not doubt that
appropriation of property in this way would have a most advantageous effect
upon the people beyond the lines of the army, and at the same time relieve the
government, in a great degree, of the burdens attending the war. It was known
that there were two or three hundred thousand bales of cotton in that neighborhood at that time. I believed that the whole of this could be appropriated
to the use of the government in this way without dissatisfaction to the people,
and without causing its destruction. I notified the government ~fay 4, 1863,
of the measures I had taken, and suggested that it would be wise to make an
arrangement by which the quartermaster should be permitted to take the property of this country, paying to loyal people twenty-five or thirty per cent. of
the value therefor. This policy was deemed inconsistent with the purposes
of the government, and my recommendation was disapproved. A copy of my
letter, and the official answer to the communication by the Secretary of the
Treasury, indorsed by the Secretar~ of War, accompanies this paper.
Port Hudson was invested May 23, 1863 . . After twenty-seven days' continuous fighting it was found impossible, with the forces we had, to 'carry the
works by assault, and a regular siege was commenced. All the property of this
part of .the country within the reach of the army, on both sides of the river, was
appropriated to the use of the government. During the investment and siege
no privilege was accorded to any private parties, under any circumstances,
either to purchase or to transport cotton. It was gathered up from time to time
by the officers of the army. -Bugar, forage, horses and mules were applied tJo
the use of the army, and the cotton in the neighborhood was used almost exclusively for the construction of fo.rtifications. The siege was active, and the
works constructed covered a space equal to a continuous line of seven to ten
miles. A large portion of this cotton was greatly injured during the siege, and
the quartermaster was directed to apply that portion of it which had been broken
up, and was scattered over the grounds, when collected and cleansed, to the organization of the corps d' Afrique, consisting at that time of about 25 regiments
and 12,000 colored soldiers
The work of gathering and cleansing and sending to market was performed by the colored troops, under the direction of the
quartermaster, who applied the proceeds of the same to their use, of which a
full account has been by him rendered. During this period of five months the
army had been constantly in the field. Not a single permission or privilege of
any kind was given to any person to purchase, dispose of, or transmit the products of the country to market. Everything that fell into the hands of the
army was appropriated through the chief quartermaster of the department to
the use of the government, of which a full, accurate, and just account can be
rendered, and the just claims of private parties satisfied.
It was proposed, upon the fall of Port Hudson, to immediately operate against
the city of Mobile. But the government regarded it necessary to raise the flag
of the United States in Texas, and the campaign was opened for that purpooo
early in September, 186.3. It resulted in the occupati.on of the Rio Grande,
Matagorda bay, and all the fortified posts on the Texas coast except Galveston.
On the Rio Grande and at Matagorda bay the same general rule was followed
in regard to the disposition of property. Whatever fell into the hands of the
army was disposed of for the benefit of the government, and whatever could be
used in kind was applied to its service.
September 13 a portion of the army (six to ten thousand) crossed Berwick's bay and reoccupied the Teche country, extending their reconnaissances
and military movements as far as Opelousas, which it held until the opening of
the Red river campaign in March, 1864, moving from its position on the Teche
on the 13th of that month.
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During the Red river campaign all the property that came into the hands of
the army was turned over to the quartermaster, and by him to the treasury
officers. There was no exception to this rule. Every person who accompanied
the army whether as reporter, or in any other capacity, was notified that trade
was prohibited, and the quartermaster and the supervising agent of the Treasury Department informed that whatever property should fall into our hands
would be disposed of according to the orders of the government and the laws of
OongreBs, subject to such claims as should be recognized at Washington.
Whenever, during this campaign, cotton or other property interfered with the
operations of the army, or with the transportation of refugees or negroes, it was
taken from the boats and abandoned to the enemy, upon the levee. Whenever
it could be transported to New Orleans without inconvenience to the service, it
was sent to the chief quartermaster, Colonel S. B. Holabird, and by him turned
over to the treasury agent.
Upon a snggestion received from the officers of the treasury, the trade regulations of January 26, 1863, were officially promulgated at Alexandria and
New Orleans, in order that they might legally take charge of the property
turned over to them by the chief quartermaster. These officers will be able to
account for aJl property coming into their hands during these military operations.
Throughout this period, from December, 1862, to the 20th of May, 1864,
constant pressure from all parts of the country, and. from all classes of people,
was made for privileges te bring in cotton and to send out supplies or other
property. Except under the rule that has been stated, where the military service of the government was directly benefited, and then only in few instances and
small quantities, no such permission has been granted to any pereon whatever
by my authority. Other officers of the department have been invested with
power upon this subject. '.rhe civil officers of the government were charged by
laws of Congress with the regulation of trade, the establishment of trade-stores
within the lines of the army, and were authorized to pass supplies not contraband of war beyond the lines, except when specially prohibited by competent
military authority.-(Treasury Regulations, July 30, 1863, article 29.) The military governor of Louisiana was authorized to give passes beyond the lines, and
to permit the products of the country to be brought within our lines for specified
purposes. The navy had authority upon this subject coextensive with th~
army, and exclusive jurisdiction upon the waters. Whatever trade may have
taken place, whatever property may have been brought in, and whatever supplies may have been sent out, has been without the permission, approval, or
knowledge of the commander of the department of the Gulf.
In general orders, published February 7, 1863, all officers of the government
were instructed to observe closely the movement of goods, and whenever well- ·
founded suspicion existed that a fraud upon the government was intended, to
seize them without regard to any pass whatever, and that nothing, with the
single exception of small oyster or fishing vessels, authorized by the collector
to fish or get oysters upon the lakes, would be passed under any circumstances
whatever without the approval of the major general commanding, over his personal signature. 'rhe fishing and oyster vessels were engaged in obtaining
provisions for the people of the city, and it was necessary to go beyond the
lines for that purpose. All permits of this character were subject to the investigation and approval of the provost marshal general, Brigadier General James
Bowen, except in the cases heretofore specified, where the government had
some immediate military interest in the subject.
With these exceptions, which were very few in number, and of immaterial
import as to value, the approval of the major general commanding has never
been given to the transportation of supplies beyond the lines, or for the admission of the staple or other products of the country, except under general orders.
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In the latter part of 1863 I received what I thought reliable information
that the cotton belonging to the rebel government, or to the people within the
rebel lines, would be surrendered to the United States upon assurance being
given to the parties interested that 25 per cent. of its value should be secured
to them by a deposit of that proportion in some bank in New Orleans or New York,
subject to the joint order of the quartermaster of the department, or some other
officer of the government, and one person to be named by the parties interested
in the property. Upon consultation with the quartermaster, Colonel S. B.
Holabird, I gave my consent to this proposition, which was in accordance with
the course pursued in the spring of 1863, so far as it could be done by the
commander of the department, and immediately wrote to the President of the
United States, and also to the Secretary of War, a full statement of the
proposition, of my views concerning it, and the reasons which led me to believe
that it would be for the interests of the government to cany it into execution,
and asking immediate consideration and instructions.
A copy of both of these despatches, written at their date by Mr. James L.
Andem, my secretary, is presented to the committee. Before the letters were
mailed, information was received that new regulations were adopted by the
government, which proved to be the additional regulations of the 26th January,
1864, and an officer of the treasury was on his way to New Orleans for the
purpose of regulating trade with the insurrectionary districts.
Immediately upon the receipt of this information the quartermaster was
notified of the facts that my consent to the proposition was withdrawn, and
that no further steps would be taken, and that I should not apply to the
President or Secretary of War for leave to carry the proposition into effect, since
general regulations had been made upon the subject by the Treasury Department.
'l'he additional trade regulations of the 26th of January were to take effect
only when approved by the commanding officer of the department. This approval was left to his discretion, dependent of course upon their influence on
military operations. Upon examination of these regulations it appeared to me
perfectly feasible for the officers of the rebel government, by an arrangement
with some merchant or factor in New Orleans, who could easily comply with
all the conditions specified in the regulations, to transmit rebel property through
our hands to New York, Liverpoo], or some other market, and appropriate the
proceeds of the same to the purchase of armed vessels to prey upon our commerce, or for any other purpose connected with the rebellion. I was fully confirmed in my view of the eft'ect of these regulations by an incident which
occurred in 1863. A schooner, laden with cotton, came across Lake Pontchar. train to New Orleans, and was seized by the provost marshal general as coming without authority from the rebel lines. It was claimed by a British subject,
but his claim was disallowed. Subsequently, General Pemberton, then commanding the rebel force at Vicksburg, wrote to me that the cotton was shipped to
New Orleans by his consent, and requesting its release, which of course was refused. The letter was forwarded to the Department of War. This shows that
by selecting a proper agent at New Orleans who would fully comply with the
conditions, the rebel officers might send their property through our hands, to be
applied to the payment of interest on the rebel loan, or for the purchase of property for its use. It was not necessary, even, that any return should be made
to the people within the rebel lines.
For these reasons I declined to give my approval to these regulations, except
to the limited extent adopted at Alexandria in April, 1864, when it was required
by treasury officers to enable them to receive property from the officers of the
army. Upon this statement, and for this reason, the regulations were promulgated at Alexandria and at New Orleans. They applied, so far as I was oon-
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cerned, only to property already in tl1e hands of the government, and which
could not be disposed of except under the laws of Congret:s.
Pending the question of promulgP.ting the regulations of the 26th of January
numerous applications were made for special privileges to bring cotton from beyond the lines, or to carry supplies to people outside. All these applications
were refused, when presented by officers of the government or by loyal citizens;
but in order to give some relief to the parties interested, I expressed my willingness to allow the property to come in, upon condition that one-third of its value
shpuld be deposited with the officers of the treasury, in kind or in money, to be
subject to such order as the government at Washington should give in reference
to this matter. This was not intended as a special privilege or regulation, but
a general rule to be pursued by all persons who desired to bring their property
in. It was founded upon the consideration that one-third of the proceeds would
be about equal to its value where it was found; that the cost, profits, and transportation would be one-third; and one-third deposited in the hands of the government would be sufficient security against mif:appropriation by any party in
interest. The provost marshal general was to take bonds and establish regulations such as would enforce the observance of the condition. This proposition w:as stated to all applicants, both verbally and in writing, and a communication sent to the supervising agent of the treasury upon this subject, which is
herewith submitted. I have no doubt that there would have been general acquiescence in this proposition had it not been for the expectation of parties
interested in property of this kind beyond the' lines, that they would be able
sooner or later to appropriate the whole of it to their own advantage. It was,
in effect, the promulgation of the regulations of the 26th of January, with the
addition that one-third of the proceeds should be reserved by the government
and disposed of under its orders, and that the provost marshal general should
take sufficient bonds to secure to the government one-third of the property
received. No property was ever brought in under this regulation, nor under
any other, by any permission or knowledge of mine.
Until the commencement of the Red river campaign there had been no extensive destruction of property by the enemy in Louisiana. Cotton was not burned
to any considerable extent during the Tecbe, Port Hudson, or Rio Grande campaigns. None was destroyed on Red river until the navy reached Alexandria.
'rhe enemy retired from the Mississippi and from 1!-,ranklin without attempting
to burn or destroy. From Alexandria up the river it was destroyed by the
enemy, and that which escaped them was, in many instances, burned by the soldiers of the army. I attribute this destruction to the fact that the enemy supposed the property was taken by the navy without any regard to the rights of
property in private parties.
It has been my belief from the beginning that the government should appropriate this property to its own service. Upon the application of the officers of
the treasury at New Orleans, all of whom united in a letter to the President
upon this subject, I gave my views of this question in a memorandum, a copy
of which is herewith submitted. My opinion was founded upon the conviction
that it was impossible to keep the property within the enemy's lines by any
system of water or land blockade; that any exertions made by the government
to prevent its exportation would give it such increased value as to enable the
rebels to take the most extraordinary measures for its transportation to some
points where it could be conveyed from the enemy's country. But for the increased value thus given to it it could never have been transported by wagons
from Louisiana, Arkansas, and the eastern boundary of Texas, to the Rio Grande
and the perils and risks of blockade-running would have been but poorly compensated by the small profits attending its success. It seemed to me, upon general considerations, to be clear that the property belonged of 1·ight to the government and the people, and the cheapest and most expeditious method of appro-
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priating it to their use, to meet the expenses of the war on the one hand, and
reduce the taxes of the people on the other, was the wise course to be pursued.
This could be accomplished only through the agency of the government. It
could not be accomplished through the agency of private individuals. Whatever advantages they might gain would increase the magnitude of individual
fortunes, but not relieve the government in its enormous expenditures, nor
lessen the taxes of the people. My conduct has been, in all cases, in accordance
with these general views. Whatever privileges have been given have been
general. Special privileges to individuals have never been given by me, nor
with my consent or knowledge, nor upon my responsibility. My refusal has
been uniform and absolute. Whenever any special privilege has been given to
any person, it has been, as before stated, with a view to an immediate military
advantage or necessity in the transaction to which it related.
Both the rebel government and the people would have acquiesced in this
policy, because.it gave to them more than they could have received from any
othAr source. rrhe compensation paid would be for services rendered in its
preservation, rather than a recognition of the rights of property. It was a question of power rather than of right, and would have been determined by the
military authorities controlling the district where it was found, whether the
property should be preserved for such purpose or destroyed. The paramount
interest in this property was in the government of the United States, because it
was necessary to the success of its arms that it should be disposed of in such
manner as not to aid the rebellion, but to maintain its own armies. The secondary interest was that of the public enemy. Having the power, he would
naturally destroy it to prevent its appropriation to the support of th.e war against
him. The third and subordinate interest was that of the owners. As against
either of the contending armies they had no recognized rights. Either army,
being in possession of the country, could, from the necessities of war, appropriate or destroy it. The owner could destroy it, or take the chances of its
capture, or present his claim to the captors for an equitable compensation for
his loss. His claim would, in the nature of things, be limited to what his property was worth at the time and place of capture. He could not claim an equivalent for what would be its value when the country should be opened by our
armies to the markets of the world. His rights would be limited to the value
of the property before the war, or at the time and place where it was captured
during the war.
The government, by an arrangement of this kind, could have satisfied both
these parties by allowing them a quarter or a half of its value when in the
treasury and appropriating the balance to the support of our armies. Had it
failed to accomplish this, or had the enemy refused to make terms upon the
subject, we ought to have forced its destruction or its capture by the vigilance
of our blockade and the advance of our armies.
In my despatch of the 4th of May, 1863, I proposed that a part of its value,
say a quarter or one half, should be surrendered to the parties, whether public
or private, who bad an interest in its destruction, as a consideration for its
preservation, and that the balance should be turned into the treasury for the
support of the government. I entertained then, and I entertain now, no doubt
that it could have been readily accomplished. It bad already been tested by
experiment to the extent of three millions of dollars in the space of ten days.
Neither the people nor the enemy in arms destroyed this property. The people
assisted in its preservation, and begged the army to remain in the country as
an army of occupation. Until the Red river expedition there was no general
or systematic destruction of the property of the country.
There were more than two hundred thousand (200,000) bales of cotton in
the southwestern States belonging to the rebel government, and double that
quantity including that in the hands of the people. I estimate the advantage
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to the United States to be equal to ten millions of dollars. I do not doubt it
would have amounted to fifty or one hundred millions on the Lower Mississippi
alone, and, if extended to the general theatre of war, that it would bave gone
very far towards meeting all its expenses.
All the measures intended to confine it within tl1e rebel lines have tended to
increase its value, and give its control to rival manufacturerE and the enemies of
the country. We have not merely lost the advantages arising from the possession of the property, but have been compelled to pay, from the increased price
of gold, at least a double, if not treble, cost for every article consumed by the
government in the prosecution of the war, or for the support of the people.
It seemed to me legitimate and proper to appropriate this property to the support of the government upon the best terms possible. There is scarcely a doubt
that this would have been accepted upon our terms by the rebel government and
the people. It would have substituted for their assumption of independence a
confession of dependence. But if it were rejected, the enforcement of the blockade
by all the means in our possession must have ultimately compelled their consent.
'l'heir hostility would have been subordinate to their necessities, and their boasts
of independence changed to a confession of dependence. It could not have been
executed except by the military authority on either side. Intermediate or
private parties could not, in the nature of things, have controlled the property
in the presence of armies. .Any government would have been justified in
taking this course. The policy of the :E'rench government, pending the continental blockade of England, was based upon this principle, though with far
less justification. Napoleon interdicted trade with England on the part of
every European state in alliance with France, but he allowed, at different times,
the importation of English manufactures into ~,ranee from these states, which
they had obtained by smuggling, or otherwise, upon payment of a tariff of fifty
per cent. The incidental and subordinate advantage of England in this trade
was more than compensated by the advantag·es of the commerce to France and
her allies.
The reply to my despatch informed me that it was deemed advisable, with
reference to the disposition of the property of insurrectionary districts, that it
should be given in charge of civil rather than military officers. This, of course,
was satisfactory and conclusive.
The general result of the early adoption of a system of the character recommended in my despatch of the 4th May, 1863, would have been to prevent the
unnecessary destruction of property in localities within the reach of our armies,
to remove a source of perpetual discontent to our soldiers, of anxiety to the officers, and of discredit to the service. It would have stimulated and sustained
our manufactories, reduced the price of gold, the rate of exchange with foreign
nations, the cost of the necessaries of life to the people, the rate of military and
.naval expenditures and those of other branches of the government, relieved the
army of a horde of private speculators, and weakened or dispersed the forces
of the enemy. It would have satisfied the people of the rebel States that they
were dependent upon us, rather than our government upon them. To maintain
constantly their sense of a general dependence upon the resources and power of
the north would be to keep constantly before their eyes the inevitable result of
the contest. It would have reconciled many people to the 1·estoration of the
Union, and placed our operations upon the wise and just maxim that war should
support war.
'l'he enemy would have shared with the government in the advantages of this
operation, but not by any means in an equal degree. 'The equivalent paid for
the preservation and surrender of the property might have been so regulated,
if paid in the national currency, as to have subserved the interest of the government, even in the compensation rendered to the enemy. But the rebel governme 1t and people have derived from the opposite course an equal, if not much
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greater, advantage, which has been returned in articles contraband of war. The
increased value given to cotton, for instance, by our efforts to confine it within
the rebel States, has been such as to counterbalance the risks of running the
blockade, or the labor of transporting it hundreds of miles to the Rio Grande.
If a fifth or even a tenth part thus found its way to the markets of the world,
its value was equal to the whole if unaffected by the incidents of war. If any
considerable part of the crop had been received upon the payment of the contribution of fifty per cent., it would have so reduced its market value as greatly 1x>
have restricted, if it did not suppress, all efforts for evasion of the blockade. 'l'he
risk of capture would have outweighed the profits of an occasional success. Had
such an arrangement been successfully established in regard to existing crops,
it could have been as well applied to the yearly products of the soil. Thus
the industry as well as the property of the enemy would have been turned w
the support of the war. It can scarcely be doubted that the rebels have received
as much " aid and comfort " from their contracts with private parties, and from
successful evasions of the blockade, as they could have gained from the plan here
proposed, without conferring upon our government any direct advantage whatever.
N. P. BANKS,
1lfajm· General qf Voluntee1'8.

From Major General Banks to Majm· General Halleck.
OPELOUSAS, LA., May 4, 1863.
In the progress of this army I have deemed it expedient, in order
to prevent a reorganization of the rebel army, to deprive the rebel government
of all possible means of support, and to take possession of mules, horses, cattle,
ana the staple products of the country-cotton, sugar, and tobacco. I have
given the people to understand that those who are well disposed and entitled w
the favor of the government will receive compensation for this property, according to its value in this country at the time of our arrival, with its restrictoo
market and liability to destruction by guerillas, or eonfiscation by the confederate government. In round numbers, I may say that 20,000 beeves, mules,
and horses have been forwarded to Brashear city, with 5,000 bales of cotton
and many hogsheads of sugar. Some protests have been received from those
assuming to be French or English subjects against the possession of this property by the government, but I have regarded it as a war measure, and placed
the protests upon file witltout other response than that I have stated above, verbally given to all these parties. In the progress of the army I believe it will
be expedient to adopt a different principle; and should we reach Alexandria under
circumstances which will justify our holding that point for any length of time,
I propose to announce to the people that the government of the United States
will lay a contribution of 50 per cent. upon all the staple products of the country-cotton, sugar, and tobacco-and that subject to this contribution they will
be permitted, without discrimination of persons, to transport their products to
the market of New Orleans, where they may be sold under the supervision of
the government, they receiving in federal currency their proportion of the pro- •
ceeds of sale. I believe that this policy will loosen from 50,000 to 150,000
bales of cotton, had we force enough to hold this country for any length of time.
The revenue received by the government would be enormous ; the advantage to
the people immediate and important, enabling them to protect themselves from
starvation, which will inevitably be upon them within the coming year, and at
the same time relieve the domestic and foreign manufacturers in a great degree
of the cotton starvation under which they are suffering.
GENERAL :
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I am aware that at first thought this may seem to be in conflict with the act
of confiscation ; but upon full consideration I am satisfied that it does not interfere with the policy of the government.
In the first place, it is applicable only to perishable property. None of that
property can be appropriated to the government without the consent of the parties in interest, as it is possible for them in every instance to destroy it if they
will. A large portion of it is hidden. Its discovery and transportation requires
much valuable time, which the army can illy afford. To prevent its destruction,
and to avoid the difficulties entailed by appropriating our transportation to this
purpose, it will be necessary to give the people possessing it some interest in its
preservation and sale, and this, I am confident, will secure both objects. A
hundred thousand bales would yield to the government a revenue of ten to twelve
millions of dollars, at present prices. If it will yield to the people a larger interest than they can obtain from the confederate government, circulate through
the State the federal currency, and make them dependent upon our markets for
the necessaries of life, it will go far towards reconciling parties the most hostile
to the restoration of the government.
It is problematical, of course, whether such a policy can be initiated, and if initiated, whether it will be successful. If opportunity offers, I shall try the experiment, and ask the instructions of the government, if it be thought to be inconsistent with the policy.
I desire to say that thus far in the progress of the army every dollar's worth
of property-except that which has been taken by individual robbers, in money
and jewelry, who have been summarily punished therefor-has been scrupulously
appropriaterl to the use of the government. Not a speculator nor a plunderer
follows the trail of the army and none will be permitted in this campaign.
I have the gratification of representing in the most unqualified manner the
general desire of the people for the restoration of the government. l\Iany
thousands would gladly at once renew their obligations to its support did I encourage it. }..,our hundred of our prisoners of war have voluntarily taken the
oath of allegiance, and there are manifestations of various kinds which show
that the spirit of rebellion and the confederacy has passed from the minds
of this people. There is excellent opportunity, by a wise and conciliatory policy,
to realize, in this quarter at least, the most sanguine expectations of the President. On the march to this point I ordered the arrest of ex-Governor Mouton,.
who occupi~d the gubernatorial chair in 184/:) and subsequently. He is a man·
of large influence and intelligence, and has wielded with an iron hand his power
over the masses of the people in this part of the country. He was president of
the convention that declared Louisiana to have separated from the Union. His·
influence is still important, and at a time when the sentiments of the people·
were in transition from acquiescence in the confederate government to a recog"
nition and renewal of their obligations to the Union, it seemed to me import-·
ant that such a man should at least be quiet. I have ordered him, therefore,
to be sent to New Orleans in the custody of the provost marshal general, with
instructions to that officer to provide him comfortable quarters, but not to allow
general intercourse with the people of that city, where he will remain until
further orders from the government. This is the only arrest made, except for
crime.
The enclosed despatch to the Secretary of State I beg may be transmitted·
to his department.
I have the honor to be, &c., &c., &c.,
N. P. BANKS,
J.1ajor General, Commanding ..
Part n--23
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From Major General Banks to the President.
NEw ORLEANS, December 18, 1863.
Sm : I concur in the opinion so generally entertained, that it is for the interest
of the country to deplete the rebel territory of that species of property which
is made the basis of credit for the rebel government with foreign nation s. But
great care is necessary to avoid an injury to ourselves in the operation.
Unless the ultimate and final disposition of the proceeds of this property be
ascertained, we may find that the munitions of war furnished to the rebels, and
the pirates that prey upon our commerce, may be paid for and supported by
rebel products passing through our hands to the markets of the world. No
commercial advantages can counterbalance so great a wrong as this. In April
I recommended that the cotton in western and northern Louisiana be allowed
to find a market, one-half or 50 pe:· centum of the proceeds of sales being l'etained by the government, but the Secretary of War thought it then not expedient to adopt this policy. The agents selected f•w the execution of the plan
proposed should be designated hy the general government. 'rhese two points
guarded, protection from public injury by the misappropriation of the proceeds
uf the sale of this property, and the selection of proper agents, if it cannot be
made a general trade, I see no objections to the proposal made by the treasury
agents of this department.
I have the honor to be, with high respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.

From Major General Banlcs to the President.
NEw ORLEANS, February 2, 1864.
Sm : An increase of business men from the north and west in New Orleans, and
the accumulation of funds, make it impossible to resist the pressure in favor of
opening trade with the people beyond the lines of the army. If it is refused, as
it steadily has been by me, the profits of an illicit commercial intercourse are so
gigantic that it is almost impossible to prevent the subornation of subordinate
officers. So long as the unauthorized trade continues, it will be managed
according to the interests of those engaged in it; and the result is, that guerillas
and small detachments of rebel troops on the east bank of the river receive
their supplies, not only of clothing, but of equipments and arms, from persons
doing business in New Orleans, who are stimulated, and are enabled to transact
their business, through the numerous profits attending the change of these
products for cotton with the agents of the enemy. I am satisfied that if the
blockade upon the west bank of the river could be made completely effective,
the rebel army would be in a great measure compelled to abandon the coast
and a greater p~rt of Louif'.iana and 'rexas within a short time. I believe the
time has come when the government will be compelled to establish some regulations controlling this trade.
'l'here are two principles which must be established in any trade regulations :
'l,he first is, that private parties should not be allowed to appropriate rebel
property to their own use. The property of the rebel government, as far as
possilJle, should be applied to the payment of the expenses of the war. The
second is, that no property in considerable amount should be allowed to
pass through the port of New Orleans with the consent of the government
officers, unless there is sufficient guarantee that it could not be used for the
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purchase in Europe of rams or other vessels to prey upon and destroy American
commerce; otherwise, when indemnity shall be demanded, it will be anl:lwered
that the purchase-money for such vessels passed through the bands of the government with the knowledge of its officers. I have myself never consented to
any commerce of this kind, but have recommended always to the government
to take a gua1·anree for security against possible wrong.
r.l'here are in the State of Louisiana about one hundred and five thousand
(105,000) bales of cotton belonging to the rebel government, for which it has title
papers from the private owners. In Arkansas and Texas there is probably as
much more, making at least two hundred thousand bales of cotton, the exclusive
property of t!Je rebel government.
The state of the rebellion, and the impoverished condition of its officers west
of the Mississippi, is such that they are willing to take measures for the preservation of this cotton whm·ever it may be found, and allow it to be taken and
sold by the officers of the government, appropriating the proceeds, except
eighteen (18) cents a pound to be reserved for their use in the hands of the
chief quartermaster, until satisfactory guarantees are given that it is not to be
used by any person in hostile acts against the United States; it being understood that no objuction will be made to this portion of the proceeds of the cotton
being paid to any private parties for private personal use wherever they may
be. The effect of such an arrangement will be, first, to put into the treasury
of the United States-which will be paid over to the aBsistant treasurer of this
department upon its receipt-from two-thirds to three-quarters of the value of this
cotton, whatever its quantity may be; second, to deprive the rebel government of
any possible advantage hereafter of the appropriation of this property to its use by
any chance whatever; third, to relieve our manufactories and increase our commerce to this extent, whether it be more or less; and, fourth, to demoralize the
principal and subordinate officers of the army west of the Mississippi by providing them with means for escaping from the service in which they are engaged,
it being evident that a man who has secured to himself, withi11 the limits of the
United States, a competency for himself or his family, will not continue to risk
his life in a hopeless cause. r.rhe effect of the introduction of this cotton to the
market will be material to the Treasury Department of the United States in
two ways: first, it will stop the drain of gold to New Orleans, which is c<'ntinually taking place, for shipment within the rebel lines for purchase of this
cotton upon private speculation. 1'he drain upon the gold market for this purpose is a serious one, and cannot but be felt by the Treasury Department. In
the second place, it substitutes property to this extent which is the equivalent
of gold both in our own and in the Eur~>pean m,trket. From this brief statement it seems to me that the government will obtain, if the project can be
carried through, most important advantages, and guarantee itself against any
possible injury that may arise from the shipment of this property, and that it
will at the Slime time regulate aud contTol a business which cannot be prevented,
and which cannot otherwise be carried on without serious injury.
Believing this to be the case, I have directed the quartermaster to enter into
any arrangement ·wi.th private parties representing the chief rebel officers to
carry into effect this operation.
Copies of the papers are herewith enclosed, to which I ask early attention.
I transmit them by this mail, in order that should the proposition be disapproved
by the government, immediate information may be given. It cannot go into
effect until our armies shall move into the Red river country.
A second proposition, to which a second paper herewith enclosed refers, is
of the same character, but differing a little jn terms. It relates to the shipment
of fifteen thousand bales of cotton to the mouth of Red riYer, or to some more
convenient point on the Mississippi, within one month, securing to the parties
engaged in this a certain amount of the proceeds of this cotton, which is stated
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in the papers, and leaving the balance in the hands of the government of the
United States for its own use ; the whole of it, with the exception of one hundred
thousand dollars, to remain under the control of the United States until that
part which is to be appropriated to individuals engaged in the transaction can
be safely paid to them without a possible injury to this government. This also
probttbly relates to cotton belonging to the rebel government, although it is not
so specified.
A third proposition which I have to make upon this subject covers, with the
two preceding, the whole question of cotton trade, which is, to allow the importation, from beyond the lines of the army, of cotton belonging to private parties,
which is not, and has not been, owned by the rebel government, for sale in
American markets; one-third of the quantity of cotton in kind, or its proceeds
in interest-bearing bonds of the United States, to be held by the government
officers until the government at Washington shall be satisfied that it can be used
for no hostile purposes, and shall order its payment to the individuals who may
deposit it for that purpose. I am informed that if these three propositions can
be carried into effect, that from two to three hundred thousand bales of cotton
can be brought into the market, and that a greater part of the whole can, in the
way I have specified, be appropriated to the use of the government of the United
States as a means of carrying on the war. It will not assist, but, on the contrary,
weaken, the enemy ; it will not diminish, but facilitate and strengthen, our
operations against the enemy.
The government will be represented by the quartermaster, who will be
obliged to render full accounts of all the details of the transaction, both of the
money reserved for the government and of the individuals to whom that portion
not reserved for the government is paid; and this money will be turned over to
the assistant treasurer of the United States as it is received. I am unable to
perceive that there is any danger or opportunity for disreputable proceedings on
the part of the officers of the government, or that it will in any way compromise
its honor; and I recommend the approval of these measures, or, in the event of
disapproval, ask that early information may be given to me upon the subject
for my guidance.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.

F 'rom the Secretary qf the Treasury to tlte Secretary qf War.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, May 28, 1863.
SIR : I have carefully considered the communication of Major General Banks
to Major General Halleck placed by you in my hands yesterday.
He asks instructions as to the disposition of staple products and other movable property found in his department, and particularly during his recent advance,
and recommends that all persons within his lines be permitted to bring their
products to New Orleans for sale, paying to the government fifty per cent. of
the proceeds.
There are four classes of property in the insurrectionary districts-confiscated, abandoned, captured, and purchased property. Confiscated property is
that which belongs to certain classes of persons and is liable to seizure and
condemnation by judicial proceedings. Abandoned property is that which has
been deserted by its owners and is voluntarily abandoned by them to the civil
or military officers of the federal government. Captured property is understood
to be that which is seized or taken fi·om hostile poE" session by the military or
naval forces of the United States. Under the head of purchased property
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may be included that which is the subject of sale and purchase under the license
of the President, through permits granted by officers of the Treasury Department.
The first of these classes of property includes much that may be also regarded,
until confiscation is enforced through judicial proceedings, as belonging to one
or more of the other classes.
The property seized by General Banks belongs to the second class, and its
disposition is already deter _1ined by law and the orders of the War Department. So far as the propert./ is useful to the army, it is to be turned over to
the quartermasters or commi~saries; so far as it is not so required, it is to be
turned over to the agents of the r.rreasury Department.
The State of Louisiana having been declared, by proclamation of the President, in a state of insurrection, and the port of New Orleans being excepted
from the effects of that proclamation, all trade between that place and other
portions of the State of Louisiana, except in accordance with the regulations
and orders referred to, is illegal. But with a view to the same end as that contemplated by Major General Banks, the honorable B. F. Flanderf: has been appointed supervising special agent for the States included in the Jepartment of
the Gulf, to take charge and dispose of all captured or abandoneu property, and
also to supervise all permitted trade. r.rhe collector of the port of New Orleans
has been authonzed, under the direction of the supervising special agent, to
grant permits, on certain terms, for the purchase of cotton and other staples
within the lines occupied by the army. This will enable parties whose property may not be considered fit subject for capture, and who may desire to sell
it, to dispose of it to the best advantage, subject to a proper contribution to the
government, and will enable them also to obtain such supplies as may be permitted without too much risk of their being carried to the rebels. Mr. Flanders bas been instructed to confer fully with Major General Banks, and to act in
concert with him.
The communication of Major General Banks is herewith returned.
Yours, very respectfully,
S. P. CHASE,
Secretary qf tke Treasury.
Ron. E. M. STANTON.
[Indorsement by the Secretary of War.]

Referred to the general-in-chief for answer to the communication of General
Banks of the 4th of May. The department does not deem it necessary to give
any other or further instructions except a reference to the act of Congress and
trade regulations of the Treasury Department, which are doubtless well known
to Major General Banks. It is desirable that there should be no unnecessary
interference by the military authorities with commercial transactions.
EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary qf War.
MAy 29, 1863.

EXTRACTS AND COPIES OF DESPATCHES RECEIVED AND SENT· RELATING
TO THE PORT HUDSON, TEXAS, AND RED RIVER CAMPAIGNS, DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF, 1863 AND 1864.

From MaJor General Banks to Major General Grant.
NEW ORLEANS,

*

*

•

•

*

*

July 18, 1863.

•

It is my belief that Johnston, when defeated by you, as I am confident he will
be, will fall back upon Mobile. Such is also the expectation of the rebels. The
capture of Mobile is of impvrtance, second only in the history of the war to the
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opening of the Mississippi. I hope you will be able to follow him. I can aid
you somewhat by land and by sea if that shall be your destination. Mobile is
the last stronghold in the west and southwest. No pains should be spared to
effect its reduction.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

From Major GeneralBanks to Major General Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS, July 26, 1863.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

There is still strength at Mobile and in rrexas which will constantly threaten
Louisiana, and which ought to be destroyed without delay. The possession of
Mobile and the occupation of Texas would quiet the whole of the southwest,
and every effort ought to be made to accomplish this.
Its importance can hardly be overestimated.

•

*

To General Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS, July 30, 1863.

*
*
Information from

*
Mobile leads

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

us to believe that the force at that point is
now about 5,000, which is engaged industriously on the land side in strengthening the position. My belief is that Johnston's forces are moving to the east,
and that the garrison of Mobile will not be strengthened unless it be by paroled
men from Vicks burg and Port Hudson; wbile the rebel army of the east is occupied
at Charleston and at Richmond by our forces, it would be impossible for them to
strengthen Mobile to any great extent. It seems to be the favorable opportunity
for a movement in that direction. An attack should be made by land. Troops
can be transported by the river to Mobile, with the intervention of a march of
25 miles from Portersville, on the west side of the bay and the rear of the city.
We have outlines of their works, and can estimate very well their strength. I
am confident that a sudden movement, such as can be made with fifteen or
1.wenty thousand men on this line, will reduce that position with certainty and
without delay. The troops of the west need rest, and are incapable of long or
rapid marches. It is, therefore, impracticable to attack Mobile, except by the
river and Mississippi sound. A portion of General Grant's forces could be
transported there with but little labor to themselves, and the place could be
invested before the enemy could anticipate our movement.

* .

*

*

l?rom Major General Banks to Major General Halleck.
N BW ORLEANS, August · 1, 1863.
GENERAL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram
of the 27th July, transmitted to me by General Grant. I have already informed you of the condition of this department. The views I expressed in
reference to other movements are strengthened by the occurrences of the day.
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The advantage of immediate operations against Mobile consists in the fact that
its fortifications thus far are upon the Gulf and the bay. The rear of the city
is unprotected, except by a line of incomplete works, with few guns mounted,
and is unprepared for an assault on the land side. In a short time these works
will be completed, the guns mounted, the city provisioned, and the garrison
strengthened. The army and people are now in such panic from the fall of
Vicksburg and Port Hudson that, if attacked on the land side, where assault
is not anticipated, and re-enforcements are not sent from the east at once, the
place will probably be surrendered without serious contest. The approach by
land from Portersville, on Mississippi sound, is twenty-five miles; from Pensacola, sixty-five miles. The country to Mobile is level and sandy. Roads can
be made in any direction without much labor. From Pensacola the way is
open to the rear of Mobile, - - miles from which all supplies can be cut off.
'rhe troops on the Mississippi are now so much exhausted that rapid or long
marches are impracticable. The movement against Mobile can be made by
water, except a single march of twenty-five miles. Attacked from land, the
water defences are unavailable, and the forts will fall with the city. The cooperation of the naval forces now here is all that is absolutely necessary.
men, (one corps of GePera.l Grant's army,) with the available forces at New
Orleans, are sufficient for the work. It is believed that western Louisiana is
free from any considerable force of the enemy.
The possession of Mobile gives the government the control of the Alabama
river and the line of railways, east and west from Charleston and Savannah, to
Vicksburg, via Montgomery, and places the whole of· the State of l\1ississippi
and southern Alabama in position to return to the Union. If the rebel government loses this position, it has no outlet to the Gulf except Galveston. The
operation need not last more than thirty days, and can scarcely interfere with
any other movements east or west. I understand it to meet with General
Grant's approval, if it be consistent with the general plans of the government,
upon which condition only I urge it. I send this from Vicksburg, having
arrived here at 9 o'clock this morning, and return to New Orleans this evening.
N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department Gulf.

To General Grant.
NEW 0HLEAN~,

*

*

*

*

*

August 10, 1863.

*

*

I have the honor to enclose to you some memoranda concerning Mobile. I
still think it of the utmost moment that that post should be in our hands.
Except for Johnston's army, we should have no difficulty. He seems to occupy
a position intended to cover Mobile, and if he is in force 30,000 or 40,000
strong, as I suppose, he could embarrass the operations agaim:;t that point very
seriously. I am unable, however, to see how he can hold his position in the
southwest, with Rosecrans's army pressing down upon the rebel centre. A line
extending from Mobile to Richmond, in the present shattered condition of the
rebel armies-the right, centre, and left having all been disastrously defeatedit seems to me impossible that they can maintain their portitions if Rosecrans,
with a heavy force, pushes down upon their centre, or if Charleston shall fall
into our hands through the operations of the fleet and army combined. A successful movement in either dir€ction, from Charleston or by Rosecrans, will
cut their centre, and place Bragg and J ohnstou, with their forces, between the
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troops under Rosecrans, your troops, and mine at New Orleans. I do not believe that that condition of things can be maintained. All the information we
receive here points to a change in their operations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

To the President.
NEw ORLEANS,

August 12, 1863.

*

Should our armies get possession of Mobile or of rrexas, these regiments
can be filled without delay, and we shall have a force in this department of at
least 25,000 good men. It is impossil>le to raise negro regiments, except we get
possession of the country where negroes are. This is a fact overlooked by
many persons who are greatly interested in the success of these organizations.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., August 12, 1863.
Your despatches of July 30 and August 1 are just received. I fully appreciate the importance of the operation proposed by you in these det;patches,
but there are reasons other than military why those heretofore directed should
be undertaken first. On this matter we have no choice, but must carry out the
views of the government.

H. W. HALLECK,
GeneTal-in- Ch £ef.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

July 31, 1863.

It is important that we immediately occupy some point or points in Texas.
Whether the movement should be made by land or water is not yet decided.
We shall wait your answer to my despatch of the 24th. In the mean time every
preparation should be made. If by water, Admiral Farragut will co-operate.
The Navy Department recommends Indianola as the point of landing. It seems
to me that that point is too distant, as it will leave the expedition too isolated
from New Orleans. If the landing can be made at Galveston, the country between that place and New Orleans can be soon cleared out, and the enemy be
prevented from operating successively upon these places. In other words, you
can venture to send a larger force to Galveston than you can to Indianola.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

H. W. HALLECK, General-in- Chief.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Waslzington, August 6, 1863.
There are important reasons why our flag should be restored in some point
of Texas with the least possible delay. Do this, by land, at Galveston, at Indianola, or at any other point you may deem preferable. If by sea, Admiral
Farragut will co-operate. rrhere are reasons why the movement should be as
prompt as possible.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.
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HBADQ.UARTBRS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, August 10, 1863.

•

•

•

•

•

*

*

In my opinion, neither Indianola nor Galveston is the proper point of attack.
If it be necessary, as urged by Mr. Seward, that the flag be restored to some
one point in '.rexas, that can be best and most safely effected by a combined military and naval movement up Red river to Alexandria, Natchitoches, or Shreveport, and the military occupation of northern Texas. This would be merely
carrying out the plan proposed by you at the beginning of the campaign, and in
my opinion far superior in its military character to the occupation of Galveston
or Indianola. Nevertheless your choice is left unrestrained.
In the first place, by adopting the line of the Red river, you retain your connexion with your own base and separate still more the two parts of the rebel
confederacy. Moreover, you cut northern Louisiana and southern Arkansas
entirely off from supplies and re-enforcements from Texas. They are already
cut off from the rebel States east of the Mississippi. If you occupy Galveston
or Indianola, you divide your own troops and enable the enemy to concentrate
all his forces upon either of these points, or on New Orleans. I write this simply as a suggestion, and not as a military instruction.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Cl~ief.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

*

*

*

*

*

August 20, 1863.

*

*

My despatches to you will show that no movement on Mobile is at present
contemplated. Nor can any iron-clads be now detached from Charleston or
other points for the defence of New Orleans.
Mexican and French complications render it exceedingly important that the
movement ordered against Texas be undertaken without delay.
H. W. HALLECK, General-in- Chief.

HEADQ.UARTEh"' OF THE ARMY,

vVaskington, D. 0., August 28, 1863.

•

•

•

*

*

•

*

Be cautious in moving on the Rio Grande. It should be your effort to get
between the armies of Kirby Smith and Magruder. Should they unite and get
between you and New Orleans, they may give yott much trouble.

*

*

*

•

•

*

*

H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Ckiif.

To General Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS,

•

*

•

*

*

*

August 15, 1863 .

*

*

Measures have been already taken to carry into effect your orders. We shall
plant the flag in Texas within a week. My plan has been, to move against
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Galveston upon the land side via Sabine pass, and from Berwick's bay via
Vermillionville and Niblett's bluff to Houston and Galveston, for the transportation and artillery. "\Ve shall be ready, I think, as soon as General Grant's corps
can reach us. The route indicated is that followed by the Texans in their invasions of western Louisiana. We can move 8,000 men at once to Sabine pass,
and then concentrate rapidly on Galveaton, fortifying and holding a portion of
the main land, or the island only, as may be deemed expedient. From thence
operations are practicable in any direction to the interior or the Rio Grande.
From Galveston, when strongly fortified, I would move a force of 5,000 or
more to the Rio Grande, where one or more positions can be so fortified as to
be held by a much less force, while we hold Galveston or the interior of the
State. This has been my view of operations in Texas since the beginning.
Indianola is too far distant; does not command the important communications
of the State, and, if occupied, would leave the forces of the enemy between us
and New Orleans, which is to be avoided if possible. No movement can be
made from the Gulf against Galveston with a certainty of success. Our naval
forces are not strong enough, and the enemy's works are too extensive and
thorough. '.rhe enemy fear only an attack from the land 'IJia Niblett's bluff, the
route I propose, or Alexandria. From that point to Niblett's bluff our success
is certain. We learned this from intercepted letters, 'vhile in Alexandria in
May. I send a sketch of the fortifications at Galveston made at that time by
one who was engaged upon them, with a description of the guns mounted.
If General Grant sends me 10,000 men, I can throw 20,000 immediately
into Texas. The force should be larger if possible.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

To Admiral Porter.
NEw ORLEANS,

August 16, 1863.

It is probable that a movement will be undertaken from New Orlean8,
which will draw most of the forces from that city. To prevent an invasion of
the 'l'exan troops, it will be necessary that the Atchafalaya river and Berwick's
bay should be patrolled by light-draught gunboats. If you have two or three
light-draught tin-clads that you can send into these waters, it will be of great
service to us. None of our gunboats will pass Lake Ohicot, as they draw over
six feet of water. If your gunboats could enter the Atchafalaya from the Red
river, and patrol that river to Berwick's bay, it would effectually cut off any
invasion of the enemy from that point. In view of the movements contemplated, it is probable that two or three boats would be sufficient for the purpose
indicated, and they would at the same time prevent the incursions of guerillas
on the west bank of the Mfssissippi as far up as the mouth of Red river. This
would be, perhaps, the most effective service to which this small force could be
put.

To General Halleck.
NEW ORLEANS, August 16, 1863.
In the event of the movements contemplated in my despatch of this date,
it will be necessary that the Atchafalaya river and Berwick's bay should be
patrolled by light-draught gunboats to prevent the invasion of the Lafourche
district by the enemy. If Admiral Porter can send three of hii:l light-draught
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tin-clads down the Atchafalaya into Berwick's bay from the Red river, it will
effectually accomplish this object, and at the same time prevent the incursions
of guerillas upon the west bank of the Mississippi, below the mouth of Red
river. This will be the most effectual service that these boats can possibly
render in this quarter. I respectfully, but earnestly, recommend that such an
order be given. It is impossible to protect BraRhear city and the Lafourche
district, except by the aid of gun boats. It was their absence that enabled the
enemy to capture Brashear, and to eseape across the bay upon our return from
Port Hudson.

From Major General Banks to Major General Halleck.

NEw ORLEANS, August 17, 1863.
If we expect to succeed in the movements referred to in my despatches of
this date, it will be indispensable that our military forr.e s/wuld be increased
beyond what can be obtained by tl~e enrolment qj negroes. The letter addressed
to the President, a copy of which I send to you, as well as the reference to this
subject in my despatch addressed to you, will show what we have done in this
respect. I can assure the government that nothing will be omitted that is calculated to strengthen this arm of the service; but before we can successfully
organize the negroes of this country, we must obtain control of the States where
they are by means of white troops.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

To GeneraZ Halleck.
NEW ORLEANS, August 26, 1863.
Your despatch of the 12th instant, referring to the necessity of operations
in Texas rather than against Mobile, was received by the Morning Star, arriving
yesterday. Independent of any political or diplomatic considerations, Texas
presents an arena as important as any portion of the country. The occupation
of Galveston, if it could be accomplished by a dispersion or capture of any considerable portion of Texan troops, and the destruction of the rebel steamers in
the central rivers emptying in the Gulf, would cripple beyond recovery the rebel
forces of the southwest. The rebellion in Louisiana is kept alive only by
Texas.
A considerable land force is requisite to accomplish this result, even with the
co-operation of the navy, and protect at the same time New Orleans. The
enemy has been very active in gathering up conscripts. 'l.,here are about
15,000 between Natchitoches and Franklin.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

To General Halleck.

NEw ORLEANS, August 26, 1863.
The steamer Hudson arnvmg yesterday, brought duplicate copy of the
order of August 6, received earlier by telegraph from General Grant, and also
your letter of the lOth instant upon the subject of the expedition into Texas.
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I have made all possible exertion to get a sufficient force into the field to execute the order, but encounter serious difficulties in the preparation. General
Ord's corps d'armee has not yet arrived. The last division will be here at tl1e
close of the week. The sickness and absence of officers delay seriously our
preparations for movement. There is very great deficiency of transportation for
movement by water, either by sea or by river. The river boats sent up with
the nine-months troops are detained above, aud return slowly. By the Gulf we
are able to move, after all possible exertions, but one-third of our forces at one
time. This is a serious misfortune, as it costs us most valuable time, and gives
the enemy opportunity to anticipate our plans and concentrate his forces against
us.
I hope, however, to be able to execute your orders withont further material
delay. The considerations embraced in your letter of the lOth, duplicate copies
of which I have received, have been carefully weighed. '.ro enter Texas from
Alexandria or Shreveport would bring us to the nearest point to Hoop hill, in
Sabine county, or Marshall, in Harrison, due west of Alexandria and Shreveport, respectively. These points are accessible only by heavy marches, for
which the troops are illy prepared at this season of the year, and the points
occupied would attract but little attention ; and if our purpose was to penetrate
further into the interior, they would become exposed to sudden attacks of the
enemy, and defensible only by a strong and permanent force of troops. The
serious objection to moving on this line, in the present condition of the forces
in this department, is the distance it carries us from New Orleans, our base
of operations necessarily, and the great difficulty and the length of time required to return if the exigencies of the service required it, which is quite possible. In the event of long absence, Johnston threatens us from the east.
The army will concentrate between Alexandria and Franklin, on the r.reche,
until our purpose is developed. As soon as we move any distance they
will operate against the river and New Orleans. It is true that we could
follow up such a movement by falling on their rear, but that would compel
us to abandon the position in Texas, or leave it exposed with but slender
defences and garrison. This view is based, as you will see, upon the impossibility of moving even to Alexandria by water at the present low
stage of the rivers, and the inability of the troops to accomplish extended
marches. A movement upon the Sabine accomplishes these objects: 1st. It
executes your order by planting the flag at a prominent and commanding position in Texas. 2d. It is accomplished by water. 3d. It is safely made with a
comparatively small force, and without attracting the attention of the enemy
until it is done. 4th. It enables us to move against Galveston from the interior,
destroying at the same time all the naval and transport vessels of the State
between the Sabine and the Colorado. 5th. To occupy Galveston island with
a small force of two or three thousand only, and to push on to Indianola or the
Rio Grande, or to return to the Mississippi, as the exigencies of the service may
require. If the enemy moves in force upon New Orleans, we can return from
Sabine or Galveston in such time and in such force as to cut off his retreat by
the bay on the Atchafalaya. The advantage to be gained by the destruction
of the rebel boats in the Sabine and Galveston bay, and on the Trinity and
Brazos rivers, would be very great. This can be effected only by a movement
upon Galveston from the Sabine by Beaumont, Liberty, and Houston. If the
enemy is in such strength as to defeat this by occupying a position between the
Sabine and Neches, we shall make available the fortifications of the enemy at
Orange, and be supported by the navy, whose light boats can run up to Orange or to Beaumont. If the season were different, the northern line would
be doubtless preferable on many grounds.
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From J..Wajor General Banks to Major General Halleck.
NEW ORLEANS,

September 13, 1863.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

•

•

•

•

Immediately upon the receipt of information of the failure at Sabine, and before the return of the troops, I commenced preparation::~ for an overland movement from Brashear city, via Verruillionville and Niblett's bluff. Had we the
requisite naval force or transportation, I would renew the attempt on the Sabine,
or strike at the Rio Grande; but we have neither.
It is impossible to move up the Red river at this season, except by the most
tedious marches, on account of the low stage of water. The entrance to the
Atchafalaya is now covered by a dry sand-bar which extends entirely across
the bed of the river. I have constantly borne in mind your suggestion as to a
movement from Alexandria or Shreveport, but the low stage of the water makes
it impracticable at this season.

To Major General Banks.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Wasl~ington, D. 0., September

30, 1863.

I do not regard Sabine city in the same light as you do. Instead of being
''the very centre of the circle of the enemy's operations," it seems to me to be
upon the very circumference of his theatre of war west of the Mississippi. The
centre of this theatre is some point near Marshall or Nacogdoches. The enemy's
line extends from near Little Rock to the mouth of the Rio Grande. '.rhe occupation of Sabine city neither cuts this line, nor prevents the concentration of
all his forces on any point of it which he may select. Nevertheless, as the objects of your expedition are rather political than military, and do not admit of
delay, you may be able to accomplish the wishes of the government by the
route you hav0 chosen, sooner than by any other.

•

•

*

•

•

•

•

H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Ckiif, U. S. A.

From Major General Banks to Major General Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS,

October 15, 1863.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of September 28, with accompanying memoranda uf the movements of the enemy in
Arkansas and the northern part of Louisiana. The position of my force at the
present time between Opelousas and Vermillionville will preclude the operations
contemplated by them on the Mississippi, as from the month of the Red river
we shall cover it completely, and as we. move north our protection will be extended above. The importance of Bhreveport, as represented, is very great,
a.nd it confirms representations made to us. I bad the strongest possible desire
to reach Shreveport when in Alexandria in May, but the necessity of operations
•
*
•
*
on the Mississippi prevented it.
The movement upon Shreveport and Marshall is impracticable at this season.
It would have required a march from Brashear of more than 500 miles. The
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enemy destroying all supplies of the country as he retreats, and the low stage
of the water making it impossible for us to avail ourselves of any water communications except upon the Teche as far as V er.millionville, would have made
necessary a communication for this distance by wagon trains.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It was perfectly feasible to land below at any point on the coast between
Sabine and Galveston bay. The instructions of General Franklin contemplated this, but the naval officers were so perfectly confident in regard to
their information of the fortifications at Sabine bay, that their boats were disabled and in the possession of the enemy before any other course was contemplated. It was equally practicable to march from the coast between the Sabine
and Galveston directly to Houston, as from Beaumont to Houston, and a landing could have been effected without difficulty. It would have been repeated
immediately, but the failure had given the enemy so much notice that he was
able to concentrate his forces to prevent a landing at that point. It left me no
alternative, therefore, but to move across Berwick's bay in the direction of Opelousas, for the purpose of taking a route westward to Niblett's bluff on the Sabine, or to advance north to Alexandria, Shreveport, and Marshall, in accordance
with the suggestion which you have made both now and heretofore.

ON BOARD STEAMER McCLELLAN,
Missifsippi River, 4 p. m., October 26, 1863.

*

*

*

*

*

To-day, (26th October,) at 12 m., we sailed for the Rio Grande. If a landing is effected, as we hope, at Brazos Santiago, occupying the line of the river,
we shall immediately effect a lodgement at Matagorda, and seize an interior
position.

*

*

Hon. E. M. STANTON, Secretary

if War.

*

*

*

N. P. BANKS, M. G., C.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF MISSOURI,
St. Louis, Mo., November 19, 1863.

*

*

*

The general-in-- chief suggests that General Steele might now advance to
Red river and form a junction with you, or at least hold that river while you
operate in Texas I am anxious to advance his force to Red river as soon as
practicable. No doubt this will also strengthen you, and aid you to carry out
your plans.

•

*

•

J. M. SCHOFIELD,

*

Major General.

To General Halleclc.
OFF ARANSAS PASS, TEXAS, November 18, 1863.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Tlw success if ou1· expedition is very likely to tranifer our operations to tile
coast. The best line of defence for Louisiana, as well as for operatio'ns
against Texas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya. To operate
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promptly and effectively on this line we need light-draught sea-boats, drawing six or seven feet of water. A supply of these will be a measure of
great economy to the government. Larger ships are in great peril constantly
from their inability to m:cape the " northers" by entering the passes. It is
of the utmost importance that this number should be increased. "\V e need very
much light-draught gunboats on theAtchafalaya, as, if this line is well protected
from Berwick's bay to the Red river, the enemy necessarily is thrown back
from the Mississippi.

From General llalleck.
DECEMBER 7, 1863.
I have just received your letter of November 1 8, off Arasas -pass. In this
you say the best line of defence for Louisiana, as well as for operations against
'l'exas, is by Berwick's bay and the Atchafalaya. I fully concur with you in
this opinion. It is the line which I advised you from the beginning to adopt.

*

*

*

*

:>1::

In regard to your Sabine and Rio Grande expeditions, no notices of your intention to make them were received here till they were actually undertaken.
The danger, however, of dividing your army, with the enemy between the two
parts, ready to fall upon either with his entire force, was pointed out from the
first, and l have continually urged that you must not expect any considerable
re-enforcements from other departments.

From Majur General Banks to tlw President.
NEw ORLEANS,

December 4, 1863.

It has been impossible, within any reasonable time, to gain a foothold in
Texas, except by the sea, at this season. The march by land either to the
Sabine, or by Alexandria or Shreveport, would cover from three to five hundred
miles, to any important point in Texas, over a country without water or supplies of any kind, without other transportation in the present stage of the river
than that of wagon trains, and against the constantly retreating bnt steadily
concentrating forces of the enemy, who could not fail, by the superiority in number of their mounted troops, to inflict upon our columns, trains, and communications serious and irreparable injury.

To General Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS, Decemher 12, 1863.
Major General Washburn's despatches from Pass Cavallo, '.rexas, are trans-'
mitted herewith. He is instructed not to move further up the coast, but to
maintain his position either on the island or at a secure point inland, either at
Indianola or Lavacca. He has from 5,000 to 6,000 men, and can defend himself
against any force it is possible for the enemy to concentrate against him. A
movement upon the Brazos, which he suggests, would unquestionably lead to
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an immediate engagement with the forces under Magruder, and I have thought
it unsafe to take that position until we are strong enough to insure success.
My desire is to occupy Galveston island if it can be done within reasonable
time. This will give us the entire coast, and relieve the blockading squadron,
which numbers now over thirty war vessels, enabling us to direct this naval
force against the enemy on the Mississippi, or any other part of the Gulf coast.
If this can be accomplished it will be of very material advantage. If we move in
that direction, I shall concentrate on the Brazos all the disposable force at my
command for a decisive and very short campaign. Eastern Texas offers us recruits, horses, forage, and supplies of every kind. All other parts of this department have been stripped by the two armies of everything necessary for
their support. If this movement is made, the force under General Franklin on
the Teche will be withdrawn and concentrated in Texas. I do not intend to
divide my forces by the occupation of numerous positions. With the exception
of Brazos Santiago, it will be unnecessary to hold any other post, except it be
upon Matagorda or Galveston bay.

*

*

*

*

*

To Major General Halleck.
NEW ORLEANS,

December 30, 1863.

A portion of my command is now on the Teche, but will probably be withdrawn. The rivers are not yet deep enough to enable us to advance towards the
Red river, except by wagon communication, which is impracticable. The
country is without supplies of any kind. It is my desire,. if possible, to get
possession of Galveston. 'l_1his, if effected, will give us control of the entire
coast of '.rexas, and require but two small garrisons-one on the Rio Grande,
and the other on Galveston island-unless it be the wish of the Department of
War that extensive operations should be made in 'rexas. A sufficient number
of men can probably be recruited in that State for the permanent occupation of
these two posts. It will relieve a very large number of naval vessels whose
service is~uow indispensable to us on the Mississippi and in the Gulf. '.rhis can
occupy but a ~hort time, and, if executed, will leave my whole force in hand to
move to any other point on the Red river, or wherever the government may
direct. Once possessed of Galveston, and my command ready for operations in
any other direction, I shall await the orders of the government; but I trust that
this may be accomplished before undertaking any other enterprise. It is impossible, at this time, to move as far north as Alexandria by water. The Red
river is not open to the navigation of our gunboats, and it is commanded by
Fort DeRussy, which has been remounted since our occupation of Alexandria.
This position must be turned by means of a large force on land, before the gunboats can pass. 'ro co-operate with General Steele in Arkansas, or north of the
Red river, will bring nearly the whole rebel force of Texas and Louisiana between New Orleans and my command, without the possibility of dispersing or
defeating them, as their movement would be directed south, and mine to the
north. It is necessary that this force should be first dispersed or destroyed
before I can safely operate in conju11ction with General Steele. Once possessed
of the coast of Texas, and the naval and land forces relieved, I can then operaoo
against the force in Louisiana and Texas, and can disperse or destroy the land
force in Louisiana, and safely co-operate with General Steele, or with any other
portion of the army of the United States. It was in this manner that we
captured Port Hudson. It would have been impracticable to proceed against
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Port Hudson from the Missis13ippi, without having first dispersed the army of
Texas and Louisiana on the west of that river.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The true line of occupation, in my judgment, offensive and defensive, for this
department, is the A tchafalaya and the Mississippi. The Teche country, and
that between the Atchafalaya and the Mississippi, can be defended only by the
assistance of the navy. It is impossible for land forces to operate on that line
successfully without the assistance of gunboats. With their assistance the advance is easy and certain. The best position that we could occupy will be to
defend this line by the aid of a strong naval force of light and heavy-draught
gunboats for the different waters in which they may operate, and the disposable
land forces so held as to be able to move them from one point to another in a
body. We should then have one complete line of water navigation from the
Rio Grande to Alexandria or Shreveport during the winter and spring, and from
the mouth of the Mississippi to Key West, in the Gulf, and could throw our
entire force against any part of the territory occupied by the enemy without the
possibility of their anticipating our movement or purposes. I am endeavoring
constantly to secure means for offensive and defensive war upon this plan,
and am confident it can be very speedily accomplished.

From Major General Banks to Major General Washbu1·n.
NEW ORLEANS, January 13, 1864.
GENERAL: The report of General Warren, dated December 11, 1863, gives
a very satisfactory account of his march to Lavacca, and its influence cannot
but be favorable both upon the troops and the people. These expeditions are
productive of good results, but great care should be taken against surprise. The
policy of Magruder will be to lie in wait with a large force to cut off detachments
of our troops, and it is certain to succeed, except by extreme vigilance on our
part in the execution of these expeditions.
I am very anxious that such fortifications may be constructed at Indianola
as will enable us to hold that position with safety; and with the advantage which
you describe as likely to be derived from it by our troops, their position will be
greatly improved. I hope soon to be able to concentrate such a force there as
to make our movement against Magruder's army a certain success. At present
his army is stronger than ours. I beg you to convey my compliments to General
Warren, and say that I am very glad of his success.
I have the honor to be, with much respect, your obedient servant,
N. P. BANKS,
Major General, Commanding.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, JanuaTy 4, 1864 .

•

Generals Sherman and Steele agree with me in opinion that the Red river is
the shortest and best line of defence for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as a base
of operations against Texas. If this line can be adopted, most of the troops in
Arkansas can be concentrated on it, but, as before remarked, Steele cannot alone
attempt its occupation. His movements must, therefore, be dependent in a great
measure upon yours. If, as soon as you have sufficient water in the .Atchafalaya
and Red rivers, you operate in that direction, Steele's army, and such forces as
Part n--24
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Sherman can detach, should be directed to the same object. The gunboats
should also co-operate. Jj; on tlu other hand, your operations are mainly confined to the coast o/ Texas, Steele must make the Arkansas river l~is b:ne if defence, and most of Sherman's force may be required to keep open the IJ!Iississippi.
So long as your plans are not positively decided upon, no definite instructions
can be given to Sherman and Steele. The best thing, it would seem, to be doue
under the circumstances is for you to communicate with them and also with
Admiral Porter in regard to some general co-operation. All agree upon what
is the best plan of operations, if the stage of water in the rivers and other circumstances should be favorable. If not, it must be modified or changed.

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

H. W. HALLECK,

*

General-in- Chief.

(From General Halleck,)
JANUARY 11, 1864.
I am assured by the Navy Department that Admiral Porter will be prepared
to co-operate with you as soon as the stage of water in the southwest will admit of the use of his flotilla there. General Steele's command is now under the
general orders of General Grant, and it is hoped that he and General Sherman
may also be able to co-operate with you at an early day.
*
*
*
1 t has never been expected that your troops would operate north of Red river
unless the rebel forces in Texas should be withdrawn into Arkansas. But it
was proposed that General Steele should advance to Red river if he could rely
upon your co-operation, and he could be certain of receiving supplies on that
line. Being uncertain on these points, he determined not to attempt an advance,
but to occupy the Arkansas river as his line of defence. The best military
opinions of the generals in the west seem to favor operations on Red river, provided the stage of water will enable gunboats to co-operate. I presume General
Sherman will communicate with you on this subject. If the rebels could be
driven south of that river, it would serve as a shorter and better line of defence
for Arkansas and Missouri than that now occupied by General Steele; moreover, it would open to us the cotton and slaves in northeastern Louisiana and
southern Arkansas. I am inclined to think that this opens a better field of
operations than any other for such troops as General Grant can spare during the
winter. I have written to him and also to General Steele on this subject.

From Majo'r General Banks to Major General Halleck.
NEW ORLEANS, January 23, 1864.
GENERAL: Your despatches of the 4th and the 11th of January are receivedthe first on the 13th instant, and the second by the mail to-day. I am much
gratified to k.now that General Sherman is instructed to co-operate with the commands on the Mississippi with the forces you propose. I concur in your opinion,
and with Generals Sherman and Steele, " that the Red river is the shortest and
best line of defence for Louisiana and Arkansas, and as a base of operations
against Texas;" bnt it wc.uld be too much for General Steele or myself to
undertake separately. With our united forces and the assistance of General
Sherman the success of movements on that line will be certain and important.
I shall most cordia11y co-operate with them in executing your orders. With
my own command I can operate with safety only on the coast of Texas; hut
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from the coast I could not penetrate far into the interior, nor secure control of
more than the country west of San Antonio. On the other line, with commeusurate forces, the whole State, as well as Arkansas and Louisiana, will be
ours, and their people will gladly renew their allegiance to the government.
'l'he occupation of Shreveport will be to the country west of the Mississippi
what that of Chattanooga is to the east, and as soon as this can be accomplished •
the country west of Shreveport will be in condition for movement into Texas.
I have written to General Sherman and General Steele, in accordance with
their views, and shall be ready to act with them as soon as the Atchafalaya and
Red river will admit the navigation of our gunboats. Our supplies can be
transported by the Red river until April, at least. In the mean time the railway
from Vicksburg to Shreveport ought to be completed, which would furnish communication very comfortably for the whole of eastern Texas. I do not mean
that operations should be deferred for the purpose, but as an ultimate advantage
in the occupation of these States and the establishment of governments it
would be of great importance.
I enclose to you, with this communication, a very complete map of the Red
river country and Texas, which embraces all the information we have been able
to obtain up to this time. It has been prepared by Major D. C. Hout~ton, of
the engineer corps, and will show that we have not overlooked the importance
of this line. Accompanying the map is a memorial which exhibits the difficulties that are to be overcome. 'ro this I respectfully ask your attention.
I have sent to General Sherman and General Steele copies of this map.
I shall be ready to move to Alexandria as soon as the rivers are up, most
probably marching by Opelousas. This will be necessary to turn the forts on
Red river and open the way .for the gunboats. l!...,rom that point I can ope1ate
with General Steele, north or south of Red river, in the direction of Shreveport,
and from thence await your instructions. I do not think operations will be
delayed on my account. I have received a despatch from General Sherman, in
which he expresses a wish to enter upon this campaign, but had not at that
time received orders upon the subject.
I do not think it expedient to give up the occupation of Matagorda bay, which
is a key-point of 'rexas, and may be of great service hereafter in communication with the coast from the interior, but the force will be reduced to the lowest
number consistent with the safe occupation of Matagorda island. I have a small
force east of Lake Pontchartrain, sent over to cover an effort to obtain lumbea.·
and other quartermaster's stores, and which will be withdrawn as soon as we
have active field duty. I can concentrate on Red river all my force available
for active service, except the garrisons at Matagorda and .Brownsville, which
will be small.
I am very much gratified by the report of re-enforcements to which your
despatches refer.

OFFICE OF CHIE"F ENGINEER, DEPARTMENT oF THE GuLF,

New Orleans, January 22, 1864.
I have the honor to submit the following information concerning
the routes from the Mississippi to the interior of Texas :
Brashear city to Alexandria .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 4 miles.
Brashear city to Shreveport. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 344
Natchez to Alexandria ('via Harrisonburg) . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • . 80 "
Natchez to Natchitoches. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • • 120 "
Vicksburg to Shreveport.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • • . . • . . . . . 148 "
Little Rock to Shreveport . • • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . 225 "
GENERAL :
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Fort Smith to Shreveport. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 300 miles.
Alexandria to Shreveport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170
Alexandria to Houston.. . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270
Shreveport to Houston ............................ __ . . . . . 295
The water via Red river commences falling about the 1st of May, and the
navigation of the river for most of our gunboats and transports is not reliable
after that time. The months of March and April are unfavorable for operations
in northern and eastern r.rexas, owing to the high stage of water in the Sabine,
Nueces, and Trinity rivers, and their tributaries, and the overflow to which their
banks are subject. The concentration of all the forces available for operations
west of the Mississippi, in the vicinity of Shreveport, requires that the line of
supply with the Mississippi be kPpt up. It would not be practicable to abandon
the base with so large a force, with a line of operation of 300 miles through a
country occupied by the enemy, to be overcome before communication could
possibly becffected with points held by us on the coast. The water communication to Alexandria cannot be depended on after the 1st of May, and it would
be necessary to depend on the road from Natchez, a distance of 80 miles, a11d
possibly from Harrisonburg, a distance of 50 miles.
Boats of very light draught, say 3 or 3~ feet of water, may go to Alexandria
during low water at ordinary seasons ; but the larger majority of our boats and
gunboats are of greater draught than this.
The most reliable route would be by the railroad from Vicksburg to ShreYe·
port. r.rhe track is now laid from Vicksburg to Monroe. r:I'he road is graded
from Monroe to Shreveport, and mostly bridged ; the distance is 96 miles.
There is a good wagon road from Monroe to Shreveport, crossing the Washita
river and other streams. It would require at least three months to rebuild this
railroad, which is indispensable to the supply of our army in northeastern
Texas.
To insure success and permanent results to the operations of a force to operate against r.rexas, or rather against the rebel forces west of the Mississippi,
it is el::!sential that the forces available for this purpose, viz., those now west of
the Mississippi, and any additional forces that may be assigned, should be placed
under command of a single general. The rebel forces west of the Mississippi
have a single head, and so should the force operating against them.
Preparations should be made to establish a line of supply independent of the
water-courses; otherwise, by the time the forces are concentrated and ready to
move forward, they will be compelled to halt until a new line of supply is established, thus giving the enemy a breathing spell, and an opportunity to harass
our communications with their mounted troops. It is of vital importance in
operations of this kind, where the distances travelled are so great, that there
should be no delays, for our main security against raids on our communications
consists in keeping the enemy so well occupied in taking care of himself that
he will have no time or opportunity to trouble us. Hence the importance of
thorough preparations and perfect concert of action among the different corps.
Suppose it is determined to concentrate the forces near Shreveport, preliminary to a movement into Texas. This point is the principal depot of the enemy
west of the Mississippi. 1.1 here are some machine-shops and dock-yards there,
and the place is fortified by a line of works with a radius of two or three
miles. The position is a strong one, being on a bluff and commanding the eastern
bank. r.rhis point suggests itself at once as a proper one for such a concentration. The most direct and only reliable line of supply to this point would be
the roacl from Vicksburg to Monroe-railroad as far as Monroe, 52 miles, and
a graded road the rest of the way, 96 miles. It would be necessary to put the
road in running order, and procure materials for completing the road. The security of this road requires that the enemy be driven out of northern Louisiana
and southern Arkansa~. This line could be held much more easily tlta:11 the
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Red river, which is very narrow and crooked, and has in many places high
bluff banks, where field artillery could be placed to enfilade the channels and
have no fear of gunboats. Such a point is "Grand Ecore," where the bluff is
J 20 feet high. This point, I have been informed by spies, is fortified. Concerning the mode of uniting the forces near Shreveport, I will mention no details, as it will depend much upon the enemy's movements, auG. the character of
the routes in southern Arkansas, which I have not had time to examine fully.
Our forces there have doubtless the information necessary to arrange this matter.
'l'hese movements, however, should be so arranged as to drive the enemy out of
Arkant'as and northern Louisiana.
I anticipate no danger from any large force moving on New Orleans, Louisiana, from Texas. In case of this movement, our forces would immediately
come in on the rear of this force and cut it off.
The enemy will, I think, be unable to interfere seriously with our concentration of troops, and will then mass his whole force, except that at Galveston,
near Shreveport, where he will fight, or retire on the line he may select.
Suppose our force to be united at Shreveport, which could probably be effected
during the season of high water, and that arrangements have been perfected to
supply the army by the road from Vicksburg via Monroe, Arkansas, and Louisiana clear of rebels, and the enemy in retreat. I assume that he will do this,
as our forces should be much larger than his, and that he will continue to retreat,
knowing that we will be weakened thereby, while he can select a defensive position far from our base. Whatever way he takes, we must follow, and expect to
have our path disputed at every point, as he will be driven to desperate efforts.
The numerous streams with high banks will afford him a favorable opportunity
to retard our progress and effect a secure retreat to any point he may select.
Our subsequent movements cannot well be foreseen. It does not seem probable that the enemy will retire to Houston unless his force is large and he
should propose to draw us into a trap. It is more probable that he will retire
further west, and use his cavalry to harass our fianks and rear, a species of
war peculiarly adapted to central and western Texas. We should tken be prepared for a most active campaign, and our force of cavalry should be especially
large and efficient.
Again recurring to the line of supply, it will be seen that the Vicksburg and
Shreveport road extends to Marshall, where there is an interval of forty miles to
Henderson, where the road is completed to Galveston. The road from Marshall to Henderson, however, is graded, and could be completed in a short time.
In case the enemy should abandon the coast, this road will fall into our possession, and supplies could be obtained from two directions. Our colored troops,
who are especially qualified for fighting guerillas, could be usefully employed in
guarding the entire line of the road from Vicksburg to Galveston. Texas is
said to be full of blacks, who will be a valuable auxiliary in our operations in
that State.
The campaign above sketched out would, I believe, be a long one. Much
preparation and labor will be required to insure the army against vexatious
delays, which permit the enemy constantly to elude us.
I should estimate roughly that it would require until some time in May to
rffect the union of forces and be prepared with transportation for a movement
into the interior. This would be about the commencement of the season most
favorable for active operations in Texas. I suppose that by that time wagon
trains will be provided to haul supplies from Monroe to Shreveport; that the
railroad will be in running order to Monroe, and the work of completing the
road well under way. The time required for subsequent operations cannot be
wc:ll estimated. It is highly probHble that the rebel army will suffer greatly
from desertion-an easy matter in active campaigniug. The Arkansians will
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probably leave in the greatest numbers. Should their army, however, hold together they will be able to prolong the contest some time.
The results of this campaign will be very great. As long as we are able to
keep the enemy actively engaged in Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana will be
safe, and the process of reconstruction can be carried on without interruption;
and should those States establish loyal State governments, there can be no
doubt that desertions would be very numerous.
This plan of operations bas these advantages over that of operations from
the coast of Texas. It also has the advantage of enabling us to bring a much
larger force of cavalry into the field.
It is, however, a much more difficult plan to execute, requires much more time,
and is much more uncertain as to the time it will require to accomplish any of
the objects undertaken.
The movement by the coast of Texas possesses the great advantage of enabling us to deceive the enemy as to our intentions, which is not the case with
the other plan. Our troops and supplies can be quickly moved by steamers to
any point on the coast, landing can be threatened at different points, and the
enemy kept in ignorance of our intentions. We now hold the harbor of Matagorda, the best on the coast next to Galveston. We have a secure point for
the debarcation of troops and supplies. The distance by land to Houston is
150 miles, over good roads, three in number: one via Texana and Wharton;
one via Matagorda and Columbia; the third along the beach to the mouth of
Brazos river. Very little baggage need be required on the march, as the point
of supply can be transferred to Brazos river and Sabine Pass in succession. A
much less force would be required for this operation than the other. The rebel
forces now in Arkansas will remain there as long as our forces are opposed to
them, and we would only have to meet the force in lower Texas. To direct
and draw off this force as much as possible, the following plan could be adopted :
Every preparation should be made for debarking the troops at Matagorda and
transferring them to the main land. The troops intended to be sent should
be designated and collected at New Orleans, so as to go aboard' at a moment's
notice. 'l'he steamers should be got ready and the troops assigned. All the
heavy material, artillery, horses, &c., should be placed on board the lightdraught vessels, having only men and light stores to be lightened. A demonstration of gunboats, and troops in transports, could then be made at Alexandria in
moderate forces, the effect of which would be to withdraw the enemy from lower
'I'exas. This having been effected, the force at New Orleans should be sent
with all despatch to Texas, the forces marched to Houston without delay, and
Galveston be invested, and the garrison captured unless they hurriedly evacuated. This would give us entire control of the coast of Texas in a comparatively short time.
For subsequent operations we would not be as well prepared as we would be
at Shreveport with our forces concentrated. The object we started out with
would have been accomplished, viz., the possession~of the coast. The object
proposed by the movement via Shreveport is much greater than the other, and
hence requires more time and means. That direct object is no less than the
complete destruction or scattering of the rebel forces west of the Mississippi,
and it will be impracticable to stop short of this result.
To attempt simply to hold Shreveport as a post would subject us to continued annoyance as long as an organized force remains in Texas. They would
make continual raids on our flanks and rear, and our resources would be gradually frittered away. The rebel army must be pursued till it is broken up, and
then we can occupy the country and restore order.
I have written the above in some haste necessarily, and have endeavored to
make my ideas clear, though they may be som.ewhat boldly expressed. A stri~t
comparison between the two plans of operatiOns can hardly be made, as thmr
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objects are different. The only question is, which can be most successfully
carried out. The results provided by the first plan are much more satisfactory,
and they include those of the second. I do not believe, with some, in the impos
sibility of long land marches with a large force; but I am fully aware of the
difficulties to be overcome, and the uncertainty of foreseeing results.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D. C. HOUSTON,
Major, A. D. C., and Cldef Engineer, Dep't Gulf.
Major General N. P. BANKS,
Commanding Department <if tlte Gulf.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE TENNESSEE,
Vicksburg, January 16, 1864.

*

I think this movement [to Meridian] and one similar on Shreveport, as soon
as the Red river rises, would pretty well settle the main junction in the southwest, and I would like nothing better than to unite with you in such a movement, but I expect soon to be required by General Grant to hasten back to
Huntsville, where I left the army of the Tennessee.

*

*

*

*

*

*

W. T. SHERMAN,

*

.l.llajor General.
F1·om Major General Banks to Major General Sherman.
NEW ORLEANS, January 25, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The success of the movement indicated by you will be very important to our
cause. I only regret that we had not been able to occupy Mobile at the close
of the campaign against Vicksburg and Port Hudson.

*

*

*

*

*

Since receiving your despatch, General Halleck informs me that it is possible the forces on the west bank of the river in Arkansas and Louisiana, with
re-enforcements from your command, may be concentrated on~the Red river for
the defence of Arkansas and Louisiana, and offensive operations against Texas;
with the forces indicated, such a movement will be successful, and confer important advantages on the government.

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

From Major General Banks to Major General Steele.
NEw ORLEANS, January 25, 1864.

*

*

I have received despatches from Major General Halleck which indicate the
purpose to effect a co-operation of the troops on the west bank of the Mississippi. I need not say that it will afford me the highest pleasure to operate
witlot you if this plan shall be adopted.
Movements upon the line of the Red river furnish the most effective means
for the defence of Louisiana and Arkansas, and also for offensive operations
ngainst Texas. But it is impossible for me, with my limited command, safely
to undertake such an enterprise; and I suppose, from what I know of your
command, that it would be equally unsafe for you.
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The concentration of the troops in Louisiana and Arkansafl, with re-enforcements from the east bank of the river, under Major General W. '11 • Sherman,
which is indicated as possible, would furnish a force that would enable us to
occupy this country, and enter upon the campaign in 'l1 exas, which would give
us an immediate control of that State. I am fully satisfied that the three States
are ready for a return to the Union, if such force shall occupy them as will
protect the inhabitants in returning to their allegiance.
Captain Robert T. Dunham bears this despatch to you.

*

*

*

*

*

*

From General Steele.
LITTLE

*

RocK, February 5, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It is evident, if an advance is to be made soon, it must be made up theW ashita
and Red rivers.

*

I may be able to move my command by way of Pine bluff to Monroe by the
time you will be ready to go up Red river, as this route is said to be practicable
earlier than the one by Camden or that by Arkadelphia. However, there are
serious objections to it.
It is impossible for me to state with any certainty how large a force I can
concentrate. I hope, however, to be able to advance with ten thousand. wellappointed troops, leaving enough to hold the line of the Arkansas. I do not
know if any person is authorized to take from Arkansas the troops at Waldron,
Van Buren, and 1!-,ayetteville, but it appears that some such movement is
going on.

From Majo1' GeneTal Banks to Major GeneTal Haller·k.
NEw ORLEANS,

JanuaTy 29, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

No important change has occurred in this department since my last despatch.
I shall be ready to co-operate with General Sherman and General Steele as
soon as I receive definite information of the time when they will be ready to
move. I can take possession of Alexandria at any time, but could not maintaiu
the position without the support of the forces on the upper river. It is imDOl'tant that river steamers should be sent down from St. Louis suitable for the
navigation of Red river. I want ten or fifteen of first-class and light-draught
boats. Some months since you ordered steamers to be sent here, but very few
reached New Orleans. rrhey will be indispensable now. Pending informatiou
and orders in regard to the movements on Red river, but little change has
occurred in the movements of the troops. I have sent officers to communicate
with General Sherman, or General Macpherson in his absence, and General
Steele, but have yet no information from them.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE TENNESSEE,

Vicksburg, Janua'ry 31, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

My orders from General Grant will not as yet justify me in embarking for
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Red river, though I am very anxious to operate in that direction. The moment
I learned you were preparing for it, I sent a communication to Admiral Porter,
and despatched to General Grant at Chattanooga, asking if he wanted me and
Steele to co-operate with you against Shreveport, and I will have his answer in
time, for you cannot do anything until Red river has twelve feet of water on
the rapids at Alexandria. That will be from March to June. I have lived on
Red river, and know somewhat of the phases of that stream. The expedition
on Sbrevep01·t should be made rapidly by simultaneous movements from Little
Rock on Shreveport, from Opelousas on Alexandria, and a combined force of
gunboats and transports driving up Red river. Admiral Porter will be able to
have a splendid fleet by March 1. I think Steele could move with 10,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry. I could take about 10,000, and you could,· I suppose, about the same. Your movement from Opelousas, simultaneous with mine
up the river, would compel Dick 'raylor to leave Fort De Russy near Marksville, and the whole could appear at Shreveport about a day appointed. I
doubt if the enemy would risk a siege, although they are, I am informed, fortifying and placing many heavy guns. It would be better for us that they
shuuld stand at Shreveport, as we might make large and important captures.
But I do not believe the enemy would fight a force of 30,000 men, with gunboats. I will be most happy to take part in the proposed expedition, and hope
before you have made your dispositions I will have the necessary permission.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

W. T. SHERMAN,
Majm· General.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., Februw·y 1, 18G4.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The geographical character of the theatre of war west of the Missif'lsippi indicates Shreveport as the most important point of the operations of a campaign
for troops moving from the Teche, the Mississippi, and the Arkansas rivers.
Of course, the strategic advantages of this point may be more than counterbalanced by the disadvantages of communication and supplies. General Steele
reports that be cannot advance to Shreveport this winter unless certain of
finding supplies on the Red river, and of having there the co-operation of your
forces or those of General Sherman.
If the Red river is not navigable-and it will require months to open any
other communication to Shreveport-there seems very little prospect of the
requisite co-operation or transportation of supplies. It has, ther8fore, been entirely left to your discretion, after fully investigating the question, to adopt this
line or to substitute any other. It was proper, however, that you should have
an understanding with Generals Steele and Sherman, as it would probably be
hazardous for either of these officers to attempt the movement without the cooperation of other troops.
If the country between the Arkansas and the Red river is impassable during
the winter, as has been represented, it was thought that a portion of General
Steele's command might be temporarily spared to act with Sherman from the
Mississippi. 'l'he department of Arkansas was, therefore, made subject to the
orders of General Grant. It is quite probable that the condition of affairs in
East Tennessee, so different from what General Grant anticipated when be detached General Sherman, may have caused him to modify his plans, or at least
to postpone their execution. This may also prevent your expected aid from
Sherman. Communications by the Mississippi river are so often interrupted,
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and despatches, &c., delayed, that I am not. advised where General Sherman
now is, or what are his present plans. So many delays have already occurred,
and the winter is now so far advanced, that I greatly fear no important operations west of the Mississippi will be concluded in time for General Grant's proposed campaign in the spring.
'l'his is greatly to be regretted, but perhaps is unavoidable, as all our armies
are greatly 1·educed by furloughs, and the raising of new troops progresses very
slowly. Re-enforcements are, however, being sent to you as rapidly as we can
possibly get them ready for the field.
Have you not overestimated the strength of the enemy west of the Mississippi river 1 All the information we can get makes the whole force under
Magruder, Smith, and Price much less than ours under yourself and General
Steele. Of course, you have better sources of information than we have here.

H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- CAief.

F 'rom Major General Banks to Major General Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS,

February 2, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

As I stated in my last despatch, I have sent officers to communicate with
General Sherman, or General McPherson, in case of General Sherman's abRence,
and also with General Steele, and shall hold myself in readiness to co-operate
with them. *
*
*
*
*
*
*
'l'heir forces are divided between Shreveport, Alexandria and Simmsport,
and are stated to number, in all, some twenty-five thousand (25,000) men,
including all their conscripts. This is, doubtless, an exaggeration of numbers, but their strength is considerable. They are fortifying at various points,
and strengthening Fort De Russy, on the Red river, and the passage of the
river at that point is filled by heavy rafts and other obBtructions.

*

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., February 11, 1864.
Your despatches of January 29 and February 2 are received. In the former you speak of awaiting "orders " and "instructions" in regard to operations
on Red river. If by this it is meant that you are waiting for orders from
Washington, there must be some misapprehension. The substanc~ of my
despatches to you upon this subject was communicated to the President and
Secretary of War, and it was understood that, while stating my own views in
regard to operations, I should leave you free to adopt such lines and plans of
campaign as you might, after a full consideration of the subject, deem best.
Such, I am confident, is the purport of my despatches, and it certainly was not
jntended that any of your movements should be delayed to await any instructions from here. It was to avoid any delay of this kind that you were requested
to communicate directly with General Sherman and General Steele, and concert
with them such plans of co-operation as you might deem best under all the
circumstances of the case.

H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Chief.
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To Geneml Halleck .

•

NEw ORLEANS, February 7, 1864.
I have the honor to enclose copy of a letter received on the 5th instant
from Major General W. '1'. Sherman, giving a statement of his operations
against Meridian, and the prospect of navigation on Red river. We shall be
*
*
*
ready to co-operate with him at the time designated. *
The George Washington with mails to the 30th will arrive this morning, and I
regret that the steamer which leaves this port could not take with it an acknowledgment of instructions, which I hope the mail will bring me, in regard to the
operations you contemplate in the Red river country.

To General Sherman.
NEW ORLEANS, February 19, 1864.
I received your despatch by Captain Dunham, for which I
beg you will accept my thanks. General Steele has a]so communicated to me
information as to the location of his troops, and the strength that he can command. He will be able to move 10,000 men, well equipped and armed, early
in March. He E'ays that the route to Monroe is the most practicable for him at
this season of the year. Monroe is connected directly with Natchitoches by
good roads. I doubt not that by a rapid movement I may be able to reach
N achitoches with my own forces; but if you could move a column at the same
time from Vicksburg across the country, or by the Red river, which we shall
clear in the course of our movement towards Alexandria, it would make certain
the immediate occupation of Shreveport, possibly without any contest by the
enemy. I shall be ready to move by the 5th of March. Captain Dunham
knows the condition here, and can give you any information you desire.

*

*

*

To General Steele.
NEw ORLEAN~,

February 19, 1864.

The route indicated by you will be acceptable to us. I think we can make
the junction with you from Alexandria-possibly from Natchitoches, which
would be better, the route from Natchitoches to Monroe being the best at this
season of the year. I think your forces and my own will be equal to any the
enemy can bring against us; but if General Sherman can join us from Vicksburg, it will make the thing certain. He has a good road directly to Monroe.
I shall be ready to move by the 5th of March, and will communicate to you
constantly the progress we are making for that purpose. I shall hope to find
you ready for movement at the same time, and will conform to the suggestions
you may make in regard to this matter in the return despatches which Captain
Dunham may bring. Captain Dunham will communicate to you all the information you may desire.
'Po Admiral Pm·ter.
NEw ORLEANS, Februa1·y 20, 1864.
Captain R. T. Dunham, one of my aids whom I sent to communicate with
General Sherman and General Steele in regard to movements in the Red river
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country, informs me that General Sherman was to transmit to you the information contained in my despatches to him. The government inclines to a movement upon Shreveport, rather than to any other line of operations west of the
Mississippi. I hope at least, and believe it probable, that the three commands
of Steele, Sherman and myself may move in conjunction. This would make a
quick and decisive campaign. I shall be ready to move by the first week in
March, for Opelousas and Alexandria, and hope to clear the Red river to that
point. I shall expect your co-operation, and suppose you have received instructiom; from the government at Washington in regard to the movement. Too
1·ivers must soon admit gunboats above .Alexandria.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. C., Feh'r uary 23, 1864.
Your despatch of February 12 ~is received. It contains our latest information from Generals Sherman and Steele. It is hoped that your arrangements
for the co-operation of these generals may prove euccessful. The communication with them from these headquarters is so difficult that it is not possible to
give them other than very general instructions.

*

•

*

•

*

H. W. HALLECK,
General· in- Ckiif.

To General Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS, February 25, 1864.
Your despatch of February 4 is received. My allusions to the expectations entertained of instructions from Washington, to which it refers, relates to
the paragraph of your despatch of January 4, which says that, ''so long as
your plans are not positively decided upon, no definite instructions can be given
to Generals Sherman and Steele." I replied, immediately upon receiving this
despatch, that I would be ready to move in conjunction with Generals Sherman
and Steele on the 1st of March, or as soon as they could move, or navigation
would permit the movement. I immediately put myself in communication with
General Sherman and General Steele, receiving from them despatches, the substance of which has been transmitted to you, and stating that they would be
ready to co-operate with me in the movement up the Red river by the 1st of
1\Iarch. I had informed them that I would be ready to move at that time, and
have sent an officer to communicate with General Sherman if he can be found,
or General Steele and .Admiral Porter, upon the same subject and to the same
effect. I am ready to move the moment I can hear from either of these officers.
lf General Steele alone can co-operate with me, I shall move my column by
the 5th of March. I am daily expecting despatches from him upon this subject.
I am very greatly embarrassed and depressed by the demand which Admiral
Farragut makes upon me for troops to assist him in a movement against Mobile,
and also by the idea impressed upon thP- public mind that I am to co-operate
with General Sherman against the same point. This would be my desire if it
were consistent with my orders from the government; but I understand that I
am to move against Shreveport, and am unable to divide my command by any
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demonstration against 1\fobile, which must take some weeks before I could get
t!1em to t.his point again, and which would effectually defeat the operations
which I have contemplated under your orders. If General Steele replies, in
conformity with his last despatch, that he can move by the first wP-ek in March
in the direction of Shreveport, I shall start my column with as near 15,000
men as I can make it, at the same time. It will be impossible for me to go into
that country alone, as I have not a sufficient force to make myself secure against
the concentrated force of the enemy, which is much stronger than mine. I do
not expect instructions from Washington beyon<4what I have received, except it
relate to the movements of General Sherma nor General Steele. If either one
of these will co-operate with me, I shall move at once. I have been in constant preparation for this enterprise since the reception of your despatch upon
this subject.
*
*
*
*
I can be at Alexandria or Natchitoches on the 15th of March if either of the
other commanders will co-operate with me in time.

*

*

*

*

*

From Admiral Po1·ter.
VICKSBURG, February 26, 1864.
I arrived here to-day to meet General Sherman, who promised to be here
on the 25th. I had no idea he would be here. I am prepared, when he comes,
to as"cencl the Red river with a large fleet of gunboats, and if he fails to get
here I shall be prepared to co-operate with you at any time when the water is
high enough.
I do not think General Steele will be able to move unless his quartermaster
shows more energy. At present half his supplies are blocked up in Arkansas
river with low water, and some of his transports sunk on snags. So much for
going into a river where I informed them the navigation was impracticable.

*

*

*

*

*

To the President.
NEw ORLEANS,

Fcb1·um·y 2!5, 1864.

On the 5th of l\farch I expect to move in co-operation with Generals Steele
and Sherman, or as soon as they may be ready, one or both. My own force is
not sufficient to execute the orders of the War Department without the assistance of one or both. We are ready and impatient, expecting daily the word of
command from either General Steele or General Sherman.

*
From General Steele.
FEBRUARY 28, 1864.
I did not anticipate being called upon to move at so early a
day as that named in your despatch. *
*
*
I could not now concentrate anything like the force named in my former
letter, and if I should move by way of Monroe with the principal part of my
command, it would leave Missouri open to another cavalry raid. *
*
It is my opinion if you and Sherman move up Red river with what forces you
can muster, and I make a demonstration to turn their other flank (supposing
Red river to be their line of defence) from here and .l!'ort Smith, they will run
to rrexas.
.

*

*
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Nute by General Sherman.
MARCH 4-4 p. m.
I will write to General Steele to push straight for Shreveport with all he has.
I will also advise Steele to send you word at Alexandria, by the 17th, of his
movement; after which I shall leave all details to your sole and exclusive orders. I would like to go along, but think best to send my quota to you under
a good subordinate.

To General Sherman.
NEw

ORLEANS,

Marek 2, 1864.

In order to insure the success of operations indicated by the general-inchief, I request that you will, if practicable, furnish a force of say ten thousand
men, with a proper proportion of artillery, to proceed up the Red river in time
to reach Alexandria, Louisiana, on or about the 17th instant, with supplies for
thirty days.

*

*

...

...

*

F 'rom General Sherman.
MARCH 4, 18.64.
I will send two divisions of about 10,000 men under a good
commander, and order him : I st. To rendezvous at mouth of Red river, and, in
connexion with Admiral Porter, (if he agree,) to strike Harrisonburg a hard
blow. 2d. To return to Red river and ascend it; army to reach Alexandria
*
* This detachment
on the 17th of March to report to you. 3d.
in no event to go beyond Shreveport, and that you spare them the moment you
can, trying to get them back to the Mississippi in thirty days (30) from the time
they actually enter Red river,
*
* desiring to move from the ba.se
of the 'l'ennessee by April lb.

*

*

From MaJor General Banks to MaJor General Steele.

*

...

*

NEW

ORLEANS, Marc!~

•

...

3, 1864.

Since despatching my aide-de-camp (Lieutenant Sargent) to you, I have
had tho advantage of a personal interview with Major General W. T. Sherman,
commanding the department of the 'Tennessee.
General Sherman will be ready to move in connexion with the proposed
operations of your and my expedition against Shreveport on the 7th instant. I
now have an efficient column prepared at Franklin, Louisiana, and intend to
move on the 7th instant towards Alexandria, which point I expect to reach on
the 17th instant, and to meet General Sherman's column at that point at that
date.
General Sherman will probably clear the Black river of the enemy on his
way to Alexandria.
*
*
The force which I shall march from
l!""ranklin against Alexandria will be about 17,000 men, including at least 5,000
cavalry.
Will you have the goodness, general, to inform me fully of your intentions
by the return of the bearer of this letter.

•

•

*

*

*
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

WasMngton, D. C., March 5, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

No detachment of your forces on Mobile was contemplated.
*
*
I have no late information of General Steele's plans, further than that all
his movements will be directed to facilitate your operations towards Shreveport.

*

*

*

*

*

*

H. W. HALLECK, General-in-Chief.

From General Steele.
MARCH

*

*

*

*

*

10, 1864.

*

I will not repeat my objections to the route which you wish me to take,
but they are stronger now than ever. I will move with all my available force
to Washington, and from there to Shreveport.

*

*

*

*

*

*

My force will not be as great as you and General Sherman anticipate. I
shall move with about 7,000 troops of all arms, of which 3,000 will be cavalry.

To Gene'r al Halleck.
NEw ORLEANS, Mardt G, 1864.
General Steele appears to have changed the plan entertained
when he last communicated with me. Copies of his despatches at that time
have been forwarded to you. He then proposed to move by the way of Monroe for the RP-d river. He is now apprehensive, in consequence of the reduction of his forces, that he can only enter upon a movement for the diversion of
the enemy in the direction of Arkadelphia, without any expectation of joining
us at Shreveport, or any other position on the river. General Sherman and
myself have earnestly urged him to abandon this idea, which in any event
could effect but little good, and to prepare for a movement direct upon Red
river in co-operation with us. I have hopes that he may accept this proposition,
in which event the three forces, in the course of thirty days, would meet at
Shreveport. General Steele represents that he will have about 6,000 men at
his command. I respectfully request that orders may be given to him to cooperate with us upon the point named, in accordance with the plans originally
proposed by you. I see nothing to defeat its success.

* * *

*

*

*

*

*

*

From General Grant.-( Received March 26 at Grand Ecore.)
NASHVILLE, TENN., March 15.
I regard the success of your present move as of great importance in
reducing the number of troops necessary for protecting the navigation of the
Mississippi. It is also important that Shreveport should be taken as soon as
possible. Send Brigadier General A. J. Smith's command back to Memphis
as soon as possible. This is necessary for movements east of the Mississippi.
Should you find that the taking of Shreveport will occupy ten or fifteen days

* *
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more time than General Sherman gave his troops to be absent from their command, you will send them back at the time specified in his note of March -,
even if it leads to the abandonment of the main object of your expedition. * *
If successful, hold Shreveport and return with balance of troops to the neighborhood of New Orleans. I would not at present advise the abandonment of any
territory held west of the Mississippi. * * It may be a part of the plan for the
spring campaign to move against Mobile. "" * I have directed Ge:rteral Steele
to make a real move, as suggested by you, instead of a demonstration, as he
thought advisable.

To B. F. Flanders, special supervising agent Treasury Department.
NEW ORLEANS,

MaTch 21, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* N.

*

1\iy expedition is undertaken upon directions from the government. Shreveport IS indicated as the objective point of operations. When it is in our possession, we shall be able to determine the character to be given to the country this
side of that point, both north and south of the Red river. Until then, it is impossible to allow trade stores at Alexandria or any other intermediate point
between New Orleans and Shreveport. As soon as it can be done safely, I
will give you information.

*

P. BANKS.

HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
Wasll,ington, D. C., Ma1·cl~ 31, 1864.

In addition to the directions sent you by Lieutenant Towner for immediate
concentration at New Orleans of all the forces you can spare from the defences
of your department, preparatory to a move against :Mobile, I would add the
following:
1. If successful in your expedition against Shreveport, that you turn over
the defence of the Red river to General Bteele and the navy.
2. That you abandon Texas entirely, with the exception of your hold upon
the Rio Grande. This can be held with four thousand men if they will turn
their attention immediately to fortifying their positions. At least one-half of
the force required for this service might be taken from the colored troops.
3. By properly fortifying on the Mississippi river, the force to guard it from
Port Hudson to New Orleans can be reduced to ten thousand men, if not to a
less number. Six thousand more would then hold all the rest of the territory
necessary to hold, until active operations can again be resumed west of the
river. According to your last returns, this would give you a force of over
thirty thousand effective men with which to move against 1\fobile. To this I
expect to add five thousand men from Missouri. If, however, you think the
force here stated too small to hold the territory regarded as necessary to hold
possession of, I would say, concentrate at least 25,000 men of your present
command for operations against Mobile. With these, and such additions as I
can give yon from elsewhere, lose no time in making a demonstration, to be
followed by an attack upon Mobile. Two or more iron-clads will be ordered to
report to Admiral Farragut. This gives him a strong naval fleet with which to
co-operate. You can make your own arrangements with the admiral for his
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co-operation, and select your own line of approach. My own idea of the matter
is that Pascagoula should be your base ; but from your long service in the Gulf
department, you will know best about the matter. It is intended that your
movements shall be co-operative with movements elsewhere, and you cannot
now start too soon. AU that I would now add is, that you commence the concentration of your forces at once. Preserve a profound secrecy of what you
intend doing,.and start at the earliest possible moment.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.

To General Slurman.-Received Ap1·il 3.
The thirty days for which I loaned you the command of General A. J
Smith, will expire on the lOth instant. General Corse is sent to carry orders
to General Smith, and to give directions to a new movement. Expedite their
return if they have not started, and if possible in the same boats. I learn
Steele's entire force will co-operate with you and the navy, but, as before stated,
I must have A. J. Smith's force now as soon as possible.

To General A. J. Smith.-Received April16, 1864.

*

*

I have received orders from Major General William T. Sheroan, commanding military division Mississippi, to return immediately with my command to Vicksburg.
GRAND EcoRE, April 16, 1864.
Your despatch of this date, informing me of the return of the last of your
transports fi·om the upper river, and of your orders from Major General William '1\ Sherman, commanding military division of the Mississippi, to return
immediately with your command to Vicksburg, I have received.
'l'he low stage of water in the Red river, and the difficulties encountered in
this campaign consequent thereon, makes it impossible for me to dit:!pense with
your services as soon as I expected. Did it not involve more than the abandonment of the expedition, I might consider General Sherman's orders as imperative; but it is 1mpossible for the navy to move below at this time, and the
withdrawal of your command at this moment will place my forces at the
mercy of the enemy, who is in larger force than General Sherman could have
anticipated. The safety, therefore, of the navy and the army compel mereluctantly to withhold my consent to your departure, and for thi~ reason I must
request you to remain notwithstanding your orders, and will assume myself the
responsibility for this course.
:N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
General A. J. SMITH.

F1·om General Grant, April 17.-( Received by Geneael Huuter at Alexandria.)
I would much rather that the Red river expedition had never been begun,
than that it should be detained one day after the 1st uf May, in commencing
your movement east of' the Mis::>i::>sil'pi.
Part 11--25

..
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From General Steele-( Receiud by Captain Dunham at Alexandria.)

CAMDEN, April 28.
I shall have my hands full to manage Price. vVe have a strong
posit:on here. ---says country it3 exhausted, and he has no snppliPs; de·
sires to c0-operate in best manner pol'sible. lf he moves down Wat3hita
to Red river, he uncovers Arkansas and Mi8souri. If I move up Washita I uncover Loui8iana. If our respective forces were each large enough to move di·
rect on Shreveport, difficulty would be avoid~d. Cannot help each other, we
operate on lines so wide apart.

*

*

To Lieutenant General Grant.
GRAND EcoRE, LA., Ap1·il 13, 18G4.

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

*

*

*

•

In my conversation with General Sherman at New Orleans, I stat~d that I
hoped to complete our operations within thirty days after reaching the Reel river
at Fort De Russy or Alexandria, which we should accompli~h by the 15th of
or 17th t f March. I am still of opinion that tl1is would have been accompli8hed,
except for t.ht' unavoidable delays that have been occasioned by the low t:Jtage
of the water in Red river, and the very great difficulty of maintaiuing onr communications on that line. My i 11structions, however, were from Major General
Halleck, who directed me to move upon ~hreveport, and informed me that
General Sherman and General Steele would co-operate with me in that view.
No limitation of time was placed upon the movement, although it was expected
to be accomplisherl with the least possible delay. I had the honor of receiving
a communication from you, to which a reply was forwarded on the 26rh of March
by Lieutenant Towner. You instructed me in that deEtpatch, that "if the object
of the expedition cannot be accomplbhed within ten or fifteen days of the time
de!3ignated by General Sherman, the command of General Smith will be ordered
to return to Vick~burg-, even should it occasion the abandonmeut of the chitJ object of the expedition." 'rhe time specified I understand to be the 15th or 17th
of this month, and I have hopes that within ten or fifteen days of that time
our object will still be accomplished, when G.-.neral Smith will return. I have
the honor to sugg-est, however, that at this time his departure will affect otber
intCJ E.sts beside8 that of the possession of Shreveport. A large fleet of trailsports and gunboats are in the upper river, which cannot pos~ibly descend belo\V
Alexandria on account of the fallng of the water. I have in my immediate
front an army of ~5,000 men, among them some of the best troops of the n·bel government, }tnd commanded by distingui~hed and desperate offi~crs. 'l'he withdrawal of General Smith's commaud from my forces at this moment places me
at their mercy and the army under my command . It will lead to the sacrifice
of the army and the navy, as well as the abandonment of the expedition. My
judgment is ngainst it, and I cannot believe. were the circumstances known
to the government at Washington, that it would be insisted upon. Admiral
Porter agrees with me fully in this view.

ALEXA,NDRIA, LA., April 28, 1864.
ADMIRAL: Admiral Porter's fleet i3 above the rapids, and cannot fall below
on account of the low stage of water. There are but few boattl between Alexandria and the mouth of the river. It is desirable that you sLould send such ,
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boats as cnn navigate the river, for the purpose of keeping open our communications. rrhe entmy threaten th s line in considerable force. I beg your immediate attention to this sul~ect Our situation is in nowise embm·rassing,
except tlwt tlujhet is detained a!Jove tl1e rapids, ar1d tlte movements of the army
are tf,pendt1tt upon its reliif. The army is in excellent spirits aud condition,
anu f1'ars nothing. The enemy is reported in force about us, and it is quite
probable tltat we may have a general engagement within a few days, for which
we are fully prepared.

N. P. BANKS,
Maior General Commanding.
Admiral FARRAGUT,
Or tlte 0/}it:er Commanding the Fleet at 1Vew Orleans
P. S.-I am uuable to suggest the number of boats or their draught; they
. should, however, be of sufficient ntrength to vindicate our possession of the river.

ALEXANDRIA, LA., April 30, P364.
•
Since writing my letter to the admiral, (or to yourself, as commanding the
fleet at New Orleans,) 1 have had an intE?rview with Admiral Porter. He expresses a strong d1 ·sire that such boats a~ can be spared may be sent to the Red
river. The tiu-clads that lately have been sent down can be used to advantage.
I hope, myself, that you will send some sl'rong boats. It is not impossible that
the navigat on of the river may be severely contested. We are in good condition and in the best possible spirits.
N. P. BA~KS,
Major General Commanding.
Commodore PALMER 1
Commanding Fleet at New Orlearts.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
JVashington, D. C., Apnl 30, 186[).
I.ieutenant General Grant directs that orders heretofore given be so modified
that no troops l>e withdrawn from operations against ~hreveport and on Red
river, and that operations there be continued under the officer in e.ommand until
further orders.

H. W. HALLECK,
General-in- Clt,1·tj.

Prom Major General Banks to Major General Grant.
GRAND EcoRE, April 14, 1864.
GENERAL: In obP.dience to orrters received from the government, I left New
Orleans on the 22d of .March and established my headquarters at Alexandria on
tbP 25th.
'l'ne 19th army corps and the 3d and 4th divisions of the 13th, General
Ransom commanding, encamped at Alexandria on the 26th of March, the whole
under command of MHjor General Franklin. General A. J. Smith, with a part
of the 16th and 17th corps, entPred the Red river on the 13th, capturing l!,ort
De Russy on the 14th, and moved by the river, under convoy of the gunboats,
to Alexandria, which was occupiPd by the naval forces on the 16th. The cavalry
of the 19th corps, General Lee commanding, arriving on the 19th, a very
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spirited movement was made against the enemy on Henderson's Hill by a detachment of the 16th corps, under General Mower, and a detachment of cavalry of
the 19th corps, in which four guns and two hundred and fifty prisoners were
taken from the enemy. Colonel Horace B. Sargent, 1st Massachusetts cavalry,
was E>eriously wounded in this brilliant action.
•
The very low stage of the river renders it impracticable for the larger gunboats to cross the rapids in ascending the river until the 3d of April, the lighterdraught boats having crossed with difficulty a day or two earlier. 1'he steamers assigned to the marine brigade, being unable to cross the rapids, were ordered to
return to Vicksburg, at the request of General McPherson. 'fhe troops anticipated the movements of the gunboats, and reached Natchitoches on the 2d of
April. General Smith's column by the river, and the 19th and 13th corps, under
General Franklin, by rapid marches.
'The river was Flteadily falling, and the larger gunboats were unable to pass
Grand Ecore. The troops, except one division of General A. J. Smith's command, which was ordered to go by the river, took up the line of march for
Pleasant Hill, thirty-eight miles distant from Grand Ecore, where I made my
l1eadquarters on the evening of the 7th of AprH, the cavalry commanded by
General Lee being several miles in advance . .. Very heavy rains during the
march made the single road within our reach almost impassable, and greatly
impeded the progreE>s of the trains and troops. 'The cavalry, which throughout
had constantly preE>E>ed the rear guard of the enemy's troops, had several very
sharp E>kirmishes, in all of which we bad been succese.ful, although suffering considerable loss. The enemy made his first stand at WHson's farm, near Pleasant
Hill, on the afternoon of the 7th. The fight lasted a couple•of hours, when he
was driven from the field with considerable loss in killed, wounded, and prisoners.
The next decided stand was at Carroll's mill, eight mHes beyond Pleasant Hill,
wbere our advance was stubbornly resisted by a still stronger force with artillery.
A bdgade of infantry was sent forward to support the cavalry, and the enemy
retired upon their attack They were steadily driven during the day to a position within five miles of Mansfield. My headquarters on the morning of the 8th
were at a bayou ten miles beyond Pleasant Hill, where the column halted, in
order that the rear of the column, still impeded by almost impassable roads.
might close up. At 10 o'clock I rode to the front, where some skirmishing had
occurred, intending to return to my quarters on the bayou. The forces
in the front consisted of the cavalry under Brigadier General A. L. Lee, and a
detachment of the 13th co1;ps, under General Ransom. Upon reaching the front I
found the line of skirmishers already engaged with the enemy's cavalry, although
but few had yet shown themselves. It soon appeared that our march was likdy
to be resisted by a stronger force than bad yet been encountered. I instantly
sent orders for the rapid advance of the troops to the front, though without
notice or anticipation of a general engagement.
1'he active movements of our skirmiE>hers soon developed a strong line of the
enemy in position, extending at some length on the right and left of the line of
march, in front of the Sabine Crossroads. It had been deemed of considerable
importance to occupy this position by our forces, in order to prevent a concentration of the 1orces of the enemy. General Ransom moved for"'aril to the support
of the cavalry, and the skirmi~hers opened a running fire, which lasted for some
hours, though without developing the full strength of the enemy's forces or position.
At 4 o'clock on the 8th a tremendous fire suddenly opened along the whole
line on the right and left of the road, when it became manifest that the enemy
in full force and in strong pof'ition was in our front. The contest lasted for an
hour, our troops resisting with rema1kable spirit and courage the repeated onsets
of the en em)', until, utterly overpowered by numbers, they weTe compdled to
fall back upon the rear of the column. A sharp ravine or gully separated the
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plain where this eng·agement had commenced from the belt of almost impenetrable woods through which we had marched. On passing that point, it appeared
that the entire cavalry train with its artillery occupied the road nearly to the
line of skirmishers.
The fatal consequences of this most incautious advance of trains and artillery
were apparent upon the breakillg of our lines in front of the enemy's position.
Upon the retreat of the advance guard the enemy instantly etiveloped the train
of wagons, and it was imposdible to withdraw the artillery in consequence of the
pre-occupation of the ground by the wagons, and the encumbered roads impeded
the movements of the troops, and caused many prisoners to fall in to the hands of
the enemy. r.rhe disasters of the day are to be attributed to the fatally incautious
advance of the large cavalry train and the surplus artillery, rather than to the
strength of the enemy, his unexpected resistance, or the deficient valor of our
troops. It is always difficult to aacertaiu the position of a concealed adversary,
and temporary defeat is to be expected when the front of an advancing column
encounters the face of that of the enemy.
Every possible exertion was made to rally and reform the forces which had
been engaged, but all efforts failed. The loss of prisoners, artillery, and wagons,
and the fierce pursuit of a victorious and desperate foe, for the moment seemed
to paralyze individuals and masses. 'I'be troops fell back for the most part in
good order, fighting in front of the enemy, the men retaining their arms until
towards sunset, when the first divisio11 of the 19th corps, Brigadier General W.
H. En10ry, commanding, had advanced to our support. Under cover of a line
of skirmishers frPm its 1st brigade, the division deployed into line of battle on
the crest <Jf a bill-General Dwight's brigade on the right, Colonel Benedict's
brigade on the left, and McMillin'B in reserve. The unexpected encounter with
this force, in pursuit of what he thought a routed army, was very desperate.
He attacked the line at every point with demoniac energy, but the division
presented at every onset an immovable wall of fire, and after a contest maintained with the greatest spirit on both sides for more than au hour and a half,
the enemy retired from the field with very heavy loss.
r.rhe forces of the enemy engaged in this affair were the Louisiana troops and
a part of the Texas and Arkansas forces, the whole being under the comm;md
of General Taylor, and numbering about 15,000. General Mouton was killed.
On our side all our ft>rces were engaged at different periods of the day, excepting General A. J. Smith's command-16th and 17th corps.
We were compelled, anticipating an attack the next morning from the enemy,
either to await the advance of General Smith's corps, or to fall back to meet him.
The want of water, the weakness of the posi t ion we held, and the uncertainty
of General Smith being able to reach the position we occupied at daybreak, led
to the adoption of the second course. Our forces silently retired during the night,
and in the morning took up a position on Pleasant Hill, joining the forces of
General Smith, who had halted at Pleasant Hill upon receiving information of
our movement. Pleasant Hill represents a plain about one mile sqnare, the residences of the town bei. tg located upon its borders. It has a gentle slope to the
west. Surrounding it were extensive tracts of woodland. General Dwight's
brigade held the right of the line, with McMillen's brigade in reserve-Shaw's
brigade of the 16th upon his left and centre, and Benedict's brigade of the 19th
and Lynch's brig<tde of the 16th corps on the left; Mower's division of the 16th
corps in reserve. 1 1 he enemy beg 111 to reconnoitre the new position we had
ass.umed at 11 o'clock, on the morning of the 9th, and as early as one or two o'clock
opened a sharp fire of skirmishers, which was kept up at intervals during the
afteruoon. The approaches of the enemy were covered by thick woods, but it
was evident by his manreuvres that he was preparing for an attack upon our
left. To protect th s a regiment was placed in the woods, and the troops of the
13th army corps, under General Cameron, were directed to occupy the road
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leading from Pleasant Hill to Natchitoches, covering the train which had been
ordered to the rear, in order that the operations of the army might not be P-ncumbered, and at the same time protecting our left flank. Ski. mi:Shing continued
during the afternoon, with occasional discharges of artillPry. About 5 o'clock
the enemy abandoned all pretension of manreuvring, and made a most ~~sperate
attack upem the brigades on the left centre, commanded by Colonels Benedict
and Shaw. 'l'h!t line wavered at this point momentarily, but, supported by the
1st Vermont battery, soon regained its position, and the enemy was repulsed,
£nding the position so much stronger than anticipated, or, in pursuanc~ of other
plans, he gradually worked hi:3 way to the centre aud right, where the same desperate attacks were repeated upon our right flank. The whole force of the
enemy gradually concentrating upon our right, the brigades of McMillan and
Dwight repelled every attack, and drove him back with terrible loss. 'rhe
brigdae commanded by General Dwight had ber·n suddenly changed at the commencement of the action so as to cov~r the right of our centre and a part of
the right flank, and became, in the end, the pivot upon which the entire line
changed front to meet the altered plans of the enemy. 'l'he battle lasted until
9 o'clock in the evening. 'rhe rebels had concentratPd tl1eir whole strength in
futile efforts to break the line at different points. The most severe pres:::ures
occurred towards 1he close of the engagement upon the front, occupied by General Dwight's brigade. The troops held in reserve moved forward at the critical
moment, and maintained our pot-ition, from which the enemy was driven precipitately and with trrrible destruction of life. He fled to the 'voods upon the
right, and was pursued with great energy by the whole of our forces uutil it
was impossible in the darkness to distinguish friend from foe. The losses were
great on both sides, but that of the rebels, as we could judge from th e appear
ance of the battle-field, more than double our own.
It is impossible, at this time, to state the exact extent of our losses. Colonel
Lewis Benedict was killed upon the left at the close of the struggle, having received, in the early part of the engagement, a severe wound, against which he
bore up until the fatal shot deprived h m of life.
Many most valuable officers fell in leading their troops. We recaptured three
pieces of cannon, taken on the day previous, and four or five caissons, a large
number of small-arms, and £ve hundred prisoners. The loss of the enemy in
officers commanding important positions during the day is said by the prisoners
captured to have been very great. The rebel officers and men who have fallen
into our hands, as well as officers and men of our own command, represent this
struggle as more sanguinary and desperate, for the brief period it continued,
than any engagement in which they have ever participated. 'rhe route of the
enemy was compl~te. At the close of the engagement the victorious party
found itself without rations and water. 'ro clear the field for the fight., the
train had been sent to the rear upon the single lirie of communication through
the woods, and could not be brought to the front during the night. There was
neither water for man or beast, except such as the now exhausted wells had
afforded during the day for miles around. Previous to the movement of the
army from Natchitorhes, orders had been given to the transport fleet, with a
portion of the lGth corps, under the command of General Kilby Smith, to
move up the river, if it was found practicable, to some point near Spriugfield
landing, with a view of effecting a junction with the army at that point
on the river. 'rhe surplus ammun ition and supplies were on board these
transports. It was impossible to ascertain whether the fleet had been able to
reach the point designated. 'rhe rapidly fa,lling river, and the increased difficulties of navigation, made it appear almost certain that it would not be able
to attain the point proposed. A squadron of cavalry sent down to the river,
accompanied by Mr. Young, of the engineer corps, who was thoroughly acquainted with the country, reported, on the day of the battle, that no tidillgs of
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the fleet could be obtained on the river, and we were compelled to assume that
the increasing difficulties of navigation had prevented it, even if disnster had
not occurred from the obstructions which tb~ enemy had place l in the river.
These considerations, the absolute deprivation of water for man or beast, the
exhauE-tion, of rations and the failure to effrct a connexion with the fleet on the
river, made it necessary for the army, although victorious in the terrible st.ruggle
through which it had just pasEed, to retreat to a point where ·~t would be certain in communicating with the fleet, and where it would have an opportunity
of reorganization. The shattered condition of the 13th army corp::; and the
cavalry made thi8 indit:pensable. The wounded were gathered from the battlefield, placed in comfortable hospitals, and left under the care of competent
surgeons and assistant;:;. 'rhe dead remaining on the field, as far as possible,
were buried during the night. The next day medical supplies and provisions,
with competent attendants, were sent in for the sustenance of the wounded, and at
daybreak tl1e army reluctantly fell back to its position at Grn.nd Ecore for the
purpose of communicating with the fleet and obtaining supplies, to the great
disappointment of the troops, who, flushed with success, were eager for another
fight. A detachment of cavalry, under Mr. Young, was sent to communicate
with Admiral Porter to notify him IJf the movements of the army, which message was delivered. Despatches were also sent to him by the river, by the
transport Red Chief, giving the same information. Much anxiety was felt for
the safety of the fleet, when it was known that they had passed up the river;
but all apprehension was relieved on the evening of the 12th by the receipt
of information that the gunboats and all the transports were safe, although
they had been heavily assailed by the enemy with musketry and artillery.
Before this information was received, a pontoon bridge had been thrown across
Red river with a view of sending up a force to assist the boats in their passage;
and later, upon the rcceifJt of further information, two brigades of General A.
J. Smith's command, with two batteries of artillery and a detachment of cavalry,
were sent to their assistance. 'rhe safety of the army, as well as the success
of the expedition, seemed to justify this movement. Leaving Pleasant Hill, it
was fifteen miles before any water was found. It would have been impossible
for the army, without supplies of water and rations, to have sustained another
battle in the condition in which it was then placed.
-'rlie troops are in good heart and spirits, and eager for the contest. 'rhe enemy
we encountered numbered from twenty-two to twenty-five thousand, embracing
all the troops west of the Mississippi, excepting a small force on the Texas coast,
and a small portion of cavalry on the north side of the river. General Kjrby
Smith is said by the prisoners to have commanded in person on the 9th, and was
supported by Price, Green, and the most distinguished generals of the rebel
army.
General Mouton was killed, and also two officers commanding brigades.
No communication has been received from General Steele of later date than
the 2d of April, when it is represented he had an engagement with a portion o
Price's command, wl1ich had been repulsed. This is confirmed by the reports
of rt-bel prisoners, who state that General Price, two of whose divi::>ions were at
the battle of Pleasant Hill, had a contest wit.h General Steele a week. or ten
days Lefore the recent battle, from which they had just returned. We have
captured from the enen1y, in this campaign, twenty-three guns, and fifteen hundred prisoners, who arc now in our possession.
The only loss we have sustained, except in killed and wounded, was on the
morning of the 8th of April, when the train and batteries of the cavalry were
abandoned. Sixteen guns and two mountain howitzers, and one hundred and
twenty-five wagons, show the extent of the loss. An advance will be com·menced immediately upon a line differing somewhat from that adopted first, and
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rendering the column less dependent upon a river proverbially as treacherous
as the enemies we fight.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

N. P. BANKS,
Majm· General Commanding.

To Gene'r al Steele.
GRAND EcoRE, LA., April 15, 1864.

*

'The enemy is in larger force than was anticipated by the government, and
has manifested his determination to fight for the possession of Shreveport and
the country he now occupies, which was not anticipated by many of our officers.
The lines upon which we operate are so far separated from each other that it is
impossible for either of us to sustain effectively the forces of the other. If you
can join us on this line I am confident we can move to Shreveport without
material delay, and that we shall have an opportunity of destroying the only organized rebel army west of the .Mississippi.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

From Major General Banks to Lieutenant Commander Selfridge.
GRAND EcoRE, LA., April 17, 1864.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

I l1ave the honor to acknowlrdge the receipt of your communication of this
date. On the 15th I had an interview with Admiral Porter, in which our
position was fully discussed, but did not know that he was to leave this post.
In reference to the operations of the army I can only say at present t.hat we
are here unaer instructions from the government to move upon Shreveport in
co-operation with the forces of General Steele. General Steele fails to co-operate
with us, as far as we can learn, and thus far renders us no assistance. I have
sent to him by the way of Little Rock, and requested him to join us upon the
line of the river, where we can move forward in column against the enemy.
With the co·operation of his forces our occupation of Shreveport is certain and
immediate. It is impossible to say at this time whether we shall receive that
co-operation or not. Until it is ascertained definitely that this part of the plan of
the government at Washington will fail us, and that my force is insufficient to
advance further upon this line against the enemy, who appears to be in full force,
I shall entertain no thought of a retrograde movement-certainly not if it leaves
the navy in any danger. No such purpose is contemplated now. I have sent
for all the troops that can be gathered from my own department to move to this
point immediately. I have .also requested, as I have said, the co-operation of
General Steele. * * * In my interview with the admiral he expressed the
utmost confidence in the rise of the river, and did not speak upon the subject of
the withdrawing either of his vessels or the troops. His last suggestion to me
wa.s that it would be imprudent for me to advance uutil the river should rise.
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From Major General Banks to Lieutenant General Grant.
[By telegraph.]

GRAND EcoRE, LA., April18, 1864.
The rebel army of the west, twenty-five thousand (25,000) strong, is in our
front. The withdrawal of my command without the destruction or dispersion
of this force will enable them to commence offensive operations in .Mi;::souri,
Arkansas, or Louisiana, or against each of these States successively. It will
require the whole force, more than a hundred thousand strong, west of the Mlssissippi, to defend these States against the successive attacks of this force, and
it will be difficult to concentrate any considerable force from the army on the
Mississippi for operations against Mobile with such an active and powerful
enemy in our rear. The destruction or dispersion of this army, the desolation
of the country it occupies, and the destruction of the land or water transporta·
tion, will make it impossible for a reorganizati n or any movement against the
States bordering upon the Mississippi, and enable a strong force of our troops
to commenr.e an immediate and successful campaig-n against Mobile. rrhis
result is certain to be accomplished within thirty days, if only a portion of Steele's
command could operate with me upon this line, independent of the river and of
the navy. This campaign is nut of my suggestion, but its results are so much
more important than I first thought, and so certain to be attained, that l hesitate
to withdraw my forces without positive orders, and I send this deE~patch by
telegraph, knowing that a reply can be telegraphed me in return without delay.
Important as the campaign is, I would not embarrass the greater operations of
the army in the east.
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.

To General Grant.
ALEXANDRIA, LA., Ap1·il 30, 1864.
1\'Iy despatch of the 14th gave you information of the arrival of my command
at Natchitoches on the evening of the 1Oth instant, and also that <Ill immediate
advance upon the objective point of the expedition was in contemplation, upon
a line differing somewhat from that upon wbich we had retired, with a view to
render my column less dependent upon the river. The rapidly falling river,
however, made it dangerous to undertake the propm~ed movement. Some of
the boats of the fleet were aground, and it was the opinion of the admiral,
unequivocally expressed, upon consultation with him, that it was inexpedient
for the army or the navy to advance until the rise of the river was as::;ured.
The Eastport, in moving down the river, had run aground, and was with great
difficulty got afloat, when, from the condition of the river, it became apparent
that nP.ither the army nor the fleet could move to Shreveport with any reasonable prospect of a return, I directed that the army should fall back to Alexandria. In the mean time the Eastport, one of the most important of the naval
vessels, ran aground about eight miles below Natchitoches. No movement of
the army was made until information was received that the Eastport was afloat.
Our train was put en route for Alexandria ~t 4 o'clock p m. on the 2 Lst, and
on the morning of the 22d the troop8 took up the line of march. Information
had been received from various sources that considerable bodies of the enemy
had been moving from our front our rear, for a purpo!3e not definitely ascertained. It was represented that the object was, either to attack Alexandria, to
obstruct our return by occupying Monet's bluff, on Cane river, or to take up a
position at the mouth of that stream for the purpose of imercepting the passage
sports. To prevent the successJul accomplishment of either of these
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purposes of the enemy, the army made a rapid march from Natchitoches to
Monet's bluff. rrhe informntion we had received as to the movements of the
enemy were verified. A stroug force, variou~ly represented lrom five to seven
thousand, with two batteries of artillery, were found to be in position at
Monet's bluff, and occupying the only road which was accessible to the army
in its movements towards Alexandria. This was undoubtedly the force wh.ch
had contemplated an attack upon A lexandria.
On the morning of the 23d, preparations were made to dislodge the enemy
from this po1dtion. A force of 5,000 men-composed of a division of the 19th
corps under General Birg8, and a divi~ion of the 13th under General Cameron,
the whole being under command of General Birge-crossed Cane river on the
right of the enemy's position, and by a flank march of several miles reached a
hill, the occupation of which rendered .Monet's bluff untenable to the enemy.
The possession of this height was of vital importance to either army. It was
heavily wooded, protected by deep ravines, and covered a position which,
occupied by the enemy, seem~d well -nigh impregnable. The forces under
General Birge assailed this position at 2 o'clock ou the afternoon of the 23d, and
after a very spirited and. 5allant conte~t of two hours or more, carried the hill
and compelled the retreat of the enemy. Our loss in this action in killed and
wounded was from 150 to 200. A full list of the killed and wounded will be
forwarded as speedily as possible. Among the wounded was Colonel Ji'essenden, of the 30th Maine volunteers, who commanded the assailing brigade.
The troops in the front, immediately upon the success of the force on the
right, occupied the bridge and the bluff commanding the river, where we rested
for t.he night. The wounded were brought in, and proper attention paid to the
burial of the dead. 'l'hc troops halted in this position during the night, the
trains being sent forward early in the morning.
At 2 o'clock on the morning of the 24th, six guns were fired by the enemy at
our rear. This was apparently a concerted signal to the forces in occupation of
the bluff on the 23d, that the enemy in the rear, which had been re-enforced the
day previous, was ready for the attack. The force for which the signal was
intended had retired the day previous; but the guns were answered by General
A. J_ Smith, commanding the rear guard, who vpened a brisk fire at daybreak
and maintained a very spirited action for several hour..:;, in which the charge of
the enemy was gallantly repulsed and his forces driven back with severe loss.
The losses on our side were six killed and fifteen wounded.
On the afternoon of the 24th the column took up its march for Alexandria,
undisturbed by the enemy in flank or rear, where it arrived on the ~5th and
26th. Our forces were in no disorder, and in no wi~e dispirited.
Had the river been in conrlition to admit we might have aseumed the
advance, but the water had fallen so low that it was impossible~ for the fleet to
go below the rapids at Alexandria. There was no course left for the army but
to remain for the protection (,f the flePt. The fleet above the rapids comprised
nine iron -clads-the strength of the fleet of the Upper l\'lississ i ppi-indispensable
to maintaining the supremacy of the go,-ermnent on that river, or to the protec ion
of the mouth aga-inst domestic or foreign enemies. It became, therefore, indispensable that the army should remain flt Alexandria for the protection of the fleet.
r.rhe advanced corps of the enemy manifested a determined spirit to concentrate all his forces in this vicinity, either for an attack on Alexandria, or to get
possession of the river below, for the purpose of cutting off our communications.
His force, concentrated for this purpose, numbers from thirty to thirty-five
thousand men. It is indispensable that all the force of this command should be
retained here, and the orders given to General Smith by General Sherman to
rejoin his command east of the Mississippi were countermanded.
On the 28th a reconnaissance of the enemy in force caused an expectation of
an attack and a general engagement, but the day passed without other conflict
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than that of sharp skirmishing between the advance cavalry of either army.
The movements on both sides of the river below Alexandria indicate his purpMe to avoid an attack on this poRt, and to concentrate below fur the purpose
of cutting off our communication with the Mississippi.
'I'he army is in good spirits and condition, has plenty of supplies for the
present, and is perfectly coufident of success in any engagement that may occur
with the enemy. A pontoon bridge has been thrown across the river for the ·
purpose of offensive operations agaimt any detachments of the enemy on the ldt
bank of the rivPr, nud the construction of a wing dam across the river, for the
purpose of raising the water so that the gunboats may Le floated below the
rapids, has been commenced. 'rhe line of defence, the position of the town,
and the location of the bridge and the dam, to which reference is herein mader
are indicated in the map enclosed, which will present an accurate view of the
po::<ition of our army at this time. It i::; necessary only to say, that we are confideut of beitJg able to maintain our position without injury, and are grieved
on 1y that it is at present rendered impo~sible for us to co operate with any
get1eral movement? of the armies east of the Mississippi.
MHjor General David Hun er arrivr~d on the mnruing of the 28th. He has
delivered to me your despatch, and communicated to me your views as to the
fntnre operations of this force. He has made himself acquainted with every
feature of our situation, and can represent to you truly the necessities which
control onr action. It has been deemed advisable that you should be placed in
possession of the facts as soon as possible, and be leaves for that purpose this afternoon.
Major General McClernand, with the larger part of the force recently at Matagorda bay, arrived here on the evening of the 27th. rrhe balance of the force
will reach here as soon as the material at Pa:::ss Cavallo can be disposed of. I
have reduced the garrisons upon the river to the lowest strength consistent with
safety. ~ othing bas been left undone which would strengthen the force eug·aged
in the movement upon the Ued river. In view of the great efforts made by the
enemy to concentrate a force sufficient to destroy this army, and to capture the
fleet of gunboats and transports, it is advisable that our force should be increased
by five or ten thou~and men if possible. It will make certain the destruction
of the org;mized army of the enemy west of the Mi:::!sissippi, the whole of which
is here, and will, in that event, enable us to move against the enemy east of the
Missi:::!:::ippi in snch direction as you shall direct. It is nearly certain that the
whole of thi:=~ force would have been directed against New Orleans if we had
become inrxtricably involved in operations east of the Mississippi; or in the
event of our remaining at New Orleans, it i:=~ certain that the invasion of Arkansas and Missouri by this force would have occurred. Both of the.:;e dangers
have been avoided by tbe campaign which we haw~ made, and except for the
delay in co-operating with other forces in other parts of tbe country, I do not
know that anything has occurred which should be a cause of serious regret to
the government, except the accidental loss which occurred ou the morning of the
81h of April by the incautious advance of our cavalry upon the enemy, in full
force, with the unprotected tntins and artillery of our advanced guard. Except the
loss sustained on this occasion, we have not lost a wagon, or a gun, or any
material of the army, and have nl)t suffered unduly in killed and wounded in
the se,·eral severe conflicts through which we have passed. Our loss in killed
wounded, and captured, including all miosing men, is less than 3,500; that of the
enemy exceeds 5,000.
I rnclose copy of despatch received from Major General Steele by Captain
Dunham, an officer of my staff, which is the first communication I have been
able to effe~t with General Steele ~ince the campaign commenced. You will
observe that his language is nearly identical with my former despatch-that the
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line upon which he was moving was too far distant, and rendered impossible the
co-operation of the two armies.
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.

1o Admiral Farragut, or tlw qfficer commanding tltefleet at New Orleans.
LA., May 4, 1864.
On the 30th of April I sent information of the situation of the fleet, and asked
the assistance of your gunboats for the maintenance of our communication on
Red river. No material change in the condition of affairs has occurred. We
hal'e commenced tlte construction of a dam across Red river, with every prospect
of sucresiful termination, whiclt we lwpe will release the fleet. It will occupy
ten days in its construction. Our communications are of great importance in
the mean t me. I beg that there may be no delay in the movements of your
boats, as their co-operation will be very important. 'The army is in the best
condition and spirits. It is not impossible that some portion of the enemy's
forces may occupy the west bank of the 1\'Ii::;sissippi. All steamers ought to be
prohibited from touching at any exposed point on that side, and the lower river
should be thoroughly patrolled. We look for the concentration of the wholr.
rebel force west of tlw Mississippi at this point. Our information concurs with
this expectation, and the magnitude of the stake at issue is such that it is impossible to believe that the enemy will fail to capture or destroy this fleet if it
be in his power.
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
ALEXANDRIA,

'lo Admiral Porter.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMI,:NT OF THE GuLF,

Alexandria, La., May 9, 1864.
Colonel Bailey informs me that the river is within six inches of its height of
last evening, and is rising. There is a space of twenty (20) feet or more between the tree-dam and the barge, which, when filled, will raise the water from
six (6) to ten ( 10) inches, giving, we think, s uffi~ient depth for the passage of
the boats. Every exertion ought to be made to get them ready to-night, so
that they may pass the falls to-morrow. I regret to say that our forage is so
reduced that it wi ll be impossible for us tc remain here lovger without perilling
the safety of the animals attached to the trains and the artillery. We have
exhausted the country, and with the march that is before us, it will be perilous
to remain more than another day. Colonel Bailey thinks that the water can be
raised to the greatest height which it will attain at any hour when the gunboats
may be ready for their passage. He does not want to accummulate the water
until then, because a continued pressure is more dangerous to the safety of the
dam than that of the weight of the water alone. I hope every exertion will be
made to get the boats in readiness for the passage to-morrow. Lieutenant
Beebe informs me that his arrangements are complete for the removal of the
heavy guns to the bridge and below as soon as they are placed on shore. The
df'tail ..of trains has been changed, so that they will continue to work during the
night.
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.
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To Admiral Porter.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE GULF,

Alexandria, La., May 9, 1864-1 o'clock a.m.
Colonel Bailey informs me that the water has risen upon the dam two (2)
feet since sundown, and is still rising. It is impossible to say how long the
dam may stand the effects of a continued rise. ,.-rhe pressure is terrific. The
boats of the fleet above ought to be put in readiness at once to take advantage
of high water. I have been up to the fleet this morning, and found everything
-so quiet and still that I feared that there might be unnecessary delay in the
movements in the morning, and ask your attention to it.
N. P. BANKS,
1VIajor General Commanding.

To Admiral Porter .
.ALHXANDRIA, May 11, 1864.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note of this morning.
I have never entertained for a moment the thought of abandoning any portion
of the fleet, and my only anxiety is, not to muve from this post, but to do all
that Ciln be done to expedite the release of the vessels. Our men are at work
very hard, many of them-as last night, for instance-in the water the whole
night. They have been thus employed now for nearly two weeks, night and
day, and they complained very bitterly when the men of the navy appeared to
be doing nothing to effect the release of their own ships. It was on account of
complaints of this character that I rPquested Colonel Wilson to wait upon you
this morning. It is not impossible that there may be per::5ons connected with
the army who are interested only for their own welfare, and care but little for
the interests of the government; but you may be assured that such cons iderations will not influence iu any respect whatever the command of the army.
We shall not leave this post until the vet:sels are released. 'rhus far the representat;ons to the northern press are most likely made by men wl1o ran away
from the scene of action. When men fail to do their duty they are most anxious
to justify it by partial representations of facts. Do not entertain any doubt at
all that when the country understands the truth in regard to this expedidon,
whatever regrets they may feel as to its result~, they will not cast serious reproach upon any person connected with it; but even should it be otherwise, it
will not disturb me. I appreciate the magnitude as well as the importance of
the labor in which we are now engaged, and doubt not its entire success. No
efforts of mine shall be wanting to produce that result.
I am very glad to see by the Secretary's letter, a copy of which you enclosed to me last night, that the detention of General Smith's forces on this line
beyond the time when he supposed he was at liberty to leave us bas been approved.
N. P. BANKS,
Major General Commandi1tg.

From Major General Banks to the Secretary qf War.
[By telegraph.]

ON

BoARD UNITED STATES STEAMER .AvENGER,

J.Vlay 21, 18G4.
My despatch of the 30th of .April, transmitted by Major General Hunter,
gave a full report of the situation of the navy, which was detained by the low
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water above the falls at Alexandria. Orders were given for the construc'ion
of a dam above Alr.xandria for their relief. This dam was commenced on
Monday, the 2d of May, and completed on Sunday, the Sth. 1'lle work was
eonstructed under the direction of Lieutenant Coluntl Bailey, 4th vVi,..consin
volunteers, to whom it i:'i impossible to accord too much praise for the skill and
energy with which he pursued his work. 'rhe al'my gave it:'! labor to the
eomplet.ion of the work, night and day, with th e gt·eatest spirit and f:lncccss.
Two of the gunboats came over on Sunday evening, and on Monday morning
at 5 o'clock a portion of the dam gave way, which reduced the water ou the
rapids to its original level. Its reconstruction was immediately commenced
and completed, with additional wing dams above the rapids, on 'l'hur::lda.y, the
12th, which raised the water to a suffirient h(~ ight to allow the boats to pass.
On Thursday evenit,g and on .Friday morning they all passed over the falls
caused by the d<tm, in safety. 'l'he rapids exteud in length a mile aud a quarter, making a gradual descent of eight feet and some inches ; and the fall occasioned by the water passing through an opening macle in the dam for their final
escRpe was five feet and a half, making an entire tall of thirteen feet and a half.
On the release of the gunboats the army took up its line of march for Simmsport. It encountered the enemy in full force on the prairie near Man::~ura,
where it occup:ed a position covering three roads, over oue of which the army
muf:lt pa~s. A sharp engagement ensued, lasting four hours, chit ·fiy coufiued
to the artillery, aud our troops getting possession of the woods in which the
enemy was posted, they were driven back, and finally took the road for Moreauville. Our army pursued the same road to Simmsport, where it arrived on
the morning of the 17th. The Atchafalaya was briJged by the use of the
transport vessels, and the passage of the river was completed on the 20th.
A divi~ion of General Mower':3, of the 16th corps, supported by a brigade of
cavalry of the 1 9 ch corps, had a Rharp eugagt·ment in Yellow bayou with the
enemy, in which we captured 180 prisoners. Our losses in killed and wounded
were 110. rl'hroughout the entire campaign-except in killed and wounded,
in which our lo:5ses have been severe-and in the many battles we have had
with the enemy, no prisoners, wagons, or other material of the army have been
eaptnred by the enemy, except those captured by him iu the unexpected engagement on the morning of the 8th of April at Sabine Crossroad::l. "\Vith
the ext ·eption of the losse.:> sustained th Pre, the material uf the army is completP.
M<0or G eneral Canby arrived at Simm:'\port on the morning ()f the 18 th, aud
remained until the passage of the river was comp1ett·d . 'l'he troops will rendezvous at .Morganzia, on the Mi:'isissippi, a point they will reach to-day or tomorrow.
With much respect, your obedient servant,
N . P. BANKS,
Major General Commanding.

Testimony

if Colonel

Charles C. Dwigltt.

WASHINGTON, April 21, 1865.
Colonel CHARLES C. DwiGHT sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your position in the army at the preE~ent time?
Answer. I am colonel of the 160th New York volunteers.
Qut•f'ltiou. Did .) ou serve under General Banks in 1864, in what is known as
the U('d river expedition 7
Answer. I did.
Question. In what position 1
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Answer. I was inspector general of the 19th army corps, on the staff of
Major General l!'ranklin. '
Question. Were you with the army until the expedition had faileil and they
ret11rned 1
Answer. I was with it throughout the entire advance and retreat.
Question. To what do you attribute the ft:~.ilure Of that expedition?
An~wer. As I regard it, it failed from various causes.
It seemd to me, in the
first place, that the campaign was wrong from its conception; that the Red
river should not have been relied upon as a line of naval operations, it being a
very unreliable stream as regards navigation.
Question. Was tha.t ft:~.ct known to the general comm'lnding the land forces 1
Answer. I think it was. 1 had heard it spoken of myself. We were told
also by residents on our line of march, as we went up, that the time was past
for the spring ri8e in the river; tl1at there would be no rise tl at spring. It was
a vP-ry dry ::1pring, peculiarly so, and particularly unfavorable to a campaign of
that character.
Que::Jtion. \Vbat were the other causes of the failure 1
An8wer. The immediate cau:5e of the abandonment of the campaign was the
rever:5e at .Mansfield, on the 8th of April; but it never stemed to me that that
reverse was of itself suflicient to have occasioned the abandonment of the campaign, if it had been well conceived and well planned in the outset. That rever::Je consi::~ted merely of a defeat of the cavalry, and a very small detachment
of infantry in ad\·ance of the m;iiu body of the army. I think that the army
was sub::~tautially a::; capable of prosecuting a campaign after that reverse as it
was before, or it might have been after a few days to rest and reorganize. 'l'he portion of the infantry force defeated that day numbered less than 5,000 men. There
were left the detachmeut of the 19th corps, about 7.000 men, and the entire
furce under General A. J. Smit.h, from 9,000 to 10,000 infantry. 'l'hat force
never was defeated, nor Lad their tff'ectiveness been impaired at all. I think
the occasion of the reverse of the 8th of April was the sending forward of this
small detachment of iufantry to support the ca\'alry, as it was said; that, I
think, was altogether unwise and unmilitary.
Question. Who was respon:5ible for that unmilitary order of proceeding?
An::Jwer. General Bank~. He gave orders for that detachment to be sent
forward. 1t wa~ sent torwa1 d iu two portions. We arrived at Pleasant Hill
on the night of the 7th of April. A memb er of General Banks's staff was that
day with the cavalry advauce. After we arrived at Pleasant Hill, and went
iuto camp-that is, General Frankliu, his staff, and the infantry with Lim-this
officer returned hom the front, and proposed to General Franklin to send forward a brigade of infantry to support the cavalry. General Franklin declined
to do so. General Bank::; arrived at Plea::;ant Hill just about dark that evening,
and very soon after his arrival he gave the order fur a brigade of infantry to be
sent forward to support the cavalry, ordering it to report to General Lee, who
commanded the cavalry, at daylight the next morning. I saw the letter written
by one of General Banks's staff to General Lee, informing !lim that this brigade
would report to him Ly daylight the next morning. ln the course of the night,
as 1 understood, I do uot kuow it per::'ona lly, a de::~patch came from General Lee
to the effect that this brigade would be very much wearied by their night march,
and that probably they ought to be re-enforced by another brigade. Another
brigade was accordingly st.:nt forward by order of General Banks to re-enforce
the one that had gone forwa.rd in the night. 'l'ho~e two brigades constituted a
small division, numbering about 2,000 men. And with the cavalry and that
force of infantry the eugagemeut was brought on.
•
lt always seemed to me that a different cour::;e should have been pursued.
HaJ the detachment of t.he 13th corps, which numbered nearly 5,000 men, and
the one divi:5ion of the 19d1 corps, under General Emory, numbering from 6,000
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to 7,000 men, been kept together, and the cavalry only been allowed to conduct
the advance, I do not think we should have had the disa~ter which befell us
there. It was a large force of cavalry in proportion to the infantry, and it only
should have been kept in the advance, and permitted to do what cavalry is expected to do, follow up and harass the rear of the enemy while retreating, obRerve
their movements and positions, and, if possible, make head against them; if not
·
able to do that, then fall back upon the infantry support.
Question. You say that the order of advance was, in your judgment, unmilitary, and not according to rules of warfare in such cases 1
Answer. Clf~ arly so, in my opinion.
Question. And that was the cause of the disaster at Sabine Crossroads 1
An~wer. Yes, sir.
Question. Did you ever learn what were the objects of that campaign, what
was expected to be accomplished by it 1
Answer. No, sir, I never did.
Question. Suppose you had reached and captured Shreveport, in your judgment could you have held the place, and maintained your communications on
that long line 1
.
Answer. No, sir; I think we would have been worse off at Shreveport than
we were where we were checked. I think the further we went the worse (Jff
we would be. I heard General Franklin once say that the only announcement
of the plan of the campaign which he ever heard from the commanding general
was in these words, " One bound to Alexandria, one bound to Shreveport, one
bound to the Gulf."
Question. What was meant by that 1
Answer. I suppose the "bound to the Gulf" from Shreveport was through
Texas to Galveston, or some other important point on the Texan coast.
Question. Do you know about any transactions in cotton by the army, <1r by
any persons who accompanied the army 1
Answer. I bad no personal knowledge of that matter. We marched from
Franklin to Alexandria. When we arrived in Alexandria General Banks was
already there. The force under General A. J. Smith was there, having come
up the river in transports after taking Fort De Russy. When I g)t to Alexandria I saw a very large number of persons reported to be, some of them known
to me to be, cotton speculators. When we returned to Alexandria, on our
retreat, we found a very large amount of cotton there, lyi.og on the levee and the
public square-some thousands of bales, a large amount of which was destroyed
by fire.
Question. Do you know whether the teams or transportation of the army were
engaged in hauling in cotton at any time 1
Auswer. I do not think I saw any of that cotton hauled into Alexandria.
And what was brought away from there was brought away upon transport
steamers.
Question. I would say to you that some of our witnesses seem to regard
General l:!'ranklin as responsible for the order of march. What have you to say
about that 1
Answer. I do not know who is responsible for General A. J. Smith being a
day behind our column of march. General Smith was never under the command of General Franklin. General Smith's force arrived at Grand Ecore in
transports from Alexandria, was disembarked at Grand Ecore, and encamped
there, except a portion that went on up the Red river.
Question. General Smith was under the command of General Banks 1
Answer. Yes, sir. General Banks had his headquarterd at Grand Ecore.
The force there with him was the main body of General A. J. Smith's force and a
b1 igade of colored troops. General JTrankliu's column, which he had marched
all the way from Franklin to that point, was at Nathitoche:: ; , three mi1 es from
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Grand Ecore. I do not think General Smith was ever under the command of
General Franklin in :my respect until after the disaster at Mansfield. General
Franklin's column, consisting of the detachment of the 13th corps and the detachment of the 19th corp~. marched from Natchitoches on the morning of the
6th of April, reaching Pleasant Hill on the evening of the ~th of April, taking
two days for the march. General Banb, with his staff, started from Grauel
Ecore on the morning of the 7th, and rode to Pleasant Hill in one day, leaving
General Smith to follow, which he did, leaving Grand Ecorc on the morning of
the 7th. General Smith did not leave Grand Ecorc until twenty-four hours
after General Franklin's column left Natchitoches, and for thnt, I take it, General
Franklin was not respon!:)ible.
Question. Your idea, as a military man, if I unuer;:;tauu yon, is that the whole
army, one portion with the other, shouhl have been in supporting clistance?
Answer. Yes, sir, unquestionably; and that all the infantry sho'11cl have been
kept substantially together, the cavalry being· sufficiently in ad nmce to harass
the enemy and observe his motions, falling back if the enemy should make a
stand, and prove too strong· for it.
Question. Did you observp anything about the wagou trains which wa;:;
wrong7
Answer. '.rhere was nothing wrong about the traiu of the infantry column.
I think the wagon train of the cavalry was too large; but I think it was where
it ought to have been. Had the cavalry been by themselves, and not encouraged
to give general battle by this small re-enforcement of infantry, they might have
fallen back with their train and saved it. But a portion of the cavalry dismounted, and with the two small brigades of infantry were put into line of battle against the entire force of the enemy. '.rhe cavalry was entirely routed,
and that division of infantry nearly all captured, so that when we came up with
the remaining division of the 13th corps there was scarcely a show of resistancr
to the enemy being made. 'rhis remaining division was put into line of battle,
I think, with the hope on the part of Generall!"'ranklin that General Emory's
force would arrive in time to re-enforce them at that point. They made a stand
of probably not more than ten minutes. The enemy was advancing in full
force, flushed with the sucr.ess they had already gained, and the division was
swept away in a few minutes. 'I'Le retreat then became a rout, and, of course,
the cavalry train with its artillery was abandoned. 'l'he mnin body of the infantry had halted that day. W c had made a mareh nearly a~ long as had
usunlly been made by the column in advance; but we should have marched
further before halting, except for coming upon the rear of the cavalry. vVe
came upon the cavalry train and a brigade of cavalry forming the rear-guard
before we halted that day. 'Ve found the train attempting to cross a difficult
ravine; they were perhaps an hour and a half, an hour at least, I should say,
in getting across. W c were there in bivouac or halting when word came back
from General Banks, who had gone to the front, that an engagement was pending, and ordering General Franklin to hasten forward. The troops were somewhat separated on account of the difficulty in obtaining water.
General Emory's division was not defeated at all that day; it uevcr yielded
an inch, and suffered very little loss, scarcely any. As soon aR the advance
fell back to where General Emory \Vn:4 the enemy was checked. 'l'Jmt night
a retreat was ordered to Pleasant Hill.
Quest-ion. Notwithstanding that defeat wns not so dism;trons as necessarily
to brick up the expedition, in your opinion tlH• expedition itself was impracticable'?
Answer. So it seems to nw.
Part II--26

F 0 RT F ISH E R E XP E DI TION.
IN THE SENATE OF TilE UNI'rED STATES,

January 12, 1865.

·on motion by Mr. "\Vilson,
Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be directed to inquire into the
·eauscs of the failure of the late expedition against Wilmington, North Carolina, aml to
.Teport the facts to the Senate.
Attest:
J. "\V. FORNEY, Scc1·etary
By ,V. HICKEY, Chief Clerk.

The Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War submit the following report:
As early a~ 1862 the Navy Department appears to have been
.aware of the importance of closing up the Cape Fear river, in order
to prevent the introduction of supplies for the rebellion, by means
.of blockade running. The military authorities of the government,
however, did not feel themselves in a condition to furnish the neces,gary land force for that purpose until the close of the summer of
1864. At that time General Grant expressed his readiness to furnish
.the requisite number of troops, and gave it as his opinion that he
.could do so by the 1st of October.
Vice-Admiral Farragut ·was Sfllected by the Navy Department to
.take charge of the naval force, but was unable to assume that duty
·on account of ill health. Rear-Admiral Porter was then transferred
from the commund of the Mississippi squadron to the command of
the North Atlantic blockading squadron, and assigned to the duty of
preparing and taking charge of the naval force to operate against the
defences of the Cape Fear river and the town of Wilmington.
Major General Gillmore was designated by the War Department to
take command of the land forces to accompany the expedition. General Grant objeded to this selection, and selected Major General
Weitzel for that purpose. Subsequently General Butler announced
his intention to acuompany the expedition with General 'Veitzel, the
scene of operations being within his department aud the troops being
from his command. Although until General Butler expressed his
intention it may not have been expected that be would accompany
the expedition, no objection was made by General Grant to his doing
so, notwithstanding l1e had ample time and power to have ordered
otherwise.
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Preparations for the expedition were carried on with the expectation at :first that it would start by the middle of October. The original
intention appea:-s to have been to collect the fleet at Port Royal, in
order to lead the rebels to regard the expedition as one against
Charleston. But for some reason, which does not fully appear, that
intention was changed, and the :fleet was collected at Hampton Roads.
Owing to the information obtained by the rebels of the destination of
the expedition, General Grant determined to delay it until a more
favorable opportunity presented itself. Upon learning that a portion
of the rebel garrison at Wilmington had been sent to increasB the
forces opposed to General Sherman in his march across the State of
Georgia, General Grant gave orders for the prompt sailing of tl1e
expedition.
A powerful :fleet was ass em bled-the most powerful ever known, at
least, upon this continent-under command of Admiral Porter. The
land force consisted of 6, 500 infantry, two batteries of artillery, and
a few .cavalry. On the 13th and 14th of December the expedition
started, General _Butler, with the army transports~ proceeding to a
place 25 miles off New inlet. .Admiral Porter, with his fleet, proceeded to Beaufort to complete taking on his ammunition and supplies,
including some powder for a vessel proposed to be exploded before
Fort Fisher, and some ammunition for the monitors, which (for safety)
were towed light from Fortress Monroe to Beaufort.
vVhile the fleet was at Beaufort taking on supplies, General Butler
with his transports was lying off Masonboro' inlet, during three days
of very fine weather, having reacht:Jd there during the night of the
15th of December. By the time Admiral Porter and his fleet reached
the place of rendei"vous, there were signs of approaching bad weather,
and on the 19th General Butler, with his transports, proceeded to
Beaufort for shelter and also to renew his supplies of coal, water, and
provisions. which had become necessary. Beaufort was 70 miles distant from Fort Fisher.
On Friday, the 23d of December, Admiral Porter gave orders that
the powder vessel be sent in as near Fort Fisher as possible and exploded that night at 1 o'clock. Information of what he proposed
to do was sent to General Butler, but did not reach him until Saturday morning, when he immediately started for Fort Fisher, ordering
the transports to follow as rapidly as possible. The powder-boat was
exploded a little before 2 o'clock on Saturday morning, and the
navy commeneed their bombardment about noon of that day. Admiral Porter states that he deferred commencing the bombardment
until that time, in the hope that General Butler would arrive; but
finding he had not come by twelve, he opened upon the fort, and continued firing until sunset.
After the arrival of General Butler, General Weitzel and Colonel
(now General) Comstock, of General Grant's staff, were sent to confer
with the admiral in relation to operations the next day. At half past
G a. m;, Saturday, General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock arranged
with Admiral Porter concerning the landing of the troops. Some
2, 200 or 2, 300 men were landed, and General vVeitzel was ordered to
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reconnoitre the fort, ascertain as nearly as possible its condition! and
report as to the practicability of assaulting it. Having done so, h8
reported that it was not advisable to attack. His testimony upon
that point is as follows :
"After that experience (in assaulting military works] with the information I
had obtained from readi.og and study-for before this war I was an instructor at
the Military Academy for three years under Professor Mahan, on these very
subjects-remembering well the remark of the lieutenant general commanding,
that it was his intention I should command that expedition, because another
officer selected by the War Department had once shown timidity, and in face of
the fact that I had been appointed a major general only twenty dayR before, and
needed confirmation; notwithstanding all that, I went back to General Butler,
and told him I considered it would be murder to order an attack on that work
with that force. I understood Colonel Comstock to agree with me perfectly,
although I did not ask him, and General Butler has since said that he did.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Question. Upon deliberation, and after all you have since learned, are you
-entirely satisfied with the opinion you then formed about attacking the fort 1
"Answer. Yes, sir, I am fully satisfied from all I have heard since, from the
result of the second attack, and everything else-I am fully satisfied that I did
my duty there."

Colonel Comstock, of General Grant's staff, teRtifies as follows :
" General Weitzel made an examination of the work, and reported to General
Butltr that in his opinion an assault upon Fort Fisher would be impracticable.
" Question. Did you accompany General vVeitzel on that examination 1
"Answer. I was not with General Weitzel at that time. Later in the evening I was on shore and made an examination.
"Question. '.ro what conclusion did you come in regard to the practicability
o()f an assault upon the work at that time 1
"Answer. I cannot say that I formed a definite opinion at the time, as the
<question of assaulting had already been decided upon the report of General
Weitzel. I cannot, perhaps, give a definite answer to that question, because I
allow my subsequent knowledge of the work to affect my opinion somewhat.
~' Question. 1Vas it a strong work 1
"Answer. It was. I will endeavor to answer the question somewhat in detail.
I saw the work the first time about the game time that General vV eitzel did,
and at about the same distance. At that time none of our men had been in~he
work. I counted, I think, fifteen guns not injured, so far as we could see. I
thought the werk at that time very difficult of assault ; I thought then the
chances of success were not more than even. Later, however, perhaps a half or
three-quarters of an hour afterwards, I saw General Curtis, and he told me that
some of his men had been in the work ; that a horse had been taken out of
the fort, and that the Hag had been taken off the parapet by one of his men ;
and that there were not more than twenty rebels inside of the work, and that
he believed he could take it with fifty men. I asked some questions about his
sources of information, and he then said he could take it with a brigade. If I
had been in command of the forces at that point, I should have made the trial
to take the fort, simply because his men felt or thought they could go into the
fort. My opinion as to the practicability of an assault when I first saw the
work was changed sabsequently by the statement of General Curtis and the
men who had been in the work.
"Question. On the supposition that the work was really not properly manned
~y the enemy 1
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"Answer. 'I'hat was General Curtis's idea. I did not think so. I t:inppose·
the men were all in the bomb-proofs; and I thought that if the enemy would
let the men get up as close as General Curtis's men did, I thought it possible·
that confident men could rush in in time to shut the rebels up in their bombproofs. If the men had not had a strong belief that they could get in, I should
have thought the chances of success were small. But with such a belief as that,.
1,500 men could have done anything.
"Question. With the information that General Weitzel had, would you have
agreed with him, independent of what General Curtis said to you 1
"Answer. I should, from the information I had at that time."

In relation to the strength of the garrison of Fort Fi::;her aud the ·
effect of the bombardment, the rebel General Whiting~ (while
wounded alJd a prisoner,) just before his death, stated, in answer to
questions sent him by General Butler, that-,, :Five (5) companies of the 36th regiment North Carolina troops, and Adams's
light battery, amounting to six hundred and sixty-seven (667) aggregate, was
the number of the garrison at :Fort :Fisher on the lGth, 17th, and 18th of December last."
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
"On the 23d, 110 men, veteran artillery of the lOth regiment North Carolina
troops, 50 sailors and the 7th battalion junior reserves, a bout 250 strong, were ·
*
*
*
*
*
*
thrown into the fort."
"Question 13. Please state whether any part, and if so, how much of the
damage done to the fort by the fire of the navy was repaired during the night.
"Answer. Casualties first day: Killed, none; wounded, one ( 1) mortally,
three (3) severely, and nineteen (19) slightly; total23. Five (5) gun-carriages
disabled.
"Second day: Killed, three (3 ;) wounded, nine (9) mortally, six (6) severely,
and twenty-eight ( 28) slightly; total 46. Damage but very slight; one (1) 10inch, two (2) 32-pounder, and one (1) 8-inch carriages disabled, and one (1) 10inch gun disabled. Damage repaired at night. Enemy's fire formidable and
sustained, but diffuse, unconcentrated. Apparent design of the fleet to silence
the channel batteries, in order to force an entrance with his vessels, aud not. to
attack by land. 'I'he garrison was in no instance driven from its g·uns, and fired
in return, according to orders, slowly and deliberately, six hundred and sixtytwo (662) shot and shells.
"Question 14. By reason of the cessation of the bombardment at ~light, ·were
yon not able to rest and recruit your garrison?
''.Answer. We were able to do both.
"Question 15. At the time of the landing, where was the supporting force, if
any, to the fort 1
"Answer. Assembling at Sugar Loaf as fa:-tt as Hoke's people arrived."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"Question 17. At the time our skirmish line was deployed before the fort~
what was the condition of the guns and defences upon thr land side, a~ to efficiency for a defensive purpose 1
"Answer. 'rhe guns and defences on the land front were in perfect order at
the time rcferrecl to, except two (2) disabled guns on the left; 19 guns in position; palisade in perfect order, and the mines the same, the win';'; not having
been cut.
" Question 18. In view of the condition of the fort and its garrison, would it
have been possible, with either three ( 3) or six ( 6) thousand men, to have taken
the work by assault 1 (Note.- In answering this question, please gi,-c as many
of the details for the reason you may give as possible.)
"Answer. Po~sihle, yes. Probablr>, no. The work wa~ ...-ery t!Lrong. the
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garrison in good spirits and ready; and the fire on the approaches (the assaulting column having no cover) would have been extraordinarily heavy. In addition to the heavy guns, I had a battery of Napoleons, on which I placed great
reliance. 1'he palisade alone would have been a most formidable obstacle."

Upon the report of General vVeitzel and Colonel Comstock, General Butler determilled that it was not advisable to make an assault.
It will be remembered that General Weitzel was the officer whom.
General Grant says he intended should command the land forces
accompanying the expedition, and Colonel Comstock was an officer
upon General Grant's staff. Both these officers were er~gineer officers
of skill and ability, competent to judge of defensive works.
It will he observed, upon an examination of t.hA testimony, that
the naval officers who testified before your committee were of the
opinion that Fort Fisher was much more i11jured by tlJe bombardmellt, and therefore could be more easily carried by· assault, than it
was in the opinion of the army oificers.
General Butler also determined to witbclraw the troop::: he had
landed, apd to return to Portress Monroe. In thi:::; he may have not
compliecl strictly with the letter of hi:3 instrnctions from General
Grant.
Genernl13ntlcr states . in his testimony:
"I will state what determined my mind against remaunng on the beach
ncar Fort Fisher. l was by no means unmindful of the instructions of the
lieutenant general. He had directed me to remain if I had effected a landing.
If I had eft'ecte<l a landing I should have remained. But a landing requires
something more than to land 2,500 men, out of six thousand five hundred, on a
beach with nothing but forty rounds in their cartridge-boxes and where their
supplies would be driven off the first storm. I did not think that was a landing
within my instructions, therefore I deemed it much better for the country to.
withdraw, as I diu; that it was much less risk, and much better for the future,
for, if it was necessary, a sufficient number of men could hold the line of communication from l\Iasonboro' inlet down to Fort Fisher; and if they could be
spared from the armies around Richmond, could Le sent clown there, where they
could go in with six feet of water, and from thence operating against Fort :Fish8r,
they could come prepared for a siege and remain there.
"By going away I wouhl <lraw off the enemy's attention. If I remained thereit would keep hi::3 forces con~entrated nt that point; and if I was driven away
by the storm that was coming up, then I should lose the men I had landed. I
acted for the best nccording to thr light I had. "
General 'V ei tzel testifies :
" Question. Did you and General Butler fully concnr in everything relating to
the expedition and the execution of it? I mean what was done after the expedition sailed from Fortress :Monroe.
"Answer. Yes, sir; that is, so far as I had information.
"Qne:4tion. vVas there anything done, or omitted to be done, which you would
not have done, or omitted, if yon had had full command of the expedition 1
"Answer. Yes, sir. If I had had the instructions that General Grant gave to
General Butler I would haYe done one thing that General Butler did not do; I
would have intrenched and remained there. I should certainly hnve done that;
aucl I haYe written to General Butler that I was sorry he did not show me that
letter of instructions, so that I could have ad vised him about that. 'I' here is
where General Butler dearly maJe a mistake. 'l'he order seems to bD explicit
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that he should remain there. No matter what the difficulties were, that order
would have covered him from any consequences.
"Question. Did the condition of things exist there which that order contemplated 1
" Answer. I think so.
" Question. In relation to the landing of troops, &c. 1
" Answer. I think so. The order simply said that if the work did not fall at
once, he was to intrench there. The object appeared to me to be to secure a
landing, and to hold it after you had secured it.
" Question. '\Vas there, or not, in your opinion, any difficulty in securing a
.Janding there that could be held 1 That is, could you land your whole force
and the supplies necessary to s~tain them.
" Answer. In my opinion, it would have been difficult to have done it; but
still, with an order like that, a junior officer should obey it ; and then the re.sponsibility of such a step falls upon the one who gnve the order.
"Question. Yoq think it would not have been advisable to have done so had
.i t not been in strict obedience to an order 1
" Answer. Yes, sir, I do think so, at that season of the year."

General Grant testifies as follows :
"Question. The expectation was to surprise the fort 1
"Answer. Yes, sir; and my instructions were very clear, that if they ef·f ected a landing there above :Fort Fisher, that in itself was to be considered a
success; and if the fort did not fall immediately upon their landing, then they
·were to intrench themselves and remain there and co-operate with the navy until the fort did fall. In my instructions I provided for a bold dash for the capture of Wilmington, in case Fort Fisher dicl fall immediately upon the landing
·Of the troops. If it did not fall, then they were to intrench, enter upon a siege
of the place, Rnd remain there until it did fall. And the capture of Wilmington
would thus become a matter for future consideration. General Butler came
away from Fort 1!-..,isher in violation of the instructions which I gave him.
:From his own official report it is evident that he forgot his instructions in that
particular; his report shows that/'

Tbe rebel General Whiting states :
"Question 19. Please state whether with a force holding the beach, from the
nature of the Rround and from the configuration of the channel of Cape Fear
a·iver, it would have been possible for the confederates to have re-enforced or
:Provisioned the fort to any extent 1
·"Answer. No difficulty at all by tl1e river."

*

*

*

*

*

*
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•
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•
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•

*

•

·"Question 21. In view of the condition of the weather immediately following
'the demonstration of the 25th of December, and in view of the force that might
have concentrated upon the peninsula, as well above as below the place of
·l anding, would it, in your judgment, have been possible for six thousand men,
without artillery, to have held out there, without being captured or overwhelmed, from the 26th of December to the 15th of January?
"Answer. No; and it is a matter of grave charge against General Bragg
rthat the whole force was not captured on the 26th of December. He had the
·
Iforce and the position."
" Question 24. Would you have deemed it the part of wisdom on the part of
-the commander of the federal forces to have exposed his troops in the situation
1referred to in question twenty-one 1
"Answer. I do not. Neither attack was practicable in the presence of the
~upporting force, provided that had been under a competent officer. The -first
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landing ought assuredly to have been captured entirely; and as for the second~
although deriving much greater advantages from the different mode of attack
by the fleet, and though pressed with great vigor, it is due to the supineness of
the confederate general that it was not destroyed in the act of assault."

A novel feature was introduced into the first expedition against
Fort Fisher, viz: a vessel loaded with a large quantity of powder to
be exploded as near the fort as possible. 'rhe idea appears to haYe
originated with General Butler, in consequence of reading of the
terrible effects of the explosion of a la!·ge quantity of gunpowder at
Erith, England, some time before. He suggested it to the departments at Washington, and they su bmitt~d it to their ablest engineer
and ordnance officers for examination and report. Those officers,
while not anticipating any very wonderful results from this new experiment, still deemed it of such importance as to recommend its
trial. A suitable vessel was accordingly selected for the purpose,
and loaded with powder, taken down to Fort Fisher and exploded,
But the arrangements made for the instantaneous explosion of the·
powder were not such as to insure complete success, and the result
of the trial was not as satisfactory as was expected. The time for
the explosion was not such, in the opinion of your committee, as was
proper to allow all the results which would have been attained by a
more complete explosion to have been taken advantage of by the cooperating land force.
The resolution under which your committee have conducted this
branch of their investigation had reference only to the first expedition against ~..,ort Fisher. But the two expeditions were so intimately connected, it was so necessary to ascertain the facts in regard
to the second and successful expedition, in order properly to understand the first and unsuccessful one, that your committee have taken
what testimony they could obtain in relation to it. Some of the important witnesses they were unable to examine, in consequence of
their absence in the field on active service. But enough testimony
has been taken to elucidate all the leading important facts.
The naval force remained in the vicinity during some very stormy
weather, while a second military force was organized under command of General Terry. 'rhis force consisted of some 8,500 men,
with siege guns and intrenching tools. On the 13th of January the
troops were landed on the beach above Fort Fisher, and proceeded
to throw up intrenchments. The bombardment of the fort was resumed by the navy on that day. and was continued during the next
day. · The fire of the fleet was very heavy and exceedingly effective,
disabling ·all the guns, except, perhaps, one or two on the land face
of the fort, where the army was to attack.
On the 15th the bombardment was continued, and in pursuance of
previous arrangements the fort was assaulted. The assault was begun about. 3 o'clock in the afternoon by a column of sailors and
marines, 2, 000 strong, attacking the fort on the sea face: This assault, though made with great bravery, was repulsed with considerable loss. It proved beneficiaL however, by attracting the attention
of the enemy in that direction: enabling the army the more easily to
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effect a lodgment upon the other side. 'l_1he contest was very ~evere,
the rebels fighting obstinately, but ·were driven from tntYerse after
traverse by the force of our troops, aided by the fire of the naYy.
After some seven hours: desperate and continuous fighting the fort
was taken, and the garrison (·aptured. Our troops and officers fought
most bravely, and are entitled to the highest credit for their gallantry
and dari11g. The naYy co-operated most heartily with the army, and
rendered every assistance in their pov.-er.
It will be observed, from the testimony, that there are several
points of difference between the two exped.iti.ons. In the case of the
first expedition, while the navy ·were prompt and active in the bombardment and the landing of the troops, there was a want of cor.d iality nnd eo-operation between the two arms of the ser-vice, which
must have seriously impaired the efficiency of their joint action. The
testimony of officers and the records of the Navy Department, herewith submitted, are referred to by your committee as containing·
ample evidence of that fact. In the second expedition no such feeling was manifested, but the most cordial spirit of co-operation appears
to have actuated the commanding officers of the army and navy, and
to that may be attributed the success which attended their efforts.
In the case of the first expedition, the bombardment by the fleet
does not seem to have seriously impaired the efficiency of the fort.
But few of the guns of the fort were injured, and the garrison seems
to hnve suffered but small loss. In the case of the second expedition
the bombardment was far more effective. Almost every gun was
.disabled on the side of the fort where the army made its assault, and
the contest was more of the character of infantry fighting on both
sides than a contest between iuficwtry on the one side, and a heavily
armed military work upon the other. And the assault, by the sailors
and marines, though novel in its character and unsuccessful in its immediate results, doubtless proved of great advantage to the army by
its very novelty. and the eli version it created in the operations of tbe
garri:::::ou of the fort.
In conclusion, your committee would say, from all the testimony
before them, that the determination of General Butler not to assault
the fort seems to have been fully justified by all the facts and circumstances then kno,,·n or afterwards nscertained.
Respectfully submitted.
B. F. vVADE, Ohainnan.
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Testimony qf Major General Benjamin F. Butler.
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 17, 1865.
Major General BENJ. F. BtrTLER sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position at the present time 1
Answer. My rank in the army is that of a major general of volunteers, and
my position is that of a witness before the Committee on the Conduct of the
War.
Question. Were you engaged in the late expedition against Wilmington, or
Fort Fisher, as it is sometimes called 1
Answer. I was, and, with the leave of the committee, I will state all the
preliminaries of the expedition, the causes that led to it, and the result of it,
leaving to them, when they need any point elucidated, to put any question they
may see fit.
Question. That is precisely what I intended to ask you to do. State, in
your own way, your connexion with that expedition, and all the facts and circumstances about it that you may deem material.
Answer. In the early part of the fall it was proposed to me by General
Grant that I should send down General Weitzel, then brigadier general, and
Brigadier General Graham, of the naval brigade, to reconnoitre the position of
1!-,ort Fisher, and act in conjunction with a fleet which was being prepared by
the navy. General Weitzel was accordingly sent down to make that reconnoisance. About the 20th of September, as I should judge, he returned, reporting the condition of things there.
On the 29th of September we made a march across James river, which resulted in the taking of battery Harrison and the line we at present occupy,
which required all the force we had. General Grant said to me that we could
not go on with the expedition at that time, for two 1·easons : First, the want of
disposable forces at the time, although at that time it was not contemplated to
send down but about 3,000 men, it being supposed that by a surprise Fort
Fisher could be taken. 'l'he second, and perhaps the more cogent reason, was
that the navy had given great note of preparation, had got into Hampton
roads, and published that they had the largest armament in the world, and were
going to take Wilmington. This seemed to cut off all hope of surprise.
General Grant then said to me that he would not have anything to do wit-h
it, to use his exact phrase, because he could not afford an army for a siege, a:nd
he supposed the purpose was so far known to everybody for which the fleet
was getting ready that there could be no surprise ..
Question. About what time was that 1
Answer. },rom the 20th of September to the 7th of October. The navy
gathered a fleet in Hampton roads, and were practicing them. They lay there
from that time until some time in November.
At that time, after hearing of the great destruction for many miles around
made by an explosion of gunpowder at Erith, England, an examination was
had into the various instances of the explosive effect of large auantit ~s of gun-
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powder; and it was supposed that, possibly, by bringing within four hundred
or five hundred yards of Fort Fisher a large mass of gunpowder, and exploding
it simultaneously-for that was the essence of the affair, to have it all exploded
at, the same moment-the garrison would at least be Bo far paralyzed as to
enable, by a prompt landing of men, a seizure of the fort.
I was examining that question when, on the lst day of November, or about
that time, I received a telegram at Fortress Monroe to report at Washington,
to go to New York upon another and a different errand. When I came to
Washington I suggested the experiment to the President, to the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy, and, I think, to General Halleck, though I will not be
certain about him. It was readily embraced by the Secretary of the Navy,
and with more caution by the President. Further investigation was to be had,
and I left the matter there.
"\Vhen I returned from New York, I found that the suggestion had received·
so much favor that it was determined the experiment should be tried. The
view in which it was to be attempted was that, if a success, it would alter the
whole system of defensive warfare against naval forces; no fort could be made
near harbors which would be safe. And it was also an experiment worth trying
in another view.
}..,ive thousand barrels of gunpowder were stored by the navy in more than
one place in the vicinity of large cities. Of course, as at Erith, which was a
government storehouse in England, it was only a question of time when some
of those quantities of gunpowder would be exploded, either by carelessness or
casually. What would be the effect of S'Uch an explosion was a question which
it seemed to be very necessary to determiBe for the safety of the neighboring
cities. The naval Ordnance Bureau had made many reports upon the subject,
recommending the removal of the powder lest damage might ensue. In this
view, also, it was thought best to test the question.
rrhe navy agreed to furnish a vessel and a hundred and fifty tons of powder.
rrhe army at first was to furnish a hundred tons of powder, and afterwards
fifty tons more. .That was furnished from partially damaged powder, all that
we had; and the rest was made up by purchasing blasting powder at twentyeight cents per pound, as I was informed.
As I said before, when I returned, about the 15th or 16th of November, the
experiment I found had been substantially agreed upon.
I left Washin.gton and went to the department of Virginia and North Caro·
lina. Immediately upon my return General Grant left to go to Burlington,
New Jersey, to visit his family, leaving me in command there. He was gone
from that time until the 24th of November. I determine the time of his return,
because just before his return I had occasion to send the following telegram to
Mr. Stanton:
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE JAMES,

November 24, 1864-11.30 p.m.
Secretary o/ War:
In the absence of Lieutenant General Grant, I have to report to you that the
battery and cavalry horses are suffering for hay, and the government is losing
large sums in the depreciation of these horses from this cause. For this there
can be no excuse, as there is hay enough in the country. It can only arise
from inexcusable remissness somewhere, which need but be brought to your
attention to be remedied.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de-Camp.
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During General Grant's absence I was informed that the powder vessel was
being got ready by the navy. I sent the following telegram to the Assistant
Secretary of War :
[Cipher.]

NovEMBER 22, 1864.
C. A. DANA, Assistant Secretary rif War:
The navy are ready with their one hundred and fifty tons. How soon can
you send me ours to Fortress Monroe 1 Vessel is being prepared.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
To that I received an answer on the 25th of November, which answer I have
not now with me; but its substance is embodied in a telegram to Captain Fox,
Assistant Secretary of theNavy, dated the 25th of November, and is as follows :
NOVEMBER 25, 1864.
Captain Fox, Assistant Secretary rif the Navy:
Assistant Secretary Dana informs me that the needed material will be sent at
once to Fortress Monroe-100. Please see him and add 50.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
On the same day, the 25th, I telegraphed to General Dyer, chief of ordnance,
as follows:
[Cipher.]

NovBMBER 25, 1864.
General DYER:
Mr. Dana telegraphs me that the material for the explosive experiment, 100
tons of which, has been ordered. Please inform me when it will be at Fortress
1\:Ionroe, and how much.
BENJ. l!-,. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de-Camp.
On tl1e 1st of December I received from General Dyer this telegram:
[By telegraph from Washington.-Cipher.]

DECEMBER 1, 1864.
Major General BuTLER:
Telegram received. One hundred tons mining powder were sent from New
York and Boston, between the 24th and last of November, to Captain Edson, at
Fort Monroe, who is ordered to hold the same subject to your order; fifty (50)
tons will leave New York in a day or two.
A.B. DYER.
Official:
H. C. CLARK,
Captain and Aide-de-Camp.
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General Grant had then returned. From information received it was supposed that the garrison at Wilmington, and all the forces about Wilmington,
except a small garrison at l!...,ort Fisher, had been detached to meet General
Sherman. Thereupon, after consultation, General Grant desired me to do two
things. One was to send an expedition up the Roanoke river and endeavor to
reach the railroad between Weldon and Wilmington, so as to cut off supplies
and re-enforcements from the enemy going north to Petersburg and Richmond,
and also to prevent re-enforcements being sent by the Weldon road to vVilmington, in case we moved in that direction ; and the other was to get ready to take
a force and go down and see if we could not effect a surprise at Wilmington, as
it seemed evident that the enemy supposed the expedition gotten up in the early
fall had been abandoned. This expedition up the Roanoke was to be a link in
the chain of operations, and was to be in conjunction with the navy. Accordingly, on the same day, the 30th of November, I sent this telegram to Admiral
Porter:
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE JAMES,
In tke.field, November 30, 1864.
ADMIRAL: Brigadier General Wilt will hand you this note, and brings also
orders to General Palmer about the matter of which we were speaking. Please
give him an order, to be transmitted through him to the commander of your naval
forces in the sound, to co-operate in the fullest extent with General Palmer, and
to move with all promptness and celerity.
General Wild will show you the orders, which are unsealed for that purpose,
which he takes to General Palmer.
If anything occurs to you which I have not covered in my instructions, please
telegraph me, and I will reach General Wild by telegraph before he leaves Fortress
Monroe.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral PoRTER,
Commanding NoTth Atlantic Blockading Squadron, James River.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY, Lieut. and Aide-de-Camp.
I had gone to Fortress Monroe and had a personal consultation with the admiral
upon the Roanoake expedition. This was done,as I have already said, after
consultation with General Grant.
On the same day I received this telegram from General Grant:
HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
City Point, Novembe1· 30, 1864.
Major General BuTLER: I have files of Savanna4 and Augusta papers by
Colonel Mulford, from which I gather that Bragg has gone to Georgia, taking
with him, I judge, most of the forces from about Wilmington. It is therefore
important that Weitzel should get off during his absence; and if successful in
effecting a landing, he may by a bold dash succeed in capturing Wilmington.
Make all the arrangements for his departure, so that the navy will not be detained
one moment for the army.
Did you order Palmer to make the move proposed yesterday 1 It is important that he should do so without delay.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant Gene1·al.
Official:
J. S. BOWERS, A. A. G.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY, Lieut. and Aide-de- Camp.
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I answered that telegram by repairing to City Point, in person, to get further
instructions from General Grant. Those instructions were that we should move
as soon as the navy were ready.
Matters remained in that condition until the 4th of December. I had also ""ueen
to Fortress Monroe to see Admiral Porter, on which voyage I lost my boat Greyhound. I met the admiral in the river, and we arranged some rnatters about the
expedition.
On the 4th of December I received the following telegram from General Smith :
HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
City Point, Va.? December 4, 1864.
Major General BuTLER :
I feel great anxiety to see the Wilmington expedition off, both on account of
the present fine weather, which we can expect no great continuance of, and because Sherman may now be expected to strike the sea-coast at any day, leaving
Bragg free to return. I think it advisable for you to notify Admiral Porter,
and get off without delay, with or without your powder boat.
U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.
Official:
H. C. CLARK,
Captain and Aide-de-Camp.
On the same day I telegraphed to Admiral Porter as follows :
[Cipher.]

DEPARTMENT oF VIRGINIA AND NoRTH CAROLINA,
Decembe:r 4, 1864.
Admiral PoRTER :
When can you be ready with our little experiment 1
Captain Edson, ordnance officer at fort, will put ordnance stores at your disposal. Time is valuable from the news we get.
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official copy :
H. C. CLARK,
Captain and Aide-de- Camp.
We did not talk about our little experiment in plain terms much, lest it should
leak out-my own telegrams being got hold of-as snrprise and secrecy were
of the first importance.
On the same day I received from Admiral Porter the following :
NoRFOLK, December 4, 1864.
Major General Bu'l'LER :
We are ready for the one hundred and fifty (150) tons of powder. Will you
give directions to have it bagged ready to go on board 1
D. D. PORTER,
Rear- Admiral.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
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On the 5th of December I telegraphed to Captain Edson as follows :
[Cipher.]

DECEMBER 5, 1864-11.20 a.m.
Captain EDSON:
Please have at once all the powder of which I spoke to you put in sand-bags
or flour-sacks ready for shipment. You will see .Admiral Porter on the subject;
you will get the bags of the engineer department at Fortress Monroe. If not,
notify me by telegram.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp .
.And on the same day I received the following from .Admiral Porter:
FoRTRESS MoNROE, December 5, 1864-4 p. m.
Major General BuTLER:
I am all ready, and shall call on the ordnance officer at Fortress Monroe for
material. Beardsley was the man I wanted, not Birney. I have found him.
D. D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Official :
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
This Beardsley was the man who fires off gunpowder by electricity. I then
waited until the 6th of December, when, hearing nothing further, I telegraphed
to .Admiral J?orter as follows :
[Cipher.]

DECEMBER 6, 1864.
.Admiral PoRTER:
What day can we start from the fortress 1 I wish not to keep troops on
board transports a day longer than possible.
.As it will take some days to reach Savannah anyway 1 is there anything I
can aid you in 1
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
On the same day I received the following answer:
[Cipher.]
Mo~ROE, December 6, 1864-9.30 p. m.
Major General BuTLER:
Your telegram is received; the vessels to carry the ammunition will be ready
in the morning, completely filled. The ordnance officer here at Fortress Monroe is doing everything he can to expedite matters; most of our ammunition is
here, and will commence loading up to-morrow. I will report progress tomorrow evening, so that you can make your calculations when to embark. I
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think I can by to-mo1TOW tell you within an hour when we can be ready. We
are ready in every other respect.
D. D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY, Lieut. and Aide-de- Camp.
Admiral Porter promised to notify me on the 7th of December, in the morning.
Having made, by verbal instructions and orders, all my arrangements, on the 6th
of December I issued through my chief of staff, Brigadier General Turner, the
instructions intended for the expedition, as follows:
[Confidential.]

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF VIRGINIA
AND NoRTH CAROLINA, ARMY oF THE JAMES,
In the Field, December 6, 1864.
GENERAL: The major general commanding has intrusted you with the command of the expedition about to embark for the North Carolina coast. It will
consist of about 6,500 infantry, two batteries of artillery, and fifty cavalry. The
effective men of General Ames's division, of the 24th corps, will furnish the infantry force. General Paine is under your orders, and General Ames will be
ordered to report to you in person immediately.
You will confer with these officers and arrange details; instruct them to select
their best men, making your force about 6,500 men. The chief of artillery in
conference with you will designate the artillery to be taken. The horses of
the batteries, except one horse for each officer and chief of piece, will be left.
Take one set of wheel harness. Fifty men, of the Massachusetts cavalry, will
be ordered to report to you. Forty ambulances, (two-horse,) with the necessary
medical stores, have been selected for the expedition, which will be distributed
on at least two boats. Take sixty rounds of ammunition for the men, 100 rounds
in boxes, to be distributed through the fleet. If your division trains do not furnish the necessary amount, the balance required will be furnished by the chief of
ordnance at the point of embarcation. Three hundred rounds of artillery ammunition per gun will be taken. So much of it as is not contained in limber boxes
and caissons will be loaded in boxes at the point of embarcation. Let each
regiment draw and take with it on transport five days' rations; three days'
cooked meat; twenty days' additional will be taken in at Fortress Monroe, distributing it through the fleet. Field rations only will be taken. Two packmules for division and brigade headquarters will be allowed. Mounted officers
will take but one horse for personal use.
The chief quartermaster has been instructed to furnish 150 mule harnesses.
It is expected to obtain the animals from the enemy's country. The chief
quartermaster will also furnish a party of wharf-buililers and a small amount of
material for a landing, &c. Thirty launches will be taken on board at Fortress
Monroe. The chief signal officer has been instructed to order signal officers
and men to report to you. Lieutenant Parson, with a company of engineer
soldiers, will report to you. Five hundred shovels, two hundred and fifty axes,
and one hundred picks have been prepared. It is expected that the necessary
transportation will be ready to-morrow at Deep Bottom.
You will report in person to the major general commanding for further in~·
structions.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN W. TURNER,
Bri15adier General and CMif of Staff.
Major General G. WEITZEL,
Commanding Fifth Corps.
~\
.
H. C. CLARK, Captain and A. D. V.
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[Indorsement. J
Respectfully forwarded to Lieutenant General Grant for his information, and
with the earnest request that he will make any suggestion that may occur to
him in aid of the enterprise.
B. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
On that same day, the 6th of December, I received the first written instructions from General Grant, as follows:
HEADQUARTERS

ARMU~S OF

THE UNITED STATES,
City Point, December 6, 1864.
GENERAL: 'rhe first object of the expedition under General Weitzel is to
close to the enemy the port of Wilmington. If successful in this, the second
will be the capture of Wilmington itself. ·.rhere are reasonable grounds to hope
for success, if advantage can be taken of the absence of a great part of the
enemy's forces, now looking after Sherman in Georgia. The directions you
have given for the number and equipment of the expedition are all right, except
in the unimportant one of where they embark and the amount of intrenching
tools to be tak-en. The object of the expedition will be gained on effecting a
landing on the main land between Cape Fear river and the Atlantic, north of
the north entrance to the river. Should such landing be effected, whether the
enemy hold Fort Fisher or the batteries guarding the entrance to the river there,
the troops should intrench themselves, and by co-operating with the navy effect
the reduction and capture of those places. These in our hands, the navy could
enter the harbor, and the port of Wilmington would be sealed. Should :E'ort
}-,isher and the point of land on which it i8 built fall into the hands of our troops
immediately on landing, it will be worth the attempt to capture Wilmington by
a forced march and surprise.
If time is consumed in gaining the first object of the expedition, the second
will become a matter of after consideration. The details for the execution are
intrusted to you and the officers immediately in command of the troops. Should
the troops under General Weitzel fail to effect a landing at or near Fort }"'isher,
they will be returned to the army operating against Richmond without delay.
U.S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
:Major General BuTLER,
Commanding Army of the James.
Official:
S. '.r. BOWERS, A. A. G.
You observed that I emphasized the words "to you," in reading the sentence
"the details for the execution are intrusted to you and the officers immediately
in command of the troops." I did so because when I read the New York
Herald of Saturday I received the first intimation I ever had in the world that
I was not in command of that expedition, but of that I will speak hereafter.
I will say here, in passing, upon the oath which I have taken, that by personal arrangement with Lieutenant General Grant, (at City Point, at his quarters, as I went down the river on my way to Fort Monroe, to make final preparations for the expedition,) I was to go in command of this expedition, for
a reason which was agreed upon between him and me, but which I will not state
unless the committee desire it, because it affects a third person, and General
Grant detailed Lieutenant Colonel Comstock, an officer of his staff, to go with
me; and he did go with me on that expedition.
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'rhe chairman. I will submit to the committee the question whether we shall
ask the witness to state what that reason was.
After consultation, it was decided that the question should be asked the
witness.
By the chairman:
Question. I am directed by the committee to ask you to state what was the
reason agreed upon between you and General Grant why you should go in command of the expedition against Fort Fisher.
Answer. I have no objection to stating it, except, as I said before, the fact
that it affects a third person. The reason was this : In the consultation I said
to General Grant-" This expedition is a matter of very grave responsibility.
(I had known Admiral Porter somewhat in the Mississippi river. General
Weitzel and himself, I have understood, had some little difference upon the
report as to the damage done by Admiral Porter's bombardment to Fort Jackson and St. Philip.) General Weitzel is a very able general, but a very young
man. I am anxious to see this powder experiment go on and succeed, for it is
a very grave one; and I think I had better go with the expedition to take the
responsibility off General Weitzel, being an older officer." To this General
Grant assented. I said to General Grant-" We shall want 11n intelligent report
of the works around Wilmington, and of the effect of this experiment. Give
me your best engineer officer for that purpose; give me Comstock." General
Grant replied-" Certainly, general, and any other of my staff that you think
will aid you, for we are not doing anything here." General Grant immediately
sent out and ordered Colonel Comstock to report to me; and in obedience to
that order he went down to l!"ortress Monroe with me on my boat that evening
(the 8th) and went with me on the subject. He was with me all the time, and
has made a report upon the action of the expedition, which, however, has not
yet been printed. I trust the time will come when his report will be printed.
My reason for not stating this at first is, I did not care to bring General
Weitzel's difference with Admiral Porter in the matter, bnt it is no special
consequence. It was further understood that I was to stay until General
Weitzel successfully effected a landing; and then I was to determine whether
there should be a dash made on Wilmington, and go as far as that if necessary,
and then come back to my command of the army of the James. One consequence was that I took almost my whole staff with me. It was told to all my
staff, and to almost everybody in the army, that I was going with the expedition. I took all my horses and other means of moving across the country. But
this is episodical, and I will go on with my statement. I went to l!.,ortress
Monroe on the evening of the 8th of December. The transportation for the
expedition was to be furnished by General Ingalls, General Grant's chief
quartermaster of the armies operating against Richmond.
On the 6th I had moved the troops for this expedition out from the line,
taking them out of the trenches, and got them ready to move. I fix the date
by the following telegram from General Terry to General Turner, my chief of
staff:
[By telegraph from 24th army corps.]

DECEMBER 6, 1864.
To General TuRNER:
When will Ames's corps be moved out of here 1 Will there be any others to
supply their place, or shall I fill the gap by extending the first division to the
left and the third to the right 1
A. F. TERRY,
Brevet Major General.
Official:
H. C. CLARK, Captain and Aide-de- Camp.
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In the mean time I received a cipher despatch from General Grant, which
was delayed in its transmission a little while. I have not a copy of it, butl
think General Grant has published it with my report; but I am not certain
whether he has or not, because he has not marked it "cipher." But I answered him on the 6th of December as follows:
DECEMBER 6, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT:
Cipher despatch received. Orders will be given to carry out the orders contained in it.
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major Gene1a.l, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and A. D. C.
General Grant's despatch was one stating that instead of moving from Deep
Bottom, as my order contemplated, the troops of the expedition should move
over to near Signal Hill, Bermuda front, and encamp there, and then march
down to embark at Bermuda Hundred. ':rhat was a slight change from my
order.
On the 7th of December I received this despatch from my chief quartermaster:
[By telegraph from Bermuda.]

DECEMBER 7, 1864-11.05 p.m.
General TURNER, C!~iif of Staff:
We have here now the following boats : Haze, DeMolay, Eastern State,
General Sedgewick, Beaufort, Pen·it, Montauk, Ellie Knight, Louisa Moore,
Herman Livingston, W eybosset, Idaho, and Charles Thomas ; yet to arrive the
Western Metropolis, Admiral DuPont, Starlight, and John Rice. ':rhese boats
will carry 7,000 men, leaving space for ambulances, &c., &c.
GEORGE S. DODGE, Colonel, ~·
Official:

H. C. CLARKE, Captain and A. D. C.
This shows that of the transportation that was to be furnished me by General
Grant's quartermaster four of the largest of the boats were behind on the 7th
of December. This will show who, if anybody in the army, was delaying the
expedition at that date. My troops were ready on the sixth.
On the 7th of December I received the following from General Grant in relation to the instructions I had issued, a copy of which had been forwarded to
him for his approval :
HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
City Point, Virginia, December 7, 1864.
Major General B. F. BuTLER,
Commanding Army qf the James:
I had sent you a cipher despatch before receiving your instructions to General
Weitzel. I think it advisable that all embarcation should take place at Bermuda. The number of intrenching tools, I think, should be increased three or
four times.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
Official:
H. C. CLARKE, Captain and A. D. C.
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We had intended to take but very few intrenching tools-fifty, or something
like that.
On the 7th of December, finding myself short of transportation, I sent the
following to Colonel Dodge :
DECEMBER 7, 1864.
Colonel DoDGE:
The Baltic is at Annapolis.

Get her, we shall need her.
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.

Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and A. D. C.
The Baltic had just arrived at Annapolis with released prisoners from Savannah. Colonel Dodge sent the following reply:
[By telegraph from Bermuda.]

DECEMBER 7,' 1864-7.45 p.m.
General TURNER, Chiif of Staff:
I am now fully prepared to ship the troops. Shall they be embarked tomorrow 1 I have dii·ected that the launches be shipped at l!.,ort Monroe. The
ambulances will be Qn board to-night.
GEORGE S. DODGE,
Colonel and Quartermaster.
Official:
H. C. CLARKE,
Captain and A. D. C.
The despatch came to me about an hour after its date, 7.45 p. m.
day I sent the following to General Grant :

On that

[Cipher.]

DECEMBER 7, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT:
General Weitzel's command is encamped at Signal ·Tower, near Point of
Rocks, and awaits orders. Admiral Porter telegraphs he will be ready by tomorrow.
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major General Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and A. D. C.
On the same day I received the following despatch from General Grant:
HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
City Point, Virginia, December 7, 1864.
Major General BuTLER:
Let General Weitzel get off as soon as possible. We don't want the navy to
wait an hour.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
Official:
H. C. CLARK, Captain and A. D. C.
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I sent the following to General Weitzel at 9 p. m., December 7 :
DECEMBER 7, 1864-9 p.m.
Major General WEITZEL:
You will embark your command and get them off to Fortress Monroe as soon
as possible after daylight to-morrow morning.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
The last three telegrams which I have just read were within an hour and a
quarter; the one announcing that the transportation was ready, another from
General Grant asking me to give orders to move, and the last containing my
order to move as soon as daylight would permit the embarcation.
On the 8th of December I received the following despatch from General
Weitzel:
BERMUDA, December 8, 1864-9.15.
Major General BuTLER:
I am here embarking the troops in case you should have anything to communicate.
GODFREY WEITZEL,
Major General.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de-Camp.
We were still short of transportation.
from General Grant:

On the 9th I received the following

CITY PoiNT, December 9, 1864-2 p. m.
Major General BuTLER:
The steamer Empire City is loaded with ordnance stores bound for New Orleans. A telegraph from Washington, just received, shows that it is important
that these stores be forwarded. If you can dispense with this vessel, let her go
on; if not, the moment troops are debarked from her send her forward on her
way.
U. S. GRANT, Lieutenant General.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de-Camp.
We had to take a steamer which had put into Fortress Monroe to make out
our complement.
On the night of the 8th of December I took Lieutenant Colonel Comstock
on board my boat, shook hands with General Grant, and said : " Now we will
get off as soon as we can." I went down the river and met Admiral Porter on the
morning of the 9th, stating that we were ready to proceed. He said that the
powder vessel was not quite ready, bnt it would be ready directly; and at any
rate, he said that it would not he advisable to go to sea in the then state of the
weather.
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On the lOth of December I telegraphed to General Grant as follows:
[Cipher.]

FoRT MoNROE, December 10, 1864-11.45 a. m.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT, City Point:
Has been blowing a gale ever since we arrived. Is clearing up a little.
We are all ready, waiting for the navy.
Any news from Warren or Sherman 1
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
lYiajor General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
'ro that I received in reply the following :
HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
City Point, Virgim'a, December 11, 1864.
1\Iajor General BuTLER, Fortress Monroe:
Richmond papers of the lOth show that on the 7th Sherman was east of
Ogeechee, and within 25 miles of Savannah, having marched 18 miles the day
before. If you do not get off immediately you will lose the chance of surprising a weak garrison.
U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.
Official:
H. C. CLARKE,
Capta~n and Aide-de-Camp.
General Grant does not say, (if you will allow me to refer to it,) "If General
W eitzell does not get off immediately," &c., but, "If you do not get off immediately you will lose the chance of surprising a weak garrison."
That was on the 11th. On that day Admiral Porter informed me that he
would be ready to sail on the morning of the 12th, if the weather continued as
it then was.
I found out by that time the expedition had got to be the talk of every man
at Fort Monroe. I knew that the enemy's scouts were within 25 miles of us
on the other side of the James river. The expedition was also common talk
all over Norfolk.
I thereupon, on the 12th, ordered my vessels to get ready, and the whole
fleet to proceed up the Potomac as far as Mathias Point. In doing so they
would pass what is known as "the Northern Neck," the country between the
Potomac and Rappahannock rivers, where the enemy keeps scouts and spies to
count all our vessels passing up and down. But they had no scouts and spies
up as far as Mathias Point .So by going up there, and then turning about and
running down with all their lights out, the enemy would not be able to tell for
some days where we had gone. That was very cleverly done, and the fleet
came back and under the lee of Cape Charles, the weather being a little northeasterly, and waited there. They could go up the Potomac whether the wind
blew or not; but whether they could go out to sea would depend upon the
weather. I ordered them to wait there under the lee of Cape Charles until
we should go out there and join them.
The navy started on the morning of the 13th, a portion of the fleet earlier,
and a portion of them later in the morning. The 13th of December was Tuesday.
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On the 14th of December I received the following from Lieutenant General
Grant:
[By telegraph (cipher) from City Point, Va., 10 a.m., dated December 14, 1864.]

Major General BuTLER:
What is the prospect for getting your expedition started 1 It is a great
pity we were not ten or twelve days earlier. I am eonfident it would then have
been successful. Have you heard from Palmer 1 The Richmond papers give
no account of any fed.erals on the Roanoke or Weldon road south of W eldon.l
U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.
Official copy :
H. C. CLARKE,
Captain and Aide-de- Camp.
Palmer was upon the expedition to cut theWeldon railroad. The committee
will remember that at the same time General Warren was sent out to dewonstrate upon the upper end of the Weldon railroad, near Stony brook. To that
despatch I replied as follows :
[Cipher.]

ON BOARD BEN. DEFORD,
December 14-10.45 a.m.
Lieutenant General GRANT:
Porter started yesterday. Transport fleet are at Cape Henry. I am just
starting. The weather, for the last six days, has been such that it would be
useless to be on the coast.
Expedition left Plymouth Wednesday last.
You will remember that you have cut communication between Weldon and
Petersburg.
Everything is off in the best time possible.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official copy:
H. C. CLARKE,
Captain and A. D. C.
In my despatch to General Grant I referred to the cutting of the communication between Weldon and Wilmington to show that the Richmond papers
would not be likely to have anything about what was doing south of Weldon.
It was arranged that I should meet the naval fleet twenty-five miles off New
inlet. But, in order not to arouse any suspicion in regard to Wilmington, and
in order that if it became necessary we might land at Masonboro' inlet, which
is eighteen miles above Fort Fisher, my fleet was ordered to rendezvous and
did rend<:'zvous off Masonboro' inlet, but so far out at sea that they might not be
seen, of which Admiral Porter was notified, so that he understood it. I insert
here Admiral Porter's letter to me of the date of the 13th of December, which
shows he knew of the place of rendezvous, and that I did not start the transports until he was ready.
On the 13th of December I received the following letter from Admiral Porter :
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQ.UADRON, U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Hampton Roads, December 13, 1864.
GENERAL: The rest of the fleet will leave here in three hours, and will proceed to the rendezvous twenty-five miles east of Cape Fear river.
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The powder-vessel will go to Beaufort and take ninety tons of powder I hacl
there. I shall follow and communicate with you after she leaves Beaufort f()r
her destination. I think the Louisiana will carry the three hundred tons. She
has now two hundred on board, and room for two hundred more, though that
would sink her too deep. She has delayed us a little, and our movements had
to depend on her.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-AdmiTal.
Major General B. F. BuTLER,
Commanding, q.c.,
q.c., Fortress Monroe, Va.

-rc.,

Therefore, whoever says that my transport fleet went in sight of Fort Fisher
and gave notice of the expedition, says either what he does not know to be true,
or does know to be false. If he was connected with the expedition with
any high rank, he knows it to be false; if he was not, he does not know it to
be true.
The transport fleet arrived off Masonboro' inlet during the night of Thursday,
the 15th of December. Their time of sailing was so arranged that they should
sail only so fast, in order that they might get there together, and should not get
there before daylight, and, therefore, it would not be possible for them to be seen
by any blockade runner or fishing vessel th tt might be out there. My own
ship being faster than the rest, I went forward eighteen miles down the co.a st
and twenty-five miles off the land, in order to meet Admiral Porter, who, I
supposed, was in the fleet. He had said to me that it would take twelve homs
for him to go into Beaufort and get ammunition for his monitors and other
vessels; th:tt he should want twelve hours for that purpose. Having had some
experience in regard to the delays of sailing operations, I had allowed him to
have thirty-six hours' start. I was afraid that he might be detained by a tide
in going in or coming out of the harbor of Beaufort, but I supposed he would
be able to go in and come out in that time.
I reached the blockading fleet off Fort },isher between 6 and 7 o'clock in the
evening of the 15th, (Thursday.) I inquired if Admiral Porter had been seen,
but they said he had not. I consulted a few minutes with the officer in charge,
and then stood 25 miles out to sea, and found the Minnesota and some of the
large vessels out there. I spoke them and inquired if they knew where Admiral Porter was. They said they did not, but supposed that he was at Beaufort; that they could not get in the harbor of Beaufort, and therefore had come
along. Expecting him momentarily, I did not come to anchor, but steamed
under what steamboatmen call "one bell;" steamed slowly around all that
night.
On the morning of the 16th, not seeing Admiral Porter, I stood in towards
laud, and waited that day. I stood in there with the blockading fleet, my
transport fleet still remaining at Masonboro' inlet, with the exception of my
own vessel and a little boat for a tender. I waited that day, which was very
fine, and waited also the next day. The sea was so smooth that I lowered my
gig and took a row for pleasure. There was not wind enough to fill the sail of
a yawl boat that was let down.
I sent General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock on the Chamberlain to make a
reconnaissance of the fort, and they run in so as to draw the fire.
We waited there Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. On Sunday morning I received this letter from Admiral Porter :
Part m--2
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NoRTH ATLANTic SQUADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Qfl Beaufort, N. C., December 16, 1864.
GENERAl.: I take advantage of the tug DuPont going out to write you a few
lines.
I think all the vessels will leave here to-morrow moruing for the rendezvous,
and if the weather permits, I think we will be able to blow up the vessel by
the next night. In talking with engineers, some of them suggested that even
at 25 miles the explosion might affect the boilers of steamers, and make them
explode if heavy steam was carried; and I would ad vise that before the explo13ion takes place, of which you will be duly notified, the steam be run down as
low as possible, and the fires drawn.
I hear that the rebels have only a small gan-ison at the forts at New inlet.
I don't know how true it is.
Very respectfully, your obedient sen·ant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
:Major General B. F. BuTLER,
Commanding D.epartment Virginia and Nort/1, Carolina.
Official:
H. C. CLARKE, Captain and A. D. C.
You will observe that this letter was written on Friday, the 16th. You will
see that he advises me to get 25 miles off, and draw off my steam when he exploded the powder-vessel, lest our boilers should be blown up, even at that
distance. We waited until Sunday night, when Admiral Porter made his appearance. He did not come to the blockading squadron where I was lying,
but came directly down to the rendezvous. I run out to meet him, and received
from him this letter :
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP l\IALVERN,
At Sea, December 18, 1864.
GENERAL: The powder-vessel Louisiana has gone in to attempt the explosion. The weather looks threatening; the wind may haul to the west, but it
is not likely. 'rhe barometer is high yet, though the weather does not please
me.
In case of an easterly gale my vessels will rendezvous under Cape Lookout,
where yours also wHl find perfect shelter. In case you land at Masonboro' inlet, which you can only do with northwesterly or westerly winds, will you not
want vessels to cover you 1 I have vessels detailed to cover all landing parties.
'The powder vessel is as complete as human ingenuity can make her-has 235
tons of powder, all I could get, though she would not have carried much more.
I propose standing in, the moment the explosion takes place, and open fire
with some of the vessels at night, to prevent the enemy repairing damages, if
he has any.
We have an army signal officer on board, and if you have one we can communicate freely.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D.AVID D. PORTER, Rf'ar-Admiral.
Major General B. ].,, BuTLER,
Commanding, q-c., q-c., q-c., Steamer Ben Diford.
Official:
H. C. CLARKE, Captain and A. D. C.
Now to explain a little about Masonboro' inlet. It is 18 miles up the coast
from Fort Fisher, and is the only inlet where you can get in in six feet of
water between Beaufort and Fort Fisher. It was proposed, in case we lar.ded
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at Fort Fisher, that we should also land a small force at Masonboro', and hold
it, so as possibly to go in there in rough weather, land stores there, and attempt
to carry them down the beach or the souPd when we could not land them outside. So we left the force there, where they would be out of the way and
attract no attention, intending to detail what was needed for the lauding at
:Fort Fisher.
•
Upon the receipt of that letter from .Admiral Porter, it being then 8 o'clock
at night, and he having said that he had sent the powder-boat in with orders to
have it exploded, I immediately sent General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock on
board the Malvern, to represent to the admiral that there would be no use in
sending in the powder-boat and exploding it if the troops could not land, for
whatever that explosion might do the enemy would have time to repair damages. As we could not land, the powder-vessel would be lost entirely, and as all
of us would have to stand off .during the northeasterly gale, which he foresaw,
it would clearly be best not to explode the powder-vessel at that time.
When they returned they reported to me that the admiral agreed with me,
and had sent in a fast-sailing tug to countermand the orders to the powdervessel. They reported that they had found great difficulty in getting on board
the admiral's vessel, on account of the sea being so rough.
We remained there that night, which was the night of Sunday. On Monday
morning, the 19th, Admiral Porter signalled to me, through the signal officer, that
as it was rough, and he could not land, he proposed to exercise his fleet. Thereupon he got his fleet in line of battle by divisions, and we sailed all about the
neighborhood, I with my ship following the flag-ship. We all sailed within sight
of Fort Fisher. That, I believe, was the first intimation the enemy had that
we were off the coast.
I have here what purports to be a copy of the official report of Lieutenant
R. T. Chapman, commanding the battery Buchanan, which was the mound battery just below Fort Fisher. It is published in the rebel papers, and this is a
printed copy from one of their papers. Lieutenant R. T. Chapman commences
his report in this way:
"BATTERY BucHANAN, Deccmbe,r 29, 1864.
" SIR : I reported to you on the 20th instant that the enemy had arrived o1f
this place."

On Monday we were exercising the fleet, and they did go within sight of the
mound battery, and it was remarked on the squadron that if we could see them
of course they could see us.
On the evening of Monday the wind hauled around to the northeast, and it
was very evident that there could be no landing of troops at that time. I had
taken coal for ten days on my transport vessels, aN they could carry, with the
exception of my flag-ship. As she was running light, I could put a hundred
tons coal as ballast in her hold. I had taken ten days' water. Most of the
vessels, however, had water condem;;ers, with which we could supply ourselves
in case of a pinch. I had waited ready to sail from the 9th to the 20th of
December, and my ten days' supplies were getting rather short. It was evident
that a northeasterly gale was coming on; I was to rendezvous, by .Admiral Porter's directions, under Cape Lookout or in Beaufort harbor, as many of us as
could get in on account of the draught of water.
I therefore sent my te~der to the fleet at Masonboro', telling them all that
could do so to go into Beaufort, and renew their coal and water, for I saw that
for three or four day8 we could do nothing, and I proceeded to Beaufort to superintend that operation, because the water was to be brought from a great di&tance.
·
I see that some person claims that Admiral Porter says that I had a very
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bad class of transports. Admitting it for the sake of the argument, they were
such as were furnished me by the quartermaster of the armies operating against
Richmond. But that statement is unfair to him. They were an excellent class
of transports. That is shown by the fact that they rode out one of the most
terrible gales that we have had on the coast, and we did not lose a man.
However, we all run into Beaufort. I got the1e; I think, on the evening of
the 20th. On Tuesday I telegraphed to Lieutenant General Grant as fullows :
[Telegram.-Cipber.]

OFF BEAUFORT, December 20, 1865.
Lieutenant General GRANT:
Have done nothing-been waiting for navy and weather. Have sent full
report by mail.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
]l;!ajor General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and Aide-de- Camp.
And I think I may be pardoned for making a single observation, after reading this report, although it may not exactly be testimony :
HEAQ'Rs DEPARTMENT OF VIRGINIA AND NoRTH CAROLINA,
Off Beau:fm·t, N. C., December 20, 1864-10.30 a. m.
GENI<:RAL: I have the honor to report that the troops under the command of
Major General W eitzelleft :Fortress Monroe, as I informed you, on Wednesday,
the 14th, and got off Cape Henry at 4 p. m., and arrived the next afternoon at
the place of rendezvous designated by Rear-Admiral Porter. Admiral Porter
left with the naval squadron the day previously, and as soon as possible after
the storm.
Fearing lest the enemy might be informed of our movements and guess our
destination, I sent the transport fleet up the Potomac as far as Matthias Point,
about fifty miles, in the daytime, so timing the sailing that they should anive
there after dark, and then, during the night, retrace their course and get off the
eastern shore, near Cape Charles, by daylight. This was cleverly done. The
enemy's scouts, on the Northern Neck, where, I see by the Richmond papers,
they watch the movements of troops on the Potomac, saw the fleet go up, but
did not see it return, so that when I left it was reported in Norfolk that the
fleet had gone up the Potomac.
We were exceedingly fortunate in our weather, and lay off New inlet on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday in very smooth water and pleasant weather. The
admiral arrived on Sunday evening from Beaufort, havi11g been detained there
from Wednesday night for reasons presumed to be Ratisfactory.
Sunday night the wind freshened, so that it would be impossible to land troops
on the outside near Fort Fisher.
The admiral was desirous to explode the torpedo-vessel that night at 10
o'clock and attack the next morning with the fleet, although we might not be
able to land. I sent General Weitzel with Lieutenant Colonel Comstock, who
agreed with me in opinion, that as the navy did not propose to run by the fort
into the river, whatever might be the effect of the explosion, it would be useless
unless the troops could be landed to seize the point, and it would specially be
inexpedient to explode the torpedo at that hour, giving eight hours for the ene:::ny
to repair damages before the attack even by the fleet was made.
The admiral, upon these representations, countermanded his orders which had
been given for the explosion, and we have waited until now for a smooth sea.
Meantime I have sent my transports into Beaufort to coal and water, as our ten
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days' supply is nearly exhausted. Last evening I received a telegram from
the admiral by signal, saying that the sea was so rough that it would not be
possible to land this morning, whereupon I steamed to this port, where I am
coaling my ship, and shall return this afternoon.
All the troops are well and comfortable, in good spirits, and, so far, without
casualty. I am sorry to say the weather does not look favorable.
I take leave to congratulate you upon General r.rhomas's victory, which is
very gratifying. We have no news from 'General Sherman la.ter than that which
is brought by the northern papers.
The expedition up the Roanoke has been delayed by -torpedoes, but I get
news from General Palmer that the torpedoes are being cleaned out, and that
the movement is still going on.
Very respectfully, yours,
BENJ. F. BUTLER, Major General.
Lieutenant General GRANT,
Commanding, g.c., g.c., City Point.
Official:

H. C. CLARKE, Captain and A. D. C.
The observation which I desire to make is to ask whether that report looks
much like an absconding general who had run away from his commanding
general without any authority so to do.
Now, with the leave of the committee I will go on from that point. I supposed that I should go out of port the afternoon I sent off that report ; but it
blew very strongly-blew as I never heard it blow before. But then I had
never been much at sea. It kept on blowing very hard until Thursday night,
when it held up a little.
In order to water the transport fleet I had to send fifteen miles up the railI·oad and bring it down, and it was a very heavy job. But we did the best we
oould.
The wind slacking up on Friday, I sent Captain Clarke, of my staff, to Admiral Porter to say to him that I would be through coaling the vessels and be
down there Saturday night, ready to commence the attack on Sunday morning,
at which time I thought the sea would be smooth. Captain Clarke went down
then, but did not return until the next day. He returned the next morning and
reported to me that he had arrived off Beaufort on his return during the night
before, but it was so rough that it was impossible for him to get his boat in,
although it was a light-draught boat, and a very good one.
He reported that he had seen Admiral Porter, who had told him to say to me
that he should explode the powder vessel at one o'clock that night. Captain
Clarke said to him that it would be impossible for me to get there with the land
force, because the vessels were not coaled, although they were doing the best
they could ; but that he would go right back and inform me. He left Admiral
Porter at one o'clock of the afternoon of Friday. Beaufort was 70 miles off,
besides the distance made out to sea. He left at one o'clock to come back to
Beaufort, but did not reach me until the next morning.
Having received the information that the powder-boat would be exploded, and
had been exploded at one o'clock of the night before, I started immediately for
l!...,ort Fisher, ordering the transport fleet to follow me, each vessel as fast as it
was coaled. Most of them having coaled and watered, got off directly.
I got down near Fort Fisher between 4 and 5 o'clock, and found the fleet engaging the enemy and bombarding the fort. I remained there in sight until the
signal was made to cease firing, when the admiral's ship ran out Rome four or
:five miles and came to anchor. I ran alongside of her, came to anchor, and sent
Lieutenant DeKay, ofrny staff, on board to say that General Weitzel woul.dgo
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on board that night to arrange a plan of attack the next morning, if the admiral
thought it advisable to attack. Admiral Porter returned me word that he was
very tired that night, but if I would send on board in the morning he would see
General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock at 21s early an hour as I chose to send
them.
Why I sent General Weitzel instead of going myself was, that as General
Weitzel was to be in command of the troops on shore, I proposed that all the
minor details, corresponding signals, and all that, should be arranged between
Admiral Porter and General Weitzel, so that there should be no mistake in
them. And, besides, I supposed that Colonel Comstock, being present, would
be able to suggest anything that might occur to either of them; also, being a
member of General Grant's staff, with a son of Admiral Porter also on the staff,
he might, at least, keep up the entente cordiale between the army and navy.
At half past 6 o'clock on the morning of Sunday General Weitzel repaired
on board the Malvern, and there bad a conversation with Admiral Porter. I
dictated the letter-! do not have it here, but it was published by Admiral
Porter with his despatch-which was sent him in reply to that conversation.
In the letter I suggested that we should go in as early as 8 o'clock in the morning, &c.
It was arranged that the naval fleet should silence the ]"'lag Pond Hill and
the Half Moon batteries, and then we would land near them.
Now, unless you gentlemen of the committee are very familiar with a very
good map of Fort Fisher and vicinity, it may be well for me to explain one
which I have here, as it will elucidate what I have to say.
[The witness then spread out a map upon the table and explained the position of Fort Fisher, the forts above, Masonboro' inlet, the character of the beach,
depth of water in the channel near ]'ort Fisher, &c.]
I urged upon Admiral Porter, through Weitzel and Comstock, to run by the
fort into Cape Fear river, but he said he could not do it, that there was nt 't
water enough. Now, the navy had four vessels, blockade runners, which had
been caught while trying to run out of the port of Wilmington. They had been
captured and turned into gunboats; and it might be supposed that they could
go in where they came out. Yet the navy folks say they could not run by
there because they had no vessels of light-draught.
The vessels of the navy lay in a semicircle around Fort Fisher. Twelve
vessels lay up above trying to silence the batteries at Pond Hill and Half Moon,
which they did not do except at times. They fired at me while I lay within
600 yards superintending the landing of the troops. I ask the committee to
take into consideration the very great difference between a silent fort and a
silenced one. Fortress Monroe is silent to-day, but it is very far from being
silenced. And at Fort Fisher and the batteries the enemy fired an occasional
shot all the afternoon-they could not :fire much. It is fair to say that when
the Brooklyn was in near the Flag Pond Hill battery she did some spleooid
shooting, and the enemy concluded not to fire a great deal.
The space between the Half Moon and the ]'lag Pond batteries is about two
and a half miles. We stood in; the transport fleet lay each side of me; I lay
at :first within 800 yards when we commenced debarking the troops. The moment we got the troops on shore skirmishers were to advance and take possession of some woods, and then the whole party moved down upon Flag Pond
Hill battery. The enemy held out a white flag as our skirmishers came up,
and the navy sent in boats and took the prisoners off. We took sixty-five
prisoners from the 17th North Carolina regiment, which is a regiment which
lay before my line when I left from before Richmond. Now it is said that no
re-enforcements got there; yet we captured and brought back with us 65 men
of a rebel regiment which I left at Richmond when I started on the expedition.
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When we landed the fort was entirely silent, with the exception of a gun
fired now and then at some small navy boats that were apparently dragging
for torpedoes, or taking soundings.
My plan was to first land 500 men and reconnoitre. If it was found that
they could hold the landing for the others, then land force enough to assault the
place. And then, if it was possible to land the rest of the men and what material I had, then to land and intrench. The first 500 men were landed, and
then the boat waR sent back, and as many more were put on shore as fast as
possible.
As soon as the landing was in fair progress, I ran down to a point within 500
yards of Fort Fisher, just at the right of where the monitors lay that were
firing upon the fort. I could run in nearer than they could because my vessel
was of lighter draught.
I there met General Weitzel returning from a reconnoissance, and he stated to
me that he had been out to the front line and seen :F ort Fisher; that one of his
sest officers had been out on the picket line; that the fort was, as a defensive
work, uninjured; that the guns of the fort were all mounted on the land face;
that they had seventeen guns bearing up the beach; that his picket line was
crouched under the counterscarp of a ditch, which was so high that it covered
them. General Weitzel's report to me receives very singular confirmation from
the report of Major General Whiting, of the rebel service, who reports thatr"During the day the enemy landed a large force, and at half past four advanced a line of skirmishers on the left flank of the sand curtain, the fleet at
the same time making a concentrated and tremendous enfilading fire upon the
curtain."
That is, our men advanced up and crouched under the sand-bank which
formed the glacis of the ditch, which was high enough to protect them from the
fire of the fort; and there they could lie exposed only to the fire of the navy
which was enfilading them. We lost ten men by the fire of the navy.
General Weitzel stated that he thought it WEW' impossible to assault the fort
successfully. Being unwilling to leave the matter without trying, and seeing
from the state of the weather that it must be an assault or nothing, I said to
Colonel Comstock, who was on board with me, "Jump into a boat with General
'Veitzel, pull ashore, and examine with General Weitzel, and report to me if an
assault is feasible; to me it does not look possible, but I am unwilling to give
up." I had a vivid perception of the future which has overtaken me. They
went on shore. The surf had begun to rise, so that they got very wet in landing.
At the same time General Graham reported to me. He said, " General, you
have got either to provide for those troops to-night on shore some way, or get
them off; because it is getting so rough that we cannot land much longer."
General Graham had been a naval officer, but is now in the service of the army
and commanding the naval brigade. Considering a few moments, I determined
the course of action that should govern me. A storm was coming on ; the surf
was rolling in; the barometer had fallen a half an inch. If we got the men on
shore, it might be, and probably would be, a week before we could send an
ounce of provisions to them. In the mean :time a deserter from the 62d North
Carolina, whom I had captured once before, at Hatteras, in the early part of the
war, having received good treatment, came in. He said that they had marched
down from Richmond, and that Kirkland's brigade, and another brigade, were
already down there; and that Hoke was on his way with large re-enforcements,
and had arrived at Wilmin~ton the night before.
Question. How far is Wilmington from Fort }.,isher 1
Answer. About twenty-one or twenty-two miles by land. At the same time
our skirmishers advanced upon a small body of men who were in between
Flag Pond Hill battery and the pond. They could not get away, because it is
a marsh towards the river; they could not go by the pond and go up the beach,
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Lecause there is an opening from the pond into the sea; they could not get
down to the fort, because we were between them and tbe fort. Therefore~ they
had nothing to do but surrender; and Major Reese, five officers and two hundred and eighteen men did surrender. Major Reese was brought .to me, and
from him I learned also that he had been marched from Bellville, near the Weldon road, where General Warren had made his attack, after they bad heard
we were at Wilmington. As many of his regiment that morning had been put
into the bomb-proofs of Fort Fisher as the bomb-proofs would hold, in addition
to the garrison which was there before. His other two hundred and eighteen
men, not being able to be put in the bomb-proofs, had been marched up the
beach out of the way of the navy fire. I also learned from him that he was in
the fort that morning, and that they had lost but two men killed from the bombardment, and that there was but one gun on the land face dismounted. He seemed
to be a very communicative gentleman, willing to tell us all he could. I then
inquired of him where he was the night before. H~ said he was lying two miles
and a half up the beach. I asked him if he had heard the powder-vessel explode.
He said he did not know what it was, but supposed a boat bad blown up; that it
jumped him and his men, who were lying on the ground, about like pop-corn,
to use his expression. He said that he did not know what it was, but supposed
that it was a gunboat that bad blown up, or something of that kind.
I then made up my mind what to do in view of the fact that a storm was
coming on, and if it became necessary to effect a landing again we could do it any
day iu two hours without the loss of a man. I thought it a great deal better to
risk that than to risk the attempt to get the men on shore and intrench then.
If you will look at the instructions you will see that I was to have six pieces
of field artillery with me. To attempt anything on i.he fort with only six field
artillery guns against seventeen heavy guns did not seem to me, although not
of West Point, a very hopeful task. I knew very well, for I had studied them
very carefully, that my instructions said that we were to blockade Cape Fear
river by landing and intrench!ng there. But finding that the channel of the
river was a mile and a half from any spot of ground where I could possibly
plant a gun, I was not very hopeful of preventing with my field guns blockaders
running by. At least I should have no hesitation in going by myself, for I
have gone by field guns with the river steamer Greyhound several times at less
distance than that. I learned, to my satisfaction, also, that Hoke's division was
there, and when they were all there, with the garrisons and the reserves that
had been thrown in, they numbered at least twice as many men as I had on
shore. Hoke's division was about 6,000 men.
Question. How many men did you land there 1
Answer. I landed between 2,100 and 2,300 men.
Question. How many had you there under your command 1
Answer. I had 6,500. It became evident that it was impossible to do anything further at that time in the way of landing, but we can get off troops when
we cannot land them and their supplies. I therefore gave orders to get the
troops off, and did everything that could be done to get them away. I acted in
accordance with the exact advice, consent, and aid, in every form in which it
could be expressed, of General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock, who insisted that
this was the best thing that could be done. I will state here that just befure I
started in on the reconnaissance Admiral Porter, with his flag-ship, sailed by
mine, and with his speaking trumpet bailed me in these words : ''How do you
do, general?" I answered, "Very well, I thank you." "How many troops
are you going to land 1" "All I can;" the navy having agreed to furnish
me with the means of landing. Said the admiral, "There is not a rebel within
five miles of the fort. You have nothing to do but to land and take possession
of it " I had a different opinion, and avowed it. I said to those around me,
"I think there is a man on shore, by the name of Weitzel, who will find that
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out, if it is so." This was the only personal communication I had with Admiral
Porter after I left Hampton roads. I started out to have a look myself. And the
words were hardly out of Admiral Porter's mouth, his ·vessel had not got many
lengths from me, before the rebel skirmishers opened on ours; and within an hour of
that time we had captured two hundred and eighteen men, who had not had time
to march one mile, and who denied having marched at all within that time. Under
the circumstances I ordered that everything should be done to get the men off the
shore. I sent Lieutenant DeKay on shore to give what assistance he could, and
to bring me word if there was any assistance that I could render. I then ran out
to "the Malvern-the fleet had come to anchor-and asked Admiral Porter what
could be done. He informed me that he had exhausted his ammunition. I
had not spoken to Admiral Porter, or he to me, except through a speaking
trumpet, which is not a very good way to quarrel. And you have seen the
written communications and can judge whether there was any quarrel between
Admiral Porter and myself. I sent to him and asked what could be done. He
sent me word that he had not an hour's ammunition, and that he must go to
Beaufort to replenish his ships. Now, if it took him four days to put in ammunition when his ships, as I understood, were full, I supposed it would n{)t
take him any less time to fill them when they were quite empty. rr'here was
a gale coming on. To that I want to cite a piece of testimony from the rebel
General Whiting's report. Mter referring to the landing of our troops, and
their skirmishers advancing on the left flank of the sand curtain-which I read
a tew moments since-he says :
"r.rhe garrison, however, at the proper moment, when the fire [of the navy]
slackened to allow the approach of the enemy's land force, drove them off with
grape and musketry. At dark the enemy withdrew."
General Whiting shows exactly what my report shows-what the report of
General Weitzel shows-that we were met with grape and musketry the moment the fire of the navy slackened. General Whiting proceeds :
" A heavy storm set in, and the garrisons were much exposed, as they were
under arms all night."
From the beginning of that storm, and until 10 o'clock at night, I was trying
to get my troops off. At 10 o'clock it became impossible to get off any more men.
And although Lieutenant DeKay tried to get off and report to me, he was not able
to do it that night. The next morning we were rolling so that it was almost
impossible for any man who was not a sailor to stand on the deck of any one of our
veasels. It was impossible for the navy to come in and reopen fire; they could
lie there as long as the wind remained in the then direction, which was nearly
southwest. But the moment it changed to the other direction they must go off.
rrhen my men would have no heavy guns to cover them, and must themselves
clear out or be captured. The fire of the fleet in the rolls would amount to
nothing, because with a ship rolling as the vessels did there, it was impossible
to hit a county with any certainty. At 11 o'clock the next day I informed
Admiral Porter that, in my judgment, there was nothing to be done but go to
:E'oo·tress Monroe, and I went there.
When I got to Fortress Monroe I made a report to Lieutenant General Gr3tnt,
and ordered it to be duplicated to the Secretary of War.
I will say here, however, that before I got away from the coast of North
Carolina I passed all the heavier vessels of the squadron coming up to Beaufort
to get ammunition, viz: the Wabash, the Colorado, and the Ironsides. And
I passed also a number of the lighter vessels of the squadron going there for the
purpose of coaling, I suppose. And I passed one vessel which I have since
learned was the Santiago de Cuba, which was Admiral Porter's despatch boat,
and which was sent to bring in his despatches. I passed all those vessels and
got to Fortress Monroe first, and if I had been anxious for a newspaper controversy perhaps I could have begun it earlier than it was begun.
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However, when I got to Fortress Monroe I telegraphed to my superior, which
was my duty, as follows:
HEADQ'Rs DEP'T VIRGINIA AND NoRTH CARoLINA,
December 27, 1864-Fort Monroe, 8 p.m.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT, City Point, Virginia:
I have just returned from the expedition. We had a storm from Monday
until Friday, which was the earliest hour I could get out of Beaufort, where [
had put in for coal, most of the transport rleet having got out of coal and water.
"\Vithout waiting for my return Admiral Porter exploded the torpedo at one ( 1)
o'clock on Friday morning, and commenced his attack at twelve fifty-five (12.55)
in the afternoon, twelve hours afterwards. He continued the bombardment of
the fort until night. I arrived in the evening and commenced landing on the
beach the next morning; got a portion on shore about two (2) o'clock. Weit~l
moved down upon the works, capturing three hundred (300) men and ten (10)
commissioned officers. He brought his picket line within fifty (50) yards of the
work, when he was opened upon by canister and musketry. He found seventeen
( 17) guns bearing upon the beach, which was only wide enough for an assault
of a thousand men in line, the guns protected by traverses, and but one (1)
dismounted, notwithstanding the fire of the fleet had been opened upon them
for five (5) hours. In the mean while the surf had so arisen as to render further
landing nearly impracticable. After a thorough reconnoissance of the work,
finding it utterly impracticable for a land assault, and that at least two (2)
brigades of Hoke's division from before Richmond had arrived there, and that
the rest was on the road, I withdrew the forces and ordered a re-embarkment,
and had got on board all of the troops, with the exception of about three hundred
(300,) when the surf was so high as to prevent either getting on or off the shore.
I lay by until morning and took measures for their relief as soon as the sea
might go down. They were under cover of the gunboats, and I have no doubt
thBy are all safely off.
Our loss when I left was but twelve (12) wounded, ten (10) of whom· were
by the shells of the navy on our picket line near the fort. I will be up in t.OO
morning.
BENJ. },. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutf.->nant and Aide-de- Ca'mp·.
I will state what determined my mind against remaining on the beach
near Fort Fisher. I was by no means unmindful of the instructions of the
Lieutenant General. He had directed me to remain if I had effected a landing.
If I had effected a landing I should have remained. But a landing requires
something more than to land 2,500 men, out of six thousand five hundred, on a
beach with nothing but forty rounds in their cartridge-boxes, and where their
supplies would be driven off the first storm. I did not think that was a landing
within my instructions, therefore I deemed it much better for the country to
withdraw, as I did; that it was much less risk, and much better for the future,
for, if it was necessary, a sufficient number of men could hold the line of communication from Masonboro' inlet down to Fort Fisher; and if they could be
spared from the armies around Richmond, could be sent down there, where they
could go in with six feet of water, and from thence operating against Fort Fisher,
they could come prepared for a siege and remain there.
By going away I would draw off the enemy's attention. If I remained there
it would keep his forces concentrated at that point; and if I was driven away
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by the storm that was coming up, then I should lose the men I had landed. I
acted for the best according to the light I had. Under a strong pressure of unmerited blame, I have said what might otherwise seem to be a little bombastica1,
that I had" done the best I could, and was responsible to God and my country."
It is for you and the country to judge, for you now have the facts upon which
I acted before you.
There has now gone down another expedition of from 12,000 to 15,000 men,
ai I learn, with heavy siege artillery. They can land where I did at any time,
with a smooth sea, and God speed them in doing what I failed to. do.
Question. 'J.1o what do you attribute the failure of the expedition 1
Answer. To the delay of the navy in Beaufort, and the refusal of Admiral
Porter to run by the fort, and the failure of the bombardment to silence the
fire of the fort on the land front. He was told that if he would run by the fort
and go into the river, then we could supply him across the strip of land upon
which some of our men landed, and we could have done so, marsh or no marsh,
between us and the river; and with the navy in the river we could remain on
the beach, because we should have somebody to aid us when the sea was so
rough that the gunboats could not aid us from the outside. Lying in the river,
the fleet could aid us notwithstandingthe weather. Besides, the enemy's gunboats were in the river, and without the fleet being inside we were more liable
to be shelled by them in smooth water, if they retained control of the river, than
we were to be protected by the navy in front in rough water.
Question. Was that subject of running by the fort agitated among you there 1
Answer. Not only that, but it was a portion of the instructions upon which
we staxted. Admiral Porter was to attempt to go by. He lost one of his rowboats, sounding to find out the depth of the water, I suppose.
Question. What reasons did the admiral give for not attempting to go by 1
Answer. It was said to General Weitzel, and from General Weitzel reported
to me, that he would lose his gunboats by torpedoes. Since the loss of the
Tennessee at Mobile, some of the officers of the navy have "torpedo on th€:
brain."
Question. Was it known that there were torpedoes there, so as to render it
impracticable 1
Answer. I never heard of any knowledge on the subject. There was a strong
suspicion in the mind of the admiral that there were torpedoes there.
Question. Was the depth of water an objection to running by 1
Answer. Large vessels could not go by ; small vessels could. There was no
ol:tiection on account of the depth of water, as I understand it. I know of three
vessels iu tlP fleet that had been captured after they had run out as blockade
runners. 'l'here could easily be found twelve feet of water on the bar.
Question. If the fire of the fort was silenced by the bombardment, what was
to prevent the lighter vessels from going along there 1
Answer. There was nothing at all to prevent them if the fire of the fort was
silenced. But they would have found the fort very lively if they had attempted
to go by, although I do not think they would have been stopped. 'I,here was
no possible obstruction in the river until you got up to Brunswick, which I
think is about twelve miles above.
Question. What reasons did Admiral Porter give for the delay in getting his
fleet ready at Beaufort 1
Answer. He never gave me any, and I never heard of any given in any form.
In regard to the matter of Hoke's division corning down while the fleet delayed
at Beaufort, you will observe what the rebel general Whiting says in his official report :
" The garrison remained steadily awaiting a 1·enewal of the assault or bombardment until Tuesday morning, when they were relieved by the supports of
Major General Hoke," &c.
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Question. Suppose you had got off without any delay a:t Beaufort, would
there have been re-enforcements there to have obstructed you 1
Answer. I made a very careful examination of that question. Admiral Porter
was right in his letter to me of the 16th December, in which he said that "they
had a very small garrison in Fort Fisher." I understand that there were then
but about 600 men in and around the fort; and there were not a thousand
within the lines of the defences at Wilmington, or a circui~ of fifty miles.
Question. It has been stated by the papers that some of our men entered the
fort and brought away a flag.
Answer. It was so stated upon my authority. I gave the report as it was
brought to me. The men have since been examined under oath, and they
say it is not so, as we all knew afterwards when we came to reflect upon the
matter. They took a flag on the outside of the fort, which had been knocked
down by a shell of the navy, and fell over the parapet on the outside. It was
not very dangerous to go and take it, except running the risk of the shells of
the navy. Any ten or any fifty men could have gone into the fort, although
a hundred men could not have gone in. This may seem to be a paradox. The
garrison would not have opposed the entrance of fifty men, but would have
quietly "gobbled" them up after they had got in; but a larger force could not
have gone in, because the garrison would have manned the parapets and driven
·
them back.
Question. Have you had any conversation with General Grant subsequent
to your return from that expedition and before you were relieved from that
part of the service 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and with your leave I will state it, because it may bear
upon another question which is involved in this.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Before you go on with that, there are one or two questions I desire
to ask. You have stated that at one point of time you lacked four steamers 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; that was on the morning of the 7th of December.
Question. When were they furnished you ?
Answer. On the night of the 7th. As I have already stated, on the morning of the 7th my chief quartermaster reported to me that he yet lacked four
steamers. At 7.45 p.m. Colonel Dodge reports ·that he was ready to ship the
troops. Both of those despatches I have already read. The bearing of them
iti this: r.relegrams to me have been published by General Grant, bearing daoo
November 30 and December 4, without my answers to them, tending to show
that General Grant was hurrying me up all the time. Yet on the morning of
the 7th of December all the transportation which was to come from General
Grant's quartermaster had not been furnished to me; so that the telegrams of
the 30th of November and 4th of December do not bear on me. At 7.45 p. m.
of that latter day Colonel Dodge telegraphed to me that he was ready, and at 9
o'clock that night I gave the order to embark.
By the chairman:
Question. If I have understood you, you took provisions for ten days after
you received a despatch from Admiral Porter that he would be ready the nex.t
day.
Answer. I put on coal and water for ten days-all the vessels could caiTy;
I took provisions for twenty days.
Question. That was upon the basis that the admiral would be able to Live
up to his statement that he would be ready ori. the morning of the 8th 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Q,uestion. Then you were ready 1
Answer. Yes, sir, all ready ou the 9th •
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Qucsthn. How long were you delayed before you actually left 1
Answer. Admiral Porter actually sailed on the 13th. But it is fair to say
jU8t here that the weather was so bad that even if he had been ready, which
he was not, it would not have been prudent for him to have gone out before the
12th. I kept adding to my coal what I could, from time to time, up to the time
we got off, and I was not wholly out of coal on the 19th ; but any man who
would have transport steamers out at sea in the prospect of a northwesterly
gale, with but two or three days' coal on board, ought to be hung at the yardarm. I have had a great deal of experience in transporting troops by water,
for I have always commanded in a department where I was like the angel of
the Apocalypse, with one foot on sea and one on solid land.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. You have referred to a report which you sent to General Grant
by mail.
Answer. Yes, sir; from Beaufort.
Question. Did you ever get auy reply to that report from General Grant,
thereby recognizing you as in command of that expedition 1
Answer. I never have even to this day, for two reasons: while I was absent
he could not get a reply to me, for there was no way to send it ; and whe~
I ~ot back we met face to face. I have talked this expedition all over with him
by the hour, and he never intimated to me that I was not properly in command
of it.
By the chairman :
Question. After your return 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. You have referred in your testimony to the fact that you did not
want to have your men on the beach because they were without supplies.
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. When you can land men can you not also land supplies, ammunition, &c.1
Answer. No, sir, you cannot; and there is the difficulty. Yon can tumble
the men out of the boats with the water up to their waists, and they will
scramble ashore through the surf. But if you should tumble bread boxes and
ammunition boxes into the water in that way, those articles would probably not
be of much use.
I will state how I directed supplies taken on shore to the men after the surf
arose: I ordered water casks to be unhooped, filled with bread, and Looped up
again, aml then I directed those casks, with barrels of beef, to be put on a raft,
and so thrown on shore by the surf. But that was found to be impracticable,
and the only way it was done was to take a hawser ashore, make it fast and
draw it tight, and then slide a life-boat on it from ·an anchored ship to the
shore, through the surf, with whatever was in the boat. Lieutenant DeKay,
of my staff, was the first to come from shore, to set an example to the men,
on Tuesday, when it had become comparatively smooth, but he lost his boots
and watch, and pretty much everything else, in coming away. On .Monday
morning, the 26th, the surf was breaking at least twelve 'feet high on that
beach. I think I state it within bounds when I say twelve feet-I should
rather put it at fifteen feet than ten.
By Ur. Gooch :
Question. Was your expedition delayed any on aceount of getting ready the
powder-vessel?
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Answer Not on account of anything on the part of the army. My powder,
150 tons-and I think we furnished 180 tons-was all on board on Saturday,
the lOth of December.
I would like to make a statement about that powder-vessel, because it is
due to the truth of history and to operations hereafter that the facts should be
known upon this subject. It was intended to ignite all the powder at once by
putting instantaneous fuze (" gomes") among the bags of powder, and firing it
by means of certain apparatus, clock-work, electrical machines, et~. But all
those contrivance failed of operation. r_rhe powder was actually exploded by
setting the ship on fire at the bow. The powder caught on fire at one end of
the boat, and blew itself into the air and water by piecemeal, bags of powder ·
being seen to explode in the air. It was proposed to explode all the powder
at once. This was vital to the success of the experiment, but that was not
done.
By the chairman :
Question. What proportion of the powder do you suppose was actually ignited by that mode of explosion 1
• Answer. My belief is that it would be a large calculation to say that onetenth of it was jgnited.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Do you know whether or not the navy was delayed on account of
the powder-boat 1
Answer. All I know about it is this : they reported to me at Fortress Monroe that they had 200 tons on board. There never was but 215 tons on the
vessel, and if it took them four days at Beaufort to put on those 15 tons, then
it was slower work than I have been accustomed to in the army, and we work
pretty slowly there sometimes.
Question. Then if there was any delay on the part of the navy on account
of the preparation of the pewder-vessel, it was at Beaufort 1
Answer. Yes, sir. I think they started from Fortress Monroe as soon as
they could have done, within a day or so; for, as I have said, from the time I
got to Fortress Monroe I do not think it would have been well to have gone
out before the 12th.
By the chairman:
Question. If anything was expected from the effect of the explosion of the
powder-vessel, why was it exploded before you were in a condition to land and
take advantag'e of it 1
Answer. That is a matter upon which I cannot testify, because I do not
know the motives which governed Admiral Porter. I could theorize upon it
very readily. Admiral Porter told General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock
that he thought the explosion would knock the fort all to pieces, and knock
down Wilmington and Smithville ; and you will recollect that, in his letter to
me, he advises me to get 25 miles off, let down my steam and draw my fires,
lest I should be blown up by the explosion ; and he got himself and his fleet so
far off that he could not get within gunshot until twelve hours afterwards. He
attributed to it unknown virtues and powers. I am still of the opinion that if
it had been exploded properly it would have answered the purpose. Onequarter of the amount, properly exploded, would have done all that was expected of it by me. I do not think it would have blown down Wilmington ;
and I should have been willing to have laid within twelve miles of it. My
theory is, that with these views of his the admiral supposed he would blow the
fort all to pieces, and be able to land with his marines and take possession of
it, so that he could say to General Butler, when he got to Fort Fisher with his
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transports, "Here, general, this is Admiral Porter's fort, taken by him, 'his
work;' won't you take it and take care of it 1" But you can theorize as well
as I can.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. How near was the powder-vessel to the fort when it exploded 1
Answer. I do not know, and I do not believe anybody on our side does.
The powder-vessel was a steamer; her machinery was reported out of order,
or else they were so afraid of her that they did not dare to get up the steam, and
they towed her in. The proposition was to beach her within two hundred and
fifty yards ; but they did not do that ; they anchored her and set her on fire.
I know she could have run within five hundred yards of the fort. We were all
vecy much surprised to find how near that shore we could lay. Our transports,
towards the last of our landing, lay within a hundred yards of the beach. The
powder-vessel might have been beached within one hundred and fifty yards of
the fort; but it was not beached ; it was anchored, and I do not believe within
two-thirds of a mile of the fort.
By the chairman :
Que~ion. I want to know why this improved process of igniting the powder
was not used 1
Answer. I do not know. I understand that the Navy Department are investigating that matter. 'rhe navy were to do it. The proposition was this :
I met the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, Captain Fox, the last of November,
at }1 01'tress Monroe, in conjunction with Captain Rodman, of the war ordnance
bureau, and Captains Wise and Jeffers, of the nayy ordnance bureau. We saw
Admiral Porter there also. We all went into a discussion of ways and means
for loading and exploding the vessel. There is a material known in the army
as " Gomez fuze." It is a fuze prepared with fulminating powder, nearly the
same that is used for filling percussion caps. The fuze is in the form of a strap,
perhaps four times as large as this tape, (holding up a piece of red tape,) and
fire runs through it at the rate of at least a mile in four seconds. It was arranged that there should be boxes made, lined with lead, and put in the boat,
and the powder was to be put in the boxes. A strap of Gomez fuze was to run
all through between layers of bags in these boxes so as to fire the powder instantly. I have since understood that this fuze was not used at all.
Question. You were speaking of English precedents which were supposed to
have originated this idea. Was the powder ignited in this improved way in
those cases?
Answer. No, sir; the powder in that case was ignited by the explosion of
another large mass of powder near by, which is supposed to have produced the
iustantaneous explosion of the larger mass.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Was there harmony between yourself and Admiral Porter in the
preparation and carrying out of this joint operation of the army and the navy 1
Answer~ Entire ; not a word or a thought of a word on my part, in any way
or form, of controversy.
Question. Independent of yourself, was there any conflict between any officers of the army and navy ?
Answer. No one came in contact with Admiral Porter but myself till we were
roody to sail-it was all kept in great secrecy.
By the chairman:
Question. I asked you a question some time ago, which you were about to
anBwer: whether you had seen General Grant since your return from this expedition, and conversed with him upon the subject; and if so, what were his criticisms
upon it 1
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An swer. He never made any criticisms of any description to me except upon
the action of the navy. He never criticised my acts in any way or form to me.
I was informed by one of his staff that he said he thought I ought not to have
come away.
Question. To what did he seem to attribute the failure of the expedition 1
Answer. Wholly to delay.
Question. Did he ascribe the delay to the same causes that you have 1
Answer. Precisely.
Question. Do you know whether you were relieved in consequence of this
expedition, or for some other reason 1
Answer. I will state exactly what I do know about it. I made my report
on the 3d of January, and it went to General Grant on the 4th, as soon as I
got in the reports of my subordinates. A correct copy of my report, with
copies of the reports of General Weitzel and General Ames, I now submit to
you. As soon as I got in the reports of my immediate subordinates I brought
my report to Fortress Monroe and gave it to General Grant, on the evening of
the 4th of January, on board of his boat. I said to him, "General Grant, will
you allow me to have this published 1" "Yes," said he; "as Porter has published his, I suppose yours ought to be published." At this time I supposoo
I was on friendly and intimate relations with General Grant. He said, "I am
going to Norfolk, and will send it up to Washington to-morrow morning." I
said, "Very good," as that was as early as any mail could take it. I bade him
good night and 1·eturned to my duties at the front.
On the 5th of January I telegraphed to the Secretary of War in these words :
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT VIRGINIA AND NoRTH CAROLINA,

Janum·y 5, 186:5.
Hon.

E. 1\L

STANTON,

Secretary if War, Wasl~ington, D. C.:
I have made my report to Lieutenant General Grant of the operations of the
army in conjunction with the navy against Wilmington. General Grant thinks
it should be published, and will forward it with that request. I respectfully
request leave to have it published.
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major General, CiJmmanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenan.t and A. D. C.

On the day but one after the 6th of January General Grant informed me that
while at the theatre in Norfolk the night before he had lost my report out of his
pocket, but that he had sent down for it, and hoped to get it up that night. He
did get it up some time Saturday night or Sunday morning. You will observe,
when you come to read his indorsement upon the report, that he credits it as
having been received on the 7th of January, which was Saturday.
During all this time I was occasionally conversing with General Grant as to
getting off this second expedition, which was going down with a siege train, and
other matters.
During all this time General Grant never said anything to me on the.question
raised by his indorsement on my report, and he certainly never hinted to me,
nor did any one of his staff, or anybody concerned with him, that I was not
rightfully and fully in command of the expedition. And I repeat, that the first
time I ever heard or saw any such thing was when I saw in the newspaper the
indorsement of Genenl Grant.
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At 12 o'clock m., January 8, at my headquarters, twenty miles above City
Point, I received the order relieving me from command. Dates here are a little
material. r.rhe mail boat leaves City Point, General Grant's headquarters, for
Baltimore and Washington at 10 o'clock every day. There was no way of getting a telegraphic despatch through without my knowledge, because the telegraph
at l!"'ortress Monroe was then under my control, and I have examined it and
none passed through there. There was no way of getting a despatch .from
General Grant's headquarters to New York after 10 o'clock on Sunday until
10 o'clock on Monday, and therefore there was no way, after 10 o'clock on
Sunday, of getting a despatch from General Grant's headquarteTs in time to be
published in the New York Herald of Tuesday morning. Therefore the despatch of Cadwallader, the Herald correspondent of Grant's headquarters,which
you have no doubt seen, giving an account of my removal, and the comments to
which it gave rise, published in Tuesday's Herald, must have left General
Grant's headquarters two hours before I was actually removed, or two hours
before the order relieving me was served on me, and of course while, by all
military usage, it should have been a confidential secret. How much earlier
information Cadwallader had than that I do not know. The facts fix it that he
knew it and made his comments upon it as early as 10 o'clock on Sunday
morning. I read from his despatch:
"The news of the President's order No. 1, series of 1865, removing Major
General Benjamin 1( Butler from the command of the department of Virginia
and North Carolina, is causing much comment ; but, so far as I can learn, little
or no animadversion."
General Butler had not been removed at that time, and the comments upon
his removal could not have been very widely circulated. Then Mr. Cadwallader goes on to say:
"Whether rightfully or not, General Butler has for months past been losing
the confidence of the officers of the army, until very few will regret his departure
outside of those that swarm around and attach themselves to those in power. It
has beea General Butler's misfortune to appoint too many of these selfish and
irresponsible persons to official positions of trust and responsibility."'
r_ro that last charge I plead guilty to this extent: .At General Grant's request,
aiil I supposed, communicated to me by Mr. Cadwallader, I appointed Mr. Cadwallader a second lieutenant of the 2d United States volunteers, in order to save
him from the liability to be drafted, and there is no doubt that he is entirely selfish and irresponsible, and I am, in so far, suffering from his appointment. I wish
I had let him be drafted.
" The ostensible grounds for depriving him of his command are undoubtedly
his recent fiascos of Wilmington and Dutch Gap.''
And then the other ground is that General Butler is the last of the civilian
generals of high rank in command. I think the first t·easons arc the pretext,. and
the last is the cause. If you want my opinion of it, that is my view.
Certain it is I had a right to take this despatch as an emanation from headquarters, because it was a story given at Grant's headquarters to his correspondent and sent to the New York Herald, while all other cemmunications were cut
off, before I was removed, which was contrary to all military usage~
I had a conversation with General Grant after being removed, upon the reasons
for it, which being in the nature of a private conversation, I prefer not to. detail
here unless he desires it.
After being removed I telegraphed to the President in these words :.
HEADQUARTERS, &c., FoRT MoNROE,

January 9, 1865.
President of tlze United States, WasMngton, D. C. :
I have telegraphed to ~he Secretary of War for leave to publish my report
Part m--3
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of the Wilmington affair. I have received no answer. He is absent. In his
absence I respectfully ask your leave to publish it. General Grant favored it.
It is but justice. Please answer by telegraph.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and A. D. C.

I received a very proper answer from the commander-in-chief, to the effect
that my report had not been received, and therefore, it could not be published; he,
of course, could not authorize it to be published until he had seen it.
I therefore telegraphed to General Grant in these words:
[Telegram-1045 a.m.]

HEADQ.CARTERS, &c., FoRT Mo~ROE,
January 11, 1865.
Lieutenant General GRANT:
I have asked the President for permission to publish my report of the Wil- ,
mington affair. He answers that no report has ever been received at the War
Department. You told me you had forwarded it. Has it been lost again 1 If
so, I have a copy.
BENJ. F. BU'l'LER,
Major General, Commanding.
Official:
SIDNEY B. DEKAY,
Lieutenant and A. D. C.
To that I received in answer that General Grant, after I was removed, had
sent for it to Washington and had it brought back, and that he was going to
send it up by a special messenger ; and it would get there on Friday night.
I have since been and examined that report, and find that the indorsement
is not in General Grant's handwriting, though it is signed by him. And I find
that since it was originally written it has been altered, by erasures scratched
with a knife. Whether it was got back to General Grant for the purpose of
being altered by him, or by others, I do not know. '!'here have been three or
four lines scratched out by a knife.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Can you now make out what was odginally written there 1
.Answer. No, sir ; it has been very ·carefully erased, so that you cannot make
out any of the words which have been scratched out.
He says in his indorsement:
''To avoid publicity of the time of sailing and destination of the expedition
against Fort Fisher, my orders to General Butler to prepare it were given verbally, and the instructions to the commanding officer of the expedition were
made by him and submitted to me."
One might, if inclined to criticise, want to know how much more secrecy
t:her.e would be in verbal instructions than in written ones. But -one should not
be too censorious. .Again :
" I append to the report a copy of General Butler's instructions to General
Weitzel, together with copies of my despatches and instructions to General
Butler relating to the expedition."
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The injustice done me by this course is that he only uses one side of the
pair of shears; he did not put in my answer to his telegrams. By those answers it will appear that not an hour's delay was in any way chargeable to
me or to my command; that each telegram showed that I was waiting for the
navy, and all ready at the word. How General Grant can reconcile publishing
one side only of a corr~pondence when he had both, to the injury and calumny
of a suoordinate officer, is for his own determination. My belief is that it is an
emanation from the malice of the staff officer who prepared the indorsement and
exhibits accompanying it. lf not, General Grant is as unjust as he is reckless
of other men's lives and reputations.
"It will be perceived that it was never contemplated that General Butler
should accompany the expedition, but that l\fajor General Weitzel was especially named as the commander of it."
This statement is disingenuous, if it was not so intended, and is untrue in fact if
it is meant that I was not to go, and it does not look like General Grant."
" I am inclined to ascribe the delay which has cost us so dearly, to an exper, iment."
An experiment which he approved of and advised, as well as any of the rest
of us.
"My despatches to General Butler will show his report to be in error where
he stares that he returned, aftet· having effected a landing, in obedience to my
instructions. On the contrary, those instructions contemplated no withdrawal
or a failure after a landing was made."
Now, I do not state anywhere that I returned after I had effected a landing.
I stated in my report that I returned because I could not effect a landing; had
only got a portion of my men on shore, but could not get the rest of them on,
or their supplies. I stated that I could not effect any landing, in my judgment; and also that a landing could be effected there any time, any day or hMlr
thereafter, if the elements did not oppose.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. You make the distinction that a landing must be complete?
Answer. It must be an effective landing. It never occurred to me that it
was impossible to land so many men on the coast of North Carolina. There is
never a day, except as against the elements, that you cannot land on that beach.
If Fort Fisher has- been captured by this last expedition, and Hoke's division has left there, it will prove what I supposed would be the result of my
coming away-that when I came away they came away also, and did not remain
as they would have done, had I remained there.
The following are copies of my report, and the repolits of General Weitzel
and General Ames, in relation to this expedition :
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF VA. AND N.c.,
Army cif the James, in the field, Va., January 3, 1865.
GENERAL: On the 7th of December last, in obedience to your orders, I moved
a force of about sixty-five hundred effective men, consisting of General Ames's
division of the 24th corps and General Paine's division of the 25th corps, under
command of 1\Iajor GeneraJ W eitze], to an encampment near Bermuda.
On the 8th the troop.s embarked for Fortress Monroe; on the 9th, Friday,
I reported to Rear-Admiral Porter that the army portion of the conjoint expedition directed against Wilmington was ready to proceed.
We waite1 there' Saturday the lOth, Sunday the 1 lth, and Monday the 12th.
On the 12th, Rear-Admiral Porter informed me that the naval fleet would sail
on the 13th, but would be obliged to put into Beaufort to take in ammunition
for the monitors.
The expedition having become the subject of remark, fearing least its des-
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tination should get to the enemy, in order to direct from it all attention, on the
morning of Tuesday the 13th, at three o'clock, I ordered the transport fleet to
proceed up the Potomac during the day to :Mathias Point, so as to be plainly
visible to the scouts and signal men of the enemy on the northern Neck, ancl to
retrace their course at night and anchor under the lee of Cape Charles.
Having given the navy thirty-six hours Rtart, at twelve o'clock noon of the
14th, Wednesday, I joined the transport fleet off Cape Henry, and put to sea,
arriving at the place of rendezvous off New inlet, near Fort l!,isher, on the evening of the 15th, Thursday. We there waited for the navy Friday the 16th,
Saturday the 17th, and Sunday the 18th, during which days we had the finest
possible weather and the smoothest sea. On the evening of the ·18th Admiral Portel· carne from Beaufort to the place of rendezvous. '!'hat evening
the sea became rough, and on Monday, the 19th, the wind sprang up freshly, so
that it was impossible to land troops, and by the advice of Admiral Porter,
communicated to me by letter, I directed the transport fleet to rendezvous at
Beaufort. This was a watter of necessity, because the transport fleet being
coaled and watered for ten days, had already waited that time from the 9th, the
day on which we were ready to sail, to the 19th.
On the 20th, Tuesday, 21st, Wednesday, 22d, Thursday, and 23d, Friday,
it blew a gale. I was occupied in coaling and watering the transport fleet at
Beaufort,
The B3ltic having a large supply of coal, was enabled to remain at the place
of rendezvous with a brigade on board of twelve hundred men, and General
Ames reported to Admiral Porter that he would co-operate with him. On the
23d I sent Captain Clark, of my staff, from Beaufort, on the fast-sailing steamer
Chamberlain, to Admiral Porter to inform him that on the evening of the 24th
I would again be at the rendezvous with the transport fleet for the purpose of
commencing the attack, the weather permitting.
At four o'clock on the evening of the 24th I came in sight of Fort Fisher,
and found the naval fleet engaged in bombarding it, the powder-vessel having
been exploded on the morning previous about one o'clock.
Through General Weitzel I arranged with Admiral Porter to commence the
landing under the cover of the gunboats as early as eight o'clock the next
morning if possible, as soon as the fire of the Half Moon and Flag Pond Hill
batteries had been silenced. These are up the beach some two or three miles
above Fort Fisher. Admiral Porter was quite sanguine that he had silenced
the guns of Fort Fisher. He was then urged, if that were so, to run by the
forts into the Cape Fear river, and: then the troo~s could land and hold the beach
without liability of being shelled by the enemy's gunboat, (the Tallahassee being seen in the river.) . It is to be remarked that Admiral Farragut even had
never taken a fort except by running by and cutting it off from all prospect of
re-enforcements, as at Fort Jackson and Fort Morgan, and d1at no casemated
fort had been silenced by naval fire during the war. That if the admiral would
put his ships in the river the army could supply him across the beach, as we
had proposed to do Farragut at Fort St. Philip. That at least the blockade of
Wilmington would be thus effectual even if we did not capture the fort. 1'o
that the admiral1·eplied that he should probably lose a boat by torpedoes if he
should attempt to run by.
He was reminded that the army might lose five hundred men by the assault,
and that his boat would not weigh in the balance, even in a money point of view,
for a moment with the lives of the roen. The admiral declined going by, and the
expedition was deprived of that essential element of success.
At twelve o'clock noon of the 25th, Sunday, Captain Glisson, commanding
the covering division of the fleet, reported the batteries silenced, and his vessels
in position to cover our landing.
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The transport :Beet following, my :Bag-ship stood in within eight hundred
yards of the beach, and at once commenced debarking. The landing was
successfully effected. Finding that the reconnoitring party just landed could
l10ld the shore, I determined to land a force with which an assault might be
attempted.
Brevet Brigadier General Curtis, who deserves well for his gallantry and
conduct, immediately pushed up his brigade within a few hundred yards of
l!.,ort Fisher, capturing the Half Moon battery and its men, who were taken off
by the boats of the navy.
This skirmish line advanced to within seventy-five yards of the fort, protected by the glacis which had been thrown up in such way as to give cover, the
garrison being completely kept in their bomb-proofs by the fire of the navy,
which was very rapid and continuous, their shells bursting over the work with
very considerable accuracy. At this time we lost ten men wounded on the skirmish
line by the shells from the fleet. Quitting my :Bag-ship I went on board the
Chamberlain, and ran in within a few hundred yards of the fort, so that it was
plainly visible.
It appeared to be a square bastioned work of very high relief, say twentyfive feet, surrounded by a wet ditch some fifteen feet wide; it was protected
from being enveloped by an assaulting force by a stockade which extended
from the fort to the sea on the one side, and from the marshes of Cape Fear
1·iver to the salient on the other. No material damage to the fort, as a defensive
work, had been done.
Seventeen heavy guns bore up the beach, protected from the fire of the navy
by traverses eight or ten feet high, which were, undoubtedly, bomb-proof shelters
for the garrison. With the garrison kept within their bomb-proofs it was easy
to maintain this position. But the shells of the navy, which kept the enemy in
their bomb-proofs, would keep my troops out; when those ceased falling the
parapet was fully manned. Lieutenant Wailing, of the 142d New York, pressed
up to the edge of the ditch and captured a :Bag which had been cut down by a
shell from the navy.
It is a mistake, as was at first reported to me, that any soldier entered the
fort. ..An orderly was killed about a third of a mile from the fort, and his horse
taken.
In the mean time the remainder of Ames's division had captured two hundred
and eighteen men and ten commissioned officers of the North Carolina reserves
and other prisoners. From them I learned that Kirkland's and Hagood's
brigades of Hoke's division had left the front of the army of the James, near
Richmond, and were then within two miles of the rear of my forces, and their
skirmishers were then actually engaged, and that the remainder of Hoke's division had come the night before to Wilmington, and were then on the march,
if they had not already arrrived. I learned also that these troops had left
Richmond on Tuesday, the 20th.
Knowing the strength of Hoke's division, I found a force opposed to me outside of the work, larger than my own.
In the mean time the weather assumed a threatening aspect; the surf began
to roll in, s,o that the landing became difficult.
At this time General Weitzel reported to me, that to assault the work, in his
judgment, and in that of the experienced officers of his command who had
been on the skirmish line, with any prospect of success, was impossible.
'J.1his opinion coincided with my own, and, as much as I regretted the necessity of abandoning the attempt, yet the path of duty was plain. No so strong
a work as Fort Fisher had been taken by assault during the war, and I had to
guide me the experience of Port Hudson with its slaughtered thousands in the
repulsed assault, and the double assault of Fort Wagner, where thousands were
sacrificed in an attempt to take a work less strong than Fisher, after it had
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been subjected to a more continued and fully as severe nre; a~d in neither of
the instances I have mentioned had the assaulting force in its rear, as I had, an
army of the enemy larger than itself.
I therefore ordered that no assault should be made, and that the troods
should re-embark. While superintending the preparations for this the fire
of the navy ceased; instantly the guns of the fort were fully manned, and a
sharp fire of musketry, grape and canister swept the plain by which the colunm
must have advanced, and which the skirmish line was returning.
Working with what diligence we could, it was impossible to get the troops
again on board before the sea ran so high as to render further re-embarcation
or even the sending of supplies ashore impossible. I lay by the shore untilll
o'clock the next day, Monday, the 26th, when, having made all the proper dispositions for getting the troops on board, I gave orders to the transport fleet, as
fast as they were ready, to sail for Fortress Monroe, in obedience to my instructions from the Lieutenant General. I learned from deserters and prisoners captured that the supposition upon which the Lieutenant General directed the expedition, that Wilmington had been denuded of troops to oppose General Sherman,
was correct; that at the time when the army arrived off Wilmington, there was
less than four hundred men in the garrison of Fort Fisher, and less than a thousand within twenty miles. But the delay of three days of good weather, the 16th,
17th and. 18th, waiting for the arrival of the navy, and the further delay from
the terrible storm of the 21st, 22d and 23d, gave time for troops to be brought
from Richmond, three divisions of which were either there or on the road.
The instructions of the Lieutenant General to me did not contemplate a siege.
I had neither siege trains nor supplies for such a contingency.
The exigency of possible delay, for which the foresight of the commander of
the armies had provided, had arisen, to wit, the large re-enforcement of the garrison. 'J.1his, together with the fact that the navy had exhausted their supply
of ammunition in the bombardment, left me with no alternative but to return
with my troops to the army of the James. The loss of the opportunity of
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the 16th, 17th and 18th, ,vas the immediate cause
of the failure of the expedition. It is not my province even to suggest blame
to the navy for their delay of four days at Beaufort. I know none of the
reasons which do or do not justify it. It is to be presumed they are sufficient.
I am happy to bring to the attention of the Lieutenant General the excellent
behavior of the troops, both officers and men, which was all that could be
desired. I am under special obligation to Captain Glisson, ·o f the Santiago de
Cuba, for the able and efficient manner in which he covm·ed our landing; to
Captain Alder, ·:of the Brooklyn, for his prompt assistance, and the excellent
gunnery with which the Brooklyn cleared the shores of all opposers at the moment of debarcation. Lieutenant Farquhar, of the navy, having in chaYge the
navy boats which assisted in the landing, deserves great credit for the energy
and skill with which he managed the boats through the rolling surf.
Especial commendation is due to Brigadier General Graham, and the officers
and men of his naval brigade, for the organi~ation of his boats and crews for
landing, and the untiring energy and industry with which they all labored in reembarking the troops during the stormy night of the 25th, and the days following.
For this and other meritorious services dudng the campaign, since the 1st of
}fay, which have heretofore been brought to the notice of the Lieutenant General in my official reports, I would respectfully but earnestly recommend General Graham for promotion. The number of prisoners captured by us was three
hundred, including twelve officers, two heavy rifled guns, two light guns, and
.six caissons.
The loss of the army was one man drowned, two men killed, one officer captured, who accidentally wandered through our pickets, and ten men wounded
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while upon the picket lines by the shells of the navy. Always chary of mentioning with commendation the acts of my own personal staff, yet I think the
troops who saw it will agree to the cool courage and daring of Lieutenant Sidney
B. DeKay, A. D. C., in landing on the night of the 25th, and remaining aiding
in the re-embarkation on the 27th.
For the details of the landing and the operations, I beg leave to refer you to
the reports of Major General Weitzel, commanding the troops, and Brigadier
General Ames, commanding the division landed, which are hereto appended.
Trusting my action will meet with the approval of the Lieutenant General,
this report is respectfully submitted.
BENJAMIN F. BUTLER,
Major General,, Commanding.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT,
Commanding Armies if the United States.
HEADQUARTERS 2D DIVISION, 24TH ConPs,
December 28, 1864.
CAPTAIN: I have the honor to submit the following report of the movements
of this division since the 7th.
At sunset on the 7th this command, numbering about 3,500 officers and men,
left its camp and marched to the left of our lines, near the Appomattox river.
Early the next morning it moved to BermudaHundred, where it embarked on
ocean transports.
The 1st brigade, commanded 'by Brevet Brigadier General N. M. Curtis, was
put on board steamers C. Thomas and W ybasset; the 2d brigade, commanded
by Colonel G. A. Pennypacker, on board steamers Pen·it L. Moore and Idaho;
and the 3d brigade, commanded by Colonel L. Bell, on board the Baltic and
Haze. The 16th New York battery, Captain Lee, on steamer St~rlight.
At three o'clock on the morning of the 13th the transport fleet sailed from
Fortress Monroe for Mathias Point. Arriving at this point about dark, it turned
about and directed its course for Cape Henry. Before getting to sea it was intercepted, and ordered to anchor near the eastern shore. It remained here till
about mid-day, when it got under way and went to sea.
We arrived at the rendezvous twenty miles east of Masonboro' inlet, North
Carolina, on the evening of the 15th. Here we remained till the evening of
the 20th, when a storm commenced which caused the most of the transports to
put into Beaufort, North Carolina, for safety.
On the morning of the 24th, the fleet, under Admiral Porter, moved in towards
New inlet. Hearing the navy was to open fire on Fort Fisher, I reported to
Admiral Porter that I had with me about 1,000 or 1,200 men to co-operate with
him. On the morning of the 25th all of our vessels anchored near the shore,
about two and a half miles north of ]~ort Fisher, and immediately began preparations for landing.
Brevet Brigadier General Curtis and 500 of his brigade were the first to
land. During the landing of my 2d brigade I went ashore. Shortly after my
arrival the enemy opened a slight infantry fire. This was quickly suppressed
by our own skirmishers. Soon after a deserter came in, and reported that
"Kirland's brigade of Hoke's division" was in our front. This man I sent at
once to the major general commanding the department.
As soon as Colonel Bell's brigade had landed I moved with it along the
shore to the support of Brevet Brigadier General Curtis, leaving to the troops
then on shore, and those rapidly coming, the task of repulsing any attack the
enemy might make. Reports indicated a heavy force of the enemy near at
hand.
It was dusk when I reached the front. I there heard that the first brigade
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was to remain where it was till further orders, and that if an attack was made
on the fort the responsibility would rest with the officer in immediate command.
At this time I did not know that it had been decided not to attack the fort, and
that the troops were tore-embark.
Upon the report of Brevet Brigadier General Curtis that he could take the
fort, I sent his brigade forward to make the attempt. By the time he reached
his position it was dark, and the navy had almost entirely ceased its fire. rrhe
troops, which during the day had to seek shelter, now boldly manned their
guns. Had the attack been made it would have failed. It was not made.
An order reached me at this time to return andre-embark. All returned to
the transports, except a part of the first brigade, which, owing to the surf, was.
forced to remain on shore till the 27th, when the sea had sufficiently subsided
to allow its re-embarcation. I cannot speak in too high terms of the conduct of the
officers and men, not only while uncomfortably crowded on ship-board, but
when on shore, in contact with the enemy.
Lieutenant W. H. Walling, of the 142d New York volunteers, took from the
parapet of Fort Fisher its flag. He deserves some adequate reward.
General Curtis recommends that Lieutenant Wailing be breveted major. I
heartily approve it. Colonel Daggett, commanding 117th New York volunteers,
captured some 220 prisoners. (IencloseBrevetBrigadier General Curtis's report.)
The command is deeply indebted to the naval brigade for efficient and hazardous
services in taking the troops from the shore, through a heavy surf.
We lost one officer, who by accident passed through our picket into the
enemy's, and a soldier drowned in the surf. Some ten or fifteen men were
wounded.
I Lave the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. AMES,
B1·ig. General Volunteers.
Captain WHEELER,
Assistant Adjutant Gene1·al to General lVeitzcl.
HE.\DQUARTERS 25TH ARMY CoRPS,

THE FIELD, VA.,
December 31, 1864.
GENERAL: In accordance with orders I moved on the evening of the 7th instant, with about seven thousand men of General Ames's 2d division, 24th corps,
and General Paine's 1st division, 25th corps, to the rear of the left of our lines
at Bermuda Hundred, and bivouacked for the night at the signal tower.
During the night I received an order from the general commanding to move
my command at daylight next morning to Bermuda Hundred, and embark it on
transports that would be furnished, and then rendezvous at Fortress Monroe.
This was done. We lay here until the 13th instant waiting for the navy to get
ready, and the weather to improve.
At 3 o'clock a. m. on the 13th, the transport fleet, by direction of General
Butler, moved up the Chesapeake bay and Potomac river to Mathias Point, and
returned the next day and proceeded to sea, arriving at the rendezvous at MasonLoro' inlet on the evening of the 15th. We lay here until the evening of the
18th, when Admiral Porter arrived. The weather during sixty hours of this
period had been perfectly calm, and the sea smooth ; but on the evening of the
18th there was quite a rough sea, making it impossible for troops to be landed
on the beach. Admiral Porter was therefore requested to delay his attack until
the sea became smooth, so that we could co-operate with him. r.rhe weather
became more stormy, the sea rougher, and on the 20th, 21st, 22d, and 23d it
blew a gale, compelling most of the vessels of the transport fleet to seek shelter
in Beaufort harbor, and to get a fresh supply of coal and water. On the 24th
IN
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instant, at an early hour as possible, we left Beaufort harbor for New inlet, and
found upon our arrival, just before dark, the navy engaged in shelling Fort Fisher.
Shortly after dark, by direction of the commanding general, I proceeded on
board of the flag-ship, in company with Lieutenant Colonel Comstock, A. D. C.
on General Grant's staff, and leatned from Admiral Porter that the powder-\essel had exploded at 1.40 a. m. that day close to Fort }...,isher, and that he had
commenced the attack at daylight, firing his first shot after 12 m., and that the
1·ebels had replied with little or no spirit to his fire, and he seemed sanguine of
an easy capture of the work. I reported this to General Butler upon my return, and I was then directed to land a 1·econnoitring party of about five hundred men on the following day to push as close as possible to }...,ort Fisher, ascertain its true condition, and to report, so that, if it were found practicable to assault, all the troops could be landed and the assault made. At half past six
a. m. the next day I saw Admiral Porter, and arranged with him the details for
covering the landing and also for landing the troops. As soon as all the transports arrived, and the preparations were ready, five hundred men (the 142d
New York volunteers, and about fifty men of the 112th New York volunteers,)
of G-eneral Curtis's brigade, Ames's diYision, all under the command of Brevet
Brigadier General Curtis, were landed on the beach, about three miler; above Fort
Fisher. I also accompanied this body of men in person. We were covered in
our landing by a division of twelve gunboats, under the command of Captain
G-leason, United States navy, and the sloop-of-war Brooklyn, Captain Alden,
United States narvy, commanding. We were assisted by the boats of these vessels and those of other vessels. As soon as the landing was made, I directed
General Curtis to push his command down the beach as far as he could go.
He pushed his skirmish line to within a few yards of Fort Fisher, causing
on his way the surrender of the garrison of Flag Pond Hill battery. The flag
of this battery and the garrison were taken possession of by the navy immediately after the white flag was raised, and before our men, moving at a doublequick, could get up to it.
I proceeded in person, accompanying the 142d New York volunteers, to within
about eight hundred yards of Fort Fisher, a point from which I had a good
view of the work. From what I saw there and before that time, and from what
I heard from what I considered reliable sources, I believed the work to be a
square bastioned work. It has a high relief, a wide and deep ditch, excepting
on the sea front, a glacis, has casemates and bomb-proofs sufficiently large to
hold its garrison.
I counted seventeen guns in position bearing up the beach, and between each
pair of guns there was traverse so thick and so high above the parapet that I
have no doubt that they were all bomb-proofs. A stockade ran from the northeast angle of the counterscarp of the work to the water's edge on the sea side.
I saw plainly that the work had not been materially injured by the heavy and
very accurate shell fire of the navy. And having a distinct and vivid recollection of the bombardment of ]~ort Jackson, of Vicksburg, of Charleston, and of
Fort Wagner, in all of which instances an enormous and well-directed shell fire
has done but little damage, and having a distinct and vivid 1·ecollection of the
two unsuccessful assaults on Fort Wagner, both of which were made under four
times as favorable circumstances as those under which we were placed, I returned, as directed, to the major general commanding; found him on the gunboat Chamberlain, within easy range and good view of the work, and frankly
reported to him that it would be butchery to order an assault on that work under the circumstances. After examining it himself carefully, he came to the
same conclusion, and directed the troops to be re-embarked.
This was accomplished by Tuesday morning. In the interval between my
leaving General Curtis's command and their re-embarcation General Curtis performed several operations, resulting in the capture of seven (7) officers and two
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hundred and twenty (220) privates, making a total of nearly three hundred
(300) prisoners.
Lieutenant vV. H. Walling, of the 142d New York volunteers, is reported
as having gone on the parapet of Fort Fisher and captured its flag. He
deserves prompt promotion for this act of personal gallantry. General Curtis,
personally, and his whole command were under my eye, and they all behaved
splendidly, and deserve commendation. Lieutenant Colonel R. H. Jackson,
inspector general and chief of artillery on my staff, remained on the skirmish
line near Fort Fisher until after dark, and deserves reward for his gallantry. I
would respectfully refer to the accompanying reports of General Ames and
General Curtis for further details. From these you will see that our total loss
was one (1) officer captured, one (1) man drowned in re-embarking, and fifteen
(15) men wounded, nearly all the latter by our own naval fire.
'rhe garrison of Flag Pond Hill battery belonged to Kirkland's brigade, of
Hoke's division, and unanimously reported that th~y left Richmond on the Sunday previous, arriving at Wilmington on the l!..,riday previous. From some of
these, and other prisoners we took, we learn that Kirkland's and Hagood's
brigades had already arrived, and that the remainder of Hoke's division was on
the way.
Brigadier General Graham, with his command, had charge of our boats and
landing material, and deserves the greatest credit for his industry and energy
in getting these into system and organizing them, and :for the efficient services
he and his command rendered during the disembarcation and re-embarcation of
the troops.
·
I have the honor to be, very 1·espectfully, your obedient servant,
G. WEITZEL,
Major General Volunteers.
Brigadier General J. W. TuRNgR,
Chiif qf Staff, Department of Virginia and N. C.
By M:r. Odell:
Question. You have noticed in the communication, to which you have referred,
that one of the alleged causes for your removal was your arbitrary arrests. Has
General Grant ever spoken to you upon that subject 1
Answer. General Grant never spoke to ll:':e of but one arbitrary arrest, and,
with your leave, I will state what that one was; and if I am removed for that,
why, I am very happy to meet the issue. On or about the 26th of May last you
may have seen in the New York Evening Post--it was copied in all the
papers-a very savage attack upon my action at Drury's bluff, saying that I bad
not intrenched, as I should have done. I instantly sent to General Gillmore,
on the night of the 27th of May, (the dates may not l>e exact within a day or
two,) and asked him if he authorized that in any form. He said he had not.
I then went to work to find out who had written that communication, because
it evidently came from General Gillmore's headquarters. About a month afterwards I ascertained that it was written by one Chaplain Hudson, of the 1st New
York volunteer engineers, who is a sort of actor-chaplain, who comments upon
Shakspeare; and he is a very good actor, too. I inquired where he was, and
he could not be found. I then made an investigation to find out when he went
away, and found out that he went away on the morning of the 28th of May, if
that was the morning after I sent to General Gillmore, as before stated. At last
I heard of Hudson at New York. Before the 5th of July I sent him a peremptory order to return, which order, I learned afterwards, he received; still
he did not come back. I sent for him, but I could not get him back. About
the 1st of September I was in New York on private business, and hunted him
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up with a detective. I then sent an order to Colonel Serrell, of his regiment, to arrest him and bring him back, or put him on his parole, if he would promise to come.
Some time between the 15th and 25th of September Chaplain Hudson reported to me, when the following conversation, in substance, occurred:
"Where have you been, Chaplain Hudson, absent for nearly four months 1"
" In New York and Massachusetts."
" What have you been doing there 1"
"I left under orders."
" Whose orders 1"
"}-,rom Major General Gillmore."
" Produce them."
He produced an order which was, substantially, in these words:
"Chaplain Hudson will go north on business for the commanding general."
I said, " The general had no right to order you out of my department. On
what business did you go on the 28th of May 1"
"I went to New York to superintend the printing of a book which Van Nostrand & Co. are printing for General Gillmore."
"What book 1"
"A history of the siege of Charleston."
"That is private business," ~aid I; ''a private enterprise. Do you mean to
say that you, a minister of the religion of Jesus Christ, having charge of all
the souls of your regiment, left them, in the face of the enemy, to go off on a
private enterprise in this way, remaining away four months, while you are drawing
pay from the United States 1"
He did not reply to that.
I then said, '' You heard of General Gillmore's being relieved from command
here; you then had no further business with him. Why did you not come back
then?"
"General," said he, "I am a bereaved man; I have been watching by the
bedside of my dying child."
'1No lies to me, Parson Hudson," said I; "your child died on the 3d day of
June; you left on the 28th of May ; you have not watched much since. Why
did you not come back before the 20th of September? Did you not get my
order of the 25th of July 1"
"Yes, sir."
"Why did you not return, in obedience to that order?"
"I saw my colonel, and he advised me that I need not come back."
I sent for Colonel Serrell, and asked him about it, and he said he had told
th~ chaplain no such thing. I said to the chaplain:
" On or about the 27th of May I wrote to General Gillmore, and asked him
if he assumed a certain publication, or knew anything about it ; he ~rote me
that he did not. Now, Chaplain Hudson, did you not write the letter which
was published in the New York Evening Post 1"
" Well, yes, I did."
"Did you show it to General Gillmore before you sent it off?"
"I did."
"Did he know you sent it 1"
"He did."
"Do you not know that I made the inquiry of him on the night of the 27th
of May, and you were sent off on the morning of the 28th so that I should not
get at you, and that you have stayed away since because you wrote that letter
and were in conspiracy with General Gillmore 1 Do you not know he sent you
away for that reason 1"
" I do not know it."
''Do you not believe so 1"
"Well, I do."
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This conversation was taken down in shorthand at the time, and can be produce.d. Thereupon I said to Chaplain Hudson:
"If I was not personally" mixed up in this matter; if I was not personally
aggrieved, I should know how to punish such a lying, cheating, defaulting chaplain as you are. But I do not think any man should be the judge in his own
case; therefore I cannot sit in judgment upon you. I must put you in close
arrest, because you would not come back to your regiment when ordered."
.And he was put in a tent close to my headquarters. He sent to me, and said
he wanted his clothing. I had his trunk hunted up ; it took two days to nnd
it, because it had strayed off somewhere. His colonel came to me, and asked
if Uhaplain Hudson should have a bed and bedding. "Certainly,'' I said, "let
him have everything that is necessary."
I could not spare then a board of officers to try Chaplain Hudson. In the
first part of my testimony to-day I stated that about the 1st of November I
was at Fortress Monroe, examining into some precedents about the powdervessel. I was also examining ~nother question, but I did . not know it would
come up here. That other question was to ascertain what the law was, and
whether, being the prosecutor, I could myself detail a court to try Chaplain Hudson. I wanted to bring out all the facts about General Gillmore. While I was
examining that question I was ordered to New York city.
When I got to New York I met a number of my fellow churchmen of the
Episcopal church, who said to me, "What have you been doing to Chaplain
Hudson 1" I told them. ''He says you have shut him up and starved him,
and all manner of things." I said, " I beg your pardon, gentlemen ; we will
settle that in two m·i nutes." I sent for Colonel Serrell, and asked him about
it. He said, "He has been more comfortably situated and better taken care of
since he has been in confinement than I have." I turned to these gentlemen
and said, "Now, gentlemen, I should not alter my treatment of Chaplain Hudson but for this: I am here, and God knows when I may get away. Chaplain Hudson has been kept in confinement without a trial a considerable longer
time than he should have been. I will order his close arrest to cease, and
order him to stay with his regiment, and I will try him when I get the opportunity." And I sent an order accordingly.
'.rwo or three days after I had returned from the Wilmington expedition,
General Grant told me that Chaplain Hudson had written him a letter, and he
had sent for him and seen him. I gave General Grant the facts that I have
now given you, and he appeared to be satisfied. '!'hat is the only arbitrary
arrest that General Grant ever spoke to me about.
If that is what I am removed for, I can only say that I will do the like again
in like circumstances. And I advise any one not to give me a command who
does not want me to do the like again.
There is another thing alleged against me, which I have heard since I have
been here. It is said I have punished officers wrongfully. I will say here
that I will agree to suffer any punishment if it can be shown that I have ever
punished a good officer; but I am not very chary when I get hold of a bad
one.
Some time ago it was reported to me that an officer tendered his resignation
for frivolous reasons. This having been done in the face of the enemy, the
regulation required his dismissal. His colonel c~tlled the man up to him, and
told him that the reasons were frivolous, and that he better not send forward
that resignation. The man said he would be damned if he would not get out of
the service eit.her honorably or dishonorably. This was a short time before the
election. There has been a great change in the habit111 and manners of some of
the officers since. The colonel did not send forward the man's resignation .
.A few days afterwards the colonel gave .the man some order; he threw his
sword down, with a flourish, before his men, and said he would be God damned
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if he ever did another day's duty in that regiment. That was mutiny, and
must be stopped. What was I to do 1
There were a great many officers at that time in the expectation that if they
could be dismissed from the service, and be thus made martyrs of by the Lincoln
government, and could go home and participate in the canvass for President,
they would be canonized by the McClellan government, which they expected
would come in, and they rather sought martyrdom. I issued an order, therefo;e, the first paragraph of which dismissed this mutinous officer from service
for the act of which he had been guilty, and the next paragraph sentenced him
to work at hard labor. That man did not go home to electioneer for anybody
that I ever heard of.
Question. Who was he 1
Answer. I do not remember his name; I had no personal knowledge of him;
he was, to me, x, y, or z of an algebraical equation; an unknown quantity to
be wrought out for the good of the service.
Question. Was he a New York man 1
Answer. No, sir. I will give you the case of five New York fellows. I
withdrew General Curtis's command from the trenches before Petersburg, because it was very much reduced by sickness, and needed rest and "setting up."
He issued an order that his officers should always be present at roll-call, and
also that they should wear their coats when they came to headquarters. Thereupon five of his officers sent in their resignations, written upon the same day,
and upon similar pieces of paper, and nearly all in the same handwriting, saying that they resigned because they were incompetent to carry out that order.
Some of them had been in service for two years. It was said amongst them
that they supposed "old Butler" would dismiss them, but that was exactly
what they wanted; they wanted to get out of the service.
All of the intermediate commanders reported that they ought to be dismissed.
I said, " What good will that do 1 That is what they want; they want to go
home and go into the election." I did dismiss them in the first paragraph of
an order; and in the next paragraph I directed them to be set to work on the
fortifications to take the places of better soldiers. That stopped that epidemic.
I had no more trouble in that way.
Question. How could you do that 1
Answer. If I find a civilian within my lines with nothing to do and no right
there, I oon put them anywhere. After they were dismissed they were
civilians, and had no business there.
Question. rrhat is true ; they had no business there after they were dismissed. But had they not a right to have a reasonable time to go away 1
Answer. l beg your pardon. Has a man who does wrong any right from
his wrongs 1 They did this to get out of the service. I understand that an
army is governed by martial law. It is not a town meeting; it is not civil law
that controls it. The Duke of Wellington defines martial law to be the will of
the commanding general exercised according to principles of natural equity.
Was not this act perfectly just to these conspirators and mutineers 1 Upon
that definition of the law I am willing to have every act of mine examined.
Do as nearly justice as you can. In regard to his officers, the commanding
general can have no temptation to do anything but right. These officers I
never saw-I only knew their acts.
Question. I cannot see what right you had to arrest them after they had been
dismissed.
Answer. Why, not as civilians there 1
By Mr. Julian:
Question. How long did you keep them at work 1
Answer. Only a few days; I doubt whether they worked even. They were
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not very bad, only very foolish. Their friends wrote to General Grant, and he
wrote to me; and I said "Let them out." I only wanted to stop the practice
spreading. I do not believe my order was ever executed.
By Mr. Chandler:
Question. You acted upon the ground that that epidemic was a very bad
disease, and that the good of the service required that it should not be allowed to
spread 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Because if that practice was allowed to prevail, it would demoralize
the army in a very little time 1
Answer. Yes, sir; exactly. There is another thing about which I would
like to say a word. It is said tb.at offenders should be tried by a commission.
It seems to be supposed that there is some peculiar virtue in a military commission. Now, what is a military commission 1 It is this : The commanding
general selects three or more officers, after hearing the evidence, to advise him
what to do in a given case; and that is all there is of a commission. If he
chooses to sit himself, hear the testimony-and I think I ought to be quite as
competent to do that as any of my officers-will take time for it, work late
enough at night and get up early enough in the morning to so do, all the
power is in him that there is in a military commission. He must revise and
approve all they do, or it is null. Why should not the judgment of the commanding general be as likely to be right as that of his subordinates 1 In no
other case is he obliged to call a council of war to advise him what to do, and
the commission is only a council of war. He can and ought to act on his own
responsibility when the lives of thousands are in the balance; why not in punishing a rascal who has crept into the army 1 'rhis matter is not well understood.
In the acts of Congress military commissions and court-martials are associated,
and no di::;crimination made as to their powers and duties. Andre is supposed
by some historians to have been hung by order of a court-martial. 'rhat is erroneous. He was tried by a military commission, upon which was Lafayette.
The commission recommended to Washington that he should be hung, and
Washington issued the order to that effect. The commission only ascertained
the facts for Washington to act upon. I do not trouble military commissions
much, except where there are many controverted facts.
By the chairman:
Question. Are there any other of your acts which have been criticised which
you wish to comment upon 1
Answer. I do not know. Many things I have done have been criticised. I
accounted for and turned over, when I gave up my department, $500,000-no
dollar of which ever came out of the treasury of the United States, but which
was collected in various ways under my command, and saved to the government.
I accounted for a portion of it, showed where it had been expended for the
United States, and the balance I paid over in money. I am stating this now
as a little matter of credit to myself. I do not know as anybody has objected
to my action in this behalf. I will state some of the principal items:
I found men in the department who were carrying on a speculative trade. I
taxed them one per cent. on that trade for the benefit of the United States.
'l'hat, I believe, brought in about $178,000. 'rhey said I had no right to collect that tax of them. I said, "Certainly not; but then the law requires that
before you can do any trade here you shall have a certificate, signed by the
military commander. Now, there is no law to make me sign the certificate.
Your trade is a permissive one only. Now, if you don't pay this excise, I will
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not sign, and no harm will be done to either. If you don't want to trade under
my rules and regulations, then don't do so, and no one can compel you."
Again : Congress passed a law allowing the recruiting of soldiers for the loyal
States in my department. The result was that a crowd of recruiting agents
carne down there to take away all my able-bodied blacks, to be credited as
soldiers to their States, leaving the women and children to be taken care of by
the United States. Now, when you recruit in your own States, you take care
of the families of your soldiers by State aid, or in some way. I issued an order
that no recruiting agent should take a negro out of my department until he paid
over one-third of the bounty money for the support of the wives and children of
the blacks. In that way I collected $68,000, which I turned over to my succesRor. I should have collected more but for a rascal who was appointed major,
and was stationed in North Carolina, recruiting. He recruited men on behalf
of the United States, then sold them out, and stole the money, for which he is
now being tried.
Congress passed another law to the effect that one-fourth of the value of the
cotton brought in should be paid into the treasury of the United States. It
took the rrreasury Department some time to devise a set of rules and regulations under that law. In the mean time the speculators were running out all
the cotton they could, in order to save the twenty-five per. cent. I appointed a
cotton agent, handed him the law, and told him to go to work and get all the
cotton which was being brought out of the rebel States, and take twenty-five
per cent. toll. He did so. After he had been at work for awhile the Treasury
Department sent down to see about appointing an agent for my department.
They examined the books of the man I had a-ppointed, and were so well satisfied with what he had done that they continued him as their agent. Before he
got his appointment from them he collected and turned over $26,000 to the
treasury of the United States.
I found stores and shops of all sorts around l!..,ortress Monroe, on government
land. Some of them had been there for thirty years without paying a cent of
rent; one man had made a quarter of a million of money there during the war.
I ordered a commission to assess a fair ground rent. I took one of the stores,
where the owner had previously been convicted of fraud, and sold the ground
rent at auction, and made that the basis for the rent of the rest; and I have collected ever since at the rate of $3,000 a month for such rent.
I found the flag-of-truce office received an immense quantity of letters, with
money accompanying them to pay their postage in the confederate lines. I saw
an opportunity to pay the expenses of the office by collecting these stamps and
exchanging our money and Atamps for confederate money or stamps with which
to pay confederate postage to our prisoners. I employed three clerks, paid them
out of that fund, and, besides that, I turned over $3,000 extra postage saved by
the difference between our postage currency and confederate currency.
Now, as to what I have done with the money thus gained-not one cent of
which came out of the treasury of the United States. I have paid largely the
expenses of digging Dutch Gap canal; I am building a hospital at Point of
Rocks, have furnished it with cows for milk, gas, and water; am digging an
artesian well and building barracks for the soldiers at Fortress Monroe.
I found convicts, deserters, and others imprisoned at Fort Norfolk doing
nothing but eating their rations. I got a live Yankee from my neighborhood
as superintendent. I sent to Massachusetts and got prison uniforms, half black
and half gray, and scarlet caps, with which to clothe these convicts, so that they
could not easily escape when at work. I gave the superintendent charge of these
men, and told. him to work them on the streets of Norfolk. I said to the men,
"If you will work well and behave yourselves, you shall have so many days
docked off your sentence, according to your merit." So that they worked well
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and did an exceeding amount of work. The result of which is, that permanent
work has been done, which was charg~d to the city of Norfolk, for paving, &c.,_
and on the Albemarle and Chesapeake canal, to which the United States owes
large rents, to the amount of about $38,000, while my whole prison labor has cost
less than $9,000. Besides that, from the 15th of April to the 15th of J nne, there
was taken a thousand loads of filth per week from Norfolk, and thus the yellow
fever was kept out.
r.rhere js a contraband ration by the act of Congress. I found that in the
way it had been managed there had been great waste. The system of supplying the negroes was readjusted, and a saving of $84,000 in one district, in the
rations issued to contrabands, was made.
.
Again : I found that the poor of Norfolk were supported in this way : Every
commissioned officer could give a certificate to any one that he or she was an
indigent citizen, which could be taken to the commissary officer and rations
drawn on it. The consequence was that there were a great many_poor young
women in Norfolk drawing rations from the government, in proportion to the
number of commissioned officers. I cut that practice all up. I established a
commission to examine and decide who really needed assistance. We now issue
rations to those only who are deserving, something like 5,000 people daily,
white people, for the negroes take care of Lhemselves. It averages to the United
States ncrw on each ration eight or nine cents a day.
Why the statement I have made is germane to the question which the chairman asked me is this: it has been reported in the newspapers that I was col·
lecting this money, and it is but just that the uses to which it was applied and
the disposition of it should be known.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. You say you have turned over half a million of dollars to the
government 1
Answer. And accounted for it in the way I have mentioned.
Q"Restion. What has been the amount of your expenditures, as compared with
·
your receipts 1
Answer. I turned over $258,000 in money; $66,000 from one fund, $104,000
from another, $26,000 in another, and $38,000, I think, in another. I cannot
remember all the items.
Question. Your receipts have been much larger than your expenditures ?
Answer. Certainly. I turned over in the neighborhood of a quarter of a million of dollars in cash. It is this money which is referred to in the order relieving me, where I am directed to tUt·n ovm· to my successor my civil fund.
Some of the good I have been enabled to do with it may be judged from this:
I had this civil fund on hand in July last; the treasury had become very empty,
and we c.ould not get any money to pay our sick and wounded soldiers in the
hospitals so that they could go home; I lent $49,000 to the paymaster to pay
them and let them· go home, and he paid the money back to me when he got his
money from the treasury. In November last our quartermaster's department
was short of money. The laborers struck for their pay and wages, because they
could not live on their wages if not regularly paid. I lent the quartermaster
$53,000 to pay them up and keep the quartermaster's department going until
he could get funds from Washington. This civil fund was "a handy thing to
keep in the house."
Question. You have seen the accounts in the New York papers of a statement
made in one of the courts, that you had received $50,000 in gold from
Smith & Co.?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. The statement was made by J udg~ Pierpont, and that you had
not accounted for that money.
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Answer. If you will go to the War Department, and look at my accounts of
my administration in New Orleans, filed on the 8th of February, 1863, you
will find that that is the second item in my account; and a voucher was put
on file on the 17th of :February, 1863, stating the whole of the circumstances
connected with the man from whom that $50,000 was obtained, and asking them
to make an order that I be relieved from the charge of that money. I wrote a
letter to Judge Pierpont, and told him that if he would get an order I would pay
over the money. Secretary Stanton said to me, when I settled my account and
asked for an order to hold me harmless for paying over the money, "If you
pay that money into the treasury, and are held liable for it in a suit by the
claimant, you cannot get it out again without an act of Congress, which may
take you years to obtain, if you get it at all. Yon can hold on to it until you
are called upon to account for it." I have written and begged th~ War Department to make an order to strike it out of my account, and let me fight it out
for myself, or that the department should assume the affair and take the money
themselves. rrhe department replies, in substance, " Fight it out, and we will
make the order after we see the result."
Question. Have you any other fund in the same condition?
Answer. Yes, sir. 'l'hat is, standing upon my accounts waiting the settlement
of the accounting officers.
Question. 8ubject to a decision at law?
Answer. Certainly, or of the department. Whenever the War Department
orders any of my accounts settled, and any balance is found due from me, they
may have the money instantly for that balance, which has always been honored.
Whenever it is reported that I collected money in New Orleans, it can be answered that I confess to having received from the rebels of New Orleans, Louisiana, nearly three millions of dollars, a pretty large sum. I have put myself on
record in the departments as having received that amount of money, and it has
been accounted for.
By the chairman :
Question. I want to inquire of you the reason, if you can tell, why we are
not able to exchange prisoners of war with the rebels?
Answer. In April, 1864, I received a peremptory order from General Grant
not to give the rebels a single able-bodied prisoner.
Question. Give us both the real and the pretended reason for that.
Answtr. The alleged reason why the rebel prisoners have not been exchanged
is that our negro soldiers have been in the way. In the spring the rebels had,.
say, 30,000 of our soldiers as prisoners, and we had, say, 60,000 of their8. rrheirs
were all able bodied, hale, hearty men, while ours were men who, under our
qstem of recruitment would, substantially, never go into the service again.
Their men would at once, upon exchange, have gone into their service again.
If the rebels had got their soldiers after the battles of the Wilderness, the face
0f the campaign would have been changed.
Question. vVhy are their soldiers, who are prisoners with us, better than our
own soldiers whom they hold as prisoners 1
Answer. Because we feed their men well. And no man ever gets out of their
service who once gAts into it, while our men go off on thirty days' furlough, or
their terms of service have expired, and we never see many of them again, as a
very large proportion are unfit for service.
Question. Is this in consequence of the hard usage they meet with from the
rebels while their prisoners 1
Answer. Larg·ely.
By ~fr. Odell:
Question. Is not there another inside view of this case, that large numbers of
our soldiers run away, finding it a very easy way of not doing any duty 1
Answer. A great many of them do.
Part m--4
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Question. And are then exchanged and come home and get thirty days' furlough 1 And the men have fought better since you have stopped exchanging.
Answer. 'rhat is one of the military reasons. I was anxious to retaliate upon
1l1e rebels last year, and got ready for it, but was prevented. I tltink we, in
popular apprehension, a little overstate the matter about the rebels as to their
intentional starvation of 0ur prisoners. Barring the wrong acts done by their
agents, quartermasters, &c., I think they mean to treat the prisoners they bold
as they do tht>ir own soldiers, but the trouble is that our soldiers will starve on
what their soldiers will live on, and then· is added to that the fact that our prisoners get put off with a pretty poor quality of rations; but they give them in
quantity what they do their own soldiers. In my judgment this matter of ill
treatment if\ destined to be brought to an end. It can be in twenty-four hours
without exchanging, if that is desirable, and to the satisfaction of everybody.
I made a proposition to Mr. Ould a month and better ago. I said to him
that we would take care of our prisoners just as we chose, except as to the
matter of guard!:i; they must guard them, and they must give us transportation
for the supplies we sent our prisoners. And they might take care of their
prisoners in our prisons precis< ly as they chose; and we would allow them to
bring cotton enough to New York to purchase sn pplies for their prisoners, and
we would furnish them transportation.
This has not been accepted. on the ground that they have not the transportation. That if they got our soldier prisoners all together for the purposP. of
our feeding them, they would constitute an army, the transportation for which
would entirely use up their transportation, which we are continually ,lessening
by the destruction of their roads ; and one railroad would not carry what we
would send to our prisoners in the way of supplies.
'ro that, if I had continued in charge of the matter, I proposed to make a
counter-proposition: that if they would put all our soldieTs whom they hold a~
prisoners on an island or near the Atlantic coast, and suggested to them an island
near Beaufort, we would feed them there, and agree not to recapture them.
And I think that the men we would thus save by good treatment would be more
than we got by escape or recapture. I should further propose that we would
receive the cotton for obtaining supplies for their soldiers in our prisons, and
carry it to New York on the transports upon which we brought our supplies to
our soldiers; thus they might feed their soldiers in our prisons as they pleased.
We would furnish them transportation for their cotton, they their supplies.
The truth has been, that the exchange commissioner, in my person, has been a
pretty uncomfortable gentleman. On the one side he has been compelled to report to the SAcretary of "\Var; a portion of his duties and powers have been
with l\fajor General Hitchcock and Colonel Hoffman; and on the other side
he has been outlawed, so that he has had to be very careful in his movements
to get along. But there would be no difficulty in carrying out that proposition
I have suggested, or in exchanging our prisoners.

By the chairman:
Question. You say that you proposed retaliation, but were prevented. "\Vho
prevented it 1
Answer. General Halleck, as I was informed. I proposed to build a stockade across Hatteras island, near the inlet; I made the surveys and began to get
timber for it. I proposed to put their officer prisoners all in camp within that
stockade. It was the same climate, on the same isothermal line with Belle isle;
exactly as cold, exactly as warm, and just as sandy. I proposed to put them
there, have negro soldiers to guard them, have some gunboats stationed in the
sound there to prevent recapture or escape ; put up every day a bill of fare f( r
the day, which should be just the same as we learned it to be at Libby and on
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Belle isle, with a memorandum on it that their fare would be better, just as our
soldiers in their prisons got better fare. General Halleck thought that we were
not able to hold the sound by the navy and the prisoners would be recaptured.
I got the consent of the Secretary of War, and went so far as to examine the
place, got the engineering done, and cut the logs for the stockade, when General
Halleck's opinion, as I understood, stopped it.
By 1\ir. Gooch :
Question. General Halleck's objection to the plan was a military and not an
humanitarian one 1
Answer. Yes, sir, an alleged military.

Testimony

<if Lieutenant

General U. S. Grant.

WASHINGTON, February 11, 18o5.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. 1Ve have been instructed by the Senate to inquire into the cause
or causes of the failure of the expedition against J:i'ort Fisher, North Carolina,
in December last. 1Vill you stat.e, in your own way, what you know upon tha
ubject, so far as you may deem it proper to state it 1
Answer. I cannot give the dates without the records. ~,or a long time back
the navy has been very anxious to have the port of Wilmington closed as an aYenue
of supplies for the rebels; and some two or three months before the expedition
started, I agreed with the navy to send a military force down there to cooperate with the navy. There was no time fixed, for it would take them some
little time to collect their fleet. 1Vh ,le preparations were being made the whole
affair was so thoroughly advertised to the country and to the south that they
were fully prepared for us, and I kept putting it off. At that time I collected
all the information I could about Cape Fear river, the strength of the enemy's
vorks, the garrison they had, together with all the maps, charts, and other
information, which I turned over to General Weitzel. I bad detailed General
Weitzel as the commander of the expedition, a fact which General Butler un,<lerstood. It was so thoroughly advertised to the enemy and to the country
that I kept putting off the expedition. A short time before the expedition
actually started the gunpowder plot was got up-the powder-boat. It seemed
to be a favorite scheme with General Butler. He had been to see me several
months before, and wanted to blow up Charleston with a vessel loaded with a
thousand tons of powder. I did not favor it, because I did not believe it would
have any effect. About the time the expedition did start General Butler got
up this idea of a powder-vessel, and sent me a statement of the casualties that
had occurred in some place in England from the explosion of a large quantity
of gunpowder, aud wanted to know what I thought about it. I turned the
matter over to Colonel Comstock, of my staff, who made a report upon the
ubject of the effect that the explosion of 300 or 400 tons of powder out at sea
would do no damage. That was my opinion. It was referred to the chief engineer, General Delafield, and he thought it would have about the same effect on
the fort that firing feathers from muskets would have on the enemy. I believe
that is the way he expressed his opinion upon the subject. However, it was
ubmitted to Admiral Porter and the Navy Department, and, I believe, was
favored by them. I was then asked if I would allow them to have 2,500 men
to hold the point of land upon which Fort Fisher is built, in case they could
take the fort by that means. I told them that I would certainly spare them
that number of men at any time; and they went to work getting up the
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powder-boat. In the mean time, while preparations were being made for this,
General Sherman began to get on so far through Georgia that the enemy, in
order to raise a force to put against him, pretty nearly abandoned Fort l!,isher
and Wilmington. This information I obtained from southern papers and other
sources. I saw that Bragg had gone, and the statement was that he had taken
about 8,000 men from there. I knew that was about the force he had; and
from the information which I bad, they had very few of their old regular troops
there, as they called them, but mostly senior and junior reserves, men too old
or too young to come in under the conscript law. I thought then was the timP
for the expedition to move. I accordingly ordered General Butler to get off
6,500 men under General Weitzel. General Weitzel had been named for that
purpose two or three months before. 'rhe expedition was got off with commendable promptness from his army on James river. When they all sailed
down, General Butler also went down the river, stopping at my headquarters
'l'hen was the first that I ever dreamed of his going with the expedition. He
knew that it was not intended that he ahonld go. But all my orders and instructions were sent through him as the commander of the department from
which the troops intended for the expedition were taken, and also as commander
of the department in which they were to operate. Military courtesy requires
that orders should go in that way. But I never dreamed of his going until he
passed by my headquarters on his way down to Fortress Monroe. After he
had got there, finding that the expedition was delayed, I sent him a despatch,
which I have sent in as one of the papers accompanying his report, urging
him to go ahead with or without his powder-boat; not to let that detain him.
My calculations for success were based as much upon finding the enemy's troops
still away as upon anything else. I never had any faith in the powder-boat
doing anything. I did not know but it might probably have some effect, but I
did not believe it would.
Question. The expectatirm was to surprise the fort 1
Answer. Yes, sir. And my instructions were very clear, that if they effected
a landing there above Fort Fisher, that in itself was to be considered a success;
and if the fort rlid not fall immediately upon their landing, then they were to
intrench themselves and remain there and co-operate with the navy until the
fort did fall. In my instructions I provided for a bold dash for the capture of
Wilmington, in case Fort Fisher did fall immediately upon the landing of the
troops. If it did not falJ, then they were to intrench, enter upon a siege of the
place, and remain there until it did fall. And the capture of Wilmington would'
thus become a matter for future consideration. General Butler came away
from Fort Fisher in violation of the instructions which I gave him. From his
own official report it is evident that he forgot his instructions in that particular;
his report shows that.
Question. Was it ever contemplated that the fleet should endeavor to run by
the fort 1
Ans~er. :My instructions for the first expedition contemplated nothing of the
kind, though I rather thought they might do it; but when the second expedition went down, in my instructions to General Terry, I said that the enemy
being so much better prepared than before, in consequence of our having once
attempted and failed, the navy ought to take greater risks than they were called
upon to do in the first instance, and, if necessary, attempt to run by; but since
the fort has been taken I have been down there, and I know now that it would
have been impossible for the navy to have run by the fort. The nature of the
channel was such that they could not run by until the fort was taken.
Question. What would have rendered it impossible for the navy to run by
the fort before it was taken-the depth of water in the channel1
Answer. To begin with, there is not so great depth of water in the channel
a.~ the charts show. Then the channel is a winding one, with reefs extending
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into it, compelling vessPls to keep near shore. Lightest draught vessels only
could get in, and these would require the assistance of good pilots.
Question. How do the blockade runners get in 1 they run in at night I understand.
Answer. rrhey draw less water than our gunboats do, and, b esides, they have
to run no risk of the fort firing upon them; still some of the blockade runners
get wrecked trying to get in. Our gunboats have to go in on high tide.
Question. Was it your opinion that General vV eitzel's report to General
Butler was not correct, and that they should have assaulted the fort 1
Answer. I have not censured any person for not assaulting the fort, for they
were not ordered by me to assault it; but General Curtis, who commanded the
troops that got nearest to the fort, and one or two other officers who were there,
voluntarily came forward ancl made statements, which I have forwarded h ere
and asked to have attached to the report, in which they give it as their opinion
that the fort could have been carried by assault ; that at the very time they
were called back they were up so near that they virtually had the fort; that
if they had not been called back, in an hour or two more they would have
taken the fort.
Question. What progress had they made?
Answer. They had actually got up so close to it that some of the men could
look into the rear of the fort. Those statements are here with the Secretary
of War. General Curtis, Lieutenant Ross, and some other offieers made statements to that effect.
Question. How many men had they there at the time 1
Answer. General Curtis commanded a brigade ; but there were only a few
men who got up that dose to the fort; a few men from the skirmish line.
Question. Was not that fort considered a very formida,ble work?
Answer. It is a very formidable work to carry by assault; but when four or
five shells a second are exploding in any work the men are inclined to k eep
under shelter.
Question. At the time General Curtis and his men were there the fort was,
of course, in better condition than after the second bombardment 1
Answer. It was probably in better condition the second time than when it
was first attacked, because the first assault gave them the opporttmity to ascertain t~e weak points of the fort, and they had time to strengthen it. I have no
doubt that when the second bombardment commenced the fort was in a better
condition that when the first bombardment commenced; and when the assault
was made the garrison was double as large a::; General Butler himself stated it
to have been when he was there. He told me that, from all the evidence he
could obtain from deserters and prisoners, he supposed they had about 1 ,200
men when he was there. When we finally took the fort we killed, wounded,
and captured about 2,!500 of the enemy.
Question. General Weitzel says that the first bombardment did not injure
the fort for defensible purpcses. Admiral Porter says that the second bombardment knocked the fort into a pulp.
Answer. At the second bombardment there were some guns dismounted in
the fort, it may be most of them, as would have been the case at the time of the
first bombardment had it been coutinued. General Weitzel was not ordered by
me to assault the fort, but to intrench there, and continue there, under the protection of the navy, until the fort did fall.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Did General Butler find the condition of things contemp1ated in
his instructions in relation to the landing and intrenching upon the land there 1
Answer. General vVeitzel and the other officers who were there could answer
that question positively from their own knowledge; but there is no question
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that General Butler could have remained there, in obedience to my instructions;
but I do not think he was guided by them; I do not think he paid any particular attention to them. I will state, in regard to the second expedition, that I .
ordered General Butler to get up the same expedition that went first with him,
together with enough additional men to make the force 8,000 men, to go under
General Terry, with orders to report to General Sherman at Savannah. I then
gave my instructions to General Terry himself; but General Terry did not
know where he was going, supposing, of course, that he was going to Savannah, till he got down to City Point on his way out. I changed that portion
of my instructions which ordered General Butler to send additional forces, to
be black and white troops, sufficient to make the number 8,000; and directed
him to send, in addition tq the forces that went the first time, one brigade of
General Terry's own division, numbering about 1,500 men, so that the second
expedition did actually go with about 8,000 men.
Question. General Terry had the assistance of marines and sailors on the
second expedition, had he not ?
Answer. Yes, sir; General Butler did not wait for that.
Question. Was there any obstacle in the way of making a full landing at
the time of the first expedition, so far as you know 1
Answer. I do not think there could have been, from the fact that General
Butler landed a portion of his troops, and then re-emba.rked them some houro:l
afterwards. 'rhe time spent in I'e-embarking could have been spent in de~arking.

Question. With the force that General Butler had, could he have held that
position and carried out your instructions 1
Answer. There is no question about that, so far as the mere l10lding of the
place is concerned, with the navy there to cover them. They could have intrenched themselves in a few hours so as to be able to remain there.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. They did stay there all night, did tl1cy not 1
Answer. A few remained there all night; and then if there were not men
enough already there, I had plenty more I could haYe sent down there afterwards.
By the chairman :
Question. Have you any means of knowing what force the enemy had about
there within a day's march 1
Answer. I knew that one division had left Lee's front to go there, and that
made me extremely anxious to hear that General Butler had got possession of
:Fort Fisher, and also Wilmington, if possible, bdore the enemy got down there.
Whether that division did reach ~'ort Fisl1er or Wilmington, in whole ot· in
part, before General Butler left, I am not prepared to say. I think the navy
was under the impression that it did not get there for two days afterwards. But
that is a matter for them to testify to ; I cannot say about it.
"\Vhen I met General 'l'erry down there I went with him down to Fortress
:Monroe to see him off. I then told him that I should go immediately back to
City Point and have a siege train loaded on board vessels, and send it down to
Fortress Monroe, so that if, after he had effected a landing, he ~hould find it
neceRsary to go into a siege, he could send up for it, as it would be subject to
his orders, and it would go right down to him. Before it started I said that as
it would already be on shipboard it might as well go down to Beaufort. And,
finally, after he had started some days I sent it on to the fleet, near Cape Fear
river. That was a force really in excess of the 8,000 men; they never had use
for the siege train, bqt three pieces were taken en shore, and three companies of
men, as I understand. 'fhe rest were sent back without going ashore at all.
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Question. You spoke of troops landing there and being covered by the navy.
Is not that rather a dangerous coast for a fleet to lay off?
Answer. They have been there all the time.
Question. 'rhey have been there during calm weather. But were they not
prevented at one time from going there by the storm 1
Answer. I am not sailor enough to say whether or not they could have remained there then. But they have since landed and remained there; a force
not much larger than General Butler had. "\Vith all the casualties in taking
that place, the force there is about thA size of the force General Butler had.
After sending off the sick, wounded, and disabled men, the force is now about
what General Butler had, and it has remained there ever since, navy and all.
Question. You do not know particularly about the exposed condition of the
coast and the danger to shipping there 1
Answer. No sir. There may be times when a fleet could not lay off there.
But if the troops were fortified strongly there they could defend themselves.
Question. Was there any culpable delay in the progress of that expedition,
so far as you know; and if so, what was it, and who is to blame about it 1
Answer. I have no means of knowing further than General Butler's own report. There was a delay that worried me excessively, because I wanted to take
advantage of the absence of Bragg and his forces. And I telegraphed to General
Butler, as I have already stated, to go with or without his powder-boat. But
General Butler was evidently determined not to go without it, for he said, in
his despatch to me, that it would soon be loaded. And after they had got
started, I should think there was a delay of more than a week, perhaps ten days,
after they left Fortress Monroe before the troops were landed.
Question. Did you understand that any portion of that delay was on account
of boisterous weather 1
Answer. Yes, sir. But I understood from General Butler himself, and also
from Colonel Comstock, of my staff, that they went down there and lay there
for three days of beautiful weather, but the navy did not get there, and when
the navy did get there the transports had so nearly exhausted their supplies of
coal and water that they had to run back to Beaufort and get a new supply.
And there they had some boisterous weather.
By 1\Ir. Odell:
QuPstion. Did the delay resulting from the failure of the Rrmy and navy to
get together make any difference when they did come to make the attack 1
Answer. '.rhat depends upon whether or not the division of troops that left
Lee's front really got down there before our troops lauded. General Butler
maintains that at least two brigades of them were there. I do not know how
that was. If the enemy got no re-enforcements there the delay made no difference.
Question. Do you know a reporter by the name of Cadwallader connected
with your army 1
·
Answer. I do.
Question. Did you direct that he should be appointed an officer in order to
save him from the draft 1
Answer. Never.
Question. Do you know anything about his appointment 1
Answer. I do not know anything about it except what I have since heard
from the man himself. The man has no more conuexion with me tb::tn anv
other reporter who behaves himself. He ·was absolutely drafted, and went off
to obey the draft, and he states that when he got to New York he found that
$800 had been paid for a substitute for him, and that substitute was in the
army, and he returned. I heard him say that after he had returned, and had a
substitute in the army, General Butler had appointed him a second lieutenant in
a colored regiment, and that that was the first that he knew about jt.
Question. Do you know anything about Chaplain Hudson.
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Answer. I had that case investigated, but I cannot give the exact result of
the invE'stigation. The man was confined for fifty-odd days in what is called
the bull-pen, near General Butler's headquarters, I understand-put in with
deserters and all sorts of prisoners. ThA investigation shows that he was there
that length of time without charges and without trial, though during a good
part of the time he was there General Butler had a court-martial sitting right at
his headquarters and cuuld have tried him.
By the chairman:
Question. How long ago was that 1
Answer. He was confined there during the fall, in the months of September,
October, and November. He was released while General Butler was in :New
York city, at the time of the election. He was released on the 9th of November,
1 think.
Question. \Vhen did the case come to your knowledge?
Answer. I received a letter from a lady here in this city telHng me about
the case. I immediately ordered Chaplain Hudson to report to me, and then I
had his case investigated. The man had been all this time in confinement without my knowledge.
Question. 'Vithout any charges 1
Answer. Never had any charges preferred against him until after General
Butler was relieved.
Question. What was alleged against him 1
Answer. Absence without leave, I believe; and there may be other charges.
All the papers in the case are now in th:s city. No officer has a right to confine
a commissioned officer in a prison or guard-house except for mutiny, or for some
offence where it would not be safe to trust the man at large. A commissioned
officer. for ordinary breaches of military discipline, is put under arrest. This
was only a case of that sort, for which he should not have been confined at all,
except in his own tent, under arrest. When this case came to my knowledge I
immediately ordered an examination made of all the prisoners about Norfolk,
l!...,ort Monroe, and Portsmouth, to see if there were any more such cases.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. What was the result of your examination 1
Answer. 'l'he result was to find a great many persons in prison without
charges. Some had been there for a great length of time.
Question. In the bull-pen 1
Answer. "Bull-pen" is merely the name given by the men themselves to a
guard-house or prison. When prisoners are first brought in they a:ru put there
until they can be sent off to other prisons or guard-houses, or can be tried and
disposed of. It is a place in charge of the provost guard.
Question. vV ere there men placed there by order of General Butler 1
Answer. They were placed there by his provost marshals and officers. In
many instances there was nothing at all to show by whom they were put there.
I have not only ordered an examination to be made of all the prisoners there,
but I intend sending inspectors to make an examination of prisons in all the>
other departments, with authority to conect all such abuses that they may find.
By the chairman:
Question. I am glad of that. There are too many cases of that kind, not
only in the army down there, but here and elsewhere.
Answer. It may be so without my knowing it or even being able to correct
it entirely.
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o/ the Brooklyn.

WASHINGTON, January 23, 1865.
Captain JAMES ALDEN sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. State your rank and position in the navy of the United States.
Answer. I am a captain in the navy.
Question. Did you accompany the late expeditions against Fort Fisher 1
Answer. I did.
Question. What command had you in them 1
Answer. I commanded the Brooklyn, sloop-of-war.
Question. Please state those incidents connected with those expeditions, commencing with the first, which seem to you to be material to state, and which the
public ought to know.
Answer. After the first bombardment, on the second day, it was decided
while I was on board the admiral's vessel that a landing should be made, and
arrangements to that effect were accordingly made. About the time we were
going into action, say at noon, I was detached from the line of battle and
ordered to go down and shell the woods inside of the line of gunboats. ~rhe admiral thought we were not near enough to drive some men out of the :Flag-pond
battery. I immediately went down and shelled the woods, drove them out,
and returned, and after that they were prepared to land. I anchored immediately and sent my boats to assist. I think the first lauding was effected at
about 2 o'clock on the afternoon of Christmas day. As soon as I bad done that
I called upon General Butler and asked him if I could do anything else. He
said "no," and then asked me if we would not have to retire if a gale of wind
arose. I told him that depended upon circumstances altogether; that if we
could get the troops ashore they could take care of themselves even if we were
driven off. I left him, and had occasion to go on board another ship. Just before dark, perhaps it was four o'clock, the general came alongside of my ship
in a tug and said he found it necessary to withdraw the troops, and asked me
to send my boats to assist. My boats were, at the time, carrying the men on
shore. Of course they obeyed the order and commenced re-embarking immediately. When the boats returned to the vessd they reported that they had
great difficulty in getting the men to come back into the boats, for they said
they came there bound to take Fort :E'isher, and they did not see why they
should not do it. I noticed that one of the brigades was pretty nearly up to the
fort, and in pretty solid column, too. My boats were kept until very late at
night, and my launch did not return until morning. About 12 o'clock that
night it became impracticable to land to get any more troops off, and six or
eight hundred remained over night on the ~:bore.
1.'hat Christmas evening I had occasion to be on board the flag-ship, aml
asked the admiral if he knew that the general had ordered the troops to re-embark. He said he did not. We were at dinner at the time. Be asked " Is
that so 1" "Yes." He made no further remark, and went on with his dinner.
I went back to my ship, and that night it blew a heavy gale, and all the next
day and the next night. 1.'he next morning about daylight I got a note, dated
at 4 o'clock in the morning, from the admiral, telling me that the 800 troops
were still a::~hore, and wished I would use every means to get them off as soon
as I could, and that if I could not succeed in that, to get to them provisions
and water, as he was told they were suffering for both. I was outside then,
having moved out on account of the wind, and I moved my ship in, and sent
all my boats ashore; at the same time other boats were getting the troops off;
about 12 o'clock we had them all on board. The admiral expressed a strong
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desire in this note that they should be got off and sent to Old Point; that he
wanted to see the last of them.
I went on board and reported that they were all off, and asked what next.
"Well,'' said he, "fill up with coal and provisions." Says I, "Shall we g,l to
Old Point 1" "No, sir,'' says he, "not a ship leaves this command with my
consent until we get to Fort Fisher. We will go to Beaufort first, coal there,
fill up with ammunition, &c., ar.d if we cannot do any better, we will try it
with the sailore., and, said he, "you shall lead.'' I did not undm·stand exactly,
but I understood the point he was making. He told me afterwards he had
sent his fleet captain to Sherman, who was at Savannah, for troops. Indeed, he
showed me the letter be wrote. General Sherman wrote back that he had left
all the troops he could spare with General Thomas. Sherman told him what
he intended to do with regard to Wilmington, and then said that from all he
could learn he should suppose that General Butler ought to have taken that fort
in three minutes.
Question. From whom did General Sherman learn anything about it 1
Answer. ~..,rom the statements of the admiral. of Captain Breese and others.
Question. What were the circumstances which led him to think the fvrt
could have been taken in three minutes 1
Answer. The fact that the fire of the fleet was so heavy, the enemy had to
stay in their bomb-proofs, and that the garrison was evidently disaffected.
Question. How did he learn that 1
Answer. From the fact of our skirmishers being able to get up to the parapets; from that and other things I suppose be made up his mind. That was
his expression.
Question. How near at any time was Admiral Porter to that fort?
Answer. I suppose he was within fifteen hun(h·ed yards ; perhaps nearer.
Question. Was the landing of the men and the taking of them off again
done before or after the bombardment of the fort 1
Answer. 'l'he fort was being bombarded at the time we landed the troops.
Question. How near were you yourself at any time to the fort 1
Answer. ~..,ifteen or seventeen hundred yards. At the first engagement I
was using ten-second fuzes for shell, and that would give us about 1,700 yards
distance.
Question. What effect had that bombardment upon th e fortification 1
Answer. No visible effect. Perhaps it made the mcuud ~ look a little smaller,
as it tore them up, and perhaps it dismounted the guns.
Question. How many guns were dismounted in that first engagement ?
Answer. We could not tell.
Question. Are you prepared to say that General Weitzel's report that the
fortification was not injured for defensive operations, was not correct 1
Answer. I think General Weitzel was not far from the truth, so far as I
could see.
Question. How many troops were landed there on the first expedition ?
Answer. I should not think much over twelve or fifteen hundred.
Question. Is th re any instance on record where such fortification uninjured
by bombardment or artillery has been taken 7
Answer. Not unlPss the troops were disaffected.
Question. Why then did Commodore Porter report that it could have been
taken in five minutes, or why did Sherman say it ought to ha.ve been taken in
three minutes, when it was not injured for offensive purposes, and while it i::;
the strongest fort on the continent, and stronger than the Malakoff 1
Answer. They judged from the fact that a brigade of troops approached
within three or four hundred yards of the fort without being molested by the
garrison, without a gun being fired upon them, and that the skirmishers crossed
the ditch and went into the embrasures.
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Question. Who commanded those skirmishers 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Did you see any of them afterwards 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did you converse with any of them about the matter 1
Answer. I do not think I have exchanged a word with a soldier upon the
subject.
Question. Did you see them go into the embrasures 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. \:Vhat made you think they did so 1
Answer. Because General Butler said so, and because they brought in a flag
from the west corner of the fort as it was knocked down.
Question. W onld it not have been good policy for the enemy to have withdrawn from your fire into the casemates, and there waited till the attack was
made by the land force, when they could swarm out and make use of all their
means of defence 1
Answer. Under ordinary circumstances it would.
Question. Then how came you to think from that circumstance that they had
abandoned the defence 1
Answer. Because, when our fire was slackened they did not fire on our. troops.
That night our troops were there I never heard a gun.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. At the time you saw that brigade of troops in such close proximity
to the fortification, were you not shelling the fort 1
Answer. I think we were; but the troops were called back abont the time we
ceased to bombard the fort.
Question. 'Then if you were shelling the fort at that time, is not that an explanation of the fact that the garrison did not fire upon our troops 1
.Answer. It was not so on the last attack; they did not behave in that way
on the last bombardment.
Question. What did they do on the last bombardment 1
Answer. They opened fire upon the troops the moment they came into sight,
although they had no cannon on the side that our soldiers attacked. On the
land face of the fort every gun was disabled.
Question. But ou the first attack, you say it was during the bombarument
that this brigade of troops approached so near the fortifiL:ation. Now, I ask you
whether or not the fact that you were shelling the fort at that time is not au
explanation of the reason why the enemy did not fire on our troops 1
Answer. That may be the explanation; but that i8 not the way the garrison
behaved when our troons attacked the fort the second time.
Question. What is y'Our explanation of the fact that they did not fire upon
onr troops 1
Answer. I think the fort was filled with green troops, inexperienced men,
and that they were determined to surrender the moment our men appeared upon
the parapets.
Question. Did you suppose such to be the fact at the time of, and during, the
first attack 1
Answer. I had no idea of it at the time of the attack, but I was subsequently
satisfied it was so from the way the enemy behaved afterwards.
Question. How mauy men did you say were landed 1
Answer. I have no means of judging, but I should say from 1,200 to 1,500.
Question. At about what time did the landing cease 1
Answer. rrhey were only about two hours in landing.
Question. Do you know why more men were not landed 1
Answer. Because the general gaYe the order to stop landing, and gave an
order to re-embark.
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Question. Do you know why he gave the order to re-embark 1
Answer. He never told me.
Question. Were there not indications of a storm coming on ?
Answer. I think there were.
Question. What was the condition of the sea 1
Answer. It was getting a little rough during the re-embarcation and up to
12 o'clock at night, when they could do no more.
Question. Was there any water or provisions landed for the troops 1
Answer. I clo not know.
Question. Was the condition of the sea such, after the last of the men were
landed, that provisions and water could have been landed for them 1
Answer. Yes, sir, up to 12 o'clock at night, when our launch ceased to afford
them any assistance, and stopped on account of the condition of the sea.
Question. You could have continued to land troops and provisions until 12
o'clock 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Is it not more difficult to land provisions and water than men 1
Answer. No, sir; it is easier, because, by carrying a barrel into the breakert:;,
it will generally wash ashore, unless there is an under-current.
Question. Then you base your belief that General Butler could have taken
the fort at that time upon the fact-which you do not know yourself, but which
you believe to be true-that there was disaffection in the garrison 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and I believe that was the opinion of General Curtis.
Question. Knowing now, as you do, what the fort was, could it have been
taken by assault without there was disaffection in the garrison 1
Answer. 'rhat is a hard question to answer. My judgment is based upon
the action of the garrison, upon their treatment of our troops as they approached
the fort, and, therefore, I could not tell what would have been the result of au
attack; but, judging from my past experience, I should think that one thousand
men could keep out ten thousand-that a thousand resolute men could keep
out as many men as could be brought against it. It is the strongest place I
ever saw in the shape of an earth-work. As I said before, I do not wonder that
General Weitzel made that report. And Admiral Porter, while we were standing on the battlements and looking at the strength of the place, said he did not
wonder at it at all. And yet, I believe that if General Curtis had bef\n permitted to advance he would have walked right into it.
Question. But that belief you have upon the fact which you now know, but
did not know then, that the garrison was disaffected 1
Answer. Yes, sir, and from what General Curtis himself said at the time
he returned. He thought so himself.
Question. Would it not have been very good policy on the part of the officer
in charge of that fort, if it was so strong that pne thousand men could hold it
against almost any force that could assail it, to induce our troops to make an
assault, so that they might repulse them with slaughter 1
Answer. By no means. The bomb-proofs were so constructed, from the point
where General Curtis was, that he could have got his men in before they could
get out to make any resistance. Their resistance should have commenced loug
before General Curtis got where he did, if they intended to defend the fort.
Question. How far was General Curtis from the fort 1
Answer. I heard that he was within three hundred yards.
Question. How near to the fort did you see him 1
Answer. I cannot tell, as I was in a line with the fort and himself.
Question. How many men had he with him 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. He could not have had a large body if only 1,200 landed 1
Answer. No, sir.
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Question. If that work is as strong as you have represented it to be, tell us
l10w it ifl that the fort properly garrisoned could be so easily assaulted and carried by a small body of men, certainly not to exceed a thousand, who chanced
to be within three hundred yards of it.
Answer. Because, as I said before, the garrison did not offer any resistance.
I think General Curtis would have developed that fact if he had been permitted
to go on. We knov.r it now only from hearsay, but I feel confident that if the
garrison intended to offer any resistance they never would have permitted him
to get so near.
Question. But had not the garrison the power to repulse these men notwithstanding they were only two or three htllldred yards off, as you say, provided
they had attempted to assault from that point 1
Answer. I do not think they could have got out quick enough, and formed
for defence, from their miserable bomb-proofs, with little bits of holes not as big
as that door. They never could have got out and formed for effectual resistance
to our men.
Question. Then the fort was defective in its construction 1
Answer. I thought so-though I am not a military man-from its only having two sides to it.
Question. 'l'hen it was not as strong as the Malakoff?
Answer. I never saw the Malakoff.
By the chairman:
Question. How long was it between the first and the second bombardment of
that fort1
Answer. The first was on the 25th of December, 186!, and the last on the
night of the 13th of January following.
Question. What condition did you find the fortification in when you visited
it the second time 1
Answer. I visited it with Admiral Porter, and we found every gun on the
land face, either the gun it!3elf or the carriag·e, rendered utterly useless. Not a
gun could be fired. Among the whole of them only three were uninjured, and
they were half full of dirt and could not be used.
Question. My question was, what condition did you find the fort in when you
got there the second time to attack it 1
Answer. I could see no change from the condition it was in when we came
there the first time.
Question. 'I'hrn your first bombardment did not, to your knowledge) make
much impression on the fort 1
Answer. I cannot say that it did, but it was impossible to tell. As in the
case of Fort Morgan, every gun looked intact from the outside.
Question. Which was the heaviest bombardment, the first or the second 1
Answer. I do not think there was much difference.
Question. Vvere the two bombardments about the same length of time 1
Answer. Yes, sir; about the same length of time, and with about the same
force.
Question. The guns were all dismounted on the second bombardment 1
Answer. Ycs, sir, all but three, and they were filled with dirt and rendered
nn~erviceable from that fact.
Question. Did I understand you to say that they had no light artillery there
which they could use 1
Answer. No, sir; on the contrary, they had.
Question. What number of troops did you land at the time of the second
attar.k 1
Answer. I never heard the number stated, but I think there were about eight
thousand, in round numbers, carried there.
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Question. And how many sailors and marines did you send to assist them 1
Answer. About sixteen hundred.
Question. Your E~ailors and marines were repulsed, were they not 1
Answer. Yes, sir, signally.
Question. Why did you not attempt to assist the assaulting force on the first
attack 1 Were there any sailors or marines sent on the first assault 1
Answer. There was no assault made. The troops were landed, and I do not
know that there was any conversation ever had between General Butler and
Commodore Porter upon the subject. I do not know as anything was said
about it. I do not know that such a necessity occurred to them. I do not
think anything· was said about it.
Question. And nothing was done about it 1
.Answer. Nothing. I suppose there was no idea there would be an assault
that first night. Of course, they intended to get the troops on shore. They
did so, and General Curtis advanced up the beach anrl met no opposition, and
we believed he was marching in and would take the fort.
Question. vVhere did your fleet lie when it was preparing for this first expedition 1
Answer . .At Fortress Monroe, and waiting for the land forces.
Question. How long did you wait 1
Answer. I left Mobile on the 9th of September; arrived at Fortress :Monroe
on the 13th of September, when the vessels were collected, and Porter took
command, and 1 think everything was ready by the 20Lh of September.
Question. How long did the land forces wait for you to go, after they got
ready at Fortress Monroe 1
Answer. We were all ready to go at any time, and the only delay was the
powder-boat-a suggestion of General Butler, I understand.
Question. 'Vhat delayed the powder-boat 1
Answer. Her preparation. She was an afterthought.
Question. Where was she while you were lying at Fortress Monroe 1
Answer. She was brought there, and had to be altered and accommodated to
the powd-er. She was partially filled by Admiral Porter from the magazine at
Norfolk, and when she was ready all the ships, both transports and naval vessels, were started.
Question. "\Vhere was General Butler's army lying while the powder-boat
was being prepared 1
.
Answer. At Old Point. I think some of them came down while we were
getting the boat ready.
Question. How long did it take to get that ready after General Butler came there? ·
Answer. I have no recollection. We had been ready to start a month or two.
Question. Do you say the fleet was absolutely ready to sail as soon as Butler
got there with his transports and gave notice that he was ready 1
Answer. We had been ready for weeks, and waiting for the troops.
Question. But after the troops got there and General Butler notified Admiral
Porter that he was ready, was there any further delay 1
Amwer. All the delay was solely on account of the powder-boat.
Question. Were your other ships all ready, with ammunition and provisions?
Answer. Yes, sir, with everything, and bad been for weeks.
Question. And you were lying there waiting for tbe powder-boat 1
Answer. 'l'hat is the way 1 understood it.
Question. Of course you do not kuow what passed between Admiral Porter
and General Butler 1
Answer. I do not ; but I understood we were detained on account of the
powder-boat.
Question. How many days 1
Answer. I have no idea.
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By l\Ir. Gooch :
Question. \Vhen did the vessels of Admiral Porter's fleet first come in sight
of Fort Fisher 1
Answer. On the 23d of December.
Question. Where were the transports at that time 1
Answer. Not in sight.
Question. Who first went in sight of Fort Fisher 1
Answer. General Butler.
Questi0n. When 1
Answer. A day or two before, when be drew the enemy's fire with his transports. So I understood.
Question. From whom did you understand that 1
Answer. Some remarks were made about how silly it was to try to keep the
thing secret, "'hen the General had undertaken to draw the fire of the enemy
a day or two before we went in, and thus exposed the whole thing.
Question. Do you know of your own knowledge whether or not General
Butler did that 1
Answer. Such was the talk.
.
Question. vVhere was General Butler with his transports when you first went
in sight of Fort Fisher 1
.Answer. I heard that they had been driven to Beaufort, and had gone there
to supply themselves with coal and water, and that they had not returned. rrhe
general, however, arrived that evening while the bombardment was progressi~g.
Question. Had the naval fleet been into Beaufort for any purpose preYious to
that 1
Answer. Yes, sir, a portion of them with the powder-boat to get the amount
of the powder required.
Question. Do you know on what day that portion of the naval fleet went
into Beaufort 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you know whether any part of the naval fleet went in sight of
:E..,ort Fisher before that portion of the Heet weut to Beaufort 1
Answer. 'I'here might have been some of the blockading vessels.
Question. I refer to the fleet that was sent down to make the attack.
Answer. Our rendezvous was first twenty-five miles off, and it was afterwards
changed to twelve miles, and there we waited until the powder-boat blew up.
None of the vessels went nearer until the explosion of the powder-boat.
Quest'on. \Vhen you were twelve miles from the fort, were you in sight of
the fort 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Could not they see you from the fort when you were within twelve
miles of it 1
Answer. 'I'hC'y could see our mast-heads.
Question. \Vheu did the naval fleet first go a point where they could be seen
from }..,ort :Fisher 1
Answer. After General Butler had been up.
Question. Fix the day.
Answer. I should think perhaps it was the 21st of December. We lay twelve
miles off perhaps two or three days. vVe lay there with the powder-boat and
the iron-clads, detained by the storm.
Question. And you do not know of your own knowledge at what time General Butler first went in sight of the fort 1
Answer. No sir; it was while we were this twentyJfive miles off, I think.
I do not know certainly about it. I know it was during the time we were far off.
Question. You say you did not see him and do not know of your own knowledge when he did go there 1
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Answer. I was told that l1e went in while we lay twenty-five miles off.
Question. Where were the transports when the powder- boat was sent to be
exploded 1
Answer. 1'hey were not there ; I believe they were all at Beaufort.
Question. Do you know why the powder-boat was sent in to be exploded
w bile the transports were at Beaufort 1
Answer. No, unless it was to improve the first fair opportunity. '.rhe transports were never clo~e up; they would be out of sight on0 minute, and come
in sight another; so no one could tell their locality, but we generally supposed
they were at hand; and I have no doubt that Admiral Porter, when he ordered
that boat blown up at the first favorable opportunity, supposed that the land
force was handy.
Question. But you knew they were not in sight at that time 1
Answer. I did not know they were not in sight, though I was told afterwards
that they were not. They did not come up, and upon inquiry it was said they
were at Beaufort.
Question. How far was it designed that the fleet should be away at the time
of the explosion 1
Answer. 1'he vessc::ls were ordered to be away twrlvc miles when the powdCl·-boat went in.
Question. And then what was intended to be done 1
Answer. 'l'o go in, all hands, and make an attack.
Question. As soon as possible after the explosion of the boat 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; thinking it would demoralize the fort and perhaps upset it.
However, I had not much confidence in it, because the powder was not confined. I said that if they put the powder in a long train like that, perhaps one
twentieth of it would explode, and the remainder be blown away.
Question. If the effect of the explosion of that powder had been what was
expected, was it not very important that the transports should be ready to cooperate immediately, or as soon as possible after the explosion 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and I had not any doubt that they were on hand. I did
not know where they were, but very often you would see on the horizon one or
two, and then they would seem to keep aloof.
Question. vVhy was that 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Was the state of the weather such that the fleet could not be kept
together 1
Answer. Not at all. The naval vessels were all kept together, but I suppose
merchant vessels have not generally very good ground tackle, and they do not
like to anchor upon the coast or in deep water; but tlJey have generally power
enough to keep under way and stand the wind.
Question. vVere the transports and fleet together at any time after they left
Fortress Monroe until after the attack was made 1
Answer. They were in sight of each other.
Question. When were they all in sight of each other 1
Answer. When the gale came up at the twenty-five-mile rendezvous, and
during the gale I saw three or four of the vessels.
Question. Where should the rendezvous have been after the gale 1
Answer. The gale occurred, and as soon as it was over the admiral came
down from Beaufort and took us in to the twelve-mile rendezvous.
Question. You were ordered to rendezvous twenty-five miles from Fort Fisher'?
Answer. Yef:l, sir.
Question. You did so 1
Answer. Yes, sir, and remained there until the admiral came.
Que~tion. Did yon stay there until the gale ceased 1
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Answer. We had the gale at that rendezvous, and the moment it disappeared
the admiral came and took us in to the twelve-mile rendezvous.
Question. Why did not the transports remain at the twenty-five mile rendezvous?
AtJswer. I am told they were driven off by stress of "\\!Cather, and for want
of coal and supplies.
Question. Now my question was: As you were to rendezvous at a point
twenty-five miles from the fort, and as the transports were driven off from that
point by stress of weather, where should the rendezvous then have been 1
Answer. The admiral came out from that point to which the transports were
driven, and joined us and took us in to the twelve-mile rendezvous-the rendezvous being changed. What arrangements he made with the fleet of transports
I do not know.
Question. 'rhen you presume the rendezvous was changed by an arrangement between General But1er and Admiral Porter 1
Answer. I never thought anything about it.
Question. Should not the rendezvous have remained as it was, unless there
was an agreement or some understanding between the general commanding and
the naval commander 1
Answer. Naturally.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. You have stated that General Curtis could have marched into the
fort if he had continued his march.
Answer. I said he had said so.
Question. I understood you to say that in your judgment he could have
done so 1
Answer. I think so now.
Question. Upon what do you form your judgment 1
Answer. Upon what I have learned since; from the fact that the garrison
was disaffected, and their allowing him to get within three hundred yards of the
fort and not firing on him when we ceased firing.
Question. There seems to have been some misundstanding as to the place
of rendezvous, and a lack of concert of action between the fleet and transports 1
Answer. I do not think there was the slightest, because Admiral Porter never
would have come out to the twenty-five-mile rendezvous and taken us into the
twelve-mile rendezvous without informing the fleet at Beaufort of what he was
doing.
Question. I want to ask you in this connexion whether that made any difference in the result when you came to the place of action 1
Answer. I do not think it did. I do not see that it could, because they went
to Beaufort for a specific purpose, all.d the powder-boat left Beaufort, I presume, at the time they were there, and went to the twelve-mile rendezvous,
where we joined her, or she joined us.
By the chairman:
Question. Did you know of any controversy or misunderstanding between
Admiral Porter and General Butler upon that expedition 1
Answer. None whatever, that I noticed; but it did not 8eem to me, from
what I saw, that there was any concert of action.
Question. Did you understand that there was any personal feeling or misunderstanding about it; or was it merely that they had not concerted a plan 1
Answer. I do not believe General Butler had much to say to Admiral Porter
upon the subject, or he to General Butler.
Question. Each acted upon his own hook 1
Answer. It seemed so. Admiral Porter does not intrude upon anybody. If
General Butler wanted his assistance he would say so, andPart m--5
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Question. But do you know whether there was any unkind feeling existing,
from any cause, between those two commanders 1
Answer. I do not know of any; on the contrary, they seemed to get along
well together. General Butler dined frequently on board the flag-ship, and the
admiral was frequently with him at his quarters. I heard the admiral say that
the general was very polite. I think that was the expression. And there
seemed to be the best entente cordiale between them. None of us had any idea
that General Butler was going with the expedition.
Question. If they were friendly, how happened it that there was no preconcert of action between them 1
·
Auswer. I do not know where .the coolness arot~e. We regarded General
Butler as a sort of looker-on, and that General W eitzcl was the man.
Question. Was there any attempted concert of action between Admiral Porter and General vV eitzel in regard to the troops 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I was on board the flag ·ship, with the other captains, when
General Weitzel was there. When I got through with my business, and he
was about closing the interview, he remarked to me that he was about to land.
Captain, Glis:::on was present making arrangements with General Weitzel and
the admiral in regard to covering the party to assist in landing the troops.
E,·erything seemed to be going on smoothly.
Question. Did General Butler interfere with the command of General W eitzel1 Did he oppose the views of General Weitzel in any particular ?
Answer. Not that I have heard.
Question. Do you know whether General Weitzel was opposed to the re-embarcation of the troops at the time they were re-embarked 1
Answer. I do not know what occurred; I have not seen General Weitzel
since.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. Was there anything in the movement of the two fleets, growing
out of any misunderstanding or otherwise, that interposed to success when you
both came up to the point of attack 1
Answer. There did not seem to be the slightest.
Question. Had this misunderstanding, as to the rendezvous or any other thing,
between the two fleets, interfered at all in attaining success in the attack 1
Answer. I never heard of any misunderstanding in regard to the rendezvous,
or of any disagreement in regard to the manner of landing; and I know that
General Butler told the admiral that he was going to re-embark the troops before
it was done, as soon as it was practicable that night; and that the next day,
and after he had got off all the troops, he informed him that he was going to leave.
Question. Had anything transpired between the two fleets which prevented
success, when they came to the attack 1
Answer. Nothing that I ever saw or heard of.
Question. Was it not expected that you would pass the forts with the fleet
and go inside 1
Answer. No such idea was entertained, nor could it have been by any person
who ever looked at the chart. New inlet is a break through the arm of land,
about nine miles from the main entrance to the river-forming Smith's islandhaving a very narrow and intricate channel, the shoalest water upon the bar
being from nine to ten feet, low water. 'J.1his difficult point is about three
hundred yards from their heaviest guns, and the channel leads right up under
the sea face of the fort to within one hundred and fifty yards. '.ro show you
how difficult it was, I will state that after "we captured the fort, for the purpose
of getting the gunboats into the river, a careful examination was made, and the
channel buoyed out on either side, and then, in the attempt to get those gunboats
through, one whole day was consumed, and we got in only four, and neither of
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those were got in, though moved with great caution, without getting aground,
and backing out and trying again. This was with every buoy placrd, the
greatest care exercised, and doing our best to get them in. We had peen
soum1ing ourselves with our steam launch, and at night fall I was with the
admiral, and he remarked, "There are two gunboats aground; the tide has left
them, and if the wind comes south and blows on shore, I would not give ten
cents for either of them." But luckily the wind did not come up, the tide rose,
and they were got off. When I left the inlet, perhaps twenty-five gnnboats
were inside. I do not know of an instance, with all our care -and watchfulness,
of a gunboat getting in there without grounding, owing to the intricacy of the
channel. This bar is three hundred yards from their heaviest guns, and leads
right up under them, along the sea face of the fort, within one hundred and
fifty yards. In our run at Mobile, the bar was out without the range of the
guns of Fort Morgan, and with. twenty-three or twenty-four feet ofwater. Onr
heaviest ships drew only sixteen feet. We went over the bar there into six,
eight, and nine fath<;>ms. The channel was wide, so that we could run with
perfect safety.
No vessel could have entered "\Vilmington harbor then with one gun pointed
at her. She could not enter at all without the buoys.
Question. Are there any other material facts connected with this expedition
which you have not stated 1
Answer. None that I think of.
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WASHINGToN, Feb1·uary 7, 1865.
Major General GoDFREY WEITZEL sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
An$wer. I am a major general of volunteers, and a captain in the regular
army.
Question. What is your present command 1
Answer. I am commanding the 25th army corps.
Question. We understand that you were connected with the first expedition
against l!.,ort Fisher 1
Answer. I was.
Question. Will you give us an account of that expedition from its commencement until its conclusion 1
Answer. During the latter part of September last General Grant sent for me
to come to his headquarters. He there told me that an expedition was being
preparPd to close the mouth of Cape Fear river, near Wilmington; that it was
to be composed of a large naval force, and of a land force consisting of from
6,000 to 10,000 men; that he thought only 6,000 could be sent, but if he could
spare 10,000 he would send that many, and that he desired the expedition to·
go before the middle of the next month, October. He said that the War Department had selected an officer to command the land forces of the expedition,
but he did not wish that officer to command them, as he had once shown timidity.
He had, therefore, designated me as the commanding officer of the land forces.
He also said that Admiral Porter would command the naval force; that he had
just gone out west to turn over his command there, and that upon his return he
desired me to meet Admiral Porter at Washington and confer with him about
the plan of operations.
.
General Grant furnished me with all the charts and papers he had relating to
the expedition-he had quite a number of them-and told me to :~:ead them over
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carefully, and then if I had any suggestions to make, he wanted me to mnkc
them. I read them over and examined them, and on the next day 1 aga,in
called on General Grant and said to him that as I was to command the expPdi·
tion I thought it prohably would be better that I should go down off Wilmington,
1·econnoitre the ground, and get all the information I could of the character an1l
strength of the enemy's works at the mouth of Cape :Fear river. He agreed
with me in that, and I went down there on the army gunboat Chamberlain.
Question. About what time was that 1
Answer. That was the 27th or 28th of September. I went down off the
mouth of New inlet. I found Admiral Lee there, with a number of officers who
had bf'en on blockading duty there for more than two years; I found a number
of North Carolinians who were on board our vessels there as pilots, and who
said they knew every green pine tree between Wilmington and the mouth of
Cape Fear river. Through a naval officer I had communication with the president of the Loyal Union League of Wilmington. I got such satisfactory and
perfect information of the strength of the enemy's works that I was enabled to
return at the end of three days.
I should have stated before, that in about the first conversation I had with
General Grant upon the subject of this expedition, he said to me, "Weitzel, thit3
is to be another Mobile affair. The navy will run some of their vessels into
Cape Fear river, and I would advise you to land your troops and take a po:;;ition across the peninsula, and then Fort Fisher and these works will fall exactly
as Fort Morgan did."
Believing that would be the plan of the expedition, and having obtained this
full information, I returned very confident that the thing could be very easily
accomplished.
As soon as I arrived at Fortress Monroe on my return, I found a telegraphic
despatch ordering me to hasten to the front with all speed. I did so, and on
arriving at General Butler's headquarters I found another telegraphic despatch
ordering me to report on the north side of James river as quickly as I could
ride there. I rode over there and found the army of the James engaged in
battle with the enemy ; I reported to General Butler, and he at once assigned
me to the command of the 18th army corps; General Ord having been wounded,
I was retained in that command.
Fearing that this command might interfere with the expedition to Cape Fear
river, I sent to General Grant and inquired whether I should go on making
preparations for the expedition; that is, relating to the landing material, boats
for landing the troops, &c. There were many little details that I bad found,
from the experience of five other naval expeditions that I had been on, were
necessary to accomplish the object in view. General Grant sent me word to go
on and make the preparations. I made all I could that I considered necessary.
A few days after that General Grant called on me in person at my headquarters, and asked me about the result of my investigations down there. I told
him, and said that, according to the plan he had mentioned to me, I thought that
6,000 men would be sufficient. He said that he did not think he should start
the expedition ; that the navy bad advertised it so freely by rendezvousing at
Hampton roads and Norfolk that the rebel papers had got hold of it, and it was
known all over the south. He, therefore, did not consider it advisable to start
the expedition then, but directed me to continue making all the preparations for
such an expedition. '!'his was about the midle of October.
I afterwards saw General Grant again, and he renewed the same instructions;
subsequently I applied through him to theN avy Department for some additional
launches for landing, and for some boat howitzers, but they were refused. I
then understood, I think from General Grant, or from one of his staff officers,
that the expedition had been abandoned.
During all this time I continued in command of the 18th corps.
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Shortly after the return of General Butler from the city of New York, he sent
for me one day in November, and told me that a powder-boat had been suggested, a large torpedo ; that the rebels had frequently used torpedoes against
us, and that we were going to use one against them larger than any they had
ever used. He showed me a large volume, containing the opinions of several
leading officers of the army and navy in this city, as to the probable effect of
the explosiun of such a powder-vessel near the enemy's works. He then said
to me, "I am going down with this expedition, and I am going to take you with
two divisions down there, and see that this powder-boat is exploded properly."
One morning, about the third or fourth of December, I received a tetter of instructions from General Butler's chief of staff to prepare the effective troops of
two divisions with a certain amount of ammunition, and a certain amount of
provisions in a certain way, and to get ready to move.
On the night of the 6th of December I was ordered to move after dark to the
signal tower, in rear and to the left of the Bermuda Hundred's line, and to
bivouac my men there. About 12 o'clock that night I received an order to move
my troops at daybreak the next morning to Bermuda Hundred and embark them
on the transports that would be furnished us. Afterwards I received an order
to move them to Fortress Monroe, and order them to rendezvous there.
On the evening of the 7th, General Butler came down from his headquarters,
took me on board his boat, and at City Point took on board Colonel Comstock,
of General Grant's staff, and we went down to Fortress Monroe. I then asked
General Butler the destination of the expedition, and he told me it was going to
"'Wilmington. I had not seen any letter of instructions from General Grant to
General Butler; I never saw it until the other day; I saw it in the papers in
Cincinnati. All I knew of the destination of the expedition was this verbal
answer I received from General Butler in reply to my question.
On Saturday afternoon, December 10, General Butler asked Colonel Com8tock and myself to go with him to Norfork to see Admiral Porter; he found
the admiral on his flag-sl).ip. The conversation related mostly to the powdervessel, and the time when it would be ready. The tenor of the remarks of General Butler and Colonel Comstock to Admiral Porter was that haste was necessary; that probably it would be better to dispense with the powder-vessel, rather
than to delay and give the enemy a chance to send down re-enforcements. The
enemy having made a reconnaissance of our position that morning, they had
probably discovered that some of our troops had left, and knowing that this
expe:lition had been in contemplation for some time, would probably guess its
destination. Admiral Porter said he was hurrying up, getting the powder on
board as fast as he could. There was some discussion, al8o, about the weather,
as the weather looked unfavorable.
On the Monday evening following, the navy not yet having sailed, General
Butler ordered me to send nearly all the transports up the Chesapeake bay and
up the Potomac river to Mathias Point, and then return in the night and anchor
off Cape Henry. I started them at three o'clock on Tuesday morning. The
object of this movement was this: We knew the enemy continually kept scouts
in Northumberland county, at the mouth of the Potomac river, who reported
every transport that pas.:;ed up and down the bay-everything that occurred
there. We had frequently seen their reports in the Richmond papers. General
Butler ordered the fleet to go up there, that they might be reported to the
enemy as going up the Potomac. Then after dark, having reached Mathias
Point, we could steam down the bay again, and thus deceive the enemy as to
our destination.
On Wednesday morning early, a steamer came in from the department of the
south ar1d reported the sea as very smooth outside. We at once started, found
the transports already anchored off Cape Henry, and started them at once to
sea. When we left the harbor, I did not see there a single vessel that belonged
to Admiral Porter's fleet.
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I tllink all the difference between General Butler and Admiral Porter as to
the time we sailed is at that one point. Admiral Porter did not know that our
transports went up the bay, but supposed they went right out to sea. Thence
he says that General Butler started before he did. That, I think, is the cause
of difference between them on that point.
When we were off Beaufort harbor General Butler sent the gunboat Chamberlain into the harbor with a message to Admiral Porter that we were there,
and were going to the place of rendezvous.
We arrived off New inlet on Thursday morning. We lay there until the
evening of Sunday, the 18th, when by steaming out to sea we struck the naval
fleet and found Admiral Porter. Several inquiries had been made before without
finding him or his fleet. During the time we lay there, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, there was a perfectly smooth sea. There was a little swell, but nothing to interfere with operations. It was one of those times of misty weather
when the fog did not lift until about 10 or 11 o'clock in the morning.
As soon as we came in sight of the admiral's ship on Sunday night, he sent
his fleet captain, Captain Breese, on board, to see General Butler. 'l'he captain
apologized to the general for the admiral's not calling upon him in person. I
do not know what was the reason he gave; whether it was that the admiral had
had a fall from a horse, or that he had some indisposition. rl'here were two occasions when the admiral sent his fleet captain to see General Butler and confer with him, both times apologizing for not appearing himself. One time the
1·eason given was a fall from a horse ; the other time the admiral was indisposed. I forget which of those reasons was given this time.
When Captain Breese came on board he stated to General Butler that the
powder-boat would be exploded at twenty minutes after 9 o'clock that night,
and that the fleet would stand in at daylight. General Butler at once objected
to that, saying that if the powder-vessel was exploded so early in the night,
all the advantage got would be lost entirely. If it had any effect either in injuring the works or the guns, or stunning the garrison, there would be ample
time, before the proposed attack of the navy, for the enemy to recover from it.
This was my opinion, and also the opinion of Colonel Comstock, of General
Grant's staff, very forcibly expressed.
·
The sea was pretty rough at the time, for it was blowing a stiff breeze-so
much so that when General Butler ordei·ed Colonel Comstock and myself to
proceed at once on board the flag-ship and represent to the admiral the impropriety of such a mode of attack, it was with the greatest difficulty that we got
in and out of the boat, and I rem:uked to Colonel Comst<Nk, who had never been
on a naval expedition before, " You see one of the difficulties of a naval expedition ; we could not even get our men into the boats to-night." And he agreed
with me abuut the diflicnlti_es of doing so.
After conferring with Admiral Porter, representing the points we made against
his plan, he said that the powder-vessel had started in the night before; that
he did not know whether he would be able to stop her, but that he would try.
He sent his fastest boat, the A. D. Vance, a captured blockade runner and a
very fast vessel, with a despatch to the commanding officer of the powder-vessel
to delay the explosion until such time as in his judgment it would be possible
for the trooops to land and take advantage of the effect it should produce. The
latter portion of the instructions was sent at the suggestion of Colonel Comstock
and myself.
We lay there the next day, the breeze getting stronger all the time. Fimilly,
on Tuesday evening, it being reported by the most of my transports that, by
reason· of the delay, they had run out of coal and water, General Butler directed
all the transport fleet that were short of coal and water to proceed at once to
Beaufort harbor and get a fresh supply. Our own vessel was short of eoal and
water, aud we also went in there. 'I'he wind increased and blew a gale till
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Friday evening, compelling all the rest of the vessels excepting two to run into
Beaufort for shelter and supplies. Everything was done to get those snpplit:::l
as rapidly as possible. The quartermasters were at work day and night. The
water was brought by railroad for a distance of fifteen miles. All the barrels that
could be gotten hold of in North Carolina were sent for, and I know several instances where coal vessels were placed alongside of a vessel to facilitate its
coaling.
On Friday evening, the weather having the appearance ofmoderating, General
Butler sent his staff officm' Captain Clarke, on the gunboat Chamberlain, to see
Admiral Porter, and tell him that he would be out the next day. Captain
Clarke returned just before we left the harbor, and reported that the admiral
had said he would explode the powder-vessel during the night of Friday, and
commence the attack as soon thereafter as possible. It was a question of discussion between us, while sailing toward New inlet, whether the admiral would
commence the attack before we were there to co-operate with him. Several-!
think General Butler among the number-doubted that he would do so. I did
not doubt it, having been with the admiral on two or three previous expeditious.
When we arrived near New inlet we found that the admiral had commenced
his attack. As soon as we came near his flag-ship General Butler directed
Colonel Comstock and myself to proceed on board the admiral's vessel and ascertain the result of the day's work. We found the admiral in good spirits.
He stated that he had exploded the powder-vessel at 1.40 the morning before;
that the officers on board the powder-vessel told him that th~y ran it in so clo8e
that they could count the embrasures of the fort, and they had been successful
in getting her in so close because, as they were going in, they were so fortunate
as to finrl. a blockade-runner going in ahead of them, and without discovering
themselves they followed this blockade-runner in, and were thus enabled to get
so close to the work. He spoke of the explosion as having consisted of two, or
three, or four separate shocks, which led me at once to suppose that all the
powder had not gone off at once. He said that at daylight he had steamed in
with his whole fleet; that he had fired the first shot after twelve o'clock on that
day; that from the time three or four of his larger vessels became engaged the
rebels had replied with no spirit whatever, and that he thought they were pretty
badly used up; he spoke of having silenced their guns.
We came in time to see the fleet drawing off ·after their bombardment of that
day. After the heavier vessels were withdrawn I myself saw the enemy fire
several shots. Both Colonel Comstock and myself were of the opinion that,
so far from the guns of the fort being silenced, the ·commanding officer of the
fort had but followed the rule that both of us had learned for the defence of a
work in such cases; that being entirely overpowered or over-matched by our fire
his garrison was ordered into their bomb-proofs for the purpose of saving life
and ammunition, there to await either the attempt by the flP.et to pass by the
fort or the final assault.
·
Such were the instructions which I have given to the garrison of one 'vork
on my line, }"'ort Harrison, that I have been holding for the last three months
and a half. '!'he enemy has much the heavier artillery fire, because the work
is in a salient and they entirely envelop it. I therefore have built a large lot
of bomb-proofs sufficient to hold the garrison. My orders to the garrison have
been, in case the enemy opened this heayy artillery fire upon them. to leave but
a thin line of men exposed to the fire, just enough to prevent the work being
taken by a dash, or before the garrison could get out of their bomb-proofs, and
repel auy formation for an assault; and then, at the moment of assault, the
whole garrison must come out, no matter to what · fire they may be subjected.
The work had been subjected to this fire twice, and, although at one time the
garrison was composed entirely of new Kentucky negro troops, I have lost but
one man wounded. I believed, from the manner in which the commanding
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officer of Fort Fisher was acting, that he had given the same instructions to
garrison.
After I returned to General Butler's ship we conferred together as to
was to be done. He directed me to meet the admiral the next morning at half.
past six o'clock and arrange details for landing the troops. He also orderedJ
me to send five hundred men on shore, under cover of the gunboats which th&
admiral would detail, to make a reconnoissance of the enemy's work, and ascertain what damage had been done by the fire of the navy. He said that if
this reconnoissance reported the work assailable he would then land all the troops
and assault it. The admiral having complained, during our conference with
him, that he had not had any plan submitted to him by the general, and did
not know what he wanted to do, I advised General Butler to put his plan in
writing and send it to the admiral, which he did.
The next morning I saw the admiral, and he detailed twelve gunboats anll
a sloop-of-war to cover our landing, and gave us a large number of boats in
addition to our own. All the boats that were there were just sufficient to carry
this reconnoitring party of 500 men. I myself went with this reconnoitring
party, not caring to rely upon any other officer for information. We landed,
and shortly after landing caused the surrender of a ~mall garrison of a little in·
significant earthw01·k called Flag-pond Hill battery. I then pushed on toward
}-,ort Fisher. Before leaving the vessel General Butler, finding that I was
going, told me that the moment I had reconnoitred the work, and made up my
opinion about it, to come back and report to him.
•
I pushed a ~kirmish line to, I think, within about 1 fiO yards of the work. I
had about 300 men left in the main body, about 800 yards from the work.
There was a knoll that had evidently been built for a magazine, an artificial
knoll on which I stood, and which gave me a full view of the work and the
ground in front of it. I saw that the work, as a defensive work, was not in·
jured at all, except that one gun about midway of the land face was dismounted.
I counted sixteen guns all in proper position, which made it evident to me that
they had not been injured; because when a gun is injured, you can generally
Ste it from the way in which it stands. The grass slopes of the traverses and
of the parapet did not appear broken in the least. The regular shapes of the
slopes of the traverses and slopes of the parapets were not disturbed. I did
not see a single opening in the row of palisades that was in front of the ditch;
it seemed to me perfectly intact.
From all the information which I gained on my first visit to New inlet, from
what I saw on this reconnoissance, together with the information that I had obtained from naval officers who had been on the blockade there for over two years,
I was convinced that Fort Fisher was a regular bastioned work; the relief was
very high. I had been told by dese1·ters from it that the ditch was about
twenty feet wide and six feet deep, and that it was crossed by a bridge. I saw
the traverses between each pair of guns, and was perfectly certain within my
own mind that they were bomb-proofs; they ought to have been, and they
were. It was a stronger work than I had ever seen or heard of being assailed
during this war. I have commanded in person three assaulting columns in this
war. I have been twice assailed by assaulting columns of the enemy, when I
have had my men intrenched. Neither in the first three cases where I assailed
the enemy's works, nor in the two cases where I was myself assailed, were the
works, in an e11gineering point of view, one-eighth as strong as that work was.
Both times when I was assaulted by the enemy, the intrenchments behind
which my men fought were constructed in one night, and in each case after
the men had had two or three days of very hard work. I have been repulsed
in every attempt I have made to carry an enemy's work, although I have had
as good troops as any in the United States army, and their 1·ecord shows it.
The troops that I had under my command in the first two assaults have been
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with General Sheridan in the whole of his last campaign-the first division of
the 19th army corps-and they fought as well under me as they have under
him. The third time that I assailed a position was on the Williamsburg road.
I had two of the best brigades of the 18th army corps. It was a weakly defended line, and not a very strong one. Still I lost a great many men, and
was repulsed. In the two instances where the enemy assaulted my position
they were repulsed with heavy loss. ·
After that experience, with the information I had obtained from reading and
study-for before this war I was an instructor at the Military Academy for
three years under Professor Mahan, on these very subjects-remembering well
the remark of the lieutenant general commanding, that it was his intention I
should command that expedition, because another officer selected by the War
Department had once shown timidity, and in face of the fact that I had been
appointed a major general only twenty days before, and needed confirmation;
notwithstanding all that, I went back to General Butler, and told him I considered it would be murder to order an attack on that work with that force. I
understood Colonel Comstock to agree with me perfectly, although I did nut
ask him, and General Butler has since said that he did.
Upon my report, General Butler himself reconnoitred the work; ran up close
with the Chamberlain, and took some time to look at it. He then said that he
agreed with me, and directed the re-embarcation of the troops. The troops
were re-embarked, and we came back to ~"'ortress Monroe to our camp. When
we stopped at City Point going up, to permit Colonel Comstock to disembark,
General Butler went ashore, as he told me, to see General Grant. Upon his
return, I asked him whether the general was satisfied with what we had done.
He said yes, he was perfectly satisfied with it.
Question. Who was that officer, selected by the War Department, to whom
General Grant objected 1
Answer. General Gillmore.
Question. You say that an officer of General Grant's staff accompanied you
on this expedition.
Answer. Yes, sir; his chief aide-de-camp, Colonel Comstock. He is an engineer officer, and was a class-mate of mine. We are quite intimate friends.
I think General Grant sent him along at General Butler's request, but ordered
him to report to me. The moment that I found General Butler was going in
command of the expedition, I could not consider Colonel Comstock as reporting
to me.
Question. Since your 1·eturn, have you ever had any conversation with General Grant on the subject of this expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What criticism did he make in regard to the expedition 1
Answer. He stated to me that he had not desired General Butler to go
along, but he could not very well stop him, although he did not wish him to
go ; for General Butler, being the commanding officer of the department, had
properly a right to go anywhere within his department, and if he had stopped
him it would have shown a want of confidence in him.
Question. Of course he knew that General Butler was going 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but he did not know it until General Butler came to City
Point, on his way down the river, to go off with the expedition. He said that
that was the first time he knew positively thatGeneral Butler was going.
Question. Did he say that he had made any objection to General Butler
a bout going?
Answer. No, sir; I did not so understand him.
Que::;tion. When was it that General Grant selected you as the proper person
to command the expedition 1
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Answer. When he sent for me last September he told me he had selected me
to command it.
Question. When did you receive the order from him to go upon the expedition you did go on 1
Answer. That order I received from General Butler. General Grant sent all
orders for this expedition direct to General Butler, and General Butler sent me
my instructions.
Question. General Grant communicated through General Butler to you upon
the subject of this expedition 1
Answer. He communicated to General Butler, and General Butler gave me
some of his instructions, not all.
Question. How was it possible that General Grant did not think General
Butler would accompany this expedition when he was giving these orders to
him, and General Butler was selecting the officers to go 1
Answer. I do not know.
Question. Could it be possible that General Grant did not snppose that General Butler was to accompany this expedition, when he was giving these orders for it 1
Answer. All I know is what General Grant told me the other evening when
I went to return to him the papers and drawings I had, as I did not need them
any more.
Question. He said that General Butler having the right to go, ·he diu not interfere with his going 1
Answer. Yes, _sir ; Wilmington was within General Butler's department, and
all the troops of the expedition were from General Butler's army.
Question. How did General Grant expect such an expedition would go and
General Butler have nothing to do with it 1
Answer. ':rhere might be a military objection to his going. The rule is, that
if a commanding officer has a detachment made from his command, he generally
remains with the largest portion of his command. You will find that such is
the rule. If a detachment is made from a command, from a division for instance, the division commander generally makes it a point to go with the larger
part of his command. It might have been upon that principle that General
Grant said General Butler should not have gone on this expedition. As this
expedition took only about 6,500 of his command, he shoulJ. have remained
with the larger portion of his command..
Question. It is discretionary with the department commander to go or remain.
Answer. The department commander, I think, has the right to go anywhere
within the limits of his department, because his duties call him all over it at
times.
Question. In the case of a very important expedition, without any orders
from the general-in-chief to the contrary, would it not be expected that he
would accompany it 1
Answer. I should think so.
Question. What reason did General Grant give for not wanting General Butler to accompany the expedition 1
Answer. He told me that he did not have much confidence in General Butler's military abilities.
Question. Did General Grant express to you any dissatisfaction as to the
course you had pursued on this expedition 1
Answer. He said that from events that have since transpired, from what has
since become known, he believes that he could have carried that work with
even less loss than General Terry did.
Question. Did he tell you upon what that opinion was founded 1
Answer. I could not ask him. He was the general commanding, and I could
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not well ask him that quest.ion. I thoug·ht that would be· developed by this
investigation, and we would find out all about it. There is one thing connected
with this subject I would like to mention. Lieutenant Kepler, of General
Ames's staff, told me, last Thursday, at Fortress Monroe, that both General
Ames and General Terry had said that their success had proved the correctness
of my opinion; and as you can see in General Ames's written report, he agreed
with me, at the time, that the work could not be carried.
Question. General Ames accompanied you on the first expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir. Of course we are all glad that it has been carried. But General Turner, General Butler's chief of staff, told me the other day that, after
conversation with several officers from there, the fact was established that it was
Ly mere luck that the assault succeeded. In the first place, an assaulting column
of s~J,ilors and marines was sent in with cutlasses and pistols to attack the fort.
'.rhat is something I never heard of before, and I have tried to find a precedent
for it, but cannot do so. That must have confused the calculations of the commanding officer of the garrison. He thought that was the main assaulting
column; and that very thing made so strong a diversion that it drew the whole
garrison in that direction ; and that enabled General Ames's division to get a
foothold on the west end of the work. General Turner says that one brigade
of that division, Bell's brigade, got its main foothold by charg·ing along the
causeway which led from the S\vamp, in the face of four pieces of light artillery.
Now, if those four pieces of light artillery had been served against such a
column marching by the flank across the causeway, very few of that column
would ever have gotten over or gotten back. But he said that those gunners were stampeded, and would not serve their guns, but ran away. That
gave the division a hold on the parapet; and from that time it became a soldier's fight, in which the fighting was on nearly equal terms, and our soldiers
had a great deal more enthusiasm and courage than the 1·ebel troops there.
Question. It has been said that there was Rcarcely any garrison there at the
time you were there. What have you to say about that 1
Answer. I forgot to mention about that. 'rhe garrison of Flag-pond Hill
battery, the first party of rebels that we captured after landing, were at once
questioned by me; I questioned about a dozen of them, and then left some of
my staff officers to question more, as I wanted to go on with the advance. All
of them told me that they belonged to the 42d North Carolina regiment, of
Kirtland's brigade, of Hoke's division. Now, we have been fighting that division ever since last May.. We have a correct list of every regiment in that
division. And at one time General Butler had the name of every commanding
officer of a company, and the strength of every company in that division. I
therefore knew that the 42d North Carolina regiment belonged to that brigade,
and that that brigade belonged to that division. And all the men whom I asked
were unanimous in saying that they belonged to that regiment, and that that
brigade at least was there. And I asked every one the question.
Question. How strong was that brigade 1
Answer. I should suppose it would number about 1,200 or 1,300 men, about
the same that our brigades do. They might have numbered more from conscripts,
but that is about the strength we reckon their brigades to have. Their divisions
uumber from 5, 500 to 6,000 men, and they have four brigades in a division.
I asked them where the rest of the brigade was, and they told me they were
about a mile and a half to the rear; that three regiments were there; the fourth
regiment they said was in Fort Fisher. That has since been proven to be true,
aud I then believed it to be true, because at that very moment·they commencrd
attacking the little guard I had left at the place of landing. ·'rhey skirmished
there a little while, but were soon repulsed by the fire of the navy and the fire
of our men. Subsequently we captured 220 men of the reserves who saicl they
were outside of the fort because there were not sufficient bomb-proofs there to
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contain them ; and these were sent out in the morning to remain out until night
to avoid danger, and then they were expected to return in time to repel the assault, which was expected to be made after dark.
Now, I reasoned in this way: they would not keep three regiments of veterans in reserve outside of the work, a mile and a half to the rear of these other
men, unless they had without them sufficient men inside the fort to man the
parapet. 'rhat waB the way I argued the matter.
Question. Do you know what Admiral Porter's idea was founded upon, that
there was not much of a garrison there 1
Answer. I suppose simply upon the fact that the garrison did not reply to
his fire, which was a very correct military procedure on their part.
Question. He had no better means of knowing than you had 1
Answer. None at all. The only trouble with the admiral was this-and it
is a trouble that I have, from long· experience, found with naval officers-they
know as little about a work or a fort as an army officer does about a ship.
Naval officers do not know the vulnerable points of a fort; they do not know
how to regulate their fire so as to injure a fort. That has been the trouble in
every naval expedition in which I have been engaged-the utter ignorance of a
regularly educated naval officer of the nature, character, weaknesses, and strong
points of a fort. I have often said that I thought it would be a benefit to the
country if, at the naval school at Newport, there was a professorship of fortifications, and at West Point a professorship of naval matters.
'!'here are some remarks which Admiral Porter makes in his report which show
his utter ignorance of the character of a fort; and I recollect another instance
in the case of Admiral Porter, to establish my opinion upon that point. The
water fleet was lying off bombarding Fort Jackson, just before the fall of New
Orleans ; General Barnard had supplied Admiral :Farragut and Admiral Porter
wi~h correct maps of the works there and at the mouth of the river. General
Barnard had been stationed in those works for about fourteen years, and had
taken a great deal of pains in getting up correct maps. I was sent along
because I had been on those works for four or five years before the war. As
soon as we got there, General Butler sent me to report to Admiral Farragut, so
that he could have the benefit of my local knowledge of the places.
After we Lad kept up the bombardment for two or three days, a deserter
carne from the fort, and he was brought to Admiral (then Commodore) Porter.
'!'his deserter was a very intelligent man. He bad formerly been in Dan Rice's
circus, and was enabled to escape from the fort by his skill in that way. He
knew the position of every gun in Fort Jackson. Of course Commodore Porter
at once questioned him, and as be did so he put down upon the map, as
he thought, the positions of the guns in the fort, as the deserter described them.
But instead of marking the guns down in their proper positions in the work, in
the places where they were located, be bad them all put on the glacis; he
actually did not know the difference on the drawing between the glacis of the
work and the inner work.
Question. It has been said that some of our men approached so near Fort
Fisher that they took a flag, and that that was an indication that the garrison
was ready to surrender.
Answer. That was told me, but I did not see it. After I bad made a reconnaissance, I returned, as I bad been directed, to General Butler, to make my
report. I directed General Curtis to remain in command, and to push on
towards the work until he was stopped, and to find out what was there; and if
he discovered anything new to immediately report' it to General Butler, and I
left a signal sergeant with him for that purpose. During my absence this
thing was said to have occurred. After the return of the expedition, I sent for
the officer who was said to have done it, Lieutenant Walling, of the 14:Zd New
York, He was one of the officers in command of the skirmish line. I q ues-
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tioned him about it, and he told me that a shell had knocked the flag-staff outside
and on top of the parapet, and the flag hung over into or outside of the ditch.
Thinking that probably the rebels had not observed it, he crept up on his hands
and knees to the palisading, found a hole in it that one of the shells had made,
crept through the hole and up to the flag, and got it and got away with it without being observed.
Question. Did he suppose that was any evidence that the fort was not
manned 1
Answer. No, sir. The fact that one man or fifty men of an assaulting column
get inside an enemy's work is no evidence whatever of success. When the
rebels assaulted my position on the 16th of May last, they got 265 men inside
of my line, but I took every one of them prisoners. You sometimes let the head
of a column come over, if you can mash it in the middle, for then you can take
all of one end of it prisoners.
Question. When did you have the conversation with General Grant, in which
he said he thought you might have taken l!,ort Fisher easier than r:I'erry did 1
A.nswer. That was on last Friday night, about 11 o'clock.
Question. Was that the first conversation you had had with him upon the
subject since your return from that expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and the only conversation I have had with him.
Question. He gave you no reason for that opinion 1
Answer. No, sir; he gave me none, and I did not ask for any. If it could
have been taken, then there must have been some facts developed since then
of which I have not heard.
Question. Did Admiral Porter propose to you, or to General Butler, to send
sailors and marines to assist in the attack 1
Answer. No, sir; and he told me he could not run any boats by, because the
channel was too intricate-that it was obstructed.
Question. Was there any agitation of the question of his running by the fort 1 ·
Answer. Yes, sir. I spoke of it, and so did Colonel Comstock, but Admiral
Porter said it could not be done.
Question. Have not blockade runners, drawing as much vrater as some of the
vessels in that fleet, been constantly passing in and out there 1
Answer. I will tell you exactly what I thought, when he made that objection. He had in his fleet one or two, at least, and I think more, vessels that
were captured blockade runners. They had been armed and formed a portion
of his fleet. Now, those blockade runners, in going in and out there, generally
choose the darkest nights. It seemed to me that as Admiral Porter believed he
had silenced the fire of that fort, as those vessels had run in and out there in
the darkness of the night, it was strange that he should not attempt to get them
by there in the daytime, when he could see.
Question. Was the channel there sufficiently deep to permit his vessels to
pass 1
·
Answer. He has quite a number of them in the river now.
Question. General Grant's idea was that the fleet would run by the fort 1
Answer. He told me that distinctly. The language he used was: "This is
to be another Mobile affair." r.rhat is what I expcctea would be the plan until
Admiral Porter, for the first time, said that he could not run any of his vessels
in. 'l'hc exact language used by General Grant was : " This is to be another
Mobile affair."
Question. When did the fleet or the transports, for the first time, come in
sight of Fort ],isher, so as to apprise the enemy that there was an attacking
force in the neighborhood 1
Answer. The :first vessel was the one on which General Butler and I wm·e.
That appeared off there on Thursday or Friday, the 15th or 16th of December,
I have forgotten which.
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Question. I want to know when the enemy, by observations, could have first
learned that there was an attacking force about there 1
Answer. Our transport fleet never saw the fort until we went up to make the
attack. I can answer that question more correctly, if the testimony of Richmond papers is deemed sufficient. I have seen the official despatch of the
time they first observed the fleet.
Question. What day was that 1
Answer. It was dated on rruesday, the 20th ofDecember. At that time the
most of the transport fleet was nrar Beaufort, or on the way there, and I will
tell you what I think the enemy then saw. On Monday, the day following
Admiral Porter's arrival, he exercised his fieet, put it in three lines and moved
it about, standing in towards the land. I made the remark then, on board our
vessel, that if they ran those tall frigates in nearer to the land they would be
seen from the top of Cape }--,ear light-house.
Question. How far was that 1
Answer. I inquired about that, and was told that it was fifteen or twenty
miles. Now the tops of a frigate's masts can be seen that distance in clear
weather. I know that they can be seen that distance, according to the rules
laid down for the construction of light-houses.
Question. 1.1here was considerable delay in getting the army and navy together at the rendezvous. To what do you attribute that delay 1 You had
some good weather there.
Answer. Yes, sir, and we were there. Admiral Porter said that the reason
he could not get there sooner was that the powder-vessel was not ready, and he
l1ad to send his monitors around to Beaufort light, and there take on his ammunition, before he could come out.
Question. General Butler was there ready and waiting for him 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. During this good weather you speak of 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what condition W•tS the powder-vessel1 What had Admiral
Porter to do to it but put some powder on board.
Answer. He had to put the powder on board, and an-ange the little clockwork and machinery for setting it off. However, I state this only from hearsay.
Question. Do you know who was the originator of this powder-vessel idea 1
Answer. I had heard General Butler speak of the idea nine months ago. I
think something similar had been tried before by General Foster on fort Sumter, but I do not know who was the originator of it on this expedition. As I
saw a great number of opinions, in the volume shown me by General Butler, I
should think there must be some documents here to show that. Those opinions
would not have been asked for except upon the suggestion of some one.
Question. Was it not a new thing in naval or any other warfare to attempt
to blow up a fortification in that way 1
Answer. It was an entirely new thing.
Question. Upon deliberation, and after all you have since learned, are you
entirely satisfied with the opinion you then formed about attacking the fort 1
AnRwer. Yes, sir, I am fully satisfied from all I have heard since, from the
result of the second attack, and everything else-I am fully satisfied that I did
my duty there.
Question. Had th~ second bombardment any more effect upon Fort Fisher
than the first had ?
Answer. Evidently it.had. That is exactly what made the difference in the
condition of Fort Fisher at the time I reconnoitred it, and when it was carried.
The report that 1 made of the condition of Fort Fisher was almost verbatim the
report that General Bragg made to General Robert E. Lee. General Butler
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spoke to me of my report being almost verbatim the report of General Bragg of
the condition of the fort.
Question. In what condition do you understand it to have been after the
second. bombardment 1
Answer. I judge merely from the official reports I have seen. I judge that
a great many of the guns on the land front were dismounted, and. Admiral
Porter speaks of having knocked the work into a pulp. }~rom that I judge
that he concentrated his fire upon a particular point of the parapet, as he made
a hole to go through. The object of an artillery fire on a fortification is either
to dismount the guns, and thus remove that arm of the fort, or to make a breach
in the work to enable the assaulting column to go in, or both. On the first exlJedition neither of . those objects was accomplished by the bombardment.
Judging from the reports, those objects were at least partially accomplished on
the second expedition-that is to say, Fort Fisher, when I rcconnoitl'ed it, was
exactly like a strong man with both of his :urns and all his powers complete,
except that he has some flesh wounds and is bleeding a little, but is still able to
fight. When the fort was bombarded the second time, it was like a man who
has had. one of his arms broken. The guns of the fort had been dismounted.
Question. In view of that, can you imagine why General Grant should ~ay it
could. have been taken more easily on the first than on the second expedition 1
Answer. I cannot, unless he puts it on the strength of the garrison, and has
more information on that subject than I have. He told me that th~re were from
1,000 to 1,200 men in the garrison there the first time.
Question. Do you know whether General Grant contemplated a surprise of
the garrison by the first expedition 1
Answer. That is what he told me. He said that he never gave an order for
an assault-did not order an assault at all on the first expedition.
Question. What do you say about General Butler's intrenching there if he
made a landing 1
Answer. The order of General Grant to General Butler, which I saw published in the papers-! never saw the original of the order-stated that in certain cases he was to intrench and hold his position, and co-operate with the
navy in the reduction of the fort. General Grant said to me the other night
t'hat when he ordered the expedition to sail he knew that Wilmington and the
works there were nearly devoid of troops ; and he thought if we moved down
there and landed quickly, the mere effect of the landing of the troops, together
with the presence of such a fleet, would be to compel them to surrender. But
in consequence of the delay the enemy got troops down there. But he said
that his intention was, after we had made a landing there, finding it was not
possible to assault, that General Butler should intrench there.
Question. What was there to prevent compliance with such an order 1
Answer. There was nothing there to prevent a compliance with it. There
would hav{' been difficulties to contend with at that season of the year. The
landing of SU}Jplies would have been one difficulty; the annoyance from the
rebel gunboats in the river would have been another. But they might, and
probably would, have been driven off by our artillery.
Question. Did you experience any great difficulty in landing there on account
of the roughness of the sea 1
Answer. Not at the time we did land, but it became rough about 9 or 10
o'clock in the evening.
· Question. You experienced difficulty in re-embarking 1
Answer. YeR, sir. Some of our men had to remain there for thirty-six hours,
I think.
Question. How long did that storm continue 1
Answer. General Butler came away, leaving General Ames to get the troops
off. We .had. bad weather until we got near Hatteras, about twenty-four or
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twenty-six l10urs afterwards. I understood from General Curtis that all the
men could not be got off until Tuesday morning. They landed on Sunday
afternoon.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Did you and General Butler fully concur in everything relating to
the expedition and the execution of it? I mean what was done after the expedition sailed from 1!-,ortress Monroe.
Answer. Yes, sir; that is, so far as I had information.
Question. Was there anything done, or omitted to be done, which you would
not have done, or omitted, if you had had full command of the expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir. If I had had the instructions that General Grant gave to
General Butler I would have done one thing that General Butler did not do; I
would have intrenched and remained there. I should certainly have done that;
and I have written to General Butler that I was sorry he did not show me that
letter of instructions, so that I could have advised him about that. '!'here is
where General Butler clearly made a mistake. 'l'he order seems to be explicit
that he should remain there. No matter what the difficulties were, that order
would have covered him from any consequences.
Question. Did the condition of things exist there which that order contemplated 1
Answer. I think so.
Question. In relation to the landing of troops, &c.1
Answer. I think so. The order simply said that if the work did not fall at
once, he was to intrench there. The object appeared to me to be to secure a
landing, and to hold it after you had secured it.
Question. Was there, or not, in your opinion, any difficulty in securing a
lanuing there that could be held 1 '.rhat is, could you land your whole force
and the supplies necessary to sustain them 1
Answer. In my opinion, it would have been difficult to have done it; but
still, with an order like that, a junior officer should obey it; and then the responsibility of such a step falls upon the one who gave the order.
Question. You think it would not have been advisable to have done so had it
not been in strict obedience to an order?
Answer. Yes, sir, I do think so, at that season of the year.
Question. And might it not have been that the general commanding the expedition felt that the conditions in relation to the landing, &c., which General
Grant contemplated, did not obtain 1
.
Answer. That might be; but I do not know.
By the chairman :
Question. Did you know of any want of concert of action or good feeling be. tween General Butler and Admiral Porter 1
Answer. I know that Admiral Porter and General Butler have been on bad
terms with each other ever since the fall of New Orleans, or shortly afterwards ·1
Question. Did that feeling manifest itself in that expedition by any want of
concert of action, or in any other way 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I think so.
Question. Wherein 1
Answer. Admiral Porter, who was the junior officer, sent his fleet captain to
confer with General Butler, instead of coming himself.
Question. You think that was in consequence of that baJ feeling 1
Answer. YeEt, sir; for General Butler, although the ranking officer, had twice
called upon Admiral Porter at Fortress Monroe.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. In your judgment, was that showing, on the part of Admiral Porter,
a want of military courtesy aud respect 1
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Answer. There was a want of military courtesy in Admiral Porter not coming himself.
Question. Do you know what number of men would properly garrison Fort
Fisher l
Answer. No, sir; I have had no opportunity to get information on that point.
Question. When you were there had you any reason to suppose there was a
demoralization or want of efficiency on the part of the garrison 1
Answer. I had not the least, because the garrison, according to my ideas,
managed the defence perfectly properly. That, to me, was one evidence of the
strength of the garrison.
Question. Did General Curtis ad vance so near the fort as to imply any demoralization or disposition not to resist on the part of the garrison 1
Answer. No, sir; not at all, according to my idea.
By the chairman:
Question. One of the witnesses, Captain Alden, of the navy, seems to be of
the opinion that General Curtis got so near the fort that they could not bring
their guns to bear upon him. What do you think of it 1
Answer. Captain Alden, then, does not know anything about a glacis. The
object of the glacis is to prevent anything of that kind being done.
By Mr. Gooch:
\
Question. In your opinion, did General Butler and you give the enemy any
intimation that the fleet was there, and about to attack, by your going in your
vessel so near Fort 1!-,isher 'l
Answer. No, sir ; not the least. A single transport going in there in that
way would look like a supply vessel for the blockading fleet.
Question. Then you think there was nothing in what you did to lead the
enemy to infer that a fleet was on its way to attack Fort Fished
Answer. No, sir; I do not think there was. r:I'hey had information several
months before that the navy was getting up an expedition for that purpose.
That was one reason General Grant assigned to me for starting off the expedition in October; that the navy had so advertised the expedition that there was
no use to send it.
Question. At the time of the explosion of the powder-vessel, and the attack,
was there or not that co-operation which there should have been between the
army and navy.
Answer. There was decidedly not.
Question. Why was there not, and who was responsible for it ?
Answer. The navy commenced the attack while the army transports w~re in
Beaufort harbor, seventy miles off, getting coal and water.
Question. Why was that done 1
Answer. I have not the remotest idea. I know the opinion expressed on
board our vessel by several officers, when it was found that the navy had made
the attack as they did. r:I'here was one officer who particularly surprised me
by expressing the 9pinion he did. He saijl. that he believed Admiral Porter
made the attack in the way he did, because he believed that he could knock
the fort all to pieces, and would thus get all the credit of taking it to himself.
'l'hat officer is generally very quiet in the way of expressing opinions.
Question. You have said you have been engaged in several assaults upon
fortifications prior to this.
Answer. Upon intrenchments.
Question. vVill you give a concise statement of those assaults 1
Answer. I commanded an assaulting column against Port Hudson on the
27th of May, 1863. I commanded another assaulting column against Port
Hudson on the 14th of June, 1863. I was the commanding officer of the troops
Part m--6
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that made the assault on the 29th of October, 1864, on the enemy's works on
the Williamsburg road. I was assaulted three times by the enemy on the 16th
of l\fay, 1864, when my men were behind breastworks at Drury' ~.:~ bluff. And
I was in command of the 18th corps when the enemy, on the 3llth of September
last, attempted to retake battery Harrison.
Question. Were you also at New Orleans 1
Answer. Yes, sh·; but we made no assault there. The fleet ran by the forts,
and took the troops in above the forts. I used to hunt around there, and knew
the whole country well. I took the troops in there and cut the forts off from
communication with the city, and after that was done the forts surrendered.
But we did not have any fight there at all with the enemy. Both of Admiral
Farragut's great victories have been almost bloodless ones so far as the army
was concerned, simply because he ran by the enemy's w01·ks with his fleet. A
fort cannot walk oft'; and if you cut it off by 1·unning a fleet by it, it must fall.
'That, I believed, was to be the plan to be adopted in this case. If such a plan
had been carried out here, the navy would prouably not have lost so many men
as they lost in that assault, and the army would not have lost fifty men.
By the chairman:
Question. And the fort would have fallen just as effectually ~
Answer. Certainly, for it would have been entirely cut off.

Testimony

of Brevet

Brigadier General C. B. Comstock .

WASHINGTON, FebTua1·y 28, 1865.
Brevet Brigadier General C. B. Co.MSTOCK sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army now?
Answer. I am a lieutenant colonel and aide.de·camp on the staff of General
Grant, and brevet brigadier general.
Question. How long have you been in tl1e army 1
Answer. Nearly ten years.
Question. You have accompanied the army of the Potomac in its campaigns
under General Grant 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Were you with the first expedition fitted out against Fort Fisher?
Answer. I was.
Question. I wish you would state, in your own way, without further ques·
tioning from us for the present, all that you deem it material to state in regard
to that expedition. After you have done so, we will ask you what further
questions we may deem necessary.
Answer. I cannot give dates very accurately. But some days before the expedition started from City Point, General Grant informed me that General But·
ler wished me to accompany General Weitzel on the expedition, and I was
directed to go accordingly. I joined the expedition, going at last with General
Butler, however, instead of with General Weitzel, as General Butler, late in
the day, accompanied the expedition. We lay at Fortress Monroe on account
of bad weather, and waiting for the powder·vessel for several days.
Question. What was the particular cause of delay at that time 1
Answer. The weather was bad nearly the whole of the time. But at the
·w.me time I think a sufficient cause of the delay was the fact that the powder·
ho~t was not then prepared.
Question. Under whose charge was that powder-vessel?
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Answer. It was under the charge of the navy
Question. About how long were you detained there on that account 1
Answer. I cannot give the exact time now. I suppose it must have been
four or five days at least.
Question. Where did you go from there 1
Answer. We went from there to the army rendezvous, about twenty-five
miles off New inlet. We arrived there on the evening of the 15th of December, I think.
Question. How long a stay did you make there then 1
Answer. We staid there for three days at least, with good weather and a
smooth sea.
Question. Why were you waiting there so long 1
Answer. Waiting for Admiral Porter.
Question. Where was he 1
Answer. I believe he was at Beaufort at the time.
Question. Do you know whether General Butler sent word to him that he
was ready, or gave him any information of the kinc11
Answer. When we left Fortress Monroe Gem~ral Butler informed me that
Admiral Porter had informed him that the navy would need about twelve hours
start of us, as he would have to stop a short time at Beaufort. General Butler
proposed to give him twenty-four hours, and then he supposed that we would
meet at the rendezvous off New inlet.
Question. Did you ever hear what caused the delay of Admiral Porter at
Beaufort1
Answer. I believe Admiral Porter sent two messages from Beaufort to General Butler, one to the effect that it was so foggy one morning that he could
not get the iron-clads over the bar at Beaufort ; and I think another time the
powder-boat was again the cause of the delay.
Question. At what time did the navy go in such proximity to Fort Fisher
that the enemy would be apprised of the approach of the expedition 1
Answer. I suppose it was the morning of the 24th of December.
Question. How long was it before you actually made a demonstration there?
Answer. There is a point which I should state, perhaps. After we had spent
those three days of good weather off New inlet, in perfect readiness to make
the attack if the navy had been ready, in the afternoon of the third clay Admiral Porter arrived. He ordered the powder-boat to be taken in and exploded that
night. But the wind blew so in the afternoon that it seemed to us impossible to
land the troops, and General Weitzel and myself went to Admiral Porter and
requested that he should postpone sending in the powder-boat until the water
should be smooth enough to enable us to go in and land the troops. He therefore sent in discretionary orders to the officer in charge of the powuer-boat not
to explode it until we could land. The next day the wind blew strongly; our
transports had got short of coal and water, and we were forced to go into Beaufort.
I was informed by a naval officer remaining there, that while we were gone
there was no time when a landing of troops could have been effected, it was so
rough; that it was one steady severe gale.
Ou the 23d of December General Butler sent an officer of his staff to Admiral Porter to inform him that we should be ready to start the next morning.
'rhis officer saw Admiral Porter and returned, not getting back until the morning of the 24th. He brought a message from Admiral Porter that the powderboat would be exploded at 1 o'clock that morning.
The transports were got under way as rapidly as possible from Beaufort, anu
arrived off New inlet in the afternoon of the 24th. We found that the powderboat had been exploded at the time proposed, and that the navy had been bombarding since about noon of that day.
Question. Before the land forces of the expedition appeared 1
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Answer. Before the land forces were there. There were one or two large
vessels, army transports, that could not get into Beaufort harbor, anu that had
coal enough to stand out the gale. The Baltic may have remained in the vicinity of the fleet, so that it is possible some part of the land forces were in the
vicinity of the fleet.
Question. Did you find any difficulty when you attempted to land the troops 1
Answer. It was easy enough when we commenced to land them. But in
the afternoon the wind rose, and by 8 o'clock that night it was difficult to land
the troops, and by 10 or 12 o'clock that night it was impossible to land troops
there.
Question. You did not land all your troops?
Answer. No, sir.
Question. About what portion did you land?
Answer. I have nothing official in regard to that, but my opinion is that
there were about 2,300 landed.
Question. How many troops altogether were with the expedition ?
Answer. About 6,500.
Question. You could not land the rest?
Answer. Not at that time. However, 1 should say this about it : About 5
o'clock in the afternoon, I should suppose, and while it was still practicable to
land troops, an order was given to re-embark those which had been landed.
'l'he re-embarcation continued from that time up to perhaps 10 o'clock that night.
During that interval it was still possible to land troops. It is a little easier to
get troops on shore than it is to get them off.
Question. Which is the most difficult, to land troops, or to land provisions,
munitions of war, &c.?
Answer. I suppose it is most difficult to land munitions of war and provisions, or rather some kind3 of provisions. For instance, in the case of hard
bread, put up in thin, light, wooden boxes, there is great danger that it will
get into the water. Pork and beef in barrels can be thrown overboard and
got ashore in that way without injury. Cartridges and powder must be carried
ashore on the men's shoulders.
Question. General Butler did not effect a landing of all his troops?
Answer. He did not.
Question. Why did he not land them all?
Answer. General Weitzel made an examination of the work, and reported
to General Butler that in his opinion an assault upon Fort Fisher would be
impracticable.
Question. Did you accompany General Weitzel on that examinatio_n?
Answer. I was not with General Weitzel at that time. Later in the evening
I was on shore and made an examination.
Question. To what conclusion did you come in regard to the practicability
of an assault upon the work at that time?
Answer. I cannot say that I formed a. definite opinion at the time, as the
question of assaulting had already been decided upon the report of General
Weitzel. I cannot, perhaps, give a definite answer to that question, because I
allow my subsequent knowledge of the work to affect my opinion somewhat.
Question. Was it a strong work?
Answer. It was. I will endeavor to answer the question somewhat in detail.
I saw the work the first time about the same time that General Weitzel did,
and at about the same distance. At that time none of our men had been in the
work. I counted, I think, fifteen guns not injured, so far as we could see. I
thought the work at that time very difficult of assault; I thought then the
chances of success were not more than even. Later, however, perhaps a half
or three-quarters of an hour afterwards, I saw General Curtis, and he told me
that some of hjs men had been in the work; that a horse had been taken out of
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the fort, and that the flag had been taken off the parapet by one of his men ;
and that there were not more than twenty rebels inside of the work, and that
he believed he could take it with fifty men. I asked some questions about his
sources of information, and he then said he could take it with a bri15ade. If I
had been in command of the forces at that point, I should have made the trial
to take the fort, simply because his men felt or thought they could go into the
fort. My opinion as to the practicability of an assault when I first saw the
work was changed subsequently by the statement of General Curtis and the
men who bad been in the work.
Question. On the supposition that the work was really not properly manned
by the enemy 1
Answer. That was General Curtis's idea. I did not think so. I supposed
the men were all in the bomb-proofs; and I thought that if the enemy would
let the men get up as close as General Curtis's men did, I thought it possible
that confident men could rush in in time to shut the rebels up in their bombproofs. If the men had not had a strong belief that they could get in, I should
have thought the chances of success were small. But with such a belief as that,
1,500 men could have done anything.
Question. With the information that General Weitzel had, would you have
agreed with him, independent of wltat General Curtis said to you 1
Answer. I should, from the information I had at that time.
Question. Is there in military history any instance of such a work as that
being taken by a small force, if the work had been properly manned, without a
regular t<iege 1
Answer. Yes. sir; there are instances on record of far more difficult works
than that being taken by storm. In the Peninsular wars of Europe there were
several cases of works with vertical walls fifteen to twenty feet in height, and
pretty well manned, which were taken by parties of men scaling the walls by
means of scaling-ladders.
Question. What evidence had you at that time as to the strength of the
enemy within the fortifications at Fort }..,isher, and within striking distance 1
Answer. Do you mean at the time the decision was made not to attack the
fort ·1
Question. Yes, sir.
Answer. I do not think we had any definite information at that moment of
the force inside the works. When the troops were landed they got a few
prisoners who belonged to General Kirkland's rebel brigade, showing that they
were in our front. And General Butler told me that some of the prisoners
informed him that Hagood's brigade were also there. But I think that at that
time we had no definite information of the force inside the work.
Question. Have you ever ascertained what the strength of the rebel garrison
was at that time 1
Answer. I ·have questioned a great many prisoners, some who were in the
work at that time, and their statements agree very well. They had no
motive for concealing or suppressing the truth ; and an officer, one of the most
reliable prisoners who gave me the information, stated that they had about 800
men in the work before we appeared there; that a day or two preceding, it may
have been the night of the first day's bombardment, four hundred more men had
been brought over there from Fort Caswell, and, I think, Smith's island, making
the garrison about 1,200 men.
Question. Would that number be an efficient garrison for such a fort 1
Answer. It would be an efficient garrison if the troops were efficient.
Question. Did you take intrenching tools along with you, so as to intrench
there, in case you did not make an assault 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
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Question . You were all prepared for that 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I think so.
Question. What injury was done to Fort Fisher by the first bombarument,
so far as you had an opportunity to learn then or afterwards 1
An swer. It was impossible to judge when we captured the work what damage
had been done by the first bombardment, and what by the second. The
palisading, which we saw very distinctly, reaching from the ocean to the work,
had been quite severely injured, so that there were large gaps in it; but the
sun shining in our faces the first time we were there, I did not see, and I do
not think that General Weitzel was able to see, that the palisading was injured
any.
Question. Was the fort bombarded at any nearer range the second time than
it was the first 1
Answer. I think the monitors were somewhat nearer, perhaps 200 or 300
yards; and the wooden vessels may have been somewhat nearer. But I do not
think the difference in the distance was so great as to make any essential
difference in the effect of our fire.
Question. Which of the batteries was the most effective, the large fifteen inch
guns on the monitors, or the smaller and more numerous guns on such vessels
as the Ironsides 1
Answer. I have not been on board those ve5sels when in action, but I know
that the judgment of some of the officers of the navy is that the Ironsides is
about equivalent to three or four monitors; that they would almost as lief have
the same number of guns on board a vessel like the Ironsides as the same
number distributed among monitors.
Question. You were there also at the time of the second attack 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. \Vill you give us a concise account of that 1
Answer. Our force was then about 8,500 men, and from the accounts of
prisoners whom we took we estimated the force of the enemy on F ederal Point
at 2,400. Besides that force the enemy had three brign.des of Hoke's command
on the peninsula, some three or four miles north of Federal Point; they were
probably encamped somewhere in the vicinity of Wilmington at the time the
navy showed themselves there and commenced the second bombardment. We
were also informed at the time that the enemy had about 1,000 junior reserves
there, but we learned nothing subsequently to show that that was positively so.
Question. What was the condition of the fort when the assault was made 1
Answer. So far as the earthwork was concerned it was just as efficient as
before a shot had been fired at it. The palisading had a great many gaps in
it, although at the place where the storming was made I saw but one or two
small openings, and those had to be made.
Que::.tion. How about their guns '1
Ant~wer. At the time the assault was made, I think there were six guns and
three mortars on the land face which were serviceable. The whole number of
guns on the land face I believe was twenty-one.
Question. In making the assault the army was assisted by some marines and
sailors, I believe 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What number of them 1
Answer. I am told that there were about 2,000 men in the assaulting column.
Question. Were you with the assaulting party 1
Answer. I was not; I was with General Terry, about six hundred yards from
the work; where everything going on could be seen.
Question. Do you recollect how many men were lost in that assault, and in
taking the fort 1
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Answer. I do not recollect the precise number, but I think there were about
seven hundred men killed and seriously wounded-that is, so seriously that it
would be necessary to place them in hospitals.
Question. Suppose you had intrenched yourselves there at the time of the
first expedition, could you have maintained yourselves there against the enemy 1
Could you have been sure to have been under the protection of the navy, or
was the coast so exposed that you could not be certain of having the aid of the
navy at all times 1
Answer. The admiral stated that his vessel could lay there under any circumstances. But in very rough weather I do not think their fire would be of
any value ; still I think we would have been able to maintain ourselves there.
There were 6,500 men, and having once established a line across the peninsula,
as we did on the second expedition, l think 3,000 men could have held it
against a very strong force.
Question. lluw about obtaining provisions 1
Answer. r.rhat would have depended on the weather. If we had found that
we were in danger of suffering on the beach for want of provisions, we could
have run supplies in through 1\fasonboro' inlet, and then down the sound or
down the beach.
Question. Was there any difficulty in the navy running by the fort 1
Answer. The navy thought it would be impossible. I suppose they knew
the difficulties better than I did. There were torpedoes there, and I am told
the channel was very difficult, and it was very difficult to run by there. But
if the fire of the work had been silenced, or very nearly !'lilenced, as the admiral seemed to believe, I think the experiment should have been tried; and I
thought so at the time. But very few of the guns on the sea face had been
injured at all at the time the work was taken, and I do not think any vessel
could have got by if those guns had been served.
Question. At the end of the second bombardment, when the place was taken,
were not most of the guns on the sea face dismounted 1
Answer. No, sir; very few of them were.
Question. How was that 1
Answer. The :fire of the navy was directed mainly to the land face.
By 1\fr. Gooch :
Question. Did you have knowledge of the instructions given by General
Grant to General Butler 1
Answer. I saw the instructions before they were given to General Butler.
Question. In your opinion, were those instructions disregarded by General
Butler in any respect; and if so, in what repect 1
Answer. I read the instructions hastily, and did not see them subsequently,
so that I do not now know precisely what the directions were in reference to
remaining if the assault was not made at the time we came away. I had forgotten that the instructions contained an order that we were to remain there at
any rate. I did not see the instructions while we were there; I only read them
hastily before we left City Point.

Testimony

o/ Rear-AdmiTal D.

D. Porter.

WASHINGTON, A-farcl~

7, 1865.

Rear-Admiral D. D. PoR'rER sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. What is your rank and command in the navy 1
Answer. I am a rear-admiral, commanding the North Atlantic squadron.
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Question. We have been instructed by a resolution of the Senate to inquire
into the expedition against Fort Fisher and the defences of Wilmington. Will
you give us, in your own way, a fu1l statement, so far as you have knowledge, of the inception, preparation, and execution of the first expedition against
Fort Fisher 1
Answer. I think it was about the 20th of September last that I was on my
way to Cairo to resume my command of the Mississippi squadron. Secretary
Welles sent me word to meet him that evening at Mr. Blair's. I had arranged
to leave for the west the next morning. I went to Mr. Blair's and found
Secretary Welles and Assistant Secretary Fox, who had a number of charts of
Cape Fear river, which were spread out for examination. Secretary Welles
said that he thought it most important that some attempt should be made to get
possession of Cape Fear river; that he had always been in favor of making the
attempt, and had, time and time again, invited the co-operation of the army for
that purpose, but had received no encouragement. He said that he thought
there was then a prospect of getting troops for that purpose, and asked me what
was my opinion about the matter. I told him that I had never seen Cape Fear
1·iver, and knew nothing about the defences the rebels had erected there. He
said he would put me in possession of all the papers he had from Admiral Farragut, Admiral Lee and others, who had investigated the subject, and then let
me give my opinion about it. I read over carefully all the papers, and examined the charts. Admiral Lee decided most positively that the place could not
be taken with 50,000 men, it was so strong; and Admiral Farragut decided
that we had not ships in the navy to do anything with it. Under these circumstances I told the Secretary that I should require time to consider this matter. He told me to take the charts and papers home with me . . I did so;
looked at the charts and the maps of work, counted the guns, and made calculations of the work. I went back to the Secretary the next morning and told
him that if he would give me the force I named, I would promise to take the
fort in three days. That was very encouraging to him, for his whole heart was
bent upon the matter. He then asked me .what ships I wanted. I told him I
. wanted 300 guns on board ship, and all the heaviest frigates. Said he, "Admiral Lee says, in his 1·eports, that the heaviest frigates cannot approach the
fort." I said, ''Then these soundings are all wrong, for the charts show that
we can approach the fort within three-quarters of a mile, and that is near
enough." He then asked what number of men would be required to take the
fort. I said that it would require 13,000 men, to land with intrenching tools,
and say fifteen guns. He replied, "Very well; now are you willing to take
command of the expedition 1" I told him that I was willing, but that there was
no use to undertake a naval attack without military co-operation. The Secretary said, "I think we can get the men. I want you to go down with Mr. Fox
to see General Grant." We started that evening and went down and saw
General Grant. I told him what I knew the navy could do. The fort was
not represented to be quite so strong as it afterwards turned out to be. The
Secretary told me I could have every ship I wanted, and I named all my vessels. They were to be at Hampton roads on such a day. I allowed them ten
days to get there, and they were all there at the time. I told General Grant,
when I saw him, that in fifteen days I could have that force there, and if he
could send 12,000 men the place could be taken. He said, "I cannot send
them now; but when all your fleet are assembled I can get them here in 24
hours." On the fifth day after that I went to see General Grant again, and
asked him what the chances were of getting the troops. He said, "Whenever
you are ready I can put the men on board the transports in twenty-four hours.''
I replied, "Very well; you better commence now, for I am ready." That was on
the 20th of October. General Grant said he would telegraph me, or come down
and see me. The next day he came down and told me that he was so situated
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that he could not send the men away then. He said, " Would it hurt you to
wait a little while 1 Would it make any difference on account of the weather 1"
I said it would not.
General Grant did the best he could to get the troops, and I was satisfied he
could not get them at that time. I told him I was willing to wait. But a month
and a half went by and I began to get a little impatient. Sometimes General
Grant would promise me men, and then again he would say he could not spare
them. I felt very uneasy. The public were getting anxious ; there were a
great many remarks in the press. I was willing to go alone and undertake it,
and was afterwards sorry I had not gone, for we would have taken the place
without any trouble, as it afterwards turned out.
Finally General Butler came on board my vessel one day to see me, and
brought some of his staff with him, and took lunch with me. He said, "Admiral, I have come to propose something to you, to take Fort Caswell." He
asked me if I had read the account of the great explosion of powder in England 1 I told him I had. Said he, "Did you notice how terrific it was 1" I
said, "Yes; it struck me it was very heavy." He then showed me some calculations he had gone into, and proposed to get up a powder-boat with two
hundred tons of powder on board, which by his calculations would create a pressure of twenty-two tons to the square inch, and all around would be affected as
by a tornado, and the sand-bags and guns would be overthrown and scattered
about. I told him I was rather incredulous about that, but at the same time I
supposed be had made the calculations from good authority. He said that be
bad; that he bad beeu in consultation with others. I told him I was willing
to try anything. He asked me if I could furnish a boat. I told him I could ; ·
that I had a boat of no value at all that could carry that amount of powder;
that I could tow her down there, and get steam enon~h on her to run in.
I wrote to Mr. Fox and told him what General Butler proposed. General
Butler was quite full of the thing, and came on to Washington, and then came
back and went up to see General Grant about it. Some of my officers were
present when General Butler proposed this to me. When he went out they
laughed and said to me, "Admiral, you looked serious when the general made
that proposition. Do you place any confidence in it 1" I replied, "I do not
know; it is an experiment; nobody can tell how it will result. But I rather
think the general overestimates the power of powder exploded in the open air.
Still we shall never get any men until General Butler gl)es on the expedition,
and I am willing to go on any terms; I am willing to take the powder-boat to
get the men."
So I went into the general's terms, and the men were furnished. It was pro·
posed to send three thousand five hundred men to take possession of the fort.
I objected to that, for suppose the powder-vessel should not succeed 1 I did
not believe it would succeed in doing all that was expected, but I thought it
might demoralize the enemy somewhat. I insisted on seven or eight thousand
men. 'l'he men were sent down on transports.
I was in Norfolk at the time, and it was coming on a heavy blow. The fleet
was all ready to start. General Butler came on board in the evening, and told
me he was all ready, and was embarking his troops. I said, "General, it is
coming· on a heavy sou'west gale, which will blow for four days; when yon find
the wind is coming out nor'west, you can put your men on board in five hours,
and we can sail together. I have nothing to detain me but the powder-boat."
I took it for granted he would take my advice, as that of a seaman. But he
put his men on board that night, and it came on to blow furiously.
The general also told me that he was going to take boats down to land his
men. I told him that was not necessary, for we could furnish boats for that
purpose. But he rather intimated that he did not want the services of anybody,
and was perfectly independent so far as boats were concerned. It rained 11nd
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blew, and the soldiers were cooped up in those little transports and must have
suffered a great deal. They had five days' cooked rations with them, which
they ate up. And they must have got into the other rations, for they told me
they had nineteen days' rations; but by some mismanagement it was reduced
to ten days.
The moment the wind began to abate, I said to the general, " Your vessels
are all light and can go faster than mine; mine are heavy draggers. I have to
tow my iron-clads, and I must take them to Beaufort for their supplies, and it
will take me from twenty-four to thirty-six hours to load them up, and we can
start from Beaufort together." He asked me where I proposed to rendezvous
my large ships, and I told him twenty-four miles east of Cape :E'ear river. He
did not tell me that he would rendezvous there, or where he would go.
I went to Beaufort, expecting General Butler there every day. I worked
there night and day. It was blowing quite a gale, and for a time we could not
cross the bar off Beaufort. As soon as we succeeded in getting out, I W<:Jnt off
and found General Butler and all his fleet assembled there. I proposed sending in the powder-boat that night. It was the best weather we had, and the
best we were likely to have. I was afraid there would be a gale in two or three
days; the officers of the blockading squadron down there said we would soon
have a gale. There was every chan,ce to get ashore the next morning.
But General Butler sent me word by General Weitzel that he would prefer
that I should postpone sending in the powder-boat, for he was not quite ready
for it. I did not see why it should be postponed; but I said, "Very well, we
will postpone sending in the powder-boat."
In the mean time it came on a gale. I did not move from my position, but
rode it out there. I think it is the first time on record where such a fleet as
that rode out such a gale at sea. 1'he smallest tug I had remained there
during the gale. General Butler's vessels ran into Beaufort, where they ought
to have gone in the first place. I was surprised to find them gone in the morning. Still they could not have done better, as there was no particular object in
their remaining there.
_ As the weather moderated and the sea began to get smooth, I ran in and
reconnoitred. I found that it was not quite smooth enough to land soldiers,
but still smooth enough to land sailors. Finding General Butler did not come,
about 5 o'clock in the afternoon I sent word- to him that I proposed to explode
the powder-boat that night. It was five hours' run to Beaufort, and five hours
back, making ten hours in all. He had plenty of time to get down there by
8 o'clock the next morning, and we would have everything ready to land his
troops when he came. Some of the transports did get there with about 1,500
men under General Ames.
I sent in the powder-boat and exploded it that night; at 8 o'clock the next
morning, finding General Butler had not come, I postponed the attack on the
fort. l held on until 12 o'clock; nothing came in sight, and I gave the order
to go in and make the attack; which was done. We kept it up until sunset.
I soon found that the fire of the fort was weak; that they had not men enough
to man their guns. An hour did the whole thing; it was a one-sided affair.
We had nothing to do but fire deliberately, and either dismount their guns, or
cover them up with sand, and by the time General Butler came there, about
sunset, every gun was disabled; not dismounted, for we dismounted very few
of them the first time; but they were disabled by having sand thrown into their
muzzles so that they could not be fired; which was all we wanted.
General Butler sent General Weitzel on board my vessel, to ask me all about
it. I told him exactly the condition of things; that I thought there were very
few men in the fort; that it had not made the resistance I had expected from a
work of that kind. He said, "The general wants to knGw how many boats
and vessels you can give him to-morrow to cover the landing." I said, "As
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many as he wants." I detailed a force of about two hundred men and about
on€' hunch·ed and fifty boats.
They were to commence landing at 8 o'clock the next morning. 1'he transports anchored a good ways off in the first place. I sent word that they had
better move closer in shore, where they could make shorter trips. Some of them
moved in; some did not. The whole thing was badly managed. Finally they
landed about five hundred men.
'rhere was a little place called Half-moon battery, which was about a mile
from the landing. It fired one gun. The gunboats went in and shelled it, and
all the people left, spiking the guns themselves. 1'here was another small
battery called .Flag-pond battery. Our troops landed in front, and as they
landed a little white flag was stuck up over the parapet. Six or seven sailors
ran up and found it was an old sand-hill, with an old gun in it that was burst.
Behind this place were seventy-five boys and men, the junior and senior reserves of North Carolina. I do not suppose any of them had ever fired a gun
in their lives, and they were delighted at being captured. 1'he five hundred
men moved up to reconnoitre. In the mean time others got ashore, without any
particular order. Where anybody was willing to go ashore Jack would take
them in the boat. They went in small parties, untH about 3,500 were got
ashore. This consumed the whole day.
In the mean time General Curtis had moved up towards the fort. 1'he fleet
was firing deliberately at the fort, and knocked down the palisades, which were
the most troublesome thing the army had to contend with. We did not know
at that time that there was an open gate through which they could have marched
without any trouble, and a nice bridge across the ditch.
General Weitzel went up and reconnoitred and sent back word to General
Butler that the place could not be taken by assault; and Colonel Comstock
coincided with him. 1'hese were two able engineers, who said that, judging
from the appearance of the place, it could not be taken by assault ; that they
had seen no evidence of its being strongly manned, or of anybody being inside
of it; but the work was tremendously strong, and they gave all the engineer
reasons for not taking the place; and General Butler himself, without landing,
decided to recall his troops.
In the mean time General Curtis had gone up to the fort. The flag of the
fort had been knocked clown by the fire of the navy, and had fallen over on the
side of the fort, and one of his men went through a gap in the palisading and
got it.
The fort facing the water where the navy operated mounted seventeen or
eighteen guns. It was filled with traverses from one end to the other. Then
the other part of the fort which ran at right-angles with that mounted about the
same number of guns. At the end of this upper-work, facing the sea, was a
sally-port. That sally-port was open, with palisades extending on the right and
left of it, and a bridge across the ditch into the fort.
General Curtis got up within 150 or 200 yards of the fort. His men went
across and took the flag off the parapet. One or two of them went across
through the gate, and when they got there they found bomb-proofs, and saw
one or two men looking out; those men thinking they were going to be taken.
Not a single man of the enemy manned the parapet. General Curtis was
getting ready to go in and take the fort. There were originally 500 of the
rebels on the point. Seventy-five of them were the junior and senior North
Carolina reserves. As General Curtis moved up, there were 218 rebel officers
and' men who gave themselves up without any trouble at all. They had evidently put themselves in the way to be captured. Inside the fort there were
about 150 men who were regular soldiers, about 22 or 23 of those men had
been killed and wounded by the naval fire. There were 27 men killed and
wounded by the bursting of two Brooks guns. 1'hen there was a force of 57
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or 60 marines, which were brought in afterwards to man the batteries on Cape
:Fear river, which were not included with those who were firing the few guns
which had been fired on the sea-side. That left actually about 200 men in that
fort that could fire a gun, and when General Om·tis came up with his men
every one of the enemy were in the bomb-proofs, waiting for him to march in
and take possession oi the fort. That was all they wanted. But General
Curtis received positive orders to re-embark. He had already made his dispositions to take the fort, and if that order had come 15 minutes later he would
have taken the place. But when the rebels saw our men retiring two or three
of them fired a gun on the portion near the gate, and another gun about 15
minutes after that; and they fired about 25 muskets. I saw them myself, fur
I suppose I was within 600 yards of the fort on my flag-ship, looking on to see
what was going to be done. As General Curtis retired they did fire two guns
and about 25 muskets. I left the iron-clad anchored that night, calculating
that perhaps General Butler would change his mind in the morning. I was
quite surprised when I heard the troops were re-embarking. In the night those
fellows in the fort thinking somebody might come up the beach and assail them,
fired a gun and about 20 muskets. 'l'he iron-clad fired two guns in that direction, and that stopped it. The rebels state that our army was driven back.
There was no attempt made by our army to make an assault. Those of our
soldiers who were wounded were wounded by our own shells. SomeS or 10 were
wounded in that way. One of our men went in and got a pair of shoes and
brought them out. A little before sundown, General Butler wrote me a note
stating that his engineers had examined the place, and decided they could not
take it, and that he was going back to Hampton roads. I wrote back that I
regretted it, but I should stay there, hoping that the place would yet be taken.
Two prisoners have since told me the same things about the fort inside that I have
stated. There was no effort to reconnoitre and ascertain the condition of the
fort inside. General Ourtis had every disposition to do it, but the reports of
General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock were so adverse to anything of the
kind that the whole thing was abandoned. rrhese junior and senior reservAs,
218, who were captured, were taken by General Butler on his ship, where he
examined them. They were miserable men; everybody could see at once that
they were not old soldiers. They told General Butler that Hoke's division
was there with 7,000 men, and that more re-enforcements were coming from
Wilmington; that they were expecting them all the time That was taken
without any reconnaissance whatever. 'l'here was no attempt made to find out
whether anybody was there. In fact there was not a rebel soldier within five
miles of that place. And there was no Teason why we did not take the place.
They all told us they did not intend to make any resistance. They were
whipped. There was not a blade of grass or a piece of stick in that fort that
was not burned up.
Question. By your shells 1
·
Answer. Yes, sir; it was impossible for anything human to stand out there
and fire a gun.
Question. How did you get at the number of men there 1
Answer. From the officers and men; we captured nearly all the men there.
Question. You have ascertained these facts since the first bombardment 1
Answer. Yes, sir; since we captured the place. But we knew it pretty
well before; there was no mistake about it; we all knew it. All the men were
not taken off by General Butler, but about 700 men left on shore, and we communicated with them by means of boats. But they were such a clumsy set of
fellows with their muskets and knapsacks on, that it was hard to get them off.
They made such a rush for the boats, thinking they were going to be left behind,
that they were quite demoralized. I left them there, and brought the gunboats
to protect them. The force that I had there would have commanded that neck
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of land against 500,000 men. 1.'hey could not re-enforce the fort afterwards
when we were enfilading that neck of land.
Question. Yon say you knew pretty well in relation to the garrison of the
fort during the first attack. How did you know that 1
Answer. From the seventy-five men we first took; they really came forward
and delivered themselves up. r.I.'hey said there were no men in the fort except
the one hundred and fifty men. There were in the fort originally some 260 men,
and we took218 prisoners on the neck after the seventy-five. There were something like 500 men on the point altogether. They told us they were all the
men about there, and that there were some 1,200 junior and senior reserves in
Wilmington. 'I'here was nothing to prevent our army going right into Wilmington at that time. General Whiting, the rebel commander of the fort, says
in his report that "the enemy" left on the 26th or 27th of December, and it
was not until after that that General Hoke came to their relief.
Question. You say that the reports of General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock to General Butler were founded on the strength of the work 1
Answer. Yes, sir; without regard to the men inside. '.rhey never made any
attempt to try to find out about inside the fort.
General Grant had at first selected General Weitzel to command the expedition. I made some objections to General Weitzel ; it is not necessary to state
what they were, but General Grant overruled the objections. I then said to
General Grant, "If it is as you say, I have no objection to General Weitzel,
because he combines two things: he is a general, and ought to know something
about the landing and handling of troops ; and he is an engi~eer, and is the very
man we want to throw up fortifications, for I suppose we cannot possibly take
Fort Fisher without some days' siege." However, that was rendered unnecessary by the fire of the navy.
Question. Was the condition of the sea such as to prevent the landing of the
whole force under General Butler 1
Answer. The sea was as smooth as a mill-pond; there has not been so smooth
a sea since. It was very smooth all the time General Terry was there; we
had twelve days of beautiful weather;. but there was no day when the sea was
so smooth as when General Butler was there.
Question. Was there any indication of a storm coming on 1
Answer. Not at all. I told General Butler there was indication of rain, but
no fall of the barometer.
Question. Nothing to prevent the landing of provisions and ammunition 1
Answer. Nothing at all ; they could have landed the whole of them.
Question. If the force had landed there, could your vessels have laid there
and protected them 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; they have laid there since during a heavy northeast gale,
and not a single vessel moved from her position until I went into Cape Fear
river. '.rhey laid there and covered General Terry; he was in the same position exactly. He landed with a thousand more men, and with 8,000 men opposecl to him. But under the fire of the navy guns, no man of the enemy could
show his nose there.
Question. Was there a cordial co-operation between General Butler and youxself1
Answ·er. 'rhere was no communication between us. I did not know General
Butler was going to command the expedition; I thought General Weitzel was
to command it.
Question. Did you have interviews with General Butler in relation to the expedition 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but ouly in relation to fitting it out. I did not know,
11n til he came down there, that he was going.
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Question. Then, so far as fitting out the expedition was'concerned, there~ was
cordial co-operation between you 1
Answer. I had nothing to do with the fitting out his part of the expedition ;
that he attended to himself.
Question. Was there at any time any want of co-operation between you ?
Answer. Not at all. Everything was done that was required. We gave
him all the boats and assistance to land his men. We were willing to land all
his men, and when he did not want them .on shore we took them off again.
Everything he requested was done, no matter what it was.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. In a joint expedition like that, is it the part of the navy to land
the force?
Answer. Yes, sir; we can do it better than the soldiers. We landed General
Terry's force. We commenced at half after eight in the morning. The ships
ran in and anchored, just as they did in General Butler's case, and at 3 o'clock
we had 8,500 men on shore, with stores for 20 days, all their intrenching tools,
and sufficient guns to cover them. We had not such good weather as before,
and we lost an hour waiting for the tide to rise, and the sea was not near so
smooth as when General Butler was there.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Was there any mistake, or anything wrong, about the sailing of the
vessels of the navy and the army transports ?
Answer. None at all ; they all left when they got ready. rrhe great mistake
made was that the army vessels did not go into Beaufort, instead of exposing
the troops to the inclement weather on the coast,, with the men packed like
sheep in a pen. General Terry went into Beaufort ; we moved together ; it
went just like a unit. But that was General Butler's fault, not mine.
Question. Was there any understanding between you and General Butler
where you should rendezvous?
Answer. None whatever. I gave him my printed order for the movements
of the navy. He said, "I will keep this.~ I said, "Very well." In that order
I gave the place for my vessels to rendezvous, and all the orders about my different vessels. General Butler rendezvoused at a different place, off Masonboro' inlet.
Question. Was any notice of the expedition given to the enemy by the movements of the vessels down there 1
Answer. General Butler himself w~nt in with all his transports, all his flags
up, and exposed the whole affair. He asked the officer in command of a blockading vessel down 1 there for a boat to go in and examine the fort. The officer
told him that he could not take any orders from him ; that he could take orders
from nobody but me; that he could not allow a boat to go in there.
A person had been down there some time before, which caused that order.
He came down there with orders from General Butler to disguise himself as a
blockade runner, and run into Cap.e Fear river, for what purpose he did not say.
Admiral Lee asked him what he meant by coming down there within his jurisdiction, and undertaking anything of the kind. He said he had full authority
from General Butler to do so. It appears that the admiral took hold of this
fellow and said, "Now you shall not go in there, unless you run the blockade
in open day." The fellow backed out, and after that the orders were very
s ti·ingen t.
And when this other boat came down, the officer in command there did not
know what dodge was up. General Butler told him he had an express understanding with me. Now I never had any understanding with him as commander of the expedition, though I presumed from what I saw that he would take
it away from General Weitzel.
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Question. vVas there any arrangement between you and General Butler as to
the time of sailing of the navy and army vessels 1
Answer. I asked General Butler not to sail for 36 hours aftm• we got off, so
that I could get the iron-clads into Beaufort, and get on coal, &c., and then he
would have time enough to catch up. But he did not do that ; he went off first,
I think.
Question. He sailed before your fleet ?
Answer. Yes, sir, a few hours.
Question. Had he gone with his flag-ship before you started 1
Answer. No, sir; his transports went first; he did not go until after I did.
I could not tell whether he was going or not. It was a delicate question, and I
could not ask him.
Question. Was there any objection to your having a perfect understanding
with each other 1
Answer. None at all ; I invited it in every way I could. He never told me
what his plans were. But General Terry understood my plans, and I understood his; and we worked together thoroughly.
Question. Were you ever asked at any time to consult with General Butler 1
Answer. No, sir; General Butler did come on board my vessel one night in
Hampton roads, with General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock, and asked me if
I had a map of Cape Fear 1·iver, and I said I had. 'l'hey asked my opinion,
and I gave my opinion of what I thought was the best way to go to work.
'.rhey made no remarks whatever, but went into a far part of the cabin and there
consulted together. After they got through their conversation, they got up,
bade me " good evening," and went off. That was the only consultation I ever
had with them.
Question. Did you ever have any consultation with General Butler in relation
to the attack to be made on the fort after he got there 1
.Answer. None whatever.
Question. Did he invite any ?
Answer. No, sir; he made up his own plans. He did not tell me what he
was going to do or not do. Except oo the deck of his vessel I never saw him
there. I bad no conversation with him from the day I left Hampton roads.
I will tell you my impression about it. My idea is that the general depended
on the powder-vessel; he was perfectly wrapped up in that powder-vessel. He
had an idea that she would knock the whole fort down, and that the men would
send out a flag of truce. I do not think he ever divested himself of that idea.
When he found that that had not occurred, that the rebels did still make a resistance, and quite .a formidable one until silenced by the navy, he made up his
mind to go, and went as soon as he could go, leaving a large part of his troops
on the beach for the navy to get off.
Question. If I remember rightly, General Butler testifies that he sent amessenger to you, one of his staff 1
•
Answer. Not after the action commenced.
Question. No, but the night before the troops were landed 1
Answer. Yes, sir, he did, and told me what he wanted, and I gave it to him.
I gave him 30 vessels, averaging four boats each.
Question. Were you asked to go on board his vessel then 1
1
~: Answer. No, sir, not at all ; and if he had I should not have gone, for I was
very lame, and could not move. I sent Captain Breese on board his vessel to
ask if I could do anything for him. I sent word that I would have been very
happy to have gone myself to see him, but I had received a very severe fall the
day before and injured my leg. But if he would put in writing anything he
wanted me to do, I would do it. I did not expect him to come on my ship, because he was not a sailor. He sent General Weitzel to state what he wanted.
I said, "I will give you so many vessels, and put them entirely under the con-
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trol of the general, to do what he wants." I put Captain Glisson in charge of
them. He had saved General Butler's ship and life in the early part of the
war. I sent word that whatever General Butler wanted done Captain Glisson
would do for him ; and if he wanted more force, to signal to me, and I would
send it to him.
The next morning~ finding that the men were not got on shore fast enough,
I ran down in my flag-ship, and ran astern of General Butler's flag-ship, and
asked him how he was getting on. He said, "Very well." I said, " Do you
want any more force 1" I could not understand exactly what his reply was; but
he seemed to think he had enough. Still I sent eight more vessels, as I thought
the troops were not getting on shore fast enough; that would be about thirty
more boats. But they were not used at all, and the first thing I knew a report was brought to me that the troops were re-embarking.
I kept up a fire until late that night; about 8 o'clock I received a letter
from General Butler, informing me he was on his way to Fortress Monroe; I
replied that I would take care of his men on the beach, and get them off and
send them after him, which I did. He had all the co-operation any man
could desire.
Question. Did you ever give General Butler any advice in relation to rendezvousing his fleet 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I advised him to rendezvous at Beaufort; and the first
time it blowed he did run in there.
Question. Did you advise him to run into Beaufort, or off Beaufort 1
Answer. At Beaufort, so that we could all start together, as we did the last
time.
Question. Did you have any communication with him in relation to the explosion of the powder-vessel before it was exploded 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What was it 1
Answer. He requested me to wait a day or two, until the moon got out of
the way, so as to explode her about 2 o'clock in the morning; I waited three
days. He thought it was better to explode it as near morning as possible. It
was about that time she was exploded.
Question. Did you know where General Butler was with his transports when
you exploded the vessel1
Answer. I supposed he was on his way down. I sent a fast despatch boat
to him, and he got the despatches, and had plenty of time to get down to me.
Question. Would it not have been advisable that you should have known
where the transports were, and that they should have arrived before the explosion
of the powder-vessel, that they might be where they could co-operate with you
immedidiately on the explosion of the powder-vessel1
Answer. I supposed the transports were all off :M:asonboro' inlet. There is
where he told me his transports were. The gale of wind had blown over two
or three days, ::tnd General Butler had time enough to have gone to New York,
certainly to Norfolk and back. 'rhis rendezvous was off Masonboro' inlet,
and there is where I sent the despatch boat, with orders if General Butler was
not there to go to Beaufort after him. He was not over nine or ten hours from
me, and I gave him sixteen hours to do it in. He was just as handy at Beauforts as at l\Iasonboro' inlet.
Question. You knew he was in Beaufort 1
Answer. Either there or at :1\Iasonboro' inlet. That was his rendezvous;
he selected it himself, and notified me of it. He came and signalled where his
fleet were. Masonboro' inlet is ten miles from Fort Fisher; that is only an
hour's run.
Question. Did you inform him what time you proposed to explode the powder-vessel1
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Answer. I said I should select the first good night, where the beach was
favorable for landing. We had to be governed by that, of course. I sent w01·d
to him that I should explode the powder-vessel early the· next morning, by 2
clock, which despatch he received.
Question. At what time did he receive it 1
Answer. I do not know. The captain of the boat I sent said he would
make fourteen miles an hour with her, and I knew there was time enough for
the fleet to get down there.
Question. Still, if anything was to be gained by the effect of the explosion
of the powder-vessel, should you not have made it a certainty that the fleet
was where it could co-operate with you 1
Answer. If General Butler got his fleet out of sight, I had "'but two places
to send to for them. He had named Masonboro' inlet as the place of his rendezvous; I nevAr knew his fleet had gone from there until twenty-four hours
after they went. I was told he had gone into Beaufort for coal and victual.
But with all that, he had plenty of time to go to his rendezvous. That was
the place where I was to communicate with him. As to General Butler himself, he would at one time be outside of his fleet, three or four miles off; then
he would run off out of sight in some direction; then appear somewhere else. ·
As to offering me the courtesy of asking my opinion. or giving me a chance to
e:x:press it to him, that was never thought of. It was impossible for me or any
man to keep the run of him.
Question. Did he ever request of you that the powder-vessel should be exploded at such time, and under such circumstances, that the army could co-operate 1
Answer. Not at all; he always calculated to keep his transports a great
distance off at the time of the explosion. It was the understanding with everybody that every vessel should be ten or twelve miles off. I knew the calculations
that General Butler and others had made. I wrote him, " You have made calculations that the explosion of this amount of powder will exert such a pressure
upon the atmosphere. Now, if that is the case, what is to become of your
boilers 1 You must necessarily keep your vessels far enough from the place
where the boat explodes, and let your steam down, so as to avoid any risk of
having your boilers e~plode." If the force was exerted that he calculated,
there w-ould not be a boiler there that would not blow up. It was understood
that he was to keep far enough off for the purpose of not having an accident of
that kind happen. Even the blockading vessels all moved off eight or ten miles.
The closest General Butler ever calculated to be was ten or twelve miles ; and
he went off twenty-two miles. The naval vessels were fifteen miles off. I gave
the order that no vessel should lie nearer than twelve miles of the place of explosion; which was a very proper precaution, considering the houses, and I do
not know what all, in England, that were blown down fifteen miles off by the
explosion there. And where you have an immense pressure of steam on the
boiler you might calculate that something would give way.
Question. Were any of the transports with troops nearer than General Butler 1
Answer. Yes, sir; General Ames had a thousand men there; he was close to
us ; there were about two thousand men altogether. He sent on board and told
me he was all ready to land. I told him I could give him no orders, but would
give him every facility.
Question. Did you notify him of the time the explosion was to take place 1
Answer. He was there with us.
Question. He was cognizant of it 1
Answer. I suppose so. They were all told to look out; that the explosion
would take place that night. I sent word around to everybody not to go in;
and ordered the blockading vessels to prevent anybody from going in, to keep
them out of the way of the explosion. I supposed General Butler was at
Masonboro' inlet.
Part m--7
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Question. Was there anything said between you and General Butler, or army
officers, in relation to landing marines and sailors 1
Answer. Nothing at all.
Question. Did you form any opinion yourself in relation to the effect to be
produced by the explosion of the powder-vessel1
Answer. I thought it likely to injure houses at a distance more than it would
injure the fort. I thought it would bring down a number of houses in Wilmington and Smithville. I thought the concussion would be so great that it would
be likely to tumble down some of them. I remarked that the inhabitants at
Smithville certainly would be injured ; and I did suppose that a part of the
garrison of Fort Fisher might be so injured that they would not be able to
defend the fort. But since I have seen the effects of the explosion of powder
down there in Fort Fisher and Fort Caswell, I have come to the conclusion
that the exploding of powder in the open air is a great waste.
Question. How was the powder-vessel exploded 1
Answer. 'rhe hold of the vessel was filled with barrels of powder with the
heads taken out. There is what is called a Gomez fuze, which will ignite and
burn very rapidly, at the rate of a mile in seven seconds, and even quicker than
that, at the rate of a mile in four seconds; seven seconds is the longest time.
After these barrels were opened the powder was put in bags over the barrels,
and the whole piled up below, with this fuze winding through in every direction. After that was done there was another deck, with the hatches on, and with
holes bored all through, so as to secure good ignition. The same process was
carried out there, so that it could have been nothing but an inl5tantaneous explosion. Then we had three or four fuzes to be fired by clock-work, one to go
by candle-work, all leading to the Gomez fuze. That was placed in a room
about twenty feet from the powder ; and, to make all things sure, we set fire to
the bulkheads, so that the vessel would burn. According to our time-pieces,
the clock-work failed, but the fire ignited the Gomez fuze, and the explosion
must have been very instantaneous. It was very heavy. But if any one could have
seen the effect of the powder that exploded in those forts down there-in one
case, sixty tons, closely confined-and how little damage it did to anybody,
they would get rid of the delusion of expecting much from the explosion of
powder in the open air. It did not injure any one one hundred and fifty
yards off.
Question. In your opinion, did the whole of that powder explode 1
Answer. Yes, sir; it must have done so. At Hatteras inlet, one hundred
and twenty miles off, the houses were shaken so severely that the people thought
there was an earthquake. Why we did not feel more effect from it on the
vessels I do not know.
Question. How soon after the explosion did you commence the attack 1
Answer. The powder-vessel was exploded about half after two, and the attack
was commenced about eleven o'clock. There was not time enough for people
to recover from or repair damages.
Question. Did you commence the attack as soon as you could 1
Answer. Yes, sir; we stood in. 'rhe vessels were very slow, for there was quite
a fresh breeze blowing off the land; and to get a large fleet of seventy or eighty
vessels into position is not an easy job in the night. At daylight we stood in
until we got within two miles of the fort. The wind came oft' the land so strong
that, in anchoring, the vessels anchored bow on. I gave the signal to anchor,
and, when the wind got back to the old place again, 1 made the signal to up
anchor, which takes time. I think that from the time we commenced moving
in we did not lose any time.
Question. You had steam up 1
Answer. Yes, sir. On those occasions steam is always kept up all the time.
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Question. You spoke about letting the steam go down at the time of the explosion.
Answer. It was only a half an hour's work to get steam up. The water in
the boilers was all warm, and the moment the explosion was made they fired up.
Question. You continued to bombard the fort during that day 1
Answer. Yes, sir. We had it completely knocked to pieces, the guns all
silenced, dismounted, or filled up with sand, and the palisading all demolished.
Question. About what time did the transports of General Butler arrive 1
Answer. They commenced coming in by 4 or 5 o'clock, and were all there by
stmdown.
Question. Too late to make the landing that nig·ht, I suppose.
Answer. Not at all; they could have landed without any trouble.
Question. Was any proposition made to land 1
Answer. I made none ; I let them do as they pleased.
Question. At what time did the landing begin next morning 1
Answer. The order was to commence landing about daylight in the morning.
I ordered the vessels out to anchor, and we made all the arrangements with
General Weitzel the night before. An hour after General Weitzel came on
board the vessels went to the landing place, but not a man was lauded before
12 o'clock in the day.
Question. Why was the landing delayed so long 1
Answer. It was the fault of the army. The boats were alongside the vessels, ready to receive the men. All the boats were lying there on their oars,
off ship, waiting to be called. They had no system, no plan for landing organized. Half a division was in one set of vessels, and the other half in another
set. In fact, the whole thing was a bungle ; but that did not make much difference, for they could have got the men on the beach, and could have organized
them there.
Question. Did yon ever hear any reason why they did not land sooner 1
Answer. I did not. Captain Glisson was the officer in charge. He could
tell all about that.
Question. Had you been shelling the fort during the morning 1
Answer. We commenced right early.
Question. Did the fort respond 1
Answer. Only one or two guns when we first stood in. The fort was completely silenced throughout the day. They fired one or two guns from a place
called Mound battery, which did no harm at all. They had nothing at all to
do with the main fort.
Question. Was it possible for you to have run your vessels by the fort 1
Answer. It was perfectly impossible. In the first place, there was not water
enough there for an operation of that kind. Vessels can run past batteries only
where there is a known channel and plenty of water. Most of the time there
is two feet less of water on the bar than our vessels draw. Our vessels draw
from nine to ten feet of water, and we have to get our vessels over with a great
deal of care, and with a pilot. After we had buoyed out; the chanBel and knew
all about it, our vessels 'grounded, and it took us four days to get them the
distance of a mile, pushing them through the mud. "Vhen we first went there
nobody knew where the channel was; and when we had taken the place, we
had boats sunk which were sent to sound the channel.
Question. Did you have any doubts about the success of the expedition
before you left Fortress Monroe 1
Answer. Never; I was as certain of it as of anything in the world.
Question. Did you ever write or express any doubts 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I did express great doubts if General Butler had anything
to do with the expedition. I thought if there was a possibility of a failure he
would cause it, and I expressed my opinion accordingly.
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Question. 'To whom did you express such an opinion as that 1
Answer. I expressed it to Mr. Fox. I wrote to him and told him what I
thought. When this thing was first proposed, I told General Grant that I
wished it expressly understood that General Butler was to have nothing to do
.with the expedition, for if any one in the world would make the expedition fail
he would. I do not think General Butler is a soldier; he is not a man who
should be intrusted with the lives of men. I have been with him a great deal;
although he has good administrative abilities and all that sort of thing, he is not
a soldier.
Question. How was it in relation to ammunition. Did you have a full supply during the first assault 1
Answer. Yes, sir; we had to fill up again after we got through, but we had
our ammunition vessels there. We fired away pretty much all we had on the
vessels, and had to haul out and fill up again.
Question. Did you have to send away for ammunition 1
Answer. Yes, sir, to Beaufort ; but we got it down in good time.
Question. Was there enough at Beaufort to keep up the supply 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I could have kept up the supply every hour, if I had
kept boats enough going. There was no trouble about ammunition except getting it on board the vessels. I never had but one ship that ceased firing for
want of ammunition, and she filled up again in half an hour.
Question. After the bombardment on the 24th and 25th of December, did
you then find yourself exhausted of ammunition 1
Answer. Some of the large vessels were entirely out of ammunition, but I
had thousands of it in Beaufort. I had them all filled up again in a day and a
half after the action, and they took it on board in very bad weather.
Question. How long a time would it take you to supply vessels with ammunition from Beaufort 1
Answer. After firing away every shot, I could fill up again in twenty-four
hours. I had vessels all filled, and steamers to take them in tow and bring
them down, and the vessels help themselves to what they want. It was a mere
matter of smooth weather, as far as that was concerned. I had 60,000 or
70,000 rounds of ammunition down there, and we fired away only about 25,000
rounds, leaving us 50,000 over; and I had vessels coming every day from Norfolk. We fired about 45,000 rounds in the two fights.
Question. Did you have such a supply of ammunition that you could have
protected the army on shore, provided General Butler had landed his men there,
and they had been attacked by the enemy 1
Answer. Yes, sir, for three years ; and not only that, but I could keep off
150,000 men, if they should come against them, without any trouble. The whole
neck of land is only a mile wide, perfectly free of woods and everything else.
We could have kept that clear with musketry. The gunboats lay within 100
yards of the beach, and during the heaviest gale we have had this season we did
not leave there.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. I understood you to say that several guns of the fort had been disabled by your fire.
Answer. About four or five were knocked off their carriages and broken.
The guns were all disabled, the sand being thrown into the muzzles of those
that were not knocked over or broken.
Question. All of them 1
Answer. Well they did not fire them.
Question. What means had you of knowing that they were disabled by sand
being thrown into their muzzles 1
Answer. We could judge by seeing thft sand thrown over the guns. I have
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had so much fort fighting to do in this war that I could judge of the effect of
that. That was about the nineteenth or twentieth fort I have taken, most all
of them having been disabled in that way. At one fort at Grand Gulf, Mississippi, we buried the guns up so that we had to dig them out; there was not a
single gun burt.
Question. What I want is to get a definite statement in regard to the number
of guns that were disabled by the first bombardment, as far as you know.
Answer. All that we know that were knocked off their carriages were four
or five at the most. But from what we saw of the second bombardment, and
from everything else, we know the others were filled up with sand. And not
only that, the sand-bags falling down on the traverses disabled the guns. We
know that from what the prisoners told us.
Question. General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock made a reconnaissance of
the condition of the fort after you had silE:nced the guns 1
· Answer. Yes, sir,
Question. Do you know what means they had for making an accurate reconnoissance 1
Answer. 'l,hey were within about 800 yards of the work. 'I, hey could only
judge by the immense size of the work, and they concluded that the fort was
strongly manned. Only on that ground could they say it was still in a defensive condition, which would have been the case if it had been strongly manned.
Question. Did they have the same means of knowing the fort was disabled
as you had 1
Answer. I should think they had better, if they looked pretty close. But I
do not think they wanted to think so.
Question. Is General Weitzel recognized as a skilful engineer 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that is his reputation.
Question. What was the position occupied by Colonel Comstock at that
time1
Answer. He was a colonel on General Grant's staff.
Question. Was he the chief engineer upon General Grant's staff at that time 1
Answer. I do not know whether he was or not. General Weitzel was not
there in the capacity of engineer, but in the capacity of general; Colonel Comstock was in the capacity of an engineer, I suppose.
Question. Notwithstanding General Weitzel was there in the capacity of a
general, he was still skilled in engineering science 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And Colonel Comstock was an engineer on the staff of General
Grant, and was there in his official capacity as an engineer 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. If the guns of the fort were silenced entirely by your fire, why
could you not make soundings and run into Cape Fear river with your lightdraught vessels 1
Answer. Because, in the first place, we did not know where the channel was.
It has been very much altered since the coast survey charts were made. There
is a bar across the channel, and another bar above that on the reef has very
little water on it. There is a heavy fort, called Fort Buchanan, that commands that reef, and was built on purpose to command it. On the opposite
side of the river is a fort called Rives's }...,ort, built to command that reef also.
Question. What relation had that bar to Fort Fisher 1
Answer. None at all, except as one of the connecting links. This fort was
built expressly to command the bar, where every vessel must bring up.
Question. How far up Cape Fear river is that reef1
.Answer. It is under the guns of Fort Fisher, Fort Buchanan, Mound battery,
Rives's Point, and protected by batteries besides. It is only at very high tide
that we can get our vessels over. With the best of pilots our vessels would all
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stick badly, except a little tug. And suppose they had got across the bar, they
would have to run a battery of thirty heavy guns. They had an immense number of batteries in every direction, the least quantity of powder in them being
400 pounds. From the torpedo battery they had a wire leading to every one
of these torpedoes. Suppose a ves&el goes up-only one can go at a time in the
best of weather-a torpedo is exploded; if it misses, then the next one may explode and sink the vessel, and a single vessel would close up the whole channel.
If the vessel gets past all the batteries and torpedoes, then she finds five feet of
water, or six feet at the most, on the reef at low tide. Even the lightest blockade runner has to wait a day sometimes to get over the bar; and then the vessel
finds some twenty-odd guns bearing on her from every direction, and any
wooden vessel would be destroyed in ten minutes. In the first place, it is impossible for any vessel to go in. The only chance of getting in is with a good
pilot, having the channel all buoyed out, and no torpedoes in the way.
Question. How did you ascertain that those torpedoes were there 1
Answer. We took the torpedoes up.
Question. Did you know the torpedoes were there at the time of the first
attack 1
Answer. We knew it But still it would not have made any difference; I
should not have run by if I had known there were no torpedoes there.
Question. Not knowing that those torpedoes were there, of course they were
no objection to your running by 1
Answer. Not at all. I never stopped at torpedoes; I should never have
hesitated for torpedoes; the real cause was the inability to cross the bar. If
there had been 5,000 torpedoes there we should have gone in if we could.
Questiona What effect had the explosion of the powder-vessel upon yom·
vessels 1
Answer. rrhey were lying about thirteen miles off. The explosion sounded
like a gun fired from some other vessel; that was the only effect it had, like a
very sharp report of a gun.
Question. It disabled nothing, and had no paralyzing influence upon any of
your men1
Answer. Not at all.
Question. What quantity of powder was exploded in Fort Caswell1
Answer. As near as we could tell, they had about sixty tons in 1!-,ort Caswell;
and they had about the same amount in Fort Fisher; perhaps a little more,
because that was the main fort.
Question. What was the effect of those explosions in the forts 1
Answer. It had none at all, except just around about it. It killed and blew
up about 100 men. r.rhose !"ho were 150 yards off were not injured at all.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Will you now go on and state all the events subsequent to the
withdrawal of the forces under General Butler, including the second attack
upon and the capture of the fort 1
Answer. I lay there, and filled up with ammunition. I received a letter
from General Grant, in which he says: "Dear Admiral: Hold on, if you
please, a few days longer, and I will send you more troops, with a different
general." I issued general orders to make preparations without delay. In a
few days General Terry came into Beaufort, and communicated with me instantly. We were together all the time. I had written to General Grant,
" rrhere is one thing I want you to impress upon the general, whoever he is
that comes here, I do not wish to interfere with military matters, but I do wish
to give my advice where weather is concerned, for I do profess to know how
weather is on the coast." And General Grant gave him full instructions to be
guided by my opinion in reg.ard to all nautical matters. General 1'erry came
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to Beaufort and asked my advice ; I said, " It is going to blow a heavy gale
to-night ; hold on where you are. After this gale is over, we will have beautiful weather;" and we planned the whole thing before we left Beaufort. I
had all his general orders printed for him on my flag-ship, and told him how
we would move. When the gale was over and it had cleared off, and all was
smooth, we started off early in the morning and arrived at Fort Fisher in the
night. We anchored within two or three miles of the beach. I sent in gunboats that night to anchor along the beach and hold it until daylight. At 4
o'clock in tLe morning I signalled to get under way and follow me, for at that
time it was getting to be daylight. I went in and put the soldiers ashore. In
:five hours they were all landetl. I made signal to the fleet to get under way to
attack the fort; and at 4 o'clock we were hammering away at the fort. I did
it merely to show the troops how easily the tremendous :fire of the navy could
stop the :fire of the fort. 'rhe rebels had re-enforced the fort very heavily.
General Hoke had 8,000 rebel troops on the beach in front of our men ; but
they could not pass down the beach because our gunboats controlled everything. The moment General Terry landed, he threw a line across the neck of
land, and had his men at work ; and in less than an hour after he landed he
had a line of works ~hat could be defended against 30,000 men. The next
day he came on board my vessel. We bombarded the fort all day. He then
told me when he would be ready to assault. I said, "Now, general, I want to
participate in this thing. I do not want it said that I recommended to others
to attack a fort that we are afraid to attack ourselves ; and I will send on shore
2,000 men." He said he should attack the northwest angle of the fort; I said,
" I will take the hardest part, th~ sea face, where there are no gates, and if we
don't do any other good, we will draw off a great deal of :fire from you;" and
such was the case. We had settled when the fleet was to stop fire on the fort.
We assaulted together; the navy went at its face of the fort, and the army
went at its face. We got ahead a little too fast, and had to come back about
as fast as we went up. General Terry :first made a feint on them. 1 1 hey
manned their works as well as they could and partially drove the men back.
1.'hinking they had driven that party off they rushed to the sea face to drive
back our men. That gave the soldiers an opportunity to get a footing; and
while the rebels came to drive us navy men away, the soldiers got possession
of about four to six casemates and held on to them. In the mean time the
sailors retreated as well as they could, and relieved the soldiers in front of
Hoke's men, and enabled General Terry to bring up more of his troops. '.rhat
gave him a couple of thousand more men. In the mean time I stopped :firing
on the fort with the heavy vessels; but the Irousides :fired ahead of our troops,
from parapet to parapet, cleaning out the rebels. In the mean time, notwithstanding the shells coming in amongst them, they would throw their men in,
and our fellows would be perhaps half an hour taking that part. That is the
way they fought for one mile, for that is the extent of that fort ; :fighting from
one end of it to the other. 'rhat was the most remarkable :fight, I suppose,
that ever was fought. Every one of those bomb-proofs was a fort in itself,
and there were in that fort 2,300 men, and the most we had engaged at any
one time in the assault was 3,500 men, not counting the sailors, for they were
repulsed almost immediately. I suppose the whole thing was over in :fifteen
minutes as far as the sailors were· concerned ; for they were cut down like
sheep. Never, at any time, did General 1'erry bring his whole force to bear
upon the fort. He brought in his reserves towards night; but the whole thing
was over then. That was the end of that :fight, commencing at 3 o'clock in
the afternoon. I had been hammering at the fort until there was not a gun on
the sea face that was left mounted. '.rhey were tumbled into all kinds of positions; some cut in two; some with their carriages broken, &c., &c. The army
had no guns to contend with. They got into the traverses, and there it was a
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fight between them and those inside. General Terry communicated all the
time with me by means of signals; and I knew all the time how he was getting on. At 10 o'clock he made signal, "Don't fire any more; the fort is
ours." General Terry had the same engineer as was down there beforeColonel Comstock. I do not think Colonel Comstock is a man who would
encourage anybody to do a very daring thing ; he is very prudent, like most
engineers; but General rrerry thinks for himself. He saw how easy it was,
and went in and took it; and I think there were the same troops all the way
through, and the same generals-Generals Curtis and Ames.

Low~<.:LL,

MAss., Marclt 11, 1865.

DEAR Sm: I take leave to enclose to you a correspondence between myself
and the late rebel General Whiting, who was in command of the enemy's forces
at Fort Fisher at the time of both attacks. General Whiting's answers to the
questions propounded may serve to throw some light upon the committee's investigations. It is true these answers are not made under oath, but they are
given by a man on his dying bed, and under the solemnity of his approaching
death, which has since almost immediately happened, and will therefore carry
the force of moral truth and certainty, although not in the form of judicial
evidence.
If the committee would desire to see me before them, for any purpose of explanation or otherwise, I will appear forthwith.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
BENJ. F. BUTLER, Major General.
Hon. BENJAMIN F. WADE,
Cltairman of the Comm.ittee on the Conduct of the War.

LOWELL, MAss., February 22, 1865.

SIR : I requested, a short time ago, Lieutenant Davenport, a young gentleman
serving on my staff, to call upon you and obtain some particulars concerning
the condition of :FortFisher,and its surroundings, at the time of the demonstration of the federal forces under my command against it, from the 16th to the
27th of December last.
From its subsequent capture, and other new dispositions of the forces on both
sides, I ventured to conjecture that you would have no difficulty in furnishing me
with the information I desired.
I had not heard before of the severity of your wound, and the critical condition of your health, or I would not have troubled you at that time upon this
subject, although of some importance and interest to myself. I learn, however,
from Lieutenant Davenport, that you are intending soon to make your official
report to your government, and therefore I trust I am not intrusive or annoying,
in desiring your answer, as specifically as your memory and data will allow, to
the questions hereto appended, which I have put in direct form, partly to save
you trouble, and still more especially, in order to bring out the exar.t facts
which, at some time, may be needed for the purposes of justice. This is also
in accordance with your wish expressed to Lieutenant Davenport, that any
questions which I desired to have you answer might be placed upon paper in
some specified form.
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Will you please state, therefore1. What was the number of the garrison of Fort Fisher on the 16th, 17th, and
18th of December last, designating the regiments or battalions 1
2. What portion, if any, of the regular garrison of the fort had been sent
south 1
3. 1Vhat reserves or co-operating forces were there, if any, and how near to
the fort were they 1
4. What, if any, force was at Wilmington at that time 1
5. Pleas(;) give the day of the week or month when you first became aware of
the presence of the federal :fleet, either of transports or of naval vessels, and
what vessels did you observe first 1
6 . .At what time did any re-enforcements, either from the army of northern
Virginia or elsewhere, reach Wilmington or its neighborhood 1
7. How near did the powder-boat, which exploded, come to the fort 1
8. Were you in the fort at that time 1
9. Was the powder-boat observed 1 and if so, what, if any, was the effect of
the explosion 1
10. At the time of the explosion of the powder-boat, how many men were
there in the f()rt 1
11. What was the effect of the naval fire of the first day upon the fort?
12. How many, and what guns, did it dismount or disable 1
13. Please state whether any part, and if so, how much of the damage done
to the fort by the fire of the navy was repaired during the night.
14. By reason of the cessation of the bombardment at night, were you not
able to rest and recruit your garrison 1
15 . .At the time of landing, where was the supporting force, if any, to the
foo:t

1

16. Were there any re-enforcements brought into the fort between the time of
the explosion of the powder-boat and our landing 1 If so, please state what,
and when.
17 . .At the time my skirmish line was deployed before the fort, what was the
condition of the guns and defences upon the land side, as to efficiency for defensive purposes 1
18. In view of the condition of the fort and its garrison, would it have been
possible, with either three ( 3) or six (6) thousand men, to have taken the work
by assault 1 (Note.-In answering this question, please give as many of the
details for the reason you may give as possible.)
19. Please state whether, with a force holding the beach, from the nature of
the ground and from the configuration of the channel of Cape Fear river, it
would have been possible for the confederates to have re-enforced or provisioned
the fort to any extent.
20. How did the strength of the garrison at the time of the first attack compare with the strength of the garrison at the time of the second attack 1
21. In view of the condition of the weather immediately following the demon
stration of the 25th of December, and in view of the force that might have
concentrated upon the peninsula, as well above as below the place of landing,
would it, in your judgment, have been possible for six thousand men, without
artillery, to have held out there without being captured or overwhelmed, from
the 26th of December to the 15th of January?
22. Please state, as specifically as you may be able, the differences in the condition of the fort from the fire of the navy at the time of the first and second
attacks. Please state the effect of the fire.
23. Please state whether or not the fire of the navy at the time of the
second attack was, unlike the time of the first attack, continuous ; and if so, for
how long, arid what number of guns were dismouned by it 1 .Also whether the

'
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garrison at the time of the second attack had any time to rest or recruit, or even
to repair damages 1
24. Would you have deemed it the part of wisdom on the part of the commander of the federal forces to have exposed his troops in the situation referred
to in question twenty-one 1
Yours, very respectfully,
BENJ. F. BUTLER.
Major General WHITINU,
Prov£sional Army if the Confederate States.

A true copy furnished Hon. Benjamin F. Wade, chairman of the Committee
on the Conduct of theWar.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General.
HosPITAL, FoRT CoLUMBUS,
February 28, 1865.
GENERAL : I have received your communication addressing me certain questions relative to the two attacks on Fort Fisher. As I find none which I can
object to answering, I send you herewith the written answers, numbered according to the questions. These are at your service for such use as you may
desire to make of them. I have only to add that in a similar manner, though
less in detail, these questions are answered in my official report.
Question 1. What was the number of the garrison of Fort Fisher on the 16th,
17th, and 18th of December last, designating the regiments or battalions 1
Answer. Five (5) companies of the 36th regiment North Carolina troops, and
Adams's Jight battery, amounting to six hundred and sixty-seven (667) aggregate, was the number of the garrison at fort Fisher on the 16th, 17th, and 18th
of December last.
Question 2. What portion, if any, of the regular garrison of the fort had been
sent south 1
Answer. Five (5) companies of the 36th regiment North Carolina troops
(half of regiment) had been sent south.
Question 3. What reserves or co-operating forces were there, if any, and how
near to the fort were they 1
.Answer. About eight hundred (800) reserves at Sugar Loaf, five (5) miles
from the fort.
Question 4. What, if any, force was at Wilmington at that time 1
Answer. The advance of Hoke's division arrived in Wilmington on the 22d
of December last, were pushed to Sugar Loaf, and continued alTiving until the
close of the attack.
Question 5. Please give the day of the week or month when you first became
aware of the presence of the federal fleet, either of transports or of naval vessels, and what vessels did you observe first 1
Answer. On Tuesday, the 20th, twenty-five (25) vessels, including several
frigates, were reported to me in the offing, all vessels-of-war.
Question 6. At what time did any re-enforcements, either from the army of
northern Virginia or elsewhere, reach Wilmington or its neighborhood 1
Answer. Answered in number four.
Question 7. How near did tl1e powder-boat which exploded come to the fort 1
Answer. Between twelve (12) and fifteen hundred (1,500) yards, not nearer.
Question 8. Were you in the fort at that time 1
Answer. I was not.
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Question 9. Was the powder-boat observed; and if so, what, if any, was the
effect of the explosion 1
Answer. Powder-boat was observed, and reported at midnight, aground and
set on fire. Explosion reported at 12.45 a. m. No effect at all on the fort.
Explosion heard plainly in Wilmington. When I telegraphed Colonel Lamb to
know what it was, he replied, "Enemy's gunboat blown up."
Question 10. At the time of the explosion of the powder-boat, how many men
were there in the fort 1
Answer. Answered in number one.
Questions 11, 12, 13. What was the effect of the naval fire of the first day
upon the fort 1
How many and what guns did it dismount or disable 1
Please state whether any part, and if so, how much of the damage done to
the fort by the fire of the navy was repaired during the night.
Answer. Casualties first day: Killed, none; wounded, one ( 1) mortally,
three (3) severely, and nineteen (19) slightly; total 23. Five (5) gun-carriages
disabled.
Second day: Killed three (3 ;) wounded nine, (9) mortally, six (6) severely,
and twenty-eight (28) slightly; total 46. Damage but very slight; one {1)
10-inch, two (2) 32-pounder and one (1) 8-inch carriages disabled, and one (1)
10-inch gun disabled. Damage repaired at night. Enemy's fire formidable and
sustained, but diffuse, unconcentrated. Apparent design of the fleet to snence
the channel batteries, in order to force an entrance with his vessels, and not to
attack by land. The garrison was in no instance driven from its guns, and fired
in return, according to orders, slowly and deliberately, six hundred and sixty-two
(662) shot and shells.
Question 14. By reason of the cessation of the bombardment at night, were
you not able to rest and recruit your garrison 1
Answer. We were able to do both.
Question 15. At the time of the landing, where was the supporting force, if
any, to the fort 1
Answer. Assembling at Sugar Loaf as fast as Hoke's people arrived.
Question 1G. Were there any reenforcements brought into the fort between
the time of the explosion of the powder-boat and our landing1 If so, please
state what, and when.
Answer. On the 23d, 110 men, veteran artillery of the lOth regiment North
Carolina troops, 50 sailors and the 7th battalion junior Reserves, about 250 strong,
were thrown into the fort.
Question 17. At the time our skirmish line was deployed before the fort,
what was the condition of the guns and defences upon the land side, as to efficiency for a defensive purpose 1
Answer. The guns and defences on the land front were in perfect order
at the time referred to, except two (2) disabled guns on the left; 19 guns in
position; palisade in perfect order, and the mines the same, the wires not having been cut.
Question 18. In view of the condition of the fort and its garrison, would it have
been possible, with either three (3) or six (6) thousand men, to have taken the
work by assault 1 (Note.-In answering this question, please give as many of
the details for the reason you may give as possible.)
Answer. Possible, yes. Probable, no. The work was very strong, the garrison in good spirits and ready; and the fire on the approaches (the assaulting
column having no cover) would have been extraordinarily heavy. In addition
to the heavy guns, I had a battery of Napoleons, on which I placed great reliance. 'rhe palisade alone would have been a most formidable obstacle.
Question 19. Please state whether with a force holding the beach, from the
nature of the ground and from the configuration of the channel of Cape Fear
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river, it would have been possible for the confederates to have re-enforced or provisioned the fort to any extent 1
Answer. No difficulty at all by the river.
Question 20. How did the strength of the garrison, at the time of the first attack, compare with the strength of the garrison at the time of the second attack 1
Answer. The garrison at the second attack was nearly doubly stronger, but
not altogether of so good material.
Question 21. In view of the condition of the weather immediately following
the demonstration of the 25th of December, and in view of the force that might
have concentrated upon the peninsula, as well above as below the place of
landing, would it, in your judgment, have been possible for six thousand men,
without artillery, to have held out there, without being captured or overwhelmed,
from the 26th of December to the 15th of January 1
Answer. No; and it is a matter of grave charge against General Bragg, that
the whole force was not captured on the 26th of December. He had the force
and the position.
Question 22. Please state, as specifically as you may be able, the differences
in the condition of the fort from the fire of the navy at the time of the first and
second attack. Please state the effect of the fire.
Answer. There was great difference in the position of the ships in the two
attacks, and in the nature and effect of the fire. The first was a general bombardment, not calculated to effect particular damage. The second firing had
for definite object the destruction of the land defences, and the ships were placed
accordingly, to destroy them by enfilade and direct fire. On that front and the
northeast salient the whole enormous fire was poured without intermission, until the slope of the northeast salient was practicable for assault. Not a gun remained in position on the approaches, the whole palisade swept away, communication with the mines cut off, rendering them useless, and the men unable to
stand to the parapets during the fire. There was all the difference in the world.
Question 23. Please state whether or not the fire of the navy, at the time of
the second attack, was, unlike the time of the first attack, continuous; and if so,
for how long, and what number of guns were dismounted by it 1 Also, whether
the garri;:;on at_the time of the second attack had any time to rest or recruit, or
even to repair damages 1
Answer. In the second attack the fire was continuous during the night. Not
so heavy at night, but enough to prevent repairs, and to keep the garrison from
rest and food. The land guns all disabled; field-pieces only left to depend
on.
Question 24. Would you have deemed it the part of wisdom on the part of
the commander of the federal forces to have exposed his troops in the situation
referred to in question twenty-one 1
Answer. I do not. Neither attack was practicable in the presence of the supporting force, provided that had been under a competent officer. The first landing ought assuredly to have been captured entirely; and as for the second, although deriving much greater advantages from the different mode of attack by
the fleet, and though pressed with great vigor, it is due to the supineness of the
confederate general that it was not destroyed in the act of assault.
I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. C. WHITING,
Major General P. A. C. S., Prisoner of War.
Major General B. :F. BuTLER, U. S. A..,
Lowell, Mass.
A true copy furnished Ron. Benjamin F. Wade, chairman of the Committee
on the Conduct of the "\Var.
BENJ. F. BUTLER, Major General.
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K. R. Breese, U. S. N.

WASHINGTON, March 14, 1865.
Captain K. R. BREESE sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. What is your rank and command in the navy 1
Answer. I am a lieutenant commander and fleet captain of the North Atlantic
squadron.
Question. Were you connected with the navy in the operations against l!,ort
Fisher, at the mouth of Cape Fear river, in December last 1
Answer. Yes, sir, at that time, and also in the subsequent operations resulting in the capture of that fort.
Question. In what capacity 1
Answer. I was fleet captain of the squadron.
Question. Will you giYe us an account of those operations against Fort Fisher,
including the organization of the expedition, and all t.he material facts connected
with it, so far as they came within your knowledge 1
Answer. I was in the west, serving in the Mississippi squadron, when Admiral
Porter came out there and told me that he was to have command of an expedition against Wilmington, and wanted me to go with nim as his fleet captain.
He said the expedition was to be ready to leave Hampton roads on the 15th
of October last.
We left the west and arrived at Hampton roads, I think, about the 7th or 8th
of October. We waited there until the arrival of Admiral Lee, which took place
about the 13th of October, when Admiral Porter relieved him fi·om the command
of the North Atlantic squadron.
There was assembled at that time, in Hampton roads, quite a large fleet,
sufficient in the estimation of the admiral to do the work required at Fort
Fisher, provided the original plan was carried out. That plan was to send
20,000 men down to operate against the fort, a portion of whom would march
straight on to Wilmington, if we landed near Masonboro' inlet, and the other
portion were to march down and attack Fort Fisher, in connexion with the
fleet. About the 15th of October the admiral reported the fleet ready to go and
attack Fort Fisher.
We waited and waited there, I suppose some two or three weeks; finally
the admiral gave up the idea, thinking we could get no troops. General Grant
said that he could spare none. The matter was delayed and kept back until
some time in November. About the 1st of November Admiral Porter got a
message from General Grant, stating that, from information he had received, the
rebel garrison at Wilmington had been very much weakened, and he thought he
could spare troops to send down there, and he wanted to know when the admiral
would be 1·eady to go. In the mean time this idea of a powder-vessel was
discussed and got up.
Question. With whom did the idea of a powder-vessel originate 1
Answer. I always und~rstood that it odginated with General Butler. He
had read in an English newspaper the accounts of a terrific explosion of gunpowder in England, and the idea suggested itself to him that if a vessel could
be placed under Fort Fisher and exploded there, it would at least injure the
garrison so much that it would be a very easy thing to capture the fort afterwards. This I know only from hearsay. I know personally nothing about it,
except that it was General Butler's idea; the admiral told me that. We had
some difficulty in getting the right kind of vessel for that purpose, because it
required one of light draught. 'J.lhere was one in the sounds of North Carolina,
and the admiral immediately ordered her to Hampton roads, to be prepared for
this purpose.
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There was no day fixed for this expedition to leave; it was only a thing
talked of. While this powder-vessel was being prepared, the admiral received
the message fi·om General Grant of which I have spoken, stating that he had
information that the garrison of Wilmington was very much weakened, and
wanting to know when he would be ready to leave. rrhe admiral replied that
he would be ready in forty-eight hours on the old plan, but that it would take
some time longer, he did not specify what time, to go on the new plan, which was in
connexion with the powder-vessel and a few men. As I understood afterwards,
it was concluded to go with the powder vessel, and to send 7,000 men, relying
upon the explosion of the powder-vessel to affect the garrison and the works so
much that the troops could readily go into the fort and take it.
We all got ready, and the first f'l.vorable weather after the powder-vessel was
ready we all started. The army transports started a day before we did. The
troops had all been embarked for some days previous; I do not know how long;
probably four or five days. rrhe fleet rendezvoused about eighteen miles off
Fort Fisher, and the powder-vessel went into Beaufort to finish her loading, to
take on some fifty-five tons more of powder, which it was not considered safe to
do at Norfolk, because the vessel was too deep, and the powder might get wet in
going around. As soon as that was done-I think it took two days-we joined
the fleet off Wilmington.
The next day was considered a favorable day to send in the powder-boat and
explode it, and the admiral gave orders to that effect. He sent me on board
General Butler's vessel to inform him of what he had done. General Butler
said he was a little surprised at that, and thought it was too soon. It was
proposed to explode the powder-vessel before the moon rose, so as to be certain
to get her close in to the beach without being discovered. The moon rose then
about 9 o'clock at night, and I told General Butler I thought the vessel would
be exploded about half past 8 o'clock. General Butler said, in t}1e presence of
General Weitzel, that he thought that would be too soon; that the garrison
would have time, before an attack the next day, to recover from the effects of
the explosion if the vessel was exploded as soon as that. I said to him that
the admiral was under the impression that time was very valuable to him, and
that was why he had given the order to expiode the vessel that night; that if
we waited until it could be exploded near daylight, it would be at least a week
before the moon would permit that. He said, "Well, at all events it is too early
now, and I think it ought to be stopped." I replied, "Well, general, I do not
know anything about what the plans are, but if you want this thing stopped,
you better let me go back to the admiral immediately and tell him, because the
order has already gone out, and there will scarcely be time to send in a vessel
to stop it." I did so, and the admiral sent in an order to call the powder-boat
off. r.rhey had found on getting close to the beach that the surf was too heavy
to permit her to get in very close to the beach, and they were coming out. No
troops could be landed there the following day.
General Weitzel went back with me to the admiral and talked with him
awhile. He said that that was a good opportunity for the transports to go to
Beaufort and fill up with coal, provisions, water, and such things; just what
they wanted.
We then had a gale of wind all the time for four or five days. After the
wind lulled, the admiral sent the powder-boat in, and she was exploded about
half past one o'clock in the morning. rrhe next day, about 10 o'clock I think
it was, the fleet stood in to open fire on the fort. There were at that time about
1,200 or 1,500 men on transports with the fleet; a number of vessels were in the
offing, and we supposed the whole of the army fleet was within signal distance.
It turned out afterwards, however, that they had not come out of Beaufort,
and they did not get down there uutil that night. At sunset the admiral
hauled off his vessels.
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There was some talk between him and General Butler, by mems of signals,
and they agreed to land the troops the next morning. A portion of them were
lA-nded without much difficulty, and made a reconnoi::;sance towards the fort.
Under the very heavy fire from the fleet, the fort was completely silenced ; they
were firing no guns whatever; and they did not fire any, that we could see,
at the troops that were making the reconnoissance.
About sunset the admiral ran down tc:> communicate with General Butler,
and ask him what he proposed to do. The captain who had had charge of
the landing of the troops and covering them came to the admiral and told him
that General Butler was re-embarking his troops. The admiral was very much
surprised at that, for he could not understand the reason for it. But shortly
afterwards he got a letter from General Butler, stating that his engineers considered the enemy's works as defensible as ever; that his instructions did
not contemplate a siege; and that he should re-embark his men and start for
Hampton roads.
Question. What was the condition of the sea at that time 1
Answer. It was, at that time, what we call a very smooth sea. Bnt about
two hours afterwards a heavy swell set in from the southward, and made a
great deal of surf on the beach, so that it was with great difficulty that the
men were got off at night. And, finally, so many boats were capsized in the
surf, we were obliged to desist, and quite a number of men were left on the beach
for twenty-four hours afterwards. That night a southerly breeze set in very
hard, accompanied with rain, and, as is usual with southerly winds, there was a
heavy swell rolling in on the coast.
Question. Was there an opportunity during that day to have landed the
whole force, with their munitions of war and provisions 1
Answer. Yes, sir, without any trouble. General 'rerry's command, which
was larger than General Butler's, was landed, with all their provisions and
munitions for small arms, no field-pieces, by three o'clock in the afternoon; and
I think the first boat did not touch the beach before nine o'clock in the morning.
Question. Were the facilities for landing troops the same in the one case as
in the other 1
Answer. Exactly; or rather General Butler claims to have had much better.
He had the services of w4at he calls the naval brigade ; an organization, under
the command of an officer who was formerly in our navy, composed principally
of seamen, with which he operated in and around the bays and creeks of James
t·iver. 'rhey had their boats with them and their boat guns. They were supposed to be expert boatmen, and had been exercised in landing on a beach in
the surf, in embarking and disembarking men. He had quite a large force of
them with him, which General Terry did not have.
Question. Was there any understanding between General :Butler and Admiral Porter in relation to the explosion of the powder-vessel at the time she
actually was exploded 1
Answer. I do not think there was any understanding except this: that
she was to be exploded the very first favorable opportunity. The order to the
officer in charge of the powder-boat was not to explode her unless he found that
the surface on the beach would permit the landing of troops without trouble ;
that it must be very smooth, or he must not attempt to explode the boat. That
was his positive order, and General Butler was aware of that. That was the
only understanding I know of that existed; that at the first favorable opportunity, when troops could be landed, the powder-boat was to be exploded.
Question. Do you know where the army transports were at the time the
powder-boat was exploded 1
Answer. A number of them, I do not know how many, were lying there with
the fleet. A number of them were jus\ barely within sight, perhaps twelve or
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fifteen miles further off. And quite a number of them were at Beaufort ; but
the admiral did not know anything about that ; he supposed they were all in
the offing. I think the night before the powder- boat was exploded, a staff officer of General Butler came from Beaufort and told the admiral that the general
was in Beaufort and would be down the next day. It was about four o'clock
in the afternoon, I think, that he was there ; and the admiral sent word back
by him that he should explode the powder-boat by daylight the next morning.
Question. Did that afford time for the staff officer to return to General Butler, and for General Butler, with his transports, to get down to Fort Fisher or
vicinity 1
Answer. I hardly think it would.
Question. What time would be required for that 1
Answer. That would depend upon the speed of the vessel. The vessel the
staff officer came down in was a very fast vessel. General Butler himself could
have returned in that same vessel without any trouble; but whether all
the transports could or not, I do not know. This officer did not say anything,
that I know of, about any of the transports being in Beaufort harbor. All I
heard him tell the admiral was that General Butler was there with his flag-ship.
He came down in a little despatch steamer, which was very fast indeed. rrhe
admiral told him he should explode the powder-vessel at daylight. That was
the second day of good weather; and it was a very wonderful thing down there
to have two or three consecutive days of good weather and smooth sea. I do
not think, however, there was time for the transports to get to Fort Fisher
from Beaufort, if they were there. I did not know of any vessel being there
but General Butler's vessel.
Question. Do you know whether or not there was anything done, either by
the transports or the naval vessels, that would give the garrison at Fort Fisher
any warning that a fleet was there, and that an attack was about to be made 1
Answer. I know that General Butler went in towards the land with flags
flying and all kind of streamers. He went to the officer commanding the
blockading fleet for a tug to go in an'd reconnoitre. It was perfectly palpable
~
and plain ; it was such an unusual proceeding off there, where everything was
noticed, that it would be sure to attract notice. Whether they could tell any- ~
thing particular by it, I do not know.
~~ " .
Question. Did any of the naval vessels go in so as to give the garrison at
Fort Fisher any notice 1
Answer. No, sir, not one; nothing more than the usual blockading force ;
that was all. They were all out of sight of land, and did not approach it. One
day we all got under way and stood in shore ; but it came on a heavy gale and
we anchored. A number of the vessels blew in towards the shore, and the
height of the masts may have exposed them to the people on shore; I think
likely it did.
Question. When did General Butler's vessel run in towards the shore 1
Answer. It was previous to the 20th of December. We were all down there
on the 18th, and it was previous to that. The way I happen to know about
that is, I happened to bear the officer commanding the blockade at the time
make a report to the admiral, stating that be thought General Butler's vessel
going in there in the manner it had done bad given those people information,
or something to think about; that it was such an unusual thing that it would
not fail to attract attention.
Question. How near were you to the fort at the time of the first bombardment1
Answer. I was in a little tug, running around from one place to another. I
was alongside the Ironsides frequently. I should say I was within fourteen
hundred yards of the fort.
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Question. Can you describe particularly the amount of damage that was done
to the fort by that bombardment 1
.Answer. I could not, except that the works had the appearance of being
pitted all over. There was scarcely a spot that you could point out where it
did not appear that a shot or shell had struck and scooped out the dirt. It
looked like a person pitted with the small-pox. I could not tell how mauy guns
were disabled. I know the fire of the fleet was very severe; that when even
three frigates and the iron-clads opened on it briskly, by order of the admiral,
it completely silenced the fort; and with the full fire of the whole fleet it would
have been a matter of impossibility almost for men to stand there, as was shown
afterwards. I could not tell how many guns were dismounted. I happ.ened to
be looking when a shot struck one gun, and I saw the gun knocked some distance; that was the only one I myself saw dismounted. I heard from deserters
and others that there were eleven altogether burst and dismounted.
Question. Do you know the number of guns in the fort at that time 1
ARswer. We thought there were more than there really were. We estimated
that there were seventy guns in Fort Fisher proper and the work immediately
adjacent. We thought it was altogether a very different shaped work from
what it was; we thought it was a square work enclosed.
Question. V\T ere there any other communications, to your knowledge, between
General Butler and Admiral Porter, than those which you have already mentioned 1
Answer. General Butler came to see the admiral very frequently at Hampton
roads They were always closeted together, and I never knew what was the
result of their interviews. I spoke to General Weitzel one evening, on his
leaving the vessel, and said, "General, do you know what the plans are here 1"
He said, " I don't know anything about them." I replied, "I don't think the
admiral does; I don't think the admiral knows what the general wants to do.
I think the admiral feels a little sore that the general does not ask him anything.
or tell him what he wants. The general does not appear to regard him at all in
any position here." I forget the precise language in which General Weitzel
replied, but the amount of it was, that that was the way it appeared to him. It
appeared to me that there was no co-operation between General Butler and the
admiral. Whether there was or not 1 do not know. I know that General
Butler came to see him, and I Empposed, of course, that they talked about matters relating to the expedition then in progress.
But after we got down off Fort Fisher, there seemed to be no concert at all,
except on the occasion I have alluded to. They communicated with each other
several times by signal, but it did not amount to much of anything. I may
be giving a wrong impression in this matter. But I can only state what I
thought myself; I did not know anything about it; I never asked the admiral
anything. I supposed he always told me what he thought it was right for me to
know; and what he did not tell me I did not ask any information about. But
that was the impression I had, and I think that was the impression that General
·
Weitzel had of the matter.
Question. Have you any knowledge in relation to the explosion of the powder-boat; whether the whole amount of the powder, or any considerable portion
of it, was burnt 1
Answer. I only have the opinion of those who were present. I was with
Captain Rhind, who was the officer in charge of it, when he called upon Captain Jeffers, the naval ordnance' officer, who went down for the purpose oflaying
the fuse and managing it. I understood Captain Jeffers to say that the fuse
was already laid, and in such a manner as to insure an almost instantaneous
ignition of the whole amount of powder. He described how it was laid, and
also the means of igniting it.
Part m---8
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When we got down to Beaufort Captain Rhind went on board the powdervessel, and upon making the final examination he found that the fuze was not
laid in the powder that was stowed in the hold; that it was laid in a portion
that was on deck, but not in all. He then went to work and in the time allowed
he laid the fuze to the best of his ability. He laid it down in the hold and relaid it on the' deck all around, so as to secure as prompt ignition as possible.
I do not think that all the powder did ignite at once. I myself heard two
distinct explosions, and Captain Rhind, who was considerably nearer than I
was, told me that he was sure he heard four explosions.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. HaYe you any means of knowing the number of men in that fort
at the time of the first bombardment 1
Answer. Only from the stories of the deserters and those people. They reported two companies of artillery, which would be about 125 men to a company; also two companies brought up from Fort Caswell, with about the same
number of men in each company; and they also had some sailors and naval
officers and marines belonging to the confederate navy. The whole force was
estimated at between 600 and 700 men. They had no force outside on the
point, with the exception of some home guards and a small force of General
Hoke's division, which came from the army of the James, b.ut not a great many
of them. They were just coming, but had not arrived.
Question. Do you know how many of the enemy's guns were disabled by the
first bombardment 1
Answer. I heard from deserters that there were eleven guns disabled. I
never knew positively. I myself saw only one dismounted.
Question. \Vas there any positive knowledge that more than one gun had
been disabled at the time it was proposed to land the troops and make an assault on the work 1
Answer. I do not know whether there was or not; I only know about the
one gun I saw dismounted.
Question. Was it known in the fleet or in the army, so far as your information extends, that any other guns were disabled 1
Answer. Not to any great extent. I think that probably five or six on the
land face were disabled; but there were still quite a number that were effective.
I do not think it was supposed that there were more than five at the utmost
that were disabled; I never heard any one say there were more than five guns
disabled on the land face.
Question. What means had you of knowing the number of men in the fort at
that time1
Answer. I do not think we had any means, except the reports of deserters of
some weeks previous, and persons who had been there. It was then reported
, pretty generally that the previous garrison of Fort Fisher had gone down to
Georgia to oppose General Sherman, and that the probable garrison in Fort
Fisher was very small. I never heard any esti):nate of the number of men in it
until we went there to attack it. It was then supposed that there were about
700 men there. Thn.t is what we supposed in the fleet, without absolutely
knowing anything about it.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Will you now go on and give the particulars of the second attack?
Answer. I was sent away for a time, and when I got back to Beaufort, and
found everything ready to start, we left Beaufort, the whole force together,
army and navy, and steamed down and anchored within about ten miles of Fort
Fisher. The next morning we all got under way. The division of vessels that
was selected to cover the landing of the troops ran close in and shelled the
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woods. The transports came up and took their position. At nine o'clock
the boats of the division were engaged in landing troops. I had it under my
supervision for the greater portion of the time. I know that at three o'clock in
the afternoon the last provision and the last man of the command which General Terry brought there were landed on shore. I was quite surprised myself
at its having been done so soon. The surf was heavier in the morning of that
day than it was at any time during the first expedition, except when the southerly storm arose. Everything seemed to betoken great energy on the part of
General Terry, and in the way the men went to work in every respect. As
soon as they got ashore we saw them organize into proper bodies and march off,
and in a short time afterwards we found out that General Terry had thrown up
a line of defensive works across the point, and had captured a small steamer.
While the boats were engaged in landing the troops, the admiral sent the ironclads up to attack the fort. They went up and continued the attack until about
four o'clock in the evening, when some of the other vessels went up and joined
in the attack. The whole fleet was not engaged in the attack on that day.
The next day nearly all 'the fleet was engaged in bombarding the fort. The
day after that General Terry sent off word that he proposed to assault the fort
at two o'clock in the afternoon. The admiral proposed to send some sailors
and marines ashore to co-operate with him, and to attack the sea face while he
attacked the land face. The sailors were landed abo"Q.t ten o'clock, and were
formed and moved up to within about a mile of the works. r.rhere they wert'
all covered. I had command of them. I went to General Terry to see what
signals we should agree upon, for we could not see each other from where our
forces were. He told me that he would send me word when he was ready, and
that after that I must be guided in my movements by his, and must keep watch
the best way I could. Our men were engaged in digging rifle-pits and marching up as close to the fort as they could. About three o'clock General Arne:::;
seut me word that he was ready with his men, and about to make the assault.
I moved my men stiU closer up, and got them within, I should think, about 600
yards of the fort. About three o'clock, I should think, I saw some guidons
planted on the northeast corner of the works. I then gave the order for the
sailors and marines to advance. They did so until, I should think, they got
within about fifty yards of the fort, when the marines who were to have covered
the sailors in the assault failing to come up and clear the parapets by the fire
of their muskets, the sailors were unable to advance any further. A great many
of them were killed and wounded on that spot. l!'~inally the rest turned around
and ran. About sunset that evening I got away from there, and found that
General 'J.1erry had requested that our men should occupy the lines of some of
his troops, which he had been obliged to take to re-enforce his storming party,
that was still fighting in the fort. The sailors and marines did occupy those
lines. About two o'clock we got the news of the capture of the fort, and shortly
afterwards the troops returned and took their places in the lines, and the sailors
and marines re-embarked. There was not a gun fired by the enemy on that
land face during that forenoon, while we were on the beach and exposed to them,
witl~ the exception of two little field-pieces, which were covered from the fire of
the fleet, and which were intended to sweep the front face of the palisades; they
were fired several times. There was no damage done to any of us; I do not
know what damage may have been done to the army by them.
Question. Do you know the condition of the guns in the fort at the time the
assault was commenced 1
Answer. All on the land face were disabled, with the exception of one 30pounder Parrott. The two little pieces I have spoken of were not mounted on
the fort itself, but were mounted in front of the ditch, and were intended to sweep
the face of the stockade; they were mounted near the sally-port; and the car-
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riages of those guns were in such a condition that they would not have stood
any protracted firing. rrhey would have done well enough, I suppose, to resist
an assault ; but they could not be manned even for that purpose.
Question. How did the effect of the second bombardment compare with the
first, particularly upon the guns of the fort 1
·
Answer. At the time of the first bombardment you could hardly say that we
had got regularly to work at all. The first bombardment amounted to about
what had been done to the fort previous to the last day of the second bombarfl.ment. During the first bombardment there was no one time when the whole
force of the fleet was brought to bear upon the fort. There were no dirActions
from the admiral to dismount the guns, as there were at the second bombarnment. The army laid great stress, the first time, upon the guns of the fort being still in position; but the admiral did not pay much attention to that,
because he knew he could keep.the gunners away from them so that they could
not serve them. But they laid such a stress upon the guns being still in position that at the second bombardment the admiral gave orders to the vessels to
fire at the guns. Afterwards General 'rerry requestea him to fire at the palisades and cut them down, which he did. They were cut down very much, so
as to enable the troops to get in without a great deal of opposition. There
seemed to be a most cordial co-operation and understanding between General
Terry and Admiral Porter all the time ; so there was on the first expedition, so
far as the officers of the two branches of the service were concerned--:perfect
good feeling and good understanding. I never heard any other opinion expressed
by any one.
Question. Do you know what the strength of the garrison was at the time of
the second attack 1
Answer. I do not know what it was when we first got there; but there were
about 2,300 prisoners captured in the fort and in the work adjacent, and some
few had escaped. The garrison was very much re-enforced over what it was
before.
Question. How many men were ·necessary to thoroughly garrison that fort 1
Answer. I have no idea; I am no judge of such matters. The force that
was there was the greatest abundance in the world to garrison such a place, I
should suppose. I heard army officers talking about it after it was taken, and
they said they thought they could take a thousand men and defend that fort
against any force in the world that could be brought against it. I have heard
a great many say that.
Question. Since it was captured 1
Answer. Yes,•sir; that they could take a thousand men and defend that fort
against any land force that could be brought against it in an assault.
Question. Did they mean that they could hold it against a combined attack
of land and naval forces 1
Answer. I did not understand them in that way. I understood that they
.could hold it against any assaulting party in the world. It was often said there,
''Suppose the rebels should be re-enforced and drive you back 1" and all that
sort of thing; and I heard a great many say~ "Well, with a thousand men we
could hold :E'ort Fisher against any force." They had made some different arrangements in it, though, from what the rebels had-dug rifle-pits and one
thing and another.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What number of men had General ~rerry under his command 1
Answer. I do not know exactly; but I heard it reported that he had the
same force that General Butler had had, with a brigade in addition, making
about 8,0CO men; perhaps 8,500.
.
Question. What number of sailors and marines co-operated in the assault 1
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Answer. About 2,000; ahout 1,600 seamen and 400 marines.
Question. What number of men were in the fort 1
Answer. I do not know of my own knowledge. I heard it said that the rebel
Colonel Lamb told a naval officer that he had supposed the naval assault was
the main assault; that he had 750 men to resist the attack of the army, and
750 men to resist the attack of the navy; and that, suppot~ing the navy was
the main assaulting party, he had called 250 men from the other party to resist
the naval assault, making a thousand men in that part of the fort. That would
make it that he had 1,500 men in the works.
Question. Have you any means of knowing that the enemy's force in the
fort was larger at the time of the second bombardment than it was at the time
of the first 1
Answer. We supposed so, because there were two steamers seen bringing
troops to the fort, and, during the assault, some of the vessels saw troops marching across the plain between Fort Fisher and the mound, as it is termed, to reenforce the fort; not any very large body, however.
Question. The fleet bombarded .1!-,ort .1!-,isher for two days before the assault
was made by General Terry 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know whether any guns were disabled by that bombardment
Answer. Yes, sir; I think tl1ey had seventeen guns on the land face, and
that all but two were disabled.
Question. w'hat means had you of knowing that 1
Answer. We did not know it when we made the assault. A great many of
them looked as if they were in first-rate order. There were a number that were
up-ended and slewed around, which we knew were disabled. We estimated
that there were eight of them disabled; the 1·est of them we thought were in
serviceable condition; but we found, when the place was taken, that all but
one or two were disabled.
Question. How was it on the sea-face 1
Answer. I do not think there were more than one or two guns disabled there.
rrhey had been struck ; but I do not think there were more than one or two
out of five that were disabled.
Question. Was the fire of the fleet as effective in the second assault as in the
first, and keeping off the gunners 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. It was utterly impossible for the men of the fort to man the guns
at the time the assault was made 1
Answer. Yes, sir; not at the moment the assault was made, but previous to
the assault. When the assault was made the fleet stopped firing, and that gave
the garrison an opportunity to come out, but the'ir guns were disabled; still
they could not have manned them if they had not been disabled, for our sharpshooters were too close to them. All the time we were on the land trying to
get up to the parapet. They had an 8-inch gun pointed to sweep down it. It
was loaded with grape and canister. They did not fire it; I do not know why.
Question. How long did the fighting continue in the fort after the assault
was commenced 1
Answer. As far as the sailors were concerned, the fighting was all over in
fifteen minutes. '.rhey made a rush, and got, I think, within about 50 yards of
the fort, and then had to give it up. I suppose that 200 of them were kept
within the line of the enemy's fire; but they dug holes in the sand and remained there until after dark, and then they came back.
Questiou. How was the assault of the sailors repulsed 1
Answer. By small arms. The sailors were armed principally with cutlasses
and small arms. The intention was, that the marines should take the ad vance,
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and act as sharpshooters to keep the garrison from the parapet, and the sailors
were to rush over it into the fort. But the marines did not go up close enough ;
and for that reason, when the sailors got up, they had nothing to enable them
to make any kind of defence, and they could not clear the parapets.
Question. And in the course of fifteen minutes they were compelled to retire 1
Answer. Yes, sir; in less time than that.
Question. And in the mean time the troops of the army had made a lodgement 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And how long did they continue fighting in the fort 1
Answer. From about half past three until ten o'clock at night.
Question. How many men were engaged in the assault on the land side 1
Answer. There were three brigades, which averaged, I suppose, about 1,500
to a brigade; I do not think they averaged more than that. In addition to
them there were some 300 or 400 men as sharpshooters. That I do not know
positively, but it is according to the best means of information I have.
Question. What was the loss on each side, as near as you can tell1
Answer. The loss in the army was 700 and odd, killed and wounded. In
the navy it was 304, which included the casualties on board the fleet, amounting to about twenty.
Question. What was the enemy's loss in killed and wounded 1
Answer. I heard it estim;:tted at about ~100. · But an explosion took place
there which covered everything up in the debris. I doubt that many of them
were exhumed. They were found wounded in the casemates. But all that
information can be got at; I do not know it myself. I heard the enemy's loss
in killed and wounded spoken of as between 300 and 400.
Question. What number of men of General Butler's command landed there
at the time of the first bombardment were actually on shore 1
Answer. I was not present there; I was with the fleet at the time. I was
told that 3,000 men had got on shore, but that the 2d brigade had scarcely
got on the beach before they were ordered to go back to their boats again; and
some of them had not even landed.
Question. General Terry landed all his men 1
Answer. Yes, sir; every one of them, and the next day his guns were
landed; but he had very few guns.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. How nearly was your ammunition expended at the time the first
'bombardment ceased 1
Answer. I should think we had left one day's allowance for rapid firing; but
I will not be positive about that. But judging f10m the subsequent bombardment, and what I have heard generally, I should judge we had enough to have
continued the bombardment another day.
Question. From what point could you have supplied yourselves with ammunition ?
Answer. From Beaufort.
Question. How long would it »ave taken 1
Answer. Beaufort is 60 miles from l!-,ort Fisher. A steamer would go there
in 6 hours and bring back a vessel in 10 hours more; within 24 hours the fleet
could have been entii·ely resupplied. The ammunition was in vessels lying in
Beaufort harbor. All that was necessary was to send a steamer there for the
vessels as we wanteJ them, as we did afterwards, at the second bombardment.
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NAVY DEPARTMENT, February 2, 1865.
Sm: Your letter of the ~5th ultimo, requesting, on behalf of the Committee
on the Conduct of the War, to be furnished "with copies of all. the correspondence between the Navy Department and Admiral Porter in relation to the
several expeditions against the defences of Wilmington, North Carolina, both
in relation to the preparation and execution of the expedition," was duly received.
I have the honor herewith to transmit copies of the correspondence called
for. The preliminary orders for the reduction of the defences of Wilmington
were given to Vice-Admiral Farragut on the 5th of September last, but in consequence of impaired health that officer was unable to assume the duty. These
orders, copies of which are given, were subsequently transferred to Rear-Admiral Porter, to whom the expedition was confided. Instructions and detailed
arrangements were communicated in personal interviews, which are not matters
of record, but which have been carried into effect.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GIDEON WELLES,
Serretary of the Nacy.
Hon. B. F. WADE,
Chairman Committee on the Conduct of the War.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Washington, September 5, 1364.
SIR: It has been the endeavor of the Navy Department, since the winter of
1862, to get the consent of the War Department to a joint attack upon the
defences of Cape Fear river, but they have decided that no troops could be
spared for the operation. Lieutenant General Grant has recently given the
subject his attention, and thinks an army force can be spared, and ready to move,
by the first day of October. Upon consultation, he is of the opinion that the
best results will follow the landing of a large force, under the guns of the navy,
on the open beach north of New inlet, to take possession and intrench across to
Cape Fear river, the navy to open such fire as is possible upon the works on
Federal Point, in conjunction with the army, and, at the same time, such force
as can run the batteries to do so, and thus isolate the rebels. At ordinary high
water, the chart gives twelve feet on New Inlet bar, but Lieutenant Cushing,
who has sounded it, says there is fourteen; this, however, requires verification.
The double-enders and small screw gunboats are the only wooden vessels that
can go in, and possibly the monitors of the Passaic class.
The lieutenant general considers that much of the success of this plan will
depend on its secrecy; and it i.s agreed that most of the naval force shall
assemble at Port Royal, and indications be thrown out that a naval attack is meditated upon Charleston.
You are selected to command the naval force, and you will endeavor to be at
Port Royal by the latter part of September, where further orders will await
you. Bring with you to the rendezvous at Port Royal all such vessels and
officers as can be spared from the West Gulf squadron without impairing its
necessary efficiency, and when you leave turn over the command of the squadron
to the officer next in rank to yourself until the pleasure of the department shall
be known.
I send you by this mail a sketch showing our present knowledge of the
ground. Fort Fisher is a casemated work of sand. All the others are two and
four gun batteries en barbette. There is one iron-clad finished in the river and
in commission.
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The Colorado, Wabash, Minnesota, New Ironsides, Susquehanna, Canandaigua, Juniata, about a dozen of the double-enders and screw gunboats, three or
four monitors of the Passaic class, one light-draught monitor, one new doubleturreted monitor built of wood at the Boston navy yard, and the whole of
Acting Rear-Admiral Lee's squadron, besides such vessels as you may bring
up from the Gulf, are at your disposal.
lf the captured 'J.1ennessee is brought around to Port Royal, it will relieve a
monitor there, and then she can be brought to Philadelphia and coppered and
put in thorough repair.
'I'he department will thank you to indicate your views and wishes in regard
to the matter, and authorizes you to call for any or all of the naval force available at that time to the department. The operation is an important one as
closing the last port of the rebels, and destroying theil"credit abroad; by preventing the exportation of cotton, as well as preventing the reception of munitions
and supplies from abroad.
'l~he whole subject is committed to your hands, so far as this department isconcerned, in the confident expectation that success may attend our arms.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy.
Rear-Admiral D. G. FARRAGUT,
Commanding W. G. B. Squadron, 1Wobile bay.

•
NAVY

D~<;PARTM!1NT,

October 28, 1864.
SIR: You are aware that, owing to shoal water at the mouth of the Cape
Fear river, a purely naval attack cannot be undertaken against Wilmington."
Had there been water enough for our broadside ships of the Hart£ord class, the
naval attacks of New Orleans, Mobile, and Port Royal would have been repeated
there. I have, as you are aware, often pressed upon the War Departm~nt the
importance of capturing Wilmington, and urged upon the military authorities of
undertaking a joint operation against the defences of Cape Fear river, but unt!l
recently there never seems to have been a period when the department was in a
condition to entertain the subject.
r_r:wo months ago it was arranged that an attack should be made on the 1st
of October, but subsequently postponed to the 15th, and the naval force bas
been 1·eady since the 15th instant, in accordance with that agreement. One.
hundred and fifty vessels-of-war now form the North Atlantic squadron. The
command, first offered to Rear-Admiral Farragut, but declined by him, has been
given to Rear-Admiral Porter. Every other sqnad1on has been depleted and
vessels detached from other duty to strengthen this expedition. '11 he vessels
are concentrated at Hampton roads and Beaufort, where they remain-an immense force lying idle, awaiting the movements of the army. The detention
of so many vessels from blockade and cruising duty is a most serious injury to
the public service ; and if the expedition cannot go forward for want of troops,
I desire to be notified, so that the ships may be relieved and dispersed for other
service.
The importance of closing Wilmington is so well understood by you that I
refrain from presenting any new arguments. I am aware of the anxiety of
yourself, and of the disposition of the War Department to render all the aid in
its power. 'l,he cause of the delay is not from the want of a proper conception
o£ the importance of the subject; but the season for naval coast operations will
soon be gone. General Bragg has been sent from Richmond to Wilmington to
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prepare for the attack; and the autumn weather, so favorable for such an expedition, is fast passing away. The public expect this attack, and the country
will be distressed if it be not made. To procrastinate much longer will be to
peril its success. Of the obstacles which delay or prevent military co-operation
at once I cannot judge; but the delay is becoming exceedingly embarrassing to
this department, and the importance of having the military authorities impressed
with the necessity of speedy action has prompted this communication to you.
I have the honor to be, &c.,
GIDEON WELLES.
The PRESIDENT.

[Telegram in cipher.]

FoRT MoNROE, VA.,
December 13, 1864.-1.30 p. m.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES; Secretary qf tlte Navy:

I shall leave here for Beaufort in an hour.
D. D. PORTER,
Re'ar-Admiral.
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQ.uAnRoN, U. S. FLAGSHIP MALVERN,
Qff lVilmington, December 24, 1864.
SIR : I have the honor to inform you that I attacked the forts at the mouth
of the Cape Fear river this morning at 12.30, and after getting the ships in
position, l:lilenced it in about an hour and a half, there being no troops here to
take possession. I am merely firing at it now to keep up practice. The forts are
nearly demolished, and as soon as troops come we can take possession; we
have set them on fire; blown some of them up, and all that is wanted now is
troops to land to go into them.
I suppose General Butler will be here in the morning. We have had very
heavy gales here, which tugs, monitors and all rode out at their anchors. The
transports have gone into Beaufort, North Carolina.
I am, siij very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admtral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLS,
S tc'l'etary riftlte Navy, TVasltinglon, D. C.

FLAGSHIP MALVERN,
Off New Inlet, North Ca'rolina, December 26, 1864.
SIR : I have the honor to forward with this a somewhat detailed report of
the two engagements with :&art Fisher and the surrounding works.
We attacked with the whole fleet on the 24th instant, and silenced every
gun in a very short time.
On the 25th instant we again took up our position, within a mile of the fort,
(~he iron vessels within twelve hundred (1,200) yards) without a shot being
fired at us; shelled it all day, with now and then a shot from the rebels, and
·stopped firing after sunset.
The army landed and re-embarked, considering it impracticable to assault the
place.
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I shall remain here and keep shelling the enemy's works on every occa&ion
whenever the weather will permit.
·
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. POR'TER,
Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Sec'retm·y qfthe Navy, Washington, D. C.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQ~TADRON,

U.

S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

At sea, qff New Inlet, North Carolina, DecembeT 26, 1864-.
SIR : I was in hopes I should have been able to present to the nation l!,ort
lnsher and surrounding works as a Christmas offering, but I am sorry to say it
has not been taken yet.
I attacked it on the 24-th instant with the Ironsides, Canonicus, Mahopac,
l\fonadnock, Minnesota, Colorado, Mohican, Tuscarora, Wabash, Susquehanna,
Brooklyn, Powhatan, Juniata, Seneca, Shenandoah, Pawtuxet, Ticonderoga,
1\'Iackinaw, Maumee, Yantic, Kansas, Iosco, Quaker City, Monticello, Rhode
Island, Sassacus, Chippewa, Osceola, '.racony, Pontoosuc, Santiago de Cuba,
1!-,ort Jackson, and Vanderbilt, having a reserve of small vessels consiating of
the Aries, Howquah, Wilderness, Cherokee, A. D. Vance, Anemone, Eolus, Gettysburg, Alabama, Keystone State, Banshee, Emma, Lillian, Tristram Shandy,
Britannia, Governor Buckingham, and N ansemond.
Previous to making the attack, a torpedo on a large scale, with ~n amount of
powder on board supposed to be sufficient to explode the powder magazines of
the fort, was prepared with great care and placed under the command of Com- ,
mander A. C. Rhind, who had associated with him on this perilous service Lieutenant S. W. Preston, Second Assistant Engineer A. T. E. Mullan, of the
United States steamer Agawam, and Acting Master's Mate Paul Boyden, and
seven men. So much had been said and written about the terrible effects of
gunpowder in an explosion that happened lately in England, that great results
were expected from this novel mode of making war. Everything that ingenuity
could devise was adopted to make the experiment a success.
'l~he vessel was brought around from Norfolk with great care and without
accident, in tow of the United States steamer Sassacus, Lieutenant Commander
J. L. Davis, who directed his whole attention to the matter in had, and though
he experienced some bad weather and lost one of his rudders, he took her safely
into Beaufort, where we filled her up with powder, and perfected all the machinery for blowing her up. General Butler had arrived at the rendezvous
before us, and I hastened matters all that I could, so that no unnecessary delay
might be laid to my charge.
On the 18th instant I sailed from Beaufort with all the monitors, New Ironsides, and small vessels, including the Louisiana, disguised as a blockade runner,
for the rendezvous twenty miles east of New inlet, North Carolina, and found
all the larger vessels and transports assembled there, the wind blowing light
from the northeast. On the 20th a heavy gale set in from the southwest, and
not being able to make a port without scattering all the vessels, I determined
to ride it out, which I did, without any accident of any kind except the loss of
a few anchors, the monitors and all behaving beautifully.
Only two vessels went to sea to avoid the gale, and fared no better than those
at anchor. The transports, being short of water, put into Beaufort, North Carolina, and were not suitable for riding out at anchor such heavy weather.
After the southwester the wind chopped around to the westward and gave us
a beautiful spell of weather, which I could not afford to lose, and the transports
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with the troops not making their appearance, I determined to take advantage of
it and attack Fort Fisher and its outworks.

On the 23d I directed Commander Rhind to proceed and explode the vessel
right under the walls of Fort Fisher, Mr. Bradford, of the Coast Survey, having
gone in at night and ascertained that we could place a vessel of seven feet
draug·ht right on the edge of the beach; Lieutenant R. H. Lamson, commanding
Gettysburg, volunteered to go in in the Wilderness, Acting Master Henry Avery
in command, and tow the Louisiana into position, having assisted in the gale in
taking care of the Louisiana after she and the Nansemond (the vessel having
her in tow) had lost all their anchors.
At half-past ten p.m. the powder-vessel started in towards the bar and was
towed by the Wilderness until the embrasures of Fort Fisher were plainly in
sight. The Wilderness then cast off and the Louisiana proceeded under steam
until within two hundred yards from the beach and about four hundred from
·
the fort.
Commander Rhind anchored her securely there and coolly went to work to
make all his arrangements to blow her up. This he wa~ enabled to do owing
to a blockade runner going in right ahead of him, the forts making the blockade
runner signals, which they also did to the Louisiana.
The gallant party, after coolly malcing all their arrangements for the explosion, left the vessel, the last thing they did being to set her on fire under
the cabin. Then taking to their boats, they made their escape off to the Wilderness, lying close by. The Wilderness then put off shore with good speed, to
a':oid any ill effects that might happen from the explosion. At forty-five
mmutes past one of the morning of the 24th the explosion took place, and the
shock was nothing like so severe as was expected. It shook the vessel some,
and broke one or two glasses, but nothing more.
At daylight, on the 24th, the fleet got under way, and stood in, in line of
battle. At 11.30 a. m. the signal was made to engage the forts, the Ironsides
leading, and the Monadnock, Canonicus and Mahopac following. The Ironsides
took her position in the most beautiful and seamanlike manner, got her spring
out, and opened deliberate fire on the fort, which was firing at her with all its
guns, which did not seem numerous in the northeast face, though we counted
what appeared to be seventeen guns; but four or five of these were fired from
that direction, and they were silenced almost as soon as the Ironsides opened
her terrific battery.
rr~he Minnesota then took her position in handsome style, and her guns, after
gettmg the range; were fired with rapidity, while the Mohican, Colorado, and
the large vessels marked on the plan, got to their stations, all firing to cover
themselves while anchoring. By the time the last of the large vessels anchored
an.d got their batteries into play, but one or two guns of the enemy were fired,
this ''feu d'enfe'r " driving them all to their bomb-proofs.
The small gunboats Kansas, Unadilla, Pequot, Seneca, Pontoosuc, Yantic,.
and Huron took positions to the northward and eastward of the monitors,
and enfilading the works.
.
The Shenandoah, Ticonderoga, Mackinaw, 1,acony, and Vanderbilt took
effective positions as marked on the chart, and added their fire to that already
begun.
The Santiago de Cuba, Fort Jackson, Osceola, Chippewa, Sassacus, Rhode
Island, Monticello, Quaker City, and Iosco dropped into position according to
order, and the battle became general. In one hour and fifteen minutes after the
first shot was fired not a shot came from the fort. "rwo magazines had been
blown up by our shells, and the fort set on fire in several places; and such a
torrent of missiles were falling into and bursting over it that it was impossible
for anything human to stand it. Finding that the batteries were silenced completely, I directed the ships to keep up a moderate fire in hopes of attracting the
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attention of the transports and bringing them in. At sunset General Butler
came in, in his flag-ship, with a few transports, (the rest not having arrived from
Beaufort.)
Being too late to do anything more, I signalled the fleet to retire for the night
for a safe anchorage, which they did without being molested by the enemy.
There were some mistakes made this day when the vessels went in to take
position. My plan of battle being based on accurate calculation, and made from
information to be relied on, was placed in the hands of each commander, and it
seemed impossible to go astray if it was strictly followed.
I required those vessels that h~d not followed it closely to get under way and
assume their proper positions, which was done promptly and without confusion.
The vessels were placed somewhat nearer to the works and were able to throw
in their shell, which were before falling into the water.
One or two leading vessels having made the mistake of anchoring too far off,
·caused those coming after them to commit a like error; but when they all got into
place, and commenced work in earnest, the shower of shell (115 per minute) was
irresistible. So quickly were the enemy's guns sile1tced that not an officer or
man was injured. I regret, however, to have to report some severe casualties
by the bursting of 1 00-pounder Parrott cannon.
One burst on board the 'l,iconderoga, killing six of the crew, and wounding
seven others. Another burst on board the Yantic, killing one officer and two
men. Another on the Juniata, killing two officers, and wounding and killing
ten others. Another on the Mackinaw, killing one officer, and wounding five
others (men.) Another on the Quaker City, wounding, I believe, two or three.
Another on the Susquehanna, killing and wounding seven, I think.
'The bursting of the guns (six in all) much disconcerted the crews of the vessels when the accident happened, and gave one and all a great distrust of the
Parrott 100-pounders, and (as subsequent events proved) they were unfit for
service, and calculated to kill more of our men than those of the enemy.
Some of the vessels were struck once or twice. The Mackinaw had her boiler
perforated with a shell, and ten or twelve persons were badly scalded.
The Osceola was struck with a shell near her magazine, and was at one time
in a sinking condition; but her efficient commander stopped up the leak, while
the Mackinaw fought out the battle, notwithstanding the damage she received.
The Yantic was the only vessel that left the line to report damages.
Commander J no. Guest, at the east end of the line, showed his usual intelligence
in selecting his position and directing his fire. Twice his guns cut down the flagstaff on the Mound battery, and he silenced the guns there in a very short time,
the Keystone State and Quaker City co-operating effectively.
Lieutenaut Commander J. R. Davis, with both rudders disabled, got his vessel, the Sassacus, into close action, and assisted materially in silencing the
works ; and the Santiago de Cuba and :E'ort Jackson took such positions as
.they could get, (owing to other vessels not forming proper lines and throwing
them out of place,) and foug·ht their guns well. The taking of a new position
while under fire, by the Brooklyn and Colorado, was a beautiful sight, and
when they got into place both ships delivered a fire that nothing could withstand.
The Brooklyn well sustained her proud name under her present commander,
Captain James Alden; and the Colorado gave evidence that her commander,
Commodore H. K. Thatcher, fully understood the duties of his position. The
Susqueha.nna was most effective in her fire, and was fortunate enough to obtain
the right position, though much bothered by a vessel near her that had not
found her right place.
The Mohican went into battle gallantly and fired rapidly and with effect, and
when the Powhatan, Ticonderoga and Shenand~ah got into their positions they
did good service. The Pawtuxet fell handsomely into line, and did good ser-
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vice with the rest, and the Vanderbilt took position near the Minnesota, and
threw in a splendid fire. 'l,he firing of the monitors was excellent, and when
their shells struck great damage was done, and the little gunboats that covered
them kept up a fire sufficient to disconcert the enemy's aim.
The rebels fired no more after the vessels all opened on them, except a few
shots from the mound and upper batteries, which the Iosco and consorts soon
silenced.
Our men were at work at the guns five hours, and glad to get a little rest.
They came out of action with rather a contempt for rebel batteries, and anxious
to renew the battle in the morning.
On the 25th (Christmas) all the transports had arrived, and General Butler
sent General Weitzel to see me and arrange the programme for the day . It was
decided that we should attack the forts again, while the army landed and
assalted them, if possible, under our heavy fire.
I sent seventeen gunboats, under command of Captain 0. S. Gl-isson, to cover
the troops and assist with their boats in landing the soldiers. Finding the
smaller vessels kept too far from the beach, which was quite bold, I sent in the
Brooklyn to set them an example, which that vessel did, relying, as every commander should, on the information I gave him in relation to the soundings. 'l,o
this number were added all the small vessels that were covering the coast along;
and finally I sent some eight or nine vessels, that were acting under Commander
Guest in endeavoring to find a way ac:wss the bar. 'l,his gave a hundred small
boats to land the troops with. Besides those, the army was already provided
with about twenty more.
At 7 a. m. on the 25th I made signal to get under way and form in line of
battle, which was quickly done. The order to attack was given, and the Ironsides took position in her usual handsome style, the monitors following close
after her. All the vessels followed according to order, and took position without a shot being fired at them, excepting a few shots fired at the four last vessels that got into line.
The firing this day was slow, only sufficient to amuse the enemy while the
army landed, which they were doing five miles to the eastward of the fleet.
I suppose about three thousand men had landed, when I was notified they
were re-embarking.
I could see our soldiers near the forts reconnoitring and sharpshooting, and
was in hopes an assault was deemed practicable.
General Weitzel in person was making observations about six hunered yards
off, and the troops were in and around the works. One gallant officer, whose
name I do not kuow, went on the parapet and brought away the rebel flag we
had knocked down. A soldier went into the works and led out a horse, killing the ordedy mounted on him, and taking his despatches from the body.
Another soldier fired his musket into the bomb-proof among the rebels, and
eight or ten others who had ventured near the forts were wounded by our
shells.
As the ammunition gave out the vessels retired from action, and the ironclads and Minnesota, Colorado, and Susquehanna were ordered to open rapidly,
which they did with such effect that it seemed to tear the works to pieces. We
drew off at sunset, leaving the iron-clads to fire through the night, expecting
the troops would attack in the morning, when we would commence again. r
received word from General Weitzel informing me that it was impracticable to
assault, and I herewith enclose a letter from General Butler assigning his reasons for withdrawing the troops. I also enclose my answer.
In the bombardment of the 25th the men were engaged firing slowly for seven
hours. The rebels kept a couple of guus on the upper batteries firing on the
vessels, hitting some of them several times without doing much damage. The
Wabash and Powhatan being within their range, the object seemed mainly to
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disable them, but a rapid fire soon closed them up. Everything was coolly and
systematically done throughout the day, and I witnessed some beautiful praetice.
The army commenaed landing about two o'clock, Gaptain Glisson, in the
Santiago de Cuba, having shelled Flag Pond battery to insure a safe landing,
and they commenced tore-embark about five o'clock, the weather coming on
thick and rainy. About a brigade were left on the beach during the night,
covered by the gunboats. As our troops landed, sixty-five rebel soldiers hoisted
the white flag and delivered themselves up, and were taken prisoners by the
seamen landing the troops, and conveyed to the Santiago de Cuba. Two hundred and eighteen more gave themselves up to the reconnoitring party, all being
desirous to quit the war.
I don't pretend to put my opinion in opposition to that of General Weitzel,
who is a thorough soldier and an able engineer, and whose business it is to
know more of assaulting than I do ; but I can't help thinking that it was worth
while to make the attempt after coming so far.
About 12 o'clock I sent in a detachment of double-enders, under Commander
John Guest, to see if I could effect an entrance through the channel. T'he
great number of wrecks in and about the bar has changed the whole formation,
and where the original channel was we found a shallow bar.
I sent Lieutenant W. B. Cushing in to sound and buoy out a channel if he
could find one, with orders to Commander Guest to drag for torpedoes and be
ready to run in by the buoys when ordered.
*
*
*
*
The examination was not at all satisfactory. A very narrow and crooked channel was partly made out and buoyed, but running so close to the upper forts
that boats could not work there.
Lieutenant Cushing went in in his boat as far as Zeke's island, but his researches would not justify my attempting the passage with six double-enders,
some of which had burst their rifled Parrott guns and injured many of their
men.
.
As it was getting late, and the troops were making slow progress in landing,
I withdrew the vessels and boats that were searching for the channel, and sent
them to help land the troops, otherwise we might have succeeded in buoying
it out, though it was a difficult thing for the boats to work under the fire of the
upper batteries.
One boat belonging to the Tacony was sunk by a shell, and a man had his
leg cut ofi. Still they stuck to their work until ordered to withdraw for other
duty. In conclusion, allow me to draw your attention to the conduct of Commander Rhind and Lieutenant Preston. They engaged in the most perilous
adventure that was, perhaps, ever undertaken, and though no material results
have taken place from the effects of the explosion, that we know of, still it was
not their fault.
As an incentive to others I beg leave to recommend them for promotion; also
that of Lieutenant R. H. Lamson, who piloted them in and brought them oft.
No one in the squadron considered that their lives would be saved, and Captain
Rhind and Lieutenant Preston had made an arrangement to sacrifice themselves
in case the vessel was boarded-a thing likely to happen.
I enclose herewith the report of Commander Rhind, with the names of the
gallant fellows who volunteered for this desperate service. Allow me also to
mention the name of Mr. Bradford, of the Coast Survey, who went in and
sounded out the place where the Louisiana was to go in, and has always patiently
performed every duty that he has been called on to carry out.
My thanks are due to Lieutenant Commander K. R. Breese, fleet captain, for
carrying about my orders to the fleet during the action, and for his geno1 al usefulness; to Lieutenant Commander H. A. Adams for his promptness iu supplying the fleet with ammunition. Lieutenant M. W. Sanders, signal officer, whose
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whole time was occupied in making signals, performed his duty well; and my
aids, Lieutenant S. W. 'l,erry and Lieutenant S. W. Preston, afforded me
valuable assistance.
I have not yet received a list of the casualties, but believe they are very few
from the enemy's guns. We had killed and wounded about forty-five persons
by the bursting of the Parrott guns. * * * *
I beg leave to suggest that no more be introduced into the service.
There is only one kind of firing (at close quarters) that is effective, and that
is from the 9, 10, and 11-inch guns; they cannot be equalled.
Until further orders I shall go on and hammer away at the fort, hoping that
in time the people in it will get tired and hand it over to us. It is a one-sided
business altogether, and in the course of time we must dismount their guns, if,
as General Weitzel says, we cannot "injure it as a defensive work. 'l_lhe
government may also think it of sufficient importance to undertake more serious
operations against these works.
An army of a few thousand men investing it would soon get into it, with the
aid of the navy. When smooth water permits I will go to work looking for a
channel over the bar, which has not yet been found to my satisfaction.
I must not omit to pay a tribute to the officers and crew of the monitorsriding out heavy gales on an open coast without murmuring or complaining of
the want of comfort, which must have been very serious. 'rhey have shown a
degree of fortitude and perseverance seldom witnessed. Equally brave in battle,
they take the closest work with pleasure, and the effect of their shells is terrific.
'rhe following ~re the names of the commanders, and I hope I shall ever keep
them under my command :
Commander E. G. Parrott, commanding Monadnock; Commander E. R. Calhoun, commanding Saugus ; Lieutenant George E. Belknap, commanding Oanonicus ; Lieutenant Commander E. E. Potter, commanding Mahopac.
There are about one thousand men left on shore by the army who have not
been got off yet on account of the surf on the beach. 'l_lhese will be got off in
the morning, and the soldiers will then be sent home.
I enclose general order for the attack.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admi1·al.
Ron. GmEo~ WELLES,
Secretary q_f tlte Navy.

[General Orders, No. 70.]

U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALYER~,
Hampton Roads, December 10, 1864.
The chart plan of the proposed attack on the batteries of the enemy at New
inlet, mouth of Cape Fear 1·iver, will explain itself, but the order of taking
position is as follows :
It is first proposed to endeavor to paralyze the garrison by an. explosion, all
the vessels 1·emaining twelve miles out from the bar, and the troops in transports twelve miles down the coast, ready to steam up and be prepared to take
the works by assault in case the latter are disabled.
At a given signal all the bar vessels will run off shore twelve miles, when '
the vessel with powder will go in under the forts. When the explosion takes
place all the vessels will stand in shore in the order marked on the plan.
The New Ironsides will steam along shore, coming from the eastward, until
the flagstaff on }.,art Fisher bears southwest by west half west, and anchor
(chain ready to slip) with her broadside bearing on the largest of the enemy's
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQuADRON,
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works and open fire without delay. 'rhe monitors will come up astern, anchoring not more than one-length apart directly in line along the shore, leaving space
only for a gunboat to lie outside of them, and fire between them or over them.
The New Ironsides and monitors will lie in not less than three and a half fathoms water, which will place them about three-fourths of a mile from Fort Fisher,
and a little over a quarter of a mile from the beach.
In the mean time the large ships wHl lie formed in line of battle to the eastward of ·the iron-clads, and heading parallel with the land in a south half west
course in five fathoms water.
When the signal is made to "take position," the Minnesota (the sternmost
vessel) will go ahead slowly and anchor about a mile from l!.,ort Fisher, opening
fire the moment she passes the New Ironsides, and anchoring so that her stern
gun will fire just clear of that vessel. The Mohican will then anchor ahead
of the Minnesota, Colorado ahead of Mohican, Tuscarora ahead of Colorado,
Wabash ahead of Tuscarora, Susquehanna ahead of Wabash, Brooklyn ahead
of Susquehanna, Powhatan ahead of Brooklyn, Juniata ahead of Powhatan,
with their cables ready to slip, and with not more than fifteen fathoms of chain,
the fifteen-fathom shackle inside the hawse-hole.
The Seneca, Shenandoah, Pawtuxet, Ticonderoga, Mackinaw, Maumee, Yantic
and Kansas will take their positions between and outside the different vessels
as marked on the plan, anchoring with their cables ready to slip.
When the large ships and intermediate ones get fairly into position the Nyack,
Unadilla, Huron and Pequot will take position between and outside the monitors,
in the order marked on the plan, keeping up a rapid fire while the monitors are
loading.
The following vessels will next take their positions as marked on the plan :
Commencing with the Fort Jackson, which vessel will anchor ahead of the
Juniata, leaving a space between of three lengths, Santiago de Cuba, 'l'acony,
Osceola, Chippewa, Sassacus, Maratanza, Rhode Island, Monticello, Mount
Vernon, Montgomery, R. R. Cuyler, Quaker City and Iosco, will pass on slowly,
commencing with the rear, until they form the line marked on the plan.
The reserves of each division will form a line, as per plan, out of gunshot,
ready to act as occasion may require.
This is the main plan of the battle. Circumstances may require some deviation from it, such as a partial attack (before going seriously to work) to feel
the enemy's strength, all of which will be regulated by sig·nal or by orders.
Great care and coolness will be required to drop the vessels in their right places,
and a too early commencement of fire on the part of those going into position
may create confusion.
As we know but little about the calibre and number of rebel guns, the vessels
must concentrate their fire on the heaviest batteries; but get the range before
firing rapidly. For instance, the large vessels and iron .. clads concentrate on
Fort Fisher, while the Vanderbilt, Fort Jackson, and the vessels in the line
with the Fort Jackson will open on the forts within their reach between Fort
:Fisher and the Mound.
All the reserve vessels will prepare to attack Zeke's Island battery by taking
a position where they can enfilade it, which is when the fort bears northwest.
Vessels drawing fourteen feet can go within a mile and three quarters with perfect safety and use their rifle guns with good effect. They can also reach the
forts on }.,ederal Point, and prevent their firing accurately on the other portions
of the fleet in closer range.
All the movements of the different lines will be made by sending orders in a
tug, as signals will not be seen in the smoke.
As it is desirable not to have superfluous directions, each commander will be
furnished with a plan, and the matter fully discussed, and points explained at
a general meeting of commanders.
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Vessels in distress and finding it necessary to retire from battle will steer out
southeast, excepting the headmost vessels, Iosco, Quaker City, R. R. Cuyler,
&c., which had better keep on southwest half south course, until they clear an
eight-foot shoal (at low water) outside of them.
It is not desirable that the vessels of the squadron should show themselves
to the enemy until the time comes for them to act, and they will keep off shore
about twenty-five miles, or far enough not to be seen, with New inlet bearing
west, in about the latitude of 33 56, longitude 77 20; that will be the rendezvous.
Commanders of divisions will assemble the vessels of their divisions, get them into
line, and keep them RO, each division being far enough from the other to allow them
to manreuvre without interfering. "\Vhen the signal is made or given to form
in line of battle, every vessel w,ll take her station in line according to the plan
on the chart, the first division forming first and the others dropping in in order.
As only low steam will be required, those vessels that can move and work
handily with ha1f their boilers will only use those on one side, keeping the
boilers (on the side near the enemy) full of water and without steam, with water
warm only, and ready to make steam in case of necessity.
Slow, deliberate firing is desirable; there will be smoke enough anyhow.
Rapid and indiscriminate firing will amount to little or nothing. I hope no shot
may be thrown away.
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admi1·al, Commanding N?rtl~ Atlantic Squad1·on.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT VIRGINIA AND

CAROLINA,
Deamber 25, 1864.
ADMIRAL : Upon landing the troops and making a thorough reconnaissance
of Fort :Fisher, both General "'\Veitzel and myself are fully of the opinion that
the place could not be carried by assault, as it was left substantially uninjured
as a defensive work by the navy fire. We found seventeen guns protected by
traverses, two only of which were dismounted, bearing up the beach and covering a strip of land, the only practicable route, not more than wide enough for
a thousand men in line of battle.
Having captured Flag-pond Hill battery, the garrison of which, sixty· five
men and two commissioned officers, were taken off by the navy, we also captured Half itfoon bctttery and seven officers and two hundred aml eighteen men
of the third .1:- orth Carolina Junior Reserves, including its commander, fi·om
whom I learned that a portion of Hoke's division, consisting of Kirkland's and
Haygood's brigades, had been sent from the lines before Richmond on Tuesday last, arriving at vVilmington Friday night.
General Weitzel advanced his skirmish line within fifty yards of the fort,
while the garrison was kept in their bomb-proofs by the fire of the navy, and so
closely that three or four men of the picket line ventured upon the parapet and
through the sallyport of the work, capturing a horse, which they brought of!',
killing the orderly, who was the bearer of a despatch from chief of artillery of
General \Vhiting to bring a light battery within the fort, and also brought away
from the parapet t.he flag of the fort.
rrhis was clone while the shells of the navy were falling about the heads of
the daring men who entered the work, and it was evident, as soon as the fire of
the navy ceased because of ' the darkness, that the fort was fully manned again
and opened with grape and canister upon our picket line.
Finding that nothing but the operations of a regular siege, which did not
come within my instructions, would reduce the fort, and in view of the threat·
ening aspect of the weather, wind rising from the southeast, rendering it imPart m--9
NoRTH
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posi!ible to make further landing through the surf, I caused the troops with their
prisoners to re-embark, and see nothing further thl:it can be done by the land
forces. I shall therefore sail for Hampton roads as soon as the transport fleet
can be got in order.
My engineers and officers report Fort Fish~r to me as substantially uninjured
as a defensive work.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
MojO'!· General, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. Blockading Sguadron.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALV~RN,
Off 1\..-ew Inlet, December 26, 1864.
GEN~RAL: I beg leave to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of this date
the substance of which was communicated to me by General Weitzel last night.
I have ordered the largest vessels to proceed off Beaufort and fill up with
ammunition, to be ready for another attack, in case it is decided to proceed with
this matter by making other arrangements.
We have not commenced firing rapidly yet, and could keep any rebels inside
from showing their heads until an assaulting column was within twenty yards
of the works.
I wish some more of your gallant fellows had followed the officer who took
the flag from the parapet, and the brave fellow who brought the horse out from
the fort .. I think they would have found it an easier conquest than is supposed.
I do not, however, pretend to place my opinion in opposition to General
Weitzel, whom I know to be an accomplished soldier and engineer, and whose
opinion has great weight with me.
I will look out that the troops are all off in safety. We will have a west
wind presently, and a smooth beach about three o'clock, when sufficient boats
will be sent for them.
'.rhe prisoners now on board the Santiago de Cuba will be delivered to the
nrovost marshal at Fortress Monroe, unless you wish to take them on board
one of the transports, which would be inconvenient just now.
I remain, general, respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Major General B. F. BuTLER,
Commanding, ~r:., ~c., ~·

u_ s.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON,
}..,LAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Off Wilmington, December 26, 1864.
ADMIRAL: I have the honor to make the following report of the special service assigned me in connexion with your attack on the defences at New inlet.
In obedience to your order of the 23d instant, the powder-boat was taken in
that night as near to Fort Fisher as possible, the di13tance reached being estimated by all officers present at from two hundred and fifty to three hundred
yards from the beach.
Owing to the night being perfectly clear it became necessary to anchor her
1here to prevent discovery by the enemy and consequent frustration of the plan.
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Had the night been obscure, she could have reached a point about one hundred
and fifty yards nearer.
The vessel, though having steam, was towed in and piloted by the "\Vilderness to a point within a short distance of her station, when the Wilderness
hauled off and remained near to take off the party from the powder-boat. The
arrangements and movements of the Wilderness were in charge of Lieutenant
R. H. Lamson, of the Gettysburg, assisted by Mr. J. S. Bradford, of the coast
survey, and Mr. Bowen, bar pilot-the local knowledge and judgment of these
gentlemen being of the greatest. service to me in perfecting all the arrangements
and carrying out the plan successfully. The party on board the Wilderness,
commanded by Acting Ensign H. Arey, shared with us whatever of risk or
danger attended the enterprise.
Our arrangements being completed, we started in from the station vessel-the
Kansas, Lieutenant Commander vV atmough-at about 10.30 p. m. At about
11.30 the Wilderness cast off the powder-boat and anchored, the latter steaming slowly ahead until she reached a point E. by N. -2- N. from Fort ~~isher, and
within three hundred yards of the beach. The wind was light off shore, and it
was expected the powder-boat would tend to the tide if anchored. The anchor
was accordingly let go, the fires hauled as well as possible, and the men put
into the boat. Lieutenant Preston and I then proceeded to light the fuzes and
fires. The latter were arranged by Second Assis~ant Engineer Mullan.
When all was fairly done, we observed that the vessel would not tail in shore,
and therefore let go another anchor with short scope. We then took to the
boat and reached the Wilderness in safety at precisely midnight, slipped her
anchor and steamed out at full speed, reaching in less than an hour a point about
twelve miles distant from the powder-boat, where we hov6 to and run our steam
down.
At precisely 1.40 a. m. the explosion took place, the shock being hardly felt,
and four distinct reports heard. What result was occasioned near the vessel
we can only estimate by the feeble fire of t:he forts next day. My opinion is ·
that, owing to the want of confinement and insufficient fusing of the mass, much
of the powder was blown away before ignition and its effect lost.
The fuzes were set, by the clocks, to one hour and a half, but the explosion
did not occur till twenty-two minutes after that time had elapsed, the after part
of the vessel being then enveloped in flames.
The following officers and men manned the powder-boat:
Commander A. C. Rhind; Lieutenant S. W. Preston; Second Assistant Engineer A. T. E. Mullan; Master's Mate Paul Boyden; Frank Lucas, coxswain;
1Villiam Garvin, captain forecastle; Charles J. Bibber, gunner's mate; J ohu
Neil, quarter gunner; Robert Montgomery, captain after-guard; James Roberts,
seaman; Uharles Hawkins, seaman; Dennis Conlan, seaman; James Sullivan,
ordinary seaman; William Hinnegan, second-class fireman; Charles Rice, coal
heaver.
The crew were all volunteers from my own ve:5se1, the Agawam.
The zeal, patience and endurance of officers and men were unsurpassed, and
I believe no officer could have been better supported. To Lieutenant Lamson,
Mr. Bradford, and the officers and men of the "\Vilderness, we are indebted for
the means of escape; and from the first start from Norfolk we have received
every desired assistance. The vessel wa::> towed to "\Vilmington bar by the
Sassacus, Lieutenant Commander J. L. Davis, who gave us at all times a cordial support. The rracony, Lieutenant Commander r:l,ruxton, sent us a relief
crew after the gale. Both vessels furnished us a boat.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. C.

TIHI~D,

Commander, U. S. J.V.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
(.ommanding Nortlt Atlantic Squadron.
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Report qf Commander J. C. Bemtmont, qf the U. S. steamer Mackinaw.
U~ITED STATES STEAMER MACK[~AW,

Beav:fort, N. C., December 31, 1864.
SIR: In obedience to your order of the 30th instant, I would respectfully

state, in addition to my report already rendered, regarding the part taken by
this vessel in the attack upon the rebel forts and batteries at New inlet, N. C.,
on the 2-:t:th and 25th instants, that the fire from the guns of the fleet under
your command was so rapid and effective as to paralyze and render feeble and
inefficient the fire of the enemy's batteries.
Feeling satisfied, from the effects of our fire, that a hearty co-operation on the
part of our ]and forces was only necessary to the complete success of the expedition, it was with great astonishment and mortification that I learned, on the
evening of the 25th instant, that they were being withdrawn.
I am happy to be able to say that on the above occasions all under my command cheerfully and zealously performed their duty.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. C. BEAUMONT, Commander.
Rear-Admiral DAvm D. PoRTER,
Commanding Nm·th Atlantic Squadron.

Report o.J Lieutenant Commander Watmouglz, qf the U. S. gunboat Kansas.
UNrTED STATES GuNBOAT KANSAS,

Beaufort, N. C., December 31, 1864.
ADMIRAL: I have the honor to subwit the following report of the part this
vessel took in the actions of the 24th and 25th instants against Fort Fisher:
Our position was along the beach to the northward of Fort Fisher, and distant
from the fort' from nineteen to twenty-three hundred yards. ':rhis vessel was
not struck, no1' any accident incurred other than the fracture of the 100-pounder,
careful and repeated impressions of the vent showing this fact.
'I'he fleet once in position, the fire from the fort was almost entirely suppressed, even with the most deliberate and limited fire from the fleet. It was
~vident to all that the rapid firing from three or four of the frigates, permitted
for a few minutes on the afternoon of the second day, did make it impossible for
the garrison to offer the least resistance to the approach of an assaulting column.
I witnessed the advance of the skirmishers' line of the land forces, in the afternoon of the second day, and estimated that they were within five hundred yards
of the fort, and unmolested at that point. I have no doubt but the army could
have gained a footing on the parapet at that time. 'l'wo or three explosions
occurred inside of ]"ort }fisher, and heavy fires-probably the quarters. I think
three or four guns were dismounted on the northern parapet, and from the fire
of the iron-clads am certain a number must have been disabled.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

PEND. G. WATMOUGH,
Lieutenant Commander.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding Nortl~ Atlantic Squadron.
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Report of Lieutenant Commande1· T. C. Harris, qf the U.S. Steamer Yantic.
U:'iiTED STATES STEAMSHIP YANTIC,

Beaufort, N. C., January 2, 1865.
SIR: In obedience to General Order No. 75, I have the honor to submit the
following report of the part this vessel took in the attack on Fort Fisher, New
inlet, N. C., on the 24th and 25th December, 1864:
My position on the 24th was to the northward and eastward of :E'ort Fisher,
distant about two thousand yards, and was doing good execution, when, at 3 p.
m., the 100-pounder rifle burst-(having been fired, since the vessel has been in
commission, but nineteen t~mes )-mortally wounding the officer commanding
the division, the captain of the gun, and slightly wounding four of the crew.
The vessel being badly shattered, not knowing the extent of the damage, and
having lost what was designed to be the most effective gun, I hauled out of fire.
Having obtained additional medical assi~tance from the l!..,ort Jackson, I, at
4.30 p. m., again stood in and opened fire with my only remaining effective
guns-the 30-pounder rifle and 9-inch gun.
On the 25th I was assigned the duty of assisting to disembark the troops
and cover the landing.
Owing to the accident just mentioned, and my non-participation in the attack
of the 25th, prevents me from giving any decided opinion as to the injury done
to the fort, as a defensive work. I cannot, however, refrain from giving my
testimony as to the accurate and rapid fire of the fleet ; no better confirmation
could be required that the navy did their work well, than the fact that the
enemy, protected as they were by formidable works, could only make a very
feeble reply.
At 2 o'clock p. m., on the 26th, a portion of the troops were landed amid
deafening and encouraging cheers from the men-of-war and from the troops still
on board the transports; cheers which were echoed by the fleet, by a fire that
elicited but a feeble response from the fort. 'I'he landing of the troops was
rapid when fairly commenced, and everything seemed to token that the army
would soon have possession of the enemy's works; when, to the surprise and
mortification of all, General Butler stopped the further disembarcation of the
troops, and gave orders to re-embark those already on shore.
I congratulate you, sir, upon the brilliant share the navy took in the attack
of the 24th and 25th; the work was well done. Had the army performed their
part, the federal flag would now be flying over the ramparts of Fort l!..,ishera fitting Christmas present to be side by side with that of the glorious
and gallant Sherman.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
'l'. C. HARRIS,
Lieutenant Commander.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding North Atlantic Squadron.

Rrport

if Captain

William R. Taylor, oftlte United States sMp Juniata.
UNITED STATES SHIP JUNIATA,

Off Beaufort, N. C., December 30, 1864.
SrR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your General Order
X o. 75, and I rise from my sick-bed to give it an instant reply.
'l'he part that this ship took in the actions of' the 24th and 25th instant was
as follows: On each day she took the position assigned to her in your plan of
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battle, and kept up a constant fire upon }.,ort Fisher from the moment of
anchoring until ordered to withdraw. On the 24th, after having been engaged
a bout an hour, she moved from her first anchorage, in company of several other
ships, by your order, to a position nearer to the fort, thus rendering her :fire
more effective. During the two days she fired six hundred and eighty-one
(681) shells, all but seventeen (17) of which were delivered by seven (7) guns.
After obtaining the range, the firing appeared to me like target practice.
The falling of the shells of the fleet was so incessant that the enemy was frequently unable to return our fire for long intervals. Several conflagrations
occurred in the fort, and I saw one explosion. It was my impression that we
had done much injury to the works, as it is impossible for me to conceive that
such a weight of fire, so long continued, and falling so accurately, could have
left them " substantially uninjured."
I was very much surprised and disappointed on learning that the troops had
re-embarked. I saw no attack by them which looked like an earnest one, and~
for a time, I entertained a hope that the fort had proved an easy capture, from
the feebleness of the musketry firing, so long as we remained within sight and
hearing of it.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

WM. ROGERS TAYLOR,
Captain United States l{m;y.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
U. f:J. Navy, Comd'g N. A. Squadron, Beaifo1"t, N. C.

RPport

of Lieutenant

Commander G. E. Belknap, of the United States steams/tip Canonicus.
UNITED STATES STEAMSHIP 0ANONICUS,

Beazifort, N. C., December 31, 1864.
S1 R : I have the honor to submit the following rE"port respecting the part
taken by this vessel in the actions of the ~4th and 25th instant, at New inlet,
near Wilmington, N. C.:
At 11.15 a. m., December 24, in obedience to general signal from tl1e
flag-ship, I got under way, and taking position in line of battle immediately
astern of the New Ironsides, steamed slowly in for Fort Fisher, and at 0.40
p. m. opened fire upon that work. Keeping under way, I engaged the enemy
during the afternoon at a distance varying fi·om 900 yards to 1,200 yards.
'l'he enemy paid little attention to the iron-clads, directing their principal fire
at the wooden ships, and in course of an hour and a half, so far as I could
observe, were entirely silent.
At 5.35 p. m. withdrew from action, by signal from the New Ironsides,
and anchored near that ship in eight fathoms water, having expended eightyfiye (85) XV-inch shells, and one (1) shrapnell.
At 9 o'clock the following morning, general signal having been made to "get
under way" and "prepare for battle," weighed anchor and steamed in towards
the rebel batteries, as on the preceding day and, at 10.45 a. m. began to
engage the enemy.
In the course of three-quarters of an hour we had the satisfaction of dismounting two (2) guns in the eastern parapet of the fort-due to the excellent
gunnery of the executive officer, Lieutenant R. S. McCook.
About 12 o'clock (noon) the other monitor, having closed up near our position, came to anchor at a distance of 800 yards from the fort. At 2.40 p. m.
our ammunition haa become exhausted, when I reluctantly withdrew to the rear,
having fired forty-nine (49) shells, and nine (9) shrapnell.
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Probably no work was ever subjected to so heavy a fire before, and certainly
the enemy could not and did not stand at their guns after the fleet had fairly
become engaged. From the explosion and large fires which occurred jnside the
rebel works, there could have been no place of refuge for the garrison 0xceft
in the bomb-proofs; and I am firmly of the opinion that, at any time after
three o'clock p. m. on each day of attack, the fort might have been occupied
and held by our land forces, wiih very slight loss. Their failure to do so was
doubtless more of a surprise to the enemy than to the fleet.
We received in all four (4) hits, one (L) on the side armor and three (3) on
the smoke-stack; neither of which did any material damage.
I am happy to report no casualties on board.
The guns and turret worked beautifully, and the officers and crew displayed
the greatest enthusiasm throughout both engagements. While all did their duty
well, I cannot forbear special mention of the executive officer, Lieutenant R. S.
McCook, who has been untiring in his effort::; to make the ship efficient in every
respect. 1,he accuracy and comparative rapidity of our fire attest the proficiency
of the guns' crews under his drill and training.
My thanks are also due to Chief Engineer D. B. Macomb, who has taken
great pains to keep the engines and turret machinery in perfect condition.
Assistant Paymaster R. S. Lisle rendered good service as signal officer.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE E. BELKNAP,
Lieut. Comd'r, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. Squadron, Flag- Sl~£p Jl!lalvern.

Report

of Acting Ensign B.

Wood, commanding pro tem. United States steamer
Tristam Sh.andy.

UNITED STATES STEAMER TRISTAM SHA~DY,
Beaufort, N. C., December 30, 1864.
Srn : In compliance with General Order No. 75, I have the honor to make
the following report :
At 8.55 a. m. of the 24th December, 1864, I reported this vessel, as ordered,
to the commanding officer of the United States steamer Keystone State for assignment of my position during the engagement. At 3.10 p. m., about two hours
after the firing berame general from the iron-clads, the larger vessels an~ the
forts, I took position and opened fire upon the Mound battery, continuing until
general signals were made from your flag-ship to retire.
Our firing was good, most of our shot striking the battery and many exploding
right on the top of it. r-.rhe ot.her vessels engaging the same battery also made
excellent firing, attd much damage must have been done to it.
On the morning of the 25th of December, 1864, I received orders from you
to report to the commanding officer of the United States steamer Santiago de
Cuba, which I did, and was assigned a position to the eastward and near the
United States steamer A. D. Vance. Taking that position, I opened on the
Flag-pond battery, to the eastward of Battery Anderson about three miles. Our
fire was returned briskly from a hEavy gun mounted on this, and a battery of
Whitworth guns on the enemy's line of intrenchments, the shot falling very
thickly near and around us. At 1 p.m., my ammunition being expended, I withdrew and steamed down for the Santiago de Cuba, which vessel was moored
nearly abreast of Battery Anderson. While my boat was on board the Santiago
de Cuba a white flag was hoisted on Battery Anderson, and I immediately sent
the second cutter with Acting Master's Mate Robert Clifford on shore. He was the
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first on the beach, and when Battery Anderson surrendered it was to the navy,
and the prisoners were taken by the navy, the United States steamer Britannia
having taken position in the early part of the day and kept up a rapid fire upon it.
From this ve8sel Fort Fisher could plainly be seen, and the impression of every
officer (and the subject was freely discussed) was that it could not but surrender.
It appeared to be in a very battered condition. several of the casemates being
entirely destroyed, and we had not a doubt but that it would fall an ea~y prey
to an assault by the troops landed for that purpose. I had no idea that it could
possibly be defended much longer. The number and names of the prisoners and
the number of rifles captured by this vessel have been already reported to yon.
1t is but juetice for me to state that the conduct of all of the officers and men
attached to this vessel during the action was deserving of all praise.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
BENJAMIN WOOD,
Acting Ensign, Commanding pro tem.
Rear-Admiral DAvm D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. SquadTon, Flag-S/tip JJ!alvcrn.

Report qf Acting Volunteer Lieutenant Famucl I-Iuse, command-ing United
States stwmer Britannia.
UNITED STATES STEAMER BRITANNIA,
Beaufort, .N. C., December 31, 1864.
SIR: In obedience to General Order No. 75, I have the honor to submit the
following report of the part taken by this vessel in the late attack on ]..,ort
:E'isher:
Arrived from Western bar on the evening of the 24th. On the morning of the
25th was ordered by you to report to Captain Glisson, commanding the United
States steamer Santiago de Cuba, to assist in covering the landing of the troops
in the vieinity of Half :Moon battery. I anchored this vessel in line of battle,
in four fathoms water, about two hundred and fifty yards from the beach, and directly opposite ]..,lag-pond Hill battery; upon which, as I saw it was full o
soldiers, 1 opened and continued a rapid fire with 24-pounder howitzers. Just
as the first boat was landed, containing troops, about three-quarters of a mile above,
a white flag was displayed on Flag-pond Rill battery, upon which I ceased firing,
and sent a boat in charge of Acting Ensign ,V. H. Bryant to take possession,
which he did, planting our flag upon the \York, and capturing about seventy prisoners, who were sent on board the Santiago de Cuba by boats belonging to
vessels in the vicinity. Boats from this ship were employed until after midnight
carrying troops.
On the 26th too much surf to bring off troops. Remained at anchor near the
shore, shelling the woods all night at intervals.
At daylight on the morning of the 27th veered chain, backed in, and nm a
.line to shore. Boats were employed until 11.4:) a. m. re-embarking troops,
,until every man was off the beach.
Ammunition expended: E<ixty-two (62) slwll for 30-pounder Parrott; two
.lmndred and twenty (220) shell for 24-pounder howitzers.
I have the honor to be, sir, very re8pectfully, your obedient servant,
8Al\1UEL RUSE,
Acting Volunteer L1"eutcnant, Commanding.
Bear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. Blockading Squadron.
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if Acting Volunteer

Lieutenant Samuel Huse, command£ng
United States steamer Britannia.

UNITED STATES STEAMER BRITAN~IA,
Beaufm·t Hm·bor, N. 0., January 1, 1865.
SIR: In obedience to your order, just received, I have to submit to you the
following report :
Arrived in this ship off Beaufort early on the morning of December 30, 1864.
I was myself too ill to go on deck, and left the control to my executive officer,
Acting Master Joseph S. Cony. We had a jack flying for a pilot till we had
nearly reached the bar buoy, but, as none came, Mr. Cony sent me word that,
unless I objected, he would follow a tug-boat in, which he did. "\Ve had lost
both our anchors, and had only a kedge lashed to some broken pieces with which
to bring up. Mr. Cony says that, after passing :E'ort Macon, he saw no berth
sufficiently clear to enable him to bring up, with the light ground tackle we had,
without danger of fouling some other ship; and he got her head to wind and
tide, and tried to shoot across and anchor about abeam of the Iosco, but, not
succeeding, steamed down past the storeships, and putting the helm hard
a-starboard, ran across, outside all the iron-clads, intending to anchor close to one
of the coal schooners east of them, but, owing to the strength of the tide and
wind, and the slowness with which this ship turns oft' the wind, got aground on
this shoal in the act of turning.
Every exertion was instantly made to get the ship off. A line was run to
the nearest vessel, and I myself went for a tug, which came to our assistance,
but not in time to get us off before high water.
Mr. Cony brought this ship in without a pilot because he knew I had urgent
orders from the senior officer off Western bar to return with all despatch, and he
hoped to save a day by coming in when he did; and as he had gone in and out
before without a pilot, apprehended no trouble. I deem it due to him to state
that I have found him a zealous and efficient officer, devoted to his duty and the
public interest.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient srrvant,
SAMUEL RUSE,
Ar:ting Volunteer Lieutenant, C'ommattding.
Rear-Admiral D. D PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. B. Squadron.

Report rrf Acti'n g lliaste1· S. P. Crafts, r:ommanding Cnited States steamer
Little Ada.
UNITED STATES STEAMER LITTLE ADA,
Beaufort, December 31, 1864.
SIR: In obedience to General Order No. 75, I have the honor to report that,
with the exception of about two and one-half hours of active participation, I was
passing along the entire line of ships, either following your motions or carrying
your orders. I consider the fort as having been practically silenced on both
the 24th and 25th instant, and felt then, as I do now, that there would have
been no serious difficulty in carrying the works by a vigorous assault. If so
few of their guns were disabled, I cannot see why they did not work them, as
they might have done, after our fire slackened, and while there were plenty of
vessels within range. The almost complete silence of the guns on the northeastern face of the fort induced me to think that they were disabled or were
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" Quakers." I should have supposed that a soldier would have felt himself
bound, by every consideration of honor and patriotism, to attempt those works
by assault. But I am not a soldier, and do not, perhaps, know what is discreet
and what is not ; but, under similar circumstances, I should like to be one of a
thousand "blue jackets," to show what sailors can do, and what soldiers might
have done.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. P. CRAF'rS,
Acting Master, Commanding U. S. S. Little Ada.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding Nortl~ Atlantic Squadron.

Report

of

Lieutenant Commander A. W Weaver, commanding United States
steamer Ch1ppewa.

UNITED STATES STEAMER CHIPPEWA,
Off New Inlet, N. C., December 31, 1864.
SIR: In obedience to G~neral Order No. 75, I have the honor to make the
following report of the part taken by this vessel in the actions with the enemy's
forts at the mouth of Cape Fear river on the 24th and 2f5th instant :
At 11 a. m., on the 24th instant, took position in line of battle, as ordered by
.signal, and cleared ship for action. At 2.20 p.m. took our position as per chart
plan, and at 2.35 p. m. opened fire on the enemy's batteries between Fort Fisher
and the mound. Continued firing until 5.35 p. m., and when ordered to retire
the enemy's works seemed to be much damaged, and at times their guns were
completely silenced.
At 9.55 a.m., on the 25th instant, took our position in line of battle, as ordered
by signal, and at 10.40 a.m. commenced engaging the enemy's forts. At 11 a.
m., in obedience to signal, ceased firing, and sent a boat provided with grapnels
over the bar to drag the channel for torpedoes.
At 4.30 p. m. stood to the northward, and at 5.30 anchored near the army
transports, and sent boats to assist in landing troops.
The firing from the fleet was the best I ever witnessed. The forts seemed
to be much damaged, particularly Fort Fisher; and, in my opinion, had an
assault been made on that work by our land force on the evening of the second
day's engagement, it could have been carried with but little opposition.
In conclusion, I have to state that every officer and man on board this vessel
did his duty.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A W. WEAVER,
Lieutenant Commander.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Com' dg N. A. Squadron, FLag-Sltip ll!falvPrn, Beaufm·t, N. C.

Report

of Lieutenant
·

Commander R. Chandler, commanding United States
s:eamer JYiaumee.

UNITED STATES STEAMER MAI;MEE,
Beavj'ort, .1.V. C., Dea.mber 30, 1864.
Sm: In obedience to General Order No. 75, I have the honor to make the
following report :
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The position of this vessel in the line of battle on the 24th and 25th instant
waR favorable for observing the £ring of the fleet. Many of our shells burst
within the earthworks, and on both days the response was very feeble considering the number of guns mounted.
As far as I saw, only a few casemated guns on the southeast face of Fort
:Fisher £red, and only at intervals of from £fteen minutes to three-quarters of
an hour. On the 2f,th, after a few rounds, nearly all the shot and shell from the
iron-clads landed in the fort or parapet, and the other vessels engaged £red with
accuracy and coolness, driving the enemy from their barbette guns, and plunging shot into the earthworks. I might have gone upon the parapet and gained
information as to the extent of damage sustained by the fort, apparently without
much danger, but as I was undet· the impression that the troops were sent there
for that purpose, I did not make the reconnaissance, and consequently am unable to report upon the subject.
I shall always believe that if Fort Fisher had been assaulted on the afternoon
of the 25th instant by the troops under General Butler's command, it would
have been taken and held with very small loss.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. CHANDLER,
Lieutenant Commander, Commanding.
Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding N07·tl~ Atlantic Squadron.

Rfport qf Commander E. R. Cul!wun, commanding Uni!ed Slates
steamer Saugus.

-

1'ron-c~ad

UNITED STATEs IRoN-CLAD STEAMER SAuGus,
Beaufort, N. C., DecembP1· 31, 1864.
SIR: On the 25th instant, at 11.45 a. m., I anchored the Saugus in three
fathoms water, within 800 yards of Fort }-,isher, and opened fire. There was so
little wiud that the smoke prevented our seeing the effect of most of our shells .
Still I had the satisfaction of seeing one gun dismounted by our £re, and
also one by that of the Canonicus. My attention was so much engaged with
watching our own £ring on the northern portion of the fort, and for the advance
of the army, in order to £re with rapidity just before the assault, that I did not
observe closely the effect of the £ring from the other vessels.
From the great number of shells which exploded in the fort the damage
must have been very great. I saw that the enemy £red very little, and that
only from three guns in Fort }.,isher. I believe the fort could have been taken
by assault, with but little loss to the army. At 5.40 p. m. we ceased £ring.
We expended sixty three shell and one shrapnell; total, sixty-four.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDWARD R. COLHOUN,
Commander.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding North Atlantic Squadron.

Report qf Lieutenant Commander E E. Potter, commanding United States
steamer lHa!wpac.
UNITED STATES STEAMER MAHOPAC,
Beaufort, N. C., January 1, 1865.
Srn: In obedience to General Order No. 15, I have to make the following report:
On the 25th ultimo, at 9 a.m., I moved this vessel into line of battle, in
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obedience to signal from the New Ironsides, and anchored eleven hundrecl
(1,100) yards fi·om Fort Fisher, and three hundred (300) vards from the beach.
Commenced action at 11.20 a. m. I found, after the fleetw got to work, but two
guns firing at us-one Whitworth, small size, and one Brooks, (120-pounder,
as near as I could judge.)
During the afternoon SllW a line of skirmishers advance towards the fort entirely unmolested. No other body of troops advanced nearer to the fort than
an earthwork that I judged to be full one and one-half mile from the main work.
I remained at anchor until dark. My impression of the action is, that if the
skirmishers had been properly supported, and the assault made, Fort Fisher
would have been captured.
I would recommend to your notice Acting Assistant Paymaster Poole, who
took soundings, and assisted me with signals, the only officer except myself
outside of the protection of the vessel.
I am, sfr, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDWARD E. POTTER,
Lieutenant Commander U. S. NaDy.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding lt'ortl~ Atlantic Squadron.

Report

if

Commodore lVilliam Radford, commanding United States st,·amer
New Ironsides.

U J'\;ITED STATES STEAMER NEW IRONSIDES,
Anch.ored at sea, Beaufort bea'r ing N.NlV.,
Distant about .fi·ve miles, December 31, 1864.
SIR: r\ave the honor to report that, in obedience to your orders, I took
position under the guns of Fort Fisher, from thirteen to fifteen hundred yards
distant, or as near as the depth of water would permit, the monitors Canonicus, Monadnock, and Mahopac following the New Ironside3 in. As soon as I
anchored I opened my starboard battery, and continued a well-directed fire for
some five (5) hours. Night coming on, I hauled off, in obedience to orders. On
the morning of the 25th the iron-clad division again led in under the guns of
Fort Fisher and took the position we occupied the day previous. The Saugw;;,
having arrived the night previous, took her station, and this division, in connexion with the others, drove the men from the guns in the fort, they only firing
one or two guns, and those at long intervals. All the monitors were handled
and fought well. Lieutenant Commander Belknap took the in-shore berth, and
is reported to have dismounted one or more guns in the fort.
Judging from the immense number of shells which struck the fort, it must
have been considerably injured. Several guns were reported to have been dismounted, two explosions took place, and three fires.
The face of the fort was very much ploughed up by the shells from the fleet.
If the fort was uninjured, (as a defensive work,) no artillery known to modern
warfare can do it. My impres::;ion is, that any considerable number of troops
could have stormed and taken the fort immediately after the second day's bombardment, with but little loss.
All the offieers and rren belonging to the New Ironsides served their guns
and country well; and I am greatly indebted to Lieutenant Commauder Pbythian, the executive officer, for his energy and ability in getting the crew and
ship in such good fighting order.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. RADFORD,
CommandeT, Commanding Iron-clad Di·vision.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. Squadron, Flag-Ship Malvern.
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Acting lYI7ster J. H. Porter, commanding [Tnited States steamer
Nansemond.

U:viTED STATES STEAMER NANSEMOND,
Beaufort Harbor, N. C., December 31, 1864.
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the recejpt of General Order No. 75.
During the engagement of the fleet with Fort Fisher and other works, on the
24th and 25th instant, this vessel was employed in carrying orders and despatches along the whole line of ships, and, from my own observation, I should
judge that Fort J!.,isher was much injured, a part of. the guns dismounted, and
i1early all silenced by the rapidity of our fire. I think the fort might easily
have been taken by assault on the night of the 25th.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. H. PORTER,
Acting Master, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding NoTth Atlantic Squadron.

Report

if

Commander S. D. Trenclwrd, command£ng United States steamer
Rllodc Island.

UNITED STATES STEAMER RHoDE IsLAND,
BeaifoTt, ]{. C., January 1, 1865.
Sm : I have the honor to submit the following report of the part taken by
the Rhode Island on the 24th ultimo, in the attack upon l!.,ort J!"'isher and other
batteries:
This steamer took her position in the line designated upon the geneml plan
of attack at 2.50 p.m., opening fire with the starboard battery upon Fort Fisher
and the mound, swung around, moved head and stern, and continued the fire
with the port battery until the signal was made to cease firing.
At 3.45 p.m. the flag on Fort Fisher was cut away by a gun from the 2d
division. The Rhode Island was not struck, and there were no casualties on
board during the action. Lieutenant Frederick K. Smith, executive officer of
this vessel, rendered valuable aid in carrying out my orders during the action
and in getting the vessel into line. I have great satisfaction in stating that all
the officers behaved with uncommon coolness, exhibiting great zeal in the discharge of their duties, and encouraging the men to do the same. 'rhe petty
officers, crew, and marines, one and all, behaved well at their guns and other
stations, discharging their dnties in a spirited manner, and maintaining a brisk
and continuous fire upon the batteries.
I enclose herewith the gunner's report of ammunition expended dllring the
engagement.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
STEPHEN D. TRENCHARD,
Commander.
Rear-Aumiral DAviD D. PoRTER, U. S. N.,
Com'm anding Nortl~ Atlantic Squadron.
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Report if Acting Volunteer Lieutenant J. JJfacDiarmid, commandin!{ United
btates steamer Governor Buckingham.
<.;

UNITED STATES STEAMER GovERNOR BucKINGHAM,
Beaufort, N. C., January l, 1865.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of
this vessel in the late attack on Fort Fisher and the neig-hboring batteries:
At 1.20 p. m., 24th instant, signal was made from the Keystone State to attack
the mound and batteries. At 1.30 p.m. took a position between the United States
steamers Quaker City and Monticello, opened fire on the fort and mound, firing
with good effect. At 5.30 ceased firing, in obedience to signal from flag-ship.
Stood off shore and anchored.
At 9.10 a. rn., 25th inst:tnt, followed the United States steamer Santiago de
Cuba in the direction of the Half Moon battery. At 10.20 a. m. opened fire on
the Half Moon battery; received no response; standmg slowly to southward.
At 11 a.m., in obedience to an order from Captain 0. S. Glisson, anchored
abreast of Flag-pond battery; could see that there were men in it; opened a
heavy fire on it from five rifled guns. At 11 a. m. sent the launch and second
cutter to the Santiago de Cuba.
Transports coming in slowly; at 3 p. m. sent the gig, in charge of Acting
Paymaster Lynford Lardner, to assist in landing the troops. At 2.40 p. m. a
white flag was shown from the battery on Flag-pond H11l; the troops at the
time were pulling for the shore; an army launch was training a howitzer on it;
I hailed them not to fire. Boats were pulling rapidly for the shore from the
Britannia, Howquah, Santiago de Cuba, and other vessels. An ensign from the
Britannia was first on the beach; he ran up to the battery, planted the United
States flag, and received the surrender of the forces in the battery. About 5
p. m. orders were given from an army tug not to land any more troops; boats
returned to the ship. Shortly after dark received orders to send all of my
available boats to assist in re-embarking the troops; immediately despatched
the launch and second cutter; the boats returned at midnight to the ship, the surf
being too heavy for them. Anchored through the night in four fathoms water,
in a good position to cover our troops in the event of their being attacked.
During the 26th instant surf too heavy for our boats; firing an occasional
shot in the direction of where the rebel troops were supposed to be. At 4 p. m.
1·eceived a request from Brigadier General Curtis, through Lieutenant DeKay,
of Major General Butler's staff, to fire over the woods, as the enemy were
massing in his front and both flanks. Communicated with Commander J. C.
Howell, commanding United States steamer N ereus. He ordered me to move further to the southward and protect the left flank of the army. Hove up anchor;
stood about half a mile to the southward; anchored and commenced firing
slowly. Throughout the night fired a gun every fifteen minutes just to the left
of our troops on shore. At 8 a.m., 27th instant, despatched the launch and second
cutter to assist in bringing the troops off from the beach. At noon they returned
to the vessel, all the troops having been got off. At 1 p. m. stood off shore.
1 am of the opinion that had the troops on shore been properly supported they
would have got into the fort.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN MAcDIARMID,
Acting Volunteer Lieutenant, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding North, Atlantic Squadron.
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UNITED STATES STEAMER GovERNOR BucKINGHAM,
Beaufort, N. C., January 2, 1865.
Sm: I have the honor herewith to enclose the reports of Acting Master's .Mates
1!-.. H. Pool and Will'iam W. Hunter, who were in charge of boats from this ship
engaged in landing and re-embarking troop:::.
Also, report in relation to Henry Driesback, coal-heaver.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN MAcDIARMID,
Acting Volunteer Lieutenant, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding North Atlantic Squadron.

UNITHD STATES STEAMER GoYER:VOR BucKINGHAM,
Beaufort, N. G., December 29, 1864.
SIR: In obedience to your orders, was in charge of the second cutter of this vessel, engaged in taking off troops from shore to army transports on the 25th and 27th
instant; had in my boat different army officers who freely gave me their opinion
that .F ort Fisher could have been easily taken on the 25th instant, and they
very deeply regretted that they were ordered to re-embark without assaulting.
I recollect one officer i11 particular saying that ten of his men lay under the embrasures all night, and that it could have been carried very easily.
Very re:5pectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANCIS H. POOL,
Acting lVIaster's Mate, United States ·.Navy.
Acting Volunteer Lieut. JOHN MAcDIARMID,
Commanding U. S. bteamer Go1:ernor Buckinglwm.

UNITED STATES STEAMER GoVERNOR BucKINGHAM,
Beaufort, N. 0., December 29, 1864.
SIR: In obedience to your orders, was in charge of the first cutter of this
vessel, on the 25th and 27th instant, engaged in taking off troops from shore to
the army transports; was in conversation with army officers who had been
down on a reconnoissance to l!""'ort Fisher; they told me that they fully believed
that the fort could have been carried by assault by the troops that were on
shore on the 25th instant, and they felt very much surprised, as well as deeply
mortified, at being ordered to re-emba ·k without making the assault. I also
heard great dissatisfaction with officers and men at their being withdrawn from
what they all considered an easy victory already within their grasp.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
'VlLLIAl\f W. HUNTER,
Acting Master's JI!Iate, Um.ted States Naz;y.
Acting Volunteer Lieut. J uHN MAcDIARMID,
Commanding U. S. Steamer Go,vernor Buckinglwm.
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Capta·in James Alden, commanding United States steamer B'l ooklyn.
UNITED STATES STEAMER BRQOKLYN,

Off Beavfort, N. C., December 30, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of General Order No. 75,

which not only calls upon commanding officers to give you a report of the part
they took in the action of the 24th and 25th instant, but also their impressions
as to the damage done to the enemy's works, the effect of our firing, and the
defensibility of the fort after we had finished the bombardment.
On~he first day, the 24th, this ship was in line of attack, and opened fire on
Fort Fisher at 12.50 p. m., being then within .good "ten second" range. The
fire was kept up, with occasional intermissions for the men to rest, till5.15, (more
than four hours,) when darkness intervened, and the signal was made to retire.
r_rhe enemy's fire, during the whole of that time, was much less than that of one
of our large ships; an occasional shot was fired from Fort }"'isher; a very feeble
and desultory reply to our fire was kept up by the forts between the main work
and the Mound battery, which latter was heard from but five or six times during
the whole afternoon.
In a word, I am satisfied, from past experience, that if this ship, or any one
of the larger ones, could have gotten near enough, say within two or three hundred yards, she would not only have silenced their batteries fully and entirely,
but would have driven every rebel from the point.
On the second day, the 25th, this ship was sent to silence some of the enemy's
earthworks, which were contiguous to the place iixed upon for the disembarking
of the troops, to shell the woods, and to cover their landing. The first troops
landed at about 2 p. m.; sent all our boats to assist. At 4 o'clock, just two
hours after the landing commenced, the general commanding came alongside this
ship and said, "It has become necessary tore-embark the troops; will you send
your boats to assist 1" You can judge of my surprise at the turn affairs had
taken, for at that moment everything seemed propitious. The bombardment was
at its height, little or no surf on the beach, and no serious indications of bad
weather. Still, the order for retiring had gone forth, and our boats were employed till very late (the launch not returning till next morning) in re-embarking
the troops, the surf not interfering seriously with operations till near midnight,
when it became impossible to land with any safety. Much dissatisfaction, I al!l
told, was shown by the soldiers and their officers when they we t e it1fo rmed that
they were to re-embark, and it was with some difficulty that they could be made
to get into the boats. They were loud in their denunciations of the order turning
them back, saying they had gone there to take the fort, and they were going to
do it before they left, &c., &c.
'l'he next day, the 26th, the surf was too high for safe transit from the shore,
and this vessel was employed in making a reconnoissance of the enemy's works.
Nothing new was discovered, however, and after exchanging a few shots with
Fort Fisher we returned to the anchorage for the night. The following day all
our boats were sent, and, after some difficulty, the remaining troops were safely
embarked.
I have endeavored in the above to give you my ideas of the effect of our fire
on the enemy's works, which was to almost silence them. In regard to the
damage done, it is, under the circumstances, impossible for any one to tell without
a closer inspection, for, as you remember at Forts Jackson and St. Philip,
evrrything from the outside seemed in statu quo, hardly any trace of injury was
apparent, but on entering and looking around, the terrible effect of the bombardment was manifest at every turn. So, too, at Fort Morgan-little or no injury
could be discovered from without, but upon close examination it was found that
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almost every gun or its carri~ge was Reriously damaged, if not entirely destroyed.
Now as to the "defensibility" of the fort. The rebels, I am satisfierl, considered, from the moment that our troops obtained a footing on the shore, that
the work (battered. as it was) was untenable, and were merely waiting for some
one to come and take it.
The general commanding furnishes us with proof of that fact. I think, in
his letter to you, informing you of his determination to withdraw, a copy of
which you sent me, he says that "three or four men ventured upon the parapet
and through the sallyport of the work, capturing a horse, which they brought
off, * * * and also brought away from the parapet the flag of the fort.''
'l'his was all done in open day and without resistance, if, indeed, there was anybody there who was disposed to question their right to such trophies. From
that and other concurrent testimony, I am satisfied that if our troops had not
been stopped in their triumphant march towards Fort }1-,isher, they would have
been in it before dark, and in quiet possession witlwut.firing a slzot.
With great respect, I am your obedient servant,
JAMES ALDEN, Captain.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commandin!{ Nortl~ Atlantic Squadron.

RepoTt of Lieutenant Commander TTuxtun, Commanding [-nited States steamer
Tacony.
UNITED STATES STEAMER TACONY,

BeaufoTt, N. C., DecembeT 30, 1864.
SIR: I have jnst received your General Order No. 75, directing me to report

on the condition of Fort Fisher and the works near it, at the close of the late
naval attack made upon it by the fleet under your command on the 24th and
25th instants. and whether it was "uninjured as a defensive work," as asserted
by General Butler.
In reply I have to state that the enemy's fire on both days was much less
than I had expected. The barbette guns were completely silenced, while the
casematecl batteries fired but rarely. On the close of the 25th the fire of the
batteries was so feeble, it seemed to me the assault by the army might have
been made with every prospect of success. I was in a position commanding a
clear and uno1structed view of the north face of Fort ]'isher, upon which I
counted nine (9) guns without a man Hear them, and from which I did not see
a shot fired for hours. 'fhese guns commanded the 8ea beach on which the
troops had landed, and upon which they could. plainly be seen advancing in
widely sepa.rated detachments towards the fort.
Up to sundown I am quite certain no a8sault on the works was made by the
troops. At daylight I learned to my surprise they had not only embarked, but
were leaving for Hampton roads. I am unable to state the condition of the
works; but I am certain the navy perrormed all that could have been expected
of it, and that it did not receive from the army the spirited and gallant support
it looked for.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
vV. T. TRUXTUN,
Lil'utenant Commande1· .
Rc.'tr-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding ]\ToTtll Atlantic Fquadron.
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~port of Lieutenant Commander M. Sicard, Commanding T..:nited States
steamer Seneca.
UNITED STATES STEAMER SR:VECA,
December 31, 1864.
ADMIRAL : I would respectfully report that, in the action of the 24th and
25th instant, this vessel was with the vessels on the extreme right, that were
operating with the iron-clads.
It was evident from the first half hour of the engagement that the enemy
did not intend seriously to reply to the fire of the fleet. Thid vessel £red 122
11-inch shells unJ 140 20-pounder Parrott shells at the northeast face of }..,ort
}..,isher during the two days' bombardment.
Our division £red quite slowly on the second day, and as I was quite close
to the fort in the afternoon, and only £red at long intervals, the enemy £red at
me several times with a heavy rifle, which, however, did no damage, being evidently hurriedly pointed; this gun could have been silenced in a few minutes,
if the vessels had chosen to throw away shot on it; and as it was, by an occasional shot from the division, it soon ceased its fire. I refrained from £ring
much towards the close of the second day's work, because I expected an assault by the troops, and I wished to save my shrapnell for the purpose of covering th eir advance.
I was much disappointed that the army did not make an attempt on the fort.
I saw the advance of a skirmish line, and of a reserve, (comprising in all about
80 men.)
'!'hey advanced quite close to the works, (within pistol shot;) after that I
lost sight of them, until I saw two returning along the beach with the flag of
the fort, (which had been shot away about an hour previously by a monitor.)
At dusk, and for a short time after, there was somP- musketry £ring between
this skirmish line and the fort; but up to dark no attempt was made by any
adequate body of the army to assault the fort.
It is my opinion that the fire of the fort was completely under the control of
the fleet, and that we could stop it whenever we chose, as the fire by the two
frigates on the afternoon of December 25th abundantly showed. In fact, the
fort was silent nine-tenths of the time that we were engaging it. I am furthermore of opinion that the fort could not hold out against a combined attack of
the army and navy.
I think it a good proof of the effectiveness of the fire of the fleet, that though
our skirmishers advanced so close to the fort, no serious fire was opened on
them. Indeed, I do not know from my own observation, (and I was in a good
position to see,) that they were £red on at all in this first advance ; and I
scarcely Lhink that the enemy would have suffered his flag to be upon the
ground so long after it was shot away, (though he must have known that we
were landing troops, and that from the flag's position it was very liable to capture,) unless he had been fearful to venture out and recover it under our fire.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
MON'l'GOMERY SICARD,
Lieut. Commander, Commanding U. S. stramer Srneca.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTE!{,
Commanding }{ortlt Atlant~·c Squad-ron.
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Report cif ()ormnodore Joseplt Lanman, commanding U. S. steamer Minnesota.
UNITED STATES STEAMER MINNESOTA,
Off Beaufort, N. C., Decembfr 31, 1864.
ADMIRAL: I have the honor to submit the accompanying minutes, taken on
the qnarter deck of this vessel at the time of the attack upon Fort Fisher;
also the reports from several officers of the ship.
It gives me great pleasure to state that, during the engagement with the
forts, the 24th and 25th of December, the conduct of all the officers, men, marines, and boys, on board the Minnesota, was entirely satisfactory. Every one
performed his duty to the utmost of his ability. The working and practice of
the guns could not have been better. :Many excellent shots were made, and
in thi~ respect the two (2) guns worked by the marines were equal to any other
division. In a word, all performed their duty in the most creditable manner;
and I need not assure you that, in the opinion of those on board the Minnesota,
if the assault was not made upon l!-,ort Fisher it was not for the want of the
most tr-emendous bombardment of modern times by the fleet under your command.
I have the honor to be your obedient servant,
JOSEPH LANMAN,

Commodore, Com' dg 2d Division N. A. Squadron.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,

Commanding No,rtlt Atlantic Squadron.

UNITED STATES STEAM FRIGATE MINNESOTA,
SIR:

Off Fort Fislter, New Inlet, N. C., December 26, 1864.
I respectfully enclo8e the reports of the boatswain, gunner, carpenter,

~md

sailmaker of thi::~ vessel in regard to the actions of the 24th and 25th instant with Fort Fi8her and the various batteries at New inlet. So far as I
was ·able to obset·ve, every officer, man, and boy in the ship performed his whole
duty.
I desire to add that, when I reported on board, (only a few days before the
action took place,) I found the organization of the vessel perfect; and it ia
simple justice to 8ay, that whatever praise belongs to the executive officer for
this is the due of Lieutenant ~1:. S. Stuyvesant, who was my predecessor in
that capacity. I came here too late to make any changes, had any been
necessary.
Vet·y respectfully, your obedient servant,
JAMES PARKER,

Lieutmant Comma1eder, Executive Officer.
Commodore JosEPH LANMAN,

Commanding

1~Iinnesota.

UNITED STATES SHIP MINNESOTA,
Off Beaufort, N. C., December 29, 1864.
SIR~ I respectfully report that the following damages were sustained to the
riggiug of this ship during the action of the 24th and 25 b instant: the flying
jiu stay, fore royal stay, and fore top-gallant stay, were all shot away.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W.lf. BUNKER, Boatswain.
Commodore JosEPH LANMA~, Commanding.
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if ammunition expended on board the

United States steamer Minnesota,
December 24 and 2:5, 1864.

DECEMBER 26, 18G4.
11-inch charges, 15 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64
21
9-inch charges, 13 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9-inch charges, 10 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,723
95
150-pounder charges, 16 pounds.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 00-pounder charges, 10 pounds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
79
'rotal of powder, 20,773 pounds.
11-inch shell, loaded and fuzed ............................... .
64
9-inch shell, loaded and fuzed ............................... . 1,744
]50-pounder shell, loaded and fuzed ............................ .
95
100-pounder shell, loaded and fuzed .................... , ........ .
79
Total of projectiles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,982
Very respectfully submitted.
ROBERT H. CROSS, Gunner.
Commodore JoSF.PH LANMAN,
Commanding U. S. Steamer llfinnesota.
UNITED STATES STEAMER MINNESOTA,
Off Beau:fm·t, N. C., Decemper 26, 1864.
Sm: In obedience to your order of this date, I respectfully make the following report of the damage sustained by this ship in the engagement of the 24 ;h
and 25th instant: One shot struck the first launch, going- through her and
damaging the first cutter; one struck starboard bow, doing but slight damage;
t..Yo shots struck the chain, placed on the outside for the protection of the machinery, doing no damage; several pieces of shell are imbedded in the side of
the vessel.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. 0. GOODSOE, Carpenter.
Commodore JosEPH LAl\"MAN, Commanding.
UNITED STATES SHIP MINNESOTA,
Off BeauJort, N. C., December 26, 1864.
Sm: I respectfully report that there were no injuries sustained in the sailmaker's department of this ship during the action of the 24th and 25th instant.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOS. 0. F ASSE'rT, Sailmaker.
Commodore JosEPH LANMA~, Commanding.

Minutes if tlte bombardment of Fo1·t Fislwr, on the 24tl~ and 25tl~ of December,
18114, taJ.:en upon the quarter deck of the U. S. steam frigate Minnesota,
Commodore Joseplt Lanman, commanding, by 0. B. McCurdy, capta·in's clerk.
OFF NEw INLET, NoRTH CAROLINA.
Latitude 330 56' 30 11 north. Longitude 77° 22' west.
At 5.15 a.m. got under way, in obedience to signal from flag-ship, and steamed
towards "Fort Fisher;" anchored a few moments in line of battle near the fort,
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before taking position. At 12 o'clock beat to quarters. "\Vind southwest by
west.
Got spring on both bower anchors, and prepared to anchor with spring on
starboard bower.
At 12.30 p.m., dinner at quarters. At 12.55 p.m. the New Ironsides opened
fire upon Fort Fisher, followed quickly by the monitors, commencing with the
Canonicus. The Minnesota opened fire as soon as the guns could bear on Fort
l!_,isher. At 1.15 p. m., anchoring at the same time, in the position designated
by tl1e order of battle, about one mile from the fort. Fort Fisher .bearing west -2south. "l\found" W.SW. Enemy replied; two shots passing close over the
Minnesota. An explosion took place in the fort; believed to be by the fire of
the Minnesota. Another shot from the enemy cut the spring. 1\Iade signal to
flag-ship for a tug to carry out the spring; tug came in answer to signal, having
on board Captain Breese, the fleet captain, but was not able to carry out our
spring.
The Colorado passed on our port bow and took position at 2.50 p.m. At
3.15 p. m. rebel flag shot away; at 4 p. m. flying jib stay, fore royal stay and
fore top-gallant stay shot away. At 4.15 p. m. flag-ship made signal to fire
more slowly; at 5.5 p. m. general signal from flag-ship to prepare to retire; at
5.15 p. m. order was given to cease firing, and prepare to heave up anchor. At
6 p. m. withdrew from position, dropping a bnoy at the anchorage, and steamed
off shore, anchoring about seven ( 7) or eight (8 ) miles distant, l!.,ort Fisher bearing southwest. 'l'he ship was held in position for firing upon the fort, by steam,
helm, stay sail and jib.
Several explosions and fires took place in the fort during our firing, and many
of the enemy's missiles fell near the Minnesota.
December 2b, 1864.-At 9.30 a. m. got under way; at 10.15 a.m. beat to
quarters; at 10.35 a. m. flag-ship made signal to sto}J; at 10.45 a. m. the New
Ironsides opened fire; at J 0.55 a. m. the monitors opened fire; at 11 a. m. signal from flag-ship to take positions.
At 11.!5 a.m. the Minnesota took position about three hundred yards nearer
Fort Fisher than where she dropped the buoy the day previous, and commenced
firing with her forward guns. At 12 m. let go port anchor with twenty-five
( 25) fathoms of chain; at 12.5 p. m. flag-ship made signal to get under way;
at 12.10 p. m. ceased firing; at 12.15 p. m. Commander Rhind came on board
with orders from the admiral to plant a buoy as near Fort Fisher as practicable,
which he, (Commander Rhind,) placed from one hundred and fifty (150) to two
hundred (200) yards nearer the fort. rl'his position was exactly taken by the
Minnesota at 1.5 p.m., letting go the kedge on the port quarter at the same time.
At 1.15 p. m. let go port bower anchor, and opened fire by divisions. .l!,ort
Fisher bearing west~ soutl1-Mound W. SW. 2W.-wreck and Mound in a line.
Shot passed over our smoke-stack grazing the main-stay.
Colorado passed on our port bow, taking position at 1.2.5 p. m., at which time
a shot struck the Minnesota below the water-line. At 1.40 p.m. set the spanker;
shell came in through amidship's port, on spar deck, passed throu'gh launch and
1st cutter, and lodged in the stem sheets of the 1st cutter. At 2 p. m. dinner
at quarters, though the firing was continued by divisions. },ired very deliberately, in obedience to orders from the admiral. At 3.45 p. m. brailed up the
spanker; shell exploded on starboard chain-armor; anot.her shell exploded,
scattering on both sides of the ship. At 4.5 p. m. flag-ship made signal to prepare to get under way; at 4.10 p. m. ceased firing, agreeable to signal.
At 4.~0 p.m. rebel flag shot away; at 4.45 p.m. opened fire again, and fired
very rapidly, in obedience to signal; at this time the roar ti·om our batteries, for
three or four rounds, was most terrific. At 4.55 p. m. ceased firing and prepared to retire, agreeable to signal from flag-ship; at 5.15 p. m. hove up anchor
and retired.
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No casualties either day, and, although the ship was struck in several places,
very little damage was done.
Very repectfully submitted to Rear-Admiral David D. Porter, commanding
North Atlantic squadron.
JOSEPH LANMAN,
CommodoTe, Comd'g 2d Division N. A. Squadron.

Additional report

o/

Commodore Lanman, commanding United States steame1·
Minnesota.
UNITED STATES STEAMER MINNESOTA,

Off Beaufo'rt, N. C., January 1, 1865.
I have the honor to receive, this evening, your General Order
No. 75, whereby I am called upon to report the damage apparently done to Fort
}.,isher, in the attack of the 24th and 25th of December, by the tleet under your
command.
The mi!mtes and official report which I had the honor to make to you on the
31st ultimo give the details of the part taken by the Minnesota in the attack
upon Fort Fisher.
On the 24th ultimo, in the first engagement, I visited and addressed the crew
of every gun, to impress upon them the necessity of careful firing, and to see
that their shot took effect before firing again, and not to throw away a shot.
At the commencement of the firing, and with scarcely any intermist~ion, I was
upon the bridge, just forward of the mizzen-mast, having my glass in hand; thus
elevated, ten feet above the spar-deck battery, and fifteen feet above the main
deck guns, my line of vision was considerably beyond that of the men at the
guns. '.rhe wind being off shore, (from the direction of firing,) and clear from
smoke, my opportunities for seeing the practice and effect of our· guns could
not have been better, and I most positively believe that the greater part of our
shell told upon the fort; and of this there was no doubt when the 200-pound
Parrott and the 11-inch guns were fired, as they raised an unmistakable cloud
of dirt and sand.
Upon several occasions the first day fire broke out in the fort, and the crew
of the spar-deck battery gave three hearty cheers, in the belief that the fire was
caused by our guns ; which was my opinion, and I so represented it, at the
time, to the men. At the same time there were several explosions, as I believed,
within the fort; and if our guns did not do an immense injury to the batteries
there is no confidence to be placed in vision or good firing. ~,he batteries were
frequently silenced by the rapid firing of the fleet generally, but with the least
let up on our part they would again open, :md, I should judge, with excellent
practice, as their shot flew about us in all directions, and I have no doubt they
were equally good in practice to the other ships. By kind Providence w~ re,ceived little or no damage, only eight or ten shots touching the ship, but plain
enough in sight to show their good firing.
On the morning of the 25th, having received instructions from you that . the
army would land to assault the fort, and that we must be prepared to cease firing
at the moment the signal should be made to that effect, and that great care
must be exercised not to fire upon our troops, should they make the assault, and
to fire more deliberately than [on] the day previous, I delivered thel3e words
in person to every gun's crew at quarters, before the engagement, that the men,
as well as the officers, should perfectly understand that when the order was
given, and the steam-whistle sounded, all firing should cease, as the assault was
then to be made.
Our position in the action of the second day was, probably, three or four hundred yards nearer Fort Fisher than it was the day previous. Our firing was
much more slow and deliberate, and the effect appeared to be of the most damADMIRAL:
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aging character, as the lines and angles of the works were evidently changed·
Lieutenant Commander Parker went to the fore-topmast-head to witness our
firing, ·which he pronounced to be excellent. Also our pilot, Mr. F. C. Fowler,
a most reliable man, was some time at the mast-head with a glass, and he judged
our firing to be excellent, and doing great damage to the fort. Captain Butler,
of the marines, commanding his battery, being up on the sheer-pole of the mizzen rigging, pronounced the practice excellent.
Ensign Willard, who was upon the bridge to look out for the change of the
head of the ship, (should it become thick,) concurred in the opinion of the above
gentlemen, that the injury done the fort~ by our firing was very great.
Lieutenant Stuyvesant, who had charge of the gun-deck bat· ery, came up on
the spar-deck when the gun-deck divisions were not firing. This officer having
seen considerable gun-practice on other ships, his opinion that the practice the
second day was most excellent, doing much damage to the enemy, is well worthy
of consideration.
rrhe last four broadsides of rapid firing, by the Minnesota, were of the most
terrific character, and it was represented to me by Commander Watmough, who
was in position in-shore and to the northward, that our shell fell like a perfect
hail-torm upon Fort Fisher, and that the firing was of the most excellent effect.
Upon retiring from position that night I had not the slightest doubt but that
the assault would be made before morning; and could I have then known that
"the skirmishers had advanced to within fifty yards of the fort," (the distance
from our forecaRtle to the quarter-deck,) and that "some of our gallant soldiers
had mounted the parapet, captured and brought off a horse, and killed an orderly," also that they had captured a flag, which was shot away by the navy,
I would not have believed that there could be the slighest doubt of the flag of
the Union being hoisted at daylight upon the well-battered fort. When we
were informed, the following day, that the troops were about to re-~mbark,
ecarcely any one could credit the report; but when the fact became known, a
universal opinion of disappointment (not to say of disgust) prevailed.
May I not be permitted to suggest, if the garrison in the fort could be
kept in their bomb-proofs so closely by the fire of the navy that a number of
the picket line could venture upon the parapet and into the works, why could
not an assault have then been made, and the preconcerted signal given to cease
firing, which would have been instantly obeyed, and little danger of the shell
of the navy falling about the heads of the daring men who entered the works 1
Admiral, excuse this lengthy report. I ha-ve gone into detail that it should
be understood that the Minnesota did not go into the fight merely to blaze away
at the beach about Fort Fisher, but that the sole object of our practice was to
demolish the fort; and to convey the impression of so many officers that th~
fort could have been carried by assault, after the severe battering it received
from the navy fleet under your command.
I have the honor to be your obedient servant,
JOSEPH LA~l\iAN,
Commodm·e, Commanding 2d Division N. A. Squadron.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D PoRTER,
Commanding Nortlt Atlantic Squadron.

R·.)port

rif

Captain D. B. Ridgley, commanding United States steamer Slle
nandoalt

u. s. STEAMER

SHENANDOAH,
Off Beaufort, N. C., December 31, 1864.
SrR : I have the honor to report the part taken by the Shenandoah in the
bombardment of Fort Fisher and the batterres at N cw inlet, on the 24th and
25th instant.
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'rhe Shenandoah was signalled, ·when in line of battle, to come within hail of
the admiral, and was ordered by him to take a position near the Ironsides and
open on the batteries of Fort Fisher. 'l'he position was immediately taken, and
this ship commenced firing at Fort Fisher with two rifles and two 11-inch guns,
the shells falling inside of JT'ort Fishel, apparently with good effect.
At 2 p. m. a large fire broke out within the fort. At 3.10 the flag of the
fort was shot away by the fleet. At 3.50 p. m. was ordered by the admiral to
go closer in. "'iN e steamed in and anchored, head and stern, close to the Ironsides and .Monadnock. We fired from the new position with deliberation and
good effect. At 5.10 p.m. signal was made to retire from action, when this ship
withdrew.
'l'he fire from Fort }"'isher during the bom1ardment this day was very slack
and feeble. A few Ehot fell near the monitors, and a few went over us.
The confiagration in the fort seemed to be of considera1le extent, and continued until after nightfall. The shells of the fleet were exploding on the parapet and inside of the fort so rapidly that it was difficult to make out what guns
1hry were using. One shot carried away our stern ladder during the bombardmmt of this day.
On the morning of the 25th instant got under way with the fleet in line of
battle. At 2 p. m. the admiral signalled to the Shenandoah to await further
orders. 'l'wenty minutes afterwards we were ordered to take position ahead
of the Juniata. We anchored a ship's length ahead of the Juniata, and three
ship's lengths outside of a wreck on the bar, and opened deliberately on a
water battery, to the west of Fort Fisher, of four guns. \Ve succeeded in silencing three of the guns, which were not used again duriug the engagement.
'l'o the westward of this battery was another, of two guns, that seemed to be
casemated. They fired very slowly, but in goou line. '.rhe shells from one of
them fell a few yards short of us, anu the others just over us.
'l'he firing from the guus on the Mound was very slow, and with so much
elevation that they went over the fleet. 'Ve succeeded in exploding a 150pounder rifle-shell near the top of the l\Iound.
At 4.35 p. m. was ordered to withdraw and stand outside of the l\Iinnesota.
At 3.45 p. m. a large fire broke out just in the rear of the batteries, which continued until after night. Between Fort JT'isher and the Mound batteries we
could uisccrn two guns dismounted by the fire of the fleet. After the second
day's bombardment I coulu see 11othing more for the navy to do than to await
the assault by the lanu forces, which diu not take place as I expected.
It affords me much gratification to speak of the cool bearing of Lieutenant
S. W. Nicholls, the executive officer, and other officers, and the crew of this
8hip, during the two days' bombardment. I enclose a memorandum of the expenditure of ammunition on tlte 24th and 25th instant.
I am, very respectfully, &e.,
DANIEL B. RIDGLEY,
Captain United States Kary.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commandmg North Atlantic SquadTon.

Rfp01·t '![ Lieutenant Commander 1Villiam G. 'I'emple, commanding United
States steamer Pontoosuc.
UNITED STATES ST~<;AMER Powroosuc.

Off New Inlet, December 28, lSGJ.
Sm : I l1ave to submit the following report of the operations of this vessel
in the attack upon the rebel works at the mouth of Cape Fear river, from December 24th to 27th, inclusively.
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At 11 a. m. of the 24th, after some previous manoouvring, we got under way
in company with the fleet and stood in (with everything ready for action) in the
wake of the fout· iron-clads until Fort Fisher bore southwest by south, when we
opened fire at 1.06 p. m. with the 100-pounder Parrott rifles, at long range, and
gradually closed in towards the position occupied by the sternmost monitor,
from whence the 9-inch guns became effective, at a range of about 1,:500 yards.
At 1.16 p. m. the enemy fired their first gun; the Ironsides having commenced
the action at 12.50 p. m., which soon became general along the whole line, as
the various ships came into position. After having carefully ascertained our
range, the guns of this vessel were kept c'mstantly and rapidly playing upon
the enemy's works, until the fleet haul< ·d off at about 5.30 p.m. Our firing, so
far as it could Le distinguished from that of other vessels, seemed to be accurate and effective, particular embrasures being selected for targets, and shells
being seen to strike and explode at the points indicated. "\Ve fired during the
action 120 shells from the 11-inch guns and 92 from the 100-pounder rifles. At
2 35 p.m. this vessel was struck jnst abaft the starboard paddle-box by an
elongated (probably percussion) shell, from a 6~-inch rifled gun, which projectile passed through the side of the ship, wounding a hanging knee, and barely
clearing the main condenser of the engine, through the iron bulkhead of the
engine-room and the starboard steerage and mess lockers, through the berth
deck, cutting a beam entirely in two, and into the paymaster's storeroom, where
it exploded close to the bulkhead of the shell-room, on striking the skin of the
ship, and set the vessel on fire; the fire was soon extinguished, however; not
much damage was done and nobody was hurt. Several other shot struck near
enough to splash the water on deck, and others passed over us, but none other
l1it the vessel. ".rhe lower plates of both elevating screws (new pattern) to the
100-pounders were torn loose from the rear transom, by the breaking of their
bolts in the first four discharges; but they were lashed securely in place aud
performed very well during the rest of the action.
The gig·, launch, and both cutters were badly shattered by the concussion of
the 9-inch guns fired beneath them, although they were 6 feet above the muzzles; many of the 100-pounder projectiles "wabbled," and some of them "tumbled," but a more liberal use of slush upon them seemed to correct this in a
great measure.
1Ve were employed during all.that night and until 10 a.m. the next day in
filling and fuzing additional shells, having nearly expended all that had been
prepared. At 9.30 a.m. of the 25th we got under way with the fleet, and proceeded, in company with the Iosco and several other gunboats, off the bar,
where we opened a deliberate fire at 12.55 p. m. from the 100-pounder rifles, at
long range, and continued the practice until 2.30 p.m., when we were ordered to
haul off and send the boats in to remove torpedoes from the channel. We expended 46 rifle shells during this day's engagement, many of which were plainly
distinguished to fall within the enemy's works, and meantime the batteries on
shore made some g: 10d practice at us, dropping their shot quite near, but not
hitting the ves::-el. The boats returned at 4 p. m., and the gunboats steamed up
the coast to where the troops had, in the meanwhile, been disembarked, and
anchored for 1he ni,~·ht. At 9 p. m. we were ordered to send all boats to the
beach to assist in re-em barking the troops; but on starting they were found to
leak so badly as to be unservicable, and returned.
We were employed all the next day, the 26th, in repairing the boats, and
just after sunset were sent in to within about 600 yards of the beach (on the
right of our troops, who, owing to the surf, had not succeeded in getting on
board their vessels) for the purpose of supplying them with provi:::;ions, protecting them from the enemy, and boating them off to their transports. On
anchoring, we received two messages from the army authorities, stating that
the enemy were massing large forces on the right and front of our troops, and
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that a momentary attack was expected. As we had taken up our position after
dark, and had therefore been unable to get the bearing and distance of our own
troops, we remained at the guns all night without firing; waiting for the attack
to commence, that we might know where to aim; but no attack was made, and
no sign of an enemy seen from this vessel. At daylight of the 27th our three
boats were despatched to the beach with provisions, and with the means pre·
pared for sending them through the surf to the troops on shore; but the pro·
visions were declined and returned, and the boats remained until noon, taking
the troops off to their vessels.
At 1 p. m., when the last man had been re-embarked, and the last transport
was under way and standing out, we also got under way and anchored with the
fleet in the offing, without having seen a single rebel soldier, although another
meosage had been received at 10.30 a. m. that the enemy were massing for an
attack.
'rhe officers and men of this vessel behaved admirably throughout the whole
four days, and performed their duties at the gnus and elsewhere with most
commendable coolness and precision, more particularly in view of the short
time (only ten days) that they had been on board and under drill; but where
all behaved so well, it would be invidious to particularize any one.
Respectfully,
WM. G. TEMPLE.
Lieutenant Commander.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commandzng North Atlantic Blockading Squadron.

Repo1·t

of

Comman4er Daniel Am'mcn, f;ommanding Uaitcd States steamer
Jltiolucan.
UNITED STATES STEAMER MoHICAN,

Off Beau:fort, Nortl~ Carolina, December 31, 1864.
ADMIRAL: I have tl1e honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Gem>ral
Order No. 75, directing commanding officers t0 make their report in relation to
our attack on Fort Fisher and the adjacent earthworks, and also a copy of a
communication to you from Major General Benjamin F. Butler, and in regard
to some points touched upon you requPst an opinion.
At about 11.30 a. m. of the 24th the fleet got under way and stood in, in
line of battle, towards Fort Fisher, bearing abont west southwest, and some
six or seven miles distant. The Mohican was kept closely in position assigned,
following the leading vessel, the frigate Minnesota, and followed by the
frigate Colorado, and she successively by the other vessels forming the main
line.
At about 1 p. m. the Minnesota sheered in out of line and took up her position at anchor, opening at once on Fort Fisher, some twenty-one hundrecl yards
distant. As per plan of battle the Mohican was sheered in ahead of her, fired
slowly on the fort to get a range and anchored, then opened briskly with the
whole battery. rrhe fort had opened on the Minnesota and on the Mohican
previous· to our anchoring. r_rhe Colorado sheered in ahead of u,· , letting go
kedge astern, and then anchored, and opened fiercely on the fort. The vessels
formililg the line then successively, w1th more or less success, took up their positions and openecl.
The iron-clads, led by the New Ironsides, had anchored a few minutes preceding the Minnesota, some five or six hundred yards to the northward and
westward, and were slowly getting their range when we anchored, and the
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outer line of vessels moved into position after the main line had anchored and
opened on the Mound and several detached casemated guns.
The fire from the fort became weak as the vessels anchored and opened fire.
It was soon apparent that they could not work their barbette guns without
great loss of life, and the guns' crews no doubt retreated under shelter, with a
few exceptions, where high traverses and favorable angles gave them great
protection.
Different casemated guns, particularly those mounted in detached mounds
and towards the Mound, continued to fit·e slowly and evidently with not much
effect, nor would the position of the guns served favor an effective fire. The
whole body of Fort Fislwr was filled with burt<ting shells, and only at long intervals, if at all, was a gun fired from the main work. In the meantime,
owing to the wind and the set of the tide, I found that the use of the propeller
and the helm would no longer enable me to bring the broadside to bear, and
was obliged to weigh anchor and manreuvre under steam, holding our position
as nearly as po::;sible, and avoiding interfering with the firing of the other vessels.
After exhausting all the filled 9-inch shells on board ready for use, the
Mohican was withdrawn from the line at about 4.10 p.m., making signal to
you of the causP, and we commenced filling shells without delay. After sunset
the fleet withdrew, and the Mohican ran into line and anchored.
At about 9 a. m. of the 25th, signal was made to get under T>ay and form
line of battle; the Mohican took her position, and the fleet stood in tJ the attack; when nearly under fire I was directed verbally from you, "not to take
position until further orders." The Minnesota, the leading vessel of the main
line, proceeded in and anchored, got under way, and after various attempts
obtained a well chosen position, the main line awaiting her movements. 'l'he
iron-clads, having preceded during this time, were in position firing slowly and
receiving a part of the fire of Fort Fisher. After the position of the Minnesota.
was satisfactory, I received orders from you about noon to take position close
astern of the New Ironsides, which I did without delay, firing slowly until a
good range was obtained, then opened briskly on the fort. I was enabled to
see, through the absence of smoke, that our fire was very effective, delivered at
a short ten-second range. One of tbe rebel guns was seen to be dismounted
by our fire ; half aR hour after we had anchored the Colorado passed ahead of
the l\Iinnesota and into position, anchoring and delivering a very effective fire.
The whole line soon took position, and opened very heavily and evidently
with great effect, driving the rebels from their guns, with a few exceptions, as
those in casemates and other places sheltered and distant. The position of the
Mohican enabled mo to see well, as I was first at anchor within half a ships'
length of the New Ironsides, and finding that anchoring impeded an effective
use of the battery, I weighed, and in delivering fire drifted one or two hundred
yards nearer the fort.
At 2.05 p. m. the supply of ten-second .fuzes and the rifle ammunition was
exhausted, and the Mohican was withdrawn fi·om action for the purpose of
obtaining more, speaking the :Malvern for the purpose and obtaining none;
not being directed to go under fire again, we remained spectators near the Minnesota until about 4 p. m., when I received orders to aid in debarking troops
and proceeded to execute, but instead of debarking, aided in bringing off the
soldiers that had already reached the shore.
It has not been my lot to witness any operations comparable in force or in effect
to the botubardment of Fort Fisher by the fleet; and I feel satisfied that any attempt to keep out of their bomb-proof~ or to work their guns would have been attended with great loss of life to the rebels, and would h<tve proven a fruitless attempt.
On the first day we delivered two hundred and seventeen (217) 9-inch shells;
fifty-nine (50) one hundred-pound rifle, and eighty-nine (89) thirty-pound rifle
shells. On the second day we delivered one hundred and three (103) 9 inch

•
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shells; twenty (20) one hundred-pound rifle, and twenty-five ( 25) thirty-pound
rifle shells, making a total of five hundred and thirteen.
Our firing was effective as '"ell as rapid, and I have to express my high appreciation of the ability and zeal of Lieutenant J.D. Marvin, the executive
officer of this vessel, and of Acting Master William Burdett, whose long and
varied professional experience proved useful; Acting Boatswain Josiah B.
Aiken, owing to a deficiency of officers, had charge of the one hundred-pounder
rifle and served it admirably. I have to express my satisfaction at the excellent
behavior of the officers and crew, and do not doubt that when the occasion
arrives when they should do so, they will stand to their guns as long as enough
men remain to serve them.
In relation to the effect of the fire of the fleet on the fort, I beg leave to express my congratulations, as I d;d verbally on meeting you after the action. It
did not require a visit to the fort to see that enormous traverses were nearly
levelled as at the southeast angle. The stockade or abatis must have been
much shattered, and the debris from the parapets must have filled in the ditch
greatly. I feel satisfied that everything was effected that can be by powerful
batteries against a sand work, and that we could and can keep the enemy in
their bomb-proofs pending an advance of troops to the foot of the parapet.
The official letter of General Butler referred to states that General Weitzel
advanced his skirmish line within fifty yards of the fort, while the garrison was
kept in their bomb-proofs by the fire of the navy, and so closely that three or
four men of the picket line ventured upon the parapet and through the sally
port of the work, is, I think, entirely confirmatory as to the effectiveness of our
fire. He adds "this was done while the shells of the navy were falliug about
the heads of the daring men who entered the work," but appears to forget that
at any given signal from an assaulting column that this fire would cca~e, and
the enemy be found, not defending the parapet, but safely stowed away in
bomb-proofs.
I do not know what more could be asked of naval guns than to afford a safe
approach to the foot of the parapet, with no lines of the enemy drawn up to
receive our forces; beyond that, I suppose everything would depend upon the
relative forces of the combatants and the vigor of the assault, and although the
work might not in a military sense be much injured, I would think the likelihood of carrying the work would be greatly increased by such disposition
without loss of life of the respective force~:~.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DANIEL Al\L\'lEN, Commander.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding Nortl~ Atlantic SquadTon.

Report

if

Lieut. Commander R. H. Lamson, comma.nrling United States
steamear Gettysburg.
U~ITED

STATE::; STEAMER GETTYSBURG,
Off New Inlet, North Carolina, December 26, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the part taken by
this vessel in the actions of the 24th and 25th of December, 1864 :
. At 11 a. m., on the 24th, I returned on board of this vesssel from the Wilderness, and carried your orders to Captains Glisson and Rolando, in regard to
their divisions. In the mean time the fleet was steaming in towards the forts
in order of battle; at 12.55 p. m. the New Ironsides commenced the action,
quickly followed by the other vessel.::;, the forts returning the fire briskly.
Having obtained permiEsion from Captain Rolaudo to move in nearer, I took
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a position on the port-bow of the Brooklyn, and opened fire on Fort Fisher and the
1\f.ound, keeping it up steadily till the signal to retire for the night.
At 4.55 p. m. the o~ceola, on our starboard bow, was disabled and the
Gettysburg took her place till 4.55 p. m.,.p] when we were called alongside
the flag-ship by signal, and directed to carry orders to the vessels off Western
bar, at the same time the signal was made for the fleet to retire for the night.
I proceeded to Western bar, and returning the next morning (25th) found the
irun-clads and all the heavier vessels engaging Fort Fisher, and the other
vessels covering the landing of the troops on the beach. All the available boats
of these vessels were employed in landing troops.
I was directed by you to carry a message to General Butler, and to assist in
landing troops. At 12 m. no troops had been landed, though many boats were
in waiting, and it appeared to me that the most inexcusable dilatoriness was manifested in getting the troops started ashore, and I was struck with surprise that
no more effort was made to hasten their landing. General Butler informed me
that the steamer containing his surf-boats was at Beaufort.
Just as the first troops landed a white flag was shown from the ],lag-pond
battery, which was directly under the guns of the vessels, and a boat from the
Santiago de Cuba landed and took possession.
During the afternoon the vessels covering the troops fired occasionally into the
woods, but no enemy was visible in that direction. Towards evening I was
informed that General Butler had ordered the troops to re-embark, and boats
were sent to assist in bringing them off. At 8 p. m. I was ordered to go down
between the iron-clads and the bar on picket duty.
On the first day the firing was very good, both the flag·stnff on Fort Fisher
and that on the Mound being shot away. No eff.,rt was made to replace the
flag on the fort dnring the action. The entire interior of the fort was in dense
flames, and several of the guns appeared to be dismounted, and the parapets as
much injured as those of a saud fort can be by the fire of artillery.
On the second day, the firing, as viewed from my position, was splendid.
Scarcely a shell seeiUed to miss the fort, which was kept enveloped in a cloud
of smoke and sand; the guns being completely silenced.
While on board General Butler's flag-ship, himself and his officers repeatedly
expressed the hig·hest admiration at the remarkable precision and the terribly
destructive effect of the fire of the fleet. General Butler remarked that no
fortification in the world had eYer before been subjected to so terrible a fire.
From a careful observation of the fort, I do not doubt in the least but it could
have been carried by the assault of two or three thousand men, under cover of
the fire of the fleet. It is impossible that there could have been more troops
in the fort than the bomb·proofs could contain, and the facL of four of General
Butler's men getting inside and bringing out the flag of the fort shows it was
but weakly guarded.
.
During a year's experience on this part of the coast, I have scarcely seen a
more favorable opportmiity for landing troops on the beach.
The conduct of my officers and men, under all circumstances, has been all
that I could desire.
I am, sir, ·very respectfully, your obedient servant,
R. H. LAMSON,
Lieutenant Commanding.
Rear-Admiral DAYIU D. PoRTER, U.S.N.
Commanding J\Tm·tlt Atlantic Squadron.
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Commodore S. lV. Godon, commanding United States fn'gate Susquclwnna and 4tk division Nortk Atlantic SquadTon.
UNITED STATES FRIGATE SusQUEHANNA,

Off Fort Fisher, Nortl~ Carolina, Decembc?· 28, 1St'4.
St R : I have the honor to make the following report on the movements of
this ship during the engagement of the 24th and 25th of December, with Fort
.1!-,isher and batteries :
At about meridian of the 24th instant, in obedience to general signal, I fell
into line of battle, and in regular order drew into my station, as per plan of attaok, opening fire from mystarboard battery of eight (8) 9-inch guns, and two
(2) 150-pounder rifles, at 2 o'clock. I did not, however, get fairly placed with
anchors down nntil 3 o'clock, when I continued a smart fire until ordered out of
action at 5.30 p. m. rrhe firing from Fort Fisher was not sustained, and was
often silenced for a considerable time. 'I'he distance, however, seemed too great,
although the practice was good, and kept the fire of the enemy down.
On the 25th I did not get into position until 2.20 p. m., when I tried my
1·ifle range at about 1, 700 yards, and anchored within half a ship's length on the
starboard bow of the Colorado, as directed by verbal orders, and opened wilh
the 9·inch guns most effectively, using but one division at a time. The enemy's
fire, as on the day before, was feeble and not sustained, and was several
times silenced for half an hour. Held my position until ordered to withdraw
at 4.55, but afterwards steamed up to Minnesota's stern and remained there,
with a slight renewal of my fire, until ordered to retire from action and reserve
ammunition, then growing short for the assault.
Although fairly exposed, received but few hits and no damage of the slightest
consequence. The enemy's practice was bad on both days, owing, I presume,
to the steady and well-directed fire of the large ships and iron-clads.
From my position on the wheel-house, overlooking my entire battery, I had
every officer and man under my observation, and I have sincere pleasure in
testifying to the fine bearing, zeal, and gallantry of the division officers, viz :
Lieutenant Bartlett and Acting Ensign Rhoads, of the 1st division ; Lieutenant Brown, commanding ::2d division ; Acting Ensign Laycock, commanding
3d division; Acting Master Porter, commanding 4th division, and 1st J~ieu
tenant William Wallace, who, with his fine company of marines, handled most
effectively two extra 9-inch guns. Lieutenant Commander Blake, my executive
officer, is all I can desire in battle-cool and collected, calm and intelligent.
He is my right-hand man
I also beg to call special attention to Ensign Preble, the master of this ship,
who, whether under fire or any other circumstances, has proved himself without
a superior in intelligence or ability on board the vessel.
.My aid, Master'~ Mate Cooper, was prompt in answeripg signals, and in his
spare moments used the 12-pounder howitzer on the hurricane deck with effect.
Thanks to the officers of the powder division, Acting Ensign Bemburn, Gunner
Waugh, and Sailmaker Holbrook, the ammunition was promptly supplied throughout the engagement.
'I,he engines, under the control of Chief Engineer Johnson and hit: able assistants, were at all times ready for duty.
Boatswain Z. Whitmarsh and Carpenter J. E . .Miller, stationed in the master's division, not only performed tl1eir own duties with intelligence, but gave
valuable aid whenever they could.
'I,he subordinate officers of the divisions, the captains of the guns and their
spirited crews, have my thanks for their labors those two days.
In short, I have every reason to believe that in action this ship will always
be found efficient wherever she may be placed.
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If no more satisfactory results were obtained by the fleet from the operations
of the 24th and 25th, we must look to the army for the cause. The navy
seems to have sustained itself.
I forward herewith the report of injuries to the hull and rig·ging, as also gunntH's report of expenditure of ammunition.
The reports of the commanding officers in this division will be forwarded as
soon as received.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. W. GODON,
Commodore, Commanding Susquehanna and 4th Di oision
J..Yortlt Atlantic 1:-quadron.
Rear-Admiral DAVlD D. PoRTER,
Commanding No1·th Atlantic Squadron.

UNITED STATES FRIGATE SUSQUEHANNA,

Off Beaufort, N. C., December 30, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to make the following report of the casualties in my

department during the action of the 24th and 25th.
~fain lift shot away; both main topmast stays, (chain,) foretop bowlines.
'Vith the above exceptions, no other damage done to anything appertaining to
my department.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
F. WHI'l'.MARSH, Boatswain.
Lieutenant Commander F. B. BLAKE.
Respectfully forwarded.

F. B. BLAKE, Lieut. Commande1·.

UNITED STATES STEAJ\Hm SusQUEHANNA,

•

O.fl Beazifort, N. C., December 30, 1864.
S1 R: I have the honor to make the following report of damages this ship sustained in the engagement of 1!-,ort Fisher and batteries on the 24th and 25th
instant:
On the starboard after-guard, frame and joiner work nearly torn off and inside of nettings, from the concussion by the continual firing of the guns.
'.rhe first cutter and barge were so damaged by the concussion as to to be unserviceable and beyond repairs. '.rhe gig was also torn apart by a hawser
leading astern, which was entirely unavoidable. A shell from the enemy exploded outside of the wheelhom.,e, of which a piece struck the shot rack and
deck of the engine-room hatch on the starboard side. All of which is sub:tnitted.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOS. E. MILLER, Carpenter.
I.-ieutenant Commander F. B. BLAKE.
Respectfully forwarded.
1!-,. B. BLAKE, Lieut. Commander.
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UNITED STATES STEAI\'IEit SusQUEHANNA,
Off Beaufort, N. C., December 30, 1864.
SIR: I respectfully report that during· the attack on Fort Fisher the only
casualty occurring in the engine department was a damage to the smoke-stack,
a round shot having gone completely through it.
Very respectfully,
JOHN JOHNSON, Chief Engineer.
Commodore S. W. GoDON,
Cornd'g 4th Division, N. A. B Squadron.

RepoTt of Commodate H K. Tlwtclwr, commandiug United States steamer
Co/orad,, and 1st dwisiort N. A. Squadron.
UNITim STATES STEAM-ER CoLonAuo,
Off Beaufort, .N. C., December 31, 1864.
ADMIRAL: In compliance with your General Order No. 75, under date of 30th
instant, I have the honor to .say that in ti1e actio11s of the 24th and 25th
instant, with ],ort Fisher and its dependencies, these works were effectually
silL·nced by the heavy and accurate fire of this fleet for hours at a time, the
enemy only replying to our fire when an occasional cessation occurred on our part.
On the 2L
1th an explosion took place, during a heavy fire from the :tieet, within the main fort of the rebels, and immediately after which flames were observed
streaming Ligh above the walls, naturally leading to the conclusion that we had
fired the barracks and other tenements connected with Fort Fisher. During
the continuance of this blaze, which was for hours, not a gun was fired by the
enemy, (to the best of my recollection,) except from the isolated work called the
Mound fort.
On the 25th instant the range was slwrter and the firing of the fleet more
nccurate than on the preceding day. It is my belief that not a shot or shell was
fired by the advanced line of ships that did not either penetrate the earthworks
of the enemy or explode within them. ' 'l'he crew of this ship were perfectly
cool and fired with deliberation and apparent severe effect upon the enemy, delivering on the first day fifteen hundred and sixty-nine (1,5G9) projectiles.
Near the close of the second day's action we perceived the near approach of the
advanced skirmishers of our army force, which had landed late in the day, when
our fire ceased for nearly thirty (30) minutes, and was only resumed after we
had been hulled several times by a vicious gun which appeared to be fired from
the northeast angle of l!~ort Fisher. We then reopened heavily, but more to
the left than we had previously fired, to avoid annoying our own troops who
were seen approaching the fort. The effect of this last heavy fire was apparently severe upon the casemated works to the southward and westward of Fort
Fisher. At this time a succession of explosions was heard in the rear of' these
casemates, followed by the blaze of a large building, which continued to burn
during the greater part of Christmas night.
My "impression with regard to the defensibility of the post (battered asJit
was) against a combined attack of the army and navy" is, that it could have
been carried by assault on either of the evenings of the 24th or 25th instant.
I do not suppose that it was deemed possible entirely to demolish a casemated earthwork like Fort Fisher, but I am satisfied that everything was done
that could be done on t.he part of the navy to render it untenable, the enemy
having been again and again driven from their guns (some of which it appears
were dismounted by our fire) and compelled to seek rdnge in the sand-holes.
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The shoalness of the water for a mile seaward of the forts constituted theil'
only safety against total destruction, or, at least, the dismounting of every gun,
such was the heavy and concentrated fire of those two days' bombardment.
This ship planted two hundred and thirty (230) shot in the rebel works on the
25th, and exploded nine hundred and ninety-six (996) shells within them on
that day.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. K. THA'.rOHER,
Commodore, Commanding lst Division, N. A. Squadron.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. Squadron, Beaufort, N. C.

Report qf Lieutenant Commander Frank M. Ramsay, commanding United
States steamer Unadilla.
UNITED STATES STEAMER UNADILLA,
Beazifort, N. C., December 31, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of General Order No. 75.
In the engagement of the 24th and 25th instant with Fort Fisher, this ves
sel fired one hundred and twenty-two eleven-inch shells, six eleven-inch shrap
nell, one hundred twenty-pounder shells, twenty-five twenty-pounder shrapnel].
and four twenty-pounder shot. The firing from the vessels engaged was the
most accurate that I have ever seen, and was so heavy that on the 25th the
rebels did not approach the " 17 guns protected by traverses" spoken of by
General Butler.
The response from the fort was very feeble, and particularly so on the 25th.
'rhe only gun I saw fired on that day, on the northeastern face of the fort, the
side on which the " 17 guns" were, was a casemate gun, which did not bear up
the beach, and it was fired very irregularly.
In my opinion, had the troops been landed early on the morning of the 25th,
and any attempt been made by them to take the fort, it would have been ours
before sunset. At 1 p. m. the condition of the fort was such, as well as I could
judge, that it was only necessary for troops to march in and take possession.
After the ammunition of this vessel for the heavy guns had been expended,
all the boats were sent to assist in landing the troops.
At 5 p. m. the boats returned, and the officers in charge of them "reported to
me that they had been told, by a general, to return, as he did not wish to land
more troops that evening.
The last load of troops taken on shore by the launch was ordered back to the
transport.
I would respectfully call your attention to that part of General Butler's communication to you in which be speaks of having captured Flag-pond Hill battery.
]!""'lag-pond Hill battery was captured by a boat's crew from the gunboat
next ahead of this vessel.
The troops were not near the battery at the time it surrendered, and had nothing whatever to do with its capture.
This vest~el was close to the battery, and the whole affair was witnessed by
the officers and crew, who gave three cheers as the boat's crew took possessjon
and raised the United States flag.
I beg leave to call your attention to the enclosed statements in regard to it.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANK M. RAMSAY,
Lieutenant Commander, Commanding.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding Nortl~ Atlantic Squadron.
Part m--11
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UNITED STATES STEAMER UNADILLA,
Beaufort Harbor, N. C., December 31, 1864.
SIR : In obedience to your request 1 I submit the following statement of the
surrender and occupation of the small work known as Flag-pond battery, on
the beach to the northward of Fort Fisher, on the afternoon of the 25th instant.
Flag-pond battery was occupied, and the American flag placed on it, by a
boat's crew from one of the naval vessels, and the garrison marched out as prisoners, before the skirmishers in advance of General Butler's army reached it.
Very respectfully,
JOHN CULLATON, .
Actin~( Ensign U. S. N., U. S. S. Unadilla.
Lieut. Oom. F. M. RAMSAY,
Commanding United States Steamship Unadilla.

UNITED STATES STEAMER UNADILLA,
Beaufort, N. C., December 31, 1865.
Sm: In obedience to your order, I respectfully submit the following report in
regard to the capture of Flag-pond battery, between the hours of two and three
p. m., December 25, 1864. While the troops were landing and forming a line
of battle I saw a white flag flying on the battery, and at the same time a boat
from one of our navy steamers pulling towards the beach. The boat landed
abreast of the battery. Immediately an officer, with a part of the boat's crew,
with a Union flag, advanced rapidly to the battery and planted the flag on its
ramparts, for which the officers and crew of this ship gave three cheers. Shortly
after I saw our men with some of the prisoners marching fr,om the battery to
the boat, embark, and pull to one of our navy steamers. During the march to
the boat and the embarcation the army skirmishers came up to the battery.
Respectfully submitted.

CHARLES WIEDENBEIN,
Acting Ensign.
Respectfully forwarded to Admiral PoRTER.
FRANK M. RAMSAY,
Lieutenant Commander, Commanding.

UNITED STATES STEAMER UNADILLA,
Beauj'ort, N. G., December 31, 1864.
Sm : In obedience to your request, I respectfully submit the following statement in reference to the capture of the Flag-pond Hill battery, so called:
Our ship, having been withdrawn from the bombardment of Fort Fisher, was,
with several other gunboats, engaged in covering the landing and advance of
the troops on shore. While our howitzer division were at their guns and throwing shells across the beach, I observed a movement in the battery referred to
(which had hitherto shown no signs of being occupied) and immediately after a
flag was raised above the battery, which was decided by our officers to be a
white flag, and a signal of surrender. At that time a comparatively small
number of our troops had reached the shore, and the advance guard had not
left the vicinity of the landing. Some ten minutes after the raising of the flag
on the battery a boat left the gunboat next ahead of us and pulled for the
shore, and on arriving there the officer in charge seized the boat's ensign, ran
up the bea~h. and waving the flag several times, planted it upon the top of the
battery. Our ship's company then gave three cheers, immediately followed by
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three more. At that time none of the troops were within a hundred yards of
the battery, although a small number had been moving in that direction while
the boat was pulling to the shore. As soon as the cheering was over, the men
who had occupied the battery were seen corning from the sai,Ue and towards the
boat. About this time the foremost of our troops came up and the assemblage
became mixed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
BENJAMIN F. BEE,
Acting First Assistant Engineer, U. 8. N.
F. M. RAMSAY,
Lieutenant Commander, Commanding.

Report of Commodore Schenck, commanding United States steamer Powhatan
and 3d dim'sion North Atlantic squadron.
UNITED STATES STEAMER PowHATAN,

OjJBeaufort, N. C., January I, 1865.
ADMIRAL: Your General Order No. 75 did not reach me until this morning,
owing to its being sent on board the Colorado. In reply to that part of it
requiring me to make a report of the part I took in the actions of the 24th and
25th ultimo, I have to state that at 1.20 p. m., on the 24th, I took my position
in the line, as directed by you, with a kedge upon my port quarter acting as a
spring, letting go my port anchor with twenty-five (25) fathoms of chain, which
brought my starboard broadside to bear upon the forts. I immediately opened
a vigorous fire upon the batteries, paying especial attention to Fort Fisher with
my 11-inch gun, and to the Mound with my two (2) 100-pounder Parrotts, and
with my 9-inch guns to the batteries more immediately abreast of us. It is
reported and believed on board this ship that one of the shells from our 11-inch,
which exploded in Fort 1!-,isher, set :fire to it. At 2.45 p. m., finding that some
of my 9-inch shell fell short, and that the Brooklyn, being under way, occasionally interfered with my line of sight, I got under way, continuing the action, aud stood into four and a half ( 4~) fathoms water, from which position
every shot told with great effect. From this time the action was continued
under way. At 3.10 p. m. the end of our spanker gaff was shot away, and
our flag came down with it; hoisted it immediately at the mizzen. About the
same time the rebel flag on Fort Fisher was shot away, and was not raised
again during the action. At 3.45 p. m. the flag-staff on th~ Mound was shot
away, which shot is claimed by our pivot rifle. At 5.20 p. m. the signal was
made to discontinue the action. Hauled off, having sustained no loss of life or
injury to ship.
During this day·s action we fired two hundred and thirty-six (236) 9-inch
shell, fifty-four (54) 11-inch shell, and eighty-two (82) 100-pounder rifle
shell. Not a shell was wasted from the 11-inch and rifles, and only a few in
the early part of the action from the 9-inch guns. The starboard battery only
was used in action, viz : eight (8) 9-inch guns, two (2) 100-pounder Parrott
rifles, and one (1) inch pivot gun.
On the 25th I took my position as before, although nearer the batteries and
further in ; the batteries between Fort Fisher and the Mound being abreast of
us, my position was an admirable one for engaging these batteries, and my
9-inch guns were pri:n.cipally employed in doing this, as it was only by these
we were annoyed, with an occasional shot from the Mound. During this day
not a shot fell short, which accounts for my increased expenditure of 9-inch
shell. At 2.10 p.m. we opened :fire, which was replied to by the batteries
abreast of us more vigorously than the day before. I am not aware of having
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received a single shot from Fort Fisher this day. At 3.30 p. m. a port main
shroud was shot away; soon after we were struck three (3) times in pretty
rapid succession. One (1) shot struck us under No. 3 port, three (3) feet above
the water-line, passing through into a storeroom, and depositing itself in a mattress; it is a solid 8-inch shot. r.rwo ( 2) shot struck under No. 2 port, twenty
( 20) inches below the water-line, one ( 1) remaining in the side and the other
going through and lodging in a beam on the orlop deck, causing the ship to
leak badly; a glancing shot struck the stern of the ship, but did no material
injury, and some of our running-rigging shot away. At 4.10 p. ' m., having
expended all the ammunition for 11-inch and rifles, and nearly all for my 9-inch
guns, made signal, "Ammunition I am short of," which was replied to, "Save
some," and immediately after, "Discontinue the action," when I weighed my
anchor, lifted my kedge, and hauled out of line.
During this day's action we fired four hundred and ninety-four ( 494) 9-inch
shell, fifty-two (52) 11-inch shell, and seventy-two (72) rifle shell.
In conclusion, I beg leave to state that every officer and man on board this
ship, under my command, did his duty nobly, and I have yet to bear of any
complaint, either of officer or man, except as to the failure to take advantage of
our two (2) days' work. With regard to the "damage apparently done to the
works," I must confess that I was paying more attention to the proper management of my own battery than the general effect ; but it appears to me utterly
impossible that any works could withstand such a fire and not be terribly
damaged; and I am also fully impressed with the belief that, by a prompt and
vigorous assault late in the afternoon of either day, Fort Fisher might have
been taken by a comparatively small force, say one thousand (1,000) resolute
men. Fort Fisher was silenced, the Mound firing feebly; the only active firing
from the enemy that I witnessed was from the two (2) er three (3) guns that
annoyed me, and as long as my ammunition permitted me to fire rapidly, I could
keep them pretty quiet.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J AS. :E'INDLAY SCHENCK,
Commodore, Com' dg U. S. Steamer Powhatan, 3d Div. N. A. Squadron.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding 1V. A. Squadron.

Report qf Lieutenant Commander Jol~n L. Davis, commanding United States
steamer Sassacus.
UNITED STATES STEAMER SASSACUS,

Beaufort, N.C., December 31, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to report that this vessel, in the actions of the 24th
and 25th instant, in line of battle, in position assigned by your order, fired
123 100-pdr. Parrott shell,
10
''
shrapnell,
119 IX-inch shell,
49 20-pdr. Dahlgren shell,
12 12-pdr.
"
"
all of which were directed with care and deliberation at Fort Fisher, and the
enemy's works adjacent thereto. It may not be ami8s to state that the conduct of the officers and men was commendable during the two days' engagement. r_rhe fire of the ships throughout appeared to be overwhelming, the
enemy not replying when our guns opened with vigor.
The impression on my mind was, that the works of the enemy were much
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injured, so much so that an assault, determinedly made, would result in their
capture; and my astonishment was great when I heard that the army had
resolved on a retrograde movement, as I considered that a corresponding effort
made by the land forces would have secured the success of the combined attack
of the army and navy.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN L. DAVIS,
Lieutenant Commandfr.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER, U. S. N.,
Uommanding N . .A. Squadron.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Off New Inlet, December 27, 1864.
SIR: My despatch of yesterday will give you an account of our operations,
but will scarcely give you an idea of my disappointm~nt at the conduct of the
army authorities in not attempting to take possession of the forts which had
been so completely silenced by our guns-they were so blown up, burst up, and
torn up, that the people inside had no intention of fighting any longer. Had
the army made a show of surrounding it, it would have been ours; but nothing
of the kind was done.
The men landed, reconnoitred, and hearing that the enemy were massing
troops somewhere, the order was given to re-embark.
They went away as soon as the majority of the troops were on the transports, and it coming on to blow rather fresh, about 700 were left on shore.
They have been there ever since, without food or water, having landed with
only twenty-four hours' rations. I opened communication with them this
morning and supplied them with provisions.
To show that the rebels have no force here, these men have been on shore
two days without being molested. I am now getting them off, and it has taken
half the squadron (with the loss of many boats in the surf) to assist.
I can't conceive what the army expected when they came here; it certainly
did not need seven thousand men to garrison Fort Fisher-it only requires one
thousand to garrison all these forts, which are entirely under the guns of Fort
Fisher; that taken, the river is open. Could I have found a channel to be relied on in time, I would have put the small vessels in, even if I had got a dozen
of them sunk ; but the channel we did find was only wide enough for one vessel at right angles, and we were not certain of the soundings. There never
was a fort that invited soldiers to walk in and take possession more plainly than
Fort Fisher; and an officer got on the parapet even, saw no one inside, and
brought away the flag we had cut down.
A soldier goes inside, through the sally-port, meets in the fort, coming out of
a bomb-proof, an orderly on horseback, shoots the orderly, searches his body,
and brings away with him the horse and communication the orderly was bearing to send up field-pieces.
Another soldier goes in the fort and brings out a mule that was stowed
away; and another soldier, who went inside while our shells were falling, shot
his musket into a bomb-proof, where he saw some rebels assembled together;
he was not molested. Ten soldiers, who went around the fort, were wounded
by our shells. All the men wanted was the order to go in ; but because every
gun was not dismounted by our fire, it was thought that the fort " was not
injured as a defensive work," and that it would be to lose men to attack it. It
was considered rash to attack the works with wooden ships, and even the officers who have been on the bar a long time (and witnessed the building of the
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works) thought that half the ships would be destroyed; and it was said that
the only hope we could have ?f silencing the batteries · was in case the powdervessel did the damage expected.
We silenced the guns in one hour's time; knocked the fort all to pieces, inside and out, and had not one man kill~d (that I have heard of,) except by the
bursting of our own guns, in the entire fleet.
We have shown the weakness of this work. It can be taken at any moment,
in one hour's time, if the right man is sent with the troops. They should be
sent here to stay-to land with a month's provisions, intrenching tools, guns,
and Cohorn mortars. Ten thousand men will hold the whole country. The
rebels have been able to send here, all told, about 4,000 men-seventy-five of
them that were sent here to observe us gave themselves up to the navy. Two
hundred and eighteen :tnen sent on the same duty gave themselves up to our
reconnoitring party, and this would have been the case all the way through.

•

•

•

•

•

I know what they would do, and I shall send and ask him to let some of his
troops come and locate themselves in Fort Fisher. If I can't do better, I will
land the sailors, and try if we can't have full credit for what we do.
I trust, sir, you will not think of stopping at this, nor of relaxing your
endeavors to obtain the right kind of troops for the business, the right number,
and. the proper means of taking the place, even if we fail in an assault. Every
attack we make we will improve in firing, and if the weather would permit I
could level the works in a week's firing, strong as they are; but there is only
one day in six that a vessel can anchor so close. W e·had a most beautiful time,
and the weather for the attack was just what we wanted.
If General Hancock, with 10,000 men, was sent down here, we could walk
right into the fort.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D.AVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary qf tke Navy, Washington, D. C.

NoRTH .ATLANTic SQUADRON,

U.

S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Off New Inlet, December 28, 1864.
Sm: I am enabled, from information gained from prisoners, to tell you what
effect the explosion had on the rebels in and about Fort Fisher. It was entirely unexpected, and the troops were mostly asleep at the time. It created a
perfect panic, stunned and disabled the men, so that they refused to fight, notwithstanding all the efforts of their officers, and the severe bombardment that
followed so completely demoralized them that 200 men could have gone into
and taken possession of the works.
No injury was done to the forts that I can hear of, nor were any of the
wooden huts about half a mile off thrown down; but on looking at the massive
structures built of sand-bags it could scarcely be expected to move them by
such a process; that can only be done by continual hammering with shot and
shell.
.
As far:as this squadron; is concerned, the forts can be silenced at any moment,
and taken possession of by a well-organized land force.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D.AVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary if the Navy, Washington, D. C.
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NoRTH ATLANTic SQUADRON, U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Off New Inlet, N. C., December 28, 1864.
SIR: In my despatch of the 26th instant, I stated that•a 100-p under had
burst on board the Susquehanna. This was a mistake, which I now write to
correct.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES.
Secretary of tke Navy.

NoRTH ATLANTic SQUADRON, U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
O.ff' New Inlet, December 28, 1864.
SIR: To show the feeling in the army, I enclose statements uf some of the
officers of the N ereus in relation to the giving up of the expedition on the part
of the land forces.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORrrER,
Rear A-dmiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
·
Secretary oftke Navy, Washington, D. C.

U. S. STEAMER NEREUS, December 27, 1864.
SIR: A wounded colonel, whom I brought off from shore in one of my boats,
expressed great dissatisfaction at having been ordered off, saying that he was
convinced that if permitted to go on, the land forces would have undoubtedly
·
captured the fort.
WILLIAM RUSHMERE,
Acting Master's Mate.

u. s. STEAMER NEREUS,

Off New Inlet, December 27, 1864.
SIR: While ashore, assisting in embarking the men under the command of
Brigadier General Curtis, U. S. A., I heard that officer remark, that had he been
properly supported and timely re-enforced Fort Fisher would have been in our
possession on the night of the 25th instant.
1.'he remark and the fact was one of universal comment by army officers
ashore.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE M. SMI1.'H,
Acting Ensign.
Commander J. C. HowELL,
Comd'g U.S. Steamer Nereus.
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U.S. STEAMER NEREUS, December 26, 1864.
SIR: While on shore, assisting General Curtis to re-embark his command,
General Curtis told me that he could have taken Fort Fisher if he had been
supported by the other troOIJS. Also, I was informed the same by several other
officers of his command. General Curtis was near enough to Fort Fisher to capture the rebel flag on it; also a horse.
EDWARD L. HAINES,
Acting ~Jaster, U. 8. N.

SIR: While ashore, on }..,ederal Point, New inlet, North Carolina, assisting,
Brigadier General Curtis, U. S. A., tore-embark his command, I was informed
by him that he was near enough to Fort }"'isher to capture a rebel flag and a
horse, and that if he had been re-enforced when he requested he could have
captured Fort Fisher.
This statement was also made by other officers of his command.
Respectfully, &c.,
EDWARD L. H.A.INES,
Acting Master, U. S. N.
Commander J. C. HowELL,
Comd'g U. 8. Steamer Nereus.

u. s. STEAMER NEREUS,
Off Wilmington, December 27, 1864.
ADMIRAL: At 12.40 p. m., in obedience to your verbal order, I anchored off
Flag-pond battery, mooring head and stern in 4~ fathoms water. Immediately
opened fire upon the battery. No response was made by those inside; and at
2.15 p.m. a white flag was waved, and the soldiers inside the fort showed themselves. A boat was immediately sent from one of the small gunboats, the
American flag planted on the fort, and the surrender of the command received
by a naval officer. Some sixty-five or seventy men, a captain and lieutenant
were captured. The Santiago de Cuba and N ereus sent boats, and, by the order
of Captain Glisson, the prisoners were transferred to the Santiago de Cuba.
Respectfully, admiral, your obedient servant,
J. C. HOWELL, Commander.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER, ~.,~c.,~·
[Telegram in cipher.]

NAVY DEPAR1'MENT,
Washington, December 29, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, U. S. A., City Point, Virginia:
I waited for Porter's despatches. JHr. Blair will explain. He reached Fort
Monroe at 6 p. m., having left yesterday at 2 p. m. Mr. Welles has soot you
a telegram in cipher, which could not be sent until despatches arrived. Porter
will continue his fire, but it is hopeless alone.
G. V. FOX, Assistant Secretary.
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[Telegram in cipher.]

NAVY DEPARTMENT, December 29, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, City Point, Va.:
The substance of despatches and reports from Rear-Admiral Porter, off Wilmington, is briefly this: The ships can approach nearer to the enemy's works
than was anticipated. Their fire can keep the enemy away from their guns.
A landing can easily be effected upon the beach north of Fort }.,isher, not only
of troops, but all their supplies and artillery. This force can have its flanks protected by gunboats. The navy can assist in the siege of Fort Fisher precisely
as it covered the operation which resulted in the capture of Wagner. The
winter, also, is the most favorable for operations against Fort 1!-.,isher. The
largest naval force ever assembled is ready to lend its co-operation.
Rear-Admiral Porter will remain off Fort Fisher, continuing a moderate :fh·e
to prevent new works from being erected, and the iron-clads have proved that
they can maintain themselves in spite of bad weather. Under all these ciwumstances, I invite you to such a military co-operation as will insure the fall of
Fort Fisher, the importance of which has already received your careful consideration.
This telegram is made at the suggestion of the President, and in hopes that
you will be able at this time to give the troops, which heretofore were re -hired
elsewhere. If it cannot be done the fleet will have to disperse, whence i cannot again be brought to this coast.
GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary qf the N a v

[Confidential.]

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Bea?ifort, N. C., December 29, 1864.
Sm: Since my communication of the 2t7h it has been blowing and raining
incessantly, with a heavy sea running, precluding the possibility of doing anything in the way of offensive operations, and my time and that of half the squadron has been taken up in getting from shore the troops General Butler left there.
Finding that the enemy was not repairing his works, and was dismounting
the guns in Fort Fisher, I came to the conclusion that he was doing what I
feared he would do-evacuate the present works, and build others up the 1·iver
out of reach of our guns, and where he knows no vessel of ours can get at him.
Still it will take him a month to do it, and I thought by that time we could get
troops to help carry on the operations.
I thought it best under the circumstances to let the enemy think we had
abandoned the expedition entirely, and sent the fleet to a rendezvous off
Beaufort, one or two at a time, to look as if they were crippled. I shall know
in a day or two whether the move will have its effect.
Fort Fisher is ours at any moment when we can get a moderate and proper
kind of force to go into the works when we silence them. They may get a hundred guns more in position, and it will make no difference. They are evidently
impressed with their weakness, and will no doubt try to remedy the defects in
the works. At no time did I permit the vt>ssels to open on them with all their
batteries, limiting some of them to about two shots a minute, and permitting the
large vessels to fight only one division of guns at a time ; the army officers thought
that was the heaviest fire they had ever conceived of. And now, sir, I beg that
you will allow me to work this thing out, and leave nothing undone to take the
place. Could I depend on the sailors for landing, I would ask no army force;
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but a large portion of the crews are new in the service, have little or no knowledge
of the musket or drill, and I intend to make no mistakes if I can avoid it. A,
repulse is always demoralizing, and sailors cannot stand the concentrated fire of
regular troops. I have a plan, though, by which I could attempt to throw sailors
into the works, provided they are not evacuated, and the guns transferred to a
higher point on the river, for Fort Fisher can't be held half an hour against the
attack of the navy and land forces at the same time. When I started on this
expedition, you may remember I said how the place could be taken, viz: with
the navy attacking it by water, and 12,000 troops properly provided to work on
the land.
Well, sir, it could have been taken on Christmas with 500 men, without
losing a soldier; there were not twenty men in the forts, and those were poor,
miserable, panic-stricken people, cowering there with fear, while one or two desperate men in one of the upper casemates, some distance above Fort Fisher,
managed to fire one gun that seldom hit any one.
1 feel ashamed that men calling themselves soldiers should have left this place
so ingloriously. It was, however, nothing more than I expected when General
Butler mixed himself up in this expedition-starting his troops out from Hampton roads with only a few days' provisions, and without water, trusting to the
steamers to make it, which they could not do. The transports were so frail that
the* should never have left Hampton roads. The result was, when the time
arrh~.ed for action, the troops were all in Beaufort. He had time then to get
enough of them to New inlet; he and three transports arrived on .t he first day
whilft3 we were firing, while the beach was smooth, and, having two thousand
me!2l. on the ground, all he had to do was to land and take possession of the panics,t_rilcken garrison. Almost every man in the work was stunned by the explosion,
·and unfit for duty. This we heard from the prisoners.
It is scarcely worth while to be impatient under these disappointments ; the
navy will have to meet them throughout a war like this, where so many incompetent men in the army are placed in charge of i:;:n.portant trusts. General Butler
only came here to reap the credit of the affair, supposing the explosion would
sweep the works off from the face of the earth. Had he supposed in the first instance that there would have been difficulties, he would never have joined the
expedition.
General Weitzel went on shore, determined what the report of the defences
would be, for General Butler had made an opinion for him. The department,
sir, has no cause to be dissatisfied with the share the navy has tak-en in this
affair; the ships did their work so beautifully that you will hear of but one
opinion expressed by lookers-on.
If this temporary failure succeeds in sending General Butler into private life,
it is not to be regretted, for it cost only a certain amount of shells, which I would
expend in a month's target practice anyhow.
I am going to send a vessel down to-day to General Sherman, and I think he
will come here in person-it is his shortest route to Charleston, to take Wilmington first. All I ask of you, sir, is not tu withdraw a single ship. I have plenty,
it is true; but each man now knows exactly what he has to do, and they are
in the mood to attack anything. I am sure that Sherman must have entered
Savannah yesterday; he will want but ten thousand troops to hold it, and will
be too glad to join me here; then you will see how this prize was allowed to
slip through our fingers by a great over-caution, to call it by a mild name.
Again, sir, I ask, please don't break up the present squadron of attack until I
say that I can't get into Fort Fisher, and consequently get command of the river,
which is at this moment the mast important thing to be done. The blockade
running once stopped, and the confederacy can't live a day.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Adm£ral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES, Secretary of tlle Navy, Washington, D. C.
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NoRTH ATLANTic SQuADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Beaufo-rt, N. C., December 31, 1864.
SIR : In my accounts of the actions of the 24th and 25th instant against
Fort Fisher, I omitted mentioning the names of the commanders of the different
vessels, with the exception of one or two; this might look like an invidious
distinction which was not intended, by any means; and though the name of each
commander is well known to the public, I desire to correct the omission, that
history may give credit to those engaged in these actions.
The following are the names of all the vessels engaged with the forts, and
the names of their commanders. Having so well performed their part in reducing these formidable works to a condition !"here they could be easily taken
possession of, they are entitled to all the credit they have so well earned :
Minnesota, Commander James Lanman; Mohican, Commander D. Ammen;
Colorado, Commander H. K. Thatcher; rruscarora, Commander J. M. Frailey;
Wabash, Captain 1\L Smith ; Susquehanna, Commodore S. W. Godon ; Brooklyn, Captain James Alden; Powhatan, Commodore J. F. Schenck; Juniata,
Captain W. R. Taylor; Kansas, Lieutenant Commander P. G. Watmough;
Yantic, Lieutenant Commander T. C. Harris; Maumee, Lieutenant Commander
R. Chandler; Mackinaw, Commander J. C. Beaumont; Ticonderoga, Captain
C. Steedman; Pawtuxet, Commander J. H. Spatts; Shenandoah, Captain D.
B Ridgley; Seneca, Lieutenant Commander M. Sicard ; New Ironsides, Commodore W m. Radford ; Monadnock, Commander E. G. Parratt ; Canonicus,
Lieutenant Commander Geo. E. Belknap; Mahopac, Lieutenant Commander
E. E. Potter; Saugus, Commander E. R. Calhoun; Nyack, Lieutenant Commander L. H. Newman; Unadilla, Lieutenant Commander F. M. Ramsay ; Huron, Lieutenant Commander rr. 0. Selfridge; Pequot, Lieutenant Commander D.
L. Braine; Pontoosuc, Lieutenant Commander Wm G. Temple; Nereus, Commander J. C. Howell; Vanderbilt, Captain C. W. Pickering; Fort Jackson,
Captain B. F. Sands; Santiago de Cuba, Captain 0. S. Glisson; Tacony,
Lieutenant Commander W. T. Truxtun; Osceola, Commander J. M. B. Clitz; •
Chippewa, Lieutenant Commander A. W. Weaver; Sassacus, Lieutenant Commander J. L. Davis; Maratanza, Lieutenant Commander J. W. Young; Rhode
Island, Commander S. D. Trenchard; Mount Vernon, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant James ':rrathen ; Britannia, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant Samuel Huse;
Quaker City, Commander W. F. Spicer; Iosco, Commander John Guest; Howquah, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant J. W. Balch; Wilderness, Acting Master
H. Arey; Cherokee, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant vV. E. Dennison; A. D.
Vance, Lieutenant Commander J. H. Upshur; Moccasin, Acting Ensign James
Brown; Gettysburg, Lieutenant R. H. Lamson; Alabama, Acting Volunteer
Lieutenant Frank Smith ; Keystone State, Commander H. Rolando ; N ansemond, Acting Master John H. Porter; Emma, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant T.
C. Dunn; Tristam Shandy, Acting Ensign Ben Wood; Governor Buckingham, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant J. McDiarmid; Little Ada, Acting Master
S. P. Crafts.
I 8hould have mentioned that the Saugus, Commander Calhoun, was not in
the first day's fight ; she arrived from Hampton roads the morning of the 25th,
just in time to take her place with the other monitors, and anchored within
eight hundred yards of Fort Fisher; though there was no response of any consequence from the fort, she did good service in knocking away traverses,
&c., and only fired slowly until the army should come up. At no time during
this day's work did any of the vessels open all their batteries ; the order was
to "fight only one division of guns from each vessel;" some vessels only fired
one shot or shell per minute, holding on for the moment when it was expected
the troops would approach and enter, for that would have been the result. I
cannot conceal my dissatisfaction, nor can the officers under my command, at
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the turn thi.ngs have taken. My first despatch to the department will show you
how sangume I was that the works would be ours before sunset if the troops
came up. I supposed that the assaulting was a matter of course, knowing that
as soon as the troops landed and surrounded the works in the rear, the white
flag would be hung out; but reports of large armies coming up to the relief of
the rebels changed all the general's plans, if he ever had any. To show bow
absurd such apprehensions were, every rebel soldier seen gave themselves up
the moment our troops were ashore, when they had nothing to fear from their
own people; this would have been the case all the way through, had the troops
all landed.
General Butler mentions in his letter to me that he had captured Flag-pond
battery with 65 men, and Half Moon battery with 218 men and seven officers.
This is making capital out of very small material. Flag-pond battery was some
loose saud thrown up, behind which the rebels used to lie with field-pieces and
fil'e at OUl' blockaders when they chased runners in shore. It doesn't deserve the
name of a work. Sixty-five or seventy rebels in it came forward and delivered
themselves up to the navy and were taken on board the Santiago de Cuba. The
men in Half Moon battery (which is no work at all, and exactly like the other)
came forward and delivered themselves up to the army. They could easily
have escaped, had they desired to do so. There were no guns in these temporary works, and no protection in the rear. The country will scarcely be cajoled,
as it has been a hundred times this war, by announcement of captures having
no foundation whatever.
I am not very particular, I am well aware, how I express myself in these
cases. I have always said what I thought since the first day I took up arms to
fight this rebellion, and I intend to do so (impolitic though it may be) until the
war is over.
I intend to write my share of the history of this rebellion and place it on
record, where future historians can have access to it. I have never omitted to
give the army full credit when co-operating with it, and I shall unhesitatingly
say what I think when an expedition is trifled with and treated as if it was a
grand tournament for the amusement of lookers-on. From beginning to end the
military part of the expedition has been a failure. In the first place, the men
were thrown into indifferent transports, that could not even condense water, and
with only ten days' rations; a storm was just commencing which lasted five days,
during which time nothing could be done. Instead of rendezvousing at Beaufort,
North Carolina, they anchored with the fleet out at sea; they were driven away
the first gale, which the monitors and our smallest tugs rode out. It was never
intended by the commander of the troops that they should do anything when they
came down here, except to enter the works we had silenced; that we could have
done ourselves without the aid of the soldiers, had the fort surrendered.
We all know very well that a fort on shore, unless attacked by troops at the
same time ships are bombarding, will always hold out against the ships ; that
is, the enemy will leave the works, (and let the ships fire away,) and enter again
when the ships have gone. We know from the history of this war that in no
case have we failed to take a fortification where the troops did their share of
the work ; and this is what the troops under the command of General Butler
failed to do.
The brave fellows who showed the way into the works, brought off horses,
mules, and flags, should have their names chronicled far and near. Had the
same spirit been felt in other quarters, Christmas would have been a happier day
than usual with the nation. There was evidently a misapprehension on the
part of the military leader that we could not cover and protect troops on shore.
'.rhis fleet demonstrated its ability to hold on at anchor in deep water and
twenty miles from shore, through a heavy gale from the southward-all gales
from this direction, however, never blowing home or blowing less as the shore
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is approached. The only gales to be dreaded here are the northeasters, and
then the vessels would lie along the shore with their broadsides bearing on the
b.each.
This fleet would drive off an army of 300,000 men, intrenched 01 attacking,
on such a level field as that where our troops landed.
Seven hundred men were left on the beach by General Butler when he departed for Fortress Monroe, and we had no difficulty in protecting them from
the rebel army said to be in the background, which was a very small army,
after all. General Bragg must have been very agreeably disappointed when he
saw our troops going away without firing a shot, and to see an expedition costing millions of dollars given up when the hollowness of the rebel shell was about
to be exposed.
All through this war we have lost chances, never to be recovered, owing to
the timidity of commanders, and their hesitating to attack what offers it~elf the
most easy of conquest.
rrhe report of an army coming up (which army never existed) changes the
whole plan of a campaign, when, in my opinion, it would be better to face the
army of the enemy and see what stuff they are made of.
Here was our fleet of six hundred guns, commanding a peninsula two miles
wide only, and able to cover, for miles, any number of troops we might land.
I call this a dead failure. There is no use in mincing matters, for, though the
navy did all that was expected of it, or could do, we gained no results. We
will only have the satisfaction of knowing that the naval part was well and
handsomely done, and that we will do it again the first opportunity.
It is now blowing heavy from the southwest, and the larger vessels are riding
it out nicely outside. This is the only wind we care for on this coast. In all
the other gales we can find a lee.
If you, sir, have no intention of making any change in the number of vessels
in this squadron, I would \respectfully say let us work this matter through; at
least defer any changes until I say that we have given up taking the forts.
The rebels will, no doubt, claim a victory. A failure is half a victory. r:rhey
foreshadowed the failure in their papers, and stated what would be the cause;
which came true.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. POR'I'ER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES, ·
Secretary of tl~e Navy, Washington, D. C.

[Confidential.]
NAVY DEPARTMENT,
Satu'J'day, December 31, 1864.
Sm : Lieutenant General Grant will send immediately a compe.tent force,
properly commanded, to co-operate in the capture of the defences on },ederal
Point. It is expected that the troops will leave Hampton roads next Monday
or Tuesday. r:l'his is all the information the department has to give you, but
relies upon your skill and judgment to give full effect to any move that may be
arranged. r:l~he department is perfectly satisfied with your efforts thus far,
you will convey to all hands the satisfaction the department feels.
I am, sir, &c.,

ana

Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Com'g N. A. Blockading Squadron, off TVilm(ngton.
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NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON,

U.

S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Beaufort, N. C., January 7, 1865.
SIR : I have the honor to enclose you a letter received from Lieutenant Commander Temple, containing interesting matter relating to Fort Fisher.
It is important as a matter of history, and tells the whole story.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. POR'rER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLF.S,
Secretary of the Navy.

UNITED STATES STEAMER PoNToosuc,

Off New Inlet, January 2, 1865.
Sm: It may be of assistance to you to receive (together with the six rebel
deserters mentioned in my letter of this date) the following memorandum of
information elicited from one of their number, Corporal Thomas Lawler, of the
marines:
He says he was stationed, both during and since the bombardment, in naval
battery Buchanan, commanded by Lieutenant Chapman, and situated near the
Mound; that there were between five and six hundred men in the forts on the
two days of the attack, and no troops in Wilmington or its vicinity to reenforce them; that the fire from the fleet was so fierce as to drive the rebels from
their guns and into the bomb-proofs throughout the greattr portion of their
works soon after the commencement of the action; that two of their Brooke
guns burst, killing and wounding some twenty-five men; that we dismounted
eight of their guns, besides destroying several of their carriages, killing thirteen men and wounding about thirty; that General Whiting supposed the boats
which were sent into the bar on the 25th to be a storming party of seamen, to
which he would have been obliged to surrender; that the subsequent rapid
bombardment at sunset of the same day was so terrific, that when our troops
appeared in front of the fort immediately afterward, the garrison only awaited
their assault to surrender without resistance; that they could not imagine why
the attack had been abandoned; that matters remained in the same condition
on the morning of the 26th, and thl;onghout that day ; that we could easily have
possessed ourselves of the forts until late in the afternoon, when General Bragg
arrived at Wilmington with six thousand men from Lee's army at Richmond;
that, finding our troops re-embarking, Bragg decided not to molest us, and sent
the six thousand men on to Charleston to re-enforce General Hardee ; that General Whiting retains only his original garrison, with whom he is busily engaged
in repairing damages, and in getting down four other guns (being all that he
can get hold of) from Wilmington, to replace those that were _disabled; that the
works are stronger against an assault on the land side than on the sea front,
:md that there are no obstructions in the channel, other than some dozen or
fifteen torpedoes-a portion of which were put down a week ago. He further
states that William T. Lynch is acting as admiral of the station, and lives at
Smithville; that Robert F. Pinckney is acting as commodore of the station
afloat, having only a ·small tug, without any cdnsiderable armament, under his
command; that the iron-clad ram, formerly in the river, got aground and burst
open, and was dismantled of her engines and armor; and that the Tallahassee
put to sea on the night of the 22d or 23d of December, with from six to eight
hundred bales of cotton on· board, by way of the western bar, with a view to
bring back a cargo of hard coal, sufficient to enable not only herself, but the
Chickamauga, also, to put to sea on another privateering expedition. He as-
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signs as a reason for his desertion a long-continued and growing discontent
with his officers, his treatment and fare, and the cause for which he has been
fighting.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM G. TEMPLE,
Lieutenant Commanding.
Rear-Admiral DA vm D. PoRTER,
U.S. Navy, Commanding North Atlantic Squadron.

FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Beaifort, N. C., January 11, 1865.
SIR: I have to report that, in obedience to your order, I went on board the
Ben Deford on the evening of the 18th ultimo and informed General Butler
that the powder-vessel would be exploded that evening, and that you would
be ready to follow it up at daylight in the morning by an attack with the
:fleet.
General Butler, upon discussion of the matter with General Weitzel and
Colonel Comstock, directed General Weitzel to call upon you and request a
postponement of several days; and I so heard General Weitzel state it to you
in your cabin. I have also to state that, as soon as possible thereafter, the A.
D. Vance carried in the orders countermanding the explosion, and to direct the
powder-vessel to return to her anchorage.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
K. R. BREESE, Fleet Captain.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding North Atlantic Squadron.

FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
O.ff Fort Fisl~er, N. C, Janua'ry 14, 1865.
SIR : I have the honor to inform you that operations have been resumed
against the forts at the entrance of Cape Fear river.
Since the first attack on that place and the subsequent withdrawal of the
troops, I have been employed in filling the ships with ammunition and coal.
The difficulties we have had to encounter no one can conceive. All our work
had to be done with the larger vessels anchored on the coast exposed (you may
almost say at sea) to the violent gales that blow here almost incessantly. On
these gales the enemy depend to break up our operations. We will see. We
have gone through about the worst of it, have held on through gales heavy
enough to drive anything to sea, and we have sustained no damage whatever.
After the troops arrived, the weather set in bad and the gale was very heavy.
As soon as it was over I got under way on the 12th instant, and forming the
vessels in three lines, with the transports in company, I steamed for Fort Fisher.
On the morning of the 13th the :fleet took its station in three lines, close to
the beach, and the boats were sent at once to take off the troops. These were
landed, with about twelve (12) days' provisions, at about two o'clock p.m.
This time I pursued a different plan in att:tcking the rebel works. I sent in
the New Ironsides, Commodore Radford, leading the monitors Saugus, Canonicus, Monadnock, and Mahopac.
At 7.30 a.m. the forts opened on them as they approached, but they quietly
took up their old position, within 1,000 yards of Fort Fisher, and, when ready,
they opened their batteries. In this way I tempted the enemy to engage the
monitors, that we might see what guns he had, and, seeing where they were, be
able to dismount them by our fire.
·
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Quite a spirited engagement went on between the forts and the Ironsides and
monitors. It was soon apparent that the iron vessels had the best of it. Traverses began to disappear and the southern angle of Fort Fisher commenced to
look very dilapidated.
The guns were silenced one after the other, and only one heavy gun, in the
southern angle, kept up its fire.
.
The fire of this gun was not at all accurate, as it inflicted no damage on the
iron vessels. They were hit, though, several times.
By way of letting the enemy know that we had some shell left on board the
wooden ships, and did not intend to take any unfair advantage of him by using the
iron vessels alone, I ordered line No. 1, (on the plan,) led by Captain Alden,
of the Brooklyn, and line No. 2, led by Commodore Thatcher, of the Colorado,
to go in and attack the batteries. This was done in the handsomest manner ;
not a mistake was committed except firing too rapidly and making too much
smoke.
The heavy :fire of the large vessels shut up the enemy's guns at once, and
after :firing till after dark the wooden vessels dropped out to their anchorage.
The Ironsides and monitors maintained their positions through the night, firing
a shell now and then. They are now lying within one thousand (1,000) yards
of the fort, and one of the monitors within seven hundred (700) yards, and the
fort does not :fire a gun at them, thinking, no doubt, that it is a waste of powder.
The :firing from the fleet will commence as soon as we get breakfast, and be
kept up as long as the ordnance department provides us with shells and guns.
There is perfect understanding between General Terry and myself. I believe
everything has been done to suit him. I have heard no complaints, and know
that we have felt every disposition to help the army along.
A detailed report of our operations here will be sent in when we get through.
I see no reason to doubt our success. The forts will be used up soon. We
have a respectable force landed on a strip of land which our naval guns completely command, and a place of defence which would enable us to hold on
against a very large army.
I will report to you by every opportunity.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVER:V,
Beaufort, N. C., January 9, 1865.
SIR: I understand that there is now an attempt being made to create an impression that I delayed much longer than necessary, and could have attacked
on the 18th as well as the 24th. I don't see what that has to do with the
question under discussion. We went down to silence the batteries, demoralize
the men in the forts, so that the army could easily assault the works. It would
be a matter of no consequence whether this was done on the 18th or the 25th, as
long as we did our share of the work effectively, which, I believe, no one denies.
It the army after landing on the 25th would not undertake the assault, they
would not have done so on the 18th. The delay, if any, gave them 1,000 men
more, a large steamer and another transport under General Ames having come
in on that day.
When General Butler was about to start from Fortress Monroe, (having embarked his men in a storm, when I told him he could not possibly leave for three
days,) I requested him to wait a day after I sailed, as my vessels were slow,
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON,
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and I would have to fill up the powder.vessel; but finding that the monitors
were going, he started off for the rendezvous he had established himself, showed
himself and some of the transports to the enemy, was fired at by the forts, and
revealed our whole design.
Now for the log-book. On the 16th December wind was south, with a swell
rolling on the beach so that no boat could land. One hour only during the day
was there a northwest breeze; on the 17th wind southwest, a heavy sea rolling
in on the beach; 18th, wind east and northeast, east-northeast, east by west,
blowing right on the beach; no boat could land; 19th, wind fresh, east-southeast and southwest, with a swell setting on the beach; 20th, for a little while
wind west-northwest, but shifted to east-northeast, blowing fresh, heavy breakers
on the beach; 21st, a gale coming on from the south and east, which ended by
blowing heavy from south and west, heavy breakers on beach; 22d, wind shifted
to west, all the transports out of sight; gone to make a harbor at Beaufort; at
midnight wind off the land, but heavy breakers on the beach and all over the
bar, heavy swell from seaward ; steamed in under the land; 23d, wind northnorthwest and beach comparatively smooth; steamed in and reconnoitred; still
too much sea for a boat to land without capsizing; met General Butler's despatch
boat at 5.30 p. m.; sent word to General Butler that the time was so fair that
I would blow up the boat at midnight and attack in the morning. We were
sixty-nine miles from Beaufort; the captain said his boat could make fourteen
miles per hour; this would give him five hours to go to Beaufort, which would
put him there at eleven o'clock p. m. General Butler leaving with the transports at six o'clock in the morning, could have reached the bar at one o'clock,
allowing him to make nine miles an hour, which all his transports could do.
We did not attack until twelve, and General Butler only came in with his own
He saw the fort silenced,
vessel and two or three transports at sunset.
defeated, as far as the navy was concerned, and no doubt could be left on his
mind about our ability to do the same the next day. It was the preliminary
attack to test the strength of the works.
The programme was made, the troops landed, and without the faintest sign
of an assault beyond what was done by one or two gallant soldiers. The army
commanders concluded that the work was "substantially uninjured as a defensive
work." The letter of Lieutenant Commander Temple, and the testimony of
deserters, prove that the works would have been ours had the troops been
allowed to assault as they desired. What matters it, then, whether we attacked
on the 18th or 24th 1 the result would have been the same. General Butler left
Fortress Monroe with his troops in transports that could not lie at anchor in
rough weather, that was ridden out by our monitors, tugs, and small side-wheel
boats; the powder-boat Louisiana hanging to the stern of another vessel.
General Butler having left the ground with his vessels, where my lightest
vessels held on, was not on the ground to take advantage of the first day 's good
weather, though that had nothing to do with the matter, as he did not do anything when the landing did take place; so what matters it when it was done 1
General Butler, with all his soldier-like qualities, could scarcely be considered
as good a judge of weather and the proper time of landing as myself, and aB a
sensible person would not venture to put his opinion in opposition to mine, even
baaked by some old sailor on his flag-ship.
I do not ascribe to him, therefore, the excuse made for not taking Fort Fisher,
when we had opened its gate for him; I attribute the report '' that we had
wasted time" to some of the junior members of the staff, who are not as good
seamen as the general. At all events, if we lost any time in the beginning, we
made up for it when we went to work; but allowing that we lo~t time, that the
beach was as smooth as paper, it doesn't account for not taki!1g Fort Fisher
when the works were battered and burnt to that degree that there appeared no
life within the walls.
Part m--12
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The military part of the expedition was got up in a most unmiHtary manner;
the troops were placed in inferior transports that could not condense water, and
had a short allowance only on hand; the troops had four days' cooked rations,
(which were eaten up while lying in the storm at Hampton roads,) and ten
days' other rations; there were no intrenching tools of any kind, no siege guns;
the whole proceeding indicated that the general depended on the navy silencing
the works, and he walking in and taking possession. No allowance was made
for contingencies, for bad weather, or for delays after getting on shore: the
powder-boat when it exploded was to have done the whole thing; the walls of
Jt strong sand fort were to have been blown down, and the rebels all be discomfited. I thought a good deal would be done by the explosion, but still I
laid in a double allowance of shell and shot, and did not depend on a doubtful
experiment. Starting as that expedition did, was not the way to make war ;
and landing troops who were full of enthusiasm, and then embarking them again
when they were eager to seize the trophy laid at their feet, was not the way to
improve the morale of the army.
No matter what might be the delay on my part, (and there was none,) the
general failed to take advantage of the opportunity I gave him to take the fort,
when a large portion of the troops were landed and stood within one hundred
and fifty feet of the works, unmolested, some few of them going on the parapet.
No musketry or grape-shot were fired at him during the day; a few muskets,
"about twenty,'' were fired after nightfall by the alarmfld rebels, and one or two
guns, but the Ironsides opened her broadside, and the firing ceased immediately.
Ten of the pickets were left by forgetfulness near the forts after nightfall, and
they saw quite a number of men leave the works and embark in boats, which
was the garrison leaving to prevent capture. Until late in the day on the 26th
the forts laid at our mercy, and if the men had not been brought off, the rebels
would have surrendered when they marched up and the navy opened fire. All
the reasoning in the world will not make this affair appear in a better light. I
have no doubt that had the army been obliged to assault the works alone, without the fire of the navy, they would have been well handled; but as matters
stood, we have every proof that the fort was ours.
It is useless, then to excuse a military blunder by trying to make out that the
navy was behind time.
The ships laid two months at Hampton roads, waiting for the army to move,
and we were satisfied with the reasons that General Grant gave for not sending
troops. There was no necessity, after all the delay, for rushing into the matter
unprepared, and when the weather was unfavorable; a more flimsy excuse could
not be invented. In making these statements, I do not do so for the purpose
of making any excuse whatever for the naval part of the expedition; I consider
that a settled thing in the estimation of the whole country; but I have so often
during this war seen attempts made to cast odium on the navy, that in self-defense I put myself on record, wishing this used only if found necessary to correct false statements.
I am~ quite sure the lieutenant general feels as I do ; he says in a communication to me, "Dear Admiral, hold on where you are for a few days and I will
endeavor to be back again with an increased force, and without tl~e former commander." .
The remark is not very suggestive of confidence in the late management of
affairs.
I am, sir, very, respectfully, your obedient servant,
~
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Nany, lVashington, D. C.
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U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Beaufort, N. C., January 11, 1865.
SIR : In addition to the evidence I have already sent you in my No. 13, I
beg leave to enclose a communication from LieutenantS. W. Preston, who was
close in to the bar on the night of the 18th December. I had directed the
powder-vessel to proceed in that night, and she was on her way when General
Weitzel came on board with a request from General Butler that I would wait a
few days, so that the Louisiana could be blown up later in the night I accordingly despatched Lieutenant Commander J. H. Upshur in the A. D. Vance
to carry orders to stop the party aud to tell them not to go in until a day or two
later. The A. D. Vance found the powder-boat and delivered the order, the
party having returned with the vessel, finding the time unpropitious. It was
very fortunate that the expedition was stopped, for a heavy surf was found to
be rolling on the beach, and the next day the wind freshening from the southward,
a landing was perfectly impracticable. .Mr. Bradford, of the coast survey, on the
night of the 18th went in close to the beach to reconnoitre, and found the surf
so heavy that he came near being capsized. No boat of any kind could have
gone on the beach without being destroyed by the breakers.
On the next day it was even worse, and the surf increased until the gale was
at its height. The beach was never fairly smooth until the afternoon and night
of the 24th, and the morning of the 25th. All the troops could have been
landed at that time had they cho~e to do so, for I offered them all the facilities
in my power, which were ample.
I enclose you the reports of Lieutenant Preston and Mr. Bradford ; they will
put at rest any assertions (from whatever quarter they ma.y come) that any
favorable time for landing was lost.
·
It will no doubt be finally urged that it was intended to surprise the rebels,
and that by not starting on tl~e day the troops were first put on board the transports, when it was raining and blowing hard, and there was every indication of
a long ~pell of bad weather, we lost the chance of a surprise. We don't often
surprise the rebels; there are too many leaky people who participate in our
secret movements. Shipping a large force in transports and lying six days at
Fortress Monroe, from whence the r~bels obtain all the information they desire,
is not the way to surprise the rebels. It was published everywhere that a large
expedition was going somewhere, and the rebels knew what it was for.
If Genera] Butler wanted to do the thing with a dash, and surprise the rebels,
or get in before re-enforcements could arrive, why did he ask me, by sending
General Weitzel and Colonel Comstock, to delay the powder-vessel a few nights
longer so that the explosion might take place near daylight 1 It was delayed at
his request, but I attribute no delay from that, as we could have done nothing
until the 24th; he was not on the ground with his transports on that day, which
he should have heen.
In a large expedition like this, where heavy and slow moving fi-igates and
monitors have to be looked after, light transport~ (that can go in and out of
harbors and get protection almost everywhere) should always be the subordinate party; their movements must be governed by those of the navy vessels ;
and, unless some serious reason exists, the transports and military force should
always be on hand to take advantage of anything that turns up. Here they
were away at the very time they should have been landing, and the 1·eason
given for their being away was the want of water; they stopped also to get
coal, having used up a large portion of the naval supply.
I believe I have gone over everything to show that no charge of delay can
be laid to the navy, or that any officer in the squadron is to blame for the nontaking of Fort Fisher. I may have taken unnecessary trouble, and been premature; I should perhaps have waited till the attack was made on the navy.
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQu.ADRON,
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That is not a good rule in making war. I shall fight just as readily in defending the navy against its traducers, as I would against a rebel, and I think it a
wise precaution on the present occasion to give the department information
about every movement of the late expedition. No one can make a good case
out of the late failure, no matter how clever the special pleading may be.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-AdrniTal.
Hon. GIDEON WRLLES,
Secretary o/ the Na·vy.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Beaufort, N. 0., January 10, 1865.
SIR: In obedience to your order requesting information regarding the movements of the powder-ship, I have to report that the powder in the L~misiana
was all stowed and fuzed and everything ready for sea on the morning of Saturflay, December 17, but on account of the southerly wind and consequent
coast swell which has prevailed ever since our arrival at Beaufort, she did not
start for New inlet until the following morning, December 18.
When we left Beaufort early that morning, it was nearly calm, though we
found upon getting outside that there waR still considerable swell on; a little
later in the forenoon a breeze sprung up from the eastward and continued steady
but light from that direction throughout the day, freshening towards night.
On arriving off Fort Fisher, just after dark, we proceeded to make the
necessary arrangements for running the powder-ship in that night, the tide
serving us about 9 o'clock. At the appointed hour we left the Kansas-our
range light-preceded by the Wilderness, which had our pilot on board. As
we approached the shore the Kansas light disappeared; soon after the lights on
the Mound were put out, and the pilot deemed it inadvisable to take the vessel
in, with so much swell on the bar, without the aid of landmarks, which the disappearance of both range lights had deprived us of.
Considering the uncertainty of getting the vessel into her proper position
close in by the compass and lead alone, and it being very evident, from the
heavy surf rolling on the beach (it was then breaking in three fathoms) that the
troops would be unable to land next day, Commander Rhind decided to stand
off-shore and not blow the vessel up until the following night. Soon after
passing the former anchorage of the Kansas, we discovered the A. D. Vance
standing in-shore and signalling us. On communicating with her we received
an order from you, addressed to Lieutenant Commander W atmough, of the
Kansas, directing him to communicate with Commander Rhind, and if not too
late, prevent the explosion of the powder-ship that night, stating that General
Butler had requested you to have the explosion postponed, as he did not think
it would be possible to land troops through the surf next morning.
On the following day the gale commenced, and no favorable opportunity offered
for the explosion and sub1::1equent debarcation until the night of December 23.
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
S. W. PRES'rON,
L1·eutenant U. S. Navy.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
f';mnmanding North Atlantic Squadron.
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FLAG-SHIP MALVERN, BEAUFORT, NoRTH CAROLINA,
January 10, 1865.
SIR: In obedience to your request that I would give you my opinion, in
writing, of the feasibility of landing in boats on the beach above New inlet on
the evening of the 18th of December last, or on the following day, I have the
honor to make the following statement :
I find from the journal of the powder party, which it was a part of my duty
to keep, that on the night of the 18th the wind was N. E. by E. and freshening. 'I'here was quite a sea running, and every appearance of ~eavy weather.
Lieutenant Lamson and myself occupied an hour in endeavoring to communicate
with the Kansas, Sassacus and Wilderness by means of a boat. These vessels
were certainly not over four hundred yards a part, (the Kansas and Sassacus
much nearer to each other,) and our communications with the latter named
vessels did not occupy us over six or eight minutes in all, although we had a
fine boat, pulling six oars. It was with great difficulty that we could make
head way against the sea; the roar of the surf could be distinctly heard, both
on the beach to the northward and on Caroline shoals. We were at this time
about three and a half miles from the nearest point of the beach.
I am certain that I am correct in my statement of the time occupied in pulling between those vessels, as I noted it at the moment, that it might be entered
in the journal.
In my opinion an attempt to land in boats upon the beach on the night of
the 18th, or on the following day, would have ended in total failure, and probable loss of life to all concerned in it. No boat would have lived after it had
once reached the rollers.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. S. BRADFORD,
Sub-Assistant U. S. Commissary of Subsistence.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding North Atlantic Squadron, BeauJort, N. C.

[Telegraphed from Fortress Monroe, January 17.]

FROM oFF ~,ORT FISHER, JanuaTy 15, 1865.
SIR: Fort Fisher is ours. I send you a bearer of despatches with a b,rief account of the affair.
General Terry is entitled to the highest praise and gratitude of l1is country
for the manner in which he has conducted his part of the operations. He is my
beau ideal of a soldier and a general. Our co-operation has been must cordial.
The result is victory, which will always be ours when the army and navy go
hand in hand. The navy loss in the assault was heavy. The army loss is also
heavy.
D. D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy.

FoRTRESS MoNROE, January 17.
The Atlantic is just in from Wilmington. Fort Fisher and works on Federal
Point are in our possession. The assault was made by the army and sailors on
Sunday afternoon, and by 11 p.m. the works were ours. Losses heavy.
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Lieutenants S. W. Preston and B. H. Porter, of the navy, are killed. Our
captures are seventy-two guns and about twenty-five hundred prisoners. Generals Whiting and Lamb, rebels, are prisoners and wounded. The Vanderbilt
is on her way with despatches. '.rwo 15-inch guns were burst on the monitors.
E. T. NICHOLS, Commander.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy.

NAVY DEPARTMENT, January 17, 1865.
SIR : The department has just received your brief but highly gratifying despatch, announcing the fall, on the 15th instant, of Fort Fi:3her, under the combined assault of the navy and army, and hastens to congratulate you and General Terry, and the brave officers, sailors and soldiers of your respective commands,
on your glorious success.
Accept my thanks for your good work.
GIDEO~ WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Oom'g N. A. B. Squadron, off Wilmington, N. C.

'~rhe following telegram was sent, immediately upon the receipt of the news, to
the commandants of each of the navy yards:

NAVY DEPARTMENT, January 17, 1865.
Fire a national salute in honor of the capture, on the 15th instant, of the rebel
works on l!,ederal Point, near Wilmington, by a combined attack of the army
and navy.
GIDEON WELLES,
Secrf!tary of the Na~·y.

u. s. FLAG-SHIP

MALVERN,
Off Fort Fisher, January 15, 1865.
Sm : I have the honor to inform you that we have possession of Fort Fisher•
and the fall of surrounding works will soon follow. As I informed you in my
last, we had commen~ed operations with the iron vessels, which bombarded
while we landed the troops. On the 14th I ordered all the vessels carrying
11-inch guns to bombard, with the Ironsides-the Brooklyn taking the lead. By
sunset the fort was reduced to a pulp ; every gun was silenced, by being injured
or covered up with earth, so that they would not work.
On the 15th General Terry and myself arranged for the assault, and I ordered
1,400 sailors and marines to participate. At daylight the iron vessels, Brooklyn
and 11-inch gunboats, commenced battering the work, while the troops made a
lodgement within 150 yards of the fort. At 10 o'clock all the vessels steamed
in and took their stations, opening a heavy fire, which was kept up until 3 p. m.,
when the signal was made to assault, the soldiers taking the land side and the
sailors the sea face-the ships changing (but not stopping) their fire to other
works.
The rebels met us with a courage worthy of a better cause, anu fought desperately. About thirty of the sailors and officers succeeded in getting to the
top of the parapet, amidst a murderous fire of grape, canister, and musketry. They
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had planted the flag there, but were swept away in a moment. Others tried to
get up the steep "pan coupee." The marines could have cleared the parapet by
keeping up a steady fire, but they failed to do so, and the sailors wm·e repulsed.
Many a gallant fellow fell trying to emulate his brothers in arms, who were
fighting to obtain an entrance on the northeast angle as it appears on our charts.
The enemy mistook the seamen's attack for the main body of troops, and opposed a most vigorous resistance there ; but I witnessed it all, and think the
marines could have made the assault successful. In the mean time our gallant
soldiers had gained a foothold on the northeast corner of the fort, fighting like
lions and contesting every inch of ground.
"rhe Ironsides and monitors kept throwing their shells into the traverses not
occupied by our men, but occupied by the rebels.
In this way our troops fought from traverse to traverse-from three o'clock
in the afternoon until ten at night. When the joyful tidings were signalled to
the fleet we stopped our fire, and gave them three of the heartiest cheers I ever
heard.
It has been the most terrific struggle lever saw, and very much hard labor. The
troops have covered themselves with glory, and General Terry is my beau ideal
of a soldier and a general.
Our co-operations have been most harmonious, and I think the general will
do the navy the credit to say that this time, at least, we "substantially injured
the fort as a defensive work."
General Terry had only a few more troops than we had on the last occasion,
when the enemy had only 150 men in the works, and this time the works were
fully manned and contained about 800 men at the time of the assault.
It is a matter of great regret to me to see my gallant officers and men so cut
up, but I was unwilling to let the troops undertake the capture of the works
without the navy's sharing with them the peril all were anxious to undergo, and
we should have had the honor of meeting our brothers in arms in the works had
the sailors been properly supported. We have lost about 200 in killed and
wounded, and among them some gallant officers.
I regret to announce the death of Lieutenant S. W. Preston and Lieutenant
B. H. Porter. They were both captured together in the attack on Fort Sumter,
and died together in endeavoring to pull down the flag that has so long flaunted
in our faces.
Lieutenant R. S. Lamson was severely wounded. He was lately associated
with Lieutenant Preston in his perilous adventure of the powder-boat.
Lieutenant George M. Bache and a number of others were wounded; the
former not dangerously.
The assault ouly took place a few hours ago, and I am unable to inform you
of our casualties; they are quite severe from the assault, but we had no casualties
from the enemy's cannon.
Knowing the impatience of the department to receive news from Fort Fisher,
I have written these few hurried lines.
No one can conceive what the army and navy have gone through to achieve
this victory, which should have been ours on Christmas day without the loss of
a dozen men.
This has been a day of terrific struggle, and not surpassed by any events of
the war. We are all worn out nearly, and you must excuse this brief and unsatisfactory account.
I will writefully by the Santiago de Cuba, which goes north to-morrow to carry
the wounded.
Besides the men in Fort Fisher, there were about 500 in the upper forts, and
a relief of about 1,500 men brought down by the steamers this morning. So
far, I believe, we have only captured the garrison of Fort Fisher.
I don't suppose there ever was a work subjected to such a terrific bombard -
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ment, or where the appearance of a fort was more altered. There is not a spot
of earth about the fort that has not been torn up by our shells.
I do not know yet the number of killed and wounded by our fire, but one
fifteen-inch shell alone pierced a bomb-proof, killing sixteen and wounding
severely twenty-five.
I presume we are in possession of all the forts, as Fort Fisher commands them
all. It is so late now that I can learn nothing more until morning.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-AdmiTal.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary oftke Navy, Waskington, D. C.

NoRTH ATLANTic SQUADRON, U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Off Fort Fisher, JanuaTy 16, 1865. ,
Sm: I wrote you yesterday. We have all the forts. The army have captured 1,800 men and a large number of officers, including General Whiting and
Colonel Lamb.
The gunboats are now in the river, and Wilmington is hermetically sealed
against blockade runners. The rebels have destroyed the works on Smith
island, and if they don't destroy ].,ort Caswell, it is no use to them ; we will get
that after a little while. You must not expect too much of us at one time ;
these works are tremendous. I was in Fort Malakoff a few days after it surrendered to the French and English ; the combined armies of the two nations
were many months capturing that stronghold, and it won't compare, either in
size or strength, to Fort Fisher.
The forts contained seventy-five guns, and many of them heavy ones.
I have not yet learned what our casualties are in killed and wounded, but I
think three hundred will cover them all.
We had a bad explosion in the fort this morning, which killed and wounded
a number of men-about one hundred. Some of our seamen were blown up, and
Acting Assistant Paymaster R. H. Gillett, of the Gettysburg, was killed. I do
not know how many of the troops were killed.
I will send a detailed report as soon as I can get off the wounded and arrange
matters generally.
The world never saw such fighting as our soldiers did.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQuADRON, U.S. l!..,LAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Off Fort Fisher, N. C., Januar.1J 15, 1865.
SIR : My late experience with the monitor class of vessels under the fire at
sea, and in 1·iding out heavy gales, justifies me in making a special report in the
matter. I feel the importance of the government's receiving accurate information in relation to a class of vessels about which there has been a difference
of opinion, and of which we are building quite a number.
My experience has been with the Monadnock, Saugus, Mahopac and Canonicus,
all vessels of some difference of construction, and built, I believe, by different
contractors.
Before leaving Hampton roads and while waiting for the army to provide
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troops for the land part of this expedition, I sent the monitors Canonicus,
Mahopac, and Saugus up the James river, to try what they could do with the
rebel batteries at Howlet's and above that point. At Howlet's he enemy had a
heavy gun mounted, (a two hundred-pounder Brooke's rifle,) which was frequently
fired at the monitors, but t~eldom hitting them. One of their shells or shot, however, struck the Saugus fair on the turret, and knocked out or loosened forty of
the bolts. This was owing to the bolts being driven from inside to out, instead
of from outside to in. The turret was not materially injured, and was repaired
again in about two weeks, and I have been using the Saugus here against these
works, where she has done effective service.
The Canonicus, Mahopac, and Monadnock left Hampton roads on the 13th
ultimo, the former two in tow of steamers-the Monadnock going under steam
with a steamer in company. 'l'he weather was quite rough, and at times the
sea would go over the turrets and down the funnels ; but I passed them while
at sea, and they were making excellent weather of it. On asking their commander, afterwards, how they got along, the answer was: "Oh, quite well, sir;
only a little damp."
On arriving at Beaufort, North Carolina, I filled them up with coal and ammunition. I found a defect in a pump on board the Canonicus, (a'' centrifugal
pump" they called it,) which did not fetch the water until there was a foot or
more in the vessel. This was a serious defect, and one for which the constructo-rs were very culpable. The Mahopac's decks leaked considerably, and made
the officers and crew very uncomfortable.
The monitors started from Beaufort on the 18th ultimo, the Canonicus and
Mahopac being towed, the Monadnock declining such assistance. Indeed she
did nGt require it, outrunning the largest vessels easily, and keeping ahead of
all except the very fastest.
On the 21st ultimo it came on to blow hard from the southwest, and a very
heavy sea commenced rolling in. The vessels were all anchored in thirteen
fathoms water, with a long scope of chain out. Most of the large vessels dragged
during the gale. The 'l'uscarora and Juniata put to sea, (I think unnecessarily,)
while the monitors rode it out beautifully. I was auchored quite near them,
and witnessed their performance. I at first thought I had been imprudent, and
had unnecessarily risked the lives of officers and men, but I went to sleep the
first night of the gale quite easy in my mind in regard to the monitors.
I saw that they were making the best weather, and riding easier than any of
the other vessels in the fleet. All the transports cut and ran, though I think
that was quite unnecessary. After the gale I inquired of the commanders of
the monitors how they passed through the ordeal, and they seem to think they
got along very well. The smaller monitors, Mahopac and Oanonicus, at times
almost disappeared from view, and the commander of the former vessel complained of discomfort, owing to the dec1H~ leaking, but the vessels were in no danger
at any time. As to the Monadnock, she could ride out a gale at anchor in the
Atlantic ocean. She is certainly a most perfect success so far as the hull and
machinery are concerned, and is only defective in some minor details, which in
the building of these vessels require the superintendence of a thorough seaman
and a practical and ingenious man.
The Monadnock is capable qf crossing the ocean alone, ( ~ohen her compasses
are once adjusted propedy) and could destroy any vessel in the Frenclt or Britt£sh navy, lay their towns under contTibution, and return again (provided she
could pick up coal) witlwut fear qf being followed. She could certainly clear
any harbor on our coast of blockaders, in case we were at war with a foreign
power. As strong and thick as the sides of this vessei are, one heavy shot from
],ort Fisher indented the iron on her side armor, without, however, doing any
material damage. These vessels have laid five days under a fire from Fort•
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Fisher anchored less than eight hundred yards off, and though fired at a great
deal, they were seldom hit, and received no injury, except to boats and light
matter about decks, which were pretty well cut to pieees. Compared with the
Ironsides their fire is very slow, and not at all calculated to silence heavy batteries, which requires a rapid and continuous fire to drive men from the guns;
but they are famous coadjutors in a fight, and put in the heavy blows which
tell on casemates and bomb-proofs.
The smaller class of monitors, as at present constructed, will always require
the aid of a steamer to tow them and take care of them. In smooth weather
they ought to go along by themselves, and when towed the tow-rope should
never be less than two hundred fathoms in length. It strains them very much
to have a short tow-line.
I do not know yet what their real durability is or would be in a continuous
fire against their turrets. Solid 11-inch or 200-pounder rifles are apt to break
something when they strike, and I should be much better satisfied myself to be
behind wooden bulwarks and take what comes, than to be shut up in an iron
turret, not knowing whether it is properly constructed. This, though, is the
prejudice of a sailor, and should have no weight whatever.
'rhe commanders of the monitors seem to feel quite at home and safe in them,
and apprehend no more danger at sea tban in any other kind of vessel. Commander Parrott, of the :M:onadnock, remarked he did not see any difference between her and anything else. The Saugus joined me after the first day's fight
off Fort Fisher, and was towed round from Norfolk by the N ereus, in very rough
weather. The vessel leaked a great deal through her bows, and some
uneasiness was felt for her on that account; but her sea-going qualities were
spoken of as good. The difficulty was a mechanical one and in no way detracts from the qualities of the vessel. '!'here is no great amount of comfort on
board these vessels at sea ; that is conceded on all sides, but they are seldom
at sea and only exposed when making a voyage. This is the first time, I believe, that the monitors have ridden out heavy gales in an open sea, at anchor,
though they have ridilen out gales in Charleston roads.
I have only to remark that the principle is a good one, if the vessels are all
built like the J\tlonadnock. The fire of these vessels continued with the fire of
such vessels as the New Ironsides and heavy frigates is very effective, particularly against heavy-plated vessels, bomb-proofs and stone or brick walls. I
have never yet seen a vessel that came up to my ideas of what is required for
offensive operations as much as the Ironsides. She combines very many good
qualities. The most important is the comfort with which the people on board
of her live, though she would be no match for the Monadnock in a fight, the
latter having more speed.
The accuracy of fire is, I think, in favor of the Ironsides, judging from what
I have seen here. The turrets get filled with smoke and do not clear as quick
as the Ironsides, though that defect could be avoided by not firing both guns oo
near together. 'rhese impressions of mine are formed from a short experienoo
with monitors, but I think they will be found correct, provided the monitors are
properly built.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.
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NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Off Fort Fisher, January 17, 1865.
Sm: I had the honor to make you a ebort report on the 15th, stating to you
that Fort Fisher bad been captured by the military and naval forces now here.
I beg leave to submit now a detailed report of the operations, having received
all or nearly all the information required to make out a complete report.
As soon as Major General Terry arrived at Beaufort, North Carolina, which
he did on the 8th of January, we arranged together a plan of operations, which
have proved successful.
The weather was threatening, and I advised the general to get his transports
inside the harbor to avoid the violence of the coming gale; most of them, however, lay outside.
The gale blew very heavy for two days and nights. The ships-of-war all
held on, and rode out at their anchors, except the Colorado, which vessel was
obliged to go to sea, having only one anchor left, with wllich alone she could not
possibly have ridden out the gale, the sea being very heavy from the southwest,
and breaking clean over the vessels. Knowing that the transports had arrived,
the commanders all made strenuous exertions to keep their vessels at anchor
off Beaufort, to be ready for the move that was about to be made.
Having expended almost every shot and shell in the first bombardment, it
became necessary to take in about fifteen thousand more, and fill up with coal,
which was done under the most adverse circumstances, the large vessels all
lying outside in a heavy sea, and filling up as best they could.
The fleet, accompanied by the transports, steamed away on the 12th for Fort
Fisher, and the wind being fair and modente, I was in hope that we would be
able to land the troops by 9 or 10 o'clock that night. The wind changing to
southwest, we were obliged to anchor off Half Moon battery for the night.
The fleet sailed in three columns :
LineN o. 1, led by the Brooklyn, Captain James Alden, consisted of the Mohican,
Commander Daniel Ammen; Tacony, Lieutenant Commander W. T. Truxton;
Kansas, Lieutenant Commander P. G. W atmough; Yantic, Lieutenant Commander T. C. Harris; Unadilla, Lieutenant Commander T. M. Ramsay; Huron,
Lieutenant Commander 'I\ 0. Selfridge; Maumee, Lieutenant Commander Ralph
Chandler; Pequot, Lieutenant Commander D. L. Brain; Pawtuxet, Commander
J. H. Spotts; Seneca, Lieutenant Commander M. Sicard; Pontoosuc, Lieutenant
Commander W. G. Temple; Nereus, Commander J. C. Howell.
Line No. 2, Minnesota, Commander Joseph Lammon, leading, consisted of
the Colorado, Commodore H. K. Thatcher; Wabash, Uaptain M. Smith; Susquehanna, Commodore S. W. Godon; Powhatan, Commodore J. F. Schenck;
Juniata, Lieutenant Commander T. S. Phelps; Shenandoah, Captain D. B.
Ridgley; Ticondm·oga, Captain Charles Steedman; Vanderbilt, Captain C. W.
Pickering; Mackinaw, Commander J. 0. Beaumont; 'l'usca.rora, Commander
J. M. Frailey.
Line No. 3, Santiago de Cuba, Captain 0. S. Glisson, leading, consisted of
the Fort Jackson, Captain B. F. Sands; Osceola, Commander J. M. B. Clitz;
Sassacus, Lieutenant Commander J. L. Davis; Chippewa, Lieutenant Commander
E. E. Potter; R. R. Cuyler, Commander C. H. B. Caldwell; Maratanza, Lieutenant
Commander George W. Young; Rhode Island, Commander S. D. Trenchard;
Monticello, Lieutenant W. B. Cushing; Alabama, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant
A. R. Langthorne; Montgomery, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant T. C. Dunn;
Iosco, Commander John Guest.
The reserve division, under Lieutenant Commander J. H. Upshur, in the A.
D. Vance, consisted of the Britannia, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant W. A. Sheldon; Tristram Shandy, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant F. M. Green; Lillian,
Acting Volunteer Lieutenant T. A. Harris; Fort Donelson, Acting Master G.
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W. Frost; Wilderness, .Acting Master H. Arey; Aries, .Acting Volunteer Lieu;
1!enant F. S. Wells; Governor Buckingham, Acting Volunteer Lieutenant J.
McDiarmid; the Nansemonde, Acting Master J. H. Porter; Little Ada, Acting
Master S. P. Crafts, and Eolus, Acting Master E. S. Keyser, and Republic,
Acting Ensign J. W. Bennett, being used as despatch vessels.
Great enthusiasm was displayed in the fleet when it was ascertained that
troops had come to renew the attack on Fort Fisher, for great was the disappointment on account of the late failure.
Some of the vessels that accompanied the last expedition were badly damaged in various ways. rrhe Sassacus had both rudders disabled, but her energetic commander, Lieutenant Commanding J. L. Davis, was ready in time
The Mackinaw, Commander .T. C. Beaumont, had one of her boilers knocked
to pieces, but her commander would go on one boiler. rrhe Osceola, Commander
J. M. B. Clitz, in the same condition-one boiler smashed up with shot and a
hole near the bottom-was ready for anything, and I heard no complaint from
any one. With such a disposition on the part of the officers, I anticipated the
most favorable results .
.At daylight on the 13th instant, line No. 1 took position within six hundred
yards of the beach to land the troops; lines Nos. 2 and 3 anchoring close to and
outside of them, and the reserves taking charge of the provision vessels.
At 8.30 a. m. signal was made to the fleet to send boats to transports to land
troops; At 2 p.m. we had landed 8,000 men, with twelve days' provisions
and all their intrenching tools.
In the mean time the New Ironsides, Commodore William Radford; Saugus,
Commander E. R. Calhoun; Canonicus, Lieutenant Commander George E. Belknap; Mahopac, Lieutenant Commander A. W. Weaver; and Monadnock,
Commander E. G. Parrott, were ordered in to take a nearer position, the outsid-e
vessel (the Ironsides) being one thousand yards from Fort Fisher, which was
the principal work, and on which the iron vessels were ordered to pour all their
:fire and endeavor to dismount all the guns. They got into position about 8 a.
m., and opened :fire deliberately.
The troops having all landed without opposition, at 3 p. m. I signalled lin
No. 2 to get under way and go in and attack. Line No. 1 was signalled to take
position in front of the batteries, and line No. 3 was to remain and cover the
landing party and get the :field artillery on shore.
The different lines having formed into line of battle, steamed toward Fort
Fisher, the Colorado leading, (the Minnesota having got a hawser around her propeller.) The vessels took their positions handsomely-having had some practice
at that place--and delivered their fire as they fell in. The rapid fire of the monitors
and Ironsides kept the rebels partly away from their guns, and they inflicted
no damage on the fleet, the firing being very unsteady; indeed, I don't see how
they could :fire at all. After lines Nos. 1 and 2 got fairly anchored in position,
the bombardment was very rapid and severe. This was continued without
intermission from 4 o'clock p.m. until some time after dark, when the wooden
vessels were ordered to haul out and anchor. The monitors and Ironsides were
directed to keep up the fire during the night. The enemy had long ceased to
respond to our fire, and kept in his bomb-proofs.
I could see that our :fire had damaged some of their guns, and I determined
that before the army went to the assault there should be no guns within our
reach to arrest their progress.
Having found that the rebels could still bring some heavy guns to bear, which
annoyed us somewhat, I determined to try another plan, and on the morning of
the 14th ordered in all the small gunboats carrying 11-inch guns to fire slowly
and try and dismount the guns on the face of the works where the assault was
to be made. The Brooklyn was ordered to throw in a pretty quick fire to
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keep the rebels from working their guns. The attack was commenced at 1 p. m.
and lasted till long after dark.
One or two guns only were fired this day from the upper batteries, inflicting
no serious damage on any of the vessels except cutting away the mainmast of
the Huron, and hitting the Unadilla once or twice. These guns we always
silenced when a rapid. fire was opened. '.rhe attack of the gunboats lasted until
long after dark, and one vessel was employed firing (an hour each) throughout
the night.
On this evening General Terry came on board to see me and arrange the
plan of battle for the next day. The troops had got rested after their long
confinement on shipboard and oea voyage, and had recovered from the drenching they received when landing throug4 the surf. Having been long enough
on their native element, they were eager for the attack.
It was arranged between the general and myself that the ships should all go
in early, and fire rapidly through the day, until the time for the assault came
off. The hour named was 5 p. m. I detailed 1,600 sailors and 400 marines to
accompany the troops in the assault-the sailors to board the sea face, wbile the
troops assaulted the land side.
Most all of the sailors were armed with cutlasses and revolvers, while anumber had Sharps' rifl.es or short carbines. I herewith enclose the order of attack
on the fort and the manner of approaching it. There was a perfect understanding between the general and myself, and a system of signals established (by the
army code) by which we could converse at our pleasure, though nearly a mile
apart and amid the din of battle.
.At 9 a. m. on the 15th the squadron was signalled to attack in three lines, or
assume position marked on the plan herewith enclosed.
All the vessels reached position at about 11 a. m., and each opened fire as
they got their anchors down.
The same guns in the upper batteries opened again this day, with some effect,
as you will see by reference to the reports of the different commanders; but no
vessel was injured sufficiently to interfere in the least with her efficiency. The
fire was kept up furiously all day. The Mound Hill battery kept up rather a
galling fire with its two heavy guns, but the rebels were driven away from their
works into their bomb-proofs, so that no vessel was in the least disabled.
At 2 o'clock I expected the signal for the vessels to "change the direction of
their fire," so that the troops might assault. The sailors and marines had worked
by digging ditches, or rifl.e-pits, to within two hundred yards of the fort, and
were all ready. The troops, however, did not get into position until later, and
at 3 o'clock the signal came. The vessels changed their fire to the upper
batteries; all the steam-whistles were blown, and the troops and the sailors
dashed ahead nobly, vying with each other to reach the top of the parapet;
we had evidently (we thought) injured all the large guns, so that they could
not be fired to annoy any one. '.rhe sailors took to the assault by the fl.ank
along the beac.h, while the troops rushed in at the left, through the palisades
that had been knocked away by the fire of our guns.
All the arrangements on the part of the sailors had been well carried out ;
they had succeeded in getting up to within a short distance of the fort, and lay
securely in their ditches. We had but very few killed and wounded to this
point. The marines were to have held the rifl.e-pits and cover the boarding
party, which they failed to do. On rushing through the palisades, which extended from the fort to the sea, the head of the column received a murderous
fire of grape and canister, which did not, however, check the officers and sailors
who were leading. The parapets now swarmed with rebels, who poured in a
destructive fire of musketry. At this moment, had the marines performed their
duty, every one of the rebels would have been killed.
I witnessed the whole affair, saw how recklessly the rebels exposed them-
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selves, and what an advantage they gave our sharpshooters, whose guns were
scarcely fired, or fired with no predsion. Notwithstanding the hot fire, officers
and sailors in the lead rushed on, and some even reached the parapet, a large
number having reached the ditch.
The advance was swept from the parapet like chaff; and notwithstanding all
the efforts made by commanders of companies to stop them, the men in the
rear, seeing the slaughter in front, and that they were not covered by the marines, commenced to retreat, and as there is no stopping a sailor if he fails on such
in occasion on the first rush, I saw the whole thing had to be given up. In
the mean time the troops were more succe~:<sful on their side. r_}_'he rebels, seeing so large a body of men coming at them on the sea side, were under the
impression that it was the main attack, and concentrated the largest part of
their forces at that point, and when they gave three rebel cheers, thinking that
they had gained the day, they 1·eceived a volley of musketry in their backs from
our gallant soldiers, who had been successful in gaining the highest parapet.
Then commenced such a system of fighting as has never been beaten. Our
soldiers had gained two traverses, while I directed the Ironsides to fire on
the traverses occupied by the rebels. Four, five, and six traverses were carried
by our troops in the space of an hour.
These traverses are immense bomb-proofs, about sixty feet long, fifty feet
wide, and twenty feet high, seventeen of them in all, being on the northeast
face. Between each traverse or bomb-proof are one or two heavy guns. rrhe
fighting lasted until 10 o'clock at night, the Ironsides and monitors firing
through the traverses in advance of our troops, and the level strip of land called
Federal Point being enfiladed by the ships to prevent re-enforcements reaching
the rebels.
General Terry himself went into the fort, and I kept up constant communication with him until three hearty cheers, which were taken up by the fleet,
announced the capture of l!,ort Fisher. Finding that the general felt anxious
about the enemy receiving re-enforcements, I directed the sailors and marines to
relieve the troops in the outer line of our defences, and a large number of soldiers
were thus enabled to join our forces in the fort.
It will not be amiss for me to remark here that I never saw anything like
the fearless gallantry and endurance dii3played by our troops. They fought
like lions, and knew no such word as fail. r_}_'hey finally fought and chased the
rebels from traverse to traverse until they reached Battery Lamb, or tbe Mound,
a face of work extending about 1,400 yards in length. At this point the rebels
broke and fled to the end of Federal Point. Our troops followed them up, and
they surrendered at discretion.
Thus ended one of the most remarkable battles on record, and one which will
do more damage to the rebel cause t,han any that has taken place in this war.
Twenty-three hundred rebels manned Fort Fisher; 1,900 were taken prisoners;
the rest were killed or wounded. I may have stated some inaccuracies with
regard to these military matters, which I will leave to General Terry to supply.
I have since visited l!,ort Fisher and the adjoining works, and find their
strength greatly beyond what I had conceived. An engineer might be excusable in saying they could not be captured except by regular siege. I wonder
even now bow it was done. The work, as I said before, is really stronger than
the Malakoff tower, which defied so long the combined power of France and
England ; and yet it is captured by a handful of men under the fire of the
guns of the fleet, and in seven hours after the attack commenced in earnest.
I cannot say too much in praise of the conduct of this fleet during the time
we have been engaged in these operations. I do not know an officer in command who has not performed his duty to the best of his ability. There may
be some who have done better than others, but, after all, that may be a mere
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matter of opinion, or a matter of prejudice or partiality. All did their best,
and we can ask no more.
To make invidious distinctions in a report of this kind would be causing
matter for dispute, and I shall content myself with saying that the government
may well be proud of those whom it has intrusted here with the command of
the vessels.
I leave each commander to tell what his subordinates have done, and refer
the department to the reports of divisional commanders for an account of what
they saw and did. I will, however, make a special report of what I consider
due to those who have been engaged in this contest, and have persistently
fought for the Union.
I refer you to Lieutenant Commander K. R. Breese, who led the assault.
The result was not what I expected when I planned the attack; but it would
have succeeded without severe loss had the marines performed their duty. As
it is, we have lost heavily, and the country has lost some gallant officers, who
fell on the enemy's ramparts.
The success is so great that we should not complain. Men, it seems, must
die that this Union may live, and the Constitution under which we have gained
our prosperity must be maintained. We regret our companions-in-arms, and
shed a tear over their remains; but if these rebels should succeed, we would
have nothing but regret left us, and our lives would be spent in terror and sorrow.
As soon as the forts were taken, I pushed the light-draught gunboats into the
river; that is, as soon as I could find and buoy out a channel and take up the
torpedoes, which were very thick. We found the wires leading to many, and
under-ran them with boats. We found tl!e torpedoes too heavy to lift with our
ordinary boats, and they must have contained at least a ton of powder. The
rebels seemed disposed to pay us back for the famous torpedo Louisiana, which
expluded in their harbor and did them no harm.
We had some difficulty in getting the vessels across the bar and into the river,
as the channel is very narrow and the bar very shoal; a few of them got stuck,
but were got off again with the tide. We all came to the conclusion that we
had followed the right plan to capture Fort Fisher, one in which the nautical
mau of any sense will concur. After I got three of the gunboats inside the bar
and under the Mound the rebels prepared to evacuate Fort Caswell. Two
steamers near the fort (which I think were the Tallahassee and Chickamauga)
were set fire to and blown up after the rebels had set fire to the fort that blew
up last night with a heavy explosion, followed by some minor ones. The barracks were apparently in flames all night, and some little works between this
and Caswell blown up. I have sent vessels to see what has been done, and
shall be governed accordingly.
I think they are burning up everything in Wilmington, and are getting away
as fast as they can. In the mean time a large force of gun boatEl occupies the
river between Caswell and Wilmington. 'rhat place is hermetically sealed
against blockade-runners, and no Alabamas or },loridas, Chickamaugas or 'l,allahassees, will ever fit out again from this port; and our merchant vessels will
soon, I hope, be enabled to pursue in safety their avocation.
I send you a list of killed and wounded. We have lost more than I first estimated.
We expended, in the bombardment, about 50,000 shells, and have as much
more on hand.
I feel much indebted to the Bureau of Ordnance for so promptly supplying
us with ammunition and guns. I regret that some one stopped our supply of
coal, (which should have been doubly increased,) for it came very near defeating this expedition. Had we not been supplied by the army thia expedition
would have been a failure.
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We shall move along carefully, have no vessels blown up by torpedoes if I
can l elp it, and I think we will be in Wilmington before long.
You may rest satisfied, sir, that the gate through which the rebel8 obtained
their supplies is closed forever, and we can sit here quietly and watch the traitors
starve.
I enclose you a number of reports, (dry, though necessary details,) with
which I will not overload my report (already too long) on such an interesting
occasion.
The number of guns captured in these works amounts to seventy-five, many
of them superb rifle pieces of very heavy calibre. All those facing the ships
were dismounted or injured so they could not be used, or the muzzles were filled
up with sand or dirt, which rendered them useless. I only saw two that were
not rendered useless.
'
I believe we have burst all the rifled guns left in the fleet, (one on the Susquehanna, one on the Pequot, one on the Osceola,) and I think the reputation
1
of these guns is now about ruined.
I shall take occasion in another despatch to call your attention to those officers
whom I consider worthy of the most praise, and the approbation and notice of
the department.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
Ron. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary if tlw Na·vy.

FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Off Fo'rt Fislter, N. C., January 16.
SIR: I have to report that, in obedience to your order, I represented your
flag in commanding the assault on Fort Fisher, and beg leave to state as follows:
Lieutenant S. W. Preston had charge of a force of about ten men from each
ship, with shovels and picks, and threw up within six hundred yards of the fort
a well-protected breastwork, and from that gradually advanced to within two
hundred yards a succession of rifle-pits, which were most promptly occupied by
a line of skirmishers composed of marines, under Second Lieutenant L. E. Fagan,
United States marine corps. The manner in which this was done reflects most
creditably upon Lieutenant Preston. As the advance was made he came to me
and reported his work finished, and asked that he might be employed in any way.
Lieutenant Preston's services were most useful to me, and in his last moments he
attempted to send me word that he had carried out my orders.
The assaulting party was composed of about sixteen hundred seamen and
four hundred marines, divided into four lines, as follows: First line, composed of
marines, Captain L. L. Dawson, United States marine corps, commanding. Second
line, composed of the landing party of the first and fourth divisions of the squadron,
Lieutenant Commander C. H. Cushman, commanding. Third line, composed of
the landing party of the second division of the squadron, commanded by Lieutenant Commander James Parker, who most generously waived his seniority
upon reading your order that I should represent you on shore. Fourth line,
CDmposed of the landing party of the third division of the squadron, commanded
by Lieutenant Commander '1'. 0. Selfridge. The second, third, and fourth lines
were of about equal strength.
It was intended that the men should assault in line, the marines acting as
sharpshooters, and the different lines were to charge over them; but from the
difficulty I had of informing myself of the time when the army was to assault,
which was to guide our movements, that moment found us too far off to move to
the attack unless under cover. When I discovered that the army was moving
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to attack the fort, I ordered the men to advance by tne flank, along the beacl1,
hoping to be able to form them for the assault under cover of the marines ; but
four hundred yards distance, exposed to a most galling fire of musketry, tLrew
a portion of the marines into the first line, and the rest of them did not take
position as they should.
The second and third lines came along and the heads of the three lines joined
and formed one compact column, which, filing up to the sea face of Fort Fisher,
assaulted to within fifty yards of the parapet, which was lined with one dense
mass of musketeers, who played sad havoc with our men. Although exposed
to a most severe fire from the enemy, the men were rallied three times under the
personal encouragement and exposure of their commanding officers, but failed to
gain much ground. A few officers and men reached the parapet. I don't know
their names, but they will doubtless be found in the reports of the officers accompanying the party.
'l'he marines having failed to occupy their position, gave the enemy an almost
unmolested fire upon us.
Men armed with Sharpe's rifles and the few marines in the front opened the fire,
but it was too feeble to be of avail. :F'inding the rear of the men retreating, I
hastened toward it to form them under cover, and have them use their rifles, but
they were too far distant for me to reach them. and I accordingly returned to a
position near the works. As I did so the remaining men, notwithstanding all
attempts to stop them, fled, with the exception of about sixty, among whom were
Lieutenant Commanders James Parker, C. H. Cushman, r_r. 0. Selfridge, and
M. Sicard, and Lieutenants N. H. Farquhar and R. H. Lamson, the latter of
whom was wounded, and several volunteer officers whose names I unfortunately
do not know.
The fire of the enemy was so severe that the few of our men remaining had
to seek such cover as they could, and there remained until dark, when a demonstration upon the part of the rebels induced all to make a rush, and most
succeeded in escaping.
'l'he country will regret the death of Lieutenant S. W. Preston, acting as my
aid in carrying orders, who was killed in front; and of Lieutenant B. H. Porter,
killed in the early assanlt, at the head of the column; and of several volunteer
officers, seamen, and marines, killed during the attack.
Of Assistant Surgeon William Longshaw special mention should be made
on account of his great bravery and attention to the wounded under the hottest
fire, until finally he fell a victim in the very act of binding up the wounds of a
marine.
I can but attribute the failure of the assault to the absence of the marines from
their position, as their fire would have enabled our boarders to use their cutlasses and pistols most effectively. By this I would imply the lack of proper
organization, it being impossible in the short space of time, on account ot
· throwing so many small squads of men from the different vessels together in
one mass, lacking proper company formations, and wholly unacquainted with
each other, to secure such organization.
'l'his led to the confusion exhibited, for it was not due to any want of personal
valor on the part of the officers or men.
Although the officers and men were exposed to a severe fire from the enemy,
to them of a novel character and upon a novel element, which would have tried
veterans, yet they adv::~.nced nobly, and the survivors must be satisfied that they
contributed in no small degree to the success of the army. The enemy believing,
as I am informeQ., that the main assault was to come from us, were much surprised upon looking to their rear to find the army so far advanced in their
works.
'l,he medical officers sent on shore with the landing party established their
Part III--13
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field hospital at a work about a mile from the fort, where Assistabt Surgeon B.
H. Kidder took charge of the wounded who were conveyed there, and their
wants attended to as well as circumstances would permit.
As near as I could estimate, there were about sixty-five killed and two hundred wounded.
Lieutenant Commander W. B. Cushing, in the extreme front, finding nothing
could be done, left with the retreating men, and succeeded finally in rallying
them, and, at the request of General 'I'erry, occupied the lines near his headquarters, which enabled him to withdraw men to re-enforce his force in the fort.
Being a witness to the assault of the army after our repulse, I cannot but express my admiration of the extr.eme gallantry of its attack.
Where one act of personal bravery was displayed on the part of the enemy,
a dozen or more were conspicuous on our part; and it was the most imposing
sight to see how splendidly our brave soldiers did their work.
In conclusion I would say that I may have omitted the names of officers who
have distinguished themselves by their gallantry, yet I could not fail to mention
those above named who came personally under my notice, and I trust that the
commanding officers of the assaulting lines will do justice to all.
To Lieutenant Commander James Parker I would say that I was a witness
to his efforts to advance the men to the free exposure of his person, and, although
ranking me, he would let no obstacle of that nature interpose and check his
.
endeavors to do his utmost to capture the fort.
'ro your secretary, Mr. C. P. Porter, acting as my aid, I am very much indebted. Though frequently sent to the rear with orders, he was most promptly
back, and at the assault he was found at the front.
Although the assaulting party failed, I think it but due to those who advanced,
and to the memories of the slain, to claim for them, through their strong demonstration, a corresponding resistance from the enemy, and a weakening of the
1·ebel defence towards our army.
I have been informed by the officers who conversed with prisoners that the
enemy believed ours to be the main assault, and concentrated against us their
main force. In saying this I would not wish to be understood in the least to
detract from the splendid gallantry exhibited by our army, which was worthy
of the highest commendation that can be bestowed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
K. R. BREESE, Fleet Captain.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding Nm·tk Atlantic Squadron.

FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Off New Inlet, N. C., January 15, 1865.
[Landing Orders.]

The landing party will land out of gunshot of the fort, and as fast as the
boats get rid of their load, they will be shoved off, and the boat-keepers will
pull off and hang to the stern of the Nansemond, which vessel will be anchored off the landing.
When the men are landed they will be formed and kept together, the marines forming by themselves.
Lieutenant S. W. Preston will have charge of the men with shovels. He
will advance as near the fort as he safely can without running the risk of a
single wau , and commence throwing up rifle-pits rapidly. He will first advance
with a thin line of sappers, and as soon as he can get a ditch deep enough for
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shelter, the marines will go in, in thin squads, and occupy them. As the sand
is thrown up high enough to conceal a person, other sappers will come in behind and dig it deeper. There will be required a three and a half feet ditch,
and about the same height of earth thrown out. The object is to get as close
to the fort as possible, and with perfect safety, so that the men will have shelter to go to in case of the enemy firing grape and canister.
The officers leading the men must make them keep under command-not
show themselves until the signal is made and the army move to the assault.
No move is to be made forward until the army charges, when the navy is to
assault the sea or ~outheast face of the work, going over with cutlasses drawn
and revolvers in hand. Tho marines will follow after, and when they gain the
edge of the parapet they will lie flat and pick off the enemy in the works.
The sailors will charge at once on the field-pieces in the fort and kill the gunners. The mouths of the bomb-proofs must be secured at once, and no quarter
given if the enemy fire from them after we enter the fort. Any man who
straggles, or disobeys orders, is to be sent to the rear, under a guard. The
men must keep their flags rolled up until they are on the top of the parapet
and inside the fort, when they will hoist them.
Remember, the sailors, when they start to board, are to go with a rush, and
get up as fast as they can. Officers are directed not to leave their companies
under any circumstances, and every company is to be kept together. If, when
our men get into the fort, the enemy commence firing on Fort Fisher from the
Mound, every three men will seize a prisoner, pitch him over the walls, and
get behind the fort for protection, or into the bomb-proofs.
The fleet captain will take charge of the landing party, and all the commands will report to him. He represents me on this occasion, and all his orders will be promptly obeyed ..
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.

[Special Order No.7.]
NoRTH ATLANTic SQUADRON,

Flag-1ilup Malvern, January 1, 1865.
The commanders of all vessels will have their chart plans of last attack
sent in without delay, to be corrected ready for the next attack, and mark the
name of their ship in plain letters on the plan.
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral, Cmn'dg North Atlantic Squadron.

[Special Order No.8.]
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQ.UADRON.

Flag-Ship Malvern, January 3, 1865.
A great many shells were thrown away firing at the flag-staff. 'l'hese are
generally placed at a point to entice us to fire at them, and no harm is done by
this kind of firing. Commanders are directed to strictly enjoin upon theil'
officers and men never to fire at tbe flag or pole, but to pick out the guns; the
stray shells will knock the flag-staff down. Commanders are directed particularly not to show their plans or general orders in relation to this expedition to
any one.
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral, Com'dg North Atlantic /:)quadron.

1!)6
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[Special Order No. 10.]
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON,

Flag-Ship Malvern, January 9, 1865.
The following vessels will form a separate line, under command of Lieutenant Commander Upshur, for the purpose of landing the provisions and stores
for the army, viz : A. D. Vance, Fort Donelson, Aries, Emma, Lillian, Tristram Shandy, Britannia, and the Wilderness. The Nansemond, Moccasin, and
Little Ada will act as messengers as before.
It is pr(lposed now that the troops shall be first landed before any attack is
made on the fort by all the veF-sels. The Brooklyn will lead in with the vessels attached to her line, and anchor in a position to cover the landing, and
drive away the rebels if any are there. The landing will probably be made
at the same place as before.
J.1ine No. 2 will anchor where their guns can reach, (somewhere in about five
fathoms water and not less,) and where they can fire clear of the first line.
Line No. 3 will keep under way a short distance outside the other lines,
1·eady to act as circumstances may require.
The transports will anchor in line outside of line No. 1, and be ready to
deliver their troops as fast as the boats come alongside. All the vessels will
lower their boats as quick as they anchor, and send them to the transports,
line No. 3 doing the same.
When the troops are all landed, the boats will be hoisted up on the port side,
and those belonging on the starboard side will be secured alongside for towing,
so that they can be manned at a moment's notice, when the assault comes off.
If practicable, the New Ironsides and the monitors will be ordered on to
bombard the fort and dismount the guns while the troops are getting on shore.
'This will be done when the signal is made to the New Ironsides to attack, the
monitors following her.
While the vessels are firing, the commanders will keep an intelligent officer
at the main-topmast--b ead to regulate the firing and tell the effect of the shot.
The commanders of smaller vessels will have a like lookout kept at the mainmast-bead. 'The officers aloft will note all information that may be valuable,
as they can see what is going on in the river inside.
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral, Com'dg North Atlantic Squadron.

[General Order No. 78.]
NoRTH ATLANTic SQUADRON,

Flag-Ship Malvern, January 2, 1865.
The order of attack for the next bombardment of l!..,ort Fisher will be as follows:
The New Ironsides, Commodore Radford, will lead in, and anchor with the
centre of the northeast face of the fort bearing west by south half south, the
monitors following. The iron-clads will anchor in succession, as follows: 'rhe
Dictator will anchor close to, and but a length ahead and outside of, the New
Ironsides. The Mahopac, Canonicus,- and Saugus will anchor in a line close
together, between the New Ironsides and the beach ; and the Monadnock will
select a position in the same line, so that she will have room to swing and bring
both turrets to bear.
When these vessels are fairly engaged, signal will be made to the Brooklyn
to go in and engage the enemy, taking her position at anchor close under the
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stern of the New Ironsides, with her broadside bearing on Fort Fisher. The
Brooklyn will be followed in by the Mohican, 'Tacony, Kansas, Unadilla,
Huron, Maumee, Pawtuxet, Seneca, Pontoosuc, Nyack, Yantic, and Nereus, iu
the order in which they are marked on the chart. '.rhe line when anchored
should be with the Brooklyn, bearing about south by east. 'This will be line of
battle No. 1.
Line of battle No. 2 will take position when the leading vessel of line No. 1
is anchored, with the Minnesota leading, Colorado next, Wabash, Susquehanna,
Powhatan, Juniata, Shenandoah, Ticonderoga. After the Minnesota anchorts
in her old place, (or closer,) where her guns will clear the New Ironsides, the
Colorado will pass her and anchor, both ships firing slowly to get their range
as they go in. When the Colorado is anchored and firing with effect, all the
vessels of line No. 2 will anchor in position exactly as they did on a previous
occasion.
The Vanderbilt will then anch0r a little outside of and between the Coloradt
and W abn.sh, Mackinaw between Susquehanna and Wabash, and 'ruscarora
between Juniata and Powhatan.
When line No.2 has anchored, line No. 3 will take position, the Santiago de
Cuba leading, which vessel will anchor with the centre of the southeast face of
Fort Fisher bearing northwest half north, or just ahead of 'riconderoga. The
1!-,ort Jackson will then pass the Santiago de Cuba, and anchor as close as she
can get; the Osceola will pass the Fort Jackson and anchor, and so on with
Sassacus, Chippewa, R. R. Cuyler, Maratanza, Rhode Island, Monticello, Alabama, Montgomery, Keystone State, Quaker City, ending with the Iosco.
When the signal is made to form line of battle, all the vessels of lines Nos.
1, 2, and 3 will fall in line in the order mentioned; the Brooklyn leading line No.
1, the Minnesota line No.2, and the Santiago de Cuba line No.3. When any
vessel is missing, the vessels behind must close up. All the vessels can with
safety get in closer than they did the last time. For this they must depeud on
the lead and past experience.
All firing against earthworks when the shell bursts in the air is thrown away.
The object is to lodge the shell in the parapets, and tear away the traverses
under which the bomb-proofs are located. A shell now and then exploding
over a gun en barbette may have good effect, but there is nothing like lodging
the shell before it explodes. The red lines on the chart indicate the object
each vessel is to fire at as near as we can make out the works.
In case it is determined to land the troops before engaging the forts, signal
will be made. Each vessel will have her boats in readiness to disembark the
troops as rapidly as possible. When the signal is made they will run in and
anchor close to the shore, covering the landing with their guns. The paddle
steamers will not use their paddle boats (but only their davit boats) unless
ordered to do so. All these things will be reg·ulated by signal. All the precautions observed in General Order No. 75 will be observed on this occasion.
Fire deliberately. Fill the vessel;:; up with every shell they can carry, and fire
to dismount the guns, and knock away the traverses. 'l'he angle near the
ships has heavy casemates; knock it away. Concentrate fire always on one
point. With the guns disabled, the fort will soon be ours.
No vessel will retire from line unless in a sinking condition, nor without permission.
So many accidents have happened with the 100-pounder rifles, that I recommend, if they be used at all, the charges be reduced to seven (7) pounds; and
as the time fuzes burst after leaving the g·un, fire them with a patch ou, or fire
percussion shell.
When the troops are ready for the assault, signal will be made to "change
the direction of fire," by hoisting general signal ~,211, and bl1 ,wing the steam,
whistle, which whistle every vessel will repeat, and officers will be stationed at
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the batches to pass the word. When the signal 2,211 is made, all the vessels
will stop firing at Fort Fisher, and concentrate their fire on the batteries to the
left or above it; the Tacony, Kansas, Unadilla, Huron, .M:aumee, Pawtuxet,
Seneca, Pontoosuc, Nyack, Yantic, and Nereus, giving their guns great elevation,
and firing over to reach the river, to disturb any rebel troops that may be resting
there. To avoid accidents by firing over our troops by these last-mentioned
vessels, the patches will not be taken off the shells until the assaulting column
is in the works.
If the troops are driven back, the firing will be directed on Fort Fisher again
when the signal is made, and this plan will be followed from time to time as
assaults are made and repulsed.
'I'here is one thing to which I beg leave to call attention. Wh.en the range
is once obtained, the officer of division should note in a book the distance marked
on the sight, so that he will not forget it. When the smoke becomes thick, and
objects dim, a reference to the notes and an examination, to see if the sight is
properly set, will assist very much in insuring accuracy of fire.
DAVID D. POR1'ER,
Rear-Admiral, Com'dg North Atlantic Squadron.

[General Order No. HI.]
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQuADRoN,

Flag-Ship JJ1alvern, January 4, 1865.
Before going into action the commander of each vessel will detail as many bf
his men as he can spare from the guns as a landing party.
That we may have a share in the assault, when it takes place, the boats will
be kept ready, lowered near the water on the off side of the vessels. The sailors
.will be armed with cutlasses, well sharpened, and with revolvers. When the
signal is made to man the boats, the men will get in, but not show themselves.
When signal is made to assault, the boatR will pull around the stern of the monitors and land right abreast of them, and board the fort on the run in a seamanlike way.
rl'he marines will form in the rear and cover the sailors. While the soldiers
are going over the parapets in front, the sailors will take the sea face of Fort
Ji-,isher.
We can land two thousand men from the fleet and not feel it. Two thousand
active men from the fleet will carry the day.
1'wo boat-keepers will be kept in each boat.
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral, Com'dg North .Atlantic Squadron.

[General Order No. 82.]
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Bea71[ort, N. C., January 5, 1865.
The distinguisl1ing flags of the different lines of battle will be as follows:
When signalizing to line No. 1, one (1) black ball over the cornet will be
hoisted.
When signalizing to line No.2, two (2) black balls over the cornet will be
hoisted.
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When signalizing to line No. 3, three (3) black balls over the cornet will be
hoisted.
The vessels leading these lines will repeat the signals made by the flag-ship.
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral, Com'dg North Atlantic Squadron.

[General Order No. 84.]
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Beaufort, N. C., Janua'r y 6, 1865.
When ready to start, the Santiago de Cuba will tow the Canonicus, the
Fort Jackson the Mahopac, the Alabama the Saugus, and the Rhode Island
the Dictator, if she comes. The Mohican will go ahead of the Monadnock, and.
take care of her; the Vanderbilt will tow or keep company with the Dictator,
and the Pontoosuc will go ahead of the Monadnock to guide her, as her compass doPs not work. When these vessels arrive at the scene of action, they will
drop into their respective lines.
DAVID D. POR'rER,
Rear-Admiral, Com'dg North Atlantic Squadron.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON,

U.

S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Off Smitlwille, N. C., January 20, 1865.
SIR: In my last I informed you that Fort Caswell had been blown up and
evacuated in consequence of the fall of Fort Fisher. I sent Lieutenant W. B.
Cushing around in the Monticello to the western bar, to atlcertain what had
taken place, and to obtain aid from the officers in command of the Nyack and
Vicksburg, and take advantage of the occasion. Lieutenant Cushin~ did not
obtain the aid he required-for what reason I have not yet learned; but, with
his usual energy, he pushed on in his boats, found that Fort Caswell had been
blown up, Bald Head fort destroyed, Fort Shaw also, and that Fort Campbell,
to the westward of CaswelJ, had been abandoned. All these fortFl mount 9 and
10-inch guns, and Armstrong 150-pounders.
Lieutenant Cushing then pushed on to Smithville, after hoisting the flag of
the Union over Caswell. The next thing I saw was the flag waving over Smithville, which the rebels had left in a great hurry after they saw our boats approaching, leaving everything in the heavy and beautiful fort uninjured, and
two IX-inch guns only spiked in the fort at Deep Water Point.
In the mean time I had succeeded in getting one gunboat (the Tacony) over
the rip, (or interior bar,) and sent her up to Reeves's Point to disable the guns
at that place, about three miles (on the west side of the river) above Fort 1I'isber.
'Thus in twenty-four hours after the fall of Fort Fisher and its outworks, aU the
formidable chain of forts in this river, (at the entrance,) built to keP.p out anything we had, have fallen into our bands. They are garrisoned for the present
with sailors, until we have more troops, and I advise that they be held and kept
in order.
I can scarcely give a description of these works. They are certainly the
most formidable and best built earthworks I ever saw, and do credit to the engineer who planned them.
One would suppose the whole southern confederacy had been at work throwing up mud and sand; and General Whiting, the engineer, certainly bad an
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abiding faith in the durability of the confederacy, as he shows his opinion by
his works, which have been four years building, and were taken in as many
days.
Fort Caswell is in the same shape it was before it fell into rebel hands, only
the confederates have covered the masonry with thick earth on the outside, and
made it almost impervious to ebot and shell. It is in many respects stronger
than Fit~her, and harder to take by assault. Still it could be taken, and the
1·ebels knew it. Three or four gunboats on the inside would soon have starved
them out.
I have had a great deal of difficulty in getting the gunboats over the bar and
the rips, and only succeeded this morning in getting the last one through.
I don't know that there is a great deal more for us to do; the port is sealed
up. I shall, however, move up to Wilmington, taking up the torpedoes first, of
which there are a great many. So far, we don't have much difficulty in finding
them. They mostly fire by electricity. They are very large, containing over
a barrel and a half of powder.
The rebels left plenty of good stores and provisions, and our men are now
subsisting on that.
I send you a list of the forts that have fallen into our bands since Fort Fisher
fell, with the number and calibre of their guns.
We have found in each fort an Armstrong gun, with the "broad arrow" on it,
and Sir William Armstrong's name marked in full on the trunnion.
As the British government claims the exclusive right to use these guns, it
would be interesting to know how they have come into a fort held by the southern rebels.
I find that immense quantities of provisions, stores, and clothing have come
through this port into rebeldom. I am almost afraid to mention the amount,
but enough to supply over ,60,000 men. It is all English, and they have received the last cargo; no more will ever come this way.
We picked up a telegram from General Lee to his subordinate here, saying
that if Forts Fisher and Caswe11 were not held he would have to evacuate Richmond. He says most truly; and I would not be at all surprised if he left it at
any moment.
I have sent the three monitors, Monadnock, Mahopac, and Canonicus, to
Admiral Dahlgren ; also the wooden vessels Tuscarora, Shenandoah, Mohican,
Ticonderoga, Juniata, and KeyRtone State, keepin'g here only what was indispensable to eecure every point. The army force is very small for aU this work,
and it will not do to separate it at this moment. It is as much as it will be able
to do to hold what we have taken.
We have plenty of force to hold this place against the whole southern confederacy. I have two hundred and fifty guns bearing on the narrow strip of
land where our troops are heavily intrenched. rrhere are vessels in the river
and outside, and we only hope they will attempt to retake it. Ten thousand
men in Fort Fisher, with the guns of the squadron, would hold this place a long
time.
We find this a better place to catch blockade-runners than outside. I had
the blockade-runners' lights lit last night, and was obliging enough to answer
their signals-whether right or wrong we don't know. Two of them, the Stag
and Charlotte, from Bermuda, loaded with arms, blankets, shoes, &c., came in
and quietly anchored near the Malvern, and were taken possession of.
The Stag was commanded by Richard H. Gayle, a lieutenant in the rebel
navy, and belongs to the rebel government. .A number more are expected, and
we will, I hope, catch a portion of them.
I intrusted this duty to Lieutenant Cushing, who performed it with his usual
good luck and intelligence. These two are very fast vessels and valuable prizes.
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They threw a portion of their papers overboard immediately on finding they
were trapped.
I enclose a list of guns captured by the navy since the surrender of Fort
Fisher, and the names of the different works. This number, added to those
taken around l!..,isher, makes 168 guns in all (most of them heavy ones) that
have been taken.
I enclose a few papers that may be interesting.
The Charlotte brings five English passengers-one of them an English army
officer. rrhey all came over (as they expressed it) "on a lark," and were
making themselves quite jolly in the cabin over their champagne, having felicitated themselves on their safe arrival. The Stag received three shots in her as
she ran by our blockaders outside.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D.AVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secreta1·y qfthe Navy, Washington, D. C.

List of forts taken possession of by the navy since the fall of Fort Fisher, witlt their armaments.

Reeves's Point, three 10-inch guns; Smithville, four 10-inch guns; above
Smithville, two 10-inch guns; Fort Caswell, ten 10-inch, two 9-inch, one Armstrong, four 32's, rifled, two 32's, smooth, three 8-inch, one Parrott 20-pounder,
three rifled field-pieces, three guns buried-29 guns; Forts Campbell and
Shaw, six 10-inch, six 32's, smooth, one 32, rifled, one 8-inch, six field-pieces,
two mortars-22 guns; Smith's island, three 10-inch, six 32's, Rmooth, two
32's, rifled, four field-pieces, two mortars-] 7 gunR; reported at the other end
of Smith's island, 6 guns. rrotal captured, 83 guns.

U. S. }..,LAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Off Smitlwille, N. C., Januar,y 20, 1865.
SIR : I have been so much pleased with General Terry, and the manner in
which he has conducted his part of the operations here, that I deem it worthy
of a special despatch to express what I feel.
General rrerry is, no doubt, well known to his associates in the field who
have served with him, and to the lieutenant general, who selected him for the
service, but the American people should know and feel the very great service
l1e has rendered them, by his most admirable assault on these tremendous
works. Young, brave, and unassuming, he bears his suacess with the modesty
of a true soldier, and is willing to give credit to those who shared with him the
perils of the assault. No one could form the slightest conception of these
works, their magnitude, strength, and extent, who had not seen them, and
General Whiting (the founder) must have had an abiding faith in the durability
of the confederacy when he expended so many years' labor on them.
The result of the fall of Fort Fisher was the fall of all the surrounding works
in and near this place-Fort Caswell, a large work at the West inlet, mounting twenty-nine guns, all the works on Smith's island, the works between
Caswell and Smithville, up to battery on Reeves's Point, on the west side of
the river-in all one hundred and sixty-nine guns falling into our hands; two
steamers were burnt or blown up, and there never was so clean a scoop made
anywhere.
NonTH .ATLA:VTic SQUADRON,
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.A timid man would have hesitated to attack these works by assault, no
matter what assistance he may have had from other quarters, but General 'l'erry
never for an instant hesitated; and though I feel somewhat flattered at the
confidence he reposed in my judgment, I am quite ready to believe that he
acted on his own ideas of what was proper to be done in the matter, and was
perfectly qualified to judge without the advice of any one.
Throughout this affair his conduct has been marked by the greatest deaire to
be successful, not for the sake of personal considerations, but for the cause in
which we are all alike engaged.
I don't know that I ever met an officer who so completely gained my esteem
and admiration.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear- Admiral.
Ron.

GIDEON WELLES,

Secretary if tl~e Navy, Wasltington, D. C.

U. S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,
Cape Fear River, JanuaTy 22, 1865.
Sm: I have read the report of Major General Butler in relation to the late
expedition to Wilmington, (in which he bore a part,) and though late results
(the capture of Fort :Fisher) have completely refuted the assertions of Generals
Butler and Weitzel, I deem it due to the naval part of the expedition that
General Butler's report should receive some notice at my hands.
To use the mildest terms I can, I pronounce the whole report a tissue of
misstatements from beginning to end, scarcely equalled by the misstatements
made regarding the lieutenant general.
The navy had been waiting for two months to start on this expedition, but
for reasons known to the lieutenant general and myself, and which were perfectly satisfactory to me, the proper time was waited for. We wanted a success, not a failure.
General Weitzel was selected, and General Butler's name was never connected
with the expedition, except to fit it out. When the expedition did prepare
to start, it was going to the attack on the supposition that the powder-vessel
(originally proposed by General Butler) would blow the forts down, and the
troops would have nothing to do but to walk in.
I was not opposed myself to the experiment, (for I think everything worth
trying,) and gave all my time and attention to the enterprise and fitting out
the vessel. I was hard at work getting ready, filling her with powder, and had
placed her in the carpenter's hands, the weather looking very squally. Judge
of my surprise, when General Butler came on board the flag-ship at Norfolk
and told me he was embarking the troops in transports, and would be ready to
start in two days. I told him that was out of the question; a heavy southwest
gale was coming on that would last three days at least, and we could not go to sea
at such a time, neither could his transports move. My advice was "not to
embark the men until the gale was over."
He did embark the troops nevertheless. The gale blew heavy for four days,
and the troops must have been very uncomfortable. At the end of that gale
the fleet sailed. I told General Butler that my ves.sels were all slow; the monitors would have to be towed; would have to go into Beaufort to fill up with
ammunition and coal, as I was afraid to venture them at sea with too much in.
I advised him to wait until we had got thirty-six hours start of him, and also
recommended him to rendezvous at Beaufort, N. C., where he.wouldfind agood
NoRTH ATLANTic SQUADRON,
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harbor. Even up to this time he did not tell me that he himself was going
along, but led me to believe General Weitzel was to be in command. He did
not take my opinion about sailing. His transports sailed before any of the flt>et
except the monitors, and instead of rendezvousing at Beaufort, where I could
hope to find him, he rendezvoused off Masonboro' inlet; showed his flag-ship
decked out with flags to the enemy at Fort Fisher, and had one of his transports fired on by guns near the fort. In the mean time I worked night and day
at Beaufort to get the monitors ready and complete the arrangements for the
powder-boat, and I sailed when ready. There wa"l no time when any troops
could have landed without danger up to the time the first attack took place. I
was to be the judge of that, not General Butler, for I had not that faith in his
generalship which would induce me to follow him blindly, though I determined
to do aU I could for him, and make the expedition a success if possible.
I soon saw, though, that General Butler depended on the powder-boat entirely, and I said we would have no assault from the beginning.
I will now proceed to notice General Butler's report in detail, and state where
it is incorrect.
He first says he gave the navy thirty-six hours' start. That is untrue; the
transports started before the navy, or disappeared. General Butler himself left
after I did. He speaks of the "finest possible weather" he had at sea, but says nothing about the surf on the beach. No boat can land on the beach unless the wind
has been blowing strong off the land, and on the days in question, by looking at
the log-book, you will find the wind blowing ::;outhwest and south. On the 15th
the monitors had not arrived at Beaufort, and on the 16th and 17th were coaling
and filling with ammunition, and had to wait a smooth time' to get over the bar,
the wind blowing southwest on the 16th, 17th, and 18th, and throwing in a
heavy surf on the beach. On most of those nights Mr. Bradford, of the coast
survey, came near being capsized in the breakers while making a reconnoissa.nce. It was General Butler's duty to have rendezvoused at Beaufort, and
wait until the monitors and powder-boat (on which he so much depended) were
ready. The movements of the light transports should have been subordinate to
the large and slow-moving frigates and iron-clads, and he should have been
where he could have arranged with me all the details of the attack; but no;
he kept out of my way, and, I think, did it studiously.
When I arrived on the ground of the naval rendezvous with the monitors, I
found General Butler there.
I ordered the powder-boat in, on the night of the 18th, (the smoothest beach
we had had,) but at General Butler's request, communicated through General
Weitzel, in presence of the fleet captain, (Lieutenant Commander K. R. Breese,)
I postponed the explosion until General Butler should say he was ready. The
correspondence on this subject has all been sent to you, and you can judge for
yourself how far General Butler's statement is true.
General Butler states that "Admiral Porter was quite sanguine that he had
silenced the guns of Fort Fisher. He was then urged, if that were so, to run
by the batteries into Cape Fear river, and then troops could land and hold the
beach without difficulty, or without liability of being shelled by the enemy's
gunboat Tallahassee, seen on the river." That is a deliberate misstatement.
General Butler does not say who urged me; but I never saw him, or his staff,
after the landing on the beach, nor did I ever have any conversation with him,
or see him, (except on the deck of his vessel as I passed by in the flag-ship,)
from the time I left Fortress Monroe until he left here after his failure.
He showed himself by that remark just as ignorant about hydrography as
the rebel General Whiting did when he built his fort where he supposed large
ships could not get near enough to attack it. Neither myself nor any one in
the squadron had the faintest idea where the channel was, or what depth of
water there was in it. We knew there was an outer and inside bar, between
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which were included the heaviest fortifications in this country, on which bars
the blockade-runners constantly grounded, and had to wait for high water to get
off. After we had no guns to annoy us, and I had the channel sounded out and
carefully buoyed, nearly all the gunboats of light draught got badly aground,
and remained there for a whole tide. We were forty-eight hours getting gunboats of light batteries over the first bar, and they had to anchor under the
guns of the heaviest forts. They would have fared badly had the rebels manned them.
Three days were consumed in getting the gunboats over the "Rips," and one
of them is stuck there still. The "Rips" are commanded by about twenty teninch guns and 100-pounders, and not a gunboat would have been left had they
attempted to run the batteries. It might have been sport to General Butler,
but it would have been death to the gunboats. I never had the slightest intention of passing the batteries until the fort was taken. The department saw my
plan, and the utter impossibility of doing so. I would certainly not have been
influenced by General Butler's opinions in nautical matters, or risked my vessels to amuse him.
All the next paragraph in General Butler's report, in relation to what the
"admiral" said, and what the "admiral" declined to do, is false from beginning to end. I never bad any conversation of the kind with any one. Indeed,
the whole report is a tissue of misrepresentations, including the part that says
the instructions he received did not contemplate a "siege, &c.," when he knows
he never received any instructions, and joined the expedition without orders.
General Butler speaks of pushing up his men to within a few hundred yards
of l!,ort Jnsher, and capturing Half Moon battery and its men. rrhe ''general"
certainly must have had something in his eye, and did not see well. Half
:Moon battery is four miles from Fort 1!-,isher, had one gun in it, which was
silenced after a few shots from the gunboats, and no one ever entered it. It
was a small sand-hill, that twenty men could have taken. .!!,lag-pond battery
was a larger work, thrown up by the rebels, in which was one 8-inch gun that
had burst some time ago. The gunboats shelled it, and, on the landing of the
first boat-load of troops, the seamen went up and found some boys and old men
in it, (North Carolina junior reserves,) and carried them off to the Santiago de
Cuba. The prisoners were quite willing to go. The troops afterwards surprised 218 officers and men near Fort Fisher, and captureil them.
General Butler speaks of having run in the Chamberlain to within a few
hundred yards of the fort. If he ran that close and was not fired at, he must
have supposed the fort silenced; but he never was within one mile and a half
of the fort, nor did he ever land himself.
What General Butler says about the difficulties of assaulting, owing to palisades, ditches, and other bugbears, has been refuted by the successful assault
made by General Terry on the land side, and the unsuccessful one made by the
sailors on the sea face of the fort, when thirty gallant officers and seamen reached
the top of the parapet and planted the flag. Soldiers, who were accustomed to
the work, would have succeeded there easier than where General Terry assaulted, as the ascent (where the sailors went in) was easier. The same troops
that General Butler bad did the work finally, and took the most difficult side
of the works.
General Butler admits that the fire of the navy did keep the enemy in his
bomb-proofs, but he feared it would keep his (Butler's) men out when they
attempted to assault. General Terry was influenced by no such fear; on the
contrary, we fired twenty yards ahead of our troops, while they were fighting
from bomb-proof to bomb-proof, and the General constantly signalled, "Fire
away! your shells are doing good execution, and our men are in no danger
from them.''
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In the mean time (General Butler says) "tl1e weather assumed a threatening
aspect, and the surf came rolling in on the beach, and the landing became
difficult."
I assert that the landing on that day was smoother than when General Terry
landecl. I arranged with General Butler's chief of staff, General Weitzel, to
land the troops early in the morning. I gave him boats, vessels, everything, in
fact, that he asked for, and at 3 o'clock p.m. not more than three thousand men
were on shore, with one day's rations. With General Terry I commenced to
land the men at 8.30 a. m., and at 2 p.m. eight thousand five hundred men were
on the beach, with twelve days' provisions and all the intrenching tools. The
men were rolled over in the surf, wet their cartridges, and filled up with more.
They went there to stay, and I knew we would have the fort before many
days, from the conduct of the men and officers. There was no necessity
for General Butler re-embarking his men on account of the weather. It was
rough on the beach, but our boats from the fleet communicated at times, and
when it was necessary. The gunboats laid within six hundred yards of the
beach, and covered the troops left on shore, when the general went away after
hearing the news from some North Carolina reserves that Hoke's brigade was
advancing, and that the fort was strongly re-enforced. But w,hat if it was1 We
came down here to take it, and General Terry with the same men did take it.
They were determined to follow their brave general wherever he might think
proper to lead.
AfLer General Butler left for Fortress Monroe, it was rather rough-too rough
to land troops or bring them off, but it only lasted twenty-four hours, and the
troops came off without much difficulty; in fact, there was no time when communication stopped altogether.
Had General Butler commenced landing men (with the determination to stay)
at 8 o'clock in the morning, they would all have been ashore by sunset. We
landed General Terry's 8,500 men in 5~ hours, and had time to give the fort a
good battering before dark.
General Butler says he gave orders to the transports to sail for Fortress
Monroe as soon as the troops were on board, in obedience to the orders of the
lieutenant general.
General Grant never contemplated the withdrawal of the troops. He sent
them there to stay, and having once effected a landing, he knew that the most
difficult part was done. The army once in possession of that narrow neck of
land, and covered by the guns of the fleet, the capture of Fort Fisher was a
mere matter of time. (In a heavy gale, blowing yesterday and to-day, the
vessels outside did not desert their posts.)
General Butler states that the garrison of Flag-pond battery belonged to
Kirkland's brigade. He is in error there; they were a part of the junior North
Carolina reserves.
He also states that he captured two heavy rifled guns, two Hght guns, some
caissons, &c. No such captures were ever made; and the captured forts, about
which so much has been written, were rough earthworks, thrown up for the
purpose of firing at blockaders when they chased close in shore. 'rhey made
no resistance after a few shots were fired by the gunboats.
I have nothing to say in relation to General Weitzel's report, beyond thishe has made mistakes in his statements. He admits that he requested me to
wait a few days until we could co-operate more favorably, on which I suppose
General Butler grounds his belief that the navy detained him.
I did wait, and have waited ever since, until the right man and a good time
offered to take the forts. They were taken, as I said they could be, and that
is the strongest argument in favor of the navy, on whom it was foolishly attempted to fix_ this blunder.
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As it has turned out, the first failure had its advantages, and the country will
derive great comfort therefrom.
If General Butler had not descended to a subterfuge to cover his mistakes, I
would willingly have allowed him to go into retirement with the honors he has
won ; but no man shall reflect unjustly on me or the corps to which I belong
without his hearing from me in some way or other.
The enclosed papers may, perhaps, throw some light on the Wilmington
matter. If they prove to be true, the accused merits a severer punishment than
the odium cast upon him by the public; if they are not true, he shall have the
benefit of the fact.
I have sent you documents and extracts from log-books to show that what
I say is correct, and the log-books of the whole fleet· can be examined if
necessary.
In conclusion, permit me to say that I don't see what it matters whether
General Butler's troops landed one day or another. He decided the fort could
not be taken when be did land. He could not expect the rebels to leave a work
like that with less than 500 men in it, and he certainly could have tried to assault that number. General Terry bad 2,300 to contend against, and be carried the works without a very serious loss, considering the importa~ace of the
position to the country.
I enclose you the report of the rebel General Whiting, who states plainly
that no "re-enforcements had arrived until Tuesday morning, (the 27th,) when
all our troops were embarked."
If the evidence alreauy presented is doubted, the report of General Whiting
cannot be; therefore the excuse for re-embarking the troops because the forts
had been re-enforced by Hoke's division is a poor one.
General Whiting says "the garrison remained, steadily awaiting the renewal
of the assault or bombardment, until rl'uesday morning, (27th,) when they were
relieved by the supports of Major General Hoke and the embarcation of the
enemy." This was two days after the attack of the navy and the landing and
re-embarkir g of the troops.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C.

General Wlz.iting' s report.
HEADQUARTERS, WILMINGTO~, December 31, 1864.
CoLONEL: For the information of the general commanding, I forward thereport of Colonel Lamb, commanding Fort :E'isher in the action of the 24th and
26th:
On receiving the informatjon, at 1 p. m. on the 24th, that the fleet was moving
in to take position, I at once crdered a steamer, and reporting to the headquarters, proceeded to the point of attack, reaching Confederate Point just before
the close of the first day's bombardmtnt, which lasted four hours and a half.
That of the second day commenced at twenty minutes past 10 a.m., and continued, with no intermission or apparent slackening, with great fury from over
:fifty ships till dark. During the day the enemy landed a large force, and at
half past four advanced a line of skirmishers on the left flank of the sand curtain, the fleet at the same time making a concentrated and tremendous enfilading
:fire upon the curtain.
The garrison, however, at the proper moment, when the :fire slackened to
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allow the approach of the enemy's land force, drove them off with grape and
musketry; at dark the enemy withdrew. A heavy storm set in, and the garrison were much exposed, as thay were under arms all night. At 8 a. m. 26th,
a reported ad vance in boats was opened on with grape and shell. The garrison
remained steadily awaiting a renewal of the assault or bombardment until Tuesday morning, when they were relieved by the supports of Major General Hoke
and the embarcation of the enemy.
Colonel Lamb's report herewith gives all the details of the action. In an accompanying paper I will give you an accounL in detail of all matters which
fell under my own observation during the action and the three succeEding days,
which I beg you will cause to be forwarded for the information of the War Department.
As soon as other business will permit a report in detail of the construction
of the works, capacity of resistance, effect of fire, movements of the enemy,
improvements suggested, will be made out and forwarded for the information of
the engineer department.
In this it only remains for me to express my grateful sense of the gallantry,
endurance, and :3kill of the garrison and its accomplished commander.
To the latter I have already paid a just tribute of praise, not for this action
only, but for his whole course at Fort Fisher, of which this action and its result
is but the fruit. His report of the gallantry of individuals I fully confirm from
my own observation.
I wish to mention Captain Mann, Lieutenant Latham, Lieutenant Hunter, of
the 36th ; Lieutenant Rankin of the 1st battalion; Oaptain Adams, of the
light artillery, as very active and efficient.
To Colonel Tansill, of my staff, we owe many thanks. To his skilful judgment and great experience the defence of the land front was committed at the
critical moment of assault. Of Major Riley, with his battery, of the lOth Carolina, who served the guns of the land front during the entire action, I have to
say he has added another name to the long list of fields on which he has been
conspicuous for indomitable pluck and consummate skill. Major Still, chief of
my staff, and Major Strong, aide-de-camp, here, as always, actively aided me
throughout. The gallant bearing and active labors of Major Saunders, chief of
artillery to General Herbert, in very exposed positions, attracted my special
attention.
I present my acknowledgments to Flag Officer Pinckney, Confederate States
navy, who was present during the action, for the welcome and efficient aid sent
to Colonel Lamb, the detachment under Lieutenant Roby, which manned the
two Brooke guns, and the company of marines, under Captain Van Benthuysen, which re-enforced the garrison. Lieutenant Uhapman, Confederate States
navy, commanding battery Buchanan, by his skilful gunnery saved us on our
right from a movement of the enemy, which, unless checked, might have resulted in a successful passage.
The navy detachment at the guns, under very trying circumstances, did good
work.
No commendations of mine can be too much for the coolness, discipline and
ekill displayed by officers and men. Their names have not all been furnished
to me, but Lieutemwts Roby, Dorning, Armstroug, and Berrien attracted special
attention throughout.
To Passed Midshipman Carey I wish to give personal thanks. Though
wounded, he reported after the bursting of his gun to repel the threatened assault,
and actively assisted Colonel Tansill on the land front.
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Above all and before all we shall be grateful, and I trust all are, for the favor
of Almighty God, under and by which a sigual deliverance has been achieved.
Very respectfully,
W. H. C. WHITING,
Major General.
Lieutenant Colonel A. ANDERSON,
A. A. and I. General, Headquarters Department o/ N. C.
P. S.-I wish it to be understood that in no sense did I assume the command
of Colonel Lamb. I was a witness simply, confining my action to observation
and advice, and to our communications, and it is as a witness that I report.
W. H. C. WHITING,
Major General.

U. S. MoNITOR ONONDAGA, AIKEN's LANDING,
James River, Va., Janum·y 16, 1865.
SIR: I have the honor to forward, herewith, a statement made by Mr. Levi
R. Greene, first assistant engineer, in charge of engineers' department of the
United States steamer Massasoit, which may account for the sudden abandonment of the attack on Fort Fisher by General Butler.
I have full confidence in the truth and veracity of Mr. Greene, and think
that this mystery should be unravelled and ventilated by proper authority.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
vVILLIAM A. PARKER,
Commanding 5tk Division.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A.. &quadron, Blockade qff Wilmington, N. C.

u. s. STEAMER MAE:SASOIT, JAMES RIVER, VA.,
January 14, 1865.
SIR: The following is a copy, furnished at your request, of a letter sent by
me this evening to Senator H. B. Anthony. With a few exceptions, it is the
same as the one submitted to you this morning.
In the event of his declining to act in the matter, Admiral Porter is at liberty
to make such use of the information as he may think it warrants.
l am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
LEVI R. GREENE, U. S. N.,
First Assistant Engineer.
Commander WM. A. PARKER, U.S.N.,
Commanding James River Squadron.

U.S. S·rEAMER MAssASOIT, JAMES RIVBR, VA.,
January 14, 1865.
DE 1\R SIR : In making the statements I am about to do to you, it is with the
confidence that, if you see sufficient cause to take any steps toward inducing
government to unravel the matter, you will do BO without giving me any publi·
city in the affair, and, if possible, without my being a witness. Government
will be able to find its own, and sufficient proof, however, if it follows the matter up.
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I hnve only hesitated in making it known before, for want of direct proof,
and dislike of being called upon as a witness.
On the 31st of last month I was returning from a visit to Providence, and
met on the wharf at :F'ortress Monroe a man named William Howard, an Englishman, and formerly in the employ of the Boston, Providence, and New York
railroad as baggage-master. He usually accompanied the train, and as my
duties have called me over the road two or three times a week for the last two
years, until within a short time, I have known him quite intimately, and have
known him to be, at heart, a rebel sympathizer and secessionist.
The morning of the day I met bim we passed up to Norfolk together. In reply
to my inquiries as to bow he came there, and why he left the railroad, he informed
me he was "on a little money-making expedition;" showed me a passport to Newbern, North Carolina, furnished, he said, through General Butler, and then, after
some preliminaries, said in substance that a friend of Butler, named Peters, then in
New York, bad 3,000 bales of cotton in Wilmington; that they were going to get
it out. Butler was to work the thing through, and have half the money; that he
was to furnish passes, and he (Howard) had no doubt but that they should succeed.
That himself and some other person, whose name I do not remember, were merely
acting as agents, knowing nothing but what they were told to do, but if successful,
would make money ; that, being Englishmen, they should have no difficulty in
moving within the rebel lines. He furthermore stated, what I had already began
to see, to wit, that if Wilmington had been captured, Butler would have lost
l~is cotton, as it would have fallen into our hands ; and expressed his opinion
fi:eely that there was but little patriotism in any of our leading men; that they
meant money, and like the one who, as he expressed it, was "doing such mean
things for his own benefit," looked out first for themselves.
Howard has gone to Newbern, I suppose. The proprietor of the Atlantic
Hotel in Norfolk, a relative of Butler, I believe, is concerned in the matter.
r.rhere may be no truth in Howard's statements; if there is, detectives will
soon trace it out, and it will readily be seen wl~y Wilmington was not taken,
though it is hard to believe any man would so sell his country's honor.
You can use this letter to inform the proper authorities, for I consider it my
duty as an officer, and a lover of my country's welfare, to make it known, but
the result can be attained without my gaining any publicity.
I am, very respectfully, yours,
IJEVI R. GREENE,
First Assistant Engineer, U. S. N.
Senator H. B. ANTHONY.
Respectfully forwarded.
WILLIAM A. PARKER,
Commanding 5th Division, N. A. Squadron.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, Marek 14, 1865.
SIR: I have the honor herewith to submit an answer to the interrogatory of
the committee which embraces the inception of the movement upon Fort 1!-.,isher,
and also includes a narrative of the powder-boat.
Very respectfully, &c.,
G. V. FOX,
Assistant Secretary cif the Navy.
Hon. B. F. WADE,
U. S. Senator, Chairman Committee on Conduct cif the War.
Part III--14
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Question. Please give us all the knowledge you have in regard to the naval
expedition against the defences of Wilmington, the cause of its first failure, its
ultimate success, when it was first proposed, by whom, why it was not sooner
attempted, and whatever else relating thereto which you may deem important.
NAVY

DEPARTME~T,

Marek 13, 1865.
SIR: After the failure of the attack upon the outer defences of Charleston,
under Rear-Admiral Dupont, it was suggested to the President by the Navy
Department to seize Morris island. In the conferences that took place with
General Gillmore, who was selected to command the land forces, I suggested
to him to think over a similar attack upon the forts at the mouth of Cape
Fear river, and after the affair at Morris island was finished I would endeavor
to obtain a transfer of the necessary forces to that point.
The capture of Morris island prov~d to be a long siege, instead of a rapid
coup-de-main. Herewith are some letters touching upon the subject of the
Cape Fear defences:
[Private.l
NAVY DEPARTMENT,
August 28, 1863.
MY DEAR GENERAL: I have been north for a fortnight, and only returned
yesterday. The country is well satisfied with your work thus far, and are not at
all impatient, notwithstanding the glorious accounts of the reporters, who promise
the fall of Charleston in forty-eight hours from the date of their despatch.
Every one understands that you have heavy work before you after the ruin of
Sumter, and they accord to your skill the highest praise. I went over to see
ltfr. Stanton last evening, to ask him if he would direct you to take up the Wilmington defences as soon as you had finished at Charleston. I explained the
position of the fort and the topography to the southward, and he favored the idea
with earnestness; of course nothing can be ordered or arranged at present. I
only mention the subject to show you how favorably disposed the department
is to this project, and to enable you to govern yourself accordingly. Of naval
co-operation, it may be assured that such an expedition will receive the full
strength of which our department is capable of exerting. It is an open coast,
and has the ocean hazards, which are far more serious to such an operation
than the obstacles and perils after being established on shore; but there is
generally on our southern coast a long spell of favorable fall weather, during which
the work can be done by those who will not despair of success.
Yours, very truly,

G. V. FOX.
Major General Q. A. GILLMORE,
U.S. Army, Com'dg Dep't rifthe

Eoutl~,

Port Royal, S.C.

FLAG-SHIP PHILADELPHIA,
October 20, 1863.
DEAR SIR: A long talk with the admiral leaves me with the impression that
a due regard to the best interests of the service may require the present ironclad fleet here to be kept out of any very hazardous work until it is re-enforced.
The question of our foreign relations, and the prospect of annoyance from
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foreign-built rebel rams, &c., must, I admit, be taken into consideration; and
although I have chafed under the delay here, I do not desire and never have
desired that my personal feelings and views should weigh for one moment
against the good of the cause. Whether the new monitors, to be added to the
fleet here, will make it relatively stronger, is, I think, doubtful. The enemy is
increasing his strength rapidly.
In the anticipation of temporary suspension of operations here, the Wilmington
defences and your suggestions thereon frequently recur to me. I have called
the attention of the general-in-chief to it.
What can the navy do there in the way of assistance 1
I deem the blockade here perfect at the present time.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Q. A. GILLMORE, Major General.
Hon. G. V. Fox,
Assistant Secretary rf tlte Navy, Washington, D. C.
NAVY DEPARTMENT, November 8, 1863.
Mv DEAR SIR: I have your letter of the 20th ultimo. I have not mentioned
the subject of Wilmington to the general-in-chief, because we have to-day
written a despatch to Admiral Dahlgren which embraces the views of the
department, and which he is directed to show to you.
Before we could get fairly at work at Wilmington four more iron-clads will
be at Charleston, even if it shall be determined to await their arrival. My own
views have always been to press up to the city with iron-clads, without stopping
to attack forts, provided there were no fixed obstructions. If we can do this,
Wilmington and Mobile fall easily. If we do not, those places perhaps can be
held.
Your own operations have been so brilliant that I sympathize with you in
further delay, but the country forgives anything to success.
Yours, very truly,
G. V. FOX.
Major General Q. A. GILLMORE,
Commanding Department of tlte Soutlt, Port Royal, S. C.
Military operations in the summer and fall of 1863 did not admit of any
detachment of troops to co-operate with the navy in an attack of the defences
of Cape }..,ear river; but as soon as they ceased, the following letter was addressed to the War Department, but it failed to elicit a reply, and when the
spring campaign opened, of course no troops could be obtained:
[Confidential.]

NAVY DEPARTMENT, January 2, 1864.
SIR: The admiral in command of the North Atlantic blockading squadron
is confident that he can land a military force on the open beach to the westward of Fort Caswell, whence the reduction of that important work is easily
accomplished by the engineers.
Tile result of such an operation is to enable the naval vessels to lie inside,
as is the case at Charleston, thus closing the port effectually. As this is the
only port by which any supplies whatever reach the rebels, and as the armies
are mostly going into winter quarters, it seems a fit opportunity to undertake
such an operation.
Very respectfully,
GIDEON WELLES,
Sec1·etary oftlte Navy.
Ron. E. M. STANT0:\1,
Secretary of War.
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In August, after the spring and summer campaigns of the army of the Potomac had terminated, I again urged upon the President the propriety of undertaking the attack upon the forts of Cape Fear river, and on account of the
correspondence and conversations I had held with General Gillmore upon the
subject, I suggested that he should be sent for, which was done, and in his
company I visited Lieutenant General Grant, at City Point, on the 2d of September, 1864, and delivered to him a message from the President, to the effect
that the attack upon the outer or sea defences of Wilmington might go forward
whenAver, in the judgment of Lieutenant General Grant, the troops could be
spared. After some conversation and examination of the subject, the Lieutenant General promised that 12,000 troops should be ready to move on the 1st
day of October, which was subsequently changed to the 15th of October.
Rear-Admiral D. G. Farragut was immediately selected to take command of
the naval co-operating force, and preparations were set on foot to collect the
most powerful squadron ever assembled under the American flag, thereby to
render the attack successful. Rear-Admiral Farragut not being able, on account of ill health, to assume command, Rear-Admiral D. D. Porter was transfen·ed from the l\iississippi squadron and assumed th~ command of the North
Atlantic blockading squadron on the 11th of October, at Hampton roads.
The army having made an unsuccessful movement to the left, in October,
were not able to move as agreed upon. I visited Lieutenant General Grant
after that movement, and he told me that it was impossible to furnish the troops
as agreed upon, as his lines were already thin, and that he felt impelled to move
to the left, around Petersburg, so soon as he should be re-enforced. Therefore
the attack upon the sea defences of Cape Fear river was abandoned by the
Lieutenant General for the present, and no definite time in the future agreed
upon. I returned and reported this fact to the Secretary of the Navy.
Whilst the fleet was still lying at Hampton roads, General Butler proposed
to explode an immense quantity of powder as near as possible to Fort Caswell,
thereby destroying that work. The Navy Department adopted his suggestion
rather than abandon its long-cherished schemes against this blockade-running
port, and every means were used to render the project successful, as being the
only alternative left to operate against this place, which otherwise must have
continued, by the means of its foreign entries, to strengthen and nourish the
rebellion. Lieutenant General Grant promised a co-operating army force of
3,000 men, which was finally increased to 7,500 men.
Annexed to this brief narrative are several explanatory letters and a memoir
of the powder scheme, in full, prepared by the Naval Bureau of Ordnance.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, &c.,
G. V. FOX,
Assistant Secretary if the Navy.
Hon. B. F. WADE, U.S. S.,
Clwirman iftlu Committee on the Conduct if the TVar.
[Telegram.]

NAVY DEPARTMENT, September 3, 1864.
General GRANT, City Point:
Just returned. Does the fall of Atlanta make any change in your views,
especially as to the time, October 1 1
G. V. l!...,OX, Assistant Secretary.

~ieutenant

NAVY DEPARTMENT,
·washington, SeptembcT 7, 1864.
SIR : Herewith are the orders addressed to Rear-Admiral Farragut, which
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conform to the arrangements agreed upon during the visit of the Assistant
Secretary to yourself on the 2d instn..nt. Every exertion will be made by this
department to render the expedition successful; and any suggestions which
you can offer relative to naval co-operation will be received and acted upon.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GIDEON WELLES,
SecretaTy of tlte Navy .
Lieute11ant General U. S. GRANT,
U. S. Army, City Point, Va.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, September 5, 1864.
SIR: It has been the endeavor of the Navy Department, since the winter of
1862, to get the consent of the War Department. to a joint attack upon the
defences of Cape Fear river, but they have decided that no troops could be
spared for the operation. Lieutenant General Grant has recently given the
subject his attention, and thinks an army force can be spared and ready to move
by the first day of October. Upon consultation he is of the opinion that the
best results will follow the landing of a large force, under the guns of the navy,
on the open beach north of New inlet, to take possession and intrench across
to Cape Fear riverM-the navy to open such fire as is possible upon the works
on Federal Point, in conjunction with the army, and at the same time such force
as can run the batteries to do so, and thus isolate the rebels. At ordinary high
water the chart gives twelve feet on New Inlet bar, but Lieutenant Cushing,
who has sounded it, says there is fourteen; this, however, requires verification.
'l'he double-enders and small screw gunboats are the only wooden vessels that
can go in, and possibly the monitors of the Passaic class.
The Lieutenant General considers that much of the success of this plan will
depend on its secrecy, and it is agreed that most of the naval force shall assemble at Port Royal, and indications be thrown out that a naval attack is meditated upon Charleston.
You are selected to command the naval force, and you will endeavor to be at
Port Royal by the latter part of September, where further orders will await
you. Bring with you to the rendezvous at Port Royal all such vessels and officers as can be spared from the west Gulf squadron, without impairing its necessary efficiency, and when you leave turn over the command of the squadron to
the officer next in rank to yourself, until the pleasure of the department shall be
known.
I send you by this mail a sketch showing our present knowledge of the
ground. Fort l!.,isher is a casemated work of sand. All the others are two and
four-gun batteries en barbette. There is one iron-clad finished in the river and
in commission.
T'he Colorado, Wabash, Minnesota, New Ironsides, Susquehanna, Canandaigua, Juniata, about a dozen of the double-enders and screw gunboats, three
or four monitors of the Passaic class, one light-draught monitor, one new doubleturreted monitor, built of wood at the Boston navy yard, and the whole of Acting Rear-Admiral Lee's squadron, besides such vessels as you may bring up
from tlw Gulf, are at your disposal.
If the captured Tennessee is brought around to Port Royal it will relieve a
monitor there, and then she can be brought to Philadelphia and coppered and
put in thorough repair.
The depal'tment will thank you to indicate your views and wishes in regard
to the matter, and authorizes you to call for any or all of the naval force available at that time to the department. The operation is an important one, as
closing the last port of the rebels, and deetroying their credit abroad by pre_
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venting the exportation of cotton, as well as preventing the reception of munitions and supplies from abroad.
The whole subject is committed to your hands, so far as the department iE'
concerned, in the confident expectation that success may attend our arms.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GIDEON WELLES,
SecretaTy qftlte Navy.
Rear-Admiral D. G. FARRAGUT,
Com' dg W. G. B. Squadron, Mobile Bay.
NAVY DEPARTMENT, Waslz,ington, September 14, 1864.
Sm : Enclosed are certain interrogatories propounded to A. R. Admiral Lee,
and his answers. The water seems to be scant for the iron-clads to enter, but
the wooden ones can enter if the fire of the forts can be kept under. The
Hatteras fort was reduced in August, 1861, with the Minnesota frigate two
miles distant; therefore I think the admiral is mistaken in saying that that
class of vessels can render no assistance.
The particular and last information we require is this: Will the army force
and its commander go to Port Royal 1 It is necessary to know this, as Farragut goes there to await orders. It seems to me it would be advisable to let
them settle the details at that point together, as no other point is so fit in all
respects as a rendezvous.
In my letter of the 12th instant, I should have said that it was high water
on the 1.5th of September instead of the 3"0th.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. V. FOX,
•
.Assistant Sec1·etary of the Navy.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT, U. S. A.,
Cit11 Point, ViTginia.
[Telegram in cipher.]

NAVY DEPARTMENT, December 29, 1864.
Lieutenant General GRANT, U. S. A.,
City Point, Va.:
I waited for Porter's despatches. Mr. Blair will explain. He reached Fort
Monroe at 6 p. m., having left yesterday at 2 p. m. Mr. Welles has sent yon
a telegram in cipher, which could not be sent until despatches arrived. Porter
will continue his fire, but it is hopeless alone.
G. V. FOX,
Assistant Secnta1·y.
[Telegram in cipher.]

NAVY D~<:PARTMENT, Decembe1· 29, 1864.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT,
City Point, Va. :
The substance of despatches and reports from Rear-Admiral Porter, off Wilmington, is briefly this : The ships can approach nearer to the enemy's works
than was anticipated. Their fire can keep the enemy away from their guns.
A landing can easily be effected upon the beach north of l!"'ort Fisher, not only
of troops, but all their supplies and artillery. This force can have its flanks
protected by gunboats. The navy can assist in the siege of Fort Fisher,
pre~isely as it covered the operations which resulted in the capture of Wagner.
'rhe winter season is the most favorable for operations against Fort Fisher.
The largest naval force ever assembled is ready to lend its co-operation.
· Rear-Admiral Porter will remain off Fort Fisher, continuing a moderate fire
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to prevent new works from being erected, and the iron-clads have proved that
they can maintain themselves in spite of bad weather. UndRr all these circumstances I invite you to such a military co-operation as will insure the fall of
Fort Fisher, the importance of which has already received your careful consideration.
This telegram is made at the suggestion of the President, and in hopes that
you will be able, at this time, to give the troops which heretofore were required
elsewhere. If it cannot be done, the fleet will have to disperse, whence it cannot again be brought to this coast.
GIDEON WELLES, Secretary of the Navy.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,
(Saturday,) Decembe1 n, 1864.
Sm : Lieutenant General Grant will send immediately a competent force
properly commanded to co-operate in the capture of the defences on Federal
Point. It is expected that the troops will leave Hampton roads next Monday
or 'Tuesday. This is all the information the department has to give you, but
relies upon your skill and judgment to give full effect to any move that may
be arranged. '.rhe department is perfectly satisfied with your efforts thus far,
and you will convey to all hands the satisfaction the department feels.
I am, sir,
GIDEON WELLES.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTBR,
Commandmg N. A. B. Squadron, qff Wilmington.
[Private.]

NAVY DEPARTMENT, September 12, 1864.
DEAR SIR: It is full moon on the 30th of September, and again on the 15th
of October. The second or third day after these dates are the highest tides,
which the navy must have to go in. They rise then 5f-0 feet, and at the neap
only 3 1~ feet.
Of course none of us can be ready on the 30th, but surely can on the 15th
proximo. I presume the army force would 1·ather have bright nights for their
work. It is high water on full moon days at 7h. 19m. in the morning.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
G. V. FOX,
Assistant Se~retary oftl~e Navy.
Lieutenant General U. S. GRANT, U. S. A.,
City Point, Virginia.
HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF 'fHE UNITED STATES,
City Point, Virginia, September 10, 1864.
DEAR SIR : Your letter of the 9th instant, enclosing copy of instructions to
Admiral Farragut, was received by last night's mail. I have no suggestions to
make beyond what those instructions contain. As soon as the land forces can
be spared, and the navy is ready to co-operate, I will send an expedition of
sufficient force quietly down the coast, not even allowing the command, with
the exception of the commanding officer, to know where they are going. .
The details for landing a force can best be arranged by Admiral l!,arragut,
and the commander of the land forces. So soon as all is arranged, I will acquaint you with what is done on my part.
Yours truly,
U. S. GRAKT, Lieutenant Genaal.
Hon. G. V. Fox,
Assistant Secretary if tlw Navy.
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HEADQUARTERS ARMIES OF THE UNITED STATES,
City Point, Virginia, S eptember 19, 1864.
DEAR SIR: You had not been gone from here seven days, before I learned
from New York that a formidable expedition was to be sent out from here
against Wilmington, and that Q. A. Gillmore was to command. I thought
this strange, but attached no very great importance to it until now, just returning from the north, where I have been for a few days. I receive reports from
sci~uts, showing much more is known about it in the south than is known in
the north. Preparations are even being made which will lead to the evacuation of Richmond, if it becomes necessary to save Wilmington. I will be all
ready by the time indicated in your letter-high tides about the 15th of next
month-but may be impelled by the preparations of the enemy in that direction
to do something entirely different.
I will not fail to keep you informed, if there is an intention to do anything
requiring a different disposition of the navy from what is manifested in your
letter.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
U.S. GRANT,
Lieutenant General.
Hon. G. V. Fox,
Assistant Secretm·y if tlw Na1•y.
NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP l\IALVlf.RN,
Hampton Roads, December 10, 1864.
Mv DEAR Fox: I hope, if the weather permits, that we will get off Mondayall we are waiting for is the powder-vessel from New York. If she don't come,
we will go on to Beaufort and fill up there. Butler has just put his troops on board
the transports in all the rain and storm, and is now in a great hurry to get off.
I believe the troops are all negroes, and I don't expect much of them. I believe Butler is going himself to look on or direct-he had better leave it to
Weitzel. They seem to have-a vague idea of what they are going to do, and
will take about 5,000 men, depending on the explosion to do all the work.
This don't seem to me to be a soldier-like view of the case, for if the explo sion
should fail to do all that is expected of it, there should be troops enough to
hold the point against all attacks, in case the vessels are driven off by the
weather, and they should have at least twenty days' provisions with them.
They are not at all communicative as to their plans, but seem to think that
everything is to be done by the navy, while I think it will be necessary to have
the army go to work with their sharpshooters and invest the works. I don't
believe the rebs have more than 1,500 men in the works.
I don't see why the original programme was not carried out, and the 12,000
men sent. Grant, though, has nothing to say, and Bu1ler has it all his own
fashion.
I go a good deal on luck, and will make a spoon or spoil a horn. The
weather is getting to be bad, and I fear we will meet with some delays ; I am
glad, though, to be doing something; even if we fail, we can try it again; nothing like sticking to a thing when it is commenced.
I am sure Butler will go ; the old fellow seems anxious to have a fight of some
kind. All I am afraid of is his interference with General vVeitzel, (who understands his business,) though Butler has always had the good sense to defer
to his opinions.
I am in hopes that Sherman will keep so many of the rebs employed that
we will be able to march right into Wilmington ; the forts taken, and that
in our hands, the old blockade hen will be killed.
Two steamers have got in this month, and three have esc8.pecl out, one
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of them (the Chickamauga) loaded with cotton; so they say. 'I'his Armstrong
is the best vessel we have ever captured; she is large and very fast, and was
only captured by a shell setting her on fire. Of course the government will
take her.
I wish they would hurry and send the soft coal to Beaufort ; the captured
steamers won't run by two knots as fast with hard coal.
'l'he torpedo-boat is all ready to go somewhere; but if she goes to sea, she
will have to be calked up tight and towed. I think she had better be kept
for the present in James river ; the smallest wave goes clean over her. The
crew want drilling before they go to work, and the thing would be useless
until every man knows his business.
Butler tells me in a week he is going to blow out his canal. I tell him to
blow away, and make a note of it when he gets through there. He wants to
know what I will do if the rebel rams get through. I tell him I will think over
the matter when they do. The torpedo-boat I think could be kept there three
or four weeks to perfect themselves in the use of the vessel; and if the bulkhead is blown out, she can be made useful; at all events, destroy anything that
comes down, or gets aground in the river, which they often do, and are allowed
quietly to get off again, instead of attacking them with sharpshooters. I have
been so busy the last week with the red tape with which the navy is tied up,
that I have had but little time to shove things ahead, and I am daily astonished more and more how much other people expect me to think for them, and
how little they think for themselves. I have started Macomb on an expedition up the Roanoke with an army co-operation to capture Rainbow Bluffs and
some ten or fifteen guns, that will leave the Roanoke open to Weldon.
The monitors had a fight with Howlett's and canal batteries the other day
with excellent firing, but Saugus disabled. Parker don't seem to think her
much hurt, but the engineer that came to report makes out a bad cripple. It
is blowing a heavy gale, and we can't do much just now. Winter is here in
earnest.
Very truly and sincerely,
DAVID D. PORTER.

On the destruction if Fort Caswell, and tl~e capture r!f tlw site, by an explosion
of gunpowder; and also if Fort FisheT.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,

Wasl~ington, November 18, 1864.
It is proposed and considered practicable to destroy Forts Fisher and Caswell, or their garrisons, by blowing up a large ship loaded with gunpowder·
This ship is to be conducted to the nearest point to the fort accessible to a vessel of her draught of water, and there exploded by some fuze or match under control of the parties navigating the vessel to her destination. The expectation and
reliance is upon destroying the fort or its garrison by the effects of the blast
of an immense quantity of powder, not less than---, some of which it is
proposed to take from damaged supplies now on l1and. Such I understand to
be the project on which my opinion is desired by the War Department.
Is this scheme practicable and likely to be attended with favorable results 1
Does it promise sucH. reasonable results as to justify the consumption of so large
an amount of our military supplies 1
On examining the plans and hydrography about this work, and its approaches
from the sea, it appears that no vessel drawing ten feet of water can approach
nearer to the fort than 450 yards, to reach which point she must make a
circuitous course, exposed to the batteries of the fort. If served with hot shot
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and shells there is reason to believe she must be set on fire before she can reach
the destined position. She may be sunk in attempting to reach her destination,
and is liable to self-destruction by the powder being exploded by direct shot or
shells from the batteries, or by fire caused by hot shot or shell. Should these
projectiles strike and penetrate a wooden vessel, conflagration must follow. It
is very doubtful whether men would go on board such a burning ship, so loaded
with powder, to extinguish the flames; and if they did so, whether it could be
subdued in parts of the ship through which a hot shot might pass and ignite the
woodwork, tar, and oakum exposed to such projectiles.
Under such circumstances no other vessel is likely to approach her, either to
divert and draw off the enemy's fire, or give assistance in extinguishing the
flames. It is possible that naval skill and genius may overcome some of these
difficulties, but it is not probable that all of them could or would be surmounted,
exposed as the vessel would be to quite formidable batteries in the fort commanded by an officer, Whiting, who is known to possess a knowledge of the
efficiency of hot and hollow shot.
Admitting the probability of this vessel being satisfactorily moored at the
selected site nearest to the fort, and that the fuze explodes the powder at the desired moment, we find that the horizontal action of the powder thus exploded,
whatever it may be, acts first upon the inclined plane forming the glacis of the
fort, composed of a solid mass of earth more than 450 yards in length, and rising
gradually to the height of 26 feet above the water.
The armament of the fort is in part behind and below this hill. Back of it,
about 60 feet, is a ditch filled with water, the side of which ditch is lined or
faced with a masonry wall of six to ten feet thick, behind and against which rises
another sand-hill-the rampart-to the height of 34 feet above low water, and
behind and below which is an additional armament of heavy guns. Behind and
below the last sand-hill-rampart-is the bomb-proof barrack, the eaves of which
are 31 feet above low water, and 3 feet below the crest of the rampart which
entirely surrounds this barrack. The walls of this building, occupied as a barrack by the garrison, are four feet thick, no part of which can be seen from the
water or be struck by any pTojectile, other than that of curved fire.
The blast of a large quantity of powder is relied upon to ascend this sand-hill,
pass over the ditch, and then descend into the body of the fort, strike and demolish the four-feet walls of the barrack, and bury the garrison in its ruins. If
its power can be 1·elied upon to descend into the body of the fort, where alone it
can injure the garrison who may choose to seek its protection, it would previously have descended into the ditch and there harmlessly expended its force.
I can find no reason to believe that these solid masses or sand-hills, and
massive walls distant more than 450 yards from the site of the powder explosion,
are to be removed or destroyed, or in any way injuriously acted upon by the
air or atmosphere as a projectile propelled by the explosion of any quantity of
powder.
All our experience goes to show that the atmosphere can only be used as a
motive power by condensing it within circumscribed limits and then giving
vent to it, as in an air-gun; or by rapidly heating it within similar limits and
by sudden expansion act upon a solid in immediate contract, as in the Ericsson
engine.
'.ro put the air in motion, and hope to batter and destroy any solid or substantial structure by any motion we can impart to the surrounding atmosphere,
is contrary to our belief. The hurricane or tornado, combining the spiral with
continued or prolonged action, we know to be capable of destroying vertical
opposing surfaces of light structure; but such a continuous prolonged action
cannot be given to the atmosphere by any power within the control of man.
rrhe power of the atmosphere put in motion and continued during a moderate
breeze is .OS of an ounce on a square foot; during a fresh gale it is 5lb. 3oz.;
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during a hurricane it is 31lbs. 3oz.; and during a most violent tornado which
destroys forests and wooden buildings, and unroofs others, it is 461bs. loz. per
foot, moving with a velocity of 97.5 miles per hour. Such a power-and the
greatest we know of from a blast of wind-has never been known to disturb or
injure such structures as those we are now considering.
It is hoped to raise a breeze or hurricane at a distance of 450 yards from the
object to be destroyed, by suddenly and momentarily upheaving the atmosphere
at a point, without any means of conducting its force to the desired objects,
which force when it arrives at the distance of a quarter of a mile has to be vastly
greater than wind or the atmosphere has ever been known to move.
We have some facts connected with the expansive force of gunpowder bearing upon this point. When confined at the bottom of the bore of a gun, say
a 42-pounder, its expansive power is about 36,420 pounds on the square inch;
give it, however, an air space of 14 inches, or that distance in which to expand
its power, and its force is but 15,850 pounds on the square inch ; and give it
still more space-42 inches-in which to expand itself, and the force is but
6,470 pounds on the square inch; thus decreasing its expansive power from
36,420 pounds to 6,4 70 pounds, or 29,950 pounds in the short distance of 42 inches,
and that in the confined space of the bore of a gun. Again, when the air space
is twenty times greater than the space occupied by the powder, the force of the
powder is but 1,066 pounds to the square inch. When but ten times greater,
it is increased to 2,525 pounds per sq nare inch; and when the powder is equal to
half that of air space, the force is increased to 32,200 pounds to the square inch.
When the powder fills and occupies the whole space, without any air space
about it, as in an iron sphere (shell) so filled, the force is increased to 113,000
pounds to the square inch.
·
In the case under consideration, the powder occupies the space equal to the hold
of a vessel, and that of the air is infinite. Unless, then, we can conduct this
expansive force of the powder in the vessel, immense as it may be, by a tube or
other means, to the object to be destroyed, or by means of an immense projectile in contrct with the powder, we can expect no result calculated to destroy
the garrison, and much les~ any of the solid ramparts and ma~sive walls distant
a quarter of a mile fi·om the centre of the power proposed to be used; a power that
decreases rapidly with the distance from the object to be overcome.
In all cases to which reference will now be made, the projectile force of the
powder acting upon solid masses in immediate contact with powder, thus making these solids the projectiles, they (the solids) have been the cause of injury;
and in no case has the air been the projectile put in motion by the explosion
that destroyed or injured buildings remote therefrom.
The refl.ux of the atmosphere filling the vacuum suddenly created by exploding the powder has in every case been the cause of forcing open and outwards
doors, &c.; but the motion of translation or propulsion from the explosion through
the medium of the elastic vapor of the atmosphere is not perceptible to any
injurious degree.
I consider that the explosion of a vessel-load of gunpowder at the nearest
point it can appr~ach Fort Caswell or Fort Fisher can produce no useful result
towards the reduction of those works, and that no such vessels as are proposed
to be so loaded can be navigated and placed at the nearest points to these forts,
provided the fort is garrisoned and its guns are served with hollow projectiles
and hot shot.
Fort ],isher is another work proposed to be destroyed with its garrison in the
same manner as Fort Caswell. The work is situated on a sand-hill about
the light-house at the northern entrance into Cape Fear river. It is unlike
Fort Caswell in being formed exclusively of earthen or sand ramparts and ditch,
without masonry, retaining its shape fi·om the slopes given to the parapets,
scarps, and counterscarps, with the aid of gabions and other temporary expedients. Our knowledge of it is imperfect; but enough is known to enable us
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to form as correct a judgment of the effects of the proposed explosion in the
open sea in front of it as though we possessed as much detail as in the preceding case of :E'ort Caswell.
The distance of Fort Fisher from the water is not known with certainty.
The light-house, situated in this fort or immediately adjacent thereto, was, at
the date of our last survey, (1856,) 440 yards from the water-line on a north
65° east course; and the nearest point to which a vessel drawing 12 feet water
could float was nine hundred and fifty (950) yards on the same course-very
nearly double the distance of Fort Caswell, and hence exposed to much less
liability to injury from the proposed explosion.
All my remarks in relation to the destruction of Fort Caswell are hence a pplicable to Fort :E'isher, modified by this increased distance, and diminishing
the probability of injuring it or itE garrison by the explosion.
I will now give several instances of the explosion of large quantities of gunpowder, and the recorded results of effect produced, in exemplification of the
preceding views :
1st. Explosion of the magazine at Fort Lyons, of the defences of Washington,
on the 9th of June, 1863. The floor of this magazine was 9 feet below the
parade of the fort. The space for powder was 64' X 71 X 7', covered on top with
logs of 15 inches square by 18 feet long, and above them 8 feet of earth, (in
thickness.) The amount of powder in the magazine was 17,500 pounds in
barrels, besides which there was ammunition prepared for 900 cartridges for
32-pounders, 750 ditto for 24-pounders, and 500 ditto for 30-pounder Parrott
guns, and about 200 rounds for field-pieces. The earth over and on top of the
magazine was scattered in every direction, principally upwards. It fell in considerable quantities at a distance of 400 to 500 yards; other portions of earth
were thrown to the right and left and deposited immediately alongside the outlines of the magazine. 'l'he logs on top of the powder-room were thrown in
every direction. Some pieces were thrown to a great distance-in one case, to
600 yards. The breadth of the cavity in the earth formed by this explosion
was about 45 feet on top. The explosion did not affect tke otker earthwork qf
the fort to any material extent, although it surrounded this magazine on three
sides, and not more than 80 feet from the magazine, rising several feet above it.
One gun on the rampart was thrown (rolled) into battery and tipped forward
with its muzzle resting on the parapet. The loaded shells in the magazine
were thrown to various distances, in one case as far as 2,500 yards. The
wooden buildings and tents used as officers' quarters, placed near the magazine,
were entirely destroyed. At the time of the explosion most qf tlte gar'rison
were in tke bomb-p1·oqf, which opens on the front opposite the magazine, and
about seventyjive feet from it~· all tl~e l!fficers and men the1·ein escaped uninjured. At a house 350 yards fi·om the magazine the glass of the windows was
blown violently IN and the doors OUT. The walls were started OUT and T01-YARDS tke magazine, in one case more than an inch, while the whole house
was settled unevenly on its foundations. Several persons were lifted up and
thrown to some distance, in one instance about 150 yards, escaping with slight
bruises, while others sustained scarcely a mark on their bodies.
2d. Another example of the explosion of a depot of powder of recent date
occurred at City Point. A canal-boat moored alongside the wharf contained
all the surplus ammunition, amounting to not less than eight tons, ( 19,920 lbs.,)
some of it in boxes, which may not all have exploded. There seemed to have
been but one explosion. A similar canal-boat or barge was moored against and
on the outside of the one loaded with powder, &c. The wharf was built on
piles. On the wharf was a wooden storehouse, one story in height. About
three hundred feet of this wharf was destroyed. The storehouse was blown
down. It contained quartermaster's and commissary stores. A loaded railroad
train was on the track on the opposite side of the wharf. The engineer was on
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his engine. Neither the train, engine, or engineer were injured. Across the
railroad, about one hundred and sixty-five yards from the explosion, stood
some Eght wooden buildings, sutlers' tents, &c. All of these were blown down,
or so much injured that they were torn down. Several persons were killed -ip
and around these buildings. Fragments of the boat were thrown some 500
yards, of a size and with a velocity sufficient to kill a man. My informant was
in his tent, about 550 yards from the explosion. He felt the shock very
sensibly, but received no injury except from pieces of projectiles.
A small boat alongside the barge next to the one blown up cont~ined several
men. '.rhe boat was capsized! and some of the men slightly injured. No case
of injury to any individual could be found, except struck with some projectile.
3d. An explosion occurred in July, 1848, on board a schooner at the levee
opposite the city of New Orleans, loaded with 656 boxes of ammunition and
other boxes of ordnance stores. It took place after one hundred and forty-one
boxes of the ordnance stores had been unloaded and reshipped on board a steamer
alongside the schooner, destroying the schooner, killing one and wounding
another man on board. No injury was done to the several other vessels in the
immediate neighborhood, to the steamer alongside, or the buildings on shore.
4th. In the vicinity of New York, two instances of explosions are within my
recollection.
The one a powder magazine near the navy yard at Brooklyn, which exploded about the year 1807, throwing pieces of the building into the city of
New York and about the city of Brooklyn, producing no injury, so far as I can
now ascertain, to the buildings by the explosion of the powder. The second
case occurred about 1830. The steam frigate ]'ulton, the first vessel of this
character ever built, (finished and in service in 1814,) was injured by the explosion of her magazine while moored on the flats at the navy yard. rrhe
quantity of powder on board was small, and although enough to destroy much
of the vessel, it did no injury to surrounding objects. The vessel had timber
sides of several feet thick, floated on the hulls, with water-wheels between
them.
5th. At Dupont's powder-mills, near Wilmington, Delaware, there have been
numerous explosions from time to time. rrhe injury done beyond the immediate
locality of the mill or depots has been from fragments of the building in which
the powder was stored or being manufactured, and no material injury from concussion or blast of powder.

*

*
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*
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6th. The recent test of the 20-inch gun at Fort Hamilton, near New York,
was another instance where the effect of the blast of powder was observed with a
charge of one hundred and twenty-five pounds of powder. Men were stationed
directly on the line of fire distant about seventy-five feet from the muzzle, and
screened by the river bank that arose about twenty feet above their heads, and
about twenty-eight feet below the level of the axe~ of the gun prolonged. r:rhey
experienced no inconvenience from the blast.
7th. Referring to European experience, I may call your attention to the
depot magazine of the French army at the siege of Sebastopol in the Mamelon
Vert, in 1855. It contained 15,400 pounds of powder. It occupied the centre
of the work, was sunk below the parade and made bomb-proof above and
around by earth and logs, similar, in most respects, to that of Fort Lyon. It
formed a crater extending to the limits of the terre-plein of this small work,
but did no material injury to the rampart or even the parapets. Two batteries,
distant 50 yards from the centre of the magazine, were injured, 140 men killed
and wounded, some by the first effect of the explosion, others by the masses
of earth, stone, and timbers that were carried a considerable distance. Beams
were thrown inside the Russian lines.
8th. In 1840 the English and r:rurkish fleets bombarded St. Jean d' Acre,
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blowing up an extensive arsenal within the limits of the defences. It was situated in the ditclz,, with ramparts on each side, about fifty feet from the building.
The explosions formed an exterior crater extending under the two ramparts,
making a breach in each of them, and killing and wounding about 1,600 men
at the moment of the explosion on the rampart adjacent to the arsenal. The
quantity of powder in this extensive building could not be ascertained, although
it was known to fill the building, with some exposed in the court-yard in the
open air. The mass of stone, earth, and timber appears to have caused the
death of the troops.
9~h. We have numerous instances of the blowing up of ships-of-the-line, as
the French admiral's ship off Aboukir, and of the Turkish admiral's ship at
Navarino, where destruction of the ships was entire and complete, but no effect
is known or supposed to have followed from the explosion of the gases, acting
upon the surrounding atmosphere.
lOth. The square tower of Brescia, of 70 feet in height and 18 feet "out to
out," was destroyed in 1769 by the explosion of gunpowder stored within it
as a magazine, containing at the time 160,000 pounds (French) of powder.
Within a radius of 100 toises, 190 houses were destroyed; within a radius of
300 toises, 500 houses were greatly injured, 308 persons were killed, and 500
wounded. A stone, weighing 150 pounds, was thrown one Italian mile. The
walls of this building were 4' 911 (French) thick. It was two stories high,
separated by a masonry arch.
11th. A magazine exploded during the siege of Almeida, Spain, containing
150,000 pounds (French) of powder. The cathedral, distant 165 metres, was
destroyed and 500 inhabitants buried in the ruins of the adjacent buildings.
The French trenches were filled with the ruins and large masses of stone, and
pieces of the heaviest calibre were thrown in the country over the ramparts.
Three-quarters of this small town, within a radius of 200 m.etres, was destroyed.
'l'he trenches, at the time, were from 600 to 800 metres distant. The fortifications of the place, however, were uninjured. 'l'he city contained but 1,500
inhabitants.
l~th. Frith, on the Thames, England.-In October, 1864, on the south bank
of the Thames, between Erith and Woolwich, two powder magazines and two
barges loaded with powder exploded, killing eight or nine persons and wounding others. 'l'he quantity of powder in the largest magazine, (Hall's,) of 50
feet sqnare, in two floors, was 750 barrels; and in the smaller one, (Lowood's,)
of 28' by 481, was 90 barrels; and in the two barges, then at the wharves, 200
barrels ; making the total quantity exploded about 104,000 pounds.
The two magazines were 135 feet from each other, situated on the edge of
the river, immediately behind the dike. The two barges were moored alongside the wharves or jetties, one of which projected into the river 122 feet, and
the other 1~0 feet. Connected with these two magazines were three cottages
occupied by workmen andt heir families. One of them, Raynor's, was 71 yards
from Hall's magazine; another, occupied by York, was 70 yards; and the
third, occupied by Silver, wus 50 yards from the Lowood magazine.
The two magazines and three houses situated as above were upon a tract of
~0 acres of ground, and the only buildings within a mile of the disaster.
There were three distinct explosions; the first on board the barges, which
tore asunder the large magazine, which latter caused the smaller one to explode. Of these magazines, not a single stone remained upon one another.
r.rhe barges were split into fragments and hurled into the air. The embankment was destroyed, forming a crater of 75 feet in length and 30 feet deep.
Raynor's cottage was entirely destroyed ; himself and son were killed ; his
wife and daughter were dug out of the ruins alive. Silver's cottage was in
ruins. In it a child was killed. Silver himself was at the back door, and
thrown down by the first explosion, but not hurt, while the house was de-
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stroyed by the second and third explosions; he was dug out of the ruins. No
damage was done beyond the twenty acres on which the magazines and houses
were built, other than Lreaking some panes of glass and doors. 'I'he shock
was felt more or less throughout London, distant, at the nearest point, about 15
miles; and some statements give the distance as great as 40 and 50 miles to
which it was felt. These facts were sworn to before the coroner's jury.
A magazine, a quarter of a mile from those blown up, was uninjured. The
storekeeper and four workmen were in this magazine at the time. The second
explosion knocked them down, and a piece of iron fell through the roof.
Another magazine lay at a distance of a quarter of a mile further off, and a
g·overnment magazine one mile, to which no injury was done. These facts
sworn to as above.

RIOH'D DELAFIELD,
General, and

A.

Esq.,
Assistant Secretary

CHARLES

DANA,

if

Cl~iif Engineer.

War.

[Confidential.]
WASHINGTON ARSENAL,

Washington, D. C., November 18, 1864.
SIR : The proposition which was under discussion last evening, viz: the destruction of the enemy's defensive works by means of exploding large masses
of powder near them, appears to me to resolve itself into three parts :
1st. The probable effect of such an explosion on the enemy's works.
2d. The disposition of the powder on board the vessel.
3d. The means of igniting it.
First. 1'he amount of powder I understand has been fixed at 200 tons ; and
the distance at which the explosion is to take place will be about 100 yards
from the object. If these conditions are fulfilled, I think the work will be
seriously damaged by the explosion of its principal magazines, and the traverses
and bomb-proofs may be shattered or overturned. It appears to me, however,
that there will be great difficulty in getting so near the object, if the enemy are
vigilant, even in the darkest night . . A few light balls will be 3u:fficient to light
up a space of several hundred yards in front of the enemy's works; and the
offensive operations will be clearly seen by the. enemy, and the powder-vessel
will become an easy mark for his heaviest guns before it can be brought into
position.
Second. The greatest explosive effect is produced by powder when it is confined in a space equal to its own volume. The powder to be used, therefore,
should be taken out of the barrels and placed in a timber box just sufficient to
hold it. A box of 19 feet linear dimensions, I think, will be large enough to
contain 400,000 pounds, or 200 tons; or an oblong box 10 feet high, 20 feet
wide, and 32 feet long, will suffice to contain it. The effect of the explosion
would be the greatest, I think, if this box be placed above and near the surface
of the water, or nearly on a level with the object.
It would be well to have the powder box well covered up with sand-bags as
a protection against the enemy's fire and to confine the gases until the combustion is more nearly completed than it would be if fixed in the open air, or under
ordinary pressure.
Third. It strikes me that the best means of firing the powder would be one
of Beardslee's magneto-electric machines which he has devised for this purpose.
Two or three of such machines might be usefully employed, acting independently
of each other, to make the explosion more sure.
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rrhe little attention and thought which I have been able to give this subject,
and the absence of all practical experience in the effect of such explosions, will,
I fear, make my opinioniof little practical value; such as it is, you are welcome
to it.
Yours truly,
J. G. BEN'l,ON, Major if Ordnance.
Captain H. A. WISE, Ch1:if if Bu1·eau if Ordnance,
United States Navy, Washington, D. C.
While the discussion of the details of the plan was going on at Washington,
the following were received at the Navy Department from Rear-Admiral Porter
and Major General Butler.
Extract from a telegram dated Fortress Monroe, 20th November, 1864, 11.30
p.m.:
" I think the Louisiana will do for our purpose. Have ordered her from the
sound to Beaufort, to take out everything but her boilers and machinery. The
material had better be sent to Beaufort at once.
"D. D. PORrrER, Rear-Admiral.
"Hon. G. V. Fox, Assistant Secretary qf tl'i-e Navy."
[Cipher.]

To MaJor General B. F. BuTLER,
· Commanding Army qf tlte James, Bermuda Hundred :
Can you send one hundred and fifty tons to Beaufort, when wanted 1 Vessel
is preparing there for three hundred tons.
G. V. FOX, ·
Assistant Secretary qf the Nav1f.
The immediate answer to the above does not appear upon record ; but on
the 4th December, 1864, the following was received :
To Captain G. V. Fox,
Assistant Secretary qfthe Navy:
By calling on Mr. Henry S. Wells, 137 Broadway, New York, a large
quantity of mining powder can be procured at once. If you desire to order it,
Uolonel Serret, one of my engineer officers, at 51 Washington Place, New York,
will do it.
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE JAMES,

9 p.m. December 4, 1864.

Confidential report with respect to the ~!feet if gunpowder when exploded in
large quantities, and not covered and confined.
NAVY ORDNANCE YARD,

Washington City, November 23, 1864.
No direct experiments have ever been made on this subject with powder in
an unconfined state, though there are many records of its effects produced in
mines.
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In recalling the effects of various accidental explosions, we may, however,
have some means of comparing its effects.
First, as most completely authenticated, are the explosions occurring before
Sevastopol during the siege. Two of the service magazines in the French batteries, one containing 4,000 pounds, the other 3,000 pounds of powder, exploded,
killing a few men, stunning some others, but doing no damage to the guns, and
but little to the batteries. A still greater explosion of an English magazine,
containing - - pounds, caused a much wider-spread damage, but produced no
direct effects beyond a radiml of 250 yards. Very considerable damage was
caused at great distances by the secondary effect of the explosion of many live
shells thrown to distant places, and there exploding.
Secondly, the great explosion at Erith. Here, as before, the intense effect
was essentially local, and no damage produced except to buildings beyond a
quarter of a mile; even individuals distant half a mile suffered no ill effects.
In short, the lateral effect is very limited except upon vertical surfaces, and
here it appears to be principally produced by the reaction of confined air, as
evidenced by the fact that glass of windows. and all walls beyond the immediate vicinity, always fall towards the point of explosion.
For these reasons I do not consider that any serious damage can be produced
beyond 500 yards by the quantity proposed. If attempted, it should be placed
in a vessel of light draught and stored above water, the :OOrce increased as much as
possible by a covering of sand-bags, and these again with live shells, to obtain as
great a secondary effect as possible. The most certain mode of causing the
explosion would be by the use of several wires, using several of Beardslee's
machines.
In addition, half a dozen arrangements, depending on clockwork, should be
made to determine an ultimate explosion in the event of a failure of the wires.
Finally, the vessel could always be blown up by firing at her after daylight.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. N. JEFFERS,
Lieut. Commander in c!~arge Expl. Dept.
Commander H. A. WISE,
Gh£if if Bureau qf Ordnance.
[Memorandum.]

To consider the foregoing papers, and discuss the subject generally, Mr. Fox,
on the eveuing of the 23d November, 1864,. assembled the following named
officers at the residence of Captain Wise :
General Dyer, United States army; Colonel Maynadier, United States
army; Major Benton, United States army; Lieutenant Commander Aulick,
United States navy; Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, United States navy;
Lieutenant Commander Ives, United States navy.
The following propositions were submitted and diseussed seriatim :
1. '.ro explode on board a vessel 300 tons of gunpowder for the purpose of
destroying either }-,ort Fisher or Fort Caswell.
2. How near would it be safe for the operator to be who explodes the powder 1
3. The manner of producing the explosion ; shall it be done by Beardslee's
or some other battery, or by the Gomez or other fuze 1
4. How shall the powder be stored 1 What the character of the vessel ?
5. What would be the effect upon persons in the fort not injured by falling
timbers, stones, &c., at a distance of 800 yards 1
6. Suppose 300 tons were flxploded in a vessel on shore (aground) at Federal
Point, what would be the effect upon the earthworks on that point, and the
people in them 1
Part 111--15
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1st proposition. The discuesion began with a question by General Dyer,
tl1at supposing the explosion is effected, will we gah1 the advautages sought 1
1\Ir. 1!-,ox explained, in substance, that if the explosion would deprive the
people in the forts of all power to resist for a period of two or three hours,
mnple time would thereby be afforded for the fleet to pass. '.rhe navy should
therefore be ready to move forward immediately, using light. draught vessels to
lift torpedoes, &c.
The principal object in view was to silence and destroy or occupy the forts,
and thus get command of the mouth of the river, and put an end to all blockaderunning. This would place Wilmington in the same condition as lVIobile. '.rhe
possession of Federal Point would give us the key to the whole position. The
contemplated draught of the powder-boat would be twelve feet, and her nearest
approach estimated at 450 yards.
(The discussion of the first propo:sition naturally entered into that of all the
others, and was followed during the entire interview.)
2d proposition. The answer agreed upon to this was that a safe distance
for the operator would be five (5) miles.
3d proposition. In considering this the probability of failure was kept in
view, and it was remarked that the Beardslee apparatus experienced difficulties
in its operations at Norfolk in removing piles. It was fimdly decided, however, to make use of several of these machines with separate and distinct wires
leading to different parts of the mass of powder ; and at the same time to use the
Gomez fuze, and several arrangements of clockwork, in order to insure an ultimate success.
4th proposition. The conclusion reached in relation to this was, that the
powder should be stored as much above water as it could be with due regard to
the safety of the vessel; to be put up in sacks or bags of 100 pounds each, and
placed in separate bins communicating with each other, the bins to be lined
with tin, hermetically sealed and surmounted with bags of sand on the outsides
and top.
The vessel should be a large steamer of light draught, accompanied by a
small tug to bring off the crew.
5th proposition. 'rhe answers to this were of course only conjectural; but
the opinion was that the explosion would lift the covering of the bomb-proofs,
and have a demoralizing and great physical effect upon the garrison.
And this proposition, in connexion with the direct question embraced in propoRition siY, was thus answered :
That the explosion would injure the earthworks to a very great extent, render
the guns unserviceable for a time, and probably affect the garrison to such a
degree as to deprive them of power to resist the passage of naval vesse~ by
the forts and the carrying of these works by immediate assault.
Finally, it was unanimously decided that, taking into consideration the great
importance of the question, and the advantages to be derived from a successful
result as compared with the outlay of means necessary to make the experiment,
the effort should be made by exploding a mass of 300 tons of gunpowder in a
vessel as near the earthworks on Federal Point as it might be possible to do.
WASHINGToN, November 23, 1864.

[Strictly confidential.]
Bun.EAU oF ORDNANCE NAVY DEPARTMENT,

December 2, 1864.
Sm: l have been directed by the Navy Department to request your opinion
as to the best descdption of galvanic or other battery for exploding, with
certainty, a large quantity-sny 300 tons-of gunpowder, which it may per-
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haps be necessary to do in the course of the naval and military operations now
in progress.
It is proposed that the operator, in order to insure his perfect safety, should be
from eight to ten miles distant at the moment of explosion ; and the battery to
be used must then be such a one as will be certain to act at that distance.
Beardslee's electro-magnetic apparatus bas been recommended, and some experiments in exploding mines were made with it, which were considered very
successful; but as, in the case now under discussion, it would be necessary to
operate upon or under water, the department desires your opinion as to the
method of explosion by means of this or some other instrument which you may
suggest.
Please give this your immediate attention, and, if possible, let me have your
reply to-morrow.
I am, with great respect, your obedient servant,
H. A. WISE,
Chief qf Bureau.
Prof. JosEPH HENRY,
Sec. qf the Smithsonian lnst., Washington, D. C.

S~liTHSONIAN

INSTITUTE,
December 5, 1864.
STR: In reply to your confidential letter of December 2, I write to state that
from all the facts which I have obtained from your communication and the conference with yourself and the other gentlemen I met in your office on Saturday,
I am of the opinion that a current of induction from a Rumkorff coil would be
best adapted to the purpose intended.
If the use of this instrument is adopted, it will be essential to success that the
conducting wire be well insulated; since, to produce the desired effect, a current
of considerable intensity as well as quantity will be required.
I shall be ready at all times to give your bureau any information on this or
any other subject which may be in my possession.
Ihave, &c.,
JOSEPH HENRY.
H. A. WISE, U.S.N., ~c.,~.,~·
[Memorandum.]

On the 26th November, 1864, Assistant Secretary Fox, accompanied by Commander Wise, U.S.N.; Major Benton, U.S. A.; Lieut. Commander Jeffers,
and Lieutenant Ives, U. S. N., proceeded in the ordnance steamer Baltimore to
Hampton roads for the purpose of a consultation with Rear-Admiral Porter on
the subject-matter and details of the intended powder explosion.
At this interview Major General Butler was also present and took part in the
discussion.
Before leaving Fortress Monroe, and while awaiting the arrival of Rear-Admiral Porter from City Point, the following letter, and the papers alluded to therein,
were intrusted to Captain Alden, of the Brooklyn, for delivery to Rear-Admiral
Porter:

u. s. ORDNANCE STEAMER BALTIMORE,
Fortress JYionToe, Va., ]{ovember 27, 1864.
Sm : The accompanying papers in relation to the contemplated operations
against the fort at "Vilmington, N. C., are intrusted confidentially to Captain
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Alden, commanding the Brooklyn, to be handed to you by him for your consideration.
They contain all the information bearing upon the subject which the department has been able to collect, together with a memorandum of the conclusions
reached after careful deliberation.
The department desires your own opinion upon the plan proposed in that
memorandum ; and the Bureau of Ordnance will render you all the aid you
may require in conducting the operations.
By order of the Secretary of the Navy.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,

G. V. FOX,

if tlu Navy.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER, U. S. N.,
Commanding N. A. B. Squadron, Hampton Roads, Va.
Assistant Secretary

NoTE.-'fhe papers alluded to were the memorandum of General Delafield,
the memorandum of the consultation held at Captain~ise's residence, and the
letters of 1\iajor Benton and Lieutenant Commander Jeffers.

The following letters and telegrams relating to the equipment of the powderboat, and assembling the requisite quantity of powder with which to load her,
indicate the manner in which the Navy Department endeavored to hasten the
execution of the design agreed upon:
[Cipher-Confidential.]

Telegram from Navy D«partment.
FoRTRESS MoNROE, December 2, 1864-1.15 p. m.
To Rear-Admiral PoRTER, Command£ng N. A. B. Squadron:
Your despatch of the 30th of November to Commander Wise has been shown
me. If Grant moves twelve (12,) as originally intended, is not the other matter
necessarily void 1

G. V.FOX,
.Assistant Secretary.
~ORTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON,
U. S. Flag-Skip Malvern, rlampton Roads, November 30, 1864.
SIR: Gmnt says he will forward troops as originally intended, 12,000 men
to attack Wilmington, and will move when I am ready.
I am ready now. In that case it would be better to send some one here from
vVashington to fit up the powder-VASSel.
I never keep a soldier waiting.
Truly, &c.,
DAVID D. PORTER,
Rear-A dmiral.
Commander H. A. WrsE,
Chief if Bureau of Ordnance, Washington.

DECEMBER 1, 1864.
To Commander H. A. WrsE:
The vessel is waiting for the powder and bags, clockwork, and fuzes.
·
DAVID D. PORrrER,
Rear-Admiral.
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[Confidential.]

BvREAU oF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
Df'cember 2, 1864.
SIR: Referring to your telegram of yesterday, the powder-bags will be
furnished by the army as soon as possible, and the clockuJork will be ready and
sent to y ou in season.
It is to be distinctly understood, however, that the navy share of the powder
is not to exceed 150 tons, and this is now on hand at the Fort Norfolk magazine.
It can be used if there is great U'rgency for it; but the bureau will endeavor to
get a large quantity of second-class powder down to you from the northern
yards in the course of a week from this date. In any event, however, if the
army is unable to furnish the whole of its share. the quantity (150 tons) named
above may be exceeded in a small amount from the navy stock.
Your despatch of the 30th ultimo has just been received, and the Baltimore
will be immediately sent back with Lieutenant Commander Jeffers and an army
officer of experience to arrange the details of the powder-vessel, and the Baltimore will be directed to remain subject to your _orders.
I am, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE, Vhiif of Bureau.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER, U. 8. N.,
Commanding N. A. B. Squadmn, Fortress Monroe, Va.

"

Endorsement on the telegram received from Admiral Porter, dated head
quarters army of James, December 2, 1864-6 p.m.:
''Everything is being done with the utmost vigor by the bureau."
"The moment the Baltimore arrives she will take on board Jeffers and Rodman, and with a barge in tow loaded with about 250 barrf.ls of powder and the
Birney fluid, proceed at once to Norfolk to prepare the Louisiana for service."
H. A. WISE.
DECEMBER 3, 1864.
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE JAMES,
December 2, 1864-6 p. m.
Hon. G. V. Fox, Assistant SecretaTy of the Navy :
I have just seen General Grant. He can only send 5,000. He depends upon
the Lauisiana. She is at the yard. Will you t~end an order to work on her
night and day. Admiral Smith has ordered no night-work. Wise better send
everything at once.
D. D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral U. S. N.
BuREAU oF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
December 3, 186 4.
To Rear-Admiral PoRTER, Com'dg N. A. B. Squadron, Fort Monroe, Va.:
Your telegram to Mr. Fox of this a.m. received. Everything is being done
by the bureau with the utmost vigor. The moment the Baltimore arrives she
will leave again with J efferR and Rodman to assist in fitting out the Lo uisiana.
The Stromboli is on her way to you with eighty (80) torpedoes on board and
two (2) of Beardslee's clock movements. If you have not Beardslee near yol[
let m e know.
H. A WISE, Chief of BuTeau.
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[Telegram from Hampton Roads.]

To Commander WISE :
Beardslee is not here.

I have telegraphed to Butler for him.
D. D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.

NoTE.-Mr. Beardslee was summoned from New York sub1:1equently, to Washington, and his services engaged.
HAMPTON RoADS, December 3, 1R64.
Hon. G. V. Fox:
I am just down from the gap. Telegraphed you from there. The Louisiana
will be ready to-morrow night, and we are waiting for the important material.
DAVID D. PORTER, Rear-Admi1·al.
Telegrams in riference to charten:ng a steamer to take the
from the northern yards.

.~econd-class

powder

DECEMBER 2, 1864-11 a. m.
To CoMMANDANT Navy Yard, Boston, lliass.:
Can yon charter a swift steamer to load with one thousand (1,000) barrels of
powder to be taken up at the different navy yards 1 Answer immediately.
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
CHARLESTOWN, MASS, December 2, 1864-5.30 a. m.
To H. A. WisE, CMif o/ Bureau:
Telegram received. Have sent to Boston about steamers. \Vill answer as
soon as information is received.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Commandant.
CHARLESToWN, MAss., Decembe'r 2, 1864.
To H. A. WISE, Cltiif qf Bureau:
The only steamer to be chartered in Boston that can carry one thousand
(1,000) barrels of powder is the George Shattuck, that runs between Boston
and Provincetown.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Commandant.
DECEMBER 3, 1864-10.15 a.m.
To Rear-Admiral STRINGHAM, Commandant Navy Yard, Boston:
Telegram of yesterday received. Charter the steamer George Shattuck to
carry one thousand (1,000) barrels of powder, and direct the ordnance officer to
put on board of her all the compressed and number five (5) powder he has on
hand. Then despatch her to the Portsmouth navy yard with orders to report
to the commandant. Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Chiif qf Bureau.
DECBMBER 3, 1864-10.20 a. m.
To Commodore THEO. BAILEY,
Commandant Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.:
The steamer George Shattuck, under charter, has been ordered to Portsmouth.
On her arrival direct the ordnance officer to put on board of her all the com-
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pressed powder he has on hand, then despatch her immediately to New York
naval magazine, at Ellis's island. Let her have a red flag to designate her.
She must not be delayed for a moment.
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bur~au.
CHARLESTOWN, MAss., December 3, 1864-5.30 p. m.
To H. A. WISE :
Your telegram received. Steamer will be chartered and despatched without
delay.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Commandant.
CHARLESTOWN, MASS., December 3, 1864-7 p.m.
To Captain H. A. WISE:
By telegram for shipment of powder is it to be understood to include Smith
& Rand number :five ( 5) potash powded
J. S. MISSROON,
Inspector qf Ordnance.
DECEMBER 4, 1864-10.15 a. m.
To Commodore MISSROON, U.S.N., Na-vy Yard, Boston:
'relegram of y~sterday received. Include the Smith & Rand No. :five (i5)
powder in the shipment.
H. A. WISE,
Chief qf Bu1·eml.
In order to hasten the delivery of a supply of the second-class powder at
Fortress Monroe, it was decided not to send the George Shattuck to Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and consequently the following telegram was sent to
the commandant of the Boston navy yard:
DECEMBER 4, 1864-10.50 a.m.
To CoMMANDANT 1Vavy Yard, Boston, Massachusetts :
Do not send the steamer Shattuck to Portsmouth, New Hampshire, but order
her direct to the naval magazine, New York harbor. rrelegraph the bureau
the moment she sails. Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Chief qf Bureau.
And to Portsmouth the following :
DECEMBER 4, 1864-10.50. a.m.
'ro CoMMANDANT l{ary Yard, Portsmoutl~, 1Vew Hampshi1·e:
The order for the steamer to go to Portsmouth for powder has been countermanded.
H. A. WISE,
Ckiif of Bureazt.
CHARLESTOWN, MASS., December 4-2.30 p.m.
To Commander H. A. WISE, Ckiif of Bureau:
Your telegram of this date is received. By some mistake the George Shfl t
tuck sailed from Provincetown before your second tele gram arrived. Will be
'back to-morrow, and your order will be obeyed.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Commandant.
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DECEMBER 6, 1864-11 a.m.
Navy Ya~rd, Boston:
Has the George Shattuck returned from Provincetown and received the powder 1 Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Chiif if Bureau.

To

CoMMA~DANT

CHARLESTOWN, MAss., Decemba 6, 1864-2 p.m.
To Captain H. A. WrsE, Chirf Bureau Ordnance.
The agent of the steamer George Shattuck refu seB to charter the steamer
unless the government furnishes an engineer and two (2) firemen. The steamer
Bat can be got ready for this service by Thursday. :Please answer.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Commandart~t.

DECEMBER 6, 1864-2.35 p.m.
To Rear-Admiral STRINGHAM, Commandant Navy Yard, Boston:
'Telegram received. The Navy Department desires you to get the Bat ready
immediately. Put the powder on board at once and send her off under the same
instructions as given for the George Shattuck. Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Chiif if Bureau.
DECEMBER 6, 1864-2.45 p. m.
T o CoMMANDANT Navy Yard, Portsmouth, N. H.:
Direct the ordnance officer to send immediately by rail to Boston all the compressed powder he has on hand. Let him communicate with the ordnance officer at Boston, and use every exertion to forward the powder. There must be
no delay. Answer.
H. A. WISE,
CMif q.f Bureau.
CHARLESTOWN, MAss., December 6, 1864-5.20 p. m.
T o Commander H. A. WISE:
The charter-party for the G. H. Shattuck has been signed, and the vessel
will go this p. m.
S. H. S'rRINGHAM,
Commandant.
CHARLESTOWN, MAss., December 6, 1864-5.25 p.m.
To Captain H. A. WtsE:
Your telegram is received. The George Shattuck is taking in the powder,
and will sail to-night.
S. H. STRING HAM,
Commandant.
CHARLESTOWN, 1\.fASS., December 6, 1864-11 p.m.
'.ro Captain H. A. WisE:
The powder is on board the George Shattuck. Will sail to-night or to-morrow morning.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Commandant.
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CHARLESTOWN, MAss., December 6, 1864-12 p.m.
To Captain H. A. WISE:
Your telegram relating to compressed powder from Portsmouth to go by the
Bat is received, and shall be attended to.
J. S. MISSROON,
Inspector if Ordnance.
CHARLESTOWN, MAss., December 8, 1864-9.40 a.m.
To Captain H. A. WISE:
The George Shattuck left this port at half past eight last night.
S. H. STRINGHAM,
Commandant.
NAVY YARD, BosTON, December 8, 1864-10.15 a.m.
To Commodore MISSROON, U. S. N.:
Has the George Shattuck sailed for New York, and did the powder from
Portsmouth reach you in time for her 1 Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Ckiif qf Bureau.
CHARLESTOWN, MASS., December 8, 1864-9.25 p. m.
To Captain WISE, Ckiif Bureau if Ordnance :
Telegram received. The George Shattuck sailed for New York with near
sixteen thousand (16,000) pounds of powder from this station at eight and a
half o'clock last evening. Powder from Portsmouth did not arrive in time for
her, and is to be shipped by the Bat on Saturday-about ten thousand (10,000)
pounds.
The followin~ is the amount of powder put on board the Shattuck at Boston,
as per invoice dated december 6, 1864:
204 10..opouud charges compressed powder.
1' 142 3! "
"
"
"
4172
"
"
,,
972 1
"
"
84 barrels Smith & Rand, No. 5.
Total, 15,9532- pounds.
J. S. MISSROON, Inspector if Ordnance.
DECEMBER 8, 1864-10.25 a. m.
To Rear-Admiral PAULDING, Commandant Navy Yard, New York:
Inform the ordnance officer that the steamer George Shattuck sailed from
Boston for New York last night. Let him keep a lookout for her, and be ready
to put the powder on board without a moment's delay, and despatch her the instant she is loaded to Philadelphia. Report by telegraph when she arrives and
leaves.
H . .A.. WISE,
Ckiif of Bureau.
DECEMBER 8, 1864-10.10 a.m.
To Captain BERRIEN, Commandant Naval Station, Norfolk, Va.:
Inform Lieutenant Commander Jeffers that the powder-steamer is now in
New York, and will probably reach Hampton roads on next Saturday evening
or Sunday, and to carry out my views in regard to the powder as far as practicable.
H . .A.. WISE, Cl~ief of Bu,reau.
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DEUEMBER 9, 1864-10.45 a. m.
To Captain GANSEVOORT, Navy Yard, New York:
Has the steamer George Shattuck arrived at the magazine 1 Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
DECEMBER 9, 1864-3 p. m.
To Captain GANSEVOORT, Na'lJY Yard, New York:
The bureau waits an answer to its telegram of this morning in relation to the
steamer George Shattuck. Reply immediately.
H. A. WISE,
Ckiif if Bureau.
NEw YoRK, December 9, 1864- . -·4.20 p.m.
To Commander WISE, Cltiif if Bu'r eau:
Telegram received. The steamer George Shattuck has not yet arrived.
We are all ready to load her upon her arrival.
W. P. BUCKNER,
Inspectm· if Ordnance.
NEw YoRK, December 10, 1864-6.25 p.m.
'To Commander WISE, Ckiif Bureau if Ordnance :
':rhe steamer George Shuttuck has just arrived.
W. P. BUCKNER,
Inspector if Ordnance.
NEw YoRK, December 11, 1864-1.10 p.m.
'r
To Captain WISE:
The steamer George Shattuck is loading, and will sail to-morrow morning.
H. PAULDING,
Commandant.
FoRTRESS MoNROE, December 12, 18G4-12.50 p. m.
To Rear-Admiral PoRTER, Commanding N. A. Blockading Squadron:
If the steamer George Shattuck does not arrive with the material in season
let the navy's share be made up from the Fort Norfolk magazine, so as not to
have a moment's delay on our account. This direction has already been given
to Jeffers.
H. A. WISE,
Ckiif of BU?·eau.
FoRTRES~ MoNROE, December 11, 1864-12 noon.
To Commander WISE:
The vessel from Boston and New York has not yet arrived. The arrangements will be completed by this evening.
W. N. JEl.,FERS,
Inspector of Ordnance.
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DECEMBER 11, 1864-11.20 a.m.
Captain BERRIEN, Commanding Naval Station, Norfolk, Va.:
Tell Lieutenant Commander Jeffers to supply himself from the Fort Norfolk
magazine, if the powder-vessel now on her way does not arrive in time.
H. A. WISE,
Ohiif of Bureau.
U NI'l'ED 8T ATES NAVY YARD,
Jt....oifo7k, December 12, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of 11.20
a.m., 11th instant, directing that Lieute11ant Commander Jeffers supply himself
ftom the Fort Norfolk magazine, if the powder-vessel now on her way does
not arrive in time.
J. M. BERRIEN,
Commanding.
Commander H. A. WisE,~.,~.,~NEw YoRK, December 11-7.10 p.m.
To Captain WisE:
The steamer George Shattuck has all her powder on board. She is now detained
to get a supply of coal and water on board. She will be ready in the morning.
W. P. BUCKNER,
.
For Inspector qf Ordnance.
NEw YoRK, December 12, 1864-6.5 p.m.
To Commander WISE, Cl~iif of Bu'reau of Ordnance:
The steamer George Shattuck sailed at three p.m. this day.
G. GANSEVOORT,
Inspector of Ordnance.
0RDN ANCE OFFICE, NAVY YARD,
New York, December 12, 1864.
SIR : In obedience to orders I herewith send a report of the number of
pounds of powder, of each kind, shipped by the steamer George Shattuck, viz :
200 bbls. No.5._ .............................. 20,000 lbs.
399 bbls. mammoth ............................ 39,900 lbs.
I am, &c., &c.,
W. P. BUCKNER,
Lieutenant,for Inspecto'r of Ordnance.
Commander H. A. WISE,
CMif Bureau of Ordnance.
Forwarded by A. LUDLOW CASE, for commandanf.
DECEMBER 13, 1864-11.50 p. m.
To CoMMANDANT Navy Ya'rd, Philadelphia, for Commodore HOFF :
The steamer George Shattuck sailed from New York last evening for the
}_,ort l\Iiffiin magazine. Let a bright lookout be kept for her, and the moment
she arrives put the powder on board, and despatch her to Fortress Monroe.
Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Cl~iif of Bureau.
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PHILADELPHIA, December 13, 1864-5 p.m.
To Commander H . .A. WisE, Ghiif o/ Bureau:
Telegram received. The instructions will be complied with. Steamer not
yet arrived.
HENRY H. HOFF,
Inspector o/ Ordnance.
DECEMBER 15, 1864-1.40 p.m.
To Commodore HoFF, Navy Yard, Philadelphia:
Has the steamer George Shattuck arrived 1 Answer.
H . .A. WISE, Chiif o/ Bureau.
PHILADELPHIA, December 15, 1864-11.30 p. m.
To Commander H . .A. WISE, Chiif qf Bureau qf Ordnance:
Telegram received. The George Shattuck arrived on the night of the 13th,
coaled and left yesterday afternoon, 14th.
H.K.HOFF.
DECEMBER 13, 1864-9.30 a. m.
To Rear-Admiral PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. B. Squadron, Fortress Monroe, Va. :
Telegram of last night received. The George Shattuck is probably now in
Philadelphia, and cannot reach the fortress before Thursday.
H . .A. WISE, Chiif qf Bureau.
PHILADELPHIA NAVY YARD,
Ordnance Department, December 15, 1864.
SIR : Referring to the bureau's letter of December 3, 1864, * I would respectfully state that the chartered steamer George Shattuck arrived at the aaval
magazine, Fort Mifflin, during the night of the 13th instant. Every arrangement was made to despatch her without delay.
Not knowing the specifications of her charter, I would inform the bureau
that Mr. F. S. Burditt, who was in charge of the ordnance stores, made a requisition for 15 tons of coal. This coal was supplied to the steamer immediately, and she sailed late in the afternoon of the 14th instant, with the compressed powder on board, with orders to proceed to Hampton roads and report,
without delay, to Rear-Admiral Porter.
I am, &c., &c., &c.,
H. K. HOFF, Commodore, ~c., ~Commander H . .A. WisE,
Chiif qf Bureau qf Ordnance.
Forwarded by J. B. HULL, commandant.
DECEMBER 16, 1864-10 a. m.
To Commander LYNCH, U.S.N., U.S. S. St. Lawrence, off Norfolk, Va.:
The steamer George Shattuck may be expected at any moment, as she left
the Delaware river on the afternoon of the 14th. Keep a bright lookout for
her, and despatch her at once, with Mr. Beardslee on board, to Beaufort, North
Carolina. Inform the bureau when this is d<me.
H. .A. WISE, Chief qf Bureau.
* Total amount of compressed powder sent in the Shattuck from Philadelphia, as per invoice dated December 15, 1864, 7, 165t pounds.
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NoRFOLK, VA., December 15, 1864-7.15 p. m.
To Commander H. A. WISE, Chip if Bureau qf Ordnance:
Mr. Beardslee has arrived. The steamer Shattuck bas not. The powder at
Beaufort is to be used, and I am shipping more to supply its place.
D. LYNCH, Commander.
NOR FOLK, VA., December 17-5.30 p. m.
To Commander H. A. WISE, Chief if Bureau:
The Shattuck bas arrived, and now lies off Craney island, coaling. As soon
as ready, which I will immediately notify the bureau of, she will be despatched
to Beaufort.
•
•
•
D. LYNCH, Commander.
NoRFOLK, December 18, 1864-11 a.m.
To Commander H. A. WrsE, Chief of Bureau :
The boilers of steamer George Shattuck nre leaking, and she will not be able
to leave before Sunday night.
D. LYNCH, Commander.
NORFOLK, December 19-6.30 p. m.
To Commander H. A. WISE, Chiif if Bureau :
The steamer George Shattuck left during the night for Beaufort. The Baltimore arriv3i!, &c.
D. LYNCH, Commander.
In addition to the powder ordered from the northern yards, as much as could
be spared from the stock on hand at W asbington was directed to be sent down
to the Fort Norfolk magazine, togethm· with some Birney incendiary fluid asked
for by Rear-Admiral Porter; and the following telegrams were sent and received in relation thereto:
DECEMBER 3, 1864-11 a. m.
To Lieutenant Commander JEFFER~, Ordnance Yard:
Charter a schooner to take down the mammoth and number five (5) cannon
powder and the Birney fluid to Fortress Monroe. Schooner to be towed by the
Baltimore. Let it be done immediately. Answer.
H. A. WISE, CMif if Bureau.
NAVY YARD, Washington, December 3, 1864-12.20 p.m.
To Commander WISE:
Telegram received. Have taken the schooner J. R. Conover, now at the
navy yard, of two hundred tons, at twenty-five dollars per day. There is
another schooner here of about the same size if wanted. Please answer.
F. P. IVES, Assistant Inspector.

DECEMBER 3, 1864-1.5 p.m.
To Lieutenant Commander JEFFERS, Ordnance Yard :
Telegram received. The schooner J. R. Conover will answer. Don't want
the otlwr. Load the Conover at once with all the mammoth number five (5)
and Smith & Rand powder on hand, together with the Birney fluid, and keep
her in readiness to be towed down.
H. A. WISE, Chiefif Bureau.
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N Avv YARD,

Wasl~ington,

December 3-4 p. m.

'.ro Commander WISE :
,
Telegram received. · There will be about 500 barrels of powder and from 50
to 60 barrels of Birney fluid. Preparations for loading are going on.
W. N. JEFFERS.
DEcEMBER 4, 1864-10.25 a m.
Lieutenant Commander JEFFERS, Ordnance Ya'rd:
The schooner Conover must be loaded to-night and ready to leave in tow o£
the Baltimore. Answer.
H. A. WISE, Chiif qf Bureau.
'l~o

NAVY YARD, Washington, December 4, 1864-11.50 a.m.
'l'o Commander WISE.
Telegram received. 'l'he schooner is being loaded to-day and will be ready
to leave with the Baltimore. The Baltimore has not arrived; but everything'
is in readiness for coaling her, &c.
W. N. JEFFERS, Inspector qf Ordnance.
NAVY YARD, Washington, December 4, 1864-5 p. m.
To Commander H. A. WISE :
Baltimore not arrived at sundown. The schooner is loaded and anchored off
Giesboro.
W. N. JEFFERS.
NoTE.-The Baltimore arrived during the night of the 4th, and sailed, with
the Conover in tow, on the morning of the 5th December, as announced by the
following telegram:
NAVY YARD Washington, December 5, 1864-10.15 a.m.
To Commander WISE:
Baltimore sailed at 10.15 a. m.
F. P , IVES.
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
December 4, 1864.
SIR: Proceed to Hampton roads in the Baltimore and report to Rear-AdmiraL
Porter for such duty as he may require.
When this is completed, you will return to the ordnance yard and resume>
your duties.
I am, sir, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
Lieut. Commander W. N. JEFFERS, U. S. N.,
Ordnance Yard, WasMngton.
BuREAU oF ORDNANCE, NAVY DBPARTMENT,
December 2, 1864.
SIR: In view of the important operations now under consideration, the
bureau has the honor to request that Major Rodman. United States army, may
be directed to act in conjunction with Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, in the
preliminary details at Fortress Monroe.
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The necessary transportation will be furnished on board the ordnance steamer
Baltimore, which is expected to arrive here early to-morrow morning, and will
leave immediately afterwards for Fortress Monroe. 'rhe hour of her sailing
will be duly announced.
I have the honor, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
Brigadier General N. B. DYER, U. S. A.,
Chiif if Ordnance, War Depm·tment.
ORDNANCE OFFICE, WAR DEPARTME~T,
Washington, December 2, 1864.
Sm : As requested in your letter of this date, Major Rodman has been di.rected to act in conjunction with Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, as therein
indicated. He will be ready to proceed m Fort Monroe by the ordnance
steamer Baltimore to-morrow morning, on being notified of her hour of sailing.
Respectfully, &c., &c.,
N. B. DYER,
Brigadier General, Chiif of Ordnance.
Commander H. A. WISE,
Clz,iif Bureau if Ordnance, Navy Department.
'rhe steamer George Shattuck having been chartered for the purpose of carrying the second-class powder from the northern yards, with which it was intended to load the Louisiana, (powder-boat,) the following orders were issued t~
the ordnance officers :
[Confidential.]

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMEXT,
December 3, 1864.
SIR : The bureau has directed the steamer George Shattuck to be chartered
to load with powder for Fortress Monroe, and you will put on board of her all
the No. 5 and compressed powder you have on hand, reporting to the bureau
the exact quantity in pounds.
The work is to be done as rapidly as possible and the steamer despatched at
once to the magazine at Portsmouth, New Hampshire,* to take in a quantity of
pressed powder there ; from thence she is to proceed to the naval magazine at
Ellis's island, New York, and from there to the magazin~ at Fort Miftlin; and
from this latter place to Hampton roads to report to Rear-Admiral Porter. If
necessa1·y, all this should be embraced in her charter-party.
Be pleased to furnish her with a red flag, with directions to use it in approaching and whilst lying at the magazines.
1 am, sir, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of B~treau.
Commodore J. S. l\IISSROON, U. S. N.,
ln:;pector if Ordnance, Navy Yard, Boston.
P. S -Select a competent and trustworthy man to go in the steamer in
charge of the powder.
H.A.W.
* Sub~jPqucntly countermanded for want of time, and the steamer sent direct from Boston to
X ew York, &c. The letter of iustructions to Portsmouth is therefore omitted.
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[Confidential.]

BuREAU oF 0RDNA:NCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
December 3, 1864.
Sm: The chartered steamer George Shattuck may shortly be expected to
arrive at the naval magazine, Ellis's island, from Portsmouth, N.H.
She will fly a red flag to designate her, and you will direct the gunner in
charge of the magazine to keep a lookout for and report her. Immediately
upon her arrival you will put on board of her all the mammoth and army cannon powder you now have on hand, and despatch her at once with orders to
proceed to the naval magazine at Fort Mi:ffiin, and report to the officer in charge.
The bureau desires that all this shall be done as quietly, and at the same time
as rapidly, as possible; and you will adopt measures accordingly.
Report the exact quantity of powder you put on board in pounds.
I am, &c., &c.,

H. A. WISE,
Ch.iif

rif

Bureau.

Captain GuERT GANSEVOORT, U.S. N,
Inspector qf Ordnance, Navy Yard, New York.
[ Confidential.l

BuREAU OF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
December 3, 1864.
SIR : rrhe chartered steamer George Shattuck has been ordered to the naval
magazine at Fort :Mifflin, from New York, and may be expected there in a few
days.
She will fly a red flag to designate her, and you will direct the gunner in
charge at the magazine to keep a bright lo·. >kout and report her. You will then
immediately place on board of her all the compressed powder you now have on
hand, and despatch her at once with ordert~ to proceed to Hampton roads and
report to Rear-Admiral Porter.
Inform the bureau of the exact quantity of powder put on board, in pounds.
The bureau desires that all this shall be done as quietly, and at the same
time as rapidly, as possible ; and you will therefore adopt the necessary measures to do so.
I am, &c., &c., &c.,

H. A. WISE,
Chief qf Bureau.
Commander H. R. HoFF, U. S. N.,
Inspector of Ordnance, Na1:y Yard, Ph.iladelplu'a.

Correspondence if Lieutenant Commander Jqle1·s to Bureau rif Ordnance, 1.d tile
engaged in prepm·ing tlte Louisiana.
NAVY ORDNANCE MAGAZINE,
Norfolk, Friday, December 8, 1864.
The Baltimore reached Fortress Monroe about 8 a. m. on rruesday morning,
but was detained by a fog and did not reach here until abou~ 1 p. m. lVIajor
Rodman and myself immediately visited Admiral Porter, and in company with
him inspected the Louisiana, which was in a forward state of preparation, so far
as it was proposed to complete her.
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'rhe house on deck is 65 X 21 X 8, and the berth-deck is 40 X 20 X 4.5, in addition to which there is a hold 20 X 10 X 10 abaft the old berth-deck, extending
from her old spar-deck to the kelson. Room sufficient to contain all required.
The vessel was completed and towed to Craney .island on Wednesday afternoon. Neither the house on deck nor the berth-deck are lined; but both are
slatted on the bottom and sides to keep the bags from contact with the iron. If
the vessel encounters any bad weather, I do not think her sufficiently secure.
All the powder taken down by the Baltimore was filled in bags and put on
board of her ( 493 barrels) on Thursday, and Captain Edson informed me last
evening that his portion, 150 tons, was already filled in bags, and should be
brought up to-day. If it comes it shall be stowed at once. The vessel from
Boston has not yet arrived; but we have 6,000 bags (they hold forty-five
pounds) ready for her as soon as she arrives.
The Louisiana does not lighten up as much as I expected she would; so that
I do not think she will .carry the 300 tons on the expected draught.
As the Louisiana is in sight from here, I shall go down as soon as I see the
barge alongside. Admiral Porter does not think much of Beardslee, as he once
saw some unsuccessful experiments; but the latter appears very sanguine of
being able to do all that is required. The next question is one of secresy; it is
not to be doubted that the fact of this vessel being fitted as a fire-ship is already
well known to many. Tl1e only thing in doubt is her destination, wl1ich is
generally assumed to be in co-operation with the works on the canal.

*

*

Yours, very truly,

*

*

*

vV. N. JEFFERS.
MAGAZINE NORFOLK, STEAMER BALTIMORE,

Wednesday, 2 p. m.
Mr. Beardslee has just arrived; says he can have his wires, &c., ready in three
days. We arrived yesterday and saw Admiral Porter and the Louisiana. He
thought she could be ready to-day, but she will not be ready before to-morrow.
It is now blowing a moderate gale from southeast. Our powder that I brought
down is all bagged and ready to put on board as soon as the Louisiana comes
down to Craney island. Beardslee says that he was informed before he left
New York, by an outside party, what he was wanted for, but does not know the
destination of the vessel. Lynch says that everybody here is well acquainted
with the object of our outfit.
Major Rodman is writing now in extenso to General Dyer. A steamer waits
to take Beardslee to Old Point.
In very great haste, very respectfully, &c.,

W. N. JEFFERS,
&-r..,

ere.,

~c.

NAVY ORDNANCE, STEAMER BALTIMORE,

Fortress Monme, Va., December 11, 1864.
Notwithstanding the bad weather, we have put on board the Louisiana the
powder I brought down, and nearly all of the army contingent of 300,000 pounds ;
the last of it is now going on board, and will be stowed perhaps this evening,
certainly to-morrow morning. If the Shattuck comes to-day, she will be in time,
and no delay will be caused on that account.
I came down here this morning to see Admiral Porter and obtain any final
Part m--16
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directions he may have, and shall then return to the magazine for supervision of
work.
Very respectfully,
W. N. JEFFERS,
Inspector o/ Ordnance.
Captain H. A. WISE,
Chief o/ Bureau rif Ordnance.
NAVY ORDNANCE, STEAMER BALTIMORE,

Fortress Monroe, JYionday, 2 p.m.
'J.1he Louisiana has now on board over 25 tons and the 150 tom of the army.
Admiral Porter does not desire that any more shall be put on board until she
reaches her destination. She is now very near her old draught, and I doubt if
she will carry more than 50 or 75 tons more.
It blew a furious N. W. last night and this a. m. As it has, however,
moderated, no doubt all will leave to-morrow morning. The Shattuck has not
arrived, but on arrival will be sent after the fleet. The major and myself will
make all arrangements to-morrow morning early, and if they get off will leave
in the evening. We will, however, see the expedition started.
Your telegram relative to material in Norfolk magazine received; but as it
is not to be put on board now, it is better that the Shattuck shall follow, being
already loaded.
Very respectfully,
W. N. JEFFERS,
Inspector rif Ordnance.
Captain H. A. WISE,
Chief o/ Bureau o/ Ordnance.
[Telegram.]
NoRFOLK., FoRTRESS MoNROE,

December 13, 1864-1 p.m.
Captain H. A. WISE :
All of our arrangements are complete. I leave at four ( 4) p.m. for Washington.
W. N. JEFFERS,
Inspector of Ordnance.
In order to complete the history of the powder-boat, and to place upon record
all the facts connected with the experiments, the following communications were
addressed to Rear-Admiral Porter, Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, and Major
Rodman, United States army, and their replies are also given in the order of
their date.
The death of the gallant Preston, who fell in the subsequent assault upon
Fort Fisher, deprives the record of his written testimony; but in an interview
with Commander Wise, while in Washington as a bearer of despatches, he stated
that he heard two distinct explosions ; others said that they heard three; but
this was not his opinion. He could see, however, repeated explosions in the air,
evidently those of the ignited powder bags which had been thrown up by the
explosion of the lower strata of powder.
The method of arranging the powder in the vessel, and the details of tl1e plan
for insuring an explosion, are explained in the statements of Commander Rhind
and Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, illustrated by sketches.
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BuREAU OF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
January 1 0, 1865.
SIR : The bureau desires that you will direct the officers who were in charge
of the powder-boat, recently exploded near Fort Fisher, to forward to the bureau a full and detailed statement, but secret and confidential, of all the circumstances connected with the arrangement of the powder, the fuzes and other appliances intended to secure a uniform and simultaneous explosion, together with
the manner in which the plan was executed, and then· impressions of the result
and the effects produced.
This information is desired as early as practicable.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER, U. S. N.,
Commanding N. A. B. Squadron, off Wilmington, N. C.
[Confidential.]

BuREAU OF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
January ll, 1865.
SIR : The bureau desires that you will forward a full and detailed statement,
but secret and confidential, of the manner in which the powder-boat Louisiana
was prepared for service against Fort Fisher; stating clearly the manner in
which the powder was arranged, the fuzes, clock-work, matches, and electric
wires were adjusted to produce the explosion, previous to your leaving her and
returning to Washington.
I am, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
Lieutenant Commander W. N. JEFFERS, U. S. N.,
Ordnance Yard, Washington.
[Confidential.]

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
January 11, 186b.
SIR: In order that all the facts connected with the recent experiment made
against Fort Fisher may be placed upon 1·ecord, the bureau 1·equests that you
will furnish it with a full statement of the manner in which the Louisiana was
prepared for the service, the adjustment of the fuzes, clock-work, matches or
electric wires, and the amount of powder placed on board, up to the time when
you, left her and returned to Washington.
A description of the manner in which the fuzes were laid is especially desired.
Your communication on the subject is to be considered secret and confidential.
I am, sir, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
Major T. J. RoDMAN, U. S. A.,
Washington, D. C.
NAVY ORDNANCE YARD,
Washington, D. C., January 16, 1865.
SIR: I herewith forward a description of the explosion vessel Louisiana,
with all the arrangements made by Major Rodman and myself, in accordance
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with the directions of the bureau and the opinion of the ordnance and other
officers who were consulted with regard to the probable effects of the explosion
on Fort :E'isher, and the means of causing it to take effect.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM N. JEFFERS,
Inspector if Ordnance, in charge.
Commander H. A. WISE,
Chiif if Bureau if Ordnance, Navy Department.

PREPARATION OF THE VESSEL.

The iron gunboat Louisiana, a propeller of 295 tons burden, 150 feet long, 22
feet beam, and- feet depth of hold, 8 to 8~ feet draught when loaded, formerly
employed in the Atchafalaya cotton trade, was selected and was in every respect suitable for the purpose, except (as was subsequently found to be the case)
incapacity for carrying the desired quantity of powder on the given draught.
She was taken to Norfolk, her battery and appurtenances, masts, and part
of the deck-houses removed, leaving only sufficient to shelter the officers and
men in charge, the berth-deck and holds cleared of fittings, and, in short, all
unneccessary weights removed.
The engines, boilers, and coal-bunkers, with forty tons of coal, occupied tl1e
after third of the vessel, separated by a bulkhead from the remainder. Before
putting the powder on board the vessel was very much by the stern.
The space below the spar-deck available for stowage was divided by a bulkhead extending athwart the vessel. forward of the boiler bulkheads, into two
parts. One, the afterhold, used formerly as an additional coal-bunker, about
fifteen (15) feet in length, twenty-two (22) feet wide, and ten (10) feet in depth
from the spar-deck to the kelson, accessible by a hatch four ( 4) feet square.
The space forward of this, formerly the berth-deck, about forty ( 40) feet long
by twenty-two (22) feet wide and four and a half (4~) feet deep under the
beams, with a hold beneath it of the same dimensions. Access to this was obtained by a hatch of four ( 4) by five ( 5) feet.
A small store-room and chain-locker occupied the extreme bow of the vessel.
After her masts and fittings were removed, a house was built on deck, occupying the extreme width of the vessel, twenty-two ( 22) feet, and seventy (70) ·
feet in length, extending aft 9-ver the hold and partially over the boiler, eight
feet in height. This house was built of three-quarter-inch stuff covered with
canvas, painted to render it water-proof; a light grating laid over the spardeck to protect the powder in case of leakage, and battens or furring put around
the sides to prevent contact with the iron sides.
I requested, and I was joined in this by Major Rodman, that large scuttles
should be cut in the deck at the forward end of this house, communicating with
the berth-deck. This was considered unnecessary, but I bored some holes instead.
It was stated that the Louisiana could carry on 8~ feet draught 290 tons of
coal in addition to her armament, stores, and crew; which, if correct, would
permit the storage of 300 tons of explosive material on the same displacement,
and for which it will be readily seen there was ample room.
STORAGE OF THE POWDER.

In order to produce the greatest possible effect in a lateral direction it was
necessary to keep as much of the powder as possible, consistent with stability
and safety at sea, above the water-line. No powder was, therefore, stowed in
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the hold beneath the berth-deck. 'rhe berth-deck was filled with powder
stowed in bags, (sand-bags obtained from the engineers,) containing about fifty
pounds each. About 100 tons were placed on this deck.
The after hold or coal-bunker was stowed first with two tiers of full barrels
with their upper heads out, and the stowage completed with bags. The barreh were put in in order to keep the bags well up out of the reach of any damp·
ness in case of leakage.
The remainder of the powder put on board at Norfolk, making in all one
hundred and eighty-five (185) tons, was stowed against the after bulkhead of
the deck-house, and filled the space over the boiler, extending as far as the
hatch to the after hold or coal-bunker, leaving about four-fifths .of the space in
the deck-house empty.
When this quantity of powder had been stowed it was decided that the vessel
was quite as deep as desirable for making the voyage to Beaufort; furthermore
the weather, which had been very unsettled, appeared favorable for the voyage,
and it was determined to sail without the remainder, which was to be put on
board there. I have no information with respect to the quantity afterwards put
on board.
In the evening, before the vessel sailed, I was advised of the names of the
officers who were to take charge of her, and the next morning went on board
the Louisiana to explain to them the proposed arrangements, when they shortly
appeared.
As, according to the programme, the trains were to be laid in the upper outer
layer of bags in the deck-house, none of which were stowed when the vessel left
Craney island, the execution of this part was confided to the officers (Commander
Rhind and Lieutenant S. W. Preston) who were to take charge of her. All of
these details were as fully explained as the limited time allowed me would
admit ; the clocks put in position, a rough diagram of the vessel, and a written
description of the proposed mode of laying the trains, furnished.
I did not know until the evening previous to the sailing of the vessel who was
to command her; and I used my own discretion, knowing that any desired
changes could be readily made to suit any other views.
MODE OF EXPLODING THE POWDER.

When the probable effects of the explosion were under discussion, it was the
unanimous opinion of the experts in ordnance that, to produce the maximum
effect, the fire should be communicated and the explosion take place in many
points simultaneously, all the accounts of accidental explosions of large quantities of powder agreeing that large quantities of unconsumed powder were blown
away from the focus of ignition, causing a great reduction of effect.
Electricity was proposed 'as offering the most probable means of securiug this
result; but as this agent is known to be very unreliable in action, it was determined to use several clock-work arrangements, a slow match, and finally to set
the vessel on fire to insure an ultimate explosion, and not bestow so large a
quantity of material on the enemy in the event of a failure of one or more of the
modes of exploding it.
The arrangement of the clock-work being confided to me, I made a very simple one. Removing the face and hands of an ordinary marine clock, I secured
to the arbor of the minute-hand a small cylinder with four pins set into the circumference, and equidistant-that is, fifteen (15) minutes of time apart. Three
clocks were thus arranged. 'rhese clocks were secured to a board; by the side
of the clock a copper tube was secured1 in the bottom of which was brazed a
mass of metal with a common musket cone screwed into it, to be capped with a
percussion cap.
An eight-inch grape-shot, weight two pounds, diameter 2.5 inches, was attached
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to one end of a piece of catgut which was led through an eye-bolt at the top of
the tube, and hooked by a loop in the other end, over one of the pins on the
clock cylinder. It is easy to see that by the revolution of the cylinder the loop
would slip off, the grape shot drop, and the explosion of the cap take place in
15', 30 1, 45 1, or 60 1 , as desired; this it never failed to do in many trials. I
frequently set the three clocks going, and the explosion occurred within two
minut-es of each other at the end of an hour. To determine the time of explosion it was only necessary to put the loop over the proper pin, remove a stop,
and set the apparatus in motion.
Major Rodman arranged with great care, and after numerous experiments, to
insure safety and certainty, the slow matches, six in number, which were to be
distributed in as many places.
ARRANGEMENTS MADE TO INSURE SIMULT AN EO US IGNITION IN SEVERAL

POI~TS.

In the event of the electricity failing the clocks were to be the next dependence ; it was, therefore, necessary to so distribute them that in case the vessel
was boarded from the shore they could not be conveniently reached; and also to
lead the flame rapidly to many points.
This it was proposed to accomplish by the aid of the "Gomez fuze train,"
which is incomparably quicker in its action than the flame of gunpowder, approximating electricity.
From each clock and each slow match this train was to be laid through the
exterior layers of bags in the deck-house and into each hatch; and, in order to
secure this simultaneous ignition in many places, the fuze train from each of the
clocks was to be grafted into the other fuze train from each of the other clocks
at all points of crossing.
By the report of Admiral Porter it would appear that the powder was finally
exploded from the effects of a fire kindled in the forecastle; no results of value
were to be expected from this mode. It was proposed only as a final resort in
order to prevent the vessel in any contingency from falling into the hands of the
enemy. It was certain that the greater portion of the powder would be blown
away if ignited in a single point, and the effect very much diminished.
The three explosions spoken of are readily accounted for-the deck-house,
the after hold, and the berth-deck would take fire in succession if ignited at one
point.
I cannot in any way account for the failure of the clocks, if set to the proper
time, except on the supposition that possibly the turn on the cylinder may have
been taken the wrong way, and instead of unwinding they wound up the balls!
I am not aware that any attempt was made to use the electric wire; but it
was not favorably considered by those charged with the execution of the plan.
Mr. Beardslee, who was to undertake this matter, came to Norfolk, made himself acquainted with the requirements and returned to New York to obtain the
necessary means, but had not reached Norfolk when the vessel sailed.
A part of the programme required that the vessel should be grounded, which
appears not to have been the case. No very sanguine expectations were entertained of a successful result unless the vessel could be placed within 300 yards,
and then only after all the precautions had been taken to insure a maximum
effect.
WATERTOWN ARSENAL, January 27, 1865.
SIR : Yours of the 24th instant, enclosing for my perusal and remarks thereon
the statement of Lieutenant Commander William N. Jeffers, relative to the preliminary preparations of the powder-boat Louisiana, recently exploded near
l!,ort Fisher. North Carolina, is received, and said statement has been by me
carefully read and considered.
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I find this statement correct in all particulars, so far as I know; and my
knowledge extends to everything therein stated, relative to arrangements for
explosion, except the instructions given by Lieutenant Commander Jeffers to
the officers in charge of the powder-boat.
.
Experiments connected with the preparation of the slow match, at the Fort
Monroe arsenal, required me to be, the greater part of my time, at that arsenal.
These experiments having been so far completed as to enable me to decide
definitely as to the arrangement of this means of explosion, it was arranged that
Lieutenant Commander Jeffers and myself would, on the 12th of December, go
on board the powder-boat, and there meet the officers charged with its explosion,
and explain to them all the means and their arrangements proposed by us to insure a certain and successful explosion.
I went to the powder-boat at the appointed time, but found that the officers
charged with its explosion were not there. I then went on board the steamer
Baltimore and saw Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, who informed me that the
bay was so rough that the proposed meetmg had been postponed till next day.
I started over the next morning from Fort Monroe, and on the way, and in
sight of the powder-boat, met and boarded the steamer Baltimore coming down,
when Lieutenant Commander Jeffers informed me that he had been on board
the powder-boat and fully explained to the officers charged with its explosion
all the means and arrangements proposed by us for that purpose ; that they
fully understood the whole matter, and that the powder-boat was then getting
under way. So that I was not present, and cannot, therefore, if my own knowledge, say what explanations were given.
Lieutenant Commander Jeffers and myself came directly down on board the
Baltimore, went on board the flag-ship of Rear-Admiral Porter, and explained
to him the exact state of the case, with which he expressed himself entirely
satisfied.
While Lieutenant Commander Jeffers and myself were still on board the flagship the powder-boat passed out to sea in tow of another vessel.
I am decidedly of the opinion that the effects of the explosion would have
been materially increased if the powder had been ignited by the Gomez fuzetrain as was proposed; and I have no doubt that Lieutenant Commander
Jeffers offers the true explanation of the three explosions heard.
I am, &c., &c., &c.,
T. J. RODMAN,
Major o/ Ordnance.
H. A.. WisE, Chief if Bureau if Ordnance,
Navy Depa'rtment, Washington, D. C.

NoRTH ATLANTIC SQUADRON, U.S. FLAG-SHIP MALVERN,

Cape Fear River, February 6, 1865.
Sm : In obedience to the request of the bureau, contained in its letter of the
1Oth ultimo, I enclose herewith the report of Commander A.. C. Rhind, who had
the powder-boat Louisiana in charge.
I am, &c., &c.,
DA.VID D. PORTER,
Rear-Admiral.
CHIEF OF THE BuREAU OF ORDNANCE, Washington, D. C.
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UNITED STATES STEAMER AGAWAN,
Na·v y Ym·d, Noifolk, Februm·y 2, 1865.
ADMIRAL: In obedience to your order of the 23d ultimo, I have to make the
following report, as requested in the communication of the Bureau of Ordnance,
dated January 10, a copy of which you enclosed me.
The powder-boat Louisiana exploded near Fort Fisher on the morning of
December 24, 1864, was turned over to me at Craney island, Norfolk, on the
13th of December, by Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, who had been sent down,
I understood, to superintend the arrangements of the vessel. When I went on
board, expecting to leave at once with her in tow of the Sassacus, I found the
cargo stowed full up to the tops of the.hatches of the berth-deck, and powder
in bags stowed also in that part of the vessel, (marked E on the sketch,) the
after part of the house which had been extended over her. The method of adjusting the fuzes and clock-work :was explained to me by Lieutenant Commander Jeffers.
No part of the fuze used was circulated through the parts of the vessel already
stowed, (marked N and E,) and it was impossible to place it there without
breaking out the cargo. On the arrival of the vessel at Beaufort about thirty
tons more powder was put in her, making in all about 215 tons, as much as the
vessel could carry without being too deep in the water. Lieutenant Preston
and I gave our personal superintendence to the storage of that portion of the
cargo, and placed the fuzes with our own hands.
The stowage of the cargo and arrangement of the fuzes is best explained by
reference to the accompanying sketch.
Had the Gomez fuze been circulated, as it should have been, through the
cargo of the hold or berth-deck, the effect of the explosion would doubtless have
been increased.
As to my "impression of the results and the effect produced," I stated in my
report to you of December 26 that, owing to the want of confinement and insufficient fuzing of the mass, that much of the powder was blown away before
ignition, and its effects lost.
As to the effect on the works on shore, I am of opinion that it succeeded only
in stunning the garrison, rendering them temporarily unfit for duty, and possibly
displaced a few of the guns. I never entertained, while undertaking to execute
the plan, the idea that its effect would be great on the fort itself. The facts
called for in regard to the manner of executing the plan are detailed in my report of December 26 ; by referring to that and to the annexed sketch of the
vessel, I think all necessary information that I can give will be obtained. Should
there be any points not sufficiently explained, I will be happy to furnish any
information on their being indicated to me.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. C. RHIND, Commande1·.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. B. Squadron.
The powder was stowed within the dotted lines E M N~· the space N, representing the berth-deck, was stowed full up te the tops of the hatches I/ M, the
lower tier said to be in barrels with heads out, upper tiers in canvas bags. The
space F M, being the forward part of the extension of the deck-house, was only
partially filled, the powder in canvas bags. The space E was entirely filled
with powder in bags as far as the bulkhead of the passage F.
A clock with two ends of Gomez fuze was placed at each end oCthe passage
G and H, one fuze leading through the bags in E ~nd inserted through them and
into bags in the hold at F each side. The other circulated through and in the
bags in the space F },![ P, crossed, married and ending in opened bags in the
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hoM M. In the space D (formerly cook-house) was placed another clock at 1,
with the fuze inserted in cut bags in the space E, reached by cutting through
the double bulkhead. .A. fuze with five pieces of candle was led from D into
E. In the space marked L, at the end of the shaft alley, was stowed pine wood
and kindling. No fuze was circulated through the space marked N. The explosion did not take place until one hour and fifty-two minutes after the clocks
at G and H were started. The clocks were set to explode the fuze in one hour
and a half.
Upon reference of this statement to Lieutenant Commander Jeffers, the following was received in reply :
NAVY ORDNANCE YARD, February 14, 1865.
[Memorandum for Bureau.]

I have perused the letter of Commander Rhind, relative to the powder-boat,
and find that it agrees essentially with my own description of the arrangement.
Commander Rhind objects that the fuze was not circulated through the mass
of powder in N. It was not intended that it should be. The theory was, that
by igniting it from the top and sides the lateral effect would be increased. If
ignited in the part N all above it would be blown vertically upwards without
producing any effect.
The principal difficulty appears to have been a very decided miscalculation
as to the displacement of the vessel; only 215 tons were carried, when 300 were
considered a minimum. 'l,his left the deck house M but a third full, and of
course prevented the use of a confining tier of sand-bags, or loaded shells, as
contemplated.
Very respectfully,
W. N. JEFFERS,
Inspector Ordnance, in cha'rge.

It having been originally contemplated to make use of the Beardslee electromagnetic machines and wires, as a means of accomplishing a certain explosion
of the powder, the following telegrams and letters of instructions were written
on that particular point :
DECEMBER 2, 1864-11 a.m.
To Rear·Adrniral PoRTER, Commanding N. A. B. Squadron, FortressMonroe
Would you like to have the services of Mr. Bearsdlee 1 Is he not at present
with General Butler 1 Letter by mail.
H. A. WISE,
Ckiif of Bureau.
HAMPTON RoADS, VA., December 3, 1864.
To Commander WisE:
Beardslee is not here; I have telegraphed to Butler for him.
D. D. PORTER, Rear-Admiral.
DECEMBER 4, 1864-10.15 a. m.
To Mr. G. W. BEARDSLEE, No. 44 Cliff street, New York:
The Navy Department wishes to see you in Washington immediately. Answer.
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
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FoRTRESS MoNROE, VIRGI~IA-U.l5 a.m.
Rear-Admiral D. D. PoRTER, Commanding N. A. B. Squadron:
SIR : This will be handed you by Mr. George W. Beardslee, the inventor of
an electro-magnectic instrument, who is sent you by the department to render
such assistance as you may require in the pending operations.
I am, sir, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of B~treau.
NoTE.-With the above order Mr. Beardslee visited the squadron, made himself acquainted with what he was required to do, and returned to New York to
make his preparations. On the 11th December, Commander Wise telegraphed
Admiral Porter as follows :
"Mr. Beardslee will be ready to leave New York to-morrow night, and will
probably reach the fortress on Wednesday morning.
" H. A. WISE,
" Chiif qf Bureau."
In returning to Fortress Monroe for the purpose of performing his part of
the programme, Mr. Beardslee was furnished with the following letter of instructions :
BUREAU

ORDNANCE, NAVY DEPARTMENT,
December 14, 1864.
SIR : By direction of the Navy Department you will proceed immediately to
Fortress Monroe, and communicate with the guard-vessel off the fortress, and
also, if necessary, with Commander Lynch on board the United States steamer
St. Lawrence off the Fort Norfolk magazine, to take passage in the steamer
George Shattuck with your apparatus, and proceed in her to Beaufort, North
Carolina, in order to report in person for duty to Rear-Admiral Porter.
If you find upon your arrival at Beaufort that the admiral is not there, you
will follow him.
I am, sir, &c., &c.,
H. A. WISE,
Chiif of Bureau.
Mr. GEo. W. BEARDSLEE, ~c., ~., Washington.
OF

NoRFOLK, December 16, 1864-8. p.m.
To Commander WisE, Chiif qf Bureau:
The steamer George Shattuck not having arrived, Mr. Beardslee will leave
for Beaufort this afternoon, on steamer Karnak.
D. LYNCH, Commander.

•
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Co.Ml\UTTEE RooM, "CoNDUCT oF THE WAR,"
Wash,ington, April 27, 1865.
GENERAL: The enclosed appears among the documents furnished by the
Navy Department to the committee. 'l'he committee attach no importance to
it, but deem it proper to submit it to you for such reply or notice as you may
choose to take of it.
I remain, yours respectfu1ly,
B. F. WADE,
Ckairman if Committee.
General B. F. BuTLER.

U. S. MoNITOR 0NONDAGO, AIKEN's LANDING,
James River, Va., January 16, 1865.
Sm: I have the honor to forward, herewith, a statement made by M:r. Levi
R. Greene, first assistant engineer, in charge of engineers' department of the
United States steamer Massasoit, which may account for the sudden abandon·
ment of the attack on Fort Fisher by General Butler.
I have full confidence in the truth and veracity of M, Greene, and think
that this mystery should be unravelled and ventilated by I per authority.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM A. PARKER,
Commanding 5tk Division.
Rear-Admiral DAVID D. PoRTER,
Commanding N. A. Squadron, Blockade off lVilmington, N. 0.

u. s. STF.AMER MASSASOIT, JAMES RIVER, VA,,
January 14, 1865.
SIR: The following is a copy, furnished at your request, of a letter sent by
me this evening to Senator H. B. Anthony. With a few exceptions, it is the
same as the one submitted to you this morning.
In the event of his declining to act in the matter, Admiral Porter is at liberty
to make ~uch use of the information as he may think it warrants.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
LEVI R. GREENE, U. S. N.,
First Assistant Engineer.
Commander WM. A. PARKER, U.S.N.,
Commanding James River Squadron.

u.s. STEAMER MASSASOIT, JAMES RIVER, VA.,

January 14, 1865.
DEAR SIR: In making the statements I am about to do to you, it is with the
confidence that, if you see sufficient cause to take any steps toward inducing
governm8nt to unravel the matter, you will do so without giving me any publicity in the affair, and, if possible, without my being a witness. Government
will be able to find its own, and sufficient proof, however, if it follows the matter up.
I have only hesitated in making it known before, for want of direct proof,
and dislike of being called upon as a witness.
On the 31st of last month I was returning from a visit to Providence, and
Part m---17
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met on the wharf at Fortress Monroe a man named William Howard, an Englishman, and formerly in the employ of the Boston, Providence, and New York
railroad as baggage-master. He usually accompanied the train, and as my
duties have called me over the road ·two or three times a week for the last two
years, until within a short time, I have known him quite intimately, and have
known him to be, at heart, a rebel sympathizer and secessionist.
The morning of the day I met him we passed up to Norfolk together. In reply
to my inquiries as to how he came there, and why he left the railroad, he informed
me he was ''on a little money-making expedition;" showed me a passport to Newbern, North Carolina, furnished, he said, through General Butler, aud then, after
some preliminaries, said in substance that a friend of Butler, named Peters, then in
New York, had 3,000 bales of cotton in Wilmington; that they were going to get
it out. Butler was to work the thing through, and have half the money; that he
was to furnish passes, and he (Howard) had no doubt but that they should succeed.
That himself and some other person, whose name I do not remember, were merely
acting as agents, knowing nothing but what they were told to do, but if successful,
would make money; that, being Englishmen, they should have no difficulty in
moving within the rebel lines. He furthermore stated, what I had already began
to see, to wit, that if Wilmington had been captured, B'tttler would have lost
his cotton, as it would have fallen into our hands; and expressed his opinion
freely that there was but little patriotism in any of our leading men; that they
meant money, and like the one who, as he expressed it, was "doing such mean
things for his own benefit," looked out first for themselves.
Howard has gone to Newbern, I suppose. The proprietor of the .Atlantic
hotel in Norfolk, a relative of Butler, I believe, is concerned in the matter.
There may be no truth in Howard's statements; if there is, detectives will
3oon trace it out, and it will readily be seen why Wilmington was not taken,
though it is hard to believe any man would so sell his country's honor.
You can use this letter to inform the proper authorities, for I consider it my
duty as an officer, and a lovP.r of my country's welfare, to make it known, but
the result can be attained without my gaining any publicity.
I am, very respectfully, yours,
LEVI R. GREENE,
First Assistant Eng~neer, U. S. N.
Senator H. B . .ANTHONY.
Respectfully forwarded.
WILLIAM A. PARKER,
5th Division, N. A. Squadron.

Command~ng

"VILLARDS', April 28, 1865.
Sm: I am under obligations to the committee that my attention has been
called to the letter of one Levi R. Greene, forwarded to the committee through
the Navy Department by William .A. Parker, commander of the 5th division,
.James river squadron, and David D. Porter, commanding North .Atlantic blockading squadron.
I can only say that I have no recollection ever to have seen or heard of either
of the parties concerned in that document save Parker, who remains in my
memory as the naval officer commanding the division that ran away when the
rebel rams came down the James a few days after the date of the letter.
The attention of the committee need hardly be called to the form of this
apparently malicious attack. The writer, Greene, three times over, requests
that his agency in making it may be kept secret, apparently so that he may
not be held responsible for it.
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He says he has known one Howard intimately as " a rebel sympathizer and
secessionist;" that Howard shew him a pass to Newbern.
Passes to Newbern from Fortress Momoe were issued, in the usual course
of business, to every person who came from the north and took the oath of
allegiance. It will be observed that when at Newbern one would hardly be
nearer Wilmington than at Fortress Monroe, and scarcely so easy of access.
Greene, then, states Howard's gossip of the supposed statement of Peters, thus
making this supposed hearsay three times removed.
The statement of Howard, so far as I see, touches the honorable committee
quite as nearly as ·myself, for this "rebel sympathizer and secessionist" is made
to express his opinion freely that there " was but little patriotism in any of our
leading men."
Parker and Admiral Porter, however, could transmit this letter without injury
to themselves, as they do not come within the description.
'l'hat the whole affair is a tissue of lies on the part of Greene to curry favor
with his commander, Porter, who was in contest with me, where he makes a
statement of a fact within his own knowledge and belief which can be verified,
is easily seen. He says that "the proprietor of the Atlantic hotel at Norfolk,
a relati~'e of Butler's, I believe, is concerned in the matter."
Now, Mr. Newton, the only proprietor of the Atlantic hotel I ever beard of,
is neither a relative of mine nor a person with whom I ever held a minute's conversation in my life.
The heart or the character of an officer who could give official sanction to the
circulation of such stupid falsehoods is not to be envied.
But I have troubled you too long with this bunglingly-made slander.
Very respectfully,
BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General.
Hon. BENJ. WADE,
Chairman of the Committee on the Conduct qf the War.

CoMMITTEE RooM, "CoNDUcT oF THE WAR,"

Washington, April 28, 1865.
SIR: The enclosed documents• were among those furnished by the Navy

Department, in reply to the call of the committee, in relation to the Fort l!'isher
expedition. They were not observed by the committee until after they were in
print, and too late to be left out without 1·eprinting a large portion of the testimony.
The statement there appears to be entirely hearsay. The committee have
instructed me to forward these documents to you and ask what importance you
attach to them, how far you consider them reliable, and whatever information
you have upon the subject.
I remain yours, respectfully,
B.}'. WADE,
Chairman o/ CommiUee.
Hon. GIDEON WELLES, Secretary of tl~e Navy.
*See documents accompanying letter of committee to General Butler.
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NAVY DEPARTMENT, Washington, May 1, 1865.
SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th
ultimo, enclosing printed letters connected with the Fort Fisher expedition.
The department has made no investigation relative to the statements made
in the letter of First Assistant Engineer Greene, dated .January 14, 1865, and
has no additional information on the subject. The letter being in the possession of the department at the time of the call of the Committee on the Conduct
of the War in relation to the Fort Fisher expedition, was ~urnished with the
other papers. It was the intention of the department to furnish all the papers
and evidence on the subject under its control.
Very respectfully, &c.,
GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary qf the Nal'Y·
Hon. B. F. WADE,
Chairman Committee on the Conduct qf the War, Washington.

HEAVY ORDNANCE.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,

January 26, 1864.
On motion by Mr. WILSON,
Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be instructed to inquire into
the character and efficiency of the heavy ordnance now provided for the armament of fortifications; the mode of fabrication; the amount of "royalty" paid, and to whom, for the
use of a patent in the manufacture ; the tests to which these guns are subjected when
received into service; the reasons for believing the tests satisfactory; what proportion of
our sea and land armament is of rifled ordnance; when rifled guns were introduced, and the
cause of the delay pertaining thereto.
Attest:
J. W. FORNEY, Secretary.

:Mr. WADE, from the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War,
submitted the following

REPORT.
The Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War, in pursuance qf the
foregoing resolution, ask leave to make tlte following repm·t, with the
accompanying testimony :

Your committee began the investigation required by the resolution .
of the Senate early last session ; but being unable to obtain the testi·
mony of the inventors and manufacturers of the two guns, into the
composition of which wrought-iron entered in whole or in part, they
deferred the subject until this seilsion, when they were enabled to
complete their investigation.
Under the head of " heavy ordnance" your committee would call
attention to three classes of guns : First, those made entirely of castiron; second, those made of cast-iron and banded with Wfought-iron;
and, third, those made entirely of wrought-iron. Of the first class
are the guns generally known as the Dahlgren gun and the Rodman
gun. Of the second class is the Parrott gun. Of the third class is
the Ames gun. There is still another gun, known as the Wiard steel
gun, but as it does not come, so far as your committee have been able
to learn, under the head of ''heavy ordnance,'' they have not deemed
it necessary to devote much attention to it.
The Rodman gun, while having to some extent its peculiarity of
form, is principally distinguished by the mode adopted in its manufacture, which is an invention of Major T. J. Rodman. The casting
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is made around a hollow core, or core-barrel, as it is termed, into
which is introduced a stream of cold water, the outside of the casting
being kept heated until the cooling from the interior reaches the outer
port~on of the mass of metal forming the casting.
This mode of manu·
f~cture, it is claimed, insures two important advantages over the old
me-thod of casting the gun solid and then boring it out. The strain
upon the metal produced by cooling in large masses is reversed, rendering the gun less liable to burst from the explosion of the powder
in it; and a much greater degree of hardness is given to the interior
surface, rendering the gun less liable to abrasion in the bore by the
passage of the projectile along it, and the action of the gases of the
powder upon the metal. It is ge-cerally held by the witneAses that
no effective gun of large calibre can be made of cast-iron except upon
the Rodman principle, or the principle of cooling from the interior.
The Dahlgren gun is the invention of Rear Admiral John A. Dahlgren, and is distinguished by its exterior form. 'The plan adopted
to avoid the strain consequent upon cooling a solid casting of large
size from the outside is to make the casting considerably larger than
would otherwise be needed to produce a gun of the required size,
anneal it after cooling, and then turn it down to the proper size and
form. But the Dahlgren guns of the largest calibre are now being
manufactured upon the Rodman principle.
These two guns are ~e only guns of large calibre made entirely of
cast-iron which are now used in the service. 1t will be seen from
the testimony that officers of the navy generally prefer the Dahlgren
gun for naval service, while officers of the army express a preference
for the Rodman gun. Both of these guns would appear, from the testimony, to be the best cast-iron guns now known to any service. 'l'hey
are generally smooth-bore guns, but few, if any, of the larger calibre
being rifled.
.
The rified gun of ]arge calibre, employed almost wholly in the army
and naval service, is the gun invented by Robert C. Parrott. It iB
composed of a cast-iron cylinder with a wrought-iron jacket or band
shrunk upon the breech of the gun, in order to strengthen it about
the seat of discharge. The cast-iron cylinder of this gun was formerly
cast solid, and then bored out; but latterly those of the largest calibre
are cast upon the Rodman principle.
The introduction of the turreted iron-clads into our naval service
impressed upon the department the necessity for guns of large calibre.
Those vessels carrying but few guns, and being designed to operate
against other iron-clads, as well as to resist the effect of opposing
batteries, it was considered important to have guns throwing projectiles, shot or shell, of the greatest possible weight, and guns of as
large calibre as fifteen inches were designed and constructed principally for use on turreted vessels. The result of the contest between
the United States iron-clad Weehawken and the · rebel iron-clad
Atlanta shows the remarkable effect of heavy projectiles upon ironclad vessels.
The Parrott rifled gun of large calibre i~ also used upon our naval
vessels, being able to throw projectiles with greater accuracy and to
a greater distance than the smooth-bore guns. At the time of their
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introduction into the service they were undoubtedly the best rifled
guns of large calibre which the government could obtain. They
were not much more expensive than the cast-iron gun of the same
calibre, and yet are deemed by our officers to be nearly, if not quite,
equal to the best wrought-iron guns manufactured by otl1er nations. They have rendered most material service both upon land
and upon sea.
But the bursting of the Parrott guns of large calibre, together with
the bursting of some of the cast-iron guns of large calibre, upon the
vessels engaged in operations against the defences of Charleston and
against Fort Fisher, has tended to weaken confidence in the durability
of those guns, and \vould seem to show the necessity of obtaining, if
possible, some other gun which can be more impl4citly relied upon.
It is the testimony of our officers of the navy that the bursting of one
gun in a fleet tends to demoralize the crew of each vessel upon which
a gun of that kind is used, whether it bursts or not. And it is asserted that the loss sustained by the bursting of guns of large calibre
on vessels operating againgt Fort Fisher was much greater than the
loss sustained on the entire fleet from the fire of the enemy.
The bursting of these guns is generally attributed to ihe explosion
of shells prematurely within the bore of the gun. The opinion of
Mr. Parrott in regard to the cause or causes of premature explosion
of the shells is as follows:
"It has been a matter of much concern with me, and I would rather not
make a gun than have any accident occur. I ascribe the difficulty to the friction of the powder in the shell itself. At first it was natural enough to ascribe
the difficulty to bad shells, bad castings, bad fuzes, &c.; but, upon full trial, it
appears above all question that the difficulty arises from the po-wder expl<?ding
in the shell within the gun by friction, caused by the striking of the powder
against the inside of the ~hell. A 300-pounder shell is ten inches in diameter;
a round shell of that diameter holds about three pounds of powder. My 300pounder shell holds about seventeen pounds of powder. Now, when you fire a
gun and strike the but of a shell suddenly with the immense force of the charge
there is a reaction of the powder within the shell against the bottom of the
shell; and if there is any roughness so as to cause friction at the bottom, the
powder will be exploded in the shell while it is within the gun. Thinking
that to be the case, !"have for a long time been endeavoring to coat the inside
of the shell with varnish or lacker, and now I am able to do it with entire success. A great many people were skeptical about it, and precautions have not
been takE:9n in regard to it as quickly as they might have been. I now melt
together rosin, tallow, and brown soap, forming a thin liquid mixture, and pour
it into my shells and pour it out again, leaving a coating on the inside which
covers over the rough iron, and when that is done I find the shells can be fired
without premature explosion.
" Some two months ago Captain Temple, one of the officers of this very fleet
of Porter's, came to the foundry and became aware of this fact. He had two
100-pounders on board his vessel; when he got back he found that his shells
had no such coating, and he immediately set to work and lined them with
asphaltum, &c. He fired his guns fifty or sixty times each during the engagement, and not a single shell exploded prematurely in his guns; while in some
of the other vessels around him shells were exploded prematurely and thrown
out of the gnns in fragments. That is so stated in a letter of his which I saw
ye~terday. ''
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Be the cause or causes what they may, the fact is that these gune
do burst while in action, with very disastrous results.
It is, therefore, of the highest importance to obtain, if possible,
some kind of heavy ordnance which shall not be liable to these objections. The entire efficiency of an iron-clad vessel, costing the government hundreds of thousands of dollars, may depend almost entirely
upon the character of the guns with which she is armed. In the
words of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, ''You might lose a
battle by going into ~ction with a gun around which stood twenty-five
men entertaining the idea all the time that it might burst.'' Con. sidering the great cost of our iron-clad vessels, and the importance
of the results to be attained by rendering them as secure and efficaciouf!l as possible, a few thousand dollars more of expense would seem
to be of but little moment, if it affords the only means of reaching
the end desired. The disastrous results attending the bursting of a
gun can be, to a greater extent, guarded against upon land than at
sea. In the latter case, the loss of the vessel, with all on board, may
be the consequence, while the demoralization of the crews of the other
vessels similarly armed may lead to results almost, if not quite, as
disastrous. But, upon both land and sea, it is of the utmost importance to obtain heavy ordnance of the most reliable character.
In view of these considerations, your committee desire to refer,
somewhat at length, to a wrought-iron gun which to them seems to
possess those qualities of strength, durability, and safety which are
so very desirable. It is the invention of Horatio Ames. But few of
these guns have yet been manufactured, yet they have successfully
withstood every test that has been applied to them.
Upon the 21st of August .last, at the request of the inventor, the
President ordered the appointment of a board to test a gun of 7-inch
calibre manufactured by Mr. Ames. The board consisted of Major
General Gillmore, United States army, Commodore T. A. Hunt,
United States navy, and Major T. T. S. Laidley, United States army,
inspector of cannon, &c. The trial commeQced at Bridgeport, Connecticut, on the 15th of September, and continued until the gun bad
been fired seven hundred times. The details of the trial are contained in the report of the board, a copy of which is submitted in the
testimony accompanying this report.
The mode of manufacturing the gun is described by the board in
their report as follows :
"The gun is built up from the cascabel on the end of a long cylindrical port
bar. The end of this bar is first enlarged by welding pieces around it. It is
then enlarged still further by placing two rings on the end, one over the other,
eoncentrically, and welding them there in succession. Against the end of the
cylinder, thus increased to twenty-eight (28) inches in diameter, is welded a
circular plate or disk, also twenty-eight inches in diameter, and four inches thick.
The disk is composed of a centre-piece, ten inches in diameter, surrounded by
two concentric rings, one outside of the other, all accurately fitted together by
turning. 'rhe bottom of the bore terminates against this disk. Upon this disk
is welded a ring of twenty-eight inches exterior diameter, four inches interior
diameter, and five inches thick, compouhded of three concentric rings, accurately fitted together by turning. The inner one is ten inches iu . exterior
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diameter, and about six inches in thicknes.s, so that its ends project on either
~ide ab((ut half an inch beyond the faces of the other two rings. This is intended to secure a perfect weld next the bore, and force out the slug. Other
compound rings, made in the same manner, are welded on, one after the other,
until the gun is of the required length. In making the compound rings for
the small part of the gun, between the trunnions and muzzle, the outer ring is
omitted.
"The gun remains in a horizontal position during this process of construction,
and is handled by means of the bar projecting from the cascabel. The welding
on of the disk and rings is done with a hammer worked horizontally by steam;
a hammer working vertically is also used against the sides of the piece. The
inner ring of the compound rings is made from a block six inches by ten inches,
by boring a hole five inches in diameter through it and turning off the corners.
The fibres and laminre of the metal lie at right angles to the axis of the gun.
'J.lhe centre and outer rings are made like a tire by bending the bars and welding
the ends together, thus placing the layers of the metal in cylindrical surfaces.
The trunnions are attached by being screwe9. into the sides of the piece three
inches."

In regard to the projectiles and charges used the board report:
" Considerable delay and many interruptions in the progress of the trials
were occasioned by the want of suitable projectiles. 'J.lhose of the Hotchkiss
pattern, which have been officially proscribed for rifles of a large calibre, on
account of their excessive strain upon the gun, were almost exclusively used.
In weight they varied from 104 to 127 pounds.
"'!'he powder used was what is known as No.7 experimental powder, giving
a pressure of 57,000 pounds per square inch in an eight-inch gun. '!'he charges
were varied inereasingly from thirteen to thirty pounds, although it was frequently necessary to reduce the higher charges in order to accommodate the
projectiles, from which the packing would often strip, or the cap break, even
with comparatively low charges."

.As the result of the examination, the board report:
"It is the unanimous opinion of the board that Ames's wrought-iron guns
possess, to a degree never before equalled by any cannon of equal weight offered
to our service, the essential qualities of great lateral and longitudinal strength,
and great powers of endurance under heavy charges; that they are not liable
to burst explosively and without warning, even when fired under very high
charges; and that they are well adapted to the wants of the service generally,
but especially whenever long ranges and high velocities are required. It is also
~he unanimous opinion of the board that Ames's seven-inch guns, of which he
has now fifteen nearly finished, possess sufficient weight and strength to receive
an eight-inch bore, and even greater, although not heavy enough for a ten-inch
bore."

.And to show more fully their confidence in the strength and dura·
bility of the gun they had tested by firing it 700 times, the board" }'urther recommend that the gun which they have tried be rebored to eight
inches and rifled, and then submitted to another series of tests similar to those
through which it has just passed, to be then cut up for examination."

Accounts of further and apparently far more severe tests are given
in the testimony of Mr. Ames.
The opinion of Mr. Fox, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, of the
Ames gun, and of the necessity for some gun of that chp.racter, is thus
stated by him in his testimony:
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"I think it is a fair inference, from the experience we have l1ad with the
small guns and 100-pounders wh1ch he (Mr. Ames) has made, that he has the
correct principle of manufacture, and that guns manufactured by his method
will bear any amount of charge that can be consumed in the gun. * * * *
My opinion IS that we have got to come to wrought-iron or steel guns, and
abandon cast-iron."

In reg:ud to the cost of thoso several guns, the price of a tOOpounder Parrott gun is $1,300; a 200-pounder about $2,000; a 300pounder from $4,500 to $5,000. Of the cast-iron guns, the contract
price for the 15-incb gun, as · stated by Mr. Fox, is $7,500; those of
smaller calibre in proportion. The Ames gun would cost about a
dollar a pound, or about $12, 000 for a 1 OO-p0under; $17,000 for a
150-pounder, and $28,000 for a 200-pounder.
In regard to the payment of ''royalty'' by the United States for
any of these guns, tbe testimony esta.blishes the following facts:
The Rodman gun, or rather the Rodman principle of manufacture,
was made the subject of letters patent under the following circumstances, according to the testimony. The bursting of the ''Peacemaker," on bor.~rd the Princeton, some twenty years ago, led Major
Rodman, then a lieutenant in the military Rervice of the United
States, to investiga.te the subject of manufacturing ordnance of heavy
calibre. In 1845 he laid his invention before the Ordnance Bureau,
being the first inventor of the principle claimed by him, and urged
its adoption, without success. At two other times he urged its adoption, but the bureau did not deem it of sufficient importance to receive
its favorable consideration. In 184 7 Major Rodman asked General
Talcott if there would be any impropriety in having his invention
secured by letters patent, and carried out by private enterprise; to
which General Talcott replied, ''Certainly not,'' and, to use the
w0rds of Major Rodman, "appeared to be very glad indeed to get
rid of the subject in that way and on those term~.'' Consequently,
in August, 184 7, letters patent were taken out in the name of Major
Rodman, then Lieutenant Rodman. Arrangements were made with
Messrs. Knap & Totten, the proprietors of the Pitt foundry, at Pittsburg, by which they agreed to go to the expense and run the risk,
then considered to be great, of carrying the invention into practical
operation, in considerati.on of the transfer to them of one-half the interest in the letters patent. This arrangement continued until about
four years ago, when Major Rodman, not. being in a condition to take
any share in conducting the business, transferred to Mr. Knap the
full control of the patent; Mr. Knap obligating himself to pay to
Major Rodman one-half cent per pound for all castings upon the Rodman principle manufactured by him, or by others, and upon which
Mr. Knap collected what may be termed a royalty. Mr. Knap receives from the government so much per pound for an finislJed guns
made for the United States service, of which Mr. Knap states he
regards one cent per pound as the price charged for the patented
invention.
Admiral Dahlgren testifies that he has never received anything in
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the nature of ''royalty" for the guns made according to the principles
of his invention.
Mr. Parrott testifies that he never has charged anything for his
invention; that he has charged only what he deems a fair manufacturer's profit.
Mr. Ames has made but twenty·one guns for the government; six
upon an order from the Navy Department, and fifteen upon an order
from the President. He does not appear to have charged anything
for hi:-5 invention, charging so much per pound for his guns.
The proportion of rifled guns to those with smooth bores used in
the navy is much sma.Iler than those used in the army. The difficulty
of obtaining accuracy of fire upon a vessel in motion renders the rifled
gun less efficient wl1en used at sea than when used upon land. 'l'he
projectile from a smooth-bore, except within point-blank range, is
fired so as to ricochet upon the water, and it continues its flight ip
a straight line until it stops. 'rhe projectile from a rifled gun, when
it strikes the water, ricochets at all angle from the direct 1ine, sometimes almost at right angles, and it is therefore less reliable at long
range. There does not appear to be any want of rifled guns in the
naval service, as compared with the number of smooth-bore guns.
The guns herein referred to, except the Ames gun, have been and
are now being introduced into both the land and naval service as
rapidly as the means of manufacturing them will allow and the demands of the servi0e require.
There are many matters of detail in connexion with the heavy
ordnance now in use in this country, as well as that used by other
nations, for which your committee would refer to the testimony here·
with submitted, in which they are stated at length.
Your committee concur with the Navy Department in opinion as
to the importance and necessity of securing a gun possessing the
qualities found in the Ames gun; more especially in view of future
wars with foreign nations, and the means of offence and defence required to prosecute such wars successfully.
In conclusion, your committee would therefore recommend that
Congress immediately adopt such measures as will enable the War
and Navy Departments to obtain and introduce into the service
wrought· iron guns, especially of large calibre, at as early a day as
practicable.
All of which is respectfully submitted:
B. F. WADE, Chairman.

TESTIMONY.
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 27, 1864.
Brigadier General GEORGE D. RAMSAY sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the service 1
Answer. I am a brigadier general and Chief of Ordnance.
· (The resolution of the Senate of January 25, 1864, in relation to ordnance,
was read to the witness.)
Question. What do you say of the character and efficiency of the heavy
ordnance now provided for the armament of our fortifications 1
Answer. I should say very good-of a supedor character; and that it will
compare favorably, in my judgment, with any known ordnance.
Question. Do you know the amount of "royalty" paid, and to whom, for the
use of patents in connexion with heavy ordnance 1
Answer. With regard to that, I know nothing personally; all that I know
is derived from the, report of the commission of which Mr. Holt was president.
I think the whole story appears in the report, and to which I beg leave to refer.
By this report it appears that the original patent to (then) Captain Rodman
bears date August 14, 184 7, "for a new and useful improvement in casting ordnance, &c." The entire interest in said patent was vested by said Rodman in
Charles Knap, of Pittsburg, Mr. Knap agreeing to pay to Captain Rodman the
full sum of one-half of one cent per pound of the finishecl. weight of cannon,
and other castings, on which Knap may receive a royalty for use of said patent .
.As I under:5tand it, no direct royalty is paid on the part of the United States;
but that in consideration of the superior value of ordnance manufactured under
this patent, Mr. Secretary Floyd directed this mode of casting heavy guns to
be adopted, and paid for at the rate of 20 per cent. additional.
[Extract from repo1·t of the commission on ordnance and ordnance stores, page 568.]
"November 16, 1859, without the recommendation of the Orooance board (required by
article 1377, General Regulations of the Army, edition 1861,) the then Secretary of War,
Mr. J. B. Floyd, directed the adoption of this mode of casting heavy guns, ordering that
arrangements should be made to cast all heavy cannon after the 'Rodman plan,' and that
'the free use of the rig·ht to cast cannon for the land service, after this plan, should be
secured by the Ordnance Bureau to each founder, by the payment from the appropriation
for armament of fortifications, for such use, of twenty per cent. upon the eost of each gnn,
to Mr. Charles Knap, the proprietor of the patent. The price for finished cannon at the
foundries will remain the same as now paid.' A copy of this order was transmitted .to all
the founders then engag·ed in manufacturing cannon for the United States; and in 1860
thirty-nine 8-inch columbiads were cast after this plan at the Fort Pitt· foundry, and were
paid for at the rate of 6t cents per pound, the usual price established some years previously;
and Mr. Charles Knap, the proprietor of the patent, was paid, in addition, $3,037 68, being
twenty per cent. upon the cost of twenty-six of these cannon. The account for the patent
fee upon the remaining thirteen of these guns, rendered later by Mr. Knap, was disallowed
by decision of the Secretary of War ad interim, Mr. J. Holt, January 21, 1861, being
'regarded as incompatible with the --section of the act of June 23, 1860.' Messrs. Knap,
Rudel & Co. were accordingly notified that the 'order of N'ovember 16, 1859, was revoked,
and no payment on account of patent fees would be made by the United States.' No other
founders than the proprietors of the Fort Pitt foundry have ever cast guns under the 'Rod-
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11\an plan,' and no other payment has been made, expressly as patent fees, than the one
above stated.
"Mr. Knap protested against the revocation of the order of November 16, 1859, and as
the third section of the act of June 23, 1860, was repealed on the 21st of February, 1861, the
basis upon which this payment was denied no longer exists. To complete the history of the
case, as shown before the commission, it should be here stated, that in August, 1861, Captain
Rodman applied for and obtained an extension, for seven years, of his original patent grallt,
which would have expired in that month.
"In December, 1861, the Chief of Ordnance, finding it necessary to give immediate orders
for casting, and having recommendations from officers of the department the most practiced
in experimental firing with heavy cannon, favorable to Rodman's plan, submitted the subject to a board of officers, composed of Brevet Major Dyer, Captain Rodman, and Captain
Benton, duecting them to 'fix a suitable price to be paid for 8-inch and 10-inch columbiads.'
December 19, 1861, the board reported that: First. They consider it important that all
pieces of these calibres should be cooled from the interior in casting. Second. In view of
the fact that the Navy Department pays 7 -?Jio and 8 1~030 cents per pound for its 9 and 11-inch
~uns, respectively, the undersi~ned consider that 7l"o cents per pound is fair and reasonable
for 8-inch and 10-inch columb1ads cast hollow, more especially as they consider the latter
named cannon more durable than the former. The undersigned are prepared to extend the
foregoing recommendation to all cast-iron cannon made by direction of the ordnance department."

This continued to be paid until 21st January, 1861. On December 22, 1861,
new orders were given for columbiads at 7-l0 cents per pound without specifying royalty ; and January 13, 1863, 9! was paid in consequence of advanced
prices.
Question. In what does the patent consist in this Rodman gun for which this
royalty is paid by the government to Mr. Knap ; and what does the difference
consist between that gun and guns cast in the common or ordinary mode 1
Answer. Heretofore all cannon were cast solid and allowed to cool in the
cast ing pit. In this way the cooling of the fluid metal from the exterior extended gradually towards the inside, which was the last part that Eolidified.
The shrinkage by this mode of cooling tended to separate the interior layers of
metal from the exterior. In Rodman's plan, the patent consists of cooling from
the interior and keeping the outside hot; the shrinkage begins on the inside of
the mass, and each layer of metal as it cools shrinks upon the nearest interior
layer, thus binding all the successive layers together.
Question. Does the advantage of the Rodman plan consist in the fact that
the gun is cast hollow with a stream of cold water poured through the inside 1
Answer. Yes, as regards the casting. But the Rodman gun embraces more
than this-the exterior form. Formerly guns were in their exterior form a
series of sections of straight lines, called reinforces-somewhat analogous to the
joints of a telescope when drawn out-but the Rodman gun (which the witness
illustrated by a diagram on a piece of paper) gives a curved section. The
thickness at the seat of the charge in cast-iron guns is a little more than the
diameter of bore, gradually tapering to the muzzle. Some twenty y,ears ago
the late Colonel Bomford instituted a series of interesting and original experiments to determine the expansive force with which fired gunpowder acts at
different points along the bore of the gun, and with the view of ascertaining the
requisite curve of resistance; that is to say, at what points the metal received
the greatest strain, and consequently where the greatest thickness was necessary. From these experiments the columbiad-a gun so called-originated,
aad to which may be traced the French Paixhan gun. The columbi.ads were
originally made with chambers, and are now used for shot or shell. Colonel
Bomford did not pursue his investigations beyond determining the above facts.
These experiments satisfactorily show that the greatest force of the charge is
exerted on the part of the gun which is situated in rear of the centre of the
ball, and that the force diminishes rapidly as the ball moves forward from its
original position.
Question. When was this investigation 1

lo
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Answer. About 1843. It is understood that a French officer, General Paixhan, when on a visit to this country, wa8 made acquainted with the experiments
of Colonel Bomford, and on returning horne he introduced a similar gun into
the French service, the Paixhan gun, as a shell gun.
Question. Then I understand you the principle of the gun is an old one 1
Answer. Not the principle of cooling from the interior.
Question. 'rhe shape of the gun 1
Answer. This shape of gun is yet somewhat a matter of contention. It
matters not what the shape of the gun is, within certain limits, if cast on correct
princi pies.
Question. I und~rstand you that this Rodman gun was shaped after the
experiments of Colonel Bomford to ascertain where the greatest strain would
come 1
Answer. Yes, sir. But whether Captain Rodman had these in view when he
investigated the subject, (which investigation will be found in a work of high
reputation on experiments on metal:5 for cannon and cannon powder by Captain
Rodman,) I am not prepared to say. As to the shape of the gun, Commander
Dahlgren, in a letter to ~ecretary Floyd, accused Captain Rodman of plagiarism,
on the completion of his (Rodman's) 15-inch, and which led to a correspondence
between these officers. Rodman's gun conforms more in exterior shape to the
columbiad than the Dahlgren.
Question. Are onr fortifications supplied with the Rodman gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir, as far as we have been enabled. The armament is going
on as fast as possible.
Question. What is the weight of the ball of the 15-inch gun, the solid shot 1
Answer. About 430. 'l~he shell is 320.
Question. Is there any rule by which the weight of the powder is proportioned to the weight of the ball1 lf so, what is the proportion 1
Answer. With rifled guns we use lo the weight of the ball. For smoothbores, up to 42-pounders, ! the weight of the ball; but for breaching purposes
it may be rr• or more.
Question. What quantity of powder would be used in the Rodman gun
for the 400-pounder ball?
Answer. For the larger guns, from about -§- to l the weight of ball.
Q.uestion. When the gun is rifled, the proportion between the ball and powder
is different from what it is in the smooth-bore gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir, about lo for the rifle.
Question. It has been said that the great 15 inch guns would not stand
a sufficiency of powder to propel the shot. Do you know how it is 1
Answer. It will stand an ample sufficiency, and has stood charges of 40, 45,
and 50 and 60 pounds of powder, propelling the projectile fi,018 yards, or within
a few yards of three miles. It is a mistaken notion, much entertained by those
ignorant or inexperienced in the science of gunnery, that an increase of the powder charge increases the velocity and range of the ball. This is true up to
certain limits, which can be ascertained only by practical trial for each calibre;
in other words, there is a maximum effective charge of powder for each, any
increase beyond which impairs the velocity and range of the projectile, because
it introduces powder which is not burnt, but acts as a cushion between the
propelling power of the exploded gunpowder and the ball.
Question. We would like to have all the information you can furnish from
your office.
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. 'l'here was one point referred to in the resolution-the proof of
guns. I would like to know about that.
Answer. The smooth-bores are fired three times, wilh charges somewhat
greater than service charge of powder and ball. Rifled guns are fired the
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same-Parrott guns ten times, with service cl1arge. The rifled guns require
more firing to test them, in order to judge whether the projectile and the grooves
work satisfactorily together. 1'he service charge is the one ordinarily used.
From the bursting of some of the rifled guns before Cl tarlrston, I was apprehensive the charges were too heavy, and wrote to General Gillmore on the subject, but he did not think it advisable to reduce them at that time. It may be
said of the riHed guns, that we were called upon to iRtroduce the rifled system
in time of war, snddenly, ancl without the facilities for practical experiment.
We have no government arsenal, or convenient place adequate to proper trials
for range, penetration, &c. There is no place that I am aware of, under our
control, for e~tensive hmd range, and for that reason my predecessor recommended, at the last session of Congress, the purchase of a tract of land near
New York, on the New Jersey marshes, for this purpose. and which presented
an uninterrupted and secure range of several miles. We have had a good deal
of practice wilh field and the 4~-inch rifled gnns at the Washington arsenal, but
necessarily over the water, rendering the experiments un!'latisfactory both as to
ascertaining penetration, correctness of flight, &c., of the projectiles, and of
many other elements necessary in judging of what constitutes a good rifle gun
and a good projectile.
Question. I understand you to say that our fortifications are oeing armed
with the Rodman gun 1
.Answer. Yes, sir, and also with the Parrott.
Question. From 10-inch up to 15-inch guns 1
.Answer. Yes, sir; I have a statement here which embraces the whole matter.
Question. You consider the Rodman gun the best gun now in use 1
.Answer. Yes, so far as guns made entirely of cast-iron are concerned.
Question. What tests have been applied to the Rodman gun 1
.Answer. First, there is the preliminary test of ores, which embrace all of the
scientific investigations deemed necessary. Castings from the ores selected are
tested for density and tenacity. Experiments have established standaro8 below
which guns are not received. Then comes the powder-proof. 'rhe only
proof to which guns were formerly subjected was by using excese;ive charges;
but this was found to be objectionable, and not reliable, as there was no assurance that after all the trials with heavy charges the gun would not, as often
happened, burat with the ordinary service charge. Confidence was greatly
impaired, and many serious accidents from bursting ensued. I refer to guns
cast solid. The theory of Captain Rodman being undoubtedly correct, experiments were made in order to verify or refute it in a practical manner. Several
sets of cannon of the same form and calibre were cast, part in the ordinary
method of casting solid and cooling from the exterior, and the same number on
Rodman's plan. 'l'hese were fired alternately, alongside of each other, with
charges of powder and ball of the same weight and kind, and continued until
one or other cla~s of cannon gave way under the repeated firing. 1'he result of
these trials on several sets of cannon showed conclusively a fitr greater endurance for the Rodman gun-more than three hundred per cent. greater than
those cast in the ordinary way ; that is to say, we could rely on getting as
much fiting from one Rodman gun as from three guns cast solid in the usual
way. Besides this greater durability, the Rodman gun poseesses the greater
advantage of reliability in use; that is to sny, beiog served without danger to
the men standing by it from bursting of the piece.
Question. The powder test is the test by powder and ball-the service
charge1
.Answer. Yes, sir; and when a new kind of gun or ore is introduced, the trial
is one thousand roundfl.
Question. vVhat difficulty is there in applying a satisfactory test to the
Rodman and Parrott guns, for instance, to ascertain which is the best gun 1
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Answer. The original Parrott gun was, I believe, a 10-pounder, calibre 2.9
inches; the 300-pounder is now the largest. There would be no difficulty in
instituting the comparison referred to, provided that guns corresponding in every
respect as to size and weight were fired with the same charge and projectile.
Parrott's is a rifled gun. Only two Rodman guns .have been rifled, an 8-inch
and 12·inch. These are now under experiment at Fort Monroe.
Question. What is the difference in construction between the Parrott and
the Rodman gun 1
Answer. r.rbe Parrott gun is (thus far) cast solid-of peculiar form, and
rifled-and a wrought-iron jacket is shrunk on about the seat of the charge, to
impart greater strength. r.rhe Rodma~ is cast hollow, as before described.
Question. I cannot myself see why it would not be easy to take a 100 ..
pounder Parrott gun, for instance, and a 100-pounder Rodman, and subject
them to certain tests of powder and ball, and ascertain which i8 really the most ·
energetic gun, '1nd which will stand the most discharges.
Answer. rrhere would be no difficulty about it, all things equal. Some of
the Parrott guns have burst before Charleston. This, however, is ascribed to
various causes, one of which is the frequent explosion of the shell in the gun,
and the introduction of sand into the bore.
Question. That would be no evidence of the power and strength of tho
gun when properly fired 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. The Parrott gun is a rifled gun 1
Answer. The Parrott gun is a rifled gun, and of high reputation.
.
Question. Is more powder in proportion to the ball used in the Parrott
than would be necessary for a Rodman gun if rifled 1
Answer. You can make no comparison with smooth-bore and rifle; but supposing both guns rifled, and to correspond-that is, using the same projectile
and fired under the ~arne circumstances-the 'charges of powder would be the
same. r.rhe 8-inch Rodman has a 64-pound ball and 10 pounds of powder, and
the Parrott 8-inch (200-pounder) fires a projectile of 150 pounds and 16 pounds
of powder. r.rhe Rodman 8 -inch weighs 9,000 pounds; the Parrott rifled,
16,000 pounds.
Question. Then you do not give any preference to the Rodman gun over
the Parrott gun, but are getting both as fast as you can 1
Answer. No preference in orders given for guns is shown. We have been
and are getting both kinds as fast as we can. Unlimited orders have been
given to all the founders making guns. The entire capacity of the country has
been called into requisition to meet the demands of the service. Everything
Has been done on the part of the government so far as, I am advised.
Question. Is General Gillmore using the Parrott gun entirely for his long
range 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. While the Rodman gun is on board the fleet 1
Answer. The iron-clads off Charleston are armed with 15-inch navy guns,
(cast on the Rodman principle,) 11-inch Dahlgren, and the Parrott rifles. The
wooden vessels of the fleet are variously armed.
Question. Describe the Dahlgren gun and the Rodman gun, and its advantage
over the Rodman gun or columbiad.
Answer. rrhe Dahlgren gun is cast solid and cooled from the exterior. The
diameter of the rough casting at the chase is much greater than that of the
finished gun; the surplus met.ctl is turned off in the lathe. The Rodman gun
and the columbiads are cast hollow and cooled from the interior. The advantages of one form of gun over another is an open question; and it matters not,:within certain limits, if the gun is cast on correct principles, such as Rodman's,
as b~fore stated. But as to the advantages of casting very heavy guns on Rod-
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man's plan, the navy Bureau of Ordnance has shown its confidence in the
method by having them so cast at the present time.
Question. Has either one of those guns any advantage over the other in
actual use and practice 1
Answer. In practice the Rodman gun cast hollow, in my opinion, must have
decided advantages as to endutance. As to range, this will depend upon the
circumstances under which they are fired.
Question. Is there a gun called the Arne:~ gun 1
Answer. No such gun in the land service. We have field bronze guns made
by Ames, at Chicopee, Maesachusetts. Horatio Ames made a 50-pound
wrought-iron gun, which was tried at the navy yard. He offered to furnish
this department with50-pounders, 5,500 pounds,
80
7,700
"
100
"
11,000
"
200
''
19,000
"
300
"
27,000
"

at 75 cents .....•••..••......•...... $4,1 2f5
at 75 cents .....•............•...... 5,775
at 8.5 cents ....•....•.........••••.• 9,350
at $1 ..••.•.........•.•.....•.•.... 19,000
at $1. ....•.•...................... 27,000

Question. Have we a wrought-iron gun; and if so, who is the inventor
of it 1
Answer. We have a 3-inch wrought-iron field gun known as the ordnance
gun; it is made at Phrenixville, Pennsylvania. Its calibre is 3 inches, and its
·
weight 820 pounds.
Question. What is the Armstrong-an English gun!
4-nswer. It is an English gun. rrhe body of the piece is made up by welding together several wrought-iron tubes, and is formed by twisting a square bar
of iron around a mandril and welding the edges together. 'ro strengthen the
barrel at and in rear of the trunnions it is. enveloped with two additional thicknesses or tubes. 'rhe outer tube, like the inner one, consists of spiral coils;
but the intermediate tube is formed of an iron slab bent into a circular shape
and welded at the edges. The breech is closed with a vent-piece, held in its
place by a breech-screw which supports it from behind.
Question. The old-fashioned Armstrong gun is a wrought-iron 1
Answer. The Armstrong gun is made of wrought-iron.
Question. A breech-loading gun 1
Answer. The original gun was breech-loading. The 600-pounder is, I believe, muzzle-loading.
Question. The trial has been, I suppose, to see if they could make the side
of a ship strong enough to resist any ball that you can propel against it 1
Answer. Perhaps nothing will be more productive of change in these matter!!!
than the introduction of iron-clads. For iron-clads at a moderate distance, the
smooth-bore gun, on account of the greater momentum of the ball and its crushing effects, would be more effective than rifled guns. The rifled projectile will
go further and more accurately. Experiments on iron plates now going on will
no doubt disclose to what extent they can be relied upon as armor for ships or
forts. I doubt whether any iron-clad vessel capable of floating can resist the
effects of the 15-inch gun.
Question. You are of opinion that the cast-iron 15-inch gun is a useful
gun 1
Answer. Yes ; a very useful gun, on account of the weight of the projectile,
its force, and range.
Question. In stating that our fortifications are now being armed with these
Rodman guns, you do not mean, I suppose, that the old guns are displaced
by them 1
.Answer. Not altogether. .A:qd I will state here that many years ago, and
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just prior to the Mexican war, a close examination was made of all the army
guns in the United States. Our gun-yards were stocked with guns of all kinds
and patterns. A series of experiments was then instituted, to ascertain the
relative effects of tenacity and endurance. '.rhe guns were first theoretically
classified-1, 2, and 3. Subsequently, at ],ortress Monrqe, I fired, I think,
some 12,000 rounds, to test this classification; and I made a report upon the
subject. The object was to determine whether the endurance of the guns was
in the ratio of the tenacity of the metal, as previously determined from specimens
taken from the muzzle of the guns. All of the old guns in the forts deemed
serviceable are now being rifled, and some banded.
Question. Judging from all your knowledge of all the guns in Europe and
America, you think none are better than the Rodmau and Parrott guns?
Answer. I do not think that any method of casting guns has proved better
than or so good as the method adopted by Major Rodman. We have every
reason to believe that our own guns are quite as good, if not better than the
European.
Question. Can you give us any description of what is called the Whitworth
gun-an English gun 1
Answer. 'rhe Whitworth gun is a wrought-iron, rifled, breech-loading gun. It
has a hexagonal bore, and its projectile is a bolt, corre~:;pondingly hexagonal.
It is a very ingenious and beautifully made gun. It is liable to get out of
working order in its breech arrangements, from the peculiar construction of the
screw, which requires very perfect mechanism. This screw arrangement becomes foul by escape of gas, and it is sometimes difficult to close the breech.
There are also muzzle-loading Whitworth guns.
Question. And the heating of the gun by firing would affect it, I suppose 1
Answer. Of course. In the models all the breech-loading guns seem to work
very well ; but when you apply the principle to large masses of metal it becomes
difficult to make the parts work easily.
Question. What about the Blakely gun 1
.Answer. That is made a little after the manner of the Parrott gun. I think
it has a jacket of wrought-iron shrunk on it, commencing at the trunnions and
embracing the entire rear of the gun.
Question. '.rhat is a wrought-iron gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir. There are guns which are called semi-steel, and there are
guns of wrought-iron, prepared in various ways.
Question. Is it your opinion that our guns are equal to any they have in
Europe 1
Answer. They are equal, if not better, as I have before stated. I know
nothing of the Armstrong 600-pounder. Foreign attention is certainly directed
to the improvements and experiments going on in this country. There are
constantly foreign officers visiting our military establishments and studying our
system.
Question. You have stated the tests to which these guns were subjected.
What reason is there for believing that these tests are satisfactory; what reason
have you for placing confidence in them 1
Answer. The reliability of the experiments, as shown by the endurance of the
guns.
Question. You think they are satisfactory 1
Answer. Yes, sir; every effort has been made to render them so.
Question. What proportion of our sea and land armament is of rifled ordnance,
and when were rit:led guns introduced into service 1
Answer. I should have to refer to the records to answer the first part of your
questiQn. As to the introduction of rifled ordnance, my first recollection of them
was at the battle of Bull Run.
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Question. What proportion of the land ordnance i9 rifled, so far as you
know 1
Answer. With regard to the old guns forming a portion of the armament of
the fortifications, we are now rifling every gun along the sea-board. We are
at this very moment rifling the guns at Portland, Portsmouth, and Boston. The
24 and 32-pounders are simply rifled; but to the 42-pounders we are applying
the wrought-iron jacket in addition upon the Parrott principle, with the Parrott
increasing twist. Experiments have shown that the 24 and 32-pounders have
sufficient endurance, without going to the expense of banding.
Question. The intention is to have all the guns rifled 1
Answer. Yes, the old guns, to include the 42-pounders-not the Rodman's.
Some of them, the 8 and 12-incb, have been rifled for experiment.
Question. Does it not weaken ordnance to some extent to rifle it 1
Answ er. Yes, to some extent; but we are enabled to m9.ke reliable rifled
guns, even from those originally smooth-bore-as, for example, a third-class
32-pounder gun, rifled by Captain Parrott, and fired with his own projectile, 64
pounds, (double the weight of the 32-pound ball,) and with 6 pounds of powder,
withstood 1,000 rounds. This gun was not banded ; its tenacity was not more
than 16,000 or 20,000, the standard being about 30,000 pounds. It is doubtful
whether this gun, before being rifled, would have shown greater endurance with
its own proper service charge with round ball. We consider a gun a good gun
that will stand 1,000 rounds.
Question. At what time did these rifled guns come into use 1
Answer. We had several batteries at the first battle of Bull Run ; and we
have since then furnished them \7 ith all the rapidity that the foundries could
supply them. We have taken all the smooth-bore guns out of the field, and
substituted rifled guns as fast as we could g·et them. At the battle of Bull Run
we had a ~ 190 -incb, that is, a 10-pounder battery, a 20-pounder battery, and one
30-pounder gun, which was lost.
Question. Whoever drew up this resolution supposed th('re had been some
delay in introducing these rifled guns, and we are instructed to inquire into the
cause of that delay 1
Answer. I know of no delay whatever. Mr. Parrott commenced making field
rifled guns-Question. The language of the resolution is : '' and the cause of the delay
pertaiuing thereto."
.
Answer. I know nothing about that, of course. I had no administrative
duties whatever to perform at that time not pertlliuing to Washington arsenal.
I know that now we are changing all the old guns to rifled guns.
Question. With what expedition are you making the change 1
. Answer. We are changing them with the utmost rapidity. We have several
rifling machines at different places. We have one making for California; and
I have ordered one to be sent to .ltort W a~hington, to rifle the guns there. The
principle is to be introduced wherever it can be to advantage.
Question. You say you are riffing all your guns. Are you rifling all the
guns to be used in the field 1
Answer. We have been using the smooth-bore light 12-pounder bronze guns,
a ~ very effective gun. I think the rifle p1~nciple will be generally adopted for
all.
Question. Is the rifled gun as good for grape, canister, and spherical case as
the other 1
Answer. We do not use grape-shot in field-guns ; we use canister, and in
rifled guns with good effect. It is very effective when used in the light 12pounder. We use Rpherical case in all field-guns.
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Question by Mr. Odell. At what foundries, and where located, are the guns
made 1 What are the names of those with whom contracts, and from whom
purchases have been made 1 What is the number of guns of each size made
by each founder, and at what prices 1 What amount, and at what rates, has
been paid up to the present time as "royalty," and to whom 1 What outstanding contracts are there, and with whom 1 At what places have the old guns been
rifled, and at what cost, and has the cost been uniform 1 What arrangements
have been made to supply future wants of the service by contract or otherwise,
and at what rates 1 Is "royalty" paid for any of the material or appurtenances
used in connexion with heavy ordnance 1 If so, to whom, and the rates paid 1
The same general questions in 1:eference to shot and shell used.
Mr. Gooch suggested that the witness be furnished with a copy of the resolution in relation to the present inquiry, his testimony as far as given, (when
written out,) together with the questions submitted by Mr. Odell, and prepare
such reply as he may deem necessary, including documents, &c.
rrhe suggestion was adopted.
The following is a copy of the resolution:
" Resolved, That the Committee on the Conduct of the War be instructed to inquire into
the character and efficiency of the heavy ordnance now provided for the armament of fortifications ; the mode of fabrication ; the amount of 'royalty' paid, and to whom, for the
use of a patent in the manufacture; the tests to which these guns are subjected when received into service ; the reasons for believing the tests satisfactory; what proportion of our
sea and land armament is of rifled ordnance; when rifled guns were introduced, and the
cause of the delay pertaining thereto."
.
PAPERS ACCOMPA.NYING THE TESTIMONY.

Statement (marked A) of columbiads and mortars purchased from January
1, 1860, to February 1, 1864, with cost, &c.
Statement (marked B) of ordnance cast on Rodman's plan, with amount due
on orders, &c.
Extract (marked C) from letter to the Secretary of War, showing the number
of guns required for the armament of fortifications; the estimated capacity of
foundries in 1864 for heavy guns, their cost, orders recommended, &c., &c.
Table (marked D) showing the mechanical tests, weights of charges and endurance of guns cast up to the present time, for the purpose of determining the
relative merits of the solid and hollow modes of casting.
Statement (marked E) showing the cost of rifling cannon in 1861, by J. T.
Ames.
Statement (marked F) showing the cost of rifling old smooth-bore cannon.
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A.
Columbiads and mortars purchased from January 1, 1860, to Feb1·uary 1, 1864.

~~-

From whom.

Place of manufacture. \ No.

Weight.

Price.

Amount.

- - - - - - - 1 - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - :I-- - - 8-inclt columbiads.

f~g~:: ~~~~~ -~~~~ -~- ~-o·::::: . ~i~~~~~r~: -~~::::::::
1st half 1863 ......... do ................... do ............ .
2d half 1863 .......... do ................... do ............ .

.

Total ............

26

78
1G 1
19

233.703
674,993
135,358
161, 198

$0 OGt

oat

09i
09}

$15, 190
43,874
13,197
15,716

70
52
40
78

·····················11~ 1,20~----~~
10-inclt columbiads.

1861.. Knap, Rudd & Co ..... Pittsburg, Pa. .. .. . ..
1st half 1862 .......... do ................... do.............

10
21

:::::::::::::

i~t~iil_~~~~::~::::::::~~
:::::J~ ::::::::::::: 89~z
2d half 1863 .......... do ................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . .

151,735
314, 181

~~~:~~~

1, 330, 961
Do ....... CyrnH Alger & Co ..... Boston, Mass ........ ,__2____30, 310
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

209

06t
078-10

9, 862 77
24,506 10

gJJ:~g 129,~~J~~
~!
768 74

09}
09}

3, 123, 785

2, 955 22
276, 666 77

1= = = = = = = =

10-inch Rodman.
2d half 1863.. Cyrus Alger & Co . . . . . Boston, Mass . . . . . . . .
Do ....... Seyfort, Mcl\Ianus&Co. Reading, Pa.... .. . . .

7
1

105, 667
15,174

Total .............. ................... .

8

120,841

09}
09,2-

10, 295 99
1, 479 46
11,775 45

13-inch columbiads.

I
I

lst half 1863 .. Knap, Rudd & Co ..... Pittsburg, Pa ....... .

33, 515

4, 500 each.

4, 500 00

I

15-inch columbiads.
0

i~t ~~~~ i~~~:: i. ~~~~~: -~~~~ -~-~. .::::: . ~-i~~s-~~r~: -~~::::::::

I

Total ................................. .

43

2, 139, 188

5

246,641

r-- : : : : :
~:::,;:

do

:::::::::1 :: ::::::

9-inchDahlgrcn.
1

1861 .. , Knap, Rudd & Co ..... PittHburg, Pa .......

I

each.
each.
each.
each.
each.

00
00
00
00
00

279,500 00

6, 500 each.
6, 500

·~h

32,500 00
,:::::

·!

16

14~966 ~ 07~1~

11,022 45

10-inch mortars, S. C. I

Total. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .

·I
Do ...... ·j--.... ~::a~

13-inch S. C. mo1·tars.

1861. Kuap, Rucld & Co .... . Pittsburg, Pa... .. .. .
1st half 1862 ....... .. . flo . .................. do . .... .. ......

HI

06}
06t
09f

30, 551

1,102 20
249 92
_ _950 52
2, 302 64

======
21
9

224,440
154,193

: : : : : : : : : ~~- : : ~ ~:: :: : : :: ~: ::~: :::

06}
06t
078-10

------- ------~'--~-------~---

2

13,000
52,000
156,000
45,500
13, 000

1=====--====

1st half 1862 .. \ Knap, Rudd & Co ..... PittHburg, Pa ....... -I
9
16,957
bt half 1864 .. Charles Kuap ................ do .............
2
3, 845
Do ............... do ................... do .. ........... 11_ _5____ 9,749

1

6, 500
6, 500
6, 500
6, 500
6, 500

15-inclt Rodman.

2d half 186:3 .. / Cyrus Alger & Co ... .. Boston, Mass........
l•th•lf 1864

7
2

98,198
399,630
1, 194,831
346,409
100,120

2

8
24

2d half 1863 .. :........ do ................... do . ........... .
Do ....... I Cyrus Alg-er & Co . . . . . Boston, l\fass ....... .
1st half 1864 .. 1 Charles Knap ...... ... Pittsburg, Pa ....... .

~3, 590 32
10,022 54
80,439 21

114,052 07
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RElCAPITULATION.

---------------~--

--------

No.

Weight-lbs.

Amount.

139
209
8
1
43
16
16
16
90

1, 205,252
3, 123,785
120,841
33,515
2, 139,188
791, 109
146, 966
30, 551
1, 409, 905

$87, 979
276,666
11,775
4, 500
279,500
104,000
11,022
2, 302
114,052

9, 001,112

891,798 78

~

8-inch columbiads...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10-inch columbiads ............................ -.. ... . . .. .. . . . .. .
10-inch Rodman ................ ------.-.--.-.------ ......... ---13-inch columbiads.. .. .... .. ... . . . ... ... . ... .. ... . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .
15-inch columbiads.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15-inch Rodman.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9-inch Dahlgren.................................................
10-inch S.C. mortars.............................................
13-inch S. C. mm·tars.............................................

Total. ............ --··--·····--·-- - ·-·-···--····-·-· .............. .

40
77
45
00
00
00
45
64
07

B.
Ordnance cast on Rodma'lt's plan due on orders Februa1·y 2, 1864.
Date of
order.

Manufacturer's name.

Location.

Kind of ordnance.

1862.
March 20. C. Knap ............... Pittsburg .. 15-inch guns .......
C. Alger ............... Boston .... 15-inch guns, ......
1863.
24.
Seyfort, McManus&Co. Reading ... 15-inch guns .......
Nov.

No. ordered. Balance
due.

50
50

15
33

June, 1866.
June, 1866.

25

25

March, 186Wi.

73
1863.
7. C. Knap ............... Pittsburg .. 10-in. siege mortars.
July
C. Alger ........... ~ ... Boston .... 10-in. siege mortars .

34
16

29
10
39

11:63.
Jan.
13. C. Knap ............... Pittsburg ..

8-inch
10-inch
8-inch
10-inch
Seyfort, Mr.Manus & Co. Reading .. . 8-inch
10-inch

C. Alger .......•...•... Boston .. .

columbiads Unlimited ........ . At one month's
colum biads ..... do ..... •....... . noticefr'mOrdcolumbiads .... do ............ . nance Office.
columbiads . .... do ...... _..... . 'l'he time for
colnmbiads ..... do ............ . delivery of all
columbiads . .... do ............ . these guns expires March 1,
1864.

C.
Extmct from a letter to the Sac1·etary of War.
ORDNANCE OFFICE,

War Department, December 31, 1863.
SIR:

*

*

Number of heavy guns required for the armament of the coast and frontier, as per
report of the Board of Engineers and Artillery Officers, February, 1862 .... __ . _
Of which there are required of 8, 10, and 15-inch ............. - - - .... - . 4, ROO
Required for the defences of ·washington, Cincinnati, Nashville, Memphis,
Vicksburg, and other points not previously in any estimate, say.......
Of which there are required 8, 10, and 15-inch, say ....... -.. . . . . . . . . . .
200
Making a total of all kinds, 32-pounders to 15~inch, of.. ___ .. __ . _. _____ _
And o(8, lO,and 15-inch alone, of. _____ ------------- ________________ _
The total number of guns of all kinds, from 32-pounders to 15-inch, excluding Parrott's, on hand on the 31st December, 1863, may be stated at
Of which amount there are of 8, 10, and 15-inch calibres, say .. ____ .....
Leaving to be provided for, January 1, 1864, of all kinds. ____ . _____ ._ ..
And of 8, 10, and15-inch, say .. --- ............ _._ .. ___ . ____ .. ______ __

5, 622
2, 000
7,622

5,000
2,211
782
5, 411
4,218
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Mr. Parrott's product during the war is not included here, as it is nearly all in current use
in siege and field operations, and will probably continue to be used during the war.
The estimated capacity of all the foundries in 1864 for heavy army guns may be stated
as follows:

I

SMOOTH-BORES.

J. McManus & Co ............... .
C. !{nap ........................ .
C. Alger & Co ........ . ......... .
R. C. Parrott .................... .

12
50
50

100
200
100

RIFLED.

50
50
50

I

100

150

-112----;wo,I O OI--5-0_lOO_ffio

Total ..................... .

612

300

1

We have, therefore, an estimated yearly product of 612 to set off against the 4,218 heavy
guns wanted, as during the continuance of the war siege and defensive operations will probably continue to absorb all Parrott's product; it cannot, therefore, at present be taken into
the general account.
ORDERS RECOMMENDED.

R. C. Pa1·rott's West Point Fozmdry.

''
'
Calibre.

I
~-,O-O--p-o_u_n_d_e_
r _________-.-.
200
100

~g

"

ii

8_0 ___ I------4-0----I--4-0----4-p_e_r _m_o__n_th-

,1 _ _ _ _ _ _

1

~~~~~~: !

200
300

~:::~J ~gg
!

] 00
150

~~g

100- 8
150-12

at $4,500
at 1, 900
at 1, 200
at
527
at
387
at
187

"

~~8=i~

$180,000
190,000
180,000
52,700
19,350
28,050
650,100

Total cost ........ j ... --. -- - -- . -- - --. ·---- ·
!

Iron carriages for heavy rifled guns as above.

Number.

Guus.
Barbette.

I

Price.

,-------I

50······ ..... : ......................... . 300-pounder .... J
JOO .................... - -·· .. -··· --- .... . 200 ''
100 ·- -- -· .. ---- .. --- ........... --- ...... . 100

at $1,400
at
705
at
625

Total cost.

$70,000
'70, 500
62,500

Casemate.

50 ...................................... 100-pounder ....

at

Total ..........................................

625

.........
1

:31,500

---~--234, 500
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Pan·ott projectiles.
o~M

~~:-

00

Cl)

>=l;....
o,.a~

~

0

300-pounder
200 "
100 "
30 "
20
"
10 "

z

.........

1
5
100
200
250
300

....................
......................

---------

- .. - ...... --............ --- ...

Cl)

o:l
rd

<+-<"dM

I

o:l

~

~Cl)oo

-------

..c::l
<:.)

0

ooc;<:O

Calibre.

.

c.5
I>

>=l.

u.i
~
p

II:>

0.0

rd

rd
;....

3

0

H

40
100
150
200
50
150

41
105
250
400
300
450

0

0

~
00

-

>=lp

rn

0

0

P:i

0

10,250
26,250
62,500
90,000
75,000
112,500

TotaL .....•... .. ... .. .. -.................. .............................. ............................. .. ...... -........... - .......

$153,750
315,000
452,000
208,000
105,000
105,750

------

1,339,500

As these guns and projectiles are patented articles and offered at a more reasonable price
than any other rifled guns or projectiles, I have the honor to recommend that the above
number of each kind of guns and carriages as indicated be ordered, and that 2fl0 artillery
projectiles be supplied with each gun, under such instructions as regards places of delivery
as may be given at this office.
Seyfarth, McManus S, Co., of Reading, Pennsylvania.
Their capacity, as represented by letter of 23d October, 1863, may be stated as follows:
15-inch guns .................................•............. 1 per month.

~:~~~~ ~~~: ~ ~: ~ ~

~~

~~

~ ~~ ~~~~

i ~=~ ;~:;:

1
: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :: : :: : : :
::::::
24-pounder howitzers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 per week.
These parties have a contract with this department for twenty-five 15-inch guns, dated November 24, 1863, and another for one hundred 24-pounder howitzers, dated November 12,
186:3. It is only proposed, therefore, to order from them 8 and 10-inch guns. All guns
made up to February 1, 1864, under their order of January 1, 1863, to be taken under that
order, and a new order to be given for-

100 10-inch, delivered 2 per week, at $1,477 each ................. $147,700
41,750
50 8-inch, delivered 1 per week, at $835 each....................
Total cost .. _..... _......... _...... __ . __ ................

189,450

thus taking thew hole product for the year 1864.
C. K. Knap, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

I
Calibre.

~

P<2
p....o:l~
~

-~ s@

15-inch ... __ .......
10-inch ......... _..
8-inch ............
TotaL .......

100
480
240

Cl)

"0
;...

l

~

I

~

I

h

I

~

a

I

I

I
I
I

50
240
120

.. - - - - ........ - - ... - i .................. - - ......

.8

:0
;...

rd

Cl)

I

0

p,

3

0
;...

~

P-1

40
at rate of 190
50
"

40
200
50

-

.....00

~
0

I>

~

;...

I

0

.s

c.5

p,p..O

8>=l.8

;....

<:0
00

,....;

@.0~

.........

C'5

I
I

0 .

oeOf2

................ ..................... .. ... ... ....................

<:.)

0

H

$260,000
295,400
41,750

-----597,150

Mr. Knap has an order dated March 20, 1862, for fifty 15-inch guns. On the 31st of Decemb.er, 1R63, there will remain eight to be delivered.
It 1s 1:ecommended that this unlimited order of J anum·y 13 for 8 and 10-inch Rodman guns
be t~rmmated, and that specific orders for forty 15-inch, two hundred 10-inch, and fifty 8-inch
be g1ven.
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C. Alger 8, Co., of South Boston.

Calibre.

.;s
_....,
H

15-inch ......................... .
10-inch .. ___ ............ - ... ----.
8-inch ............ ____ . __ .... _..

75
100

20
100
10
. ........................................................

$147,000

·----- ------

Total .. _............... __ ..

147,000

C. Alger & Co. have an order for fifty 15-inch guns, dated March 20, 1862, on which, December 31, 1863, there will have been delivered twenty, leaving thirty to be delivered in
1864. It is recommended that their unlimited order of January 13, 1863, be terminated, and
that an order be given them for one hundred 10-inchguns at present rates, being their whole
army prodnct for the next year.
T!te Builders' Iron Company, of Providence,

are wholly engaged on army work.
guns per annum.

Their capacity may be stated at one hundred 10-inch

RECAPITULATION.

Rifled projectiles and carriages.

""'0rn.
0

300

290

Rifled projectiles ... . ...... __ ..
Carriages ....... _.... _...... .
612

Parrott ...... ..
Parrott ....... .
Parrott __ .. ___ _
Rodman.------

$650,175
1,339,500
234,250
902,700
2,126,625

'rotal ...... ____ --·- .... ------------

The carriages for the 612 heavy smooth-bored guns can be made by the Ordnance department in the year 1864 at the following arsenals:
\Vatertown arsenal .. -.- .. - --- ... - -- ..... -- ........... - - ....... --.-- 350
\Vasbington and Fort Monroe arsenals ... _.................. _...... -.. 200
Watervliet arsenaL ... ------ ............ ---- .... ------ .... ---------- 62

*

*

*

*

*

Respectfully submitted.
GEORGE D . RAMSAY,
Brigadier Geneml, Chief of Ordnance.

Ron. E. M.

STANTON,

Secretary of War.

*
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D.
Table slwwing the mechanical tests, weight if clwrges, and Pndurance if all the
guns r.ast up to this time, for the purpose if determining the relat£ve merits if
the solid and lwllow modes if casting.
Weight of
charges.

.

~rd

~~

~

g~

~

,.Q

:::

D ensity of
beads.

I

No. of times
fired.

Tenacity of
heads.

.

0

z

~~~
~

~

0

I
I i
~

0

p.,

r/2

-----~ Inch.
1849
1849
1851
1851
1851
1851

1
2
3
4
5
6

1852

160

8
8
8
8
10
10

Lbs.

~

..8
0
::r1

~

.9
'0
::r1

rd

;z
r/2

;::0~

~~

r/2

::r1

.----.

Remarks .

0

Lbs. --~---------64 ······ 7.221 ...... 27.014 ......
85 Burst.
64 7.226:······ 27.963 ~ -------·
251 ..... . BurHt.
64 . ----- 7. 286 . ----- 37. 984
73 Burst.
64 7. 286 . --- - . 37. 8161. - ... - - . 1, 500 . --- - . Not broken.
125 . --- -- 7. 290 --- -- 37. 129
20 Bur~t.
125 7.294 ...... 38.5131________
249 ..... . Burst.

10
10
10
10
18
18

Pds.

1852

32

::iii: 1::: ~:
Inch.

1856
331
1856
332
1857
334
1857
335
1857 983W.P.
1858
362
1858
363

10
]0
10
10
10
10
10

8
10-fr

8
lOt
18
18
14
14
14
14
14

7. 281 ...... 34. 307 . . . . . . . . 1, 000 ..... . Burst, with 16 lbs. powder
and 2 shot, at tbe 1, 02lst
fire.
32 . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . .... _. .
20 . ___ . . Burst.
32 .... - . 7. 271 ..... - 33. 590 . . . . . . 1, 000
32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 Burst.
32

125 7. 215 ...... 31. 335 . . . . . . . .
125
7. 160 ..... 29. 770
125 7. 172 ...... 26.082 ........
125 . . . . . . 7.142 ..... - 1 24. 454
125 . . . . . . 7. 235 . . . . . . 30. 616
125 7. 201 ...... 27. 733........
125 . . . . . . 7.159 ...... , 26. 038

... -.-I

-I

315 . . . . . . Burst.
26 Burst.
1, 600 ...... Not broken.
•
......
399 Burst.
......
169 Burst. West Point Gun.
2, 452 . . . . . . Not broken.
. . . . . . 2, 452 Not broken.
1

1

E.
Cost

if rifling cannon in

1861 by J. T. Ames.
Number.

Calibre.
6-pounders ........... _................ _.. _....... .
12-pounders .................................... _.. .
12-pounders ....................................... .
IS-pounders ....................................... .
24-pounders ....................................... .
32-pounders ....................................... .
42-pounders ....................................... .
42-pounders- ....................................... .

10
3
4
4
30
10
1
40

Price.

Total cost.

$50
50
100
100
100
100
50
100

Total cost ............................... .

$500
150
400
400
3,000
1,000
50
4,000
9,500

F.
Statement slwwing the cost

if r~fling

old smootl~-bore cannon at Washington.
arsenal.

42-POUNDER GUN.

Pay of machinist ..................... -----· ............................... .
Pay of helper ............ _............ ___ ... _....... _............... _..... .
Fuel for engine ............................................................ .
Hauling gun to and from machine ........................................... .
Repair and depreciation of machine ........ _.................... __ .......... .

$2 50

Total cost. __ ......... _........ _ ....... _......................... .

6 00

1 75
50
1 00
25
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Testimony

cif

Captain HenTy A. Wise, U. S. N.
WASHINGTON,

Captain

HENRY

Janua'r y 2B, 1865.

A. WISE sworn and examined.

By the chairman:
Question. What is your position in the naval service?
Answer. I am chief of the Bureau of Naval Ordnance.
Question. What kind of ordnance is now mostly used in the navy 1
Answer. Dahlgren's smooth-bore guns and Parrott's rifled cannon.
Question. What is the proportion of the Dahlgren and of the Parrott ordnance now in usc in the navy 1
Answer. The proportion is about one-fifth of the Parrott cannon to the Dahlgren gun and the oW-fashioned gun. We have but 36 guns cast on the Rodman
plan, all of 15-inch calibre.
·
Question. Are the Rodman guns all15-inch 1
Answer. No, sir; the peculiarity of the Rodman gun consists in the method
of cooling it from the inside.
Question. What is the principle of the Rodman gun, as it is termed 1
Answer. The Rodman gun, as it is termed, is a gun cast upon a peculiar
principle. There is a core of iron in the centre of the mould, and a stream of
water is introduced from a hydrant into that core. The metal is poured into
the mould around that core, and it is cooled interiorly and exteriorly at the
same time. It is assumed that by that means very great strength is obtained
for the gun so cast. The water is introduced at the bore of the core, and the
head. of water from the hydrant causes it to rise in the core to the top, whence
it is carried off by a pipe. This process goes on during the process of pouring
in and cooling the metal.
Question. So that there is a constant supply of cold water pouring through 1
Answer. Yes, sir. These heavy guns made by that method are much stronger
than if made by the method of solid casting. In the solid casting a chill takes
place on the outside and the strength is drawn from the centre of the gun, and
the more excrescences there are on the casting, moulding, &c., no matter of
what form, the more the gun is weakened by them while cooling when cast
solid. The casting in a cylindrical form is generally supposed to give more
uniform strength. This method of Rodman has gained ground only within the
last three years.
QuestiOn. Is th ere any other difference between the Rodman gun and the
Dahlgren gun than the mode of making it-of casting it 1
AnswiC'r. The form of the Dahlgren gun is ~omewhat different, in some re~pects, from guns designed by Major Rodman.
Question. A Dahlgren is cast solid and then bored out?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And that i8 the case 'iYith the columbiads 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; that is the case with the old army gun. There are no
Rodman guns, so to speak, in the navy; there is only the Rodman method of
making gun;.;.
Question. "'\-Vhat tests have been applied to try the strength of these Rodman
guns 1
Answer. Our tests and the tests of the army for the 15-inch guns have been
three rounds with 40 pounds of the so-called mammoth powder, a powder designed by Major Rodman. But that is merely the first proof. \V e took the
first 15 inch gun made for the navy on the Rodman method, brought it here to
the Washington navy yard, and have fired it now up to 900 rounds, increasing
the charge up to 60 pounds of cannon powder.
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Question. With a ball or a bolt 1
Answer. With a 440-pound ball. The gun still endures as well as a gun
possibly could, and we perceive no defects in it.
Question. Is that the proportion between powder and the weight of the ball
usually used in guns 1
Answer. No, sir. There is a great misapprehension on the part of people
generally with regard to the quantity of powder to be used. The powder may
be strong or it may be weak; it may exert a very great pressure or it may not.
We do not measure its strength proportionally by the quantity we put in, but
by its initial velocity and the impulse given to the shot. By putting an ounce
or two of fulminate of mercury in the gun we might exert the same force upon
the ball as with the charge of 60 pounds of powder, though we could not, perhaps, control it as well, and the effect would be so great upon the gun that it
might give way.
Question. In regard to the proportion between the powder and the weight of
the ball, there is a difference between the Rodman gun and the Parrott gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir; because the one is a smooth-bore gun, and the other is a
rifled gun. It is only within the last three months that I have ordered, cast on
the Rodman plan, three rifled guns of different kind~.
Question. Of what calibre 1
Answer. Of 12-inch, using 600-pounder bolts. They are not of the design
and forms of Major Rodman, but they are to be cast upon his principle.
Question. And are to be rifled 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I took the best propositions for rifling I could obtain from
different parties. From a multitude of forms submitted we selected the three
which we thought would produce the best results. The guns are now being
rifled, and we intend to .try them under precisely the same conditions, and with .
the same weight of projectile, and the same charge of powder, and that is the
only real, actual, practical way of getting at any result in these thing:::.
Question. That test has not yet been applied to these guns 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Do I understand you that no 15-inch Rodman gun has ever yet
been rifled 1
Answer. Never. They arc about to cast a 20-inch gun this day fortnight;
but that will be a smooth-bore.
Question. Are you rifling your old guns now 1
Answer. No, sir, not in the navy; and, in my opinion, whoever uses a rifled
gun of the old pattern will cause great mischief.
Question. Do you weaken an old gun by rifling it 1
Answer. Very much. You have no windage in a rifled gun, and old guns are
so weak that they will not stand the pressure.
Question. Do you think that cutting the grooves tends to weaken the gun 1
Answer. No, sir, not the mere cutting the grooves.
Question. Yon have not, then, had an opportunity to form a very definite
opinion which of these guns would stand the heaviest charge and be the most
durable, the Parrott or the Rodman 1
Answer. No, sir; because there never has been but one rifled gun made on
Rodman's plan until the three guns I have just ordered-one on his plan, one
of Mr. Parrott's, and one of Mr. Atwater's. We chose the three kinds which
we thought would produce the best results.
'
Question. You have described the Rodman gun or method. Please describe
the Parrott gun as distinguished from that.
Answer. '.rhe Parrott gun is a rifled gun. It consists of a solid casting,
which is bored out and rifled, and then it is banded with a coil of wrought-iron
around the breech ; that is, one continuous coil is shrunk on. '.rhey are very
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excellent guns-the best, beyond all question, that have yet been brought into
service in this or any other navy.
Question. Then these large 15-inch Rodman guns are, as yet, a kind of experiment, are they not 1
Answer. The smooth-bore gun is not still an experiment, because we have a
number of them in use, and they have done great service at Charleston and
elsewhere. A 15-inch shot destroyed the Atlanta; and I may repeat, one of
these guns has been fired here about 900 rounds under very great strain, and
still stands exceedingly well. Therefore, I should say that the result had been
very successful. It has been so much so that the English have taken the alarm,
and have got up a 600-pounder, which they have fired a few times.
Question. Is that 600-pounder on the Parrott principle 1
Answer. It is not on the Parrott principle, but rather on the Armstrong principle ; somewhat different.
Question. 'The Parrott gun has always been a rifled gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Wherein does the Dahlgren gun differ from the columbiad 1
Answer. It differs from the colnmbiad in its form-in the distribution of the
metal.
QueRtion. In the external form of it 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and it has two vents. The distribution of metal in the
Dahlgren gun gives the very best form in which a gun can be made to attain
the greatest strength. In other words, Dahlgren assumes to take a certain
weight of metal-we will say, 10,000 pounds-and he will make that metal
into a gun of stronger form than any gu\1. that has previously been devised of
the same weight of metal. The army and navy guns now correspond in their
general outward form, with some exceptions, which are necessary for the different working of a gun on a ship and on land.
Question. You say you consider the Dahlgren the best gun, but you have not
yet stated exactly how it differs from the columbiad.
Answer. Nearly in its exterior form. The columbiad, until very recently,
was more in the form of a Doric column, with very little difference in the diameter
from the muzzle to the breech; it tapers in a slight degree along the whole
length. The new columbiad corresponds in form to that of Dahlgren in having
the metal in a cylindrical form around the breech, and t:tpering rather suddenly
towards the muzzle.
Question. It is found that the greatest stL·ai.n is near where the charge lies 1
Answer. Invariably; Dahlgren's guns hitherto have all been cast solid.
Question. And so with the columbiads, I suppose 1
Answer. Ye~, sir; I believe, however, that they now propose, since some
Tecent experiments, to cast them hollow.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. On the Rodman plan?
Answer. Yes, sir.
By the chairman:
Question. Arc all the guns now being made for the navy rifled 1
Answer. ~o, sir; we ourselves make smooth-bores. The only guns we rifle
are the bronze guns, but we buy from Mr. Parrott his rifled gun. We do not
make large rifled guns.
Question. What I mean is, that you are procuring for the navy rifled guns as
fast as you can, are you not 1
Answer. Yes, sir, from Mr. Parrott; no one else.
Question. What is the calibre of the guns you are now procuring 1
Answer. We are making 9, 10, and 11-inch Dahlgren guns, and a 15-inch
gun after Rodman's method, and we are buying from Mr. Parrott his 20, 30, 60,
100, and 150-pounders. W c have now in service about 650 of the Parrott guns.
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Question. Have they reached as high as a 300-pounder Parrott yet 1
Answer. The army have two of them which are now in use on Morris island,
but we never have ha<i one.
Question. The 150-pounder is the largest in the navy 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. When was this new method of making guns first discovered-this
Rodman principle 1
Answer. I think experiments were first made by Major Rodman in 1849 or
1850; I am not very sure about the precise date.
Question. Was that an invention purely of this country, or had it been
previously known in Europe 1
Answer. I think it has been conceded in Europe and here that it was purely
Major Rodman's invention.
Question. Where are those Rodman guns constructed 1
Answer. They are made at Alger's foundry, in South Boston, at the J:i-,ort
Pitt foundry, in Pittsburg, and also at the Scott foundry, in Reading, Pennsylvania.
Question. What amount of " royalty" is paid, and to whom, for the construction of those guns 1
Answer. I do not know; we never have paid a penny; but I presume that
the "royalty," if any is paid, is paid to the Fort Pitt founders, who, as I
understoou, bought the patent from Major Rodman years ago.
Question. Do you intend to say that the government does not pay any
"royalty 1"
Answer. Not for navy ordnance ; never a penny.
Question. Is it paid by some other bureau or department 1
Answer. Not to my knowledge; it is impossible.
Question. There is none paid, then 1
Answer. We pay so much a pound for the gun.
Question. Does not that include a certain amount of "royalty," as they call
it, for the invention 1
Answer. It may be so, but we do not pay it.
By Mr. Harding:
Question. You do not pay "royalty" as such, but you pay a certain price
for a gun 1
Answer. 1N e pay a certain price to Mr. Parrott, to the Fort Pitt founury, and
to Mr. Alger.
By the chairman:
Question. Then you do not know that "royalty" is paid by the government
upon the manufacture of any of these guns 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not.
Question. Not in that name, or in any other way 1
Answer. It might be included in the general price, but we do not recognize
it, and know nothing about it; we merely pay so much for a gun. Mr. Parrott
has his own patents, and we pay him so many cents per pound for his guns.
Question. Are Rodman's and Parrott's guns both patented 1
Answer. 'l'hey are; Mr. Parrott's patents, however, I believe are contested;
not so with Major Rodman's patent. I have seen his patent, because we contemplated casting guns upon a similar principle; but instead of introducing
water, we cool the castings by means of atmospheric air. But upon looking at
the patent we found that it comprehended every description of process by which
a gun can be cooled from the interior.
Question. Is there any other satisfactory test of the strength of a gun except
by actual trial of powder and ball?
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Answer. There is the water test, which we apply to all our guns ; a certain
presiure.
Question. Do you regard that as satisfactory a test as the powder and ball?
Answer. No, sir, not so satisfactory. But we judge more from the metal, and
the treatment of it, and watching the various stages of the manufacture of a gun
until it is completed. Then we have also certain mechanical tests which we
apply.
Question. Will you state specifically what tests you apply to these gunseach in its order 1
Answer. For the Dahlgren gun we enter into an agreement or contract with
a founder to make, say 50 guns. We then determine the quality of his metal,
and he is obliged to lay in enough of that metal to make 50 guns of the calibre
agreed upon. We watch the treatment of his first gun closely, as in fact every
other; but we select one of the first five guns and subject it to a powder proof
of the ordinary service charge, up to 1,000 rounds. If the gun does not break
or show signs of undoubted weakness under this firing, then we pay for the gun
and lay it aside as the standard. The remaining 49 guns, which must all conform to the standard, we prove by firing 10 service rounds with shot.
Question. The "service charge" is the charge usually used in action 1
Answer. Yes, sir; by tbe former system of proving, where we put in double
charges, and double-shotted the gun, and fired it 10 times, at the last fire, though
the gun did not burst, it might become so weak that it would break by the
touch of a hammer-almost fall in pieces of itself. We have abandoned that
system.
Question. Because it injured the gun 1
Answer. It injured the gun very much.
Question. Do you contract with the founders to use any particular quality of
iron in the construction of these guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Where does the iron come from 1
Answer. From various parts of the country. We find good iron in l\Iassachusetts; we find excellent iron in the Bloomfield range in Pennsylvania; 'Tennessee iron is excellent iron; the Reading iron is excellent; '3-ll good irons;. better
irons than any known abroad.
Question. Have you ever tried any iron from Lake Superior 1
Answer. We have tried to get enough of jt for trial, and we have obtained
one block; but it was made in a cupola furnace and did not give a fair result.
We shall use in our gun hematite ores, and prefer pure cold-blast charcoal iron.
Question. You take this pains to ascertain that the metal and all is good, and
then you test by service charges 1
Answer. Yes, sir. We have an officer at the foundry whose duty it is to
watch every pound of metal that is put in the furnace, note the time the fire is
started, and trace the 'vhole thing up to its completion, so that we know the life
and biography of a gun as well as we know the history of anything else on
earth.
Question. Do you believe that those tests arc satisfactory 1
Answer. They are not absolutely satisfactory in all respects.
Q.uestion. Could they be improved so as to be made more satisfactory 1 If
so, how?
Answer. I do not know that they could; but we would like very much to
discover some more satisfactory method. 'There is very little known of iron in
its fluid state. \Ve know as little of that now as wa'3 known 3,000 years ago,
and it has to be almost by instinct that we judge when the metal is in a proper
condition to be run from the furnace for a great casting; and the mechanical
tests to which we subject iron are in some respects fallacious.
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Question. Did you state what proportion of guns used by the navy are rifled
guns?
Answer. At present about one-fifth rifled to the smooth-bores.
Question. Are you increasing the proportion of rifled guns ; and if so, how
rapidly 1
Answer. I am not.
Question. You prefer about that proportion?
Answer. About that proportion.
Question. Has there been any delay in the construction of those rifled guns 1
Answer. Never a moment, night or day, from the hour the rebellion broke out.
Question. When were those rifled guns introdueed into the navy 1
.Answer. I think we got the first rifled gun, of small calibre, from Mr. Parrott,
in May or June, 1861, after the rebellion broke out, and from that day to this
we have never ceased getting them.
Question. Do you use the same strength of powder, according to the weight
()f projectile, in a rifled gun as in a smooth-bore 1
Answer. No, sir; the proportion is different.
Question. What is the difference of proportion 1
Answer. We use more powder in the smooth-bore gun than in the rifled gun,
in proportion to the weight of the projectile-about two-thirds more in the
-smooth-bore. It may vary from that; different guns take different charges.
Question. Which of those guns will have the longest range, and which be the
most effective 1
Answer. '.rhe rifled gun has the greater range, but the ball from the smoothbore starts with the greater velocity. In other words, the rifled projectile
retains its flight longer than the smooth-bore ball. The effect which projectiles
produce is different under varying circumstances. 'rhe rifled gun, with its
projectile, can cut away masonry or brick-work. '.rhe round shot has a smashing
power, and at a certain range, with its high velocity, it can penetrate as well as
.smaslt.
Question. Does not the spiral motion tend to make the rifled proje-!tile penetrate furthest 1
Answer. We do not find that to be the effect upon iron plating. We find
that we have quite as much penetration with our round balls as with the heaviest
.steel-headed rifled bolts.
Question. If the initial velocity of the smooth-bore is greater than that of the
rifled projectile, why is it that the rifled will go the furthest?
Answer. That is rather a nice question. The rifled projectile meets with less
:resistance on account of its shape, and, therefore, will maintain itself longer in
the air, like an arrow.
Question. And yet the smooth-bore has the greater velocity to start with 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question . .And the strength of the blow is in proportion to the velocity of the
ball?
Answer. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. '.rhe shape of the rifled projectile is different from that of the smoothbore 1
Answer. Entirely different; the one is round, and the other is elongated.
Question. You spoke of the one continuing its flight in the air longer than the
other, or keeping up its velocity longer; is that in consequence of the difference
in shape 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. When was the rifled gun first introduced into nee in this country 1
Answer. It was not introduced into service until this war broke out. A great
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variety of rifled guns have been presented and experimented with by us in the
navy, and also in the army; but they never were put into service, with the exception of Dahlgren's boat howitzers, which have been rifled, and those pieces
date about five years back.
Question. Was the rifled gun in use in other countries-in England and in
France-before used here ?
Answer. '.rhere were a few put on board as experiments, and Mr. Armstrong's
breech-loading rifled guns were being largely introduced into the English service, but I believe they have aH proved failures and been withdrawn.
By the chairman :
Question. What is the vVhitworth gun?
Answer. It is a breech-loading piece; but instead of being rifled with grooves,
its bore is hexagonal in shape, having flat surfaces, and the projectiles also have
flat sides, to fit those fascets. It requires the most beautiful mechanical workmanship to adapt the vVhitworth projectile to its bore.
Question. But there could be no such thing as "stripping," as it is termed,
in such a gun?
Answer. No, sir; and the nice adaptation of the sides of the projectile to the
flat fascets of the bore brings very lit.tle strain upon the gun, although the metals
are the same; you bring iron and iron together.
Question. Do you regard that as a more powerful gun than onr Rodman or
Parrott gun ?
Answer. We regard it as less powerful. We have in this country more
powerful rifled cannon than any we know of abroad.
Question. Have you reason to suppose, from your tests, and all the other information you have been able to obtain upon the subject, that our guns are the
best known in the civilized world ?
Answer. We have every reason to believe so, because our experience in
actual service and warfare shows conclusively what the guns have endured and
can endure, and there are no evi~ences that we know of that the same tests have
been applied to any other system of rifled cannon. Therefore, with these absolute results before us, we conclude that our gnns are the best.
Question. Are you acquainted with the tests to which other nations subject
their guns?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Describe their method, if you please.
Answer. They are believed to be very similar to ours in the actual powder
test. I do not know whether, at present, the English apply the water test 01~
not; that is an additional proof.
Question. How do their tests and ours compare? Which show the most powerful guns?
Answer. Our guns have a greater endurance than any English gun 1
Question. Do you pay more per pound for the Rodman and Parrott guns than
you do for the Dahlgren gun 1
Answer. We do.
Question. How much more 1
Answer. Rifled guns are more expensive than smooth-bores. We pay Mr.
Parrott about seventeen cents a pound for his guns. That is somewhat more
than the price per pound of guns cast after Rodman's method.
Question. What is the price of the Rodman gun ?
Answer: Each of his 15-inch guns cost $6,500, and they weigh, on the average,
45,000 pounds.
Question. You say you think there is no "royalty" paid. What is the price~
per pound, of the Dahlgren gun 1
Answer. Abont ten cents.
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Question. Why is there that difference between that gun and the Parrott
gun, and the Rodm.an gun, if there is no "royalty" paid 1
Answer. The Parrott gun is a rifled gun, and also bound round with wroughtiron, a material muth more expensive than cast-iron, and requiring more labor
upon it.
Question. The Rodman gun is a cast-iron gun, and not rifled 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but the risk is very great in these large castings. It cost
$60,000 for the plant alone to make the first 15-inch gun for the navy, and it
is against the law to pay any "royalty." We never did it in the navy. We
buy a projectile, or other article, and are frequently served with notices not to
use it. We do not pay the least attention to that, however, but get the article,
pay for it, and use it, and that matter is left entirely to the parties themselves.
r.rhere is one thing very certain, that no gun of the class of 15-inch could possibly be made by any other method than the one invented by Major Rodman.
Question. None of our guns that you have described are breech-loading guns 1
Answer. Not one of them.
Question. Have we any efficient breech·loading gun in our service 1
Answer. Not one, and never had.
By Mr. Harding:
Question. Is there any efficient breech-loading gun anywhere 1
Answer. Not in my opinion. The Armstrong gun, I understand, is being
withdrawn.
By the chairman :
Question. Is there a gun called the Ames gun, or something of that kind 1
Answer. Mr. Horatio Ames, of Falls River village, builds a wrought-iron
gun, solidly welded, as he terms it. He made five or six guns under the order
of the Bureau of Naval Ordnance. One of them, a 50-pounder, after being
rifled, was }JUt to proof and endured a number of rounds, sufficient to show that
it had the strength required. And, although in the other guns some defects
were observed in the bores of the guns, yet there was no doubt of their being
strong guns. The difficulty, however, in wrought-iron guns is, that you may
make one gun that will stand ten thousand rounds, and the next gun may not
stand ten rounds. Yon cannot get the uniformity desirable.
Question. If a wrought-iron gun should be made perfect, would it not be
much stronger than any cast-iron gun?
Answer. Very mueh stronger, for the difference in tensile strength is very
great. Wrought-iron has a tensile strength of over 56,000; whereas, if we get
a tensile strength in cast-iron of 30,000, we are doing very well.
Question. And the English are making these wrought-iron guns 1
Answer. They are making a great number of experimental guns ; but they
do not seem to reach any results sufficient to authorize them to place those guns
in actual service. Besides, the expe-nse is enormous; it is the difference between
ten cents a pound and a dollar a pound. And our cast-iron guns stand firing
1,500 rounds, and that is about as many rounds as a gun need be fired in an
ordinary war.
Question. Could you not get increased efficiency by a greater charge of powder,
if your gun would stand it 1
Answer. I think we can put as much powder into our heavy ordnance as the
gun will burn-of what is ordinarily called cannon powder.
Question. Is there any particular length of gun that is found to be better
than any other, so that you adopt a particular length of tube 1
Answer. Every designer of a gun adopts a certain proportion of calibres to
the length of his bore, all different. No one has produced a gun yet which he
can say positively is of the exact length that a gun should be. They differ in
regard to the weight, calibre, and principle.
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Question. The range of a gun will not be in proportion to the length of the
tube?
Answer. By no means.
By 1\:fr. Harding :
Question. Does the length of the tube seem to have anything to do with the
range 1
Answer. It does up to a certain point; that is to say, about five or six calibres in length of bore iR considered by the best authorities who have studied
this question to be sufficient to give range. We can only take the best that
are produced at the time, both in regard to ordnance, projectiles, and everything
else.
By the chairman:
Question. This 15-inch gun is strong enough to bear all the charge necessary
to make it perfectly efficient 1
Answer. Yes, sir. But I have modified the first navy gun by giving it more
length.
Question. Have you any assurance that in these 15 and 20-inch guns you
can give the spiral motion to the ball 1
Answer. No, sir; we do not expect to rifle those guns. The guns that I
spoke of as being rifled, ancl which are cast on Rodman's method, are 600pounders. rrhere are three of them, having the same external form and dimensions as the 15-inch gun, so that you may use a pair of those guns, and the same
carriage will fit the one or the other.
Question. That enormous weight of ball is made up by its length 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What would be the weight of a round ball to fit that calibre 1
Answer. Some two hundred and twenty pounds, or thereabouts, I should
think.
Question. Have you in your office a record of the testg to which you have
subjected these guns 1
Answer. We have there the entire history of every gun that ever was made
for the navy.
Question. Could you, without having it in too extended a compass, give us a
summary of those tests 1
Answer. We can give it to you; we have it all printed.
Question. In an extended form, I suppose 1
Answer. Rather extended.
Question. We want it in as compact a form as we can get it.
Answer. I can give the test of one gun, which is the same as of every other
gun.
Question. Can you, without too much trouble, give the tests of one of each
kind of guns that you have?
Answer. I can, and will do so.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Is there any objection to making your tests public 1
Answer. None.
Question. Have all the experiments with rifled guns in this country been
made since this war commenced?
Answer. No, sir; a great many experiments were made previously.
Question. But nothing was adopted 1
Answer. No, sir; except Dahlgren's rifled boat-howitzer.
Question. What guns are used now for harbor defences 1
Answer. That subject is in charge of the army.
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Question. Have the guns for 24, 32, and 42-pound solid shot, and 8-inch
shell, of our former armament, been discarded 1
Answer. In the navy the 24 and 42-pounder cast-iron guns have been discarded. We still use the 32-pounder.
Question. Why have those guns been discarded 1
Answer. In the one case the gun was very weak in proportion to its calibre;
and ships have now become so strongly built that we want heavier shot and
shell to break through them.
Question. Do you require an entirely different armament for your iron~clads
from what you did for wooden ships 1
Answer. To a certain degree we do.
Question. It should be heavier 1
Answer. It should, I think, be heavier. We use 150-pounders on board
' Wooden ships, but not the 15-inch guns.
Question. The light projectile is about worthless, is it not, as against ironclads 1
Answec. Yes, sir.
Question. Why is it that we are now able to make guns of so much larger
calibre than formerly and have them serviceable 1
Answ.er. rrhe necessity for a larger calibre had never presented itself before.
Question. Had not these large guns been attempted btfore 1
Answer. Yes, sir; very large guns have been made for the last two hundred
years, but they all failed.
Question. And has not our improved knowledge in relation to metals and the
manipulation of them caused the change 1
Answer. That has had a great deal to do with it, no doubt.
Question. What is the largest gun now used in our navy 1
Answer. rrhe 15-inch gun, in our or any other navy.
Question. Do you think it would be desirable to use a larger gun!
Answer. That is a question yet to be solved. We are going to try the experiment, at all events ; we are about to cas.t a 20-inch gun-to be cast on Rodman's method, of the navy form.
Question. Could not the Dahlgren gun be made upon the Rodman principle
and be improved 1
Answer. Admiral Dahlgren is not of that opinion.
Question. Is there not a controversy between scientific men on that point 1
Answer. There has been.
Answer. Would it not be an easy matter to test the question by making a
Dahlgren gun on the Hodman principle 1
Answer. It might be done. But a similar experimental test has been made
with two army guns, all of which is reported in Major Rodman's book on the
subject.
Question. Were the army guns of the shape of the Dahlgren gun 1
Answer. rl'hey were not.
·
Question. Are we not now, in your opinion, making rapid progress and great
improvements in the method of constructing guns 1
Answer. I think we are.
Question. So that it is by no means certain that the best gun of to-day will
be the best gun of next year 1
Answer. By no means.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Have not those improvements been the result of our experience
since the beginning of this war 1
Answer. They have, except in the Dahlgren gun; ancl that gun is as nearly
a perfect smooth-bore gun as can be made.
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By Mr. Gooch:
/
Question. Unless it can be improved by being constructed upon the Rodman
principle 1
Answer. Unless it can be improved by casting it upon some better method.
Question. Has the navy kept up with all the improvements in guns 1 Has
it introduced the best guns it could get, and as fast as it could get them 1
Answer. It has, in my opinion.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. Can you furnish the committee with a statement of the nnmber of
guns made for the navy at each foundry, and the price paid 1
Answer. rrhe prices paid are the same for the same kind of gun. It would
take me some little time to get up the number of guns.
Question. And where there is any variation in price, will you state the reason
for it 1 Also, if there are now outstanding contracts, and with whom 1 Also,
at what places old guns have been rifled, and at what cost 1
Answer. rrhose for the navy have never been rifled, and never will be, as far
a8 I am concerned.
Question. Also if" royalty" is paid; and if so, how much, and to whom, for
any appurtenances used in connexion with heavy ordnance 1
Answer. We pay nothing as "royalty." I do not know what the man who
contracts with us may pay the inventor.
By :Mr. Gooch:
Question. Will you describe the difference between the blow, or the concussion, produced by a projectile from a smooth-bore gun and a projectile from a
rifle gun 1
Answer. That would depend very much upon the velocity. The smooth-bore,
at the same velocity as the rifled projectile, would exert a smashing effect, while
the rifled projectile would penetrate.
Question. And which would be the most effective 1
Answer. That would depend upon the substance against which the projectiles
were fired.
Question. Take it in the case of an iron-clad.
Answer. I should prefer the smashing effect of the round ball from th.e
smooth-bore.
Testimony corrected and hereby respectfully returned.
H. A. WISE,
U. S. N., Clziif of Bureau of Ordnance ad interim.
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

February 8, 1864.

APPENDIX.

Number

of navy guns made sinr:e the beginning of the rebellion, by whom made,
and prices thereof.
IX·lNCII GUNS.

Where made:
C. Alger & Co., Boston ..•..... --- ......... -..................................
"West Point foundry, Cold Spring, New York .............. __ ....... _......... ___
Seyfert, McManus & Co., Reading, Pennsylvania ....................•.. _.......
l!'ort Pitt foundry, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania...... .. .. .. . . • • .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..

No.
100
5
100
300

Total .•••..•..•••••...••..•••••.•.•••.•...•••••.•••••.....••••..•..

505

3
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The price of IX-inch guns was 7t cents per pound up to July, 1863; and the weight of
each gun being about 9,:.:00 pounds, makes the average cost $690 per gun. In July the
price of the same guns was raised to 9! cents per pound.
XI-INCH GUNS.
Where made :
No.
C. Alger & Co., Boston.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . 89
Builders' iron foundry, Providence, Rhode Island.................................. 50
West Point foundry, Cold Spring, New York....................................... 16
Hinkley, Williams & Co........................................................ 50
Seyfort, McManus & Co......................................................... 50
:Fort Pitt foundry .......•...••••..•............ - •...•. - •....••.•.. - ..... -.. . . . . . 58
Total.... . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . 313
Price paid for above XI-inch guns, except last fifteen manufactured, was 8! cents; and
the average weight of XI-inch gun being 15,900 pounds, makes the cost per gun $1,391 25.
For the last fifteen 11 f cents per pound was paid.
NOTE.-The increase in the price of IX-inch and XI-inch guns was made in consequence
of the increased price of labor and materials. The War Department first allowed this increased price, and this bureau was unable to make any new contracts with the founders
without a similar increase, and in accordance with the instructions of the Navy Department
this increase was consequently made.
XV-INCH GUNS.
Where made:
No.
Fort Pitt foundry.... . . . • . • . . . . • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 36
Price, $6,500 per gun; weight of gun, 42,000 pounds.
PARROTT RIFLED GUNS MADE AT WEST POINT FOUNDRY.

Number.

Callbre.

Weight.

21!l...... . . • • . . . . . • • . . . 20-pounder........ 1, 750
250.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30-pouuder.... . . . . 3, 500
250 .................... lOU-pou nder........ 9,SOO
75............ . .. . . . . . 150-pounder........ 16, 500

pounds ..... .
pounds ..... .
pounds .... ..
pounds .... ..

Price Av'ge price
per gun. per pound.
$380
500
1, 200
1,900

$0 21.7
14.3
12.2
11. t

Number qf guns contmcted for yet undelivered.
IX-INCH.
vVbere made:

rr~!r~;t;o~:fr~~ ~ ~ ~::: ~: ~:::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::
Total ..•••.••....•••.•...•••.....••........... __ •...•••....•••.....

No.
300

25
325

XI-INCH.
Where made:
Portland, Maine .......•.....••......•.•...•••....••....•.•................•••
Fort Pitt foundry ..............•.. ____ ...• __ .. ___ ...• __ ... _. __ ..• _•...........

~¥~~1~;: wi~tf~~~dz c~----:: ·_·_ ·_: ·_ -_ ·.·_:: ~ ·.:: ·_ ·_: ~:::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::

No.
50
192
50

Cyrus Alger & Co ...............••........••••.•.........•.•...•..........•..

50
25

TotaL .•••..••••...•••..••••.•••••..•.•••...•....•••.•...•...•..•..

367
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PARROTT RIFLED GUNS.

No contract has been made with Mr. Parrott for a definite number of his rifled guns, but
the understanding is that he shall continue their manufacture, as rapidly as his works will
permit, until notified that no more are required.
PROOF OF UNITED STATES NAVY GUNS.

The proof of cast-iron smooth-bore guns, manufactured for the navy, eonsists in firing one
thousand times, with service charges, one of six guns cast preliminarily and precisely in the
same manner from iron of certain kinds or grades, a sufficient quantity of which has been
collected to make the whole number of guns of the contraet.
Should this gun endure this test without bursting, or indicating weakness by an unusual
wear of bore or vent, it is paid for and accepted as the standard gun of its class.
During the manufacture of these preliminary guns a record (see blank form attached) is
kept of the whole process by an officer detailed f(lr the purpose, and all the remaining guns
of the contract must conform in every particular and detail to the standard gun as nearly as
possible, especially in tensile strength, density, and the general characteristics of the metal
under the tools.
The remaining guns of the contract, if they conform in the above particulars to the standard
gun, are fired ten tim es with service ebarges from a pendulum or skids, anu if upon a careful
examination of the bore, &c., no defect is seen, are acc<>pted and pnt into service.
In addition to the proof by firing, all guns are subjected to the water proof, which consists
of forcing water into the bore by hydraulic pressnre-Jorce, two atmospheres.
The proof of the Parrott rifled guns is precisely the same as that for the smooth-bore, one
of a medium calibre ( 1OU-pounder) haviug been submitted to a series of 1, 000 service rounds
before their adoption into the naval service.
The great tenacity of bronze guns whieh pass the usual mechanical tests of density,
tenacity, and absence of porosity, together with a close and uniform admixture of their composite elements, affords the best evidence of their reliability.
They are, nevertheless, proved by ten service rounds before being put on board ship.
OF THE PROOF OF ENGLISH GUNS.

With reference to the tests of English guns, the bureau has no information now, but respectfully refers to tbe report of a commission, printed in Senate documents, 2d session 26th
Congress, page 2;.W, for the proof in 1840-'41.
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REMARKS,

I

Captain S. V. Benet.

W ASHJNGTON, January 28, 1864.
Captain S. V. BENET sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the service 1
Answer. I am captain of ordnance. For the last two years I have been instructor of ordnance and gunnery at tbe Military Academy at West Point; and
although I have been relieved by late order, I have not yet entered upon my
new duties. I have aleo, for the last two or three years, been engaged a great
deal at the West Point foundry, under Captain Parrott, in testing and experimenting with the Parrott gun.
Question. We are dit'ected by the Senate to inquire into the condition of our
heavy ordnance. I will read the resolution to you, so that you may understand
the purport and extent of our inquiry.
('rhe resolution of the Senate, of January 25, was then read to the witness.)
What, in your opinion, is the efficiency of the heavy ordnance such as we
use on our fortifications and in our navy 1
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Answer. I thiEk they are thoroughly efficient guns-that is, as compared
with other heavy ordnance of other services.
Question. Is there a gun called the Rodman gun, that you know about 1
Answer. I do not know whether it is officially called so; but it is commonly
known by that name. That is a gun cast with a hollow core, an invention of
Captain (now Major) Rodman. The object of that invention is to cool the gun
from the interior when cast, so that the strains may be exactly the reverse of
those produced when a gun is cast solid and then bored out. In the casting of
a gun that is cast solid, the outside first becomes rigid and the metal there is compressed, while that of the interior is extended, so that it is actually in th~ proper
condition to be burst by the action of gunpowder from the interior. rrhe object
of Major Rodman's plan is to reverse this action and have the metal compressed
on the interior. In doing that the metal is necessarily somewhat expanded on
the exterior, but you have the gun in a better condition to resist the action of
gunpowder, the strains contributing to its strength. The tests to which those
guns have been subjected show that their endurance is greater than that of solid
castings, and within the last year or two all our heavy smuoth-bore ordnance
has been east upon the hollow prineiple. I think it is the universal opinion in
my department that the improvement of Major Rodman has been decidedly a
great one; and we are also of the opinion that no guns of very heavy calibre
can be cast except upon that principle. I know, from my duties at the West
Point foundry, where the heavy rifled Parrott gun has been cast, that Captain
Parrott himself-whom I eonsider one of the ablest and most experienced
founders and artillerists-admits the excellence of the invention. During the
past two years he has been of that opinion, and has been endeavoring to make
preparations for the purpose of casting his heavy guns upon the hollow principle. I have always favored it myself~ and while experimenting with his guns
frequently urged it upon him, believing it would have a tendency to strengt.hen
them. 'l'he country is indebted to Major Rodman for other most valua.ble improvements, and he deservedly stands first among the distinguished scientific
artillerists of the age.
Question. Is there any difference between the Rodman gun, so called, and
the Dahlgren gun, except in the method of manufacture 1
Answer. There is a slight difference bet.ween them in what we would call the
model ; that is, the exterior surfaces are a 1\ttle different. The Dahlgren gun,
I think, is thinner in the chase than the Rodm::tn gun. But the out line of both
guns is pretty much the same-that is, a smooth curved surface, without any
exterior mouldings or sharp angles.
Question. In your opinion, would it add strength and endurance to the Dahlgren gun to cast it upon this new principle 1
Answer. It would be an advantage for all guns, and especially of large calibre.
It would be very difficult to cast a very small gun with that hollow core, and
in casting solid a small piece of ordnancA, like a field gun, you can make a better casting, and the iron is more homogeneous, more solid, than in casting a
large gun. '11 here are therefore not the difficulties to be eneountered in casting
a small gun as in casting a very large one. And this principle of Major Rodman is not so absolutely necessary in a E~mall piece of ordnance. Captain Parrott has now perfected his arrangements, and is casting aH his heavy guns on
the Rodman principle. He informed me a few weeks ago that he had cast
very successfully one or two 300-pounders on that plan, and, I think, one 200pounder also.
Question. What is the calibre of the guns the navy is being supplied with now 1
Answer. I know the navy i:;; using the 15-inch Dahlgren gun cast upon the
hollow principle; and they also use the 9 and 11-ineh guns; but I do not know
whether they are cast hollow or solid. I am nut so familiar with the ordnance
of the navy.
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Qur.stion. Have you the means of forming an opinion as to those 15-inch
guns-whether they are sufficiently strong to endure the charge of powder in
proportion to the weight of the ball used in guns of smaller calibre 1
Answer. I have bad no experience with the 15-inch gun; but I should think,
from what I have learned of experiments at the navy yard here, that they could
bear a very heavy charge of powder-! think nearly the usual proportion used
in Rmooth-bore guns, which is from one-fourth tu one-fifth the weight of the
shot. I think that I heard the other day that they were Ul5ing as high as 70
pounds of powder to a shell of about 300 pounds weight, which is about the
ordinary charge of powder in proportion to the ball for smooth-bore guns.
Question. Have you any means of knowing the proportion of rifted to smoothbore guns with which the navy is armed 1
Answer. I have not. I know that a very large number of guns have been
issued to the navy from the West Point foundry, where they make 8 and 10inch guns and 100-pounders . .
Question. These Rodman guns are smooth-bores 1
Answer. r_rhey are all smooth-bores; there have been one or two rifled for
experimental purposes-I think a 12-inch and probably an 8-inch; that is, a
15-inch gun was made with a bore of .12 inches, and then rifted and tested. I
do not know to what extent that test. has gone.
Question. vVill you describe the Parrott gun 1
Answer. It is nothing but a cast-iron gun with a wrought-iron hoop around
the seat of the charge: the gun is u:5nally made with a thickness of metal of
about one calibre; then around that is put a jacket of wrought-iron of about
one-half a calibre in thickness; that jacket or hoop is made by taking a long
bar of square iron of the proper thickness. In the heavy guns this bar is heated;
in the smaller guns it is used cold, and by means of machinery coiling it around
a mandril; that coil is then put into a furnace and brought to a welding heat;
then put into a cylinder and brought under heavy trip or steam hammers and
welded together. It is then put into a lathe and turned upon the exterior and
interior; it is afterwards heated and slipped upon the breech of the gun and
allowed to shrink upon it.
Question. r_rhose guns are rifled 1
Answer. All the Parrott guns are rifled. Those are the guns that were used
on l\forris island for the reduction of Fort Sumter.
Question. "\Vhich gun do you consider the most powerful gun in usc now 1
Answer. Of smooth bores, of course our 15-inch gun is the strongest gun; the
largest guns are necessarily smooth-bores. As to the rifled guns, I think those
made on Parrott's system are the best used in the service; in forming that
opinion, a great many things are taken into consideration-for instance, the
price of the gun, which is a very important matter. We also consider the size
of the gun, and the work it is able to perform. r_rhe price of the Parrott gun
is comparatively very small-for instance, the 100-pounder, which weighs 9,700
pounds, costs only $ L,200. An Armstrong gun of the same size would probably cost as many pounds.
Question. Why is there that difference 1
Answer. The Armstt·ong gun is mtde of wrought-iron. It is what we call a
"built up" gun, and requires great care and expense in its manufacture.
Question. Is the A..rm~trong gnn a breech-loadmg gun 1
Answer. I believe Armstrong makes his guns breech-loading up to the 110pounders; but beyond that he cannot m ~tke them breech-loading. For in:~tance,
the 600-pounders, of which you have seen accounts iu the papers lately, are
mnzzle-loaders.
Question. Do you know what is the calibre of that 600-pounder 1
Answer. I do not. I should suppose it was about 13 inches.
Question. It uses a bolt instead of a round shot 1

)
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Answer. In rifled guns we always use elongated projectiles, as they are
called; that is, they are usually from 22- to 3 calibres in length.
Question. What do you know about the policy now adopted by the government in regard to substituting rifled guns for the smooth-bores 1 Do they
endeavor to get as many rifled guns as they can 1
Answer. As far as I know, they do. At the Pan·ott foundry I was once on
duty, inspecting and proving guns, until I was relieved by an officer especially
detailed for the purpose. Since then I have been over at the foundry every
day for months at a time, carrying on experiments under orders from the department. I know that at the first battle of Bull Run we had some of the Parrott
guns. There were some few smooth-bore guns and some mortars made about
that period, merely to complete some order previously given. But from that time
to this, to my knowledge, Captain Parrott has made nothing in the world but
rifled guns of all sizes. At first be made those of small calibre, 10 and 20pounders; then in the fall of 1861 he brought out his 100-pounder; after that
his 200-pounder, 8-inch; and then his 10-inch aOO-pounder. He has used the
full capacity of his foundry entirely for rifled guns and projectiles, and, as far
as I have been informed, all the orders from the ordnance department have
been of the most liberal character. As soon as Captain Parrott reported that
he had his 100-pounder, or 200-pounder, or 300-pounder, ready for trial, there
was an officer ordered to try it, and the gun was immediately taken into the
service, and others ordered.
Question. What is the difference in the charges of powder in a smooth-bore
and in a rifled cannon, to propel balls of the same weight 1
Answer. In smooth-bores we use powder -! or of the weight of the shot ;
sometimes for breaching purposes, or with small guns, we run it up to i or ~ the
weight of the shot. l!-,or rifled guns, the rule genera1ly fixed upon in the service-at least, in our service-is to use 1 ~ the weight of the projectile.
Question. Will the rifled ball be most eff~ctive at long range with that diminished charge of powder 1
Answer. Altogether so. I have myself, in experimenting with the Parrott
100-pounder, with ten pounds of powder and 350 elevation, fired a shot weighing from 80 to 100 pounds over five miles.
Question. How far could you carry a smooth-bore of the same weight 1
Answer. I presume a smooth-bore would hardly go over 3~ miles.
Question. Is the initial velocity of the smooth-bore and the rifled projectile
the same?
Answer. No, sir; the round shot always has a much greater initial velocity
than the rifled shot. We use a much smaller charge of powder for the rifled
gun, and there is a great deal of friction in taking the grooves; but it keeps up
its flight longer. In firing the two shots together, the round ball would be
ahead at first, but after a while the rifled shot would catch up, and then pass it.
Question. At close range, then, the smooth-bore might be as effective as the
rifled gun 1
Answer. l!,or certain purposes it would be more effective; and as to the
matter of accuracy, take the distance of 1,000 yards, and I presume a good
smooth-bore gun would fire as accurately as a riflecl gun; but then for that
distance it has its greater velocity. I should think that for use against ironclads, at t 1at distance, its smashing effect would render it more effective than a
rifled gun; but when you come to gt·eater distances, you want accuracy as well
as effect, and you must use rifled guns to obtain that.
Question. That would lead us to C'Onclude that there must be a mixture of
smooth-bore and rifled guns 1
Answer. I think so; especially the 15-inch guns, throwing a projectile of
great weight with very great velocity, would have a terrible effect at t:;hort
.. ltnge; but at great distances you want accuracy in order to attain your object
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Question. Can you prevent so heavy a projectile from stripping, running
across the grooves, in rifled cannon 1
Answer. That depends upon the projectiles you use. In trying new inventions we find that some projectiles will have that effect, and we reject them. It
depends upon the metal and the grooves. With the projectiles ParroLt uses in
his guns there has never been any difficulty of that kind.
Question. Have the English or .F'rench, so far as you know, any gun in their
service more efficient than our Parrott gun 1
Answer. I do not think thP.y have. In the first place, I do not tl1ink they
have a gun that they can send into service that is larger than our 100-ponnder.
ThoEe heavy guns of Armstrong, that we hear of, are merely experimental
·g uns, while we are sending our 200-pounders into the service almost everywhere; and even the few 300-pounders which have been made have been
introduced into and used in the field as siege guns.
Question. We are instructed to inquire as to the amount of "royalty" paid
on those guns. Do you know the cost of the Rodman gun per pound 1
Answer. I cannot tell about the "royalty." I know we were paying some
62" cents per pound for ordinary guns, and that for the Rodman gun we paid
7180 cents per pound. I should suppose the "royalty" was the difference between 62" and 7/0 .
Question. Say about one cent per pound 1
Answer. It was meant to be 20 per cept. '.rhat information I got from the
report of the commission to examine into contracts. That is all I know about it.
Question. Which is the cheapest gun, the Parrott or the Rodman 1
Answer. I think the Parrott gun costs more per pound.
Question. Is that in consequence of its being rifled, and of this wrought-iron
band around it 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. When was this Rodman gun invented 1
Answer. He has been carrying on experiments for a great many years backprobably for the last ten years; but I think it was not much more than two
years ago that his principle was ordered to be introduced into the service, and
all those guns made on it.
Question. vVas this principle known in Europe before he adopted it 1
Answer. Not that I am aware of, although the principle was tr:ed in Europe.
I know there were two sets of mortars cast in Europe-two mortars were cast
solid and two were cast hollow; those cast solid stood only some 700 or 800
rounds each, while those cast hollow stood oveL· 2,000 rounds. And I think
that has been the experience in this country. Our heavy Rea-coast mortarssome of them on the Mississippi-have stood several thousand rounds each, and
are good yet.
Question. What are the tests you apply to these heavy guns before they are
adopted in the service 1
Answer. ·rile rule is th:s : of course, at first, when Parrott made his rifled
guns, they took them, as they did whatever they could get in the hurry of the
war. But as soon as time and opportunity offered, I was ordered to test his
10-poundcrs. '.rhe order was to fire it witi1 service charges 1,000 rounds. The
gun stood that, and could have stood several hundred-probably a thousandmore. When he introduced his 100-pouuders, as soon as arrangements could
be made, I was ordered to test them, in connexion with the navy. 'rhe order
was to fire it a thousand round3 with service ch·uges, to use 10 pounds of powder
to 100 pounds of metal. I averaged that iu the firing; the gun sLood it, and I
think would have stood several hundred ronnds more. That decided that good
guns could be made upon that system; therefore, all the inquiry now is, whether
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tlte other guns of that calibre are made in the same way. The guns are all
inspected and proved when made; we are expected to get the size of the gun,
ascertain that it is of proper shape, and eYerything el::!e iu reference to its dimensions. 1_'hen each gun is fired 10 rounds with service charges; that is apt to
develop any incipient crack in the gun, or anything else that may be wrong.
The gun is then re-examined very carefully, and the bore measured very accurately; and if it comes up to that test the gun is received. After the smoot.hbore is inspected we fire only three rounds, which is supposed to be sufficient to
develop any defect.s. With the rifled gun ten rounds is necessary, because you
must test the grooves also. Every gun, smooth-bore or rifled, that is admitted
into the service must go through that test and inspection. For instance, having
decided upon the Roilman principle, a founder, who wants to make guns for the
government, says he will make them of a certain size, and out of such and such
metal. The department orders one of his guns, and it is tested with 1,000
rounds. If the test is borne, specimens of the metal are taken and tested, and
he is ordered to make all the rest of his guns exactly as he made that, and an
officer is ordered to his foundry to inspect and prove his guns as they are made.
Question. Those tests are deemed satisfactory 1
Answer. Perfectly so; I consider those tests perfectly satisfactory. The idea,
as I understand it, is this : if you fire a gun a thousand rounds, and it stands
the test, it will take a great many years in service, probably, before a gun of
that kind is fired that many times.
Question. Has this 15-inch Rodman gun been sufficiently tested to prove
that it is strong enough 1
Answer. I should think so. although I have not experimented with the gun
at all. But from what I have heard, and fl'Om the reports I have seen about it,
I should think it was perfectly safe. Sometimes, in getting a number of guns
into the service of a prop~r kind, you may come across a few that will yield
sooner than expected, but that cannot be avoided, for even the best founders
will sometimes get iron of unequal strength.
Question. There is a gun called the Ames gun, is there not 1 Do you know
anything about it 1
Answer. I believe it is a wrought-iron gun. I know nothing about it further
than I remember having a conversation with Mr. Ames upon that subject many
months ago. I think there is a gun of his patent at the navy yard here. I
know nothing about it further than that; and I have understood that it has
not been tried, and that it cost one dollar per pound.
Question. It seems to be assumed, by the resolution directing this inquiry,
that there has been some delay in manufacturing these large rifled guns. Do
you know how that is 1
Answer. I do not think there has been the slightest delay. I refer principally to the Parrott foundry. I think the foundry has been kept employed
to its utmost capacity. Indeed, it has been enlarged so that it works, probably,
three times as many men as it did at the beginning of the war.
Question. How fast can they turn out these guns at that foundry 1
Answer. rrhat depends a great deal, of course, upon the size o.r the guns.
Captain Parrott will turn out this year, if required to do so, over 2,000 guns of
all sizes. Of that number he would probably turn out 600 of his heavy guns.
At least, he could do that if the government happened to require them in that
proportion.
Question. Is that foundry the only place where these Parrott guns are manufactured 1
AnswPr. Yes, sir.
.
Question. Are you acquainted with the tests to which the English and French
have subjected their guns 1
Answer. No, sir; I am not.
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Question. I think I understood you to say that, from all you know about
guns in Europe, they have none better than our 100-pounder Parrott and our
Rodman?
Answer. I do not think they have any in service larger than our 100-pounder
Parrott. I do not know how it is in the French service, but I am under the impression that they are using their old guns, running up to 42-pounders. In
our service we are rifling all our old guns, and they will make very efficient
guns. I experimented with them myself to see whether we could take all our
old smooth-bore guns and make rifled guns of them ; that is, the 24, 32, and
42-pounders. I found that it was perfectly safe to take our 24 and 32-pounders
and rifle them and use them, without banding, up to 500 rounils; but that the
42-pounder was not safe unless it was banded. The War Department has,
therefore, ordered that all the guns shaH be rifled, and the 42-pounders to be
banded at once; the others may be banded hereafcer.
Question. '.rhat is not done in the navy, as we have understood 1
Answer. I do not know what they have done.
Question. What is the expense of rifling the old smooth-bore guns 1
Answer. It would not be over $25 each, I presume; not much over that.
By 1\fr. Gooch :
Question. vVhat is the expense of banding a 42-pounder 1
Answer. I do not remember; I remember the cost of the rifling.
Question. Would it be a heavy expense 1
Answer. It would be a heavy expense to rifle and band one of those guns, because the outside of the gun is of peculiar shape, and it is necessary to turn it
off to a cylindrical form to receive the band.
Question. Is it an object to rifle and band an old gun rather than get a new
rifled gun of the same calibre 1
Answer. I think it is an object to rifle it. But when you come to the expense of rifling and banding, the expense is so great that, if we are able to get
new guns, I doubt whether there is much economy in changing the old g·uns
into rifted guns.
Question. In the Parrott gun that you tested with 1,000 rounds were there
any damages perceptible 1
Answer. In the 100-pounder, for instance, the grooves were not worn perceptibly, although fired a thousand times-nothing to affect the efficiency of the gun
at all in that respect. The vent is a point which we always examine very
carefully; and it was examined after every twenty-five rounds throughout the
firing. 'I' he vent showed signs of yielding at the three-hundredth round; that
is, there were two or three little incipient cracks radiating from the vent. Impressions were taken at every twenty-fifth round until we got the thousand
rounds fired. 'l'hose cracks enlarged, and at the thousandth round there were
three of them; the longest crack being about an inch and a half long. But
from the manner in which they enlarged we were led to the concluaion that
they were surface cracks, and did not extend into the interior of the metal. We
thought the gun would stand several hundred rounds more; and during all the
firing I felt so confident that I did not get under cover at all, bnt stood within
thirty or forty feet of the gun. Some of these guns on Morris island have stood
as high as 1,400 rounds.
Question. vVonld it be possible, by any process, to determine whether those
were surface cracks or not 1
Answer. There is no way except by cutting the gun in two there and examining it. Of couri'e the vent is always the weakest point in a gun, because
you have made a hole in the metal there, and if the gun will yield at all it will
be apt to burst through it; though old guns have burst without showing any
fault at the vent.
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By the chairman :
Question. And for that reason is not a breech-loading gun weaker than a
muzzle-loading gun 1
Anilwer. I should think so.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. With a breech-loading gun, could you not determine if there was
any deficiency exittting in the gun, better than with a muzzle-loading gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; I think so.
Question. So far as you know, the affairs of the Oronance bureau have been
conductfd with energy and integrity in the procuring guns for the service 1
..Answer. As far as I know, decidedly so . .
By the chairman :
Question. What is the difference between the columbiad and the Dahlgren
gun 1
Answer. There is no difference at all, further than in the exterior lines and
the kind of chamber or bottom of bore. Captain Dahlgren, I think, gave that
particular E~hape to his gun before the model of our columbiads was changed to
its present form. At present, the exterior models of the two guns appear to be
very much alike. There is some difference; the Dahlgren gun is a little thinner about the chase for the quantity of metal at the. breech. The model of the
columbiads and Rodman guns was based on original experiments and researches
made by Colonel Bomfurd and Major Rodman.
Qn~:;stion. Is there much difference between them in efficiency 1
Answer. I should think there would be none at all. Take one of each kind,
of the same calibre and weight of metal, I should think there would be no
difference at all, provided they are both cast hollow.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. From the result of your observations in experiment and practice,
have many accidents resulted from the use of our ordnance 1
..Answer. I should say very few indeed. So far as I am aware, I should
judge that very few accidents have happened in the field from explosions.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Where large charges of powder are used in the large guns, is the
large-grain powder considered preferable 1
Answer. The larger you make the grain the more progressive will be the
burning and explosion.
Question. What is the large powder 1
Answer. It is called the mammoth powder, with grains, say, an inch in diameter.
Question. How large a charge of powder have you ever fired in a 100pounder rifled gun 1
Answer. I have fired fourteen pounds of powder with, say, eighty pounds shot.

Testimony

o/ General William F. Barry.

WASHrNGTON, January 29, 1864.
General WILLIAM :E'. BARRY sworn and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. What is your rank and position in the service 1
Answer. I am a lieutenant colonel of the regular artillery of the army of
the United States. and brigadier general of volunteers. I am at present acting
as chief of artillery of the army of the United States.
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Question. We are instructed by the Senate to make inqumes in relation to
the heavy ordnance now in use in the service. (The· resolution of the Senate,
of January ~5, was read to the witness.]
The first point to which we shall call your attention is, the character and
efficiency of th e heavy ordnance now provided for the armament of fortifications.
Answer. Just at this time the ordnance in our fortifications i8 undergoing
great change, in cousequence of a recommendation of a board of officers as3embled in the winter of 1861 and 1862, under the L'rders of General McClellan.
General Totten was president of the board ; General Barnard was one of its
members, and I was another member. We considered the whole subject of the
armament of our entire sea-coast. The board came to the opinion that the guns
with which the forts were armed at that time were not powerful enough for the
new class of vessels by which they would be likely to be attacked. In fact,
at that time we had scarcely a gun that would be able to resist even the most
slightly armored ve8sel. That board recommended, among other things, that
there should be no gun bearing upon any important channel-way of smaller
calibre than the 8-inch columbiad, and that gun was retained only because it
wa~ the largest gun in which we could conveniently use hot shot ; but for that,
we should not have retained it. 'l'hen the larger guns, 13 and 15-inch gunsand the 20-inch gun, if we ever have guns of that size-they are smooth-bore
guns. At that time we had not a single rifled gun, that I am a ware of, in any
port, except the experimental gun that was clown at Fort Monroe. 'l'here was
no rifled gun that had been practic:.tlly tested and decided to be an efficient and
reliable gun. And I think there was but that one experimental gun in existence
at that time. However, I am not entirely certain about that.
By the chairman:
Question. In this country, or in Europe 1
Answer. I refer to this country entirely.
By :Mr. Gooch:
Question. You have now described the condition of the armament of the
fortifications at that time, and the decision of that board. Will you go on and
state to us the character and efficiency of the guns that have been since introduced 1
Answer. I believe the recommendations of that board have been entirely approved by tlu~ War Department-first by General l\IcOlellan, and afterwards
by the War Department; and, E'O far as I am aware, those recommendations
have been carried out as rapidly as the guns could be manufactured. rrhe precise number of guns that have been introduced into the forts, I am unable to
tell. We are substituting the 10-inch and the 15-inch gun. And latterly, they
are commencing to rifle the old 32's and 42's and banding them after the method
of Parrott. But the board that I allude to made no recommendation of that
sort; that has been an after-thought.
QuEstion. Do you know the proportion of rifled and smooth-bore guns now
in our fortifications 1
Answer. I do not. I do not think any proportion has been fixed, or can be
fixed. One fort might have all rifled guns, and another all smooth· bore guns.
It depends upon the situation of the forts, and the character of the object by
which it woulJ be attacked. I do not think any proportion has been fixed. I
am unable to say how many rifled and how many smooth-bore guns have been
actually issued. The ordnance department could tell that.
Question. \Vill you describe to us the different guns which have been approved and uRed in this country and in Europe as heavy ordnanct> 1
Answer. To take the class of smooth-bore guns :first, we have in this country
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the A-inch, 10-inch, and 15-inch guns. Those guns are now officially designated
Rodman guns. I understand that that designation was intended as a compliment
to Major H.odman in appreciation of the value of his invention. 1'he 10 and 15inch guns are cast on his method ; that ifl, cast hollow and cooled from the inside. My opinion is, that a reliable 15-inch cast-iron gun cannot be made in
any other way. rl'here is too great a mass of iron in one of those guns to admit of a perfect gun being cast by any other method than that of ..Major Rodman. The ordnance department are making arrangements now to cast a 20-inch
gun after the Rodman plan; but a gun of that calibre has not yet been cast.
I should include among the guns not yet removed the 24's, 32's and 42's, old
smooth-bores. I understand that nearly all of these are to be removejl; but
the government has not yet been able to replace them. I understand that they
are being replaced just as rapidly as the new guns can be made, and I understand that most of these old guns, when replaced by others, are to be rifled and
banded ; and the attempt is to be made to make serviceable rifled guns of them.
Whether thev will succeed or not remains to be seen.
Question. "can you state the expense of rifling and banding a 42-pounder 1
Answer. I could not tell the exact expense. Some officer in th e bureau of
the ordnance department cotlld give the exact figures upon that point.
Question. Have you any opinion as to the efl:iciency of these gnus after they
have been rifled and banded 1
Answer. I have an otjnion, but that opin,ion may be changed. I do not at
present think that these guns will become serviceable guns ; but that opinion
is liable to be changed entirely by the practice we may have with them. As
far as rangn and accuracy are concerned, I believe that they will give very excellent results. r1 he objection I have is in regard to the endurance of the
guns; I do not think that even the wrought-iron band will make them safe
rifle guns.
Question. That can only be determined by experiment 1
Answer. In no other way.
Question. Will you describe to us the rifled guns now in use 1
Answer. They are almost exclus ively tlte guns that are popularly called 100,
200, and 300-pounder Pan·otts, but as they do not now throw projectiles of that
weight, those designations are therefore just now misnomers. l\lr. Parrott
made his project .les of that weight at first; but it is ascertained that a projectile of less weight gives better results. The 100-pounder, so-called, now takes
a projectile of 82 pounds; the 200·pounder, Ont\ of 150 pounds; and the 300pounder. one of 250 pounds. These guns are now designated by the dimensions of the diameter of the bore as measured in inches. r_rhey are more properly 61\ , 8, and 10-inch rifle guns. 1'he 100-pounder gun is of the same
diameter of bore as the old smooth- bore 32-pounder. And a 32-pounder spherical projectile can be used in a 100-pounder Parrott with very fair results ; it
does as well out of the 100-pounder Parrott as it does out of the 32-pounder.
Qne!ltion. If; there any rifled gun in this country that can compete successfully with the Parrott gun 1
Answer. At the present time I know of none; I consider it the best rifled
gun of large calibre that we now have.
Question. How does that gun compare with the best rifled gun in Europe,
and what are the best rifled guns in use in l~~urope 1
Answer. As far as my knowledge extends, I think England is just now the
only foreign nation that has entered very extensively into the manufacture of these
heavy guns for sea-coast defence or naval uses. rl'he best rifled g·un which
the English now have is the Armstrong 110-pounder. rl'hey are now experimenting with a 300-pounder, and even a 600-pounder, of Armstrong. But in
getting up to that size Armstrong has been obliged to abandon one of his grand
principles, which wa2 that of breech-loading. I think the practice abroad has
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sl1own tl1at it is impossible to make a safe gun of large calibre which loads at
the breech. This 110-pounder is a breech-loading gun ; but there are very great
objections to it, and I rather think the 110-pounders they are now making are
muzzle- loaders.
Question. State the objections to breech-loading guns.
Answer. 'l'he movable part of the breech is objectionable; it lacks strength,
and its mechanism is faulty. No correction of these objections that is entirely
satisfactory has yet been devised. These objections increase with the calibre
of the gun. When the gun is of large calibre these movable parts are too
weighty to be handled conveniently. Then the shock of the discharge is so
great that in a short time it injures to a greater or less degree the movable parts
of the breech. These difficultif's of construction seem to me to be inherent, and
they are the more to be regretted, because the larger the gun the greater the necessity there is to have it load at the breech. There is scarcely any advantage in
having a field-gnn load at the breech; indeed, as far as rapidity of firing is concm·ned, it is a disadvantage. You can fire a :field-gun more rapidly loading at
the muzzle; but in fortifications 6me is saved by loading at the breech, and
your men are not exposed so much; so also in ships. But a large charge of
powder increases the chances of injury to this part in the large gun.
Question. How large a gun of the Armstrong pattern hm; been made breechloading 7
Answer. The 110-pounder, I think, is the largest.
Question. And the 600-pounder is the largest Armstrong gun experimented
upon 7
Answer. Yes, at the present time.
Question. Do you know the condition of that gun 7
Answer. I only know from conversation with English officers whom I have
met here within the last six weeks. They tell me that their impression is that
that gun is now unserviceable; that some flaw has been discovered in H. 'l'he
published accounts, however, make no mention of that. The official accounts
published in the London Times speak of the gun as a great success. But I am
told differently by officers who come here to see onr artillery, and who, perhaps,
are a little more frank for the pnrpose of getting information from us.
Question. Can you give us any information in relation to the results of experiments of intermediate guns between the 110 and 600-pounder Armstrong 1
Answer. No, sir, further than I believe there has been a 300-pounder experimented with. Whether that is a breech-loader or a muzzle-loader [ am not
certain ; but I think it is a muzzle-loader. So many objections have been
urged to the 110-pounder breech-loading gun, that I believe they stopped at
that.
By the chairman :
Question. Is not there an inherent weakness in a breech-loading gun over a.
muzzle-loading gun, from the fact that the metal is cut in two 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. It cannot be made as strong as a muzzle-loading gun of the same
calibre 1
Answer. I should think not. Then there is a difficulty inherent to all breechloaders, whether small-arms or cannon, in the lateral escape of the gases, on
account of the joint not being made perfect. And that difficulty increa::;es with
the size of the gun. If you make the joint very perfect when the gun is cool,
when it becomes heated by n·peated discharges the parts expand so that they
cannot be worked with ease, and sometimes not at all.
Question. And the result is that you cannot work a breech-loading gun as
rapidly as you can a muzzle-loading gun-that is, you are not sure of doing so 1
Answer. 'l'hat is the result. I ought to add that I have never seen one of
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these Armstrong guns. My knowledge of them is acquired from reading, and
from conversation with English officers. I have read the official accounts, and
have conversed on the subject with all the English officers I have met, for the
purpose of deriving all possible information from them.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Is there any obAtacle in the way of our manufacturing the Armstrong g-un for the purpose of testing it, with a view tu introducing it into our
service if found superior to the Parrott gun 1
Answer. I should say none at all. But I should think that, in view of all
the objPctions entertained against the Armstrong gun, it would be hardly worth
while t'or us to do so. I think it would be better to let England continue to
experiment with it at her own expense. It has been a favorite gun with her,
and Armstrong is apparently a pet with her government, and if the objections
to the gun are such as to run it out of use there, we should be satisfied that
there are really radical objections to it. It is, therefore, better to let England
continue to experiment upon it at her own expense.
Question. In your opinion there has not been enough of merit discovered in
that gun to lead us to experiment with it?
Answer. That is my opinion.
Question. It is a wrought-iron gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir; what is called a built-up gun.
Question. What gun in use in England ranks next to the Armstrong gun for
heavy ordnance 1
Answer. 'There are three or four-! think :five guns altogether; the names
of the different inventors I do not now recollect, beyond that of Mr. Whitworth. I think there has been a commission appointed in England to experiment with one gun of each of these inventors, but the experiment has not yet
taken place.
Question. Will you describe the Whitworth gun 1
Answer. The Whitworth gun is a wrought-iron gnn, the cross-section of
whose bore it~ hexagonal, with a turn to produce the rifle motion. The projectile is turned in a lathe and very carefully shaped to fit that peculiar form of
the bore. Without knowing the figures exactly, I should say that the Whitworth gun was a very expensive gun. I have never se~n one of them of large
size. vV e have in this country a battery of six Whitworth .field-guns, which
was purchased by loyal Americans abroad at the commencement of the war
and E~ent over to this country as a present. They must have been sent over
here before the first battle of Bull Run. I know that shortly after I was appointed by General McClellan his chief of artillery, I received a letter from a
gentleman in New York, stating that these guns were on Staten !::~land lying
neglected there, and he thought it was not pr•>per treatment of those gentlemen
abroad who had purchased them and sent them over here. I mentioned tbe
matter to General lVIcOlellan and recommended that they be brought on here.
'rhey were brought on here, and I examined them. My opinion was that the
mechanism was too delicate for field service. The directions that came with
them requi red that the movable parts should be constantly oiled with the purest
machinery oil. Now, in campaign such care is not always possible, and the
dust or mud of our roads would be very likely to put them out of order; and I
found that even with care in the arsenal here in three or four weeks the movable parts of one or two of them became quite unmanageable. In '.regard to accuracy and rangP., they were quite successful. When General Hooker was
down below at Budd's ferry I sent a couple of the guns down there, and they
made very good practice with them; they would hit an ordinary farm dwellinghouse over three miles distant.
Besides the delicacy of the mechanism, which I suppose would render the
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guns constan~ly liable to get out of repair in the field, from the rough treatment
that guns necessarily get there, the diameter of the bore of those guns wa8
rather small. I do not think it was an efficient gun for a hollow projectile.
There were no projectiles but solid shot to use with them. It was a very long
bolt the cross-section of which was a hexagon .to fit the bore of the gun. 1t i:;
very carefully turned in a lathe to make true surfaces. I have never seen a
large gun of that kind, bnt I have a projectile of one. Two of the large guns
were captured on a blockade-runner, going into Charleston, I think, with a lot of
projectiles. The projectile is similar in shape to the small one of the 10 pounrler;
but having so much greater capacity, they can be serviceably used as hollow
projectiles. The battery of 10-pounder guns was never put into active service
in the field here. I sent a couple of them over to the forts across the river,
where our men were annoyed by reconnoitring parties of the enemy coming up
in tl1eir neighborhood, and they were used very successfully against them.
Question. Do you know how large those guns have been made breechloading.
Answer. Of the Whitworth gun, a 100-pounder, or thereabouts.
Question. The same objections which apply to the small guns as breechloaders would apply to the larger ones 1
Answer. Yes, sir, I think so.
Question. rrake the "Whitworth gun where it could be kept in fortifications
and kept in perfect order-if it has the advantages you have spoken of, would
it r.ot be a good gun for a part of the armament of fortifications 1
Answer. I can only answer that question in regard to the smaller guns. I
should say that there were those radical objections to a breech-loading gnn for
any large gun-that the movable part of the breech would be constantly liable
to derangement.
Question. Do you know how large a 1Vhitworth gun has been tested 1
Answer. I do not.
Question. Do you think of any other English gun 1
Answer. Those are all I can designate by name. There are four or five
other varieties, purely experimental guns.
Question. You think the Armstrong gun ranks first, and the Whitworth gun
next1
Answer. I believe so. But I will add, that I have yet to learn that any
foreign gun has any advantages over the Parrott gun of similar weight of projectile.
Question Do yon consider them the equal of the Parrott gun?
Answer. No, sir. I do not consider any breech-loading gun of large calibre
equal to a muzzle-loading gun.
Question. Are all of these guns-the 110-pounder of Armstrong and the
Whitworth gun-breech-loading 1
Answer. 1 believe all of them are, although so many objections haTe been
urged against them that I believe it has been determined to abandon the breechloauing principle in all Armstrong guns of greater calibre than the 40-pounder.
Question. vVhat wonld you say of the Parrott gun as compared with the
Armstrong and the "\V hit worth gun, all made muzzle-loading '?
Answer. I woul<l say tha.t they have no advantages, that I am aware of, over
the Parrott gun.
Question. Both are constructed of wrought-iron 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. ·what is the comparative expense 1.
Answer. The Parrott guu is niuch cheaper. I think, all other things ·being
equal, the Parrott gun i:; the cheapest gun we have.
Question. The next point about which we are directed to inquire is, the tests
to which these guns are subjected when received into the service, and the rea4
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sons for believing those tests satisfactory- ! refer to the guns which are now in
use in our own service. Can you describe the tests applied to the smooth-bores
and the rifles 1
Answer. I cannot exactly, because they are constantly changing them.
Question. Do you know the tests applied to the Rodman gun 1
Answer. No, sir; I cannot say what those tests at present are. '.rhe service
charge of the Parrott 6.4, 8, and 10-inch gum.! has been reduced of late.
By the chairman :
Quef3tion. Have military men, acquainted with this ordnance, perfect confidence in the Rodman gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and I think the impression is that it would be perfectly
safe to use larger charges in the Rodman gun than we me now. That is an
objection that is urged against these guns, that the chat·ge of powder is so small.
I think the gun will stand a larger charge of powder than is uow permitted to
be fired out of it. I believe that Major Rodman is r.xtremely anxious to have
experiments made with that view. He thinks that larger charges can be fired
with safety.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Who determines the size of the charge used now 1
Answer. Officers of the ordnance departmeut, called the ordnance board, who
meet when called together by the Chief of Ordnance or the Secretary of War.
All those matters are referred to what is called the Ordnance board-a committee of officers who are exclusively ordnance officers.
Question. The next point of inquiry is, What proportion of our sea and land
armament is of rifled ordnance 1
Answer. I should answer that pretty much as I have already answered 'it.
Question. When were rifled guns first introduced into our service 1
Answer. As early as 1851, or thereabouts, I witnessed some experiments at
Fort Monroe with a rifled sea-coast gun. I think that was the earliest e:fl'ort made
in this country. ·Those experiment:::~ were not successful.
Question. What gun was that 1
Answer. It was one of our sea-coast guns, old pattern, rifled. I think the first
attempt was with a 32-pounder; it may have been a smooth-bore 24-pounder,
which had been rifled. The matter then appeared to sleep for many years, and
I heard nothing of rifled guns, except in a conversational sort of way, until the
time of the commencement of this rebellion. 'l'hen the Parrott rifled guns were
introduced; it being considered at that time tltat those were the best rifled guns
known. The officers of the army had been impressed for several years previous
with the necessity of having such a gun. But it was a matter of experiment
all over the world as to what kind of rifled gun was the best. vVhen this rebellion broke out we were forced to auopt rifled guns at once, and the Parrott gun
was then introduced.
Question. Since that time has the rifled gun been introduced into the service
as rapidly as it could be obtained 1
Answer. Yes, sir. With regard to field guns, since the first year of the war
there has been no difficulty about procuring the number of rifled guns that were
considered necessary. Opinions differ upon the proportion of rifled and smoothbore guns to be used. 'l'hose opinions are based upon the different views of
different officers, even under similar circumstances; and even the circumstances
govern that proportion very much. It depends very much upon the character
of the country you are operating in, and of the enemy you are operating against.
If it is a level or cleared country, a larger proportion of rifted guns would be
necessary. If it is a hilly country, or one that is wooded, the smooth-bore would
do as well as the rifled gun under most circumstances, and even better under
s orne circumstances.
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Question. In your opinion, ar€' there in the service as many rifled guns as are
necessary in proportion to the smooth-bores?
Answer. I think there are more. My opinion all along has been, that in such
a country as ours the proportion should be not more than one-third rifled and
two-thirds smooth-bore.
Question. State the reasons for that opinion.
Answer. Pripcipally because our country is genera1Iy hPavily wooded, and it
is impossible to get a field of battle, for an army of 80,000 or 100,000 men to
operate upon, that is not broken up by patches of thick woods, where the rifled
gun would not be as good as the smooth-bore gun.
Question. Are smooth-bore guns better at short range than rifled guns?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Why?
Answer. Because, other things being equal, the diameter of the bore is greater
in the smooth-bore gun than it is in the rifled gun, and in firing canister, which
is the projectile used for short range, you can use with a smooth-bore a canister
containing a much larger number of bullets or small balls than you can use with
the rifled cannon.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Do not rifled cannon discharge canister with equal facility with the
smooth-bore, and with . equal fatality?
Answer. They do with equal facility, but not with equal fatality, because
they do not contain as many small balls, the capacity o£ the canister used being
smaller.
Question. What is the proportionate difference between the diameter of the
bore of a smooth-bore and that of a rifled cannon?
Answer ..For instance, the diameter of a 10-pounder Parrott is 2190 inches;
the diameter of the regulation rifled 10-pounder is 3 inches, and the smoothbore 12-pounder has a diameter of 4 16<f0 inches.
Question. What is the difference in the weight of those guns, the 4160\ inches,
3-inch, and the 2 190 inches?
Answer. The .Parrott 10-pounder weighs 900 pounds; the 3-inch regulation
gun weighs about 830 or 840 pounds, and the 12-puunder gun weighs, in round
numbers, 1,200 pounds.
Question. Then the increased bo:re of the smooth-bore gives an increased
weight to the gun ?
Answer. The rifle gun is proportionately lighter than the smooth-bore, with
the same -weight of projectile.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. You say that the first experiments in this country with rifled guns
were in 1851, and they were then considered a failure, and no further experiments were made, to your knowledge, until the rebellion broke out, or about
that time. At that time was the Parrott gun first made 't
Answer. Parrott had been making experiments for a year or two previous,
but I never heard of them until about the time the war broke out. 'l'he very
first of his larger or siege guns was sent to Fort Pickens, while I was there, in
April, 1861. A 30-pounder Parrott was the first gun of that sort I ever saw.
When I came back here in July, 1861, just before the first battle of Bull Run,
and joined General McDowell's army, I found there several batteries, or parts
of batteries, of the 10-pounder Parrott gun, and those were the first I ever saw
of those. There were also at that time a few of the old pattern 6-pounder guns,
rifled, for James's projectiles.
Question. Is it the fact that rifled guns were immediately introduced into the
service as fast as they could be obtained, both for field service and for heavy
ordnance 1
·
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Answer. Yes, sir; but more rapidly for field service than for sea-coast or fortification service, because there was greater necessity for H.
Question. Has there been, to your knowledge, any delay which could have
been avoided in introduciug these guns into service 1
Answer. I think not.
Question. Can you tell us what progress had been made in Europe with rifled
guns prior to 1860 1
Answer. I think experiments there, in regard to rifled guns, had been confined entirely to field-guns. It is possible they may have had some experiments
with guns of larger calibre; if so, I am not aware of it. But England, France,
Prussia, and Austria I know had rifled field-guns in 1860; but they were all
of different patterns-that is, each nation had its own peculiar kind of gun.
Sweden bas not to this day introduced the rifled gun into her service. In that
country it seems to be still considered an open question; and, not having the
necessity for introducing them, they are still experimenting with them. And
I suppose we ourselves would still have been experimenting, but for this war.
Question. Will you describe to us the peculiarities of the Dahlgren gun, if
you can 1
Answer. The Dahlgren guns of corresponding calibres are shorter than the
army gun, and its exterior form is very different from the army gun. The
Dahlgren 15-inch gun is a much shorter gun than the army 15-inch gun; and
I have understood that the reason for that was in order to get it into the turrets of our monitors. And I consider that the principal reason of the prejudice
in many minds against the 15-inch gun, in regard to its efficiency, that it is
the navy gun that has been experimented with, or, rather, the results derived
from the practice with the navy gun are those upon which those opinions are
based.
By the chairman:
Question. What is the difference between what is called the Rodman 15-inch
gun and the 1!)-ineh guns used on board our monitors 1
Answer. The navy 15-inch gun is shorter than the army 15-inch gun. The
distribution of the metal is different in the same sections of the two guns. In
ot1'ter words, the models of the two guns differ essentially.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. rrhe navy 15-inch gun, although not the Rodman gun in form, is
cast hollow, upon the Rodman principle of cooling from the inside 1
Answer. Yes, sir .
.Question. Is there a gun which, owing to the peculiarity of its shape, is called
the Rodman gun 1
AnsweF. Yes, sir. The 8, 10, 13, and 15-inch gun. The army 15-inch gun,
I understand, was designed by Major Rodman. The navy 15-inch gun was
designed by Admiral Dahlgren. r.rhe models of the two guns differ.
Question. Do you think the efficiency of the navy gun is impaired by being
made shorter than the army gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir. Its efficiency is impaired in this way: it has a lower
initial velocity, and that is the great objection urged against the Rodman gun,
that its initial velocity i.s too low.
Question. Is the shortening of the gun for naval use a necessity 1
Answer. I understand it is, in order to get the gun within the turret of the
monitors.
Question. In your opinion, i·s the distribution of the metal in the Rodman
gun better than in the Dahlgren gun 1
Answer. I think it is. It is my individual opinion that Rodman's model is
best.
Question. If the gun is to be made only of the length of the navy gun, would
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you then consider that the Rodman pattern would be better than the Dahlgren
pattern 1
Answer. I would, for the reason that I think he distributes the metal more
advantageously for the endurance of the gun.
By the chairman:
Question. The initial velocity can only be increased by increasing the charge
of powder?
Answer. 'l'he length of the gun has something to do with it.
Question. How is that 1 'l'he longer the gun the greater-the initial velocity?
Answer. Not always; you cannot carry that principle out.
Question. Do tests and experience both combined give you confidence in
guns cast upon the Rodman principle as being efficient 1 I speak of the 15-inch
guns, with which we are arming our monitors.
Answer. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Do you believe as heavy charges of powder are now used as can
be used advantageously and with safety?
Answer. I think that in the army 15-inch gun a heavier charge might be
used. ':rhat is my own opinion.
·
Question. Have you any information in relation to the navy gun in that
respect 1
Answer. I have not such information as would justify my speaking positively
on that point.
Question. Are experiments now being made, with the view of determining
whether heavier charges of powder can be used 1
Answer. I understand there are with the army gun ; and I have heard that
such is the case with the navy gun. I know that they have increased the charge
in AdmiraJ Dahlgren's other guns, and they have found out that they can stand
much heavier charges; and I think the opinion of the n:;tvy is, that had they
known that at the time of the fight between the Monitor and the Merrimac a
very different story would have been told. But the orders were very positive
not to use heavy charges.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. Will you describe the difference between the Rodman gun and this
that you call the navy gun, where there is a difference in the distribution of the
metal, and wherein you think the advantage is in favor of the Rodtman model?
Answer. It is hardly possible to describe it, except with plans of he two guns.
Question. vVhy do you think the model of the Rodman gun better than the
model of the other 1
Answer. I think the distribution of the metal in the Rodman gun gives greater
strength than in the Dahlgren gun.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. In the Rodman gun is the metal more equally distributed throughout than in the Dahlgren gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. What disadvantage, if any, results from shortening the gun to be
used in these turrets 1
Answer. I think that it lessens the initial velocity of the projectile.
Question. In what way 1
Answer. I suppose by not keeping the projectile long enough in the bore of
the gun for all the powder to act upon it. The ignition of the powder is gradual,
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and the ball is being acted upon by these gases all the way out, and the moment it leaves the muz.zle of course there is an end of that.
Question. What is the difference in length between the Rodman gun and the
navy gun, the bore being the same in each ?
Answer. I do not know the exact number of inches. I have always understood the reason that they made the gun shorter was because they wanted them
just short enough to get inside the turret of the monitor. And I have always
thought they would have bad them longer but for that.
Question. And in cvm>equence of the shortening of the gun you are inclined
to tlJink that the initial velocity is decreased 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And that would occur in any other gun of equal length 1
Answer. Yes, sir. As to the difference in shape, I think it merely affects
the endurance of the gun.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Do you know whether the government pays any "royalty" to
any owner or patentee of any of the guns now in use 1
Answer. Only from hearsay; I do not know officially. I have understood
that the government pays a "royalty" for all guns cast hollow. What that
"royalty" is, or to whom it is paid, I do not know. I understand that Mr.
Charles Knap, of Pittsburg, owns the patent; but this is merely common
rumor, and I cannot vouch for its accuracy.

Test1:mony

of Captain

Alfred Mordecai.

WASHINGTON, February l, 1864.
Captain ALFRED MoRDECAI sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your position and rank in the service 1
Answer. Captain of ordnance.
Question. Where stationed 1
Answer. At Hilton Head; or in the department of the south, as it is designated.
[1'he resolution of the Senate, of January 25, in relation to heavy ordnance,
was read to the witness.]
Question. What have been your opportunities to know the efficiency of our
heavy ordnance 1
.Answer. I have had a great deal of experience with the heavy rifled guns,
but not much with the smooth-bores.
Question. I will ask the question in the very words of the resolution. What
do you say in regard to "the character and efficiency of the heavy ordnance
now used in the armament of our fortifications" 1
Answer. The character of the ordnance: they are the smooth-bore and the
rifled cannon. The smooth-bores, of the new ordnance, are confined to the
8, 10, 13, and 15-inch columbiads. The riQed guns used in the service are
almost entirely the 100-pounder, the 200-pounder, and the 300-pounder Parrott.
Question. 'I'hat is the character of the ordnance now being supplied for our
fortifications and for the navy 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; the only additional gun, that I know of, that the navy
has, is the 13-inch gun.
Question. Do you know anything of the gun called the Rodman gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
·
Question. Will you describe the manner of manufacturing it, and the advantages it is supposed to possess 1
Answer. The Rodman guns, which is the name given to the four columbiads,
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the 8, 10, 13, and 15-inch guns, are cast hollow instead of solid, as formerly.
The advantage of this mode of casting is supposed to consist, or does consist,
in the extra strength imparted to the metal immediately about the bore of the
gun ; this being caused by the cooling taking place from the interior of the
casting instead of the exterior.
Question. Where was this gun first introduced 1
Answer. The first one I know of having been mounted for use in service was
in 1861; that was in New York harbor, on Fort Richmond. It was experimented upon for several years previous,
Question. Where was that gun manufactured 1
Answer. At Fort Pitt foundry, Pittsburg.
Question. What was its calibre 1
Answer. I think it was fifteen inches.
Question. To what tests have these guns been subjected, to your knowledge 1
Answer. The first one, or one of the first, cast, was subjected, at Old Point
Comfort, to a series of experiments with large charges of powder; but I am not
able to state the number of rounds fired, or the particulars.
Question. Are you acquainted with the guns with which the monitors are
armed-the 11 and 15-inch gun 1
Answer. No, sir, I am not.
Question. What reasons have you for supposing that those tests are satisfactory 1
Answer. The. experiments that have been made with those guns have proved
that they will stand large charges of powder and heavy projectiles, and, to the
best of my knowledge. those tests have been entirely satisfactory.
Question. This gun has been criticised-those in the navy-by inl:'linuating
that they would not bear powder enough to propel the ball with sufficient
energy.
Answer. I think they have borne every test to which they have been subjected with perfect safety to the gun.
Question. r.rbose are smooth-bore guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Where are those large guns manufactured, so far as you know 1
Answer. rrhose for the army are now manufactured at the Fort Pitt foundry,
Pittsburg, and at South Boston; those are the only two places I know. ,..rhe
navy have guns of the same calibre manufactured at Reading.
Question. You have spoken of the manner of fabricating this gun. Was that
method known in Eu:rope, or anywhere else, previous to Major Rodman's
invention 1
Answer. Not to my knowledge.
Question. Do you know about what time he invented this method of constructing guns 1
Answer. I think it was in 1859 ; about that time.
Question. What do you know about the" royalty" that the government pays
f()r those guns to the inventor, or hiR assignee 1
Answer. I know nothing at all about it more than what I have seen in print,
in congression11l reports.
Question. Who would have charge of that matter so as to know about it 7
Answer. The officers of the Ordnance Bureau. Captain Benton, I think,
would know m0re about that than any other officer now in the city.
Question. You have described to us the Rodman smooth-bore gun, and have
also mentioned that there was another gun that was principally used as a rifled
gun ; that was the Parrott gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. When, so far as you know, was that Parrott gun invented 1
Answer. The smaller Parrott guns were invented as early as 1857 or 1858;
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perhaps 1858 would be about the date. The first heavy gun on the Parrott
plan for sea-coast service was introduced in 1861.
Question. You are well acquainted with that gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I was stationed a year at the foundry where the guns were
first manufactured.
Question. In what does its specialty consist-in what is it distinguished from
the old guns before that 1
·
Answer. It is distinguished by being composed of both cast-iron and wroughtiron, and in being rifled.
Question. The body of the gun is cast-iron, and it has a wrought-iron jacket,
·
as it is called 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And that is supposed to give it great strength 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do yQu know anything about the "royalty" paid for that gnn1
Answer. There is no "royalty" paid; that is, there is nothing paid for the
patent. The guns are rated at a certain cost, which was established when they
were first introduced, and which has not been altered since.
Question. Do yon know whether the cost to the government is increased by
1·eason of the patented invention 1
Answer. I think it is not.
Question. Do you know the price of those two guns, the Rodman and the
Parrott, and which is the cheapest?
Answer. The best comparison would be between the largest of each, the 15inch gnn of Rodman and the 300-pounder of Parrott. The 300-pounder Parrott
costs $4,500, and the 15-inch Rodman costs $6,000, or $6,500, I am not sure
which.
Question. Do you remember the weight of those two guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the 300-pounder Parrott weighs 27,000 pounds, and the
15-inch Rodman weighs 49,000 pounds, in round numbers. The weights vary
a little in different guns.
Question. Do you know anything of any wrought-iron gun constructed in
this country 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not.
Question. ri'here was a man by the name of Ames that got up a wrought-iron
gun, which I believe was tried 1
Answer. I know there were some tried, but I do not know what the result
was.
Question. Are you able now to give any approximate statement as to the
proportion between our rifled and smooth-bor.e guns in our fortifications 1 I
mean heavy ordnance.
Answer. No, sir; I am not. I know what it is in some, but very few, of our
works.
Question. Do you know whether these new guns, the Rodman and the Parrott, are superseding our old guns, the columbiads and the Dahlgren guns 1
Answer. Th.ey are superseding the columbiads, as they are commonly calledthe columbiad with the chamber, as we designate it. But there is no clashing
between the Dahlgren gun and the Rodman gun. The Rod_man is being used
entirely by the army, and the Dahlgren entirely by the navy.
Question. What is the difference between the Dahlgren gun and the columbiad 1
Answer. Only in the exterior model, I believe; that is, in the new columbiads,
the Rodman columbiads.
Question. What is the difference between the Dahlgren gun and the Rodman
gun 1
·
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Answer. They are both cast upon the same principle, but the exterior forms
differ so mew hat.
Question. What advantage is one supposed to have over the other 1
Answer. None whatever, that I know of. The one, in its exterior form, is
supposed to be calculated upon theory principally, and the other principally
upon practice.
Question. Which is theory, and which is pra,c tice 1
Answer. The Dahlgren gun, I believe, is more of practice, and the Rodman
more of theory.
Question. How fast are these guns being manufactured 1 Have you any idea
of that 1
Answer. No, sir; I have not. I know the rate at which the Parrott guns
were being manufactured for the last year, but I am not able to state what the
rate is at present.
.
Question. How was it during the last year 1
Answer. During the last year the rate of manufacture was about one 100pounder a day, or two 200-puunders a week.
Question. You mean all the manufactures we have in the country 1
Answer. Yes, sir; of that gun.
Question. Do you know whether we have increased our works since then 1
Answer. Yes, sir; we have.
Question. But you~o not know to what extent we can now make those guns 1
Answer. No, sir; If'do not.
.
Question. Has there, that you know of, been any particular delay in the
manufacture of those guns 1
Answer. There has been no delay in the manufacture. There has been delay
in furnishing the number required, arising from the fact that they were made .
only at one establishment, and that establishment was not able to supply them
as fast as called for. I speak now of the Parrott gun.
Question. Is it the policy of the government to supersede entirely the oldfashioned guns, and substitute the new ones in their places 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know anything about the English and French improved
guns?
Answer. No, sir.
Q11estion. You would not be able, then, to say whether our best guns are
equal to the best they have 1
Answer. I could say that my conviction is t,h at our guns are the best; but I
have no personal kno'wledge of the matter.
Question. Have you seen .used what the English call their Whitworth gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; I have seen that gun used.
QUf~stion. What kind of a gun is that 1
Answer. rrhere are two Whitworth guns, one breech-loading and the other
muzzle-loadiug. rrhe general form of the two is the same. They are built-up
guns, made of steel and wrought-iron. rrhe breech-loading has a bore of one
metal, a breech-piece, aud three exterior bands, making in all fivc,:l pieces.
Question. Has that gun a ratige and accuracy superior to our Parrott gun 1
Answer. Those that I saw used had not . . Two of them were captured by
the navy, and were used against :Fort Sumter. The guns both gave out, and
their accuracy was not equal to that of the Parrott.
Question. rrhat was shown on the actual trial of the guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What do you say of the English Armstrong gun 1 Have you any
knowledge of that gun 1
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Answer. I have very little knowledge of it, indeed. I know it is a built-up
gun; that is about all that I know about it.
Question. As to its efficiency and durability you cannot say 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. From your experience in the use of the Rodman and Parrott guns
in actual service, have you reason to have full confidence in their efficiency,
strength, and durability?
Answer. I have reason to believe them perfectly efficient; but in the strength
of some of the Parrott guns I am not very confident. The 200-pounder Parrott, I think, should be improved upon in regard to strength.
Question. Some of them have given out '!
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Under what circum'Stances-in actual trial?
Answer. Some of the 100-pounder Parrotts gave out; but that was caused
by the circumstances in which they were used. They were used in batteries
where there was a great deal of sand in motion, and sand injures guns extremely. The 200 -pounder Parrotts I do not think were injured so much by
the sand, but their failure was due to the weakness of the guns.
Question. A great deal of experience must have been had at Charleston in
the attack upon Fort Sumter 1
Answer. Yes, sir, we have had a great deal of experience there.
Question. 'To what extent have those guns failed there 1
Answer. I can give you the number that failed; but I do not recollect now
the number that were used. The failures of the 200-pounders are six in number.
Question. 'They were playing upon Sumter 1
Answer. One of them was playing upon the city of Charleston; the other
five were playing upon Sumter.
Question. How many do you . suppose were used there? You say you do
not know exactly.
Answer. I think I have a memorandum here. (Referring to some papers.)
There were ten 200 pounders used by the army, of which six failed.
Question. To what was the failure attributable, and in what did it consist
~~~1
a
Answer. It consisted principally in the blowing out of the breech.
Question. After how many rounds 1
Answer. The number of rounds varied. In one case the gun failed after 35
rounds; but it had been fired entirely at an elevation of 3b degrees, and with
an increased charge of powder. The others, which were fired at moderate
elevations, failed after an average of 230 rounds.
Question. What weight of projectile do you fire from a 200 -pounder? It is
not really a 200-pound projectile, I understand.
Answer. No, sir; the shell used, when filled, weighs 155 pounds; the solid
projectile weighs 150 pounds; the shell is the heaviest.
Question. How is it that the shell is the heaviest?
Answer. It is more elongated. They are of about the same weight before
the shell is filled.
Question. What do you say in regard to the accuracy of this Parrott gun 1
Answer. In accuracy it cannot be surpassed by any other gun. Of the 100pounders thirteen in all were injured; one lost its muzzle, it being blown off
by the explosion of a shell in the gun.
Question. That was really in consequence of no fault in the gun 1
Answer. No, sir. All the others were injured by sand, and the shell exploding in the gmi.
Question. So you conclude that the 100-pounders would be enduring enough?
Answer. Yes, sir; I think so.
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Question. What do you know of the strength and durability of th~ 15-inch
guns on board the monitors 1
Answer. I know very little about them. They are fired, I know, by the
navy in the monitors, if they can help it, not above 4.00 rounds each. But I
know that some have been fired more than that.
Question. Do you know the proportion of powder to the weight of the projectile that they use, and whether it is equal to that of the Parrott guns 1
Answet·. I think the proportion of powder is greater in relation to the shot
than in th e Parrott gun. In the Parrott it is one-tenth the weight of the shot ;
in the Rodman gun it is greater than one-tenth. But the charge in the Rodman gun is varied more than in the Parrott gun.
Question. For what reason?
Answer. It requires a certain charge of powder to give the rifled motion to
the rifled projectile to make it take the grooves, and above that, for general service, there is no extra charge required. In the smooth-bore gun a low charge
of powder will project the shot as well as a high chat:ge, only it will be at
different velocities.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. I hardly understand your last answer. You say a low charge wiU
propPl the shot from the sm'ooth-bore as well as a high charge, but at different
velocities 1
Answer. I mean that in the smooth-bore gun any charge of powder will send
the shot from the bore and give it the motion desired; but you increase the
charge to increase the effect.
Question. It would equally discharge the missile from the gun, you say, but
at different velocities 1
.
· Answer. Yes, sir; but it would not be equally effective.
Question. Do you mean that a low charge of powder would send the ball,
for instance, one mile, and a high charge would still send it only one mile 1
Answer. No, sir; that is not what I mean.
By the chairman :
Question. Have you any further statements to make in regard to your experience with these guns and the observations you have made of their efficiency
and usefulness 1
Answer. The only gun in which I have a want of confidence is the 200pounder Parrott. All the other guns, I think, will give all the results desirable.
Question. Have you reason to believe that they are as efficient as the improved
guns in Europe 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I think equally, if not more so.
Questicn. And you have full confidence in the 15-inch guns that are used on
board the monitors 1
Answer. My confidence in the 15-inch guns that are on board the monitors
would be founded merely from comparison with those used by the army. I
have full confidence in those used by the army, and I believe the others to be
equally as good.
Question. You have been engaged in the siege of Charleston 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How long have you been engaged there 1
Answer. I joined General Gillmore when he first started out on the Charleston
expedition, and have been with him until I left, on the 15th of January.
Question. In what capacity did you act there?
Answer. As chief of ordnance for, the department.
Question. Will you give us your observations upon the efficiency of the guns
n actual service there in the field 1
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Answer. All the guns used in the siege of Charleston gave perfect satisfaction in regard to their accuracy and the effect of the projectiles, but the failure
in the Parrott guns was found to be one great objection.
Question. Did you make use of any smooth-bores in the attack upon Sumter
or upon the city 1
Answer. We used against Sumter two 10-inch columbiads; but they were
not cast by the United States government; they were cast by the confederates
at Richmond; but they were of the same calibre, however, and the same construction as the 10-inch Rodman columbiad~.
Q.uestion. How efficient wete they in their long-range shots compared with
the Parrott 1
Answer. They were not used at long ranges; they were used only against
the walls of Sumter, at a range of thirteen hundred yards.
Question. How did they work there 1
Answer. They worked very well. The reason for using them was the advantage derived from the spherical projectile over the elongated projectile when
fired into sand. 'l'he elongated projectile, it was found, would ricochet over the
sand-bank, while the spherical projectile would remain in the sand bank. I use
the word "sand," although the walls were not all of sand, but partly of brick.
In regud to these rifled guns, I should, perhaps, state more particularly the
cause of their failure. 'l'he rifled guns complained of as failing were the 100
and 2{)0-pounders of Parrott. In regard to the 100-pounders I have explained
already.
Question. What kind of a gun was the one called the " swamp angel1"
Answer. That gun was a 200-pounder Parrott. It was fired thirty-five rounds,
with eighteen pounds of powder and a 160-pound projectile, at an elevation of
thirty-five degrees. The breech was bldwn out at the thirty-fifth discharge.
r:l'he cause of the failure of that gun is attributed entirely to the high elevation.
Question. The strain is in proportion a great deal to the elevation 1
Answer. It increases with the elevation.
Question. To what distance were you enabled to throw the projectile 1
Answer. A distance of about five miles.
Question. Could you make it effective at that distance 1
Answer. We could make it effective as far as striking in the city of Charleston is concerned, but not for striking any building, or even a fort, at that distance.
Question. But you could fire into the city 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. When did you leave there 1
Answer. On the 15th of January. I have mentioned that six of the 200pounders had failed, one being what is commonly known as the "swamp
angel.'' Of the other five, three broke in a similar manner, the breech being
blown out. The cause of the failure of these three guns was thought to be
weakness in construction. The other two 200-pounders that failed stood, the
one 599 rounds, and the other 522 rounds. 'l'he three in which the breech
blew out were fired an average of about 230 rounds. There were two 200pounders, used by the navy in a similar battery on shore, which stood upwards
of 660 rounds each without being injured. The difference in the endurance of
the 200-pounders used in the navy and those used by the army was attributable
to the use of grease or oil by the navy to lubricate the projectile and grease the
bore, which WitS not done by the army. That, I think, embraces all the 200pounders. In regard to the 100-pounders, there were twenty-nine of them used.
Of this number one was injured by having its muzzle blown off, in consequence
of the bursting of a shell in the bor~. Two 100-pounders had the breech blown
out in a manner similar to the 200-pounders. The causes of failure in these
instances were sand in the muzzle of the gun, and the bursting of the shell in
the bore at high elevation. The main cause was thought to be the explosion ·
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of a shell in the bore of the gun, as, after the bursting of the guns, pieces of
the shell were found in the bore of each. Of the remaining 100-pounders ten
failed; eight of which were placed in batteries in which there was a great deal
of sand in motion in the air; and in many instances shell were found to have
exploded in the bore of the gun. To th~se two causes would be attributable
the failure of the guns.
Question. r.rhen, notwithstanding those failures in the 100-pounders, you still
have confidence in them 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and that is the general impression of those who used them.
Question. If I have understood you, you think the 200-pounder is not strong
enough 1
Answer. Yes, sir; that is my impression.
Question. And does that Qbjection exist to a still greater degree in the 300pounders 1
Answer. I will explain about that. There were two 200-pouuders used· in
the operations in Charleston harbor. . One of those had eighteen inches of the
muzzle blown off by the explosion of a shell in the bore. But after this accident it was fired upwards of 250 rounds, giving most excellent results. The
gun was then rejected on account of a crack which had been caused at the time
of the blowing off the muzzle, which crack extended hack towards the breech
more and more as the gun was used. Tbe other 300-pounder is still in use,
and has stood upwards of 500 rounds. In accuracy these 300-pounders are
thought to surpass both the 100-pounder and the 200-pounder. I think that
embraces about a1I the information I have to give.
Question. Suppose the body of these Parrott guns was made on the Rodman
principle, would it not have a tendency greatly to strengthen them 1
Answer. It would, and those guns are now being made on that principlethe 200-pounders and the 300-pounders, both.
Question. Still retaining what is called the wrought-iron jacket 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. The Parrott guns constructed in that form, that is, cast upon the
Rodman plan, have not been tried as yet, to your knowledge ?
Answer. rrhey have not, though some are in process of being manufactured,
and will be tried very shortly.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. 1'hose 300-pounders that have been in use were not cast on the
Rodman principle 1
Answer. No, sir; none of the Parrott guns yet in use were cast on that principle.
Question. Did the explosion of the shells in the bore of the gun result from
a defect in the manufacture of the shell1
Answer. Yes, si.r.
Question. Did the sand which was supposed to be in the muzzle of the gun
contribute to that explosion 1
Answer. It did not contribute to the explosion of the shell, but it contributed
to increase the strain on the gun by the increased friction.
Question. Yon say that the 300-pounder Parrott gun which had eighteen
inches of the muzzle blown off was used afterwards with most excellent effect 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Was its range as great and as accurate as before 1
Answer. Yes,· sir, equally so. It was not fi.Ted, however, to its .extreme range,
and never has been. 1 1 he only way we have of judging was by the elevation
required.
Question. What was the range at which it was fired 1
Answer. About 4,200 yards.
Question. Was the fact that this gun had a range apparently as good afte1·
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the accident as before, and as accurate, discerned by the scientific men who
had knowledge of the fact, and any conclusion come to by them 1
Answer. No, sir, it was not; not to my knowledge. It was merely taken
as a hint, as you may say, an indication that a gun can be equally as good
with a shorter bore.
Question. In your own opinion, and that of others competent to judge who
saw the guns which had exploded, could the 1 00-pounders and 200-pounders
Parrott be so constructed as to be made efficient 1 and if so, what is necessary
to make them safe and durable guns 1
Answer. It was considered that they could be strengthened by increasing
the thickness of the cast-iron about the bore of the gun towards the breech.
Question. Still retaining the jacket 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Since the result of the practice with the guns used by the navy,
has not the practice of lubricating the projectile and the bore of the gun been
adopted by the army 1
Answer. Yes, sir, it has.
Question. Was it practiced by the army before that 1
Answer . No, sir. It was not considered absolutely necessary; but the experience had with thf'se guns before Charleston showed that more importance
should be attached to that matter than has heretofore been.
Question. Has that always been the practice in the navy 1
Answer. Yes, sir. When I say "always" I mean to the best of my knowledge.
By the chairman :
Question. Do you know whether any apprehended weakness on the part of
these large guns on board the fleet. has been the cause of any delay there 1
Answer. No, sir, not that I know of.

Testimony qf Captain James G. Benton.
WASHINGTON, Feb1·uary 2, 1864.
Captain JAMES G. BENTO:_\~ sworn and examined.
'
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. What is your rank and position in the service 1
Answer. I am captain in the Ordnance department. From April, 1861, until
September, 186~. I was stationed in the Ordnance Office in this city as assistant
to the Chief of Ordnance. Since that time 1 have been on duty in command of
the arsenal in this city.
('l'he resolution of the Senate, of January 25, 1864, was read to the witness.)
Question. Will you state to the committee the character and efficiency of the
heavy ordnance now provided for the armament of fortifications 1
Answer. There are two kinds of heavy ordnance now provided, the smoothbore and the rifled gun. . The smooth-bore guns are made of cast-iron, and are
cast on the Hodman principle, of cooling from the interior. The rifled guns
are principally of Captain Parrott's plan ; the body of the gun being made of
cast-iron and the breech reinforced with a band of wrought-iron. Jn addition
to these guns, the department has been and is now rifling all the old smoothbore cann on in the service, and banding or reinforcing, on Captain Parrott's
plan, the 42-pounders. It is not considered necessary to band the 24's and 32's;
they are eon sidered to be sufficiently strong without it.
The smooth-bore guns now being used are the 8, 10, and 15-inch columbiads,
throwing round projectiles weighing 64, 125, and 430 pounds, respectively.
The rifled guns furnished by Captain Parrott for sea-coast defence are the 100- .
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pounder, 200-pounder, and 300-pounder. The weights of the projectiles now
used in those guns are 86 pounds, 160 pounds, and 250 pounds, respectively.
These guns were originally intended to carry heavy proj ectiles, weighing 100,
200, and 300 pounds, respectively; but it was found that shorter, and consequently lighter, projectiles answered a better purpose, with a lighter charge
of powder, and have a better range. 'rhe charge of powder for the 100-pounder
Parrott is 10 pounds, lG pounds for the 200-pounder, and 2f5 or 26 pounds for
the 300 pounder. For the smooth-bore gun the charge of powder is, for the
8-inch gun, 10 pounds; for the 10-inch gun, from 14 to 18 pounds, as may be
necessary; and for the 15-inch gun, from 50 to 60 pounds.
The old guns now being rifled, the 24, 32, and 42-pounders are intended
to carry projectiles weighing double the weight of their old round shot, with a
charge of powder of about one-tenth the weight of the projectile.
The smooth- bore guns, I think, are all efficient guns for the service, within
their proper sphere. Some of the Parrott guns have burst in service; but it is
the opinion of those persons who have had the management of them in service,
that their bursting may have arisen from being improperly loaded-it is difficult to say how ; and perhaps there may have been some defect in the model
of the 200-pounders, which are the guns which have failed principally. Of
the smooth-bore guns, before referred to, none of them have ever failed in the
service, that I am aware. I consider them very efficient guns indeed for seacoast service. 'l'he rifled old guns will answer to take their places until heavy
guns can be procured. It is the intention of the department, I believe, to use
those guns only until heavier guns can be procured.
I cousider the 15-inch gun the most formidable gun now in use for sea-coast
service. It has not quite so long a range as the heavy rifled gun. Yet for
most positions in sea-coast defence it is more effective than the rifle, because
the range is oftentimes limited. Forts are situated so as to defend 1 mited
channel~ ; and provided the guns have sufficient range foi' this purpose, it is all
that is required. 'l'he 15-inch gun has great power for smashing in the sides
of vessel~. and I think it produces a more destructive effect than a rifled
gun, within its range, against an iron-clad vessel; and smooth-bore cast-iron
guns are the cheapest guns that are made for sea-coast service. The great
tendency now is to get immense velocities. That seems to be the desire of all
projectors of cannon. But to do that, they are obliged to use a large charge
of powder, which strains their guns enormously. The consequence is, that
they may get a gun which wiU stand a few rounds, but not a succession of
rounds; a thou sand rounds, for instance. That is the reason of the failure of
g1~l)S abroad. The English Armstrong and Whitworth guns, and the steel guns
of Krupp, in Prussia, were made at an enormous expense, but have failed to
stand the heavy charges designed for them. 'l'he principle follow ed in this
country is to use moderate veL Jcities which will produce very considerable results, and get guns that will stand a repetition of firings; so that if we cannot
produce tlJ e effect desired with one blow, do it with two or three. 'I'he strain
on a gun increases very much with the increase of the charge of powd er, while
the velocity does not increase proportionately as the charge is increased. To
illustrate what I mean: if we get a certain velocity with a cm tain charge of
powd er, increasing the charge of powder to twice the amount does not give twice
the velocity, but we have a great deal more strain upon the gun. Therefore, the best plan is to keep the charge of powder within moderate limits,
such as our guns will stand. I think the policy pursued by the ordnance
department in this country is a better one than that pursued abroad, inasmuch as our gnns are much cheaper than theirs, and at the same time do good
service. Our 15-inch guns cost only $ 6,500, and they weigh 50,000 pounds
each. 'l'he 20-inch gun which the ordnance department is now making
is intended to take a charge of one hundred pounds of powder, and to throw
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a thousand-pound ball, and can be made for between $12,000 and $13,000.
I do not think there has ever been a gun made that will have the
power of this gun; and I have every confidence it wlll stand, judging
from the 15-inch gun, which I know is a perfectly successful gun, and one
which strikes a harder blow than any successful gun ever made. I will not say
that it strikes a heavier blow than the Armstrong 600-ponnder, which is made of
wrought-iron at a very enormous expense, and which stood. only a few rounds.
Question. Is it not oftentimes a necessity to increase the charge of powder
beyond what you would desire to use in a gun, in order to accomplish what you
wish to do 1
Answer. I think it is. I think it may be desirable to increase the charge of
powder to effect a certain object, and I think the gun will stand a few discharges
of that kind, but not many. But in breaching, as at Fort Sumter, I would prefer to use moderate charges, because the accuracy of the gun enablei! us to hit
the object nearly every time. A large charge would be likely to break the gun.
Question. Is it not often true that one shot with a great velocity will accomplish what six shots striking at the same point will not accomplish with a less
velocity?
Answer. I do not think so; I think the six shots will produce more effect
than the one. · In the first place we have no target made yet that will stand
against the 15-inch gun, fired with fifty or sixty pounds of powder, as I am informed; and there is no doubt the gun will stand sixty pounds of powder. Admiral Dahlgren latterly uses thirty pounds of powder in his 11-inch gun, which
was. originally intended tor only fifteen pounds of powder. But I think it would
not be safe to fire the gun very often with thirty pounds of powder. One shot
::~gainst an iron-clad vessel may not penetrate much, but it shatters and loosens
the rivets and plates, and the second shot is very apt to destroy everything if
it strikes near the same place. Besides, all sea-coast batteries have a greater or
less number of guns bearing upon the same point; so that if one shot does not
succeed in destroying the vessel, the second, third, or fourth shot may do it,
as all the guns may be fired at once upon the same vesseL
Ques Lion. vVhen you say that no target has yet been made that will stand
against the 15"inch gun, at what range do you mean 1
Answer. I think the experiments have been made at a range of about two
hundred yards. I have this from navy officers who conducted the experiments.
Question. Do you know what would be the result if the range were increased ?
would you not then require an increased charge of powder 1
Answer. 'l'he diminution of the velocity of these large projectiles is comparatively slight for ordinary ranges. They retain their velocity in consequence
of the large momentum they have stored up in them.
Question. Have you anything more to add to the statement you have been
making1
Answer. I would state that the propositions made to the ordnance department to construct wrought-iron guns of a large size have been at a very high
price, generally a dollar a pound. One of the guns which it was proposed to
make was a 13-inch rifled gun, the weight to be 56 ,000 pounds, in round numbers, and the price to be paid for it wa~ a dollar a pound, which would make it
cost as much as four of the 20-inch or 1,000-pounder gun of the vVar Department. There has been no price submitted to the department for large wroughtiron guns less than eighty cents or a dollar a pound. I state this merely to
show how expensive these heavy wrought iron guns are, and how much more
work 1 think cast-iron guns can accomplish for the same amount of money expended. I might give the amount in 15-inch guns, which we ktH!W to be successful guns. '.rhe 1,000-pounder gun bas not yet been made, and its success
is still perhaps problematical. But the price of that wrought-iron gu-n would
purchase about eight of the 15-inch gun-I mean the wrought-iron gun of
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13-inch calibre. I think the War Department has ordered an experimental
wrought-iron gun to be made at a dollar a pound.
Question. Will you now describe, so far as you have not already done so, each
of the guns used for he.a vy ordnance in our fortifications, with its peculiarities '(
An;:;wer. In regard to the smooth-bore guns I have already given the calibre,
the material of which, and the manner in which they are made-that is, upon
Major Rodman's principle-the weight of the projectile, and the charge of powder; and I have given the cost of the 15-inch guns. I can give the cost of
the others as it was when I left the Ordnance Office; but I am not certain that
it has uot been changed since then. I left about the middle of September lust.
Question. I want you to describe the different guns used in this country fur
heavy ordnance, and then those used in Europe, and compare the two kinds as
to merits, &c.
Answer. I have already stated that I think the guns used in this country are
of larger calibre than those used abroad-certainly than those used in England.
I am not familiar with those used in France or in Prussia at this time. But
our guns are of larger calibre than those used in England, and are very much
cheaper. And I consider them, in consequence of their larger calibre, to be
more powerful than the guns now used there.
Question. How does the Parrott gun compare with the Armstrong and the
Whitworth gun?
Answer. It is a much cheaper gun-very much cheaper; but it does not fire
so heavy a charge of powder, and the range and penetration of its proj ectile is
necessarily not so great as that of the Armstrong or of the Whitworth gun.
In the first place, I think the Parrott gun a very effective gun when properly
used, and in consequence of its cheapness more desirable than the Whitworth
or the Armstrong gun. 'l'hose guns until lately have been made on the breechloading principle ; but that principle has been abandoned, and they make them
now mostly muzzle-loading. The Armstrong and the Whitworth guns are constructed alike, I believe; they are built-up guns-that is, there is an inner tube
of wrought-iron or steel, and other tubes very nicely turned and bored out,
which are heated and then slipped over this ~ube and allowed to cool and shri11k
on it, one over the other, until the requisite thickness is obtained. But some
of these have thus far failed, and have not been extensively introduced into the
English service.
Question. Do those guns possess any peculiar merits on account of which
you would deem it advisable that we should adopt some of them into our service 1
Answer. I would not recommend their adoption at all. In the first place, I
believe the English, although they are still experimenting with the Armstrong
gun, have abandoned all the old breech·loading Armstrong guns except the 110pounders. And if I understand correctly, they are making no more 110-pounden;
breech-loading, merely uRing such as they already have. They made a large
number of them at a very great expense. I consider the Parrott gun, consiJ.ering its cheapness, the most effective rifled gun there is. It has failed somt·times, but I do not know of any rifled gun that has not failed. It may ue
stated that quite a number of Parrott guns have failed in the hands of the
army at Charleston. Captain :Mordecai told me, I think, that something like
twenty had failed altogether of the 100 and 200-pounders. But the navy, in
their land batteries and on board their ships, have lost ve1y few indeed, not
more than one or ~two, if I am correctly informed. That has led many to suppose that those guns have not been properly treated and handled on the part of
the army.
Question. What, in your opinior ,, is the best smooth-bore gun for heavy
on1nance 1
Answer. I think the cast-iron guns, cast on the Rodm:=tn principle, are the
best.
5
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Question. And the best rifled gun 1
Answer. As I stated before, I consider the Parrott gun the best rifled gun,
considering its cheapness.
Question. Is there any advantage in the Rodman mode of manufacture; and
if so, what is it?
Answer. Yes, sir; it gives greater strength to the gun to resist the force of
the discharge, and greater strength to the surface of the bore to resist the
bounding of the projectile. 'l'hat has been established for twelve or thirteen
years past by experiments made at the government expense. They were commenced in 1849, if I am correctly informed, by casting a pair of 8-inch guns.
They were cast from the same metal, melted in the same furnace, which ran
into the same pool, from which there were two outlets, the one leading to the
gun cast solid in the ordinary way, and the other to the gun cast hollow and
cooled from the interior. 'l'hose two guns W8re tried, and though neither of
them stood as much as they ought, the hollow-cast gun stood very much more
than the other.
Question. At whose suggestion was that experiment made 1
Answer. It was made at the suggestion of the Chief of Ordnance; General
'l1alcott was the Chief of Ordnance at that time.
Question. Was that the first gun you ever knew to be cast hollow?
Answer. No, sir; that was not the first one; but it was the first one cast by
the government. Captain Rodman in 1843 or 1844 first advanced the theory
of his method of casting guns. I was then stationed at theW atervliet arsenal,
and I recollect seeing a letter from him in which he set forth this theory of
his, and h e told me that he sent a copy of that same paper to the Chief of
Ordnance, General Talcott. It seems that General Talcott did not consider it
of much value, and would not consent that the government should go to the
expense of trying it. Captain Rodman, however, was so firmly convinced of
the value of his discovery that be, with Mr. Knap, who was tllen one of the proprietors of the Fort Pitt foundry, in Pittsburg, went to the expense of trying it
upon a pair of 32-pounders. Those two guns were made and tested, and the
results were so satisfactory that th~ ordnance department then consented to try
the principle at the government expense, and in 1849 this trial I have spoken
of was made.
Since that time, up to 1858, seven pairs of guns, of 8 and 10-inch calibre,
have been made and tried, and the result in every case was in favor of the
ht ,Jlow-cast gun, for hardness and endurance in every way. Those trials, howe-ver, developed the fa~t that the model of the then service guns was defective ;
that it could not be relied upon; that even though we might cast a gun on
Captain Rodman's principle, we would not necessarily get a good gun, because
there was not enough metal behind the bottom of the bore.
In 1857 the ordnance board concluded to change the form of the gun and to
correct• this defect. A pair of guns were cast, the one cast solid, and the other
east hollow. Those guns were fired over 4,000 times with solid shot, weighing
125 pounds, and with charges of powder varying from fourteen to eighteen
pounds. Neither of the guns broke. But it was found that the solid-cast gun
had enlarged to more than an inch in depth around the scat of discharge, while
the hollow-cast gun was very slightly enlarged, not more than one-third as
much. 'l'he experiments were made in this country.
In England some experiments were made to verify this mode of casting guns.
You may recollect that during the Crimean war great difficulty was experienced
with the mortars at Sweiborg ; they burst after :200 or 300 rounds, and very
great complaint was made of them. Sir Charles Napier thought it was due to
the too rapid firing; others thought it was due to some defect in the metal.
'l hey finally tried Captain Rodman's plan, and had two pairs of 13-inch mortars
cast, one of each cast hollow, and one of each cast solid. They were suspended
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then, like a pendulum, so that they could be fired very rapidly. I am told that
they fired them so rapidly that they kept one and two balls in· the air at a,
time. The solid-cast mortars gave way after about 700 rounds, while the
hollow-cast mortars were fired 2,000 rounds, and were then apparently as good
as eYer.
These are the facts which led the ordnance department to adopt that plan,
and to require all guns of large calibre to be cast upon it. All the 15 inch guns
of the navy are now required to be cast hollow.
I do not think it is possible to make a good gun of cast metal of large calibre,
say 15 or 20 inches, without resorting to Captain Rodman's plan. The shrinkage of the metal is so great in cooling that sometimes large guns, cast solid,
Lave burst open merely in cooling. The fact which first led Captain Rodman
to inves6gate this matter was this : He observed that chilled rollers cooled very
snc1denly from the outside, sometimes burst open, and he concluded that a similar
strain was produced in the casting of cannon solid, although in a less degree,
because cooled more slowly from the outside. Cooling from the interior, you
ought not only to obviate the bursting strain, but reverse it and give additional
strength to the gun.
I am not certain whether they have yet adopted this principle of Captain
Rodman in France, but I understand it is the opinion of the officer in the French
navy who, by direction of the Emperor, has charge of experiments with cannon,
that the best way to make a heavy gun is to cast it on Captain Rodman's plan,
and then band it on the Blakesly plan, or the Parrott plan, which plans are
much alike.
Captain Parrott is now proving this plan. His first guns were cast solid,
bored out, and then banded. But he has now completed his arrangements, and
is CjSting them hollow.
Question. Any gun can be strengthened by being banded, I suppose 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What tests are applied to those guns by the government 1
Answer. In the first place, a test gun is fired with three proof charges, each
.of which consists of a solid shot, and a somewhat larger charge of powder than
i:5 used for ordinary service. After that the test gun is fired 1,000 rounds with
service charges. If it stands it is accepted, and the contractor or founder is
directed to go on and make the rest like it.
Question. What tests are applied to those other guns before they are adopted
and used by the government 1
Answer. 'l'here is an officer at each foundry who looks after the manufacture
of the guns made there. He sees that the proper pig metal and fuel are used ;
that the metal is exposed to the fire in a state of fusion for a certain length of
time. He measures the gun very carefully, and takes out specimens of the
metal from different parts of the guns, pulls them apart to ascertain the tensile
strength of the iron, and gets the specific gravity of the iron. After that the
gun is fired three times with charges somewhat greater than the service charge.
The service charges formerly used were very much larger. But it was found
that guns were very much strained by such proof, and weakened unnecessarily,
so much so that a gun which had passed proof might burst in three or four
rounds afterwards.
l~uestion. What proportion of our land and sea armament is of rifled ordnance 1
Answer. I could not tell you that exactly without reference to the records;
but I know that the ordnance department have endeavored to get all the heavy
iron guns, both rifled and smooth-bore, that they could obtain . 'l'he rifled guns
being made exclusively by Captain Parrott, they have, of course, been limited
by his capacity to manufacture them. He has enlarged his establishment very
mtH.:h since the war commenced. I could not tell the number now furnished.
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Question. Is the manufacture of that gun necessarily limited to Captain
Parrott 1
Answer. He is the patentee of the gun; he was told, when I was in the
Ordnance Office, to go on and make all the guns he could; all the guns he conld
make in a vear would be taken ; and the E~ame with all the other foundrie8 for
t>mooth-bo1~ed guns. Captain Parrott has had to make them for both the mmy
and navy. My impreE~sion is, that he has made, for the army and navy, over a
thoueand heavy guns since the war commenced.
Question. Would it have been desirable to have had those guns furnished
faster than they have been 1
Answer. We could have used them. Yes, sir; it would have been desirable
to have had them faster; that is, to meet the calls for them. I do not know that
the service has suffered at all from not having those guns faster; but the ordnance department could not furnish them to mret the demands of the different
cities along the sea-coast, particularly when they anticipated trouble with E11g··
land. Nearly every seaboard town then wanted all its forts properly manned
with the heaviest guns.
Question. If other founders had been permitted to manufacture that gun, could
not they then l1ave been furnished to the government more rapidly 1
Answer. I think they could, if there were other founders who could have
made them; I do not think that Captain Parrott would have objected to anybody's making the gun if any one had been prepared to do so. An advertir:oement was put in all the papers, offering to take guns from any person for a yearas many as they could make-at a certain prier; none of them, however undertook to make the Parott gun, although I presume they could have made them
if they had desired, without any objecti0n from Captain Parrott, by paying him
for the use of his patent.
Question. You do not know that it was ever suggested to any othfi'r establishment to enter upon their manufacture 1
Answer. I know that there was an establishment in New York that made
some small guns on Captain Parrott's plain, for the State of New York, and
some of them afterwards came into the possession of the United States; but it
did not make many of them.
Question. Is there a necessity now for having the Parrott gun faster than
they are being furnished 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not think t.bere is; I think they are furnished now
about as fa&t as the appropriations admit of their being paid for. My idea is,
that some better gun than the Parrott gun may be produced before long. Captain
Parrott may improve his gun so as to make it a better one. I think they have
been furnished about as fast as they should have been furnished.
Question. When were rifled guns first introduced into our service 1
Ans~V('l'. We bad no rifle guns in our service up to the commencement of the
war in 1861; they were introduced immediately after the war commenced. I
was at that time, in April, 186 J, stationed at West Point, and was req nested by
Cu1oncl Craig, then Chief of Ordnance, to go over to Captain Parrott's foundry
and examine some of his rifled guns which he bad just invented, and of which
he bad made a few. I was told to go there and test them, and report upon
them. I did so, and since that time Captain Parrott bas been making them fnr
the service as rapidly as he could. Those were the first rifled guns introduced
into the service. General James had submitted a plan, and had made a contract
with Mr. Floyd, when Secretary of War, for rifling all our old guns; but when
GL:neral Ripley came into the office, one of the first things he did was to have
that contract set aside; and it is very well that be did so, for all our old guns
would probably have been ruined by tbis defective mode of rifling. The contract was for $100 each for rifling the cast-iron gm1s, and $50 each for the bronze
guns; we know now that the actual cost of rifling an old gun does not amount
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to $10. I have been engaged at the arRenal here in ri:Bing them for some time
par-t.
Question. Do you know the reason why General Ripley had that contract set
aside 1
Answer. I do not; I think, though, it was from representations made to him
of the defective character of the invention or improvement of General James.
I know that I had a great deal of talk with him myself on this point. I had
hnd much experience in experimenting with rifled guns at West Point; and
although I had never seen any guns tried that had been rifled upnn General
James's plan, yet I knew, from comparing tho results, that that plan was very
inferior to those that had been tried at West Point.
Question. Was there known at that time, or prior to that time, any plan of
rifling that had been tested and proven 1
Answer. None in this country; none but the Arms rong gun. I burst three
large guns at West Point of different kinds, showing defective modes of rifling.
One of them was a gun rifled on the French plan, which burst after a few discharges; but there was nothing adopted until the commencement of this war.
Question. Has there been, to your knowledge, any unnecessary delay in introduciug rifled guns into the service 1
Answer. No, sir; I think the department has sought to get all the good rifled
gu ll s it could; at least those that were reliable, and those that were reasonable
in price, for that was one consideration.
Question. Do you know what "royalty" is paid to any of the inventors or
mauufacturers of any of the guns now in use by the government 1
Answer. I know about the "royalty" on Captain Rodman's improvement in
manuf.i cturing guns. When Mr. Floyd was Secretary of vVar he decided to
ad opt Captain Rodman's plan, and required all cast-iron guns to be cast on that
plan. He agreed to pay to the proprietor of the patent, who is Mr. Charles
Kn:1p, of the Pittsburg foundry, twenty per cent. over the then cost of cnst-iron
guns. That was afterwards confirmed by General Ripley; and, in making
his arrangements with different foundries, he added 1-f0 cents per pound to the
cost of the gun, in order that the manufa.c turer might use that patent without
any extra cost to himself. The old price was 61 centR per pound, and 1-{0 cents
p er pound were added, and afterwards paid for these guns. Since then the
price has been increased, I am told, to 9~ cents per pound, on account of the
increased expense of manufacture.
Qnestion. Has the "royalty" been increased?
Answer. I do not think it has.
Question. So you understand the "royalty" now to be, and always to have
been, 1120 cents per pound?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How about the Parrott gun 1
Answer. He, being the owner of the patent, is paid a fixed price for his guns;
we do not know how much profit he makes. His prices, however, have always
been reasonable for his guns and for his projectiles.
By the chairman :
Question. Do you know the difference between the price of the Rodman gun
and the price of the Parrott gun 1
Answer. I cannot tell you exactly. For the 10-inch Rodman gun, I think,
they pay now 9~ cents per pound. 'I'hey pay Captain Parrott, for his guns,
not far from double that price. The reason for that is, that there is a large
amount of wrought-iron in the gun, which increases the expense.
(~uestion. And the rifling also makes some difference 1
.Answer. Yes, sir; but very little, however. lt would not cost more than ten
dollars to rifle the gun.
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By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Do you know the amount of "royalty" p:;tid to Captain Parrott for
the guns of which you spoke, which were manufactured by other parties 1
Answer. None whatever, I presume; Captain Parrott receives a fixed price for
his guns 1
By the chairman :
Question. Is there any " royalty " on the Dahlgren gun 1
Answer. None that I know of. 1'hat gun is used by the navy, and not the
army. That gun has always cost more than the Rodman gun, for the reason
that Captain Dahlgren has required it to be cast very full in the chase, and a
great deal of the metal was turned off and lost. While the ordnance dep:utment of the land service has been paying 62" cents per pound for its columbiad:",
the navy has been paying the founders S,i cents per pound for the Dahlgren
gun, in consequence of the peculiar mode of manufacturing them.
Question. Then his gun is more expensive than the Rodman gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. With the "royalty" added 1
Answer. That has been the case.
Question. What is the difference between the Dahlgren gun and the columbiad, and which was the more expensive of the two 1
Answer. The Rodman gun is the columbiad modified; the difference between
Rodman and Dahlgren guns is in the exterior form, in the chamber, and the
mode of casting. The old colnmbiad was cut off square at the bree.ili, in order
to get a high elevation in firing ; it is capable of being fired at an angle of
thirty-five degrees elevation. Captain Dahlgren's gun is not intended to be
fired at an angle of more than 10 or 15 degrees.
Question. You have stated the difference in price of those two guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir. While the ordnance department were paying 6~ cents per
pound for the columbiad, the Navy Department were paying S! cents per pound
for the Dahlgren, of nearly the same weight, in consequence of its being required to be turned down a great deal in the chase, and a great deal of the metal
wasted.
QueRtion. You have said that there was no "royalty" on the Dahlgren gun
that you know of1
Answer. Not that I know of. I have always understood that Captain Dahlgren invented that as an officer of the government; that it was a part of his
duty, and be claims no "royalty." Whether be has a patent or not for it, I
do not know.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. Have you any means of judging of the comparative merits of the
distribution of the metal in the Rodman and the Dahlgren guns 1
Answer. I think the distribution of the metal is better in the Rodman gun.
I do not think there is any very essential difference, however, in the two formil.
Captain Dahlgren's gun has the metal tapering off more suddenly in advance
of the reinforce, and Captain Rodman's gun tapers more gradually towards the
muzzle.
1 1 here has been quite a long correspondence between Captain Rodman and
Captain Dahlgren in regard to the forms of the guns. Captain Dahlgren hrts
accused Captain Rodman of plagiarism in adopti11g his (Captain Dahlgren's)
form for his (Captain Rodman's) gun. Captain Rodman denied it, and had a
drawing made representing his 15-inch gun full size, the Dahlgren 11-inch gun
with its bore enlarged to 15-inches, and the old 10-inch columbiad, which was
originally invented by Colonel Bomford. Tho8e three guns had the same axes,
and the same outlines of uore. The outsides of the three guns were contrasted
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so as to show wherein they differed, and it was shown that Captain Rodman's
15-inch gun more nearly resembled the old 10-inch colnmbiad than Dahlgren's
11-inch gun.
Question. Have the affairs of the Ordnance Bureau, so far as your knowledge
extends, been conducted with intelligence, energy, and integrity 1
Answer. Yes, sir; certainly with integrity and with great zeal. I may say,
on the part of the former chief of ordnance with whom I served. He may have
erred sometimPs ; and he may have created a great many enemies by refusing
to adopt inventions which he thought were unfit or not suited to the service, or
were too expensive. But I am very confident, in fact I know, that h e was
actuated solely by the interests of the service, becaul!le I have been in a position
to know the fact.
Question. Have the James gun and the James projectile both proved failures 1
Answer. Yes, sir. The original plan was to rifle all the old guns in th e service. There was no di8tinct James gun that I know of. r_rhere was a James
projectile, which has been abandoned long since in the service. It bas done
very well on one or t-wo occasions, but there are others which are considered
much superior, and it has been thrown aside.
Question. What are the peculiarities and qualities of the Ames gun, so far as
you know?
Answer. Mr. Ames's guns are made of wrought-iron, in the shape of rings,
welded together. Each ring is carefully turned down, and then it is put in a
furnace and heated to a welding beat. It is then placed upon a mandrel, and
welded by a steam hammer working horizontally, or "a bumper," I think he
calls it. In that way the gun is made up by a succession of rings. He has
made some very strong guns in that way, but they were very expensive. Some
of them have failed from large cavities forming in the bore. If there is any
small flaw in the metal of the bore, it is liable to be enlarged very rapidly by
the firing. The gun has not been adopted in the service. It has been tried by
the navy, but it has never been tried by the army. I have understood that they
have refused to make any f11rther contracts on account of the enormous expense.
'l'he War Department, I believe, is having a very large gun made on this
principle, with a view to test it. It is not made by Mr. Ames, however, but by
a man in New York, who, I am told, is the original inventor of the plan.

Testimony of CommodaTe Jolm Rodgers.
W ASHJNGTON, February 3, 1864.
Commodore JoHN RoDGERS sworn and examined.

By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the naval service 1
Answer. I think I am commodore now; I have been nominated and approved
by the Senate to that rank, but not yet commissioned. I have acted heretofore
as captai11 in the navy.
[The resolution of the Senate, of January 2.5, 1864, in relation to heavy ordnance, was read to the witness.]
Question. Where have you been performing service for some time past 1
Ao.-3wer. I h we boen both in the James river and in the South Atlantic
blockading squadron.
Question. What have been your opportunities of knowing about the strength
and usefulness of the fifteen-inch gun used in the navy, sometimes called the
Rodman gun 1
Answer. I have seen it used in action.
Question. '.ro what extent'?
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Answer. I saw it used in the attack by DuPont on Charleston, and I afterwards had an opportunity of seeing jt used on a rebel iron-clad.
Question. On the Atlanta 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Whatdoyou say of the strength, durability, and usefulness of that gun 1
Answer. Only the heaviest ordnance which a vessel can carry ought to be
used against other iron-clads. But against wooden vessels I should prefer a
lighter gun.
Question. I am speaking now of the gun itself-whether it will stand a
sufficient charge of powder to send a bal1 with the requisite force.
Answer. The special case, probably, about which you want information, is
the fight with the Atlanta. She came down to attack two monitors, one of
which, named the Weehawken, was the vessel I commanded. The Atlanta
carne down deliberately, confident that she could take two monitors. Captain
,vV ebb, her commander, told me after the fight that he was in Norfolk when the
fight came off between the Merrimack and the Mo11itor, and, because the Merrimack withstood the Monitor, he had no doubt that the Atlanta could take two
monitors. I presume he was referring to the reputed greater strength of the
Atlanta.
Question. The Atlanta was an iron-clad 1
Answer. Yes, sir. r_rhe first shot that was fired from tho Weehawken was a
fifteen-inch cored shot, with a charge of thirty-five pounds of powder. r:rhe
cored shot is a fifteen-inch shot, with a six-inch sphere taken out of the middle;
hollowed to the extent of six inches, or of thirty-two pounds less weight than a
solid shot.
Question. Is it a shell 1
Answer. 'To that extent it is; but it is not loaded. The iron men thought
that as a hollow casting is more perfect than a solid casting, the strength of the
cored shot would be equal to that of the solid shot. Experiments, however,
with the trip-hammer here at the navy yard have proved that the solid shot is
very much the stronger.
The first shot that was fired by the vV eehawken at the Atlanta was at a
di:Stance of between three and four hundred yards, and, as I have said, with
tLirty-five pounds of powder. It broke a hole through the side of the Atlanta
some four or five feet long, knocked in about a couple of barrels of splinters of
wood and :iron, wounded a whole gun's crew, and prostrated between forty and
fifty men, inclt~ding those that were wounded. Those who were stunned by
the mere concussion remained insensible for some ten minutes. It completely
demoralized the crew. They had fancied they were in a secure castle-they
found they were in a paper house; and their running below I attribute, in a
great degree, to their surprise. 1'he effect of the shot I do not know of my own
l~now ledg-e, of course, because I was not on board the ship; but it was reported
by the officers of the Atlanta.
I have come to the conclusion, and I believe target experiments here at the
\Vashington navy yard bear it out, that nothing which covers the ships of Eng·
land and France can resist a 15-inch shot. Indeed, I think that a shot closely
delivered at either the \V arrior, the Gloire, or any of those vesse18, would
quarry a hole through the side, and if it hit at the water's edge the vessel would
go down like the shot itself. Against iron-clads. nothing can compensate for
weight of blow. The English, I think, have been led to fear that possibly their
best guns would not answer against ours; and Sir William Armstrong has made
a 600-pounder gun, which report says has failed in strength.
Question. Was the object of making that 15-inch ball hollow to diminish the
weight and consequent strain upon the gun, or was it merely because it was
supposed it would strengthen the ball1
Answer. I think the object was mainly to diminish the weight of the shot. I
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had some solid shot on board at the time. I was importuned to put in solid shot,
but I said no, put in the cored shot; it will have somewhat higher velocity, and
I am convinced it is quite as strong. I was -mistaken as to the strength.
Question. How many shots did you fire at the Atlanta before she surrendered 1
Answer. The first shot demoralized the crew, and they ran below; the next
discharge, of two shots, knocked in the pilot-house-she had two pilots and two
helmsmen-wounded both pilots and one of the helmsmen, and all the four men
fell down insensible upon the little platf?rm in the pilot-house, thus preventing
access to it. She lost her directive po,ver, and they ran up the white flag and
surrendered; but in the smoke, or from some other cause, their white flag looked
blue, which I thought was their battle flag. I came down from the pilot-house,
where I had been to examine more closely, when they sang out fi-om the pilothouse, "It is the blue flag, Captain Rodgers, it is the blue flag! " I then said
"Go on," and we fired one discharge more, which consisted of two shots, after
the vessel had surrendered. In firing at the Atlanta the first shot was the 1.5inch cored shot only; the next discharge was two guns, l l and 15-inch; that
made three shots, and after the second discharge the vessel surrendered. After
that I fired two more guns through mistake, not recognizing the flc:g, and not
anticipating any such speedy end to the contest.
I will give you a little anecdote related by one of the Atlanta's officers in
regard to that first shot. He was a lieutenant, who had been in our service.
He said that he saw the Weehawken coming up, and the captain of the gun
said to him, "That round thing is turning, sir." He looked. and saw the "round
thing n turning; he then saw the ports trained on him, saw the flash, saw the
ball coming, heard the report, and almost simultaneously had an intense sensation at the pit of his stomach. rrhe next thing he found himself lying on the
deck; he presumed he had been there about ten minutes; he said to himself,
"Am I hurt 1 " he ran his hands over his legs, his body, and his arms, and said,
"No, I am not hurt;" he jumped tip and looked around for his gun's crew, and
he found them all lying at his feet. vVith a few applications of his toe he
would wake a man up, saying, "Get up, gr t up." and the man would start to
his feet. At first the man would ~tare about him wildly, not knowing what was
the matter, but as soon as he got a little speculation in his eye he would dive
below.
Question. You were engaged in the attack on ~'ort Sumter, or on Charleston,
with Commodore DuPont 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I was also at the taking of Port Royal.
Question. Did you have those large guns there then?
Answer. No, sir; they were not in service at the taking of Port Royal.
There was nothing used there larger than the 11-inch guns. rl'he vVabash was
the most formidable vessel, on account of the greater number of hE:r guns, and
the consequent weight and concentration of her fire. She had 9-inch guus , aud
one 10-inch pivot gun on her upper deck, and one rifle gun.
Question. vVill you tell us about the attack by DuPont in Charleston harbor 1
vVhat was the effect of your guns on the fortifications there ·?
Answer. It was very difficult to determine what was the effect. I looked
and saw the fort pitted, as if marked with smu1l-pox, but I could not tell the
extent of the damage. rrhe walls might have been broken very extensively,
without our being able, at the distance at which we were, to detect the cracks.
I l3aw no hole through the walls, and no cr.tcks.
Que:~tion. At what distance did you attack the fort 1
Answer. I suppose we were some 500 yards from it.
Question. What is the range of those 15-inch guns-their effective range 1
Answer. That would depend entirely upon what you fire at. If you were
firing against wood, a Yery low velocity would crush it iu; and even at the
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extreme of its range it would be very formidable indeed ag::tinst any wooden
structure. Against an iron-clad it would have a very slight effect at its extreme
range.
Question. Is there any difficulty about the charge of powder you put in 1
Dare you put in as much powder as you think would be necessary to render the
ball effective 1
·
Answer. There is no difficulty at all; the powder is arranged before the vessel leaves port, in what the ordnance officers have decided by experiment to be
the proper charges. An ignorant man, for instance, would burst his gun if the
amount of powder to be used were left to his own volition. The powder is
weighed out and put up into cartridges of proper size.
Question. I did not know but, to a certain extent, you increased the charge
according to the distance .
.Answer. That is not allowed, because the ordnanee officers try all the charges
properly in a battery where no lives would be lost. But if an ignorant man
should burt:>t his gun and deatroy his ship it would be a national loss. .All their
experiments are first tried in an experimental battery, and then the proper
charges are made up.
I stated that in firing against the .Atlanta I used 35 pounds of powder; I am
told in the Ordnance Bureau that since then they find that the guns will bear a
very much higher charge of powder than that which I used; and against ;mother
iron-clad I should not hesitate to use 60 pounds of powder in that same gun.
Question. And that would add very materiallJ to the weight of the blow?
Answer. Very materia1ly; but the stunning effect even of that blow with 35
pounds of powder is, as far as I know, unique. There is nothing eli:le like it
that I ever heard of, of a number of men being stunned by simple concussion,
without receiving any permanent injury, or any actual blow.
Question. What do you say in regard to the accuracy of the gun?
Answer. It is very accurate.
Question. How does it compare in point of accuracy with the old 42-pounder,
for instance 1
Answer. It is quite as accurate.
Question. And il:l its range quite as long as that of the old smooth-bore 42pounder?
.Answer. It is essentially the same.
Question. The range, of cour:le, i1l not equal to that of the rifled gun?
Answer. It is not equal. But in an action between two ships, one armed with
smooth-bores, and the other with rifled guns, I am convinced that the smoothbores will take the rifles.
Question. Especially if the ship is fast enough to choose her distance?
.Answer. Yes, sir; the smooth-bores will take the rifles.
Question. Suppose that the ship that is armed with the rifles had the greater
speed, and could choose a long distance out of the range of the other?
.Answer. She would rarely hit. On shore you may hit at long distances with
a rifle; but a ship has three motions which tend to disturb the accuracy of the
shot. She rolls; she yaws, or changes her direction ; and she pitches. All
these motions affect the accuracy of firing, and the extreme accuracy which is
attained on shore cannot be had under ordinary circumstances at sea.
Question . .And consequently at sea you have to encounter at closer range 1
Answer. You have; and all the histories of naval fights, so far, show that no
action at very long distances is decisive. .A man involuntarily closes up with
his adversary until he wants to get away from him. vVhile he has fight in him
he wants to fight closely.
Question . .Are they using rifled guns to any .considerable extent in the navy 1
Answer. Not as broadside guns; the effect of the smooth-bore is to make a
larger and more dangerous hole than the other; and it has greater accuracy at
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sea, for a reason which would not, at first, be taken theoretically into account.
It is found the rifled shots, as soon as they strike the water, turn away or are
deflected from their line of fire. 'rhe reason is very plain, as they are long
projectiles. Any one accustomed to fencing knows that a light touch on the
point turns away the fiercest thrust. I have seen a rifled shot turn off at right
angles after touching the water; the round shot rolls over and goes on, and is not
deflected by the same cause. Then in order to avoid shooting over the enemy
sailors are carefully instructed to fire low. The chances ef hitting are not very
much diminished by the ball first touching the water, but if you shoot too high
your shot is, of course, entirely thrown away; and in order to insure the requisite lowness many of the shot will hit the water first, because, the vessel being
iu motion, a man can only form a judgment according to his skill, more or less
accurate, of the proper moment for firing. Now, these rifled shot which touch
the water first will be mainly lost, while most of the round shot will be effective.
Then, in consequence of the greater simplicity of the smooth-bore, it will fire
more rapidly tlmn the rifled gun; you thus ha-ve from the smooth-bore, within
a reasonable distance, a more dangerous projectile because a larger one, greater
rapidity of firing, and a greater proportion of shots that will strike the enemy.
Question. You do not know, then, that they are getting any large number of
rifled guns on vessels in the na-vy 1
Answer. Everybody does not think as I do; some people think that large
guns are the best, while other people prefer smaller guns; some prefer rifles,
and some prefer smooth-bores ; each is but for certain purposes.
Ques ~ ion. You are acquainted, undoubtedly, with the opinions of a great many
officers in the navy about the Rodman gun and guns formed on that fashion;
what is the prevailing sentiment among your men of experience upon that subject about the merits and usefulness of that gun 1
Answer. The Rodman gun, as I understand it, means a gun that is cast hollow and cooled from the inside. The general impression is that that is very
much stronger than one cast solid and cooled from the outside, as by the old
process. 'l'he Rodman gnn is cooled from the inside. Imagine a gun divided
into as many layers or concentric hoops as you please; the inside one is cooled
first, and consequently contracts to certain dimensions first; the one next outside, being more heated, when it cools is shrunk on to the central one, and so
the successive layers or hoops reinforce one another, and you get the whole
strength of the metal. Where you cool from the outside the process is reversed,
and the tendency of cooling from the outside is of itself to break apart the gun.
Question. 'l'he strain is in the same direction as that exerted by the charge
of powder when the gun is fired1
Answer. 1,he same. Of course the gun when cooled from the outside is carefully annealed to do away with that as far as they can; still, to the extent to
which the annealing is imperfect, the gun is weaker for the greater thickness.
There i:;; a very good exemplification of the effect of cooling from the outside
in a little philo:::ophical toy which is called "Prince Rupert's drop." Melted
glass is poured into water, and is cooled suddenly in the form of a drop or globule; it is very hard on the outside, but upon a small scratch it immediately
flies to powder.
Q.nestion. Larger guns are being used now, are they not, than were ever be.
fore used in the history of warfare 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but I do not belie-ve that the large-sized guns ordinarily
used on our wooden vessels are ad-vantageous. My own opinion is that in the
case of a vessel found with very large guns, and one with guns of comparati-vely
moderate size, the vessel armed with the large guns will be taken by the one
which has a battery of smaller guns. Take a vessel of the Wabash class, one
of the large frigates which has been the admiration of the world; her battery is
of 9-inch guns. Now, the question is debated whether you shall put 8-inch guns
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or 9-inch guns on board of her, wishing, of course, to give her the most formidable battery. The frigate is constructed to, aud will, carry a certain deck-load
of it·on in the shape of guns; and, as far as her sea-going qualities are concerned,
it is obviously a matter of entire indifference whether you put on her the same
weight in one sized guns or another, provided it be sufficiently distributed-not
all in one spot. The weight of a gun bears a certain proportion to the weight
of it.a shot. For instance, a 100-pounder gun with 100 pounds of metal to one
pound of shot would weigh 10,000 pounds; and in making a given class of
gnns they ordinarily 8peak of so many pounds of gun to one pound of shot.
Tho weight of a 9-inch shot is about 92 pounds; the weight of an 8-inch shot
i3 64 pounds, or about as 2 is to 3, leaving out fractions. It is obvious, then,
that if a vessel carries a given weight of metal, of 9-inch guns she could carry
in the proportion of but two, while of 8-inch guns she could carry three. 'l'hen,
in consequence of the greater lightness of the 8-inch gun itself, and of all its
eqnipments and ammunition-a lighter gun, a lighter sponge and rammer, a
lighter 8hot and a lighter cartridge-the one shot being 60 pounds and handled
with comparative facility by a strong man, and the other being 90 pounds and
handled with great difficulty, the 8-inch gun would fire somewhat faster than the
9-inch gun. Let it be supposed that the three 8-inch guns fire five times each,
while the two 9-inch guns fire four times ea::h; then the proportions of shots
which would be delivered hy thP. two classes of guns would be as 8 to 15. Now
I do not know a person who would not rather take his chances to receive eight
sl1ot from a 9-inch gun, than fifteen from an 8-inch gun.
Question. But if they should get a poke from your 1.5-inch gun you would
demoralize the whole crew 1
Answer. You cannot carry batteries of the 1.5-inch gun in broadside vessels;
it can only be carried on the monitor class, and for this reason: a man carries
more on his shoulder than he will in his extended hand. In the monitor the
weight is supported by the whole strength of the boat; when in broadside it has
a leverage. Yon carry a gun out on the side of the vessel and it pries on the
keel or backbone of the ship, and tend8, to a certain extent, to break the vessel
a1•art. In tbe other case the weig-ht is supported on the keel, which tl1ey make
as strong as they please by seven and sometimes nine strips, or keelsons, as
they call them, supported by the whole column of water united under the whole
vessel, and not merely by the film of water, as you may say, out on the side.
Now, too, if you take two weights and put them in the scales of a balance and
oscillate them, you will find that they move with a certain degree of force ; remove
tlw8e weights and put them over the centre, and the thing will oscillate with a
very different force. The reason is well understood; there is less momentum in
the one case than in the other.
Question. 'I' hen is it your opinion, in short, that lighter batteries are the best 1
Answer. No, sir; not that. My opinion is that circumstances alter cases;
that, for certain purposes, I would use the heaviest guns that can be marle; for
certain other purposes I would generally use lighter batteries than those now
employed in our ship;:;-ligh ter in individual guns, but amounting to the same
weight of metal, and throwing the same weight of shot as at present. But, for
particular cases, such as in the monitor class, which carry central turrets and
can carry heavier guns, and as against iron-clads, I would use only the heaviest
gun that I cuuld get.
Question. You are acquainted, undoubtedly, from your study of the subjectf,;r [ perceive you have made it a study-with the guns of other nations than
O'll'8. In short, what gun, in your judgment, is best on shipboard? I see you
'\ o .dd use different guns for different purposes. But has any nation got a gun
superior to ours, that yon know of 1
Answer. I think that no nation casts such good guns as ours. I think, how-
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ever, that the broadside batteries of England and France, in wooden ships and
against wooden ships, are far more formidable than our pivot batteries.
Question. Are they more formidable than our broadside guns 1
Answer. No, sir; because our broadside guns are the same. But we cannot
use our heaviest guns in broadsid8.
Question. Because they strain the ship too much 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. The pivot gun may be used near the centre 1
Answer. 'l'hey are pivoted to carry in the centre; but when you want to use
a pivot gun you use it on either side, running it out to its place with one or two
reach es. It is pivoted in the centre, and the carriage may be made long enough
to go from the centre out to the proper place at the side, so that you pivot it
with one motion. But, with a very large vessel, more than one pivoting is often
necessary. And I object to pivot guns because the weight of the battery, as
carried on one side, brings the vessel very much down in the water; and then,
having pivoted your guns on one side, the other side is entirely unarmed; and
any quick flhip, finding that you have all your guns pivoted on one side, by
running to the side that is unarmed, will, for a part of the time, have an opportullity to fight you without your having any means to defend yourself. and expos·
ing you to all the demoralization consequent upon such a situation. Besides,
if one shot from the enemy pierces near your water-line, you cannot afterwards
pivot your guns to that side without danger of filling with water. 'rhen, after
you pivot the guns on one side, and thus get your vessel down, it is difficult to
get them up hill to pivot them on the other side.
Question. Do England and France use these pivot guns 1
An s ~Yer. Not so extensively; not mainly, as we do in many of our vessels.
I thh1k that is a mistake on our part. Dahlgren, I believe, does not think so.
It is a matter of opinion.
Question. And you think that uo nation has more formidable guns than we
have 1
Answer. Our guns themselves, I believe, are the best in the world. We only
use the Rodman principle, which, I think, is the strongest manner of making guns.
But gun-making is not my specialty.
Question. But gun-using is 1
Answer. My information leads me to believe that our guns stand better tests
than theirs; I think our modes of testing are more refined than theirs; and, iu
a word, our guns are better.
Question. What was the effect of the enemy's shot upon our monitors in Charleston harbor 1 They are a new thing, and there has been some controversy ai5 to
what extent our monitors were injured in that fight.
Answer. The question of the extent to which they were injured, whether
much or little, will be answered according to your point of view. You get a
patent arm, and go out with it to fight for your life. You find, after you have
fired a few times, that the gun will not go off. After the action you bring it
back to the gun-maker, and say to him: "I don't like this gun; it don't go off."
He looks at it, and says: "It is a mere nothing; it is only this little screw. I
will fix it for you in a moment.'' Now, it is a very little matter in the gunmaker's opinion; but to you, who are fighting for your life, it is quite an important afl'air. Now, the mechanic may say that these vessels received very
little damage; th8 man who had to take them into action might think the damage
great. '!'here are two points of view : the one, a mechanical point of view; the
other, a point of view as to their ability to continne fire.
Question. I take it for granted that when a ship is rendered useless to annoy
the enemy it is injured 1
Answer. There were four monitors out of seven more or leEts injured. In two
of them) I think, the port stopper-ball stopper-was jammed while closed, so
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that a gun in each of them could not be used at all; and in two of them the turrets
were more or less jammed. r_rhere were very good reasons for thinking these
monitors, which were injured, inefficient, or ho-rs de combat, after that action.
It may be found that the remedies which they have applied to obviate those
difficulties have obviated them.
Question. Then they have endeavored to do that 1
Answer. 'l'hey have tndeavored to do that. For instance, they have put on
a heavy rim of iron in places that were beat in, and certain points of weakness
have been strengthened. I suppose it is a subject which engages a great deal
of the thought of the country; it surely costs a great deal of money, making
iron-clads. And the relative merits of monitors and of vessels of the Ironsides
class, or the Warrior class, has been the subject of a great deal of attention.
England and France have gone in for the Warrior class; we, in this country,
have principally gone in for the Monitor class.
Question. Which do you prefer 1
Answer. I was going on to state. The Monitor class has, say twenty inches
of surface, above water, to be plated. 1'he Warrior class has, say twenty feet
of surface to be plated. Now, with equal hulls to bear the weight, it is obvious
that you might make the Monitor class twelve times thicker than the Warrior
class; or, more exactly, the increased thickness would be proportionate to the
diminished surface. As you make the surface to be plated less, having the same
hull to bear up the weight, the thickness may be greater. In other words,
having the least possible surface to plate in the monitor, JOU may make the
.impregnability the greatest possible; and because you have a central turret,
supported from the keel, and nearer the centre of motion, you may carry a
heavier gun there than it is possible to carry in broadsides.
The Monitor class, then, will have greater impenetrability and heavier ordnance; and, other things being equal, hull and speed, if you have developed in
each class of vessels their utmost strength, the Monitor class will take the
Warrior class.
Question. Can you give the monitors as much speed, and will they be as good
sea-going vessels as the others 1
Answer. The other vessels have their particular advantages. They have a
better battery for ordinary battering purposes ; are far more formidable against
ports; will probably be found to be more healthy, and will probably be able to
endure the sea longer. And for certain purposes the Warrior class of vessels
are much the best. But when you come to measure the two vessels, the one
against the other, then the Monitor class will take the Warrior class; and possibly, as fighting ports may be considered the exceptional case, and fighting
ships the regular one, the Monitor class may be considered the more formidable
vessel for navy service.
Question. But suppose you cannot get the same speed on the monitor; would
not that be a great defect1
Answer. Yes, sir, that would be a great defect. But I do not know how far
that difference of speed is inherent; I do know that the raft, the over-hang,
of the monitor is a very great drag ; but I think that that, to a very great
degree, can be obviated. But it is plain enough, as you will see, that the
Monitor, with its less surface to plate, and consequently thicker plating, with
its central turret carrying heJLvier guns, and throwing heavier shot, must, with
other things equal, overpower the Warrior class.
Question. Is it your opinion that the monitor will ever be a sea-going craft 1
Answer. Yes, sir. However, that depends upon what you mean.
Question. I mean could it go to the West India islands or to Europe 1
Answer. This is inherent jn the monitor : that, built near the surface of the
water, at sea the water will wash over the decks, and the people will be forced
mainly to live below, with all the consequent disadvantages. But I have no
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doubt at all of their entire safety in a gale of wind if they are strongly built·
Everything that is lighter than water will float upon it at the top. A cake of
ice, which is about the same specific gravity of the monitors, with as much
floating above as below the surface, as it comes down from the arctic seas, is
overwhelmed by waves whi~h pass entirely over it; but submerge it as deep as
you may, being lighter than water, it continues to come to the top, until finally
it is dissolved. A raft, as the waves dash over it, comes up again on top of the
water. When I was making my first trip in .the Weehawken I perceived,
from my previous experience, that she would be very much covered up by the
waves ; but I said : There is no harm in that, because she is bound to come up ;
it would be a miracle if she did not.
Question. But in the mean time the crew must have some breathing place 1
Answer. Undoubtedly ; and if the vessel leaks more than the pumps will
throw out, then it is clear enough that she will go down, and so WQuld any
other vessel. But as she starts out lighter than the sea, she is .going to remain
on top until water enough is added to make her heavier than the sea; and,
therefore, so long as you can keep the water out of the monitor, she must float
through any hurricane that ever blew. The problem is to devise such pumps
a.Jid such tightness that the water in her shall not increase faster than you can
throw it out. In regard to the monitors which have sunk, especially the old
monitor, the water came in too fast, and clown she went; and I think that in
the old monitor the overhang broke apart from the hull.
Question. Is not there a tremendous strain on that projection, and can you
really overcome it, and make the vessel strong enough 1
Answer. That is a problem which the sea and engineers have to solve. It is
a very great strain. Mr. Stevens, an eminent English engineer, tested the percussive force of the sea, and found, by means of a dianometer, that it was about
6,000 pounds to the square foot. The dianometer is an instrument which may
be seen in museums and other places, which a man strikes to determine the
force of his blow, with the means of registering the degree to which the spring
is driven back. Three tons to the square foot is a very heavy strain. That,
however, was on an island, where the breakers rolled up, and where the force
was much greater than would ever be found in the open sea. It was a moving
wave, instead of a mere undulation.
Question. Is it your opinion that these heavily armored iron-clads will be
safe sea-boats with which to cross the Atlantic 1
Answer. You want to attain a given object, and you wish men and money to
attain it. If I were the government, in a grave resort I would send iron-clads
across the Atlantic without hesitation. Precisely as when you make an attack
you expect to lose some men : here you have a certain prospect, if you get to
the scene of action; if you do not get ther.e, it is the furtune of war. I do not
see any difference. I do not think it likely that it will ever be necessary to
t~end such vessels across. I would only do it in grave emergencies; because,
as far as public opinion has gone, it has established that they are not as good
sea-boats as wooden vessels. Still I have seen times when an ordinary sailboat, or even a skiff, except from starvation that would ensue, might have gone
safely across the Atlantic. That occurs, probably, for some little time nearly
every year.
Question. But you would not say it was a proper craft to undertake such a
voyage1
Answer. Certainly not; but the Dictator monitor would offer great temptation
to try. I think she would take the Warrior, Gloire, and Black Prince all together. In other words, the Dictator would be impenetrable to their shot,
while each of her shot would make a hole through either of them. But none
of the mpnitors now in use carry coal enough to cross the Atlantic.
Question. Her efficiency, at the same time, would depend very much upon
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her speed, would it not 1 If they could run two miles to her one, they could
choose their own distance.
· Answer. The Dictator, it may be safely presumed, would be faster than either
of those vessels, because her horse power is excessive. OrdinarHy two horse
power to three tons is considered a large allowance. That is quite a~ much, I
believe, as the Collins line of steamers had; quite as much as the Ounaders
have; and theN orth river steamboats have somewhere about that. The Dictator has five horse power to three tons. What that will do on this particular
craft remains to be seen.
Question. Wm the Dictator carry more than two guns 7
Answer. Only two. She bas so much machinery, and is so much given up
to horse power, that little room remains for guns. But it may be presumed that
she has attained higher speed than the other vessels. If she has, her guns will
pierce th~ir sides, while their guns will not pierce hers.
Question. Do you know how many d10ts were fired from these large guns,
say the 15-inch guns, in that attack upon Charleston 7
,
Answer. I have seen the number stated; I think it was not far from sixty.
· Question. In all your experience with these guns, have you known any of
them to be disabled-! mean by the charge, not by the enemy 1
Answer. No, sir; the charge used there was light. Subsequent experiments
in battery here establi::oh that much heavier charges can safely be used than
those which have been employed in service.
Question. On the whole, if I have understood you correctly, we are now
arming our sea-craft with guns of a heavy calibre; and you would rather have
it more distriblilted 7
Answer. I think so. But there is now a move in the other direction. The
opinion of many officers since the war has begun to set very strongly in favor
of broadside batteries instead of pivot batteries, and, as I said, the bureau is
coming into that view to a considerable extent, and modifying the batteries
accordingly.
Question. We were directed to inquire principally about the efficienry and
usefulness of tllese guns. The Parrott gun you have not said so much about,
I believe. Do you use that gun very much on board ships 7
Answer. Yes, sir; it is used quite extensively.
Question. What do you say of the Parrott gun as a useful and durable gun 7
Answer. I think it is useful and durable ; but, as I said before, I think that
for general services the smooth-bore is preferable, and for the reasons I have
given : that is, greater accuracy of fire at any close distance, in consequence of
the shot not being deflected upon the ricochet; greater simplicity, and consequently greater number of shots fired; and more formidable results, on account
of the larger hole.
Question. It is your opinion, then, if I gather yonr idea, that the Parrott gun
is better adapted to land service, and the smooth-bore to sea service 7
Answer. l mean to say that every ship should have some few rifled guns, to
be used in occasional cases. The long shots ordinarily are not worth their powder; they amount to little. The long shot on shore, where you can see whether
the shot falls short or goes over, and you can correct your range by elevation
or depression, is of more value ; but you cannot do that at sea, on account of the
motion of the vessel.
Question. Therefore, I supposed that your idea was, that because the ship
Lad a motion that prevented the accuracy that can be obtained on the land, you
think the Parrott gun is better adapted to the service on land 1
Answer. Many of the artillery officers, I believe, prefer to use the smoothbore, on account of its greater simplicity, greater rapidity of fire, and a larger
shell; therefore, it must be put down, as a general rule, that each gun is best
under some peculiar circumstances. But, as a general rule, the smooth-bore is
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the preferable gun on board ships. In the case of two frigates, the one armed
with rifles and the other armed with smooth-bores, I should consider the one
armed with smooth-bores the more formidable vessel.
Question. Is it your opinion that General Gillmore, from the po:;;itions he attained in the harbor of Charleston, could ,have reached and destroyed Sumter
with smooth-bores 1
Answer. I think not. My opinion is based solely upon what the engineers
say, who have a thousand sieges recorded, in which the distance of effective fire
is accurately measured, and who would tell you to a very few yards what was
the eff~ ctiV'e distance. They all state that Sumter was safe from any fire from
smooth-bores. Of course, they had reference to ordinary siege guns. What
the larger guns would have done can only be determined by trial. And, indeed,
engineering, and all knowledge of artillery, is now in a kind of transition state.
We have not had a sufficient number of experiments with these guns for men
to form accurate conclusions; and consequently the opinions of different men
vary. Up to the last few years, if you take artillery men, there was no difference of opinion among sound people, because so many accurate experiments are
recorded of sieges where feet are measured, and all the incidents known, that
they were able to tell y0u how long it would take to capture any given place.
At the sieg·e of Antwerp, the French general said exactly how many days it
would take him to capture the place, which was one of the strongest fortifications in Europe. And he actually did it on the very day which he had predicted. They can tell you how many men it will take to capture a place, and
how many men will be lost. In making this parallel, for instance, at such a
distance, they find from the comparison of so many sieges that a certain number
of men will be lost, and so on.
But all that is now changed, because things are in a 'transition state, in consequence of this new artillery which has lately been introduced into service,
and scarcely used at all in Europe. Indeed, they do not have these large guns
in Europe.
Question. It is your opinion that we are improving in our artillery over the
old method that you have been speaking of 1
Answer. Undoubtedly; it is an advance, that a 15-inch gun made such a
hole in the Atlanta and produced an effect different and greater than any known
before.
Question. If the French general had had guns of our calibre and effect, he
would probably have taken Antwerp quicker than he did 1
Answer. They have fine roads and great means of transportation there. But
it may be doubted whether carrying very heavy guns is practicable, for you
have to consider the difficulty of getting them into position. Where ·you have
motor transportation it is another affair.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. I wish to see if I have understood you correctly when speaking of
the Warrior and ships of that class. You have stated that they have superior
battering powers over the monitors.
Answer. I meant by that to refer to thP. larger number of guns that they
have ; not that each gun was more formidable. For reasons that I have already
stated, while the individual guns are not so large as the 15-inch guns, they have
more manageable guns, for they cannot carry such large guns in battery.
Question. I understood you to say, speaking in regard to forts, that they had
superior battering capacity; by which I understood that they would knock
down a fort quicker than a monitor would.
Answer. I can say what people report in relation to fighting duels. A man
who ordinarily can knock spots out of a card, when he has another man standing up before him with a pistol in his hand cannot shoot so accurately; and I
6
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have observed seveTal times that the enemy begin to shoot wildly when we
begin to shoot at them. In the Monitor class the firing is exceedingly slow.
They see you turn the turret ; they see the ports open, and when you fire the
people have gone, and you do not demoralize the men at all. But with this
heavy broadside, men do become demoralized. I saw the terrible effect of the
Wabash battery at Port Royal ; it was so rapid in its fire that the rebels on
shore reported in their papers that theWabash was twice on fire; it was merely
the flames coming out from her batteries. I took a powerful spyglass at the
time and looked through it, and saw the shells falling at a rate that perfectly
astonished me; so that nothing could live there. The men were driven. away
from their guns. Now, if the Wabash had had a slow fire, she might have
been destroyed, even if she had fired a 10,000-pound shot.
Question. The fire of those broadside batteries is more effective when directed
against masses of men 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but when you want to destroy a single ship, you mu;;;t use
such guns as will be most effective. Each gun of the Warrior is a terrible gun,
but will not pierce the Dictator; while the guns of the Dictator will pierce the
sides of any ship of the vVarrior class.
Question. If I understand you, the increased thickness of plating on the
monitor does not increase the weight any, it being only the same weight over a
smaller surface. Why is it, then, that the Warrior possesses greater speed and
sea-going qualities 1
Answer. Because the overhang of the monitor, or the raft, meets with much
greater resistance from the water than its mere cross-section would indicate.
Question. The effect produced by the wind is avoided by cutting down the
vessel. Does that in any way compensate for the overhang 1
Answer. It does not compensate in regard to speed, or it has not yet. The
monitors have all been slower than their calculated speed. 'rhe slip of the
screw is .excessive, arising, of course, from excessive resistance; and as the
model of an ordinary hull beneath the water is perfectly well known, and its
resistance thoroughly established by very many experiments accurately recorded, it is obvious that the excess is due to the overhang or unrecorded addition. Why that should be so, we do not exactly know; but the fact has been
found in a great many cases.
By Mr. Gcoch :
Question. What is the reason that our navy does not now, or has not heretofore opPrated actively against the city of Charleston 1
Answer. I do not kuow the reasons why they have not. I know the reasons
which would operate with me if I were commander. They may have acted
upon different reasons. Ordinarily and popuiarly, to take a place means to take
its defences. General Gillmore was forty-eight days on Morris's island actiug
against Fort Wagner, with some 10,000 or 12,000 men against a ganit>on of
about 1,500, more or less, assisted by the monitors and by artillery which excited the wonder of Europe. After forty-eight days he took the place, not by
his artillery nor by monitors, but by making military approaches and threatening to cut off their means of escape and take the place by assault. And when
he took it it was not so greatly damaged as to be untenable. Now, if General
Gillmore on the same island, assisted by his art1llery and the whole force of the
monitors, in forty-eight days, could not capture Fort Wagner by them alone, it
is perfectly certain that the monitors alone never can take the much stronger
defences which line James's island and Sullivan's island. In going up to
Charleston, therefore, he would have to run by the defences and leave the harbor, so far as they constitute the command of it, in the power of the enemy;
and when he got up to the city he could not spare a single man from l1is ID0 1litors, even if they should consent to receive him. And if he burned the town,
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he would burn it over the beads of non-combatant women and children, while
the men who defend it are away in the forts. I should be reluctant to burn a
house over a woman's and child's head because her husband defied me. Dahlgren, if he burns Charleston, ~ill be called a savage by all Europe; and after
the heat of combat is over, he will be called a savage by our own people. But
there are obstructions in the way which render it doubtful whether he can get
there. And if he goes up under the guns of those fortifications, sticks upon the
obstructions, and is finally driven off by any cause, leaving one or two of his
monitors there within their power, they will get them off, repair them, and send
them out to what part of the coast they please, and give a new character to the
war. r:l1 he wooden blockade will be mainly at an end ; unlimited cotton going
out, and unlimited supplies coming in. I see no good to compensate for that
risk, except it be in satisfying the national mind that retributive justice has been
done against the f'ity of Charleston-the nursery of the rebellion. He might
possibly go up there and burn the town, in which there are no combatants, and
a place which, in a purely military point of view, as far as I know, possesses no
value. 'l1o do that he risks losing vessels upon the obstructions; and if they
should be so lost and fall into the enemy's hands, a new phase will be given to
the war. In a word, I do not think the game is worth the candle. Whether
these reasons operate with him I do not know; they would with me.
Question. Do not the same objections obtain to General Gillmore shelling the
city as do to the navy doing it 1
Answer. I think so.
Question. Is General Gillmore now making any progress in the destruction of
the defences of Charleston beyond what they are repaired by increased fortifications?
Answer. I presume not. I presume the defences of Charleston a.re growing
stronger every day.
Question. Then is it not a useless contest on our part 1
Answer. No, sir; we have the wolf by the ears, and we can neither hold on
to him nor let him go without great inconvenience. You have stopped blockaderunning, and I presume it is expected abroad that you must hold on to what we
have. If General Gillmore should leave, it would, to a certain extent, be interpreted into a reverse.
Question. Cannot the navy stop the blockade-running without the army 1
Answer. 1 1he two play into each other's hands, though it is difficult to estimate the degree. But it is obvious that the army cannot stay there without the
navy, because the iron-clads of the enemy come out and cut off the supplies of our
army, and it would either have to starve or get out. The army, therefore, needs
the navy, and the army is convenient to the navy. The army prevents the occupation of the sand-hills on Morris island, on which, otherwise, the enemy would
erect very heavy batteries, of course, and be unseen until they were unmasked,
which would render it impossible for our vessels to lie insidA; so that if you withdraw either arm, you must take off both, and then resort to the previous outside
blockade.
Qutstion. Can the outside blockade be made effective 1
Answer. Not so effective. 'l1 he blockade now, however, is mainly effective
all over the coast, as the price of foreign articles of luxury and necessity in the
Confederate States goes to prove. It is obvious that a steamer or two entering
their ports, so far from serving any useful purpose of allaying their wants, only
keeps up the starvation, as it were.
Question. Do you see any prospect of a success on our part in our operations
against Charleston and its defences, with the army and navy as they now are,
or as it is proposed they shall be 1
Answer. It is obvious that Charleston may be taken by force enough. But
we must get our right arm free elsewhere before we can employ it there. The
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need is more troops. Now that is a point which we can very well afford to
wait for, and for which the country is in no great hurry. 'l'h~re are other
points-the army of the Potomac and Grant's army-which, I should think,
are far more important; and I presume that we cannot send General Gillmore
more troops, as that point can wait, and they would rather take the men that
can be spared and send thein to places where they fancy they are more needed.
Question. Have you any opinion of the number of troops it would require
to take Charleston 1
Answer. No, sir ; for this reason : that there are a certain number of troops
now in Charleston, and when we get a greater number of troops before it they
will also have more there. It depends upon their power at a given moment to
concentrate troops there to meet O"?r increased force. vVhen I was there they
said that they could get in a short time between 40,000 and 50,000 men in
Charleston ; that is, they would summon by telegraph all the troops fron1
Savannah and places in the vicinity within a day's reach of the railroad, and
while Gillmore had about 1.2,000 available men, these 40,000 or 50,000 troops
would be opposed to him in elaborate and skilful fortifications.
Question. I ,f Charleston is taken, wil,l it be taken by operations in the direction in which they are now being made by General Gillmore 1
Answer. That is a matter on which I am not competent to give an opinion.
It involves the studying of the various lines of approach, with accurate maps,
and belongs rather to the army than to the navy. But if I had th~ requisite
force I certainly would not, with my present views, go up in front of those
batteries; I would go around them. I think the rear of the town is not defended as the front is, because all the menace has been from the front.
Question. Can the monitors as at present constructed carry sufficient coal to
go across the ocean 1
Answer . .No; not as at present constructed.

Testimony if Mr. Ckarles Knap.
WASHINGTON, February 4, 1864.
Mr. CHARLES KNAP sworn and examined.
J?y the chairman:
Question. The Senate have instructed us to inquire as to the efficiency of
our heavy ordnance. What do you say in regard to the heavy ordnance we
are now manufacturing, as regards its efficiency, durability, and usefulness 1
Answer. I cannot answer that question directly, perhaps, but I can answer
it generally. I am proprietor of the Fort Pitt foundry, Pittsburg. I made
the first of those heavy guns, and have continued to make them since, and am
still employed exclusively in that business.
Question. On what principle are you making those guns 1
Answer. On the principle called the Rodman principle.
Question. Will you explain the mode of manufacture 1
Answer. This whole question has been pretty thoroughly investigated, so far
as regards the patent process, in the report of Messrs. Holt and Owen, and in
my answer to it. As far as the other matter is concerned, I am ready to answer
any question you may put in regard to the durability of the gun, &c. I think
there is plenty of evidence to show the superiority of the gun.
Question. How does the mode of constructing this gun differ from other modes
of manufacturing guns 1
Answer. Ordinarily cannon are cast solid and then bored out. 'l'he Rodman
patent is for casting' them upon a hollow core. The core barrel, as we call it,
is, as you may say, a water-pipe, in which is inserted a pipe, generally of cop-
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per, running down to within a few inches of the bottom, down through which
water flows, rising up outside of the copper pipe to the top, and then running out,
and we keep up a fire outside of the casting. In other words, it cools from the
interior instead of the exterior.
Question. And which, according to the results of experiments, gives greater
strength to the metal 7
Answer. Yes, sir. According to all the experiments of the government and
of myself, it is very decidedly superior. Here is a table showing very exactly
what the superiority is, the actual results of experiments, and the percentage of
superiority.
The trial tests commenced in 1848, and continued to 1858; and the comparative results, with the superiority of the hollow over the solid-cast cannon,
show the following percentage : ·
Solid.

Ho1low.

Percentage.

1848-8-inch columbiads ........ 85 rounds;
251 rounds;
295
1,105
1,500
1851-8-inch columbiads .......• 73
"
124
1851-10-inch columbiads ....... 20
249
120
1856-10-inch columbiads ....... 26
315
"
"
401
1857-10-inch columbiads ....... 309
1,600
"
"
903
1857-10-inch West Point ....... 169'
1,600
"
"
Mean superiority in six pieces, 491 percentage. Additional to this, in three
of the six cases, the hollow guns remained unruptnred, and would, if carried to
extremity, have increased this mean superiority largely. Total number of fires
endured by six solid-cast cannon (all broken) 772. Total number of fires endured by six hollow-cast cannon (three unbroken) 5,515.
,
These are actual powder tests. Mechanical tests and powder tes-ts do not
invariably agree.
Question. What are the mechanical tests-the hydraulic, or water test 7
Answer. Yes, sir, and the pulling the iron apart by strain, showing the tensile
strength.
Question. Are those mechanical tests res(n·ted to to try the strength of the guns 7
Answer. We always do that to test the metal previous to using it, and as we
go along. We never made a gun that we did not take a specimen out of it and
test it. Relatively the mechanical test is a very good test.
Question. It does not agree with the powder test, you say 7
Answer. Not entirely, for we sometimes get very superior mechanical tests,
and very inferior powder-tests; that is a matter of experience. I have been in
that business twenty years, and we still keep up the tests ; but we have to
judge by our experience. I do not rely altogether on the re.:~ults of tests.
Question. Has this Rodman principle of manufacture been patented 7
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Is Rodman the discoverer and patentee 7
Answer. Yes, sir. I say he is the discoverer, for I think he i.:~. I know he
is the patentee.
Question. How long has this method of manufacturing guns been in use?
Answer. The principle was announced to me in 1845 by Major Rodman,
then Lieutenant Rodman. And after making experiments to satisfy myself of
the value and practicability of the principle, I obtained letters-patent in his name
in August, 1~47.
Question. How long has the government been proving guns constructed on
this principle 7
Answer. Our first experiment, in which the government took any interest,
was in 1848.
Question. About how many guns do you f.'luppose you have manufactured on
this principle 1
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Answer. So far as I have received any compensation from the government
for them, up to January, 1861, I manufactured thirty-nine 8-inch columbiads,
Question. About how many have you manufactured since January, 1861
and what is the capacity of your establishment to manufacture guns?
Answer. We have made about thirty 8-inch columhiaQ.s, two hundred 10 inch,
and one hundred and thirty 13-inch mortars. My capacity is two 10-inch or
8-inch guns per day, three 15-inch guns per week, and two 20-inch guns per
month.
Question. Is this mode of manufacturing guns practiced in any other establishment than yours 1
Answer. I have permitted the South Boston foundry to manufacture guns on
this principle, and they have manufactured mortars, and 15-inch and some
10-inch columbiads, on this principle. ,Mr. Parrott, of the West Point foundry,
who is manufacturing the so-called Parrott guns, for which he has a peculiar
patent, when he came to manufacture his large calibres, desired to use th\s principle, and I have allowed him the privilege of using it in the manufactme of
what is called the 200 and 300-pounders; when he gets up to that capacity he
finds it desirable to manufacture them in this way.
Question. Are those thP only establishments where this method is practiced 1
Answer. I am quite sure they have made some in the Scott foundry, at Reading, Pennsylvania, though I have bad no returns from there.
Question. What is the price of guns made on this principle, as compared
with the price of guns manufactured on the old principle; or perhaps it would
be the same to ask, What amount of" royalty" for the inve~tion is added to
the price of the gun 1
Answer. The "royalty" added is one cent per pound. I would suggest
that there is another qHestion you might ask with pertinence. There is the
Rodman and the Dahlgren gun, of very nearly the same calibres.
Question. Well, I will inquire the difference in cost between the Rodman and
the Dahlgren guns of the same calibre, with the "royalty" included for th~
Rodman gun 1
Answer. I will speak of the prices of 1861, before the war prices came on.
The 9 and 11-inch Dahlgreri guns cost about ten per cent. more than the 8 and
· 10-inch Rodman guns with the "royalty" included.
Question. What causes that difference 1
Answer. Dahlgren endeavored to reach the same result in a different way.
In other words, he required the founders to cast his gun as nearly cylindrical as
was possible-as large in the chase nearly as it was in the breech-in order to
obtain equality in cooling. Then they had to put the gun in a lathe and turn
off all this extra meta:L
In 184 7 or 1848 Commodore Morris invited the founders, then consisting of
Mr. Alger, of Boston, Mr. Parrott, of West Point, Mr. Anderson, of Richmond,
and mysPlf, of Pittsburg, to meet him and decide upon what would be a fair
price for these guns. We took the standard price of the old columbiad, six and
a half cents per pound, as being a fair standard, and made our estimates so that
we did not· care whether we had an order from the War Office or from the navy ;
it was pecuniarily the same thing . . The result was that the prices we decided
upon for the Dahlgren guns, and which have been allowed ever since, were, I
think, ten or fifteen per cent. more than the price for the Rodman columbiad,
with the "royalty" added, owing to this great waste of metal in making the
Dahlgren-not only the waste of the iron, but the .additional cost of cutting it
off after the gun was cast. There is very conclusive evidence everywhere that
the Rodman is the better gun.
Question. How did the Dahlgren gun differ from the old army columbiad?
Answer. In its finished state 1
Question. Yes, sir.
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Answer. Not very material1y on the exterior, with the exception of what was
necessary in the cascable. All we want in the way of a cascable in the army
gun is the means of elevating and depressing. 'l'he form of the Dahlgren gun
is not very materially different from the others. There has been a controversy
between Dahlgren and Rodman in regard to that; Dahlgren thought Rodman
had stolen a little of his thunder. Interiorly the guns differ ; Dahlgren's
chambers have been different. Rodman has discarded chambers ; he does not
have chambers. His bore is a regular straight bore, with a cylindrical or elipsoidal end. I am persuaded that the chamber is mischievous.
Question. Is the price of these guns enhanced by the reason of their bigness
or weight1
Answer. Yes, sir, very considerably.
Question So that the heavier guns cost the most per pound 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. In what proportions 1
Answer. We have the same price per pound for the 8 and 10-inch columbiads; those we do not consider differ materially. The difference between the
9 and 11-inch navy guns is about 1i cent per pound. When we get up to the
larger calibres, say the 15-inch gun, then we increase the price per pound very
materially.
Question. What are you receiving for the 15-inch guns from the government?
Answer. 'l,hey weigh twenty-five tons, aod we are getting $6,500 each.
Question. I have understood that you are constructing a 20-inch gun on this
Rodman principle 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Has any gnu ever before been cast in this country as large as that 1
Answer. No, sir; nor anywhere else, except the bronze guns at the Dardanelles, that throw stones.
Question. How many of those guns are being constructed, so far as you
know 1
Answer. There is no order out but for the one. It is considered an experimental gun. Preparations have been made for it, and the day fixed for casting
it.
'
Question. It is not already cast, then 1
Answer. It is not cast. The metal is ready, and we will cast it next Wednesday.
Question. Do you know whether this principle of Rodman has been known
or practiced in Europe ?
Answer. It is known in Europe, but I do not believe it has been practiced
there; certainly never before the invention here by Rodman. But the reports,
which have been published by the Ordnance Office, of Wade and Rodman, have
been seen in Europe, and the principle, of course, is known there. And we
have had a great many ~uropean officers at the foundry witnessing the operation. But I do not think it has been practiced in Europe.
Question. All these large guns are smooth-bores, I suppose?
Answer. Not necessarily. In 1860 I made what is called the" Union" gun,
a 15-inch gun exteriorly, bored to twelve inches and rifled; and I have recently
made three navy 15-inch guns exteriorly, bored to twelve inches and rifled on
the plans of different inventors, to show which method of rifling is the best.
Question. What does the rifling add to the cost of one of these guns 1
Answer. I should say about $200; perhaps a little more, but about that.
Question. In so large a gun as that will the projectiles take the grooves Rnd
have the tifle motion 1
Answer. That is what we have just made those three guns for, in order to
experiment upon them. I have always told them I did not believe in them;
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but I suggested, that where there were so many people determined they would
hav~ rifled guns, it would be an easy way to settle the matter to have guns
made with different modes of rifling and different projectiles, and if they were
valuable it ·would be a good thing for the government. I suggested that view,
and the government is acting upon it now.
Question. You have been in the habit of casting guns on the old principle
for a long time, I believe 1
Answer. I commenced casting guns ·in 1842, and I have continued it ever
since. I commenced casting them hollow in 1845, but not for the government
until 1858 or 1859.
Question. Have you witnessed extensively the testing of these guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know much about the Parrott gun 1 Have you constructed
any on that principle 1
Answer. I have not constructed-any. Mr. ·Parrott constructs all those guns
himself.
_
Question. Do you understand hi~ to be a patent gun 1
Answer. He has patented the reinforce, which is a wrought-iron band, and
the mode of put.ting it on; and I suppose some portions of his patent are valid.
Question. Do you know what "royalty" we pay for his patent 1
Answer. I think t:tone whatever, because he charges so much per gun.
Question. Which is the dearest gun to the government, the Rodman or the
Parrott gun 1
Answer. I furnish now the 8 and 10-inch guns-which are equal to the 200
and 300-pounder Parrotts-for 9~ cents per pound. I think Mr. Parrott's
prices (he sells by the gun) would be 17 cents per pound.
Question. That is caused, in some measure, by this wrought-iron band 1
Answer. 'l'he cost to the manufacturer is enhanced, of course, by that, for
the wrought-iron band is very expensive; and, to say nothing of this patent,
the band of itself, to make it and bore it out and shrink it on, is worth probably
25 cents a pound.
By Mr. OdeU:
Question. What proportion of the Parrott gun is made up of wrought-iron 1
Answer. I have no data with me.
Question. Giv~ an approximate result.
Answer. ·I can give an approximate answer, but not an exact answer. I
should say that fifteen per cent. of the weight of the ' gun is of wrought-iron;
that is, the jacket increases the weight fifteen per cent.
By the chairmau :
Q.vestion. And the rifling process adds something more to the cost of the gun
over the smooth-bore 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and that depends upon the size of the gun.
Question. You say that the government pays no "royalty;" but is it not
manifest, from the price of the two guns, that the price to the government is
enhanced by the patent of Mr. Parrott and his monopoly of it 1
Answer. I do not know. For instance, Mr. Alger, of Boston, and the Scott
foundry at Reading, charge no "royalty'' to the government. They charge
the same that I do, but they pay me. 'l'he government does not pay me any
''royalty," and does not pay Mr. Alger or Mr. Parrott any "royalty." Mr.
Parrott pays me a "royalty" on his 200 and 300-pounders.
Question. But the government pays that at last 1
Answer. Certainly; that is an element of the cost of the gun. Really, so
far as I know, the government pays no "royalty," as "royalty," for any cannon they purchase.
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Question. But they pay an enhanced price for those guns in consequence of
their being a patent, and of the patentee having a monopoly 1
Answer. Yes, sir, so far as the 200 and 300-pounder Pan·otts go, and so far
as the 8 and 10-inch columbiads and the 15-inch navy go.
Question. And that enhancement of price, as I understand you, is about a
cent a pound 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What calibre of guns are you manufacturing now. principally 1
Answer. 'rhe last report from the foundry is, 7 9-inch navy, 6 10-inch army,
3 11-inch navy, 12- 15-inch army, and 1~ 15-inch navy, per week.
Question. You have known a great deal about guns, and I perceive that
your mind and attention has been turned to that subject for a great many years
past. Do you know of any guns of any other nation that you have reason to
believe to be superior to our Parrott gun, or to our Rodman columbiad 1
Answer. No, sir; not on the face of the earth.
Question. Have you ever tried to manufacture the Armstrong gun 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. You have seen it 1 '
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What is your opinion of it 1
Answer. It is a very good gun, but excessively expensive, and not very
durable.
Question. Do you consider it any better than our first-class guns 1
.Answer-. I would ask you what you mean by "better."
Question. I mean in point of strength, efficiency, and durability .
.Answer. They do not compare with ours; of course, cost is an element.
Question. Not exactly; I want to know, regardless of cost.
Answer. Well, sir, I do not think any of their guns are better, so far as regards strength, durability, and efficiency.
Question. If it was thought best to do so, could you, at your establishment,
manufacture the Armstrong or the Whitworth gun 1
Answer. No, sir; they are wrought-iron guns, and I confine my manufacture
to cast-iron. I could not make them with my present means of manufacture.
Question. They could be made in this country 1
.Answer. Certainly. Did you ever hear of a Yankee that could not make
anything that anybody else could'?
Question. What do you say about the Whitworth gun 1
.Answer. As a toy it is the most wonderful gun ih the world, but it is not fit
for actual service, for it requires such accuracy and delicacy of construction.
The bore is an octagon, and it has an octagonal projectile, and it requirbs very
delicate manipulation, and common soldiers in action are not very delicate fellows in handling their projectiles, and those guns would be very apt to jam.
1\llr. Whitworth himself, so far as I have seen, has got the best results we have
ever had. It is a perfect thing to show the state of the art, but for actual service, in my opinion, it is not worth carrying into the field.
Question. Do you know anything about the Ames wrought-iron gun 1
.Answer. I have beard of the gun, but I do not know anything about its
structure or capacity.
Question. Is there anything further that you would desire to state in reference to this inquiry 1
.Answer. I would say, as my opinion as a manufacturer, and from my examination of these guns, that there is not known any method of procuring the
same efficiency at the same cost and the same risk to life of your own men as
the heavy ordnance cast upon the Rodman principle. You may take a cast-iron
gun or wrought-iron gun, or anything else of very heavy calibre, and I will be
willing to bang my gun alongside of it, and let them be fired, and if mine fails
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before the others do I will give up; while the cost df my gun will be 25 per
cent. less than the wrought-iron.
Question. How small a gun are you manufacturing on this Rodman principle ? I suppose that when the gun is very small you do not make it on this
principle 1
Answer. We are not manufacturing less _than t 8-inch calibre on this principle.
It might be valuable for the 6-inch gun, or what is known as the 32-pounder;
but in fact the government does not order any 32-pounders now.
By Mr. Loan:
Question. In regard to this "royalty" that is spoken of, as I understand, you
are the sole proprietor of the Rodman patent, as it is called 1
Answer. Yes,. sir, I am the proprietor of the patent; Rodman shares in the
prosperity of the patent.
Question. What is the percentage that he receives 1
Answer. The original agreement was that he should receive one-half; I was
to have one-half for conducting the original experfments and getting the patent.
That proportion still holds good, but, as you will find fi·om the documents, I
have a transfer of the whole patent from him.
Question. I understand, then, that you have the legal right to the patent 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but he has one-half of the profits of th~ patent.
Question. That is, his beneficiary interest in it is equivalent to one-half the
profits received 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
By the chairman :
Question. If Major Rodman was an officer of the government at the· time he
made this discovery, why is a "royalty" charged to the government, or what
is equivalent to it 1
Answer. Captain Rodman disclosed his invention to the ordnance department
of the government-that is, his idea of the matter-and solicited their aid in
testing the practicability of it, and offered to give the government the benefit of
his invention. Colonel Bomford and Colonel Talcott, the one the head and the
other the assistant of the Ordnance Bureau, declined t~ give the aid of the
government to testing the theory-not simply because there was no available
money, but because they regarded the proposed new mode of casting hazardous,
impracticable, and valueless. I then took the matter up, and agreed to carry
out all the experiments a~d deve~op it at my own cost, if I was allowed the
one-half interest, and if it was found to be a valuable invention.
Question. It was, therefore, tested at private expense, and without cost to
the government 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the practicability of the invention was tested at private
expense. The government, however, has since experimented with it at its own
expense.

Testimony

of Rear-Admiral

Samuel F. DuPont.

WASHINGTON, February 5, 1864.
Rear-Admiral SAMUEL F. DuPoNT sworn and examined.
By the chairman:
Question. What is your position in the navy of the United States 1
Answer. I am a rear-admiral.
Question. Where have you served in this war, and in what actions have you
been engaged 1
Answer. I first served in command of the Philadelphia navy yard, and then
in command of the South Atlantic blockading squadron, its station comprising
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the coasts of South Carolina, Georgia, and East Florida to Cape Canaveral.
In reference to the actions in which I have been engaged, I commanded at the
capture of the Port Royal forts and the taking possession of Fort Clinch and
Fernandina, F<;>rt Marion, and St. Augustine, and other ports and inland waters
of those coasts; I also commanded at the attack on the defences of Charleston
on the 7th of April, 1863.
Question. What kinds of guns were used iu the actions in which you were
engaged 1
Answer. At Port Royal the 8, 9, 10, and 11-inch smooth-bore guns, the three
last known as the Dahlgren gun, with a few of smaller calibre.
('J.1he resolution of the Senate of January 25, 1864, was read to the witness.)
Question. Have you any knowledge of the gun called the Rodman gun 1
Answer. I know the 15-inch gun of the navy, so far as it formed part of the
armament of the iron-clad fleet under my command at the attack on Charleston
of April 7, 1863.
Question. What do you say of the efficiency of that gun in actual service,
especially against fortifications ?
Answer. I think its initial velocity decidedly too low; that, so far as my experience goes, it requires to be very close to be effective.
Question. What amount of powder did you use in that 15-inch gun 1
Auswer. The charge was 35 pounds.
Question. Could you not increase the initial velocity by a larger charge of
powder 1
Answer. That would no doubt increase the velocity. I learn that experiments are now being made with increased charges, but I have not heard the
results. The charge of 05 pounds was very effective in the action with· the
rebel iron-clad Atlanta, when the distance was short; yet, short as it was, the
ball did not penetrate, though producing great results wh 1ch led to her capture.
Question. Is this 35 pounds what is called a service charge 1
Answer. Yes, sir, that is 1What we then used as directed
Question. Unless you could use safely more powder in that gun, what would
you say as regards its efficiency 1
Answer. It would be deficient in range, though it might be very effective
against wooden vessels and iron-clads at short distances.
Question. What would be its effective range with 35 pounds of powder 1
Answer. As I have already stated, it was very effective, in the action with
the Atlanta, at a distance of about 350 yards. In the action at Charleston, it
was generally estimated that the distance at which the monitors were engaged
was from 700 to 750 yards.
Question. What did you observe of the efficiency of the gun at that distance 1
Answer. I was entirely disappointed in its destructive effect.
Question. Was it more effective at that distance than the 11-inch gun, which
I believe is the mate to it in the monitors 1
Answe~·. I think it was not so effective as the 11-inch gun, and much slower
in firing. It was difficult, of course, to judge accurately.
Question. What kind of a gun is that 11-inch gun 1
Answer. It is well known as the Dahlgt·en gun, smooth-bore; it was placed
on the new screw gunboats, aud I had a high opinion of its effectiveness;
Question. Are those 11-inch guns made on this Rodman principle 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Instead of being cast hollow, they are cast solid and bored out 1
Answer. Yes, sir; while the Rodman gun is cast on a core and cooled from
the inside.
Question. What is your opinion of the 15-inch gun 1 Would you prefer
having on board ship guns of 15-inch calibre, or guns of a smaller calibre and
more of them 1
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Answer. I think one of the defects of the 15-inch gun is its great weight, for
it cannot be used as a broadside gun; while in the monitors in which they have
been placed, carrying but the two guns, we lose rapidity and continuity of
firing. I would not wish, however, to be understood as condemning this gnn;
there are positions where it may be used with advaptage, on forts especially,
and against iron-clads and wooden vessels. But the slowness in loading them,
and the slowness of fire in consequence, is a great disadvantage afloat. To attack forts-I do not mean to "run them "-you require great initial velocity and
rapidity of fire.
Question. What would be your judgment, suppose you could use safely 60
pounds of powder, instead of 35 pounds, in the 15-inch gun?
Answer. I could not give a precise answer to this question, as I have stated
before. I have not heard the results of the experiments that have been made,
or are now in progress. I understand that 50 pounds of powder have been
tried in the gun.
Question. Some witnesses have stated that 60 pounds of powder have been
tried in the gun 1
Answer. These charges, if considered in reference to the weight of shot, have
been greatly reduced, and even 60 pounds is much below the old ratio. But
what charge this gun will stand, what increase of initial velocity will be obtained, and whether the increased amount of powder will be burnt effectively,
experiments alone can decide.
Question. You use a species of coarse po,wder for this gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir; what is known at the navy ordnance bureau as No. 7.
Question. Do you use the same kind of powder on the 15-inch gun as in the
11-inch gun, on the monitors 1
Answer. Yes, sir; we do on my station.
Question. Has that Jdnd of powder lately come into use 1
Answer. It is the same kind or quality of powder we have always had; the
only change is in the size of the grain.
Question. Do you consider that an improvement on powder for those large
guns?
Answer. I believe that No. 7 has been well tested bv the ordnance officers
of the navy, and found better for heavy ordnance than the smaller size, known
as "navy cannon powder." In the army what is known as the mammoth powder is used in the Rodman guns; and if I am not mistaken, the gTain is six
times the diameter of No. 7.
Question. If I understand you, it is your opinion that these monitors
would be more effective with guns smaller than 15-inch, and more of them 1
Answer. I have an impression that a 13-inch gun with a larger charge of
powder would be a more effective gun. I think, besides, that the 15-inch gun
does not suit the monitors as I saw them tested. When they approach forts
close enough to render the 15-inch gun effective, then the vessels themselves
are no longer invulnerable.
Question. Do you know whether any of these Rodman guns were injured
in your attack on Charleston 1
. Answer. I believe not.
Question. They all stand the charge's that were used in them 1
Answer. I do not think any of the guns themselves were injured; some of
the gun machinery suffered.
Question. I do not mean iujured by the enemy, but by the charges us.ed in
them.
Answer. The guns themselves did not yield any; they were examined afterwards.
Question. What do you know of the Parrott guns 1 have they been used on
shipboard much 1
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Answer. Yes, sir; they have been gradually introduced as part of the battery of ships, latterly, I believe as fast as they could be procured from the foundry.
Question. Up to what size are they used on shipboard?
Answer. The largest is what we call the 150-pounder rifle ; we had one or
two of that size in the summer of 1862. In one of the monitors, only, a Parrott rifle was used in the place of the 11-inch gun. I have the highest opinion
of these Parrott guns, so far as I have had the opportunity of judging, though I
have never witnessed any special experiments with them.
' Ques tion. Do you comider its range and efficiency to be greater than that of
the Rodman smooth-bore 1
Answer. Yes, sir, its range is decidedly greater; its . relative efficacy would
depend upon circumstances, such as distance, substance to be penetrated, &c.
~'he ponderous effect of the 15-inch gun was exemplified in a wonderful manner
in the action with the Atlanta, where the distance was very short; at long
range the Parrott rifle would have greatly the advantage, as exemplified on
Pulaski, and later on Sumter.
Question. What sized guns were used on shipboard in ,our own service previous to this rebellion 1
An swer. Of the improved guns, what were known as the 8-inch, 9-inch, and
10 inch .g uns; the 9 and 10-ineh were Dahlgren guns; the 8-inch was of a
different form, but a very effective gun.
Ques tion. Were the old guns effective in battle 1
Answer. They were very effective, particularly in a relative point of view,
for other'navies had none better.
Question. From your knowledge of the Rodman and the Parrott guns as
used on shipboard and in battle, have you full confidence in them as effective
weapons of warfare 1
Answer. I have great confidence in the Parrott gun for particular purposes,
as I have before mentioned. To the Rodman gun, or what is known in the
navy as the 15-inch gun, {have stated some objections, that it cannot be used
as a broadside gun; its initial velocity is too low, and it takes too long to load.
Yet, as I have observed in replying to a previous question, this gun has also its
sphe re of action, such as against iron-clads at short distances, and I think it
would prove especially effective on fortifications commanding channel-ways,
particularly where the channel was near to the fort.
Question. You are of course well conversant with our fleet. Is the armament
o_n board of it generally such as the profession ap_IJroves 1
Answer. The armament of our frigates I believe is generally approved.
There are often differences of opinion between those who invent or make instruments and those who have to use them, but I think much has been done
under the circumstances. The armament of the smaller vessels I learn is under
discussion, and I believe some changes are now being made in conformity with
the views of the profession.
Question. From all your knowledge upon the subject of heavy ordnance,
have you reason to believe that the United States have as effective weapons of
this kind as any other nation 1
Answer. I think they have, on the whole; and I deem the inventive genius
of the country in this line equal to any abroad. In reference to the proper
distribution of these weapons, the number and the description of tl)e guns to
meet particular circumstances and emergencies, that should be placed on the
different vessels of the navy, there may be differences of opinion. At one time
in naval warfare uniformity of calibre was deemed a great improvement; this
is no longer so considered.
Question. What do you know of the English Armstrong and Whitworth
guns?
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Answer. I have seen them, but am not familiar with them, other than through
the information that has been publishe~. The Whitworth gun; with its steelpointed shot, I think has good range and penetration. I am under the impression we were · struck by some in Charleston harbor; but there is no
certainty of this. The Armstrong gun has the objection of loading at the
breech, which is a serious objection in my opinion.
Question. What was the effect of the enemy's fire upon the monit01:s in that
action in Charleston harbor 1
Answer. It was very severe, and produced effects I did not anticipate when
I went into the action. 'I'he armm· was broken and th~ wood-work laid bare;
the turrets were prevented fi·om turning, the decks were furrowed, and in one
case entirely penetrated; five of' the i_rou-clads, one of them the Keokuk, were
wholly disabled, and all the fleet injnred more or less. The published reports of
the commanding officers of the monitors show the extent of their injuries more
fully and accurately than I have stated. It was the certainty of these injuries
recurring again, and our very slow fire from the monitors and the defective range
of the guns, causing an inability to injure seriously the batteries of the enemy,
which induced me not to renew the attack, satisfying me that the defences of
Charleston could not be overcome by a pureJy naval attack with the force under
my command.
Question. For defensive · purposes which would you prefer, an iron-clad ou
the principle of the Ironsides, or the monitor with a turret 1
· Answer. Each of these classes has its peculiar adaptation, and the service to
be perf'ormed would decide the selection. The Ironsides .il'l armed with solid
plates, which I deem very superior in resistance. I believe no other kind have '
been used abroad except in, experimental .targds:
Question. Which would be most effective in an attack upon a fortification, a
craft like the Ironsides, or one like the .Monitor 1
Answer. 'I'he Ironsides would be very preferable for that purpose, from having
a broadside firing eight guns rapidly, instead of two guns slowly, like the monitors. It would take four monitors to equal her number of guns alone on one
broadside, with the additional ad vantage of firing much more rapidly.
Question. When brought to the actual test of battle, did these monitors have
the resistive power that they were supposed to have before they were put to the
'
actual test 1
Answer. No, sir; nothing like H. Yet, in comparison with wooden vessels,
they might be called invulnerable. I had been impressed in their favor, and
was disappointed at the extent of the injuries they received. The previous trials
against Fort McAllister, on the Ogeechee, h~d already shown that their aggressive
power was less than I anticipated as against forts. But it should be remembered
that no vessels before had been under such a fire.
Ques tion. Snppose a hundred-pound ball strikes_the turret of one of these
monitors; is it not likely to make such an indentat.i. lll at:; to prevent its turning 1
Ani:lwer. 'It is almost certain to do eo if, coming with a full velocity, it strikes
the hinge or junction with the deck or pilot-house. After the action of the 7ih
April, the turret of one of the monitors was no t in the usual working order for
nearly a month; not until the 5th of May could it be turned with less than
thirty pounds of steam.
Question. How many monitors did you. have engaged in that action ·?
Answer. Seven. 'I'he Ironsides and Keok 11k were not monitors.
Question. Had you any means of knowing what impression you made upon
Fort Sumter with your monitors 1
Answer. l tried hard myself to discover what impression we had made before
withdrawing, and I remember Captain Drayton telling me he had also looked
earnestly with his glass from the Passaic for the same end. To both of us the
fort had the appearance of having been pitted with small indentations. After-
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wards, from the Morris island a 'lchorage, on a clear day, I thought there was
evidence of more injury; but B ,·igadier General Seymour, who was on board
the Ironsides with a superior glass and practiced eye, assured me it was the
effect of shadows. I obtained information a couple of months later, to which I
gave some credit, that two shot had penetrated three feet into the masonry.
Question. Do you remember how many shot were thrown from the monitors
during that engagement 1
Answer. The whole number fired were only 139, if I remember right.
Question. At what distance were the monitors from the fort 1
Answer. It is difficult to be accurate in estimating distances when you have
no opportunity of using your instruments or measuring an angle. I think the
commanding officers of the monitors generally reported the distance at from 700
to 750 y_!lrds. 'l'he Keokuk, which was of different construction, got in closer,
I; suppose within some 550 yards, but she was very soon disabled, and only had
a chance to fire five times, was cut all to pieces at the water's edge, and sunk
the next morning.
Question. What was the calibre of the guns of the enemy 1
Answer. I cannot answer accurately. The officers measured various indentations; some of these measurements gave 8 ~i:o.ch rifled projectiles; this mode,
however, is liable to error. One 7 -inch projectile was picked up on the Ironsides.
A large shell exploded amid the sand-bags which had been placed under the
wooden ends of that ship. The enemy had heavy smooth-bores. I will take
occasion to mention here that the monitors have their merit and special r1ualities, but, in my judgment, are not calculated to attack forts with success; and
if a message which I received from Mr. Ericsson was correctly delivered immediately after the attack on Charleston, he did not expect them himself to withstand forts.
Question. What did he expect of them 1
Answer. I could not say what his expectations were, further than above
stated. My own opinion is, they might be important adjuncts to forts in a system of natioual defence, to cover and protect obstructions-to meet the iron-clads
of an enemy if they attempted to enter our bays, rivers, and harbors.
Question. Can they be made sea-going craft 1
A us wer. No, sir; they are uot so now-at least none that I had in my squadron-and the government has not chosen to risk them without a steamer to tow
and to be at hand in case of accidents occurring to them.
Question. Must not that want of speed be an almost insuperable defect in
them when they encounter vessels of greater speed, that can choose their own
distance 1
Answer. It is a very great defect; and in any encounter with vessels where
there would be room to avail of superior speed it would be of the utmost importance. But all our iron-clads have so far proved slow. Some now building
ate expected to be faster.
,
Question. Iron-clads like the Ironsides have more speed and greater sea-going
qualities than the monitors 1
Answer. Yes. sir. If I remember right, she is about two knots faster than
the monitors under steam. She is, moreover, fitted with masts and sails, behaves
well at sea, aud can take care of herself without a tow.
Quest1on. And if I understand you, they are, in your opinion, the best form,
all iu all, of making armored vessels 1
Answer. I prefer the Ironsides for certain purposes to the monitors; she carries a formidable broadside battery, but she also has great defects. This building
an iron-clad navy I deem in its i11faucy, and we should go into it with caution.
No one form or mode cau be said to ·be superior to all others for all purposes;
and as we tihould not confine ourselves to one kind of gun on shipboard, neither
should we restrict ourselves to one form or class of iron-clads. '.rhe casemated
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vessels, with broadside guns, have their advantages. The sea-going iron-clad
frigates of the French, such as the Solferino and :Magenta, with batteries on
two decks, and mounting fifty-two guns each, thirty of these rifled, and with
great speed, have a still wider field; even the revolving turret has its sphere
and merit ; though, as I have before stated, their limited number of guns gives
them no telling effects against forts.
Question. And if the enemy gets one shot at them and stops the revolving of
the turret, that stops their aggressive power 1
Answer. Entirely. In two cases, also, we had the port-stopper, while closed,
jammed in that po.sition by a shot striking the turret, preventing any use whatever of the guns during the action.
Question. What are the difficulties in approaching the .harbor of Charleston
with a fleet, or what were they when you were the:r;e, besides the obstructions 1
Answer. '.rhe obstructions brought us up, and confined the attack where I
had not intended it to take place-that is, within the range of the greatest number of forts and guns that could be brought to bear upon the fleet; and the obstructions were placed by the enemy for this purpose. I think, and so did some
of my commanding officers-! do not know but all of them did-that the fire
alone of the batteries would have been sufficient to h~ve kept out that small
number of vessels which were being injured so rapidly. We had but thirty-two
guns in all, and from this number we could not keep rip that rapidity and continuity of fire which had proved so effective at Port Royal ; causing little
or no injury to the enemy, whiJe receiving much damage ourselves. More recent
events have thrown light upon this subject. Batteries of the most improved
ordnance, assi8ted by the iron-clad fleet, failed to capture, for 48 days, 7 guns
of the many hundreds we had to encounter on the 7th of April. And Fort Wag·ner only surrendered after a siege and regular approaches with an overwhelming
number of troops as compared with the garrison ready to assault. I may add,
that the disparity between forts and vessels is well established. With the new
ordnance, and certain modifications, the former will maintain their supremacy'
in general.
·
Question. Do you know ~nything about the "royalty" paid by the government for the construction of these guns ?
Answer. No. sit; I have not the slightest idea. I have no knowledge of the
price paid for them. I would say here, that· the machinery to work these guns
gave way, while the guns themselves stood the test, and the only rifled. gun we
had broke down on the fifth fire.
Question. Did the gun itself give way 1 _
Answer. No, sir; part of the machinery, the saddle which held the trunnions,
and some cap square bolts.
Question. How heavy a rifled gun did you have'?
Answer. We had only one, a 150-pounaer rifled gun, on board the Patapsco,
in lieu of the 11-inch gun.
Question. You have already said that you consider the Barrott rifled gun a
very effective gun 1
Answer. I think it a very effective gun; I like it very much, and the service
of those guns on the land at Morris island bas been a conclusive proof of their
great superiority in range and effectiveness against forts at great distances. Of
course, I do not mean that rifled cannon should be used exclusively on shipboard except in very special cases ; where ships carry many guns the bulk of the
battery should be smooth-bore.
Question. If I have understood you correctly, from all your knowledge and
experience, you think our guns are such as you and the profession generally
repose confidence in?
Answer. Entire confidence, with the exceptions before stated.
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By }lr. Gooch:
Question. Had there been no obstructions in Charleston harbor, would there
have bten any difficulty in your going up to the city 1
Answer. I have stated that the obstructions brought us up or stopped us. I
think, and so did some of my commanding officers, that the iron-clads were
injured so rapidly, even without obstructions, we could ~ot have reached
Charleston by running the forts. As for capturing them or effectually silencing
them, this could not be done, in my opinion. I .h ave said in a previous part of
this examination, when the monitors were carried close enough to make their
15-inch gun at all effective, the vessels themselves were no hmger impenetrable;
and when from any cause an iron-clad is detained UJ;J.der the guns of a fort, it
became a target of iron instead of wood; and if prevented from using its own
guns, it is a mere question of time-the shore batteries must .prevail.
Question. Were the monitors kept in motion during the action 1
Answer. 'I'hey were moving steadily up until stopped by the obstructions ;
they then swung around and did the best they could from where they were
against the forts. Finding that they had made little or no impression, I made a
signal late in the afternoon to withdraw, intending to renew the action next
morning. Before making the signal, two of the monitors had to withdraw,
being helpless, so far as their aggressive powers were concerned. N otwithstanding the exertions of a brave and skilful pilot, •I could not p1ace the Ironsides where I wanted her, and could not bring her battery to bea.r as I desired.
She was, however, about one thousand yards. from Sumter, and about nine hundred yards from Moultrie, and was struck 93 times.
Question. With how many of your monitors could you have renewed the
engagement next morning 1
Answer. There were two that were not so very much damaged. The others
were wholly or partially disabled for the time; those which had to some extent
repaired their injuries could have moved up, but under disadvantages and with
a certainty of the immediate renewal of their injuries; these injuries were also
of such a kind that if struck again anywhere in or near the same places the
damage would have been infinitely greater than at first. For example, the
turret al).d pilot-house of one of the monitors had over eighty bolts driven out
or broken which could not be replaced, and the commandipg officer was of
opinion, officially expressed, that four more shots such as the pilot-house had received would have demolished it.
Question. 'I'hen you would have renewed the contest at a very great disadvantage 1
Answer. Yes, sir; so great a disadvantage, with so little prospect of doing
injury to the enemy, that I did not renew tbe attack as I intended doing until
I had received the reports of the commanders of the extent of their damages ;
and I beg leave to add that my judgment has been borne out by subsequent
events.
·
·

Testimony

of Major T. J.

Rodman.

WASHINGTON, F~bruary

Major T. J.

RoDMAN

6, 1864.

sworn and examined.

By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am what may be called an unconfirmed major. I have been nominated and passed examination, but have not been confirmed by the Senate.
Question. How long have you been connected with the army 1
Answer. Since July 1, 1841.
7
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Question. In what branch of the service have you been the most 1
Answer. I have been in the ordnance department all the time.
Question. It has been said that you are the inventor of what is called the
Rodman gun 1
Answer. I believe myself to be so.
Question. About what time din you make that discovery 1
Answer. In the latter part of the year 1844 and 1846. If the committee
desire, I will give a history of the invention.
Question. Do so, if you please.
Answer. ~fy attention was first called to this matter by the bursting of tl1e
"Peacemaker" on board the Princeton.
Question. What was the calibre of that gun 1
Answer. My recollection is tha~ it was a 12 inch gun. I had been taught
at West Point to. stand by any cast-iron gun for 2,000 fires, and the idea of
investigating the endurance of a gun never occurred to me until the bursting of
that gun. My attention was then called to it.
Question. Where was that gun cast 1
Answer. 'That was a wrought-iron gun, mad-e in England, I believe.
Question. It WftS not a breech-loading gun 1
AilSWer. No, ·sir; it was a muzzle-loader;
Question. L.did. not know that they had made any wrought-iron g~ms at that
time, at. least of..that calib.re 1
AnswE;)r". Commodore: ..Stockton, of" the .navy, had that gun made to arm his
·
vessel the Princeton.
Question. "'Vas that gun made on the building-up principle, of concentric
~~1

.

Answer. No, .sir; my recollection is, that it was a solid forging, bore.d out.
Question. Do you remember the charge that burEt that gun 1
·
Answer. I do not remember what amount of powder was used. The shot
would·weigh about 216 pounds.
Question. NDt so heavy as are fired now 1
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Did you take a patent out for this ; and what is the date of it?
Answ~r. I took out a patent, and, if you will allow me, I will state aU the
circumstances.
·
Question. I wish you would do so .
.Answer. I was placed to superintend the manufacture of, I believe, 92 8-inch
guns at }'ort Pitt foundry, 'in the years 1845 and 1846, if ·I remember rightly.
At that time, in ' consequence of the bursting of the "Peacemaker," I became
interested in this subject, and paid more close_attention to the mann.er of cool~
ing, and from my observation on the appearance of the gun, and of the sinking
head, seeing the metal come down, sometimes · to the depth of ten or twelve
inches, the metal torn and pulled away, it occurred to me that there was a
wrong principle there. I then investigated the laws of the strain to which
guns were sul1jected under fire, and I became satisfied the system was wrong.
I first proposed to make an ir0n or steel core, al)d wrap it with wire of peculiar shape; it was an H-shaped wire. What I proposed was to make a core
of sufficient thickness and strength to resist tP-e longitudinal strain. Then, to
prevent the bursting of the gun, I proposed to cut a sc1·ew on this core the
whole length, make a roll of the H-shaped wire and lap it around. One leg of
the H would take into each thread_ and fill it half full, ·and as it came around
the next turn the leg of the wire would enter the thread and fill it full, leaving
a screw still on the surface. Then we would start another layer of wire, and
so on, which would bind the- whol~ together longitudinally, as well as circumferentially. I had ·investigated it, until I became satisfied that this wire should
be wound on w~th a constant .t~nsion, in order that the exterior' of the gun
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might be under a force of extension, while the interior wa~ under a force of
compression.
_
1.'he law of development of strain or resistance in a gun by the action of the
evolved gases requires this, in order to cause the whole thickness of metal to
act in concert, and not be broken in detail.
·
I found that Barlow had established, theoretically, the law that the strain
developed by the action of a central force upon t~e thin con.c entric cylinders,
of which we may conceive a gun to consist, is inversely ~s the squares of the
radii of the cylinders, the gun being free from strain before the application of
the c.entraJ force. I wanted, therefore, to bring the gun into conformity with
this law, or into suoh a ·condition that, under the law of development of strain,
the interior would be relieved from its strain of compression and brought under
one of extension, and to the breaking strain at the instant as the exterior.
Under those circumstanc.es, the whole thickness of metal would offer resistance
in proprotion to its tenacity.
Question. One of the witnesses here, in describing it, said that you might
consider the gun to be formed of concentric rings, and in cooling first from the
inside they would be shrunk one over the other.
A11swer. That is very true. I wrote to the Watervliet arsenal, where Colonel Baker was in command, to get the views of older officers about it. 'I'he
view of Colonel Baker was, that the 'breach would blow out. While I was not
fully satisfied that that would be the case, I found it difficult to get any one to
say that this wire could be made in that form, and that the gun could be so
made: There was, apparently, great difficulty in the way.
It then occurred to me, that if we could cool a cast-iron gun from the inoide,
we could accomplish .t he same thing. By causing the innermost layer to cool
first, then cool the next layer and shrink it on, as you shrink tires on wheels,
the shrinkage would be from the exterior to the interior, and the metal would
be thrown upon the same strain as I have heretofore described, so that the entire thickness is brought into action instead of breaking the interior first, and
the remainder in detail afterwards.
.,
Question. In the old-fashioned way, the interior was already strained as much
'
as it could bear 1
, Answer. In the old-fashioned way it was the interior that was strained, while
the exterior was under a .force of compression, the powder acting in conjunction
with the compression of the exterior to break the interior ; and I have no doubt
that, in ·many cases, the interior of your gun is broken before the exterior is relieved from the strain of compression to whic.h it was subjeGted in the process
of cooling. 'The principle 1 advocated was to reverse the order of stra,in.
About that time I was ordered to Richmond, Virginia, to superintend the
manufacture of cannon there. On my way I stopped at the Ordnance Office
here and laid my plan before the actfng chief of ordnance, General 1.'alcott, at
that time, Colonel Bomford being the head of the department. The idea was
discussed, but not thought to be practicable.
I again offered my plan when Colonel Bomford was about to cast his 12inch gun, which he cast in 1846, in Boston. I had a long conversation in the
Ordnanc.e Office on the subject. I urged him to cast his 12-inch gun in that
way. He spoke encouragingly of the idea, _a nd I left the office with the imprest'lion that he would cast his gun on that principle. He, however, did not
do .so.
I then conversed with Messrs. Knap & Tot fen, who were then the proprietors of the Fort Pitt foundry; especially with Mr. Totten, who was the prac ·
tical man of the establishment at that time. I asked them if they thought the
thing could be done. They were of the opinion that it might be done, and that
it woulu be desirable to cast guns in that way; but that there would be some
risk in undertaking to cast with a water core.
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I was afterwar~s in Washington, and again proposed to General Talcott to
·cast cannon in this way, stating that I was satisfied it would make a better gun
than could be made in the old way. He said the department was .not in a condition to try it at that time. I then' asked him if there would be any impropriety in, or obj ection to, my getting this done by private enterprise, and securing the invention by letters patent. He said "OeTtainly not,'' and appeared to
be very glad indeed to get rid of the subject in that way and on those terms.
I then entered into an agreement with Messrs. Knap & '.rotten. They agreed
to incur all the expense of testing the practicability of making guns in that
way ; they would make all the arrangem~nts, and run what was thought to be
the r :sk of burning down their foundry by the operation, if I would take out
letters patent for the invention, and transfer to them one-half the interest in it;
they would be at all the expense of taking out the patent, and incur eyery risk
and expense in testing the invention, and we would be equal owners of the
patent. 'rhat was done, and the invention was perfectetl. '.rhat is the idea of
the thing in 1845, and between tha.t time and August, 1847, those three offers
of the invention were made to the ordnance department, and I insisted upon
their taking it up and carrying it out. Bad th~y done so, I should never have
had a patAnt. But they declined it, and in August, 1847, I took out a patent,
and conveyed to :Messrs. Knap & Totten one equal half interest in it.
The thing ran on in that way until three years ago, I believe, when, not
being in a condition to manage or take any share in conducting the business of
manufacturing guns, I transferred to :Mr. Knap the full control of the patent,
he obligating himself, to pay to me one-half cent per pound for all finisl;led
guns, hydraulic presses, or anything else that might be made under that patent,
and on which he collected a "royalty."
'
·
Question. At what time was this method of .making guns adopted by the
government 1
Answer. The first service guns , that the government ordered made in this
way were cast in 1859 or 1860; I do not remember the precise date.
Question. Do you know how many of those guns have been cast for the government since that time .~
Answer. I do not know; I canriot tell. I know that at the South Boston
foundry they have cast seventeen fifteen-inch.guns, a·number often -inch sea-coast
mortars, and eight and ten-inch siege mortars,; som<: siege howitzers, and a few
ten-inch guns, not to exceed five or six.
Question .. wrhat facilities are there for constructing guns on this principle in
the United States, and where are they made 1
Answer. Mr. Knap, at his establishment in Pittsburg. is prepared to cast
guns ; I do not know to wh::.J,t extent. He has facilities for making them. So
have C. Alger & Company, at South Boston. They have also certainly cast
ten-inch guns in that way at the Scott foundry, at Reading, Pennsylvania;
also thirteen-inch navy ,guns; and l received a letter from Mr. Parrott the other
day, stating that he had cast a 300-pounder, I believe, in that way. So that he
is now prepared to cast guns in that way-to what extent I cannot tell
Question. He intends to ,improve his gun by 1irst casting it upon y0ur principle and then putting the .b and or jacket on it ?
.Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Is it supFosed that that will improve his .guns to any considerable
extent 1
Answer. I think it will make an improvement in his guns.
Question. There are four places, then, where guns are made on your principle1
.Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What is the additional expense, where guns are now cast ·on the
old plan, to adapt your method to the casting of heavy guns 1
.
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Answer. To get up the core-barrel, as we term it, for the ten-inch-guns, would
involve a cost, I suppose, of from three to five hundred dollars.
Question. Then there is no great difficulty in turning from the old method to
the new, wherever they have establishments 7
Answer. Not at all. r_rbey must have water, or a blast, arranged for using
air. Air may be used for cooling, as well as water, and is comprehended and
embraced in the patent. The first gun ~e cast .hollow was cooled with air.
Question. The principle being the t~ame 1
Answer. Yes, sir-merely to extract the heat from the interior.
Question. What amount of " royalty" does the government pay on these
guns now 1
Answer. I do not know anything, about what Mr. Knap receives from the
government. My impre~sion is that he receiveR so much per pound for the gun.
Question. I do not t::uppose that it is under the name of "royalty," but it is
an enhanced price in consequence of this discovery 1
Answer. I think the enhanced price that· Mr. Knap eharges for the use of
the patent is one cent per pound on the finished gun.
·
Question. Of which you have one-half?
Answer. He pays me one-half cent per pound ; whether he get}'l more or not
I .do not know. My impression is that he does not.
Question. What is the .difference to the government, in the price of these
guns, between the old and new method of casting 1 Is it anything more than
the cent per pound 7
Answer. I think nothing more than that. The only difference would be, if
you 'were in a place where you had no water, and had to get 1Jp machinery for
vumping water, or using a blast to cool with, that would be added. The preparation of the core-barrel, setting it, and removing it, would, for say a 10-inch
gun, be about compensated for by the amount of metal that would be saved,
which they would not have to buy, and melt, and bore out. The gun is more
quickly bored out when cast hollow than when cast solid. My impression is
that the 15-inch gun can be made at less expense by casting it hollow, if you
are prepared to make it, than to 'cast it solid. I have had some experience in
superintending the manufacture of guns, and, if it were left to my choice, I
would rather, considering it entirely as a pecuni~ry question, make a 15-inch
gun hollow than solid.
Question. Then th'e increased expense to the government would be merely
this "royalty," paid for the discovery 1
Answer. Nothing more.
Question. Do you recollect at what price these guns are offered to the government 1 It depends, I suppose, somewhat on the size of the gun 1
Answer. It does depend upon the size of the gun. The 8 and 10-inch guns,
I believe, are now furnished at 9! cents per pound. rl'he 15-inch guns are, I
believe, $6,500 each.
Question. It costs more per pound to get up one of those large guns than a
smaller one 1
Answer. Yes, sir, it does, in the preparation for handling a gun of that kind-"
the handling of.it in the foundry and the boring of it; you cannot touch it with
less than 20 men, or you must have the corresponding machinery in their place.
And another thing, we are as liable to loee ,a 15-inch gun as a 10-inch gun, and
when you do lose it you have trouble on your hands. It is a big thing to get
rid of, and the increased risk must be made up in the increased price of the gun.
Question. rrhe materials selected for these guns are the same in the one case
as in the other 1·
Answer. Yes, sir. The material with which you start is the same. It requires a little different treatment to make a large gp.n.
Question. In selecting your iron for guns is there any preference-any iron
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in the country more particularly adapted to those guns than any other 1 If so,
from whence do yon get it 1
.
Answer. Guns have been made from iron from quite a number of localities.
Formerly 1 Hanging Rock, in Ohio, furnished as good iron as made anywhere
in the western country. But the furnace got out of practice in some way; got
into other hands that were less careful, and up to within two or three years that
iron has not stood high. The best iron that we have found that has been used
at Pittsburg is made from the hematite ores from Blair county, Pennsylvania.
What we call the Bloomfield Furnace made an iron from which we made the first
15-inch gun. That iron gave a tensile strength in th~ 15-inch gun of from 33,000
to 35,000 pounds to the square inch, which is 5,000 pounds better than the old
iron from which we used to make solid guns. Iron from the Salisbury ores, in
Massaclmsetts, .is used at Alger's establishment, South Boston; some of it at
Parrott's establishment, along with the Greenwood iron ; and at Providence,
where, I believe, they are making guns for the navy. I have found the Salisbury iron to be an excellent iron ; it gives in the 15-inch gun a tensile strength
of from 34,000 to 36,000 pounds; it is a very uniform, excellent iron. These
four localities yield the principal ores from which gun-iron has been obtained for
the northern States.
Question. Have you ~ver tri~d any of the Lake Superior iron 1
Answer. I have not. I have had no experience at all with iron from that ore.
Question. 'l'hese guns could be made, then, if the government should want
them, with as much facility as the old-fashioned ones 1
Answer. With quite as much facility. The 15-inch, as I have sa,i d before,
can be made with more facility, for it takes less time to bore them, and only
about half as long to cool them. As for the mortars, if they were in great straits
and wanted them in a great hurry, I should not hesitate at all to furnish them
as they were cast, without boring them out at all, for I could cast a. bore for a
mortar good enough for an emergency.
Question. Have you any particular acquaintance with the Parrott rifled gun 1
Answer. I know it from s·eeing the drawings of it. I have seen several of
these guns, but have neve 1· seen but two fired, one ten and one thirty-pounder.
I have had no practice with them at all.
Quet~tion. Would there be any difficulty in rifling the guns made· on that
principle, if thought best 1
Answer. No, sir, not at all. They are better adapted to rifling than guns cast
Eolid, for the reason that the metal of the interior is harder and closer, and will
not be so readily abraded by the passage of the shot along the grooves.
Question. You have had, from your official position, a long experience with
guns of all kinds. What, in your judgment, are the bei3t heavy ordnance guns
in our service. for efficiency, durability, &c.1 .
Am;wer. I mnst say that I believ,e the hollow-cast gun for heavy ordnance
is the best gun we have; for all guns of heavy calibres you may undoubtedly
mak8 a very efficietlt gun, if you go to the expense of building up, as Armstrong
does; and if you make a cast-iron ~un of a given thickness of metal, cooled from
the interior, and then shrink a band on the outside, as Parrott does, you undoubtedly increase the strength of the gun. But if you were to cast a gun,
originally, of the same exterior dimensions of a gun with the ring or band added.
to it, I believe the cast-iron gun would be as strong as the one with the wroughtiron band on it; and I will ,give the reason why I think so. In banding a gun
you do not get the full benefit of the transverse resistance which the metal of
the gun offers to rupture. To illustrate : Take a beam of timber and lay it
down on its two ends, it will bear a certain load in the middle. Now, if you
saw that stick of timber into a dozen boards, and lay the pile of boards down in
the same way, it will sag down in the middle; it has no transverse resistance;
the boards slip on each other. Now, in the case of a gun, when the shot is two
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calibres from the bottom of the bore, and the gases from the powder are pressing out in all directions, the tendency is to form the space that the gases occupy
into a sphere to bend the metal of the gun outward, and the power of transverse
resistance operates to prevent that bending out. If, therefore, your gun is cut
into layers, as in a built-up gun, or if it consists of a cylinder of cast-iron,
with a wrought-iron band shrunk on it, these layers have a tendency to slip
upon each other, affording a less transverse resistance; whereas, if your gun is
in one pjece it ct.wnot bend out_; so that the J"esistance which tl1e gun can offer

to the maximum effort of the powder, before the shot is moved a great distance,
is greatly incr~ased by having it of one solid piece, rather than in bands. And
another objection to banding is, that after a while the band will become loose,
for there is no material of which to make the band that has an indefinite elasticity. Any man that has ever had tires shrunk upon carriage wheels is familiar
with the fact that he has occasionally to have the tires cut and reshrunk. In
heavy rolling mills, and places of that kind, where bands are shrunk upon iron
in machinery, it is notorious that, shrink the band on as tight as you please, it
will, after a time, become loose. The tires on locomotive wheels, after a time,
bAcome loose, and I am satisfied that the bands on these guns will, after a time,
cease to exert any stmin.
Question. And while it retains its place, it is not as strong as it would be if
incorporated with the rest of the gun 1
Answer. I think it is not.
Question. But there is this in its favor, is there not 1 It is wrought-iron, and
the strain is in the direction of the grain of the iron.
Answer. Yes, sir. It is better to build up wrought-iron guns in that way
than in the other way. But c~tst-iron is equally strong in any direction. Then
there is another thing: if you put on these rings, or bands, in large masses, you
have to keep them under heat for some time in order to weld them. If you are
to band a 15-inch gun, you must have a band of some eight inches in thickness,
and you cannot get out such a band and forge it so as to be always sure that it
is properly welded; and if properly welded even, the length of time it takes to
cool from a welding heat will afford an opportunity for the iron to assume its
natural condition, which is a crystalline structure, and I venture to say that if
you cut into or break a band for a 15-inch gun, or a 300-pounder Parrott, you
will find it crystalline, instead of fibrous, in structure, and its tenacity will not
be greatly in excess of good cast-iron1 and you are liable all the time to find
weak places in it, bad welds, and cinder streaks.
Question. Do you not believe that Parrott's method of banding has added
greatly to the strength and efficiency of his rifled guns 1
Answer. I beHeve it has made the guns on which he has plactd the bands
stronger than they would be without. But, as I said before, I believe if he had
made the gun originally of the same exterior dimensions that it is with the
band on, cast hollow, and cooled from the interior, he would have a stronger gun.
Question. Your idea is that you can make a rifled gun of cast-iron as strong
as his guns are with wrought-iron bands 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And if you can do so the guns would be cheaper, would they not 1
Answer. Yes, sir; materially cheaper.
Question. Why has not that been tried in rifled guns, since rifled guns are so
much in vogue 1
Answer. We have had an 8 inch and a 12-inch rifled gun at Old Point since
the early part of 1861. The 12-inch rifle is of the exterior dimensions of a 1."5inch gun. That gun has never been tested. It was fired a few times. General
Butler, I believe, was the first to fire it with some of J aJTI,es's projectiles, but
they stripped and turned over, and did not perform well.
Question. Did not follow the grooves 1
'
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Answer. No, sir.
.
Question. Was not tl1at owing to the great weight of the projectile 1
Answer. Perhaps so.
Question. Do you think you can get a rifled motion on a 15-inch ball.
Answer. Yes, sir; bu£ I am not sure you would do it with the expanding
prb;lCiple. By order of the ordnance department I have sent twenty~five 12-inch
and the same number of 8-incb projectiles to Old Point to be fired from these
rifles. 'rhese projectiles have grooves cut in them, so· that they are Iockeif with
the gun, and cannot get out without rotating.
Question. 'l'hat is somewhat on the principle' of the Whitworth gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but the Whitworth gun is not grooved; it has a hexagonal
bore. It amounts to the same thing, though his is the harder form for the gun.
Question. The rifled gun is subjected to a greater strain, with the same weight
of ball or projectile, than the smooth-bore 1
Answer. It is, from the form of the projectile. '.Phere is a greater quantity
of metal in front of your powder per square inch of area pressed upon by the
gases in the rifled projectile than in the smooth-bore, because it is an elongated
shot.
Question. Independent of that, how is it 1
Answer. It presses against the barrel of the gun, producing friction, and that
is tq be overcome by the force behind it.
Question. And that would cause a greater strain on the gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir, all other things being equal; and the expanding of the
material into the grooves where you depended upon expanding it, in a large
projectile, produces more friction than where you allow it to move down without
being wedged in, in which case the band of the shot fills the groove of the gun ·
within a certain point; the shot is perfectly free to move, but sufficiently tight
to stop the windage-enough for all practical purpo13es.
Question. And ·in consequence of that they do not use so· much powder behind
a rifled ball as behind a smooth-bore?
Answer. No, sir; and the rifled ball attains a greater range than the smoo-thbore, owing to its form, being more in the form of an arrow.
Question. How do you account for the fact that the rifled ball, with less
initial velocity, will maintain its flight longer than the round shot 1
Answer. 'l~hat is just what I was speaking of. It is of" a better form to overcome the resistance of the air. It is like a sharp-pointed vessel passing through
the water in comparison with what is termed a "broad horn." In firing the
rifled shot, in passing along from the gun it retains its axis of rotation, and
remains parallel to its position in the gun, and, as it goes along, what resistance
it meets with from the a_ir tends to buoy it up and keep it from falling.
Question. A round shot may roll over 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but in these large guns the rolling over is very trifling,
indeed, and the accuracy with smooth-bore guns ~ncreases with, the increased
diameter of the calibre. What causes the shot to deviate, as a general rule, is
its rotation as it passes through the air. It is ahpost impossible to discharge a
shot without some rotation.
,
Question. I had supposed that the difference in accuracy between the rifled
ball and the round ball consisted in the mere fact of the one having a rifled or
spiral motion, while the other had not 1
Answer. You can hardly get a ball exactly balanced in the air.
Question. Ancl this spiral motion tends to keep it in poEition 1
Answer. Yes, sir. If one side was lighter than the other, thw; giving it a
tendency to deviate, the spiral motion keeps it in its position, like the whirling
of a top. The accuracy of the smooth-bore increases with the calibre, for the
mass is much greater in proportion to the surface that meets with resistance from
the air. Both the accuracy and the range of a smooth-bore, for , a given initial
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velocity, increases with the size; for while the area of resistance which the air
opposes to the shot increases as the squares of the diameters of the shots, the
weight or ability to overcome that resistance increases as the cubes of the
diameters ; therefore, in the larger sizes, the shot is less liable to deviate from
the same causes than are the smaller sizes.
Question. Have you taken out a patent in Europe for your invention 1
Answer. I have not. Mr. Knap is to do that if it is done at all. I have
arranged with him to do so, and I believe he is now negotiating on that subject.
I did not do it for the reason that I did not like to go abroad and attempt to
introduce a thing that I had not been able to introduce at home.
Question. Has Mr. l?arrott made an arrangement with you or Mr. Knap to
manufacture guns on your principle 1
.
A.nswer. He has made no arrangement with me. He advised me the other
day, by letter, that he had cast one gun on that principle. I believe he has
spoken with Mr. Knap on the subject.
Question. That will be a great improvement on his gun, even with the jacket
or band 1
Ans.wer. It will be an improvement. It will be virtually substituting my
gun for his. As I said before, if you assume a gun to be of a given diameter,
and then put your wrought-iron ring outside of that, you will have a stronger
gun than if you had put no wrought-iron on it.
Question. But you think that by casting the gun of a larger diameter you
would have a still better gun 1
·
Answer. By making a cast-iron gun on my principle as large in diameter as
his is, after he has put on his band, I think you would have a gun as strong
as his.
Question. Suppose the initial velocity of a ball from your 15-inch gun was
too low, it would be increased of course by using au additional amount of powder 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And suppose your gun as it has been cast was not thought to be
strong enough for that additional c~arge of powder, is there any difficulty about
increasing the strength of the gun somewhat 1
Answer. It may be increased somewhat, I suppose, by adding a very large
band.
Question. Or by making the casting thicker?
Answer. Yes, sir. There is no difficulty about that, except merely adding
weight to the gun.
Question. Jf it was found, in practice, that such was the difficulty, you could
remedy by strengthening the gun by putting additional weight in it 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; and if I wete going now to model a gun to do the greatest
amount of work, I should make it thicker than we have been making.
Question. From all your acquaintance with and study of the subject of guns,
both in this country and in Europe, would you say our guns were ahead or
'
behind the most improved guns of the most martial nation 1
Answer. Our guns are ahead of theirs, in my opinion. I should dislike very
much, indeed, to exchange with any nation I know of.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. You keep the outside of your gun heated while you are cooling the
inside 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. At about what temperature 7
Answer. We aim to keep the flask at a dull red heat; that is, keep it at as
high a temperature as is consistent with the requisite strength of the flask to
hold the fluid metal in it.
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Question. And you consider your method of casting and cooling of as much
advantage to the rifled gun as to the smooth-bore 1
Answer. Quite as much-! will say of more advantage.
Question. Do you know whether, in rifling, the increased hardness of the gun
is shown to be more than in the ·solid gun 1
Answer. I know that the inner surface of the smooth-bore guns is harder
when cast hollow, and, of course, it must rifle harder.
Question. If a gun were to be made upon t11e plan you have indicated, sufficiently large for the 15-inch gun, and rifled in the best manner, what would
there be in it that any person could claim except yourself 1
Answer. There would be nothing in it that anybody else could claim.
Question. Then, if I understand you, you, or Mr. Knap~ or anybody else,
with the right to cast guns upon your method, can manufacture a 15-i:qch rifled
gun without paying any "royalty" to anybody else, or infringing upon another
person's rights 1
Answer. Yes, sir, unless they took some peculiar method of rifling; I believe
there are some peculiar methods. I believe a gentleman by the name of Atwater
has a peculiar method of rifling.
Question. '.rhe whole peculiarity of the Parrott gun is in the band 1
Answer. In the band, and in the manner of cooling it while he is banding it,
and in that I claim tha:t he interferes with my patent.
Question. So that if the government wants now to use a 15-inch rifled gun,
or a rifled gun of any other size, without banding it, it can be manufactured by
using yom~ method of casting it 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Would you not, then, recommend that the go.v ernment should
make such guns and test them 1
Answer. I would. I have already done so. I made application not over
three months ago for that to be done, but I was refused it in my own ordnance
department. The navy, however, are testing the matter. They are making a
gun, and rifling it on the principle I proposed, and I believe the gun is now
complete at Pittsburg.
Question. In the firing of the Parrott gun is there not a tendency, at every
discharge, to separate whatever connexion there may be between the band and
the solid or cast part of the gun 1
Answer. Unquestionably.
Question. Suppose that separation be to any considerable extent, is not, then,
the whole power of the band destroyed 1
Answer. It is all nullified. The gun then begins to break on the inside;
and when it begins there the band does' not stop it.
Question. 'Then it is true in relation to the banded gun that, just at the time
when you need the service of the band, after the gun has been fired a considerable number of times, you lose all benefit from it 1
Answer. I think so; that is exactly my opinion. I would like to make one
remark upon this matter. I do not want to be understood as being opposed, at
all, to rifled guns. My opinion on that subject is, that we should have them on
all our fortifications; especially those that are in localities surrounded by bodies
of water, where a hostile vessel, or fleet, might lie at anchor beyond the effective
range of our smooth-bore guns. There we want some large rifled guns, of the
most effective character and perfect construction, to reach those positions; but,
for the main armament of our forts, and for the principal reliance for the destruction of vessels, we must depend upon smooth- bore guns.
Question. Then it is true that, when the object which you wish to destroy
comes within the range of our smooth-bore guns, they are superior to the rifled
guns?
Answer. Yes, sir.
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Question. But you can attain a range in rifled guns beyond what you can
attain in a smooth-bore 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And whether you want a rifled or a smooth-bore gun depends upon
the distance at which you desire to operate 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you know whether any attempt is now being made in Europe
to construct guns upon your plan, or upon the Parrott plan 1
Answer. I do not know ; my opinion is that Captain Blakeley constructs his
guns substantially, if not identically, upon the same principle as l\Ir. Parrott.
Question. So far as you know, is there any foreign gun which has any such
merits over our guns that it would be advisable for us to introduce it into our
service for any particular or special purpose 1
•
Answer. I would think it well to take an Armstrong gun, or a gun built up
of wrought-iron in that way, and make the best cast·iron gun we can along witl1
it, and subject them both to extreme proof.
Question. And you would rec(}mmend that we should, by trial, compare the
merits of that gun with our best guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir; for it is only by comparing these things that we arrive at
the truth. I advocate the cast-iron gun for the reason that I believe we can
make about as good guns of cast-iron as we can in any other way, esp~cially
large guns; the larger you go the more in favor of cast-iron; and, when it
comes to floing a given amount of battering, you can do it with cast-iron guns
for less money than with any other gnns that can be made.
Question. Would you recommend that we should test the Whitworth gun 1
Answer. I would not. I think its hexagonal bore condemns it. You there
have the interior of tlie gun with sharp corners, where fracture is sure to begin.
The gun is weakened by having these angles. There should be no angles in
the interior of the gun. In the rifled gun it is absolutely necessary, but I would
avoid it if I could.
Question. So far as you know, have the affairs of the ordnance department,
since the war commenced, been conducted with energy, fidelity and ability 1
Answer. I do not know anything to the contrary of that. I have no evidence
of a want of fidelity in any part of it. There are some things I would have
done that have not been done. I may be wrong and the department right.
Question. Merely a question of difference of judgment 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I would instance the proving of these rifled guns at Old
Point. If I had been in charge of the department I would have bad those guns
tested before this, and known what they would do. I would have had the
15-inch gun proved to extremity, as was recommended two or three years ago.
I merely give that as illustrating what I mean.
Question. Is there any material difference in the weight of a gun of the same
external maximum diameter, banded according to the method of Uaptain Parrott,
and one made all of cast-iron, as indicated by you 1
Answer. I do not think the differencfl would be great. ':rhe change in the
model of the gun as now made, to the form I should make it, to be equal in its
maximum diameter to that of the banded gun, would increase its weight, I think,
beyond that of the banded gun.
Question. Will you state to the committee what you deem to be a proper
charge of powder for your guns of the several calibres 1
Answer. What is ordinarily termed the service charge of a gun is fixed, or
intended to be fixed, so low as to render the gtm absolutely safe. The service
charges fixed for the 8 and 10-inch guns are ten pounds of powder for the 8-inch,
and fifteen pounds for the 10-inch; the 8-inch gun throwing 64 pounds of metal,
and the 10-inch 126 pounds. The service charge for the 15-inch guns was fixed,
after the experiments made with the gun, at 35 pounds, I believe. I am not
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positive of that, but that is my recollection ; but any of these guns may be fired
with heavier charges, and it is intended that the intelligent artillerist will always
use and exercise his judgment as to the proper charge to be used in the accomplishment of a given object, and he should be acquainted with the maximum
limit of the charge to which he can go. A 10-inch gun, a trial gun, m•1de at
South Boston, has been fired a thousand rounds with fifteen pounds of powder;
one-fourth of the rounds with solid shot weighing 126 pounds, and three-fourths
of the rounds with shell of about 100 pounds weight. This same gun, after
these thousand rounds, was then fired 100 rounds with twenty pounds of powder and solid shot, then 100 rounds with twenty-five pounds of powder and
solid shot, and then ~00 rounds with thirty pounds of powder and solid shot.
The gun now shows no s,ign of deterioration. The 15-inch gun has been fired with
as high as fifty pound~ of powder, and my impression is that it was fired with
sixty pounds of powder, but I am not positive of that. rrhe intention was to
demonstrate the endurance of the 15-inch gun, up to a certain number of rounds,
with such charges as would be likely to be fired from it in service; the purpose of those large guns, at that time, being to strike objects near at hand. I
have no doubt at all that the 1f>-inch gun, with the large-grained powder which
we use in it, may be fired with safety 500 tim~s with seventy-five pounds of
powder. On the subject of powder, I would st:tte here that the powder used
in this gun, if we should use sev~nty-five pounds, or if we should use only
forty pounds, would not all be burned in the gun. It ia not intended that
it should all be burned in the gun. The object in increasing the size of the
grain of powder is to diminish the initial burning surface, and thereby diminish
the maximum pressure exerted upon the gun, and cause the difference between
the maximum pressure and the minimum, or that exerted when the shot leaves
the gun, to be as small as possible; and in order to do this, to the best advantage that grained powder will admit of, the larger the grain when it leaves the
gun, or the more that is thrown out unburned, the more nearly uniform will be
the pressure from the bottom of the bore to the muzzle of the gun, and the less
the strain upon the gun in producing a given velocity. This amounts to saving
your gun at the expense of powder. It is believed that another form of projecting charge, of which some have been tried, and which is denominated, in my
report of experiments, as "perforated cake," will accomplish this object, with
the minimum strain upon the gun, and with no undue expenditure of powder;
the charge in this case being all burned in the gun. I would add, however, that
the cost of this " perforated cake" powder is something more than that of grained
powder.
Question. What is the size of the cake of powder, or what should it be 1
Answer. The size of the cake should be such as to permit it to go into the
bore of the gun, leaving proper windage, so as to be always sure of its going
down. Those made for the 15-inch gun were made in hexagonal cakes, and
then built up, in the style of mosaic pavement, until we got it as large as would
go into the bore of the gun. And from the fact that its initial burning surface
is at its minimum, at the moment of ignition, and increases until the charge is
wholly consumed, that kind of projecting charge gives you the nearest approximation to uniformity in pressure along the bore of the gun that can be obtained
within my knowledge.
Question. What would be the difference of cost between that powder and the
powder now in use 1
Answer. My impression is that the difference in cost would be about three
or four cents per pound. If prepared to manufacture it on a large scale, I have
no doubt the cost would be reduced.
Question. Have ordnance officers devoted themselves, to any considerable
extent, to the improvement of ordnance, since the commencement of the war 1
Answer. No, not to any great or practical extent. Their duties have been
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so much increased in meeting the demands consequent upon the present war,
since its commencement, that ordnance officers have not been able to devote their
attention to that subject; and most of the attention they have given to the subject has been in testing and considering the plans proposed by inexperienced
persons, the result being that tJ:wy thus have had no opportunity of carrying
out any digested system of experiments.
By the chairman :
Question. Have not ingenious men, outside of the military profession, had
their attention VPry much directed to this subject, and brought in a great many
inventions-more-than usual?
Answer. They have ; and another thing in reference to the series of trials
that we have been speaking of. 'M:y opinion is that the proper course to arrive
at practical and valuable results, in any trials of that kind, is to give to one or
two officers of experience and ability the means and authority to make such
experiments as are necessary to decide any point it is desirable to ascertain in
connexion with these matters.
By M:r. Gooch :
QueRtion. Have we competent officers who can be spared for that purpo,se 1
Answer. We have competertt officers; it is not for me to say whether they
can be spared or not.
Question. Would, in your judgment, the services of such competent officers
be worth as much to the government, if employed in that way, as tqey are now 1
Answer. I should say they would be worth more than in any other capacity.
I would like to add that on' the completion of the experiments with the 1:5-inch
gun, seeing that they had demonstrated its capability to endure a sufficient
r~umber of service charges, I recommended that it be now put to extreme proof,
to determine its endurance ~nd its effect upon targets of different kinds. Those
experiments have not yet been made. 'The recommendation will be found in
my pri.nted reports .
. 'rhe foregoing is the corrected testimony given by me before the joint committee
of Congress on the Conduct of the War, on the sixth day of February, 1864.
F. T. RODMAN, Major if Ordnance.

Testimony of Major A. B. Dyer. ,
WASHINGTON,

February 6, 1864.

1\fajor A .•B. DYER sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. What is your rank and position in the army 1
Answer. I am a major of ordnance.
Question. What have been your opportunities to make yourself familiar with
the character and efficiency of Ol,H heavy ordnance-say the Rodman' gun first 1
Answer. I have had a great deal of experience in firing to extremity some of
our large guns, particularly one pair of 10-inch guns, which were made at the
Fort Pitt foundry. They were sent to me as having been cast from the same
metal, and at the same time.
Question. On this Rodman principle 1
Answer. One on the Rodman principle, and the other cast solid, and then
bored out. I understood that the guns were tested at Pi'ttsburg before they
were sent to me at Old' Point, where I was then stationed. I fired them at Old
Point, with the same charges precisely, a great number of times. Neither was
burst, and both gave evidence of great strength. But the two guns were very
unlike in condition at the conclusion of the firing. When I commenced the firing,
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the solid cast gun was very much worn about the seat of the shot, and the wearing afterwards continued, while the other gun at the end of the firing exhibited
very little evidence of having been worn, or abraded by the gases. I fired
these guns with the same weight of powder and the same weight of projectile
several times, under the E>ame circumstances, and Qbtained the ranges, and also
the maximum pressures upon the bores, by 1 means of an instrument which had
been devised by Major Rodman. The ranges and the pressures obtained from
the hollow cast gun were considerably greater than the corresponding ranges
and pressures obtained from the solid cast gun. I attributed this to the difference in the wear of the bores of the two guns, and I am convinced that, at the
conclusion of tbe firing, the hollow cast gun had 1·eally endured much more than
the solid cast gun, and that it had sustained much less injury from the firing.
I have had no other experience in testing the endurance of pairs of guns made
from the same metal upon the two principles.
.
Question. Have you tested other large guns:-the Parrott gun, for instance 1
Answer. I have never tested the Parrott gun; believe I never saw one fired.
Question. What is your confidence in the efficiency of our large guns, such
as we use now in fortifications and on shipboard 1
·
Answer. In regard to the guns 'which are used on shipboard, I know very
little. I am satisfied that the large guns we :afte now making are rellable guns.
I believe they are the best gum~ we have ever had, and equal to any guns which
h~we ever been made.
.
Question. HaYe you had any experience witn the large 15-inch Rodman gun 1
Answer. I have. I was at Old Point when the first gun was sent there to
be tested, and I supe1:intended the firi11g of it for, I think, 512 rounds.
Qt;testion. What was the effect of that firing upon the gun 1
Answer. At the conclusion of the firing I had the gun star-gauged with great
accuracy. The star-gauge is an instrument which is used to determine the
diameter of the bore. The measurements were made with great accuracy, and
at a great many points, and the bore was found to be uninjured. ·
Question. What amount of powder did you use in these trials 1
Answer. I think the first charge in the 15-inch gun was 25 pounds. We fired
a few times with that charge;· and then increased the charge more and more up
to 50 pounds.
Question. What shot did you use, solid shot or shell?
Answer. Shell weighing, I think, about 350 pounds each.
Question. Have you an idea that it would be safe to use a charge of 60 pout:ds
in that gun.?
Answer. I have every reason to believe it would be. I think the fact that
there was no enlargement whatever in the bore, after the gnn had been fired
upwards of 500 times, is conclusive evidence that 60 pounds might be used wi:.h
safety. ·
Question.
has been said by some of our military men that the service
charge for that gun was 3.5· pounds, and they thought the initial velocity of the
ball was too low. What is your idea about that 1
Answer. For some purposes 35 pounds would give sufficient velocity. If
great penetrating power, or great range was necessary, a greater charge would
haYe to be used, perhaps more than 60 pounds. In the experiment I made with
the 15-inch gun I obtained an initial velocity of about 1,100 feet per second.
Question. What was the charge you put in to obtain that velocity 1
Answer. Fifty pounds.
Question. Are the guns we manufacture now made pretty much all on the
Rodman principle 1
Answer. I have no means of kno'Ying absolutely, but I have understood and
I believe that all large guns for the army, and all 15-inch guns for the navy,
are made on the Rodman principle.
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Question. How do you account for the increased strength of this Rodman
over the old-fashioned gun cast solid, and then bored out 1
Answer. I understand that the Rodman gun is cast upon a core or metal
tube, which is covered with clay to protect it from the heat of the melted iron,
and that it is cooled from the interior by means of a stream of cold water, which
passes through the bore, while the heat on the exterior is kept up by a fire in
the pit. The inner layers or cylinders cool first, and those exterior to them in
cooling afterwards contract, and press upon and hug them, thereby relieving
them from all strain of extension. This continues until the mass is cooled, at
which time I believe the inner portions of the gun are compressed, while the
outer parts are extended. In the solid-cast gun, the cooling being wholly from
the exterior, the reverse takes place, and the interior of the casting is subject to
a strain of extension, which increases towards the centre of an axis. r_rhe spongy
appearance of the metal, and the fissures or cracks near the axis of large solidcast guns, furnish conclusive evidence that the metal of the central part is highly
strained in cooling.
Question. Does it not also harden the inside of the gun; make it harder than
it otherwise would be 1
'
Answer. TJ nq11estionably it does.
Question. Something on the principle of chilling the outer rim of car-wheels 1
Answer. I think there can be no doubt of that; the results of the experiments
I have refened- to, as having been made by me at Old Point, furnish evidence
of that.
Question. How do you compare our improved ordnance with that of Europe,
so far as you understand 1 Is it superior or inferior 1
Answer. I am satisfied that it is superior to the heavy ordnance of any
European nation. During the Crimean war a considerable number of large
guns, especially the 13-ihch English mortars, burst, and those guns were generally regarded as unsafe. Many of our 13-inch mortars have been fired a great
many times, and, I believe, not one has burst. I hav:e not heard that ·any of
the Rodman guns have burst except one, under ve~y peculiar and exti'aordinary
circumstan~es, at Frankford arsenal. A year or two ago I had a conversation
1vith-Oolonel Wilmot, of the English artillery, who at one time had superintended
the construction of cannon at the Woolwich arsenal, in relation to ordnance. He
inquired what I thought of the Rodman method in comparison with the Dahlgren
method. I told him that my experience satisfied me that the Rodman method
was the best, but I gave him no reasons why I thought so. Re told me that
his government had made and tested two pairs of 13-inch mortars, one of each
})air being cast solid, and the other cast hollow and cooled from the interior; that
each pair was fired together, and, as nearly as possible, under the same circumstances ; that both solid-cast mortars burst before reaching 500 rounds, and that
both of the hollow-cast mortars had endured 1,000 rounds. He said he was
convinced that guns made in that manner were supe11ior to the solid-cast guns.
Question. From whence did the English get this idea of casting hollow 1
Answer. They may have obtained it from this country. The experiments of
Captain Rodman have been published, and are, of course, known in Europe.
Question. r:rhat was since his invention 1
Answer. Yes, sir; Colonel Wilmot told me the trials took place after the
Crimean war. He did not say the hollow-cast mortars were made on precisely
the Rodman principle. He did not give the details, but only said that one of
each pair was ca8t solid, and the other cast ho.llow and cooled from the interior.
Question. Do you know anything about the efficiency of the Parrot1r gun 1
An8wer. I really know very little itbout it. I have had no opportunity whatever of seeing those guns, or of seeing them fired.
Question. Have any of the large 15-inch guns been rifled and tried in that way 1
Answer. They have not been tried. One gun, of the exterior dimensions of
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the 15-inch gun, with a bore of twelve inches, was made and rifled at the Fort
Pitt foundry some two or three years ago. It was sent to Old Point, as I anunderstood, for trial immediately after the breaking out of the war. I was
ordered away from Old Point very soon afterwards, and do not know how often
it was fii·ed. I believe it has been fire~ a few times only. I have regretted
that it, and also an 8-inch rifled gun, made on the Rodman principle, which was
sent to Old Point for trial about the same time, were not fired to extremity to
test their endurance and fitness for service immediately after they were sent to
Old Point.
Question. We are directed by this resolution to ascertain about the price of
those guns, the cheapness of them, and the amount of "royalty" paid by the
government. Do you know anything about that 1
Answer. I know nothing about the price ; I have had no opportunities _of
knowing what price has been paid; I have never inquired. As to the "royalty,''
I have understood that a charge is made upon the patent. I have every reason
to believe that it is so. rrhere hre parties who can give you that information.
Question. I suppose that, perhaps, we have that information; but, as you are
an ordnance officer, I thought I would ask you the question.
Answer. I will say that I wrote to Genetal Ripley, the chief of ordnance,
about two years ago, urging the importance and necessity of having our heavy
ordnance made upoQ the Rodman principle; and, in a subsequent conversation,
I told him that the advantages which would be derived from the change would
more than compensate for any royalty or increase in price which might be consequent thereupon. I told him that the cost of those guns would not exceed
that which was paid by the navy for the Dahlgren guns, and that I felt assured
that we should get better guns. General Ripley told me that he would have
the large guns made upon the Rodman plan, and I shortly aherwards heard that
orders had been given to that effect by the department.
Question. I would inquire whether all men acquainted with the properties
and manufacture. of iron agree as to the principle on which these guns are claimed
·
to be the strongest 1
Answer. I c1o not know that aU such persons do agree upon it. I believe it
would be difficult to propose any question unless it be one of pure mathematics,
upon which different views and opinions would not be entertained, and it is not
unlikely that some pereons acquainted with working cast-iron, and with many
of its properties, do not agree as to the principle. I believe, howttver, that most
persons acquainted with iron and its pro_perties are convinced of the corr,ectness
of the principle. I have conversed with many scientific gentlemen in arid out
of the army who a1:e. I believe all the experiments which have been made tend
to establish the correctness of the theory upon which the plan is founded.
Question. From all your acquaintance, as an ordnance officer, with our guns,
are you of the opinion that, as a general thing, we are improving · over the old
method 1 Is what we are doing now an improvement on the old-established
way of doing things ?
Answer. A very decided improvement, in my opinion. I think our guns now
are really worth much mo1·e than any guns we had fifteen, or ten, or even five
years ago.
Question. Is there any further information which you deem important whi:.:h
you can give us on this subject 1
Answer. I believe none of the hollow cast guns have burst in service during
the war. Many of the 13-inch mortara, and some of the other guns havt> been
fired a great many times. I have already stated that many 10-inch English
mortars burst during the Crimean war.
Question. Are those 13-inch mortars the largest calibre used by the ·English 1
Answer. One monster mortar has been made, but it has never been used; it
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has been fired a few times with very light charges. The 13-inch mortars are
the largest service mortars they have.
Question. And they are the largest mortars we have 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And ours, so far, have all stood the test 1
Answer. Yes, sir; I think if any one had burst I should have heard of it.
By l\1r. Gooch :
Question. In your opinion, has the matter of banding guns, in the moue
adopted by Captain Parrott, been fully tested, so that it is demonstrated that a
gun with a band is stronger than would be a gun all of cast-iron of the same
exterior maximum diameter 1
Answer. I do not think it has been ; some trials have been made with a view
to that end, and l believe the banded guns have shown the greater endurance;
but all the conditions were not precisely alike, and, in my opinion, the variations
were sufficient to account for the difference in endurance. Pairs of guns made
several years ago, at the same foundry and about the same time, were selected
for theRe trials, and were fired with the same charges. The banded guns had
copper vent-pieces, which WC?re very little worn by the firing. '.rhe vents of
the unhanded guns were drilled in the cast-iron and were greatly and rapidly
enlarged by the firing. , I think, in some instances, the gast.s acted as a wedge
in the enlarged vent and the fissures about it, and assisted largely in bursting
the gun. In the guns which burst through the vent, I have but little doubt
that "their endurance would have been increased if they had had copper ven.tpieces. I think a series of experiments might be made at a moderate cost,
which would demon:?tra.te conclusively whether any benefit is derived from
banding guns; and if there is, whether it is commensurate with the increased
cost of the gun. To do thia, I would have several pairs of large guns cast, each
pair being cast from the same pool of melted iron, the only difference between
the guns of each pair being, that one gun should be banded and the other should
have 11n increased thickness of metal to compensate for the band. I would have
these pairs :fired at the same time, with the same charges, and with all the other
conditions as nearly alike as possible. 1 believe the information to be derived
from such a series of experiments, properly conducted, would fully justify the
expense of making them.
By Mr. Harding:
Question. The copper vent in the banded guns, after the unhanded guns had
been burst, was not cut away at all?
Answer. Very little; scarcely enough to be observed. Pure copper resists
well the action of the gases, while cast-iron, especially in rifled guns, is worn
away very rapidly.
The foregoing is the corrected testimony given by me before the committee
of Congress on the Conduct of the y.,rar, on the 6th of 1!-,ebruary, 1864.
A. B. DYER, Major qf Ordnance.

NAVY DEPARTMENT, April30, 1864.
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith the reply of Rear-Admiral Dahlgren to certain
inquiries of the Committee on the Conduct of the War, made under date of the 3d of February last.
Very respectfully, &c.,

GIDEON WELLES,
Secretary of the Navy
Hon. B. F. WADE,
Chairman of the Committee on the Conduct of the War, U. S. Senate.
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FLAG STEAMER HARVEST

MooN,

.Ap·r il 15, 1864-.
Sm: I have the honor to aeknowledge the receipt of the communication of
your honorable committee, enclosing a resqlution of the Senate, in relation to
the rifled and smooth ordnance used in the United States navy and army.
It would be a very agreeable duty to me to meet the requirements of the
committee as ~ompletely as the importance of the subject desetves ; but to do
so would be equivalent to writing a history of the progress and condition of
ordnance for many years past, the most prolific in radical changes that have
occurred since artillery became of any importance, making no doubt a considerable volume.
·
This, I am sure, the com]nittee do not desire, ~ntl will, therefore, limit my reply
to a brief notice of the principal points involved.
1st. I am unable to say positively what kinds and calibres of rifled ordnance
are used by the army or are assigned t.o our· fortifications, having no official
connexion with that department of ordnance.
2d. I am not aware that any proportion of rifled ordnance has yet been
established · for the armament of vessels here or abroad ; nor is there likely to
be, until some kind of rifled ordnance has been devised which will more fully
accomplish their purpose than any now in existence.
3d. No heavy rifled cannon has been made which meets, even in a moderate
degree, the requirements for arming ships-of-war. This I can affirm of my own
knowledge, so far as the United States are concerned; and I insert here some
extracts from statements ve1~y recently made by British authorities, which will
show to the committee that the great naval power of Europe is quite as much
at fault as w~ are, after having spent immense sums during the last few years
in order to obtain suitable rifle cannon of sufficient calibre.
The first extract is from the speech of the Marquis of Hartington, undersecretary of war, explaining to the English Commons the war estimates for 1864.
· [House of Commons, March 2 to Friday, Murch 4, 1864.)
ARMY ESTIMATES.

The Marquis of Hartington said that before lw asked the committee to agree to the resolution with which he Rhould conclude, it w~;~,.;; fair that he should state that he should that
evening have to lay upon the table a supplementary, estimate for the year 1863-'64, which
in a few days he should ask the house to vote.
t.~
~~
t.~
~
t.<
ts
;;;.
He had stated that their stores in respect to small-arms were everything that they could
desire. When they came to the article of artillery he was not able to give the house so
consolatory an assurance. The report of the ordnance select committee which sat last_year
showed very accurately bow the ordnance question stood at that time. As the result of
their expend~ture on Sir W. Armstrong's guns, they had the whole of their field batteries
armed with tbe Armstrong gun. Those guns, 'he might safely say, were uow almost universally approved and liked by the troops who possessed them. In New Zealand they
were being supplied, and certtinly they heard no complaints; the guns, as far as they
knew, giving satisfaotion. It was quite true that at one time jn l 863 there was some
doubt, some dh;like felt, in regard to them amon~ the artillery, on account of some failure,
or rather symptoms of failure, in those guns ; but it turned out that this applied only to
some of the very earliest that had been produced, when the manufacture had not reached
the perfection subsequently attained; aoq not even among those guns, he believed, was
there ever any accident involving loss of life or personal disablement. Further experience
had convinced the artillery, he believed, that they were in possession of an arm w,hich
could be trusted to for rough, actual service, and which, when they had learnt, as they
were now learning, to use ic, was one of the most extraordinary accuracy and power. Besides the guns belonging to the field batteries, they had a large number in store, with a
considerable number in depot at Woolwich, ready to be sent out at any moment if required.
Besides the 12-pounders in possession of the troops and in store, . they. had a large number
of 20 and 40-pounders, and of those guns, and especially of: th~ 40-,rounders, it was, he
thought, impossible to speak too highly. He believed that the troops:, wherever they had
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them said they were a most excellent gun, and very far superior to those they had supplanted. For new works, such as those of the land defences at PoJ,"tSIUouth, and also to
accompany an army in the field, or to be used as guns of position, they were very valuable.
Coming next to the 110-pounders, it was perfectly true they were not so popular or so
greatly approved as the guns he had previously enumerated. The repol't -Qf the ordnance
committee had informed honorable members of what was suppqsed to be the overwhelming
political necessities of the time which required those guns to be adopted and manufactured
in large quantities without any very mature consideration or very extended system of experiment . It was believed that foreign nations had obtained rifle guns of great power,
and that it was necessary, above all things, that we should have powerful rifle guns to
compete with them. Therefore, the only gun of that kind which we knew of was adopted,
perhaps with too much haste. But, although there were many objeCtjons to those guns,
he believed that those objections were being gradually overcome. The question of the
vent-pieces-one of the most difficult questions of all-was being gradually settled. The
improvements in the manufacture of steel bad enabled the gun factory at Elswick to produce a vent-piece of superior durability. Although the 110-ponnder, as fi:tr as they had
yet tried it with cast-irori shot, was not of any 1/Ilaterial use against armor-plated vessels,
still there were a great many positions in which it would be a most useful weapon. He
thought that almost all the naval witnesseH examined before the select committee . although
they deprecated the use of the 110-pounder of Sir W. Armstrong as a broadside gun, yet
stated that he would like to have some gun of that description in his ship for plirposes 'of
distant bombardment. For many works of land fortification also these guns would be extremely valuable. There were many positions requiring defence where it was not necessary
to have a gun that was capable of piercin,g an iron-clad ship ; and, therefore, although
those guns would not do all that they could wish, yet their defects were being overcome.
As to the gun which they were going to make, it was true they had not yet in the service
a gun capable of doing effecti've work against armor-plated ships ; but the experience they.
had bad in regard to the 110-pounder ought to caution them against going too fast in that r
matter. There certainly 'was no immediate pressure to make them adopt a new gun for
that purpose without the fullest consideration. If they had not got a gun capable of,
making effectual practice on iron-plate(l ships, they had reason to believe-nay, they felt
perfectly certain-from all the information tht;Jy could obtain, that no other nation had in
its service sucl~ an arm. (Hear, hear.) Therefore, there was no overwhelming necessity
for hurrying on in that direction. But if affairs should look more threatening than they
did-if there should be any immediate occasion for iron-clads being called into action, .it
might be consolatory for the , house to know that, as the result of their experiments. they
had a syEtem of construction which would give them a strong heavy gun and a m ode.of
rifling which, although it might not be the best that might hereafter be discovered, would
yet enable them to make guns fulfilling all the conditions they required in a rifle gun, and ·
strong enough to pierce any target yet ma nufactured. They knew now that the principle
of making a muzzle-loading gun, the barrel of which was composed of cast-steel, strengthened by wrought-iron coils, was capable of producing a strong gun, and that the inventions .
of Sir W. Armstrong combined almost perfectly all the requisites of a system of rifling
(Hear, hear.) However, as scientific and militaty men were very much divided into the
followers of Sir W. Armstrong and Mr. Whitworth, it was considered desirable, as he stated
to the house the other evening, that, before proceeding any further with the great qmstion ,
of artillery construction, the n1erits of these two great artillerists should be tested by an ,
impartial commit~ee specially chosen for that purpose, and at the same time the ordnance committee were engaged in a series of experiments as to the other best known systems oL
rifling and construction. He had explained the reasons why so long a delay had occurred before the announcement of these experiments. They were now fixed for the lst of Ap:ril. They
would have to be most carefully conducted, and would probably extend over a considerable period of time. It would be some months, perhaps near the conclusion of the year,
before the Armstrong and Whitworth select committee concluded their investigations with ,
reference to the competing guns; but in order that we should not lose more time than
was necessary, orders had been given to the royal gun factory that a considerable quantity ·
of material should be prepared for the system on which the committee should decide. The
committee, no doubt, were aware of the performances of the 600-pounder or 13-inch gun,
as it would now be called, and which had been extremely satisfactory in a limited number
of experiments. . Further experiments would take place in a few days ; but, although the
results were very satisfactory, it would be quite premature to enter largely into the manufacture of so expensive an arm until the fullest tests had been applied to its capability. of
endurance. !fit should continue to exhibit all the excellences it was supposed to possess,
two, three, or four more experimental 600-pounders would be ordered, that the govel'nment might feel quite certain that its excellences were not confined to one gun, but that
they could be produced on a considerable scale and degree of perfection. If that gun
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could be reproduced and answered al1 the expectations raised by thn trials hitherto made,
be thought, we might feel certain we could produce a gun capable of fairly blowing
any ship ever created out of the water. (Hear, hear.) The gun tried at Shoeburyness
had almost destroyed the Warrior target. It was quite certain that with steel projectiles
there was no ship floating on the water that could resist at 1,000 yards the shot fired by
that 13-inch gun. He believed that in future warfare conducted against iron-plated ships
the quality of projectiles would exercise quite as important, if not more important, influence than the gun itt~elf. It had been found by experience that no gun, however powerful,
could produce much effect on iron plates with only caEt-iron shots. However heavy the
blow struck, the shot itself was shattered to pieces without much injury to the plates.
There was no manufacture in the country which had progressed with such rapid strides of
late years aR that of cast-steel. He believed improvtmtmts of the very greatest iruportance had
been made within the last twelve, and even within the last six: months. The ordnance
select committee bad "been associated with the iron plate committee for the purpose of instituting and carrying out experiments with different kinds of steel formed into different
projel"tiles and fired from different kinds of guns. They found that with steel projectiles
fired from guns of very much inferior power to 'the 13-inch gun, such as the Duke of Somer~>et's gun, the smooth-bore 100-pounder, very satisfactory results had been obtained on
iron-plated ships. He had stated at the commencement that he could not give a perfectly
satisfactory account of 0ur position as regarcied guns ; but he had endeavored to show that,
if we were not in possession of a more perfect gun-more perfect as against iron plates- ·
the fault was not that of the government, or the"advisers of the government. They had prosecuted with the utmost diligence a series of experiments, and they were still going on with
them. The fault-if fault there was-was to the manufacture of iron plates and projectiies
to be fired from guns. There must be a limit to the thickness of iron plates, and he
thought they bad proved that there was scarcely any limit to human science and improvement. (Hear, bear.)

th~n,

[House of Commons, Thm:sday, ¥arch 10.]
ARMAMENT OF THE ROYAL NAVY.

Mr. Berkeley rose to call attention to the defective state of the armament of the royal
navy. The welfare of the navy was naturally a matter of such deep interest id this-country
that he felt be need make no apology for bringiug this subject under the notice of the
bouse. He trusted he wight assume that a British ship ought to leave her port built,
manned, and atmed in a proper manner. As regarded the con~tiUction of ships, they
were for a long time disgraceful in that respect, the models bting largely borrowed from
foreign nations, and the best of them from France. Of late years the admiralty bad, however, made great improvemenLs, and we now possessed ' the finest navy belonging to any
civilized power. For many years there wtre also good grounds of complaint as to the
manning <•f the navy. - Lord Dunrlonald once drew attention to the very bad state of
things which prevailed, but it continued for some time afterwards. ~o disgraceful was it
that one of the board of admir,dty resigned his seat because he held that the board did
not do its duty on this point. At present, howev;.er, no ship was sent out without being
perfectly well manned with a crew worthy of the British navy. He now came to the third
branch of the subject-the armament; and here he regretted that he could not give the
same approbation as in the two other cases. We had fallen behind foreign countries, and
particularly the Americans, in the armament of our ships. At the time when Lord Dundonald was complaining that our ships were manned with the sweepings of the jails and by
dint of press-gangs, the armament was also in a very defective state. We then sent our
frigates carrying iS-pounders to cope with powerful ships carrying 24-pounders, and it was
owing to that great mit;take that the Amerieans were able to take into port, with the
British ensign lowered, our Macedonia, Guerriere, and other vessels. The admiralty unfortunately did not find out the blunder till too late. 'I'hey despatched the Endymion,
armed with 24-pounder guns, which fully vindicated the honor of our flag in the contest
with the Pret>ident. It could not be said that the latter wa& vanquished in fair fight, for
the odds were against her, unt she was cut in pieces uy the guns of the Endymion. The
next improvement was the equalization of the calibre of the guns throughout the navy,
the 32-pounder being taken as the standard. For some time the Americans did not gain
any great advantage over us, though they secured a very powerful gun called the columbiad. We then introduced the Paixhan shell-gun into our navy, which was also used by
the French, who, however, in addition, bad 36-pounders instead of 32-pomiders, as we
had. The Americans were determined to procure a more powerful armament, and they
succeeded. A very clever naval officer, Admiral Dahlgren, invented a gun on the Paixhan
plan of nine-inch , calibre.; and .they equipped the whole of their ships with shell-guns of
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one calibre. Although our frig ,ttes wer.e more shapely to look at, the Americans contend ;;
ed that their ships, armed with the shell-guns, could pour forth a more formidable broadside. There could be little doubt of the prodigious effect produced by shells. At Sinope
the Russians destroyed the Turkish fleet entirely by shells, and with one shell the Alabama sent the Hatteras to the bottom of the £ea. We had now arrived at the epoch of iron
ships. He did not wish to criticise the buildir .g of iron ships; he presumed we were at
)east on an equality with the other nations, and he was contented to believe that every
board of admiralty would carry on the best system of construction. But he trusted we
should not fall into the great mistake of supposing that if we could build iron ships, the
Americans could not do the same. Their iron was superior to ours, and, the ~mericaos
were an ingenious go-ahead people, who would never allow themselves to be beaten by us
in any work of this sort (Hear, hear.) At the battle of Solferino the Emperor of the
French made a complete revolution in the armament of the world. He there produced a
rifled gun which had a greater trajectory power than any that had ever appeared in a field
of battle before. So great was the improvement supposed to be that all the nations of
Europe set to work to arm their navies and armies with rifled gnns. The French had
already armed their navy with these weapons. What bad we been doing on our side ?
We had spent £3,000,000 ; we had been six years bard at work, and now at last we were
going back to the old gun which had been well termed the Brown Bess of the navy. The
history of our operations was rather curious. It appeared that the Duke of Newcastle met
somewhere an engineer named Armstrong who made a few guns The honorable and
gallant member for Huntingdon during hia administration at the War Office laid hold of
the same Armstrong, and it must be confessed that he got more out of him than any one
else, for he set Armstrong upon doing that which Armstrong could do, and did not try
him beyond his means. Under the superintendence of the honorable and gallant gentleman Armstrong produced 12-pounders which were excellent field-pieces, and he also turned
out 40-pounders. It was for competent persons to decide whether the breech-loading principle was the one that ought to be preferred above all others, but it was not the general
opinion throughout the artillery service that the breech-loading system was the best.
However that might be, Armfltrong made 100-pounders and llO-pounders for the navy,
but it was a remarkable fact that all the guns he produced other than those ordered by
the honorable and gallant member for Huntingdon were dead failures. As our seamen
said, they fired at both ends; they blew away their breech-plugs, and destroyed the hair
of our artillerymen wjth what was called a " mild escape of gas" (A laugh ) Captain
Wainwright, when examined before the ordnance committee, declared they were the worst
guns he ever saw in our navy, and his evidence was confirmed by the proceedings at
Japan, where the guns were devious in their firing, and in some cases actually refused to
go off. What was to be done? Were we to go to sleep in the happy belief that the
Americans were in the !)arne position as ourRelves? He hoped we should do nothing of the
kind The Times always befriended Armstrong; but it was remarkable for its excellent
correspondence, and it not unfrequently happened that its correspondents went very mueh
in opposition to the gentlemen who wrote the leading articles. In ode of his letters the
Richmond correspondent of the Times had stated that Parrott guns in the north and Brooke
guns in the south possessed penetrative powers against which no armor plates could avail,
and had expressed his astonisbm.:nt at the apathy of our War Office and admiralty, which
did not send over competent persons to watch the progress of armament in America, and
see it brought to proof in actual warfare. The same gentleman in a second letter had
written as follows :
•
" Again I feel tempted to raise a warning voice about the disparity of the armament on
board of the English and American navies. It is impossible for those who have betm many
months ab:;ent from England to be well informed as to the actual state of public opinion
at the present moment upon this vital subject. But, judging from the officers of her
Majesty's navy who have at rare intervals brought vessels of war into conferlerate ports, it
appears still to be held that the 68-pounder, or 8-inch smooth-bore, is E•ogland's best
weapon of offence against iron-clad vessels The experience gained at Charleston enables
me confidently to affirm that as well a.ight you pelt one of the Yankee monitors or the
Ironsides with peas as expect them to be in any way d<imaged by their 8-inch shot.
Another dii;agreeable question forces itself upon an Englishman's attention, when he is
cognizant of the terrific broadside thrown by the eight ll-inch guns of the Ironsides-one
of the most formidable broadsides, in the opinion of the defenders of Charleston, which
bas ever been thrown by any vessel. Have we any ship in existence which could successfully resist such a bro11dside 1 and respond to it with anything like commensurate weight
and vigor? I should be faithless to my duty if I did not menti0n th'Lt it is the universal
opinion of all the English o.aicers serving in the confederate army, with whom I have conversed, that England is behind America in the weight and power of the guns sent by both
nations to sea.''
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The other day there sailed from Portsmouth one of our armor-clad ships, the Hector, of
34 guns, but now with 24:, of which 20 were the old 68 pounders and 4 were Armstrong
Tifltd 110-poundeJ s. The facts were given by the Times's correspondent at Portsmouth, and
the Times remarked that when it was considered that the guns on, board the Hector only
fired cast-iron projectiles it could be of little comeqnence, as against armor-clad ships,
whether she carried 1 or 50 of such weapons. That ship was going to the Medit erranean,
and woi1ld anchor alongf;ide the Solferino and the Magenta, which we're armed with 6 ~ -inch
guns, on the pattern of a certain gun that was tried in 1~60 near Lorient, which carried 27
pounds of powder, and which, at 1,100 yards, sent its shot tluough and through a target
rtpresenting the sides of La Gloire. Suppose a war to break out, ·and the Hector fell in
with either the Solf~rino or the Magenta, what would become of her? But h ow were we
in that state? Because in this age, when our ministers prop0unded the doctrine of throwing everything open to competition, they yet allowed a profound monopoly to exist in
guns, shutting out all onr most competent engineers. Everything must be done by Sir S.
W. Armstrong, \'bo when he made an expensive failure was not discharged, but was left
to try again; whereas everybody who opposed him received the cold shoulder. Mr. Whitworth bad never had a fair trial, though it was said he was now about to g-et one. Yet
Mr. Whitworth had declared that he had no faith in the persons whom the War Office
trusted in these matters. Again, there was the Mersey Iron Works Co~pany, represented
b_v the honorable member for Liverpool, and w hich had made the Horsfall gun-a weapon
allowed by engineert> to be of the finest malleable iron that ever clune out of a workshop.
Their gun had stood every test. and it was presented in the handsomest mann er by the
company to the government. Yet when it was done with it was thrown into the mud,
and the company were never thanked for what they had done, nor employed to make
other guns, because that would interfere with Sir William Armstrong. The 'Mersey Iron
Works .Company were now making excellent guns for foreign governments, and Captain
Blakeley also was mt\king- guns for the Russia,ns-o:ffering, Englishmanlike, to back his
weapon for a thou.-and guineas. Our government, be repeated, gave the cold shoulder to
native ta.lent, and that talent was now seeking a market elsewhere.

Reply of Lord Paget, an Admiral qf the Navy, Secretary of the Admiralty, and its organ in the
·
House of Cummans.-March 10, 1854.

"'·

Lord C. PAGET. Vessels masted as she was have gone all over the worl'I. What g round
is there for the declamation against the admir11.lty-- that there was a want of proper administration. and that if the admiralty bad had a responsible he.'l.d these things could not
have happened? I will tell the house th'at the responsible officer who sent tbe<-e vessels to
sea was the Duke of Somerset, who is quite willing to take the responsibility for doing so.
(Hear) Now as to the Prince Consort there were n·ports that certain vessels jn the
Mersey would •probaoly put to sea, and it was nec•·ssary that these ships should not be
allowed to go. The Prince Consort was not unfitted. She was ready ; and, moreover, the
controller of the navy had expresRed a wish that she should have a trial at sea under
steam . The crew was put on board--for under our present arrangements we can put a
crew on board in 24 hours--and she went to sea. It is true that the men, having bt·en
only so short a trme on board, did not know all the various arrangements of the vess~l
with respect to stores, and hatches, and matters of that sort; and, unfortunately, the moment
she left Devon port theTe came on a very heavy gale of wind, and w.hen she rounded the
Land's End she experienced one of the ht·aviest galt's that h .we been known for a great
number of years. She rolled: I need not tell you that our armor ships do roll; it is a
peculiarity of our ;:trmor ships that they O.o roll. Had she been in a long sea-had she
b~en on the Atlantic, probably she would not have shipped any water, because we know
that a long sea is better than. those short seas which p,revail in the channel for a large
ve,:sel like the Prince Conso1;t . Well, she got into the l{ace_of Holy-bead, where, as every
one know::;, the sea. boil.s. She did take in water in the Race of Holy head; the water was
over her engine-room, and matters began to look serious. (Hear, bear.) She came up to
the south stack, but the CllptAin,. finding that he could not bear into Holy head with safety,
hauled his wind and made for Dublin. It so ba.ppen¢ that for sqme time the vessel lay
to; and while she lay to she did not take in water; but when her head was forced against
the sea she took iri water over her bow;; and over her sidrs; in fact she shipped a great
deal of water; and when they reache~. Dublin all on bo~trd were very glad (hear, hear,)
and they got their pumps out and worked them. (Hear, bear.) It was found that the
vessel bad not leaked, but it was reported that there had been some straining. I will
state what really was the case. We did not like to put scuppers high up on these armor
ships, and the consequence was they were carried below, coming out under the armor
plates in the Prince Consort.; but the result proved to be, I believe, that there was no free
. escape for t.he water. Having found by experience that this plan of placing the scuppers
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is not a secure one, we have made a change, with the view of avoiding a recurrence of
what took place in this instance. (Hear.) When the Prince Consort came back, wishing
to see her with my own eyes, I went and saw her in dock. Nautical men know that if a
vessel is strained, you can tell that by the streaks which appear on the copper of her
bottom ; but there was nothing like an appearance of straining about this vessel. (Hear,
hear.) I had better inform the house that I shall not be understating the matter when I
say that the cost of r epairing the accident to the Prince Consort will be under £1.000. It
is quite true that while she has been in dock we have laid out a great deal of money on
her; but that has nothing to do with the gale, but is for work done to prevent g<>lvanic
action from taking place between the copper bottom and the iron plates. I do not suppoEe my honorable friend means that we should condemn one of the finest veRsels in the
English fleet. We have proved the Royal Oak, which is her sister ship in every respect.
The Royal Oak is out in the channel squadron, and the captain reports that she is a flrstrate sea-boat. I think that is an answer to my honorable friend with regard to the misfortune which happened to the Prince Consort. (Hear, hear) With regard to the
question of the honorable member for Bristol, I should have wished that my noble fri•,·nd,
the under-secretary of war, had an opportunity of answering the remarks of the honorable
member, because we are not in charge of the manufacture of guns. All we do is to make
requisitions on the War Office, and we grumble if we are not well t'lerved. (A laugh.) I
do not disguise from the bouse that on , several occasions we have been disposed to grumble at the armaments we have bad to carry, but the honorable member seems to think
that for some time past the Americans have bad guns more efficient than ours, and carrying more effective projectiles. I must, however, infotm him that for a great num I:Jer of
years we have had shells for every gun in our ships, our 3:l-pounden, our 68-poundersin fact, for all our guns ; and therefore we are not behind the Americans in that respect.
(Hear.) I do not mean to deny that the Americans have attached more importance than
we have to guns for shells only, but this raises a very important point of dispute between
the Americans and ourselves, which I am not now going to discuss The Americans
attach great importance to what they call "SID;ashing effects," (a laugh, and "bear hear,")
but they do not estimate as we do that high rate of velocity which we strive to obtain in
our guns. There is much to be said on both sides of this question, and I do not mean to
enter on it; but ever since we obtained those shell guus we b>~.ve attached much importance to guns of great range. Their guns have not the same range. The honorable member said that we had nothing but the old Brown Bess. He could not have attended to
what I said in moving the navy estimates, or be would not have arrived at such a conclusion. I sa.id on that occ:-tsion th~t the admir.alty was not satisfied with the 110-pounder
Armstrong; but while I said that, I did not say that we dis~ppl'Oved it. I frank.ly say
that we do not like it ; but I do not wish the honorable member to think that we condemn it entirely. (Hear.) This gun wa,;; used during ~he action at Kag,>siml.. They had
one on board the flag-ship, and the report of its performance was this-that the vent-pieces
blew out, and that in one case the vent-piece did what was a great deal wor,:e than blowing out-it jammed. The consequence was that the gun was hors de combat for some timefor a bout half an hour. But it stated that its precision and range were extraordinary, and
likewise that the precision in the bursting of its shells was something marvellous. That
was the report from the flag-ship. On board the other ships they did not give so good a
report. They said that the gun di·i not show very great precishn. In fact, they ~on
demned the 110-pounder Armstrong. On reading these reports I am disposed to admit
that there are great defects in this gun ; but, at the same time, I think th tt it has considerable advant.ages in respect of its extent of range. Still, we have not been satisfied,
and consequently the Duke of Somerset within the last two years communicated to the
War Office-and he did so before the death of Lord Herbert--his earnest desire that. there
should be a good, wbolewme, simple, smooth-bore gun for the navy. He said, "I shall
be very glad to use Mr. Whitworth's gun:;; and Captain Blakeley's guns if they succeed;
but meantime, while all these difficulties exist, let us at le!l.st have f,>r the navy something
simple whiuh will pierce these armor-plates." Accordingly the War Office prepared drawings for a gun of this description. They were limited to 6!- bns, becau~e we considered
th':tt that was the limit of the weight which sea-going ships should carry in their broadsides The Wa.r Office s-:tid th>1t for that weight thq could give us a 9-inch gun, a smooth.
bore, to carry a spheric,1l shot weighing 100 pounds. With that gun we were satisfiecl,
for the time, at all events. We have had very successful trials of it; th>~.t is to say, it has
pierced 5t-inch plates; a.nd accordingly we have made our requisition upon the War Office
for a certain number of these guns for the armament of our ships. But we have not
rested satisfied with this, and our very heavy ships, the Minotaur and the Bellerophon,
will be armed, experimentally, with 300-pounders-that is to say with 12-ton guns, carrying spherical shot of 150 pounds weight. The honorable member would say that Mr.
Parrott's or Mr. Brooke's guns were better than these. I am not prepared to say, upon the
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whole, whether they are or are not in advance of ours. As regards America, I give my
honest opinion to this bouse that we are not in a position to say which country has the
best of it.. With regard to the French, my honest belief is that we are more advanced
than they are. That is the state of the case, and if you ask any intelligent French officer
I believe he will tell you the same. I know the French navy have tried breech-loading
guns on board the Magenta and Solferino, but I likewise know that their officers do not
like them, and I do not think those guns successful. (Hear.) By the courtesy of the
American government we have been able to send an intelligent officer of the navy over to
that country. He is looking at their gun manufactures, and I hope we sha11 have full
information as to what guns the Americans prefer and what progress they have made. I
can assure the bouse, however, that in this matter of guns, potwitbstanding what is said
out of doors, it is very doubtful yet whether any country is much more advanced than we
are. (Hear, bear.)
Sir F. Smith said that the honorable member (Mr. Berkeley) seemed to be under the
impression that Mr. Whitworth bad not had fair play. Now, having served for two years
upon the ordnance committee, he could say that the whole case had been most closely
investigated, both Mr. Whitworth and Sir W. Armstrong being examined; but the fact
was, Mr. Whitworth never seemed to be ready with his guns for the trials that were
thought necessary. Certainly the guns made by Sir William Armstrong had not answered
as well as was expected. It was acknowledged before the committee by the first lord of
the admiralty, and the commander-in-chief, that we had no gun of large calibre which was
reliable. It was quite clear that the charge of the 110-pounder must be reduced if it was
to be used as a bre0ch-loader, and possibly it would have to be used as a shell gun, and not
for shot. It would be a most unfortunate thing if one of these guns were to burst between
decks in action ; it would be difficult then to get the men to go on fighting with the other
guns. He hoped the admiralty and the War Department would continue to give their
attention to the improvement of this gun. (Hear, hear.) He had not the least doubt that
if they would offer a suitable reward to any one who would make this J 10-pounder a safe
breech.loader, some mechanical genius would be found to do it. (Hear.)
[Editorial of the London Times, from the Evening Mail.]

If the question of the .guns has yet to be solved, their story, at any rate, has been fairly
and candidly told. On Thursday evening Lord Hartington explained the whole state of
the case, and described without reserve or disgHil':e tbe circumstances in which we are now
placed. In a few words, we may f'ay that our field ordnance is in as satisfactory a condition as could be expected during a period of endless invention and constant change ; but
that in ordnance for sea service we have made no progress commensurate with the actual
exigencies of the time. We know, or at least we have persuaded ourselves, that armorplating will be fuund ineffective against the artillery of the future ; but, although we believe these guns to be producible, they have not yet been, produced. Happily, however,
we are in this respect no won:e off than our neighbors, and there is, we hope, no reason to
apprehend that our success wiil be long delayed.
Lord Hartington informed the house that a.Il our field patteries were now completely
armed with the Armstrong gnu, and that these pieces "were now almost universally approved and liked by the troops who possessed them." He did not conceal the fact that
tbis feeling had not always prevailed, but he stated unhesitatingly that experience and
practice had brought our soldiers to a belief in the good and serviceable qualities of the
gun. This being the case, it becomes satisfactory to bear that our supplies of this approved
ordnance are abundant. Besides the guns actually in use, we have a large number in
store, "and a considerable number in depot at Woolwich, ready to be sent out at any
moment if required.'' Nor is this the whole of the story as regards the land service, for,
in addition to the 12-pounders forming our field batteries, we have 20-pounders and
40-pounders also in large numbers, of which a very good report can be given. Of the
40-pounders, especially, Lord Hartington thought it was "impossible to speak too highly."
We have good reason, therefore, to be satisfied with the state of things up to this point.
Our field artillery is as well armed and provided as we could wish it to be, nor do we know
of any foreign models superior to our own.
Here, however, terminates our success. For naval purposes we have no gun of which
we can speak as we have spoken of the Armstrong fi.eld-piece, and it is simply in default of
any satisfactory substitute that the old 68-pounder holds itt: place. The only fresh intmductions llave been the 40-pounder above mentioned, and the llO-pounder, also on the
Armstrong pattern; but the former of these, though formidable in position on the field, is
ineffective against the armor of an iron-clad, and the latter is also powerless for this special
purpose. It is a good and useful gun for either kinds of service, but it will not send its
shot through the strong plating of a modern frigate. Consequently, as regards naval ord-
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nance we have made little or no progress in adapting our armaments to the tactics of the
day. The only guns actually carried by our ships are guns which could certainly not be
relied upon for piercing the sides of a good iron-clad on the European model.
Nevertheless, though Lorrl Hartington made this free confession, and though he at once
admitted, in introducing the subject, that he could not say as much as be should wish to
say for the actual state of things, be did mention two circumstances which render the
result less unsatisfactory than it would otherwise have been. In the fir ::;t place, be distinctly asserted, what we have repeatedly surmised, that such a gun as we were now in
search of for sea service had not been produced in any other country. To appreciate the
importance of this statement, we must remember that government has been diligently
f;eeking information in other countries, and especia1ly in America, respecting the progress
made in artillery, and that the department which Lord Hartington reprt-sents must be
presumed to be well acquainted with all that bas been done abroad or at home. Now, his
words leave no doubt about the intelligence received. "If." said he, ''we have not got
a gun capable of making effectual practice on iron-plated ships, we have reason to believe,
nay we feel perfectly certain, from all the information we can obtain, that no other nation
has in its service such an arm ." This, . therefore, decides the queRtion of our relative position. We are not behind the world in this matter. Other countTies are just as much at
fault as we are. The desired gun bas yet to be produced, and tbe next piece of consolation is that we are likely to produce it at least as soon as onr rivals.
It is now stated, on the authority of the War Department, that our experiments have,
at any rate, conducted us to a satisfactory ''system of construction." In other words,
though we have not yet got a gun with all the power we desire, we know bow to set about
getting it. We have arrived at certain principles of manufacture which will give us the
result proposed. We have discovered the proper material and the proper method of manipulating it, and therefore we can proceed to make guns " fulfilling all the conditions we
require in a rifled gun, and strong enough to pierce any target· yet manuf;~ctured." This,
however, is clearly more than half the battle. If nothing is now required beyond the application of principles already ascertained,· the rest of the work ought to admit of easy
expedition in a eountry like ours It will probably, indeed, be a~ked why, if so much bas
been done, so much should still be ]eft undone. AsRuming that we know exactly what
gun we want and how to make it. our arsenals ought to be very quickly supplied with the
fini abed article. But it is plain that our authorities are fearful of committing themselves
to another mistake. They made a mistake with tbe 110-pounders, having ordered them
in large quantities, " without any very mature conE>ideration or vny extended system of
experiment," and having then found themselves with an imperfect article on band. So
now they a1·e timorous and circumspect, and though they believe that the 600-pounder
13-incb gun recently produced is really successful, they are afraid to give large orders for
so costly an implement until they have felt their way a little further.
This hesitation is natural, but it may be carried too far. It must not be forgotten that
at present we have really no effective gun for sea service; and though it may be perfectly
prudent to extend our experiments before definitely adopting the p~ttem proposed, it will
be equally prudent to lose no time in obtaining the assurance still desirable. Nor can we
omit to observe that even the adoption of this formidable model will still leave us with
much to do, for it is by no means certain that we possess ships which can carry cannon of
such enormous weight. It is true that our naval architects expres>~ themselves confidently
on this point, and undertake to find vessels for any guns which artillerists can produce ; but,
at any rate, this work bas to be done, and when the gun is forthcoming the ship will have
to be bnilt. This, however, is the real state of the gun question at present, and it is much
as Lord Hartington described it-not a satisfactury state, and yet not one which need
create alarm or provoke com plaint. vVe find ourselves in a perpetual dilemma. If we act
" energetically" in the "reconstruction" of our artillery, we expose ourselves to the chance
of getting a huge store of expensive and unsatisfactory guns; if we hesitate to decide, and
accumulate experiments upon experiments, we remain without any guns at a.ll. There is
a middle course, no doubt, in this as in most other cases, but it is very bard to bit. All
we can say is, that under these difficulties we have been succe:;sful in creating a field artillery, and that in creating a marine artillery we have not been more unsuccessful than other
people.

These present to the committee a fair view of the progress and present con·
dition if l~eavy rffled cannon in England, after an enormous expenditure, (Mr.
Berkeley says fifteen millions of dollars,) and must be accepted as authoritative,
coming as they do from the hig·hest official s6urces, and intended to satisfy Par·
liament of the necessity of adding to an outlay already sufficient1 one would
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think, to have decided, experimentally, the whole question of rifled ordnance from
beginning to end.
'l'he statement made concen)ing the rifled cannon of other countries is, of
course, to be taken with qualification.
rrhe committee will perceive that whatever may be assumed in favor of what
we or.other nations may have of heavy rifled cannon, nothing of the kind is yet
in existence which is at all satisfactory or reliable. While, therefore, it is indispen'Sable to place ~ome on shipboard, the number will properly be limited to
the mJnimutn.
Efforts have not been wanting here to investigate this difficult subject, and to
provide some kinds of rifled cannon for our navy.
'l'he solution of the quesJ.ion is, at least, quite as advanced here as in other
countries, which is precisely the consolation that the British authorities are
compelled to be satisfied with, poor as it is, though we have not spent fifteen
millions for what we do know.
It was my wish to have entered upon the investigation of this subject long
before I was allowed to do so. And in 18f>6 I submitted a draught of a 10-inch
1·ifle cannon to the Bureau of Ordnance, but it was not until the results with
the Armstrong gun had attracted general attention that the necessary consent
was given me, and then on a scale too contracted to be satisfactory.
In December, 1860, I sent to the Bureau of Ordnance a statement of results,*
from which it will be seen that though the time allowed me had been very brief,
I had been able to reach a satisfactory conclusion in regard to light rifle artillery. The pieres of this class have heen used exclusively in the navy ever
since, and have stood the ordeal of the whole war. The iron cannon were the
.50-pounder, SO-pounder, and 1.50-pounder. All of these were completed, as far
as the interior construction was concerned, and had great accuracy, particularly
the !50-pounder. But the 50-pounder alone had the necessary endurance, being
the only clasl:l that I bad been able to carry through the process of casting entirely under my own direction. How far I should have succeeded with the
heavier guns I am unable to say, for the outbreak of the rebellion compelled
my attention to other duties. The same exigency un~voidably precipitated us
headlong into all the embarrassment of resorting to imperfect rifle ordnance for
service afloat, and large numbers were ordered at once of sueh as could be had
most conveniently, and to such an extent that I doubt if any naval service bas
half the number afloat.
The true causes that have interposed to delay the introduction of rifled cannon into ships-of-war, and do now prevent their greater and perhaps exclusive
use, are comprised in the fact that there is no heavy rifled cannon now known
which will fully and safely combine the indispensable c~onditions of service.
'l'he committee will, no doubt, be told differently, but I feel assured that my
opinions in this respect are well based.
}""ourth. The committee further expresses its wish to obtain from witnesses
their opinion upon the ~ubject of ordnance g~nerally, so as to enable the committee and Congress to come to an intelligent conclusion in reference to the
subject of heavy ordnance.
The very general remarks just made will afford a clue to the committee in
arriving at conclusions as regards rifle cannon.
Of smooth-bore cannon there is no difficulty whatever in obtaining any kind
or calibre that may be needed. The hindrance is in not knowing what work
is to be done, and therefore what kinds of cannons are needed.
The smooth-bore cannon of the navy are the 9-inch and 11-inch guns, which,
though designed chiefly for shells, are stro-ng enough to bear shot with charges
*Printed by order of House of Representatives, 36th Congress, 2d session, Ex. Doc·
No. 43.
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of 13 pounds and 30 pounds of powder, respectively. Besides these, I have
designed three classes of guns to meet the possible solution of the iron-clad
problem.
First. The 15-inch gun used in the turrets of ·the monitors, and cast on the
method of Major Rodman.
Second. The 13-inch, of 34,000 pounds, which throws a shot of 280 pounds,
with fifty pounds of powder, has not been in action yet, but one of them has
been proved to 500 fires, which I look on as very satisfactory.
'l'hird. A 130-pounder, throwing a shot with thirty pounds, and even forty
pounds of powder, it has pierced six inches of iron at 200 yards.
These seem to embrace the elements of ordnance power in all the various
combinations that are sought by theorists or experts.
In one the momentum is produced by maximum weigM and minimum 'Velocity~·
in another by minimum weight and maximum velocity; and the third is a mean
to these extremes.
One or the other will certainly answer the purpose. ' The 15-inch has already
exhibited serviceable qualities, r~quiring but a few minutes to decide the fate of
the Atlanta, and doing good service, from the monitors under my command, on
Wagner, Sumter, and Moultrie.
But shall these facts decide that the 13-inch would not have been as effective
for the same purpose; and more so, perhaps 1 for other and different purposes 1
Or, that the 10-inch might not combine a more general efficiency 1
In some cases, I am satisfied, from considerable experience, that monitors
armed even with 11-inch guns would be more effe,ctive than with the 15-iuch or
13-inch. Thus it is, in operating against open earthworks, when the chief object
is to silence their cannon and drive the men from the guns, for which purpose
rapidity of fire is most desirable.
During the whole of the nav~l operations against Wagner it was manifest that
the eight guns in the broadside of the Ironsides told more powerfully than the
same number of guns in the monitors; not because of any advantage in the
style of vessel, but because the 11-inch gun could be fired faster than the 15-inch
gun.
Among other conditions, upon which the committee have desired an opinion,
are those of -r ange and accuracy.
These are generally associated, but are by no means synonymous.
Accuracy is always necessary, and range only desirable when accurate. It
may not only be possessed without accuracy, but beyond certain limits cannot
be accurate. And to this I beg the ,attention of the committee, for it is a fact,
that beyond certain distances it is not possible to hit the object fired at sufficiently
riften or with sufficient force to produce any useful effect ; which will explain
the contradictory opinions which are so often heard.
~ ou will be told, for instance, that one gun will throw its shot ten thousand
yards, (six mHes ;) but it is not stated, at the same time, that the objects which
are likely to Le subjected to the fire of artillery are imperceptible over the
sights of a cannon, when so distant, and that at six miles it would hardly be
possible to hit a ship or ·a fort once in a hundred fires-both being fixed objects;
but if the ship is moving, the chances of her hitting or being hit are decreased
enormously; and if two ships are in movement and firing at each other, to hit
may be considered impossible.
The chances of striking, and of striking effectively, increase as the distances
decrease ; and the question naturally arises, vVhat is the distance at which artillery fire does become efficient 1
Nelson, and Perry, and Hull, with their solid shot oftwenty-four and thirtytwo pounds, would have told you one hundred or three hundred yards ; with
9-inch and 11-inch shell guns, this might be extended to 1,000 and 1,300 yards;
and so far as wooden ships, in motion, only are concerned, it may be question-
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able whether rifled cannon would be more destructive at the latter distance than
smooth-bores of like calibre.
. If the objects were at rest, afloat, or ashore, the power of inflicting certain
oamage, total or partial, might be extended to 2,000 yards, and, with some few
exceptions, I should be inclined, from present experienc~ to limit artillery fire
to this distance.
But whatever may be the limit of effective fire, I would not sacrifice an iota
of power witltin that limit, mer6ly to extend tlte range to any point beyond it.
It is of no consequence, therefore, whether a gun can throw four miles, or five
miles, or six miles; the question is, what accuracy and power has it at the dis. tance where any gun is effective-that is, will inflict certa.in damage within
t·easonable time.
Until the latter is ascertaineo, the other is not worth notice. It is the vision
of an enthusiast, or the sophistry of an interested party.
Again, the effective distance for naval artillery :is modified by the introduction of iron-clad ships ; 'and here arises a serious complication; it is in fact the
vexed question of the day.
•
Two hundted yards are generally used in the English experiments, ·but I
presume the great inventors would not be willing to admit their cannon to be
inoperative beyond this limited scope.
Of course, if a gun is good for anything in such service, it should penetrate
at two hundred yards. But what shall it penetrate 1-four inches or :five inches,
or six inches, of iron on broadside ships, or ten inches and fifteen inches of
iron turret, like the monitors 1
Millions of dollars have been spent to decide this; and only the other day,
aft~r a multitude of costly experiments in England, it resulted, from some trial,
that previous decisions in favor of more iron and less wood were erroneous, and
a reversal of judgment became indispensable.
The artillerist, therefore, must wait on the ship-builder in order to settle many
primary conditions for his gun.
rl'he constructor was first driven to iron armor because of the introduction of
shells ; in turn, he compels the ordnance officer to revert to solid shot, and even
holds the final decision in abeyance, as to the kind of shot, until he determines
on the armor which is most advisable.
Without discussing this, but merely assuming that the distance usually practiced at may be the effective distance, (not the possible, but the -certain dist1lnce,)
please to note its unavoidable influence. At 800 or 1,000 yards, or 1,500 and
2,000 yards, it was indispensable to hav~ accuracy as well as power,· but at
200 yards we need power alone. One c:mnot f::~,il to hit, for the development of
power sufficient to pierce iron at 200 yards will always confer sufficient accuracy
for that distance; in fact, there is little or no divergeuce then with any respect- ·
able cannon. If the determination of the problem should so result finally, the
committee will perceive that it will operate directly upon the use of very heavy
1·ifle cannon in armored ships ; for if the accuracy of smo9th-bored cannon is
sufficient for effect upon iron-clads at the limited distances, where penetration is
certain, then rifle cannon will no longer be indispensable ·on account of their
accuracy, but the choice between them and smooth guns must be determined
entirely by the power which either can exercise with the greatest degree of
effect, safety, and convenience.
·
The committee will find, accordingly, that the experimental practice in England is influenced by these considerations, admitting them in fact if not in ~rms;
for on such · occasions smooth-bored cannon are ' brought forward as often as
rifled, and it is now announced that heavy smooth-bore 9-inch guns will be
adopted for the armament of the last great armored British ship, (Achilles,)
thus adopting the United States peculiar calibre for a gun of greater weight.
If this is done, then will that British broadside be clearly inferior to our
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own, in case the 10-inch of 16,000 pounds, already referred to, is chosen by our
own authorities.
·
The committee will perceive, from what I have stated, that nothing is certain ·
in ordnance, AXcept that all previous conclusions and systems are likely to be
abandoned; but what.shall replace them no man can say.
As the best artillerists have been unable to arrive at any conclusions, it is
not surprising that men of eminent abilities in other pursuits. should step in to
settle the difficulty; but the results of Armstrong and Whitworth give no promise
that skilful engineers and mechanics are likely to succeed better than artillm·ists.
The durability of cannon will depend entirely on the style of ordnance that
it will become necessary to :llopt ; if rifled cannon of large calibre, then must
the question be answered by better results than have yet been attained.
We have nothing now to warrant the belief that such can be outained with
uniform endurance by means of any process of fabrication yet tried; neither
cast-iron, nor cast-iron banded with wrought-iron, (like the Blakeley,) nor
wrought-iron solid or built up, (like the Armstrong and Whitworth,) have furnished series of large rifle cannon, capable of uniform and suffieient strength.
The English admit that the skill of Armstrong has not carried them beyond
• the 40-pounder; Whitworth has not been able to obtain the confidence of the
government sufficiently to introduce his gun at all ; I can myself .bear witness
to the inefficiency of three of his 70-pounders-one tried at the experimental
battery here, and two placed in the naval battery on Morris island to play on
. Sumter-all becoming dangerous after ve?·y limited firing.
On the other hand, if smooth-bore guns are to be used, there will be no difficulty in making them of proper strength.
·
Only one positive recommendation would I make upon this subject, which is,
that none but absolutely cold-blast iron shall be used in the manufacture of iron
cannon, and that all iron smelted with a blast: warmed in the least degree, shall
be prohibited in the 'most explicit terms.
Excellent cannon have been made of some kinds of warm-blast iron used by
some founders ; but, on the other hand, there is sueh a latitude of carelessness
or design in the use of warm blast, that a wider door is opened for abuse, so that
it iB in all respects most advisable to adhere to 'absolutely cold-blast iron; it has
been the rule for many years, but never closely followed, and the Bo.o ner we
return to it the better it will be for the interests of ordnance.
I would also ncommend, as tlte only aid which lPgislation can give in tlte
matter, that the Navy Department be authorized to purchase tl~e rigkt f!f use
or the possession if iron mines if suitable quality, and to have tlte ores smelted
by its own ordnance workmen; this will be a move in the right direction, and
will, lfeel certain, insure the best materialfor fabticating cannon. It would
also facilitate the general investigation of this subject.
The committee desire to be informed in regard to the payment of a royalty
for., the use of invention. For myself, I can say I have never received anything
of the kind, though the arm was, for a long period, of my invention, and still
is, so far as smooth-bores are concerned, and are entirely so as regards the
smooth and rifled light artillery of the navy, (12-pounder and 20-pounder.)
The above paper has been drawn under circumstances of great affiiction, which
will, I am sure, plead strongly for its imperfection.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JNO. A. DAHLGREN,
Rear-Admiml, Oom'dg South Atlantic Blockading Squadron.
Hon. B. F. WADE,
Chairman cif Committee on Conduct

of tl~e War,

U. S. Senate.
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NAVY DEPARTMENT, May 3, 1864.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2d instant, stating
that the Committee on the Conduct of the War, having unde.r consideration the use of heavy
ordnance in our fortifications and navy, request to be furnished with any information on the
files of this department touching the subject.
In compliance with the request of the committee, I transmit herewith a memorandum
embracing data taken from the records of, and furnished by, the Bureau of Ordnance, reJSpecting the origin of the 15-inch guns.
Very respectfully, &c., &c.,
GIDEON WELLES,
SIR :

Secretary of the Navy.

Ron. B. F. WADE,
Chairman of Committee on Conduct of the War.

Memorandum from the Navy Department.

In reference to the question as to the origin of the 15-inch guns, the follow4:ng data are
taken from the reGords of the Bureau of Ordnance :
'
(1.) March 17, 1862, the department informs the bureau that it "require!" for the class
of vessels like the ' Monitor' at least 20 l5·inch guns, and for another class at least 10 of
20 inches diameter;" and directs that "immediate measures to produce these gum; in the
least possible time" be taken. It also required the bureau to "rec<;>mmend to the department whether or not a gun of less than the usual length should be used."
(2.) Under date of March 19, 1862, the bureau received a communication from Admiral
Dahlgren, acknowledging the receipt of a copy of the letter from the department to the
bure:1u in regard to the fabrication of 15-inch and 20-inch guns for iron-clad vessels, in
which he says:
u

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

"A subject so important cannot be perfected without much reflection and extensive
experiment. But we lack almost the preliminary information indispensable to commence
with."
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

"Wherefore, to meet the requirements of the Navy Department, the fabrication of these
guns should be conducted with great care, and extreme proof must also be resorted to in
several cases, in order to determine the couri'e of proceeding needed to insure a proper
endurance.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

~

0

0

.''I confess myself, however, averse to this hasty mode of proceeding.
"Using all dtspatcb, it would be impossible to fabricate the first 15-inch gun in less
than seventy or eighty days, whilst the present urgent nec,~ ssity must pass away in the third
of that time, and cannot arise again for a considerably larger period-having reference, of
course, to foreign nations.
"The piau I should prefer would be : 1st. To place 11-inch guns in all the turrets until
the heavier ordnance were fully prepared. 2d. Construct proper targets to ascertain what
size and kind of pn,jectile is needed to pierce, injure, or destroy plates of the thickness in
use or likely to be used. 3d. Fabricate guns of the size thus indicated, whatever be the
calibre, using the form and process needed to give uniform and proper endurance.''
(3.) March 20, 1862, the bureau acknowledged the receipt of this letter, and directed
him [Admiral Dahlgren] to prepare ta1gets to be fired at.
(4 ) March 26, 1862, Admiral Dahlgren forwards to the bureau a sketch of the 15-inch
gun, made to conform to the length required by Captain Eric~son.
(5.) April 4, 1862, the bureau informed A,drniral Dahlgren that this sketch had been
forwarded to Captain Ericsson, and that an agreement hfid been entered into with the Fort
Pitt foundry to make 50 15-inch guns, the prepar<ttions for whi<.:h were being urged
forward for casting as soon as practicable, and requesting him to forward drawings for the
casting.
(6.) April 4, 1862, Admiral Dahlgren forwards another sketch," adapted as near as possible to the dimensions required by Captain Ericsson ''
(7 .) Under date of April 7, 1862, he writes to the bureau on the subject, as follows:
"In compliance with the directions colltained in a communication from the Navy Department to the bureau, of March 17, 1862, and of the bureau to me, dated April 4, 1862,
I tran smit herewith the dra.ught of a 15-inch gun, the dimensions of which have been
restricted, as far as possible, to the requirements of the turrets in which they are to be
placed
0

0

•
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"It is proper for me to remind the bureau that this can only be considered as an experiment on a large scale, unsupported by any of the data usually c·msidered important to the
introduction of new ordnance, and for a piece of this size indispensable.
"Circumstances, however, seem to impo:o:e the necessity of proceeding without full experiment, and I feel it my duty to meet the views of the Navy Department to the best
of my ability.
"I shall, therefore, in the first place, arihere as closely as possible to the method practiced in manufacturing the only 15-inch gun yet made, and request that, in making the
gun which I now transmit, the founder shall use the same kind of iron as was used for thepresent 15-inch, the same grades of that iron. the S<~me proeess of c~tsting, and shall produce
the 5ame tensile strength, density, and other characteristics "
(8.) April 9, 1862, in reply to a letter from the bureau, the admiral states that "it was
not my (his) intention to have all of the 15-inch guns C<lst in the same way, but only those
which would be needed before any experiments could be instituted."
(9 ) May 13, 1862, he transmits draught of 20-inch gun, "as desired by the Navy Department," and speaks of it as an untried experiment.
(10.) May 13, 1862. The bureau addressed the Navy Department on the subject of these
guns; and Commodore Harwood reminds the department that on the 20th March, 1862, he
"submitted to it a detailed opinion of Commander Dahlgren on the subject of the fabrication of guns of increased calibre;" and, after expre,sing his own views, concludes by
saying : "The department is aware that there is more difficulty in making safe large castiron guns than small ones, and that especially in close iron-c.lad turrets the con~equences
of explosion would be disastrous in the extreme, and the demoralizing efftlct upon the
service at large worse than the disaster itself. I hope the immunity from accidents uy explosion of naval guns during the rebellion will be my excuse for requesting the department
to adhere to the proposition referred to it on the 20th March."
(11.) May 13, 1862. In a letter to Admiral Dahlgren, Commodore Harwood says: "I
had aheady explained, personally and by letter, the difficulties attending su0h an unusual
and large increase of calibre, and, as I understand the S<·cretary of the Navy has been
furnished with a copy of your letter of the 13th to the bureau, the question may be considered as fairly before him."
The 15-inch guns were cast, and, as designed by the department, were placed in the
turrets of the "monitors," but so little reliance upon their endurance was telt by the admiral, that while chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, under date of January 5, 1863, he issued
to the navy the following circular :
Memorandum No.6.
BuREAU OF ORDNANCE, NAvY DEPARTMENT,

Wa~hington City, January 5, 1863.
The bureau deems it indispensable to draw the attention of officers concerned to the use
which may be made of the 15-inch guns.
·
It is the first time that cannon so large have been brought into the service of any navy,
and the extent to which they may be safely fired is by no means finally ascertained. One
o_f them has endured two hundred and sixty.rounds, chiefly with shell, and exhibits no
sign of weakness.
,
The consequences of rupturing such a piece in an iron-clad turret would be immediately
fatal to every one near, and very probably to the ·vessel itself.
In order, therefore, to economize the us.e to which these ordnance should be put, and to
hushand their assured powers for present special purposes, care mu8t be taken :
First. Only to fire solid shot from the 15-inch gun, when iron-cladding or other equally
resist :ng objects are under fire.
Second. In action, on other occasions, to use the lowest charges that will serve, and with
all the deliberation required to strike with accuracy.
Third. Not to fire out of action, unless when required occasionally to verify the working
of the machinery.
Fourth. To use the 11-inch gun whenever it will perform ~be work efficiently.
Fifth. To examine the interior of the vent, and of the gun about the uharge ; the more
frequently also as the use of the gun progresses, or if many shot be used.
Thirty-five pounds of good cannon powder, gTain of ordinary size, and the initic~.l velocity
1,400 to 1,500 feet, is the higbe,;t charge that is to be u~ed witl1 the shell.
If there had been time to make sure of the full endurance of this· class of guns, it would
have been ascertained by firing to the extreme; but the pre:;sing and instant necessity for
their employment left no alternative. All has been done that· was possible to make- ~hem
serviceable, and now it only Jemains to use them with the ·ntmost prudence.
JNO. A. DAHI..GREN,
Chief of Bureau of Ordnance.
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Finally, as articles frequently appeared in the newspapers condemning the
15-inch guns, and censuri11g the Bureau of 01:dnance for introducing them into
service, Mr. Fox, the Assistant Secretary of the Navy, published the following
letter in the New York Times :
NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Thursday, May 28, 1862.

"To the Editor of the New York Times:

. "Several days since an article appeared in your paper (and similar articles have appeared
in other papers) censuring tbe Naval Ordnance Bureau for introducing the 15 -iuch calibre
into the navy. I cotnnot say what influenced the Secretary of the Navy to adopt tnis heavy
calibre, but I know that the distinguished chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, Rear-Admiral
Dahlgren, did not ad vise it. Whatever responsibility attaches to those who strenuously
urged it belongs to me, and not to the admir.tl.
11
Very respectfully,
"G. V. FOX, Assistant Secretary."

It was not very long, however, before the judgment of the advocates of the
15-inch gun was signally vindicated in actual battle by the capture of the Atlanta, (iron-clad.) And the department's appreciation of the victory thus gained
through the agency of the new gun was expressed in its official letter of thanks
to Commodore Rodgers, under date of June 25, 1863, and in which occurs al::;o
the following passage :
"For inland operations the monitor turret was immediately adopted, and the 15-inuh
gun of Rodman, being the only gun of greater weight than the 11-inch yet tested, was
ordered to be placed in the turrets of the vessels that were constructing."

This letter was published in all the newspapers of the day.
Under date of June 29, 1863, Admiral Dahlgren addressed the following
letter to the department :
"NEw YoRK, June 29, 1863.
SIR: In the well-deserved complimentary letter of the department to Capta,in Rodgers
I note the following expression :
'' 'For inland operations the monitor turret was immediately adopted, and the 15-inch
gun of Rodman, &c., was ordered to be placed in the turrets of the vessels that were constructing.'
"I beg leave to state that the 15-inch gun carried by the Weehawken in her late contest
with the Atlanta, as well as all the guns of the same class in the new monitors, was designed
by my direction and under my own eye. lt conforms to the same principles of form and
general construction as were followed in the 9-inch and 11-inch guns of the navy, modified
so far only as was necessary to adapt them to the diameter of the turret.
"When the gun was manufactured, the cooling process invented by Captain Rodman was
•
·
used by the founiler.
1
' A copy of the letter sent by me to the Bureau of Ordnance with the draught of the gun
is herewith enclo8ed.
1
' I have the honor to be, &c ,
'"JOHN A. DAHLGREN, Rear-Admiral.
"Hon. GIDEON WELLES,
11

''Secretary of the Navy.''

To this letter the Navy Department replied, on the 9th July, as follows:
"SIR: I have your letter of the 29th ultimo, relative to the 15-inch guns in the turret of
the vVeehawken, and other iron-clads, alluded to in the letter to Captain Rodgers, and therein
styled the 'gun of Rodman.'
"I had supposed you were unwilling to take the paternity of the 15-ineh gun, from all the
conversations we have had, and there was consequently some embarrassment in defining the
piece, and relieving you of responsibility. It was a part of the original plan of Mr. Ericsson,
as you are aware, to have guns of a large calibre in the turrets; but your opinion was
against it, and you were unwilling to take the responsibility of recommending the 15-inch
gun. But others, and particularly the Assistant Secretary, adopting Mr. Ericsson's suggestions, earnestly advocated it, and it was decided that the experiment should be made.
'' Under this decision the Ordnance Bureau took the necessary measures to have them
built, and you, as stated in your letter, designed the pattern, making it to conform to the
diameter of the turret. I supposed you wished it distinctly understood that you were acting
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under orders, and that this turret 15-inch gun was not a Dahlgren, and that you were in no
way responsible for its success or failure.
"The form of gun is after your design, but you had made no guns of that calibre.
Rodman had, and, as you observe, 'when the gun was manufactured, the cooling process
invented by C aptai.n Rodman was used by the founder.'
"Strictly, perhaps, it is neither a Dahlgren nor Rodman. As, however, you had never
ide11tified your name with a 15-inch gun, but had expressly disclaimed it, while Rodman had
desig·ned them, it seemed proper that allusion to him should be made, to relieve you quite as
much as to identify him. The particular gun had its origin in Mr. Ericsson's invention,
which made it a necessity, ancl was ordered by the department irrespective of inventors.
"There was no intention to do injustice to either, I assure you, in the allusion made to
the gun in the letter to Captain Rodgers.
"Very respectfully, &c.,
"GIDEON ·wELLES,
"Secretary of the Navy."

As a substitute for the 15-inch guns, Rear-Admiral Dahlgren designed the
13-inch guns; and these were also to have the "teat chamber" adopted by him
in the 15-inch and other guns.
rrrial guns of this calibre, and cast solid, were made by the Fort Pitt foundry,
and the Builders' Iron-works at Providence, Rhode Island, while at the same
time similar trial guns were cast at the Reading foundry, but hollow, and on the
Rodman plan. In proof, the trial gun at Fort Pitt, and the one at Providence,
gave way after a few rounds. The hollow cast gun, however, made at Reading,
did not give way at five hundred rounds.
Now, the demand at this time for guns for the monitors was most urgent.
To wait for experimental results with the 13-inch guns was out of the question,
while, at the same time, it was found necessary to reduce the opening of the
ports in the turrets as much as possible, and to permit the muzzle of the gun
to prot1·ude thTough tl~em, thus doing away with the troublesome smoke-box
hitherto used, and which was indispensaLle with the shortened 15-inch gun originally designed.
During this dilemma it also became apparent, from repeated results with the
" teat chamber," that it was not only most inconvenient in service, but it really
hastened the rupture of the gun instead of preventing it.
It thus became necessary to act-and ~romptly, too.
Therefore the present chief of the Ordnance Bureau ad interim directed the
first 15-inch cast for the navy, and which was then undergoing a series of experimental firing at the ordnance yards in this city, to be placed upon the lathe,
the "teat chamber" reamed out, so as to leave a chamber nearly parabolic in
form/and to reduce the diameter of the chase and muzzle to correspond with
that of the model of the 13-inch gun.
The result was most satisfactory; the gun enduring heavy charges of 50, 60,
and two of 70 pounds of ordinary cannon powder with shells and shot, the
latter weighing 440 pounds, and did not give way until it had reached nearly. 900 rounds.
This was decisive. The order was immediately given to rechamber and turn.
· down in the same way al1 the original 15-inch guns, and to cast as soon as
possible a lot of these guns on the new pattern.

NEW YORK, Ap1·il 20, 1864.
SIR: I enclose copy of the plan of a twenty-feet diameter turret with two J5-inch guns,
which I forwarded to you on the 22d of March, 1862. ·with Teference to these guns I have
to state, that the calibre was determined by yourself, and that the outline and proportions .
were made to correspond as near as possible with the 11-inch Dahlgren gun.
I am, sir. respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. ERICSSON•.

Ron. G. V. Fox,
Assistant Secreta1·y of tlte Navy, Wasltington.
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Testimony

if Horatio

Ames.

WASHINGTON, January 13, 1865.
:Mr. HoRATio AMES sworn and examined.
By :Mr. Gooch:
Question. What is your place of residence, and what is your occupation 1
Answer. I live in Salisbury, Connecticut, and my business is that of a manufacturer of iron; lately a manufacturer of iron guns.
Question. Have you ever made any cannon or heavy ordnance for the government?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. ·wm you describe the guns you have made for the government, and
give all the particulars in relation to them, and what has been done with them 1
Answer. In 1S61 I had an order from the Navy Department for five wroughtiron cannon, (50-pounders,) as an experiment, the department assuring me
that if I succeeded in producing a wrought-iron gun that would stand the test,
I should have all I could make. In the spring of 1S62 I delivered the first gun,
which was fired under the direction of Admiral Dahlgren. It was fired 1,630
times and is but little injured. On this result he ordered me to send another gun
here, which I did. Dahlgren had this gun bored out from a 50 to an SOpounder; said gun was in all respects like the first one. 1'his last gun was then
fired, with SO-pounder charges, 43S times. He, Dahlgren, then took the p.ve
guns ordered, and another of the same class, and paid me for them, but declined
giving me further orders on account of the price. Yet he had all the time told
me he mu:;;t have them at any price, if they were better; and at the same time
offc=>ring me one dollar per pound for one gun of a different calibre, so that I
should be worried out by the delays in proof and augmenting expense, in making but one gun at a time. I all the time insisted t1at were my g·uns a success,
I should have sufficient quantity to keep my works employed. 'l'hese two guns
were examined by Captain Benton, of the ordnance department, in the spring of
1863, and pronounced good.
In September, 1863, I took an order from the President for fifteen guns, to be
not less than 100-pounder calibre, wit~ a tacit understanding that I should make
the largest gun I could with my present works. I concluded to make a 7-inch
calibre gun, which is called a 125-pounder. This gun was finished and ready
to fire the lst of September last, and we began to fire it on the 15th of September. We used the strongest cannon powder, (No. 7 ,) and Hotchkiss' shot.
It was fired with a few charges of 13 to 19 pounds of powder for about 30 times.
It was then fired with 19 pounds of powder about 400 times. It was then increased to 25 pounds of powder, and fired with high elevation 200 times, and
also a few charges of 30 pounds. It was fired 700 times by the board, consisting of Major General Gillmore, Commodore T. A. Hunt, and Major Laidley.
They reported to the President, at the end of the test, "that it was the longest
range gun known, the strongest gun, both lrngthwise, and the most enduring
gun known.'~ It was the opinion of the board that any ten fires f1 om a Parrott
gun, charged as my gun was, and with the same elevation, would burst it. 1,he
committe.e also recommended that this gun should be bored out to an 8-inch gun,
or a :2;00-pounder, and be subjected to a further test, with a view to burst or
destroy it; and then that it be cut in half and examined, as to how the iron in
the gun had been affected. The gun is now being bored out at my works, and
will soon be ready for further proof.
'rhese guns are made wholly of wrought-iron, being worked so that the iron
is all made fibrous. It is then bent and welded into rings or hoops six inches
wide and of proper thickness, which rings are turned and bored so that each
ring- is fitted perfectly into the other, to make a cross section of the gun of the
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proper diameter for the gun when forged. 'J1he gun is then forged, (the breech
port,) and these rings are heated in one furnace, and the but end of the gun in
another. When both are at the proper heat they are brought together by the
aid of cranes and tongs, and welded by a horizontal hammer or steam ram. At
the same time an upright hamme1; hammers the iron so as to make the iron close
and sound. The seeming great expense of the gun consists in the labor and
waste of iron in working the iron over so mur-h and ·the fitting of the rings.
I believe there is no gun ever made worth a fiftieth part as much as this gun.
It will throw a 125-pound shot seven miles, which enables you to reach the
enemy before he can reach you; and the gun will not burst by any charge of
powder you choose to fire. Nor does its safety depend on such things as a shell
bursting in the gun, or the ball not being rammed home.
Cast-iron will not stand for rifled guns; it is the cheapest but most unreliable
metal known-granulous and brittle in all respects. A cannon is a hoop. vVho
ever thought of using a cast-iron hoop 1 The report of the board who tried my
gun gives a true account of the test and worth of my gun better than I can describe it here.
Q,uestion. What was the price of the guns yon delivered to the government 1
Answer. I charged seventy-five cents per pound.
Question. At what price can you make those guns now 1
Answer. Iron, labor, and everything have risen in price a great deal. The
guns I made under the order from tbe President were eighty-five cents a pound .
. I can make such guns now at a dollar a pound.
By the chairman:
Question. Were those guns rifled?
Answer. Yes, sir.
By lVIr. Gooch :
Question. How many large guns have you made in all?
Answer. I have made the fifteen for the President, and six for Admiral
Dahlgren.
Question. How many of your guns have been tested 1
Answer. All but four. Admiral Dahlgren tested two; one was fired 1,630
times, what was called "extreme proof," and they stopped firing it. He then
ordered another one to be bored out from 5l0 to 6 inches diameter, and he then
fired that gun until he found he could not burst it and then stopped firing.
Qnestion. vVhat was the weight of the guns delivered to Admiral Dahlgren 1
Answer. About 5,500 pounds.
Question. What is the weight of the guns which you made under the order
of the President 1
Answer. 19,500 pounds.
Question. Do you know the number of times the department have felt it safe
to fire the heavy cast-iron guns 1
Answer. 'l,hey do not fire any such charges of powder as they fire in my guns,
and at no such elevations.
Question. How does the charge of powder in the cast-iron gun compare with
the charge in your gun 1
Answer. We use as much again pnwder in proportion. The charge for the
Parrott gun is one-tenth the weight of the shot; our charge is one-fifth. But
the Parrott guns do not have much elevation, while ours have a great deal,
which makes as much difference as the difference in the charge.
Question. Do you know where is the report of the commission of which you
have already spoken 1
Answer. It is ,,rith General Dyer, Chief of Ordnance.
Question. How long since was that report submitted to the ordnance department 1
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Answer. About the lOth or 12th of November.
Questicm. Have you had any interviews with the chief of the ordnance department in relation to the management of those guns since that time 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What has been the result of your interviews 1
Answer. I asked him for more orders, as I had worked out all my orders.
The reply was that they could not give me any order.:> until my new guns had
been fired. r.rhey wanted to try them further.
·
Question. vVere the guns ready 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Why did they not go on with the experiments 1
Answer. They said they had no star-gauge to measure the bore of the gun.
They measure the bore of the gun by a star-gauge, to see whether there is any
defect in it. The star-gauge came to my place last Saturday. But Commodore
Hunt was ordered here, and is now here on a commission. He had before been
detailed to fire the guns I have on hand. Some of my guns have been ready
since the first of November. They are not to be fired now until the first of
February, if they are to be fired then.
Question. vVith that star-gauge could they not have tested some of those guns
as the other guns have been tested 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. r.rhey could have tested the range of those guns at any time, could
they not1
Answer. 1_I_'hey do not propose to fire those guns; they are satisfied that they
will not burst. But it is a rule to fire each gun ten times.
Question. And then they examine them with the star-gauge 1
Answer. Yes, sir; the difficulty seems to be to get anybody to do it.
Question. How fast could you deliver those guns, such as you made under
your order from the President 1
Answer. I could deliver one a week.
Question. How fast could you deliver the smaller guns, such as you made
for Admiral Dahlgren 1
Answer. 'l'wo or three a week.
Question. Could you deliver one of the large and two of the small guns each
week 1
Answer. No, sir. They all have to be made with one set of works at
present.
Question. Do you know when the test of those guns that you have already
made is to be completed 1
Answer. Commodore Hunt tells me that as soon as he gets through with this
commission he will be there and test them.
Question. Do you know how long he is to be detained on this commission 1
Answer. I suppose about eight or ten days. r_}_'he particular merit of my gun
is the amount of powder that can be used in it with safety, and the execution
they will do by being strong enough to withstand such a heavy charge of
powder. Those guns made for Admiral Dahlgren proved to be as well manufactured-as to carrying the ball true-rather better than any other they ever
had before. Those I have now are supposed to be the same. There is no
trouble, I apprehend, on that score, if I can only get anybody to prove them.
Question. Did the ord:::1ance officers of the War Department Lave any knowledge of the guns which you delivered to Admiral Dahlgren 1
Answer. No more than I told them, and also from this: They sent down
Captain Benton to measure them. Admiral Dahlgren said they had stretched
in consequence of the firing ; and Mr. Watson, the Assistant Secretary of War,
sent Captain Benton down there with me, and we measured the guns and fouud
that they were not stretched.
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Question. V\There are those guns now 1
Answer. Three of the guns made for Admiral Dahlgren are now at the navy
yard, and I think three of them are in the service.
Question. Do you know what has been done with the three guns in the
service 1
Answer. I do not; T 12annot find out.
Question. Have you tried to find out 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they say that one is on the Mississippi, and that two are
on the South Atlantic fleet.
Question. From whom have you inquired 1
Answer. Mr. Hubbard, our member of Congress, applied to Captain Wise, of
the Navy Ordnance Bureau. The effect of a ball gning seven miles and one
going five miles from a gun is to give a very great additional strain to the gun.
The theory is promulgated by cast-iron gun men that you cannot burn over so
much powder in a gun; but we have put into my gun, for five hundred times
firing, about as much again powder as is used in the cast-iron gun.
Question. Will your gun carry a ball seven miles with as much accuracy as
a cast-iron will carry it five miles 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; and, with an ordinary elevation, you will get at least onethird more range. The common elevation would be from seven to twenty
degrees-what they call fighting distance. Now if we can fire a mile further
on the enemy than their guns can reach, the victory is won before we reach the
battle-field.
By the chairman:
Question. What amount of powder is used in your 50-pounder guns 1
Answer. Admiral Dahlgren fired only three and a quarter pounds; I told
him that he should use ten pounds.
Question. What is the ordinary charge used in your own trials?
Answer. 'l'he ordinary charge is three and a quarter pounds.
Question. What charge have you tried in your gun 1
Answer. I have tried twenty pounds. I fired a gun with a view to burst it.
I put in twenty pounds of powder and a 200-pounder shot turned to fit the
bore of the gun. The shot and the powder filled up the whole bore of the gun,
so that the shot stuck out about an inch beyond the muzzle; against that I set
a cast-iron block weighing about 2,800 pounds, and then fired it off.
Question. What was the effect 1
Answer. The gun was kicked back about sixty feet, and the cast-iron block
was driven twelve feet through a bank of earth.
Question. What was the effect on the gun 1
Answer. We could not see but the gun was as good as ever it was. I made
a shot about seven feet long, weighing 450 pounds, and fired it from one of my
guns with twenty pounds of powder. It went through two earthworks, one
twelve feet thick and the other ten feet thick, and then went off into the river.
I think it would have penetrated fifty feet into an earthwork.
Question. What is the service charge of a 100-pounder Parrott gun 1
Answer. 'l'en pounds.
Question. Do you say that three and a quarter pounds is the ordinary charge
of a 50-pounder Dahlgren 1
·
Answer. Perhaps· five pounds.
Question. How much for a 100-pounder 1
Answer. Ten pounds of powder, and for a 200-pounder fifteen pounds.
Question. 'l'here is not so much powder required for a rifled gun as for a
smooth-bore 1
Answer. No, sir.
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Q,uestion. What cl1arge would you deem perfectly safe in a 100-pounder gun
of your manufacture 1
Answer. Twenty pounds ; double the usual cl1arge.
Question. Wbat in a 200-pounder gun of your manufacture 1
Answer. Thirty pounds ; twice the service charge for a Parrott gun of that
size. The Parrott 200-pounder I believe is used with sixteen pounds of powder.
I would not object to thirty-two pounds in my gun of that size.
Question. How large could you construct a gun on your plan 1 Could you
make a 1{}-inch gun on your principle 1
Answer. Yes, sir, but you would have to build works on purpose for that.
There are now no works in the country to build such a gun as that.
Question. How large a gun can you construct with the works you have 1
Answer. A 200-pounder.
Question. What is the calibre of a 200-pounder 1
Answer. Eight-inch.
By l\fr. Odell :
Question. What is the range of your 200-pounder 1
Answer. I think it would carry seven miles.
Question. With precision 1
Answer. When you elevate a gun to throw that distance you lose somewhat
of your precision ; you must have experience and practice to get your range at
long distances.
Question. All the object of so long a range as seven miles is to show the
force of the powder you can use, and what power you can exert at short distances 1
Answer. No, sir, not that.
Question. Can you see a house at seven miles distance 1
Answer. Yes, sir, you can see a house across Long Island sound, where it is
eighteen miles wide. Yon ean see a vessel eight and ten miles off. I suppose
the Parrott gun fired at thirty degrees of elevation, with such charges of powder that we use, would burst at every third fire.
By the chairman:
Question. Do you know anything about the English Armstrong gun 1
Answer. I have never seen any of them. I have only seen drawings and
accounts of them.
Question. They are wrought-iron guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. They are not made on your principle '?
Answer. No, sir.
Question. 'l~hey are made of rings 1
Answer. rrhey are made of sleeves put over one another, each sleeve extending the whole length of the gun.
Question. And the Whitworth gun is a wrought-iron gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Is that gun constructed upon your principle 1
Answer. No, sir ; they are made of sleeves like the Armstrong gun, not
welded together.
Question. Do you consider your gun a stronger gun than either of those 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What is the thickness of your gun as. compared with the Dahlgren
gun?
Answer. Just about the same. The rule is, I think, four calibres; mine is
. quite as heavy as any of them.
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Question. How does the weight of your gun compare with the Parrott or
Dahlgren gun of similar calibre 1
Answer. Mine is heavier, for wrought-iron is heavier than ca~t-iron. I think
my 50-pounder is about 400 pounds heavier. There is no other gun like my
large gun ; it is different in shape from any other gun. I got no directions
from here, but made it according to my own notions.
Question. It costs a great deal more than the cast-iron gun, of course 1
Answer. Yes, sir; about six times as much. But a cast-iron gun can be made
in a very short time, while it will take a week to make one of our large guns.
The difference is in the beating, labor, and time used on it. 'l~hen, all the
sections of our gun must be forged, bent, welded, and turned before you put
them over the gun, when they are welded again.
Question. Your gun is considerably stronger than the Rodman gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you consider a gun made on the Rodman principle as much
stronger than a cast-iron gun made on the old principle 1
Answer. I cannot aay that I do; you cannot make much out of cast-iron
more than cast-iron.
Question. But you can have cast-iron strained or not strained in casting 1
Answer. 'l'hat is so.
Que~tion. Is a caRt-iron gun, cooled from the inside, outwardly strained as
much as one cooled from the outside inwardly 1
Answer. I do not know; it all shrinks.
Question. What is the object of cooling from the inside then?
Answer. I think Mr. Rodman's theory is that it makes the grain of the iron
a little finer by cooling from the inside, and therefore he call:3 it better ; but in
my opinion it does not make it much better.
WASHINGTON, February 2, 1865.
HoRATIO AMES recalled and examined.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. How fast can you furnish your guns to the government, and of
what size, and at what price 1
Answer. I can make for the government fifty 100-pounder wrought-iron guns
per year, and deliver the first gun by the first of May next, and one gun each
week thereafter. Should the government want seven or eight-inch guns, I could
make preparations, and make of either of those kinds twenty-five guns per year,
and deliver one each two weeks, beginning to deliver in nine months from
receipt of order. All these guns to be rifled. The price will be one dollar per
pound. A 100-pounder will weigh about 12,000 pounds; a 150-pounder about
17,000 pounds, and a 200-pounder about 28,000 pounds, according to drawing.

Testimony qf Robert C. Parrott.
WASHINGTON, January 18, 1865.
RoBERT C. PARROTT sworn and examined.
By the chairman :
Question. State what you know of the gun that goes by your name-the Parrott gun.
Answer. In 1860 I made the first of those guns. I made it from my own
ideas upon the subject of what would make a gun o± moderate cost and of good
strength. That was a gun of the smallest size, and I tried it about a hundred
firings; and it was exhibited to some of the officers at West Point, which was
near me. That was a 10-pounder, the smallest size I ever made. Previous to
the breaking out of the rebellion I had made a 20-ponnder and a 30-pounder
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gun-the same kind of guns now known in the service by that name. In making
those guns I took as my guide, very nearly, the well-established proportions of
the ordinary cast-iron gun; that is to say, I made the thickness of the gun
around the charge about equal to the bore of the gun-if anything, a little more.
Then, desiring to rifle the gun, I knew I must get additional strength, and to
do that I put on a wrought-iron band around the breech, so that it i8 a cast-iron
banded gun. When the war came on it was known to some of the ·officers of
the army, and particularly to Major Benton, who was stationed at West Point,
that I had these guns. Major Benton had seen some firing from them.
These were rifled guns, as are all the guns I make. At the sudden breaking
out of the war inquiry was made for these guns. I suppose it arose from the
reports which had been made to the proper authorities, and their having been
fired two hundred rounds. 'I'hey were ordered by the ordnance department of
thegovernment, and were sent to the arsenal at Washington. After some subsequent firing with them, I was ordered to go on and make some more, and
during the spring and summer of' 1861 I made a number of guns of each of
those sizes, just as they were called for, according to the exigencies of the
service. Everything was under a great pressure and hurry here, and when
those guns got to Washington the present General Rickets, who had a battery
at this place, upon conferring with Major Benton, requested that he should have
his battery composed of those 10-pounder guns, and that was the battery of
Parrott guns which was in the fight at Bull Run. He also had some 20 and
some 30-pounder guns in the same battery. If they did not give entire satisfaction, they, were considered very valuable guns. The general opinion is that
they are very reliable, as much so as anything of the kind; and, on the whole,
they have given great satisfaction. I am now making those guns and a large
number of projectiles for them.
Question. You were the inventor of those guns, were you?
Answer. Yes, sir. I do not pretend to be the inventor of the idea of putting
a band on the gun, because that thing had been tried before; but I believe my
gun is the first banded gun that was ever actually introduced into the service
of any country as a part of its armament.
Question. Were these guns ever tried by the ordnance department before
they adopted them'{
Answer. 'I'he ordnance department can hardly be said to have adopted them.
They were called for in the pressure of the times, and got into the service in
that way, but in the summer of 1861 they fired a 10-pounder as many as a
thousand times as an experiment, and it stood it well. By that time the guns
had been in a great many engagements, and the 20 and 30-pounders had been
fired two and three hundred rounds. The navy had by that time taken up the
20 and 30-pounders also. Those guns, I believe, are satisfactory in every way.
Of course, people have different opinions about guns, as about everything else,
but I believe the opinion of the service generally is, considering all thiug·s, that
they are good guns.
Question. Have you any contract with the government for making those
guns?
Answer. I had not at that time.
Question. Have you had since?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. What number of guns have you made for the government 1
Answ<:r. In a 11 about 2,500, but a very large propcrtion of them have been
of the small and lighter calibre.
Question. When did you commence making· the 100 and 300-pounders?
Answer. Before answering that question I desire to state that when I furnished the government with these guns-the 10, the 20, and the 30-poundersI stated to them the exact price I should charge, and I have not altered the
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price from that day to this. Though the rise in the price of material has increased so much that I have not received any large profit on those guns, yet I
l1ave preferred, as a matter of personal feeling, to continue to furnish those
three guns at the original price.
Question. State the price of those three guns.
Answer. '.rhe 10-pounder is $180; the 20-pounder $380, and the 30-pounder
is $!520.
Question. Did you claim any seigniorage for the invention 1
Answer. I never did. I took out a patent which, after considerable trouble,
they allowed me on account of tl1e peculiar proportion and manner of banding
the gun, but I have never charged directly anything for the invention; I have
charged only a fair manufactnring price. In the summer of 1861 I went to
work upon the 100-pounders. In the fall of 1861 I tried one of those guns,
and then informed the ordnance department and the army generally that I had
such a gun, and that it had done pretty well. They theu ordered the gun to
be tested, and after they had fired it two hundred rounds, they bought it of me
as an experimental gun. It is in that way that my guns have been introduced
into the service. For the 100-pounders I charged, I think, $1,200 then; now
the price is $1,300. I was so well satisfied with. that gun that I went on and
made some others on my own account, and before I had finished many, a call
came for them. I had by that time-the winter of 1861-made a 200-pounder,
which is a gun of eight-inch bore. That gun was brought to the notice of the
department, and tried in the same way as the 100-pounder. The ordnance department ordered four or five of each of those guns. 'l"'her~ was a great call
for them. Many officers had seen them fired at the foundry, and, as you know,
there was a great desire to get hold of everything in the shape of efficient artillery;
and when General McClellan's army was moved to the Peninsula, some. of these
guns were sent along, and were placed in battery near Yorktown, and fired upon
Gloucester Point, Yorktown, and the water-batteries there. As a new gun they
were considered very successful indeed. At all events, they were looked upon
as very much in advance of anything they then had. I do uot profess to think
they are the best gun in the world, but I think they were the best practical
thing that could be got at the time, and I suppose that was the great re~son
for getting them. 'l'hese guns have been reported upon by many officers,
both our own and foreign officers; and among the rest, by Prince de .T oinville,
a man well versed in the artillery of the French navy, in which he served.
All the trials of the guns at the foundry have been satisfactory to the officers
who witnessed them. But before that time even the navy had ordered the
guns, and the army had ordered them, and I have since been constantly engaged
in the manufacture of these guns, and of projectiles for them.
Question. Is there :my peculiar projectile for these guus 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and that is also a design or invention of my own.
Question. How does it differ from the ordinary projectile 1
Answer. 'l'hese guns are rifled, and the projectile is cylindrical-the front
end being pointed and the back end flat; around the circumference of the back
end there is a ring of brass which the powder, when the gun is fired, forces into
the grooves of the gan, and that imparts the spiral motion to the shell and prevents windage.
Question. Is that patented 1
Answer. I have a patent, but I have pursued the same course with that as
with my patent on the gun, and until a very great rise in the price of materials
took place I continued to charge for the shell the first price put upon it. I
suppose it would average from six to eight cents per pound. '.rhe large projectiles were about six cents per pound. That included the finishing and the
brass ring, which is of considerable weight and somewhat expensive. I do not
consider that I have charged-and those familiar with those things agree with
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me-more than a fair manufacturer's profit. I have never charged directly to
the government any patent-fee or seigniorage either on guns or shells.
Ques•ion. How does your shell differ from the James shell?
Answer. The James shell has a coating over nearly all the outside, of lead
back of the shell, through which the gas f1·om the powder gets under the lefLd
or other substance, and a canvas covering over that. Holes are made in the
and forces it outwards, as I understand it.
Question. But your ring is forced into the grooves by an opposite motion ?
Answer. Yes, sir; by the powd11r driving behind.
Question. Is your shell much used?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Do you -also make solid shot 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Is that made in the same way 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but with no hole in it.
Question. Do you charge the shell yourself?
Answer. No, sir; I furnish · the shells to the government empty, but all ready
for the charge and fuze.
Question. Are the large guns furnished at the same price per pound as the
smaller ones ?
Answer. 'l'hey are worth about the same price per pound. I have omitted to
state that the first of my largest guns-the 300-pounder-was made in the
winter of 1862-'63. 'l~hat is a 10 ·inch gun. ~rhe government took that for
the purpose of an experiment in the service, and sent it down to Morris's island.
Question. Is thftt the gun which Gillmore m;ed, and which was known as
the "Swamp Angel?"
Answer. No, sir; that was an 8-inch gun.
Question. Was that one of your guns 1
Answer. Yes, sir;. but it was a 200-pounder.
~uestion. How many of those 300-pounders have you made 1
Answer. About ten now.
Question. How many of the 200-pounders 1
Answer. I should think some one hundred and fifty or one hundred and sixty,
for the army and navy.
Question. How many of the 100-pounders 1
Answer. About six hundred, I should think.
Question. Do you make intermediate ones between that and the 30-pounder ?
Answer. I now make a GO-pounder for the navy. That is a gun quite recently made, and not yet much introdueed into the service.
Question. Have you ever endeavored to strengthen your guns by cooling
them from the inside upon the Rodman principle 1
Answer. Yes, sir; a little with the heavy guns.
Question. Do you _consider that that contributes cDnsiderably to the strength
of the gun 1
Answer. So far as I can judge, it does.
Question. Does any other person make guns upon your principle ?
Answer. I presume that all the guns that go by my name are of my manufacture. I .have seen guns captured from the enemy very much like them;
but all the guns spoken of in our army a~d navy as my guns are made by me.
Question. I henr it stated that some of your large guns failed in the recent
attack on Fort Fisher. Have you heard anything about that 1
Answer. I have heard a great deal about it. I came to Washington partly
on that business. TheN avy Department ordered a board of officers, experienced
in ordnance matters, to assemble here upon that subject.
Question. Have they acted upon the matter 1
Answer. 1'hey have, and are about making a report.
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Question. To what do they ascribe the cause of the failure 1
Answer. I cannot tell you what conclusion they have come to; but I can tell
you to what I ascribe the difficulty with the largest guns : it is the bursting of
the shells in the bore of the guns. I ascribe all, or nearly all, the accidents to
the premature explosion of the shells in the guns.
Question. Have you had an opportunity to examine those guns since they
were burst1
Answef'. Some of them I have.
Question. I mean those burst in the navy lately.
Answer. No, sir, I have uot. They may have been engaged in operations
since, and I do not think the authorities will get reports accurately in regard to
the main point, which is, how many sheUs were actually burst in those guns.
It has been a matter of much concern with me, and I would rather not make a
gun than have any accident occur. I ascribe the difficulty to the friction of the
powder in the shell itself. At first it was natural enough to ascribe the difficulty
to bad shells, bad castings, or bad fuzes, &c. But upon full trial it appears
above all question that the difficulty arises from the powder exploding in the
shell within the gun by friction caused by the striking of the powder against
the inside of the shell. A 300-pounder shell is ten inches in diameter. A
round sheU of that ,diameter holds about three pounds of powder. My 300pounder shell holds about seventeen pounds of powder. Now, whe.n you fire a
gun, and stdke the butt of the shell suddenly with the immense force of the
charge, there is a reaction of the powder within the shell against the bottom of
the shell ; and if there is any roughness so as to cause friction at the bottom,
the powder will be exploded in the shell while it is within the gun. Thinking
that to be the case, I have for a long time been endeavoring to coat the inside of
the shell with varnish or lacquer, and now I am able to do it with entire success.
A great many people were skeptical about it, and precautions have not been
taken in regard to it as quickly as they might have been. I now melt together
rosin, tallow, and common brown soap, forming· a thin liquid mixture, and pour
it into my shells, and pour it out again, leaving a coating on the inside wbich
covers over the rough iron; and when that is done, I find the shells can be fired
without premature explosion. Some two months ago Captain Temple, one of
the officers of this very fleet of Porter's, came to the foundry and became aware
of this fact. He had two 100-pounders on board his vessel. When he got
back he found that his shells had no such coating, and he immediately set to
work and lined them with asphaltum, &c. HA fired his guns :fifty or sixty
times each during the engagement, and. not a single shell .:~xploded prematurely
in his guns, while in some of the other vessels around him shells were Axploded
prematurely, and thrown out of the guns in fragments. 'I'hat is so stated in a
letter of his which I saw yesterday.
Question. You say you have made some 2,500 of these guns altogether 1 Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Have you any means of knowing how many of them have failed 1
Answer. I do not know, but about fifty I should think. A good many have
failed by blowing off the muzzle.' The 300-ponnder, the first one which went
to Charleston, had its muzzle blown off, and that was attributed very correctly to
the bursting of a shell in the gun. 1 t had been fired only twenty-seven times.
rl'hey went to work and dressed off as well as they could the rough broken end,
and fired it three hundred times more; and from that time the gun began to crack
from the muzzle end, which was very natural. They then gave up firing the gun.
The other 300-pounder sent there was fired 1,004 times at .Morris island.
Question. How much is the service charge of a 300-pounder 1
Answer. 'l'wenty-five pounds of powder.
Question. Is the charge the same for round shot as for shell 1
Answer. If used for round shot the amount should be increased.
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By Mr. Odell:
Question. Have any of your guns exploded with the round · shot 1
Answer. No, sir. They are not often used with round shot, but they can
be. I should not be surprised, however, if it should happen, for this reason :
a gun does not always burst at the time you break a shell in it, but the bursting
of the shell injures and weakens the gun. r_rhere is the difficulty. You do not
know how much the gun may be injured; it may be broken half through, and
the next time it is fired it may break entirely, and then you say it burst by what
ought not to have burst it. Yon do not know what effect previous discharges
may have had upon the gun, and that is one of the great difficulties in this matter.
By the chairman :
Question. Is there more tendency to burst these heavy guns than the lighter
ones 1
Answer. Yes, sir; for you cannot make a gun stout in proportion to its calibre in my opinion. The bursting of a shell containing seventeen pounds of
powder in a gun is a different thing from bursting one containing only a few
ounces.
Question. And I suppose the strain upon a gun depends something upon the
degree of elevation.
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Your gun is made with a wrought-iron band around it 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. r.rhe gun and the band are not one solid piece of metal?
Answer. No, sir.
Question. Upon firing the gun until it gets hot, you expand the metal ; and
when it cools, it shrinks. Does not that create a tendency in the band to g·et
loose 1
Answer. No, sir; I do not know that that has occurred in a single in'stance.
It is made a little smaller than the cast-iron, finished very accurately; the castiron over which it is to be fitted is turned very accurately, a certain difference
being allowed in the size of the two, and then the wrought-iron band is heated
until it becomes sufficiently large to slip on the gun. In cooling and contracting it binds upon the gun very much as you put a tire on a wheel. 'rhe castiron is in such close and intimate contact with the wrought-iron that they are
very nearly like one piece of metal, and the heat of the one is extended to the
other. I do not know that any case has ever been reported of the starting of
the band.
Question. Is there any other rifled ordnance except yours now used by us 1
Answer. Not to any great extent. Some other rifled guns have been intr0duced into the service, and some of the old guns of the army have been rifled.
In doing that, however, they adopted my plan of rifling, and I believe my projectile is now used for them.
Question. Do you mean that when they rifle the old guns they put your
band on 1
Answer. No, sir. They have used my band in some cases. I mean to say
that in rifling the old guns they have done it latterly according to my planthat is, giving the same twist I employ.
Question. vVhat do you know about the vVhitworth gun 1
Answer. I have seen them, and know something about them. That is a
rifled gun also.
Question. Is it a breech-loader 1
Answer. It was originally, but latterly they have been made otherwise. The
tendency in England is to abandon the breech-loader.
Question. Is that a wrought-iron gun 1
Answer. It is wrought-iron or steeL
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Question. Do you consider that gun an improvement upon yours in any way?
Answer. It is a very costly gun. So far as we have had any specimens of
them in this country-we have captured some-I should not prefer them to
mine. You are probably aware that the rifling is not by grooves in a circular
bore, but the bore is made hexagonal and with a twist, and the ball is made
with the same twist; and in driving the ball out you make it rotate on its axis.
The difficulty is, that that brings an enormous strain on the gun. A great many
serious accidents have happened with those guns. There were two of them at
Morris's island, used in firing on Fort Sumter, and both of them became disabled. They were made in parts, and, somehow or other, one part slipped from
the other.
Question. How does the Armstrong gun differ from yours 1
Answer. That is a wrought-iron gun and a breech-loader. Latterly Armstrong has made his heavy guns muzzle-loaders. He has also lately made
some heavy smooth-bore guns; but his original contrivance was a breechloader.
Question. Have the English or French invented any guns which, for accuracy and endurance, are better than yours 1
.
Answer. I should suppose that the Armstrong heavy wrought-iron gun, if
well made, would endure longer than mine. They are very costly, and they are
even yet an experiment with them. With the exception of the small size guns,
I do not know that they have introduced them into the service as a regular thing.
By Mr. Odell:
Question. How does the cost of those guns compare with yonrs 1
Answer. We can hardly compare their relative cost now, owing to the derangement of our currency; I suppose, however, they are much more costly in
England than our guns are here.
By the chairman:
Question. Do you know anything about the Ames gun 1
Answer. I only know what has been casually mentioned to me. I have not
seen the gun, or any drawing of it. 'rhe opinion of officers, however, who
have seen the gun, is that it is a very strong one; and gentlemen in whose
opinion I have confidence say that it is.
Question. You are aware of the manner in which it is made-by concentric
rings 1
Answer. Yes, sir; and I think that should make a strong gun.
Question. What is its comparative cost 1
Answer. I do not know, but I should presume it would be a very costly gun.
I look upon my gun as one which can be rapidly produced, and, when properly
used, safe, efficient, and very accurate. I consider it, at any rate, as something
a great deal better than we had, and perhaps as good as we were likely to get,
but I shall be very glad, I am sure, to see any improvement upon it. I think
I should do the gun justice, however.
Question. What do you say about the Dahlgren gun 1 Is there anything
peculiar about that 1 What is the difference between that and the columLiad 1
Answer. I give Captain Dahlgren the credit of introducing that gun into
the navy. I made the first 9-inch and first 11-inch Dahlgren guns that were
introduced into the service. He is deserving of the credit of introducing that
gun. The model of that gun .is admirable; that is, of what is properly called
the Dahlgren gun, which are the 9 and 11-in~h guns, and lately they have introduced larger sizes. I believe Captain Dahlgren thinks the army have taken
the models of his guns, as the columbiads are made essentially as the Dahlgrens were. The old columbiads were very different indeed. They were flat
behind, and very clumsy compared with the Dahlgren gun.
Question. Are your guns made after the shape of the Dahlgren 1
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Answer. No, sir; they cannot be very well. They are very simple in their
form. 'rhe rear part is cylindrical-about a calibre thick-a thicknesS' about
eq nal to the diameter of the bore. '.rhen the breech is rounded off much as
usual for heavy guns, and the muzzle part is thicker than the Dahlgren guns
are, because mine have a rifle groove.
Question. Are they using rifled guns much in the navy 1
Answer. Not much, and especially now since the action of the Kearsarge.
They use some for chase guns and for occasional distant firing. For main batteries they thiuk they had better rely upon smooth-bore guns with projectiles of
large diameter, round or spherical, because they ricoclzet better upon the water;
whereas, wl 1en a rifled shot hits the water, it bounds off in any direction.
\Vhen a round shot strikes the water it will continue on in the direction in
which it was fired.
Question. Your gun is becoming all the time more and more used in the
army, is it not 1
Answer. I think it is, but I do not think the use is increasing as rapidly as
at times heretofore, partly because there is less urgency for guns and partly for
other reasons. I think there has arisen a party feel ing about them, as about
other things. However, I think that a great majority of the officers who have
been in the service with the guns generally prefer my guns to any others. I
dare say others will be induced to try ot.her gnus. I do not object to that at
all, I am sure.
By Mr. Gooch:
Q,uestion. Have you ever fired one of your guns before it was hooped to see
how much it would bear 1
Answer. No, sir. In that shape it is very much like an ordinary cast-iron
gun.
By the chairman:
Question. What is the comparative cost of your gun with other guns in the
service?
Answer. I do not think my gun is near as costly as other guns compared
with the actual expense of making them.
Qnestion. Are rifled guns more expensive than smooth-bore guns?
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. How much per pound 1
Answer. A cast-iron rifled gun, not different from others except in being
rifled, would cost but little more. 'rhe difference would be the cost of rifling
the bore. But putting the cast-iron of my heavy guns at the same price with
that of the ordinary cast-iron guns, and add the bare cost of the wrought-iron
band, and my guns are as cheap as the ordinary guns. The wrought-iron is
worth at least double the cast-iron.
Question. How much does the band weigh in comparison with the gun?
Answer. About twenty per cent. of the whole weight, I should think.
Question. Have you inspected these large 15-inch Rodman guns they are
making?
Answer. No, sir; I have seen, however, the 20-inch gun in New York.
Question. I am told that the initial velocity of the projectile from a smooth-:
bore is greater than Lhat from a rifled gun. Is that so 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. And yet the rifled gun carries the furthest. How is that 1
Answer. The projectile of a smooth-bore gun is much lighter, compared with
the chargA of powder, than that of the rifled gun. For instance, take a round
shell and a round shot; the shell will leave the gun with the greatest velocity,
but the shot will go the furthest at a moderate elevation, because the shell being
lighter than the shot, the resistance of the air stops it more quickly than it does
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the shot. The great weight of the shot, once the shot is in motion, carries it further than the shell.
.
Question. If I understand it, the charge of powder in the smooth-bore ia
much larger than that of the rifled gun 1
Answer. It is not always so; but it may be. r.l'he service charge of my 200pounder is more than tbat of the 8-inch columbiad, smooth-bore. The charge of
my 8-inch gun, the 200-pounder, is sixteen pounds, while the charge of the castiron 8-inch columbiad is less than sixteen pounds. I could put into my
gun more than that if I used a round shot. One principal reason for the greater
range of the rifled projectile is found in its elongated form. A rifled projectile
of the same diameter as a spherical projectile moves more easily through the
air, just as a well-modelled bo::tt will move through the water easier than a tub.
Question. A rifled projectile in receiving the spiral motion from the gToove of
the gun opposes a greater resistance to the propelling power, and hence causes
a greater strain upon the gun?
Answer. Yes, sir; and that must be tak6n into consideration in constructing
a rifled cannon. Rifled guns have hardly been yet used in any service but ours.
Question. The U'le of these large guns, the 100, 200, and 300-pounders, is a
modern thing, is it not 1
Answer. Yes, sir; they have not heretofore been used in war.
Question. How large gnns did they use in the war of the Revolution 1
Answer. The largest was a 42-pounder, a 7-inch gun, and that was not so
much a heavy gun as a carronade. r.l'hey introduced an 8-inch carronade
which was called a 68-pounder. But it is sincb the great wars in Europe, terminating in 1816, that most of the modern artillery, except the 32 and the 42pounders, has been introduced.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Have you ever made any guns of the same size and shape as your
banded gun all of cast-iron 1
Answer. No, sir; not exactly.
Question. Could you make a gun substantially similar in size, shape, and
weight to the banded gun, all of cast-iron 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. If you could do so, and then test the two guns side by side, yon
could determine whether there was any superiority in the banded gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir; but I mu:'lt say I consider that pretty much determined
already. I know there is a difference of opinion on that point, but any officer
who would receive into the service a cast-iron gun, and use the same charge of
powder that is always used in guns of that bore, and a shot equal in weight to
three ordinary 6-pound shot, would be thought to be a madman. Now, my 20pounder is exactly the bore of the 6-pounder gun, old fashion. Now, if I should
make a cast-iron 6-pounder, and ask them to fire it with two pounds of powder,
a full charge, and three shots in the gun, they would think me a madman. And
yet that is precisely the difference between the two guns. J\fy ~0-pounder fires
the same charge of powder as the 6-pouncler smooth-bore gun, and a projectile
equal to three 6-pound shots. And, besides, my gun is rifled. I am aware of
the fact that it has been said that the gun is no stronger for being banded than
if it had been all cast-iron.
Question. You say you now cast your heavy guns on the Rodman principle.
Do you consider that there is any particular advantage in that 1
Answer. I think there is in heavy guns.
Question. Why 1
Answer. Because the bore of the gun, which you want to have of the strongest
and closest metal, then becomes surface metal. Every one familiar with castings
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knows there is a great difference between the centre and the outside of a casting, and that the strongest metal is on the outside. By casting the gun hollow
the interior of the bore becomes outside or surface metal, and is much closer
grained, and probably better than if you cast the gun solid and then bored it
out. And it is the metal nearest the bore that receives the greatest strain. For
this reason I have adopted that principle in casting the 100, 200, and 300pounders.
Question. If it is the better plan in reference to the larger guns, why not in
reference to the smaller 1
Answer. The same difficulty is not encountered in making the smaller guns.
'rhe castings of the smaller guns are very solid to the very centre. That depends upon the mass of iron. That process of casting is somewhat troublesome,
and is not often used by Rodman himself. The 100-pounder is a smaller gun
than he has ever applied it to.
Question. Have your smaller guns burst in the service 1
Answer. I think not beyond blowing off the muzzle occasion:tlly; and they
have had a great deal of hard usage. They have put into them a great many
experimental projectiles. T'hey have been liable to accident heretofore much
more than they will be -hereafter.
Question. Can you determine from the examination of a gun, after it has been
burst, whether it was burst by the charge, or by the bursting of a shell in it 1
Answer. I do not think you can. 'l'he strain might be thrown upon a gun
so tl1at it would begin to break at the weakest part. You cannot always tell
what the cause is. You can sometimes tell by the location of the fracture, or
from the pieces coming out at the muzzle.
By Mr. Odell :
Questipn. Does the rifling of your gun run at the same angle its whole length 1
Answer. No, sir, but the twist increases at the muzzle. I haYe been obliged
to take out a patent for many things, which patents perhaps are of no use to
mo at all, for unless the government us~ the gun it is of no value. I consider
that the merit of my gun consists iu the combination of all the different parts.
The banding, the increasing twist, and the peculiar projectile constitute a sort
of whole which I think perform well, and which I think will be made to perform extremely well, and as that increasing twist is a part of the whole, I am
glad to mention it.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington City, January 20, 1865.
SIR: In answertoyour letter of the 13th instant, I have the honor to transmit herewith
a copy of a communication from the chief of ordnance, together with a copy of the report
of the commission appointed to examine the Ames gun, at Bridgeport, Connecticut.
It will be perceived, from the communication of the chief of ordnance, that no report
of the Ericsson gun has yet been recdved at that office.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

EDWIN M. STANTON,
Secretary of War.

Hon. B. F. ·wAnE,
Chairman of Committee on Conduct of War.
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ORDNANCE OFFICE, wAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, Jan'IUlry 20, 1865.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge reference to this office of a letter from Ron. B.
F. Wade, asking fur copy of the report of the eommission appointed to examine the Amt:s
gun at Bridgeport, aod, in obedience to instructions, to transmit a copy of said report.
No report on the "Ericsson gun" has be~n received at this office.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. MAYNADIER,
Oownel and Acting Chief of Ordnan~.
Ron. E. M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 21, 1864:.
Mr. Ames having constructed certain wrought-iron cannon of 7-ioch calibre, which he
desires to have inspected and tested with a view to determine their fitness for the United
States service, it is
Ordered,
First. 'l'hat a board of officers, to ~onsist of Major General Gillmore as president of the
board, a competent ordnance officer to be designated by the Secretary of War, and a competent officer to be deaignated by the Secretary of the Navy, shall be organized, and meet
at Bridgeport, Connecticut, on th@ first day of September next, with a view of impecting
and testing the aforesaid cannon and determining the capacity and fitness for the United
States service, with such tests a.nd trials as they shall deem proper, and make report to
the President of their opinion in respect to said cannon, and their value and fitooss for the
service.
Second. That the ordnance bureaus of the War and Navy Departments shall provide
suitable shot, shells, and ammunition for making the aforesaid tests, and provide all the
necessaries for a careful and fair test of the aforesaid cannon.
ABRAHAM, LINCOLN.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,

August 25, 1864.

SIR: By-direction of the President you are hereby appointed a member of a board to

meet at Bridgeport, Connecticut, on the ls~ of September next, of which Major General
Gillmore, U. S. A., it> president, for the purpose of te;;ting and inspecting certain wroughtiron cannon with a view to determine its fitness for the United Stc.~.tes service.
You will proceed and report for this duty accordingly.
Very respectfully,
GIDEON WELLES,
Secutary of the Navy.
Commodore T. A. HuNT, U.S. N.,

Boston, Massachusetts.

ORDNANCE OFFICE, WAR DEPARTMEN'l',

Wash.ington, August 23, 1864,
SIR: I transmit herewith a copy of an order from the President, directing that a board
of' officers meet at Bridgeport, Connecticut, on the 1st of September next, to inspect and
test a cannon ma.ie by Mr. Ames, with the instructions of the Secretary of War thereon,
designating you as. the ordnance officer on said board; also directing that _all ?ecessary
ammunition for the trial be furnished. You will conform to the order and dn·ectwns, and
you are authorized to call on any arsenal fur such ammunition as may be required to make
such trials as the board may desire.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEORGE D. RAMSAY,
Brigadier General, Ohiif if Ordnance.
Major T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
Inpector of Cannon, S;c., No. 710 JJroad~ay, New York.
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BRIDGEPORT, CoNNECTICUT,

October 27, 1864.

In pursuance of the fon•going orders, and subsequent orders f1om the Secretary of War,
postponing the meeting of the board until the 15th day of September, 1864, the board
met and the trials commenced at Bridgeport, Connecticut, on the ddy last mentioned. All
the mew bers of the board were present.
The gun to be tested was in readines~ and suitably mounted. It is of wrought-iron,
weighs, accorciing to Mr. Ames's statement, 19,400 pounds, is bored to a 7-inch calibre,
and is Jifled with a uniform twist of one tum in thirty-five 135) feet.
The gun is built up from the cascabel on the end of a long cylindrical port bu. The
end of til is bar is fi11>t enlarged by welding pieces around it. It is then enlarged still further
by placing two wings ou the end one over the other concentrically, and welding them there
in succes::don Against the end of the cyliudet·, thus increat;ed to twenty-t-ight (28) inches
in diametet·, is welded a circular plate or disk, also twenty-eight (2::l) inches in diameter,
and four inches thick. This disk is compo,eri of a centre pier.e ten inches in diameter,
surrounded by two concentric rings, one outside of tLe other, all accurately fitted together
by turning. The bottom of the bore t.trminates Against this disk. Upun this disk is
weldt-d a ring of twenty-eight (28) inches ex telior diameter, four inches iu terior diameter,
and five inches thick, compounded of three concentric rings, accurately fitted together by
turning. The innet• one is ten inches in extelior diameter, and abuut six inche~ in thickness, so that its euds project on either side about half an inch beyond the facet:! of the other
two rings 'fhis is intended to secure a perfect weld next the bore, and fvrce out the slag.
Other compound rings, made in the same manner, are welded on one after the other,
until the gun is of 1he required length.
In making the compound rings for the small part of the gun, between the trunnions and
muzzle, the out.er ling is omitted.
'The gun remains in a horizontal po::ition during this process of construction, and is
handled by means of the bar projecting ftom the cascabel.
1 he welding on of the disk and rings is done with a hammer worked horizontally by
steam ; a hammer working vertically is al,;o used ag tinst the sides of the piece.
The inner ring of the cnmpound rings is made ftom a block six (6) inches by ten (10)
incheEJ b_y boring a hole four inches in diameter through it, and turning off th -1 corners.
The fibres and laminre of the metal lie in planes at ri)lht angles to the axis of the gun.
The centre and uuter 1 ings are made like a tit e by bending the bars and welding the ends
together, thus pl1:1.cing the layers of the metal in cylindrical surfaces.
Tne trunnions are attached by being screwed into the sides of the piece three inches.
The grooves of the piece submitted t::> trhl were found tJ be only ( 058) fifty-eight thousandths of an inch in depth, which was not' sufficient to coufer a rotaty motion upon the
prt •jectile with certainty, as was aEc, ltained after a few tri1:1.ls. The buard therefore adjoumed to have the g1ooves cut to one-tenth of an inch in depth. This having been
accomplished, the trials we1e resumed on tite ~7th day of September .
Con side •able dtl<~y and many iuterruptions in the progress of the tri11ls were occasioned
by the want of suitable prc,j ectilts. Those of the Hotchkiss pattern, which have been
officially proscribed for rifles of a large calibre on account of their excessive strain upon the
gun, were almost exclusively used . In weight they varied from 10! to 127 pounds.
The p ·Jwder used is what is known as No 7 experimental powder, giving a pressure of
5, 70 •J pounds per square inch in an 8-inch gun.
The charge8 were va1ied increasingly from 13 to 30 pounds, although it was frequently
necessary to reduce the higher charges in order to accommodate the projectiles, from which
th e p -1cking wuuld M1en strip or the cap break, even wilh comparativtly low cha.rges.
1he proper iostruments for detetmiumg the ranges of the shot, fireJ, as they were, over
the water, were not received nntil the gun had heen fired 600 times, and was much enlarged, giving a wintlage of more than three-tenths of an inch over the shot, and thereby
causiug ~reat loss of velocity and r<~.nge.
'J he initial velodty of the bhot fired with 1? ponnds of powder was determined by means
of the Vigwotte cl.nonoscupe when the gun had 130 rounds. 'l'he velocity thus obtained
was 1,4-80 feet
.
Owing to the difficulty experienced from the fragments of the lead thrown from the shot
cutting the wires prematurdy, no dl'orts were made subsequently to obtain the velocities
with other charges.
· The greatest enlargement of the bore of the piece for the first 100 rounds was one
hundred and twenty-one-thousandths (0 121) of an inch, aod at fifteen (15~ inches from
the bottom. After this the enla.rgement wa; r:light for each additional one hundred (100)
rouuds, until we had reached five hundred (500) rounds, and began to use twenty-five
(25) pound charges.
After the six hundredth (600) round the enlargement exceeded three-tenths of an inch,
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which is the greatest measurement the star-gauge would record ; this maximum enlargement extenfled for a distance of three (3) inches fl.long the bore, beginning at a point 20
inches from the bottom.
When the tri tls commenced the vent was in the metal of the gun, there being no ventpiece, and was so much enlarged by the first 100 rounds that it had to be bouched; a copper vent-piece secured by a: steel plug screwed in was inserted, and answered for the rest
of the firing-.
At about the 560t.h round it was first discovered that the metal of the gun had been so
much stretched laterally at the place of maximum interior enlargement that it was plainly
visible in a swell on the outside entirely encircling the piece. There was an increase of-!
of an inch in the exterior diameter at that place. This swel~ gradually diminished to
nothing at a distance of 4 inches on either side of the circle of greatest enlargement.
When the gun had been fired but 19 rounds, and before the grooves had been cut to the
required depth of one-tenth of an inch, a crack in the inside, sufficiently wide and deep to
be easily felt with a st.cel point, appeared, running a little more than half way round the
bore, at a distance of 25 inches from the bottom. This crack was partially tal<en out of
the grooves in re-rifiing the piece. Subsequent firing did not materially alter its appearance, or in any way enlarge it on the surface of the bands ; while in the grooves it was
gradually merged into or replaced by a series of holes or cavities-one in each groovewhich appeared, one after the other, as the trials progressed. The first one that attracted
attention grew wider and deeper until, at the 200th round, it measured three-eighths (J) of
an inch in depth and about (1) inch in width at the surface of the bore. After the 300th
round it was one and three eighths (li) inch deep, and had evidently penetrated entirely
through the tube formed by the inner rings. Its progress was then apparently arrested iJ?.
a greater or leas degree by the metal of the middle rings. After the 600th round this
cavity measured one and three-quarters (1!) inch in depth, and about one and one-eighth
(1-!) inch in width.
After the 700th round these cavities measured as follows: The largest, 1! inch in depth
and l~ inch wide. The othe rs have enlarged slightly, but are, apparently, no deeper.
They average about i of an inch deep and 1 inch wide. At the close of the trials, (700th
round,) the vent piece having been used 600 ti roes, the interior orifice of vent measured
0 25 inch in diameter. Radiating from the e.ntrance of the vent-piece into the bore are
three cracks-one in front and two in rear-thus :

" 0-

and measuring in length 0.9 inch and 0.9 inch, and 0. 6 inch, respectively, and
/
about 0.08 inch deep.
The edges of the bands are at present but slightly worn, and the rifling of the piece not
much impaired.
It is the unanimous opinion of the board that Ames's wrought-iron guns possess, to a
degree neve'i.· he-fore eqnalled by any cannon of equal weight offered to our service, the
essential qualities of great lateral and longitudinal strength, and great powers of endurance
under heavy charges; that they are not liable to burst explosively and without warning,
even when fired under very high charges; and that they are well adapted to the wants of
the service generally, especially wherever long ranges and high velr>eities are required.
It is also the unanimous opinion of the board that Ames's 7-inch guns, of which he has
now fifteen (15) nearly finished, possess sufficient weight and strength to receive an 8-inch
bore, and even gre<tter, although not heavy enough for a 10-inch bore.
The board recommtlnd that in any future contracts for these guns the limits of weight
for certain calibres be fix:ed by the agent of the United States.
The board further recommend that the gun which they h:we tried be rebored to eight
inches and rifled, and then submitted to another series of tests similar to those through
which it has just passed ; to be then cut up for examination.

Gun fired 700 times
380 times with 19 lbs.
114 do. do. 25 lbs.
65 do. do. 20 lbs.
20 do. do. 13 lbs.
12 do. do. 15 lbs.
6 do. do. 30 lbs.
5 do. do. 2 t lbs.
5 do. do. 22 lbs.
4 do. do. 23 lbs.
3 do. do. 17 lbs.

Summary of firing.
as follows :
No.7 powder.
3 times with
do.
do.
2 do. do.
do.
do.
37 do. do.
do.
do.
24: do. do.
do.
do.
6 do. do.
3 do. do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
3 do. do.
do.
do.
2 do. do.
do.
do.
6 do. do.
do.
do.
powder.

18 lbs. No. 7 powder.
do.
do.
25 lbs. cannon do.
20 lbs. do.
do.
19 lbs. do.
do.
15 lbs. do.
do.
17 lbs. do.
do.
13 lbs. do.
do.
25 lbs. do. and mortar
2! lbs.
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In addition to the foregoing, Mr. Ames states that he fired from the gun before the
board assembled, 13 rounds, as follows:
1 time with 20 lbs. No. 7 powder.
10 times with 13 lbs. No. 7 powder.
1 do. do. 16 lbs. do.
do.
1 do. do. Ui lbs.
do.
The board have the honor to submit this report of its proceedings to this date, and have
adjourned to await further instructions.
Q. A. GILL1IORE,

I

Mnj. Gen. Vols , and President of Board.
T. A. HUNT,
Commodore of United States Navy.

T. T. S. LAIDLEY,
MaJor of Ordnance.

The

PREsiDENT

of the United States,
Washington, D. C.

BRIDGEPORT, CoNN., October 22, 1864.
RIR : I have the honor to tranF:mit herewith a record of firing with a 7-inch wroughtiron gun made by Horatio Ames, at Falls Viilage, Connecticut, of - - - , from 15th of
September to 26th of October, 1864.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Q . A. GILLMORE,
Maj. Gen. Vols., President of B oard.
The PRESIDENT of the United States,

Washington, D C.

EXPERIMENTS WITH CANNON-CLAss I.
Target record of firing with Ames's wrought-iron scan-inch gun, at Bridgeport, Conn.,from September 15 to October 26, 1864.

:a

.,;

<E
.....0

....

PROJECTILE.

POWDER.

Time.

"'

'l:l

0

Kind.

\weigh!.

1864.

~ 1 -~~~J~-~~- -~~~~~~·~-~~·.:.
3 .... do .... ...... do ....... .
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
2l
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
3:3
34
35

.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do ...... .... do ...... ..
... . do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ...... ..
... . do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ...... ..
·.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do . ... ...... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ....... .
... . do .......... do ....... .
Sept. 27 Cannon ... .... .
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ...... ..
.... dJ .......... do ...... ..
Sept 29 Hazard's No.7
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do-.......... do ....... .
... .do .......... do ....... .

Lb&

u
u
13
u
u
~
u

13
13
13

u

13
13
N

1:3

u

13
13
13
15
~
~

J7
J7
17
19
19
19
]9

w
w
15
15
~

n

<i3

~

0

Pressure. I Velocity.

Range.

Recoil.

""'0

Remarks.

I~--__lw"•"_l ~ ,___,___,____,___,___ ,___________________
.§

E-<

Lbs. oz.

o~

Hotchkiss shell
.... do ......... .
.... do ......... .
.... do ......... .
. .. . do ......... .
.... do ......... .
.... do ......... .
.... do ........ ..
.... do ......... .
.... do ......... .
.... do ......... .
.... do . ........ .
.... do ......... .
.... do ........ ..
.... do ..... ... . .
.... do ......... .
. . .. do ......... .
.... do ........ ..
.. .. do ....... . . .
... . do .. 3 flute~
.... do ..... ... ..
. .. . do ......... .
.... do ......... .
.... do ......... .
.... do ......... .
. .. . do ......... .
.... do ......... .
. . . . do .. no fluteh
. .. . do .... do ...
.. .. do .... do . ..
.... do .... do . ..
... . do .. 3 flut es
.... do .... do .. .
.... do .... do ...
.... do .. . 5 flutes

110

5c
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

110

110
110
110
110
109
109
109
1{)9

109
109
109
109
108
110
110
109

g ::::::::::::::::::::
:::::::::· -~~~~----- ~-~: ......
................... .. .... : • .•. 24. 0

lOf)

106
105
106
106
105
107
106
105

llO
110

110
110
106
107

105
110

. . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . 24. 5 inch, .......•..
................. ............. 21.5
............................... 22.0
........................................ ,......... .
.............................. 23.5
. ............................. 27.5
.............................. 23.5
7t sec.
.. ..... . .. ·•··· .. : ............ 23.5
7t
. ............................. 23.5
51
. .............................. 24.5
7
. ............................. 18.5

8
8
8
8
8

10
10
lU
15
15
15
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
1U

10
10
10

........... ........... .. .... •. 2l. 5
.••••••••..••.•.•••..•.••..•.. 22.5
............................... 24. 0
.............. ..... ...... ... .. 19. 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18. 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12t
........ ........... . .................... 12t
................ ............. . 13.5
12t
........... ....... ....... .... . 16. 0
13
.......... . ·: ....... .................... J2t
... ....... : ............................. J3
.............................. 20.5
12t
................................................ ..
........................................ 12t
.......•. .. ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13±
. ............................. 26
12}
................................................. .
......•••..••••..••..• : ••••.•....••..••. 12!
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 13±
............ ....... ...... .. ............. 13
........................................ 13t

Fragments flew from shell, supposed to be pieces of lead.
Flight regular.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Flight irregular. Time of flight 7t seeonds.
Plight regular. Time of flight 7t seconds
Plight v ery irregular. 'fime of flight 6t seconds.
Flight irregular. Time of flight 7 seconds.
Flight regular.
Flight regular. Time of flight 7t seconds.
Flight irregular.
Do.
Flight regular.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Flight. not regular.
¥Vent well.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Lead band flew off.
Lead band and cap flew off.
¥Vent w ell .
Do .
Do .
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

~

tlj

~
~

0

~

t::!

z
>
z

0

~

~

c.n

......

Target 'record

if firing

with Ames's wrought-iron seven-inch gun, at B'ridgeport, Connectic-u t-Continued.

,....
01

t.:J

-I

o)

cE
'l5
~

'0

0

_

~ I Pressure. I Velocity.
Kiud.

Kind.

!Weight.

,____ ,_______ 1- - -1

::::~~:::: ::::::~~::::::::

..•. do .......... do ....... .
50 .... do .... Cannon . ..... .
51 .... do . . ........ do ....... .

52 .... do. T.. Hazard's No. 7
53 .... do.; ........ do .. ..... .
54 •.•. do .......... do ....... .
55 .... do .. ...... .. do ...... ..
56 .•.. do .... : ..... do ....... .
57 .... do .......... do ....... .
58 .... do .. ... ..... do .. ..... .
59 .••. do .......... do ....... .

~~ ::::~~:::: :::: ::~~::::::: :

62 .... do .......... do . .... .. .

63 .... do .......... do .••.....
64 ••.. do . .. ..... .. do .• .... . .
65 .... do .......... do ....... .
66 October 1 ...... do ..... .. .
67 .... do ........ . . do ....... .
68 .... do., ........ do ....... .
69 .•.. do .......... do ....... .
70 .•.. do .......... do ....... .
71 .•.. do .......... do . ...... .
72 • .• . do ....... . .. do .. ~ .... .
73 .... do .. ........ do ....... .
74 .•.. do .....•••.. do ....... .

Lbs. oz.
17
17
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
13
13
13
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

!Weight.

fo

ii:i

~

Time.

1864.
36 Sept. 29 Hazard's No. 7
37 .... do .......... do ....... .
38 .... do .......... do ....... .
39 .••. do .......... do ....... .
40 .... do .......... do ....... .
4L ••. ."do .......... do ...... .
42 .... do ...... .... do ....... .
43 .••. do .......... do ....... .
44 .... do .......... do ....... .
45 .•.. do .......... do ....... .
46 ..•. do .......... do ....... .

-' !~49

PROJECTILE.

POWDER.

Range.

....0

Recoil.

Remarks,

s
8

~

~

l- - -1- l - - - -l- - - -l- - - -l- - - -:- - - -l- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -

Lbs.
Hotchkiss 5 flutes 109
.... do .... do . .. 121
.... do .... do ... 122
•••. do .... do ... 12l
.•. . do . ... do ... 121
... . do .... do ... 119
.... do .. no flutes 1 123
.... do .... do ... 1:!3
... . do .... do ... 110
.... do .... do ... 108
.... do .... do... 109
.... do .. 5 flutes. 109
.... do .... do ... 109
.... do .. . . do ... 116
.... po .... do ... 116
Schenkl . .. . . . . 116
Hotef1kiss ..... 110
.••. do .. 5 flutes. 108
.... do .... do . .. 109
.... do .... do ... 109
.••. do .... do .. lLO
.... do .. .. do... 110
.... do .... do ... 109
.... do .... do ... 110
.•.. do .... do ... 110
.•. . do .... do ... 110
.... do .. .. do ... 109
.... do .... do ... 108
.... do .... do ... 109
.... do .... do ... 1l0
.... do no flutes . 108
.... do nar. band 108
.... do .... do ... 108
. .• . do .. 3 flutes. 119
. ••. do .... do ... 120
.... do .... do... Ll8
. ... do .... do... 118
. ... do .... do ... 118
.... do . ... do .•• 119

oz.
8

8

8

Went well.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Flight irregular.
Went well.
Pieces eame off from shell.
·went well.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Flight. irregular.
-------··· ------- .. . ' ···· .. •...... .. . ... 9t
Do.
....................................... . 1H
Flight very irregular.
......... 0 ...... 0•• 0 .•.•• - •.••.••.. 00••. 13t
Went
well.
13~
.. .•.. .•.
Do.
... ..•... . ··•·····•· ................... . 13t
Fired
into
a butt of sand,
................................................ ..
Do.
....................... : ...... 33!l- inch ........•..
... ........ .......... ........................... ..
Do.
........... ........................... ......... .. .
Do.
.................... ......... : .......... ......... .
Do,
. ...... ....... .............. ... .................. .

100.- .• .•.•..
10 .......... . ·-- ..............•...........
10 ...•.... .. ........•. ···••· ···· ··•·•··•··
10 . .....................................•..
10 ..... .. .... ......... ...... ... ... .......
10 -- ----0- .0 . --- •. - •... --- ••• --0 -- --·-.- .•
10 .•. --.-.10 ..••... - ........ ---- ----- -· --. --- --- ---·
10 ........... , .......................... .
10 .......... --------·· ................... .
10 .............................. ---------0

8
8
8
8

8
·8

8
8

••••••• •••••

0

••••• •••••

--·---- •••• ------ •••••• --.-

•••

ig 0::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
10
10
10
10
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8

0

8
8
8
0

0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
0

8

•

0

0

8

•••• -

0

-······

•••••••••• ••••• ••••

••

•

13 sec.
13
12!l13t
12-!
12t
13t
12!114
13!
13-t
13!l13

ll:l
tr_j

~
~

0

~

~
~

-

~

w.

..... ........... .............. ...... ............. .
........................................ ··········
................................................ .
................................................. .

Do.

Do.
Do.
D o.
Do,
........... ....... . .......... .. ................... .
Do.
........... ........... ............ ........ . ..... . .
Band
flew off; flight irregular.
.......••. ·•• ··· .•...•...... • •.... ... ... 12
Flight irregular.
...•.•...
12.75
Baud
flew off.
..... . ... . .......... ····· ............... 12.5
Cap broke.
...•.....
12.1
Went
well.
...•.....
13t
Do.
·········· ·········· ······ ....... ....... 13
Do.
...••• .•.. ...•••.. . . .....••.•...•••..... 13t
............................. . ...... . ........... .. Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
.......... ·••••••· • • ... ..................... ..... .
0

•••••••••

•

0

••••••••••••••••••••

0

•••••••

0

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .,.

••••••••• •••• ••••• •••

••••••••

•

0.

lOb. 25m. n. m.

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
1 05
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
11 6
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124

.... do .......... do ....... . 19
.... do ... _ __.... do. _. . . . . . 19
.. __ do. . . . _..... do_ . . . . . . . 19
.... do. . . . . ..... do. . . . . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
_... do .......... do ....... _ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do.. . . . . . . 19
__ . -do. . . . . ..... do ....".... ' 19
. ... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do. . . . . ..... do . . . . . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......•.. do.. . . . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do. . . . . ..... do. . . . . . . . 19
.... do. . . . . ... _. do. . . . . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
Octobcr6 • ..... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do. . . . . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do. . . . - ..... do . . . . . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ... ..... 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ... ..... 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do. . . . . ..... do. . . • . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ... ·..... 19 ·
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do. . . . . ..... do ..... _. . 19
..•. do. . . . . ..... do. . . . . . . . l 9
.... do .......... do ... : . .. . 19
... .cto ......... . do........ 19
.... do .......... do. . . . . . . . 19
.... do .......... do ........ 15
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
.... do .......... do ........ 19
•••. do ..••.•.... do .•...... 19

.... do .... do -- 119 8 I
.... do .... do ... 120
.... do .. noflutes 123
.... do .... do . . . 123
.. _. do. . . . do . . . 123
.... do ... - do ... 123
_... do .... do. . . 123
.... do .... do ... 123
.... do .... do ... 112
.... do_ ... do . . . 112
.... do. _.. do . . . 11:3
.•.. do .... do ... 113
.... do .... do ... 113
-- --do- - -- do- -- n3
.. _. do ... _ do . . . 113
.... do .... do ... 113
.... do .. _. do. . . 113
.... do 3 fl. deep. 106
.... do5shallow. 121 8
. . . . do .... do. . . 121 8
.... do .... do ... 108
.... do .... deep. 109 •
.... do .... do ... 109
.... do .... do ... 109 8
.... do .... do ... 109
.... do .... do ... 109
Hotchkiss . . . . . 109*
Shell, 3 fluteH .. 109*
...... do ........ 109*
...... do ........ 109*
...... do ..... _. . 109*
.... :.do .. ...... 109*
. . . . . . do .. shot . . 119*
. . . . do. . . . do. . . 115*
.... do .... do ... 116
.... do .... do ... 112 8
. . . . do. . . . do . . . 117
. . . . do ... _ do. . . 112
. . . . do. . . . do. . . 117
. . . . do. . . . do. . . 11 6
.... do .... do ... 116 8
.... do .... do ... 115
.... do .... do ... 114
.... do .... do ... 116
.... do .... do . .. 114 8
Absterdam shell........
Hot'ki-;s 3 fl. shot 117
...... do........ 116
...... do ........ 116
.•.•.. do ........ 115

0
4
4
4
4
4

~0

~8
~8
~7
~9
~8
~1
~8
~0

4
4

4
4

4

~2
~1
~0
~0
~2
~1

4

4

4
4
4

4
·1

~1
~4
~1
~2
~8
~2
~6
~2

4
4

4

4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

fi
M
fi
fi

4

0
0
4
4

~ • - - ~ - • - - • I ~ - - - - - - - - • I • - - - - - - - ':'.I • - - .. - - .. - - - . . . - - - - .. - - - -

.f

•
•
4
0
0

6t
6;l-

6i
6;1-

Broke into pieces .
Went well .
Do.
Do .

l:d
trj

~
~

0
t:d

tj

z
z0I>
~

Do .

Do .
Fired into a butt of sand.

ro .

o

Do.
Do.
Primer failed-too much wax.
Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
Broke all to pieces in the gun.
Fired into a butt of ~and.
Do.
Do.
Do.

0
0

0
0
4

0
0
0
0

* Shot covered with black lead and mica by Mr.

D!!.
Cap broke and flew off.
Went well .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Went well. 10h. 25m. a. m.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Cap broke.
¥Vent well.
Cap broke.
Went well.
Cap broke.
Went well.
Do .
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do .
Went well. 12h. 27m. p.m.
Do.
Do .
Do .

~

01
Ferris.

~

Target record qf firing with Ames's wrought-iron seven-inch gun, at Bridgeport, Connecticut-Continued.

f

POWDER.

~

....0
...
'0
"'

PROJECTILE.

Time.

~

Kind.

0

IWeig)lt.

Kind.

Weight.

I ~
ril

_ , _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ ,_
125
126
127
128
12Y
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
15l
152
153
154
1;)5
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

1864.
October 6
. ... do ....
.... do ....
.... do .•..
.... do ....
October 7
.... do.--·
... . do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.•. . do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
October 8
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ... .
--- · do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
- ... do ....
- ... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do ....
.... do . ...

Hazard's No. 7
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .......
: ..... do . ...... .
...... do ........
...... do ..... --...•.. do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .... : •..
------do ........
...... do ........
..... -do ........
. -- - .. do ..... ~ ..
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do.---- ...
...... do .......
. ..... do.--·---...... do ......•.
...... do ........
•..... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .... , ...
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .......\.
...... do ........
...... do .. .. ....
...... do ........
~ .• . 4,9 ... - ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do. . . . . ..... do ........·

Lbs. oz.
Lbs. oz.
lY
Hotc'kiss 3 fl. shot 115
...... do ........ 115
19
19
...... uo ..... ··- 116
...... do ........ 115
19
. ..... do .. ...... 117 8
19
1Y
...... do .....••. 117
.. : ... do ........ 118
19
...... do ........ 116
19
. ..... do .• .... .. 116
19
...... do .•...... 112
19
...... do .•...... 115
19
Schenkl ....... 125
15
...... do .•...... 125
15
. ..... do .. ...... 125
15
19
Hotchki~s ..... 115 8
...... do ........ 117
19
...... do ........ 114 8
19
1\fann ....... .. 96
15
...... do ... .... . 96
15
15
...... do ........ 96
19
Hotchkiss shell . 106
19
. ... ~.do ........ 106
...... do .•...... 105
19
19
. ..... do ........ 106
J9
. ..... do .•...... 106
19
...... do .•...... 106
19
.. : ... do .•...... 106
J9
. ..... do ........ 106
19
. ..... do ........ 105
. ..... do ........ 105 8
19
...... do ........ 105 8
19
...... do ........ 105 8
19
. ..... do ..... .. . 105 8
19
19
...... uo. -··· ... 105
...... do ........ 106 8
19
...... do ...... .. 105 8
19
19
Hotchkiss shot. 116 5
19
. ..... do.--····- 117 8
19
...... do. • . . . . . . 118

~

~

q":l

::i

.s

........

c.

Pressure. I Velocity.

Range.

R ecoil.

....0

Remarks.

.§

E-<
,_ _ _ ,_ _ _ ,_ _ _ ,_ _ _ 1- -t----------------

oo ···-···-·- -········· ···· -····· ·······-·· ···-·· ·--·

Fired into a butt of sand .
Do .
0 ···-··· ... --···· .... ····-··. ·- ······. ··- ·····-···.
4 - ••••• - ••..••. -· •• : . .•••.••••. - --· -·- ••. - ••••.•••. Went well.
4 .•••••••• - ·······--· .•.••.•••..••••••••..••.•.•••.
Do.
4 ...•.. ·-·· -········· ····-·.;-··- -······ ·· - ...•.••••. Small piece came off.
0 ...... ···- ········-- ····-· .... ··--···-·· ···-··· .•. Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
0 ··- ··· ·-·· ............ ··-··· .. ··-····-·. ··-· ·· ·- ·0 .......... 1,482feet ............................•.
Do.
0 ....... - .. 1, 478 feet .... _..... _............ _..... .
Do.
Do.
0 ···-··· •.. -········· .. ··--···· ···-······ ·······•··
Do.
0 ···-·-·-·· -·· ······· ....•..... ·-·· ··· ••...........
5t ' ... -- - - - . -- .. - .. -- ..... - .. ~-- . . .. - - .. -. . 7 sec• Flight very .irregular.
Do.
5t --··-···-· -··-··· -·· .......... ···-··· .. . 7. 2
5t ···· ···-·- . ....... .. .. .... .... ....... ... 6. 9
Do.
0 ·········- .........................•..•. ·· ···•···· Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
0 · •··· · •.•. ·······•·· .·... ..... ........... ·•·••· ·•··
Do.
0 .••••••••. ·••••••••· .• ··-····· ···-····· · ·······-··
10 ... ..•.... - ...... - .. ..... .. . .. -........ ....... . - ·- Flight irregular.
10 ......... ...... . .............. -. •'•...... 14. 1
Do.
10 ......... - ............................ -- 14 9
Do.
10 . ·--.-.--. --- .... -- ..... -.- .... - ..... - .. 1!>. 4
W ent well.
Do.
1Q . .... : .... ···--··-·· ···-······ ···--··-·· 14.9
Do.
10 ·---·-·-···--··-·····-················-· 14.8
24 - - ..... - - . . - - .... - - . . . . . . . . . . . ' . - . . . . . . . 28. 3
Do.
0 ... -. ; .•....•....••.....• .... . . ...... - ~- ... ... ---. Fired into a butt of sand.
Do .
0 ··--······ ·-··· ···-· .. ··-····· ·· ·-···--· ········-·
0 ... - ...... --.- ......... -- ~: ... - -.- ....•. - . - ..... --.
Do.
0 ......... - - .• - ......... ·- ........ - ... - ... ----.-- ..
Do.
Do.
0 · ··-·· ... . -·--··· .. - .. .. ······ ··-··· ·--· ··----·-··
Do.
0 ·····-· ·-· ··--··· ••.•••• -··· .. --····· ••. ··· ····--·
Do.
0 ·········- ···-·· ·-· ... ·--····· -······ ··· . ........ .
Do.
0 · ········- .......•.. ·········· ·····- ·-· · .•... ...•.
Do.
0 .. ....... . -··· ..........•...•.. ·········· ······ ... .
Do.
0 ·········- ........ . . -········- · ····· ···- ......... .
Do.
0 . ......•.. ·········· ·· ··•··•·· ·· ······· - ......... .
Do.
0 -········· ···-·· ···- ····-····· -·-······- -·-·······
Shot broke .
5 .... ..... - .. ........ : ......... ....-... .. . 8. 3
Went well.
5 ·········- ···-··· .. - ··· ·-· ··· · -· · ······ - 7.2
Shot broke.
5 .•••...••. ·····-·-··. ···-····· ·•·••·•••· 7. 8

til
tr:l

~
~
0

~

0

z
z>a
~

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
17l
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215

.••. do .••. .••••• do .••.•••.
..•. do .••. .•.••. do ..•..••.
.••. do .•.. ....•. do ..•.•••.
.••. do ..•. ...... do ..•...•.
.... do .... ...... do .••..•..
.... do .•.. .••••• do .•...•..
.•.. do .•.. ...... do ..•.....
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do ... ...... do ..•.....
.... do .... ...... do .....•..
. ... do .... ....•. do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
. . .. do ..•. ...... do ........
.... do .... ...•.. do ........
. ... do .... ..' .•.. do ..•..•..
.•.. do .... ...... do ......•.
... . do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ..•.....
.... do .... ...... do ........
..•. do .... ...•.. do ......•.
. ... do .... ...... do ..•..•..
.... do . .,... ...... do ..••..•.
.... do .... ...... do .••.....
.... do ..•. ...... do .••.....
- ... do .••. .... .. do ..••..•.
.... do ..•. ...•.. do .....••.
.... do ..•. ...... do ..•..••.
.... do .... .•••.. do ..•.....
.... do ..•. ...... do .•......
.... do .... ..•... do ..•..•..
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ..•..•..
.... do .•.. ...... do ..•.....
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
- ... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do .....•..
. .. . do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
. .. . do .... ...... do ..•...•.
. .. . do .... ...... do ........
.... do ..•. ...... do ........
.•. . do .... ...... do ........
... . do .... ..... . do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
Oct. 10 .. Cannon .....•..
.... do ..•....... do ........
.... do ... ·1 Hazard's N.o. 7.
..•. do ..•....... do .....•..
•••. do .••.•••••. do .•.•..•.

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19 .
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

.••••. do .•••.••.
.••••. do ..•..•..
HotchkiHs shell.
...... do .....•..
Hotchkiss shot.
Hotchkiss shell...... do ........
.•.•.. do ........
. ..... do .....•..
Hotchkiss shot .
...... do ........
...... do ..•.....
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shelL
...... do ........
. ..... do .....••.
. ..... do ........
Hotchkiss shot .
. ..... do ......•.
...... do .....••.
...... do ........
...... do ......•.
..•... do .•......
...•.. do ..•.....
..•... do ........
...... do .••.....
...... do ..•.....
. ..... do .....•..
..•... do ......•.
....•. do ..•.....
. ..... do ..•.....
Hotchkiss shell.
...... do ........
...... do ..•.....
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .•....•.
...... do .... ..•.
...... do .....•..
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ......•.
...... do ........
...... do .....•..
....•. do .•......
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shot.
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shelL
.•.... do .••..••.
.•••. . do .••.•••.

117
118
106
106
117
105
103
104
104
117
114
117
115
105
107
106
106
120
117
116
116
118
116
120
115
117
118
116
116
119
119
108
106
109
109
JOB
109
110
110
109
110
109
108
109
109
110
110
116
120
107
107
107

8
8
8
8

g :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::
0
4
4
4
4
4
7
7
7

::::::::j :::Jri~~~~

....••.••. •••.•••••• •••••.•••. .• •••••••. ..••••..•.
. . . • . • • . • . . • . • . • . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . 6. 9 sec..
........................................ 7.4
.......•..... •...............•.... . .... . 6.4
..••.••••• .•••••.••. .•••••.••• .•••••.••. ...•.•••••
................... __ ........ _ ......... - - -.. . . .. • .
........................................ 7.3 sec ..
..................................................
............................. _ .......•.. -.........

8

7 .......... .......... .......... ....... ... ..........

8

7 .......... .......•.. ........•. ......... . .......••.
7 ..•....... .•.••.•.•. .•••.••••. .•..•.••.. ....•..••.
7 ..................................................
7 .••••••••• .••••••••. .•••.••••. .•••••.••. .••••••••.

8
8
8
8
8
8

8
8

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
0
0
0

.•..••.••. •••••••••. .••••.•••• ..•••••... .•..•• •••.
.......... .......... .......... .......... ..........
.••.••.••. ..••••.••. ...•.•..•. .•.•...... ..••....•.

................... _ .......... _........ _ . .. . .. . . . .
.................... _......... . .. . . .. • . . . .. . .. . • . .
........................................ -.........
_......... .. • . . .. . • . .. .. .. • • • . . .. . .. . • . . . .. • .. . .. .
.. • • .. . . • . . .. . .. • . . . .. .. .. . • • . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
.......... .......... .......... .......... ..........
.......... .......... .......... .......... ..........
....... . . . . .•.....................................
.......... .......... .......... .......... ..........
.......... ..... ..... .......... .......... ..........
..................................................
..................................................
.......... .......... .......... .......... ..........
.......... .......... .......•.. .......•.. ....•..•..
......... _ ......... .. .............................
....••.•.. .•.•.•..•. ....•..•.. .......... .••....•..
.......... .......... .......... .......... ..........

~ :::::::::: :~:::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

buttohand.
Do.
Shot broke.
Went well.
Do.
Do.
Went well; ceased firing 12h. 15m. p. m.
Cap came off.
vVentweli.
Pieces came off frOIIl shot.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Went well.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do•
Shot broke.
Cap and lead flew off•
Small piecPs of lead came off.
Cap and lead carne off•
Pieces came off.
Do •
Do.
Went well.
Do.
Do.
Shot broke.
Wentwell.
Do.
Do.
Fired into a butt of sand •
Do .
Do.

~

tr1

~
Joo<;1

0

t:d

tj

z

z>
(')
~

~~:

0 .... .••.•. .......•.. .••••.••.. ••.••••••. .•.•.•....
0 .......... .......... .......... ............ ........

Do .
Do.

5 .......... .......... .......... .......... .......•..

Do•

g :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: WPn?;~ll•
9

8

~ ~~:~~~:~: : : : :
~
~

::::::::: :::::::~: ·:::::::~: ::"~tl:;•nt ~:~g<'d

:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

WentD;~ll.
~~:

~

01
01

Target record

of firing

wit!~

Ames's wrougM-iron seven-inch gun, at B1·idgeport, Connecticut-Continued.

0}

...

~
'l=l
.....
0

~

01

'§,
PROJ.ECTILE.

POWDER.

-~~

Time.

~

Pressure. I Velocity.

Range.

Recoil.

.....
0

s

Remarks .

~
Kind.
Weight. / ~
Kind.
!Weight.
~
0
_ ,_ _ _ , ------ ~---~------ ~ ---~-- 1---1----,---.-l--. j- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 216
2l7
218
21.9
220
22l
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
2:31
232
233
234
235
236

2:n
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
24 7
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

1864.
Oct. 10.. Hazard's No. 7 .
.... do .......... do------·
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do .........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do........
Oct. 11. ....... do........
.... do .......... do .....-.. .
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .... - : .... do........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .. .. .. .... do.. .. .. ..
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do........

~

Lbs. oz.
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Lbs. oz.
Hotchkiss shelL
...... do ........
.. . . .. do. . .. .. ..
.. .. .. do.. .. .. ..
: ..... do ........
.. .. .. do.. .. . . ..
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
.. .. .. do.. .. .. ..
...... do ........
.. .. .. do........
.. .. .. do.. . .. . ..
. .. .. . do.. . .. . ..
.. .. .. do--......
·...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
.. .. .. do........
...... do ........
.. .. .. clo........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
.. .. .. do ........
...... <lo ........
.. .. .. do........
.... .. do ........
.. .. .. do........
.. .. .. do.. . .. . ..
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........

109
111
107
107
107
112
105
105
105
105
105
107
106
105
106
107
107
107
108
106
104
109
109
108
109
109
108
107
109
109
109
109
106

8

8
B
8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

8

106

109
107
108 8
108 8
109

70
7
0
0
0
7
7
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
0
0
0

-o
0
0
0
0
7
7
7
7

7
7

7
"l'

.............................. ; .................. . Went well .
Do .
................................................ ..
................................................ .. Fired into a butt of sand .
Do.
................................................ ..
Do .
................................................ ..
................................................ .. Shot. broke .
................................................ .. Went well .
Do.
................................................ ..
................................................ .. Fired into a butt of sand.
Do .
................................................ ..
Do.
................................................. ..
Do.
............. t. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Do .
................................................ ..
Do.
................................................ ..
Do .
................................................ ..
Do .
................................................ ..
Broke
in pieces.
................................................ ..
Do.
................................................ ..
Went
well.
................................................. .
................................................ .. Broke in pieces.
Do .
............................................... ..
................................................ .. Went well .
Went
well; 120 35'.
................................................ ..
................................................ .. Fired into a butt of sand.
Do
.
................................................ ..
Do .
................................................ ..
Do
.
................................ ·................ ..
Do .
................................................ ..
Do
.
.................... ......... : .................. ..
Do .
................................................ ..
Do
.
................................................ ..
................................................ .. Went well .
Do.
................................................ ..
....................................... ........ : . Shot broke .
................................................ .. Cap came off.
Do .
................................................ ..
................................................ .. Went well.
Do .
................................................ ..
................................................ .. One large piece came off.

{;]
~
~
0

~

zt::l

!Za
~

255 .••. do •••. .•••.. do ....•...
256 .... do .••. ...... do .....•..
257 .... do .••. ...... do ........
258 .... do .... ...•.. do ........
259 .... do .•.. ...... do ..•.....
260 . ... do .•.. ...•.. do ..•.....
26l .... do .•. . . . .... do ........
26:.J .... do .... ...... do ........
263 . .... do .... ...... do ........
264 .... do .... .. .... do ....... .
265 .•.. do .... ...... do ........
266 .... do ..•. ...... do .•......
267 .... do .••. ...... do ....... .
268 ..•. do ... . ...... do ..•.....
269 ... . do .... ...... do ........
270 .... do .... ...••. do ......•.
271 .... do .•.. ...... do ........
272 ..•. do .•.. ...•.. do ..•.....
273 .... do .... ...... do ..•.....
274 ..•. do .... ...•.. do .•......
27;) .... do .... ...••. do .....••.
276 ..•. do ..•. ...... do .....•..
277 ..•. do ..•. ...•.. do .•••.•..
278 .•.. do .... ....•. do ....•...
279 .... do .... .•.... do .•..•••.
280 ..•. do .•.. ...... do .....•..
281 .... do ..•. ...•.. do .....•..
282 .... do .... ..••.. do ..•.••..
283 .••. do .••. .•.•.. do ....••..
284 ..•. do ..•. ....•. do ..•..••.
285 .... do .•.. ...••. do .•....•.
286 .... do .... ...••. do ........
287 .... do .... ...... do. : ...•..
288 .... do .... ...•.. do ..•..••.
21'l9 .... do .... ...... do ........
290 .... do .... ...... do ........
291 .... do., • . ....•. do .....•..
292 .... do .••. ...... do .... . ...
293 .... do .... ...... do ........
294 .... do .... ...... do ........
295 ..•. do .... ...... do ........
296 .... do .... ...... do . .......
297 .... d o .... ...... do ........
298 .... do .... ...... do ........
299 .... do .... ...... do ........
300 ... . du .... ...... do ........
30l .... do .... ...... do ........
302 .•.. do .... ...... do ........
303 .... do .... ...... do ........
304 .•.. do .... ...... do ........
305 .••. do .•.. ...•.. do ........
306 •••. 'do .••.•••••. do .••.••••

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
15
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
15
19
19
19
19
19

..••.. do .••..••.
...... do .••.....
...•.. do ........
...... do ........
.... :.do .•...•..
. ..... do.·....•..
...... do .••.... .
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ..•..•..
...... do ..•.....
...... do ........
...... do ..•..•..
...... do .••.....
...... do ..•.....
...... do .....•..
...... do ..•.....
...... do .•...•..
...... do ........
...... do .•......
...•.. do .••..•..
...... do .••..•..
...••. do .••..•..
...•.. do .. ·•..••.
.•••.. do .••..•..
.••... do .•...•..
...•.. do .••.••..
...•.. do .••.••..
...•.. do .•...•..
...... do .••..•..
. ..... do .••..•..
. •.... dO·-······
...... do ........
Absterdamshot .
...... do ........
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shot
. ..... do .....•..
...... do ..•. . •..
. •.... do ..•. . •..
...... do .... . •..
...... do ..•. . •..
· ...... do ....•..
...... do .... . ...
. ..... do .... . •..
...... do ..•. . ...
Scbenkl .......
. ..... do .....••.
...... do ..•..•..
...... do .....•..
Hotchkiss ..•..
•••••. do .•••.••.

110
108 8
106 8
112
110

0

1··········1··········1··········1·····················

no

0
0
0
0
0
0
8
8

10~

g_
,::::::::::l::::::::::/::::::::::1::::::::::1::::::::::
8

107
108
110
110
109
109 8
110 8
110
109
110
110
111
104 8
no 8
110 8

llO

110
110
110
110
110
106
104
106
104
106
119
,19
119
126
122
127
128
129
129
130
124
122
124
125
125
125
125
125
121

8

9·
8
8

8

8
8
8
0
0
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
0
0

• • ~ • • • • • • "'I• ... • ....... • • ..... J.,. ........... • •.,. •I• • • • • • • ... • -1 .. •"' • • • • .. • .

Fired into a butt of Band.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Went well; piece came off.
·went well.
Do .
Went well; one piece came o:ff.
Went well; ~everalsmall pieces came off•
)Vent very well .
Do.
Do.
Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
Piece came off.
Went well .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Band came off.
Went well.
Do.
Do .
Flight irregular.
Do.
Flight vPry irrPgular•
Flight irregular•
Do.
Do .
W ent w ell.
Went well; small piece of lead came off.
Went well; lead came off•
Do .
Flight not perfectly regular; lead came off.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Flight irregular.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.

lJ:l
t;lj

~
t-<:

0

pj

t::;

z
z0>~

........
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Target record qf firing with Ames's 'Wrought-iron seven-inch gun, at Bridgeport, Connecticut-Continued.

,......
0.

f

POWDER.

(l:l

....
0

1;;
'0

Time.

I
Kind.

0
----1

1864.
307 Oct. 12 .. Hazard's No.7 .
308 .... do .......... do ........
309 .... do .......... do ........
310 . _ .. do .......... do ...... ..
311 .•.. do .......... do ....... .
312 .... do ......... do ........
313 .... do ........ .. do ... .....
314 .... do .......... do ..••.•..
315 .•.. do ..•....... do ..•.....
316 .••. do .......•.. do .....•..
317 .••. do ..•....... do ....•...
318 .••. do .••....... do .•..•...
3J9 .•.. do .•........ do ........
320 .•.. do ..•...•.•. do ..•..•..
321 .•.. do ..•..••••. do ..•..••.
322 .•• do .....•.... do .••.....
323 .• .. do ..•...•... do ..•••.•.
324 .•.. do ..•....... do .....•. .
325 .•.. do .......... do ..•..•..
326 .•.. do ..•....... do ....•...
327 ... . do .•....... . do .•......
328 .... do ..• .. ..... do ........
329 Oct. 13 .. ...... do ..•.....
330 .... do .•........ do ........
331 .•. do .......... do .•......
332 ... . do .•...•.... do .....•. .
333 .... do ..•....... do .•......
334 .... do .... : ..•.. do ..•.... .
335 .... do .......... do ......•.
336 .... do ..•..•.... do .••..••.
. 337 . _• . do .......... do........
338 ...•. do .•........ do .••..•..
3:l9 ...•. d:> .••....... do .•....•.
340 .... do ..•....•.. do •••..••.
341 .•.. do .••...••.. do .••.•••.
342 .... do .••...•... do .••.•••.
343 . ~ •. do .••...•... do .••.•••.
344 •••• do •••••••••• do ••••••••

PROJECTILE.

I Weight.

I

'
Kind.

~

ci

.
Weight

I~>

00

~

Pressure. I Velocity.

Range.

Recoil.

~

....0

s

Remarks.

8

fil

l---l------ ~ ---,--,----~-----1----,---- '----r---------------'------Lbs. oz.

Lbs.
124
124
122
124
123
121
122
124
121
123
125
121
124
121
124
123
122
120
122
121
121
124
123
121
120
125
121
..... .do .....••. H!l
...... do ......•. 122
...... do ........ 123

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

Hotchkiss . . • . .
...... do ........
...... do... . . . ..
...... do ........
...... do. . . . . . • .
...... do ......•.
...... do. . . . . . . .
...... do ........
...... do ........
.•.... do .••.....
..••.. do .... , •..
...••. do ......•.
.•••.. do .....•..
..••.. do ..•.•••.
.•••.. do .•...••.
....•. do .....•..
...... do ..•.•.•.
...•.. do ..•..•..
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do. . . . . . . .
...... do ......•.
...... do .. • , ....
...... do ........
...... do ..•...•.
. . . . . . do. . . . . . . .
..... . do ........

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

...... do ........
...... do ........
..•... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
•••••• do ••••.•••

123
123
124
124
123
123
122
124

oz.
8
8

8
8

8
8

go
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
8
8

-- . • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . .. • • • • • . • . -- •••••.• _. ......... .
.......... -------··· .......... ···----·-- ········-............................. . ···••··••· ......... .
..................... : ........................... .
................................................ ..
................................................ ..
................................................. .
.............................. -------------------.......... -········· .......... ·········· ......... .
.......... ··"····---- .......... ·•••···••· ··········

8
8
8
8

······•••·
········-·······•··
..•. : .• .•.

·······••· ....................
.................... ·••····•··
··••···•·· .......... ·•·•···•··
···•••·••· ....................

·•·•······
·•·•······
........ ..
·•··•· ..•.

4 ·••••··••· ...................................... ..

8
8

8
8

8
8
8
8

8 ··••······ ····•··•·· .......... ······•·•· ........ ..
8 ········•· .•.• : .•••. ...•..••...•....••.. ·•·•······
8 ·······••· ...•...••..•.....•.. ----······ ---------8 ········•· ··-------- ····--···· .•........ ---------8 ------ .. - .. --------- ----- _,_-- .. --------. ------ -. -8 .......... ---------- .......... ---------- ---------8 .......... ---------- ---------- .................. ..
8 ---------- ....................................... .
8 ........................................ ---------8 ·········· ·········· ---------- ................... .
8 I_ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 5 feet ............ .
8 ··•······· .............................. ··········
8 . ............................................. ._ .. ..
8 .......... ·•·····•·· .................... ··········
8 -········· .. ........ .................... ··········

~ l""···· ··· i··········i··········l········--,........ ..
8
8
0
0
0
0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . t ............ "t ......

l•·-·······l·---- ........ ..

..................
............ ,.................... ,............. ---t .................. .
......... .. ........ .. .... ... .. ................ ........... .
-~---·

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Went well; slightly inegular.
Fired into a bank of sand.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Do.
Do.
No pieces; not perfectly regular.
Do.
do.
Quite irregular.
Went well.
Do,
Do,
Do.
Not perfectly regular.
Do.
Do.
Went well.
Not perfectly regular.
Went well.
.Do.
Not perfectly regular,
Went well.
Do.
Do.
Went well; chassis wet.
Went well; not perfectly regular.
Do.
do.
Went well; primer failed-wjre broke.
Went pretty well; not _perfectly regular; small piece
came off.
Went well.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
Do.
Do.

~

l::rj

,..,~
0

~

tj

z
zQ>~

345 ••.. do ..•....... do .••.•...
346 .... do .•.. .•.•.. do .....•..
347 .... do .... ...... do ......•.
~48 .... do .•.. .•••.. do .••...•.
J49 .... do .•.. ...... do ....•...
350 .... do .... ...... do .•......
351 .... do ... . ...... do ........
352 . •.. do ..•. ..... . c"o ..•.....
353 .•.. .:lo .... ...... do .....••.
354 . ... do .••. ...... do ......•.
35::i .... do .... ...... do . .•.....
356 .•.. do .... ...... do ........
357 .•. . do .... ...•.. do .........
358 .... do .... ...... do ....••..
359 ..•. do .••. ...... do .••.•••.
360 .... do .... ..•... do ..•...•.
361 .••. do .•.. ...... do .••.•••.
362 .•.. do .•.. ..• •.. do .••.....
363 .••. do ..•. ...... do .....•..
364 .••. do .••. ...•.. do ..•..••.
365 .•.. do .... ...... do ..•••••.
366 .••. do .•.. ..•••. do .. •.••..
367 .••. do ..•. ..••.. do .••..••.
368 .••. do .••. ....•. do .••.•••.
36D .... dQ .••. ...... do .••..••.
370 .••. do ..•. .••••. do .•.. ~- ··
371 ..•. do ..•. .•••.. do ..•.•••.
372 •.•. do .... ..•... do .••..••.
373 •••. do ..•. .••• •. do .••.••..
374 .•.. do .... ...... do .•..•••.
S75 ..•. do .••. ...... do ..•..••.
376 .••. do ..•. .•••.. du ..••.••.
377 ... . do .•.. ...... dQ ..•.•...
:n8 .... do .••. ...... do ..•.•...
::)79 ..•. do .... ...•. . do .••.•.•.
380 . .•. do ..•. ...... do ....•.•.
381 .•.. do .•.. ...•.. do ..•.....
382 . ••. do ..•. ...... do .....•..
383 .•.. do ..•. ...•.. do ..•.....
384 .... do .•.. ...... do ......•.
385 .... do .•.. ...... do ....••..
386 .... do .... ..••.. do ..•.... .
387 .•.. do ..•. ...... do .....•..
388 •••• flO •••• ...•.. do ..•.••..
389 .... flo .•.. ...... do ........
390 ..•. do .••. .•.•.. do ..•..••.
39L . .. . do .•.. •• .•.. do .•...•..
392 .... do .... .•••.. do ..•..••.
393 •••. do .••. •••••. do .••••••.
• 94 •••. do .•.. •••••. do .••.•••.
395 .••. do .••. .•..•. do .••..••.•
•!;j6 •••. do •••••••••• do ••••••••

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

.•• ... do .••..••.
. ...•. do ..•..•..
...... do ..•.••..
...... do .....•..
..... do . ....••.
...... do . ··· '· ··
Hotchkiss shot.
...... do ........
...•.. do ........
..... . do ........
...... do .........
.•.... do .........
...... do ..•..•..
...... do ........
...... do .....•..
...... do .....•..
...... do .....•..
...... do .........
••.... do .....•..
...•.. do ..•..•..
...... do ..•..••.
.•. . .. do .••. : ....
...... do .••..•..
...... do ..•..•..
...... do .••..•..
...••. do .....••.
. ..•.. do ..•.•••.
. ..... do .•••.••.
.••.•. do .••..•..
. ..•.. do ..•.••..
...•.. do .••..••.
.•..•. do ..•..•..
.•.•.. do ..•.•••.
....•. . do .. ••.••.
...... do .....•..
....•. do ..•.....
c • • • • • rlo ..... -··
...•.. do . .•..•..
...... do ..•. .•..
...... do .........
. ..... do .••..•..
. ...•. do .........
..•... do .....••.
. •.... do ........
...... do .•...••.
..•... do ..•..••.
...... do .•...•..
. ••... do .•..•••.
...•.. do .••..••.
...... do .••..•• .
...••. do .••..••.

121!
122
119
121
118
120
122
122
121
123
121
124
123
121
123
121
125
120
120
125
124
124
125
122
121
121
123
120
120
117
123
124
119.
122
127
120
122
120

8 1·----- ----1·----- ----1····- .. ·-·· 1·--------·1·•-··· ......... Went well; fired Into a butt of sand.

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
8
8

8
8
8
8
8

1~5

125
123
123
123
120
12::!
121
124
122
123
121
122
..•••• do .••.•••• 124

8
8
8
0

8
8

8
8
8
8

0
0
8
8
.8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
0
0
0
0

Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do:
do .
Fired into a butt of sand .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
·Do.
Do.
Do .
Do .
Fired into a butt of sand; primer failed-wire pulled out.
J<'ired into a butt of sand.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Not perfectly regular.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Went well.
Do.
Do .
Not perfectly regular.
Do.
Went well.
Do .
Do .
Not perfectly regular•
Do .
Went well .
Do .
Do .
Do.
"Went well; very slightly irregular.
Went well.
Slightly irregular•
Went. well.
Do.
Do .
Fired into a butt of sand•
Do•
Do.
Do.

::d
t_.j

~

~

0
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l:j

z
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Target record qf firing with A mea'a wrougkt-iron seven-inch gun at Bridgeport, Connecticut-Continued.

~

O":l

0

i

....0
...

~t:D

PROJECTILE.

POWDER.

<;:

l'i

0
:j;l

Time.

Pressure. t Velocity.

Range.

Recoil.

...i:E
0

Remarks.

s ,__________ ........-0 _____ _____ ____ ______ ___ ,_,____ ,_____ ,____ ,____,_____
8
_,
c:d

CD

"0

Kind.

,

1864.

!Weight.
,

,

400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408

.•.. do ......••.. do ....••..
. ... do ..••.•.... do ....•...
. • . . do ...•...... do ......•.
.•.. do ..•.•...•. do ...•....
.... do .. ..•••... do ......•.

w
w
w
w
w
w
w

. ... do .......... do ....... . w
.... do .......... do ....... . H
.... do ....•••.•. do ....••..

.... do ....•..... do .•......

409 .•.. do .......... do ....... .
410 .... do .......... do ... -~- ..

411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
42L
422
423

.... do .......... do ..•.....
.... do .......... do ......•.
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....•...
.•.. do ....••••.. do ••••••••

w
H
w
w
w
w
H
H
H

w

Hotchkiss shot

~

Lbs. oz.
119 8

...... do ......•. 12-!
. .••.. do .••..••. 120
.•.... do ....•... 116

8
8

•..... do .. ....•. 122
•••... do . ••.•••. 121 8
••.... do •••.•••. 125
.•.•.. do .••..••. 123
.••... do . ••. •••. 119
•••••. do • ••.•••. 121
...... do .••..••. 125
...... do ..•..••. 124
.••... do .••.•.•. 122
.••••. do .••.•••. 124
.••••. do .••.•••. 123
••• ••. do .••••••. 125
••.••. do •••.•••. 123
.•.... do .••.•.•. 1~
.••••. do .••••••. 124

.... do .....•••.. do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....... . H

.•.••. do .• • .•••. 122
..•••. do ••••.... 122

.... do ....•••... do ..•.. • ..

.•.... do ....... . 12L
...... do .•..•••. 123
...... do .• .. .... 122 8
.•.•.. do .....•.. 121 .
..••.. do .••.•••. 121 8
.•.... do .•..••.. 120
...... do .•...... 123 8
.•••.. do .••..••. 122 8
.•.•.. do .••.•... 12.'3
...... do ....... . 12L
...... do ....... . 121·
...... do .....•.. 12L 8
...... do .....•.. 121 8
...... do .•.. .••. 125
..••.. do .••.•••. 124
...•.. do .••..•.. 122
...... do ....... . 124
•••••• do •••..••. 125

Oct. 14 ...... do ....... .
.... do .......... do ....... .
.... do .......•.. do ....•.•.
.... do .. ........ do ....... .
.... do .......•.. do ....... .
424 .... do .......... do ....... .
425 .... do .......... do ..•.....
426 •... do ....•. ... . do ....... .
427 .... do .......... do ....... .
428 .... do .......... do ....... .
429 .... do ........•. do ....... .
430 ..•• do .•..••••.. do .•..•...

43L .... do .......... do ....... .
432 .... do .......... do ....... .
4:33 .... do .......... do ....... .
434 .... do .......... do ....... .
435 •••. do •••••••••. do ••••••••

•

,

Lh~

397 Oct. 13 Hazard's No.7
398 .... do .... : .•.. do ....... . 19
399 .•.. do .... . ..... do ....•...

!>-

Weight.!~

Kind.

H

00
00
00
00
00
~
~

21
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

00 ·······•·· ........... ..•.. , .....•....•.. ····•·•··· Fired into a butt of sand.
0 .....•..................•..•.. ·•········ .. ....... .
Do.
Do.
0 ····· · ···· .......... ·•········ ·········· ···-······
0 ....•................. . .•• ···- ..•••.•.........•...
Do.
10 ........................ .. ............ . ...... .... . Slightly irreg11lar•
10 .••... -- •...•............•....... ··- ·- ....••. -· .. . Went well •
10 ....•.. ... ·········· ·····- .... ·········· ......... .
Do.
Do•
10 ·········· ·········· ·· ····· ...... .... .. . . ··········
10 ·········· ········ ............................... .
Do.
Do.
.
10 ·········· .......... ·········· ·········· ......•...
10 ····•····· .......•.. ·• ··· •···· ···•······ .......•.. Slightly irregular.
10 ....•.. ............. ······ ·· ·· . ........ ..... ...•.. W ent well.
10 ········· · ······ .. •.. ..... ···- ................... .
Do.
0 ··•••····· ....•.......••.•.•.. ·· ·•·· •· ·· ..••.. ••.. Fired into a butt of sand.
0 ....••.......•..••.. ·····• •··· ...• ..... ..• .•.. •••.
Do.
0 .•..•...•...•..........•.•..•..••..••....•.•...•..
Do.
0 ....•.•.....•....... ···•·· • ·•· .... ..•.. . ...•.•••..
Do.
0 ·••·•····· ..•...•... ···<······ . .................. .
Do.
0 ................................................. .
Do.
0 ............................ ·· ··········· . ......•. .
Do.
0 ······-··· ..•....................••............••.
Do.
0 .•••........•.•......... ······ .•....•....•.....•..
Do.
8 ................................................. . Went well
8 ·········· ....................................... . Went we1l; slight.Ty ln-egttlall'.
8 .................... ·········· .... .. ..... . . ....•. . Went well.
Do.
8 ····• · .... ···-···· ·· ··· ····· ·· '· ······· · ......... .
8 ··•···•··· ............. ..... ... ........ . .......•. . Went well; slightly irregular.
Went well.
·
Do.
8 ............................. :- ................... . Went well; slightly irregular.
8 ·······•·· . ...................................... . vVent well.
8 ·- ........ · ··· ···· ·· ··.--· ........................ . Irregular.
8 ................................................. . Went well.
8 .................... ·········· ................... .
Do.
8 ................................................. . Went well; slightly irregular.
8 ••........ ···· · ···· · .......... ·········· .... .. ... . Went well •
Do;
8 ······· ··· ····· ····· .............................. .
Do.
8 .................... ···-······ ······ .............•
Do
8 .•........ ·•········ .................... ···•· •

~

:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

~

tr:l

~
~

0

l:d
tj

z

~

c

~

._

436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
1-' 444
1-' 445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454'
455
456
457
~5.8
~59

460
461
462
463
464
1165
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
486
487

.... do .......... do .... '... .
... . do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... . . .... do .••.....
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
. ... do .... .. .... do ........
. • .. flo .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do .....•..
.... do .... ...... do ........
... . do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ..•... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ....... .
.... do .... ...•.. do ........
.... do .... ...... do . .......
.... do .... ...... do ..•.....
.... do .... •..... do ........
.... do .... ...... do .... . ..•
.•.. do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ..•... do ........
.... do .... ...•.. do ........
Oct. 15 . ..... do ........
.... do ...• ...... do ........
. . .. do .... ...... do . .......
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do ..•. ...... do ........
.. • . do .... ...... do . ...•...
.... do .•.. .. .. . . do ........
.•.. do .... ....•• do ........
.... do .... ...... do .....•..
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ... : ....
. . .. do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .••. ...... do .•......
... . do .... ..•... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... .•.... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... . .. . . . do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ......•.
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ....... .
.... do ..• . ...... do ....... .... do ... . ...... do ....... .
.... do .... ...... do ....... .
..•. do ... . .. : ... do ....... ..•• do ... . ...... do ....... .
.... do ... • ...... do ..•.....

23
23
24
24
25
25
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19 .
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

.•• ... do .••.•.. .
...... do ..•.....
...... do ........
...... do ........
• ..... do .•......
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .••.....
...... do ........
...... do ........
.•.... do ........
• ...... do ....... .
...... do ........
...... do • .......
. -~- .. do ........
...... do .....•..
...... do .•...•..
...... do ....••..
...... do .....•..
...... do .....•..
...... do •.......
...... do ........
...... do .....•..
...... do ....••..
..... . do ........
...... do ..•..•..
--~---dO ... . ••..
...... do ....••..
...... do ........
----~-do .....•..
...... do ......•.
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
. ..... do ..•..•..
...... do ...•.••.
•..... do ....••..
..•... do .....•..
...... do ........
...••. do .....•..
. ...... do ........
...... do .•......
.... .. do ........
...... do ...•.•..
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do: .......
...... do ........
...... do ........
}

124
124
121
122
121
122
122
124
121
121
121
122
122
120
124
121
124
121
121
123
122
123
121
124
120
122t
123
124
121
124
121
121
121
121
121
122
122
120
120
123
12:1
124
121
125
123
124
125
123
124
123
124
121

8
8
8

8

e

8
8
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

b
8
8

0
0
0
{)

8

8
8
8

s
8
8

8

8
8

:~: ~~~:::: I:::~~:~~~: I::::~~::::~-~~!:-~i ~~:I::::::::::
:::::::::1:::::::::1::::::::: T3"it: ·2 i~I:::::::::

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
I;lo.
Do.
Fired into a butt of sand•
Do .
Do.
Do •
Do •
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do,
Dp.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Went well; small pieces came off from shot.
Do.
do.

0
0
0
8
8
8
D~
8
Do.
8
Do.
8
Do.
0 • • • • • • • • • • L • • • • • • • • . - - - 1 .............. ,..,.. 1 • · • · • • • • • • 1• • · • • • · • • · Fired into a butt of sand.
0 . ......... , .......... , .......... I- .... ---- . 1.- ... -. - ·.IDo.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0 • •• · ..... ·• ·----: · .. · 1· ·-- : · · •• · t·" .. " · · · · ·1· · · · ·. -- • · ·
Do.
0
Do .
0
Do.
0
Do•
0
Do.
0
Do .
0 • • • • • • • • • • L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! ............ ,. ..... I• • • • . • • " ' • • I • • • • • • • • • •
Do.
0
Do•
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do.
0
Do

d~

do.
do.
do.

~

t::l

~
t-<
0

pj

t:l

z

' I>

z

a

~

.......
0':>

........

Target record qf firing with Ames's wrought-iron seven-inch gun at Bridgeport, Connecticut-Oontinued.
f

'B

PROJECTILE.

POWDER.

'l'l

I

Time. - 1

~

Kind.

't:l

0
1864.
488 · Oct. 15

I Weight.

Lbs. oz.
Hazard's No. 7. 20

!~~ ::::~~:::: ::::::~~:::::::: ~g

491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504

505
506
507

508
509

510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520

521

522
523

524
525

g

•••. do ..•..•.... do ..•.....
.••. do .•...•.... do ..•...•.
••.. do •.•..•.... do ........
•••. do ..•....... do .... ~···
•••. do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do ...•....... do ........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
Oct. 18 ...... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do., ........ do ........
.... do .......... do.: ......
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........

20
20
20
20
..20
20
20
20
20
20

.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........

25
25
25
25
25

25
25
25

25
25
25
25
25

25
25

25
25
25
25

25

25

25
25
25
25

~
Kind.

...... dO ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
. .. . . . do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........

~

Pressure. I Velocity.

8

8
8

8
8

r122
123
109
122
121
122
122
122
106 8
124

Recoil.

<S

'B

Remarke.

8

~

124
122
122
122
121
124
121
123
120
122
123
124
124
123
123
124
123
123
119
123
123
124
125
122
123
122
125
124

Range.

.§

Weight.1Ji

Lbs. oz.
Hotchkiss shot.
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .....-...
...... do ...... , ..
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... 8.0 ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ...... ...

.......
0';)
~

oo ................................................ ..

Fired into a 'butt ofs&nd.
Do.
---------- ...................................... ..
Do.
..................... : ........................... ..
Do.
................................................. .
Do.
............................................... ..
Do.
.......... ~-...................................... ~ .
.................... , ........................... .. Went well.
........................................... , .... .. 'Vent well; slightly irregular.
Do,
do.
................................................. .
Went well.
Do,
~
~: ::::::~:
8 ................ ; ............................... .. Went well; slightly irregular,
8 ................................................ .. Went welt
27! . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . • .. .. 32t sec. Went well; eartridge 19 lnehoo l ong.
Went well.
27t ........................................ 33
Do.
10 ........................................ 13.2
Went well; slightly irreg-1\h\l\
10 ..... . : .........................•••.•.•. 13.2
Do.
do.
10 ..•........................•.....•••.••. 13.2
8 .................... ...... : ... .................. .. Went well,
Do.
8 ---------- ...................................... ..
Do.
8 ...... . ....................... 3feet ............ ..
Do.
8 ...................... .,_....... 4feet ............ ..
Do.
8 ................................................. .
Do.
8 ................................................ ..
8 __ .,_ _______ ...................................... ..
Do.
Do.
8 ..... : ........................................... .
Do.
8 ................................................ ..
Fired
into a butt of sand ; top of vent-plug bl'Oke off
8 ................................................. .
about one inch of top part.
Fired
into
a butt of sand.
8 1.......... 1.......... 1.......... ! •••••••••• 1•••••• , •••
Do .
8
Do.
8
Do.
8 ................................ 1-······--·1··········'··········
Do.
8
·went well.
8
Do.
8
went well ; small piece of lead :flew off from shot.
8 • ...... "'• • • • · t · • •• • • • • • •I• •?• • '"'"'"'" ·•·"" "•'" "' .... "'"" .. ""'"'" ...... Went. well.
8 ....................................... t------··························
Do.
8
0
0
0
0
0
8
8
8

:::::::::: ::::::::::

::::::::::::::::::::

Ill
tr.l

>

~
~

0

~
t:)

z

~

a

f.l

526
527
528
52!)
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
!572
573
574
575
576
577

•••. do .•.. .•••.• do ..•••.•.
•••. do •••. .•.•.• do .•.•••••
••.. do .••. •••... do ...•..•.
•... do •... ••.••. do ........
•••. do .••. ••.•.. do ........
.... do .•.. ••.... do ........
.••. do •... .•.... do ...•....
••.. do ..•. .••... do .•••• , •.
..•. do .... •••... do ...•..•.
.... do .••. ••••.. do ....•••.
.... do ..•. •••.•. do •••..••.
••.. do .•.. •••.•. do .••.•.•.
•••. do ..•. •••... do ..•.•••.
.••. do .••. •...•. do .•......
••.. do ____ .••... do .....••.
•••. do .••. ••••.. do .•...••.
•••. do •••. ••••.. do .•......
•••. do .... •••••. do .•••....
•••. do .•.. ______ do ....•••.
.••. do .••. •••• ,.do ..•.•.•.
.••. do .••. •.•... do ..•.••..
.••. do .••. ••••.. do .••.....
•••• do •••. .•••.. do ••••••..
•... ao .... •••••. do .••..••.
.•.. do .••. ••.••. do ........
.••. do .••. •...•. do .... ., ..
•••. do .••. •...•. do ....••..
, •.. do ..•. .••... do ..•• : ...
.... do .... .••... do .•......
.... do .... ...... do ...•....
Oct. 19 ...... do ........
.... do .••. ..•... do ........
••.. do .... ...... do ........
.... qo .•.. ...... do ........
.••• do .••. ...... do .•...•..
•••• do .••. ...... do ........
.••• do .••. ... : •. do ........
••.• do •••. ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... .•.... do ........
.•.• do ...• ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... .••••. do ........
•••. do .••. ••••.. do ........
.••• do .... ...... do ........
.••. do .•.. ...... do ........
•••. do .... ...••. do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .......... do ........

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
2-5
25

.••... do •••••••.
...... do ...••••.
.•.•.. do .•.•..•.
...••. do ..•.•••.
.•.•.. do ........
.•..•. do ........
. ...... do ........
...... do ......•.
....•. do .•......
...•.. do .•....•.
...... do .....••.
..•... do."-···-·
..••.. do ..•.•••.
.••... do ..•..••.
..••.. do .•..••..
.••... do •••.•.•.
.••... do .....••.
...... do .....••.
...... do ..•.....
.•••.. do ..•..•..
...... do .....••.
...... do ......•.
...... do .•....•.
. ..... do ........
...... do .....•..
...... do .••...•.
' ...... do ........
. ..... do ........
. •.... do ...••...
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
. •.... do ..•..•..
. .• : .. do ..•.•••.
.. .... do ........
...... do ........
.. •... do ........
. ..... do ........
...... do ........
...... do .•......
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
. ..... do ........
...•.. do ...•..•.

~::::~~::::::::

...... do .•••....
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ...... ..
...... do ........

124
108
124
108
107
123
124
122
122
107
107
119
121
122
118
121
125
122
123
118
121
120
121
"125

8

8
8
8

8
8
8
8

llO
121
111
122 8
121
107
123
121 8
120
118
118
119 8
120
109
108
108
108
123
123
122
122
125
12~

124
122
122
125
123

8 ,.......... ,.......... ,.......... , .......... ,......... .
8
8
8
8

8
8
8
8
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Q
0
0
0

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

w

25
25
25
25
25

m

m
m
m
m
15

w

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Went irregularly•
Went well.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do .
Shot broke into many fragments.
Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do .
Do.
Do.
Do.
Fired into a butt of sand; primer failed.
Fired into a butt of sand.
Do.
Do.
Fired into a butt of sand; sponge staff broke off in head.
Fired into a butt of sand,
Do.
Went well.
Went
irregular,
1
------ --~- 34:134i- e~~:: Went slightly
---------- ~ ---------- 1 86 645
355 yds. ..
..........
well.
Do.
::;::::::: :::::::::: 8;455
1---------Do.
Do .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . ,34
sec ..
Do.
........................................ 32
Slightly irregular.
. • • . • • • • . . 1. • • • . . . . . . 1 8,355 yds. 1. . . . . • • • . . 34t
Do .
Do.
sec
.•
35
.. .. - ... -.' .. -- ...... ' 8, 700 yd~.'. -- .......
Quite irregular.
26t
Went
well.
28
6,690 yds .•. --.----- .
Slightly irregular.
29
7,295
Do .
30
7,300
Went well .
30
7,425
Slightly irregular.
25
6,300
Do.
6,045
24t
Do.
6,850
Do.
25 sec ..
6,770
Do.
24t
Do.
20
Do.
m

~

trj

~
~

0

~

zt::1

~
0
~

........
0':)

eN

Target record qf firing with Ames's wrought-iron seven ·inck gun at B1·idgeport, Connecticut-Continued.

~

~

~

~

.;

¢l
.....0

~
0
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
10
611
612
613
614
615
616

PROJECTILE.

POWDER.

\

Time.
I

Kind.

1864.
Oct. 19 Hazard's No. 7.
.... do .... ....... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ...•....
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
. ... do .... ...... do ........
.... do ..•. ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
, ... do .... ·. ·..... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
..•. do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
. .. . do .... ...... do ...... -.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... .... . . do ........
.... do .... ..... . do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... .... .. do ........
Oct. 20 ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ....... .
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ..... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
. .. . do .... Cannon ........
.... do .... Hazard's No. 7.
.... do .......... do ........
.... do .......... do ........

I Weight.

25

25
25
30
30
30
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
20

Lbs. oz.
Hotchki11s shot.
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do, .•.....
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ..•.....
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
--~---do ........
...... do .... , ...
...... do . .......
..•.... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
. ..... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........

. ~ :::::~~::

<i'l

Velocity.

Range .

Recoil.

~

::::::

...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
.. .... do ........
.. .... do ........
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shell.
...... do ........
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shot.
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shell.

124
122
122
121
122
123
124
121
122
124
122
120
124
120
124
120
120
123
123
123
126
125
122
122
122
125
121
121
123
123
123
125
125
106
105
107
124
123
106

.....0

Remarks.

.§

Weight. ~

Kind.

Lbs. oz.
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

~

Pr~j!sure.J

~

igo ~::::::::: :::::·::::: :::::::-::: ::::~.::::: ~~t sec.
ig10 ..........
::::::-:::: ::::::::::
:::::::::: :::::::::: -~~------.......... .......... ......... . ..........

Sligh~~rregular.
Veryt~~gular.

Do.
10 ......•............. ·'········ .......... ..........
Do .
0 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. Fired into a butt of sand.
0 .......... .......... .......... .......... ..........
Do .

i8 ::::::::::::::::::
::·:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ::::· ~:!~Do.~!rf~~~~~i pieces
came off.
...................... -. ....... .......... ..........
do .
1

8
8
8
8
8

8

8

8

10
10
10
10
10
0
0

........................................
.......... .......... .......... .......•..
.................... ... : ....... ......... .
..........................'.... ..........
.................. ;: . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . ..
.......... ....... : .. .......... ..........

. ......... Wentwell .
.......•..
Do.
..........
Do.
..........
Do.
.. . . . . . .. . Fired into a butt of sand.
..........
Do .
0 .••...•.•. ••.....•.. .....•.••. .......... ......••..
Do.
0 ....................................... _ .. .. . .. . .. Fired into a butt of sand; vent closed up.
0 ............ ~ ........................•.....•...••. . Fired into a butt of sand.
10 .................................................. Went slightly irregular. New shoi.
C .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. • • .. Fired into a butt of sand.
0 ........................ -. ..... .......... ..........
Do.
30 ....' ................ 7,735yds ........... 35 sec. Went well.
30 . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. 7,385
. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. . ..
Do.
30 ...'................. 8,960
.......... 36.2 sec.
Do.
30 ... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. . .. . .. 27. 0
Went very irregularly.
33l ........................................ 33
Went irregularly.
3at'.... .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3. 11 feet. 32. 5
Do.
33t' .................... , .... ·.. . .. .. . .. .. • .. 33
Do.
33tl.. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . • 6. 750 yds. . .. .. .. .. . 34. 5
Do.
33tj.................... 7,680
.................... Went slightly irregular.
34t .................... 8,150
.......... 37 sec. Went well .
34t!.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 9, 230
.... _.. _.. 39. 2
Wept slightly irregular.
34 ............... .".... 8,840 · .......... 38
Do.
34 .................... 8,198
.......... 38.25
Went well.
f

1t.:::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::~~:~~a:::~

sand.

til
t?;j

~
~

0

pj

zt1
z>
0
~

•

617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
62tl
629
630
631
632
6::!3
634
635
635
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
6ii2
663
664
665
666
667
668

..•. do .....•... do ..•..•..
.... do .... ...... do ..•.....
.... do ..•. ...... do .•......
.... do .... ...... do .•......
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do ..•. Cannon ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.•.. do .... ...... do ..•.. : ..
.•.. do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... -~----do.---- ...
.... do .... ...... do ..•.....
.... do .... ...... do ........
____ do .... ...... do.------·
..•. do .... ...... do ........
. ___ do .... ...... do .......
____ do .... ...... do ........
.•.. do .•.. ...... do ........
..•. do. ___ ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
. ... do .... ...... do.---- ...
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ... :.- ...
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
_._.do .... ...... do ........
Oct. 21 Hazard's No. 7
.... do.--- ...... do.------.... do .... --'---do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .•.. ...... do ........
..•. do .... •..... do ........
..•. do ..•. ...... do ......•.
.... do .... ...... do ......•.
..•. do .•.• ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... dO-----·-·
..•. il.o .••. .•.•.. do ........
.... do .... .. . .. . do ........
Oct. 25 Cannon ........
.. • . do .... ...... do .....••.
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.... do .•.• ...... do ........
.... do .... . ..... do ........
.... do .... .•.... do ........
.... do .... ...... do ........
.••. do .......... do ........

20
20
20
25
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
20
20
20
25
25
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

. ..... do ........
Hotchkiss shot.
. ..... do ........
. ..... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ... .'....
...... do .....•..
...... do ........
... ... do ........
Hotchkiss shelL
Hotch. new shot:'
...... do.------...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do.---- ...
...... do ... : ....
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
. ..... do ........
. ..... do .....•..
.: .... do ........
. ..... do ........
. ..... do ...... ,.
Gillmore shot ...
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shot.
. .••.. do ........
...... do ........
...... do .....•..
...... do ........
Her&ey shot ..•.
...... do ........
...... do ........
. --- .. do ........
...... do ........
...... do ........
Hotchkiss shell.
. ..... do ........
.. .... do ........
Hotchkids shot .
. ..... do ..•.....
.. .... do ........
. ..... do ........
.. .... do ..•.....
...... do ..... : ..

106
125
127
127
125
121
121
125
122
121
123
122
106
126
124
124
124
121
122
121
121
123
121
124
124
123
124
120
123
121
122
121
125
125
122
125
123
112
lll
112
111
117
115
107
106
108
125
125
124
125
125
121

8

8

13! ..•••••••. ·••••••••· ······- --. --·······13t -------- •.. --- •• -- •.. - ••• --.- .. --.---.-13t ---------- .•• ---.--. --- ••• -.-. --.-.--.-13t. ---.---- .. -----.--- -----·.- -- --.------.
13! . ----- --- .. -----.--- ----- •• --- --.--.- • - .
13t . -------- .. -----.- •..••••.•• -. ---------13!. -----.--. ------···· ·····-- --· ··--·-- ••.
13t -- - - - - - - - . -- - - • - - •• - - - - - - - - - - - . - •• - • - - • 13! ...• -----. ----- .•••. ··••••. --· . •••·• ---13t. ------- .. ------- ··- -----· ---· -------- •.
13t ----··---- --···----- ---------- --------··
13t.-.-.-.- -- ---------- ---- ••• - •.. -----.--.
13t. ---·--· -· --···· ·--· ----·-···- -·--·-· --·
13t .. - - - - - • -- - • - - - - - - • . - - - •• - . - - . - ••• - - - - - .
13-t. -------. -· ---·-- -· ·- ····--·-·. -----· --13-t -- . - - - - • - - .• - - - - - • -- . - . - - • - - • . - -- - - - - - . .
13t ---------. ·····-- -~- ------- ·-. ---------.

·•••••• ---.-- .•••• - •••. -.- •.
-----------.-:- - -.------ _._-····-----.
- -- - - - - - - --·---· ·-------.---------·---- ~---.- .
------.--- -- • - • - - - .
.: •• :.- ·-.
---• ---- ------·- ---

i~t :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::: :·

13t. ------- .. ·-----· ·-- ---------- ------·.-. --- ·-- -- ••.
13t--- _·_----- . -----.--- ---------. ----.--- •. ----- .. --.

1:H . .. • .. . . . . . . • • .. . . • . . ..... __ • _ ...... _.• _ .... : ... __

8

13t. ---·-- --. ·- --·-- -·13t. --------. --------.13-t. -------- .. --------.
13t . --.------ . ----- .• -.
13} .. -------- ------- -·-13t ---- -- --- - ------ -- -13t ---------- .....-.....
13-t ------ ·--- --------·13t---------. ------.--13t . -- - -- - -- - . -- :-- - - : -

------.--. ------- -·---------- ------- --·
--.---- ••.. ----.- -=---------. ---- -·- ------------ --:------__·__ • -- - -- ------- - ----------- ---------·
---------· -----··--·
-----.-.-. ------.---- -- - - - - : - -- - - - -- -- -

---------.
.. : .•. ---.

:-.------.

. -: .. ----.
------:.-. --_- -'- - - ----------·--------·
------.---- - - -- - - --

] 3-t -- - - -- - - - - .. - - - - - - • . .. -- -- - - -- -- - - "-- - - : -- -- - - - -- .
8

8
8
8

8
8

13t
13
13
13
13
13
17
23
18
20

------·--. -------··- ········-- ----·-·--- ·-·---· --.. - - - -- -- . -- -- • -- -- - -- - - -- - - - . -- - - -- - - - - .... --- . - -- -- - - -- • - - -- -- .. - • - - . - .. - - - • .. -- .. -- - -- - - - -- .. - -- .
---- -· -·-· --·· ··- --- ----··-- -- ---· --. •'•. ------. --·
------.--. ---------. ------.- •.. -----:.- . . -------- .
.. : •....•. ---------- --=---·-·- ----·---·· ----------------·-- ----·--·-- ------··-- --·------- ----····-... ------- ---------- ___ _. ______ ---------· ---------Sub. calibre shot. ............................. ..
Sub. calibre shot ............................... .

]3

---------- ---------- . . . . . . . . . . ---------- ----------

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

---------. -----------------.
------ -·---- .. - " ? - -- -- -- - - - .
---- - -- --.. : .......

-----.------- .•. -------·- -·---·--- ---

----------------------------------- •.

- ·----------- ·- .. -.
----------------- •.

. --- ·---- .
-----· .•. ------ •• ---------- .

-- . . . -----

-- . . . -----

• ------ ...

----------

-- -- - --·: -- . -- - -- . - - . -- - . - -- . - . -- - - -- - ...
---- -- -- -- . - ... -- - -- . --- -- - - : . . ----- .. - .
---------- ·--------- ---------- ........ ..

Went irregularly; piece came off.
Went well .
Went irregularly.
Do.
Went well.
Went well; slightly irregular.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Went irregularly.
Went well.
Do.
Broke.
Went well; slightly irregular.
Went ·irregularly.
Went-well.
Do.
Went well; slightly irregular.
Went irregularly .
Went well; slightly irregular.
Went very regularly .
Went well .
Do.
Do.
Went very irregularly.
Went WE'll.
•
Went well; slightly irregular.
Went well.
Do.
Went well; slightly irregular.
Do.
do.
Went irregularly. Copper 1 inch thick.
Went well. Copper 0.75 inch thick.
Went well; slightly irregular.
Do.
do.
Went irregularly.
Do .
Went well; slightly irregular.
Went well; small piece came off.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
Do .
do.
Went irregularly.
Do .
Went well; not perfectly regular.
Do.
do.
Went well.
Went well; not perfectly regular.
Went well.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Went well; piece flew off.

~

t<:l

~

-<1
~

0

~
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~
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~
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Target record qfjiring with Anz,es's wrought-iron seven-inch tJUn at Bridgeport, Connecticut-Continued.

1-L
0";)

CT:>

Kind.

l

~

PROJECTILE.

POWDER.

~cep.

Pressure. I Velocity.

;.a
Range.

Recoil.

....0

Remarks •

<ll

8
Kind.
I Weight.
Weight.!~
,___ ,_______ ,___ ,__ ,____ ,____ ,____ , ____ !-,- ~
--

1864.
669 Oct. 25 Cannon ...... ..
670 .... do .......... do ...... ..
671 .... do .......... do ...... ..
672 .... do ........... do ...... ..
673 .... do .......... do ...... ..
674 .... do .......... do ....... .
675 .... do .......... do ...... ..
676 .... do .......... do ...... ..
677 .... do .......... do ...... ..
678 .... do .... Cannon &mortar
679 . .... do .......... do ...... ..
680 Oct. 26 Cannon ....... .
681 .... do .......... do ...... ..
682 .... do .......... do ...... ..
683 .... do .......... do ...... ..
684 ... .do .......... do ...... ..
685 .... do .......... do ...... ..
686 .... do .......... do ....... .
687 .... do .......... do ...... ..
688 .... do .......... do ....... .
689 .... do ...... .-... do ...... ..
690 .... do .......... do ...... ..
691 .... do .......... do ...... ..
692 .... do .......... do ...... ..
693 .... do .......... do ....... .
694 .... do .......... do ...... ..
6!:15 .... do .......... do ....... .
696 .... do .......... do ...... ..
697 .... do .......... do ....... .
698 .... do .......... do ...... ..
699 .... do .......... do ....... .
700 .... do .......... do ...... ..

Lb11. oz.
20
20
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
25
25"
25
25
25
25
25
20
25
20
20
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

Lbs. oz.
Hotchkiss shot.
...... do .••.....
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
.. .... do ...... ..
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do .•..•...
Gillmore ....•..
...... do ....... .
Hotchkiss ..•..
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
Mann's ....... .
...... do ....... .
H.otchkiss ... ..
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do .•...•..
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
...... do ....... .
. ..... do ....... .

123
125
124
126
125
124
123
125
124
123
123
124
124
125
125
126
96
96
124
106
107
125
120
124
126
126
125
126
126
124
125
125

139---------- ....................................... . Went well; many pieces flew oft'.
13" ------···- -········- ----·· ··-- ---··--··- -· -···---- Went well; a little in·egular.
Went well.
Do.
31 ...... : ... .......... ------ .... -- .............. ---Do.
31 ......................... , .............. ---------- Went well; very slightly irregular,
13 - -- . - • • • . . . .. - . - .••. - .. - - ... - - .... - ... -- -- .. -- - - . - Went well,
13 ................................................ ..
Do.
Do.
13 . -----.- •. -····· ••• - --··· .•. ·- ---- •••• -· -- .. -· ---13. ........................................ ---------- Went well ....... ~ 10 Ibs. cannon powder at bottom of
13 .........., .............................. ---------- Slightly irregul&r. 5 bag and 15lbs, cannon ou top of it.
Slightly irregular,
Do.
Went well,
30} ................................................. .
, Do.
Do.
3ot .............................. -------~-- ·---------30:} ---------- ....................................... . Went irregularly.
Do.
30-!- ··-------- ---··· ···- ---------- ---------- _. ________ _
30} .................... 8,600yds ................... .. Went well.
Do.
30} ---·-- .............. ---------- ................... .
Do,
Do.
Do,
30-!- -.... - .... - .... - .. ... - ...... -- .......... -- ...... -Do.
30} --- ............. --- ..... -- ...... -... -- .. -- ...... -30} ................. .-.............................. ..
Do,
30:} ................................................ ..
Do.
301 . .. • .. . . . • . .. . . • .. .. 6, 400 yds. . . . .. .. . .. . ....... ..
Do,
Do.
30} ----- •••.•. -- •••.•. - 6,.3 55
-.- •.• -.-- -- - ••. -- -30} --------·· .............................. ---------- Went weJI; slightly irregular,
30} .................... 8,140yds, .................. .. Went well,
30} .................... 7,585
.................... : Went well; slightly irregular.
Do.
do.
30-!- -....... - - ... -- ... ~- - -- - - - .. -- -- . - .. -- - - .. -- . - - - - -

~} :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

8
8

8
4
4

g~!:::: :::::::::::::::: :~·~:7~: ~~~: :::::::::: ::::::: :~:

ggi:::::::::: :::::::::: -~·~~~-:~~: :::::::::: ::::::::::
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.l~feasurements
...

!30

if the bore if Ames's wrought-iron rifle gun.
'
DIAMETER OF THE :BORE AFTER-.

~.;
cDN

"'"'
"'p

-!S
iS

Orounds. 100 rounds. 210 rounds. 300 rounds. 400 rounds. 500 rounds. 1100 rounds. 700 rounds.

Inches.
136
·134
132
130
128
126
124
122
120

Inches.
7. 027
• 034
.037
. 037
. 033
.034
.028
.032
.040

Inches.
7.000
. 014
. 018
. 024
.073
. 087
.121
.-087
.108

118

.033

. 057

Inches.
7. 020
.028
. 043
. 068
.076
.093
.089
.097

Inches.
7. 027
. 042
. 045
.053
. 074
• 091
.136
. 089
. 110

Inches.
7.049
.069
.075
.080
. 076
• 092
.122
.116
.158

.049

• 051

.103

.048
.040
. 036
• 030
. 027
. 027
.024
. 024
.022
. 021
• 020
. 021
.023
• 019
. 019
.017
. 018

• 048
. 037
. 034
• 028
. 021
. 030
. 029
.027
. 024
• 024
.024
.024
.032
. 026
.026
. 026
. 022
. 022
. 022

.074
.054
. 053
. 050
. 047
. 056
. 039
.036
. 033
.031
. 030
• 030
.034
. 030
. 030
.026
. 024
. 022
. 021
. 022
.018
. 017
. 018
. 018
.017
. 016

• 023

Inches.
7.055
.068
.070
. 080
.083
.105
.138
.134
.197}
. 200

I

116
114
ll2
110
10~

106
104
102
100
98
96
.94
92
90
88
86
84
82
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

. 032
. 030
.024
. 022
. 019
,017
.016
.015
.015
. 015
. 015
.015
• 021
.017
• 017
.018
. 017
. 017
.017
.018
. 017
.018
. 015
. 015
.016
• 016

.052
. 042
. 035
. 030
.028
.024
.023
. 022
. 019
. 017
.020
• 021
. 021
• 018
• 018
.018
. 016
. 017
. 018
. 016
. 017
. 016
. 017

I

.....................
......................
......................
........... ............
.....................
.......................
....................... .. .. ... .. . ... . ..
...................... ......................
...................... .......................

·-

(

.......................
........................
........................

.........................

......................
.......................
.......................

I•

.142}
.206
.123
. 079
.067
.060
.053
.·049
.046
. 040
. 034
.032
. 033
. 036
• 031
. 027
.026
.024
.023
. 021
. 018
. 017
. 016
. 015
. 016
. 017
. 015
.015

Inches.
7. 070
. 085
.075
• 098
.190
.134
• 183
.197
.300

................
..............
.................
.................

.300

.300

.273
.272
.292
.124
.105
.084
.078
.058
.046
. 038
.037
. 040
.034
.03()
.030
.038
.025
.024
.024
.020
.019
. 018
.017
.018
.017
• 017

.300
.300
.220
.171
.128
.099
.083
.064
. 053
.047
.045
.043
.043
.037
.033
.030
. 027
.'026

Inches.

.................

...............
..................
....................
...............

• 027

.023
. 023
. 023
• 023

.023
.021
.021
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Testimony

o/ Captain G. V.

Fox.

WASHI:'IJGTON, January 21, 1865.
Captaip. G. V. Fox, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, sworn and examined.

By the chairman :
Question. In the light of all your observation and experience in the navy
with heavy ordnance, which do you consider to be the best gun now known 1
Answer. The best shell gun is Admiral Dahlgren's nine and eleven inch
guns. Those will not bear rifling. The Parrott rifled gun has burst so often
that many of our officers and men have less confidence in it. It is a great risk
to use it with the present charges. In my opinion, the result is that we must
have a wrought-iron gun, and Mr. Ames, in my opinion, has made the best
wrought-iron gun in the world.
\
Quef'tion. Is there any American inventor of wrought-iron guns except Mr.
Ames; and if so, who It
_
Answer. I do not know of anybody else who has been successful. Captain
Ericsson made us a gun, and though it has not burst, it is opening so as to render its use dangerous. The plan of_ longitudinal forging in one piece has no
safety in its results.
Question. Do you know anything about the Armstrong and Whitworth guns 1
Answer. We have a Whitworth gun in the B.avy yard, but I never saw an
Armstrong gun. The Whitworth gun is of steel, with a wrought-iron band
upon it.
Question. Do you consider that as good as the Ames gun ?
Answer. I do not.
,
Question. You say the Parrott gun has failed frequently. Does that remark
apply to any of his guns except the 100--pounders and over 1
Answer. Our experience is with the 100-pounders.
Question. Is there any complaint of the 60-pounders and smaller guns 1
Answer. There is no complaint of any gun which is of small calibre. They
are like a pistol, and it makes no difference whether it is made of brass, or iron,
or steel.
Question. Do I understand you to mean that the larger the calibre, the
greater the danger of bursting 1
Anl'jwer. Yes, sir.
Questiop.. Then in reference to our l'arger guns, the 15-inch guns for instance,
there is some danger that they will .not prove sufficiently strong 1
Answer. Yes, sir ; the larger the mass of metal, the more danger there is
attached to firing the gun with charges in proportion to its size.
Question. From what you know of Ames's wrought-iron gun, would it bear
any charge which you would deem sufficient for our guns of the largest calibre 1
Answer. I think it is a fair inference from the experience we have had with
the small guns and 100-pounders which he has made, that he has the correct
principle of manufacture, and that guns manufactured by his method will bear
any amount of charge that can be consumed in the gun.
Question. It is said that the cost of his gun is about six times that of a castiron gun of the same calibre. How is that 1
Answer. He has been making those guns for eighty cents a pound, and he
says he can make them now for one dollar a pound. If a 15-inch gun weighed
42,000 pounds, it would cost $42,000, made of wrought-iron, upon his plan.
The contract price, of a cast-iron gun of the same calibre is $7,500. But it
must be taken into consideration that a wrought-iron gun will last ; that there
is scarcely any limitation to its endurance ; aud the calibre will be increased so
mu~h that fewer guns will be used.
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By Mr. Gooch:
Que8tion. Is not the cost of the gun a small item in the general account, considering the ship and everything else 1
Answer. Certainly. In reference to the cnst of the guns, as I said after the
disaster at Fort Fisher, where we lost forty-two men killed and wounded by
the bursting of guns, better that the guns were of gold than that the sailors
should think that, under any circumstances, the guns could burst. You might
lose a battle by going into action with a gun around which stood twentyfive men entertaining the idea all the time that it might burst.
By Mr. Odell :
Question. What has been the result of the experience of your department
with the guns now in use 1
Answer. We have now in the service about three ,hundred 100-pound Parrott
guns, and I think we b,ave lost nineteen of them by bursting.
Question. Is that a much larger proportion of loss by bursting than should
occur?
Answer. There ought not to have been any, really. I do not think we have
had, during the war, a 9 or 11-inch gun burst. I do not recollect of any.
Question. What do you recommend to obviate that serious difficulty 1
Answer. My opinion is that we have got to come to wrought iron or steel
guns, and abandon cast-iron.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,

Washington, February 6, 1865.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo, touching the subject of the draught of a bill relative to the construction of the Ames wrought-iron
gun.
In my conversation with the committee, I believe that we agreed as to the necessity of
some action on the part of Congress to enable the War and Navy Departments to construct
the Ames wrought-iron gun. I am fully and painfully impressed with the importance of
taking immediate action in regard to the introduction of wrought-iron guns, but I confess to
some hesitation as to the precise method of accomplishing this without recommending a
measure, the cost of which would be ]ikely to insure its rejection.
I find, upon inquiry, that Mr Ames has the machinery and tools necessary to manufacture
6 or 7-inch wrought-iron guns, and the department has directed the Bureau of Ordnance to
contract with Mr. Ames for one 6-1~-inch wrought-iron gun, (100-pounder,) to weigh about
12, 000 pounds, with the assurance that if this gun stands the test, the department will take
ten similar ones, making eleven guns in all, at one dollar per pound. This is the least
number that he will agree to manufactu~e, and under the ordinary appropriation for the naval
ordnance, the department feell' justified in paying this large sum on account of the serious bursting of the cast-iron guns in the attack upon Fort Fisher. This gun, no doubt, wm be very
successful, and will take the place of the present pivot rifled guns in the navy; but it does
not assist us in obtaining the large smashing gun, which is indispensable against h-on-clads,
and whieh finds a temporary substitute in the 15-inch gun of cast-iron.
A gun of that calibre, capable of using safely the greatest quantity of quick-burning
powder which can be consumed in the piece, is a desideratum, and no reasonable expense
ought to be spared in obtaining it.
The machinery for making such a gun, upon Mr. Ames's principle, will have to be got up
and made at considerable expense. Then comes the question of locality. It will hardly be
economical to erect such machinery at Mr. Ames's place, away from 'tide-water, where the
transportation of coal, and such heavy ordnance, will be a most serious item of expense.
I enclose herewith a draught of a bill prepared by the Bureau of Ordnance, but it does not
meet my views. I rather incline for a joint resolution as follows :
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of_tlze United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Navy be, and hereby is, authorized to contract for
the construction of wrought-iron cannon, after the patent of those manufactured by Horatio
Ames, and tested before a joint board of military and naval officer13: Provided, That the
eleven guns of similar manufacture ordered by the Naval Bureau of Ordnance shaH first be
thoroughly tested before a board of ordnance officers, and favorably reported upon, and ~
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further manufacture recommended: And provided further, That the contract shall not be
for more than one hundred guns ; to be paid for on delivery, after a satisfactory test, out of
any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

G. V. FOX,
.Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
Hon. B. F. WADE,
Cltairman Com. on Conduct of War, U. S. Senate.

Testimony qf Captain James Alden.
WASHINGTON, January 23, 186 5.
Captain JAMES ALDEN sworn and examined,.
By the chairman :
Question. What number and calibre o.r"guns had you on board the Brooklyn
in your expeditio-n against Fort Fisher 1
Answer. We had twenty 9-inch guns, two 100-pounder Parrotts, and two
60-pounder Parrotts-all four of the Parrotta rifled.
Question. How many times were those guns fired in the two attacks upon
the fort 1
Answer. I threw into that fort 3,400 9-inch shells-over one hundred and
twenty tons.
Question. · How did the guns bear that shelling 1
Answer. As soon as I heard of the 100-pounders bursting, I put mine on the
opposite side of the ship from that with which I .was fighting, and put in their
places the 9-inch guns, so that I had twelve 9-inch guns in battery all the t.ime.
Question. Then you did not use those 100-pounder Parrotts 1
Answer. Not after I heard of the accidents with them on the other ships. I
never fired them again.
Question. Were those 9-inch guns made on the Rodman principle 1
Answer. They were Dahlgren guns.
.
Question. Were they cast hollow, or otherwise 1 ·
Answer. They were the Dahlgren 9-inch guns, the best gun ever made.
Question. What effect had that firing upon them 1
Answer. I never discovered that any of them were injured.
Question. Did none of them fail1
Answer. Not in the slightest degree. The men stand around them and fight
with them with as much confidence as they drink their grog.
Question. Did you see any of the Parrott guns burst 1
Answer. No, sir.

Testimony qf Genera} Jolm G. Barnard.
WASHINGTON, January 29, 1864.
General JoHN G. BARNARD sworu and examined._
By the chairman:
Question. What is your rank and position in the service 1
Answer. My position in the regular service is that of lieutenant colonel of
engineers. I am a brigadier general of volunteers.
Question. Where are yon now stationed, and what are your duties 1
Answer. I am stationed in Washington. I am the chief engineer of the
defences of Washington, and have other incidental duties.
Qaestion. What is the character and efficiency of the heavy ordnanqe now in
our fortifications 1
Answer. The ordnance in our fortifications now may be said to be in a transition condition, in which nothing is positively settled. We have been displacing
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the old light guns, such as 24, 32, and 42-pounders, and the 8-inch shell guns,
by heavy guns, as rapidly as possible. And though I have no intimate knowledge of the exact armament of any one of the fortifications now, not having
recently been connected with them, I believ~ that the armament has been increased in efficiency as rapidly as it possibly could have been ; and the armament of our sea-coast works is the best armament of any sea-coast w~rks in the
world at the present moment.
Question. What changes are being made in the heavy ordnance of the forti'fications 1
Answer. The most noticeable change is the introduction of the 15~inch gun
of Rodman. I might remark here that for twenty-five yearS' past the engineer
department have been calling for heavy guns, heavier than the old guns I have
mentioned. The difficulty in getting them has been owing to the fact that the
means of manufacturing heavy wrought-iron guns has been wanting, and we
have waited for the ordnance department. The principle has been that cannon
should be used of such calibre that a single shot would destroy a vessel, or inflict
serious damage to it, instead of doing comparatively little injury. We know
very well that wooden vessels have received an incredible number of 24 and
32-pounder solid shot without being seriously affected. 'J.1he idea has been t(}
put guns in forts of such calibre that a single shot would do immense damage.
Question. What is the calibre of the new guns 1
Answer. The 15-inch smooth-bore, carrying a shell of nearly 400 pounds, or
a solid shot of 430 pounds; the 13-inch smooth-bore, carrying a shell of perhaps 250 pounds; the Parrott rifled 300 and 200-pounders, and also some of
the Parrott rifled 100-pounders, which we consider too light .for sea-coast
fortifications. I believe-! have no official knowledge-that the government
are making arrangements to alter, or, perhaps, are actually altering now, the old
32 and 42-pounders, by rifling them, to make them efficient rifled guns.
Question. Are they changing the character of the guns on the interior fortifications, here about Washington, for instance 1
Answer. Some changes have been ordered recently, to withdraw a great
many of those old sea-coast guns, 24 and 32-pounders, with which the works
were originally armed, for want of others, and replace them witP. siege guns
and field-guns more fitted for field-workil. Works of this kind do not require
guns of this heavy calibre. We put these in because, at the time we got up the
works, there were no others to be had; the demand for .field and siege guns for
army purposes was so great that we could not get any others.
Those heavy guns were not introduced earlier into our sea-coast fortifications
because the means of manufacturing them were not perfected. The enginee1·
department was constantly calling for heavy guns, and through the experiments
of the ordnance department in relation to the means of manufacturing cast-iron,
and obtaining the best results from different ores, and the mixture of different ·
ores, &c., great advance has been made in the art of casting cast-iron guns.
And, finally, through the invention of Major Rodman, the means of casting
guns of enormous calibre have been effected. The difficulty to be overcome was
this: When a mass of cast-iron beyond a given diameter cools, the result is,
that the outside cools first, and the inside remains in a fluid state ; afterwards
the inside cools ; a contraction takes place in cooling, and a large mass cooling
in this way does not contract simultaneously; there is an irregularity of contraction; and there is a great strain upon the interior-so much so that, in cooling, very large guns will oftentimes crack. Oaptain Rodman invented a process of casting a cannon hollow ; the ordinary way being to cast it solid, and
then bore it out. By casting a gun hollow, with cold water in the metallic core
around which the metal is poured from the furnace, the gunis cooled from the
inside; and instead of having to cool a thickness of three feet of metal, which
would he the case in cooling from the outside, you have only to cool a thickness
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of from 12 to 15 inches from the inside. I regard his method as one of the
greatest improvements that have been made in the art of manufacturing castiron guns, and it has proved a more complete success than any other process of
making heavy guns. In fact, without it, guns of more than 10 inches calibre
cannot be successfully cast, and they never have been cast anywhere else.
Question. Was that an invention solely of Major Rodman, or was it previously known in Europe 1
Answer. The first cast-iron guns, made in the fifteenth century, were cast
hollow, an.d this method was universally practiced till the middle of the eighteenth century, (1744,) when the method of casting solid was introduced. But
there was no principle recognized in the matter. A cast-iron tube was to be
made, and the most natural way was to cast it as a tube. It was afterwards
found easier to cast solid and bore out the core. Besides, there was really no
advantage in the ancient method of hollow casting. The ordinary substance
which forms the internal mould could have no cooling effect. Captain Rodman
was the first to discover the necessity of cooling from the interior, and providing,
in connexion with hollow casting, a means of so cooling the casting.
Question. Have such tests been applied to that particular gun as to satisfy
military men that it is serviceable a,nd useful?
Answer. I think so. I do not say that the gun has been fully proved to be
all that a gun should be, or may be made ; but it has been so far tested, I think,
as to justify an affirmative answer to your question. It has been the most
complete success, so far, of any process of making heavy guns in any country.
Question. How long have these guns been in use in this country 1
Answer. The first experimental gun was completed in 1860. A board was
ordered by the Secretary of War to attend the trial experiments. The board
consisted of General. '.rotten, chief engineer of the United States army ; Major
(now General) Anderson; Captain H. G. Wright, of the engineers; myself;
Captain Tallmadge, of the artillery; Captain Carlisle, of the artillery, and Captains Dyer and Rodman, of the ordnance, and the traitor Gorgas.
Question. Describe briefly the tests you applied.
Answer. Our test was simply to fire it with ordinary -service charges. I
should remark that we considered that such a gun could only be really tested
by long enough use to show its endurance. We fired it-I do not recollect the
exact number of times-I suppose 50 or 60 times, trying it at various elevations,
with different charges of powder, never exceeding, I believe, thirty pounds of
what Rodman calls his compressed cake powder, which is a very slow burning
powder.
Question. You say you tried it with ordinary !ervice charges, such as you
would use in battle, both powder and ball1
Answer. Yes, sir; we recommended the continuance of those firings, and after
we left the firing was continued under charge of the ordnance officers, until the
number of rounds had reached some 500 or 600, in the same way with ordinary
charges. During all this time different tests were applied, in order to ascertain
whether the firing had produced any effect upon the gun. You are aware,
perhaps, that by repeated firing the interior of the bore, particularly about where
the ball rests, wears away. The violent escape of gases about it enlarges the
bore, and the touch-hole is enlarged. It was found, so far as my recollection
serves, that up to the last time at which I recollect having received any accountafter the gun had been fired 500 or 600 times-no perceptible change had taken
place in the gun, showing great hardness 9f the interior surface, as was expected
to be de1·ived from cooling it from the inside.
Qnestion. Did you use in those tests the same weight of powder and projectile, in proportion to the calibre, that you do in smaller guns 1
Answer. We used a less weight of powder in proportion to the weight of the
projectile. In light guns, smooth-bores, the ordinar! charges of powder are
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from one-quarter to one-third of the weight of the projectile. As the calibre
increases, it has been found that that proportion could not safely be used. In
the 10-inch calibres, which had been in use for many years, it was never considered safe to use over fifteen or eighteen pounds of ordinary cannon powder,
which would be about one-Elixth of the weight of the shot. In the 15-inch guns,
in which the shell used weighs about 400 pounds, it was not considered safe to
use over forty or :fifty pounds of Rodman's slow-burning powder, about oneeighth or one-ninth of the weight of the projectile. Most o£ the shells he was
using at that time did not weigh over 350 pounds.
Question. What was the range of those ,guns, with such charges, at an elevation, say, of five degrees 1
Answer. At five degrees we got pretty much the same result as with other
smooth-bore guns-about 1,800 yards, if I recollect aright. At six degrees we
got about 2,009 yards. At low elevations the range is not superior, perhaps
not so 'great, as that of a 32 or 42-pounder. At high elevations the range is
somewhat superior.
Question. How do you account for that 1
Answer. From the fact that we use proportionately less powder and give less
initial velocity. If we could get the same initial velocity with all those heavy
guns that we do with the 24 &nd 32-pounders, we could get much greater range,
from the fact that the resistance of the atmosphere to a large sphere is less in
proportion to its weight than to a small sphere. But for the resistance of the
·atmosphere we could throw a ball :fifteen or twenty miles with an ordinary piece
of artillery.
Question. Consequently? the energy and efficiency of .these large guns are not
in proportion to the weight of the projectile 1 It is not propelled with the same
initial velocity 1
Answer. 1'hat is certainly an objection. It would be very desirable to throw
them with as great a velocity as we can throw a six-pound ball, and perhaps it
may yet be done.
Question. Could it not be done, provided you could use the same proportion
of powder to the weight of the projectile 1
Answer. I think it could.
Question. It has been suggested that those large 15-inch guns are inefficient,
for the reason that they dare not put in powder enough to make them effective.
What do you say in regard to that 1
Answer. ~"J.lhe gun which was adopted in the navy-although it is essentially
a Rodman gun-is not of his model. It was, if I mistake not, made shorter, in
order to introduce into monitors-! am not quite certain about the fact-and
made of so mew hat lighter dimensions than the Rodman gun; but experiments
at the Washington navy yard, with a Rodman gun of navy pattern, indicate that
these 15-inch guns are really capable of bearing much heavier charges than was
supposed. One of these guns has been fired a great many times with 60
pounds of ordinary cannon po-wder-one-sixth to one-seventh the weight of the
shot. If such charges are shown to be safe, quite high init,ial velocities may be
had with these guns.
Question. Are those Rodman guns manufactured by anybody but Major
Rodman, that you know of?
Auswer. Major Rodman does not manufacture himself. They are manufactureil by Knap, Rudd & Co., of Pitt~burg, who are, if I mistake not, the owners
of the patent. They are manufactured by Alger & Co., in Boston, and they are
now manufactured in Providence, a'nd there may be others now who manufacture them.
Question. Have you any idea how many of those large 15-inch guns we n~w
have in the service 1
Answer. I cannot give you any definite statement as to that.
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Question. You say you were on the board that tested those guns. In your
opinion have they been sufficiently tested now, so that it would be prudent for
the government to adopt them to supersede other guns; are you yourself so far
satisfied with the tests and experience of those guns 1
Answer. I am satisfied that the government should adopt them to a certain
extent. I do not say, by any means, that I would propose to make the whole
armament of the fortifications of such guns, but I consider them the most powerful class of cast-iron guns that there is, and a very important gun-the best
guu of its peculiar class that there is; we know of nothing that we could put
in its place. At the same time it ought to be perfectly understood that the art
of artillery is in transitu; that the demand has outstripped the march of science;
that to perfect artillery and bring it up to what is now demanded requires experiment and laborious research, and we must use the best we can get and run
some risks. But so far I have never heard of one of those guns bursting, nor
of any accident from them.
Question. Has any more than the service charge ever been used in them 1
Answer. They have been tested at the navy yard here with heavier charges,
sixty pounds of ordinary cannon powder, and it is probable they may be safely
used with this charge.
Question. You have spoken of the powder you use in those guns, a coarse
powder; is that a new invention 1
Answer. I think it is an invention of Captain Rodman. His opinion was
that the ordinary cannon powder burned too rapicUy for these great guns ; the
effort at the very commencement was too violent-was not distributed along the
length of the bore. By using a slower burning powder the first effort was less
violent, but it kept up a more continuous effort. Captain Rodman made two
kinds of powder, one of very large grains, almost if not quite as big as hazlenuts, and another kind in compressed perforated cakes. The latter kind has
never been adopted practically ; it costs a great deal more to make it than the
other kind.
Question. Does this coarse powder propel a ball with the same force that the
old-fashioned powder would 1
Answer. The perforated cake powder requires a heavier charge than the
large-grained powder, and the large-grained powder requires a heavier charge
than the ordinary cannon powder, to obtain the same result.
Question. Do all these great grains burn 1
Answer. I do not think they do ; many are thrown out not fully burned.
Question. Now, in regard to the matter of "royalty;" what "royalty," and
to whom, does the government pay for these guns 1
Answer. I know nothing about that.
Question. Then you don't know about the amount of "royalty" that the
government pays for those guns 1
Answer. Not at all.
Question. That, I suppose, is what is paid by the government to the inventor
or discoverer for the use of his patent.
Answer. I do not even know that the government pays anything. ' I have
never heard anything about it.
Question. Those Rodman guns are always smooth-bore 1
Answer. rrhey are; but not necessarily so. After the first experim~ntal
gun, another was made immediately afterwards of the same pattern exactly, of
the same exterior dimensions, and rifled. That gun was sent to FortreS'S Monroe at the beginning of the rebellion; one or two shots were fired from it by
General Butler at the enemy's works on Sewell's Point, and there it lay for a
year or two. I have heard that the ordnance department were lately beginning
experimenting with it. I saw that Mr. Parrott was making some projectiles for
it; what the result has been I do not know.
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Question. But with that exception, they are smooth-bore guns.
Answer. Yes, ·sir; that is, these large guns.
Question. How small guns do they make on this Rodman principle 1
Answer. They apply that method of casting to the 10-inch guns, and anything above that, and Mr. Parrott is now applying it to his 300-pounder rifled gun.
Question. Would not that method applied be an improvement in casting all
our ordnance, take the Dahlgren gun for instance 1
Answer. Yes, sir; anything above an 8-inch gun; perhaps anything above
a 42-pounder; perhaps the 42-pounder itself. But below that the evil which I
spoke of in the cooling of the casting is not so apparent; you can get a very
satisfactory gun of the 32 or 42-pounder calibre by the method of solid casting.
Question. Do you know enough about the manufacture of these guns to be
able to state whether they can be made as cheaply as the others, barring the
"royalty" to the inventor 1 In other words, which is the cheapest, to cast guns
hollow upon this Rodman principle, or cast them .solid, and bore them out in
the old way 1
Answer. I do not think it wo,uld make very much difference. It costs rather
more; probably1 to make them hollow; the amount of the labor of boring is
about the same in both cases, although in the one case you have the hollow
core. 'rhe founders tell me that they would about as willingly bore out a gun
cast solid as one cast hollow.
·
Question. ':rhis method of cooling from the inside leaves the interior surface
harder than it otherwise would be, and, therefore, you have to work the harder
to finish out the bore 1
Answer. Yes, sir.
Question. Which gun do you consider the most energetic and efficient, the
Rodman or the Parrott gun 1
Answer. They both have their peculiar qualities; we consider them both
necessary. That is, we consider both smooth-bores and rifled guns necessarJ~.
Question. The Parrott gun has always heretofore been a rifled gun 1
Answer. Yes, sir. The Parrott gun is of smaller diameter in proportion to
the 'weight of its projectile, and simply for the purpose of penetrating armor,
making a hole through it, it is superior to a smooth-bore of larger calibre. But
we believe that for smashing in the frame of a vessel the large 'round shot
would be superior; in fact, all experiment, here a~1d abroad, shows that a round
shot is more destructive to iron plates than an elongated one. We believe that
greater damage would be done by a 15-inch round shot than by the 300-pounder
Parrotts. But the 300-pounder Parrott has a greater range and accuracy than
the other. You can throw a 300-pounder Parrott 2z and 3 miles with a great
deal of accuracy. Whereas, at that distance, a smooth-bore gun would not hit
anything; you may throw your shot that distance, but you have no certainty
of hitting the object fired at. But within the distance of a mile, the accuracy
of a smooth-bore is quite sufficient, and its effect would probably be greater. On
the other hand, the 300-pounder Parrott gun is a lighter gun than the 15-inch
gun, and more easily handled.
.
Question. Do you know which is the most expensive gun according to the
weight of its projectile, the Rodman gun or the Parrott gun 1
Answer. The Rodman gun, I thi~k.
Question. How about the Dahlgren gun 1
Answer. 'rhe Dahlgren guns are all intended for the navy. I do not know
of any of them suited for the land service.
Question. We are in a transition state, I understand you to say, in regard to
ordnance, and are replacing our old coast guns with these Rodman and Parrott
guns7
Answer. Yes, sir; and rifling the old guns, as I understand.
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Question. I understand they are doing that for the land service, but the navy
has not adopted that plan as yet 1
Answer. The fact of the matter is, that we must have more powerful guns
than our old ones, and we must get them some way as fast as we can.
Question. We are directed to inquire what proportion of our sea and land
ordnance is rifled. Can you tell about that 1
Answer. I cannot answer that question. I presume it depends upon what
we can get. 1,here has been a great call from the large cities, New York ·and
Boston, and great pressure upon the government to supply improved artillery;
and the government has supplied it as fast as they could get it from Parrott
and the different foundries. What the proportion of rifled guns is, I could not ·
say. I do not think any rule has been established yet.
Question. When were these rifled guns first introduced into our service 1
Answer. I do not think we had any rifled guns in the service before this war
commenced. General Barry is better authority on that point than I am. We
commenced about that time to make tifled guns. If I recollect right, no heavy
rifled gun had been made in 1860, except tbis 12-inch gun at Fortress Monroe,
which I have spoken of. Mr. Parrott gradually perfected his means of manufacturing his heavy guns, succeeding first in making a 100-pounder, then a
200-pounder, and finally a 300-pounder. Therefore, it has been within the
space of two years that heavy rifled ordnance has been made.
Question. How long have heavy rifled guns been in use abroad-say in
England and France 1
Answer. About cotemporaneously with us. They had commenced rifling their
field artillery and introducing it into service earlier. I do not recollect now of
hearing of any heavy rifled guns before we commenced having them ; probably,
however, Armstrong's 100-pound~!·;:; are a year or two earlier than Parrott's
100-pounders. We were rifling our cast-iron 32's and 42's as early as 1859 or
1860.
Question. Have you a knowledge of the heavy ordnance now in use in France
and England-their latest improvement in heavy guns 1 If so, I would inquire
whether they have any gun which, in your judgment, is superior to our Rodman or Parrott gun 1
·
Answer. The most powerful gun that I have read of as being experimented
upon is the last gun of Armstrong, a rifled gun of 13-incb calibre, and throwing a 600-pound projectile. 1,he accounts of its effects and accuracy were very
satisfactory; but we have nothing to show how durable the gun would be.
Question. Is that a breech-loading gun 1
Answer. It is not a breech-loading gun. There is a great deal of discrepancy about the accounts we get of the Armstrong gun; at any rate, no Armstrong or other foreign gun has undergone the practical tests that our guns
have. 1 do not think they have made anything equal, in durability and
efficiency combined, to the Parrott gun. Some of the English journals give
very flattering comments upon our rifled artillery, as known by the result of
the bombardment at Charleston.
Question. It has been said that they were thrown by their Armstrong guns 1
Answer. rrhere isa different opinion about that gun. The original breechloading Armstrong gun I never bad any faith in, and the building-up principle
upon which be makes his guns I do not think has proved very satisfactory so
far. As to the .1!-,rench guns, I have heard of nothing larger than the guns
which they have upon their iron-clads, called 30-pounders, and is their old
30-pounder cast-iron gun rifled and reinforced by a band at the breech, and
throws an elongated projectile of about 54 pounds weight. They are supposed
to be making, or at least experimenting upon, larger rifled guns ; but keep their
results secret.
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Question. The Senate, in this resolution, wants to know if there has been
any particular delay in the manufacture and introduction of these guns; and if
so, the cause of it. Do you know of any delay 7
Answer. No, sir; I have had nothing to do with the manufacture and supplying of them.
Qnestion. You have h eard of no particular delay in the matter 1
Answer. I have heard that everybody in the country that could make a gun
was employed, to meet the demands of the government.
Question. I will ask one question about the manufacturing of theRe guns :
does it require great outlay to establish a manufactory of these guns 7 Is such
a manufactory a costly and expensive concern 7
Answer. It requires considerable outlay in machinery for lifting and handling these great guns.
Question. What, under favorable circumstances, would be the expense of
setting up such a manufactory 7
Answer. I could not tell; .it would take a great deal of money. In regard to
the delay, I will say, that the only delay I know about was in first commencing the manufacture of these 15-in'ch guns. The engineer department desired
them to be made; and a board sat here upon the subject two years ago, which
adopted them for the armament of fortifications, and desired them to be made ;
but none was made or ordered until after the Merrimac affair, when the authorities seemed to receive a new impulse.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. All things considered, what do you consider the best rifled gun
known to the world 7
Answer. I have not the data upon which to answer this question. To the
best of my knowledge no rifled gun of large calibre has yet satisfied all the
conditions of durability. Parrott's guns have not; and yet I believe it to be
equal to any rifled gun made, and have confidence that the defects may be
remedied. Yet I see no reason why we may not make large rifled guns of castiron alone, by Rodman's method, as successfully as we have made large smoothbore ones; indeed, it seems to me a much easier problem to make a 400-pounder
cast-iron rifled gun than to make a 15-inch smooth-bore gun. In range and
accuracy and efficiency combined, I believe Parrott's guns to have equalled any
in the world. To breach masses of masonry at the distance :B,ort Sumter was
breached (two miles and over) was certainly an extraordinary performance;
and yet, from what I saw of these guns at Yorktown, where we contended with
the enemy's rifled guns at 3,900 yards, (21 miles nearly,) and received some of
his shot in the parapet of our battery, the result did not surprise me. Some of
Parrott's heavy rifles have end.ured over a thousand discharges, at high elevations a:nd with full service charges; but I apprehend they are not all so durable. I have heard of no failures in his 300-pounders, though one was fired five
hundred times nearly.
By the chairman:
Question. Have you heard of any other rifled gun in use with as large calibre
as these largest Pan·otts 7
Answer. Yes, sir; the recent Armstrong gun of which I spoke has a 13-inch
calibre, and throws a 600-pounder projectile.
Question. I speak of those in actual use-not merely experiments.
Answer. I am not aware that any rifled gun has been brought into actual
use in the British service larger than the Armstrong 100-pounder breech-loader,
of which we have very conflicting statement.s, but which is maintained, by what
seems to be good authority, to be an efficient gun. 'l'he Armstrong muzzleloading 300-pounder rifled gun is now intended for the new iron-clads, such as
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the Bellerophon, Royal Sovereign, (an old frigate altered to a turret ship,) and
I presume the new 600·pounder will also be adopted for sea-coast forts and ironclads, (it is said the Belle.rophon is to have one on each broadside,) if it prove
to be a reliable gun. As yet, however, but one of the latter has been made, and
very few of the former, and they can hardly be said to be " in actual use."
I kn.ow of no rifled gun in the French service larger than their 30-pounders,
which constitute the actual armament of some, perhaps all, of their iron-clads
now afloat, and which is about equivalent to 32-poundetr James guns. Krupp's
9-inch cast-steel rifled guns, made in Prussia, have been extensively ordered by
the Russian goverument for their forts and ships, and, I suppose, may be considered in actual use.
Captain Blakely makes very large guns on the "reinforcing" or hooping
principle-quality doubtful. Mr. Lynall Thomas has also made a very large
rifled gun, but we have no satisfactory account of it.
'rhe Armstrong 300-pounders carry a somewhat heavier shot than our Parrott 300-pounders.
By Mr. Gooch :
Question. vVhat do you consider the best smooth-bore gun of heavy calibre
now known 1
Answer. The Rodman gun. That is the only method of making guns of
heavy calibre of cast-iron. The method of building up guns of wrought-iron
of that calibre has not yet been used.
Question. Which have experience or experiment taught us to be the best material of which to make guns of heavy calibre, cast-iron or wrought-iron 1
Answer. Our opinions in this country, I think, are in favor of cast-iron. In
England, however, nearly all their modern guns are made of wrought-iron, on
the Armstrong building-11p principle. The best material, and the best way of
making a gun of l11rge calibre, is not decided. We have given the preference to
cast-iron, and have obtained results such as no other nation has obtained.
In England they are unable to make a layge gun of cast-iron, from ~nferiority
of material or of skill, and their efforts have been to build up guns of wroughtiron.
In Prussia, Krupp has made rifled guns of 9-inch calibre (about 200-pounders) of cast-steel, which is probably the strongest of all materials, the steel being
cast upon a core and afterwards forged. 'rhe Russian govermpent have given
him extensive orders, and I recommended the governor of Massachusetts to import a few of them. It is a very expensive material, and the process of forging
large masses seems yet to be uncertain. I have since observed that one of
them recently burst at St. Petersburg, and it is disputed whether the bursting is
the fault of the gun or projectile. Mr . .Ericsson is making 13-inch guns for the
Dictator entirely of wrought-iron. We have not had sufficient proofs of-or,
rather, we have bad too many causes to doubt-the durability of built-up guns,
and we yet adhere to cast-iron guns, which are, besides, much cheaper. But it
is quite likely that the means of manufacturing wrought-iron or steel guns may
be perfected so as to make better guns than cast-iron; or, p erh ~1ps, a combination
of wrought-iron or steel and cast-iron may be effected. 'The 11-inch wroughtiron gun, the Prince Alfred, built at the Mersey Iron-works, for the London exhibition, has endured the most satisfactory test.
We know of no heavy guns made in France. The larg .: st rifled guns that
we know of are their old cast-iron 30-pounders, rifled and hoopecl, which I mentioned before. It occurs to me at this moment that I have seen it stated, on
what appeared to be good ·authority, that the Magenta and Solferino (new ironclads) have 100-pounder breech-loaders, rifled. An 8-inch rifled gun is spoken
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of as having produced extraordinary results at Vincennes, hut their experiments
a-re not made public.
J t would appear that Spain has remodelled her marine artillery lately-that
the smooth-bore gun is retained as more efficacious for destroying armor plates
than rifled guns. Their largest smooth bore is of eleven inches calibre. I do
not know how large rifled guns they have made, though none, probably, anything like as large as this. The largest I have seen mentioned is of 16 centimetres bore, (about 611> inches, or that of our old 32-pounder.)
It is stated that all their new guns, rifled or smooth-bore, will be of cast-iron,
reinforced or hooped at. their breech with wrought-iron bands, the same as our
Parrott guns.
·
.
In conclusion, experience, so far as it has gone, has, I thmk, taught us that
we can obtain guns from cast-iron alone, equal to if not bettl')r than any made
here or elsewhere from any other material, and at much less cost th~n of wroughtiron or cast-steel; and that until it is proved that a gun of superiOr safety, durability, or capable of enduring heavier charges, can be made some other way,
we are right in adhering to cast-iron guns made by Rodman's process.
By the chairman:
Question. Do you know anything about a wrought-iron gun called the Ames
gun 1
Answer. I have heard it spoken of; I am not aeq_uainted with it.
Question. You do not know whether it has been examined or not 1
Answer. I do not.
By Mr. Gooch:
Question. Considering the experiments made on both American and English
guns of large calibre, which do you think has the greatest endurance, the
wrought-iron or the cast-iron gun 1
.Answer. My impression is that our cast-iron guns are more durable than their
wrought-iron guns. But I have not gone thoroughly into that matter; I have
not seen all the experiments and their results.
By the chairman:
Question. Have we ever experimented with the English Armstrong or Whitworth gun, so as to compare them with our own 1
·
Answer. We had a battery of light field artillery, WhHworth's, with us on
the Peninsula. This was a battery given to us by Americans abroad. Three
or four of them are in the forts here. The impression has not been favorable to
the gun for general efficiency. It has some very peculiar qualities, such as very
great accuracy and range. It carries a very elongated solid projectile, but so
small that it does not do any damage beyond just where it hits. Except for
special purposes it is not a valuable field gun; it is not available as a field gun
for general purposes. .At Yorktown I had prepared positions for the two Whitworths we bad with us, to use them when we opened the fire of our batteries,
to dismount the enemy's gnns. For this purpose they would have been very
useful on account of their great accuracy. I do not know whether we have experimented with the .Armstrong gun; I only know this, that Mr. Parrott made
an .Armstrong gun for the Russian government, about four years ago, I should
think, in which he got all the results of range which .Armstrong himself did.
About that time the method was published, and Mr. Parrott made it from the
published accounts of the matter; but he made no others of that kind.
Question. He thought his own guu a better gun, all things considered 1 .Answer. He had not then completed his own gun. The .Armstrong breechloading gun is too delicate in its breech-loading apparatus to be adapted to the
rough usage of the field.
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